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Publisher's Foreword

Islam has given two reliable pathways for the guidance of mankind. One of
them is the clear Verses of Qur'ân while the other, quite consistent with the
first, is what we call Sunnah or IjadIth.
To explain and interpret its basic and brief teachings, Qur'ân has itself
mentioned the need for Sunnah and the Prophet's model lifestyle. The latter
explains the former. The Sunnah is an indispensable guide to understand the
commandments and passages of Qur'ân. Without A1zâditj, the entire faith and
the entire Siiari'ah (Islamic Law) will become no better than a riddle. It is to be
noted that the wealth of expository material relating to Shari'ah, as found in
by Allah through the archangel
Azâdit, was also given to the Prophet
Gabriel (Jibra'il). This is why Qur'ân is called Revelation Recited (Wahy
Matlu) while the Hadith is called Revelation Unrecited (Waiy chair Matlu).
The Arabic word Hadith means: conversation, account, narrative, report, and
also novel or modern. But as a technical term, however, it means the deeds,
utterances, circumstances and matters of Allah's Messenger
or, in other
words, whatever has come down to us concerning Allah's Messenger ; and his
mission (through his Companions and their followers). Ijadujh is also called
Sunnah (Tradition), Akhbâr (information, report, communication, and
message) and ALhar (track, trace, sign, mark). Uad th
L may be verbal, or
practical or just tacit (that is, when the Prophet ; did not object to some thing,
thereby giving his tacit approval). However, some include even the Prophet's
S/hamâ 'ii (his physical descriptions, natural disposition and habits) under the
general heading of iIaditJi.
The authority of HadIth, its truth and its position in Shariah is indisputable.
The proper art of writing began soon after the Prophet
began his mission.
The Verses of the Revelation "Who has taught by the pen,"111 and "Nan; by
the pen and by what they write (therewith), ,f2] gave impetus to the art of
writing during the era of the Prophet . The people of Arabia who boasted of
a retentive memory and their ability to reproduce with accuracy what they
1 Al- 'Alaq 96:1.
[2]

Al-Qalam 68:4.
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committed to memory now began to set down what they learnt in writing. We
have come to know from varied sources that the scribes of Qur'ân totalled
more than fifty in numbers. As for the narration and recording of AhâdItji, a
much wider and more elaborate system evolved in the succeeding ages.
The things being set down in writing, in addition to Qur'ân, during the
Prophet's era were: official letters of the Islamic state, the Prophet's letters, the
State constitution, the Prophet's sermons, treaties, deeds of gift, writs
guaranteeing security, census, writs of manumission of slaves, names of
governors and officials appointed for different regions and provinces, state
instructions and guidelines, details of revenues and expenditures of Baitul-Mâl
(Exchequer), and the AhâdILLi based on what the Companions saw the Prophet
do or heard him say. All these documents, written down with great care and
accuracy, make an invaluable treasure. Moreover, we have authentic details
that prove the Companions recorded Ai!iâdith carefully and responsibly.
On many an occasion did the Prophet
instruct his Companions to put in
writing what he said. For example, the Farewell pilgrimage sermon was set
down in writing at the request of Abu Shah of Yemen.
These traditions dating back to the era of the Prophet , and his Companions
set in motion a trend that continued during the successive generations of
Muslims till an elaborate science of Ijaduib blossomed forth with many
technical terms like Riwâyah (narration), Dirâyah (cognizance), Al-Jaru watTa'dil (Science of Validation of Ahaduth), terms that gave a scientific dimension
to this branch of knowledge ensuring the safeguarding, preservation, and
interpretation of AithdItj. The Biographies of Narrators (Asmâ 'ur-Rijâl), a
branch of HadIth sciences, holds a prominent place among the arts and sciences
developed by mankind. It is about this branch of knowledge that German
Orientaiist Dr Springer, while editing A1-Isâba,z fi Tamizis-$aiâbah, remarked:
"No nation in the past or in modern times ever invented an outstanding science
like Asmâ 'ur-Rijâl that provides information about five hundred thousand
Muslims."
Of course, we concede that the enemies of Islam, hypocrites and liars fabricated
some Aâduiji in an attempt to spread them. But, then, the Hadith scholars
goaded by faith and endowed with keen observation, knowledge, and
comprehension, while using scientific methods of inquiry, challenged and
eliminated those fabrications from the treasure of (genuine) Ahâdujh. No doubt, it
was a notable achievement worthy of praise in the annals of human knowledge.
Here is an incident illustrating the scholars' achievement in this field:
The Abbasid caliph Ilârun Raid (170 AH-193 AR) had a disbeliever
arrested for fabricating Ahâdith and ordered his execution. The disbeliever said
to the king: "0 Commander of the Faithful, how will you deal with those four
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thousand AhâdIth I have already fabricated, making lawful things unlawful and
the unlawful lawful although not a word in those Ahâd&J was ever spoken by
Allah's Messenger." Thereupon, the king retorted: "0 enemy of Allah, how
can you escape from AN Ishâq Fazâri and 'Abdullâh bin Mubârak? They will
sieve them out and eliminate them letter by letter."
It is a well-known fact that the painstaking efforts of scholars gave Azâdith a
high degree of reliability next to Qur'ân. When the Ahâdujh had been read over
carefully, revised, corrected and expounded in the light of the principles of
HadW sciences like Jarh (invalidation), Ta'dil (validation), and Asmâ'ur-Rtjâl,
the stage for the recording of A1fiâdit/ was set. Thanks to the exhausting efforts
of Hadith scholars and their deep sense of responsibility, the Muslim nation
got, in addition to Sihâh Sittah (the Sound Six books of HadIth) a vast treasure
that included Musannafiat (ffadLth compilations according to subject-headings),
Jawâmi' (comprehensive books of Ahâduti), Sunan (collections of legal and
doctrinal AhâdIth), MasânId (Hadith compilations according to complete
chains), Ma 'âjim (compilations arranged according to names of Companions or
regions or names of teachers of compilers), Mustadrakât (compilations of
A,zâdIth meeting the conditions of other compilers but not found in their
books), and Mustarajât (compilations containing Aizâduij of other compilers
with different chains of narration), the manuscripts of which - numbering in
thousands - researched, edited and furnished with explanatory and marginal
notes, exist even today in international libraries attracting the attention of
research scholars. Anyhow, among those compilations, the six canonical books
of AhâdIth (Sihah Sittah) rank as the centerpiece.
I have a wish since long to present the Sound Six (izâf Sittah) translated into
modem English in such a way as to list the inferences and gainful conclusions
drawn from each 1-Iadith to remove any misgiving and misunderstanding,
satisfying the mind and soul, and reinforcing the faith. With this noble cause in
view, Darussalam has solicited the services of several learned scholars and
researchers who are working with zeal on the translation of the Sound Six and
writing commentaries on them.
All the AhâdIth of this collection have been documented, referenced and
traced by the great research scholar, }lâfiz Zubair 'Ali Za'i.

'Abdul-Mâlik Mujâhid
Servant of Qur'ân and Sunnah
Director,
Darussalam
Riyadh and Lahore.
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Note: One thing I want to mention is that in these collections, the original
Arabic texts of the Ahâd Mh contain complete chain of narrators while in
translation, for the sake of simplicity, only the name of the first narrator is
mentioned who narrated the IIadth from the Prophet .
As regards the collection, SahIh Muslim, the readers will find three numbers
with each IjadIh. The first one in brackets is introduced by Darussalam. It
begins with the first Ijadith and continues to the last. The second number
denotes the IjadIti number according to the various books mentioned in Sa0h
Muslim. If this number is to be written for reference, then the name of the book
must be written with it, for example if you see chapter 2, it is cited as: [2]1—(1),
Here the [2] is serial # introduced by Darussalam, '1' is the first IjadILh of this
chapter, and '(1)' is the number given by Fuwâd 'Abdul Bâqi. This number is
used mainly while giving references like, SahIh Muslim: 3; or Sai!iIh Muslim,
Ijadith : 3. In this system, with each new Hadith, Fuwâd 'Abdul-Bâqi allotted a
new number, while the other versions of the same Hadith with different chains
have been given without any number.

A Life Sketch of Imãm Muslim
Preserving the Revelation
Allah, the Most High, sent Revelation through His Messengers to different
peoples at different times for their guidance, but none of their peoples clung to
the Revelation sent to them tenaciously enough to be able to keep it in its pristine
purity. Through the entire history of mankind, none other than Muslims guarded,
by grace of Allah, the Revelation received by them and preserved it intact, both
by committing it to memory and in writing. In addition to the Revelation— the
Qur'ân, Muslims did the same with Ahâditj of Prophet Muhammad which is
also known as Unrecited Revelation. In order to protect and keep it safe, they
evolved a unique system that made any type of tampering or interpolation
impossible. This system of guarding and preserving, evolved by grace of Allah,
rules out, by its very nature, every likelihood of omission or neglect.

Preserving The Qur'an (Revelation Recited)
Allah said:

"Verily, We, it is We Who have sent down the Dhikr (i.e., the Qur'ân) and
surely We will guard it (from corruption)."111
The Qur'ãn was revealed to a Messenger who was unlettered. His people
(Ummah), too, were mostly unlettered. The Qur'ân was revealed, little by little,
a few Verses each time, making it easy to commit it to writing as well as
memorizing. Moreover, since this Revealed Guidance was for all mankind and
for all times, one could not benefit by it fully or act by it unless it was easy to
remember and easy to understand. So Allah made it easy:

"And We have indeed made the Qur'ân easy to understand and
remember; then is there any that will remember (or receive
admonition) ?121

[2]

SâratAl-Hijr 15:9.
Sârat Al-Qamar 54:22.
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Just as the Qur'ân, before it was revealed to mankind, had been on honoured,
exalted, Preserved Tablet in the hands of noble and righteous angels, so did the
Messenger of Allah
, charge revered, righteous and honest scribes,
memorizers and reciters from among his own Companions to preserve it. 11
The Messenger of Allah , promised, in clear terms, a similar reward to the
later generations: The similitude of the one who recites the Qur'ân and takes
care of it is that of one who keeps the company of honoured, righteous scribes
(i.e. angels).121 There were among the foremost Companions as well as among
other Companions who would recite the Qur'ân from memory. Later on, when
prepared the canonical copy of the Scripture, unanimously
Abü Bakr
acknowledged to be correct as to script, spelling and arrangement of chapters, he
called memorizers and reciters of Qur'ân from among the Companions to bear
witness as to the authenticity and correctness of each chapter and each Verse and
each word of the Qur'ân. It is to be noted that the script they used to write the
Qur'ân with, has ever endured across centuries to this day, even though their style
of writing differs sometimes from the standard principles of writing in vogue
today, yet another manifestation of popular reverence for the scribes of the
Divine Revelation.
In order to transcribe the Revelation with integrity, the Messenger of Allah
, trained his scribes. Zaid bin Ihâbit 41 says: "I used to write down the
revealed Verses .... when I had finished writing, he jW would ask me to read it to
him. If the Messenger of Allah , detected an error, he would correct it. Only
then did I communicate it to others." 31
The Messenger of Allah , also forbade scribes writing anything they heard
from him into the text of the Qur'ân. The purpose was to keep the Qur'ân pure
and unmixed, clear of extraneous things.[4j
The Qur'ân was recited again and again, prayer after prayer, before the
congregation of worshippers. The Companions used to recite it themselves as
well as hear it from each other. This practice began from the very first day of
the Revelation and has been continuing ever since. Even today there are
hundreds of thousands of people who remember the Qur'ân by heart and recite
it in public day and night. This rules out any doubt as to the accuracy of the
Qur'ân. There is absolutely no likelihood of any addition or diminution,
tampering or alteration or interpolation in the text of the Noble Qur'ân as it
was revealed to the Prophet .
Eli See Jâmi'ul-Bayân 30/69.
[2]Sahih Al-B ukhâ r1 HadIth 4937.
[3]Al-Mu 'jam Al-Kabeer by At-Tabarànl 5/142, HadiL! no. 3889.
[41 SahIh Muslim: HadIth no. 7510.
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More astonishing than these measures were those that Allah Himself took to
secure the Qur'ân. In the whole cosmos an intensive network of tight security
was laid by divine command. Right from heaven to earth, angels were placed
on guard to prevent devils from eavesdropping or overhearing until it reached
the heart of Allah's Messenger. The finn (genii) were made powerless to do any
mischief, according to their own confession:

"And we have sought to reach the heaven; but found it filled with stern
guards and flaming fires. And verily, we used to sit there in stations, to
(steal) hearing, but any who listens now will find a flaming fire watching
him in ambush ...... 11
At the end of the chapter of Jinn, Allah says:

AA

"(He Alone is) the All-Knower of the Ghaib (Unseen), and He reveals to
none His Ghaib (Unseen). Except to a Messenger (from mankind) whom
He has chosen (He informs him of the Unseen as much as He likes), and
then He makes a band of watching guards (angels) to march before him and
behind him. He (Allah) protects them (the Messengers)], till He sees that
they (the Messengers) have conveyed the Messages of their Lord (Allah).
And He (Allah) surrounds all that which is with them, and He (Allah) keeps
count of all things (i.e. He knows the exact number of everything). 21

Preservation of Hadith (Revelation Unrecited)
As for the Ijadith (which i Revelation Unrecited), Allah charged the Ummah
to preserve it. The Messen er of Allah , said: "May Allah make the man
flourish who hears from me a IjadIjji, commits it to memory and then
communicates it (to others)."13
St2ratAl-Jinn 72:8,9.
Sârat Al-Jinn 72:26-28.
131 Jâmi'At-Tir,nidK HadIth no. 2656.
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No Ummah in history has so successfully preserved the sayings of its
Messenger as the Muslims have. Indeed, none has given a fraction of that care
to its revealed book which the Muslims gave to the preservation of the sayings
and actions of their Messenger . In the whole history of mankind, there has
never ever been an example similar to the system evolved by Muslims to
preserve the Hadliji and Sunan of the Messenger of Allah ç.
The Verses of the Qur'ân were committed both to memory and to writing as
they were revealed but the sayings of Allah's Messenger were committed to
memory only and, later, communicated to those not present at the moment.
Documents and necessary instructions were written for those who needed
them, at the Messenger of Allah's bidding. For example, Imâm BukhârI relates
that Abü Shah 4, a Companion living in Yemen, requested the Messenger for
a written copy of the sermon he had delivered on the day of the conquest of
Makkah dealing with the inviolability of Makkah and with the blood-money.
The Messenger said: "Write (it) down for Abü Shah."[']
When the system of writing the Qur'ân had developed well and stabilized, the
Companions were allowed to note down all the sayings of the Messenger of
Allah, ;, without distinction. 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr
narrates: "I used to note
down each and every thing I heard from the Messenger of Allah , and liked
to memorize it. The Quraysh said to me: 'You write down everything you hear
from the Messenger of Allah . The Messenger of Allah is a human being. He
speaks both in anger and pleasure'. So I stopped writing. I told the Messenger
of Allah iW,, about it. He replied: 'Write. By the One in Whose Hands my soul
is, nothing comes out from my mouth except the truth. ,,[2]

Basis of the Ummah's greatness and honour
The Muslims broke free from the shackles of color, race and tribal prejudices
and began to organize themselves into a great brotherhood which, in the course
of two or three decades, became a super power of their times. They were the
very people who had been paupers and wretched just a few years ago but were
now the rulers of the most fertile regions of the world. Abü Hurairah 4, the
most prolific narrator of AhâdIth, says about himself: 'I grew up as an orphan,
migrated as a poor man, labored for Bint Ghazwân in exchange for food
enough to fill my stomach and a pair of shoes; I would sing to quicken the pace
of camels as they rode on and gather wood as they dismounted. Praise be to
Allah who made faith the basis (of honor and greatness) and Abü Hurairah a
[1]SahIh Al-Bukhâri, Hadj no. 6880, SahIh Muslim: HadIth no. 3305
[2]A1-Mausü'ah A1-adthiya (Mu.snad Ahmad) 11/59. The chain of narration is authentic
and its narrators are trustworthy.
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chieftain.' 1' He was also appointed governor of A]-Madinah and during the
reign of Marwân bin Al-Uakam worked as his deputy in A]-Madinah.
It is quite obvious that this great revolution in human history, inspired by
unparalleled wisdom enshrined in the Qur'ân, owed itself to the lifestyle of the
Messenger of Allah , who had set a model for his Companions. The Qur'ân
and the sayings and actions of Allah's Messenger became an inalienable part of
the Companions' lives. They were given the responsibility to remember the
AhâdItj and communicate them to others. Hence, in this new social setup, the
most honored among them were those who modelled their lives on the Qur'ân
and Sunnah, and taught others the same. Each Companion became a
repository of knowledge, a virtual academy by himself. Masses thronged to
them, listened to Ahâditj, and sought guidance and knowledge from them. The
closer a Companion was to the Messenger of Allah , or the more one
remembered his sayings, the greater his stature as a reference-guide.
Many a person eager to seek knowledge would travel long distances and come
from far-off places to the Mothers of the Believers, especially 'Aishah 4, to
hear fladith from them and receive answers to their many questions. Great care
was taken not to let anyone, even if he be a Companion, relate a 1Iadith on the
authority of Allah's Messenger , unless it was Mahfil.z (Conforming).121 For
example, Abü Müsâ Al-Ash'arI 4,6, narrated that the Messenger of Allah ,
had said that one should seek permission to enter a house and, in case one does
not receive a response, one should turn back. 'Umar z& asked him to bring a
witness. Abü Müsâ went to a place where the Ansâr used to gather. He asked
them if anyone of them could bear witness. They offered to send the youngest
of them, Abü Weed Al-Khudhri . He came and testified that the HadIth was
genuine.[3]
It is to be noted that 'Umar 4 did not doubt Abü Müsâ's narration, but he
did so as a matter of principle and precaution.
Even in the times of monarchy following the era of the Caliphate, the
Companions would narrate the AhâdItjj of Allah's Messenger to the common
masses as well as the rulers. None could dare restrain preachers admonishing
people through the sayings of the Messenger of Allah because the society,
especially the Companions, could never keep quiet over any attempt to hide the
sayings of Allah's Messenger, come what may. Abü Dharr Al-GhiffârI 4, on
seeing the rulers' dislike for those monitoring their conduct or narrating the
Ah6dith of Allah's Messenger, said openly: "If you place a sharp-cutting sword on
11]
[21

[3]

Tadhkiratul-Huffaz: 1/29.
HadIth whose narrator is trustworthy and does not contradict another narrator more
trustworthy than himself. It is the antonym of Shâth (Contradicting).
SahIh A1-Bukh64 no. 2062.
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it (pointing to his nape) and I felt that I could narrate a IjadIth I had heard from
Allah's Messenger ç before the sword could pierce my neck, I would do

Zeal to acquire knowledge
Faith depends on the Qur'ân and Sunnah. In those times, knowledge was
synonymous with th Qur'ân and Sunnah. Moreover, learned scholars were
honored and revered. They were the polestars and reference-guides for the
people, a fact that produced a universal impulse to acquire knowledge.
Towards the end of the first century and the beginning of the second century of
the Hijra calendar, caravans of Hadith students on their way to centers of
learning were a common sight. Mosques and houses of teachers became
schools of learning. Sometimes, students numbered hundreds and even more.
Pen, inkpot and paper in hands, their occupation was to hear Ahâdith and note
them down. Often a teacher would narrate AhâdIth from memory while
someone, often a pupil, would have also a transcript copy of the AizâdIth in
front of him. In this process of learning, memorization and writing went
together, the latter a means of ratification. In this process, the listener would
write the word IjaddaLhana (he narrated to us) followed by the name of the
teacher followed by the chain of narrators (Sanad).
Sometimes, a person other than the teacher used to read out the collection of
Ahâditji. In this case, the listener would write the HadIjij beginning with the
word Akhbarana (he informed us).
If a teacher spotted a talented student, he would give him permission to narrate
his collection of AiâdIth without his having listened to all those Azâdth first.
This form of permission was known as Munâwalah or Ijâzah (licence or
permission). In such a case, he would narrate or write those Ahâdith, beginning
the chain of narration with the word Anba'ana (he informed us).121 Ijâzah was a
kind of permission, oral or written, given by teacher to student authorizing him
to relate some particular book or books of the teacher or his Sound narrations.
According to the system of Munâwalah or 'Ardh, an expert HadIth memorizer, in
order to benefit by the teacher, would present a written collection (of Aiâdujh) to
him. The teacher would review and check it and, when he was sure it contained
only the Aifzâdith narrated by him, would say to the student: 'I know the
collection you gave me. I recognized its contents. They are my own narrations
from my teachers (Sheikhs). You may narrate them on my behalf.' Imâm Hakim
says that the 1Iadith scholars (Muhaddith) of A]-Madinah, Makkah, Küfa, Syria,
Egypt, Khorâsân and other places gave this kind of permission to their students.
SahIh A1-BukhârI, Kitâbul- 'Jim, bâbul-71m qabial-qaul wal 'amal.
[2]

Jâmi'ul-Usool ii Jbn KathIr: 39.
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Imâm Mâlik was once asked whether he had directly listened to all the AthdIjh
he narrated. He replied: 'Some of them were those I listened to directly from my
Sheik/is, and some I received through 'Ai (Munâwalah). Anyhow, we believe
that the latter is in no way inferior in quality than the former.'111

Perfect system of preservation
All these methods of learning and teaching Ahbdith prove that, right from the
beginning, great care was taken to safeguard and preserve the AizâdIth. Even
during the era of Allah's Messenger , measures were taken to preserve
AhâdIth, the Unrecited Revelation, by writing as well as by memorization.
There is no nation on the whole earth that can match the way the Muslims
memorize the Qur'ân. Great scholars of the world are wonder-struck how the
Qur'ân remained preserved in the memory of countless men across centuries.
Today those who remember the Qur'ân by heart number in the millions. There
has never been a tradition in any community to memorize their basic book of
faith nor did they ever have the courage to do so. It is the Muslim peoe alone
whose ancestors evolved a system of preserving the Qur'ân as well as 4iiâdIJ
over the centuries, a system that inspires awe and respect.
How the Companions preserved the sayings of Allah's Messenger perfectly
well is best illustrated by an example. Of all the Companions, the most prolific
narrator of AhâdIth was Abü Hurairah who died in 58 AR. Young Companions
like Ibn 'Umar, Ibn 'Abbâs, Jâbir and Anas 4 nararated AhâdIth on the
authority of Abü Hurairah and, according to Imâm-BukhârI, the Tâba 'In
(followers of the Companions) who narrated from him during his lifetime
numbered over eight hundred J21 Among his pupils was Hammâm bin
Munabbah who penned down all the narrations of Abü Hurairah. If we
compare the collection of Hammâm with the authentic AiâdItj narrated by
others at different times in the course of half a century, we find no difference
between them. For as long as half a century, Abü Hurairah kept on repeating
his AhâdIth from his memory in the same words.

Comparison and Evaluation of AhâdIth
This system of memorizing and writing continued to strengthen further and still
further over the years. The Main heard the AfzâdItj from the Companions,
memorized them, and recited them to groups of students who had themselves
listened those A/iâdIth from the different pupils of the Companions and Tâba'In.
They would compare the wordings of different narrators and verify them. In the
Eli Jâmi'ul-Usool ii Ibn RathIr, 1:43.
[2]

Tadjjkiratul-Iiuffâz 1/28,29.
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course of this process, they came to know what texts of the Aizâdith had the
greatest number of supporters from among those who had heard from the
Companions and Ta ha 'In, what narrator is lone in what narration, and the reason
thereof. There may be several reasons. For example, the teacher may have a
weak memory in his old age. But, if most of his pupils during his old age related
the same Ijadith like those who studied under him in his early years, the blame
would fall on some sub-narrator. Moreover, frequent visits to centers of learning
also revealed to students of AhâdItLi the qualities of narrators: who had a high
stature as to uprightness, trustworthiness, strength of memory, honesty, integrity
and character, who is reasonably satisfactory, and who is weak in one or more
than one foregoing qualities.
In case a HadIth does not exist in the collections of high-grade narrators but it
has been narrated by more than one narrator belonging to a lower grade with an
authentic chain of sub-narrators, such a HadIt]i shall be accepted by virtue of the
fact that it has been endorsed by more than one Maqbtil (Accepted) narrator.
Ever since the age of Tâba'In, -IadIt/i students considered it necessary to write
down, along with the chains of narrators, the views, comments and opinions of
A 'immah and -Iuffaz of Ahâdth about the sub-narrators and other necessary things.
You will note that every notable Hadld scholar (Muzaddith) collected not only the
texts and the chains of narration but also composed books about each preceding
sub-narrator, his habits and other characteristics. Details will soon follow.
Based on this rich information, there developed a consensus over the classes
(Darajât) of narrators and, consequently, by agreement of scholars, narrators
were divided into classes. Since this academic work was carried on with
openness, transparency and a spirit of pure inquiry, research and scholarship of
highest standard, it became impossible for anyone to hide one's bias for any
particular viewpoint, dishonesty or negligence. Some who tried to circulate
narrations of their own liking or interpolated words of their choice into Sound
AhâdIt/ were soon uncovered and their counterfeit coins put out of circulation.
Just as in an open and free market, counterfeit coins are soon detected, so was
each attempt to circulate fabricated AhâdIth in this open field of academic
research detected and foiled and the face of the fabricator unmasked. Proofs
against fabricators were collected and records against them prepared. These
records will remain till the Day of Judgment for the benefit of research scholars.
The goal of each IjadItj student was to hear, write and relate AhâdIj]i coming
down from narrators of the highest possible level (abaqa)[l] with a minimum
Narrators and collectors of Hadith are classified into two main categories: 1) Era category,
that is, according to the period in which they lived as well as the degree to which they were
in touch with the renowned scholars of their times, the purpose being to discover the
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number of sub-narrators. Students vied with each other vigorously to achieve
this goal. Hence, any claim as to the trustworthiness or uprightness of a subnarrator was put to the severest test. Any claim about a sub-narrator being
higher (more trustworthy) than the other was met with strong challenge;
hidden defects in the narration were sought out, every narration was very
closely examined from every conceivable aspect, and every attempt was made
to uncover even the slightest hidden defect in the chain of narration or text. It
is these defects which are technically known as '14l in the Hadith sciences and
many a book has been compiled on this subject. In this field every one was free
to raise objection just as the other one was quite equally free to defend with
arguments, semantic or syntactical evidence or context (QarInah) and
witnesses. And according to this science of critical evaluation of AhâdIth, each
narration was accepted or rejected purely on its merit.
In this field, excellence was not based on color of skin or race or country. The
scepter could go to Quraysh or a kinsman of Allah's Messenger J but the
kingdom of HadIth sciences belonged to Ath-Thawri, 'Abdullâh bin Mubârak,
Mohammad bin Ismâ'Il Al-Bukhâri, and Muslim bin Hajjâj An-NIshâpürIJ11 It
is to be noted that 'Abdullâh bin Mubárak was of Turkish descent , 21
Mohammad bin Ismâ'Il was of Persian descent, from Bukhãrâ,131 while Muslim
bin ljajjâj an inhabitant of NIshâpIrJ4' This became possible because the
Hadith science was an open arena in which everyone had a right to compete
with others, the verdict being in the hands of the majority of the participants.

A1-Imâm Muslim
Al-Imâm, Al-Hâfiz, Al-Hujjah 'Abul-Hussain Muslim bin Al-Hajjâj bin Ward
bin Koshâh Al-QushayrI An-NIshâpürI was born in 202 or 204 or 206 AH in
NIshãpür and educated in the same town. He heard Ahâdlth the first time, at
age eighteen, from Yahya bin Yahya TamImI. In 220 AH he went on
pilgrimage to Makkah where he heard Ahddith from 'Abdullâh bin Salamah
Qa'nabi, the most revered pupil of Imâm Mâlik and the principal teacher of
Imâm Muslim. 51 In Küfa, he heard Ahâdit]j from Ahmad bin Yüsuf and a host
continuity of the chain of narrators; 2) Reliability category, that is, the relative reliability of
the narrators with respect to their retentive powers, moral character, political affiliation,
fame or lack of it and their philosophical leanings. They are placed in classes of descending
order like Thiqah (Trustworthy), Suddüq (Truthful) etc. Terms like Level and Class are
interchangeable, used to denote any of the two categories—Translator
Ta_dbkiratul-Ijuffa, Muqaddamah: 4.
[2}
SIr A'lâmun-Nubalâ': 8/379.
131 Sir A 'lâmun-Nubalâ': 12/391.
141 SIrA'lâmun-Nubalâ': 12/558.
151 SIr A 'lâmun-Nubalâ': 12/558 and Tadhkiratul-Huffdz: 1/281.
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of other teachers. In addition, he also heard from nearly 220 teachers in
Makkah, Al-MadInah, 'Iraq and Egypt. The system of hearing Aiâd1JJ in those
times consisted in hearing and writing down AizâdIjh along with their chains of
narrationJ11
Among the renowned teachers of Muslim were Al-Imâm Ahmad bin Uanbal,
Ahmad bin Mundhir Qazzâz, Isâq bin Rahwiyah, IbrâhIm bin Sa'eed Jawhari,
IbrâhIm bin Müsâ, Abô Ishâq RâzI, Ahmad bin IbrâhIm, Isâq bin Müsâ
Ansâri (Abü Mâsâ) Ismâ'Il bin Abü Owais, Ilarmala bin Yahya (Abfi lIafs
TajIbI) Hasan bin RabI' BurânI, Abü Bakr bin Abfl Shaiba, Ya'qüb bin IbrâhIm
DawraqI, Abü Zur'ah RâzI, Yahya bin Ma'een and other IjuffâJ21
The circumstances of his death, as recorded in TârIkh Baghdad and Sir
A 'lâmun-Nubalâ', are very strange indeed, and show his excessive passion for
the science of IIadith and his inordinate zeal for inquiry and research in this
field. According to Ahmad bin Salamah, a gathering was held to benefit by the
knowledge of Imâm Muslim. There he heard a IIadiji which he had not heard
befpre. When he came back home, he lit a lamp and told his family not to allow
anyone to enter his room. His family told him about a gift they had received, a
basketful of dates. He told them to bring it to him. Immersed in his search for
that particular IjadIlfi, he kept on eating the dates, one by one, while he was
absorbed in his search for the -Iaduiji. By early morning, he found the Uadh
but the basket was empty. It was for this reason, it is said, that he fell sick and
died.
lmâm Muslim's business was in the district of Khân Mahmash but the main
source of his livelihood was his landed estate in the suburbs of NIshâpür. Imâm
klâkim said that he had seen his grandchildren (from his daughters). They told
him that their father who had seen Imâm Muslim in Khân Mahmash described
the Imâm as a man of perfect stature, fair-complexioned, with a gray beard, a
corner of his turban dangling on his back between his shoulders.[3]
He died on the evening of Sunday, the 24th of Rajab, 261 AH. He was buried
the next day in NIshâpfirJ41

Written works
The following are the important works of Imâm Muslim as mentioned by
Hâkim and other Hadith scholars:

Ill SIr A'Iâmun-Nubalâ': 12/561.
121 Tadhkiratul-Huffâz lidh-Dhahabi.
131 SIr A 'lâmun-Nubalâ': 12/570.
(4]
A1-Hittah Fl Dhikr As-Sahah As-Sittah: 286
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1. Al-A sâmI wal kunâ
2. KitâbA;-7'abaqât
3. KitâbAl-Wahdân
4. KitâbAl-Afrâd
5. Kitâb Al-A qrân
6. Kitâb AwlâdAs-Sahâbah
7. Kitâb AfrâdAsh-Shâmi)yIn
8. Kitâb Mashâikh Mâlik
9. Kitâb Mashâ ikh Ath-Thaurl
10. Kitâb Mashâ 'ikh Shu 'bah
11. Kitâb Man Laisa Lahu Al-Ira win-Wa hid
12. Kitâbul-Muk/jadoramIn
13. Kitâb TabaqâtAt-Taba'In
14. KitâbAl-Musnadil-KabIr 'Alar-Rijâl
15. KitâbAl-jâmi' 'Ala/-A bwâb
16. Kitâbul-MusnadAs-SahIh
17. Kitâb Radi1h 'A mr bin Shu'aib
18. KitâbAt-TamyIz
19. Kitâbul-'Ilal
20. Kitâb SuwâlâtAhmad bin Hanbal
21. Kitâb Awhâm Al-MuhaddithIn
22. Kitâb A/-Intifâ 'BiAhbis-Sabâ'
The foregoing are the important works of Imâm Muslim, not a complete
list of his writings.

Distinguishing features of SaJ,Ih Muslim
According to Hâfiz Ibn 'Asâkir and Imâm Hâkim, Muslim wanted to divide his
book, SahIh Muslim, into two parts, the first part containing sound AJzádith
transmitted by narrators of the First Level (Tabaqah) and the second part
containing sound AiâdItj.i transmitted by narrators of the Second Level but he
could only complete the first part before his death. This means that SafzIi!
Muslim is a work of his later years. A look at his works reveals that he worked
with great devotion on the transmitters of AthdIth and wrote many books on that
subject. His works listed above, from 1 to 13, are an example. Likewise, he
collected AhádIth and narrators in various formats (14 to 17) and wrote books
(18 to 21) exclusively on erroneous impressions (Auhâm) and defects ('hal). His
last book dealing with juristic issues is a good illustration of his written works.
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SahIh Muslim is the culmination of his skill. All the works preceding it were, in
fact, a preparatory ground, the foundation of his work yet to come because a
book like SahIh Muslim could not be written without a complete mastery over
the biographies of narrators, texts, and defects ('ilal). In those times HadItli
students were in search of a book containing narrations dealing with rituals,
commandments, punishment and reward, what to do and what not to do, the
concerning them, the narrations occurring in
sayings of Allah's Messenger
the authentic books of Sunan, their chains of narrations accepted by scholars,
grouped together in a well-ordered way, in a single work, not too long, and yet
enabling one to dispense with other books in matters of faith, their proper
comprehension, thinking, and deduction.111
Imâm Muslim felt the Ummah was in need of such a book. As he pondered over
the importance and benefits of such a book, he resolved to compile a relatively
short and well-arranged work out of a vast treasure of authentic Ahâdith.

Criterion of selection
lmâm Muslim made it very clear that the narrations coming down to us from
the Messenger of Allah , have been divided into three sections. They cover
three classes (Tabaqât) of narrators. He also said that he wanted to avoid
repetition as best as he could except when it is necessary to repeat the whole
text or part thereof in order to remove an 'lila found in the chain of narration
or to describe an additional understanding.
"In the first section we want to list Azâdit/ clear of all defects and other things
(other things meaning other technical weaknesses), that is, AhâdWi whose
narrators are considered very strong and very careful while narrating, their
narrations (when compared with one another) do not vary nor (the facts and
details) mixed up, things often found in case of other narrators."121
"After listing the AhâdI/j of such narrators, we will turn to the Ahddith of
those narrators whose memory and skill are less than that of those belonging to
the first section. Anyhow, in such people, though lesser in rank than those in
the first section, no defect has been identified. Truth and devotion to
knowledge are the qualities common in them, like 'Atâ' bin Sâ'ib, YazId bin
Abii Ziyâd, Laijh bin Abü Sulaym, etc. They are known for their knowledge
and piety but the narrators of the first section rank higher, in skill and care,
than those mentioned above. As for those who are considered as Accused
(Muttaham) or their narrations (though fair in themselves) are Denounced
(Munkar) and wrong, we have nothing to do with them."[31
['] Muqaddama SahIiz Muslim: 4.
Muqaddama SaJiIh Muslim: 4.
131
Muqaddama Sahih Muslim: 5.
[2]
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These are the points Imâm Muslim has himself mentioned in his preface to his
book with respect to his criterion of selection.
But every scholar of Hadith sciences has understood and described the method
of Imâm Muslim in his own way.
Imâm Uâkim and Imâm BaihaqI have clearly stated that Imâm Muslim based
his compilation of Sound AthdIjj ('aiIh) on the narrations belonging to the
First Level (Tabaqa) but he passed away before he could compile the Ahâditj
of the Second Level narrators.111
Imâm BaihaqI, quoting Imâm Muslim's companion IbrâhIm bin Mohammad
bin Sufrân, said, quoting an authentic source: 'Imâm Muslim had composed
three separate books: one being
the second a collection of A1zâdW/ from
'Akrama, Ibn Is1âq and those of the same class, and the third a collection of
narrations from weak transmitters.[21
But the commentator of SahIh Muslim, Qâdi 'Ayâçl disagreed with Imâm
Hâkim and Imâm DâraqutnI and opined: Imâm Muslim has brought all the
three levels, which he had mentioned, in his book. I have looked into his book
closely, scrutinized his division (and found that) he had dropped the Fourth
Level as he had himself said •[3]
It should be noted that Imâm Muslim spoke of three levels or three classes
and clearly stated that he would drop the third class while Qâçli 'Ayâçl claimed
that Imâm Muslim had dropped the Fourth class, attributing this claim to be
the statement of Imâm Muslim himself.
In other words, Qâdi 'Ayâd has split up the two classes of Imâm Muslim into
three classes, his fourth class being the third one according to Imâm Muslim.
Imâm Tha'labI, while giving his opinion, after quoting Qâcli 'Ayâd, also
mentions the four classes. He says: "He (Imãm Muslim) took AzâdIth from the
First class and from the Second one except a few of the latter which he did not
like. Then, from the Third class he took Ahâdujji, which are not many, as
corroborating evidences and follow-ups. If he had included Ahâdith from this
class in his SahIh, the book would have been twice as voluminous as it is now
and his book, due to the inclusion of such Ahâduij, would have slipped down
from the rank of Sahih. The people of this class are 'Atâ' bin Sâ'ib, Laiih, YazId
bin Abô Ziyâd, and others like them. He did not take AhâdIth from these
people except after he had taken a basic HadIth (that is, after a Hadith, the
basis of which existed in the First class).141
Ill Sharh An-Nawawi, Muqaddama: 1/45.
An-Ni/cat Ala K/tab Ibnus-Salâh: 1/434.
[31 A/csnâlul-Mu'aiim Bj Fawâ'id Muslim: 1/86.
[41
Sir A 'lâmun-Nubalâ': 12/575.
[2[
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It is clear from Imâm Tha'labI's statement that he also took Imâm Muslim's
First class for two classes and took Imâm Muslim's Second class narrators like
'Atâ' bin Sâ'ib, Yazld bin Abü Ziyâd and Laith bin Abü Sulaym for the Third
class, and testified that Imâm Muslim had taken only a few Azâdtji of those
narrators as corroborating evidence and follow-ups only when basic narrations
from the First class had already been listed.
Does it not prove exactly what Imám Muslim had already said in his preface that
the Ahddlfjj of 'Ala', YazId and Lailh who belong to the Second class according
to Imãrn Muslim and to the Third class according to Qâdi 'Ayâd and Tha'labI's,
did no occur as basic Aadlth in SahIiz Muslim? Does it not also prove what
Imâm Hakim, Imâm BaihaqI and, later on, Hâfiz Ibn Hajar have already said
that SahIMMuslinxrntained basically; the AhâdIth of the First class? Do both
the groups of Ummah holding two divergent opinions not acknowledge jointly
that SahiJz Muslim, like 5a4I BukhârI, consist of authentic AizâdIth? Hâfiz Ibn
Uajar, after explaining it in detail in An-Nukat, said: "The matter became
unclear and ambiguous to Qidi'Ayao and his followers (An-Nawawii)..."111
All the foregoing details about the methodology followed by Imâm Muslim
have been noted with reference to the viewpoints of the venerated A 'imma of
HadIth. All these persons, despite theicergent vie an the Levels of
narrators, concur that the basic AhâdIth of SahI,z Muslim and, in fact, even the
corroborating Aizâduth and their follow-ups are authentic, all of them.
Some contemporary scholars who are strongly biased for their particular
juristic schools, on finding their practices in conflict with the A,nid1j/j of
Bukhâi'I and Muslim, try to exploit the differences of opinions of our worthy
A 'immah of old, which were purely of an academic nature, as a means to
challenge and raise objections to the AhadItj, and the collections of authentic
and create doubts about them. They
Azâdth, of the Messenger of Allah
also tried to get the Islamic University of Al-MadInah somehow pass a socalled research thesis asserting falsely that in SahIh Muslim every first HadItii in
each chapter is authentic while those that followed it were listed by Imâm
Muslim only to hint at some hidden defects in them and that those hints,
according to the thesis writer, can be discerned by outstanding memorizers
(Uuffa?) of AzâdIth. It is surprising, indeed, that none of the commentators of
SahIh Muslim, Hadith scholars and jurists including Qâdi 'Ayad ever pointed
out that all the Azadith following the first UadIth in each chapter had such and
such defect or weakness. On the contrary, the whole Ummah is unanimous that
all the A zâdith of SahIz Muslim are authentic, no matter whether they occur
first or in the middle or at the end of a chapter.
ft

[11

An-Nikat 'Ala Kitâb Ibnus-Salâh: 1/434.
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According to Imâmul-Ijarmain Abul-Ma'âlI Abdul Mâlik bin Mohammad AlJuwainI, scholars of IIadith sciences are unanimous that the attribution of
AhâdIth in the authentic collections of BukhârI and Muslim to Allah's
Messenger
is absolutely certain.111
That is also the opinion of Ibnus-Salâh, the Imâm of the methodology of
Ijaditj. sciences.12' The unanimity over this point has also been mentioned by
Ibnul-AthIr. 31 Rather, Imâm Abü Nar 'Ubaidullâh bin Sa'eed bin Hâtim AsSajzI (d. 444 AH), speaking about SajIi!i Bukhd?i,~ 41 and Imâmul-Ijarmain
Abul-Ma'âlI Abdul Mâlik bin Mohammad Al-JuwainI, speaking about both AlBukhârI and Muslim, remarked that if a person said on oath that the AjâdIjLi
considered by BukhârI and Muslim as authentic are really so and that their
attribution to the Messenger of Allah
is right, his oath is flawless and that
no atonement is obligatory on him. 51
In every age scholars of Hadith sciences took notice of the evil campaign of
casting doubts about Ahâdith or collections of Ahadlt/ and laid bare those
deceitful tactics. [6)
The Ummah is unanimous over the authenticity of Sahih BukhârI and Sahih
Muslim. Anyhow, all this while, scholars have been wrangling which of the
twain has precedence over the other. Imâm An-NawawI, the commentator of
Muslim, says: Scholars concur that next to Qur'ân, the most authentic books are
$azIh BukhârI and Sahih Muslim. The Ummah has accepted them as such.
SahIz BukhârI is more authentic, more profitable, and better in open and
hidden perceptions. It is true that Imâm Muslim benefitted by Imãm Bukhâri
and used to say that he was matchless in HadI.tj sciences. All in all, SahIh
BukhârI has precedence over Sahih Muslim. That is the right view and that is
the opinion of the majority of the scholars and the experts in the HadItj
sciences.
Imâm Abü 'All bin Husain NIshâpürI and some scholars of the Maghrib (the
Muslim countries of North Africa) give precedence to Sahih Muslim but the
majority of scholars insist that it is $ahIh BukhârI which should be given
precedence. Abü Bakr Ismâ'IlI, the great Imâm, Hafiz and jurist, has explained
it, with arguments, in his book Al-Madkhal.17
,

,

[1]

An-Nikat: 1/377.
Muqaddama Ibnus-Salâh: 40.
[31 Jâmi'ul-Usool: 1/41.
141
Muqaddama Ibnus-Salâh ma'a At-Taqa,yud wal, fdhãh. pp 38, 39.
[51 Al-Hittah Fee QhikrAs-Sahah As-S ittah, p 232.
[6] See Minhâjul-Imâm Muslim by RabI' bin Hàdi A]-Madkhali, formerly Head of Sunnah,
Department of Higher Studies, Islamic University of A1-Mathnah.
[7] Sharh Muslim lin-Nawaw4 Muqaddama: 1/35.
121
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Of course, Sahih Muslim has some distinguishing features peculiar to it. It was
for those distinguishing features of Sahih Muslim that some give it preference
over SahIh BukhârI.
Imâm NawawI says: "Imâm Muslim is peerless in one very beneficial
characteristic, namely, he listed a Ijadith only in one place, proper to it,
mentioning its several chains of narration and its different wordings. This
makes it easy for a student to view the 1Iadth in all its different facets and thus
benefit by it. The several chains of narration, mentioned by Imâm Muslim for a
single Hadujh, only increases a student's trust in the relevant adth."1'
This is, in fact, a great achievement of Imâm Muslim. He lists a Hadith along
with its chain from one of his teachers and then goes on listing the chains of
other teachers. Then, again, in case of a higher chain, he lists the chains of
other narrators from one or several teachers and, in the case of the highest
part of the chain, if a Hadth was narrated by more than one Companion, he
lists all the narrations, each with a separate chain. If a student reviews all the
chains listed by Imâm Muslim for a single IjadlIji, it becomes clear that Imâm
Muslim did not confine himself to narrating a UadtJi from any one of his
teachers and then continuing up to his earliest teacher but that he wrote down
a HadIth from several transmitters of that IjadItj from a single teacher. Imâm
Muslim heard a Had(h from a teacher and then heard the same Hadlili from
different teachers at different times in order to ascertain whether those
different teachers narrated the same Ijadith in the presence of different
people at different times with the same wording. If he found no discrepancy,
he considered those narrators to be accurate and reliable and their narrations
to oe authentic and sound. In the same way, he also checked the narrations of
tie teachers of his teachers by comparing their chains with those of other
narrators. He went even further and collected the narrations of the students
of the different Companions reporting from the Messenger of Allah jW,
compared them with each other, ascertained and verified them, and then,
finally, selected only those which appeared to be perfect, precise and accurate.
Such utmost care is impossible for any court in any lawsuit with any number
of witnesses.
Even the slightest difference in wording or chain of transmission like the
difference between Haddathana and Akhbarana has been recorded and
preserved by Imâm Muslim. He recorded even the slight difference in the text
of a IjadIth. Thus it is that the Sahih of Imâm Muslim became a peerless
collection of authenticated Ahâdith.
[11

Sharh Muslim 1in-Nawaw Muqaddama: 1/34.
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Unbroken chain of authentication
The authentic HadIth collections of BukhârI and Muslim were excellent with
respect to both the chains of transmission and the texts as well as their general
utility in that they gave guidance in almost all walks of life. These collections
won the praise and acclaim of Had liii scholars so much so that they themselves
produced works containing the same Ahddith as found in the collections of both
BukhârI and Muslim but with their own, independent chains consisting of a
lesser number of sub-narrators, and named their works Mustakhraj. The
Mustakhraj (literally, meaning 'extract, excerpt or partial copy') works
containing the same AhâdIth with the same words, but with chains of narrators
a degree or two lesser in rank, corroborated the AhâdIth of Al-BukhârI and
Muslim and, in effect, testified that other chains of narration also substantiate
what BukhârI and Muslim had attributed to the Messenger of Allah. This
wonderful system of validation and authentication continued for centuries.
The following are the names of some of the leading Haduij scholars who
produced Mustakhraj works on Sa. il/i Muslim:
1. AN Bakr bin Mohammad bin Rajâ' (d. 286 AH).
2. Az-Zâhid Abô Ja'far Ahmad bin Hamadân Al-HIrI (d. 311 AH).
3. Abü 'Awãnah Ya'qCib bin Ishâq Al-IsfarâyInI (d. 316 AH).
4. Abül-WalId llassân bin Mohammad Al-FaqIh (d. 344 Al-I).
5. Al-Imâm Abü 'All Al-Masterjasi (d. 365 AH).
6. Abii l-Iâmid Ahmad bin Mohammad Ash-ShãrkI Al-HarawI (d. 369 AH). 11
7. Abfl Bakr Mohammad bin 'Abdullâh bin Zakariyya Al-Jouzaqi (d. 388 AH). 2'
8. Abü Bakr Ahmad bin Mohammad bin Ahmad A1-KhawârizmI A1-BarqânI
(d.425AH).
9. Abü Nu'aim Ahmad bin 'Abdullãh bin Ahmad Al-AsbãhânI (d. 430 AH).131
It is clear from the foregoing evidence that no neutral person with a sound
mind can ever accept the objections being hurled continuously by the deniers of
AhâdI(h motivated merely by rancour, malice and prejudice.
The total number of AhâdIth in the SahIh (authentic) collection of Muslim
(without counting the repetitions) is four thousand. Counting the repetitions,
they total seven thousand two hundred and twenty five.141 Imãm Muslim made
this selection out of three hundred thousand AhâdIth.
SIrA'lâmun-Nubalâ': 16 / 291, 292.
121 Sir A 'lámun-Nubalâ': 12 / 569, 570.
Op. cit., marginal note: 12 / 570
[4j
A1-Hittah FT DhikrAs-Sahah As-Sittah, p. 232.
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It is to be noted that the number, three hundred thousand, does not mean
three hundred thousand narrations or texts of narrations. Counting can best be
understood by the following example: if a Ta hi '1 narrates from a Companion of
the Messenger of Allah
it is counted as one Had th. If two Tâbi'In narrate
(the same HadIth) from him, they are counted as two AJzâdth. Similarly, if the
students of Tahi 'In narrate the same HadtJi from them, the number of AhâdItjj
will increase still further, the number increasing as the number of transmitters.
So three hundred thousand AhâdIth mean only three hundred thousand
narrations, each with a different chain. Ignorance of this counting method
often gives rise to a lot of misunderstanding.

Im&m Muslim welcomed criticism
The works of iIadlth scholars were very transparent. Their writings were
scrutinized minutely, word by word, and this continues to this day. Imâm
Muslim put his SahIh before the great experts and students of HadILh sciences
of his times. In his own lifetime, copies of his • ahIh spread far and wide and a
cycle of critical appreciation of his work began. Among his critics were the
distinguished Hadîth scholars of his times including his own teachers.
Sa'eed Al-Bardha'I says: "Someone brought a copy of Sahih Muslim to AlImâm Abi Zur'ah. He went through it. As he came across the narration of
Asbât bin Nasr, he commented: 'Oh, how far it is from being sound.' As he
glanced over the narration of Qatan bin Nair, he remarked: 'It is a high tide
(sweeping along with it all the rubbish).' When he saw the narration of Ahmad
bin 'Eisa, he pointed to his tongue (as if he wanted to say that he also narrated
fabricated AhddIjh). Then he remarked: 'Does he (Imâm Muslim) narrate from
such people and drop (high-ranking) narrators like Ibn 'Ajlân. He gives a
chance to innovators (deniers of the authority of Ahadi.th) to blame Hadufii
scholars and say that their AhâdILh are not authentic."111
According to Tadlikiratul-Huffâz, Abü Zur'ah Al-Imâm Ijafizul-'Ar
Ubaidulllâh bin 'Abdul-Karim bin YazId Ar-RfizI was a great Hadith scholar of
his times. In memorizing Aithd1th, intelligence, devoutness, sincerity and acts of
piety, he was counted among the matchless. His own teachers collected Ahâdh
from him and narrated them. Great scholars like lmâm Muslim, his cousin
Hâfiz Abe Hâtim, Imâm TirmihI, Ibn Mâjah, Nasâ'I, Abü Dawôd, Abe
'Awânah, Sa'eed bin 'Amr Al-Bardha'I, Ibn Hâtim, Mohammad bin Al-Hussain
Al-Qattân were his pupils. Imâm BukhârI said that Ahmad bin Hanbal told
him: When Abe Zur'ah came to our house as a guest, my father said: 'Young
man, the discourse you had with the Sheikh is, in fact, a reward from Allah for
SfrA'lâmun-Nubalâ': 12 / 571.
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my voluntary prayers. According to San'ânI, Abü Zur'ah is to us (that is, to
Hadith scholars) like Ahmad bin Hanbal.'11 '
In the light of his teacher's critical remarks, Imâm Muslim moved to explain
his standpoint. Bardha'I said that he went to NIshâpür and informed Imâm
Muslim of Abü Zur'ah's comments on his work. He replied: "Took only those
Ahâdith from narrators like Asbát, Qattân and Ahmad bin 'Eisa which had
already existed (in the compilations of Ahâdji) from trustworthy narrators. I
took from people like Asbât because their AhâdIth had a lesser number of subnarrators while those of the trustworthy narrators had a relatively large number
of sub-narrators. The Ahâdith in my collection are known, with chains of
trustworthy narrators."
Later on, Imâm Muslim went to see Ibn Wârah, a famous HadIth scholar.121 He
made the same comments as those made by Abü Zur'ah. This shows that the
observations of the experts were similar. Imâm Muslim explained his point of
view and remarked: I said that the AzâdItji are authentic. I did not say that the
Ahâdith I did not include in my book (like those of Ibn 'Ajlân and others) are
weak. Ibn Wârah was satisfied and read out his narrations to Imâm Muslim.[31
Since Imâm Muslim's narrations were supported with both high and low
chains, he welcomed the criticism of his book by Abü Zur'ah, his teacher and
the greatest HadIjh scholar in those times, and put his book in front of him.
Imâm Muslim expunged from his book each Hadith which AM Zur'ah pointed
out to be defective or objectionable for some reason (even though Imâm
Muslim disagreed with him) and documented and referenced only those
AhâdIjj (that is, listed the Ahâduj/ with the same chains of narrations) which
Abü Zur'ah considered to be sound and free from every defect or weakness.
After taking so much precaution and exercising so much discretion, he became
sure that if experts of HadIij sciences tried to select Azâditj based on the most
authentic possible chains of narration for as long as two hundred years, they
could not rely upon Ahâdij/j other than those listed by him in his authentic
collection. 41
[1]

Ta4kiratu1-Huffaz: 2/106.
[2]A great and trustworthy memorizer of AhâdIth, Abü 'Abdullâli Mohammad bin Muslim
bin 'Uthmân bin Wârah Ar-Rázi was a student of Abü 'Asim, Al-FaiyâbI, Abü Nu'aim,
and Abul-Mughirah 'Abdul-Quddüs and one of the teachers of Imâm An-Nasâ'I and
Imâm Al-BukhârI. BukhârI, in his compilations other than SahIh, took narrations from
him. AbiI Bakr bin Abñ Shaibah said: 'I never saw a person who knew AhadIth by heart
better than Ibnul-Furât, Ibn Wârah and Abü Zar'ah. According to BukhârI, there was
none like Abu Hâtim, Abü Zar'ah and Abü Wârah.
[3]SfrA'lâmun-Nubalâ': 12/571.
[41 SIPA?âmwz-Nubalâ': 12/568.
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The works of lmâm BukhârI and Imâm Muslim were not accepted just for
their great technical skills. Rather, they were accepted because the rules and
the methodologies they adopted were critically reviewed and then each IjadIJ}i
they had listed was reviewed and probed critically and vigorously in the light of
their own rules. And this critical work continued, unabated and with great
vigour, for centuries.
Among his critics were Imâm Dârquni, Imâm Hakim and several other
scholars expert in the Science of Validation (Al-Jar/i Wat-Ta 'dli). In the
meanwhile, a vigorous criticism continued, supporting and opposing him. Even
today, there is no bar on criticism of his works. As a result of this criticism and
counter-criticism, all the Hadtji scholars of the Orthodox Schools of Islamic
Jurisprudence are unanimous that the authentic collections of Bukhâri and
Muslim are correct, n--Kt to the Qur'an, and the ascription of the sayings and
acts mentioned therein to the Messenger of Allah ;, is right.t11
May Allah help us preserve the AhaditJj as well as act by them, diffuse the light
of Sunnah far and wide, grace the endeavours of scholars, servants and students
of Hadth with His acceptance. Amen.
Mohammad Yahya
BukhârI and Muslim Section
Research Wing, Dar-us-Salam
Lahore, Pakistan

[11

An-Njkat Ii Jbn Hajan

1/371-379.

Introduction by Imâm Muslim

In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most MercifuL
Praise be to Allah, the Lord of the Worlds, and the (blessed) end is for those
who achieve Taqwa. May Allah send blessings and peace upon Muhammad, the
Seal (Last) of the Prophets, and upon all the Prophets and Messengers.
You - may Allah have mercy on you - were inspired by your Creator to
research and find out about the reports that have been narrated from the
about the teachings, rules, and regulations of Islam, and
Messenger of Allah
what they say about reward and punishment, exhortations and warnings, and
other issues, along with the chains of narration with which they were narrated
and circulated among the scholars. You wanted - may Allah guide you - to have
them written down and compiled in one place, and you asked me to write them
down in a brief manner in this book, without too much repetition, because you
thought that too much repetition would distract you from your goal of
understanding them and deriving knowledge from them. What you asked me to do
- may Allah honor you - I went back and thought about it, and the consequences of
it, which are going to be good and beneficial, if Allah wills. When you asked me to
take on this task, I thought that if I managed to do it, and was able to complete it,
the first one to benefit from it would be myself in particular, before anyone else.
This is so for many reasons, which it would take too long to explain here. But in
brief, I would say that presenting a few of these reports in a proper manner is
easier, than dealing with many of them. This is especially so for an ordinary man
who does not have deep knowledge and would not be able to distinguish between
them except, with the help of others. As this is the case, it is better to aim at writing
down a few authentic reports rather than many which are unsound.
However, it is hoped that there may be some benefits in writing down a large
number of reports and compiling those that are repeated, for the elite among
the people, those who have been blessed with some knowledge and
understanding, and the familiarity with their causes and reasons. That type of a
person, if Allah wills, would be able to deal with a lot and will benefit from the
compilation of a large number of reports. But for ordinary people who do not
share the knowledge of the elite, there is no point in their handling a large
number of Ah6dith when they are unable to understand a few.
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So we will start writing what you have asked us to write - if Allah wills based on a condition which I will tell you about, which is that we are going to
examine all the reports that have been narrated from the Messenger of Allah
, and divide them into three categories of narrators, without any repetition,
unless there is a topic where repetition cannot be avoided because another
report has additional material, or a different chain that may support a report
that has some fault. Moreover the additional material, which is needed, may be
dealt with as a separate HadIth. In that case we have to repeat the HadIj/i which
has additional material, or refer to the additional material while narrating one
,VadZLh only, whenever possible. But referring to the additional material may be
difficult, in which case it is easier and beneficial to repeat the IIaditjj.
The first category: Here we will introduce reports that are safer from fault
than others, and purer, in that their narrators are righteous people in the
narration of Ahâdth, reliable in what they reported, in whose narrations no
severe differences are found in, nor erroneous confusion, as may be the case
with many MuhadIn as is evident from the AiâdILh they narrated.
So we will write down the reports of this type, and follow that with the reports
in whose chains there are some people who are not known for their good
memory and reliability, unlike those in the first category, on the basis that even
though they are of a lower status than the first, they are still known to be
truthful and knowledgeable, such as 'Atâ' bin As-Sâ'ib, YazId bin Abl Ziyâd,
Laith bin AbI Sulaim, and other narrators like them.
Although they are known among the scholars for the knowledge and honesty
that we have described, others among their peers who are better known for
their reliability and ability to narrate properly are higher in status and
knowledge than them, because this is a higher level according to the scholars.
If you compare those three whom we have named, 'Atâ', YazId and Laith, with
Manslir bin Al-Mu'tamir, Sulaimân Al-A'mag and Ismâ'II bin AbI Khfilid in
their reliability in narration and their righteousness in it, you will see that they
are different and do not even come close. There is no doubt among the people of
Hadith about that, because the soundness of memory and proper transmission of
Ijadth by Mansür, Al-A'mah and Ismâ'll is well known to them, whereas it is
not known at such a level in the case of 'Atâ', YazId and LaiTh.
Similarly, if you compare peers such as Ibn 'Awn and Ayyüb As-Sakhtiyânl
with 'Awl bin AbI JamIlah and Ash'ajh Al-HumrânI, who were companions of
Al-Hasan and Ibn SIrin, just as Ibn 'Awn and Ayyüb were companions of theirs,
you will see a big difference between the first two and the last two in virtue and
soundness of transmission, even though 'Awl and Mhah are not regarded as
untruthful and insincere by people of knowledge, but still their case is that of
the level we described them according to the people of knowledge.
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We have given these as examples by name, only to explain to those who have
no knowledge of how the scholars put people in different categories, so that a
man of high status will not be underestimated and a man who is of lower status
in terms of knowledge will not be overestimated, and each will be given his
rightful position.
It has been mentioned that ' ishah, may Allah the Most High be pleased with
her, said: "The Messenger of Allah laj commanded us to give people their
rightful status."
Based on what we have mentioned above, we will compile the reports narrated
from the Messenger of Allah which you have asked of us.
With regard to the reports that have been narrated from people whom the
people of IjadIth, or most of them, consider accused, we will not waste our time
by narrating their AâdIt/; such as 'Abdullâh bin Miswar, AbI Ja'far AlMadâ'inI, 'Amr bin âlid, 'Abdul-Quddüs Ash-ShâmI, Muhammad bin Sa'Id
Al-Malüb, Ghiyâij bin IbrâhIm, Sulaimân bin 'Amr Abü Dawad An-Nakha'I,
and others of their ilk who were accused of fabricating A)thdIxj and making up
reports.
Similarly, with regard to those whose narrations are mostly Munkar or
mistaken, we refrained as well from narrating theirA/zâd.
The sign of Munkar in the Hadith of a Muhaddith is if his narration is
compared to affadLh narrated by one of the people who has a good memory
and is of good character, the reports are different and they have hardly
anything in common. If most of the reports narrated by a person are like that,
then his narrations will not be used.
Among this category of MuhaddzthIn are: 'Abdullâh bin Muharrar, Yahya bin
AbI Unaisah, Al-Jarrâh bin Al-Minhâl Abü Al-'Atüf, 'Abbâd bin KathIr,
Husain bin 'Abdullâh bin Dumairah, 'Umar bin Suhbân and others like them
who narrate Munkar in Ahâdi(/. We do not bother with their AzâdIjj nor pay
any attention to it.
Because of the ruling of the people of knowledge - which is known from their
schools of thought - with regard to accepting a HadIjj that has been
transmitted by only one person, that if his report agrees with some of the
narration of the trustworthy among the people of knowledge, and those who
have good memories, and his narration is otherwise in agreement with them
upon scrutiny, then when this is the case, if he narrates some additional
material that is not narrated by his companions, the additional material will be
accepted.
But if you see someone relying on a scholar like Az-Zuhri, with his great
knowledge and large number of companions who excelled in transmitting his
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HadIth and the HadIth or others, or like Hishâm bin 'Urwah for their AhâdiTh
are well known and shared among the scholars, and their companions
transmitted their Ijadith with no dispute and he narrated from one or both of
them a number of Had&Ji which are not known to any of their companions, and
there are no other Sahih Ahâdth to support them, then it is not permissible to
accept the Hadth from this type of a person. And Allah knows best.
We have explained something about the way of the people of HadIth, and what
anyone who wants to follow their way should do. We will discuss it more if
Allah wills in many places in this book, when discussing Mu 'allal (deficient)
reports as we come to them, in places where it is appropriate to comment, if
Allah the Most High wills.
After that may Allah have mercy upon you were it not for what we have
seen of the bad conduct of many of those who have appointed themselves as
HadIj/i scholars, who should have cast aside the Da 'If (weak) AhâdIjh and
Munkar reports, and who did not limit themselves to the well known SahIh
reports which have been transmitted by trustworthy narrators who are known
for their truthfulness and honesty, so that much of what they tell the common
folk who have no knowledge is not right and is transmitted by people who are
not approved of, and whose reports are criticized by the A 'imma of IIadWj such
as Mâlik bin Anas, lju'bah bin Al-ajjâj, Sufyân bin 'Uyaynah, Yahya bin
Sa'Id Al-Qattân, 'Abdur-Rahmân bin MahdI and other A 'imma then we
would not have taken on this mission of distinguishing good reports from bad
and writing them down, as you have asked us to do.
But because of what we have mentioned about the people spreading Munkar
reports with Da 'If (weak) and unknown chains, and their narrating them to the
common folk who do not recognize what is wrong with them, we felt motivated
to respond to your request.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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In the Name of Allah, the Most
Beneficent, the Most Merciful

Chapter 1. The Obligation Of
Narrating From The
Trustworthy And Ignoring The
Liars; And The Warning
Against Telling Lies About The
Messenger Of Allah
You should know, may Allah
guide you, that it is obligatory for
everyone who can distinguish
between authentic and unsound
reports, and between trustworthy
and accused narrators, not to
narrate any report unless he is
sure of the correctness of the
narration and honesty of their
narrators, and to avoid those
which are narrated by accused
narrators and the stubborn among
the people of Bid'ah (innovation).
The evidence that what we are
saying is what is required, is the
saying of Allah, Blessed be He
and Most High: "0 you who
believe! If a Fâsiq (liar - evil
person) comes to you with any
news, verify it, lest you should
harm people in ignorance, and
afterwards you become regretful
for what you have done.'] And
His, Most Sublime and Most
Praised saying: ...Such as you

Al-Hujurât 49:6.
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agree for witnesses... [1] And His
[the Mighty and Sublime] saying:
And take as witness two just
persons from amongst you
(Mlims) ... 12
The Verses that we have quoted
prove that the report of a FâSiq
(liar or evil person) is to be
rejected and not accepted, and
that the testimony of one who is
not just is to be rejected.
Even though there is a
distinction between the meaning
of 'report' and 'testimony' in
some ways, yet most of their
applied meanings are the same,
because the report of a Fâsiq is
not acceptable according to the
scholars, just as his testimony is
rejected by all of them. The
Sunnah indicates that Munkar
reports are to be rejected just as
the Qur'ân indicates that the
report of a Fâsiq is to be
rejected. This is seen in the wellknown report from the
Messenger of Allah
,:
"Whoever narrates a HadIth from
me knowing that it is false, then
he is one of the liars. ,[31
[1] It was narrated that AlMughIrah bin $hu'bah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said that."
And he mentioned the above
narrated HadIth, that "Whoever
RI A1-Baqarah 2:282.
[21 At-Talâq 65:2.
RI And it is also read: "Then he is one of the two liars.'

.
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narrates a HadIth from me
knowing that it is false, then he is
one of the liars."
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Chapter 2. The Seriousness Of
Telling Lies About The
Messenger of Allah

;;
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[2]1 - (1) It was narrated from
Rib'I bin Hirish that he heard
'Ali, may Allah be pleased with
him, delivering a JJjutbah in
which he said: "The Messenger
of Allah ç said: 'Do not tell lies
about me, for whoever tells lies
about me will enter the Fire."

[3] 2 - (2) It was narrated that
Anas bin Mâlik said: "What
prevents me from narrating many
Ahtidith to you is the fact that the
Messenger of Allah if said:
'Whoever tells a lie about me
deliberately, let him take his seat
in the Fire."

[4] 3 - (3) It was narrated that
Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah jW said:
'Whoever tells a lie about me

:çl
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deliberately, let him take his seat
in the Fire."

[5] 4 - (4) 'Ali bin RabI'ah A]WAINsaid: "I came to the
Masjid when Al-MughIrah was
the governor of A1-Küfah, and
Al-MughIrah said: I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: "To
lie about me is not like lying
about anyone else. Whoever tells
a lie about me deliberately, let
him take his seat in the Fire."

[6] A similar report (as no. 5)
was narrated from A1-MughIrah
bin hu'bah from the Prophet ,
but he did not mention: "To lie
about me is not like lying about
anyone else."

Chapter 3. The Prohibition Of
Speaking Of Everything That
One Hears
[7] 5 - (5) It was narrated that
Hafs bin 'Asim said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'It is
sufficient lying for a man to
speak of everything that he
hears."

46
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[8] A similar report (as no. 7)
was narrated from Abü Hurairah,
from the Prophet .

[9] 'Umar bin A1-hattãb, may
Allah be pleased with him, said:
"It is sufficient lying for a man to
speak of everything that he
hears."

[10] Ibn Wahb said: "Mâlik said
to me: 'You should know that no
man who speaks of everything
that he hears will be free of
faults, and he will never be an
Imâm who speaks of everything
that he hears."

[11] It was narrated that
'Abdullâh said: "It is sufficient
lying for a man to speak of
everything that he hears."

[12]

Muhammad bin Al-

.
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Muthanna said: "I heard 'AbdurRahmân bin MahdI say: 'No man
will be a Imâm whose example is
followed unless he refrains from
(speaking of) some of the things
that he hears."
[13] It was narrated that Sufyân
bin Husain said: "Iyâs bin
Mu'âwiyah asked me: 'I see that
you are fond of learning Qur'ân.
Recite a Sarah to me and explain
it so that I may see how much
you have learned.' I did that and
he said to me: 'Remember what I
am going to say to you: "Beware
of narrating the distorted reports,
for anyone who does that only
humiliates himself and the people
will deny his narrations."
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[14] It was narrated from
'Ubaidullâh bin 'Abdullâh bin
'Utbah that 'Abdullâh bin Mas'üd
said: "You will never narrate a
Hadi.th to the people that beyond
their grasp, except that it will be
a source of Fitnah (confusion) for
some of them."

Chapter 4. The Prohibition Of
Narrating From Da 'if (Weak)
Narrators, And Being Cautious
With Them
[15] 6 - (6) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah 0, said: "At
the end of my Ummah there will
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be people who will narrate to you
things that neither you nor your
forefathers ever heard. Beware of
them and stay away from them."

[16] 7 - (7) Muslim bin Yasâr
narrated that he heard Abü
Hurairah say: "The Messenger of
Allah ii said: 'At the end of time
there will be imposters and liars
who will bring AhâdIt/ that
neither you nor your forefathers
ever heard. Beware of them and
stay away from them, and do not
let them mislead you or confuse
you.,',

[17] It was narrated that 'Ainir
bin 'Abdah said: "Abdullâh said:
'The Jjai;ân appears in the form
of a man, coming to people and
telling them false reports. Then
they disperse, and a man among
them says: I heard a man whose
face I recognize, but I do not
know his name, telling me (such
and such)."
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[18] It was narrated that
'Abdullâh bin 'Amr bin Al-'As
said: "There are devils detained
in the sea who were put in chains
by (Prophet) Sulaimân. Soon they
will emerge and recite (what they
falsely claim is) Qur'ân to the
people."
[19] It was narrated that Tâwüs
said: "This man" - meaning
Bushair bin Ka'b - "came to Ibn
'Abbâs and started telling him
something. Ibn 'Abbâs said to
him: 'Repeat to me the report of
so-and-so.' He repeated it to him,
and he said to him: 'Repeat to
me the report of so-and-so.' He
repeated it to him, and said: 'I do
not know (what is your
intention). Do you approve of
everything else I say, and have a
problem with this one? Or do
you have a problem with
everything I say and approve only
of this one?' Ibn 'Abbâs said to
him: 'We used to narrate from
the Messenger of Allah ç when
there were no lies that had been
fabricated against him, but when
the people rode high and low ,Ill
we stopped narrating from him."

Meaning they started to narrate a great deal from here and there without ascertaining
their authenticity.
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[201 It was narrated that Ibn
'Abbâs said: "We used to
memorize Hadith, and that which
is narrated from the Messenger
of Allah
deserved to be
memorized. But when you started
riding every high and low, (to
narrate a great deal), there is no
way."
[21] It was narrated that
Mujâhid said: "Buair bin Ka'b
Al-'AdawI came to Ibn 'Abbâs
and started narrating to him and
saying: 'The Messenger of Allah
j said,...' 'The Messenger of
Allah
said...' Ibn 'Abbâs did
not approve of his reports and
did not even look at him. He
said: '0 Ibn 'Abbâs, why is it that
I do not see you listening to what
I tell you? I am narrating to you
from the Messenger of Allah
and you are not paying attention.'
Ibn 'Abbâs said: 'At one time, if
we heard a man say: "The
Messenger of Allah
said," we
would all turn to look at him and
listen to him. But when the
people started to ride high and
low (to narrate a great deal), we
did not accept from the people
anything but that which we are
familiar with."
[22] It was narrated that Ibn AbI
Mulaikah said: "I wrote to Ibn
'Abbás asking him to write
something for me, but to be
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selective. He said: 'A sincere boy,
I will choose for him and be
selective.' He called for a record
of judgements passed by 'Ali, and
he started to write down some of
them and he would come across
some things and say: 'By Allah,
'Ali would never have passed
such a judgement unless he got it
wrong."
[231 It was narrated that TâwiIs
said: "A book containing
judgements passed by 'Alî, may
Allah be pleased with him, was
brought to Ibn 'Abbâs. He erased
all of them except a few," and
Sufyân bin 'Uyaynah gestured
with his hand.

[24] It was narrated that Abü
Islâq said: "When they
introduced those things after 'Álî
was gone, a man from among the
companions of 'Ali said: 'May
Allah kill them! What great
knowledge they have corrupted."

[25] Abü Bakr - meaning bin
'Ayyâsh - narrated: "I heard AlMughIrah say: 'No report
narrated from 'Ali by anyone
could be believed, except that
which was narrated from the
companions of 'Abdullâh bin
Mas'üd."

)i
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Chapter 5. Clarification That
The Chain Of Narration Is
Part Of The Religion, And
Reports Should Only Be
Narrated From Those Who Are
Trustworthy, And That Critical
Assessment And Evaluation of
Narrators For Things That Are
True Is Permissible And Is In
Fact Obligatory; And That
Doing So Is Not Backbiting
That Is Forbidden, Rather It Is
Defending The Honorable
arI'ah
[26] It was narrated that
Muhammad bin SIrIn said: "This
knowledge is the (foundation of)
religion, so watch from whom
you learn your religion."

[27] It was narrated that Ibn
SIrIn said: "They used not to ask
about chains (of narration), but
when the Fitnah occurred, they
said: 'Tell us about your men (in
the chain of narration).' They
would look for the pep1e of
Sunnah (in them) to accept their
HadIt, and they would look for
the people of Bid'ah (in them) to
reject their HadIth."
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[28] It was narrated that
Sulainiân bin Müsâ said: "I met
TãWÜS and said: 'So-and-so
narrated such-and-such to me.'
He said: 'If [your companion] is
MalIy'an (able)111 then learn
from him."
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[29] Sa'eed bin 'Abdul 'Aziz
said: It was narrated that
Sulaimân bin Müsâ said: "I said
to Tawüs: 'So-and-so narrated
such-and-such to me.' He said: 'If
your companion is MalIy'an
(able), then learn from him."
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[30] It was narrated from Ibn
AbI Zinâd that his father said:
"In At-Madinah, I met one
hundred men, all of whom were
reliable, but no one accepted
AhâdIth from them. It was said:
'He is not one of its people." 21
[31] It was narrated that Mis'ar
said: "I heard Sa'd bin IbrâhIm
say: 'There is to be no narrating
from the Messenger of Allah
except from those who are
trustworthy." 31
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Meaning, trustworthy, precise and reliable, firm in his religion and his understanding,
like one who would be relied upon to collect wealth.
121 Meaning, he has no knowledge of this field.
131 Meaning, the narrations attributed to Allah's Messenger
are not accepted but from
the trustworthy.
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321 Muhammad bin 'Abdullâh
bin Quhzãh - from the people
of Marw - narrated to me, he
said: "I heard 'Abdân bin
'UThmân saying: "Abdullãh bin
Al-Mubârak said: "The chain (of
narration) is part of religion,
were it not for the chain, anyone
could say whatever he wanted."
He (Muslim) said: Muhammad
bin 'Ahdullâh said: "Al-'Abbâs
bin AbI Rizmah said to me: 'I
heard 'Abdullâh say: "The
criterion between us and other
people is these lists," meaning
the chain of narration.
Muhammad said: "I heard Abü
Isliiâq IbrãhIm bin 'Eisa AtTalaqânI say: 'I said to 'Abdullâh
bin A1-Mubârak: "0 Abü 'AbdurRahmân, there is a HadW which
says: 'It is part of honoring one's
parents in death after honoring
them in life to pray on behalf of
your parents when you pray, and
fast on behalf of your parents
when you fast." 'Abdullâh said:
"0 Abfl Isâq! From whom (did
you get) this?" I said to him:
"This HadIth is from Shihâb bin
Khirâsh." He said: "He is
trustworthy. From whom did he
get it?" I said: "From Al-IIajjâj
bin DInâr." He said: "He is
trustworthy. From whom did he
get it?" I said: "The Messenger
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said." He said: "0
of Allah
Abü Isiâq, betwin A1-Hajjâj bin
DInâr and the Prophet ii there
is a big gap which cannot be
easily bridged. But there is no
dispute concerning charity (given
on behalf of deceased parents)."
Muhammad said: "I heard 'Ali
bin Shaqiq say: 'I heard
'Abdullâh bin Al-Mubârak say, in
front of the people: "Ignore the
Ahadith of 'Amr bin Thâbit, for
he used to verbally abuse the
Salaf."
[33] It was narrated that Abü
'AqIl, the companion of
Buhayyah said:111 "I was sitting
with Al-Qâsim bin 'Ubaidullâh
and Yahyâ bin Sa'eed. Yahyâ
said to Al-Qâsim: '0 Abü
Muhammad! How grave it is for
a great man like you to be asked
a question about this religion and
you have no knowledge of it and
no answer.' Al-Qâsim said to
him: 'Why is that?' He said:
'Because you are the son of two
Imâm of guidance, the son of
Abü Bakr and 'Umar.' Al-Qâsim
said to him: 'What is worse than
that is one who knows about
Allah but speaks without
knowledge, or accepts a report
from one who is not trustworthy.'
He fell silent and did not answer
him."

He was her freed slave, and his name is Yaiyâ bin Al-Mutawakkil.

.
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[34] It was narrated by Sufyân
[bin 'Uyaynah] who said: "They
informed me about Abü 'AqIl,
the companion of Buhayyah; that
a son of 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar was
asked about something of which
he did not have any knowledge.
Yayâ bin Sa'eed said to him: 'I
feel it is very grave that a man
like you, who is the son of two
Imâm of guidance' - meaning
'Umar and Ibn 'Umar - 'can be
asked about something of which
he has no knowledge.' He said:
'By Allah, it is more serious than
that before Allah and before
anyone who has any knowledge
of Allah, to speak without
knowledge, or to narrate from
someone who is not trustworthy.'
Abü 'AqIl Yaliyâ bin AlMutawakkil was present while the
two of them said that."
[35] It was narrated that Yaiyâ
bin Sa'eed said: "I asked Sufyán
Ath-ThawrI, hu'bah, Mâlik and
Ibn 'Uyaynah about a man who
was not reliable in narration of
HadIth, but a man came and
asked me about him. They said:
'Tell them that he is not
reliable."
[36] It was narrated that AnNadr said: "While Ibn 'Awn was
standing in the threshold,['] he
was asked about the HadIth of
Shahr. He said: 'They
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He was standing in the opening of either a door or a gate.
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condemned Shahr, they
condemned Shahr."
Abü Al-Husain Muslim bin AlIlajjâj (may Allah have mercy on
him) said: (Ibn 'Awn meant that)
The people have taken to
criticizing him.

[37] It was narrated that Shu'bah
said: "I met Shahr but I did not
pay any attention to him."

[38] Muhammad bin 'Abdullâh
bin Quhzâh - from the people
of Mar, narrated to me, he said:
'Ali bin Husain bin Wâqid said:
'Abdullâh bin A1-Mubârak said:
"I said to Sufyân ASh-ThawrI:
"Abbâd bin KaihIr is one whose
situation you t1now about. When
he narrates
report he makes
serious mistkes. Do you think
that I should tell the people not
to accept reports from him?'
Sufyan said. 'Yes.' 'Abdullâh
said: 'If I was in a gathering
where mention was made of
'Abbâd, I v.ould praise him for
his religion, but I would say: "Do
not accept reports from him."
Muhammad narrated to us:
'Abdullâh bin 'Uftmân said: My
father said: "Abdullâh bin A]
Mubârak said: I went to Shu'bah
and he said: 'This is 'Abbâd bin
Kathir - beware of him."
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[39] Al-Fâdl bin Sahi narrated to
me: "I asked Mu'alla Ar-RãzI
about Muhammad bin Sa'eed,
the one that 'Abbâd bin KathIr
narrated from. So he told me
that 'Eisa bin Yflnus said: 'I was
at his door and Sufyân was with
him. When he came out, I asked
him about Muhammad bin
Sa'eed, and he told me that he
was a liar."
[40] It was narrated from
Muhammad bin Yahyâ bin
Sa'eed AI-Qattân that his father
said: "We have not seen any fault
in the righteous worse than their
telling lies in narrating I-IadItL."
Ibn AbI 'Attâb said: "I met
Muhammad bin Yayâ bin
Sa'eed Al-Qattãn and I asked
him about him. He said,
narrating from his father: 'You
will not see in good people
anything worse than in telling lies
about Hadith."
Muslim said: (This means) Lies
flow from their tongues but they
do not lie deliberately.
[41] It was narrated that
KhalIfah bin Müsâ said: "I
entered upon Qhâlib bin
'Ubaidullâh and he started to
dictate to me: 'Makhül narrated
to me,' 'Makhfll narrated to me.'
Then he needed to urinate, so he
got up, and I looked at his
notebook and in it (was written):
'Abân narrated to me from
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Anas,' 'Abân narrated from soand-so.' So I got up and left."
He (Muslim) said: And I heard
Al-Hasan bin 'All Al-HulwânI
say: "I saw in the book of 'Affân
a Hadth of Hishâm Abü AlMiqdâm - a Hadlik of 'Umar bin
'Abdul-'AzIz. Hishâm said: 'A
man called Yahyâ bin so-and-so
narrated to me, from Muhammad
bin Ka'b.' I said to 'Affân: 'They
say that Hihâm heard it from
Muhammad bin Ka'b.' He said:
'His problem started with this
Iadjj. He used to say: "Yaiyâ
narrated to me from
Muhammad,' then after that he
claimed that he had heard it from
Muhammad."

[42] Muhammad bin 'Abdullâh
bin Quhzâdh narrated to me: "I
heard 'Abdullâh bin 'Umân bin
Jabalah saying: 'I said to
'Abdullâh bin Al-Mubârak: "Who
is the man from whom you
narrated the HadIth of 'Abdullâh
bin 'Amr: 'The Day of Al-Fur is
the day of rewards'?" He said:
"Sulaimân bin A1-Hajjâj. Look
into what you get from him."
Ibn Quhzâdh said: "I heard
Wahb bin Zam'ah mentioning
from Sufyân bin 'Abdul-Malik
who said: "Abdullâh, meaning
Ibn Al-Mubârak, said: "I saw
Rawh bin Ghutaif, the narrator
of the Hadi/i about blood the

.
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size of a Dirham, 11 and I sat
with him for a while, but I began
to feel embarrassed of my
companions if they were to see
me with him, because they
disliked his narrations."
[43] It was narrated that
'Abdullâh bin A1-Mubârak said:
"Baqiyyah is truthful in speech,
but he accepts (reports) from
(anyone)."

i.i

[44] It was narrated that AsSha'bI said: "A]-Hâri Al-A'war
Al-HamdânI narrated to me, but
he was a liar."

[45] It was narrated that
MughIrah said: "I heard Aija'bI say: 'AI-Hâri.ffi Al-A'war
narrated to me,' but he bears
witness that Al-Hârith Al-A'war
is one of the liars."

[461 It was narrated that JbrâhIm
said: "Alqamah said: 'I read the
Qur'ân in two years.' M-Hirith
said: 'The Qur'ân is easy but the
WahI (revelation) is more
difficult."
[47] It was narrated from
IbrâhIm that Al-Hârjfl said: "I
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Meaning, the narrator of the i1adIz/: "Prayer is to be repeated if there is blood (stain)
the size of a Dirham." It was recorded by Ad-Dáraqutni in his Sunan, Al-Baihaqi in his
Sunan, and A]-'UqailI in Ad-Du'afa'.
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learned the Qur'ân in three years
and the WahI in two" - or he
said: "the Wazi in three years
and the Qur'ân in two."

[48] It was narrated from
IbrâhIm that Al-Hârith was
accused (of fabrication).

[491 It was narrated that
Hamzah Az-Zayyât said:
"Murrah Al-HamdânI heard
something from Al-Hârift and he
said to him: 'Sit by the door.'
Murrah went in and picked up
his sword, but A]-Hârift sensed
that he was up to no good, so he
went away."

[501 It was narrated that Ibn
'Awn said: "IbrâhIm said to us:
'Beware of Al-MughIrah bin
Sa'eed and Abü 'Abdur-RahIm,
for they are liars."

[51] It was narrated that 'Asim
said: "We used to go to Abü
'Abdur-Rahmân Al-SulamI when
we were young boys, and he used
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to say to us: 'Do not sit with the
storytellers except for Abü AlAlwas, and beware of haqIq.'
And He said: 'This Shack held
some ISiârijI views, but he was
not Abü Wâ'il."

[52] Abü Ghassân Muhammad
bin 'Amr Ar-RâzI narrated to us,
he said: "I heard JarIr say: 'I met
Jâbir bin YazId Al-Ju'fI, but I did
not write down anything from
him as he believed in ArRaj'ah." 11
[53] It was narrated that Mis'ar
said: "Jâbir bin YazId narrated to
us, before he innovated as he
did."

[54] It was narrated that Su1'ân
said: "The people used to narrate
from Jâbir before he showed
what he showed. And when he
showed what he showed, the
people suspected his HadIth, and
some people abandoned him." It
was said to him: "What did he
show?" He said: "Belief in ArRaj'ah (return to this life after
death and before the Day of
Judgement)."
[55] It was narrated that Abü
Yahyâ Al-HimmânI said:
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" The return to this life after death (reincarnation), and before the Day of Judgement. It
is either regarding 'All, may Allah be pleased with him, or the Shi'i claim that the MahdI
is alive and shall return.
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"QabIsah and his brother
narrated us that they heard AlJarrâh bin MalIh say: 'I heard
Jâbir bin YazId say: "I have
seventy thousand Ahâdith, all
from Abü Ja'far from the
Prophet ."
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[56] It was narrated that Zuhair
said: "Jâbir said" - or "I heard
Jâbir say: 'I have fifty thousand
AhâdIth, and I have not narrated
any of them.' Then one day he
narrated a HadIth and said: 'This
is one of the fifty thousand."

[57] It was narrated that Sallâm
bin AbI MutI' said: "I heard Jâbir
Al-Ju'f1 say: 'I have fifty thousand
Ijadith from the Prophet
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58 Sufyân said: "I heard a man
asking Jâbir about the Verse of
the Holy Qur'ân: "...Therefore I
will not leave this land until my
father permits me, or Allah
decides my case and He is the
Best of the judges. 11 Jâbir said:
'This has not been fulfilled yet.'
Sufyân said: 'He is lying." We
Yâsuf 12:80.
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said [to Sufyân]: "What did he
mean by that?" He said: "The
Râfi1ah say that 'All is in the
clouds, and we will not join any
of his sons who rebel against the
state, until a voice calls Out to us
from heaven" - meaning 'All "who will tell us to go out and
support so-and-so. Jâbir said:
'This is the interpretation of this
Verse.' But he was lying; it was
about the brothers of Yüsuf

[59] It was narrated that Sufyân
said: "I heard Jâbir narrating
nearly thirty thousand Aiâdith,
but I would not allow myself to
mention any of them, even if I
had such-and-such."

[Muslim said]: I heard Abü
Ghassãn Muhammad bin 'Amr
al-Râzi' say: "I asked Jarlr bin
'Abdul-HamId: 'Did you fneet
bin Haslrah?' He said:
'Yes, he was a very quiet old
man, who is hiding something
serious."

[601 It was narrated that
Hammâd bin Zaid said: "Ayyüb
mentioned a man one day and
said: 'He is not careful about
what he says.' And he mentioned
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another, and said: 'He adds to
the number." 1

[61] It was narrated that
Hammâd bin Zaid said: "Aüb
said: 'I have a neighbor, then he
mentioned some of his virtues,
(then he said) but if he were to
testify before me even concerning
two date fruits, I would not find
his testimony acceptable."
[62] It was narrated that Ma'mar
said: "I never saw Ayyüb backbite
about anyone except 'AbdulKarIm," meaning Abü Umayyah.
"He mentioned him and said:
'May Allah have mercy on him.
He was not trustworthy, and he
asked me about a Hadfth of
'Ikrimah, then he said: "I heard
'Ikrimah."
[63] It was narrated that
Hammâm said: "Abü Dâwüd AlA'ma came to us and started
saying: 'Al-Barâ' narrated to us'
and 'Zaid bin Arqam narrated to
us.' We mentioned that to
Qatâdah and he said: 'He is lying,
he never heard anything from
them; rather he used to beg from
the people at the time of the
severe plague."

" Meaning, he exaggerates, telling lies. Like the merchant who lies about the price he paid
for the goods he is selling.
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[64] It was narrated that
Hammâm said: "AN Dâwüd A]A'ma entered upon Qatâdah and
when he left, they said: 'This man
claims that he met eighteen men
who had been present at (the
battle at) Badr.' Qatâdah said:
'He used to beg before the
plague, and he has nothing to do
with that at all, and he should
not speak. By Allah, Al-I3asan
did not narrate directly from
anyone who had been present at
Badr, and Sa'eed bin AlMüsâyyab did not narrate directly
from anyone who had been
present at Badr, except for Sa'd
bin Mâlik."
[65] It was narrated from
Raqabah that Abü Ja'far AlHâshimI Al-Madanl used to
fabricate HadIth, though the
words were true, but they were
not A1f2âdIth from the Prophet .
but he used to report that they
were from the Prophet .
[661 It was narrated that Shu'bah
narrated from Yünus bin 'Ubaid
who said: "'Arnr bin 'Ubaid used
to tell lies in Had."

[671 It was narrated that Mu'âdh
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bin Mu'âdh said: "I said to 'Awf
bin AbI JamIlah that 'Amr bin
'Ubaid narrated to us, from AlHasan, that the Messenger of
Allah 'ç said: 'Whoever bears
weapons against us is not one of
us.' He said: "Amr is lying, by
Allah, but he wanted to use that
to support his vile views."11

[681 It was narrated that
Hammâd bin Zaid said: "A man
had been staying close to Ayyüb
and listening to him, then AyyiIb
noticed that he was missing. They
said to him: '0 AN Bakr, now
he is staying close to 'Amr bin
'Ubaid." Hammâd said: "One
day while I was with Ayyüb, and
we had gone early to the market,
he met that man. Ayyüb greeted
him with Salâm and asked him,
then Ayyüb said to him: 'I have
heard that you are staying close
to that man." Hammâd asked:
"[Did] he name him," meaning
'Amr. "He said: 'Yes, 0 Abü
Bakr. He tells us weird things.'
Ayyüb said to him: 'We run away
from' or 'we feel anxious about
those weird things."
[69] It was narrated that Ibn
Zaid, meaning, Hammâd, said:
"It was said to Ayyôb that 'Amr
bin 'Ubaid narrated that AlSee no. 280. The censure is regarding his claim that he heard it from Al-Hasan, not
regarding the HadIth itself.
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Ilasan said: 'The drunkard is not
to be flogged if he is intoxicated
by consuming Nab.' He said:
'He is lying. I heard Al-Hasan say
that the drunkard is to be flogged
for drinking NabI_dh."
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[70] It was narrated that Sallâm
bin AbI MutI' said: "Ayyñb heard
that I was going to 'Amr, so he
came to me one day and said: 'If
you are not safe with his religion,
how can you be safe with his
AhâdIih?"
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[71] It was narrated that Sui'ân
said: "I heard Abü Müsâ say:
"Axnr bin 'Ubaid narrated to us,
before he innovated."
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[72] 'Ubaidullâh bin Mu'âdh Al'AnbarI narrated to me: "My
father narrated us: 'I wrote to
Shu'bah asking him about Abü
iiaibah, the QáiI of Wâsit. He
wrote to me saying: "Do not
write down anything from him,
and tear up my letter."
[73] Al-IjulwânI narrated to me,
he said: "I heard 'Affân say: 'I
told Hammâd bin Salamah a
Hadlt/ from Sâlih Al-MurrI from
Thâbit. He said: "He is lying."
And I told Hanimâm a HadIth
from Salib Al-MurrI and he said:
"He is lying."
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[74] Abü Dâwüd said: "Shu'bah
said to me: 'Go to Jarir bin
Hâzim and tell him: "It is not
permissible for you to narrate
from Al-Hasan bin 'Umârah,
because he tells lies." Abü
Dâwüd said: "I said to Shu'bah:
'How is that?' He said: 'He
narrated to us from Al-Hakam
things for which I find no basis."
He said: "I said to him: 'What
things?' He said: 'I asked AlHakam: "Did the Prophet
offer the funeral prayer for those
who were slain at Uhud?" He
said: "He did not offer the prayer
for them." But Al-Hasan bin
'Umârah said, narrating from AlHakam, from Miqsam, from Ibn
'Abbâs, that the Prophet
offered the prayer for them and
buried them. I said to Al-Hakam:
"What do you say about the
children of Zina (children born
out of wedlock)?" He said: "The
funeral prayer should be offered
for them." I said: "From the
HadIth of whom is that
narrated?" He said: "It is
narrated from Al-Hasan AlBasrI." But Al-Hasan bin
'Umârah said: "Al-Flakam
narrated to us from Yaiyâ bin
A]-Jazzâr, from 'Ali, may Allah
be pleased with him."
[75] Al-Hasan Al-HulwânI
narrated to me, he said: "I heard
Yazld bin Hârün, when he
mentioned Ziyad bin Maimün,
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say: 'I swore that I would not
narrate anything from him, or
from Kh&lid bin Mahdüj.' He
said: 'I met Ziyâd bin Maimün,
and I asked him about a HadIth.
He narrated it to me from Bakr
Al-MuzanI. Then I went back to
him, and he narrated it to me
from Muwarriq. Then I went
back to him, and he narrated it to
me from Al-Hasan.' And he used
to accuse the two of them of
lying."
Al-HulwânI said: "I heard
'Abdu-Samad, when I
mentioned Ziyâd bin Maimfln in
his presence, accuse him of
lying."
[76] Mahmüd bin Ghailân
narrated to me, he said: "I said
to Abü Dâwüd At-Tayâlisi: 'You
have narrated a great deal from
'Abbâd bin Mansür. How come
you did not hear from him the
HadIti of Al-'Attârah which was
narrated to us by An-Naçlr bin
humail?' He said to me: 'Be
quiet! 'Abdur-Rahmân bin MahdI
and I met Ziyâd bin Maimün and
we asked him. We said to him:
"What are these AizâdIth that you
narrate from Anas?" He said:
"What do you think of a man
who commits a sin then repents;
doesn't Allah accept his
repentance?" We said: "Yes." He
said: "I did not hear either a little
or a lot from Anas (meaning,
nothing at all). If the people do
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not know, then you now know
that I did not meet Anas."
Abü Dâwüd said: "After that, I
heard that he was narrating and
'Abdur-Rahmân and I went to
him and he said: 'I repent? Then
after that he was narrating again,
so we ignored him."
[77] Hasan Al-HulwânI narrated
to me, he said: "I heard
habâbah say: "Abdul-Quddüs
used to narrate to us and say:
"Suwaid bin 'Aqalah."t11
Shabâbah said: 'And I heard
'Abdul-Quddüs say: "The
Messenger of Allah
forbade
using Ar-Rawzu 'arian." It was
said to him: "What does that
mean?" He said: "It means
making a small window in a wall
to let the breeze pass
through. ,[21
Muslim said: I heard
'Ubaidullãh bin 'Umar AlQawârIrI say: "I heard Hammâd
bin Zaid say to a man - a few
days after MahdI bin Hilâl
arrived: 'What is this tainted
spring coming from your
direction ?'t3' He said: 'Yes
indeed, 0 Abü Ismâ'Il."
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While the name is Suwaid bin Ghafalah.
The issue here has to do with the phrase Yuttaicjjadfi ar-n2h ghardan (taking a living
creature as a target), which is the correct wording of the narration. However, it was
misread and recited by 'Abdul-QudCis as Yuttaiçjyzdj ar-raw/i 'aradan (making a space to
let the air in). Both of these examples were mentioned to demonstrate his lack of
abilities as a narrator.
Meaning that he felt he was weak and not fit to narrate Hadith.
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[78] Al-Hasan Al-HulwânI
narrated to me, he said: "I heard
'Affân say: 'I heard Abü 'Awânah
say: "No Hadith reached me from
Al-Hasan, but I bring it to Abân
bin AbI 'Ayyâsh and he would
recite it for me."
[79] Suwaid bin Sa'eed narrated
to me, he said: "'Ali bin Mushir
narrated to us: 'Hamzah AzZayyât and I heard
approximately one thousand
AhâdIth from Abân bin AbI
'Ayyâg."
'Ali said: 'I met Hamzah, and he
told me that he saw the Prophet
in a dream, and he told him
what he had heard from Abân,
and he did not recognize
anything except a few things, five
or six."
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[80] Zakari'â bin 'Adiyy said:
"AM Istiâq Al-FazârI said to me:
'Write down from Baqiyyah
whatever he narrates from those
who are known, and do not write
down what he narrates from
those who are not known. And
do not write down anything that
Ismá'II bin 'Arâsh narrated from
those who are known nor those
who are not known."
[81] Isbâq bin IbrâhIm A]HanzalI narrated to me, he said:
"I heard some of the companions
of 'Abdullâh say: 'Ibn AlMubârak said: "What a good
man Baqiyyah would be, were it
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not that he changes names into
nicknames and nicknames into
names. For a long time he used
to narrate to us from Abü Sa'eed
Al-Wuhâl, then we realized that
that was 'Abdul-Quddüs."
1821 Ahmad bin Yüsuf Al-AzdI
narrated to me, he said: "I heard
'Abdur-Razzâq say: 'I never saw
Ibn Al-Mubârak state bluntly that
anyone was a liar, except in the
case of 'Abdul-Quddüs. I heard
him say: "He is a liar."
[Mb]

[83] 'Abdullâh bin 'AbdurRahmân Ad-DârimI narrated to
me, he said: "I heard Abü
Nu'aim say - and he mentioned
A1-Mu'alla bin 'Urfân - he said:
'AbU Wâ'il narrated to us: "Ibn
Mas'üd came out to us at the
battle of Siffeen." Abü Nu'aim
said: 'Do you think that he was
resurrected after death?"
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1841 It was narrated that 'Affân
bin Muslim said: "We were with
Ismâ'Il bin 'Ulayyah and a man
narrated a report from another
man. I said that this one is not
reliable. The man said: 'You are
backbiting about him.' Ismâ'Il
said: 'He is not backbiting; rather
he judged that he is not
reliable."
[85] Bir bin 'Umar said: "I
asked Mâlik bin Anas about
Muhammad bin 'Abdur-Rahmân,
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who narrated from Sa'eed bin AlMüsâyyab. He said: 'He is not
trustworthy.' I asked Mâlik bin
Anas about Abü Al-Huwairith.
He said: 'He is not trustworthy.' I
asked him about Shu'bah from
whom Ibn AbI jii'b narrated.
He said: 'He is not trustworthy.' I
asked him about SâIil, the freed
slave of At-Taw'amah. He said:
'He is not trustworthy.' I asked
him about Harâm bin 'Uthmân.
He said: 'He is not trustworthy.' I
asked Mâlik about these five. He
said: 'They are not trustworthy in
their AhâdIth.' I asked him about
another man whose name I have
forgotten and he said: 'Have you
seen him in my books?' I said:
'No.' He said: 'If he were
trustworthy, you would have seen
him in my books."
[86] Al-FadI bin Sahl narrated to
me, he said: "Yaiyâ bin Ma'In
narrated to me: 'I-Iajjâj narrated
to us: Ibn AbI Dhi'b narrated to
us, from Shurahbil bin Sa'd, and
he was accused.'"
[87] Muhammad bin 'Abdulláh
bin Quhzâclli narrated to me, he
said: "I heard Abü IsI:iâq AtTâlaqânI say: 'I heard Ibn AlMubârak say: If I had been given
the choice between entering
Paradise and meeting 'Abdullâh
bin Muharrir, I would have
chosen to meet him then enter
Paradise. But when I did see him,
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I realized that camel dung was
dearer to me than him."
[88] Al-FadI bin Sahi narrated to
me: "WalId bin Salil:i narrated to
us: "Ubaidullâh bin 'Amr said:
'Zaid - meaning Ibn AbI Unaysah
- said: 'Do not accept any reports
from my brother."
[89] Ahmad bin IbrâhIm AdDawraqI narrated to me, he said:
"Abdus-Salâm Al-WâbisI told
me: 'Abdullâh bin Ja'far ArRaqqI narrated to me, that
'Ubaidullâh bin 'Amr said: Yaiyâ
bin AbI Unaysah was a liar."
[901 Ahmad bin IbrâhIm
narrated to me, he said:
"Sulaimân bin Harb narrated to
me that Hammâd bin Zaid said:
Mention of Farqad was made in
the presence of Ayyüb, and he
said: Farqad is not a person of
HadIth."
[91] 'Abdur-Rahmân bin Bishr
A1-'AbdI narrated to me, he said:
"I heard Yabyâ bin Sa'eed AlQattân say, when mention was
made in his presence of
Muhammad bin 'Abdullâh bin
'Ubaid bin 'Umair Al-Laiihî, that
he was very weak (in narration).
It was said to Yayâ: 'Weaker
than Ya'qüb bin 'Atâ'?' He said:
'Yes.' Then he said: 'I did not
think that anyone would narrate
from Muhammad bin 'Abdullâh
bin 'Ubaid bin 'Umair."
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Narrating from the Trustworthy...
[92] Bishr bin Hakam narrated
to me, he said: "I heard Yalyâ
bin Sa'eed A1-Qattân describe
Hakim bin Jubair, 'Abdul-A'la,
and Yahyâ bin MiIsâ bin DInâr as
weak (in narration) he said: 'His
Hadith is nothing'
and he
classed Müsâ bin Dihqân and
'Eisa bin AbI 'Eisa A]-Madani as
weak. And I heard Al-Hasan bin
'Eisa say: 'Ibn Al-Mubârak said
to me: "When you come to JarIr,
write down all of his knowledge
except for reports from three
people: Do not write down from
him reports from 'Ubaidah bin
Mu'attib, As-SarrI bin Ismâ'il and
Muhammad bin Sâlim."
Muslim said: And there is much
that is similar to what we have
mentioned of the words of the
people of knowledge concerning
accused narrators of HadIth and the
faults in their reports, for which we
have no room to write about here.
What we have mentioned is
sufficient for those who are wise
and understand the way of the
MuhaddithIn in discussing and
explaining such matters.
The reason why they obliged
themselves to expose the faults of
the narrators of HadIth and
transmitters of reports, and to
pass judgement on them when
asked to, is due to the
seriousness of the matter.
Reports on matters of religion
speak of lawful and unlawful,
-

-
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commands and prohibitions,
exhortation and warning. If the
narrator is not sincere and
honest, and the one who knows
of his faults hears it and narrates
it - without explaining his faults
to one who is unaware of them then he will be sinning if he does
that; betraying the common folk
of the Muslims. For he cannot be
certain that some of those who
hear those reports will not follow
and accept them, or some of
them, although they - or most of
them - are lies that have no basis.
Moreover, the authentic reports,
which are narrated from
trustworthy narrators and the
people who are accepted, are so
great in number, that there is no
need to quote from narrators that
are not trustworthy and not
accepted.
I think that the reason why most
of the people of this type narrate
these weak AhâdtJj and chains of
unknown narrators, and accept
them after knowing of their
faults, is to show how much
knowledge of HadIth they have
before the masses, and so that it
will be said: "How many Ahâdith
so-and-so has memorized and
recorded!"
Whoever follows such a path
with knowledge, then he has no
share of true knowledge, and it is
more befitting that he should be
called ignorant rather than
knowledgeable.
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Chapter 6. The Correctness Of
Using Mu 'an 'an AhadIg, As
Proof When It Can Be Proven
That The Narrators Met One
Another And There Is No
Mudallas Among Them
Some of our contemporaries
who are claimed to have
knowledge of HadIth have spoken
about the examination of chains
and explained what is authentic
and what is unsound according
their view, and if we were to
avoid discussing how bad their
methods and views are, that
would be a good idea and the
right thing to do, because
ignoring a corrupt view is the
best way to kill it off and make
the one who said it less known. It
is better, so that the ignorant will
not know anything about them.
But because we fear the
consequences, and because the
ignorant may be deceived by their
innovations and may rush to
believe their mistakes and flawed
arguments, we decided to expose
their flawed views and refute
their opinions as much as is
appropriate. That is better for
the people and will bring better
results, if Allah wills.
The claimant whose flawed
arguments we mentioned at the
beginning of our discussion,
claims that any Had I/ in which
the chain says: "So-and-so
narrated from ('An) so-and-so",
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and it is well established that they
were contemporaries who could
have met one another, and that
the narrator could have heard it
directly from the one from whom
he narrated it, or he could have
spoken with him directly, but we
have no proof that he heard from
him, and we have not found
anything in any report to show
that they met at all or spoke to
one another - then it cannot be
authentic, unless he has some
proof that they met during their
lifetimes once or more, or spoke
to one another, or there is some
report which shows that they met
once in their lifetimes or more. If
he has no proof to that effect,
and there is no sound report
which says that this narrator met
the other or heard something
from him - if this is the case, then
this report cannot be authentic.
In his view, the report is Mawqâf,
unless it is proven to him in a
report that he heard some
IIadith, a few or a lot, from him.
This view for criticizing chains may Allah have mercy on you - is
an innovated and unprecedented
view for which there is no
support among the people of
knowledge. The widely held view,
on which there is agreement
among those who have
knowledge of reports both old
and recent, is that in the case of
every trustworthy man who
narrated a HadIth from another

Narrating from the Trustworthy...
man like him, and it is possible
that he met him or heard from
him because they lived at the
same time, even if there is no
report at all to tell us that they
met or spoke with one another,
the report is authentic and may
be used as evidence, unless there
is clear evidence to show that this
narrator did not meet the one
whom he supposedly narrated
from, and that he did not in fact
hear anything from him. But as
the possibility is there, as we have
explained above, then it is to be
understood that he heard the
report from him, unless there is
evidence to the contrary.
So it is said to the one who
introduced this view that we have
mentioned above, and to those
who support it: You accepted
that a report of one trustworthy
man, narrated from another
trustworthy man, is sound and
should be followed. Then you
introduced a condition and said:
Provided that it is proven that
they met once or more than
once, or that he heard something
from him. Did you find this
condition that you have
stipulated narrated from one
whose view is to be accepted?
Otherwise, give us evidence to
support what you are claiming.
If he claims that any of the
scholars of the Salaf stipulated
this condition for accepting
reports, he should be asked about
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that. But neither he nor anyone
else will ever find this proof. If
he claims that there is evidence
that supports his view, it should
be said to him: "What is your
evidence?" If he says: "I already
stated it. On the basis that the
narrators of reports, both old and
more recent, narrated reports,
one from another, without having
met or heard one from another.
And when I saw them allowing
themselves to narrate reports in
this manner, as Mursal reports
without having heard them - and
Mursal reports, in our view, and
the view of those who have
knowledge of reports, are not
sound - then because of this
problem, I needed to check and
confirm whether the narrator of
every report heard it from the
one whom he claimed narrated it
to him. If I verified that he had
heard anything from him, then to
me everything that he narrated
after that would be authentic.
But if it was not possible for me
to verify that, I would leave this
report and it would not be
authentic in my view, because of
the possibility that it may be
Mursal."
Then it should be said to him: If
the reason for your regarding a
report as weak and as being
unsound is the possibility that it
may be Mursal, then you should
not regard any Mu 'an 'an Hadth
as authentic until you are
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satisfied that the narrators heard
it from one another throughout
the chain.
That is because the HadI,t/ is
reported to us with the chain of
Higâm bin 'Urwah, from his
father, from 'Aijjah. So we are
certain that Higâm heard it
from his father, and that his
father heard it from 'Aigah, as
we know that 'Aihah heard it
from the Prophet ç. But it is
possible, if Higâm did not say in
some of his reports, "I heard" or
"(my father) told me", that there
is someone else in the report
between him and his father, and
that man heard it from his father,
and that he himself did not hear
it directly from his father, but he
wanted to narrate it as Mursal,
and not mention the one from
whom he heard it. If that is
possible in the case of Hihâm
narrating from his father, it is
also possible in the case of his
father narrating from 'Aihah,
and in every chain of a Hadith in
which there is no clear mention
of the narrators hearing it from
one another.
If we know in general that each
of them heard a great deal from
his companion, then it is possible
that each of them could have
curtailed it (the name or names)
in some of the narrations; so he
heard it from another (third)
person narrating from him, then
he narrated it as Mursal from him
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in some cases, without naming
the one from whom he heard it,
and on other occasions he does
mention the name of [the man]
who narrated the HaduIjl to him,
and he does not narrate it as
Mursal.
What we have spoken of here is
present in some Ahâditji, and was
widespread among trustworthy
MuhadditjiIn and the A 'imma
among the people of knowledge.
We will mention a number of
their reports to prove our point,
which may be taken as an
indication that there are many
more, if Allah the Most High
wills.
For example, Ayyüb AsSahtiyânI, Ibn Al-Mubârak,
Waki', Ibn Numair and others
narrated from Hishâm bin
'Urwah, from his father, from
'Aihah, [may Allah be pleased
with her, that she said]: "I used
to put perfume on the Messenger
of Allah for Hil (when he exited
Ihrâm) and for his Hur,n (when
he entered Ihrâm), using the best
perfume that I could find."
This exact same report was also
narrated by Al-Laift bin Sa'd,
Dâwd Al-'Attâr, Humaid bin
Al-Aswad, Wuhaib bin Qjâlid
and Abü Usâmah from Hihâm.
He said: " 'Uhmân bin 'Urwah
told me, from 'Urwah, from
'Aihah, from the Prophet ."
Hishâm narrated from his
father, from 'Aiah [that she
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said]: "When the Prophet
performed I'tikâf, he put his head
out to me and I combed his hair,
while I was menstruating."
The same report was narrated by
Mâlik bin Anas from Az-ZuhrI,
from 'Urwah, from 'Amrah, from
'Aihah, from the Prophet.
Az-ZuhrI and Sâlih bin Abi
Hassân narrated from Abü
Salamah, from 'Aiah: "The
Prophet
used to kiss while he
was fasting." Yabyâ bin AbI
KaIr said concerning this report
about kissing: Abü Salamah [bin
'Abdur-Rahman] informed me
that 'Umar bin 'Abdul-'Azlz told
him that 'Urwah told him, that
'Ai.hah told him, that the
Prophet
used to kiss her while
he was fasting.
Ibn 'Uyaynah and others
narrated from 'Amr bin DInâr,
from Jâbir that he said: "The
Messenger of Allah
allowed
us to eat the flesh of horses and
he forbade us to eat the flesh of
domestic donkeys."
This was narrated from Hammâd
bin Zaid, from 'Amr, from
Muhammad bin 'All, from Jâbir,
from the Prophet it. There are
many reports of this tye, too
many to list them all. \N lat we
have mentioned is sufficient for
those who understand.
If the reason why, according to
what is dictated by the view of
those we have described, a
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Hadith is considered invalid and
not authentic, is that it is not
known that the narrator heard
anything from the one from
whom he is narrating, and that it
may be a Mursal report; then
they should not use any HadILh as
proof when it is known that the
narrator heard it from the one
whom he narrated it from, unless
it says in the report itself that he
heard it, because of what we have
said about the A'imma who
transmitted reports, who
sometimes made their reports
Mursal and did not mention the
one from whom they heard the
report, and who sometimes were
more precise, and did attribute
the report the way they heard it,
so they curtailed (the chain)
when they curtailed it, or they
lengthened it when they
lengthened it, as we exiplained.
We do not know of anyone
among the A 'imma of the Salaf
- those who dealt with reports
and examined the correctness of
the chains and their weaknesses,
such as Ayyüb As-SaichtiyânI,
Ibn 'Awn, Mâlik bin Anas,
Shu'bah bin Al-Hajjâj, Yayâ
bin Sa'eed A1-Qattân, 'AbdurRahmân bin MahdI and others
from the people of HadIth who
came after them - who insisted
on finding proof of hearing
directly in the chains, as was
claimed by the one whose view
we referred to above.
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Rather the scholars only tried to
verify that the narrator of the
LIadItj actually heard it from the
one whom he narrated it from, if
the narrator was one of those
who were known for Tadils. In
that case they would look for
proof that he heard it from his
narrators and try to verify that, so
as to make sure that there was no
TadlIs in this case.
That was not done in cases other
than TadlIs, contrary to the view
of the one who made the claim
we mentioned, rather we have
not heard of that from any of the
A'imma, those whom we have
named and those whom we have
not named.
For example, 'Abdullâh bin
YazId A1-AnsârI - who saw the
Prophet
- narrated from
Huhaifah and from Abü Mas'üd
Al-AnârI, and from both of
them he narrated AhâdIth which
he attributed directly to the
But it is not
Prophet
mentioned in his report from
them that he heard it from them,
and we do not have any report on
record that 'Abdullâh bin YazId
spoke directly to Huijaifah or
Abil Mas'üd, nor is there any
mention that he saw them in any
particular narration.
We have not heard from any of
the people of knowledge of the
past nor from any of those whom
we met, any criticism of these
two reports which were narrated
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by 'Abdullâh bin Yazid from
Hudhaifah and Abü Mas'üd, or
any suggestion that these reports
are weak. Rather these two
reports and others like them,
according to the people of
knowledge of 1-IadIt/j whom we
have met, are among the correct
and have strong chains of
narration, and they held the view
that what is transmitted through
them should be utilized, and
proof may be sought in whatever
Sunan and Athâr come from
them.
According to this person of
whom we have spoken above,
they are weak and are to be
overlooked, unless it can be
verified that the narrator heard
them from the one he is
narrating from.
If we carry on counting the
reports that are Sahih according
to the people of knowledge, and
which prove that his argument is
flawed, we will not be able to list
them all. But we would like to list
a number of them that will be
sufficient to represent those that
we did not mention from them.
Abü 'Uthmân An-NahdI and
Abü Râfi' As-Sâ'igh were both
men who lived during the
Jâhiliyyah and also accompanied
the Companions of the
Messenger of Allah 4*' who had
been present at Badr, as well as
other Companions. They
narrated reports from them, even
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from Abü Hurairah, Ibn 'Umar
and the like. Each of them
narrated a chain from Ubayy bin
Ka'b from the Prophet jW, but we
have not heard in any particular
report that they saw Ubayy or
heard anything from him.
Abü 'Amr Aii-ShaibãnI, who
was one of those who lived
during the Jâhili)yah and was an
adult at the time of the Prophet
;, and Abü Ma'mar 'Abdullâh
bin Saichbarah each narrated two
chains from Abü Mas'iid AlAnârI from the Prophet .
'Ubaid bin 'Umair narrated a
chain for a HadIth from Umm
Salamah, the wife of the Prophet
, from the Prophet jW , and
'Ubaid [bin 'Umair] was born
during the time of the Prophet.
Qais bin AbI Hâzim, who lived
at the time of the Prophet jW ,
narrated three chains for reports
from Abü Mas'üd Al-Ansârl,
from the Prophet .
'Abdur-Rahmân bin AbI Layla who learned from 'Umar bin Alihattâb and was a companion of
'All - narrated a chain for a
HadIth from Anas bin Mâlik from
the Prophet At.
Rib'I bin Hirâsh narrated two
HaaIth with a chain from 'Imrân
bin Husain from the Prophet ,
and a Hadith from Abü Bakrah
from the Prophet ç. Rib'l heard
from 'All bin AbI Talib and
narrated from him.
Nâfi' bin Jubair bin Mut'im
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narrated a chain for a Hadliji
from Abü Shuraih Al-Khuzâ'I
from the Prophet .
An-Nu'mân bin AbI 'Ayyâsh
narrated chain for three AhâdIth
from Abü Sa'eed Al-hudrI,
from the Prophet c.
'Atâ' bin YazId Al-LaithI
narrated a chain for a HadIth
from TamIm Ad-Diri from the
Prophet .
Sulaimân bin Yasâr narrated a
chain for a HadIth from Râfi' bin
EhadIj from the Prophet Jç.
Humaid bin 'Abdur-Rahmân AlHimyarl narrated a chain for
several AhâdIth, from Abü
Hurairah from the Prophet .
In the case of all of these Ta hi 'In
to whom we have attributed the
reports from the Companions
whom we have named, it has not
been preserved from them that
they heard what they learned
from them in the particular
narration, nor that they met them
in the very same narration.
But these chains, according to
those who are knowledgeable
about the reports and the
narrations in correct chains, we
do not know of any one at all
who considered them as feeble
nor searched for evidence that
they heard it one from another.
Because it is possible that they
heard it one from another in all
cases, and it is not strange, since
they all lived at the time in
question.

Narrating from the Trustworthy...
This view which was invented by
the one whom we spoke about,
the view of considering a ITIadIt/
feeble due to the reason which
we described, is too insignificant
to be discussed and argued about,
because it is a new idea that has
been invented of late, and was
never suggested by any of the
scholars among the Salaf, and
was denounced by the later
scholars who came after them. So
there is no need for us to refute
it by saying any more than what
we have already said, because
this view and its proponent are of
little worth. And Allah is the One
Whose help we seek in refuting
that which goes against the way
of the scholars, and upon Him do
we rely. Praise be to Allah alone,
and may Allah send blessings and
peace upon our master
Muhammad and upon his family
and Companions.
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In the Name of Allah, the Most
Beneficent, the Most Merciful
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1. The Book Of Faith

Chapter 1. Explaining Al-lmân
(Faith), Al-Islam, And Al-Ihsân,
And The Obligations Of AlImân With Affirmation Of The
Qadar Of Alrah, Glorious And
Most High Is He. And
Explaining The Evidence For
Declaring One's Innocence Of
One Who Does Not Believe In
Al-Qadar, And Having A Harsh
View Of His Case
Imâm Abü Al-Husain Muslim
bin Al-Hajjâj Al-QushairI (may
Allah be pleased with him) said:
With the help of Allah we begin
and upon Him we rely, and our
success in our task can only come
from Allah, may He be exalted:
[93] 1 (8) It was narrated that
Yahyâ bin Ya'mar said: "The
first one who spoke about AlQadar in A]-Basrah was Ma'bad
Al-JuhanI. Humaid bin 'AbdurRahmân Al-Himyari and I went
for Haff or 'Umrah 'd we said:
'If we meet any of the
Companions of the Messenger of
Allah , we will ask them about
what these people are saying
about Al-Qadar. We came across
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The Book Of Faith
'Abdullâh bin 'Umar bin Alattâb, entering the Masjid, so
my companion and I came
alongside him, one on his right
and the other on his left. I
thought that my companion
would leave me to speak, so I
said: '0 Abü 'Abdur-Rahmân!
There are people who have
appeared in our land that read
the Qur'an and seek knowledge"
- and he spoke about them "and they claim that there is no
Qadar, and that nothing is
predestined.' He said: 'If you
meet those people, tell them that
I have nothing to do with them
and they have nothing to do with
me. By the One by Whom
'Abdullâh bin 'Umar swears! If
one of them had gold like Utiud,
and he spent it (in charity), Allah
would not accept it from him
unless he believed in Al-Qadar.'
Then he said: 'My father, 'Umar
bin Al-IShattãb, told me: "While
we were with the Messenger of
Allah 0, one day, a man came to
us whose garment was
exceedingly white and whose hair
was exceedingly black, and there
were no signs of travel on him,
and none of us knew who he was.
He came and sat before the
Prophet 0,, resting his knees
against his and placing his hands
on his thighs. He said: '0
Muhammad, tell me about
Islam.' The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Islam means to bear
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witness that none has the right to
be worshipped but Allah, and that
Muhammad is the Messenger of
Allah; to establish the Salât, to
pay the Zakât, to fast (the month
of) Ramalân and to perform
pilgrimage to the House (the
Ka'bah), if you have the means.'
He said: 'You have spoken the
truth." He ('Umar) said: "It
amazed us, how he questioned
him and (at the same time) said
that he had spoken the truth. He
said: 'Tell me about faith (AlImân). He () said: 'It is to
believe in Allah, His Angels, His
Books, His Messengers, the Last
Day, and to believe in Al-Qadar
(the divine will and decree), both
the good and bad of it.' He said:
'You have spoken the truth.' He
said: 'Tell me about Al-Ihsân.' He
() said: 'It is to worship Allah
as though you can see Him, for
although you cannot see Him, He
indeed sees you.' He said: 'Tell
me about the Hour.' He said:
'The one who is asked about it
does not know more than the one
who is asking.' He said: 'Then tell
me about its signs.' He () said:
'When the slave woman gives
birth to her mistress, and when you
see the barefoot, naked,destitute
shepherds pmpeting in the
construction f lofty buildfngs."
He ('Umar) said: "Then he went
away. I stayed there for a while,
then he (the Prophet
said to
me: '0 'Umar! Do you know who
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that questioner was?' I said:
'Allah and His Messenger know
best.' He said: 'That was Jibra'Il,
who came to you to teach you
your religion."
[94] 2 - ( ... ) It was narrated that
Yahyâ bin Ya'mar said: "When
Ma'bad said what he said about
Al-Qadar, we felt uneasy about
that. Humaid bin 'AbdurRahmân A]-HimyarI and I went
for Iajj..." and they quoted a
Hadith which conveyed the same
meaning as the Hadith of
Kahmas (the previous Hadith)
and its chain, with some
additions and deletions.

[95] 3- ( ... ) It was narrated that
Yahyâ bin Ya'mar and Humaid
bin 'Abdur-Rahmân said: "We
met 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar and we
mentioned Al-Qadar to him and
what they were saying about it..."
And he narrated a Hadith that
was similar to theirs, from 'Umar,
may Allah be pleased with him,
from the Prophet , with some
additions and deletions.

[96] 4 - (...) A similar Hadith (as
no. 94) was narrated from Yahyâ
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bin Ya'mar, from Ibn 'Umar,
from 'Umar, from the Prophet ç.
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Chapter. What Is A1-Iinân
(Faith)? Explaining Its
Characteristics
[97] 5 (9) It was narrated that
Abü Hurairah said: "One day the
Messenger of Allah jlj appeared
before the people and there
came to him a man who said: 0
Messenger of Allah, what is
faith?' He said: 'To believe in
Allah, His Angels, His Book, the
meeting with Him, and His
Messengers, and to believe in the
Resurrection Hereafter.' He said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, what is
Islam?' He said: 'Islam is to
worship Allah and not associate
anything with Him, to establish
the prescribed .Salât, to pay the
obligatory Zakât, and to observe
fast (The month of) Ramadân.'
He said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
what is Al-Ihsân?' He said: 'It is
to worship Allah as though you
can see Him, for although you
cannot see Him, He indeed sees
you.' He said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, when is the Hour? He
said: 'The one who is asked about
it does not know more than the
one who is asking. But I shall tell
you of its portents: When the
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The Book Of Faith
slave woman gives birth to her
mistress, that is one of its
portents. When the barefoot and
naked become the leaders of the
people, that is one of its portents.
When the herdsmen of sheep
compete in the construction of
lofty buildings, that is one of its
portents. The Hour is one of the
five things that no one knows
except Allah.' Then he recited:
"Verily, Allah, with Him (Alone)
is the knowledge of the Hour, He
sends down the rain, and knows
that which is in the wombs. No
person knows what he will earn
tomorrow, and no person knows
in what land he will die. Verily,
Allah is All-Knower, All-Aware
(of things)."111
He (Abü Hurairah) said: "Then
the man went away, and the
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Bring the man back to me.' They
went to bring him back, but they
did not see anything. The
Messenger of Allah joi, said:
'That was Jibrll, who came to
teach the people their religion."
[98] 6 - ( ... ) Muhammad bin
Bishr narrated: "Abü Hayyân AtTaimI narrated a similar report
(as no. 97) with this chain, but in
his report it says: 'When the slave
woman gives birth to her Ba'l,'
meaning the concubine."12'
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Luqnthn 31:34.
[21

Ba '1 is another word for master, and the reference to concubine is an explanation of the
word which was translated as "slave woman."
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Chapter. What Is Islam?
Explaining Its Characteristics
[99] 7 - (10) It was narrated that
Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah 0, said: 'Ask
me.' But we were too intimidated
to ask him. Then a man came
and sat at his knees and said: '0
Messenger of Allah, what is
Islam?' He said: 'To not associate
anything with Allah, to establish
the Salât, to pay the Zakât, and
to observe fast (the month of)
Ramadân.' He said: 'You have
spoken the truth.' He said: '0
Messenger of Allah, what is
faith?' The Messenger of Allah
ji said: 'To believe in Allah, His
Angels, His Book, the meeting
with Him, and His Messengers,
and to believe in the
Resurrection, and to believe in
Al-Qadar (the divine decree), all
of it.' He said: 'You have spoken
the truth.' He said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, what is Al-Ihsân?' He
said: 'To fear Allah as though
you can see Him, for although
you cannot see Him, He indeed
sees you.' He said: 'You have
spoken the truth.' He said: '0
Messenger of Allah, when will
the Hour begin?' He said: 'The
one who is asked about it does
not know more than the one who
is asking. But I shall tell you of
its portents: When you see a
woman giving birth to her master,
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that is one of its portents. When
you see the barefoot, naked, deaf
and dumb 11 ruling the earth,
that is one of its portents. When
you see the herders of sheep
competing in the construction of
lofty buildings, that is one of its
portents. (It is) among five things
which no one knows except
Allah.' Then he recited: "Verily,
Allah, with Him (Alone) is the
knowledge of the Hour, He sends
down the rain, and knows that
which is in the wombs. No person
knows what he will earn
tomorrow, and no person knows
in what land he will die 21 ..., until
the end of the Sarah."
He said: "Then the man stood
up (and left), and the Messenger
of Allah ç said: 'Bring him back
to me.' They looked, but they
could not find him. The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'That was JibrIl, who wanted to
teach you since you did not ask."

'..
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Chapter 2. Explaining The
Prayers Which Are One Of The
Pillars Of Islam
(11) It was narrated
[1001 8
from Abü Suhail, from his father,
that he heard Talhah bin
'Ubaidullâh say: "A man from
among the people of Najd, with
disheveled hair, came to the
Ill Meaning, the foolish and ignorant.
121 Luqmân 31:34.
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Messenger of Allah , and we
could hear the sound of his voice
but we could not understand
what he was saying, until he drew
close to the Messenger of Allah
, and he was asking about
Islam. The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Five prayers each day
and night.' He said: 'Do I have to
offer any (prayers) other than
that?' He said: 'No, unless you do
them voluntarily. And fasting the
month of Ramadân.' He said:
'Do I have to do any (fasting)
other than that?' He said: 'No,
unless you do it voluntarily.' And
the Messenger of Allah
mentioned Zakat, and he said:
'Do I have to do anything other
than that?' He said: 'No, unless
you do it voluntarily.' The man
left, saying: 'By Allah, I shall not
do any more than this or any
less.' The Messenger of Allah
said: 'He will succeed if he is
telling the truth."

[1011 9 - ( ... ) This Hadtji was
narrated from Talhah bin
'Ubaidullâh from the Prophet OR,
similar to the Haduiji of Mâlik
(no. 100), except that he said:
"The Messenger of Allah said:
'He will succeed, by his father,111

y;

)
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"By his father" - this is not intended as an oath, for swearing by anything other than
Allah is forbidden in Islam. The Arabs commonly used this phrase in their speech for
emphasis, without intending it as an oath. It may also be the case that the incident
described in this Hadth occurred before the prohibition on swearing by anything other
than Allah was revealed. Similar was stated by Al-KhattâbI in Ma'alam As-Sunan.
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if he is speaking the truth' or,
'He will enter Paradise, by his
father, if he is speaking the
truth."
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Chapter 3. Asking About The
Pillars Of Islam
[1021 10 - (12) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "We
were forbidden to ask the
Messenger of Allah
about
anything (needlessly), so it
pleased us when a man came
from the desert people and said:
'0 Muhammad, your messenger
has come to us telling us that you
claim that Allah has sent you.'
the Messenger of Allah 0, said:
'He spoke the truth.' He said:
'Who created the heavens?' He
said: 'Allah.' He said: 'Who
created the earth?' He said:
'Allah.' He said: 'Who raised
these mountains and created
whatever there is in them?' He
said: 'Allah.' He said: 'By the
One Who created the heavens
and created the earth, and raised
up these mountains, has Allah
sent you?' The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'Yes.' He said:
'Your messenger claimed that we
have to offer five prayers each
day and night.' The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'He spoke the
truth.' He said: 'By the One Who

Lii) - (r
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has sent you, is it Allah Who
enjoined that upon you?' He
said: 'Yes.' He said: 'Your
messenger claimed that we must
give Zakât from our wealth.' The
said: 'He
Messenger of Allah
spoke the truth.' He said: 'By the
One Who has sent you, is it Allah
Who enjoined that upon you?'
He said: 'Yes.' He said: 'Your
messenger claimed that we must
fast the month of Ramadân each
year.' The Messenger of Allah
said: 'He spoke the truth.' He
said: 'By the One Who has sent
you, is it Allah Who enjoined
that upon you?' He said: 'Yes.'
He said: 'Your messenger
claimed that we must perform
pilgrimage to the House, whoever
is able to bear the journey.' The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'He
spoke the truth.' He turned to
leave, then he said: 'By the One
Who has sent you with the truth,
I shall not do more than this or
less.' The Prophet
said: 'If he
is speaking the truth, he will
enter Paradise."
[103] 11 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Thâbit said: "Anas said: 'We
were forbidden in the Qur'ân to
ask the Messenger of Allah
about anything (needlessly),"
and he quoted a similar Hadith
(as no. 102).
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Chapter 4. Explaining The
Faith By Means Of Which A
Person Is Admitted Into
Paradise, And That The One
Who Adheres To What Is
Enjoined Upon Him Will Enter
Paradise
[104] 12 - (13) Abü Ayyüb
narrated that a Bedouin came to
the Messenger of Allah 0, when
he was on a journey, and took
hold of the nose-rein or halter of
his she-camel, then said: "0
Messenger of Allah" - or: "0
Muhammad - tell me of
something that will bring me
closer to Paradise and keep me
away from Hell." The Prophet
paused, then he looked at his
Companions, then he said: "He
has been guided." He said:
"What did you say?" (The
Bedouin) repeated his question,
and the Prophet jW said:
"Worship Allah and do not
associate anything with Him,
establish the SaIdt, pay the Zakât,
and uphold the ties of kinship.
Let go of the camel."
[105] 13 - ( ... ) A similar Hadji
(as no. 104) was reported by
MiIsâ bin Taiha who narrated it
from Abil Ayyüb, from the
Prophet .
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[106] 14 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Ayyüb said: "A man
came to the Prophet ij and said:
'Tell me of a deed that I can do
which will bring me closer to
Paradise and take me away from
Hell.' He said: 'Worship Allah
and do not associate anything
with Him, establish the Salât, pay
the Zakât, and uphold the ties of
kinship.' When he left, the
said: 'If
Messenger of Allah
he adheres to what is enjoined
upon him, he will enter
Paradise." In the narration of
Ibn AbI Shaibah it is: "If he
adheres to it."

[107] 15 - (14) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that a
Bedouin came to the Messenger
of Allah
and said: "0
Messenger of Allah, tell me of a
deed which, if I do it, I will enter
Paradise." He said: "Worship
Allah and do not associate
anything with Him, establish the
prescribed Salât, pay the
obligatory Zakât and observe fast
(in the month of) Ramadân." He
said: "By the One in Whose
Hand is my soul! I shall never do
any more than that or any less."
When he turned to leave, the
Prophet
said: "Whoever
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would like to see a man from the
people of Paradise, let him look
at this man."
[108] 16 - (15) It was narrated
that Jâbir, may Allah be pleased
with him, said: "An-Nu'mân bin
Qawqal came to the Prophet
and said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
do you think that if I pray the
obligatory (prayers), regard as
forbidden that which is unlawful
and regard as permissible that
which is lawful, I will enter
Paradise?' The Prophet ij said:
'Yes."

[109] 17 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "An-Nu'mân bin
Qawqal said: '0 Messenger of
Allah..." (And he narrated) a
similar HadIth (as no. 108),
adding the words: "I shall never
do any more than that."

[110] 18 - (...) It was narrated
from Jâbir that a man asked the
Messenger of Allah ij: "Do you
think that if I offer the prescribed
Salât, observe fast (the month of)
Ramadân, regard as permissible
that which is lawful and regard as
forbidden that which is unlawful,
and I do not do any more than
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that, I will enter Paradise?" He
it said: "Yes." He said: "By
Allah, I shall not do any more
than that."

L
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Chapter 5. Clarifying The
Pillars of Islam And Its Grand
Supports

3t51
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[111] 19 - (16) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet
said: "Islam is built on five
(pillars): Singling out A1lâh, 1
establishing the Salât, paying the
Zakât, fasting (during the month
of) Ramadân and Hajj." A man
said: "Ijajj and fasting
Ramadân?" He (Ibn 'Umar)
said: "No; fasting Ramadân and
Ijajj. This is how I heard it from
the Messenger of Allah ."

[112] 20 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet
it said: "Islam is built on five
(pillars): Worshipping Allah and
denying all others (worshipped)
besides Him, establishing the
Salât, paying the Zakât, going on
pilgrimage to the House, and
fasting (during the month of)
Ramadân."

(1]

4)

With all rights He is due, meaning At-TawhId.
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[1131 21 - ( ... ) 'Adullâh said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Islam is built on five (pillars):
Testimony that none has the
right to be worshipped but Allah
and that Muhammad is His slave
and Messenger, establishing the
Salât, paying the Zakât,
pilgrimage to the House, and
fasting (during the month of)
Ramadân."

[114] 22 - ( ... ) TâwiIs narrated
that a man said to 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar: "Why don't you go out to
fight?" He said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah j;g say: 'Islam
is built on five (pillars)
Testimony that none has the
right to be worshipped but Allah,
establishing the Saltit, paying the
Zakât, fasting (during the month
of) Ramadân and pilgrimage to
the House."
Chapter 6. The Command To
Believe In Allah And His
Messenger ç And The Laws
Of Islam, Calling People To It,
Asking About It, Memorizing It
And Conveying It To Those
Who Have Not Heard The
Message
[115] 23 - (17) It was narrated
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that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "The
delegation of 'Abdul-Qais came
to the Messenger of Allah and
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, we
are a tribe of RabI'ah, and the
disbelievers of Mudar are
between us and you, and we
cannot come to you except
during the sacred months. Tell us
of something that we can do, and
to which we can call those who
are behind us.' He said: 'I will
command you to do four things
and forbid you from four. Faith
in Allah' - and he explained that
to them, so he said: 'Testimony
that none has the right to be
worshipped but Allah, and that
Muhammad is the Messenger of
Allah, to establish the Salát, to
pay the Zakât and give one-fifth
(Khums) of any spoils of war you
seize. And I forbid four things for
you: Ad-Dubbâ' (gourds), AlIjantam, An-Na qIr, and AlMuqayyar."111

[116] 24 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Jamrah said: "I used to
translate between Ibn 'Abbâs and
These are containers that NabId/j, wine, or other drinks were made in. Ad-Dubbâ' refers
to gourds; Al-Hantam is a type of earthenware vessel the description of which they differ
over, and some of that appears later; An-Na qIr is date-palm section or stump, or the
like, which is hollowed out; and Al-Muqayvar is from Al-Qâr which is tar or pitch,
meaning a vessel coated with pitch. There are other important texts dealing with these
vessels. See the Book of Drinks.
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the people, and a woman came
to him and asked him about
making NabIdh in an
(earthenware) container. 11 He
said: 'The delegation of 'AbdulQais came to the Messenger of
Allah ç and the Messenger of
Allah
said: 'Who is this
delegation?' - or: 'Who are these
people?' - They said: 'RabI'ah.'
He said: 'Welcome to the people'
- or: 'to the delegation' - 'who
were neither humiliated nor do
they have any regrets.' They said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, we have
come to you from a far-off land,
and between us and you there is
this tribe of the disbelievers of
Mudar. We can only come to you
during the sacred months, so give
us a clear command which we
can tell to those whom we have
left behind and by which we may
enter Paradise.' He enjoined four
things upon them and forbade
them from four. He enjoined
them to believe in Allah alone
and said: 'Do you know what
believing in Allah alone means?'
They said: 'Allah and His
Messenger know best.' He said:
'Testimony that none has the
right to be worshipped but Allah,
and that Muhammad is the
Messenger
of Allah
04 ,
establishing the Saldt, paying the
Za/tht, fasting (during the month
of) Ramadân, and giving oneThe word used here is A1-Jarr or, earthenware vessel, a general term which some of
them say Al-Hantam belongs to.
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fifth (Kijums) of the spoils of
war.' And he forbade them from
using Ad-Dubbâ' (gourds), AlHantam and Al-Muzaffat ...t11 Shu'bah (one of the narrators)
said: "Perhaps he said: 'AnNaqIr" - and he said: 'Remember
this, and tell it to whom you have
left behind." And Abü Bakr (one
of the narrators) said in his
narration: "Those who are
behind you." And Al-Muqayyar is
not in his narration.
[117] 25 - (...) A HadIth similar
to that of Shu'bah (the previous
narration) was narrated from Ibn
'Abbâs from the Prophet jW. He
said: "I forbid you to make
Na hi Lh in Ad-Dubbâ' (gourds),
An-NaqIr, Al-Hantam and AlMuzaffat." Ibn Mu'âdh (one of
the narrators) added in his
Ijadith, that his father said: "And
the Messenger of Allah
said
to A1-Ahajj - Ahajj 'Abdul-Qais
- 'You possess two qualities that
Allah loves: Forbearance and
deliberation."
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[118] 26 - (18) It was narrated
from Sa'eed bin AbI 'AriIbah
from Qatâdah, who said: "One
who met the delegation of
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'Abdul-Qais who came to the
Messenger of Allah
- Sa'eed
said: "And Qatâdah mentioned
'Abfl Nadrab" - "narrated to me
from Abfl Sa'eed Al-KjjudrI in
this HadIjh of his, that some
people from 'Abdul-Qais came to
the Messenger of Allah
and
said: '0 Prophet of Allah, we are
a tribe of RabI'ah, and between
us and you are the disbelievers of
Mudar; we cannot come to you
except during the sacred months.
Tell us of something we can
enjoin upon those whom we have
left behind and by which we may
enter Paradise if we adhere to it.'
The Messenger of Allah
said:
'I will enjoin four things upon
you and forbid you from four
things. Worship Allah and do not
associate anything with Him,
establish the Salât, pay the Zaltht,
fast (during the month of)
Ramadân, and give one-fifth (AlKiums) of your spoils of war.
And I forbid you from four
things: Ad-Dubbâ' (gourds), AlHantam, Al-Muzaffat and is AnNaqIr.' They said: '0 Prophet of
Allah, do you know what AnNaqIr?' He said: 'Yes indeed. It is
a tree trunk that you hollow out,
then you throw in some small
dates" - Sa'eed said: "Or he said:
'Some dates" - "then you pour
some water into it, and when it
stops bubbling, you drink it, until
one of you" - or '"one of them"
- ' "strikes his cousin with a
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sword.' Among the people there
was a man who had been
wounded in this manner. He said:
'I was trying to conceal it out of
shyness before the Messenger of
Allah ç.' I said: 'From what
should we drink, 0 Messenger of
Allah?' He said: 'From leather
skins that are tied at the mouth.'
They said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
our land is full of rats and leather
skins do not last long.' The
Prophet of Allah
said: 'Even if
the rats have gnawed on them,
even if the rats have gnawed on
them, even if the rats have
gnawed on them.' And the
Prophet of Allah said to Ashajj
'Abdul-Qais: 'You have two
characteristics that Allah loves:
forbearance and deliberation."
[119] 27 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Sa'eed A1-KhudrI that
when a delegation from 'AbdulQais came to the Messenger of
Allah
... and he narrated a
HadIth similar to that of Ibn
'Ulayyah (no. 118), but he said:
"And they put small dates, dates
and water in it." And he did not
say: "Sa'eed said: 'Or he said:
"Dates."

[120] 28 - ( ... ) Abil Sa'eed A]KhudrI narrated that when a
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delegation from 'Abdul-Qais
came to the Prophet of Allah
they said: "0 Prophet of Allah!
May Allah make us your ransom!
What drinks are good for us?"
He said: "Do not drink from AnNaqIr." They said: "0 Prophet of
Allah! May Allah make us your
ransom! Do you know what AnNaqIr is?" He said: "Yes, a tree
trunk which is hollowed-out in
the middle. And (do not drink
from) Ad-Dubbâ' (gourds) nor
Al-Hantam, use skins that can be
tied shut."

Chapter 7. Calling People To
The Twin Declaration Of Faith
And The Laws Of Islam

ijLP.0 I , t) - (V
(L
(...

[121] 29 - (19) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs that Mu'âdh
said: "The Messenger of Allah it
sent me and said: 'You are going
to some of the People of the
Book. Call them to bear witness
that none has the right to be
worshipped but Allah, and that I
am the Messenger of Allah. If
they accept that, then teach them
that Allah has enjoined on them
five prayers to be offered each
day and night. If they accept that,
then teach them that Allah has
enjoined on them charity (Zakât)

I)
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to be taken from their rich and
given to their poor. If they accept
that, then beware (of taking) the
best of their wealth, and protect
yourself from the supplication of
the one who has been wronged,
for there is no barrier between it
and Allah."

[122] 30 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs that the Prophet
sent Mu'fidh to Yemen and
said: "You are going to people..."
and he narrated a HadIth similar
to that of WakI' (no. 121).

[123] 31 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs that when the
Messenger of Allah
sent
Mu'idh to Yemen, he said: "You
are going to some of the people
of the Book, so let the first thing
to which you call them be the
worship of Allah, the Mighty and
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Sublime (alone). If they
acknowledge Allah (as One),
then tell them that Allah has
enjoined upon them five prayers
to be offered every day and night.
If they do that, then tell them
that Allah has enjoined on them
Zakât to be taken from their
wealth and given to their poor. If
they accept that, then take it
from them, but beware of
(taking) the best of their wealth."

Chapter 8. The Command To
Fight The People Until They
Say La ilâha iilallâh Muhammad
Rasâl-Allâh, And Establish
SaIât, And Pay The Zaltht, And
Believe In Everything That The
Prophet Brought. Whoever
Does That, His Life And His
Wealth Are Protected Except
By Its Right, And His Secrets
Are Entrusted To Allah, the
Most High. Fighting Those
Who Withhold Zakât Or Other
Than That Is One Of The
Duties Of Islam And The Imâm
Should Be Concerned With The
Laws Of Islam
[1241 32 - (20) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "When
the Messenger of Allah
died
and Abü Bakr succeeded (as
Khalzfah) after him, and some of
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the Arabs reverted to Kufr,
'Umar bin Al-Khattâb said to
AbtI Bakr: 'How can you fight
the people when the Messenger
of Allah
said: 'I have been
commanded to fight the people
until they say La ilâha illallâh
(none has the right to be
worshipped but Allah), and
whoever says La ilâha u/allah, his
wealth and his life are protected
from me except for a right that is
due, and his reckoning will be
with Allah"?' Abfl Bakr said: 'By
Allah! I will most certainly fight
those who separate Sal& and
Zakât, for Zakât is what is due on
wealth. By Allah, if they withhold
from me a rope that they used to
give to the Messenger of Allah
, I will fight them for
withholding it.' 'Umar bin AlISiaftâb said: 'By Allah, as soon
as I saw that Allah had opened
Abfl Bakr's heart to the idea of
fighting, I knew that he was
right."
[125] 33 - (21) It was narrated
that Ibn Shihdb said: "Sa'eed bin
Al-Mflsâyyab told me that Abfl
Hurairah told him, that the
Messenger of Allah 4lJ said: 'I
have been commanded to fight
the people until they say La ilâha
illallâh. Whoever says La ilâha
illallâh, his wealth and his life are
protected from me except for a
right that is due, and his
reckoning will be with Allah."
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[126] 34 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah ç said: "I
have been commanded to fight
the people until they bear witness
that none has the right to be
worshipped but Allah, and
believe in me and that which I
have brought. If they do that,
their blood and wealth are
protected from me, except for a
right that is due, and their
reckoning will be with Allah."

[127] 35 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abfl Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said: "I
have been commanded to fight
the people"... and he narrated a
IjadIth similar to that narrated by
Ibn Al-Mflsâyyab from Abfl
Hurairah (no. 125).

[128] It was narrated that Jâbir
said: The Messenger of Allah
() said: "I have been
commanded to fight the people
until they say La ilâha illallâh. If
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they say La ilâha illallâh, their
blood and their wealth are
protected from me, except for a
right that is due, and their
reckoning will be with Allah."
Then he recited: "You are only
one who reminds. You are not a
dictator over them. 11

[129] 36 - (22) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'I have been commanded to fight
the people until they bear witness
that none has the right to be
worshipped but Allah, and that
Muhammad is the Messenger of
Allah jW,, and they establish the
Salât and pay Zakât. If they do
that, then their blood and wealth
are protected from me [except
for a right that is due], and their
reckoning with be with Allah."

[130] 37 - (23) It was narrated
from Abü Mâlik that his father
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah jW, say: 'Whoever says La
ilâha illallâh and disbelieves in
[1]

A1-GhâshIyah 88:21,22.
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everything that is worshipped
instead of Allah, his wealth and
his blood are protected, and his
reckoning will be with Allah."

[131] 38 - (...) It was narrated
from Abü Mâlik that his father
heard the Messenger of Allah it
say: "Whoever singles out Allah,
(i.e. believes in the Oneness of
Allah)" then he quoted
something similar (to no. 130).

Chapter 9. Evidence That The
Islam Of One Who Becomes
Muslim On His Deathbed Is
Valid, So Long As The Death
Throes Have Not Begun;
Abrogation Of Permission To
Supplicate For Forgiveness For
The Idolators; Evidence That
One Who Dies An Idolator Is
One Of The People Of Hell
And No Intervention Can Save
Him From That
[132] 39 - (24) Sa'eed bin AlMüsâyyab narrated that his father
said: "When Abü Tâlib was
dying, the Messenger of Allah ;
came to him and found Abü Jahl
and 'Abdullâh bin AbI Umayyah
bin Al-MughIrah with him. The
Messenger of Allah; said: '0
uncle, say La ilâha illallâh, a
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word for which I will testify for
you before Allah.' Abü Jahi and
'Abdullâh bin AbI Umayyah said:
'0 Abü Tâlib, will you turn away
from the religion of 'AbdulMuttalib?' The Messenger of
kept calling him to
Allah
Islam and he repeated this
statement to him, until the last
words that Abü Talib spoke
indicated that he followed the
religion of 'Abdul-Muttâlib, and
he refused to say La ilâha illallâh.
The Messenger of Allah
said:
'By Allah, I shall pray for
forgiveness for you so long as I
am not forbidden to do so.' Then
Allah, Most High revealed: "It is
not (proper) for the Prophet and
those who believe to ask Allah's
forgiveness for the Mushrikân
even though they be of kin, after
it has become clear to them that
they are the dwellers of the
Fire. 11 And Allah, Most High
revealed concerning Abü Tâlib,
and said to the Messenger of
Allah : "Verily, you (0
Muhammad) guide not whom
you like, but Allah guides whom
He wills. And He knows best
those who are the guided. ,[2]
J'

[133] 40 - ( ... ) A similar report
(as no. 132) was narrated from
Az-Zuhri with this chain, except

[2]

At-Tawbah 9:113.
Al-Qasas 28:56.
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that the HadIth of Sâlih ended
with the words, "And Allah
revealed concerning him," and he
did not quote the two Verses. He
said in his HadIth: "And
repeating this statement." And in
the narration of Ma'mar, in place
of 'this statement' is the words:
'And he did not cease.'

[134] 41 - (25) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said to his
uncle when he was dying: 'Say La
ilâha illallâh, and I will bear
witness for you on the Day of
Resurrection.' But he refused.
And Allah revealed: Verily, you
(0 Muhammad) guide not whom
you like ... "11 '

[01

[135] 42 - (. 4 It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah 0, said to his
uncle: 'Say La ilâha illallâh, and I
will bear witness for you on the
[1]

Al-Qasas 28:56.
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Day of Resurrection.' He said:
'Were it not that Quraish would
shame me, and say "It is only
fear (of death) that made him do
that," then I would have
delighted your eyes.'['] Then
Allah revealed: Verily, you (0
Muhammad) guide not whom
you like, but Allah guides whom
He wilis..." 21

Chapter 10. The Evidence That
One Who Dies Believing In
TawhId Will Definitely Enter
Paradise
[136] 43 - (26) It was narrated
that 'Uthmân said: "The
Messenger of Allah At said:
'Whoever dies knowing (and
acknowledging) that there is
none worthy of worship except
Allah, he will enter Paradise."

[137]- It was narrated that AlWalId Abü Bir said: "I heard
Uumrân say: 'I heard 'Ulhmân
say: "I heard the Messenger of

121

That is, made you happy by saying it.
Al-Qasas 28:56.
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Allah ç say:" (and he narrated)
the same thing narration (as no.
136).

[138] 44 - (27) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "We
were with the Prophet i4 on a
journey and the people's
provisions were about to run out,
so they were thinking of
slaughtering some of their
mounts. 'Umar said: '0
Messenger of Allah, why don't
you collect whatever provisions
the people have left, and pray to
Allah (for His blessings) over
them?' So he did that. The one
who had wheat brought his
wheat, the one who had dates
brought his dates" - and Mujâhid
said: "the one who had datestones brought his date-stones."
I said: "What did they do with
date-stones?" He said: "They
used to suck on them and drink
water at the same time -111
"Then he prayed over them, until
the people were able to replenish
their provisions.' Then he said: 'I
bear witness that none has the
right to be worshipped but Allah
and that I am the Messenger of
Allah. No one meets Allah
(believing) in these two
(statements) and not doubting
them, but he will enter Paradise."
According to An-Nawawl, who attributed the observation to 'Abdul-GhanI bin Sa'eed,
the exchange with Mujâhid is by Tathah bin Musamf, while Mujâhid is not one of the
narrators mentioned in this chain.

The Book Of Faith

[139] 45 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah, or Abü
Sa'eed - A1-A'mash was not sure
- said: "On the day of the battle
of Tabük, the people became
hungry and said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, why don't you give us
permission to slaughter our
camels, and we will eat them and
make use of their fat.' The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'Do
that.' Then 'Umar came and said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, if you do
that we will have few mounts.
Rather call them to bring
whatever provisions they have
left, then pray to Allah over
them, asking Him to bless them
for them, and perhaps Allah will
bless them.' The Messenger of
Allah ji said: 'Yes.' He called
for a leather mat and spread it
out, then he called for their leftover provisions. One man
brought a handful of corn,
another brought a handful of
dates, and another brought a
piece of bread, until a little food
had been collected on the leather
mat. Then the Messenger of
Allah 0, prayed for blessing for
it, then he said: 'Put it in your
vessels.' They filled their vessels
until there was no vessel left in
the camp that was not filled.
They ate until they were full, and
there was plenty left over. Then
the Messenger of Allah
said:
'I bear witness that none has the
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right to be worshipped but Allah
and that I am the Messenger of
Allah. No one who meets Allah
(believing) in them and not
doubting them will be kept away
from Paradise."
[140] 46 - (28) 'Ubâdah bin AsSamit said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'Whoever says: I
bear witness that none has the
right to be worshipped but Allah
alone [with no partner] and that
Muhammad is His slave and
Messenger, and that 'Eisa is the
slave of Allah, the son of His
maidservant, a Word which He
bestowed upon Mariam and a
Spirit from (created by) Him, and
that Paradise is true and that
Hell is true," Allah will admit
him through whichever of the
eight gates of Paradise he
wants."

[141] - ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 140) was narrated from
'Umair bin Hâni' with this chain,
except that he said: "Allah will
admit him to Paradise whatever
be his deeds." and he did not say,
"through whichever of the eight
gates of Paradise he wants."

[142] 47 - (29) It was narrated
that As-SunabihI said: "I entered
upon 'Ubâdah bin As-Sâmit while
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he was dying, and I wept. He
said: 'Take it easy, why are you
weeping? By Allah, if I am asked
to bear witness, I will bear
witness for you, and if I am asked
to intercede I will intercede for
you, and if I can, I will help you.'
Then he said: 'By Allah, there is
no HadIth that I heard from the
in which
Messenger of Allah
there is anything good for you
but I narrated it to you, except
for one HadIth, which I will tell
you today, since I am about to
die. I heard the Messenger of
Allah
say: Whoever bears
witness that none has the right to
be worshipped but Allah and that
Muhammad is the Messenger of
Allah, Allah will forbid him to
the Fire.'"
[143] 48 - (30) It was narrated
that Mu'âdh bin Jabal said: "I
was riding behind the Prophet
ç, and there was nothing
between him and I but the back
of the saddle. He said: '0
Mu'âdh bin Jabal!' I said: 'Here I
am at your service, 0 Messenger
of Allah.' Then he traveled along
for a while, then he said: '0
Mu'âh bin Jabal!' I said: 'Here I
am at your service, 0 Messenger
of Allah.' Then he traveled along
for a while, then he said: '0
Mu'âdh bin Jabal!' I said: 'Here I
am at your service, 0 Messenger
of Allah.' He said: 'Do you know
what is the right of Allah, the
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Mighty and Sublime, over (His)
slaves?' I said: 'Allah and His
Messenger know best.' He said:
'The right of Allah over (His)
slaves is that they should worship
Him and not associate anything
with Him.' Then he traveled on
for a while, then he said: '0
Mu'âdh bin Jabal!' I said: 'Here I
am at your service, 0 Messenger
of Allah.' He said: 'Do you know
what is the right of (His) slaves
over Allah if they do that?' I
said: 'Allah and His Messenger
know best.' He said: 'That He
should not punish them."
[144] 49 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Mu'âdh bin Jabal said: "I
was riding behind the Messenger
of Allah
on a donkey called
'Ufair, and he said: '0 Mu'idh
do you know what is the right of
Allah over (His) slaves and the
right of (His) slaves over Allah?'
I said: 'Allah and His Messenger
know best.' He said: 'The right of
Allah over (His) slaves is that
they should worship Allah and
not associate anything with Him,
and the right of (His) slaves over
Allah [the Mighty and Sublime,]
is that He should not punish the
one who does not associate
anything with Him.' I said: '0
Messenger of Allah, should I not
tell the people of this good
news?' He said: 'Do not tell
them, lest they (complacently)
rely on it."

:ZT
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[145] 50 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hasmn and Al-Ash'ath
bin Sulaim that they heard AlAswad bin Hilâl narrating that
Mu'adh said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: '0 Mu'âh, do you
know what is the right of Allah
over (His) slaves?' He said:
'Allah and His Messenger know
best.' He said: 'That Allah should
be worshipped and nothing
should be associated with Him.'
He said: 'Do you know what their
right is over Him, if they do
that?' He said: 'Allah and His
Messenger know best.' He said:
'That He should not punish
them."

[146] 51 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Aswad bin Hilâl said: "I
heard Mu'âh say: 'The
Messenger of Allah
called me
and I responded. He said: "Do
you know what the right of Allah
is over the people?"... and he
narrated a similar HadIth (as no.
145).
[147] 52 - (31) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "A
group of us were sitting around
the Messenger of Allah ç, and
Abü Bakr and 'Umar were with
us. The Messenger of Allah
got up and left, and stayed away
from us for a long time. We were
afraid that he might have been
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harmed by some enemy (when he
was on his own) so we panicked
and got up, and I was the first
one to do so. I went out looking
for the Messenger of Allah a,
until I came to a walled garden
belonging to the Anâr of Banü
Najjâr. I went around it, looking
for a gate, but I could not find
any. There was a small stream
that entered through a hole in
the wall, coming from a well
outside the garden, so I drew
myself together [like a fox] and
entered upon the Messenger of
Allah
ç. He said: 'Abfl
Hurairah?' I said: 'Yes, 0
Messenger of Allah.' He said:
'What is the matter with you?' I
said: 'You were among us, then
you left and stayed away from us
for a long time. We were afraid
that you might have been harmed
by some enemy (when you were
on your own), so we panicked,
and I was the first one to do so. I
came to this garden and drew
myself together like a fox, and
these people are behind me.' He
said: '0 Abil Hurairah, take
these two sandals of mine and
whoever you meet beyond this
wall who bears witness that none
has the right to be worshipped
but Allah, with certainty in his
heart, give him the glad tidings of
Paradise.' The first one whom I
met was 'Umar, who said: 'What
are these two sandals, 0 Abü
Hurairah?' I said: 'These are the
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sandals of the Messenger of
Allah 0, who sent me with them
to give glad tidings of Paradise to
whomever I met who bears
witness that none has the right to
be worshipped but Allah with
certainty in his heart.' 'Umar
struck me on my chest. so hard
that I fell down on my backside
and said: 'Go back, 0 Abü
Hurairah!' So I went back, on the
verge of tears, and 'Umar
followed me closely. The
Messenger of Allah ij said [to
me]: 'What is the matter with
you, 0 Abü Hurairah?' I said: 'I
met 'Umar and I told him what
you had sent me with, and he
struck me on my chest so hard
that I fell down on my back, and
he said: "Go back." The
Messenger of Allah
said: '0
'Umar, what made you do that?'
He said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
may my father and mother be
sacrificed for you, did you send
Abü Hurairah with your sandals,
to give glad tidings of Paradise to
whomever he met who bears
witness that none has the right to
be worshipped but Allah with
certainty in his heart?' He said:
'Yes.' 'Umar said: 'Do not do
that, for I fear that the people
will (complacently) rely on that.
Let them carry on striving (to do
good deeds).' The Messenger of
Allah 0, said: 'Yes, let them."
[148] 53 - (32) Anas bin Mâlik
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narrated that the Prophet of
Allah said - when Mu'âdh was
riding behind him on a mount "0 Mu'âdh!" He said: "Here I
am at your service, 0 Messenger
of Allah." He said: "0 Mu'âdh!"
He said: "Here I am at your
service, 0 Messenger of Allah."
He said: "0 Mu'âdh!" He said:
"Here I am at your service, 0
Messenger of Allah." He said:
"There is no one who bears
witness that none has the right to
be worshipped but Allah, and
that Muhammad is His slave and
Messenger, but Allah will forbid
him to the Fire." He said: "0
Messenger of Allah, should I not
tell [the people] about it so that
they may rejoice?" He said:
"Rather they will (complacently)
rely on it." So Mu'âh narrated it
when he was dying, so as to
absolve himself of responsibility.
[149] 54 - (33) Mahmüd bin
RabI' said: "I came to AlMadinah and met 'Itbân (bin
Mâlik). I said: 'There is a HadIth
that has reached me from you.'
He said: 'Something happened to
my eyesight, so I sent word to the
Messenger of Allah ii saying: "I
would like you to come to me
and pray in my house, so that I
may take (that spot) as a prayer
place." So the Prophet it and
whoever Allah willed of his
Companions came. He entered
and prayed in my house, and his
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Companions were talking among
themselves. They spoke of the
hypocrites and their evil, and the
Muslims suffering as a result of
that, and they attributed most of
it to Mâlik bin Dukhsum, and
they wished that (the Prophet )
would pray against him and he
would die, and they wished that
some calamity would befall him.
The Messenger of Allah
finished his prayer and said:
"Does he not bear witness that
none has the right to be
worshipped but Allah and that I
am His Messenger?" They said:
"He says that, but not from the
heart." He said: "No one who
bears witness that none has the
right to be worshipped but Allah
and that I am the Messenger of
Allah will enter Hell, nor will its
flames touch him." Anas 11 said:
"I liked this Hadith and I said to
my son: 'Write it down,' so he
wrote it down."
[150] 55 - ( ... ) 'Itbân bin Mâlik
narrated that he became blind, so
he sent word to the Messenger of
Allah j saying: "Come and
designate a place where I can
pray in my house (by your
praying in it)." The Messenger of
Allah Ok came with his people,
and a man from among them
called Mâlik bin Dukhaishim was
absent... Then he quoted a
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Hadith similar to (no. 149)
Sulaimân bin A1-MughIrah.

Chapter 11. Evidence That The
One Who Is Content With
Allah As His Lord, Islam As
His Religion And Muhammad
As His Prophet, Then He Is
A Believer, Even If He
Commits Major Sins
[151] 56 - (34) It was narrated
from Al-'Abbâs bin 'AbdulMuttâlib that he heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: "He
has found the taste of faith who
is content with Allah as his Lord,
Islam as his religion and
Muhammad ii as his Prophet."
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[152] 57 - (35) It was narrated
from Abfl Hurairah that the
Prophet jW, said: "Faith has
seventy-odd branches, and modesty
(Al-Ijayâ') is a branch of faith."
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Chapter 12. Clarifying The
Number Of Branches Of Faith,
The Best And The Least Of
Them, The Virtue Of Modesty
(A1-Ijayâ) And The Fact That
It Is Part Of Faith
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[1531 58 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Faith has seventy-odd' - or 'sixtyodd - branches, the best of which
is saying La ilâha illallâh, and the
least of which is removing
something harmful from the
road, and modesty (Al-Hayâ') is a
branch of faith."

[154] 59 - (36) It was narrated
from Sâlim that his father said:
"The Prophet
heard a man
censuring his brother regarding
modesty (Al-Hayâ'), and he said:
'Modesty (Al-Hayâ) is part of
faith."

[155]- (...) It was narrated from
Az-Zuhrl (a similar HadIth as no.
154) with this chain, and he said:
"He passed by a man from the
Ancâr who was censuring his
brother."
[156] 60 - (37) Abü Sawwâr
narrated that he heard 'Imrân bin
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Husain narrating that the
Prophet
said: "Modesty (AlIjayâ') does not bring anything
but goodness." Buair bin Ka'b
said: "It is written in the wisdom
that it includes dignity and
tranquility." 'Imrân said: "I
narrate to you from the
Messenger of Allah iii and you
narrate to me from your books?"

[157] 61 - ( ... ) Abil Qatâdah
said: "We were with 'Imrân bin
Husain and among us was
Buair bin Ka'b. On that day,
'Imrân narrated to us that the
Messenger of Allah 0, said:
'Modesty (Al-Ijayâ) is good, all
of it - or: Modesty (Al-1Iayâ) is
all good.' Bugair bin Ka'b said:
'We find in some of our books or
books of wisdom, that some of it
is tranquility and dignity for the
sake of Allah and some of it is
weakness.' 'Imrân got so angry
that his eyes turned red, and he
said: 'What is this? I narrate to
you from the Messenger of Allah
and you quote something to
contradict it!' 'Imrân repeated
the Hadith and Buair repeated
his comment, and we kept saying:
'He is fine, 0 Abil Nujaid, there
is nothing wrong with him."
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Isliâq bin IbrâhIm
[158]
narrated... from 'Imrân bin
Husain a HadIth similar to that of
Hammâd bin Zaid (no. 157).

Chapter 13. A Phrase That
Sums Up Islam
[159] 62 - (38) It was narrated
that Sufyân bin 'Abdullâh AftThaqafl said: "I said: '0
Messenger of Allah, tell me
something about Islam that I will
not need to ask anyone about
after you," - according to the
HadIth of Abü Usâmah: "other
than you" - "He said: 'Say: I
believe in Allah, then adhere
firmly to that."

Chapter 14. Clarifying The
Superiority Of Islam, And
What Part Of It Is Best
[160] 63 - (39) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr that a
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man asked the Messenger of
Allah : "What part of Islam is
best?" He said: "To feed others,
and to greet with Salâm those
whom you know and those whom
you do not know."

[161] 64 - (40) 'Abdullâh bin
'Amr bin A]-'As said: "A man
asked the Messenger of Allah :
'Which of the Muslims is best?'
He said: 'The one from whose
tongue and hand the Muslims are
safe."

[162] 65 - (41) It was narrated
from Abü Juraij that he heard
Abü Az-Zubair saying: I heard
Jâbir say: I heard the Messenger
of Allah
say: "The Muslim is
the one from whose tongue and
hand the Muslims are safe."

[163] 66 - (42) It was narrated
that Abil Müsâ said: "I said: '0
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Messenger of Allah, which
(constituent of) Islam is best?'
He said: 'The one from whose
tongue and hand the Muslims are
safe."

[164] Yazid bin 'Abdullâh
narrated with this chain that the
was
Messenger of Allah
asked: "Which of the Muslims is
best?" And he said something
similar (as no. 163).

Chapter 15. Clarification Of
Those Characteristics Which, If
A Person Attains Them, He Will
Find The Sweetness Of Faith
[165] 67 - (43) It was narrated
from Anas that the Prophet
said: "There are three
characteristics, whoever attains
them has found the sweetness of
faith: When Allah and His
Messenger are dearer to him
than others than them, when he
loves a man and does not love
him except for the sake of Allah,
and when he would hate to
return to disbelief after Allah has
saved him from it, as he would
hate to be thrown into the fire."
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[1661 68 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'There are three
things, whoever attains them will
find the taste of faith: When he
loves a man and does not love
him except for the sake of Allah,
when Allah and His Messenger
are dearer to him than others
than them, and when being
thrown into the fire is preferable
to him than returning to disbelief
after Allah has saved him from
it."

[167] - ( ... ) It was narrated that
Anas said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said..." a similar HadIth
(as no. 166), except that he said:
"... than returning to Judaism or
Christianity."

Chapter 16. The Obligation To
Love The Messenger Of Allah
More Than One's Family,
Son, Father, And All Other
People; And Mention Of An
Absolute Absence Of Faith
Regarding One Who Does Not
Love Him With Such Love
[168] 69 - (44) It was narrated
that Anas said: "The Messenger
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said: 'No person is a
of Allah
believer until I am dearer to him
than his family, his wealth and all
of mankind."
41
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[169] 70 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'None of you is a believer until I
am dearer to him than his son,
his father and all of mankind."

Chapter 17. The Evidence That
One Of The Attributes Of
Faith Is To Love For One's
Brother Muslim What One
Loves For Oneself Of Goodness
(\A

[170] 71 - (45) It was narrated
from Anas bin Mâlik that the
Prophet j said: "None of you is
a believer until he loves for his
brother" - or he said: "for his
neighbor" - "what he loves for
himself."
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[171] 72 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Arias that the Prophet ji
said: "By the One in Whose
Hand is my soul, no one believes
until he loves for his neighbor" or he said: "for his brother" "what he loves for himself."

Chapter 18. Clarifying The
Prohibition Of Annoying One's
Neighbor
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[172] 73 - (46) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said: "He
will not enter Paradise, whose
neighbor is not safe from his evil
conduct."

Chapter 19. Encouragement To
Honor One's Neighbor And
Guest, And The Obligation To
Remain Silent Unless One Has
Something Good To Say, And
The Fact That All Of That Is
Part Of Faith
[173] 74 - (47) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
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said:
Messenger of Allah
"Whoever believes in Allah and
the Last Day, let him speak good
or else remain silent; whoever
believes in Allah and the Last
Day, let him honor his neighbor;
whoever believes in Allah and the
Last Day, let him honor his
guest."

[174] 75 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
said:
Messenger of Allah
'Whoever believes in Allah and
the Last Day, let him not annoy
his neighbor; whoever believes in
Allah and the Last Day, let him
honor his guest; whoever believes
in Allah and the Last Day, let
him speak good or else remain
silent."

[175] 76 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:..." a
similar HadIth to that of Abü
HasIn (no. 174), except that he
said: "Let him treat his neighbor
well."

[176] 77 - (48) It was narrated
from 'Amr that he heard Nâfi'
bin Jubair tell him, narrating
from Abü Shuraih A1-Khuzâ'l,
that the Prophet
said:
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"Whoever believes in Allah and
the Last Day, let him treat his
neighbor well; whoever believes
in Allah and the Last Day, let
him honor his guest; whoever
believes in Allah and the Last
Day, let him speak good or else
remain silent."

Chapter 20. Clarifying That
Forbidding Evil Is Part Of
Faith; Faith Increases And
Decreases; Enjoining What Is
Good And Forbidding What Is
Evil Are Obligatory
[177] 78 - (49) It was narrated
that Târiq bin ShihAb - and this is
the HadIth of AN Bakr (one of
the narrators) - said: "The first
one to start with the Khutbah on
the day of 'Eid, before the
prayer, was Marwân. A man
stood up and said: '(Shouldn't)
the prayer (come) before the
Khu(bah?' He said: 'What was
there has been left.' Abü Sa'eed
said: 'This man has done his
duty. I heard the Messenger of
Allah ç say: "Whoever among
you sees an evil action, let him
change it with his hand (by taking
action); if he cannot, then with
his tongue (by speaking out); and
if he cannot, then with his heart
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(by hating it and feeling it is
wrong), and that is the weakest
of faith."
[178] 79 - ( ... ) A similar HadIth
(as no. 177) was narrated
concerning the story of Marwân,
and the Hadiji of Abü Sa'eed
from the Prophet .

[179] 80 - (50) It was narrated
from Abü Râfi', from 'Abdullâh
bin Mas'üd that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "There is no
Prophet whom Allah sent to any
nation before me, but he had
disciples and Companions among
his nation who followed his path
and obeyed his commands. Then
after them came generations who
said vhat they did not do, and
did what they were not
commanded to do. Whoever
strives against them with his hand
is a believer; whoever strives
against them with his tongue is a
believer; whoever strives against
them with his heart is a believer.
Beyond that there is not even a
mustard-seed's worth of faith."
Abü Râfi' said: "I narrated this
to 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar and he
questioned it. Then Ibn Mas'üd
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came and stayed in Qanâh.
'Abdullâh bin 'Umar wanted me
to go with him to visit him (as
Ibn Mas'üd was sick), so I went
with him. When we sat down, I
asked Ibn Mas'üd about this
HadIth and he narrated it to me
as I had told it to Ibn 'Umar."
Salib (one of the narrators) said:
"A similar HadIth was narrated
from Abü Râfi'."

[180] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Râfi', the freed slave of the
Prophet , from 'Abdullâh bin
Mas'üd, that the Messenger of
Allah j said: "There was no
Prophet who did not have
disciples who followed his
guidance and his path," similar to
the HadIth of Sâlih (no. 179), but
he did not mention the coming of
Ibn Mas'üd or Ibn 'Umar's
meeting with him.
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Chapter 21. People Excel Over
One Another In Faith, And The
Superiority Of The People Of
Yemen In Faith
[181] 81 - (51) It was narrated
that Ibn Mas'üd said: "The
Prophet
pointed with his hand
towards Yemen and said: 'Faith
is there, and harshness and hard
heartedness are found among the
uncouth owners of camels, where
the horns of the 5jaitân rise,
Rabi'ah and Mudar."

[182] 82 - (52) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'The
people of Yemen have come,
they are tender-hearted and
(true) faith is that of the
Yemenis, (true) understanding is
that of the Yemenis, (true)
wisdom is that of the Yemenis."

[183] 83 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
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Messenger of Allah
said:..." a
similar HadIth (as no. 182).

[184] 84 - ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'There have come to you
the people of Yemen. They are
kind and tender-hearted; (true)
understanding is that of the
Yemenis, (true) wisdom is that of
the Yemenis."

[185] 85 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah ; said: "The
head of disbelief is in the east,
and self-admiration and
arrogance are among the people
of horses and camels - the
uncouth people who dwell in
tents - and tranquility is among
the people of sheep."
[186] 86 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"(True) faith is that of the
Yemenis, disbelief is towards the
east, tranquility is among the
people of sheep, and pride and
arrogance are among the uncouth
people of horses and tents."
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[1871 87 - ( ... ) AN Hurairah
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah ii say: 'Pride and
arrogance are among the uncouth
people of tents, and tranquility is
among the people of sheep."

[188] 88 - (...) A similar HadIth
(as no. 87) was narrated from AzZuhrl with this chain, and he
added: "(True) faith is that of the
Yemenis, (true) wisdom is that of
the Yemenis."

[189] 89 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Az-ZuhrI: "Sa'eed bin AlMüsâyyab told me that Abü
Hurairah said: 'I heard the
Prophet jW say: "The people of
Yemen have come, and they are
kind and tenderhearted. (True)
faith is that of the Yemenis,
(true) wisdom is that of the
Yemenis, tranquility is among the
people of sheep, and pride and
arrogance are among the uncouth
people of tents, in the direction
of the sunrise."
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[1901 90 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'There have come to you the
people of Yemen, who are kind
and tender-hearted. (True) faith
is that of the Yemenis, (true)
wisdom is that of the Yemenis.
The head of disbelief is towards
the east."
[191] ( ... ) JarIr narrated from
A]-'Amash (a 1-fadIth similar to
no. 189) with this chain, but he
did not mention: "The head of
disbelief is towards the east."
[192] (...) A HadIth similar to
that of JarIr (above) was narrated
from Al-A'mash with this chain,
and he added: "Pride and
arrogance are among the keepers
of camels, and tranquility and
dignity are among the keepers of
sheep."

[193] 92 - (53) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "The M. 'senger
of Allah
said: Hardheartedness and sternness are in
the east, and faith is among the
people of the Ijijâz."
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Chapter 22. Clarifying That No
One Will Enter Paradise But
The Believers; Loving The
Believers Is Part Of Faith And
Spreading Salâm Is A Means
Of Attaining That
[194] 93 - (54) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'You
will not enter Paradise until you
(truly) believe, and you will not
(truly) believe until you love one
another. Shall I not tell you of
something which, if you do it, you
will love one another? Spread
(the greeting of) Salâm amongst
you."
[195] 94 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from AkA'mash with this chain
that he said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'By the One in
Whose Hand is my soul, you will
not enter Paradise until you
(truly) believe..." a IjadIth
similar to that of Abü Mu'awiyah
and WakI' (as no.194).
Chapter 23. Clarifying That
The Religion Is Sincerity
[196] 95 - (55) It was narrated
from TamIm Ad-DârI that the
Prophet
said: "Religion is

The Book Of Faith
sincerity." We said: "To whom?"
He said: "To Allah, to His Book,
to His Messenger, and to the
A 'imma of the Muslims and their
common folk."

[197] 96 - ( ... ) A similar Hadt
(as no. 196) was narrated from
'Atâ' bin YazId Al-LaithI, from
TamIm Ad-DârI, from the
Prophet

[198] (...) A similar HadIth (as
no. 197) was narrated from
TamIm Ad-DârI, from the
Messenger of Allah .

[199] 97 - (56) It was narrated
that Jarir said: "I gave my pledge
of allegiance to the Messenger of
Allah
, to establish the Salât,
pay the Zakât and be sincere
towards every Muslim."
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12001 98 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ziyâd bin 'Ilaqah that he
heard JarIr bin 'Abdullâh say: "I
gave my pledge of allegiance to
the Prophet j4, to be sincere
towards every Muslim."

[201] 99 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jarlr said: "I gave my pledge
of allegiance to the Prophet ,
to hear and obey, and he
prompted to me say: 'In as much
as I can.' (And I pledged) to be
sincere towards every Muslim."
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Chapter 24. Clarifying That
Faith Decreases Because Of
Disobedience And Negating It
From The One Committing
The Act Of Disobedience, With
The Meaning Of Negating Its
Completion
[202] 100 - (57) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'No
adulterer is a believer at the time he
is committing adultery; no thief is a
believer at the time he is stealing;
no drinker of wine is a believer at
the time he is drinking it."
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It was narrated that Abü
Hurairah used to add to these
words: "No plunderer who takes
that which is precious while
people are looking on is a
believer at the time he is
plundering."

[203] 101 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah 4a said: 'No
adulterer..." and he narrated a
similar HadIth (as no. 202),
mentioning plunder but not
mentioning that which is
precious.
A HadIth similar to that of Abü
Bakr (no. 202) (one of the
narrators) was narrated from
Abü Hurairah from the
Messenger of Allah
, without
(mention of) plunder.
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[204] 102 - (...) A HadIth similar
to that of 'Uqail bin Az-ZuhrI
(no. 202) was narrated from Abü
Hurairah from the Prophet ii (in
which) he mentioned "plunder"
but he did not mention "that
which is precious."

[205] 103 - ( ... ) Humaid bin
'Abdur-Rahmân narrated from
Abü Hurairah, from the Prophet
(the same as no. 202).

[206] Al-'Alâ' bin 'AbdulRahmân said (the same as no.
202) narrating from Abü
Hurairah, from the Prophet .

[207](...) (The same as no. 202)
was narrated from Abü Hurairah,
from the Prophet . All of these
are like the HadIth of Az-ZuhrI,
except that Al-'Alâ' and Safwan
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bin Sulaim do not mention in
their Ijadith "while the people
are looking on". In the Had of
Hammâm it says: "He is not a
believer when he is plundering
while the believers are looking
on" and he added: "And none of
you is a believer when he steals
from the spoils of war. So beware
of these evils, beware of these
evils."
[208] 104 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "No adulterer is
a believer at the time he is
committing adultery; no thief is a
believer at the time he is stealing;
no drinker of wine is a believer at
the time he is drinking it; but
repentance may be accepted
afterwards."

[209] 105 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah and
attributed to the Prophet : "No
adulterer is a believer at the time
he is committing adultery," then
he mentioned a HadIth similar to
that of Shu'bah (no. 208).

Chapter 25. The
Characteristics Of The
Hypocrite
[210] 106 - (58) It was narrated
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that 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr said:
"The Messenger of Allah said:
'There are four characteristics,
whoever has them all is a pure
hypocrite, and whoever has one
of its characteristics, he has one
of the characteristics of
hypocrisy, until he gives it up:
When he speaks he lies, when he
makes a covenant he betrays it,
when he makes a promise he
breaks it, and when he disputes
he resorts to obscene speech." In
the narration of Sufyân (one of
the narrators) it is: "And if he
has one of them, he has one of
the characteristics of hypocrisy,"

[211] 107 - (59) It was narrated
from AbU Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah lJ said: "The
signs of the hypocrite are three:
When he speaks he lies, when he
makes a promise he breaks it,
and when he is entrusted with
something he betrays that trust."

[212] 108 - (...) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
said:
Messenger of Allah
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'There are three signs of the
hypocrite: "When he speaks he
lies, when he makes a promise he
breaks it, and when he is
entrusted with something he
betrays that trust.'"

[213] 109 - ( ... ) 'Ala' bin
'Abdur-Rahmân narrated it with
this chain and said: "The signs of
the hypocrite are three, even if
he fasts, prays and claims to be a
Muslim."

[214] 110 - (...) It was narrated
that AN Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said..." a
HaduJj similar to that of Yahyâ
bin Muhammad from A]-'Alâ' (as
no. 213), and he mentioned
therein: "Even if he fasts, prays
and claims to be a Muslim."

Chapter 26. Clarifying The
Condition Of Faith For One
Who Says To His Muslim
Brother: 110"fir
(Disbeliever)."
[215] 111 - (60) It was narrated
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from Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet
jç said: "If a man declares his
brother to be a disbeliever, it will
apply to one of them."

[216] ( ... ) Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'Any
man who says to his brother: "0
disbeliever," it will apply to one
of them. Either it is as he said,
otherwise it will come back to
him."

[217] 112 - (61) It was narrated
from Abü Dharr that he heard
say:
the Messenger of Allah
"Any man who knowingly
attributes himself to someone
other than his father is guilty of
disbelief. Whoever claims
something that does not belong
to him is not one of us; let him
take his place in Hell. Whoever
calls a man a disbeliever (Kâfir)
or says to him: '0 enemy of
Allah!' when he is not like that, it
will rebound upon him."
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Chapter 27. Clarifying The
Condition Of The Faith Of
One Who Knowingly Denies
His Father
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[218] 113 - (62) AN Hurairah
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Do not deny your fathers,
for whoever denies his father is
guilty of disbelief."
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[219] 114 - (63) It was narrated
that Abü 'Uthmân said: "When
Ziyâd was attributed (to someone
who was not his father), I met
Abü Bakrah and said to him:
'What is this that you have done?
I heard Sa'd bin AbI Waqqâs say:
'My own two ears heard the
Messenger of Allah ; say:
'Whoever claims after having
become Muslim to belong to
someone who is not his father,
knowing that he is not his father,
Paradise will be forbidden to
him.' Abü Bakrah said: 'I also
heard it from the Messenger of
Allah ."
[220] 115 - (...) It was narrated
that Sa'd and AbÜ Bakrah both
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said: "My two ears heard - and
my heart understood say: 'Whoever
Muhammad
claims to belong to someone
other than his father, knowing
that he is not his father, Paradise
will be forbidden to him."
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Chapter 28. CIarilring The
Words Of The Prophet :
"Insulting A Muslim Is An Evil
Action And Fighting Him Is
Disbelief (Kufr)"
[2211 116 - (64) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin Mas'üd said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Insulting a Muslim is an evil
action and fighting (Qital) him is
disbelief (Klfr)."
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[222] 117 - ( ... ) A similar HadIt/
(no. 221) was narrated from Abü
Wã'il, from 'Abdullâh, from the
Prophet .

Chapter 29. Clarifying The
Meaning Of The Statement Of
The Prophet j: "Do Not
Revert To Disbelievers (Kufar)
After I Am Gone, Striking One
Another's Necks"
[223] 118 - ( 65) It was narrated
from 'All bin Mudrik that he
heard Abü Zur'ah narrating that
his grandfather JarIr said: "The
Prophet
said to me during the
Farewell Pilgrimage: 'Tell the
people to be quiet.' Then he said:
'Do not revert to disbelievers
(Kuffar) after I am gone, striking
one another's necks."

[224] 119 - ( 66) A similar
HadIth (no. 223) was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar, from the
Prophet .
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[2251 120 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar that
the Prophet
said during the
Farewell Pilgrimage: "Woe to
you! Do not revert to disbelievers
(Kuffar) after I am gone, striking
one another's necks."

[226] ( ... ) A Hadiih similar to
that narrated by hu'bah from
Wâqid (no. 225) was narrated
from Ibñ 'Umar from the
Messenger of Allah .

Chapter 30. Use Of The Word
Kufr With Regard To
Slandering People's Lineage
And Wailing
[2271 121 - (67) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah 0, said:
'There are two things that are
common among people that are
disbelief (Kufr): Slandering
people's lineage and wailing for
the deceased."
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Chapter 31. Calling A Runaway
Slave A Kâfir
[228] 122 - (68) It was narrated
from JarIr that he heard AshSha'bI say: "Any slave who runs
away from his masters is guilty of
Kufr, until he goes back to them."
Mansür (one of the narrators)
said: "By Allah, it was narrated
from the Prophet , but I would
not like it to be narrated from
me here in Al-Basrah."

[229] 123 - (69) It was narrated
that JarIr said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'Any slave who
runs away has forfeited
protection."

[230] 124 - (70) It was narrated
that A -Sha'bI said: "JarIr bin
'Abdullâh used to narrate that
the Prophet
said: 'If a slave
runs away, no Salât will be
accepted from him."
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Chapter 32. Clarifying The
Kufr Of One Who Says: "We
Got Rain Because Of The
Stars."
[231] 125 - (71) It was narrated
that Zaid bin Khâlid A]-JuhanI
said: "The Messenger of Allah;
led us in Salât As-Subh at Aludaybiyah, after it had rained
during the night. When he
finished, he turned to the people
and said: 'Do you know what
your Lord said?' They said:
'Allah and His Messenger know
best.' He said: 'He said, "This
morning some of My slaves
believe in Me and some
disbelieve. As for the one who
said: 'We got rain by the bounty
and mercy of Allah,' he is a
believer in Me and a disbeliever
in the stars. But as for the one
who said, 'We got rain by virtue
of such and such a star,' he is a
disbeliever in Me and a believer
in the stars."
[232] 126 - (72) It was narrated
from 'Ubaidullâh bin 'Abdullâh
bin 'Utbah that Abü Hurairah
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Do you not know what your
Lord, the Mighty and Sublime,
said? He said: "I do not bestow
any blessing upon My slaves but
[some of them] become
disbelievers and say: 'The star, it
is by virtue of the stars."
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[233] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah ii said:
"Allah does not send down any
blessing from heaven but some of
the people become disbelievers
thereby. Allah sends down rain
and they say: 'Such and such a
star." According to the Hadith of
A1-MurâdI: "...by virtue of such
and such a star."

[234] 127 - (73) Ibn 'Abbâs
said: "Rain fell at the time of the
Messenger of Allah () and the
Prophet () said: 'Some of the
people have become grateful and
some have become disbelievers.
They said: "This is the mercy of
Allah," but some said: "The
fulfillment of such and such a
star." Then these Verses were
revealed: "So I swear by the
setting of the stars" until he
reached: "And instead (of
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thanking Allah) for the provision
He gives you, you deny (Him by
disbelief)!"[']
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Chapter 33. Evidence That
Love Of The Ansâr And 'All
Is A Part Of Faith And A Sign
Thereof; Hating Them Is A
Sign Of Hypocrisy
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[235] 128 (74) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin 'Abdullâh bin
Jabr said: "I heard Anas say:
said:
'The Messenger of Allah
"The sign of the hypocrite is
hatred of the Ansâr, and the sign
of the believer is love of the
Ansâr."
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[236]( ... )

It was narrated from
said:
Ajias that the Prophet
"Love of the Ancâr is a sign of
faith, and hatred of them is a sign
of hypocrisy."
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[237] 129 (75) It was narrated
that 'Adiyy bin Thâbit said: "I
heard Al-Barâ' narrate that the
said concerning the
Prophet
-

[1]

A1-Wâqi'ah 56:75-82.
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Ansâr. 'No one loves them but a
believer, and no one hates them
but a hypocrite. Whoever loves
them, Allah will love him, and
whoever hates them, Allah will
hate him."

[238] 130 - (76) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah 0, said: "No
man who believes in Allah and
the Last Day hates the Anâr."

[239] - (77) It was narrated that
Abü Sa'eed said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'No man who
believes in Allah and the Last
Day hates the Anâr."

[240] 131 - (78) It was narrated
that Zirr said: " 'Ali said: 'By the
One Who split the seed and
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created the soul, the [unlettered]
Prophet j4T, affirmed to me: "No
one loves me except a believer
and no one hates me except a
hypocrite."

Chapter 34. Clarifying That
Faith Decreases With
Shortcomings In Obedience,
And The Word Kufr May Be
Used With Regard To Matters
Other Than Disbelief In Alliih,
Such As Ingratitude For
Blessings And Not Fulfilling
One's Duties
[241] 132 - (79) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"0 women, give in charity and
pray a great deal for forgiveness,
for I have seen that you are the
majority of the people of the
Fire." A wise woman among
them said: "Why is it, 0
Messenger of Allah, that we are
the majority of the people of
the Fire?" He said: "You curse
a great deal and are ungrateful
(Takfnrna) to your husbands. I
have never seen anyone so
deficient in intellect and
religion, more overwhelming to
a man of wisdom and reason
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than you." She said: "0
Messenger of Allah, what does
deficient in intellect and religion
mean?" He said: "As for lacking
in intellect, the testimony of two
women is equivalent to the
testimony of one man - this is
deficiency in intellect. And (a
woman) does not perform Saidt
for several days, and she does
not fast (during her menses) in
Ramadân - this is deficiency in
religion."
[242] A similar report (no. 241)
was narrated from Ibn Al-Hâd
with this chain.
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[243] (80) A similar HadIth (no.
241) was narrated from Abü
Hurairah from the Prophet .
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Chapter 35. Clarifying The
Usage Of The Word Kâfir For
One Who Abandons SaII4t
[244] 133 - (81) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
said:
Messenger of Allah
'When the son of Adam recites a
Verse of prostration and
prostrates, the _S_ha4ân withdraws,
weeping and saying: "Woe unto
him" - and according to the
report of Abü Kuraib: "Woe unto
me - the son of Adam was
commanded to prostrate and he
prostrated, so Paradise will be
his; I was commanded to
prostrate and I refused, so the
Fire is mine."
[245] - ( ... ) Al-A'mash narrated
a similar report (as no. 244) with
this chain, except that he said: "I
disobeyed, so the Fire is mine."

[246] 134 - (82) It was narrated
that Abü Sufyân said: "I heard
Jâbir say: 'I heard the Prophet
say: "Between a man and Shirk
and Kufr there stands his giving
up the alât.'"

[2471( ... ) Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
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said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah
say: 'Between a man
and Shirk and Kufr there stands
his giving up the alât."

.((5LiI ±1JI
Chapter 36. Clarifying That
Faith In Allah Most High Is
The Best Of Deeds
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[248] 135 - (83) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
was
asked: 'Which deed is best?' He
said: 'Faith in Allah, the Mighty
and Sublime.' It was said: 'Then
what?' He said: 'Jihâd in the
cause of Allah." It was said:
'Then what?' He said: 'Hajjun
Mabruir." 11 According to the
report of Muhammad bin Ja'far,
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Faith in Allah and His
Messenger."

[249] A similar report (no. 248)
was narrated from Az-ZuhrI with
this chain.

Ill They say it is the accepted 1!ajj, or the one free of sin.
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[250] 136 - (84) It was narrated
that Abü Dharr said: "I said: '0
Messenger of Allah, which deed
is best?' He said: 'Faith in Allah
and Jihâd in His cause.' I said:
'Which slaves are the best (to set
free)'?' He said: 'Those who are
most valuable to their masters
and whose price is the highest.' I
said: 'What if I cannot do that?'
He said: 'Then help the one who
is skilled, or do something for the
one who is unskilled.' I said: '0
Messenger of Allah, what do you
think if I am unable to do any
good deeds?' He said: 'Refrain
from doing evil to people, for
that is an act of charity on your
part."

[251] (...) A similar HadIth (no.
250) was narrated from Abu
Pharr from the Prop
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[252] 137 - (85) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin Mas'üd said:
"I asked the Messenger of Allah
: 'Which deed is best?' He
said: 'The Salât offered on time.'
I said: 'Then what?' He said:
'Honoring one's parents.' I said:
'Then what?' He said: 'Jihâd in
the cause of Allah.' And I did not
ask any more out of
consideration for him."

[2531 138 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin Mas'üd said:
"I said: '0 Prophet of Allah,
which deeds will bring me closer
to Paradise?' He said: 'The Salât
on time.' I said: 'What else, 0
Prophet of Allah?' He said:
'Honoring one's parents.' I said:
'What else, 0 Prophet of Allah?'
He said: 'Jthâd in the cause of
Allah."

[254] 139 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Al-Walld bin A]-'Ayzâr that
he heard Abü 'Amr Ash-ShaibânI
say: "The owner of this house" and he pointed to the house of
'Abdullâh - "told me: 'I asked the
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Messenger of Allah : "Which
deed is dearest to Allah?" He
said: "The Salât offered on time."
I said: "Then what?" He said:
"Then honoring one's parents." I
said: "Then what?" He said:
"Then Jihâd in the cause of
Allah." He said: 'He told me
this, and if I had asked more, he
would have told me more."

[255] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated
something similar (as no. 259)
with this chain, and added: "and
he pointed to the house of
'Abdullâh, but he did not
mention his name."
[256] 140 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh that the Prophet
said: "The best of deeds are
the Salât offered on time and
honoring one's parents."

Chapter 37. Clarifying That
Shirk Is The Worst Of Sins,
And The Worst Sins After
Shirk
[257] 141 - (86) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said: "I asked the
Messenger of Allah : 'Which
sin is the worst before Allah?' He
said: 'Attributing a partner to
Allah when He (is the One Who)
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has created you.' I said to him:
'That is indeed grievous.' I said:
'Then what?' He said: 'Then
killing your child for fear that he
may share you food.' I said:
'Then what?' He said: 'Then
committing adultery with your
neighbor's wife."

[258] 142 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Amr bin ShurahbIl said:
"Abdullâh said: 'A man said: "0
Messenger of Allah, which sin is
worst before Allah?" He said:
"Ascribing a partner to Allah
when He (is the One Who) has
created you." He said: "Then
what?" He said: "Killing your
child for fear that he may share
your food." He said: "Then
what?" He said: "Committing
adultery with your neighbor's
wife." Then Allah, the Mighty
and Sublime, revealed the
following words confirming that:
"And those who invoke not any
other Ilâh (god) along with Allah,
nor kill such person as Allah has
forbidden, except for just cause,
nor commit illegal sexual
intercourse and whoever does
this shall receive the
punishmentJ11
A1-Furqân 25:68.
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Chapter 38. The Major Sins
And The Most Serious Of
Them
[259] 143 - (87) 'AbdurRahmân bin AbI Bakrah narrated
that his father said: "We were
with the Messenger of Allah
and he said: 'Shall I not tell you
of the worst of major sins?' (and the Prophet
repeated it)
three times - 'Associating others
with Allah, disobeying one's
parents, and bearing false witness
- or false speech.' The Messenger
of Allah
was lying down, then
he sat up and kept repeating it
until we said: 'Would that he
might fall silent."

[260] 144 - (88) It was narrated
from Anas that the Prophet
said concerning major sins:
"Associating others with Allah,
disobeying one's parents, murder
and false speech."

[261] ( ... ) 'Ubaidullâh bin AbI
Bakrah narrated: "I heard Anas
bin Mâlik say: 'The Messenger of
Allah ; mentioned major sins' or 'Prophet jW was asked about
major sins' - and he said:
"Associating others with Allah,
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murder and disobeying one's
parents." And he said: "Shall I
not tell you of the worst of major
sins?" He said: "False speech" or "false testimony." hu'bah
said: "I think he probably said
false testimony."

[262] 145 - (89) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Avoid the seven destroyers." It
was said: "What are they, 0
Messenger of Allah?" He said:
"Associating others with Allah
(Shirk); witchcraft; killing a soul
whom Allah has forbidden us to
kill, except for a right that is due;
consuming orphans' wealth;
consuming Ribâ; fleeing from the
battlefield; and slandering chaste,
innocent women."

[263] 146 - (90) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr bin Al'As that the Messenger of Allah
ç said: "One of the major sins is
a man's insulting his parents."
They said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, would a man insult his
parents?" He said: "Yes, when he
insults the father of another man,
who then insults his father, or he
insults (the other man's) mother,
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and he (the other man) then
insults his mother."

[264] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 263) was narrated from Sa'd
bin IbrâhIm with this chain.

Chapter 39. The Prohibition Of
Pride And Definition Of It
[265] 147 - (91) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin Mas'üd that
the Prophet j said: "No one
who has an atom's-weight of
pride in his heart will enter
Paradise." A man said: "What if
a man likes his clothes to look
good and his shoes to look
good?" He said: "Allah is
Beautiful and loves beauty. Pride
means rejecting the truth and
looking down on people."

[266] 148 - ( ... ) It was narrated
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that 'Abdullâh said: "The
Messenger of Allah ç said: 'No
one in whose heart is faith the
weight of a mustard-seed will
enter the Fire, and no one in
whose heart is arrogance the
weight of a mustard-seed will
enter Paradise."

[267] 149 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh that the Prophet
ji said: "No one in whose heart
is pride the weight of a speck will
enter Paradise."

Chapter 40. The Evidence That
The One Who Dies Not
Associating Anything With
Allah Will Enter Paradise, And
The One Who Dies An Idolator
Will Enter The Fire
[268] 150 - (92) It was narrated
from Shaftq, from 'Abdullâh (one of the narrators) WakI' said:
"That the Messenger of Allah
said;" (one of the narrators) Ibn
Numair said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allahsay" "Whoever dies associating
anything with Allah will enter the
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Fire." I said: "And whoever dies
not associating anything with
Allah will enter Paradise."
[269] 151 - (93) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "A man came to
and said: '0
the Prophet
Messenger of Allah, what are the
two things that decide a person's
end?' He said: 'Whoever dies not
associating anything with Allah
will enter Paradise, and whoever
dies associating anything with
Allah will enter the Fire."

[270] 152 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
'Ahdullâh said: "I heard the
say:
Messenger of Allah
'Whoever meets Allah not
associating anything with Him
will enter Paradise, and whoever
meets Him associating anything
with Him will enter the Fire."

[271] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Jâbir that the Prophet of Allah
said something similar (as no.
270).
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[272] 153 (94) Al-Ma'rür bin
Suwaid said: "I heard AN Dharr
narrating that the Prophet
said: 'Jibrâ'Il,
came to me and
gave me the glad tidings that
anyone among your Ummah who
dies not associating anything with
Allah will enter Paradise. I said:
"Even if he commits adultery or
theft?" He said: "Even if he
commits adultery or theft."
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[273] 154 - ( ... ) Abü iharr said:
"I came to the Prophet 0, and he
was sleeping, covered with a
white garment. Then I came back
and he was (still) sleeping. Then
I came back and he had
awakened. I sat down with him
and he said: 'There is no person
who says La ilâha illallâh and dies
believing in that, but he will enter
Paradise.' I said: 'Even if he
commits adultery and theft?' He
said: 'Even if he commits
adultery and theft,' (and he said
it) three times, and the fourth
time he said: 'In spite f Abü
harr." Abü Dharr wt.it out
saying: "In spite of Abü jarr."
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Chapter 41. The Prohibition Of
Killing A Disbeliever After He
Says Lii ihiiha illahiih
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[274] 155 - (95) It was narrated
that A]-Miqdâd bin Al-Aswad
said: "0 Messenger of Allah,
what do you think if I meet a
man from among the disbelievers,
and he fights me and cuts off one
of my hands with the sword, then
he takes shelter from me behind
a tree and says, 'I submit to
Allah.' Should I kill him, 0
Messenger of Allah, after he says
that?" The Messenger of Allah
"Do not kill him." I said:
j'0 Messenger of Allah, he cut off
my hand, then he said that after
cutting it off! Should I kill him?'
The Messenger of Allah A said:
"Do not kill him, for if you kill
him he will be in the position
that you were in before you killed
him, and you will be in the
position that he was in before he
said what he said."

[275] 156 - ( ... ) It was narrated
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from Az-ZuhrI (the same I-Iadiij,
no. 274) with this chain.
According to the Ijadltj of AlAwzâ'i and Ibn Juraij the
Prophet
said: "I submit to
Allah," as in the IjadIth of AlLaith (a narrator). In the HadIth
of Ma'mar (another narrator) it
says: "When I knelt down to kill
him he said: 'La ilâha illallâh."
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[276] 157 - ( ... ) 'Ubaidullâh bin
'Adiyy bin M-iyâr narrated
that A]-Miqdâd bin 'Amr - bin
Al-Aswad - Al-KindI, who was an
ally of Banü Zuhrah and was one
of those who had been present at
(battle of) Badr with the
Messenger of Allah , said: "0
Messenger of Allah , what do
you think if I meet a man from
among the disbelievers?" Then
he mentioned a HadIth similar to
that of Al-Laith (no. 275).
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[277] 158 - (96) It was narrated
that Usâmah bin Zaid - and this
is the HadIth of Ibn AbI Shaibah
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- said: "The Messenger of Allah
sent us on a campaign, and in
the morning we attacked AlHuruqât of Juhainah. I caught up
with a man and he said: 'La ilâha
illallâh,' but I stabbed him. Then
I felt troubled by that, and I told
the Prophet
about it. The
said: 'Did
Messenger of Allah
he say La ilâha illallâh and you
killed him?' I said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, he only said it for fear
of the weapon.' He said: 'Did you
open his heart to find out
whether he said it (out of fear) or
not?' And he kept repeating it
until I wished that I had become
Muslim on that day." Sa'd said:
"By Allah, I will not kill a
Muslim until the one with the
belly - meaning Usâmah approves of killing him." A man
said: "Doesn't Allah say: "And
fight them until there is no more
Fitnah and the religion will all be
for Allâh 1 Sa'd said: "We
fought them so that there would
be no Fitnah but you and your
companions want to fight them
so that there will be Fitnah."

[278] 159 - ( ... ) Usâmah bin
Zaid bin Hirithah narrated: "The
Li] Al-Anfâl 8:39.
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Messenger of AllahilJ sent us to
A1-Huraqah of Juhainah, where
we attacked the people in the
morning and defeated them. A
man from among the Anâr and I
caught one of their men, and
when we overpowered him, he
said: La ilâha illallâh. The AnsârI
left him alone but I stabbed him
with my spear and killed him.
When we came back, news of
that reached the Prophet
and
he said to me: '0 Usâmah, did
you kill him after he said La ilâha
illallâh?' I said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, he was only trying to
protect himself.' He said: 'Did
you kill him after he said La ilâha
illallâh?' and he kept repeating it
until I wished that I had not
become Muslim before that day."

[279] 160 - (97) It was narrated
from Safwan bin Muhriz that
Jundab bin 'Abdullâh Al-Baj all
sent word to 'As'as bin Sulâmah
at the time of the Fitnah of Ibn
Az-Zubair, saying: "Gather
together a number of your
brothers for me so that I may talk
to them." He sent a messenger to
them (his brothers), and when
they had gathered, Jundab came,
wearing a yellow Burnus, and
said: "Tell me what you were
talking about." They spoke, and
when it was his turn he lowered
the hood of the Burnus from his
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head and said: "I have come to
you, and I shall narrate to you
. The
from your Prophet
Messenger of Allah
sent a
party of Muslims to some of the
idolators and they met in battle.
There was one man among the
idolators who, whenever he
decided to attack a man among
the Muslims, would attack him
and kill him. There was a man
among the Muslims who was
waiting for him to drop his guard,
and we used to say among
ourselves that he was Usâmah
bin Zaid. When he raised his
sword, (that idolator) said La
ilâha illallah, but he killed him.
The harbinger of glad tidings
went to the Prophet 0,, who
asked him (about the battle) and
he told him, including the story
of what had happened to that
man. The Prophet 0, called him
and asked him: 'Why did you kill
him?' He said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, he had caused a great deal
of harm to the Muslims, and he
killed so-and-so and so-and-so' naming a number of men - 'and
when he saw the sword he said
La ilâha illallâh.' The Messenger
of Allah j said: 'Did you kill
him?' He said: 'Yes.' He said:
'What will you do with La ilâha
illallâh when it comes on the Day
of Resurrection?' He said: '0
Messenger of Allah, pray for
forgiveness for me.' He said:
'What will you do with La ilâha
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illallâh when it comes on the Day
of Resurrection?' And he said no
more than 'What will you do with
La ilâha illallâh when it comes on
the Day of Resurrection?"
Chapter 42. The Saying Of The
Prophet : "Whoever Bears
Weapons Against Us Is Not
One Of Us."
[280] 161 - (98) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet
said: "Whoever bears weapons
against us is not one of us."

[281] 162 - (99) It was narrated
from Iyâs bin Salamah, from his
father, that the Prophet
said:
"Whoever draws his sword
against us is not one of us."

[282] 163 - (100) It was
narrated from Abü Müsâ that the
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said: "Whoever bears
Prophet
weapons against us is not one of
us.,'

Chapter 43. The Saying Of The
Prophet : "Whoever Deceives
Us Is Not One Of Us."
[283] 164 - (101) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Whoever bears weapons against
us is not one of us, and whoever
deceives us is not one of us."

[284] - (102) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah ç passed by
a pile of foodstuff; he put his
hand (deep) in it and found that
it had gotten wet. He said: 'What
is this, 0 seller of the foodstuff?'
He said: 'It got rained on, 0
Messenger of Allah.' He said:
'Why don't you put it on top of
the food so that people can see
it? Whoever deceives (people)
does not belong to me."
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Chapter 44. The Prohibition Of
Striking One's Cheeks, Tearing
One's Garment And Calling
With The Calls Of Jâhiliyyah
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[285] 165 - (103) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said:
"The Messenger of Allah ii said:
'He is not one of us who strikes
his cheeks, tears his garment, or
cries with the cry of the
Jâhiliyyah."

[286] 166 - ( ... ) A similar HadIth
(no. 285) was narrated from AlA'mash with this chain, but he
said: "And tears and cries."
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[287] 167 - (104) Abü Burdah
bin Abi Müsâ said: "Abü Müsâ
was stricken with pain and lost
consciousness, and his head was
in the lap of a woman of his
household. A woman of his
household began to wail and he
was unable to stop her. When he
regained consciousness he said: 'I
disavow myself of that of which
the Messenger of Allah
ç
disavowed himself, for the
Messenger of Allah disavowed
himself of any woman who wails,
shaves her head or tears her
garment."

[288] - ( ... ) It was narrated that
'Abdur-Rahmân bin YazId and
Abü Burdah bin AbI Müsâ said:
"Abü Müsâ lost consciousness
and his wife, Umm 'Abdullâh,
wailed loudly. Then he woke up
and said: 'Do you not know that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"I disavow myself of the one who
shaves his head, wails and tears
(his garment)?"

[289] (...) This HadIth was also
narrated from Rib'l bin IIirâh,
from Abü Müsâ, from the
Prophet , but in the Had of
'Iyâd AI-A'arl (a narrator) it
says: "He is not one of us..." and
not, "I disavow myself..."
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Chapter 45. Clarifying The
Emphatic Prohibition Of AnNamImah (Malicious Gossip)
[290] 168 - (105) It was
narrated from Huhaifah that he
heard that a man was spreading
malicious gossip. Uuaifah said:
"I heard the Messenger of Allah
ç say: 'No one who spreads
malicious gossip will enter
Paradise."

[291] 169 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hammâm bin Al-Hârith
said: "A man used to tell tales to
the governor. We were sitting in
the Masjid and the people said:
'This is one of those who tell
tales to the governor.' He came
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and sat with us, and Hudhaifah
said: 'I heard the Messenger of
Allah
say: No one who tells
malicious tales will enter
Paradise.'

[292] 170 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hammâm bin Al-Hârith
said: "We were sitting with
Hudhaifah in the Masjid when a
man came and sat with us, and it
was said to Hudhaifah: 'This man
tells things to the ruler.'
Hudhaifah said - wanting the
man to hear him - I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: 'No
one who tells malicious tales will
enter Paradise.' "
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Chapter 46. Clarifying The
Emphatic Prohibition Of Letting
One's Garment Hang Below The
Ankles (Isbâl), Reminding
Others Of One's Gift And Selling
Goods By Means Of A False
Oath; Mention Of The Three To
Whom Allah, Most High, Will
Not Speak On The Day Of
Resurrection, Nor Look At
Them, Nor Sanctify Them, And
Theirs Will Be A Painful
Torment
[293] 171 - (106) It was
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narrated from Abü Dharr that
the Prophet
said: "There are
three to whom Allah will not
speak on the Day of
Resurrection, nor will He look at
them nor sanctify them, and
theirs will be a painful torment."
The Messenger of Allah jot
repeated it three times. Abü
Pharr said: "May they be lost
and doomed; who are they, 0
Messenger of Allah?" He said:
"The one who lets his Izâr (lower
garment) hang below his ankles,
the one who reminds others (of
his gifts), and the one who sells
his product by means of a false
oath."

ft

[294] (...) It was narrated from
Abü Pharr that the Prophet
said: "There are three to whom
Allah will not speak on the Day
of Resurrection: The one who
does not give a gift but he
reminds the recipient (of his
generosity); the one who sells his
product by means of a false oath;
and the one who lets his Izâr
hang below his ankles."

[2951 It was narrated that
Shu'bah said: "I heard Sulaimân
(narrate) with this chain, and he
said: 'Three to whom Allah will
not speak, nor will He look at
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them nor sanctify them, and
theirs will be a painful torment."

•ç.t
[296] 172 - (107) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah said:
'There are three to whom Allah
will not speak on the Day of
Resurrection, nor will He sanctify
them' - Abü Mu'âwiyah (one of
the narrators) said: 'nor will He
look at them' - 'and theirs will be
a painful torment: An old man
who commits unlawful sexual
relations, a king who tells lies,
and a poor man who is
arrogant."
[297] 173 - (108) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said
- and this is the HadILh of Abü
Bakrt11 -: "The Messenger of
Allah jW said: 'There are three to
whom Allah will not speak on the
Day of Resurrection, nor will He
look at them or sanctify them,
and theirs will be a painful
torment: A man who has surplus
water in the desert which he
withholds from a wayfarer; a man
who sells his goods to a man
after 'Asr, swearing by Allah that
he bought it for such-and-such a
price, and (the other man)
believes him although that is not
the case; and a man who only
swears allegiance to a ruler for
Abü Bakr Ibn AbI Shaibah, the famous HadIjiz scholar, one of the two from whom
Imâm Muslim heard this narration.
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the sake of worldly gain, and if
he gives him something of that,
he is loyal to him, and if he does
not give him anything, he is not
loyal."
[298] (...) A similar report was
narrated from Al-A'mash (No.
297) with this chain, except that
he said: "A man who offers to
sell his goods to another man..."

[299] 174 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said - and I
(the narrator) think he attributed
it to the Prophet
-: "There are
three to whom Allah will not
speak on the Day of
Resurrection, nor will He look at
them, and theirs will be a painful
torment: A man who swears an
oath after 'Acr prayer in order to
unlawfully take the property of
another Muslim" - and the rest
of his HadIth is similar to the
HadIth of Al-A'mash (no. 297).
Chapter 47. Clarifying The
Emphatic Prohibition Against
Killing Oneself; The One Who
Kills Himself With Something
Will Be Punished With It In
The Fire; And That No One
Will Enter Paradise But A
Muslim
[300] 175 - (109) It was
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narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
'Whoever kills himself with a
piece of iron will have that iron
in his hand, thrusting it into his
belly in the Fire of Hell forever
and ever. Whoever drinks poison
and kills himself will be sipping it
in the Fire of Hell forever and
ever. Whoever throws himself
down from a mountain and kills
himself will be throwing himself
down in the Fire of Hell forever
and ever."

[301] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated a
similar HadIth (no. 300) with this
chain.
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[302] 176 - (110) Thâbit bin
Adh-Dhahhäk narrated that he
swore allegiance to the
Messenger of Allah
beneath
the tree, and the Messenger of
Allah jI said: "Whoever swears
falsely that he belongs to a
religion (Millat) other than Islam,
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he is as he said; 11 whoever kills
himself with something, he will
be punished with it on the Day of
Resurrection; and no man is
bound by a vow concerning
something that he does not
possess."
[303] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Thâbit bin Adh-Dhahhâk that the
Prophet
said: "No man is
bound by a vow concerning
something that he does not
possess; and cursing a believer is
like killing him; and whoever kills
himself with something in this
world will be punished with it on
the Day of Resurrection; and
whoever makes a false claim in
order to appear to have more
than he has, Allah will only cause
him to have less; (and the same
applies to) the one who is
demanded and swears a false
oath."
[304] 177 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Thâbit bin Adh-Dhahhâk
said: "The Prophet
said:
'Whoever swears deliberately and
falsely that he belongs to a
religion (Millat) other than Islam
is as he said; and whoever kills
himself with something, Allah
will punish him with it in the Fire
of Hell." This is the HadIth of
Sufyân. According to the IjadItj
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They say that it is when one says something like: "If it is not so, then I am a Christian"
etc.
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of hu'bah, the Messenger of
said: "Whoever swears
Allah
falsely that he belongs to a
religion (Millat) other than Islam
is as he said, and whoever
slaughters himself with
something, he will be slaughtered
with it on the Day of
Resurrection."

[305] 178 - (111) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"We were present at (the battle
of) Uunain with the Messenger
of Allah , and he said of a man
who claimed to be a Muslim:
'This is one of the people of the
Fire.' When the fighting began,
that man fought fiercely, then he
was wounded and it was said: '0
Messenger of Allah, the man of
whom you said that he is one of
the people of the Fire fought
fiercely today, and he has died.'
said:
The Messenger of Allah
'To the Fire.' Some of the
Muslims could hardly believe
it, 11 and while they were like
that, it was said: 'He has not
died, but he is badly wounded.'
That night, he could no longer
bear the pain, so he killed

Ill Literally: "Were on the verge of doubting."
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was
himself. The Prophet
informed of that and he said:
'Allâhu Akbar! I bear witness that
I am the Allah's slave and His
Messenger.' Then he ordered
Bilâl to call out to the people:
'No one will enter Paradise but a
Muslim soul, and Allah will
support this religion even by
means of an evildoer."

[306] 179 - (112) It was
narrated from Sahi bin Sa'd AsSâ'idI that the Messenger of
Allah
and the idolators met in
battle and fought. When the
Messenger of Allah ii went back
to his camp and the others went
back to their camp, there was
among the Companions of the
Messenger of Allah 4R a man
who killed anyone (of the enemy)
who got in his way. They said:
"No one has done better today
than so-and-so." The Messenger
of Allah ç said: "Rather he is
one of the people of Hell." A
man said: 'I am going to follow
him.' So he went out with him;
every time that man stopped, he
stopped with him, and when he
hastened, he hastened with him."
He said: "The man was badly
wounded, so he sought to hasten
his death. He put [the handle of]
his sword on the ground and its
tip in the middle of his chest,
then he leaned [on his sword]

:çJ
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and killed himself. The man went
to the Messenger of Allah ii and
said: 'I bear witness that you are
the Messenger of Allah
' He
said: 'Why is that?' He said:
'(Regarding) the man who you
said was one of the people of the
Fire, and the people were
astounded by that. I said: 'I will
find out about him for you.' So I
followed him until he was badly
wounded (in the battle), then he
sought to hasten his death. He
put the handle of his sword on
the ground and its tip in the
middle of his chest, then he
leaned on it and killed himself.'
The Messenger of Allah
said:
'A man may do the deeds of [the
people of] Paradise, or so it
seems to the people, although he
is one of the people of the Fire,
and a man may do the deeds of
[the people of] the Fire, or so it
seems to the people, although he
is one of the people of
Paradise."
[307] 180 - (113) Shaibân said:
"I heard Al-Uasan say: 'A man
among those who came before
you was afflicted with a boil.
When it hurt him too much, he
took an arrow from his quiver
and pierced it, and the bleeding
did not stop until he died. Your
Lord, the Mighty and Sublime,
said: "I have forbidden Paradise
to him." Then he (Al-Hasan)
stretched out his hand (and
pointed) towards the MasJid and
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said: 'By Allah, Jundab narrated
this HadIth to me - from the
Messenger of Allah
- in this
Masjid."
[308] 181 - ( ... ) Wahb bin JarIr
narrated: "My father narrated to
us, saying: 'I heard Al-l3asan say:
"Jundab bin 'Abdullâh Al-Bajall
narrated to us in this Masjid, and
we have not forgotten, and we do
not fear that [Jundab] was telling
lies about the Messenger of Allah
. He said: 'The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'A man among
those who came before you was
afflicted with a boil," and he
narrated a similar HadIth (no.
307).
Chapter 48. Emphatic
Prohibition Against Stealing
From The Spoils Of War And
That No One Will Enter
Paradise Except The Believers
[309] 182 - (114) 'Abdullâh bin
'Abbâs said: "Umar bin Alattâb told me: 'On the day of
(the battle of) Khaibar, a group
of the Companions of the
Prophet came and said: "So-andso has been martyred, so-and-so
has been martyred," until they
came to a man and said: "so-andso has been martyred," but the
Messenger of Allah
said: "No.
I saw him in the Fire wearing a
Burdah or 'Abâ'ah that he stole
from the spoils of war." Then the
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Messenger of Allah ç said: "0
son of A1-attâb, go and call
out to the people that no one will
enter Paradise except the
believers." So I went out and
called to them, saying: "No one
will enter Paradise except the
believers."

[310] 183 - (115) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"We went out with the Prophet
to Khaibar, and Allah granted
victory to us. We did not seize
any gold or silver as spoils of war,
rather we seized goods, food and
clothing. Then we went to the
valley, and there was with the
Messenger of Allah jW a slave
who had been given to him by a
man from Judhâm who was
called Rifâ'ah bin Zaid, from
Banü Ad-Dubaib. When we
camped in the valley, the slave of
the Messenger of Allah
went
to unpack the luggage, and was
struck by an arrow and died. We
said: 'Congratulations to him, he
is a martyr, 0 Messenger of
Allah.' The Messenger of Allah
said: 'No. By the One in
Whose hand is the soul of
Muhammad, the cloak that he
took from the spoils of war on
the day of Khaibar before its
distribution is burning him with
fire.' The people panicked, and a
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man brought one strap or two
straps,' and said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, I took this on the day of
Ihaibar.' The Messenger of
Allah iJ said: 'A strap of fire, or
two straps of fire."

Chapter 49. The Evidence That
The One Who Kills Himself Is
Not Considered A Disbeliever
[311] 184 - (116) It was
narrated from Jâbir that AtTufail bin 'Anir Ad-Dawsee came
to the Prophet
and said: "0
Messenger of Allah, do you need
strong, fortified protection?" referring to a fortress that had
belonged to Daws during the
Jâhili)yah. The Prophet
refused that because Allah had
already granted that (the role of
protecting the Prophet) to the
Ansâr. When the Prophet
emigrated to Al-Madinah, AtTufail bin 'Amr emigrated to join
him, and another man from
among his people emigrated with
him, but the climate of AlMadinah did not suit them and
he fell sick. He was unhappy, so
he took an iron arrowhead and
Ill

Straps used for sandals.
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cut his finger joints, and his
hands bled until he died. AtTufail bin 'Amr saw him in his
dream, looking good but with his
hands bandaged. He said to him:
"What did your Lord do with
you?" He said: "He forgave me
because I had emigrated to join
His Prophet a." He said: "Why
do I see your hands bandaged?"
He said: "It was said to me: 'We
will not set right anything of
yours that you damaged
yourself." At-Tufail told this
dream to the Messenger of Allah
it and the Messenger of Allah
4 said: "0 Allah, forgive his
hands too."
Chapter 50. Regarding The
Wind Which Will Come Just
Before The Resurrection And
Take The Soul Of Anyone Who
Has Any Faith In His Heart
[312] 185 - (117) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
'Indeed Allah, the Mighty and
Sublime, will send a wind from
Yemen, softer than silk, which
will not leave anyone in whose
heart there is faith' - (one of the
narrators) Abü 'Alqamah said:
'the weight of a grain;' (another
narrator) 'Abdul-'Aziz said: 'the
weight of a speck' - 'but it will
take his soul."
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Chapter 51. Encouragement To
Hasten To Do Good Deeds
Before The Emergence Of The
Fitnah
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[3131 186 - (118) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah ç said:
"Hasten to do good deeds before
there emerges Fitnah like a piece
of black night, when a man will
be a believer in the morning and
a disbeliever in the evening, or he
will be a believer in the evening
and a disbeliever in the morning,
and he will sell his religion for
worldly gain."

Chapter 52. The Believer's
Fear That His Good Deeds
May Be Lost
[314] 187 - (119) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "When this Verse was
revealed - "0 you who believe!
Raise not your voices above the
voice of the Prophet,.." until the
end of the Verse['] - Thâbit [bin
Qais] stayed in his house and
said: 'I am one of the people of
the Fire.' [Thâbit bin Qais] kept
away from the Prophet . The
Prophet
asked Sa'd bin
Mu'âdh: '0 Abô 'Amr, what is
[1]

A1-Hujurât 49:2.
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the matter with Thâbit? Is he
sick?' Sa'd said: 'He is my
neighbor and I do not know
anything about him being sick.'
So Sa'd went to him, and told
him what the Messenger of Allah
had said. Thâbit said: This
Verse has been revealed, and you
know that I have one of the
loudest voices when speaking to
the Messenger of Allah , so I
am one of the people of the
Fire.' Sa'd told the Prophet
about that, and the Messenger of
Allah
said: 'Rather he is one
of the people of Paradise."

[315] 188 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "Thâbit
bin Qais bin Shammâs was the
KhatIb of the Ansâr. When this
Verse was revealed..." (narrating)
a HadIjh similar to that of
Hammâd (no. 315), but there is
no mention of Sa'd bin Mu'âdh
in his Hadffl.

[316] It was narrated that Anas
bin Mâlik said: "When: "0 you
who believe! Raise not your
voices above the voice of the
Prophet..."L11 was revealed..."
but he did not mention Sa'd bin
Mu'âdh in the HadIth.
A1-Hujurât 49:2.
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[317] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Anas said: "When this Verse was
revealed" - and he narrated the
HadIth (as no. 314), but he did
not mention Sa'd bin Mu'âdh. He
added: "We used to see him
walking among us, one of the
people of Paradise."

Chapter 53. Will A Person Be
Punished For His Actions
During The Jâhiliyyah?
[318] 189 - (120) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said:
"Some people said to the
Messenger of Allah
: '0
Messenger of Allah, will we be
punished for what we did during
the Jâhiliyyah?' He
said: 'As
for whoever among you does
good in Islam, then he will not be
punished for it, but whoever does
evil, he will be held punishable
for his actions during the
Jâhiliyyah and in Islam."
[319] 190 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said: "We said: '0
Messenger of Allah, will we be
punished for what we did during
the Jâhiliyyah?' He said:
'Whoever does good in Islam, he
will not be punished for what he
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did during the Jâhiliyyah, but
whoever does evil in Islam, he
will be punished for the former
and the latter."

[320] 191 - (...) A similar HadIth
(no. 319) was narrated from AlA'mash with this chain.

Chapter 54. Islam Destroys
That Which Came Before It, As
Do Hrah (Emigration) And
Haj
[321] 192 - (121) It was
narrated that Ibn Shumâsah AlMahn' said: "We were with 'Amr
bin A]-'As when he was about to
die; he wept for a long time and
turned his face towards the wall.
His son said: '0 my father, didn't
the Messenger of Allah
give
you the glad tidings of such-andsuch? Didn't the Messenger of
Allah
give you the glad tidings
of such-and-such?' He turned to
face him and said: 'The best that
we can count on is the testimony
that none has the right to be
worshipped but Allah, and that
Muhammad is the Messenger of
Allah . I went through three
stages. I remember when no one
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was more hated to me than the
Messenger of Allah ç, and there
was nothing I wanted more than
to overpower him and kill him. If
I had died at that time, I would
have been one of the people of
the Fire. But when Allah put
Islam in my heart, I came to the
Prophet iI and said: "Hold out
your right hand so that I might
swear allegiance to you." So he
held out his right hand, but I
withdrew my hand. He said:
"What is the matter, 0 'Amr?" I
said: "I want to stipulate a
condition." He said: "What do
you want to stipulate?" I said:
"That I will be forgiven." He
said: "Do you not know, 0 'Amr,
that Islam destroys whatever
came before it, and that Hijrah
destroys whatever came before it,
and that Jjajj destroys whatever
came before it?" Then no one
was more beloved to me than the
Messenger of Allah , and no
one was dearer in my eyes. I
could not look him in the eye
because of awe. If I were to be
asked to describe him, I would
not be able to, because I could
not look him in the eye. If I had
died in that state, I hope that I
would have been one of the
people of Paradise. Then (came
the stage when) we were
appointed to positions in which I
do not know what my status is. If
I die, do not let any wailing
woman or fire accompany me.
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When you bury me, fill the grave
well with earth over me, then stay
around my grave for the length of
time it takes to slaughter a camel
and distribute its meat, so that I
may be comforted by you, and
see how I will answer the
messengers of my Lord (the
angels)."
[322] 193 - (122) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
some of the people of Shirk
killed (others), and did it a great
deal, and they committed Zinâ
and did it a great deal. Then they
came to Muhammad ç and said:
"What you are saying and are
calling to is good, if only you
could tell us that there is any
expiation for what we have
done." Then the following was
revealed: "And those who invoke
not any other Ilâh (god) along
with Allah, nor kill such person
as Allah has forbidden, except for
just cause, nor commit illegal
sexual intercourse - and
whoever does this shall receive
the punishment. 11 and: 0 'IbâdI
(My slaves) who have
transgressed against themselves
(by committing evil deeds and
sins)! Despair not of the Mercy
of Allah." L21
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Chapter 55. Clarifying The
Ruling On The Actions Of A
Disbeliever If He Accepts Islam
After That
[323] 194 - (123) Hakim bin
Hizâm narrated that he said to
the Messenger of Allah
:
"What do you think of things that
I did as acts of worship during
the Jâhiliyyah, will I get anything
(any reward) for them?" The
Messenger of Allah iii said to
him: "You have accepted Islam
with all your preceding good
(deeds)."

[324] 195 - ( ... ) Hakim bin
Hizâm narrated that he said to
the Messenger of Allah : "0
Messenger of Allah, what do you
think of things that I did as acts
of worship during the Jâhilijyah
such as giving charity, freeing
slaves and upholding the ties of
kinship - is there any reward for
them?" The Messenger of Allah
ll said: "You have accepted
Islam with all your preceding
good (deeds)."
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[325] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Hakim bin Hizâm said: "I said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, there are
things that I used to do during the
Jâhiliyyah" - (one of the narrators)
Hihâm said: "Meaning, as acts of
righteousness." "The Messenger of
Allah; said: 'You have accepted
Islam with all your preceding
good (deeds).' I said: 'By Allah, I
will not give up anything that I did
during the Jâhili)yah but I will do
likewise in Islam."

[326] 196 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Hihâm bin 'Urwah, from
his father, that Hakim bin Hizâm
freed one hundred slaves during
the Jâhiliyyah and donated one
hundred camels as mounts. Then
he came to the Prophet j - and
he narrated a Hadith similar to
theirs (no. 325).

Chapter 56. Sincerity Of Faith
And Its Purity
[327]

197 - (124) It was

(0'
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narrated that 'Abdullâh said:
"When the following was
revealed: It is those who believe
(in the Oneness of Allah and
worship none but Him Alone)
and confuse not their Belief with
Zuim (wrong),111 the Companions
of the Messenger of Allah
were distressed by that and said:
'Who among us has not wronged
himself?' The Messenger of Allah
A said: 'It is not as you think;
rather it is as Luqmân said to his
son: "0 my son! Join not in
worship others with Allah. Verily,
joining others in worship with
Allah is a great Zuim (wrong)
indeed.' [2]
[328] 198 - ( ... ) Ibn IdrIs said:
"My father narrated it to me first
from Abân bin Taghlib, from A]A'mag, then I heard it from him
(Al-A'mash)."

[1]

A1-An'âm 6:82.

[21

Luqniân 31:13.
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Chapter 57. Clarification That
Allah, Most High Allows A
Person's Thoughts And
Whatever Occurs In His Heart,
So Long As They Do Not
Become Established, And The
Clarification That He, Glorious
Is He And Most High, Does
Not Burden Anyone With More
Than He Can Bear, And
Clarifying The Ruling On
Thinking Of Doing Good And
Bad Deeds
[329] 199 - (125) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"When the following was
revealed to the Messenger of
Allah ii: "To Allah belongs all
that is in the heavens and all that
is on the earth, and whether you
disclose what is in your own
selves or conceal it, Allah will
call you to account for it. Then
He forgives whom He wills and
punishes whom He wills. And
Allah is Able to do all
things.", 11 the Companions of
the Messenger of Allah () were
distressed by that. They came to
the Messenger of Allah () and
knelt down, then they said: '0
Messenger of Allah, we have
been enjoined to do deeds that
we are able to do, such as Salát,
fasting, Jihâd and charity. But
now this Verse has been revealed
A1-Baqarah 2:284.
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to you, and we cannot (control
our thoughts). The Messenger of
Allah (ç) said: 'Do you mean to
say what the people of the two
Books said before you: "We hear
and disobey?" Rather say: "We
hear, and we obey. (We seek)
Your forgiveness, our Lord, and
to You is the return (of all).'
They said: 'We hear, and we
obey. (We seek) Your
forgiveness, our Lord, and to
You is the return (of all).' When
the people said that, and it began
to flow easily on their tongues,
Allah, the Mighty and Sublime,
revealed: "The Messenger
(Muhammad) believes in what
has been sent down to him from
his Lord, and (so do) the
believers. Each one believes in
Allah, His Angels, His Books,
and His Messengers. (They say,)
'We make no distinction between
one another of His Messengers' and they say, 'We hear, and we
obey. (We seek) Your
forgiveness, our Lord, and to
You is the return (of all)."[']
When they did that, Allah, the
Most High, abrogated it (the first
Verse). So He, [the Mighty and
Sublime] revealed: "Allah
burdens not a person beyond his
scope. He gets reward for that
(good) which he has earned, and
he is punished for that (evil)
which he has earned. 'Our Lord!
A1-Baqarah 2:285.
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Punish us not if we forget or fall
into error." Allah said: 'Yes.'
"Our Lord! Lay not on us a
burden like that which You did
lay on those before us (Jews and
Christians)." Allah said: 'Yes.'
"Our Lord! Put not on us a
burden greater than we have
strength to bear." Allah said:
'Yes.' "Pardon us and grant us
forgiveness. Have mercy on us.
You are our Mawlâ (Patron,
Supporter and Protector) and give
us victory over the disbelieving
people." Allah said: "Yes." 1'
(126) It was
[330] 200
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"When this Verse was revealed '...And whether you disclose
what is in your own selves or
conceal it, Allah will call you to
account for t." 21 - there entered
their hearts something that had
never entered them before. The
Prophet () said: 'Say: "We
hear and we obey and we
submit.' "Then Allah put faith in
their hearts and Allah, Most
High revealed: "Allah burdens
not a person beyond his scope.
He gets reward for that (good)
which he has earned, and he is
punished for that (evil) which he
has earned. Our Lord! Punish us
not if we forget or fall into
error..." Allah said: 'I have
granted that.' "...Our Lord! Lay
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[1]Al-Ba qarah 2:286. The meaning of, "Yes" is "I accept your supplication and grant what
you have asked."
[2]Al-Ba qarah 2:284.
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not on us a burden like that which
You did lay on those before us
(Jews and Christians)..." Allah
said: 'I have granted that.'
"...Pardon us and grant us
forgiveness. Have mercy on us.
You are our Mawlâ (Patron,
Supporter and Protector)."
Allah said: 'I have granted that."
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Chapter 58. Allah Allows A
Person's Thoughts And
Whatever Occurs In His Heart
So Long As They Do Not
Become Established
[331] 201 - (127) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Allah has allowed for my
Ummah whatever occurs in
themselves (crosses their mind),
so long as they do not speak of it
- or act upon it."
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[332] 202 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah ji said:
'Allah, the Mighty and Sublime,
allows my Ummah whatever
occurs in themselves (crosses
their minds) so long as they do
not act upon it or speak of it."
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[333] A similar report (as Hadii
no. 332) was narrated from
Qatâdah with this chain.

Chapter 59. If A Person Thinks
Of Doing A Good Deed It Will Be
Recorded For Him, And If He
Thinks Of Doing A Bad Deed It
Will Not Be Recorded For Him
[334] 203 - (128) It was
narrated that Ahü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah ç said:
'Allah, the Mighty and Sublime,
said: If My slave thinks of doing a
bad deed, then do not write it
down for him. Then if he does it,
write it down as one bad deed. If
he thinks of doing a good deed
then he does not do it, write it
down as one good deed, and if he
does it, write it down tenfold.'
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[335] 204 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Allah, the Mighty and Sublime,
said: 'If My slave thinks of doing
a good deed and does not do it, I
will write it down as one good
deed. If he does it, I will write it
down for him between ten and
seven-hundred fold. If he thinks
of doing a bad deed and does not
do it, I will not write it down, and
if he does it, I will write it down
as one bad deed."

[336] 205 - (129) Abü Hurairah
narrated that Muhammad the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Allah, the Most High, said: 'If it
occurs to My slave to do a good
deed, I will write down one good
deed for him if he does not do it.
If he does it, I will write it down
tenfold. If it occurs to him to do
a bad deed, I will forgive him for
that if he does not do it and if he
does it, I will write it down as
one bad deed."
The Messenger of Allah
said:
"The angels said: '0 Lord, there is
Your slave who wants to do a bad
deed,' although He had more
knowledge about him. He said:
'Watch him; if he does it then
write it down as one bad deed, and
if he does not do it, then write
down one good deed for him, for
he gave it up for My sake."
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The Messenger of Allah A said:
"When the Islam of one of you is
good, every good deed that he
does is recorded for him between
tenfold and seven-hundred fold,
and every bad deed that he does
is recorded as one bad deed,
until he meets Allah."

(130) It was
[337] 206
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah said:
'Whoever thinks of doing a good
deed and does not do it, one
good deed will be written down
for him. Whoever thinks of doing
a good deed and does it, it will
be written down between ten and
seven-hundred fold. Whoever
thinks of doing a bad deed and
does not do it, it will not be
written down, and if he does it, it
will be written down."
(131) It was
[338] 207
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
said,
the Messenger of Allah
relating from his Lord, the
Mighty and Sublime: "Allah
decreed good deeds and bad
deeds, then He explained that.
Whoever thinks of doing a good
deed then does not do it, Allah
will write it down as one
complete good deed. If he thinks
of doing a good deed and then
-
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does it, Allah [the Mighty and
Sublime] will write it down
between ten and seven-hundred
fold, or many more. If he thinks
of doing a bad deed then he does
not do it, Allah will write it down
as one complete good deed, and
if he thinks of it then does it,
Allah will write it down as one
bad deed."
[339] 208 - ( ... ) A HadIth similar
to that of 'Abdul-Wârith (no.
338) was narrated from Al-Ja'd
Abü 'Uihmân with this chain, but
he added: "Or Allah will erase it,
therefore no one will be damned
except the one who is truly
doomed."
Chapter 60. Clarifying The
Waswasah (Whispers, Bad
Thoughts) With Regard To
Faith, And What The One Who
Experiences That Should Say
[340] 209 - (132) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"Some of the Companions of the
Prophet
came and asked him:
'We find in ourselves something
that is too awful for any of us to
speak of it.' He said: 'Do you
really find that?' They said: 'Yes.'
He said: 'That is clear faith."

[341] 210 - ( ... ) This HadIth (a
similar HadIth as no. 340) was
also narrated from Abil Hurairah
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from the Prophet ç (Through
A1-A'ma, a narrator).

[342] 211 - (133) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said: The
Prophet
was asked about
Waswasah (whispers, bad
thoughts) and he said: 'That is
pure faith."

[343] 212 - (134) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah Q0, said:
The people will keep wondering
until it is said: "Allah created all
things, but who created Allah?"
Whoever experiences any of that,
let him say: "I believe in Allah."

[344] 213 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Hishâm bin 'Urwah with
this chain that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "The S/ia4ân may
come to one of you and say: 'Who
created the heavens? Who created
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the earth?' And he will say:
'Allah." Then he mentioned a
similar HadIth (no. 343), and
added: "...and His Messengers."111
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[345] 214 - ( ... ) Abil Hurairah
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'The _Shaztân may come to
one of you and say: "Who
created such and such?" Until he
says to him: "Who created your
Lord?" If it goes that far, let him
seek refuge with Allah and stop
(such thoughts)."
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[346] ( ... ) Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah jo, said:
'The Shait6n may come to a
person and say: "Who created
such and such?" Until he says to
him: "Who created your Lord?"
If it goes that far, let him seek
refuge with Allah and stop (such
thoughts)," - like the HadI (no.
345) of the nephew of Ibn
Shihâb.

[347]
(1)

215 - (135) It was
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That is: "Let him say: '1 believe in Allah and His Messengers."
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narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "The people
will keep asking you about issues
of knowledge until they say:
'Allah created us, but who
created Allah?"
(Abü Hurairah) said, holding a
man's hand: "Allah and His
Messenger spoke the truth. Two
(people) have asked me that and
this is the third" - or he said:
"One (person) asked me that,
and this is the second."
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[348] It was narrated that
Muhammad said: Abü Hurairah
said: "The people will keep
asking..." a Hadith similar to that
of 'Abdul-Wâri, (no. 347)
except that he did not mention
the Prophet
in the chain, but
he said at the end of the HadIth:
"Allah and His Messenger spoke
the truth."
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[349] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said to
me: 'They will keep on asking
you, 0 Abü Hurairah, until they
say: This is Allah, but who
created Allah?' " He (Abü
Hurairah) said: "While I was in
the Masjid, some Bedouin people
came to me and said: '0 Abü
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Hurairah, this is Allah, but who
created Allah?" He took some
pebbles in his hand and threw at
them, then he said: "Go away, go
away! My close friend
spoke
the truth."
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[350] 216 - ( ... ) YazId bin AlAsamm said: "I heard Abfl
Hurairah say: 'The Messenger of
Allah 4i',said: The people will
ask you about everything, until
they say: Allah created
everything, but who created
Him?"
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[351] 217 - (136) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that the Messenger of Allah
said: "Allah, the Mighty and
Sublime, said: 'Your Um,nah will
keep saying: What is this? What
is this? Until they say: Allah
created all things, but who
created Allah, the Most High?'"
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[352] This HadIth was narrated
from Anas, from the Prophet ,
but (one of the narrators) Ishâq
did not mention the words:
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"Allah, the Mighty and Sublime,
said: 'Your Ummah....

Chapter 61. Warning Of The
Fire For The One Who Swears
A False Oath In Order To
Unlawfully Take The Right Of
Another Muslim
[353] 218 - (137) It was
narrated from Abü Umâmah that
said:
the Messenger of Allah
"Whoever swears an oath in
order to unlawfully take the right
of another Muslim, Allah will
decree the Fire for him and
forbid Paradise to him." A man
said: "Even if it is something
insignificant, 0 Messenger of
Allah?" He said: "Even if it is a
twig from an Arâk tree."

[354] 219 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Muhammad bin Ka'b that
he heard his brother 'Abdullâh
bin Ka'b narrating that Abü
Umâmah Al-HâriThî had told him
that he heard the Messenger of
Allah 0, say something similar
(as HadIth no. 353).
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[355]

220 - (138) It was

narrated from Abü Wâ'il, from
'Abdullâh that the Messenger of
Allah () said: "Whoever is
demanded to, and swears a false
oath, unlawfully taking the
property of another Muslim, he
will meet Allah while He is angry
with him." He (Abü Wâ'il) said:
"Al-Ash'ath bin Qais came in and
said: 'What did Abü 'AbdurRahmân narrate to you?' They
said: 'such-and-such.' He said:
'Abfl 'Abdur-Rahmân spoke the
truth. It was revealed concerning
me. There was a dispute between
myself and another man
concerning some land in Yemen,
and I referred the dispute to the
Prophet (). He said: "Do you
have any proof?" I said: "No."
He said: "Then (the matter will
be decided on the basis of) his
oath." I said: "He will readily
swear an oath." The Messenger
of Allah () said to me:
"Whoever swears a false oath
when demanded, in order to
unlawfully take the property of
another Muslim, he will meet
Allah while He is angry with
him." Then the following was
revealed: "Verily, those who
purchase a small gain at the cost
of Allah's Covenant and their
oaths, they shall have no portion
in the Hereafter (Paradise).
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Neither will Allah speak to them
nor look at them on the Day of
Resurrection nor will He purify
them, and they shall have a
painful torment." [1]
[356] 221 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Wâ'il, that 'Abdullâh
said: "Whoever swears an oath in
order to acquire some wealth
unlawfully, he will meet Allah
while He is angry with him."
Then he mentioned a HadIth
similar to that of AI-A'mah (no.
355), except that he said: "There
was a dispute between myself and
another man concerning a well,
and we referred the dispute to
the Messenger of Allah , who
said: 'Your two witnesses or his
oath."
[357] 222 - (...) Ibn Mas'üd said:
"1 heard the Messenger of Allah
(ç) say: 'Whoever swears an
oath in order to take the
property of another Muslim
without right, he will meet Allah
while He is angry with him."
'Abdullâh said: "Then the
Messenger of Allah () recited
to us the confirmation of that
from the Book of Allah: "Verily,
those who purchase a small gain
at the cost of Allah's Covenant
and their oaths" until the end of
the Verse."t21

Eli Al 'Imrân 3:77.
[21 Al 'Imrân 3:77.
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[358] 223 - (139) It was
narrated from 'Alqamah bin
Wâ'il that his father said: "A man
from Hadramawt and a man
from Kindah came to the
Prophet
. The HadramI said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, this man
has appropriated some land of
mine that belonged to my father.'
The KindI said: 'It is my land that
is in my possession; I cultivate it,
and he has no right to it.' The
Prophet j said to the IIaramI:
'Do you have any proof?' He
said: 'No.' He () said: 'Then
you have his oath.' He said: '0
Messenger of Allah, the man is
an evildoer and does not care
what oath he swears, he would
not refrain from doing anything.'
He () said: 'You have no other
choice.' He (the KindI) swore the
oath, and when he turned away,
the Messenger of Allah
said:
'If he swore an oath in order to
acquire (the other man's)
property unlawfully, when he
meets Allah, He will turn away
from him."
[359] 224 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Wâ'il bin Hujr said: "I was
with the Messenger of Allah
when two men came to him with
a dispute about land. One of
them said: 'This man
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appropriated my land, 0
Messenger of Allah, during the
Jâhili)yah.' That was Imru' AlQais bin 'AbIs Al-KindI, and his
opponent was RabI'ah bin 'Ibdân.
He () said: 'Bring your proof.'
He said: 'I have no proof.' He
said: 'His oath.' He (ç) said: 'He
will take (the land).' He ()
said: 'You have no other choice.'
When the man stood up to swear
his oath, the Messenger of Allah
said: 'Whoever seizes land
unlawfully, he will meet Allah
while He is angry with him."
Isâq (another narrator) said in
his report, that it was RabI'ah bin
'Aydân.

Chapter 62. The Evidence That
The Blood Of One Who Aims
To Seize Other People's Wealth
Without Right May Be Shed, If
He Is Killed He Will Be In The
Fire, And The One Who Is
Killed Defending His Property
Is A Martyr
[360] 225 - (140) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"A man came to the Messenger
of Allah
and said: '0
Messenger of Allah, what do you
think if a man comes wanting to
take my property?' He said: 'Do
not give him your property.' He
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said: 'What if he fights me?' He
said: 'Fight him.' He said: 'What
if he kills me?' He said: 'Then
you will be a martyr.' He said:
'What if I kill him?' He said: 'He
will be in the Fire."

[361] 226 - (141) Ihâbit, the
freed slave of 'Umar bin 'AbdurRahmân, narrated that when
there was trouble between
'Abdullâh bin 'Amr and 'Anbasah
bin AbI Sufyân, and they were
about to fight, Ichâlid bin Al-'A
rode to 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr and
exhorted him (not to fight).
'Abdullâh bin 'Amr said: "Do
you not know that the Messenger
of Allah
said: 'Whoever is
killed defending his property is a
martyr.?"

[362] A similar HadIth (as no.
361) was narrated from Ibn Juraij
with this chain.
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Chapter 63. One In Charge Of
A Matter, Who Cheats His
Subjects, Deserves The Fire
[363] 227 - (142) It was
narrated that Al-Hasan said:
"Ubaidullâh bin Ziyâd visited
Ma'qil bin Yasâr Al-MuzanI
during his final sickness. Ma'qil
said: 'I am going to tell you of a
HadIth that I heard from the
if I knew
Messenger of Allah
that I was going to live, I would
not tell it to you. I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say:
"There is no person whom Allah
puts in charge of others, and
when he dies he has cheated his
subjects, but Allah will forbid
Paradise to him.'

[364] 228 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Al-Hasan said: "Ubaidulláh
bin Ziyâd entered upon Ma'qil
bin Yasâr when he was in pain.
He asked him and he said: 'I am
going to tell you a I-Iadth which I
did not tell you before. The
Messenger of Allah
said:
"There is no person whom Allah
puts in charge of others, and
when he dies he has cheated his
subjects, but Allah will forbid
Paradise to him."
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[3651 229 - ( ... ) A]-Hasan said:
"We were with Ma'qil bin Yasâr,
visiting him when he was sick,
and 'Ubaidullâh bin Ziyâd came
and Ma'qil said to him: 'I am
going to tell you a HadIth that I
heard from the Messenger of
Allah
' - then he narrated a
similar HadIth (as no. 364)."

[3661 ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abil Al-MalIh that 'Ubaidullâh
bin Ziyâd visited Ma'qil bin
Yasâr when he was sick, and
Ma'qil said to him: "I am going
to tell you about a Iadlth which,
if I were not dying, I would not
tell you. I heard the Messenger
of Allah
say: 'There is no
commander who becomes in
charge of the Muslims, then does
not strive sincerely for them, but
he will not enter Paradise with
them."

Chapter 64. The Disappearance
Of Honesty And Faith From
Some Hearts And The
Appearance Of Fitnah In Some
Hearts
[367] 230 - (143) It was
narrated that Huhaifah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
told
us two Ahâdlth, one of which has
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come to pass and I am still
waiting for the other. He told us:
Honesty was preserved in the
roots of men's hearts, then the
Qur'ân was revealed and they
learned (it) from the Qur'ân and
from the Sunnah."
"Then he told us about its
disappearance, saying: 'A man
will go to sleep and honesty will
be taken away from his heart,
and only its trace will remain,
like the traces of a faint mark.
Then he will go to sleep, and the
honesty will be taken away from
his heart, leaving a trace like a
blister, as when an ember touches
your foot and raises a blister
which has nothing inside."
"Then he picked up a handful of
pebbles and rolled them on his
leg.111 'People will engage in
business with one another, but
there will hardly be any honest
persons among them. Then it will
be said that in such-and-such a
tribe there is an honest man, and
a man will be admired for his
intelligence, good manners and
strength, but there will not be
even a mustard-seed of faith in
his heart!"
"There was a time when I did
not mind dealing with any one of
you, for if he was a Muslim, his
religion would prevent him from
cheating; and if he was a
In most of the narrations it is not clear if it refers to Huhaifah or the Prophet , but
in the narration recorded by Ibn Màjah, it is: "Then Huhaifah picked up"
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Christian or a Jew, his (Muslim)
ruler would prevent him from
cheating; but today I cannot deal
except with so-and-so and so-andso.',
[368] A similar HadIth (as no.
367) was narrated from AlA'mash with this chain.

[369] 231 - (144) It was
narrated that Hudhaifah said:
"We were with 'Umar and he
said: 'Which of you heard the
Messenger of Allah jW speak of
Al-Fitan (trials or tribulations)?'
The people said: 'We heard him.'
He said: 'Perhaps you mean the
tribulations that a man
encounters with his family or
neighbors?' They said: 'Yes.' He
said: 'That can be expiated by
means of the Salât, fasting and
charity. But who among you
heard the Prophet i4 speak of
the tribulations which will come
like waves?" Hudhaifah said:
"The people remained silent, but
I said: 'I did.' He said: 'You, may
Allah bless your father."
Hudhaifah said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say:
'Tribulations will stick to people's
hearts like the fibers of a reed
mat, one by one. Any heart that
imbibes them will get a black
spot, and any heart that rejects
them will get a white spot, until
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there will be two types of hearts.
One will be white like a smooth
stone, which will not be harmed
by any tribulation so long as
heaven and earth endure. And
the other will be black and
gloomy, like an overturned vessel,
not acknowledging any goodness
nor rejecting any evil, except
what suits its own whims and
desires."
Hudhaifah said: "I told him
('Umar): 'Between you and that
Fitnah stands a closed door that
will soon be broken.' 'Umar said:
'Would it really be broken, may
you be bereft of your father? If it
is opened, perhaps it can be
closed again.' I said: 'No, rather
it will be broken.' And I told him:
'That door is a man who will be
killed or will die, it is a Ijadth in
which there are no mistakes."

[3701( ... ) It was narrated that
Rib'I said: "When Hudhaifah
came from visiting 'Umar, he sat
down and told us: 'When I sat
with the Commander of the
Believers yesterday, he asked his
companions: "Who among you
memorized anything that the
Messenger of Allah
said
about Al-Fitan (trials or
tribulations)?" And he quoted a
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HadIth similar to that of Abü
Khâlid (no. 369).
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[371] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Hudhaifah that 'Umar said:
"Who can tell us" - or "who
among you can tell us" - and
among them was Hudhaifah "what the Messenger of Allah
said about Al-Fitnah (trials or
tribulations)?" Hudhaifah said: "I
can." And he quoted a IjadIth
similar to that of Abü Mâlik from
Rib'I (no. 370). He said in the
HadIth: "Hudhaifah said: 'I told
him a HadIth in which there are
no mistakes,' meaning, it is from
the Messenger of Allah ."

Chapter 65. Clarifying That
Islam Started As Something
Strange, And Will Revert To
Being Something Strange, And
It Will Retreat Between The
Two Masâjid
[372] 232 - (145) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Islam began as something
strange and will revert to being
something strange, so glad tidings
to the strangers."
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[373] (146) It was narrated from
Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet ç
said: "Islam began as something
strange and will revert to being
something strange as it began,
and it will retreat between the
two Masjid as a snake retreats to
its hole."

[374] 233 - (147) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah Jl said:
"Faith will retreat to Al-MadInah
as a snake retreats to its hole."

Chapter 66. The Disappearance
Of Faith At The End Of Time
[375] 234 - (148) It was
narrated from Anas that the
Messenger of Allah jW said: "The
Hour will not begin so long as it
is said on earth: 'Allah, Allah."
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[376] It was narrated that Anas
said: The Messenger of Allah
said: "The Hour will not begin so
long as anyone says: 'Allah,
Allah."
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Chapter 67. Permissibility Of
Concealing One's Faith In The
Case Of Fear
[377] 235 - (149) It was
narrated that Hudhaifah said:
"We were with the Messenger of
Allah ji and he said: 'Tell me
how many people have professed
Islam.' We said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, do you fear for us while
we are between six hundred and
seven hundred strong?' He said:
'You do not know, perhaps you
will be tested.' He said: 'And we
were tested, until some of us
performed Salât only in secret."

Chapter 68. Being Kind To
One For Whose Faith There Is
Concern Because It Is Weak
Prohibition Of Attributing
Faith To Someone Without
Definitive Evidence
[378] 236 - (150) It was
narrated from 'Amir bin Sa'd that
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his father said: "The Messenger
of Allah j distributed (some
wealth) and I said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, give to so-and-so, for he
is a believer.' The Prophet
said: 'Or a Muslim.' I said it
three times, and each time he
replied: 'Or a Muslim.' Then he
said: 'I may give to one man,
although someone else is more
beloved to me than him, for fear
lest Allah throw him into the
Fire."
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[379] 237 - ( ... ) 'Amir bin Sa'd
bin Abl Waqqâs narrated from
his father Sa'd that the
Messenger of Allah
distributed (some wealth) to
some people, and Sa'd was sitting
among them. Sa'd said: "The
left out
Messenger of Allah
some of them and did not give
them anything, although they
were better (more deserving) in
my view. I said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, what about so-and-so? For
by Allah, I think he is a believer.'
The Messenger of Allah tj said:
'Or a Muslim.' I kept quiet for a
while, then what I knew got the
better of me and I said: '0
Messenger of Allah, what about
so-and-so? For by Allah, I think
that he is a believer.' The
Messenger of Allah it said: 'Or
a Muslim.' I kept quiet for a
while, then what I knew got the
better of me and I said: '0
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Messenger of Allah, what about
so-and-so? For by Allah, I think
that he is a believer.' The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'Or
a Muslim. I may give to one man
although someone else is more
beloved to me, for fear lest he be
thrown on his face into the
Fire."
[380](...) 'Amir bin Sa'd
narrated that his father Sa'd said:
"The Messenger of Allah ii
distributed (some wealth) to
some people and I was sitting
among them." (Narrating) a
IjadIth like that of the nephew of
Ibn Shihâb from his uncle (no.
379), but he added: "I went to
the Messenger of Allah jW, and
whispered to him: 'What about
so-and-so?"

[381] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Ismâ'Il bin Muhammad said: "I
heard Muhammad bin Sa'd
narrating this, and he said in his
HadI: 'The Messenger of Allah
struck me between my neck
and shoulder with his hand and
said: "Are you fighting with me,
0 Sa'd? I may give to a man..."
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Chapter 69. Increasing The
Heart's Tranquility With The
Appearance Evidence
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[382] 238 - (151) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah j said:
"We are more likely to have
, did
doubts than IbrâhIm,
when he said: 'My Lord! Show
me how You give life to the
dead.' He (Allah) said: 'Do you
not believe? He (IbrâhIm) said:
'Yes (I believe), but to be
stronger in Faith'.111 May Allah
have mercy on Lüt, for he longed
for a strong support. And if I
were to stay in prison as long as
Yüsuf stayed, I would have
accepted the offer. ,[2]

[383] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Juwairiyah from Mâlik, from AzZuhrI that Sa'eed bin AlMüsâyyab and Abü 'Ubaid
informed him, from Abü
Hurairah, from Allah's Messenger
ç, similar to the narration of
Yünus from Az-ZuhrI (no. 382),
and in the narration of Mâlik it
says: "But to be stronger in
Faith." Then he recited this
Verse, until its completion.

(2]

Al-Baqarah 2:260.
Meaning, the offer of freedom without insisting on having his innocence declared.
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[384] It was narrated from Abü
Uwais from Az-ZuhrI, like the
narration of Mâlik (no. 383), with
his chain, and he said: "Then he
recited this Verse in full."

Chapter 70. Obligation Of
Believing That The Message Of
Our Prophet Muhammad ç Is
For All People, And The
Abrogation Of All Other
Religions
[385] 239 - (152) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah ç said:
"There is not a single Prophet
who was not given signs so that
the people would believe in him
because of them. What I have
been given is a Revelation that
Allah has revealed to me, and I
hope that I will be the one with
the most followers on the Day of
Resurrection."
[386] 240 - (153) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"By the One in Whose Hand is
the soul of Muhammad, no one
among this nation, Jew or
Christian, hears of me then dies,
not believing in that with which I
was sent, but he will be one of
the people of the Fire."
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[387] 214 - (154) It was
narrated that Saul' bin Sâlih AlHamdânI said: "I saw a man from
the people of IJjurâsân asking
Ash-Sha'bi: '0 Abü 'Amr!
Among the people of Khurisdn
who came before us, if a man
freed his slave woman and
married her, they would say that
he is like a man who rode his
sacrificial animal.' Ash-Sha'bI
said: 'Abü Burdah bin AbI Müsâ
narrated to me from his father,
that the Messenger of Allah
said: "There are three who will
be given a double reward: A man
among the people of the Book
who believed in his Prophet, then
lived to see the Prophet j4 and
followed him and believed in him
- he will have a double reward.
And a slave who fulfills his duty
towards Allah and towards his
master - he will have a double
reward. And a man who had a
slave woman whom he fed and
fed her well, and taught her and
taught her well, then he set her
free and married her - he will
have a double reward." Then
Ash-Sha'bI said to the Khurâsâni:
'Take this HadIth with no effort,
for a man would travel to AlMadinah for less than this."
[388] A similar HadIth (as no.
387) was narrated from Salih bin
Sâlib with this chain.
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Chapter 71. The Descent Of
'Eisa Bin Mariam To Judge
According To The arI'ah Of
Our Prophet Muhammad ;
And How Allah Has Honored
This Ummah; And Clarifying
The Evidence That This
Religion Will Not Be
Abrogated; And That A Group
From It Will Continue To
Adhere To The Truth And
Prevail Until The Day Of
Resurrection
[389] 242 - (155) It was
narrated from Ibn Al-Müsâyyab
that he heard Abü Hurairah say:
"The Messenger of Allah ç said:
'By the One in Whose Hand is
my soul! Soon the son of Mariam
will descend among you as a
just judge, he will break the cross,
kill the pigs and abolish the
Jizyah, and wealth will become so
abundant that no one will accept
it."

[390] It was narrated from AzZuhrI with this chain. And
according to the report of Ibn
'Uyainah the Messenger of Allah
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4 said: "A fair leader and a Just
judge." According to the report
of Yânus the Messenger of Allah
it said: "A just judge," but he
did not mention "a fair leader."
According to the Hadith of Sâlib
the Messenger of Allah jW said:
"A fair judge," as A-Laift said
(no. 389). According to his
IjadILh he added: "Until a single
prostration will be better than
this world and everything in it.'
Then Abü Hurairah said: 'Recite
if you wish: "And there is none of
the people of the Scripture (Jews
and Christians) but must believe
in him ('Eisa, son of Mariam),
before his death...' [11
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[391] 243 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'By
Allah! The son of Mariam will
certainly come down as a just
judge. He will break the cross
and kill the pigs, and he will
abolish the Jizyah; the young shecamels will be left alone, and no
one will show any interest in
them. Spite, mutual hatred and
An-Nisâ' 4:159.
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mutual envy will disappear, and
when they are called (to be
given) wealth, no one will accept
it."
[392] 244 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'How will you be when the son of
Mariam descends among you and
your Imâm is one from among
you?"

[393] 245 - ( ... ) Nâfi', the freed
slave of Abü Qatâdah Al-AnsârI,
narrated that he heard Abfl
Hurairah say: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'How will you be
when the son of Mariam
descends among you and leads
you?"

[3941 246 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah ç said:
"How will you be when the son
of Mariam descends among you
and you are led by one from
among you?" I said 1' to Ibn Abl
Dhi'b: "AI-Awzâ'l narrated to us
from Az-Zuhrl, from Nâfi', from
Abü Hurairah: 'And your Imâm

Ill

The speaker is A1-WalId bin Muslim, one of the narrators.
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is one of you." Ibn AbI Phi'b
said: "Do you know what 'You
are led by one from among you' means?" I said: "Tell me." He
said: "He will lead you according
to the Book of your Lord, the
Mighty and Sublime, and the
Sunnah of your Prophet

[395] 247 - (156) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "I heard the
say: 'A group among
Prophet
my Ummah will continue to fight
for the truth and will prevail until
the Day of Resurrection. And
'Eisa bin Mariam will descend
and their leader will say: 'Come
and lead us in Salât,' but he will
say: 'No, you are leaders of one
another,' as an honor from Allah
to this Ummah."

3
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Chapter 72. Clarifying The
Time When Faith Will No
Longer Be Accepted
[396] 248 - (157) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"The Hour will not begin until
the sun rises from its place of
setting. When it rises from its
place of setting, all people will
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believe, but on that day '...No
good will it do to a person to
believe then, if he believed not
before, nor earned good through
his Faith..."[']
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[397] A HadIth similar to that of
Al-'Alâ' (no. 396) from his father
was narrated from Abü Hurairah
from the Prophet
.
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narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah said:
'There are three things, when
they appear no good will it do to
a person to believe then, if he
believed not before, nor earned
good through his faith: The rising
of the sun from its place of
setting, the Dajjâl, and the Beast
of the Earth."

[399] 250 - (159) It was
narrated from Abü Pharr that
the Prophet t said one day: "Do
you know where this sun goes?"
They said: "Allah and His
Messenger know best." He said:
"It runs along its course until it
reaches its resting place beneath
the Throne, where it falls
prostrate and remains like that
until it is said to it: 'Rise and
return from where you came
from.' Then in the morning, it
rises from its place of rising.
Then it runs along its course until
it reaches its resting place
beneath the Throne, where it
falls prostrate and remains like
that until it is said to it: 'Rise and
return from where you came
from.' Then in the morning, it
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rises from its place of rising.
Then it will run along its course
and the people will not notice
anything unusual, until it reaches
its resting place beneath the
Throne, then it will be said to it:
'Go and rise from the place of
your setting.' So in the morning it
will rise from the place of its
setting." The Messenger of Allah
said: "Do you know when that
will be? That will be when '...No
good will it do to a person to
believe then, if he believed not
before, nor earned good through
his Faith....' ,,[ll

[400] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Dharr that the Prophet
said one day: "Do you know
where this sun goes?..." a -IadW
like that of Ibn 'Ulayyah (no.
399).

[401] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Dharr said: "I entered the
Masjid and the Messenger of
Allah iil was sitting there. When
the sun disappeared he said: '0
Abü Dharr, do you know where
this sun goes?' I said: 'Allah and
His Messenger know best.' He
said: 'It goes and asks for
[1j

A1-An'âm 6:158.
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permission to prostrate, and
permission is granted to it, and it
is as if it will be told: Return
from where you came, and it will
rise from its place of setting."

[402] 251 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Dharr said: "I asked the
Messenger of Allah (nj) about
the words of Allah: "And the sun
runs on its fixed course." He
said: 'That brings it to its resting
place beneath the Throne.' ,[1]

Chapter 73. The Beginning Of
The Revelation To The
Messenger Of Allah
[403] 252 - (160) 'Urwah bin
Az-Zubair narrated that 'Aiah,
the wife of the Prophet , told
him: "The first thing with which
the Revelation began for the
Li] Yâ Sin 36:38.
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Messenger of Allah
were true
dreams which he saw in his sleep;
he did not see any dream but it
came true like the light of dawn.
Then solitude was made dear to
him, and he used to withdraw to
the cave of Hirâ' where he would
worship Allah for a number of
nights before returning to his
family to collect more provisions,
then he would go back to
IhadIjah and take more
provisions. Then the truth came
to him suddenly when he was in
the cave of Uirâ'. The Angel
came to him and said: 'Read!' He
said: 'I cannot read.' He said: 'He
took hold of me and hugged and
pressed me hard until I could not
bear it, then he released me and
said: 'Read!' I said: "I cannot
read." Then he hugged and
pressed me hard a second time
until I could not bear it, then he
released me and said: 'Read!' I
said: "I cannot read.' Then he
took hold of me a third time and
hugged and pressed hard until I
could not bear it, then he
released me and said: 'Read! In
the Name of your Lord Who has
created (all that exists). He has
created man from a clot. Read!
And your Lord is the Most
Generous. Who has taught (the
writing) by the pen. He has
taught man that which he knew
not.' 11 Then the Messenger of
A1-'Alaq 96:1-5.
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Allah
went back, with his
heart pounding, and entered
upon JhadIjah. He said: 'Cover
me, cover me!' So they covered
him, until his fear subsided, then
he said to JJadIjah: '0 Khadijah,
what has happened to me (being
unable to handle the
responsibility)?' And he told her
what had happened. He said: 'I
fear for myself.' Khadijah said to
him: 'No, be of good cheer, for by
Allah! Allah will never humiliate
you. By Allah! You uphold the
ties of kinship, speak the truth,
bear people's burdens, help the
destitute, honor your guests and
help people when calamity
strikes.' KhadIjah took him to
Waraqah bin Nawfal bin Mad bin
'Abdul-'Uzza, who was the son of
IbadIjah's paternal uncle - her
father's brother. He was a man
who had become Christian during
the Jâhiliyyah; he was a literate
man and he wrote as much of the
Injul in Arabic as Allah willed he
should write. He was an old man
who had gone blind. Khadijah
said to him: '0 uncle, listen to
what your brother's son has to
say.' Waraqah bin Nawfal said: '0
son of my brother, what
happened?' The Messenger of
Allah
told him what had
happened, and Waraqah said to
him: 'This is An-Nâmâs (angel)
who was sent down to Müsâ, %9.
Would that I were a young man!
Would that I live until your
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people expel you!' The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'Will they really
expel me?' Waraqah said: 'Yes.
No man has ever brought what
you have brought, except he was
met with hostility. If I live to see
that day, I will support you
wholeheartedly."
[404] 253 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aihah said: "The first thing
with which the Revelation began
for the Messenger of Allah iiJ
was..." A Had&1h similar to that of
Yünus (no. 403), except that it
contains: "(1adljah said:) 'By
Allah! Allah will never cause you
to grieve." And: "IhadIjah said:
'0 son of my uncle, listen to what
the son of your brother has to
say."

[405] 254 - ( ... ) 'Urwah bin AzZubair said: "Aihah, the wife of
the Prophet
, said:... And he
went back to Khadijah with his
heart pounding," and he narrated
a Hadith similar to the reports of
Yünus and Ma'mar (no. 403,
404). But he did not mention the
first part of their Ahadith where
it says: "The first thing with
which the Revelation began for
the Messenger of Allah; were
true dreams." He followed the
HadIth of Yünus as far as the
words: "By Allah! Allah will
never humiliate you," and he
mentioned the words of
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jadIjah: "0 son of my uncle,
listen to what your brother's son
has to say."
[406] 255 - (161) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh Al-AnsârI - who was
one of the Companions of the
- used to
Messenger of Allah
narrate that the Messenger of
Allah , speaking of the
interruption in the Revelation
said: "While I was walking, I
heard a voice from heaven. I
raised my head, and there was
the Angel who had come to me
in Hirâ', sitting on a throne
between heaven and earth." The
Messenger of Allah
said: "I
was stricken with terror, so I
went back and said, 'Cover me,
cover me!' So they covered me,
then Allah, [Blessed be He and
Most High], revealed the Verses:
"0 you enveloped in garments!
Arise and warn! And magnify
your Lord! And purify your
garments! And keep away from
Ar-Rujz!."111 - And that is the
idols - "Then the Revelation
resumed."

[407] 256 - ( ... ) Ibn Shihâb
narrated: "I heard Abü Salamah
bin 'Abdur-Rahmân saying: 'Jâbir
bin 'Abdullâh narrated to me

['I

Al-Muddath-ihir 74:1-5.
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that he heard the Messenger of
Allah jW say: 'Then the
Revelation ceased for a while,
then while I was walking...' then
he mentioned a HadIth similar to
that of Yünus (no. 406), except
that he said: "I was stricken with
terror and I fell to the ground."
He (Ibn hihâb) said: "Abfl
Salamah said: 'Ar-Rujz is the
idols.' " He said: "Then the
Revelation resumed."

[408] A HadIth similar to that of
Yünus (no. 406) was narrated
from Az-ZuhrI with this chain.
He () said: "Then Allah, the
Mighty and Sublime, revealed:
"0 you enveloped in garments!"
up to: "And keep away from ArRujz"! 11 " - before the Salât was
made obligatory - "Then the
Revelation resumed..." As was
said by 'Aqll (no. 407).
[409] 257 - ( ... ) A]-Awzâ'I said:
"I heard Yahyâ say: 'I asked Abü
Salamah: "What part of the
Qur'ân was revealed first?" He
said: "0 you enveloped in
garments! '' 21 I said: Or:
"Read! ,[3 J He said: "I asked
Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh: 'What part
of the Qur'ân was revealed first?'
(1]

A1-Muddathtj(ir 74:1-5.
[2]Al-Mud h-ir 74.
[3]A1-'Alaq 96.
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He said: "0 you enveloped in
garments! 11
said: 'Or:
"Read! ...121 Jâbir said: 'I will tell
you what the Messenger of Allah
told us. He said: "I stayed in
Hirâ' for a month, and when my
stay was over, I went down to the
bottom of the valley and I heard
my name called. I looked in front
of me and behind me, and to my
right and my left, and I did not
see anyone. Then I heard my
name called (again). I looked and
I did not see anyone. Then my
name was called again and I
raised my head, and there he was
on a throne in the air" - meaning
JibrIl,
- "I started to tremble
violently when I saw him, and I
went to IljadIjah and said:
'Cover me', and they covered me
and poured water on me.' Then
Allah revealed: "0 you
enveloped in garments! Arise and
warn! And magnify your Lord!
And purify your garments!. ,[31
[4101 258 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Yahyâ bin AbI Ka.thir with
this chain (a HadIth similar to no.
409), but he said: "And there he
was sitting on a throne between
heaven and earth."

(2]
(31

A1-Muddajfr-tIir 74.
A1-'Alaq 96.
Al-Muddath-t ir 74:1-4.
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Chapter 74. The Night Journey
On Which The Messenger Of
Allah Was Taken Up Into
The Heavens And The Prayers
Were Enjoined
[411] 259 - (162) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that the Messenger of Allah Qt
said: "Al-Burâq - which is a tall
white beast, bigger than a donkey
and smaller than a mule, whose
stride reaches as far as he can see
- was brought to me, and I rode it
until I reached Bait Al-Maqdis
(Jerusalem). There I tethered it
to the ring which was used by the
Prophets, and I entered the
Masjid and prayed two Rak'ah
there. Then I came out, and JibrIl
[] came to me with a vessel of
wine and a vessel of milk. I chose
the milk and JibrIl - said:
'You have chosen the Fitrah (the
natural thing).' Then he took us
up to the heaven and JibrIl asked
for it to be opened. It was said:
'Who are you?' He said: 'Jibril.'
It was said: 'Who is with you?'
He said: 'Muhammad.' It was
said: 'Has he been sent for?' He
said: 'Yes, he has.' Then it was
opened for us, and there was
Adam %m, who welcomed me
and prayed for good for me.
Then he took us up to the second
heaven, and Jibrll - asked
for it to be opened. It was said:
'Who are you?' He said: 'Jibril.'
It was said: 'Who is with you?'
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He said: 'Muhammad.' It was
said: 'Has he been sent for?' He
said: 'Yes, he has.' Then it was
opened for us, and there were
the maternal cousins, 'Eisa bin
Mariam and Yayâ bin Zakariyyâ
They welcomed me and
prayed for good for me. Then he
took us up to the third heaven,
and Jibrll asked for it to be
opened. It was said: 'Who are
you?' He said: 'JibrIl.' It was said:
'Who is with you?' He said:
'Muhammad.' It was said: 'Has
he been sent for?' He said: 'Yes,
he has.' Then it was opened for
us, and there was Yüsuf , who
had been given half of worldly
beauty. He welcomed me and
prayed for good for me. Then he
took us up to the fourth heaven
and Jibrll - asked for it to be
opened. It was said: 'Who are you?'
He said: 'JibrIl.' It was said: 'Who is
with you?' He said: 'Muhammad.'
It was said: 'Has he been sent for?'
He said: 'Yes, he has.' Then it was
opened for us, and there was IdrIs
. He welcomed me and prayed
for good for me.
"Allah, the Mighty and Sublime,
says: "And We raised him to a
high station." 11 Then he took us
up to the fifth heaven, and JibrIl
asked for it to be opened. It was
said: 'Who are you?' He said:
'JibrIl.' It was said: 'Who is with
you?' He said: 'Muhammad.' It
[1]

Mariam 19:57.
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was said: 'Has he been sent for?'
He said: 'Yes, he has.' Then it
was opened for us, and there was
ffirfin%a. He welcomed me and
prayed for good for me. Then he
took us up to the sixth heaven,
and Jibril [] asked for it to be
opened. It was said: 'Who are you?'
He said: 'Jibril.' It was said: 'Who is
with you?' He said: 'Muhammad
It was said: 'Has he been
sent for?' He said: 'Yes, he has.'
Then it was opened for us, and
there was Mfisd%o. He welcomed
me and prayed for good for me.
"Then he took us up to the
seventh heaven, and Jibril asked
for it to be opened. It was said:
'Who are you?' He said: 'Jibril.'
It was said: 'Who is with you?'
He said: 'Muhammad [J.' It
was said: 'Has he been sent for?'
He said: 'Yes, he has.' Then it
was opened for us, and there was
Ibrâhlm, leaning with his back
against Al-Bait Al-Ma mar (the
Much-Frequented House); every
day seventy thousand angels
enter it and they never return to
it. Then he took me to the AsSidrat Al-Muntahâ (Lote-Tree of
the Utmost Boundary); its leaves
were like the ears of elephants
and its fruits were like large
earthenware jars. When it was
covered with that which covered
it by Allah's command, it
changed, and there is no one in
Allah's creation who can describe
its beauty.
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"Then [Allah] revealed what He
revealed to me, and enjoined fifty
prayers on me every day and
night. I came back down to Müsâ
- and he said: 'What did
your Lord enjoin upon your
Ummah?' I said: 'Fifty prayers.'
He said: 'Go back to your Lord
and ask Him to reduce it (the
number of prayers each day and
night), for your Ummah will not
be able to do that. I tried and
tested the Children of Israel (and
found them too weak to bear it).'
So I went back to my Lord and
said: '0 Lord, reduce it for my
Ummah.' So He reduced it by
five. I went back to Müsâ and
said: 'It has been reduced by
five.' He said: 'Your Ummah will
not be able to do that. Go back
to your Lord and ask Him to
reduce it further.' I kept going
back and forth between my Lord
[Blessed Be He and Most High]
and Müsâ,
, until He said: '0
Muhammad, they are five prayers
each day and night, for every
prayer there will be a tenfold
(reward), and that is fifty prayers.
Whoever thinks of doing a good
deed and does not do it, one
good deed will be written down
for him, and if he does it, it will
be recorded for him as ten (good
deeds). Whoever thinks of doing
a bad deed and does not do it,
nothing will be written down for
him, and if he does it, one bad
deed will be written down for
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him.' Then I came back down to
Mflsâ and told him (about that).
He said: 'Go back to your Lord
and ask Him to reduce it
further." The Messenger of
Allah ç said: "I said: 'I have
gone back to my Lord until I feel
shy before Him."
[412] 260 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "The
Messenger of Allah ç said: 'I
was taken, and brought to
Zamzam, where my chest was
split open then washed with
Zamzam (water), then I was
taken back."

[413] 261 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas bin Mâlik that Jibril,
, came to the Messenger of
Allah jW (when he was a boy and
living with HalIma, the wet
nurse) while he was playing with
the other boys. He took hold of
him and threw him to the
ground, then he opened his chest
and took out his heart, from
which he took a clot of blood and
said: "This was the Shaitân's
share of you." Then he washed it
in a vessel of gold that was filled
with Zamzam. Then he put it
back together and returned it to
its place. The boys went running
to his mother - meaning his wet
nurse - and said: "Muhammad
has been killed!" They went to
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him and his color had changed.
Anas said: "I used to see the
mark of that stitching on his
chest."
[414] 262 - (...) Anas bin Mâlik
narrated that on the night on
which the Messenger of Allah
was taken on the Night Journey
from the Masjid of the Ka'bah,
three people came to him before
Revelation came to him, when he
was sleeping in Al-Masjid AlIjarâm... And he quoted a Hadith
similar to that of Thâbit AlBunânl (no. 413), altering the
order of some things and adding
and subtracting others.

[4151 263 - (163) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "Abü Dharr used to
narrate that the Messenger of
Allah it said: 'The roof of my
house was opened when I was
in Makkah, and JibrIl came down and split open my
chest, then he washed it with
Zamzam water. Then he
brought a golden basin filled
with wisdom and faith and
emptied it into my chest. Then
he sealed it and took my hand,
and took me up to heaven.
When we came to the lowest
heaven, Jibril [] said to the
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keeper of the lowest heaven:
'Open up.' He said: 'Who is
this?' He said: 'This is JibrIl.'
He said: 'Is there anyone with
you?' He said: 'Yes,
Muhammad
is with me.' He
said: 'Has he been sent for?'
He said: 'Yes.' So he opened it,
and when we went up into the
lowest heaven, there was a man
with crowds of people to his
right and crowds of people to
his left. When he looked to his
right he laughed and when he
looked to his left he wept. He
said: 'Welcome to the righteous
Prophet and the righteous son.'
I said: '0 JibrIl, who is this?'
He said: 'This is Adam
, and
these crowds of people to his
right and his left are his
progeny. The people on the
right are the people of Paradise
and the people on the left are
the people of the Fire. When
he looks to his right he laughs
and when he looks to his left
he weeps.' Then JibrIl took me
up to the second heaven and
said to its keeper: 'Open up.'
And its keeper said to him
what the keeper of the lowest
heaven had said, and he
opened up."
Anas bin Mâlik said: "He ()
said that he found in the
heavens Adam, IdrIs, 'Eisa,
Müsá and IbrâhIm - () - but
he did not say for certain what
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their positions were, except that
he said that he saw Adam
in the lowest heaven and
IbrâhIm in the sixth heaven.
When Jibril and the Messenger
of Allah 4j passed by IdrIs, he
said: 'Welcome to the righteous
Prophet and the righteous
brother.' He said: 'Then he
passed by and I said: "Who is
that?" He said: "This is Idris."
He said: 'Then I passed by
Müsâ
and he said:
"Welcome to the righteous
Prophet and the righteous
brother." I said: "Who is this?"
He said: "This is Müsâ." He
said: 'Then I passed by 'Eisa
and he said: "Welcome to the
righteous Prophet and the
righteous brother." I said: "Who
is this?" He said: "This is 'Eisa
bin Mariam." Then I passed by
IbrãhIm
and he said:
"Welcome to the righteous
Prophet and the righteous son."
I said: "Who is this?" He said:
"This is IbrâhIm."
-
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Ibn Shihâb said: "Ibn Hazm
told me that Ibn 'Abbâs and
Abü Habbah A1-AnsârI used to
say that the Messenger of Allah
; said: 'Then I was taken up
until I reached a level where I
could hear the scratching of the
pens."
Ibn Hazm and Anas bin Mâlik
said: "The Messenger of Allah
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said: 'Allah enjoined upon my
Ummah fifty prayers. I went back
with that until I passed by Müsâ,
, and Müsâ said: "What did
your Lord enjoin upon your
Ummah?" I said: "He enjoined
upon them fifty prayers." Müsâ
said to me: "Go back to your
Lord, for your Ummah will not
be able to do that." So I went
back to my Lord and He waived
half of it [for me]. Then I went
back to Müsâ,
, and told him.
He said: "Go back to your Lord,
for your Ummah will not be able
to do that." So I went back to my
Lord and He said: "They are five
and they are fifty; My Word
cannot change." So I went back
to Müsâ and he said: "Go back to
your Lord." I said: "I feel too shy
before my Lord." Then Jibril set
off with me until we reached AsSidrat Al-Muntahâ, (the LoteTree of the Utmost Boundary)
which was covered with colors, I
do not know what they are. Then
I entered Paradise and saw that
its domes were pearls and its
earth was musk."

[416] 264 - (164) It was
narrated from Anas - perhaps he
said from Mâlik bin Sa'a'ah, one
of his people - that he said: "The
Prophet of Allah
said: 'While
I was at the House (i.e., the
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Ka'bah), in a state between sleep
and wakefulness, I heard
someone say: 'One of the three,
between the other two men.'
Then they came and took me off,
and a golden basin full of
Zamzam water was brought. My
chest was opened from here to
here" - (one of the narrators)
Qatâdah said: "I said to the one
who was with me: 'What does
that mean?' He said: 'To the
lower part of the abdomen" "and my heart was taken out and
washed with Zamzam water, then
put back in its place and filled
with faith and wisdom.
"'Then a white beast was
brought to me, called A1-Burâq which was bigger than a donkey
and smaller than a mule, whose
stride reaches as far as he can see
- and I was mounted on it. Then
we set off until we came to the
lowest heaven. JibrIl - asked
for it to be opened and it was
said: "Who is this?" He said:
"Jibrll." It was said: "Who is with
you?" He said: "Muhammad ."
It was said: "Has he been sent
for?" He said: "Yes." So he
opened up for us and said,
"Welcome, what a blessed
arrival." And we came to Adam And he quoted the same Ijad&h
(no. 415), mentioning that in the
second heaven he met 'Eisa and
Yayâ,
, in the third, Yüsuf in
the fourth IdrIs, and in the fifth
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HariIn *3. He said: "Then we
went on until we came to the
sixth heaven, and I came to Müsâ
ç and greeted him with Salâm
. He said: 'Welcome to the
righteous brother and the
righteous Prophet.' When I
passed by him, he wept and a
voice called out: 'Why are you
weeping?' He said: '0 Lord, You
have sent this young man after
me, and more of his Ummah will
enter Paradise than mine.' Then
we went on until we came to the
seventh heaven, where I came to
IbrâhIm, ."
And he said in his HadIth: "The
Prophet of Allah
narrated that
he saw four rivers flowing from
its roots, two visible rivers and
two hidden ones: 'I said: "0
Jibril, what are these rivers?" He
said: "As for the two hidden
rivers, they are two rivers in
Paradise, and as for the two
visible ones, they are the Nile
and the Euphrates." Then Al-Bait
Al-Ma 'mar (Much-Frequented
House) was raised up for me, and
I said: "0 JibrIl, what is this?"
He said: "This is the MuchFrequented House. Every day
seventy thousand Angels enter it
and when they depart from it,
they never return to it." Then
two vessels were brought to me,
one of wine and one of milk; they
were offered to me and I chose
the milk. It was said: "You did
right; Allah guided you to what is
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right and your Ummah will
adhere to the Fitrah.' Then fifty
prayers were enjoined upon me
every day..." Then he quoted the
rest of the HadIth (no. 415).
[417] 265 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Mâlik bin Sa'sa'ah that the
Messenger of Allah
said:...
and he mentioned something
similar (as no. 415), but he
added: "A golden basin filled
with wisdom and faith was
brought to me, and the area from
the upper part of my chest to the
bottom of my abdomen was split
open and washed with Zamzam
water, then it was filled with
wisdom and faith."
[418] 266 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Qatâdah said: "I heard Abü
A1-'Aliyah say: 'The cousin of
your Prophet ' - meaning Ibn
'Abbâs - told me: 'The Messenger
of Allah jJ spoke of the time
when he was taken on the Night
Journey, and he said: 'Müsâ is
dark and tall, as if he were one of
the men of Shanü'ah.' And he
said: 'Eisa with wavy hair, of
average height.' And he
mentioned Mâlik, the keeper of
Hell, and he mentioned the
Dajjál."
[419] 267 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Qatâdah, from Abü Al'Aliyah: "The cousin of your
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Prophet ()" - Ibn 'Abbâs "told us: 'The Messenger of
Allah () said: "On the night on
which I was taken on the Night
Journey, I passed by Müsâ bin
'Imrân [], a tall, dark, man,
with wavy hair, as if he was one
of the men of Shanü'ah. And I
saw 'Eisa bin Mariam, of average
height and with a red and white
complexion and flowing hair."
And he was shown Mâlik, the
keeper of Hell, and the Dajjâl,
among the signs that Allah
showed him. "...So be not you in
doubt of meeting him...." 11
Qatâdah used to interpret it to
mean that the Prophet of Allah
did meet Müsâ, .

[4201 268 - (166) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
the Messenger of Allah
passed through the valley of A]
Azraq and said: "What valley is
this?" They said: "This is the
valley of Al-Azraq." He said: "It
is as if I can see Müsâ
coming
down from the mountain pass,
calling out loudly to Allah,
reciting the Talbiyah." Then he
came to the pass of Harjja and
said: "What pass is this?" They
said: "The pass of Harha." He
[1]

As-Sajdah 32:23.
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said: "It is as if I can see Yünus
bin Matta, [t], on a sturdy red
camel, wearing a woolen cloak,
with his camel's reins made of
palm fiber, reciting the Talbiyah."

[421] 269 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "We
traveled with the Messenger of
between Makkah and
Allah
Al-Madinah, and we passed
through a valley. He said: 'What
valley is this?' They said: 'The
valley of A]-Azraq.' He said: 'It
is as if I can see Müsâ
and he said something about his
color and hair that Dawiid (one
of the narrators) did not
remember - "putting his fingers
in his ears and calling out loudly
to Allah, reciting the Talbiyah,
passing through this valley.' Then
we traveled on until we came to
a mountain pass and he said:
'What pass is this?' They said:
'Harsha or Lift.' 1' He said: 'It is
as if I can see Yünus riding a
red camel, wearing a woolen
cloak, with the reins of his camel
made of palm fibers, passing
through this valley, reciting the
Talbiyah."
[1]

And they say it is also pronounced "Laft."
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[422] 270 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Mujâhid said: "We were with
Ibn 'Abbâs and they mentioned
the Dajjâl.' He (someone
present) said: 'Written between
his eyes is (the word) Kâfir.' Ibn
'Abbâs said: 'I did not hear him
(the Prophet ) say that. Rather
he said: "As for IbrâhIm, look at
your companion (meaning
himself). As for MiIsâ, he was
dark man with wavy hair, riding a
red camel with reins of palmfibers. It is as if I can see him
going down into the valley,
reciting the Talbiyah."
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[423] 271 - (167) It was
narrated from Jâbir that the
Messenger of Allah
said: "The
Prophets were shown to me, and
I saw Müsâ, who was a man of
average build, as if he were one
of the men of Shanü'ah. And I
saw 'Eisa bin Mariam,
, and
the closest in resemblance to him
whom I have seen is 'Urwah bin
Mas'üd. And I saw IbrâhIm [],
and the closest in resemblance to
him whom I have seen is your
companion" - meaning himself.
"And I saw JibrIl,
, and the
closest in resemblance to him
whom I have seen is Diyah."
According to the report of Ibn
Rumti: "Di1yah bin Tcijallfah"
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[424] 272 - (168) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Prophet ii said: 'When I
was taken on the Night Journey,
I met Müsâ, %o, - and the
Prophet iii described him - 'and
he was a man' - I think he said 'of average build, with wavy hair,
as if he were one of the men of
Shanii'ah. And I met 'Eisa' - and
the Prophet
described him 'and he was a man of medium
build with a reddish complexion,
as if he had just come out of a
DImâs.' - meaning a bath-house.
'And I saw IbrâhIm %M, and I am
the one who most closely
resembles him of his children.'
He said: 'Then two vessels were
brought to me; in one was milk
and in the other was wine. It was
said to me: 'Take whichever of
them you want.' So I took the
milk, and he said: 'You have
been guided to the Fitrah' - or
'you have attained the Fitrah. If
you had taken the wine, your
Ummah would have been led
astray."

The Book Of Faith
Chapter 75. Mentioning AlMasIh Son Of Mariam And AlMasIh Ad-Dajjâl
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[425] 273 - (169) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar that the Messenger of
Allah ii said: "One night at the
Ka'bah, I had a dream, and I saw
a dark man like the most
handsome of dark men you could
ever see, with the most handsome
hair coming down below his
earlobes. He had combed his hair
and it was dripping with water,
and he was leaning on two men"
- or; "on the shoulders of two
men" - "circumambulating the
Ka'bah. I asked: 'Who is this?'
And it was said: 'This is AlMasIh, son of Mariam.' Then I
saw a man with very curly hair,
with a bad right eye, which
looked like a floating grape. I
asked: 'Who is this?' And it was
said: 'This is Al-MasIh AdDajjâl."
[426] 274 - (...) It was narrated
that Nâfi' said: "Abdullâh bin
'Umar said: 'One day the
Messenger of Allah
mentioned the Dajjâl to the
people and he said: "Allah,
Blessed be He and Most High, is
not one-eyed, but the Dajjâl has a
bad right eye, as if his eye is a
floating grape." And the
Messenger of Allah ; said: "I
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had a dream last night at the
Ka'bah. I saw a dark man, like
the most handsome of dark men
you could ever see, with his hair
falling between his shoulders. He
had wavy hair and his head was
dripping with water. He was
putting his hands on the
shoulders of two men,
circumambulating the Ka'bah
between them. I said: 'Who is
this?' They said: '(This is) AlMasIh the son of Mariam.' And
behind him I saw a man with
curly hair, with a bad right eye;
the person whom I have seen
who most resembles him is Ibn
Qatan, he was also putting his
hands on the shoulders of two
men, circumambulating the
Ka'bah. I said: 'Who is this?'
They said: 'This is the Al-Masi
Ad-Dajjâl."
[427] 275 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah fi said: "I
saw at the Ka'bah a dark man
with wavy hair, placing his hands
on two other men, with water
flowing or dripping from his
head. I asked: 'Who is this?'
They said: 'Eisa the son of
Mariam," or; "Al-MasIh the son
of Mariam" - I do not know
which he said. "And behind him I
saw a reddish man with curly
hair, with a bad right eye. The
person whom I have seen who
most resembles him is Ibn Qatan.
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I asked: 'Who is this?' They said:
'Al-MasIh Ad-Dajjâl."

[428] 276 - (170) It was
narrated from Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "When the
Quraish denied me, I stayed in
the Hijr and Allah showed me
Bait Al-Ma qdis, and I started
telling them about its signs while
I was looking at it."

[429] 277 - (171) It was
narrated from Sâlim bin
'Abdullâh bin 'Umar bin AlKhattâb, that his father said: "I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: 'While I was sleeping, I saw
myself circumambulating the
Ka'bah, and there was a dark
man with wavy hair, walking
between two other men, with
water dripping, or flowing from
his head. I said: Who is this?
They said: This is the son of
Mariam. Then I went and looked,
and I saw a reddish man, of
heavy build, with curly h it, with
a bad eye, as if his eye was a
floating grape. I said: Who is
this? They said: The Dajjâl. The
person whom I have seen who
most resembles him is Ibn
Qatan."
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(172) It was
[430] 278
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah 40 said:
'I remember when I was in the
Hijr and the Quraih were asking
me about my Night Journey.
They asked me things about Bait
Al-Ma qdis of which I was not
sure, and I became distressed in a
way in which I have never felt
distressed before. Then Allah
raised it up for me so that I could
see it, and they did not ask me
about anything but I told them
about it. And I remember when I
was among a group of the
Prophets, and I saw Miisâ
standing and praying. He was
man with wavy hair, as if he was
one of the men of janü'ah. And
I saw 'Eisa bin Mariam
standing and praying, and the
closest in resemblance to him
whom I have seen is 'Urwah bin
Mas'üd Aili-Thaqafi. And I saw
Ibrâhlm, %0, standing and
praying, and the closest in
resemblance to him whom I have
seen is your companion'
meaning himself () 'The time
for prayer came and I led them
in prayer. When I had finished
the prayer, a voice said: 0
Muhammad, this is Mâlik, the
keeper of the Fire, greet him
with Salâm. I turned to him and
he greeted me first."
-

-

-

-

-
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Chapter 76. About Sidrat AlMuntahâ (The Lote-Tree Of
The Utmost Boundary)
[431] 279
(173) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said:
"When the Messenger of Allah
was taken on the Night
Journey, he went as far as Sidrat
Al-Muntahâ (The Lote-Tree of
the Utmost Boundary), which is
in the sixth heaven. It is there,
everything that ascends from the
earth stops, and it is taken from
there. And it is there where
everything that descends from
above stops, and it is taken from
there. Allah says: When that
covered the Lote-Tree which did
cover it!.111 He said: "Moths of
gold. And the Messenger of
Allah
was given three things:
He was given the five prayers, he
was given the last Verses of Sârat
Al-Ba qarah, and forgivness of
serious sins to his Ummah who
do not associate anything with
Allah were to be forgiven for
serious sins."

[1]

An-Najm 53:16.
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Chapter 77. The Meaning Of
The Saying Of Allah, The
Mighty And Sublime: And
Indeed He Saw Him At A
Second Descent (Another
Time)";"] And Did The
Prophet jj$F, See His Lord On
The Night Of The Isrâ"?
[432] 280 (174) Ash-ShaibânI
said: "I asked Ziff bin Hubaish
about the saying of Allah: And
was at a distance of two bows'
length or (even) nearer. 21 He
said: 'Ibn Mas'üd told me that
saw JibrIl,
,
the Prophet
with six hundred wings."

[4331 281 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said (about the
Verse): The (Prophet's) heart
lied not about what he
(Muhammad ) saw. 31 He said:
"He saw JibrIl [] with six
hundred wings."

[434] 282 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said (about the
Verse): Indeed he (Muhammad
) did see of the Greatest Signs
of his Lord (Allâh). 41 He said:
An-Najm
An-Najm
[3J
An-Najm
[4]
An-Najm

(2]

53:13.
53:9.
53:11.
53:18.
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"He saw JibrIl in his (true) form,
with six hundred wings."
:J

[435] 283 - (175) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah (about the
Verse): "And indeed he saw him
at a second descent."['] He said:
"He saw JibrIl, L"

[A:J]
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[436] 284 - (176) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"He (the Prophet g) saw Him
with his heart."

[437] 285 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said (about the
Verses): "The (Prophet's) heart
lied not in what he saw", "And
indeed he saw him at a second
descent." [2] He said: "He saw
Him with his heart, twice."
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[438] 286 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from A]-A'mash: "Abü Jahmah
narrated it to us with this chain."
(A HadIth similar to no. 437)
Eli An-Najm 53:13.
An-Najm 53:11 and 13.
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[439] 287 - (177) It was
narrated that Masrüq said: "I was
reclining at 'Aishah's and she
said: '0 Abü 'Aishah, there are
three things, whoever speaks of
one of them has fabricated a
great lie against Allah.' I said:
'What are they?' She said:
'Whoever claims that
Muhammad () saw his Lord
has fabricated a great lie against
Allah." He said: "I was reclining,
but I sat up and said: '0 Mother
of the Believers, wait for me and
do not rush me. Didn't Allah say:
"And indeed he saw him in the
clear horizon."11 and: "And
indeed he saw him at a second
descent."?[21 She said: 'I was the
first one of this Ummah to ask
the Messenger of Allah jW, about
that, and he said: "That was only
JibrIl - I did not see him in
his form which he was created in
except on these two occasions. I
saw him descending from heaven,
the greatness of his form filling
the space between heaven and
earth." She said: 'Have you not
heard the saying of Allah, the
Mighty and Sublime: "No vision
can grasp Him, but He grasps all
vision. He is Al-Lad (the Most
(1]
[2]

At-TakwIr 81:23.
An-Najm 53:13.
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Subtle and Courteous), WellAcquainted with all things."?[']
And have you not heard Allah's
saying: "It is not given to any
human being that Allah should
speak to him unless (it be) by
Revelation, or from behind a veil,
or (that) He sends a Messenger
to reveal what He wills by His
Leave. Verily, He is Most High,
Most Wise."? 21 She said:
'Whoever claims that the
Messenger of Allah
concealed
anything of the Book of Allah
has fabricated a great lie against
Allah, for Allah says: 0
Messenger! Proclaim (the
Message) which has been sent
down to you from your Lord.
And if you do not, then you have
not conveyed His Message...." [3]
And she said: 'And whoever
claims to have been told what
will happen tomorrow, he has
fabricated a great lie against
Allah, for Allah says: "Say: None
in the heavens and the earth
knows the Ghaib (unseen) except
[440] 288 - (...) 'Abdul-Wahhâb
narrated from Dâwüd a Hadith
with this chain, similar to that of
Ibn 'Ulayyah (no. 439), but he
added: "She said: 'If Muhammad
jW were to have concealed
A1-An'âm 6:103.
Ash-Sham 42:51.
A1-Mâ'idah 5:67.
[4]
An-Nami 27:65.
[2]
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anything of that which was
revealed to him, he would have
concealed this Verse: And
(remember) when you said to
him (Zaid bin Hârithah the
on
freed-slave of the Prophet
whom Allah has bestowed grace
(by guiding him to Islam) and
you (0 Muhammad too) have
done favor (by manumitting
him): 'Keep your wife to yourself,
and fear Allah.' But you did hide
in yourself (i.e., what Allah has
already made known to you that
He will give her to you in
marriage) that which Allah will
make manifest, you did fear the
people (i.e., their saying that
Muhammad married the divorced
wife of his manumitted slave)
whereas Allah had a better right
that you should fear Him.."'111
[441] 289 - (...) It was narrated
from A-Sha'bI that Masrüq
said: "I asked 'Aishah: 'Did
Muhammad ij see his Lord?'
She said: 'Subhân Allah (Glorious
is Allah)! My hair stood on end
at what you said." And he
quoted the same IjadIth (no.
440), but the narration of Dâwüd
is more complete and in detail.
[442] 290 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Masrüq said: "I said to
'Aishah: 'What is the meaning of
the saying of Allah, the Most
[11

Al-A hzâb 33:37.
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High: Then he approached and
came closer. And was at a
distance of two bows' length or
(even) nearer. So (Allah)
revealed to His slave whatever
He revealed.?' 11 She said: 'That
was JibrIl
. He used to come
to him in the form of a man, but
on this occasion he came in the
form which was his true form,
and he filled the horizon of the
sky."
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Chapter 78. The Saying Of The
Prophet : "Light, How Could
I See Him?" And: "I Saw
Light"
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[443] 291 - (178) It was
narrated that Abü Pharr said: "I
asked the Messenger of Allah :
'Did you see your Lord?' He
said: 'Light, how could I see
Him?"

[444] 292 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin Shaqiq said: "I
said to Abü Dharr: 'If I had seen
the Messenger of Allah
I
would have asked him.' He said:
'What would you have asked him
about?' He said: 'I would have
asked him: 'Did you see your
Lord?' Abü Qharr said: 'I asked
him that, and he said: I saw
light.'
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Chapter 79. The Saying Of The
Prophet : "Allah Does Not
Sleep" And "His Veil Is Light,
And If He Were To Remove It,
The Splendour Of His Face
Would Burn All Of His
Creation, As Far As His Sight
Reaches"
[445] 293 - (179) It was
narrated that Abü Müsâ said:
"The Messenger of Allah
stood up and told us five things.
He said: 'Allah, the Mighty and
Sublime, does not sleep and it is
not befitting that He should
sleep. He lowers the Balance and
raises it; the deeds of the night
are taken up to Him before the
deeds of the day, and the deeds
of the day before the deeds of
the night; His Veil is the Light"'
And according to the report of
(one of the narrators) Abü Bakr:
(The Prophet
said : His veil
is) 'Fire' - 'and if He were to
remove it, the splendor of His
Face would burn all of His
creation, as far as His sight
reaches."
[446] 294 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from JarIr from A1-A'mash with
this chain. He said: "The
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Messenger of Allah 0, stood up
and told us four things." Then he
mentioned something similar to
the HadIti of Aba Mu'âwiyah
(no. 445), but he did not mention
the words: "of His creation," and
he said: "His Veil is the Light."
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[447] 295 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Müsâ said: "The
Messenger of Allah ; stood and
told us four things: 'Allah does
not sleep and it is not befitting
that He should sleep; He raises
the Balance and lowers it; the
deeds of the day are taken up at
night and the deeds of the night
by day."

Chapter 80. Affirming That
The Believers Will See Their
Lord, Glorious Is He And Most
High, In The Hereafter
[448] 296 - (180) It was
narrated from Ab6 Bakr bin
'Abdullâh bin Qais, from his
father, that the Prophet jW said:
"Two gardens of silver, their
vessels and everything in them,
and two gardens of gold, their
vessels and everything in them,
and there is nothing preventing
the people from seeing their
Lord but the Ridâ' of grandeur
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upon His Face in the Garden of
Adn."

[449] 297 - (181) It was
narrated from Suhaib that the
Prophet
said: "When the
people of Paradise have entered
Paradise, Allah, Blessed is He
and Most High, will say: 'Do you
want anything more?' They will
say: 'Have You not brightened
our faces, and admitted us to
Paradise, and saved us from the
Fire?' Then He will remove the
Veil, and they will not be given
anything that is more dear to
them than gazing upon their
Lord [the Mighty and Sublime]."

[4501 298 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Hammâd bin Salamah with
this chain (a Haditji similar to no.
449), and he added: "Then he
recited this Verse: 'For those
who have done good is the best
(reward) and even more ...... Ill

YCaus 10:26.
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Chapter 81. Knowing About
The Seeing

Zi.) - (A),.Jl)
(A. ;JI) (LJl

[451] 299 - (182) Abü Hurairah
narrated that some people said to
the Messenger of Allah : "0
Messenger of Allah, will we see
our Lord on the Day of
Resurrection?" The Messenger
of Allah
said: "Do you have to
crowd together to see the moon
on the night when it is full?"
They said: "No, 0 Messenger of
Allah." He said: "Do you have to
crowd together to see the sun
when there are no clouds in front
of it?" They said: "No [0
Messenger of Allah!]" He said:
"Similarly you will see Him.
Allah will gather all the people
on the Day of Resurrection, and
will say: 'Whoever used to
worship anything, let him follow
it.' So those who used to worship
the sun will follow the sun, those
who used to worship the moon
will follow the moon, and those
who used to worship A(-awâghIt
(false gods) will follow the false
gods. There will remain this
Umnuzh, including its hypocrites.
Then Allah [Blessed is He and
Most High] will come to them
with an appearance other than
the appearance which they
recognize, and He will say: 'I am
your Lord.' They will say: 'We
seek refuge in Allah from you.
We will stay here until our Lord
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comes, and when our Lord
comes, we will recognize Him.'
Then Allah [Most High] will
come to them with an
appearance which they recognize,
and will say: 'I am your Lord.'
They will say: 'You are our Lord,'
and they will follow Him. Then
A-irât (the Bridge) will be laid
across Hell, and I and my
Ummah will be the first ones to
cross it. On that day, no one but
the Messengers will speak, and
the supplication of the
Messengers will be: '0 Allah,
grant safety, grant safety!' In Hell
there will be hooks like the
thorns of As-Sa'dân;111 have you
seen As-Sa'dân?" They said:
"Yes, 0 Messenger of Allah!"
He said: "They are like the
thorns of As-Sa'dân, except that
no one knows how big they are
except Allah. They will snatch the
people according to their deeds.
Some of them will be doomed
because of their deeds, and some
will cross (the Bridge) and be
saved. Then when Allah has
finished judging between His
slaves, and He wants to bring out
by His Mercy whomever He wills
from among the people of Hell,
He will command the angels to
bring out of Hell whoever did not
associate anything with Allah - of
those to whom Allah, the Most
High, wants to show mercy A thorny type of plant.
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among those who said 'La ilâha
illallâh.' They will recognize them
in the Fire, and they will
recognize them by the marks of
prostration - for the Fire will
consume everything of the son of
Adam except the marks of
prostration - for Allah has
forbidden the Fire to consume
the marks of prostration. They
will be brought out of the Fire
having been completely burnt,
and Al-Ijayat (the water of life)
will be poured over them, and
they will sprout like a seed
sprouts in what the flood carries.
Then Allah [the Most High] will
finish judging between His slaves,
and there will be left one man
with his face turned towards the
Fire, and he will be last of the
people of Paradise to enter
Paradise. He will say: '0 Lord,
turn my face away from the Fire,
for its smell has poisoned me and
its flames have burned me.' He
will pray to Allah as Allah wills
that he should pray, then Allah,
[the Blessed and] Most High, will
say: 'If I do that for you, will you
ask for anything else?' He will
say: 'I will not ask for anything
else,' and he will make as many
pledges and promises to his Lord,
the Mighty and Sublime, as Allah
wills. So Allah will turn his face
away from the Fire, and when he
turns towards Paradise and sees
it, he will remain silent for as
long as Allah wills that he should
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remain silent. Then he will say:
'0 Lord, bring me closer to the
gate of Paradise.' Allah will say
to him: 'Did you not give your
pledge and promise that you
would not ask Me for anything
more than that which I had given
to you? Woe to you, 0 son of
Adam, how treacherous you are!'
He will say: '0 Lord,' calling
upon Allah, until He says to him:
'If I do that for you, will you ask
for anything else?' He will say,
'No, by Your Honor!' So he will
make as many pledges and
promises to his Lord as Allah
wills, and Allah will bring him
closer to the gate of Paradise.
"When he stands at the gate of
Paradise and all of Paradise lays
before him, and he sees the
goodness and joy that is therein,
he will remain silent for as long
as Allah wills that he should
remain silent, then he will say: '0
Lord, admit me to Paradise!'
Allah, [the Blessed and] Most
High, will say: 'Did you not give
your pledge and promise that you
would not ask Me for anything
more than that which I had given
to you? Woe to you, 0 son of
Adam, how treacherous you are!'
He will say: '0 Lord, I do not
want to be the most wretched of
Your creation,' and he will keep
praying to Allah until Allah, [the
Mighty and Sublime] will laugh
because of him, and when Allah
laughs because of him, He will
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say: 'Enter Paradise.' When he
enters it, Allah will say to him:
'Wish (for whatever you want).'
So he will ask his Lord and wish
(for whatever he wants) until
Allah reminds him of such and
such, and when he has finished
wishing, Allah [Most High] will
say: 'You will have that and as
much again."
(One of the narrators) 'Atâ' bin
YazId said: "Abü Sa'eed AliudrI was with Abü Hurairah,
and he did not rebuke him in his
narration for anything, until when
Abü Hurairah narrated: 'Allah,
the Mighty and Sublime, will say
to that man: "You will have that
and as much again." Abü Sa'eed
said: 'And ten times as much: 0
Abü Hurairah!' Abü Hurairah
said: 'All I remember is that he
said: 'You will have that and as
much again.' Abü Sa'eed said: 'I
bear witness that I remember
that the Messenger of Allah il
said: "You will have that and ten
times as much."
AN Hurairah said: "That man
will be the last of the people of
Paradise to enter Paradise."
[4521 300 - ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
narrated that the people said to
the Prophet : "0 Messenger of
Allah, will we see our Lord on
the Day of Resurrection?" And
he quoted a IjadItli similar to
that of IbrâhIm bin Sa'd (no.
451).
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[453] 301 - ( ... ) Hammâm bin
Munabbih said: "This is what
Abü Hurairah narrated from the
" and he
Messenger of Allah
quoted a I âdIth, among which he
said: "And the Messenger of
Allah ç said: 'It will be said to
the least among you in Paradise:
'Wish (for whatever you want),'
and he will wish and wish, then it
will be said to him: 'Have you
finished wishing?' He will say:
'Yes.' It will be said: 'You will
have what you wished for and as
much again.'
[454] 302 - (183) It was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed A]IthudrI that some people at the
time of the Messenger of Allah
said: "0 Messenger of Allah,
will we see our Lord on the Day
of Resurrection?'' The
said:
Messenger of Allah
"Yes." He said: "Do you have to
crowd together to see the sun
clearly at noon when there are no
clouds? Do you have to crowd
together to see the moon clearly
on the night when it is full when
there are no clouds?" They said:
"No, 0 Messenger of Allah." He
said: "You will not have to crowd
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together to see Allah, [Blessed be
He and Most High] on the Day
of Resurrection, just as you do
not have to crowd together to see
either of them. On the Day of
Resurrection, a caller will
announce: 'Let every nation
follow that which it used to
worship,' and there will be no
one left of those who used to
worship anything other than
Allah [Glorious is He], such as
idols and stones, but they will fall
into the Fire, until there will be
no one left but those who used to
worship Allah, righteous and
evildoers alike, and the remnants
of the people of the Book.
"The Jews will be called and it
will be said to them: 'What did
you worship?' They will say: 'We
used to worship 'Uzair the son of
Allah.' It will be said to them:
'You are liars, for Allah has no
wife nor son. What do you want?'
They will say: 'We are thirsty, 0
Lord, give us to drink.' It will be
pointed out to them: 'Why don't
you go there?' And they will be
gathered into the Fire, as if it is a
mirage, parts of it consuming
other parts, and they will fall into
the Fire. Then the Christians will
be called, and it will be said to
them: 'What did you worship?'
They will say: 'We used to
worship the Messiah, the son of
Allah.' It will be said to them:
'You are liars, for Allah has no
wife nor son. What do you want?'
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They will say: 'We are thirsty, 0
Lord, give us to drink.' It will be
pointed out to them: 'Why don't
you go there?' And they will be
gathered into the Fire, as if it is a
mirage, parts of it consuming
other parts, and they will fall into
the Fire. Then, when there is no
one left but those who used to
worship Allah, both righteous
and evildoers, the Lord of the
Worlds [Glorious is He and Most
High] will come to them with an
appearance that is least to that
which they know from before,
and will say: 'What are you
waiting for? Every nation has
followed that which they used to
worship.' They will say: '0 Lord,
we kept ourselves away from the
people in the world even though
we were in great need of them,
and we did not keep company
with them.' He will say, 'I am
your Lord.' They will say: 'We
seek refuge with Allah from you,
we do not associate anything with
Allah,' (they will repeat this) two
or three times. Then some of
them will be on the verge of
failing the test. He will say: 'Is
there any sign between Him and
you by which you will recognize
Him?' They will say: 'Yes.' Then
the Shin will be laid bare and
there will be no one who
prostrated to Allah of his own
accord but Allah will grant him
permission to prostrate, and
there will be no one who
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prostrated out of fear of the
people and to show off, but Allah
will make his back unyeilding,
and every time he tries to
prostrate, he will fall on his back.
Then they will raise their heads
and He will have changed into
the appearance that they knew
from before. He will say: 'I am
your Lord,' and they will say:
'You are our Lord.' Then Al-Jisr
(the Bridge) will be set up over
Hell, and intercession will be
permitted. They will say: '0
Allah, grant safety, grant safety!"
It was said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, what is Al-Jisr (the
Bridge)?" He said: "A slippery
place, in which there are hooks
and spikes and thorns. In Najd
there are thorns called As-Sa'dan.
The believers will cross (the
Bridge) like the blink of an eye,
like lightning, like the wind, like
birds and like the swiftest horses
and camels. Some will cross safe
and sound, some will be
scratched then let go, and some
will be piled up in the Fire of
Hell, until the believers have
been saved from the Fire. By the
One in Whose Hand is my soul,
none of you is more eager to
claim a right than the believers
will be on the Day of
Resurrection when they seek help
for their brethren who are in the
Fire. They will say: 'Our Lord,
they used to observe fasting, offer
alât (obligatory prayers) with us
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The Book Of Faith
and perform Ijajj.' It will be said
to them: 'Bring out whomever
you recognize,' - for their faces
will be forbidden for The Fire to
burn— and they will bring out
many people whom the Fire had
consumed halfway up their calves
or up to their knees. Then they
will say: 'Our Lord, there is no
one left of those whom You
commanded us to bring out.' He
will say: 'Go back, and whomever
you find with a Dlnâr's weight of
goodness in his heart, bring him
out.' They will bring out many
people, then they will say: 'Our
Lord, we have not left therein
any of those whom You
commanded us to bring out.'
Then He will say: 'Go back, and
whomever you find with half a
Dlnâr's weight of goodness in his
heart, bring him out.' They will
bring out many people, then they
will say: 'Our Lord, we have not
left therein any of those whom
You commanded us to bring out.'
Then He will say, 'Go back, and
whomever you find with a speck
of goodness in his heart, bring
him out.' They will bring out
many people, then they will say:
'Our Lord, we have not left any
goodness therein."
Abü Sa'eed Al-KhudrI used to
say: "If you do not believe this
Haditi then recite if you wish:
"Surely, Allah wrongs not even of
the weight of an atom (or a small
ant), but if there is any good
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(done), He doubles it, and gives
from Him a great reward."[']
(The Prophet 0& said:) "Allah
will say: 'The angels have
interceded, and Al-Mu'minân
(the righteous believers) have
interceded, the Prophets have
interceded, and there is no one
left (to intercede) but the Most
Merciful of those who show
mercy.' Then He will take a
handful from Hell, and will bring
out people who never did any
good and who will have turned
into charcoal. He will throw them
into a river on the outskirts of
Paradise that is called the River
of Life (Al-1Iayât), and they will
emerge like seeds from that
which is carried by a flood. Do
you not see when they are near a
stone or a tree, that which is in
the sun grows yellow and green
and that which is in the shade
turns white?"
"They said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, it is as if you used to tend
flocks in the desert." He said:
"They will emerge like pearls
with jewels around their necks,
and the people of Paradise will
recognize them. These are the
ones ransomed by Allah, whom
Allah admitted to Paradise with
no good deed that they did or
sent on ahead. Then He will say:
'Enter Paradise, and whatever
you see is yours.' They will say:
An-Nisâ' 4:40.
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'Our Lord, You have given us
what You have never given to
anyone else in all the worlds.' He
will say: 'You will have something
better than that with Me.' They
will say, '0 Lord, what could be
better than this?' He will say, 'My
good pleasure, for I will never be
angry with you again."
[4551 It was narrated that Abü
Sa'eed A]-Khudri said: "We said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, will we
see our Lord?' The Messenger of
Allah ii said: 'Do you have to
crowd together to see the sun on
a clear day?' We said: 'No..."
and he quoted the IjadItli until
the end, and it is similar to the
HadIth of Hafs bin Maisarah (no.
454). After the words, "with no
good deed that they did or sent
on ahead," he added: "It will be
said to them: 'You will have what
you see and the same again."
Abü Sa'eed A1-Khudrl said: "I
heard that the Bridge is narrower
than a hair and sharper than a
sword."
In the HadIth of Al-Laith it does
not say: "They will say, 'Our
Lord, You have given us what
You have never given to anyone
in all the worlds" and what is
after it.
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[4561 303 - ( ... ) Zaid bin Aslam
narrated with the same chain as
the two of them (the previous
narrations of Abü Sa'eed AlIchudrI and of Al-Laiih), similar
to the narration of Hafs bin
Maisarah, to its end, adding and
subtracting a few things.
Chapter 82. Intercession And
Bringing Those Who Believed
In TawhId Out Of The Fire
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[457] 304 - (184) It was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed A]IShudrI that the Messenger of
Allah ii said: "Allah will admit
the people of Paradise to
Paradise and He will admit
whomever He wills by His mercy.
And He will admit the people of
the Fire to the Fire. Then He will
say: 'Look, and whomever you
find with a mustard-seed's weight
of faith in his heart, bring him
out.' They will bring out people
who have been burned, like
charcoal, then they will be
thrown into the River of Life (AlIjayât) - or Rain (Al-Hayâ), from
which they will emerge like seeds
sprouting at the banks of the
flood. Do you not see how they
emerge yellow and curved?"
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[458] 305 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Amr bin Yahyâ with this
chain. They (the narrators) said:
(The Messenger of Allah
said:) "They will be thrown into a
river called Life (Al-Ijayât)"
without any doubt.
According to the narration of
ISijâlid: (The Messenger of Allah
said:) "As the refuse sprouts
in the banks of the flood."
And in the narration of Wuhaib:
(The Messenger of Allah 04
said:) "As a seed sprouts in the
dark clay, or, what is carried by
the flood."
[459] 306 - (185) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said: 'As for the people of the
Fire who are its inhabitants, they
will neither die nor live therein.
But some people among you will
be afflicted with the Fire because
of their sins. Allah, Most High,
will cause them to die a kind of
death therein, then when they
have turned into coal, permission
will be given for intercession.
They will be brought out, group
after group, and spread along
the rivers of Paradise. Then it
will be said: '0 people of
Paradise, pour water on them.'
And they will sprout like seeds
in what was carried by the
flood." A man said: "It is as if
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the Messenger of Allah
been in the desert."
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[460] 307 - (...) A similar HadIth
(as no. 459) was narrated from
Abfl Weed from the Prophet jW,
up to the words, "in what was
carried by the flood," but it does
not mention what comes after
that.

Chapter 83. The Last Of The
People Of The Fire To Be
Brought Out Of It
[461] 308 - (186) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin
Mas'fld said: "The Messenger of
Allah it said: 'I know the last of
the people of the Fire to be
brought out, and the last of the
people of Paradise to enter
therein. It will be a man who will
emerge crawling from the Fire,
and Allah [Blessed be He and]
Most High, will say to him: 'Go
and enter Paradise.' He will come
to it and it will appear to him to
be full. He will go back and say:
'0 Lord, I found it full.' Allah
[Blessed be He and] Most High,
will say to him: 'Go and enter
Paradise.' He will go to it and it
will appear to him to be full. He
will go back and say: '0 Lord, I
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found it full.' Allah, Most High,
will say to him: 'Go and enter
Paradise, and you will have the
equivalent of the whole world
and ten times as much.' He will
say: 'Are You mocking me' - 'or
laughing at me' - 'while You are
the Sovereign?" He said: "And I
saw the Messenger of Allah
laugh until his molars were
visible."

[4621 309 ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'I
know the last of the people of the
Fire to emerge from the Fire. (It
will be) a man who will come out
of it crawling. It will be said to
him: 'Co and enter Paradise.' He
will go and enter it, and he will
find that the people have already
occupied their places. It will be
said: 'Do you remember the time
when you were in (Hell)?' He
will say: 'Yes.' It will be said to
him: 'Wish (for whatever you
want).' So he will wish, then it
will be said to him: 'You will
have what you wished for and ten
times as much as the world.' He
will say: 'Are You mocking me
when You are the Sovereign?"
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He said: "And I saw the
Messenger of Allah
laughing
until his molars were visible."
[463] 310 - (187) It was
narrated from Ibn Mas'üd that
the Messenger of Allah ; said:
"The last one to enter Paradise
will be a man who will walk once,
stumble once and be burned by
the Fire once. When he gets past
it, he will turn to it and say:
'Blessed be the One Who has
saved me from you. Allah has
given me something that He has
not given to the first and the
last.' A tree will be raised up for
him, and he will say: '0 Lord,
bring me closer to this tree so
that I might find shelter in its
shade and drink of its water.'
Allah, the Mighty and Sublime,
will say: '0 son of Adam, perhaps
if I give you that, you will ask Me
for something else.' He will say:
'No, 0 Lord,' and he will
promise that he will not ask Him
for anything else, and his Lord,
the Most High, will excuse him
because he has seen something
that he cannot help wanting. So
he will be brought near to it and
he will take shelter in its shade
and drink of its water. Then
another tree will be raised up for
him that is more beautiful than
the first, and he will say: '0 Lord,
bring me closer to this tree so
that I might drink of its water
and take shelter in its shade, and
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I will not ask You for anything
else.' He will say: '0 son of
Adam, did you not promise Me
that you would not ask Me for
anything else?' He will say:
'Perhaps if I bring you near to it,
you will ask Me for something
else.' He will promise that he will
not ask Him for anything else,
and his Lord, the Most High, will
excuse him because he has seen
something that he cannot help
wanting. So he will be brought
near to it and he will take shelter
in its shade and drink of its
water. Then another tree will be
raised up for him at the gate of
Paradise that is more beautiful
than the first two. He will say: '0
Lord, bring me closer to this tree
so that I might take shelter in its
shade and drink of its water, and
I will not ask You for anything
else.' He will say: '0 son of
Adam, did you not promise Me
that you would not ask Me for
anything else?' he will say: 'No, 0
Lord, I will not ask You for
anything else.' His Lord, the
Most High, will excuse him
because he has seen something
that he cannot help wanting. He
will be brought close to it, and
when he draws close to it, he will
hear the voices of the people of
Paradise and will say: '0 Lord,
admit me therein.' He will say: '0
son of Adam, what will make you
stop asking? Will it please you if
I give you the world and as much
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again?' He will say: '0 Lord, are
You making fun of me when You
are the Lord of the Worlds?"
Ibn Mas'üd laughed and said:
"Why don't you ask me why I am
laughing? They said: "Why are
you laughing?" He said: "This is
how the Messenger of Allah
laughed and they said: 'Why are
you laughing, 0 Messenger of
Allah?' He ; said: 'Because the
Lord of the Worlds will laugh
when he says: "Are You making
fun of me while You are the
Lord of the Worlds?" and He
will say: "I am not making fun of
you, but I am Able to do
whatever I will."

JjAj
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Chapter 84. The Status Of The
Lowest People In Paradise
[464] 311 - (188) It was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed AlIShudrI that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "The lowest of the
people of Paradise in status will
be a man whose face Allah will
turn away from the Fire and turn
his face towards Paradise. He will
cause a shady tree to appear to
him, and he will say: '0 Lord,
bring me near to this tree so that
I will be in its shade."
And he quoted a Hadith similar
to that of Ibn Mas'üd (no. 463),
but he did not mention the
words: "0 son of Adam, what
will make you stop asking?"...
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until the end of the HadIth. And
he added: "Allah, the Most High,
will remind him to ask for suchand-such, and when he has
finished wishing, Allah will say:
'That will be yours and ten times
as much.' Then he will enter his
house and his two wives from
among A1-klâr Al- 'lyn will enter
upon him and will say: 'Praise be
to Allah Who has created you for
us and created us for you.' And
he will say: 'No one has been
given the like of that which I
have been given."
[465] 312 - (189) It was
narrated that A]-Mughirah bin
Shu'bah told the people from the
Minbar - (one of the narrators)
Sufyân said: "One of them, I
think it was Ibn Abjar, attributed
it to the Prophet ()" - "Müsâ,
%g, asked his Lord: 'Who will be
the lowest of the people of
Paradise in status?' He said: 'He
will be a man who will come after
I have admitted the people of
Paradise to Paradise, and it will
be said to him: "Enter Paradise."
He will say: "0 Lord, how, when
the people have taken their
places and have taken what they
have taken?" It will be said to
him: "Would it please you if you
had the like of what one of the
kings of the world had?" He will
say: "I would be pleased, 0
Lord." He will say: "You will
have that, and as much again,
and as much again, and as much
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again, and as much again." The
fifth time, he will say: "I am
pleased, 0 Lord." He will say:
"You will have that and ten times
as much, and you will have what
your heart desires, and what will
delight your eyes." He will say: "I
am pleased, 0 Lord.' " (Miisâ)
said: 'My Lord! Who will be the
highest of them in status?' He
said: 'They will be the ones whom
I have chosen, and I have planted
their honor with My Own Hand.
I have set a seal over it so that no
eye has seen, no ear has heard,
nor has it entered the heart of
man.'" He said: "And the
confirmation thereof is in the
Book of Mâh, the Mighty and
Sublime: "No person knows what
is kept hidden for them of joy as
a reward for what they used to
do."'1

[4661 313 - ( ... ) Al-MughIrah
bin Shu'bah said on the 'unbar:
"MiIsâ,
u, asked A112 1, the
Mighty and Sublime, about the
lowest in reward of the people of
Paradise..." and he quoted a
similar HadIth (as no. 465).
[11

As-Sajdah 32:17.
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[467] 314 - (190) It was
narrated that Abü Dharr said:
"The Messenger of AllahiJj said:
'I know the last of the people of
Paradise to enter Paradise, and
the last of the people of Hell to
be brought forth from it. (It will
be) a man who will be brought
forth on the Day of Resurrection,
and it will be said: 'Show him his
minor sins, and conceal from him
his major sins.' So his minor sins
will be shown to him, and it will
be said: 'You did such-and-such
on such-and-such a day, you did
such-and-such on such-and-such
a day.' He will say: 'Yes.' And he
will not be able to deny it. And at
the same time, he will be afraid
that his major sins will be shown
to him. Then it will be said to
him: 'In place of every bad deed,
you will have a good deed.' He
will say: '0 Lord! I did things
that I do not see here."
And I saw the Messenger of
Allah
laughing until his
molars were visible."
[468] 315 - ( ... ) It was also
narrated from A1-A'mash with
this chain (no. 467).
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[469] 316 - (191) Abü AzZubair narrated that he heard
Mir bin 'Abdullâh being asked
about the arrival of people on the
Day of Resurrection. He said:
"We will come on the Day of
Resurrection from such-andsuch" - look - that is, above the
people.11] He said: "The nations
will be called with their idols and
what they used to worship, one
after another. Then our Lord will
come to us after that and will say:
'Who are you waiting for?' They
will say: 'We are waiting for our
Lord.' He will say: 'I am your
Lord.' They will say: 'Not until
we look upon you.' He will
manifest Himself to them,
laughing. Then He will set off
with them and they will follow
Him, and each one of them hypocrite or believer - will be
given a light, then they will follow
Him on a Bridge over Hell there
will be hooks and spikes, which
will catch whomever Allah wills.
Then the light of the hypocrites
will be extinguished and the
believers will be saved. The first
group will be saved with their
faces (shining) like the moon
" They consider this sentence to be added by one of those transcribing the text, or one of
the narrators. And that the meaning in place of such-and-such is a hill.
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when it is full, seventy thousand
who will not be brought to
account. Then those who follow
them will be like the light of the
stars in the sky, and so on. Then
intercession will be permitted,
and they will intercede until they
bring out of the Fire everyone
who said 'La ildha il/allah' and
has in his heart goodness the
weight of a grain of barley. They
will be placed in the courtyard of
Paradise, and the people of
Paradise will start to sprinkle
water on them until they sprout
like something spouts from a
flood, and their burns will
disappear. Then he will ask, until
he is given this world and ten
times the like thereof."
[470] 317 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Amr that he heard Jâbir
say that he heard the Prophet
with his own ears saying: "Allah
will bring some people out of the
Fire and admit them to
Paradise."
[471] 318 - ( ... ) Hammâd bin
Zaid said: "I said to 'Amr bin
DInâr: 'Did you hear Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh narrate from the
Messenger of Allah
: "Allah
will bring some people out of the
Fire through intercession"?' He
said: 'Yes."
[472] 319 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "The Messenger
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of Allah jyO, said: 'Some people
will come out of the Fire, having
been burned totally except the
fronts of their faces, and they will
enter Paradise."

[4731 320 - ( ... ) YazId Al-Faqir
said: "I was infatuated with the
views of the Khawânj. We set out
with a large group, intending to
perform 1-Iajj, and then go and
promote the views of the
KLawârij to the people. We
passed through Al-Madinah, and
there we saw Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
narrating to the people from the
Messenger of Allah 0,, sitting by
a pillar, and he mentioned the
JahannamiyyIn.111 I said to him:
'0 Companion of the Messenger
of Allah (ç)! What is this that
you are narrating, when Allah
says: "Verily, whom You admit to
the Fire, indeed, You have
disgraced him ..J21 and: "Every
time they wish to get away there
from, they will be put back
thereto...,,?[3]
"What is this that you are
saying?' He said: 'Do you read
the Qur'ân?' I said: 'Yes.' He

ti.,,

( ...

' Those who would enter Paradise after having been in Hell.

[2]Al-'Imrân 3:192.
[3]As-Sajdah 32:20.
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said: 'Have you heard of the
station of Muhammad
meaning, to which Allah will
raise him?' I said: 'Yes.' He said:
'That is the station of praise and
glory belonging to Muhammad
, by means of which Allah will
bring out whomever He wishes to
bring out (from the Fire).' Then
he described how the Sirât (the
Bridge over Hell) will be set up,
and the people will cross over it."
He said: "I am afraid that I did
not memorize that. But he said
that some people would be
brought forth from the Fire after
having been in it. They will come
out as if they are branches of
sesame. Then they will go into
one of the rivers of Paradise,
where they will wash themselves,
then they will emerge (white and
clean) like sheets of paper. We
went back like and said: 'Woe to
you people! Do you think that
this old man would tell lies about
the Messenger of Allah ?' So
we returned, and by Allah none
of us went out (to promote the
views of the Khawârij) apart from
one man." - Or as Abü Nu'aim
said.
[474] 321 - (192) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that the Messenger of Allah
said: "Four people will be
brought out of the Fire and
presented to Allah, the Most
High. One of them will turn and
say: '0 Lord, as You have
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brought me out of it, do not send
me back,' and Allah will save him
from it."

[475] 322 - (193) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Allah, the Most High, will
gather the people on the Day of
Resurrection and they will be
worried about that" - (one of the
narrators) Ibn 'Ubaid said: "They
will be inspired concerning
that"['] - "and they will say:
"Why don't we seek intercession
with our Lord, the Mighty and
Sublime, so that we might be
relieved of our predicament?"
They will go to Adam:
- and
will say: 'You are Adam, the
father of mankind. Allah created
you with His Own Hand and
breathed into you a spirit from
Him, and He commanded the
angels to prostrate to you.
Intercede for us with our Lord so
that we might be relieved of the
predicament we are in.' He will
say: 'I am not capable of that.'
He will mention the mistake that
he made, and he will feel shy
before his Lord because of it.
'But go to Nüh, the first
Messenger whom Allah, the Most
High, sent.' So they will go to
Nüh, %u, and he will say: 'I am
not capable of that.' And he will
' Meaning, Allah will inspire them to ask about intercession.

.
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mention the mistake that he
made, and he will feel shy before
his Lord because of it. 'But go to
Ibrâhlm, whom Allah took as
K/jail! (a close friend)."
"So they will go to IbrâhIm,
,
and he will say: 'I am not capable
of that.' And he will mention the
mistake that he made, and he will
feel shy before his Lord because
of it. 'But go to Müsâ
to
whom Allah spoke and gave the
Tawrâh.' So they will go to Müsâ,
, and he will say: 'I am not
capable of that.' And he will
mention the mistake that he
made, and he will feel shy before
his Lord because of it. 'But go to
'Eisa, a spirit from Allah and His
Word.' So they will go to 'Eisa, a
spirit from Allah and His Word,
and he will say, 'I am not capable
of that, but go to Muhammad, a
slave whose past and future sins
were forgiven."
Anas bin Mâlik said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'So
they will come to me, and I will
ask for permission to speak to my
Lord, the Most High, and
permission will be given to me.
When I see Him, I will fall down
in prostration and He will leave
me (in that state of prostration)
for as long as Allah wills. Then it
will be said: '0 Muhammad, raise
your head. Speak, you will be
heard; ask, you will be given;
intercede, your intercession will
be accepted.' So I will raise my
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head and will praise my Lord, the
Most High, with words of praise
that my Lord, the Mighty and
Sublime, will teach me. Then I
will intercede, and a limit will be
set for me. I will bring them out
of the Fire and admit them to
Paradise. Then I will go back and
fall prostrate, and He will leave
me (in that state of prostration)
for as long as Allah wills. Then it
will be said: '0 Muhammad, raise
your head. Speak, you will be
heard; ask, you will be given;
intercede, your intercession will
be accepted.' So I will raise my
head and will praise my Lord
with words of praise that my
Lord will teach me. Then I will
intercede, and a limit will be set
for me. I will bring them out of
Hell and admit them to
Paradise.'" — Anas bin Mâlik
said: "I do not know whether it
was the third time or the fourth
time" — "Then I will say: '0 Lord,
there is no one left in the Fire
but those who have been
detained by the Qur'ân," that is,
those who are bound to abide
therein forever.
Ibn 'Ubaid said in his narration:
"Qatâdah said: 'That is, those
who are bound to abide therein
forever."
[476] 323 - (...) It was narrated
that Anas said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'The believers
will be gathered together on the
Day of Resurrection, and they
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will be worried about that" - or:
"they will be inspired concerning
that" - a HadIth similar to that of
AN 'Awânah (no. 475). He
said in the HadIth: "Then I will
come to Him - will come back - a
fourth time, and I will say: '0
Lord, there is no one left but
those who are detained by the
Qur'ân."
[477] 324 - (...) It was narrated
from Anas bin Mâlik that the
said: "Allah,
Prophet of Allah
the Most High, will gather the
believers on the Day of
Resurrection and they will be
inspired concerning that" - a
HadIth similar to theirs (no.476).
The fourth time he said: "And I
will say: '0 Lord, there is no one
left in the Fire but those who
have been detained by the
Qur'ân." That is, those who are
bound to abide therein forever.
[478] 325 - ( ... ) Anas bin Mâlik
narrated that the Prophet
said: "Whoever says: 'La ilâha
illallâh,' and has in his heart
goodness the weight of a grain of
barley will be brought out of the
Fire. Then whoever says: 'La
ilâha illallâh,' and has in his heart
goodness the weight of a grain of
wheat will be brought out of the
Fire. Then whoever says: 'La
ilâha illallâh,' and has in his heart
goodness the weight of a speck
will be brought out of the Fire."
Ibn Minhâl added in his report:
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"YazId said: 'I metShu'bah and
narrated this Hadith to him, and
Shu'bah said: 'Qatâdah narrated
it to us from Anas bin Mâlik,
from the Prophet k;.' Except that
Shu'bah said: 'A grain of corn
(Zurrah)' instead of a speck
(Dhairah)."

[479] 326 - ( ... ) Ma'bad bin
Hilâl Al-'Anazî said: "We went to
Anas bin Mâlik and took Thâbit
with us to introduce us. We came
to him and he was praying AdDuha. Thâbit asked permission
for us to enter and we entered
upon him. He seated Thâbit with
him on his bedding, and he said
to him: '0 Abü Hamzah, your
brothers from Al-Basrah are
asking you to tell them the
HadIiL about intercession.'
He said: 'Muhammad 0, told us:
'On the Day of Resurrection, the
people will surge against one
another like waves, then they will
go to Adam, ç, and will say:
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'Intercede for your offspring.' He
will say: 'I am not capable of
that, rather you should go to
IbrâhIm [u], for he is the
KhalIlullâh (close friend of
Allah), the Most High.' So they
will go to Ibrâhlm, %0, and he
will say: 'I am not capable of
that, rather you should go to
Môsâ [], for he is the one with
whom Allah, the Most High,
spoke.' They will go to Müsâ a, and he will say: 'I am not
capable of that, rather you
should go to 'Eisa, [] for he
is a spirit from Allah and His
word.' So they will go to 'Eisa
[] and he will say: 'I am not
capable of that, rather go to
Muhammad .'
"So they will come to me, and
I will say: 'I am for that.' I will
go and ask permission to speak
to my Lord, and permission will
be granted to me. I will stand
before Him, and will praise Him
with words of praise that I am
not able to say now, but Allah,
the Most High, will inspire me
therewith. Then I will fall down
prostrating to Him, and it will
be said to me: '0 Muhammad,
raise your head. Speak, you will
be heard; ask, it will be given to
you; intercede and your
intercession will be accepted.' I
will say: '0 Lord, my Ummah!
My Ummah!' It will be said to
me: 'Go, and whoever has in his
heart faith the weight of a grain
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of wheat or barley, bring him
out therefrom.' So I will go and
do that, then I will come back
to my Lord, the Most High, and
I will praise Him with those
words of praise, then I will fall
down prostrating to Him, and it
will be said to me: '0
Muhammad, raise your head.
Speak, you will be heard; ask, it
will be given to you; intercede
and your intercession will be
accepted.' I will say: '0 Lord,
my Ummah! My Ummah!' It will
be said to me: 'Go, and
whoever has in his heart faith
the weight of a grain of
mustard-seed, bring him out
therefrom.' So I will go and do
that, then I will come back to
my Lord and I will praise Him
with those words of praise, then
I will fall down prostrating to
Him, and it will be said to me:
'0 Muhammad, raise your head.
Speak, you will be heard; ask, it
will be given to you; intercede
and your intercession will be
accepted.' I will say: '0 Lord,
my Ummah! My Ummah!' It will
be said to me: 'Go, and
whoever has in his heart faith
that is smaller, smaller, smaller
than a grain of mustard-seed,
bring him out of the Fire.' And
I will go and do that."
(Ma'bad bin Hilâl A1-'AnazI
continued) "This is the HadIth
of Anas that he narrated to us.
Then we left him and when we
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were in the upper part of AlJabbân we said: 'Why don't we
go to Al-Hasan and greet him,
while he is hiding in the house
of Abil KhalIfah?' So we went
to him and greeted him, and we
said: '0 Abü Sa'eed, we have
come from the house of your
brother Abü Hamzah, and we
have never heard anything like
the HadIth he told us about
intercession.' He said: 'Tell me.'
So we told him the HadIth and
he said: 'Tell me more.' We
said: 'He did not tell us any
more than that.' He said: 'He
narrated it to us twenty years
ago when he was in good
health, and (now) he has
omitted something, but I do not
know whether the Shaikh forgot,
or if he did not want to tell it
to you lest you become
complacent.' We said to him:
'Tell us.'
He smiled and said: "Man is
created of haste.t11 - I only said
that to you because I want to
narrate the Ijadltj to you. He
() said: "Then I will go back
to my Lord a fourth time and I
will praise Him with those
words of praise, then I will fall
down prostrating to Him, and it
will be said to me: '0
Muhammad, raise your head.
Speak, you will be heard; ask, it
will be given to you; intercede
A1-Anbiyâ' 21:37.
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and your intercession will be
accepted.' I will say: '0 Lord,
give me permission (to
intercede) regarding those who
said: 'La ilâha illallâh.' It will be
said: 'That is not for you, but by
My Might, Majesty, Greatness
and Power, I shall bring forth
whoever said: 'La ilâha
illallâh.'
He (Ma'bad bin Hilâl Al-'AnazI)
said: "I bear witness that AlUasan narrated this to us, and
that he heard Anas bin Mâlik, I
think he said twenty years earlier,
when he was in good health."
[4801 327 - (194) It was
narrated that Abil Hurairah
said: "One day some meat was
brought to the Messenger of
and the foreleg, which
Allah
he used to like, was offered to
him. He took a bite, then he
said: 'I will be the leader of
mankind on the Day of
Resurrection. Do you know why
that is? On the Day of
Resurrection Allah will gather
together the first and the last on
one plain, so that they can all
hear the caller and they can all
be seen. Then the sun will be
brought close. The people will
suffer unbearable distress and
anguish, and they will say to one
another: 'Don't you see the
state you are in? Don't you see
what has happened to you? Why
don't you look for someone who
will intercede for you?' -

LGtjl i...ai
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meaning with your Lord. The
people will say to one another:
'Go to Adam.' So they will go
- and will say: '0
to Adam Adam, you are the father of
mankind, Allah created you with
His Own Hand, and breathed
into you the soul that He had
created for you, and
commanded the Angels to
prostrate to you. Intercede for
us with your Lord. Do you not
see the state we are in? Do you
not see what has happened to
us?' Adam will say: 'My Lord is
angry today in a way in which
He has never been angry before,
and will never be angry again.
He forbade me the tree, but I
disobeyed Him. Myself! Myself!
Go to someone else, go to
Nüh.' So they will go to NUb - and will say: '0 NUh, you
are the first of the Messengers
(of Allah) who were sent to the
earth, and Allah called you a
thankful slave. Intercede for us
with your Lord. Do you not see
the state we are in? Do you not
see what has happened to us?'
He will say: 'My Lord is angry
today in a way in which He has
never been angry before, and
will never be angry again. I was
granted a supplication and I
prayed against my people.
Myself! Myself! Go to IbrâhIm
[. So they will go to IbrâhIm,
and will say: 'You are the
Prophet of Allah and His close
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friend (KijalIl) from among the
people of earth. Intercede for us
with your Lord. Do you not see
the state we are in? Do you not
see what has happened to us?'
IbrâhIm will say to them: 'My
Lord is angry today in a way in
which He has never been angry
before, and will never be angry
again' - and he will mention his
lies - 'Myself! Myself! Go to
someone else, go to Müsã.' So
they will go to Müsã u and
will say: '0 Müsâ, you are the
Messenger of Allah, Allah
favored you over all people with
His Messages and by speaking
to you. Intercede for us with
your Lord. Do you not see the
state we are in? Do you not see
what has happened to us?' Müsâ
will say to them: 'My Lord
is angry today in a way in which
He has never been angry before
and will never be angry again. I
killed a soul whom I was not
commanded to kill. Myself!
Myself! Go to 'Eisa
So they
will go to 'Eisa and will say: '0
'Eisa, you are the Messenger of
Allah; you spoke to the people
from the cradle and you are a
Word from Him that He
bestowed upon Mariam and a
spirit created by Him. Intercede
for us with your Lord. Do you
not see the state we are in? Do
you not see what has happened
to us?' 'Eisa
will say to
them: 'My Lord is angry today
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in a way in which He has never
been angry before and will
never be angry again,' but he
will not mention any sin,
'Myself! Myself! Go to someone
else. Go to Muhammad s,.' So
they will come to me and will
say: '0 Muhammad, you are the
Messenger of Allah and the
Last of the Prophets, Allah
forgave your past and future
sins. Intercede for us with your
Lord. Do you not see the state
we are in? Do you not see what
has happened to us?' So I will
go and stand beneath the
Throne, where I will fall down
prostrating to my Lord. Then
Allah will inspire me with words
of praise which He has never
granted to anyone before me.
Then He will say: '0
Muhammad, raise your head.
Ask, it will be given to you;
seek intercession, and it will be
granted to you.' I will raise my
head and say: '0 Lord, my
Ummah! My Ummah!' It will be
said: '0 Muhammad, let those
of you Ummah who have no
account to render enter Paradise
through the right-hand gate of
Paradise.' They will share all
other gates with the people
apart from that gate. By the
One in Whose Hand is the soul
of Muhammad! The distance
between the sides of two gates
of Paradise is like the distance
between Makkah and Busra."
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[481] 328 •(...) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "A bowl
of Thareed and meat was placed
before the Messenger of Allah OR
and he took the foreleg, which was
the part of the sheep that he liked
best, and took a bite, then he said:
'I will be the leader of mankind on
the Day of Resurrection.' Then he
took another bite and said: 'I will
be the leader of mankind on the
Day of Resurrection.' When he
saw that his Companions were not
asking about that, he said: 'Are
you not going to ask me how?'
They said: 'How will that be, 0
Messenger of Allah?' He said:
'The people will stand before the
Lord of the Worlds..." And he
(the narrator) quoted a HadIth of
Abü Hayyân from Abü Zur'ah
(no.480), and he added with
regard to IbrâhIm : "He
mentioned his saying concerning
the stars: 'This is my Lord,' and his
saying concerning their idols, 'The
biggest one of them did it,' and his
saying, 'I am sick." Then he (it'F)
said: "By the One in Whose Hand
is the soul of Muhammad, the
distance between the sides of two
of the gates of Paradise and the
two gate-posts is like the distance
between Makkah and Hajar, or
Hajar and Makkah."
[482] 329 - (195) It was
narrated that Hudhaifah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Allah, Blessed be He and Most
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High, will gather the people
together (on the Day of
Resurrection), and the believers
will stand until Paradise is
brought near to them. They will
- and will say:
go to Adam '0 our father! Ask for Paradise
to be opened for us.' He will say:
'Were you expelled from
Paradise for anything other than
the error of your father Adam? I
am not the one to do that. Go to
my son Ibrâhlm, the Close Friend
of Allah (K_halIlillâh).' But
Ibrâhlm will say: 'I am not the
one to do that. I was a close
friend from beyond, and
beyondJ11 Go to Müsâ to whom
Alãh spoke directly.' So they will
- but he will say:
go to Müsâ 'I am not the one to do that. Go
to 'Eisa, the word of Allah and a
spirit created by Him.' But "Eisa
- will say: 'I am not the one
to do that.' Then they will go to
Muhammad and he will stand
and permission will be granted to
him (to open the Paradise).
Trustworthiness and the ties of
kinship will be sent and they will
stand on either side of As-Sirât
(the Bridge), on the right and
left. The first of you will cross
like lightning.' I said: 'May my
father and mother by sacrificed
for you, what does like lightning
mean?' He said: 'Do you not see
how the lightning strikes and
returns in the blink of an eye?
Then they will cross like the
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wind, or like birds, or like swiftlyrunning men. People's progress
(of crossing the Bridge) will be in
accordance with their deeds, and
your Prophet will be standing on
the Bridge saying: '0 Lord, grant
safety, grant safety.' Then
people's deeds will fail them,
until a man comes, able to move
only by crawling. At the sides of
the Sirâj' will be hooks, which are
commanded to seize those whom
they are commanded. Some will
be scratched and saved, and
others will be piled up in the
Fire.'
"By the One in Whose Hand is
the soul of Abü Hurairah! The
depth of Hell is (a distance of)
seventy years."
Chapter 85. Regarding The
Saying Of The Prophet : "1
Will Be The First Of The
People To Intercede
Concerning Paradise, And I
Will Be The Prophet With The
Greatest Number Of
Followers."
[483] 330 - (196) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "The Messenger of Allah *
said: 'I will be the first of the
people to intercede concerning
Paradise, and I will be the
Prophet with the greatest number
of followers."
[484] 331 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "The
said: 'I
Messenger of Allah
will be the Prophet with the
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greatest number of followers on
the Day of Resurrection, and I
will be the first one to knock at
the gate of Paradise."

[485] 332 - ( ... ) Anas bin Mâlik
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'I will be the first one to
intercede concerning Paradise.
No Prophet was believed as I
have been believed (by the
people). Among the Prophets is a
Prophet of whose people only
one man believed in him."

[486] 333 - (197) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: 'The Messenger of Allah
said: 'I will come to the gate of
Paradise on the Day of
Resurrection and will ask for it to
be opened. The keeper will say:
'Who are you?' I will say:
'Muhammad.' He will say: 'I was
commanded not to open it for
anyone before you.'"

Chapter 86. The Prophet ç
Will Defer His Supplication In
Order To Intercede For His
Ummah
[487] 334 - (198) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:

- (A
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"Every Prophet is granted a
supplication (that will be
answered), and I want to defer
my supplication so that I may
intercede for my Ummah on the
Day of Resurrection."

[488] 335 - ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
said: "The Messenger of Allah ç
said: 'Every Prophet has a
supplication (that will be
answered), and I want, if Allah
wills, to defer my supplication so
that I may intercede for my
Ummah on the Day of
Resurrection."

[489] 336 - ( ... ) A similar HadIth
(as no. 488) was narrated from
Abü Hurairah, from the
Messenger of Allah QY,.

[490] 337 - ( ... ) 'Amr bin AbI
Sufyân bin Aseed bin Jâriyah
Aft-Ihaqafi narrated that Abü
Hurairah said to Ka'b Al-A1bâr,
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that the Prophet of Allah ç said:
"Every Prophet has a
supplication (that will be
answered), and I want, if Allah
wills, to defer my supplication so
that I may intercede for my
Ummah on the Day of
Resurrection."
Ka'b said to Abü Hurairah: "Did
you hear that from the
Messenger of Allah i?" Abü
Hurairah said: "Yes."
[491] 338
(199) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah jW said:
'Every Prophet has a supplication
that will be answered, and every
Prophet hastened to offer this
supplication. But I have deferred
my supplication so that I may
intercede for my Ummah on the
Day of Resurrection, and it will
be granted, if Allah wills, for
every one of my Ummah who
dies not associating anything with
Allah."
-

[492] 339 ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Every Prophet has a supplication
that will be answered, which he
will supplicate, and will be
answered, and it will be granted
to him. But I have deferred my
supplication so that I may
-
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intercede for my Ummah on the
Day of Resurrection."
[493] 340 - ( ... ) Abñ Hurairah
said: "The Messenger of Allah Ii
said: 'Every Prophet has a
supplication which he will offer
for his Ummah and it will be
answered, but I want, if Allah
wills, to defer my supplication so
that I may intercede for my
Ummah on the Day of
Resurrection."

[494] 341 - (200) It was
narrated by Qatâdah: "Anas bin
Mâlik narrated to us that the
Prophet of Allah
said: 'Every
Prophet is granted a supplication
for his Ummah, but I have
deferred my supplication so that
I may intercede for my Ummah
on the Day of Resurrection."

4951 342 - ( ... ) It was also
narrated from Qatâdah with this
chain. Except that in the version
of (one of the narrators) WakI',
he said: "He () said: 'Which is
given." And in the version of
(one of the narrators) Abü
Usâmah, he said: "From the
Prophet ."
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[496] 343 - ( ... ) (From another
route) It was also narrated from
Qatâdah with this chain (as no.
495).

[497] 344 - (...) It was narrated
from Al-Mu'tamir, from his
father, from Anas that the
said... and
Prophet of Allah
he mentioned a HadIth similar to
that of Qatâdah, from Anas (no.
495).

[498]

345 - (201) It was

ç

narrated from Abñ Az-Zubair
that he heard Mir bin 'Abdullâh
saying - from Prophet : "Every
Prophet has a supplication which
he offered for his nation, but I
have deferred my supplication so
that I may intercede for my
Ummah on the Day of
Resurrection."
Chapter 87. The Supplication
Of The Prophet For His
Uminah And His Weeping Out
Of Compassion For Them
[499] 346 (202) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr bin Al',ks that the Prophet
recited
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the saying of Allah, the Most
High, about IbrâhIm, a: "0 my
Lord! They have indeed led
astray many among mankind. But
whosoever follows me, he verily,
is of me ......Ill and the saying of
"Eisa,
: "If You punish them,
they are Your slaves, and if You
forgive them, verily, You, only
You, are the All-Mighty, the AllWise.".12' Then he raised his
hands and said: "0 Allah! My
Ummah! My Ummah! and wept."
Allah, the Mighty and Sublime,
said: "0 JibrIl! Go to
Muhammad - although your Lord
knows best - and ask him why he
is weeping." So Jibrll,
, went
to him and asked him, and the
Messenger of Allah
told him
what he said. Although He knows
best, Allah said: "0 Jibril, go to
Muhammad and say: 'I will make
you pleased concerning your
Ummah and not displeased."

Chapter 88. Clarifying That
Whoever Died Upon Disbelief
Then He Is In The Fire, And
No Intercession Or
Relationship With Those Who
Are Close To Allah Will Be Of
Any Avail For Him
[500] 347 - (203) It was

[2]

IbrâhIm 14:36.
A1-Mâ'idah 5:118.
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narrated from Anas that a man
said: "0 Messenger of Allah,
where is my father?" He said: "In
the Fire." When he turned away,
he called him back and said: "My
father and your father are in the
Fire."

Chapter 89. Regarding The
Saying Of Allah, The Most
High: "And Warn Your Tribe
Of Near Kindred.11'
[501] 348 - (204) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"When the following Verse was
revealed: "And warn your tribe of
near kindred",[21 the Messenger
of Allah
called the Quraish
and they gathered. Then he
spoke to them in general terms,
addressing everybody. Then he
addressed some specific
individuals and clans, and said:
'0 Banü Ka'b bin Lu'aiy, save
yoursel"es from the Fire! 0 Banü
Murrab bin Ka'b, save yourselves
from the Fire! 0 Banü 'Abd
Shams, save yourselves from the
Fire! 0 Banü 'Abd Manâf, save
yourselves from the Fire! 0 Banü
Hâhim, save yourselves from the
Fire! 0 Banü 'Abdul-Muttalib,
save yourselves from the Fire! 0
Fâtimah, save yourself from the
Fire! I cannot do anything for
you before Allah, but you have
[Ij

.4sh-Shu'ar6' 26:214.

[21 A-Su 'arâ' 26:214.
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ties of kinship which I wish to
uphold."

[502] 349 - ( ... ) It was also
narrated from Abü 'Awânah,
from 'Abdul-Malik bin 'Umair
with this chain, but the HadIt/! of
JarIr (from him, no. 501) is more
complete and appropriate.
[503] 350 - (205) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said:
"When the following was
revealed: "And warn your tribe of
near kindred",11' the Messenger
of Allah
stood up on A -Safa
(mountain) and said: '0 Fâtimah
bint Muhammad! 0 Safiyyah bint
'Abdul-Muttalib! 0 Banü 'AbdulMuttalib! I cannot do anything
for you before Allah. Ask me for
whatever you want of my
wealth."

[5041 351 - (206) Abü Hurairah
said: "When the following was
revealed: "And warn your tribe of
near kindred",[2' the Messenger
of Allah ç said: '0 people of
Qurai! Purchase yourselves
from Allah, I cannot avail you
anything before Allah. 0 Banü
'Abdul-Muttalib, I cannot avail
1]
[2)

Ash-Shu'arâ' 26:214.
Ash-Shu'arâ' 26:214.
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you anything before Allah. 0
'Abbâs bin 'Abdul-Muttalib, I
cannot avail you anything before
Allah. 0 Safiyyah, (paternal)
aunt of the Messenger of Allah
A~t I cannot avail you anything
before Allah. 0 Fâtimah,
daughter of the Messenger of
Allah, ask me for whatever you
want, I cannot avail you anything
before Allah."
,

[505] 352 - ( ... ) A similar HadiLil
(as no. 504) was narrated from
Abü Hurairah, from the Prophet.

[506] 353 - (207) It was
narrated from At-TaimI from
Abü 'Umân, from QabIsah bin
A1-Muichariq and Zuhair bin
'Amr saying: "When the
following was revealed: 'And
warn your tribe of near
kindred','] the Prophet of Allah
went to some large rocks by a
mountain, and climbed on top of
the largest one, then he called
out: '0 Banü 'Abd Manâfâh! I
am a warner. The likeness of me
Lfl Ash-Shu'arâ' 26:214.
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and you is that of a man who
sees the enemy so he goes to
guard his family, but he fears that
they may get there before him, so
he calls out: 'Yâ Sabâhâh (Be on
your guard)!"
[507] 354 - ( ... ) A similar report
(as no.506) was narrated from
Al-Mu'tamir, from his father,
from Zuhair bin 'Amr and
QabIsah bin Muiciiâriq from the
Prophet .
[5081 355 - (208) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"When this Verse was revealed:
"And warn your tribe of near
kindred", (And gather from them
the sincere) 11 the Messenger of
Allah jot went out and climbed
As-Safâ, (mountain) then he
called out: 'Yd Sabâhâh (Be on
your guard)!' They said: 'Who is
this that is calling out?' They
said: 'Muhammad.' They
gathered around him, and he
said: '0 Banü So-and-so! 0 Band
So-and-so! 0 Banü 'Abd Manâf!
0 Banü 'Abdul-Muttalib!' They
gathered around him and he said:
'Do you think that if I told you
that there was a cavalry emerging
from the foot of this mountain,
you would believe me?' They
said: 'We have never known you
j said: 'I am a
to be a liar.' He Ij
UI

It refers to Ash-Shu'arâ' 26:214, as for the addition after it, An-NawawI said: "It was
Qur'ân revealed then its recitation was abrogated."
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warner to you of an imminent
and severe punishment.'
"Abü Lahab said: 'May you
perish! Did you call us together
only for this?' Then he stood up,
and this Sarah was revealed:
(Perish the two hands of Abü
Lahab. And indeed he has
perished!)[1]
This is how Al-A'mash (a
narrator) recited it, until the end
of the Sarah.
[509] 356 - (...) It was narrated
from Al-A'mash with this chain.
He said: "The Messenger of
Allah () climbed up A -Safa
one day and said: 'Yâ Sabâhâh
(Be on your guard)!" - A HadILh;
similar to that of Abü Usâmah
(no. 508), but he did not mention
the revelation of the Verse: "And
warn your tribe of near
kindred"t2'
Chapter 90. The Intercession
Of The Prophet For AbÜ
Tálib And The Reduction Of
His Punishment As A Result

_
(AS

[510] 357 - (209) It was
narrated from Al-'Abbâs bin
'Abdul-Muttalib that he said: "0
Messenger of Allah ç, have you
benefited Abü Tâlib in some way,
for he used to defend you and
get angry for your sake?" He ç
E1 Referring to Sârat Al-Masad (111), and that A1-A'mah recited it in a slightly different
manner than what is popular.
121 Ash-Shu'arâ' 26:214.
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said: "Yes, he is in the shallowest
part of the Fire. Were it not for
me, he would be in the deepest
part of the Fire."

[511] 358 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin Al-Hârith
said: "I heard Al-'Abbâs say: 'I
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, Abfl
Tâlib used to defend you and
support you, and he got angry for
your sake. Will that be of benefit
to him?' He said: 'Yes, I found
him in the depths of the Fire and
brought him out to the shallowest
part.' ly

[5121 359 - ( ... ) A HadIth similar
to that of Abü 'Awânah (no. 510)
was narrated from Sufyân with
this chain from the Prophet ;.

[513] 360 - (210) It was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed Al-
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KhudrI that mention of
(Prophet's) uncle AbiI Tâlib was
made in the presence of the
Messenger of Allah , and he
said: "Perhaps my intercession
will benefit him on the Day of
Resurrection, and he will be
placed in the shallowest part of
the Fire, which will reach his
ankles, causing his brain to boil."

Chapter 91. The Least Severely
Punished Of The People Of
The Fire
[514] 361 - (211) It was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed AlISiiudrI that the Messenger of
Allah jilt said: "The least severely
punished of the people of the
Fire will wear sandals of fire, and
his brain will boil because of the
heat of his sandals."

[515] 362 - (212) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
the Messenger of Allah 0, said:
"The least severely punished of
the people of the Fire will be
Abü Tâlib, who will be wearing
sandals because of which his
brain will boil."
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[516] 363 - (213) Abü Isbâq
said: "I heard An-Nu'mân bin
BahIr delivering a KJiu;bah and
he said: 'I heard the Messenger
of Allah
say: 'The least
severely punished of the people
of the Fire on the Day of
Resurrection will be a man
beneath whose feet will be placed
two coals, because of which his
brain will boil.'

[517] 364 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that An-Nu'mân bin BashIr said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'The least severely punished of
the people of the Fire will be a
man who has sandals and sandalstraps of fire, because of which
his brain will boil as a cooking
pot boils. He will think that no
one else is being punished as
severely as he, but he will be the
least severely punished of
them.'
Chapter 92. The Evidence That
Whoever Dies Upon Disbelief,
No Good Deed Will Benefit
Him
[5181 365 - (214) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "I
said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
during the Jâhiliyyah Ibn Jud'ân
used to uphold the ties of kinship
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and feed the poor. Will that
benefit him at all?' He said: 'It
will not benefit him, because he
did not say (even for) one day:
'Lord forgive me my sins on the
Day of Judgment."

Chapter 93. Allegiance To The
Believers, And Forsaking
Others And Disavowing Them

[519] 366 - (215) It was
narrated that 'Amr bin Al-'As
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah
say, out loud and not
secretly: 'The family of Abü
Fulân (the father of so-and-so)
are not my friends. My friends
are Allah and the righteous
believers."

Chapter 94. The Evidence That
Groups Of Muslims Will Enter
Paradise Without Being Called
To Account, And Without Being
Punished
[520] 367 - (216) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "Seventy
thousand of my Ummah will
enter Paradise without being
brought to account." A man said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, pray to

Lt - ( S1
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Allah to make me one of them."
He said: "0 Allah, make him one
of them." Then another man
stood up and said: "0 Messenger
of Allah, pray to Allah to make
me one of them. He said:
"Ukkâah has beaten you to it."
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[521] 368 - ( ... ) AN Hurairah
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah
say..." a HadIth similar
to that of Ar-RabI' (no. 520).

[522] 369 - ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah j; say: 'A group of my
Ummah, numbering seventy
thousand, will enter Paradise with
their faces shining like the moon
when it is full."
Abü Hurairah said: "Ukkâshah
bin Mibsan Al-Asadi stood up,
wrapping his Namirah 11 around
him, and said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, pray to Allah to make me
one of them.' The Messenger of
Allah Q,r said: '0 Allah, make
him one of them.' A man from
An-Nawawl said: "Namirah is a garment white whit, black and red markings, as if it is
made from the skin of a leopard (An-Namir), due to its similanly in colors. It is
something that the Arabs wrap their waists with."
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among the Ansâr stood up and
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, pray
to Allah to make me one of
them.' The Messenger of Allah
, said: 'Ukkâgah has surpassed
you to it."

:3
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[523] 370 - (217) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah llj said:
"Seventy thousand of my Ummah
will enter Paradise in a single
group, looking like the moon."

[524] 371 - (218) It was
narrated that Muhammad meaning Ibn SIrIn - said: "Imrân
narrated to me that the Prophet
of Allah
said: 'Seventy
thousand of my Ummah will
enter Paradise without being
brought to account.' They said:
'Who are they, 0 Messenger of
Allah?' He said: 'They are the
ones who did not use
cauterization or ask others to
perform Ruqyah for them, and
upon their Lord do they rely."
'Ukkâhah stood up and said:
'Pray to Allah to make me-one of
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them.' He said: 'You will be one
of them.' Another man stood up
and said: '0 Prophet of Allah,
pray to Allah to make me one of
them.' He said: "Ukkâshah has
surpassed you to it."
[525] 372 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Imrân bin Husain that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Seventy thousand of my Ummah
will enter Paradise without being
brought to account." They said:
"Who are they, 0 Messenger of
Allah?" He said: "They are the
ones who do not ask others to
perform Ruqyah for them, nor
follow omens, nor use
cauterization, and they put their
trust in their Lord."
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[526] 373 - (219) It was
narrated from Sahl bin Sa'd that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Seventy thousand or seven
hundred thousand" - Abü Hâzim
did not know which of them he
said - "of my Ummah will enter
Paradise, supporting one another
and holding on to one another;
the first of them will not enter
until the last of them does so (i.e.
they will all enter in a row,
showing the width of gate of
Paradise), and their faces will be
like the moon when it is full."
[527] 374 - (220) Husain bin
'Abdur-Rahmân said: "I was with

:
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Sa'eed bin Jubair and he said:
'Who among you saw the
shooting star last night?' I said: 'I
did.' Then I said: 'I was not
praying, but I was stung (by a
scorpion).' He said: 'What did
you do?' I said: 'I asked someone
to recite Ruqyah for me.' He said:
'What made you do that?' I said:
'A HadIth which Ash-Sha'bI
narrated to us.' He said: 'What
did Ash-a'bI narrate to you?' I
said: 'He narrated to us that
Buraidah bin Husaib A1-AslamI
said: "There should be no
Ruqyah except for the evil eye or
a sting." He said: 'He who acts
according to what he has heard
(from the Messenger of Allah )
has done well, but Ibn 'Abbâs
narrated to us that the Prophet
said: "The nations were shown
to me and I saw a Prophet with a
group of men, a Prophet with
one or two men, and a Prophet
accompanied by no one. Then a
huge crowd was shown to me,
and I thought that they were my
Ummah, but it was said to me:
'This is Müsâ and his people. But
look at the horizon.' I looked,
and there was a huge crowd.
Then it was said to me: 'Look at
the other horizon,' and there was
(another) huge crowd. It was said
to me: 'This is your Ummah, and
among them are seventy
thousand who will enter Paradise
without being called to account
or punished." Then he got up
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and went into his house, and the
people started discussing those
who would enter Paradise
without being called to account
or being punished. Some of them
said: "Perhaps they are the ones
who always attended to the
Messenger of Allah
." Some
said: "Perhaps they are those who
were born in Islam and did not
associate anything with Allah."
And they mentioned several
ideas. Then the Messenger of
Allah
came out and said:
"What are you discussing?" They
told him, and he said: "They are
the ones who did not perform
Ruqyah nor ask others to do so,
and did not follow omens, and
upon their Lord did they rely."
'Ukkâshah bin Mihsan stood up
and said: "Pray to Allah to make
me one of them." He said: "You
will be one of them." Another
man stood up and said: "Pray to
Allah to make me one of them."
He said: " 'Ukkâshah has
surpassed you to it."
[528] 375 - ( ... ) Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'The nations were shown to me,"
then he narrated the rest of the
IjadItj, similar to the Hadutj of
Huaim (no. 527), but he did
not mention the first part of his
HadIth.
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Chapter 95. Clarifying That
This Ummah Will Form Half
Of The People Of Paradise
[529] 376 - (221) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said
to us: 'Would it not please you to
be one-quarter of the people of
Paradise?' We glorified Allah
(i.e. said Alláhu Akbar in elation),
then he said: 'Would it not please
you to be one-third of the people
of Paradise?' We said Allâhu
Akbar, then he said: 'I hope that
you will be half of the people of
Paradise, and I will tell you about
that. The Muslims among the
disbelievers are like a white hair
on a black bull, or like a black
hair on a white bull."

[530] 377 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said: "We were
with the Messenger of Allah
in a tent, and there were nearly
forty men present. The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Would it please you to be onequarter of the people of
Paradise?' We said: 'Yes.' He
said: 'Would it please you to be
one-third of the people of
Paradise?' We said: 'Yes.' He
said: 'By the One in Whose Hand
is the soul of Muhammad! I hope
that you will be half of the
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people of Paradise. And that is
because no one will enter
Paradise but a Muslim soul, and
among the people of Shirk you
are like a white hair on the hide
of a black bull, or like a black
hair on the hide of a red bull."

[5311 378 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said: "The
Messenger of Allah ; addressed
us and leaned his back against a
leather tent. He said: 'No one
will enter Paradise but a Muslim
soul. 0 Allah, have I conveyed
(the message)? 0 Allah, bear
witness! Would you like to be
one-quarter of the people of
Paradise?' They said: 'Yes, 0
Messenger of Allah!' He said:
'Would you like to be one-third
of the people of Paradise?' They
said: 'Yes, 0 Messenger of
Allah!' He said: 'I hope that you
will be half of the people of
Paradise, for among other
nations you are like a black hair
on a white bull, or like a white
hair on a black bull."
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Chapter 96. Allah Will Say To
Adam: "Bring Out The Portion
Of The Fire; Nine Hundred
And Ninety-Nine Out Of Every
Thousand."

4 J)) 43.,;

[532] 379 - (222) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Allah, the Mighty and Sublime,
will say: "0 Adam." He will say:
"Here I am at Your service, all
goodness is in Your Hand."
(Allah) will say: "Bring forth the
portion of Hell." He will say:
"What is the portion of Hell?"
He will say: "Nine hundred and
ninety-nine out of every
thousand." That is when every
child will turn grey and every
pregnant one will drop her load,
and you shall see mankind as in a
drunken state, yet they will not
be drunken, but severe will be
the torment of Allah.' That
distressed them, and they said: '0
Messenger of Allah, which of us
will be that man?' He said: 'Be of
good cheer, for there will be a
thousand from among Ya'jüj and
Ma'jüj, and one man from among
you.' Then the Messenger of
Allah ; said: 'By the One in
Whose Hand is my soul! I hope
that you will be one-quarter of
the people of Paradise.' We
(praised Allah and) said (Allâhu
Akbar). Then he said: 'By the
One in Whose Hand is my soul! I
hope that you will be one-third of
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the people of Paradise.' We
praised Allah and said (Allâhu
Akbar). Then he said: 'By the
One in Whose Hand is my soul! I
hope that you will be half of the
people of Paradise. Your likeness
among the nations is that of a
white hair on the hide of a black
bull or the mark on the foreleg of
a donkey."
[533] 380 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Al-A'mag with this chain
(a similar HadIth as no. 532),
except that they said: "On that
Day you will be among the
people like a white hair on a
black bull or like a black hair on
a white bull," and they did not
mention: "Like the mark on the
foreleg of a donkey."
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2. The Book Of
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Chapter 1. The Virtue Of
Wudâ'
[534] 1 - (223) It was narrated
that Abü Mâlik Al-Ashlar said:
"The Messenger of Allah il said:
'Purification is half of faith, "AlHamdu Lillâh" fills the Balance
and "Subhân-Allâhi wal-hamdu
Lillâh" fill - or fills - the space
between heaven and earth.t1]
As-Salât (prayer) is light, AsSadaqa (charity) is proof, As-Sabr
(patience) is illumination and the
Qur'ân is evidence for you or
against you. All people go out in
the morning and sell themselves,
either freeing themselves or
condemning themselves."

Chapter 2. The Obligation Of
Purifying Oneself For The Salât
[5351 (224) It was narrated from
Simâk bin Harb, that Mus'ab bin
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" The Hadj comes with both wordings, and it can refer to the two phrases together, or
individually.
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Sa'd said: "Abdullâh bin 'Umar
came to visit Ibn 'Amir when he
was sick and he said: 'Won't you
supplicate to Allah for me, 0 Ibn
'Umar?' He said: 'I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: "No
.alât is accepted without Wuffs'
(purification), and no charity (is
accepted) that comes from
Ghulâl," 11 and you were the
governor of Al-Basrah."

[536] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 535) was narrated from
Simâk bin Harb with this chain,
from the Prophet .

[5371 2 - (225) Abü Hurairah
narrated from Muhammad the
Messenger of Allah
- and he
quoted several AhâdIth,
including: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'The Salât of one
of you will not be accepted when
he commits Hadath, 21 until he
performs Wu.iâ'."
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Goods pilfered from the spoils of war prior to their authorized distribution.

[21 Referring to those occurrences which invalidates Wudâ'.
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Chapter 3. The Description of
Wudâ' And Its Perfection
[538] 3 - (226) Humrân, the
freed slave of 'Uftmân, narrated
that 'Uthmân bin 'Affân called
for water for Wu(iâ', to perform
Wudâ'. He washed his hands
three times, then he rinsed his
mouth and nose, then he washed
his face three times, then he
washed his right hand up to the
elbow three times, then he
washed his left hand in like
manner. Then he wiped his head,
then he washed his right foot up
to the ankle three times, then he
washed his left foot in like
manner. Then he said: "I saw the
Messenger of Allah j
performing Wuiâ' as I have done
it, then the Messenger of Allah
said: 'Whoever performs
Wutlâ' as I have done it, then
stands up and prays two Rak'ah
in which he does not let his mind
wander, he will be forgiven his
previous sins."
(One of the narrators) Ibn
Shihâb said: "Our scholars used
to say: 'This is the most complete
Wu4u' that anyone may do for
the Salât."
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[539] 4 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Humrân, the freed slave of
'Uthmân, that he saw 'Umân
call for a vessel (of water). He
poured some (water) onto his
hands three times and washed
them, then he put his right hand
into the vessel (took out water)
and rinsed his mouth and nose.
Then he washed his face three
times and his hands up to the
elbows three times. Then he
wiped his head, then he washed
his feet three times. Then he
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Whoever performs Wu.ia'
as I have just done it, then prays
two Rak'ah in which he does not
let his mind wander, will be
forgiven his previous sins."
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Chapter 4. The Virtue Of
Performing Wudâ' And Salât
[540] 5 - (227) It was narrated
that Humrân, the freed slave of
'Umân, said: "I heard 'Uthmân
bin 'Affân, while he was in the
courtyard of the Masjid, and the
Mu'adhdhin came to him at the
time of 'Asr. He called for water
for Wuçli2' and performed Wu4â',
then he said: 'By Allah, I am
going to tell you a Ijadith which,
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were it not for a Verse in the
Book of Allah,11' I would not
have told you. I heard the
say: "No
Messenger of Allah
Muslim man performs Wu{tâ' and
performs Wuiâ' well, then
performs Salât, but he will be
forgiven for whatever (sins) come
between that and the Salât which
follows it."

[5411 ( ... ) It was narrated from
Hishâm with this chain (a similar
HadIth as no. 540). In the HadIth
of Abü Usâmah it says: "And
performs Wudâ' well, then offers
an obligatory prayer."

[5421 6 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Humrân said: "When
'Uftmân performed Wuiâ' he
said: 'By Allah, I am going to tell
you a Ijadith which, by Allah,
were it not for a Verse in the
Book of Allah, I would not tell it
to you. I heard the Messenger of
Allah ç say: "No man performs
The Verse is: "Verily, those who conceal the clear proofs, evidences and the guidance
which We have sent down, after We have made it clear for the people in the Book, they
are the ones cursed by Allah and cursed by those who curse." Al-Ba qarah 2:159.
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Wudâ' and does it well, then
performs Salât, but he will be
forgiven for whatever (sins) come
between that and the Salât which
follows it."

[543] 7 (228) Ishâq bin Sa'eed
bin 'Amr bin Sa'eed bin Al-'As
narrated: "My father told me that
his father said: 'I was with
'Uthmân and he called for water
for purification. He said: "I heard
the Messenger of Allah
say:
'There is no Muslim man who,
when the time for a Salât
Maktâbah (prescribed prayer)
comes, performs Wudâ' well,
focuses with proper humility in
his prayer and bows properly, but
it will be an expiation for the sins
that came before it, so long as he
did not commit any major sin,
and that applies for all time."
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[544] 8 (229) It was narrated
that Humrân, the freed slave of
'U.thmân, said: "I brought water
for Wudâ' to 'UThmân bin 'Affân,
and he performed WuIâ', then
he said: 'Some people narrate
AhâdI.th from the Messenger of
Allah ;, and I do not know what
they are. But I saw the
Messenger of Allah
jW
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performing Wu4â' as I have just
done it, then he said: "Whoever
performs WuçlCL' in this manner
will be forgiven for his previous
sins, and his prayer and his
walking to the Masfid will be
Nafilah." 1
In the narration of Ibn 'Abdah it
is: "I came to 'Uthmân and he
performed Wu1â'."
[545] 9 - (230) It was narrated
from Abü Anas that 'Uthmân
performed Wuiz2' in AlMaqâ'id,121 and he said: "Shall I
not show you how the Messenger
of Allah %0, performed Wuçiâ'?"
Then he performed Wudâ',
washing each part three times.
Qutaibah added in his narration:
"Sufyân said: 'Abü An-Nar said
that Abü Anas said: "And with
him were some men from among
the Companions of the
Messenger of Allah ."
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[5461 10 - (231) It was narrated
that Jâmi' bin Shaddad Abii
Saithrah said: "I heard Humrân
bin Abân say: 'I used to bring
(water for) purification to
'Uflhmân, and there was no day
when he did not bathe with a
[1] Supererogatory acts of worship.

121 A place where 'U.fl]mân used to meet with the people.
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small amount of water. 'Uthmân
said: "The Messenger of Allah jW
told us when we were returning
from this prayer - Mi'sar said: "I
think it was 'Asr" - "I do not
know, should I tell you about
something, or not?" We said: "0
Messenger of Allah, if it is good,
then tell us, and if it is not, then
Allah and His Messenger know
best." He said: "There is no
Muslim who purifies himself and
does so properly in the manner
enjoined by Allah, then offers
these five prayers, but they will
be an expiation for whatever (of
sin) comes in between."

[547] 11 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâmi' bin Shaddâd said: "I
heard Humrân bin Abân telling
Abü Burdah in this Masjid,
during the governorship of Bir,
that 'Uthmân bin 'Affân said:
'The Messenger of Allah
said:
"Whoever performs Wudâ'
properly as enjoined by Allah the
Most High, then the five
prescribed prayers will be an
expiation for whatever (of sin)
comes in between."
This is the HadIth of (one of the
narrators) Ibn Mu'âdh. In the
HadIth of Ghundar (one of the
narrators) it does not mention
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the governorship of Bir or the
obligatory prayers.
[548] 12 - (232) It was narrated
that Humrân, the freed slave of
'Uftmân, said: "Uftmân bin
'Affân performed Wuiâ' one day
and performed Wui(s' well, then
he said: 'I saw the Messenger of
Allah ç performing Wu1It' and
doing it well, then he said:
"Whoever performs Wu.iz2' like
this, then goes out to the Masfid
with no motive other than the
prayer, his previous sins will be
forgiven."
[549] 13 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Humrân, the freed slave of
'Uftmân, that 'Uftmân bin
'Allan said: "I heard the
say:
Messenger of Allah
'Whoever performs Wu!Is' for
prayer and does it well, then
walks to the obligatory prayer,
and offers the prayer with the
people, or with the congregation,
or in the Masjid, Allah will
forgive him his sins."
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Chapter 5. The Five Daily
Prayers, From One Jumu'ah To
The Next, And From One
Ramadan To The Next, Are An
Expiation For Whatever (Sins)
Come In Between, So Long As
One Avoids Major Sins
[550] 14 - (233) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah jW, said: "The
(obligatory) five daily prayers,
from one Jumu 'ah to the next,
are an expiation for whatever
(sins) come in between, so long
as one does not commit major
sins."
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[551] 15 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "The five daily
prayers and from one Jumu 'ah to
the next, are an expiation for
whatever (of sin) comes in
between."

[552] 16 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah it used to
say: "The five daily prayers, from
one Jumu'ah to the next, and
from one Ramadân to the next,
are an expiation for whatever
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(sins) come in between, so long
as one avoids major sins."
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Chapter 6. A1iz-pzikr (The
Remembrance) Which Is
Recommended Following Wudâ'
[553] 17 - (234) It was narrated
that 'Uqbah bin 'Amir said: "We
were charged with taking care of
the camels. When my turn came,
I brought them back in the
evening and found the Messenger
of Allah () standing up,
addressing the people. I caught
up with him when he was saying:
'There is no Muslim who
performs Wuçli2' and does it well,
then stands and prays two Rak'ah
in which his heart is focused as
he faces the Qiblah, but Paradise
will be due to him.' I said: 'How
good this!' Someone who was in
front of me said: 'What came
before it was even better.' I
looked and saw that it was
'Umar. He said: 'I see that you
have just come; he said: "There is
no one among you who performs
Wuiâ' and does it completely or he said Fayusbighu 1] - then
says: 'Ash-hadu An lâ ilâha
illallâh, Wa Anna Muhammadan
'Abduhu Wa Rasuiluh (I bear
witness that none has the right to
Whose meaning here is similar.
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be worshipped but Allah and that
Muhammad is His slave and
Messenger),' but the eight gates
of Paradise will be opened to
him, and he will enter through
whichever one he wishes."
[554] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Uqbah bin 'Amir Al-JuhanI that
the Messenger of Allah lj said:...
and he mentioned a similar
report (as no. 553), except that
he said: "Whoever performs
Wutâ' then says: 'Ash-hadu An lâ
ilâha illallâh Wahdahâ La SharIka
Lahâ, Wa Anna Muhammadan
Abduhâ Wa Rasâluh (none has
the right to be worshipped but
Allah alone, with no partner or
associate, and I bear witness that
Muhammad is His slave and
Messenger.)"
Chapter 7. Another Description
Of Wudâ'
[555] 18 - (235) It was narrated
from 'Amr bin Yahyâ bin
'Umârah, from his father, from
'Abdullâh bin Zaid bin 'Asim AlAnârI - who was a Companion
of the Prophet
- he said: "It
was said to him: 'Perform Wudâ'
for us as the Messenger of Allah
; did it.' He called for a vessel
(of water) and poured some of it
onto his hands and washed them
three times. Then he put his
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hand in and brought it out, and
rinsed his mouth and nose using
one handful, and he did that
three times. Then he put his
hand in and brought it out and
washed his face three times.
Then he put his hand in and
brought it out and washed his
hands up to the elbows, washing
each one twice. Then he put his
hand in and brought it out and
wiped his head, moving his hands
forwards and backwards. Then he
washed his feet up to the ankles.
Then he said: 'This is how the
Messenger of Allah ç
performed Wu(h2'."
[556] ( ... ) A similar report (no.
555) was narrated from 'Amr bin
Yahyâ with this chain, but he did
not say: "Up to the ankles."

[557] (...) It was narrated from
'Amr bin Yahyâ with this chain
(a similar report as no. 555), and
he said: "He rinsed his mouth
and nose three times," but he did
not say: "With one handful." And
after the words: "moving his
hands back and forth" he added:
"He started at the front of his
head then moved them towards
the nape of his neck, then he
brought them back to where he
had started, and he washed his
feet."
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[558]( ... ) It was narrated from
'Amr bin Yahyâ with chain
similar to theirs, and he quoted
the HadIth (no. 555) and said:
"He rinsed his mouth, snuffed
water up into his nostrils with
three handfuls." He also said:
"He wiped his head, moving his
hands forwards and backwards
once."
Bahz said: "Wuhaib dictated this
Hadith to me. And Wuhaib said:
"Amr bin Yahyâ dictated this
HadIth to me twice."

[559]19 - (236) 'Abdullâh bin
Zaid bin 'Asim A1-MâzanI AlAnsârI said that he saw the
Messenger of Allah
performing Wudâ'. He rinsed his
mouth, then his nose, then he
washed his face three times, his
right hand (upto forearm) three
times, and the other three times,
wiped his head with water other
than what was left on his hand,
and washed his feet until he had
cleaned them.
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Chapter 8. Odd Numbers
When Rinsing The Nose And
Cleaning Oneself With Pebbles
(Istjjmâr)
[5601 20 - (237) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "When any one
of you cleans himself with
pebbles, let him use an odd
number, and when any one of
you performs Wuç1I', let him put
water in his nostrils, then let him
blow it out."

[561] 21 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hammâm bin Munabbih
said: "This is what Abü Hurairah
told us, from Muhammad the
Messenger of Allah ." Then he
mentioned a number of AhâdIth,
including the following: "The
Messenger of Allah jo,F said:
'When one of you performs
Wudâ' let him put water in his
nostrils then blow it out."
[562] 22 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Whoever performs Wudâ', let
him rinse out his nose, and
whoever cleans himself with
pebbles, let him use an odd
number."
[563] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn Shihâb that Abü Idrls Al-
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KhawlânI said that he heard Abü
Hurairah and Abü Sa'eed AlijudrI say: "The Messenger of
Allah j4t said..." narrating
something similar (to no. 562).
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[564] 23 - (238) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet j said: "When one of
you awakens from sleep, let him
rinse his nose three times, for the
_Shaitân spends the night on his
nose."
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[565] 24 - (239) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "The Messenger
of Allah jW, said: 'When one of
you cleans himself with pebbles,
let him use an odd number."
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Chapter 9. The Obligation Of
Washing The Feet Completely
[566] 25 - (240) It was narrated

I
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that Sâlim, the freed slave of
Shaddâd, said: "I entered upon
'Aiah, the wife of the Prophet
, on the day that Sa'd bin AbI
Waqqâs died, and 'AbdurRahmân bin AbI Bakr came in
and performed Wuh' in her
house. She said: '0 'AbdurRahmân, perform Wudâ'
properly, for I heard the
Messenger of Allah Aij say: "Woe
to the heels from the Fire."

[567] ( ... ) Abü 'Abdullâh, the
freed slave of Shaddfid bin AlHad narrated that he entered
upon 'Aishah - and he narrated
something similar (as no. 566)
from her, from the Prophet .

[568] ( ... ) Sâlim, the freed slave
of Al-MahrI, said: "AbdurRahmân bin AbI Bakr and I went
out in the funeral procession of
Sa'd bin AbI Waqqâs, and we
passed by the door of 'Aiah's
apartment..." and he narrated
something similar (as no. 566)
from her, from the Prophet .
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[569] (...) Sâlim, the freed slave
of Shaddâd bin Al-Had said: "I
was with 'Aiah..." and he
narrated something
something similar from
her, from the Prophet ; (no.
566).

[570] 26 - (241) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr said:
"We came back with the
Messenger of ARA jW' froi
Makkah to Al-Madinah, and
when we were at an oasis on the
way, some people hastened at the
time of 'Asr and performed
Wudi2'inahurry.We came to
them and their heels were visibly
dry and had not been touched by
water. The Messenger of Allah
; said: 'Woe to the heels from
the Fire! Do Wuiâ'properly."11
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[571](...) It was narrated from
Mansür with this chain (a similar
HadItj as no. 570), but in the
HadlIji ofhu'bah it does not say:
Do Wu1u properly.

(. . .) [êVJ

11 Asbighâl-Wu'. They differ over the meaning, between being sure to wash each part
totally, and washing each part three times, etc.
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[572] 27 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr said:
"The Messenger of Allah
stayed behind during a journey
that we were undertaking. Then
he caught up with us when the
time for Salât Al-'Asr was due.
We started wiping (Namsahu)
over our feet and he called out:
'Woe to the heels from the
Fire!"

[573] 28 - (242) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
saw a man who had
Prophet
not washed his heels and he said:
"Woe to the heels from the
Fire."

[574] 29 ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that he saw
some people performing Wuiâ'
from a water vessel and he said:
"Perform Wuçlâ' properly, for I
say:
heard Abü Al-Qâsim
'Woe to the achilles-tendons
from the Fire."
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[575] 30 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abfl Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah jK said:
'Woe to the heels from the
Fire."
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Chapter 10. The Obligation Of
Completely Washing All The
Parts To Be Washed When
Purifying Oneself
[576] 31 - (234) It was narrated
from Jâbir that 'Umar bin AlKhattâb narrated that a man
performed Wuçiz2' and omitted a
place the size of a fingernail on
his foot. The Prophet
saw him
and said: "Go back and perform
your Wu1â' properly," so he went
back, then he prayed.
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Chapter 11. Sins Exit With The
Water Of Wudli'
[577] 32 - (244) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"When a Muslim - or a h iever performs Wutâ' and washes his
face, every sin that he looked at
with his eyes comes out from his
face with the water - or with the
last drop of the water. When he
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washes his hands, every sin that
he committed with his hands
comes out from his hands with
the water - or with the last drop
of the water. When he washes his
feet, every sin to which he walked
with his feet comes out from his
feet with the water - or with the
last drop of the water - until he
emerges cleansed of sins."

[578] 33 - (245) It was narrated
that 'Uthmân bin 'Affân said:
"The Messenger of Allah ; said:
'Whoever performs Wuiâ' and
performs Wuh2' well, his sins
come out of his body, even from
beneath his nails."

Chapter 12. The
Recommendation To Increase
The Area Washed For The
Forehead, Arms And Legs Well
When Performing Wudâ'
[579] 34 - (246) It was narrated
that Nu'aim bin 'Abdullâh AlMujmir said: "I saw Abü
Hurairah performing Wudil'. He

;U UPI
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washed his face and performed
Wu.iâ' properly, then he washed
his right hand as far as the first
part of the upper arm, then his
left hand as far as the first part of
the upper arm. Then he wiped
his head, then he washed his
right foot as far as the first part
of the calf, then his left foot as
far as the first part of the calf.
Then he said: 'This is how I saw
the Messenger of Allah
performing Wuh2',' and he said:
'The Messenger of Allah ; said:
You will be the ones with
glimmering faces and limbs on
the Day of Resurrection, because
of performing Wutâ' properly.
Whoever among you is able to,
let him increase the brightness on
his face and limbs."

[580] 35 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Nu'aim bin 'Abdullâh that
he saw Abü Hurairah performing
Wud,2'. He washed his face and
his hands almost up to the
shoulders, then he washed his
feet up to the calves. Then he
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah i4I say: 'On the Day of
Resurrection, my Ummah will
come with glimmering faces and
limbs because of the traces of
W40', so whoever among you is
able to increase the brightness of
his face, let him do so."
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[581] 36 - (247) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah i±i said: "My
Cistern (Ijawçi) will be larger
than the distance between Aylah
and 'Adan. It will be whiter than
snow and sweeter than honey
mixed with milk, and its vessels
are more numerous than the
stars. I will block the people from
approaching it as a man blocks
the people's camels from
approaching his cistern." They
said: "0 Messenger of Allah, will
you recognize us on that Day?"
He said: "Yes, you will have a
feature that none of the other
nations will have. You will come
to me with glimmering faces and
limbs because of the traces of
Wudâ'."

[582] 37 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abil Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah 4& said: 'My
Ummah will come to me at the
Cistern (Uawd), and I will be
driving the people away from it
as a man drives another man's
camels away from his own
camels." They said: "0 Prophet
of Allah, will you recognize us?"
He said: "Yes. You will have a
feature that no one else will
have. You will come to me with
glimmering faces and limbs
because of the traces of Wudt'.
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But a group of you will be
prevented from reaching me. I
will say: '0 Lord, these are from
among my followers.' An angel
will reply and say to me: 'Do you
know what they innovated after
you were gone?"
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[583] 38 - (248) It was narrated
that Hudhaifah said: "The
Messenger of Mâh ç said: 'My
Cistern (Hawd) will be larger
than the distance between Aylah
and 'Adan. By the One in Whose
Hand is my soul! I will be driving
men away from it as a man drives
strange camels away from his
cistern.' " They said: "0
Messenger of Allah, will you
recognize us?" He said: "Yes,
you will come to me with
glimmering faces and limbs
because of the traces of Wudâ',
and it will not be for anyone
other than you."
[584] 39 - (249) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah jW came to
the graveyard and said: "Peace be
upon the abode of believing
people, and if Allah wills we will
join you soon. Would that we
could see our brothers." They
said: "Are we not your brothers,
O Messenger of Allah?" He said:
"You are my Companions. Our
brothers are those who have not
come yet." They said: "How will
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you recognize those of your
Ummah who have not come yet,
0 Messenger of Allah?" He said:
"Do you not see that if a man
has a horse that has a white blaze
and white feet among horses that
are all black, will he not
recognize his horse?" They said:
"Of course, 0 Messenger of
Allah!" He said: "You will come
to me with glimmering faces and
limbs (like the white markings of
a horse) because of the traces of
Wudui'. I will reach the Cistern
(Hawd) before them. And Lo!
Men will be driven away from my
Cistern as stray camels are driven
away. I will call out to them:
'Come here!' but it will be said:
'They changed after you were
gone.' And I will say: 'Away with
you, away with you!"
[585] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah ç went out
to the graveyard and said: "Peace
be upon the abode of believing
people, and if Allah wills we will
join you (soon)," narrating a
HadIth like that of Ismâ'Il bin
Ja'far (no. 584), except that in
(this) the Hadith of Mâlik it says:
"Then men will be driven away
from my Cistern."
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Chapter 13. Adornment (In
The Hereafter) Will Reach As
Far As The Wudâ' Reached
[586] 40 - (250) It was narrated
that Abü Hâzim said: "I was
behind Abü Hurairah while he
was performing Wu.tâ' for Saldt.
He washed his hand until he
reached his armpit. I said to him:
'0 Abil Hurairah! What is this
Wudâ'?' He said: '0 Banü
Farrilich, Are you here? If I had
known that you were here I
would not have performed Wulil
in this manner. I heard my close
friend [] say: "Adornment (in
the Hereafter) will reach as far as
the Wudâ' reached."

Chapter 14. The Virtue Of
Isbâghil-Wudâ' (Performing
Wudui' Properly) During Times
When It Is Difficult To Do So
[587] 41 - (251) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah ii said:
"Shall I not tell you something by
means of which Allah erases sins
and raises people in status?"
They said: "Yes, 0 Messenger of
Allah!" He said: "Performing
Wu1ui' properly during times
when it is difficult to do so,
taking many steps to the Masjid
(i.e., coming to Masjid even from
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afar), and waiting for prayer after
prayer. That is your Rib6ç." 1'

[588](...) It was narrated from
A1-'Alâ' bin 'Abdur-Rahmân with
this chain (a similar HadIth as no.
but the IjadEtj of Shu'bah
does not mention Ar-Ribât. In the
of Mâlik the phrase is
Had
repeated twice: "That is your
Ribât, that is your Ribâ."
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Chapter 15. Siwâk (ToothStick)
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[589] 42 - (252) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet ç said: "Were it not
that it would be too difficult for
the believers" - according to the
HadIth of (one of the narrators)
"I
Zuhair: "for my Ummah"
would have commanded them to
use the Siwâk for every $alfit."
-

[590] 43 - (253) It was narrated
from A1-Miqdâm bin Shuraih
[11 To be at the ready or on guard, normally used to mean "guarding the frontier." See

Sarah Al-'Imrân 3:200.
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that his father said: "I asked
'Aishah: 'With what did the
Prophet j start when he entered
his house?' She said: 'With the
Siwâk."

[591] 44 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aihah that when the
Prophet jW entered his house, he
started with the Siwâk.

[592] 45 - (254) It was narrated
that Abñ MiIsâ said: "I entered
upon the Prophet jW, and the
edge of the Siwâk was on his
tongue."

[593] 46 - (255) It was narrated
that Hudhaifah said: "When the
Messenger of Allah
got up to
perform Tahajjud, he cleaned his
mouth with the Siwâk."

[594] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Hudhaifah said: "When the
Messenger of Allah
got up to
pray at night" - a similar Hadijj
(no. 593), but they did not say:
"To perform Tahajjud."
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[595] 47 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Hudhaifah that when the
Messenger of Allah
got up at
night, he would clean his mouth
with the Siwâk.

[596] 48 - (256) Ibn 'Abbâs
narrated that he stayed overnight
with the Prophet of Allah ()
one night. The Prophet of Allah
(ç) got up at the end of the
night, then he went outside and
looked at the sky, then he recited
these Verses from Al 'Imrân:
"Verily, in the creation of the
heavens and the earth, and in the
alternation of night and day"
until he reached: "Give us
salvation from the torment of the
Fire.111 Then he went back to the
house, cleaned his teeth with the
Siwâk and performed Wulâ',
then he stood and prayed. Then
he lay down, then he got up and
went outside and looked at the
sky and recited those Verses,
then he went back to the house,
cleaned his teeth with the Siwâk
[1]

A1-'Imrân 3:190-191.
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and performed Wu46', then he
stood and prayed.
Chapter 16. The
Characteristics Of The Filrah
[597] 49 - (257) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "The Fztrah is
five things" - or "five things are
part of the Fitrah" "Circumcision, shaving the pubes,
clipping the nails, plucking the
armpit hairs, and trimming the
moustache."

[598] 50 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abfl Hurairah, that the
Messenger of Allah ii said: "The
Fitrah is five things: Circumcision,
shaving the pubes, trimming the
moustache, clipping the nails and
plucking the armpit hair."

[599] 51 - (258) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "Anas
said: 'A time limit was set for us
for trimming the moustache,
clipping the nails, plucking the
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armpit hairs and shaving the
pubes: that was not to be left for
more than forty days."

6001 52 - (259) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet
said: "Trim the moustache
and let the beard grow."

[601] 53 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet
ordered trimming the
moustache and letting the beard
grow.
[602] 54 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'Be
different from the idolators: Trim
your moustaches and let your
beards grow."

[603] 55 - (260) It was narrated
that Aba Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah j said:
'Trim the moustache and let the
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beard grow, differ from the
Zoroastrians."

[604] 56 - (261) It was narrated
that 'Aihah said: "The
Messenger of Allah ON said: 'Ten
things are part of the Ffrah:
Trimming the moustache, letting
the beard grow, using the Siwâk,
rinsing the nose with water,
cutting the nails, washing the
finger joints, plucking the armpit
hair, shaving the pubes and
Intiqâs using water."
(One of the narrators)
Zakariyyâ' said: "Mu'ab said: 'I
have forgotten the tenth, but it
may have been rinsing the mouth
with water."
Qutaibah added: "WakI' said:
'Intiqâs using water means
Istinjâ

[605] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 604) was narrated from
Mus'ab bin Shaibah with this
chain, except that he said: "His
father said: 'I have forgotten the
tenth."

Ill

That is, cleaning the private area, using water.
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Chapter 17. Cleaning Oneself
After Relieving Oneself
[606] 57 - (262) It was narrated
from 'Abdur-Rahmân bin Ya.zId,
from Salman that it was said to
him: "Your Prophet has taught
you everything, even how to
defecate?" He said: "Yes. He
forbade us to face towards the
Qiblah when defecating or
urinating, or to clean ourselves
with our right hands, or to clean
ourselves with less than three
pebbles, or to clean ourselves
with dung or bones."

[607] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Salman said: "The idolators said
to us: 'I think that your
companion has taught you
(everything), he has even taught
you how to defecate.' He said:
"Yes. He forbade any one of us
to clean himself with his right
hand, or to face towards the
Qiblah, and he forbade us to use
dung or bones, and he (ç) said:
'No one of you should clean
himself with less than three
pebbles."
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[608] 58 - (263) Jâbir said: "The
Messenger of Allah ç forbade
us to wipe ourselves (after
defecating) with bones or camel
droppings."
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[6091 59 - (264) It was narrated
from Abü Ayyüb that the
Prophet
said: "When you go
to relieve yourselves, do not face
towards the Qiblah nor turn your
backs towards it, whether you are
urinating or defecating; rather
face towards the east or west."
Abü Ayyüb said: "We arrived in
Ash-Shârn and we found latrines
that had been built facing
towards the Qiblah. So we turn
our faces away and ask Allah for
forgiveness."

[610] 60 - (265) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"When one of you sits to relieve
himself, let him not face towards
the Qiblah nor turn his back
towards it."
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[611] 61 - (266) It was narrated
from Muhammad bin Yayâ that
his paternal uncle Wâsi' bin
Uabbân said: "I was praying in
the Masjid and 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar was leaning with his back
towards the Qiblah. When I had
finished my prayer, I came to him
from one side and 'Abdullâh
said: 'The people are saying that
when you sit to relieve yourself,
do not sit facing towards the
Qiblah nor towards Bait AlMaqdis (Jerusalem).' 'Abdullâh
said: 'I went up on the roof of a
house and I saw the Messenger
of Allah , sitting on two bricks,
facing towards Jerusalem,
relieving himself."

[612] 62 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jim 'Umar said: "I went up
on the roof of my sister ITIafah's
house, and I saw the Messenger
of Allah ; sitting to relieve
himself, facing towards A.iihâm, with his back towards the
Qiblah."
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Chapter 18. The Prohibition Of
Cleaning Oneself With The
Right Hand
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[6131 63 - (267) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin AbI Qatâdah
that his father said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'None of you should hold his
private part in his right hand
when he is urinating, nor wipe
himself with his right hand after
defecating, or breathe into the
vessel (while drinking)."

[614] 64 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin AbI Qatâdah
that his father said: "The
Messenger of Allah 40, said:
'When one of you enters AlAalâ',11' let him not touch his
private part with his right hand."

[615] 65 (...) It was narrated
from Abil Qatâdah that the
Prophet
forbade breathing
into the vessel (while drinking),
touching the private part with the
right hand, or cleaning oneself
with the right hand (after
relieving oneself).

I1

The distant area one goes in order to relieve oneself.
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Chapter 19. Starting On The
Right When Purifying Oneself
And In Other Matters

171
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[6161 66 - (268) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
liked to
start on the right when purifying
himself, when combing his hair
and when putting on his sandals."

a
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[617] 67 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
liked to
start on the right in all his affairs;
when putting on his sandals,
when combing his hair and when
purifying himself."

Chapter 20. The Prohibition Of
Relieving Oneself In The Street
Or In The Shade
[618] 68 - (269) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Beware of the two things that
provoke curses." They said:
"What are the two things that
provoke curses, 0 Messenger of
Allah?" He said: "The one who
relieves himself in the street
where people pass, or in places
where they seek shade."
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Chapter 21. Cleaning Oneself
With Water After Defecating
[619] 69 - (270) It was narrated
from Anas bin Mâlik that the
Messenger of Allah
entered a
garden, and a boy who was the
youngest among us followed him
with a jug of water. He placed it
beside a lote-tree, and the
relieved
Messenger of Allah
himself then came out to us,
having cleaned himself with that
water.

[620] 70 - (271) Anas bin Mâlik
said: "The Messenger of Allah
() would enterAl-Khalâ', and a
young boy like myself and I
would bring a vessel of water and
an 'Anazah' 1 and he would
clean himself with the water."

[621] 71 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "The
A short, iron-tipped spear.
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Messenger of Allah used to go
out to relieve himself, and I
would bring him water with which
he would wash himself."

Chapter 22. Wiping Over The
ihuff (Leather Socks)
[622] 72 - (272) It was narrated
that Hammâm said: "JarIr
urinated, then he performed
Wu!â' and wiped over his K/juff.
It was said: 'Do you do that?' He
said: 'Yes; I saw the Messenger
of Allahç urinate, then he
performed Wuiii' and wiped over
his Khuff."
A]-A'mash said: "IbrâhIm said:
'They were impressed by this
1IadWi, because Jarlr accepted
Islam after Si2rat Al-Ma 'idah was
revealed."

[623] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-A'mash with this chain with
the same meaning as the HadIth
of Abü Mu'âwiyah (no. 622),
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except that according to the
HadIth of 'Eisa and Sufyân he
said: "The companions of
'Abdullâh were impressed by this
IjadItj, because JarIr accepted
Islam after Surat Al-Ma 'idah was
revealed."
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[6241 73 - (273) It was narrated
that Hudhaifah said: "I was with
the Prophet
and we came to a
garbage-dump of some people.
He urinated standing, and I
started to go away. He said:
'Come closer (to shield).' So I
came closer until I was standing
(behind him) at his heels, then he
performed Wu1is' and wiped over
his Khuff."
[6251 74 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Wâ'il said: "Abü Müsâ
was very strict with regard to
urinating, and he used to urinate
into a bottle. He said: 'Among
the Children of Israel, if any
urine got onto the skin of one of
them, he would cut it with
scissors.' Hudhaifah said: 'Would
that your companion were not so
strict, for I remember the
Messenger of Allah
and I
walking together. He came to a
garbage-dump behind a wall and
he stood as any one of you would

i
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stand and urinated. I turned to
go away from him but he
gestured to me to come (to
shield), and I came and stood
(behind him) at his heels until he
had finished."
[626] 75 - (274) It was narrated
from AI-MughIrah bin Shu'bah
that the Messenger of Allah
went out to relieve himself, and
A]-MughIrah followed him with a
jug in which there was water,
which he poured for him when he
had finished, then he performed
Wudâ' and wiped over his Kijuff.
In the narration of Ibn Rumh
instead of "when" he said:
"until."

[627] ( ... ) 'Abdul-Wahhâb said:
"I heard Yayâ bin Sa'eed
narrate it with this chain (no.
626), and he said: 'He washed his
face and hands, wiped over his
head, then he wiped over the
Khuff."
[628] 76 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Al-MughIrah bin hu'bah
said: "While I was with the
Messenger of Allah
one night,
he went and relieved himself.
Then he came and I poured
(water) for him from a jug that I
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had with me, then he performed
Wuffs' and wiped over his Kijuff."

[629] 77 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Al-MughIrah bin liu'bah
said: "I was with the Prophet
on a journey, and he said: '0
MughIrah, take the container.' So
I took it, then I went out with
him. The Messenger of Allah
disappeared from my sight and
relieved himself, then he came
back. He was wearing a Syrian
cloak with narrow sleeves, and he
tried to bring his arms out
through the sleeves, but they
were too narrow, so he brought
his arms out from underneath it
and I poured water for him. He
performed Wuçiâ' as for prayer,
then he wiped over his KJjuff,
then he offered prayer."

[630] 78 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that A1-MughIrah bin Shu'bah
said: "The Messenger of Allah i4
went out to relieve himself.
When he came back I met him
with the vessel and poured water
for him. He washed his hands,
then he washed his face, then he
tried to wash his arms but the
(sleeves of the) cloak was too
narrow, so he brought his arms
out from beneath the cloak and
washed them, and he wiped his
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head and wiped over his Khuff,
then he led us in prayer."

J

4

[631] 79 - ( ... ) 'Urwah bin AlMughIrah narrated that his father
said: "I was with the Prophet
one night on a journey and he
said to me: 'Do you have any
water with you?' I said: 'Yes.' He
got down from his mount and
walked until he disappeared in
the blackness of the night. Then
he came back and I poured water
for him from that vessel and he
washed his face. He was wearing
a wool cloak and he could not
bring his arms out of it, so he
brought them out from beneath
the cloak, then he washed his
arms and wiped his head. Then I
bent down to take off his Khuff
and he said: 'Leave them, for I
put them on while my two feet
were Tahir (clean or pure),' and
he wiped over them."
[632] 80 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Urwah bin A1.-Mughlrah,
from his father, that he helped
the Prophet
to perform
WuIà'. He performed Wutâ' and
wiped over his Kijuff, then he
said: "I put them on while my
two feet were Tahir."
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Chapter 23. Wiping Over The
Forehead And The 'Imâmah11'
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[633] 81 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Urwah bin Al-MughIrah
bin Shu'bah that his father said:
"The Messenger of Allah
stayed behind and I stayed
behind with him. When he had
relieved himself he said: 'Do you
have any water with you?' I
brought him a jug and he washed
his hands and face, then he went
to uncover his arms, but the
sleeves of his cloak were too
tight, so he brought his arms out
from beneath the cloak and
threw the cloak over his
shoulders. Then he washed his
hands and wiped over his
forehead and wiped over his
'Imâmah and his Khuff. Then he
came to the people who had got
up to pray, and they were being
led in prayer by 'Abdur-Rabmân
bin 'Awf, who had led them in
one Rak'ah. When he realized
that the Prophet
was there, he
started to move backwards, but
he
gestured to him (to stay
where he was), so he led them in
prayer. When he finished, the
Prophet Ot and I stood up and
prayed the Rak'ah that we had
missed."
[634] 82 - ( ... ) It was narrated
Head covering; turban and the like.
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from Ibn A1-MughIrah, from his
father, that the Prophet of Allah
wiped over the juff, the front of
his head and his 'Imâmah.

[635] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 654) was narrated from Ibn
Al-MughIrah, from his father,
from the Prophet .

[636] 83 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Bakr bin 'Abdullâh, from
Al-Hasan, from Ibn A]-MughIrah
bin Shu'bah, from his father Bakr said: "And I heard from Ibn
A1-Mughlrah - that the Prophet
performed Wuiâ', and he
wiped over his forehead, his
'Imâmah and his Khuff ".

[637] 84 - (275) It was narrated
from Bilâl that the Messenger of
Allah 4b,F wiped over his Kijuff
and Khimâr.
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[638] It was narrated from AlA'mash with this chain (a HadIth
similar to no. 637). And he said
in the HadIth: "I saw the
Messenger of Allah ...
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Chapter 24. Time-Limit For
Wiping Over The jIjuff
[639] 85 - (276) It was narrated
that Shuraih bin HânI' said: "I
came to 'Aishah and asked her
about wiping over the puff. She
said: 'You should go to ('All) Ibn
Abl Tâlib and ask him, for he
used to travel with the Messenger
of Allah .' So we asked him
and he said: 'The Messenger of
Allah ; set a limit of three days
and their nights (i.e., three
nights) for the traveler, and one
day and night for one who is not
travelling."
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[640] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 639) was narrated from AlHakam with this chain.

[641] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Shuraih bin HânI' said: "I asked
'Aiiiah about wiping over the
Kliuff and she said: 'Go to 'All,
for he knows more about that
than I do.' So I went to 'Ali..."
and he quoted something similar
(as no. 639) from the Prophet .

Chapter 25. The Permissibility
Of Performing All The Prayers
With One Wudâ'
[642] 86 - (277) It was narrated
from Sulaimân bin Buraidah,
from his father, that the Prophet
4 prayed all the prayers on the
day of the Conquest (of Makkah)
with one Wudâ', and he wiped
over his Khuff. 'Umar said to
him: "Today you have done
something that you did not do
before." He said: "I did it
deliberately, 0 'Umar."
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Chapter 26. It Is Disliked For
The Person Who Wants To
Perform WUdâ, And Others,
To Put His Hand In The Vessel
(Containing Water) Before
Washing It Three Times, If He
Is Not Sure Whether
Something Impure Is On His
Hands Or Not
[643] 87 (278) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "When one of
you wakes up from sleep, let him
not put his hand in the vessel
until he has washed it three
times, for he does not know
where his hand was during the
night."
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[644] ( ... ) It was narrated in the
1-IadIth of Abü Mu'âwiyah
(regarding the above narrated
HadIth) that Abil Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said," in the Hadith of WakI' he
said it is Marfâ' (attributed to the
Prophet ).

[645] ( ... ) A similar report was
narrated (as no. 643) from Abü

J IJ
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Hurairah (with a different chain),
from the Prophet .

[646] 88 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "When one of
you wakes up, let him pour water
over his hand three times before
putting his hand in his vessel, for
he does not know where his hand
was during the night."

[647] (...) This HadIth was also
narrated via several chains from
Abü Hurairah from the Prophet
(as similar to no. 643). All of
them said, "until he has washed
it" and none of them said, "three
times" except in the reports
narrated from Mir (no. 646),
Ibn A1-M6sâyyab, Abü Salamah,
'Abdullâh bin ShaqIq, Abü Sâlib
and Abü RazIn. In their reports it
mentions doing that three times.
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Chapter 27. Ruling On What
Was Licked By A Dog
[648] 89 - (279) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah ç said: 'If a
dog licks the vessel of any one of
you, let him throw away its
contents then wash it seven
times."

[649] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 648) was narrated from AlA'mah with this chain, but he
did not say: "Let him throw away
the contents."
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[650] 90 ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said: "If a
dog drinks from the vessel of one
of you, let him wash it seven
times."

[651] 91 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah ç said: 'The
purification of the vessel of one
of you, if a dog licks it, is to wash
it seven times, the first time with
mud."

[652] 92 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hammâm bin Munabbih
said: "This is what Abü Hurairah
narrated to us from Muhammad
the Messenger of Allah ;" - and
he mentioned a number of
AâdIth including: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'The
purification of the vessel of one
of you, if a dog licks it, is to wash
it seven times."
[653] 93 - (280) It was narrated
that Ibn Al-Mughaffal said: "The
Messenger of Allah jW ordered
the killing of dogs, then he said:
'What is the problem with them
(the people) and the dogs?' Then
he granted a concession with
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regard to hunting dogs and sheep
dogs, and said: 'If a dog licks the
vessel of one of you, let him wash
it seven times and rub it with
mud the eighth time."
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[654] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 653) was narrated from
hu'bah with this chain, except
that in the report of Yayâ bin
Sa'eed it adds: "And he granted a
concession with regard to sheep
dogs, hunting dogs and farm
dogs." (Farm or) farming is not
mentioned in any report but that
of Yahyâ.

Chapter 28. The Prohibition Of
Urinating Into Standing Water
[655] 94 - (281) It was narrated
from Jâbir that the Messenger of
Allah ii forbade urinat'ig into
standing water.

[656] 95 - (282) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
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said: "None of you
Prophet
should urinate into standing
water and then wash himself with
it."

[657] 98 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hammâm bin Munabbih
said: "This is what Abü Hurairah
narrated to us from Muhammad
the Messenger of Allah " - and
he mentioned a number of
AzâdIllj including: "The
said: 'Do
Messenger of Allah
not urinate into standing water
that does not flow, then wash
yourself with it."
Chapter 29. Prohibition Of
Performing Ghusl In Standing
Water
[658] 97 - (283) It was narrated
from Abü As-Sâ'ib, the freed
slave of Hishâm bin Zuhair that
he heard Abü Hurairah saying:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'None of you should perform
Ghusl in standing water when he
is Junub (in a state of sexual
impurity)." He said: "What
should he do, 0 Abü Hurairah?"
He said: "Let him scoop it out in
handfuls."
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Chapter 30. The Obligation To
Wash Away Urine And Other
Impurities If They Result In
The Masjid, And The Ground
May Be Purified With Water,
With No Need To Scrub It
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[659] 98 - (284) It was narrated
from Anas that a Bedouin
urinated in the Masjid and some
of the people got up (to deal with
him), but the Messenger of Allah
; said: "Let him be, [and] do
not interrupt him." When he had
finished, he called for a bucket of
water and poured it over it.
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[660] 99 - ( ... ) Anas bin Mâlik
said: "A Bedouin stood in the
corner of the Masjid and
urinated. The people shouted at
him but the Messenger of Allah
ji said: "Let him be." When he
had finished, the Messenger of
Allah
ordered that a bucket
full of water be poured over his
urine.
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[661] 100 - (285) Anas bin
Mâlik said: "While we were in
the Masjid with the Messenger of
Allah , a Bedouin came and
stood and urinated in the Masjid.
The Companions of the
said:
Messenger of Allah
'Stop, stop!' The Messenger of
said: 'Do not interrupt
Allah
him; let him be.' So they left him
alone until he had finished
urinating. Then the Messenger of
called him and said to
Allah
him: 'These Masâjid are not for
any of this urine and filth; rather
they are for the remembrance of
Allah, the Mighty and Sublime,
and Salât, and reading Qur'ân,'
or as the Messenger of Allah
said it. Then he ordered a man
from the people to bring a bucket
of water and pour it over it."

Chapter 31. The Ruling On
The Urine Of A Nursing Infant
And How To Wash It
[662] 101 -(286) It was narrated
from 'Aiah, the wife of the
Prophet , that babies would be
brought to the Messenger of
Allah , and he would pray for
blessing for them and put some
soft, chewed dates in their
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mouths (TahnIk). A baby was
brought to him and (the child)
urinated on him. He called for
some water and sprinkled it over
the urine, but he did not wash it.
[663] 102 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'AiJiah said: "A nursing
baby was brought to the
Messenger of Allah Ot and the
baby urinated in his lap; he called
for water and poured it over it."

[664] (...) A HadIth similar to
that of Ibn Numair (no. 662) was
narrated from Hishâm with the
same chain.
[665] 103 - (278) It was
narrated from Umm Mihsan that
she brought a son of hers who
was not yet eating regular food to
the Messenger of Allah
and
placed him in his lap, and he
urinated. He (&;) did not do any
more than to sprinkle water over
it.

[666] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Az-Zuhri (as no. 665) with this
chain, and he said: "He called for
some water and sprinkled it."
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[667] 104 ( ... ) 'Ubaidullâh bin
'Abdullâh bin 'Utbah bin Mas'üd
narrated that Umm Qais bint
Mihsan - who was one of the
earliest Muhâjir (emigrant)
women who had pledged
allegiance to the Messenger of
, and was the sister of
Allah
'Ukâshah bin Mihsan, one of
Banü Mad bin Khuzaimah - told
him that she brought a son of
her's, who has not yet reached
the age of eating regular food, to
.
the Messenger of Allah
'Ubaidullâh said: "She told me
that that son of her's urinated in
the lap of the Messenger of Allah
ç and the Messenger of Allah
called for some water which
he sprinkled on his garment, and
he did not wash it thoroughly."

Chapter 32. The Ruling On
Semen
[668] 105 - (288) It was
narrated from 'Alqamah and
Al-Aswad that a man stayed at
'Aihah's house, and in the
morning he washed his garment.
'Aishah said: "It would have
been sufficient, if you saw it
(the semen), to wash that place,
and if you did not see it, to
sprinkle water around it, for I
remember scratching the
garment (at the place of semen)
of the Messenger of Allah
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thoroughly, then he performed

Salât in it."
[669] 106 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aisjah said concerning
semen: "I used to scratch it from
the garment of the Messenger of
Allah

[670] 107 — (...) A HadIth similar
to that of Ichâlid from Abü
Ma'shar (no. 668) was narrated
from 'Aiah concerning the
scraping off of semen (with a
different chain of narrators).

[671] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 668) was narrated from
'Aishah.
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[672] 108 - (289) It was
narrated that 'Amr bin Maimün
said: "I asked Sulaimân bin Yasâr
about semen that gets onto a
man's garment, should he wash it
or wash the (whole) garment?"
He said: "Aishah told me that
the Messenger of Allah
used
to wash the semen off, then go
out to perform Salfit in that
garment, and I could see the
traces of washing on it."
[6731 ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Amr bin Maimün with this chain.
As for Ibn Abl Zâ'idah, his
HadIth is like that of Ibn Bishr
(no. 672), that the Messenger of
Allah
used to wash off the
semen. As for Ibn Al-Mubârak
and 'Abdul-Wâhid, according to
their HadIth she said: "I used to
wash it from the garment of the
Messenger of Allah &ç."

[674] 109 - (290) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin
Shihâb Al-IchawlânI said: "I was
staying at 'Aiah's house, and I
had a wet dream in my garment,
so I dipped it in water. A slave
girl of 'Aihah saw me and told
her, and 'Aiah sent word to
me, asking me: 'What made you
do that with your garment?' I
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said: 'I saw what a sleeper sees in
his dreams.' She said: 'Did you
see something on it (the
garment)?' He said: 'No.' She
said: 'If you see something, then
wash it, for I remember
scratching it from the garment of
the Messenger of Allah
with
my fingernail when it was thy."
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Chapter 33. The Impurity Of
Blood And How To Wash It
[675]

110

- (291) It was

narrated that Asmâ' said: "A
woman came to the Prophet
and said: 'Menstrual blood may
get onto the clothes of any one of
us; what should she do with it?'
He said: 'She should scratch it
(when it is thy), then rub it with
water, then wash it, then pray in
it."

[676] (...) A HadIth similar to
that of Yahyâ bin Sa'eed (no.
675) was narrated from Hishâm
bin 'Urwah with this chain.
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Chapter 34. The Evidence That
Urine Is Impure And The
Obligation To Take
Precautions Concerning It
[677] 111 - (292) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"The Messenger of Allah
passed by two graves, and he
said: 'They are being punished,
but they are not being punished
for anything grave (i.e., it was not
difficult to avoid). One of them
used to walk around spreading
malicious gossip, and the other
did not protect himself from his
urine.' He () called for a palm
branch, split it in two, then
planted one piece on one grave
and the other on the other grave.
Then he said: 'Perhaps it (the
punishment) will be reduced for
them so long as this does not dry
out."
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[678] ( ... ) It was also narrated
from Sulaimân Al-A'mash with
this chain (a similar HadIth as no.
677), except that he said: "The
other one did not take
precautions against urine."
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3. The Book Of
Menstruation
Chapter 1. Touching A
Menstruating Woman Above
The Izâr (Waist Wrapper)
[679] 1 - (293) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "If one of us
was menstruating, the Messenger
of Allah j would tell her to put
on a waist-wrapper (Izâr), then
he would touch her."

[680] 2 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "If one of us
was menstruating, the Messenger
of Allah* would tell her to put
on a waist-wrapper if her
menstrual flow was heavy, then
he would touch her. She said:
'Who among you can control his
desire as the Messenger of Allah
ç did?"
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[681] 3 (294) It was narrated
that Maimünah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
used to
touch his wives from above the
waist-wrapper when they were
menstruating.
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•Chapter 2. Lying Down With A
Menstruating Woman Under A
Single Cover
[682] 4 - (295) It was narrated
that Kuraib, the freed slave of
Ibn 'Abbâs, said: "I heard
Maimünah, the wife of the
Prophet , say: 'The Messenger
of Allah
used to lie down with
me, when I was menstruating,
with a garment between me and
him."

[683] 5 - (296) It was narrated
that Umm Salamah said: "While
I was lying down with the
Messenger of Allah
under a
wool blanket, I menstruated. I
slipped away and put on the
dress I wore when menstruating.
The Messenger of Allah 0, said
to me: 'Has your menses
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started?' I said: 'Yes.' Then he
called me and I lay down with
him under the wool blanket."
Zainab bint Salama (a narrator)
said: "She and the Messenger of
Allah 0, used to perform Ghusl
together from a single vessel, in
the case of Janâbah."

Chapter 3. It Is Permissible
For A Menstruating Woman To
Wash Her Husband's Head
And Comb His Hair; Her
Leftovers Are Pure (Tâhir);
And Regarding Reclining In
Her Lap And Reciting Qur'uin
[6841 6 - (297) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "When the
Prophet
was in I'tikaf, he
would lean his head out to me
and I would comb it, and he
would not enter the house except
to relieve himself."

[685] 7 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Urwah and 'Arnrah bint
'Abdur-Rahmân that 'Aiah the
wife of the Prophet , said:
' "I
would enter the house for a need
(when I was in I'tikâft and while
passing by I would inquire about
the health of sick (in the family).
And the Messenger of Allah
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used to put his head out to me
when he was in the Masfid, and I
would comb it, and he did not
enter the house except for a need
when he was in I'tikâf."

[686] 8 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aigah, the wife of the
Prophet , said: "The
Messenger of Allah
used to
put his head out to me from the
Masjid when he was in I'tikâf, and
I would wash it while I was
menstruating."

[687] 9 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
used to
lean his head out towards me
when I was in my room, and I
would comb his hair while I was
menstruating."
[688] - 10 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "I used to wash
the head of the Messenger of
Allah
while I was
menstruating."
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[689] 11 - (298) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The
said to
Messenger of Allah
me: 'Pass me the palm-fibre mat
from the Masjid.' I said: 'I am
menstruating.' He said: 'Your
menstruation is not in your
hand."
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[690] 12 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah told me to
pass him the palm-fibre mat from
the Masjid. I said: 'I am
menstruating.' He said: 'Give it
to me; the menstruation is not in
your hand."

[691] 13 - (299) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "While
the Messenger of Allah
was in
the Masjid, he said: '0 'Aishah,
pass me the garment.' She said: 'I
am menstruating.' He said: 'Your
menstruation is not in your
hand.' So she passed it to him."

The Book Of Menstruation
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[6921 14 - (300) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "I would drink
while I was menstruating, then I
would pass it to the Prophet
and he would put his mouth at
the place where my mouth had
been and drink. And I would
nibble meat from the bone while
I was menstruating, then I would
pass it to the Prophet ç and he
would put his mouth where my
mouth had been."
Zuhair (one of the narrators)
did not mention "and drink."

[693] 15 - (301) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah ç used to
recline in my lap when I was
menstruating, and recite Qur'ân."

[694] 16 - (302) Thâbit narrated
from Anas, that among the Jews,
when a woman menstruated, they
would not eat with her or stay
with her in their houses. The
Companions of the Prophet
asked the Prophet j (about
that), and Allah, the Mighty and
Sublime, revealed: "They ask you
concerning menstruation. Say:
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"That is an Adha (a harmful
thing), therefore, keep away from
women during menses..." until
the end of the Verse.t11 The
Messenger of Allah
said: "Do
everything except intercourse."
News of that reached the Jews
and they said: "This man does
not want to leave any of our
affairs, but he differs from us
therein." Usaid bin Hudair and
'Abbâd bin Bishr came and said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, the Jews
are saying such and such. Why
don't we have intercourse with
them (the women)?" The face of
the Messenger of Allah
changed until we thought that he
was angry with them, but when
they went out, a gift of milk was
sent to the Prophet . He sent
someone to bring them back and
gave them (some of that milk) to
drink, and they knew that he was
not angry with them.

A1-Baqarah 2:222.
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Chapter 4. MadizI (Prostatic
Fluid)
[6951 17 - (303) It was narrated
that 'Ali said: "I was a man who
emitted a great deal of prostatic
fluid, but I felt too shy to ask the
Prophet
about that because of
the position of his daughter. So I
told A]-Miqdâd bin A1-Aswad to
ask him, and he () said: 'Let
him wash his private part and
perform Wuiâ'."
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[696] 18 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Ali said: "I felt too shy to
ask the Prophet ; about
prostatic fluid because of
Fâtimah, so I told Al-Miqdâd to
ask him, and he () said: 'Wudâ'
should be done for that."

[697] 19 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "Ali bin AbI
Tâlib said: 'I sent al-Miqdâd bin
A1-Aswad to the Messenger of
, to ask him about the
Allah
prostatic fluid that comes out of
a man, and how he should deal
with it. The Messenger of Allah
ii said: 'Perform Wudâ' and
sprinkle (wash) your private
part.'
11

Chapter 5. Washing The Face
And Hands When Waking
From Sleep

[698] 20 - (304) It was narrated

t:iil;. (y.)_* [A]
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from Ibn 'Abbâs that the Prophet
ij got up at night, relieved
himself, washed his face and
hands, then went back to sleep.
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Chapter 6. It Is Permissible
For One Who Is Junub To
Sleep, But It Is Recommended
For Him To Perform Wudâ'
And Wash His Private Parts If
He Wants To Eat, Drink, Sleep
Or Have Intercourse
[699] 21 - (305) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that if the
Messenger of Allah ii wanted to
sleep while he was Junub, he
would perform Wu1â' as for
prayer before going to sleep.

[700] 22 - (...) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "When the
Messenger of Allah j4t was Junub
and wanted to eat or sleep, he
would perform Wuçiâ' [as for
prayer]."
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[701] ( ... ) It was narrated by
Shu'bah with this chain (a similar
Hadujh as no. 700).

.

4
[702] 23 - (306) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar, that 'Umar said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, can one
of us go to sleep while he is
Junub?" He said: "Yes, if he
performs Wu1â'."

[703] 24 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar, that 'Umar
and
consulted the Prophet
said: "Can one of us go to sleep
while he is Junub?" He said:
"Yes. Let him perform Wu(iii"
and then go to sleep, until he
does Ghusl whenever he wishes."
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[704] 25 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "Umar bin
Al-hattâb told the Messenger of
Allah jW that he became Junub at
night, and the Messenger of
Allah
said to him: 'Perform
Wutâ', and wash your private
part, then sleep."

[705] 26 - (307) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin AbI Qais said:
"I asked 'Aishah about the War
of the Messenger of Allah
and he mentioned the HadIth. I
said: "What did he do in the case
of Janâbah? Did he perform
Ghusl before he slept, or sleep
before he performed Ghusl?"
She said: "He would do both.
Sometimes he performed Ghusl
and then slept, and sometimes he
would perform Wu1â' and sleep."
I said: "Praise be to Allah Who
has made the matter flexible."
[706] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 705) was narrated from
Mu'âwiyah bin Salib with this
chain.

[707] 27 - (308) It was narrated
that Abü Sa'eed A]-KhudrI said:
The Messenger of Allah
said:
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"When one of you has
intercourse with his wife then
wants to repeat it, let him
perform Wuç!â'."
(One of the narrators) Abü Bakr
added in his report: "Between
the two (acts) there should be
Wudâ'." And he said: "If he
wishes that it should be
repeated."

[708] 28 - (309) It was narrated
from Anas that the Prophet ç
used to go around to his wives
with a single Ghusl.

Chapter 7. Women Are Obliged
To Perform Ghusl If They Emit
Fluid

[709] 29 - (310) Anas bin Mâlik
said: "While 'Aihah was present,
Umm Sulaim, who was the
grandmother of Ishâq, came to
the Messenger of Allah
and
said to him: '0 Messenger of
Allah, a woman may see what a
man sees in his dream, and she
may see in herself what a man
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sees in himse1011 'Aishah said:
'0 Umm Sulaim, you have
disclosed women's secrets,
Taribat YamInuk (may your right
hand be rubbed with dust; this is
a mild form of rebuke). He ()
said to 'Aihah: 'Rather, your
right hand should be rubbed with
dust. Yes, let her perform Ghusl,
0 Umm Sulaim, if she sees
that."

[710] 30 - (311) It was narrated
from Qatâdah that Anas bin
Mâlik told them that Umm
Sulaim narrated, that she asked
about a
the Prophet of Allah
woman who sees in her dreams
what a man sees. The Messenger
said: "If a woman
of Allah
sees that, let her perform Ghusl."
Umm Salamah said: "I felt shy
because of that, and I said: 'Does
that really happen?" The
said: "How
Prophet of Allah
else does resemblance (of the
child to either parent) happen?
The water of the man is thick
and white, and the water of the
woman is thin and yellow.
Whichever of them prevails, or
comes first, the resemblance will
be (to that parent)."
[7111 31 - (312) It was narrated
Ill Meaning, wetness or emission of fluid.
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that Anas bin Mâlik said: "A
woman asked the Messenger of
Allah
about a woman who
sees in her dreams what a man
sees in his dream. He said: 'If she
emits (fluid) as a man does, than
let her perform Ghusl."

[712] 32 - (313) It was narrated
that Umm Salamah said: "Umm
Sulaim came to the Prophet ç
and said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
Allah is not too shy to tell the
truth. Does a woman have to
perform Ghusl if she has a wet
dream?' The Messenger of Allah
ç said: 'Yes, if she sees water
(discharge of fluid).' Umm
Salamah said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, can a woman have a wet
dream?' He said: 'May your
hands be rubbed with dust, how
else would her child resemble
her?"

[713] (...) A similar HadIth (as
no. 712) was narrated from
Hishâm bin 'Urwah with this
chain, and he added: "She said: I
said: "You have disclosed
women's secret."
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[7141 (314) 'Urwah bin AzZubair narrated that 'Aishah, the
wife of the Prophet , told him
that Umm Sulaim - Umm BanI
AbI Talhah - entered upon the
Messenger of Allah... a Ijadh
similar to that of Hiâm (no.
712), except that in it he said:
"Aishah said: 'I said to her: 'Fie
on you! Do women see that?"

[715] 33 - (...) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that a woman said
to the Messenger of Allah
:
"Should a woman perform Ghusl
if she has a wet dream and sees
water?" He said: "Yes." 'Aishah
said to her: "May your hands be
rubbed with dust." The
Messenger of Allah t said: "Let
her be. Can the resemblance (of
the child to either parent) come
except through that? If her water
prevails over that of the man,
then the child will resemble his
maternal uncles, and if the man's
water prevails over hers, then he
will resemble his paternal
uncles."
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Chapter 8. Description Of The
(fluid) Of The Man And
Woman; The Child Is Created
From The Water Of Both Of
Them
[716] 34 - (315) Thawbân the
freed slave of the Messenger of
Allah QT, said: "I was standing
beside the Messenger of Allah
when one of the Jewish rabbis
came and said: 'Peace be-upon
you, 0 Muhammad.' I gave him a
shove that almost made him fall
over. He said: 'Why did you push
me?' I said: 'Why don't you say,
"0 Messenger of Allah"?' The
Jew said: 'We only call him by
the name that his family gave
him.' The Messenger of Allah
said: 'My name is Muhammad, (a
name) that my family gave to
me.' The Jew said: 'I have come
to ask you something.' The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'Will
it benefit you anything if I tell
you?' He said: 'I will listen.' The
Messenger of Allah
scratched
the ground with a stick that he
had with him, and said: 'Ask.'
The Jew said: 'Where will the
people be on the Day when the
earth is changed to another
earth, and the heavens
(likewise)?' The Messenger of
Allah jW said: 'They will be in
darkness near the Bridge.' He
said: 'Who will be the first people
to cross (the Bridge)?' He said:
'The poor Muhâjirin
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(emigrants)." The Jew said:
'What will be presented to them
when they enter Paradise?' He
said: "The caudate (extra) lobe of
the fish liver." He said: 'What
food will be given to them after
that?' He said: 'The bull of
Paradise, which used to graze
along its edges, will be
slaughtered for them.' He said:
'What will their drink be?' He
said: 'From a spring there that is
called Salsabli.' He said: 'You
have spoken the truth. I came to
ask you about something that no
one on earth knows except a
Prophet, or one or two men.' He
() said: 'Will it benefit you
anything if I tell you?' He said: 'I
will listen. I have come to ask you
about the child.' He (1ç) said:
'The water of the man is white
and the water of the woman is
yellow. If they meet and the Mani
of the man prevails over the
Mani of the woman, it will be a
male, by Allah's leave. If the
Mani (seminal fluid) of the
woman prevails over the Mani
(seminal fluid) of the man, it will
be a female, by Allah's leave.'
The Jew said: 'You have spoken
the truth; you are indeed a
Prophet.' Then he left and went
away. The Messenger of Allah
said: 'This man asked me what he
asked me, and I had no
knowledge of any of that until
Allah granted it to me."
[717] ( ... ) Mu'âwiyah bin Salâm
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narrated a similar report (as no.
716) with this chain, except that he
(Thawbân) said: "I was sitting
beside the Messenger of Allah ."
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Chapter 9. Description Of
Ghusl In The Case Of Janâbah
(Sexual Impurity)
[718] 35 - (316) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "When the
Messenger of Allah
performed Ghusl in the case of
Janâbah, he would start by
washing his hands, then he would
pour water with his right hand
into his left and wash his private
part. Then he would perform
Wutâ' as for prayer. Then he
would take water (and pour it
over his head) and make it reach
the roots of his hair, using his
fingers. When he saw that it was
thoroughly wet, he would pour
three handfuls of water over his
head. Then he would pour water
over the rest of his body, then he
would wash his feet."
[719] ( ... ) It was also narrated
from Hishâm (a similar HadIth as
no. 718) with this chain, but he
did not mention washing the feet.
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[720] 36 - (...) It was narrated
by WakI' from 'Ai. jah that the
Prophet Ot performed Ghusl
from Janâbah. He started by
washing his hands three times...
and he mentioned a HadIth
similar to that of Abü Mu'âwiyah
(no. 718), but he did not mention
washing the feet.
[721] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Aiah that when the Messenger
of Allah
performed Ghusl
from Janâbah, he would start by
washing his hands before he put
his hand in the vessel, then he
would perform Wu16' as for
prayer.

[722] 37 - (317) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "My
maternal aunt Maimünah told
me: 'I brought the Messenger of
Allah
water to perform Ghusl
from Janâbah. He washed his
hands two or three times, then he
put his hand in the vessel and
poured some water over his
private part and washed it with
his left hand. Then he struck his
left hand on the ground and
rubbed it vigorously. Then he
performed Wudâ' as for prayer,
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then he poured three handfuls of
water over his head, then he
washed the rest of his body. Then
he moved away from the spot
where he had been standing, and
washed his feet. Then I brought
him the towel but he refused it."

[723] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-A'mash with this chain (a
HadIth similar to no. 722) but it
does not mention pouring three
handfuls of water over the head.
In the HadIth of WakI' it
describes Wudâ' in full,
mentioning rinsing out the mouth
and nose. In the HadIth of Abü
Mu'âwiyah there is no mention of
the towel.

[724] 38 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs, from
Maimünah, that the Prophet
was brought a towel, but he did
not touch it, and he started to do
like this with the water - meaning
shake it off.

[725] 39 - (318) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "When the
Messenger of Allah
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performed Ghusl from Janâbah,
he would call for something like
a vessel used for milking, and
take water in his palm. He
started with the right side of his
head, then the left. Then he took
water in both palms and poured
it all over his head."

Chapter 10. The Amount Of
Water With Which It Is
Recommended To Perform
Ghusl In The Case Of Janâbah;
A Man And Woman Washing
From A Single Vessel; One Of
Them Washing With The LeftOver Water Of The Other
[726] 40 - (319) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that the Messenger
of Allah 4h used to perform
Ghusl from Janâbah from a vessel
like a Faraq.

[727] 41 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah il
performed Ghusl in a vessel like
a Faraq, 11 and he and I used to
perform Ghusl using a single
vessel."
According to the IjadIth of
Sufyân: "With a single vessel."
Qutaibah said: "Sufyân said:
[11

The definition follows in the text.
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'The Faraq is three â' (a
measure that equals four Mudd;
about 3kg ."

[728] 42 - (320) It was narrated
that AN Salamah bin 'AbdurRahmân said: "I entered upon
'Aihah along with her brother
through breastfeeding, and he
asked her about how the Prophet
performed Ghusl in the case
of Janâbah. She called for a
vessel the size of a Sâ', and
performed Ghusl with a screen
between us and herJ1' She
poured water over her head three
times. He said: "The wives of the
used to cut their hair
Prophet
so that it came down to their
earlobes."
[729] 43 - (321) It was narrated
that Abü Salamah bin 'AbdurRahmân said: "Aishah said:
'When the Messenger of Allah ç
performed Ghusl, he would start

t-3 (r)-t

In An-Nawawl's commentary on Muslim, Al-QâdI 'Iyâd is quoted as saying: "This HadItij
appears to mean that they saw only her head and the upper part of her body as she
demonstrated Ghusl, which is only permissible for Mahram to see. One of them,
'Abdullâh bin Yazid, was her brother through breastfeeding, and the other one, Abü
Salamah, was her sister's son through breastfeeding. He was breastfed by Umm
Kulthüm, the daughter of Abü Bakr, both of them were Mahram to her. She set up the
screen so that the lower part of her body could not be seen.'
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with his right hand, pouring water
onto it and washing it. Then he
would pour water onto the harm
(impurity) that was on him with
his right hand, and wash it off
with his left hand. When he had
finished that, he would pour
water over his head.'
'Aiah said: The Messenger of
Allah jW and I used to perform
Ghusl from a single vessel, when
we were Junub."

[730] 44 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Hafsah bint 'AbdurRahmân bin AbI Bakr - who was
married to Al-Mundhir bin AzZubair - that 'Aishah told her
that she and the Prophet
used
to perform Ghusl from a single
vessel that held three Mudd or
something close to that (of
water).

[731] 45 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
and I
used to perform ( husi of
Janâbah from a sin
vessel,
dipping our hand into it
alternately."

[732] 46 - (...) It was narrated
from Mu'âdhah, from 'Aishah,
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she said: "The Messenger of
Allah
and I used to perform
Ghusl from a single vessel, which
was between myself and him. He
would go ahead of me, and I
would say: 'Leave me some, leave
me some." She said: "And they
were both Junub."
[733] 47 - (322) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "Maimünah
told me that she used to perform
Ghusl, she and the Prophet itg,
from a single vessel."

[734] 48 - (323) Ibn 'Abbâs
narrated that the Messenger of
Allah
used to perform Ghusl
with the left-over water of
Maimünah.

[735] 49 - (324) Umm Salamah
narrated that she and the
Messenger of Allah
used to
perform Ghusl from a single
vessel, in the case of Janâbah.
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[736] 50 - (325) Anas said: "The
Messenger of Allah
used to
perform Ghusl with five
Makkâk111 , and he performed
Wudâ' with one Makkâk."

[7371 51 - ( ... ) Anas said: "The
Prophet
used to perform
Wudâ' with a Mudd and he used
to perform Ghusl with a Sâ', up
to five Mudd."

[738] 52 - (326) It was narrated
that SafInah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
used to
perform Ghusl with a â' of
water in the case of Janâbah, and
he used to perform Wu(lâ' with a
Mudd of water."
According to Imâm An-Nawawl, a Makkâk is the same as a Mudd.
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[739] 53 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that SafInah - (one of the
narrators) said: Abü Bakr— the
Companion of the Messenger of
Allah
, said: "The Messenger
of Allah jW used to perform
Ghusl with a â' and purify
himself with a Mudd." In the
narration of (one of the
narrators) Ibn Hujr: "Or he said:
'And a Mudd to purify him."
And he said:'1 "And he was old,
so I do not consider his narration
trustworthy."
Chapter 11. It Is
Recommended To Pour Water
Over The Head, And
Elsewhere, Three Times
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[740] 54 - (327) It was narrated
that Jubair bin Mut'im said:
"They (people) argued about
Ghusl in the presence of the
Messenger of Allah . One of
them said: 'As for me, I wash my
head in such and such a manner.'
The Messenger of Allah
said:
'As for me, I pour three handfuls
of water over my head."

Ill That is, Abü Raihanah, one of the narrator, said this about Safmnah.
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[741] 55 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Jubair bin Mut'im that
mention of Ghusl for Janâbah
was made in the presence of the
Prophet iiJ and he said: "As for
me, I pour water over my head
three times."

[742] 56 - (328) It was narrated
from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh that a
delegation from ThaqIf asked the
Prophet
: "Our land is cold,
how should we perform Ghusl?"
He said: "As for me, I pour water
over my head three times."

[743] 57 - (329) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said:
"When the Messenger of Allah
performed Ghusl for Janâbah,
he would pour three handfuls of
water over his head." Al-Hasan
bin Muhammad said to him: "My
hair is thick." Jâbir said: "0 my
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nephew! The hair of the
Messenger of Allah jeT, were
thicker than your hair and
better."

Chapter 12. Ruling On The
Braids Of A Woman Who Is
Doing Ghusl
[744] 58 (330) It was narrated
that Umm Salamah said: "I said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, I am a
woman with tightly braided hair;
should I undo it for Ghusl from
Janâbah?' He said: 'No; it is
sufficient for you to pour three
handfuls of water over your head,
then pour water over you, and
you will become pure."
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[745] ( ... ) It was narrated from
AyyiIb bin Müsâ with this chain.
In the narration of 'AbdurRazzâq it says: "Should I undo
them for (Ghusl following)
menses and Janâbah?" He said:
"No." Then he mentioned
something similar to the Hadith
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of Ibn 'Uyainah (no. 744).

[746] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Rawh bin A]-Qâsim: "Ayyüb bin
Müsâ narrated to us with this
chain (a similar HadIth as no.
744) and said: 'Should I undo it
and wash it in the case of
Janâbah?" And he did not
mention menses.

[747] 59 - (331) It was narrated
that 'Ubaid bin 'Umair said:
"Aihah heard that 'Abdullâh
bin 'Amr was telling the women
to undo their braids when they
performed Ghusl. She said: 'How
strange it is, that Ibn 'Amr
should tell the women to undo
their braids when they perform
Ghusl! Why doesn't he tell them
to shave their heads? The
Messenger of Allah
and I
used to perform Ghusl from a
single vessel, and I did not do
more than pour water over my
head three times (without
undoing my braids)."
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Chapter 13. It Is
Recommended For The Woman
Who Is Performing Ghusl
Following Menses To Apply A
Piece Of Cloth Scented With
Musk To The Site Of The
Bleeding
[748] 60 - (332) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "A woman
asked the Prophet jW, how she
should perform Ghusl following
her menses. He told her how to
perform Ghusl, then said that she
should take a piece of cloth
scented with musk and purify
herself with it. She said: 'How do
I purify myself with it?' He said:
'Purify yourself with it, SubhânAllah (Glorious is Allah)!' and he
covered his face" - (One of the
narrators) Sufyân bin 'Uyainah
showed us how he covered his
face with his hands - 'Aishah
said: "I pulled her towards me,
because I understood what the
Prophet
meant, and I said:
'Follow the traces of blood with
it."

[749] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Aishah that a woman asked the
Prophet
: "How should I
perform Ghusl when my menses
ends?" He said: "Take a piece of
cloth scented with musk and
purify yourself with it." Then he
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mentioned something similar to
the HadIth of Sufyân (no. 750).
[750] 61 - (...) It was narrated
from Safiyyah and she narrates
from 'Aishah that Asmâ' asked
the Prophet
about Ghusl
following menses. He said: "Let
one of you take her water and
Sidr (lote tree) leaves and clean
herself well, then let her pour
water over her head and rub it
vigorously, so that it will reach
the roots of her hair. Then let
her pour the water over herself,
then take a piece of cloth scented
with musk and purify herself."
Asmâ' said: "How should she
purify herself?" He said:
"Subhân-Allâh (Glorious is
Allah)! Purify yourself with it."
'Aishah said - as if she whispered
it to her - "Follow the traces of
blood." And she asked him about
Ghusl in the case of Janâbah. He
said: "Let her take water and
clean herself well - or clean
herself thoroughly - then let her
pour water over her head and rub
it so that it reaches the roots of
the hair, then let her pour water
over herself." 'Aishah said: "How
good the woman of the Anâr
were! They did not let shyness
prevent them from understanding
their religion properly."
[751] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated
something similar (as no. 750)
with this chain and said: "He ;
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said: 'Subhân-Allâh (Glorious is
Allah)! Purify yourself with it
and he covered his face."
[752] (...) It was narrated that
'Aishah said: "Asmâ' bint Shaki
entered upon the Messenger of
and said: '0 Messenger
Allah
of Allah, how should one of us
perform Ghusl when her
menstruation ends?" And he
quoted the Had (no. 750), but
he did not mention Ghusl from
Janâbah.

Chapter 14. The Ghusl And
The Prayer For A Woman Who
Is Suffering Prolonged Vaginal
Bleeding (Istihâdah)
[753] 62 - (333) It was narrated
that 'Aihah said: "Fâtimah bint
AbI I-1ubaiij came to the Prophet
and said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, I am a woman who suffers
from Istiiiâdhah (prolonged
vaginal bleding) and I do not
become pure. Should I give up
As-Salât?' He said: 'No, rather
that is from a vein and is not
menstruation. When the time of
your menstruation arrives, stop
praying, and when it is ends,
wash the blood from yourself and
offer As-Salat."
[754] (...) A HadIth and chain
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similar to that of WakI' (no. 753)
was narrated from Hishâm bin
'Urwah. According to the
narration of Qutaibah from JarIr:
"Fâtimah bint AbI Hubaish bin
'Abdul-Muttalib bin Asad, who
was one of our womenfolk..."
He (Muslim) said: In the
narration of (one of the
narrators) Hammâd bin Zaid is
an additional statement, which
we did not mention.111

[755] 63 - (334) It was narrated
from Ibn Shihâb, from 'Urwah,
from 'Aihah that she said:
"Umm HabIbah bint Jahsh asked
the Messenger of Allah ç: 'I
suffer from Istihâdhah.' He said:
'That is only a vein, so perform
Ghusl and pray.' She used to
perform Ghusl at the time of
every prayer."
Al-Laith bin Sa'd said: "Ibn
Shihâb did not mention that the
Messenger of Allah jW, told Umm
HabIbah bint Jahh to perform
Ghusl at the time of every prayer,
but that it is something that she
chose to do." Ibn Rumh said in
his report: "The daughter of
Jalh," and he did not mention:
"Umm HabIbah."

The wording in question in Flaminad bin Zaid's narration was recorded by An-Nasâ'I (323).
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[756] 64 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aiah, the wife of the
Prophet jt,F, that Umm HabIbah
bint Jahg - the sister-in-law of
the Messenger of Allah , who
was married to 'Abdur-Rahmân
bin 'Awf - suffered from
Istihâdhah for seven years. She
consulted the Messenger of Allah
concerning that and the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"That is not menstruation, rather
it is a vein, so perform Ghusl and
pray."
'Aishah said: "She used to
perform Ghusl in a wash-tub in
the apartment of her sister
Zainab bint Jahsh until the blood
turned the water red."
Ibn Shihâb said: "I told Abü
Bakr bin 'Abdur-Rahmân bin AlHâriTh bin Hiâm about that,
and he said: 'May Allah have
mercy on Hind; if she had heard
this verdict; she too was suffering
from this ailment, and she used
to weep a lot for not be able to
offer Salat."

[757] ( ... ) It was narrated that
'Aiah said: "Umm HabIbah
hint Jalh came to the
Messenger of Allah , and she
had suffered from Istihâdhah for
seven years..." (narrating) a
Had th
L similar to that of 'Amr bin
A1-Hârift (no. 756), up to the
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words: "The blood turned the
water red," but he did not
mention what comes after that.

[758] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Aihah that the daughter of
Jahsh suffered from Istihâdhah
for seven years... a similar Haduil
(as no. 756).

[759] 65 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "Umm
HabIbah asked the Messen$er of
Allah
about bleeding. 'Aiah
said: 'I saw a tub full of blood,
and the Messenger of Allah
said to her: "Wait as long as you
reckon your period used to last,
then perform Ghusl and pray."

[760] 66 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Irâk, from 'Urwah, that
'Aihah, the wife of the Prophet
iW said: "Umm HabIbah bint
Jahh, who was married to
'Abdur-Rahmân bin 'Awf,
complained to the Messenger of
Allah jiJ about her bleeding. He
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said to her: 'Wait as long as you
reckon your period used to last,
then perform Ghusl.' She used to
perform Ghusl at the time of
every prayer."

Chapter 15. A Menstruating
Woman Is Obliged To Make
Up Missed Fasts But Not
Prayers
[761] 67 - (335) It was narrated
from Mu'âdhah that a woman
asked 'Aishah: "Should one of us
make up the prayers that she
misses during her menses?"
'Ai.bah said: "Are you a
Hariiriyyah? One of us would
menstruate during the time of the
Messenger of Allah , then she
was not ordered to make up (the
prayers)."

[762] 68 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that YazId said: "I heard
Mu'âhah (say) that she asked
'Aiah: 'Should a menstruating
woman make up missed prayers?'
'Aiiah said: 'Are you a
HarIriah? The wives of the
Messenger of Allah
used to
menstruate, but did he
tell
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them to make up (the
prayers)?!"
[763] 69 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Mu'ãdhah said: "I asked
'Aihah: 'Why does a
menstruating woman have to
make up missed fasts but not
missed prayers?' She said: 'Are
you a Harñriyyah?' I said: 'I am
not a -IarEriyyah, but I am
asking.' She said: 'That used to
happen to us and we were
commanded to make up the fasts
but we were not commanded to
make up the prayers."

Chapter 16. Covering Oneself
With A Garment And The Like
While Performing Ghusl
[764] 70 - (336) Umm HânI'
bint Abi Tâlib said: "I went to
during
the Messenger of Allah
the year of the Conquest and I
found him performing Ghusl, and
his daughter Fâtimah was
screening him with a garment."

[765] 71 - ( ... ) AN Murrah, the
freed slave of 'AqIl, narrated th
Umm HânI' bint AbI Talib told
him that during the year of the
Conquest, she came to the
Messenger of Allah
when he
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was in the upper part of Makkah,
and the Messenger of Allah
got up to perform Ghusl, and
Fâtimah screened him. Then he
took his garment and wrapped it
around himself, then he prayed
eight Rak'ah of Duha prayer.

[766] 72 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Weed bin AbI Hind with
this chain (as no. 765), and he
said: "His daughter Fâtimah
screened him with his garment,
and when he had performed
Ghusl he took it and wrapped
himself in it, then he stood up
and prayed eight Rak'ah, and
that was Duha (Prayer)."
[767] 73 - (337) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs that Maimünah
said: "I put some water out for
the Prophet
and screened
him, and he performed Ghusl."

Chapter 17. The Prohibition Of
Looking At 'Awrah
[768] 74 - (338) It was narrated
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from 'Abdur-Rahmân bin AbI
Sa'eed Al-hudrI, from his
father, that the Messenger of
Allah l4 said: "No man should
look at the 'Awrah of another
man, and no woman should look
at the 'Awrah of another woman.
No man should lie with another
man under the same cover, and
no woman should lie with
another woman under the same
cover."
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[769] ( ... ) Ad-Dahhâk bin
'Uthmân narrated it to us with
this chain (a Hadith similar to no.
768), but instead of 'Awrah he
said: "The nakedness of another
man and the nakedness of
another woman."
Chapter 18. It Is Permissible
To Bathe Naked When One Is
Alone
[770] 75 - (339) It was narrated
that Hammâm bin Munabbih
said: "This is what Abü Hurairah
narrated to us from Muhammad,
the Messenger of Allah ," and
he mentioned a number of
AzâdIi]j, including the following:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'The Children of Israel used to
bathe naked, looking at one
another's 'Awrah. But Müsâ,
used to bathe alone, and they
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said: "By Allah, nothing is
keeping Müsâ from bathing with
us except for the fact that he has
a scrotal hernia." "One day he
went to perform Ghusl and he
put his garment on a rock. The
rock fled with his garment, and
Miisâ began to run after it,
saying: "My garment, 0 rock! My
garment, 0 rock!" until the
Children of Israel saw the 'Awrah
of Mflsâ and said: "By Allah,
there is nothing wrong with
Müsâ." Then the rock came to a
standstill. He took his garment
and struck the rock hard."
Abü Hurairah said: "By Allah,
there were six or seven marks on
the rock where Müsâ had struck
it."

Chapter 19. Taking Care To
Conceal One's 'Awrah
[771] 76 - (340) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "When the
Ka'bah was built, the Prophet
and 'Abbás went to move a stone.
Al-'Abbãs said to the Prophet :
'Put your Izâr (lower garment) up
on your shoulders to protect
them from the stone.' He did
that, then he fell to the ground.
His eyes lifted up towards heaven
(i.e., he became unconscious),
then he got up and said: 'My Izâr,
my Izâr!' and his Izâr was tied
around him."
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Ibn RâfI' said in his report: "On
your neck;" he did not say, "on
your shoulders," (this happened
when the Messenger of Allah was
in his childhood.)

[772] 77 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh narrated that the
was
Messenger of Allah
moving stones for the (building
of) Ka'bah with them, and he was
wearing his Izâr. Al-'Abbâs - his
paternal uncle - said to him: "0
son of my brother, why don't you
undo your Izâr and put it on your
shoulders to protect them from
the stones?" So he undid it and
put it on his shoulders, then he
fell down, unconscious. He was
never seen naked after that day.

[773] 78 - (341) It was narrated
that A1-Miswar bin Makhramah
said: "I was carrying a heavy rock,
wearing a light Izâr. My Izâr slipped
off and I was carrying the rock so I
could not put my Izâr back until I
had put the rock in its place. The
said: 'Go
Messenger of Allah
back and get your garment, and
do not walk about naked."
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Chapter 20. Screening Oneself
When Urinating
[774] 79 - (342) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin Ja'far said:
"The Messenger of Allah ç
made me ride behind him one
day, and he told me a secret
which I will never tell to any of
the people. When relieving
himself, the Messenger of Allah
40 liked to find a place where he
was well concealed, a hill or a
cluster of date-palms."

Chapter 21. At The Beginning
Of Islam, Intercourse Did Not
Necessitate Ghusl Unless
Semen Was Emitted, Then
That Was Abrogated And Ghusl
Becomes Obligatory For
Intercourse
[775] 80 - (343) It was narrated
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from 'Abdur-Rahmân bin AbI
Sa'eed Al-KhudrI that his father
said: "I went out with the
Messenger of Allah
on a
Monday to Qubâ', and while we
were in (the land of) Banü Sâlim,
the Messenger of Allah
stood
at the door of 'Itbân and called
out loudly to him. He came out,
dragging his Izâr, and the
Messenger of Allah
said: 'We
made the man rush.' 'Itbân said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, what do
you think, if a man hastens to
part from his wife and does not
emit semen, what should he do?'
The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Water is for water."11'

[776] 81 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Sa'eed A]-KhudrI that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Water is for water."

Meaning, Ghusl must be performed when semen is emitted.
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[777] 82 - (344) Abü Al-'Alâ'
bin Shikh=khIr said: "The HâdIth
of the Messenger of Allah jW
abrogated one another as Verses
of the Qur'ân abrogated one
another."

[778] 83 - (345) It was narrated
from Abü Sa'eed A]-KhudrI that
the Messenger of Allah
passed by a man from among the
Ansâr and called for him. He
came out with his hair dripping
and he said: "Perhaps we made
you rush?" He said: "Yes, 0
Messenger of Allah." He said: "If
you hastened or did not emit
semen, then you do not have to
perform Ghusl, but you have to
perform WutiI."

[779] 84 - (346) It was narrated
that Ubayy bin Ka'b said: "I
asked the Messenger of Allah
about a man who has intercourse
with his wife but fails to
ejaculate. He said: 'Let him wash
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off whatever has got on him from
his woman, then perform Wudâ'
and pray."

[780] 85 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ubayy bin Ka'b that the
Messenger of Allah
said,
concerning a man who has
intercourse with his wife but does
not ejaculate: "Let him wash his
private part and perform Wutii2'."

[781] 86 - (347) Zaid bin Khâlid
A1-JuhanI narrated that he asked
'Uthmân bin 'Affân: "What do
you think if a man has
intercourse with his wife but does
not emit semen?" 'Uthmân said:
"He should perform Wu(iâ' as for
prayer, and wash his private
part." 'Uftmân said: "I heard it
from the Messenger of Allah ."
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[782] ( ... ) 'Urwah bin Az-Zubair
narrated that Abü Ayyüb
informed him, that he heard that
from the Messenger of Allah
(a similar HadIth as no. 781).

Oj.I
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Chapter 22. Abrogation Of
"Water Is For Water," And
That It Is Obligatory To
Perform Ghusl When The Two
Circumcised Parts Meet
[783] 87 - (348) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet of Allah
said: "When
a man sits between the four
parts[l] and toils with her, then
Ghusl is obligatory."
According to the -IadIjfi of
Matar: "Even if he does not
ejaculate."
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[784] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 783) was narrated from
Shu'bah from Qatâdah with this
chain. Except that in the
narration of Shu'bah he said:
"Then he struggles" and it was
not said: "Even if he does not
ejaculate."

[785] 88 - (349) It was narrated
that Abfl Müsâ said: "A group of
the Muhâjireen and Ansâr
differed concerning that. The
Ansâr said: 'Ghusl is not
mandatory unless semen spurts
forth or there is water (emission
of fluid).' The Muhâjithn said:
'When he has intercourse, Ghusl
is mandatory.' Abü Müsâ said: 'I
will answer you concerning that'.
I went and asked permission to
enter upon 'Aishah, and
permission was granted to me. I
said to her: '0 my mother' - or,
'0 Mother of the Believers' - 'I
want to ask you about something
but I feel shy.' She said: 'Do not
feel too shy to ask me anything
that you would ask your mother
who gave birth to you, for I am
your mother.' I said: 'What
necessitates Ghusl?' She said:
'You have come to one who
knows about that. The Messenger
said: 'When a man
of Allah
sits between the four parts and
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the two circumcised parts meet,
then Ghusl is obligatory."'

[786] 89 - (350) It was narrated
that 'Aiah, the wife of the
Prophet , said: "A man asked
the Messenger of Allah
about
a man who has intercourse with
his wife then he fails (to
ejaculate). Do they have to
perform Ghusl? 'Aijah was
sitting there, and the Messenger
of Allah
said: 'I do that, I and
this one, then we perform
Gluts!."

Chapter 23. Performing Wudâ'
After Eating Something That
Has Been Touched By Fire
[787] 90 - (351) Zaid bin Thâbit
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah
say: 'Wutâ' (is required)
for that which has been touched
by fire."
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[788] (352) 'Abdullâh bin
IbrâhIm bin Qâriz narrated that
he found Abü Hurairah
performing Wudi' in the Masjid,
and he said: "I am performing
Wudâ' because of pieces of
cottage cheese that I ate, because
I heard the Messenger of Allah
say: "Perform Wuçh2' for that
which has been touched by fire."

[789] (353) Ibn Shihâb said:
"Sa'eed bin Khfilid bin 'Amr bin
'Ujhmân told me, when I
narrated this HadI (no. 788) to
him, that he asked 'Urwah bin
Az-Zubair about performing
W40' for that which has been
touched by fire. 'Urwah said: 'I
heard 'Aihah, the wife of the
Prophet , say: "The Messenger
of Allah j said: 'Perform Wudâ'
for that which has been touched
by fire."
Chapter 24. Abrogation Of
Wudâ' For That Which Has
Been Touched By Fire
[790] 91 - (354) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs that the
Messenger of Allah
ate some
lamb shoulder, then he offered
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Salat, and he did not perform
Wudâ'.

3c3
[7911 ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn 'Abbâs that the Prophet
ate some meat from the bone - or
some meat - then he prayed and
he did not perform Wu1â', or he
did not touch water.

[792] 92 - (355) It was narrated
from Ja'far bin 'Amr bin
Umayyah Ad-amrI, from his
father, that he saw the Messenger
of Allah
cut (some meat)
from a lamb shoulder and eat it,
then he prayed and he did not
perform Wuiâ'.
[793] 93 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ja'far bin 'Amr bin
Umayyah Ad-DamrI that his
father said: "I saw the Messenger
of Allah it cut (some meat)
from a lamb shoulder and eat it,
then the call to prayer was given.
He got up, put down the knife
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and prayed, and he did not
perform Wudâ'."

[794] (...) A similar HadIth (as
no. 793) was narrated by 'All bin
'Abdullâh bin 'Abbâs from his
father, from the Messenger of
Allâh.
[795] (356) It was narrated from
Maimünah, the wife of the
Prophet , that the Prophet
ate some lamb shoulder in her
house, then he prayed and he did
not perform Wudâ'.

[796] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no.795) was narrated from
Maimünah, the wife of the
Prophet

[797] 94 - (357) It was narrated
that Abü Râfi' said: "I bear
witness that I used to grill sheep
liver for the Messenger of Allah
, then he prayed and he did
not perform Wudâ'."

[798] 95 - (358) It was narrated
from Az-Zuhrl, from 'Ubaidullâh
bin 'Abdullâh, from Ibn 'Abbâs
that the Prophet
drank some
milk, then he called for some
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water and rinsed out his mouth
and said: "There is some
greasiness in it"
[799] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 798) was narrated with the
(previous) chain of 'Uqayl, from
Az-ZuhrI.

[800] 96 - (359) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs that the
Messenger of Allah
got
dressed, then he came out to
offer Salat. A gift of bread and
meat was brought to him and he
ate three mouthfuls, then he led
the people in prayer, and he did
not touch any water (i.e. he
did not perform Wu(iâ').

[801] ( ... ) Muhammad bin 'Amr
bin Atâ' said: "I was with Ibn
'Abbâs..." and he -quoted a
HadIth of Ibn Halhalah (no. 800).
In it he said: "Ibn 'Abbâs saw the
Prophet
do that." He said:
"He offered Sala," but he did
not say, "he led the people."
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Chapter 25. (Performing)
Wudâ' After Eating Camel
Meat
[802] 97 - (360) It was narrated
from Jâbir bin Samurah that a
man asked the Messenger of
Allah
: "Should I perform
WuJâ' after eating lamb?" He
said: "If you wish, then perform
Wudâ', and if not, then do not do
it." He said: "Should I perform
Wuiâ' after eating camel meat?"
He said: "Yes, perform Wuiâ'
after eating camel meat." He
said: "Can I offer prayer in sheep
pens?" He said: "Yes." He said:
"Can I pray in the area where
camels rest?" He said, "No."
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[803] (...) A HadIth similar to
that of Abü Kâmil from Abü
'Awânah was narrated from Jâbir
bin Samurah (no. 802) from the
Prophet .
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Chapter 26. Evidence That If A
Person Is Certain That He Is
In A State Of Purity, Then He
Doubts Whether He Has
Committed Hadath (Broken His
Wudâ'), Then He Prays With
His Purity Like That
[8041 98 - (361) It was narrated
from Sa'eed, and 'Abbâd bin
TamIm, from his paternal uncle,
that a complaint was made to the
Prophet jW about when one
thinks that something has
happened while he is praying. He
() said: "Do not stop until you
hear a sound or notice a smell."
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[805] 99 - (362) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
said: 'If
Messenger of Allah
one of you feels something in his
stomach and is not sure whether
something came out of him or
not, let him not leave the Masjid
(i.e., continue his prayer) unless
he hears a sound or notices a
smell."

Chapter 27. Hides Of Dead
Animals Are Purified By Tanning
[8061 100 - (363) It was
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narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "A
sheep was given in charity to a
freed slave woman of Maimünah,
but it died. The Messenger of
Allah
passed by it and said:
'Why don't you take its skin and
tan it, and make use of it?' They
said: 'It is dead, 0 Messenger of
Allah.' He said: 'It is only
unlawful to eat it (the dead)."

[807] 101 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs that the
Messenger of Allah jW found a
dead sheep; it had been given to
a freed slave woman of
Maimünah from the charity. The
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Why don't you take its hide?"
They said: "It is dead." He said:
"It is only unlawful to eat it."

[808] ( ... ) A report similar to
that of Yünus (no. 807) was
narrated from Ibn Shihâb with
this chain.
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[809] 102 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs that the
Messenger of Allah
passed by
a sheep that had been thrown
away; it had been given to a freed
slave woman of Maimünah from
the charity. The Prophet
said:
"Why didn't they take its skin,
tan it and make use of it?"

[8101 103 - (364) Ibn 'Abbâs
narrated that Maimünah told
him: "There was a sheep that
belonged to one of the wives of
the Messenger of Allah
and it
died. The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Why didn't you take its skin
and make use of it?"

[811] 104 - (365) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
the Prophet ià passed by a sheep
belonging to a freed slave woman
of Maimünah, and he said: "Why
didn't you make use of its skin?"
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[812] 105 - (366) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin
'Abbâs said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: 'If
the skin is tanned it has become
pure."

[813] (...) A HadIth similar to
that of Yabyâ bin Yayâ (no.
812) was narrated from the
Prophet .

[814] 106 - ( ... ) Abü Al-Khair
said: "I saw Ibn Wa'lah As-Sabâ'I
wearing an animal pelt and I
touched it. He said: 'Why did you
touch it (do you think it is
impure)? I asked 'Abdullâh bin
'Abbâs: 'We live in the west and
with us there are Berbers and
Zoroastrians who bring us a ram
that they have slaughtered, and
we do not eat of the meat they
slaughter. And they bring us skins
in which they put fat." Ibn
'Abbâs said: 'We asked the
Messenger of Allah
about that
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and he said: 'Its tanning is its
purification."
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[815] 107 - ( ... ) Ibn Wa'lah AsSabâ'I said: "I asked 'Abdullâh
bin 'Abbâs: 'We are in the west
and the Zoroastrians come to us
with skins in which there is water
and fat.' He said: 'Drink it.' I
said: 'Is that your own opinion?'
Ibn 'Abbâs said: 'I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: "Its
tanning is its purification."
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Chapter 28. Tayammum

[816] 108 - (367) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "We
went out with the Messenger of
Allah , on one of his journeys,
and when we were in Al-Baidâ' or in Dhât Al-Jaish - a necklace
of mine broke (and fell off). The
Messenger of Allah
started to
look for it, and the people did
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likewise. They were not near any
water source and they did not
have any water with them. The
people came to Abü Bakr and
said: 'Do you not see what
'Aishah has done? She has
delayed the Messenger of Allah
and the people with him. They
are not near any water source
and they do not have any water
with them.' Abü Bakr came and
the Messenger of Allah
was
resting his head on my thigh and
had gone to sleep. He said: 'You
have delayed the Messenger of
Allah lJ and the people. They
are not near any water source
and they do not have any water
with them.' Abü Bakr scolded
me, and said whatever Allah
willed he should say. He started
poking me in the side with his
hand, and nothing prevented me
from moving except the fact that
the Messenger of Allah
was
resting on my thigh. The
Messenger of Allah ç slept until
morning came and there was no
water. Then Allah revealed the
Verse of Tayammum, so they
performed Tayammum. Usaid bin
Hudair - who was one of the
leaders - said: 'This is not the
first of your blessings, 0 family of
Abü Bakr!" 'Aishah said: "We
made the camel that I had been
riding get up, and we found the
necklace underneath it."
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[8171 109 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that she borrowed a
necklace from Asmâ', but it got
lost. The Messenger of Allah
sent some of his Companions out
to look for it, and the time of
prayer came, so they prayed
without WuIâ'. When they came
to the Prophet
they
complained to him about that,
and the Verse of Tayammum was
revealed. Usaid bin Hudair said:
"May Allah reward you with
good (0 'Aihah), for by Allah,
you never have any problem but
Allah grants you a way out and
makes it a blessing for the
Muslims."
[818] 110 - (368) It was
narrated that Shaqiq said: "I was
sitting with 'Abdullâh and Abü
Müsâ when Abü Müsâ said: '0
Abil 'Abdur-Rahmân! If a man
becomes sexually impure and
cannot find any water for a
month, what do you think he
should do about offering alat?'
'Abdullâh said: 'He should not
do Tayammum even if he does
not find water for a month.' Abü
Müsâ said: 'What about this
Verse in Sârat Al-Ma 'idah: "...and
you find no water, then perform
Tayammum with clean
earth...'?'['] 'Abdullâh said: 'If
[1]

A1-Mâ'idah 5:6.
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they were granted a concession
because of this Verse, soon they
would do Tayammum with clean
earth if they found the water too
cold.' Abü Müsâ said to
'Abdullâh: 'Have you not heard
what 'Ammâr said?: "The
Messenger of Allah
sent me
on an errand and I became
sexually impure. I could not find
any water, so I rolled in the dust
like an animal, then I came to
the Messenger of Allah
and
told him about that. He said: 'It
would have been sufficient for
you to do like this with your
hands' - then he struck the
ground with his hands once, then
wiped the left hand over the
right, and the back of his hands
and his face." 'Abdullâh said:
'Did you not notice that 'Umar
was not convinced by the words
of 'Ammâr?"
[819] 111 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Shaqiq said: "Abü Müsâ said
to 'Abdullâh..." and he quoted a
HadIth similar to that of Abü
Mu'âwiyah (no. 818), except that
he said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'It would have been
sufficient for you to do like this,'
and he struck his hands on the
ground, then he shook off the
dust and wiped his face and
hands."

[820] 112 - ( ... ) It was narrated
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from Sa'eed bin 'Abdur-Rahmân
bin Abza, from his father, that a
man came to 'Umar and said: "I
became sexually impure but I
could not find any water." He
said: "Do not pray." 'Ammar
said: "Do you not remember, 0
Commander of the Believers!
When you and I were on a
campaign and we became
sexually impure and could not
find any water. You did not pray,
but I rolled in the dust and offer
a16t. The Prophet jW, said: 'It
would have been sufficient for
you to strike your hands on the
ground, then blow on them, then
wipe your face and hands with
them.'' Umar said: 'Fear Allah, 0
'Ammâr!' I said: 'If you wish, I
will not narrate it."
(In another narration) from
Dharr with the same chain that
Al-Hakam mentioned. 'Umar
said: "We have left you with what
you have said."

[821] 113 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abdur-Rahmân bin
Abza from his father, that a man
came to 'Umar and said: "I
became sexually impure but I
could not find any water..." and
he quoted the Had, (no. 820)
and added: "Ammâr said: '0
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Commander of the Believers! If
you wish, because of the right
that Allah has given you over me,
I will not tell anyone about it."

[822] 114 - (369) It was
narrated from 'Umair, the freed
slave of Ibn 'Abbâs, that he
heard him say: "Abdur-Rabmân
bin Yasâr, the freed slave of
Maimünah, the wife of the
Prophet ;, and I came to Abü
Al-Jahm bin A1-Hârith bin AsSimmah Al-AnsârI. Abü Al-Jahm
said: 'The Messenger of Allah
came from the direction of Bi'r
Jamal and was met by a man who
greeted him with Salâm. The
Messenger of Allah
did not
return the greeting [to him] until
he went to a wall, and wiped his
face and hands, then he returned
the greeting."

[823] 115 - (370) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that a
man passed by when the
Messenger of Allah
was
urinating. He greeted him, but he
did not return the greeting.
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Chapter 29. Evidence That The
Muslim Does Not Become
Impure
[824] (371) It was narrated from
Abü Hurairah that he met the
Prophet
in one of the streets
of Al-Madinah when he was
sexually impure. He slipped away
and went to perform Ghusl, and
the Prophet
noticed he was
gone. When he came to him, he
said: "Where were you, 0 Abfl
Hurairah?" He said: "0
Messenger of Allah, you met me
when I was sexually impure, and
I did not like to sit with you until
I had performed Ghusl." The
said:
Messenger of Allah
"Subhân-Allâh (Glorious is
Allah)! The believer does not
become impure."

[825] 116 - (372) It was
narrated from Hudhaifah that the
Messenger of Allah
met him
while he was sexually impure, so
he slipped away and performed
Ghusl, then he came back and
said: "I was sexually impure." He
said: "The Muslim does not
become impure."
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Chapter 30. Remembering
Allah, The Most High, When
One Is Sexually Impure, And
At Other Times
[826] 117 - (373) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Prophet
used to remember
Allah in all situations."
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Chapter 31. It Is Permissible
For One Who Has Broken His
Wudâ' To Eat, And There Is
Nothing Disliked About Doing
So, And Wudâ' Need Not Be
Done Immediately
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[827] 118 - (374) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
the Prophet
came out from
where he relieved himself and
some food was brought. They
suggested Wudâ' to him and he
said: "Am I going to offer Salât,
that I should perform Wuiâ'?"
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[828] 119 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sa'eed bin A]-Huwairith: "I
heard Ibn 'Abbâs say: 'We were
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with the Prophet it when he
came from where he relieved
himself and some food was
brought. It was said to him:
Aren't you going to perform
Wu1â'? He said: Why? Am I
going to prayer, that I should
perform Wuçiâ'?'"
[829] 120 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sa'eed bin Al-Huwairiih,
the freed slave of the family of
As-Sâ'ib, that he heard 'Abdullâh
bin 'Abbâs say: "The Messenger
of Allah iI went to relieve
himself, and when he returned,
some food was offered to him. It
was said to him: '0 Messenger of
Allah, aren't you going to
perform Wuiâ'?' He said: 'Why?
For prayer?"
[830] 121 - ( ... ) Sa'eed bin AlHuwairith narrated that he heard
Ibn 'Abbâs say: "The Prophet
relieved himself, then some food
was brought to him, and he ate
and did not touch water." (The
narrator) said: "'Amr bin DInâr
added, narrating from Sa'eed bin
Al-Huwairilli, that it was said to
the Prophet 1: 'Are you not
going to perform Wuiâ'?' He
said: 'I am not going to prayer,
that I should do Wudâ'?' 'Amr
claimed that he heard this from
Sa'eed bin Al-Huwair."
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Chapter 32. What Should Be
Said When Entering The Area
In Which One Relieves Himself
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[831] 122 - (375) It was
narrated from Anas that when
the Messenger of Allah ç
entered the area in which he
relieved himself, he would say:
"Allâhumma, innî a 'âd_/u bika
min al-khubuthi wal-khabâ 'ith (0
Allah, I seek refuge in You from
the male and female devils.)"

[832] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Abdul-'AzIz with this chain, and
he said: "A'âdhu billâhi min alkhubu.thi wal-khabâ'ith (I seek
refuge with Allah from the male
and female devils)."

Chapter 33. Evidence That
Sleeping While Sitting Does
Not Invalidate Wudâ'

[833] 123 - (376) It was
narrated that Anas said: "The
Iqâmah was called for prayer,
and the Messenger of Allah jii
was conversing privately with a
man. He did not get up to prayer
until the people had fallen
asleep."
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[8341 124 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdul-'AzIz bin Suhaib
that he heard Anas bin Mâlik
say: "The Iqâmah was called for
prayer, and the Prophet 0, was
conversing privately with a man.
He continued to speak with him
until his Companions fell asleep,
then he came and led them in
prayer."
[835] 125 - (...) It was narrated
from hu'bah, from Qatâdah who
said: "I heard Anas say: 'The
Companions of the Messenger of
Allah
used to fall asleep, then
they would offer SaIdt without
performing Wutâ'." I said: "Did
you hear it from Anas?" He said:
"Yes, by Allah."

[836] 126 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas said: "The Iqâmah for
'Is/zâ' prayer was called, and a
man said: 'I have a problem.' The
Prophet went to speak to him
privately, until the people - or
some of the people - fell asleep,
then they prayed."
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4. The Book Of As-Salât

Chapter 1. The Beginning Of
The Adhân
[8371 1 - (377) NA', the freed
slave of Jbn 'Umar, narrated that
'Abdullâh bin 'Umar said: "When
the Muslims came to AlMadinah, they would gather and
they would wait for the time for
the prayer to come, but no one
would watch and announce the
times. One day they spoke about
that. Some of them said: (to call
the people for prayers) 'Use a
bell like the bell of the
Christians.' Some of them said:
'Use a horn like the horn of the
Jews.' 'Umar said: 'It is better to
send a man to call (the people)
to prayer.' The Messenger of
Allah ç said: '0 Bilâl, get up
and give the call to prayer."
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Chapter 2. The Command To
Say The Phrases Of The Adhân
Twice And The Phrases Of The
Iqâmah Once, Except The
Phrase, 'Prayer Is About To
Begin,' Which Is To Be Said
Twice
[838] 2 - (378) It was narrated
that Anas said: "Bilâl was
ordered to say the phrases of the
A_d_hân twice and the phrases of
the Iqámah once."
Yahyâ added in his narration
from Ibn 'Ulayyah: "So I
narrated it to Ayyüb, and he said:
'Except for the Iqamah."

[839] 3 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "They
(the people) said that the times
of prayer should be announced
by means of something that they
would recognize (easily), and
they suggested lighting a fire or
striking a bell. Then Bilâl was
ordered to say the phrases of the
A4jhân twice and the phrases of
the Iqâmah once."

[840] 4 - ( ... ) Ihâ1id AlHadhdhâ' narrated with this
chain: "When the numbers of
people increased, they suggested
that they should know..." a
HadIth similar to that of Ath-
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Thaqafi (no. 839), except that he
said: "They should kindle a fire."

[841] 5 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas said: "Bilâl was
commanded to say the phrases of
the Ad_han twice and the phrases
of the Iqâmah once."

Chapter 3. Description Of The
Adhân
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[842] 6 - (379) It was narrated
from Abü Mahdhürah that the
Prophet of Allah
taught him
this Ad_han: "Allâhu akbaru
Allâhu akbar; Ashhadu an lâ ilâha
illallâh, Ahhadu an lâ ilâha
illallâh; Ashhadu anna
Muhammadan Rasâl Allah, Ashhadu anna Muhammadan Rasâl
Allah (Allah is Most Great, Allah
is Most Great; I bear witness that
none has the right to be
worshipped but Allah, I bear
witness that none has the right to
be worshipped but Allah; I bear
witness that Muhammad is the
Messenger of Allah, I bear
witness that Muhammad is the
Messenger of Allah)." Then he
should go back and say:
"Ashhadu an lâ ilâha illallâh (I
bear witness that none has the
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right to be worshipped but
Allah)," twice; "Ajhadu anna
Muhammadan Ras6l Allah (I
bear witness that Muhammad is
the Messenger of Allah)," twice;
"Ilayya 'alas - salât (Come to
prayer)," twice; "Iayya 'alal-falá1fz
(Come to prosperity)," twice.
(One of the narrators) Isbâq
added: "Allâhu akbaru Allâhu
akbar; La ilâha illallâh (Allah is
Most Great, Allah is Most Great;
none has the right to be
worshipped but Allah)."
Chapter 4. It Is Recommended
To Have Two Mu'adhdhin In A
Single Masjid
(rA)—V [At]

[843] 7 (380) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
had two
Messenger of Allah
Mu'adhdhin: 'Bilâl and Ibn Umm
Maktüm, the blind man."
-

[844] ( ... ) A similar report (as
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no. 843) was narrated from
'Aishah.
Chapter 5. It Is Permissible
For A Blind Man To Call The
Adhân So Long As There Is A
Man With Him Who Sees
[845] 8 (381) It was narrated
that 'Aihah said: "Ibn Umm
Maktüm used to call the Adhân
for the Messenger of Allah ç,
and he was blind."
-
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[846] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 845) was narrated from
Hiâm with this chain.

Chapter 6. Refraining From
Attacking People In Dâr AlKufr (Non-Muslim Lands) If
The Adhân Is Heard Among
Them
[847] 9 (382) It was narrated
that Arias bin Mâlik said: "The
Messenger of Allah jW used to
attack at dawn (during military
expeditions), so that he could
listen out for the Adhân. If he
heard the Adhân then he would
refrain from attacking, otherwise
he would attack. He heard a man
saying: 'Allâhu akbaru Allâhu
akbar' and the Messenger of
Allah jW said: 'He is following
the Fitrah.' Then he said:
'Ashhadu an lâ ilâha illallâh,
Ashhadu an Ia ilâha illallâh(I bear
witness that none has the right to
be worshipped but Allah, I bear
witness that none has the right to
be worshipped but Allah).' The
Messenger of Allah ç said: 'You
have escaped the Fire.' They
looked, and saw that he was a
goatherd."
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Chapter 7. It Is Recommended
For The One Who Hears The
Mu'a4b4!zin To Repeat His
Words, Then To Send Salât
Upon The Prophet And Ask
Allah To Grant Him A1-WasIlah

[848] 10 - (383) It was narrated
from Abü Sa'eed Al-KhudrI that
the Messenger of Allah j4g said:
"When you hear the call (to
prayer), say what the Mu 'a_dj]in
says."

[849] 11 - (384) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr bin Al'As that he heard the Prophet ç
say: "When you hear the
Mu'adhd_hin, say what he says,
then send SaIdt upon me, for
whoever sends SaIdt upon me,
Allah will send Salât upon him
tenfold. Then ask Allah to grant
me Al-WasIlah, for it is a station
in Paradise which only one of the
slaves of Allah will attain, and I
hope that I will be the one.
Whoever asks for Al-WasIlah for
me, (my) intercession will be
permissible for him."
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[850] 12 - (385) It was narrated
that 'Umar bin A1-Khattâb said:
"The Messenger of Allah ç said:
'If the Mu 'adhd/hin says: "Allâhu
akbaru Allâhu akbar (Allah is
most great, Allah is most great),"
and one of you says: "Allâhu
akbaru Allâhu akbar (Allah is
most great, Allah is most great);"
then he says: "Ayjhhadu an Id
ilâha illallâh (I bear witness that
none has the right to be
worshipped but Allah)," and you
say: "Ahadu an lâ ilâha illallâh
(I bear witness that none has the
right to be worshipped but
Allah);" then he says: "Ajhhadu
anna Muhammadan Rasisl-Allâh
(I bear witness that Muhammad
is the Messenger of Allah)," and
you say: "Ajjhadu anna
Muhammadan Rasâl-A1/âh (I
bear witness that Muhammad is
the Messenger of Allah);" then
he says: "Jayya 'ala c-salât (Come
to prayer)," and you say: "La
zawla wa lâ quwwata illa Billâh
(There is no power and no might
except with Allah);" then he says:
"Ijayya 'alal-fala2 (Come to
prosperity)," and you say: 'La
awla wa Ia quwwata il/a Billâh
(There is no power and no might
except with Allah);" then he says:
"Allâhu akbaru Allâhu akbar
(Allah is most great, Allah is
most great)," and you say:
"Allâhu akbaru Allâhu akbar
(Allah is most great, Allah is
most great);" then he says: "La
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ilâha illallâh (None has the right
to be worshipped but Allah),"
and one of you says: "La ilâha
illallâh (None has the right to be
worshipped but Allah)," from the
heart, he will enter Paradise."
[851] 13 - (386) It was narrated
from Sa'd bin AbI Waqqis that
the Messenger of Allah jW said:
"Whoever says when he hears the
Adhân: 'Ashhadu an lâ ilâha
illallâhu wahdahi2 lâ sharIka lâhu,
wa ashhadu anna Muhammadan
'abduhu wa Rasâluh, radItu Billâhi
Rabban, wa bi-Muhammadin
Raslilan, wa bil-Islâmi deena (I
bear witness that none has the
right to be worshipped but Allah,
with no partner or associate, and I
bear witness that Muhammad is
His slave and Messenger; I am
content with Allah as my Lord,
Muhammad as Messenger and
Islam as my religion)' his sins will
be forgiven."
Ibn Rumh said in his report:
"Whoever says, when he hears
the Adhân, 'Wa and ashhadu...
(and I bear witness.)" And
Qutaibah did not mention his
saying: "Wa and (And I)."
Chapter 8. The Virtue Of The
A4thn, And The Shaithn Flees
When He Hears It
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[852] 14 - (387) It was narrated
from Talhah bin Yaliyâ that his
paternal uncle said: "I was with
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Mu'âwiyah bin AbI Sufyân when
the Mu 'adhdhin came to him to
call him to prayer. Mu'âwiyah
said: 'I heard the Messenger of
Allah
say: "The Mu'ad/Ld_hin
will be the people with the
longest necks on the Day of
Resurrection."
[853] ( ... ) It was narrated that
'Eisa bin Talhah said: "I heard
Mu'âwiyah say: 'The Messenger
said..." a similar
of Allah
report (as no. 852).

[854] 15 - (388) It was narrated
from A1-A'maIi, from Abü
Sufyân, that Jâbir said: "I heard
say: 'When the
the Prophet
Sha4ân hears the call to prayer,
he goes away as far as ArRawhâ'."
Sulaimân (Al-A'mah) said: "I
asked him about Ar-Rawbâ', and
he said: 'It is thirty-six miles away
from Al-Madinah."'

[855] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-A'mash with this chain (a
similar HadIth as no. 854).
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[856] 16 - (389) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet jW, said: "When the
£iiaitân hears the call to prayer,
he runs away breaking wind so
that he will not hear the sound.
When it ends, he comes back and
whispers (distractions), then
when he hears the Iqâmah he
runs away so that he will not hear
the sound, then when it ends, he
comes back and whispers
(distractions)."

[857] 17 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'When the Mu 'adhdhin calls the
Adhân, the Shai;ân runs away
quickly."

[858] 18 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Suhail said: "My father sent
me to Banü Hâriah, and with
me was a slave of ours - or a
friend of ours. A voice called him
by name from behind a wall. The
one who was with me looked
over the wall but could not see
anything. I mentioned that to my
father and he said: 'If I had
known that that would happen to
you, I would not have sent you.
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But (in future) if you hear a voice
(and do not see anything), then
give the call to prayer, for I heard
Abü Hurairah narrating that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"When the call to prayer is given,
the _S_ha4ân runs away quickly."

[859] 19 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "When the call
to prayer is given, the _S_ha4ân
runs away, breaking wind so that
he cannot hear the call. When
the call is over, he comes back,
until the Iqâmah for prayer is
given, then he runs away. Then
when the Iqâmah is over he
comes back and tries to distract a
man, saying to him, 'Remember
such and such, remember such
and such,' reminding him of
things that he did not remember
before, until he does not know
how many (Rak'ah) he has
prayed."

[860] 20 - ( ... ) A similar report
(as no. 859) was narrated from
Abü Hurairah from the Prophet
, except that he said: "Until
the man does not know how he
prayed."
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Chapter 9. It Is Recommended
To Raise The Hands Level
With The Shoulders When
Saying The Opening TakbIr,
When Bowing And When
Rising From Bowing, But That
Is Not To Be Done When
Rising From The Prostration
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[861] 21 - (390) It was narrated
from Sâlim that his father said: "I
saw the Messenger of Allah iW,
when he started his prayer, he
raised his hands until they were
level with his shoulders, and (he
also did that) before he bowed,
and when he rose from bowing,
but he did not raise them
between the two prostrations."

[862] 22 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sâlim bin 'Abdullâh that
Ibn 'Umar said: "When the
Messenger of Allah ii stood up
to offer Salât, he would raise his
hands until they were level with
his shoulders, then he would say
the TakbIr. When he wanted to
bow, he did that, and when he
rose from bowing he did that, but
he did not do that when he lifted
his head from prostrating."
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[863] 23 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Az-ZuhrI with this chain, as
Ibn Juraij said: "When the
stood up
Messenger of Allah
to offer Salât, he raised his hands
until they were level with his
shoulders, then he said the
TakbIr."

[864] 24 - (391) It was narrated
from Abil Qilâbah that he saw
Mâlik bin Al-Huwairift, when he
prayed, saying the TakbIr then
raising his hands. When he
wanted to bow, he raised his
hands, and when he raised his
head from bowing he raised his
hands. And he narrated that the
Messenger of Allah j used to
do that.
[865] 25 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü 'Awânah, from
Qatâdah, from Nasr bin 'Asim,
from Mâlik bin Al-Huwairith,
that when the Messenger of
said the TakbIr, he
Allah
raised his hands until they were
level with his ears. When he
bowed, he raised his hands until
they were level with his ears, and
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when he raised his head from
bowing, he said: "Sami'a Allâhu
liman hamidah (Allah hears those
who praise Him)," and did
likewise.
[866] 26 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sa'eed, from Qatâdah with
this chain, that he saw the
Prophet of Allah , and he said:
"Until they were level with his
earlobes (as no. 864)."
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Chapter 10. Affirming The
TakbIr For Every Movement Up
Or Down In The Prayer,
Except When Rising From
Rukâ' When One Should Say:
Sami'a Allâhu Liman Hamidah
(Alrah Hears Those Who
Praise Him)
[867] 27 - (392) It was narrated
from Abü Salamah bin 'AbdurRahmân that Abü Hurairah used
to lead them in Salât. He said the
TakbIr every time he moved up
or down, and when he finished
he said: "By Allah, I am the one
among you whose Saldt most
closely resembles that of the
Messenger of Allah ."
[868] 28 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Bakr bin 'AbdurRahmân that he heard Abü
Hurairah say: "When the
Messenger of Allah
stood up
to offer Salâr, he would say the
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TakbIr when he stood up, then he
would say the TakbIr when he
bowed. Then he would say:
'Sami'a Allâhu liman hamidah
(Allah hears those who praise
Him)' when he was straightening
his back after bowing. Then,
while he was standing he would
say: 'Rabbanâ wa lakal-izamd (our
Lord, and to You is the praise).'
Then he would say the TakbIr
when he went down in
prostration. Then he would say
the TakbIr when he raised his
head, then he would say the
TakbIr when he prostrated, then
he would say the TakbIr when he
raised his head. And he did that
throughout the prayer until he
finished. And he would say the
TakbIr when he stood up after
two Rak'ah, after sitting."
Then Abil Hurairah said: "I am
the one among you whose prayer
most closely resembles that of the
Messenger of Allah ."
[869] 29
( ... ) Abü Bakr bin
'Abdur-Rahmân bin Al-Hârith
narrated that he heard Abfl
Hurairah say: "When the
Messenger of Allah ii stood up
to offer Salât, he would say the
TakbIr when he stood up..." a
HadIth like that of Ibn Juraij (no.
868), but he did not mention the
words of Abü Hurairah: "I am
the one among you whose prayer
most closely resembles that of the
Messenger of Allah ç."
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[8701 30 - ( ... ) Abü Salamah bin
'Abdur-Rahmân narrated that
when Abü Hurairah was
appointed by Marwân as his
governor in Al-MadInah, when
he stood up to offer any
obligatory prayer, he would say
the TakbIr... and he mentioned a
HadIth similar to that of Ibn
Juraij (no. 868). In his Hadith he
said: "When he had finished
(praying) and said the Salâm, he
turned to the people in the
Masfid and said: 'By the One in
Whose hand is my soul! I am the
one among you whose prayer
most closely resembles that of the
Messenger of Allah a."
[871] 31 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Salamah that Abü
Hurairah used to say the TakbIr
in his prayer every time he
moved up or down. We said: "0
Abü Hurairah, what is this
TakbIr?" He said: "It is how the
Messenger of Allah ç offered
Prayers."

[872] 32 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Suhayl, from his father, that
Abü Hurairah used to say the
TakbIr every time he moved up
or down (in the prayer), and he
narrated that the Messenger of
Allah
used to do that.
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[873] 33 - (393) It was narrated
that Mutarrif said: "Imrân bin
Husain and I offered Salât
behind 'Ali bin AbI Tâlib. When
he prostrated he said the TakbIr,
and when he raised his head he
said the TakbIr, and when he got
up after two Rak'ah he said the
TakbIr. When we had finished the
prayers, 'Imrân took me by the
hand and said: 'This man has led
us in a prayer like that of
Muhammad ;' or he said: 'This
man reminded me of the prayer
of Muhammad ."

Chapter 11. It Is Obligatory To
Recite A1-Fâtihah In Every
Rak'ah; If A Person Cannot
Recite AI-Fâtihah Or Cannot
Learn It, Then He Should
Recite Whatever Else He Can
Manage
[874] 34 - (394) It was narrated
from 'Ubâdah bin As-Sâmit that
the Prophet it said: "There is no
prayer for the one who does not
recite the Opening of the Book
(Al-Fâtihah)."

[875] 35 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Ubâdah bin As-Sâmit said:
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said:
"The Messenger of Allah
'There is no prayer for the one
who does not recite the Essence
of the Qur'ân (Al-Fâtihah)."

[876] 36 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn Shihâb that Mahmüd
bin Ar-RabI', in whose face the
sprayed
Messenger of Allah
water from their well, that
'Ubâdah bin As-Sâmit told him,
that the Messenger of Allah
said: "There is no prayer for the
one who does not recite the
Umm Al-Qur'ân (Essence of the
Qur'ân - Al-Fâtihah)."

[877] 37 - ( ... ) A similar report
(as no. 876) was narrated from
Az-Zuhrl with this chain, and he
added the phrase: "Or more."

[878] 38 - (395) It was narrated
from Al-'Alâ bin 'AbdurRahmân, from his father, from
Abü Hurairah, that the Prophet
said: "Whoever offers a prayer
in which he does not recite the
Essence of the Qur'ân (AlFâtihah), it is deficient,"
(repeating it) three times, "not

(o)—A [AVA]
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complete." It was said to Abü
Hurairah: "We are behind the
Imâm." He said: "Recite it to
yourself, for I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say:
'Allah, Most High, says:
"I have divided As-Salât (the
prayer) in half between Myself
and My slave, and My slave will
have that which he asks for.
When the slave says: 'Al-ifzamdu
Lillâhi Rabbi!- 'AlamIn (All the
praises and thanks be to Allah,
the Lord of the 'AlamIn
(mankind, jinn and all that
exists)),' Allah says: 'My slave has
praised Me.' When he says: 'ArRahmân ar-RahIm (The Most
Gracious, the Most Merciful),'
Allah says: 'My slave has extolled
Me.' When he says: 'Mâliki
yawmid-din (The Only Owner
(and the Only Ruling Judge) of
the Day of Recompense (i.e. the
Day of Resurrection)),' Allah
says, 'My slave has glorified Me and one occasion he said: My
slave has entrusted his affairs to
Me.' When he says: 'Iyyâka
na 'budu wa Iyyâka nasta 'In (You
(Alone) we worship, and You
(Alone) we ask for heir (for each
and everything)),' I hih says:
'This is between M and My
slave, and he will ha what he
asked for.' When he says,
'Ihdinas-sirât al-mustaqIm, sirât
allâiIna an'amta 'alayhim,
ghayril-maghçlâbI 'alayhim wa 1â1dâllIn (Guide us to the Straight
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Way, The way of those on whom
You have bestowed Your grace,
not (the way) of those who
earned Your anger, nor of those
who went astray),' Allah says:
'This is for My slave, and he will
have what he asked for."
Sufyân said: "Al-'Ala bin
'Abdur-Rabmân bin Ya'qüb
narrated it to me, I entered upon
him while he was sick, in his
house, and I asked him about it."
[879] 39 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Al-'Ali' bin 'AbdurRahmân that he heard Abü AsSâ'ib, the freed slave of Hishâm
bin Zuhrah, say: "I heard Abü
Hurairah say: 'The Messenger of
Allah 0, said... (similar to HadIth
no. 876)"
[880] 40 - ( ... ) Al-'Alâ' bin
'Abdur-Ralimân bin Ya'qüb
narrated that Abü As-Sâ'ib, the
freed slave of Banli 'Abdullâh bin
Hihâm bin Zuhrah, told him
that he heard Abü Hurairah say:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whoever offers a prayer in
which he does not recite the
Essence of the Qur'ân...' - a
Hadith like that of Sufyân (no.
878). In their Ijadlili it says:
"Allah, the Mighty and Sublime,
says: 'I have divided the prayer
into two halves, between Myself
and My slave, one half for Me,
and one half for My slave."
[881] 41 - ( ... ) A1-'Alâ' narrated
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"I heard from my father, and
from Abü As-Sâ'ib, who were
both companions of Abii
Hurairah: 'Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whoever offers a prayer in
which he does not recite the
Opening of the Book, it is
deficient,' and he said it three
times."

[882] 42 - (396) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"There is no prayer without
recitation." Abü Hurairah said:
"What he recited out aloud to us,
we recite out aloud to you, and
what he recited quietly, we also
recite quietly."

[8831 43 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Atâ' said: "Abü Hurairah
said: 'In every alât you should
recite (from the Qur'ân). What
the Messenger of Allah
made
us hear, we make you hear, and
what he recited quietly we recite
quietly.' A man said: 'Even ill do
not recite more than the Essence
of the Qur'ân (Al-Fâtihah)?' He
said: 'If you recite more than
that, that is better, but if you stop
at that, it will suffice for you."
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[884] 44 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Atâ' said: "Abü Hurairah
said: 'In every prayer there
should be recitation. What the
Prophet
made us hear we
make you hear, and what he
recited quietly, we recite quietly.
Whoever recites the Essence of
the Book, that is sufficient, and
whoever recites more than that,
that is better."
[885] 45 -(397) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah 4it entered
the Masjid and a man came in
and offered Salât, then he came
and greeted the Messenger of
Allah jW. The Messenger of
Allah
returned the greeting
and said: "Go back and pray, for
you have not offered alât." The
man went back and offered Salât
as he had prayed before, then he
came to the Prophet ; and
greeted him, and the Messenger
of Allah
said, "Wa 'alaik assalâm." Then he said: "Go back
and offered Salât, for you have
not offer Salât." When he had
done that three times, the man
said: "By the One Who sent you
with the Truth, I cannot do more
than that. Teach me." He said:
"When you stand up for Saldt,
say the TakbIr, then recite
whatever you can of the Qur'ân.
Then bow until you are at ease in
bowing, then rise until you are
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standing up straight. Then
prostrate until you are at ease in
prostration, then sit up until you
are at ease in sitting. Then do
that throughout the entire
prayer."
[886] 46 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that a man
entered the Masjid and offered
alât and he quoted a Ijadith
similar to this (no. 885), but he
added: "When you stand up to
offer Salât, perform Wu1ui'
properly, then turn to face the
Qiblah and say the TakbIr."

Chapter 12. Prohibiting The
Follower From Reciting Aloud
Behind An Imâm

fj.awl ç j Lt) - (
;ci)JL o*(4.4141
(

[887] 47 - (398) It was narrated
that 'Imrân bin Husain said: "The
Messenger of Allah
led us in
Zuhr - or 'Asr - prayer and he
said: 'Which of you recited:
Sabbih isma Rabbika al-a'la
(Glorify the Name of your Lord
the Most High) behind me?' A
man said: 'I did, but I did not
intend anything but good
SuiratAl-A'lâ (87).
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thereby.' He said: 'I knew that
one of you was competing with
me in it."

[888] 48 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Imrân bin Husain that the
Messenger of Allah
offered
Zuhr prayer, and a man started
to recite: Sabbih isma Rabbika ala'16 (Glorify the Name of your
Lord the Most High)['] behind
him. When he had finished, he
said: "Which of you recited?" or
"Which of you was the reciter?"
A man said: "I was." He said: "I
thought that one of you was
competing with me in it."
[889] 49 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Qatâdah with this chain (a
HadIth similar to no. 887) that
the Messenger of Allah
offered Zuhr prayer and said: "I
knew that one of you was
competing with me in it."

Chapter 13. The Proof Of
Those Who Say That The
Basmalah Should Not Be
Recited Aloud
[890] 50- (399) Muhammad bin
['] SâratAl-A'lâ (87).
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Ja'far narrated from Shu'bah,
who said: "I heard Qatâdah
narrate, that Anas said: 'I prayed
with the Messenger of Allah ,
and with Abü Bakr, 'Umar and
'UThmân, and I did not hear any
of them reciting BismillâhirRahmânir-RahIm."

[891] 51 - ( ... ) Abü Dâwud
narrated from Shu'bah narrated
with this chain... (a HadIth similar
to no. 890) and he added:
"hu'bah said: 'I said to Qatâdah:
"Did you hear it from Anas?" He
said: "Yes; we asked him about
it."
[892] 52 - (...) It was narrated
from Al-Awzâ'I, from 'Abdah;
that 'Umar bin Al-Khattâb used
to recite these words out loud:
"Subhânak Allâhumma! Wa bihamdik, wa tabârakasmuk, wa
ta 'ala jadduk wa Ia ilâha ghairuk
(Glory and praise be to You, 0
Allah! Blessed be Your Name,
and exalted be Your Majesty, and
there is no God but You."
And, from Qatâdah, that he
wrote to him,111 informing him,
that Anas bin Mâlik had narrated
to him: "I prayed behind the
, Abü Bakr, 'Umar
Prophet
and 'Uftmân. They used to start
That is, to A1-Awzâ'I, who narrated the first part from 'Abdah.
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their recitation with: 'Al-hamdu
Lillâhi Rabbi!- 'AlamIn (All the
praises and thanks be to Allah,
the Lord of the 'A!amIn
(mankind, jinn and all that
exists)),' and they did not say,
'Bismil!âhir-Rahmânir-RahIm at
the beginning of their recitation,
nor at the end."
[8931 ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-Awzâ'I: "Isâq bin 'Abdullâh
bin AbI Talhah informed me,
that he heard Anas bin Mâlik
mention that (a HadIth similar to
no. 890)."

Chapter 14. The Proof Of
Those Who Say That The
Bismillah Is A Verse At The
Beginning Of Every Sarah,
Except Barâ 'ah (At-Tawbah)
[894] 53 - (400) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said:
"While the Messenger of Allah
was among us one day, he
took a nap, then he raised his
head and was smiling. We said:
'What has made you smile, 0
Messenger of Allah?' He said:
'Just now a Sirah was revealed
to me,' and he recited:
'Bismi!lâhir-Rahmânjr-RahIm (In
the Name of Allah, the Most
Gracious, the Most Merciful)
"Verily, We have granted you
(0 Muhammad) AlKawthar. Therefore turn in
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prayer to your Lord and
sacrifice. For he who hates you,
he will be cut off.".'['] Then he
said: 'Do you know what AlKawthar is?' We said: 'Allah and
His Messenger know best.' He
said: 'It is a river that my Lord,
the Mighty and Sublime, has
promised me, and there is much
goodness in it. And it is a Hawd
(cistern) to which my Ummah
will come on the Day of
Resurrection, its vessels like the
number of stars. A man will be
turned away from it and I will
say: "Lord, he is one of my
Ummah." He will say: "You do
not know what they innovated
after you were gone."
Ibn Hujr added in his HadIth:
"(He) was among us in the
Masjid." And he said: "What he
innovated after you were gone."
[895] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Mukhtâr bin Fulful said: "I heard
Anas bin Mâlik say: 'The
Messenger of Allah jW took a
nap..." a Hadit/j like that of Ibn
Mushir (no. 894), except that he
said: "A river that my Lord has
promised me in Paradise, on
which is a cistern." And he did
not mention "vessels the number
of the stars."

[1]

A1-KawLhar (108).
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Chapter 15. Placing The Right
Hand On The Left After Saying
The Opening TakbIr, Beneath
The Chest And Above The
Navel; And Placing The Hands
On The Ground Level With
The Shoulders When
Prostrating
[896] 54 (401) It was narrated
that 'Alqamah bin Wâ'il, and a
freed slave of theirs, narrated
from his father, Wâ'il bin Hujr,
raise
that he saw the Prophet
his hands when he started the
prayer, and say the TakbIr Hamâm described it as being level
with his ears - then he wrapped
himself in his garment, and placed
his right hand over his left. When
he wanted to bow, he brought his
hands out from his garment and
raised them, then he said the
TakbIr and bowed. When he said,
"Sami'a Allâhu liman harnidah
(Allah hears those who praise
Him)," he raised his hands, and
when he prostrated, he prostrated
between his hands."
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Chapter 16. The Tashah-hud In
The Prayer
[897] 55 (402) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said: "When we
offered Salât behind the
Messenger of Allah , we used to
say: 'Peace (Salâm) be upon
Allah, peace be upon so-and-so.'
The Messenger of Allah
said
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to us one day: 'Allah is As-Salâm,
so when one of you sits in prayer
(during Qâ 'ida), let him say: "AtTa hiyyâtu Lillâhi wa-alawâtu
wa-(ayyibât; as-salâmu 'alayka
a)yuhan-nabi)yu wa rahmatullâhi
wa barakâtuhu; as-salâmu 'alaina
wa 'ala 'ibâd-illâhis-sâlihIn (All
compliments, prayers and good
words are due to Allah; peace be
upon you, 0 Prophet, and the
mercy of Allah and His blessings;
peace be upon us and upon the
righteous slaves of Allah). For if
you say that it will reach every
righteous slave in the heavens and
on earth. (Then say:) 'Asjhadu an
lâ ilâha illallâh, wa ajhhadu anna
Muhammadan 'abduhu wa
Rasâluhu (I bear witness that there
is none worthy of worship except
Allah and I bear witness that
Muhammad is His slave and
Messenger)." Then let him choose
whatever supplications he wishes."
[898] 56 ( ... ) A similar report
(as no. 897) was narrated from
u'bah, from Mansiir with this
chain, but he did not say: "Then
let him choose whatever
supplications he wishes."
[899] 57 - ( ... ) A similar report
(as no. 897) was narrated from
Zâ'idah, from Mansür with this
chain, and he said in the FIaditi.z:
"Then let him choose, after that,
whatever supplications he wishes
- or he likes."
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[900] 58 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin Mas'üd said:
"When we sat (in Qâ 'ida) with
the Prophet
in alât..." a
HadIth like that of Mansür (no.
897), and he said: "Then let him
choose, after that, some
supplication."
[901] 59 - ( ... ) Ibn Mas'üd said:
"The Messenger of Allah
taught me the Tashah-hud, with
his hands between mine, as he
taught me a Sarah of the
Qur'ân."

[902] 60 - (403) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "The
Messenger of Allah jW, used to
teach us the Tashah-hud as he
would teach us a Sarah of the
Qur'ân. He used to say: 'AtTahiyyâtul-mubârakâtus-salawâtuttayyibâtu Lillâh; as-salâmu 'alayka
ayyuhan-nabiyyu wa rahmatuAllâhi wa barakatuhu; as-salâmu
'alaina wa 'ala 'ibâdillâhis-sâlihIn.
Ashhadu an lâ ilâha illallâh, wa
aThhadu anna Muhammadan
Rasâlullâh (All blessed
compliments and good prayers
are due to Allah; peace be upon
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you, 0 Prophet, and the mercy of
Allah and His blessings; peace be
upon us and upon the righteous
slaves of Allah. I bear witness
that there is none worthy of
worship except Allah and I bear
witness that Muhammad is the
Messenger of Allah)."
According to the report of Ibn
Rumh: "As he would teach us the
Qur'ân."
[903] 61 - (...) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "The
Messenger of Allah jo, used to
teach us the Tashah-hud as he
would teach us a Sarah of the
Qur'ân."

[904] 62 - (404) It was narrated
that Hittân bin 'Abdullâh ArRaqâhI said: "I offered prayer
with Abü MIisâ Al-Ash'ari and
when he was sitting (in Qâ 'ida), a
man among the people said: 'Has
Ac-alât been enjoined alongside
Birr (righteousness) and Zakât?'
When Abü MiIsâ had finished
the prayer, he turned and said:
'Which of you is the one who
said such and such?' The people
fell silent and he said: 'Perhaps it
was you, 0 Hittân, who said it?'
He said: 'I did not say it, but I
was afraid that you would be
cross with me because of it.' A
man among the people said: 'I
said it, but I did not intend
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anything but good thereby.' Abü
Müsâ said: 'Do you not know
what you should say in your
prayer?' The Messenger of Allah
addressed us and explained
our Sunnah to us, and taught us
our prayer. He said:
"When you offer prayer, make
your rows straight and let one of
you lead the others. When he
says the TakbIr, then say the
TakbIr, when he says: 'Not (the
way) of those who earned Your
Anger, nor of those who went
astray' then say: 'Amin,' and
Allah will answer you. When he
says the TakbIr and bows, then
say the TakbIr and bow. The
Imôm bows before you and raises
his head before you."
The Messenger of Allah j said:
"The one makes up for the other.
When he says 'Sami'a Allâhu
liman hamidah (Allah hears those
who praise Him),' then say:
'Allâhumma Rabbanâ lakal-hamd
(0 Allah, our Lord, to You be
praise),' Allah will hear you, for
Allah Most High has said, upon
:
the tongue of His Prophet
'Sami'a Allâhu liman hamidah
(Allah hears those who praise
Him).' When he says the TakbIr
and prostrates, then say the
TakbIr and prostrate, for the
Imâm prostrates before you and
rises before you." The Messenger
of Allah jW said: "The one makes
up for the other. And when you
are sitting (i.e., in Qâ'ida), let the
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first thing one of you says be: 'AtTahiyyâtu-tayyib6tus-sa1a wâtu
Lillâh, as-salâmu 'alaika ayyuhannabiyyu wa ra!matullâhi wa
barakâtuhu; as-salâmu 'alaina wa
'ala 'ibâd-illâhis-sâlihIn. Ashhadu
an lâ ilâha illallâh, wa ahhadu
anna Muhammadan 'abduhu wa
Rasâluhu (All compliments, good
words and prayers are due to Allah;
peace be upon you, 0 Prophet, and
the mercy of Allah and His
blessings; peace be upon us and
upon the righteous slaves of Allah.
I bear witness that there is none
worthy of worship except Allah and
I bear witness that Muhammad is
His slave and Messenger)."
[905] 63 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Qatâdah added: "And when
he recites, listen attentively."
And it does not say in the Hadith
of any of them: "for Allah, the
Mighty and Sublime, has said
upon the tongue of His Prophet
, 'Sami'a Allâhu liman hamidah
(Allah hears those who praise
Him)" - except in the report
narrated by Abü Kâmil only from
Abü 'Awânah.
Abü Isbâq said: Abü Bakr Ibn
Uichti AbI An-Naçlr spoke about
this HadIth. 21
So Muslim said: "Do you want
someone with a better memory
than that of Sulaimân?" So Abü
(2]
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That is, any in this chain who narrated it from Qatâdah.
Abü Ishâq is IbrâhIm bin Muhammad bin Sufyán An-NaysâbürI, who reported this book
from Imâm Muslim. And his saying that Abü Bakr spoke about it, means that he
criticized it.
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Bakr said to him: "Then what
about the HadIth of Abü
Hurairah?" He said: "It is
SahIh."
Meaning: "And when he recites,
listen attentively." So he said:
"To me, it is SahIh." So he said:
"Then why didn't you put it
here?" He said: "I did not put
everything here that is Sahih in
my view! I only put here what
they have agreed upon."

[906] 64 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Qatâdah with this chain,
and he said in the HadIth: "Allah
has decreed upon the tongue of
His Prophet il: 'Allah hears
those who praise Him."

Chapter 17. Sending Salât
Upon The Prophet After
The Tashah-hud
[907] 65 - (405) It was narrated
that Abü Mas'üd A1-Ansârl said:
"The Messenger of Allah
came to us while we were in the
gathering of Sa'd bin 'Ubâdah,
and BashIr bin Sa'd said to him:
'Allah has commanded us to send
alât upon you. 0 Messenger of
Allah! How should we send Salât
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upon you?' The Messenger of
Allah jij remained silent until we
wished that he had not asked
him, then the Messenger of Allah
said: 'Say: "Allâhumma salli
'ala Muhammadin wa 'ala au
Muhammadin kamâ calayta 'ala
d1i IbrâhIm, wa bank 'ala
Muhammadin wa 'ala au
Muhammadin kamâ bârakta 'ala
ali Ibrahim feel- 'âlamIn, innaka
hamIdun majId (0 Allah, send
Your SaIdt (grace, honor and
mercy) upon Muhammad and
upon the family of Muhammad,
as You sent Your Salât upon the
family of Ibrâhim, and send Your
blessings upon Muhammad and
the family of Muhammad, as You
sent Your blessings upon the
family of IbrâhIm among the
nations, You are indeed
Praiseworthy, Most Glorious)."
And the Salâm is as you know."
[908] 66 - (406) Ibn Abl Laila
said: "Ka'b bin 'Ujrah met me
and said: 'Shall I not give you a
gift? The Messenger of Allah
came out to us and we said: "We
know what it means to send
Salâm upon you, but what does it
mean to send $alât upon you?"
He said: "Say: 'Allâhumma salli
'ala Muhammadin wa 'ala âli
Muhammadin kamâ sallaita 'ala
âliIbrâhIm, innaka hamIdun
majId; Allâhumma bank 'ala
Muhammadin wa 'ala au
Muhammadin kamâ bârakta 'ala
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61i Ibrâ him, innaka hamIdun
majId (0 Allah, send Your Salât
(grace, honor and mercy) upon
Muhammad and upon the family
of Muhammad, as You sent Your
a14t upon the family of IbrâhIm,
You are indeed Praiseworthy,
Most Glorious. 0 Allah, send
Your blessings upon Muhammad
and the family of Muhammad, as
You sent Your blessings upon
the family of IbrâhIm, You are
indeed Praiseworthy, Most
Glorious)."

[909]67 - (...) A similar report
(as no. 908) was narrated from
Al-Hakam with this chain, but in
the HadIth of Mis'ar it does not
say: "Shall I not give you a gift?"

[910] 68 - ( ... ) A similar report
(as no. 908) was narrated from
Al-A'mah, from Mis'ar and
Mâlik bin Mighwal, all of them
narrating from Al-Hakam, with
this chain, except that he said:
"Wa bârak 'ala Muhammad (And
bless Muhammad)" and he did
not say: "Allâhumma (0 Allah)."
[911] 69 - (407) Abü Humaid
As-Sâ'idI narrated that they said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, how
should we send Salât upon you?"
He said: "Say: 'Allâhumma salli
'ala Muhammadin wa 'ala
azwâjihi wa dhurriyyatihi kamâ
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salayta 'ala IbrâhIm, wa bank 'ala
Muhammadin wa 'ala azwâjihi wa
dhumyyatihi kamâ bârakta 'ala au
Ibrâ him, innaka hamIdun majId
(0 Allah, send Your Salât (grace,
honor and mercy) upon
Muhammad and upon his wives
and offspring, as You sent Your
Salât upon IbrâhIm, and send
Your blessings upon Muhammad
and upon his wives and offspring,
as You sent Your blessings upon
the family of IbrâhIm. You are
indeed Praiseworthy, Most
Glorious)."
[912] 70 - (408) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah jW said:
"Whoever sends $alât upon me
once, Allah will send Saldt upon
him tenfold."
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Chapter 18. Saying "Sami'a
Allâhu liman hamidah",
"Rabbanâ wa Iakal-hamd", and
-Amin,,
[913] 71 - (409) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah ; said:
"When the Imâm says: 'Sami'a
Allâhu liman hamidah (Allah
hears those who praise Him),'
say: 'Allâhumma Rabbâna la/calhamd (0 Allah, our Lord, to You
be praise).' If a person's saying
coincides that with the angels'
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saying it, his previous sins will be
forgiven."
[914] ( ... ) A HadIth similar to
that of Summayy (no. 913) was
narrated from Abü Hurairah,
from the Prophet .

[915] 72 - (410) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah il said:
"When the Imâm says 'Amin' (at
the end of Al-Fâtiiah) then say
'Amin,' for if a person's saying
Amin coincides with that of the
angels, his previous sins will be
forgiven."
Ibn Shihâb said: "The
Messenger of Allah 0, used to
say, 'Amin."'

[916] 73 - ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah 4t say..." a Hadith similar
to that of Mâlik (no. 915), but he
(the narrator) did not mention
the words of Ibn Shihâb.

[917] 74 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
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"When one of you says Amin in
the prayer, and the Angels in
heaven say Amin, if the one
coincides with the other, then his
previous sins will be forgiven."

[918] 75 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'If
one of you says Amin and the
Angels in heaven say Amin, and
the one coincides with the other,
his previous sins will be
forgiven."

[919] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 918) was narrated from Abü
Hurairah, from the Prophetç .

[920] 76 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah jW said:
"When the reciter says: '(Not
(the way) of those who earned
Your Anger, nor of those who
went astray' and those behind
him say Amin; if a person's saying
it coincides with that of the
inhabitants of the heavens, his
previous sins will be forgiven."
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Chapter 19. Following The
Imâm
[921] 77 - (411) It was narrated
that Az-ZuhrI said: "I heard
Anas bin Mâlik say: 'The Prophet
fell from a horse and was
injured on his right side. We
entered upon him to visit him,
and the time for prayer became
due, so he led us in prayer sitting,
and we offered prayer behind
him sitting. When he had finished
the prayer, he said: "The Imâm
has been appointed to be
followed, so when he says the
TakbIr, then say the TakbIr, when
he prostrates, then prostrate;
when he rises, then rise, and
when he says: 'Sami'a Allâhu
liman hamidah,' then say:
'Rabbanâ wa lakal-hamd.' And if
he prays sitting, then you should
all pray sitting."

[922] 78 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "The
Messenger of Allah ç fell from
a horse and was wounded, and he
led us in prayer sitting down..."
then he mentioned a similar
report (as no. 921).

[923] 79 - ( ... ) Anas bin Mâlik
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narrated that the Messenger of
Allahç fell from a horse and his
right side was injured.., a Hadith
similar to theirs (no. 921), and he
added: "And if he prays standing,
then pray standing."
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[924] 80 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas that the Messenger of
Allah
rode a horse and fell
from it, and his right side was
injured.., a IjadItli similar to
theirs (no. 921), and in it he said:
"If he prays standing, then pray
standing."
[925] 81 - ( ... ) Anas bin Mâlik
narrated that the Prophet ç fell
from a horse and his right side
was injured.., and he quoted the
HadW (no. 921), but did not
include the extra material
narrated by YiInus and Mâlik
(no. 923, 924).
[926] 82 - (412) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah iJ was sick
and some of his Companions
entered upon him to visit him.
The Messenger of Allah
offered prayers sitting down, and
they followed him in prayer,
standing up, but he gestured to
them to sit down, so they sat
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down. When he had finished he
said: 'The Imâm is appointed to
be followed; when he bows, then
bow; when he rises, then rise; and
if he prays sitting then pray
sitting."

[927] 83 - (...) A similar report
(as no. 926) was narrated from
Hishâm bin 'Urwah with this
chain.

[928] 84 - (413) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "The Messenger
of Allah jW was sick and we
prayed behind him while he was
(offering prayers) sitting and Abfl
Bakr was repeating his TakbIr so
that the people could hear. He
turned to us and saw us standing,
and gestured to us that we should
sit, so we followed him in prayer,
sitting down. When he had said
the Salâm he said: 'Just now you
almost did what the Persians and
Romans do; they stand for their
kings when they are sitting. Do
not do that. Follow your Imâm: if
he prays standing then pray
standing, and if he prays sitting
then pray sitting."
[929] 85 - ( ... ) It was narrated
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that Jâbir said: "The Messenger
of Allah
led us in prayer and
Abü Bakr was behind him. When
the Messenger of Allah
said
the TakbIr, Abü Bakr said the
TakbIr, so that we could hear
it..." then he mentioned a HadIth
similar to that of Al-Laith (no.
928).
[930] 86 - (414) It was narrated
from Abil Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said: "The
Imâm is appointed to be
followed, so do not differ from
him. When he says the TakbIr,
then say the TakbIr; when he
bows, then bow; when he says:
'Sami'a Allâhu liman hamidah,'
then say 'Allâhumma Rabbanâ
lakal-hamd,' and when he
prostrates then prostrate. And if
he prays sitting, then you should
all pray sitting."

[931]... - ( ... ) A similar report
(as no. 930) was narrated from
Abü Hurairah, from the Prophet

Chapter 20. The Prohibition Of
Preceding The Imâm In Saying
The TakbIr Or Anything Else
[932] 87 - (415) It was narrated
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that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah 0, used to
teach us, saying: 'Do not precede
the Imâm. When he says the
TakbIr, then say the TakbIr, when
he says: "Nor of those who went
astray" then say: 'Amin,' when he
bows, then bow; when he says:
'Sami'a Allâhu liman hamidah,'
then say: 'Allâhumma Rabbanâ
lakal-ha,nd."

[933]( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 932) was narrated from Abü
Hurairah from the Prophet
,
except for the words, "When he
says 'Nor of those who went
astray', then say: 'Amin' and he
added: 'And do not rise before
him."
[934] 88 - (416) Abü Hurairah
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'The Imâm is a shield. If he
is offering the prayer sitting, then
pray sitting. When he says
'Sami'a Allâhu liman hamidah,'
then say: 'Allâhumma Rabbanâ
lakal-hanid,' for if the words of
the people of earth coincide with
the words of the inhabitants of
heavens, his previous sins will be
forgiven for him."
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[935] 89 - (417) Abü Hurairah
narrated that the Messenger of
said: "The Imâm is
Allah
appointed to be followed, so
when he says the TakbIr, then say
the TakbIr, when he bows, then
bow; when he says: 'Sami'a
Allâhu liman hamidah,' then say:
'Allâhumma Rabbanâ lakalzamd.' If he is praying standing,
then pray standing, and if he is
praying sitting, then you should
all pray sitting."

Chapter 21. If The Imâm
Experiences An Excuse, From
Illness, Or Travelling, Etc, He
May Appoint Someone Else To
Lead The People In Prayer;
The One Who Offers Prayer
Behind The Imâm Sitting
Because He Is Unable To
Stand Must Stand If He Is
Able To Do So; And The
Abrogation Of Sitting Behind A
Sitting Imâm For Those Who
Are Able To Stand
[936] 90 - (418) It was narrated
that 'Ubaidullâh bin 'Abdullâh
said: "I entered upon 'Aihah
and said to her: 'Will you not tell
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me about the illness of the
Messenger of Allah
?' She
said: 'Yes. The Prophet
became very ill and said: "Did
the people offered prayers?" We
said: "No, they are waiting for
you, 0 Messenger of Allah." He
said: "Put some water in the tub
for me." We did that, and he
performed Ghusl, then he tried
to get up, but he fell unconscious.
Then he came round and said:
"Did the people offered
prayers?" We said: "No, they are
waiting for you, 0 Messenger of
Allah." He said: "Put some water
in the tub for me." We did that,
and he performed Ghusl, then he
tried to get up, but he fell
unconscious. Then he came
round and said: "Did the people
offered prayers?" He said: "Put
some water in the tub for me."
We did that, and he performed
Ghusl, then he tried to get up,
but he fell unconscious. Then he
came round and said: "Did the
people offered prayers?" We
said: "No, they are waiting for
you, 0 Messenger of Allah." The
people were gathered in the
Masjid, waiting for the Messenger
of Allah jK, to offer Ishâ' prayer.
The Messenger of Allah ; sent
word to Abü Bakr, telling him to
lead the people in prayer. The
messenger came to him and said:
"The Messenger of Allah A is
ordering you to lead the people
in prayer." Abü Bakr, who was a
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tenderhearted man, said: "0
'Umar, lead the people in
prayer." 'Umar said: "You are
more entitled to do that." So
Abü Bakr led them in prayer
during those days. Then the
Messenger of Allah jW felt a little
better, so he came out between
two men (supporting him) - one
of whom was Al-'Abbâs - to offer
Zuhr prayer. Abli Bakr was
leading the people in prayer, but
when Abü Bakr saw him, he
started to move back. But the
Prophet
gestured to him not
to move back. He said to (the
two men): "Seat me beside him."
So they seated him beside Abü
Bakr. Abü Bakr was offering
prayers standing up, following the
prayer of the Prophet , and the
people followed the prayer of
Abü Bakr, and the Prophet
was sitting."
'Ubaidullâh said: "I entered
upon 'Abdullâh bin 'Abbâs and
said to him: 'Shall I not tell you
what 'Aishah told me about the
illness of the Prophet
?' He
said: 'Tell me.' So I told him
what she had said, and he did not
object to any part of it, except
that he said: 'Did she tell you the
name of the one who was with
Al-'Abbâs?' I said: 'No.' He said:
'That was 'Ali, may Allah the
Most High, be pleased with
him."
[937] 91 - (...) It was narrated
from 'Ubaidullah bin 'Abdullâh
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bin 'Utbah, that 'Aihah said:
first
"The Messenger of Allah
fell sick in the house of
Maimünah, and he asked his
wives for permission to be looked
after in the house of 'Aishah, and
they gave him permission. He
came out with one hand on AlFad! bin 'Abbâs, and the other
hand on another man, dragging
his feet along the ground."
'Ubaidullâh said: "I told Ibn
'Abbâs about it and he said: 'Do
you know who the other man
was, whom 'Aishah did not
name? It was 'Ali."'

[938] 92 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Ubaidullah bin 'Abdullâh
bin 'Utbah bin Mas'd that
'Aishah, the wife of the Prophet
jt'g, said: "When the Messenger
fell sick and his pain
of Allah
grew severe, he asked his wives
for permission to be looked after
in my house, and they gave him
permission. He came out
between two men, dragging his
feet along the ground, between
'Abbâs bin 'Abdul-Muttalib and
another man."
'Ubaidullâh said: "I told
'Abdul!âh about what 'Aishah
had said, and 'Abdul!âh bin
'Abbâs said to me: 'Do you know
who the other man was, whom
'Aishah did not name?' I said:
'No.' Ibn 'Abbâs said: 'He was
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'All, may Allah be pleased with
him."

:LJi

:Ji

:
[939] 93 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aiah, the wife of the
Prophet ç, said: "I tried to
discourage the Messenger of
Allah ç from doing that,111 and
the only thing that made me
object so much was the fact that
it never occurred to my heart
that the people could ever love a
man who would stand in his place
after he was gone. I thought that
whoever stood in his place would
be regarded in a superstitious
manner by the people, and I
wanted the Messenger of Allah
to spare Abü Bakr such a
thing."
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[9401 94 - (...) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "When the
Messenger of Allah
entered
my house, he said: 'Tell Abü
Bakr to lead the people in
prayer.' I said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, Abü Bakr is a
tenderhearted man; hen he
recites Qur'ân he cannc control
his tears. Why don't you tell
someone other than Abü Bakr to
do it?' By Allah, the only reason
was that I did not want the
" Appointing Abü Bakr to lead the prayers.
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people to regard with superstition
the first man to stand in the
place of the Messenger of Allah
. I tried to dissuade him two or
three times, but he said: 'Let Abü
Bakr lead the people in prayer.
You are like the women around
Yüsuf."

[9411 95 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "When the
Messenger of Allah
became
very ill, Bilâl came to him to tell
him it was time for prayers. He
said: 'Tell Abü Bakr to lead the
people in prayer.' I said: '0
Messenger of Allah, Abü Bakr is
a man who is tender hearted, and
when he stands in your place, the
people will not be able to hear
him. Why don't you tell 'Umar to
do it?' He said: 'Tell Abü Bakr to
lead the people in prayer.' I said
to Hafsah: 'Tell him that Abü
Bakr is a man who is tenderhearted, and when he stands in
your place, the people will not be
able to hear him. Why don't you
tell 'Umar to do it?' She said that
to him, and the Messenger of
Allah
said: 'You are like the
woman around Yüsuf. Tell Abil
Bakr to lead the people in
prayer.' So they told Abfi Bakr
and he led the people in prayer.
When he started the prayer, the
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Messenger of Allah
felt a little
better, so he stood up, supported
by two men, with his feet
dragging along the ground. When
he entered the Masjid, Abü Bakr
heard him, and he started to
move back, but the Messenger of
Allah jW gestured to him to stay
where he was. The Messenger of
Allah ij came and sat on the left
of Abü Bakr. The Messenger of
Allah
was leading the people
in prayer sitting down, and Abü
Bakr was standing. Abü Bakr
followed the prayer of the
Prophet
, and the people
followed the prayer of Abü
Bakr."

[942] 96 - ( ... ) A similar report
(as no. 941) was narrated from
Al-A'mash with this chain. In
their Hadith it says: "When the
Messenger of Allah jW became
sick in what was to be his final
illness." In the HadIth of Ibn
Mushir it says: "The Messenger
of Allah
was brought and
seated beside him (Abü Bakr);
the Prophet ii was leading the
people in prayer, and Abü Bakr
was making them hear the
TakbIr." According to the Hadith
of 'Eisa: "The Messenger of
Allah 0, sat and led the people
in prayer, and Abü Bakr was by
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his side, and Abü Bakr was
making the people hear."
[943] 97 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Hijâm, from his father
('Urwah), that 'Aiah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
commanded Abü Bakr to lead
the people in prayer when he was
sick, and he used to lead them in
prayer."
'Urwah said: "Then the
Messenger of Allah 1ç felt a little
better, so he came out and sat
beside Abii Bakr, and Abli Bakr
was leading the people in prayer.
When Abü Bakr saw him, he
moved backwards, but the
Messenger of Allah
gestured
to him to stay where he was. The
Messenger of Allah
sat beside
Abli Bakr and Aba Bakr was
following the prayer of the
Messenger of Allah 0,, and the
people were following the prayer
of Ahü Bakr."

[944] 98 - (419) Anas bin Mâlik
narrated that AN Bakr used to
lead the people in prayer during
the final sickness of the
Messenger of Allah
until, on
the Monday, when the people
were lined up in rows in the
Masjid, the Messenger of Allah
drew back the curtain of the
room and looked out at us. He
was standing and his face was as
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bright as a page of the Mus/zaf.
The Messenger of Allah ,
smiled, a bright smile, and we
were filled with joy as we were
praying, due to the fact that the
Prophet ç had come out. AN
Bakr stepped back on his heels to
join the front row, because he
thought that the Messenger of
Allah
was coming out to lead
us in prayer. But the Messenger
of Allah
gestured to them,
indicating them to complete their
prayer. Then the Messenger of
Allah
went back in and drew
the curtain, and the Messenger of
Allah
died that same day.

[945] 99 ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas said: "The last glimpse
we had of the Messenger of
Allah was when he drew back
the curtain on the Monday..." the
same narration as previously
mentioned AhâdIth, but the
HadIth of Sâlih (no. 944) is more
detailed.
[946] ( ... ) Anas bin Mâlik said:
"When it was the Monday..." a
similar HadIth (as no. 944).
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[947] 100 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas said: "The Prophet of
Allah
did not come out to us
for three days. Then the Iqâmah
was called and Abü Bakr went
forward (to lead the prayer). The
Prophet of Allah iJ lifted the
curtain, and when the face of the
Prophet of Allah
appeared to
us, there was nothing more dear
to us than the face of the
Prophet
appearing to us. The
Prophet of Allah
gestured to
Abü Bakr to go forward, then the
Prophet of Allah 0 drew the
curtain and we did not see him
until he died."

[948] 101 - (420) It was
narrated that Abil Müsâ said:
"The Messenger of Allah ç fell
sick and his sickness grew worse.
He said: 'Tell Abü Bakr to lead
the people in prayer.' 'Aigah
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, Abü
Bakr is a tender hearted man,
and when he stands in your place
he will not be able to lead the
people in prayer.' He said: 'Tell
Abü Bakr to lead the people in
prayer. You are like the women
around Yüsuf.' So Abü Bakr led
them in prayer during the
lifetime of the Messenger of
Allah ."
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Chapter 22. The Congregation
Appointing Someone To Lead
Them If The Imâm Is Delayed
And If There Is No Fear Of
Negative Repercussions
[949] 102 - (421) It was
narrated from Sahl bin Sa'd AsSâ'idI that the Messenger of
Allah it went to Banü 'Anir bin
'Awf to resolve a dispute among
them. The time for prayer
became due, and the Mu 'adhdhin
came to Abü Bakr and said:
"Will you lead the people in
prayer, and I will say the
Iqâmah?" He said: "Yes." So
Abü Bakr led the people in
prayer, then the Messenger of
Allah Ot came while the people
were still praying. He came and
stood in the row, and the people
started clapping. Abil Bakr would
not pay attention to anything
while he was praying, but when
the people's clapping increased,
he turned around and saw the
Messenger of Allah
. The
Messenger of Allah ji gestured
to him to stay where he was. Abü
Bakr raised his hands, praising
Allah, the Mighty and Sublime,
for the command of the
Messenger of Allah ;. Then
Abü Bakr moved backwards until
he was level with the row, and
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the Prophet came forward and
(continued the) prayers. Then
when he had finished he said: "0
Abü Bakr, what prevented you
from staying put when I told you
to?" Abfl Bakr said: "It is not for
the son of Abü Quhâfah to pray
in front of the Messenger of
" The Messenger of
Allah
Allah jW said: "Why did I see you
clapping so much? If something
happens to a man when he is in
prayers, let him say: 'SubzânAllah,' for if he says 'SubzânAllah' it will be noted. Clapping
is only for women."
[950] 103 - (...) A HadIth (with
another chain) similar to that of
Mâlik (no. 949) was narrated
from Sahl bin Sa'd. In their
HadItj it says: "Abfl Bakr raised
his hands and praised Allah, then
he moved backwards behind him
until he was standing in the row."

[951] 104 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Sahl bin Sa'd As-Sâ'idI said:
"The Prophet of Allah iW, went
to reconcile between Banü 'Amr
bin 'Awf..." a similar HadIth (as
no. 949). He added: "The
Messenger of Allah
came
through the rows until he was
standing in the front row." And it
says that Abü Bakr moved
backwards.
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[952] 105 - (274) A1-MughIrah
bin Shu'bah narrated that he
went with the Messenger of Allah
on the campaign to Tabilk.
Al-MughIrah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
went out
(to relive himself). I carried a
vessel of water for him, before
Fajr prayer. When the Messenger
of Allah Oit came back to me, I
started pouring water onto his
hands from the vessel. He
washed his hands three times,
then he washed his face, then he
went to roll the sleeves of his
cloak back from his forearms but
they were too tight, so he brought
his arms inside the cloak and
then brought them out from
beneath it, and washed his
forearms up to the elbows. Then
he wiped over his Miuff, then he
moved on."
Al-Mughlrah said: "I came with
him and we found that the
people had appointed 'AbdurRahmân bin 'Awf to lead them in
prayer. The Messenger of Allah
caught up with one of the
Rak'ah, so he prayed the last
Rak'ah with the people, then
when 'Abdur-Rahmân bin 'Awl
said the Salâm, the Messenger of
Allah 0, stood up to complete
his prayer. That startled the
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Muslims and they started to say
Subân Allah. When the Prophet
had finished his prayer, he turned
to the people and said: 'You did
well,' or, 'You did the right
thing,' and was pleased that they
had offered the prayer on time."

[953] ( ... ) A HadIth similar to
that of 'Abbâd (no. 952) was
narrated from Hamzah bin AlMughIrah. Al-MughIrah said: "I
wanted to make 'Abdur-Rahmân
bin 'Awf move back, but the
Prophet
said: 'Leave him."

Chapter 23. Men Saying The
Tasbiht11 And Women
Clapping If They Notice
Anything During The Prayer
[9541 106 - (422) Sa'eed bin A]Müsâyyab and Abü Salamah bin
'Abdur-Rahmân narrated that
they heard Abü Hurairah say:
'1 Saying: Subhân Allah.
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"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'The TasbIh is for men and
clapping is for women."
Harmalah added in his report:
"Ibn Shihâb said: 'I saw men
from the people of knowledge
saying the TasbI1fi and pointing."
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[955] 107 - ( ... ) A similar report
(as no. 954) wa narrated from
Abü Hurairah, from the Prophet

[956] A similar report was (as
no. 954) narrated from Abü
Hurairah, from the Prophet ,
and he added: (The TasbIi!i is for
men and clapping is for women)
while praying."
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Chapter 24. The Command To
Perform The Prayer Properly,
To Complete It, And To Have
I7zii.châ'11 In It

Byal l
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[957] 108 - (423) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
prayed one day, then he finished
and said: '0 so-and-so, why don't
you offer prayers well? Why
doesn't the worshipper look at
how he is praying when he prays?
He is only praying for himself. By
Allah, I can see behind me as
well as I can see in front of me."

[958] 109 - (424) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Do you think that I face the
Qiblah? 21 By Allah, your bowing
and prostrating are not hidden
from me; I can see you behind
my back."
[959] 110 - (425) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that the Prophet
said: "Bow
and prostrate properly, for by
[1]

Praying with full focus and humility.
121 Meaning: "and that I do not know what you are doing?"
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Allah, I can see you behind me or behind my back - when you
bow and prostrate."

[960] 111 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas that the Prophet of
Allah ç said: "Complete the
bowing and prostrations, for by
Allah, I can see you behind my
back when you bow and
prostrate."

Chapter 25. The Prohibition Of
Preceding The Imâm While
Bowing, Prostrating And So On

4L p - ( Y 0
J$J
( 0

[961] 112 - (426) It was
narrated that Anas said: "The
Messenger of Allah
led us in
prayer one day, and when he had
finished praying he turned to face
us and said: '0 people, I am your
Imâm, so do not go ahead of me
in bowing, prostrating, standing
nor the turning,['] for I can see
L'J

The meaning of "turning" is the TaslIm at the end of the prayer.
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you from in front of me and
behind me.' Then he said: 'By the
One in Whose Hand is the soul
of Muhammad! If you saw what I
have seen, you would laugh little
and weep much.' They said:
'What have you seen, 0
Messenger of Allah?' He said: 'I
have seen Paradise and the
Fire."

113 - ( ... ) This HadIth was
[962]

narrated from Anas, from the
Prophet; in the Ijadith of JarIr it
does not mention, "nor the
turning."

114 - (427) Abü Hurairah
[963]

said: Muhammad ji said: "Does
the one who raises his head
before the Imâm (does so) not
fear that Allah may turn his head
into the head of a donkey?'

115 - ( ... ) It was narrated
[964]

that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah ilj said: 'The
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one who raises his head when
praying before the Imâm (does
so) has no guarantee that Allah
will not turn him into a donkey."

[965] 116 - ( ... ) A similar report
(as no. 964) was narrated from
AN Hurairah from the Prophet
, except that in the Hadith of
Ar-RabI' bin Muslim it says:
"That Allah will turn his face into
the face of a donkey."

Chapter 26. The Prohibition
On Lifting One's Gaze To The
Heavens When in Sal/it
[966] 117 - (428) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin Samurah
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'People should stop lifting
their gaze to the heavens when in
Salât, lest it does not return to
them."
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[9671 118 - (429) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
said:
the Messenger of Allah
"People should stop lifting their
gaze to the heavens when
supplicating during the prayer,
lest their sight be taken from
them."

Chapter 27. The Command To
Be Calm During The Prayer
And The Prohibition Of
Gesturing With One's Hand
And Raising It When Saying
The Salâm; And Completing
The First Rows, Aligning In
Them, And The Command To
Come Together
[968] 119 - (430) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin Samurah
said: "The Messenger of Allah
came out to us and said: 'Why do
I see you raising your hands like
the tails of restless horses? Be
calm when in prayer.' Then he
came out to us and saw us sitting
in circles. He said: 'Why do I see
you in separate groups?' Then he
came out to us and said: 'Why do
you not make your rows as the
Angels make their rows in the
presence of their Lord?' We said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, how do
the Angels make their rows in
the presence of their Lord?' He
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said: 'They complete the first
rows and they keep close
together in the rows."

[969] ( ... ) 'Eisa bin Yünus said:
"Al-A'mash narrated something
similar with this chain (as no.
968).'

[970] 120 - (431) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin Samurah
said: "When we prayed with the
Messenger of Allah ij we used
to say (at the completion of
prayers): 'As-salâmu 'alaikum wa
rahmatullâh, as-salâmu 'alaikum
wa raifimatullâh (Peace be upon
you and the mercy of Allah.
Peace be upon you and the mercy
of Allah)," and he gestured with
his hand to either side. "The
Messenger of Allah jii, said: 'Why
do you gesture with your hands
as if they were the tails of restive
horses?' Rather it is sufficient for
one of you to put his hand on his
thigh then say the Salâm to his
brothers to his right and left."

[971] 121 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin Samurah said: "I
prayed with the Messenger of

:
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Allah j and when we said the
Salâm, we used to gesture with
our hands - 'As-salâmu 'alaikum,
As-salâmu 'alaikum.' The
Messenger of Allah 4b,r looked at
us and said: 'What is the matter
with you? You are gesturing with
your hands as if they were the
tails of restless horses. When one
of you says the Salâm, let him
turn to his companion (i.e., the
one next in row) and not gesture
with his hand."
Lci

Chapter 28. Straightening The
Rows; The Virtue Of The Front
Row And Then The Next;
Competing With One Another
For The Front Row; The
People Of Virtue Should Take
Precedence And Be Closest To
The Imâm
[972] 122 - (432) It was
narrated that Abü Mas'fld said:
"The Messenger of Allah ç used
to touch our shoulders when we
were standing for prayers and he
would say: 'Make the rows
straight and do not differ, lest
your hearts differ. Let those who
are most wise and possessing
intellect be closest to me, then
those who come after them, then
those who come after them."
Abü Mas'üd said: "But today
there is a great deal of discord
among you."

The Book Of As-Salât

[973] (...) Ibn 'Uyaynah narrated
a similar report (as no. 972) with
this chain.

[974] 123 (...) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin Mas'üd said:
"The Messenger of Allah said:
'Let those of you who are most
wise and possessing intellect be
closest to me, then those who
come after them' - he said that
three times - 'and beware of the
tumult of the marketplace."

[975] 124 - (433) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "The Messenger of Allah jW
said: 'Make your rows straight,
for straightening the rows is part
of the completion of the prayer."

[976] 125 - (434) It was
narrated that Anas said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Make your rows complete, for I
can see you from behind my
back."
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[977] 126 - (435) It was
narrated from Hammâm bin
Munnabih, he said: "This is what
Abü Hurairah narrated to us
from the Messenger of Allah ,"
and he mentioned a number of
AhâdIth, among which he said:
"Make the rows straight in
prayer, for making the row
straight is part of praying well."
[978] 127 - (436) An-Nu'mân
bin BashIr said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say:
'Either you straighten your rows
or Allah will create discord
among your faces.""

[979] 128 - ( ... ) An-Nu'mân bin
Bair said: "The Messenger of
Allah ; used to straighten our
rows, as if he was straightening
an arrow, until he saw that we
had learned it. Then he came out
one day and was about to say the
TakbIr, when he noticed a man
whose chest was sticking out from
Meaning cause your hearts to differ.
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the row. He said: 'Slaves of
Allah! Make your rows straight
or Allah will cause discord
among you."

( ... ) Abfl 'Awanah
[980]
narrated a similar report (as no.
979) with this chain.

[981] 129 - (437) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah ç said:
"If the people knew what there is
(of reward) in the call (to prayer)
and the first row, and they could
find no other way then drawing
lots, then they would draw lots. If
they know what there is (of
reward) in coming early to
prayer, they would compete for
it. If they knew what there is (of
reward) in 'Ijhâ' and Fajr prayer,
they would come to them even if
they had to crawl."

[982] 130 - (438) It was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed AlISiudrI that the Messenger of
Allah jW saw some of his
Companions going towards the
back (rows of the Masjid). He
said to them: "Come forward and
follow me (in the prayer), and let
those who are behind you follow
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you, for people will keep moving
to the back until Allah puts them
back."[']
[9831 ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Sa'eed A1-KhudrI said: "The
Messenger of Allah
saw some
people in the back (rows) of the
Masfid "and he narrated a similar
report (as no. 982).

[984] 131 - (439) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "If you
knew" - or "if they knew - what
there is (of reward) in the front
row, there would be drawing of
lots."
Ibn Harb said: "...in the first
row, there would be drawing of
lots."

[985] 132 - (440) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'The best rows for men are at the
front, and the worst are at the
back; and the best rows for
women are at the back, and the
worst are at the front."

"I

Meaning away from His mercy or Paradise.
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[986] ( ... ) It was also narrated
from Suhail (as no. 985), with
this chain.
L

?

Chapter 29. The Command To
Women Who Are Praying
Behind Men Not To Raise
Their Heads From Prostration
Before The Men Have Done So
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[987] 133 - (441) It was
narrated that Suhail bin Sa'd
said: "I saw men with the ends of
their Izâr (waist wrappers) tied
around their necks like children,
because there was not enough
fabric in their Izâr, (praying)
behind the Prophet . Someone
said: '0 women, do not raise
your heads until the men have
raised theirs."
Chapter 30. Women Going Out
To The Masjid So Long As No
Fitnah Results From That; and
They Should Not Go Out
Wearing Perfume
[988] 134 - (442) It was
narrated from Az-Zuhrl that he
heard Sâlim narrate from his
father that the Prophet jk& said:
"If the wife of one of you asks for
permission to go to the Masjid,
let him not prevent her from
doing so."
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[989] 135 - ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah ii say: 'Do
not prevent your women from
going to the Masjid if they ask
you for permission."
Bilâl bin 'Abdullâh said: "By
Allah, we will certainly prevent
them." 'Abdullâh turned to him
and rebuked him harshly, in a
manner that I had never heard,
and said: "I narrate to you from
the Messenger of Allah
and
you say: 'By Allah, we will
certainly prevent them!"

[990] 136 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah ; said: "Do
not prevent the female slaves of
Allah from attending the Masjid
of Allah."

[991] 137 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Umar said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah 0, say: 'If
your womenfolk ask you for
permission to go to the Masjid,
then give them permission."

[992] 138 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the
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Messenger of Allah
said: "Do
not prevent the women from
going out to the Masjid at night."
A son of 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar
said: "We will not let them go
out lest that lead to mischief and
suspicion."
Ibn 'Umar rebuked him and
said: "I say, 'the Messenger of
Allah AO, said,' and you say, 'We
will not let them!"

[993] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 992) was narrated from AlA'mash with this chain.
[994] 139 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Give the women permission to
go to the Masjid at night.' A son
of his who was called Wâqid,
said: 'Then that will lead to
mischief and suspicion.'
He struck him on the chest and
said: 'I narrate to you from the
Messenger of Allah ç and you
say no!"

[995] 140 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Bilâl bin 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar that his father said: "The
said: 'Do
Messenger of Allah
not deny the woman their share
of the Masjid, if they ask you for
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permission." Bilâl said: "By
Allah, we will not allow them."
'Abdullâh said to him: "I say: 'the
Messenger of Allah iW said,' and
you say: 'We will not allow
them!
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[996] 141 - (443) It was
narrated from Busr bin Sa'eed
that Zainab ATh-Ihaqafiyyah
used to narrate that the
Messenger of Allah ç said: "If
one of you wants to attend 'Ihâ'
(prayer), let her not put on
perfume that night."
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[997] 142 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Zainab, the wife of
'Abdullâh, said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said to us: 'If one of
you attends the Masjid, let her
not touch perfume."

[998] 143 - (444) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"Any woman who has applied
incense, 11 let her not attend
'Ijâ' (prayer) with us."
Ill Meaning the smell of burning incense in the house, which often occurred at night.
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[999] 144 - (445) It was
narrated from Yayâ, that is Ibn
Sa'eed, from 'Amrah hint
'Abdur-Rahmân that she heard
'Aihah, the wife of the Prophet
ç, say: "If the Messenger of
Allah jgv, had seen what women
have innovated, he would have
forbidden them from attending
the Masjid as the woman of the
Children of Israel were forbidden
(from attending their places of
worship)." I said to 'Amrah:
"Were the women of the
Children of Israel forbidden from
attending their places of
worship?" She said: "Yes."
[1000] ( ... ) A similar Hadlib (as
no. 999) was narrated (from
others) with this chain from
Yaiyâ bin Sa'eed.
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Chapter 31. Moderation When
Reciting Qur'ân In A Prayer
When It Is To Be Recited Out
Loud, And Making It Neither
Too Loud Nor Too Soft, And
When There Is The Fear Of
Negative Consequences If It Is
Recited Out Loud
[1001] 145 - (446) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said,
concerning the saying of Allah
the Most High: "... And offer
your 5aldt (prayer) neither aloud
nor in a low voice..." 11 This was
revealed when the Messenger of
Allah Jl was hiding in Makkah.
When he led his Companions in
prayer, he raised his voice when
reciting Qur'ân, but when the
idolators heard it, they reviled
the Qur'ân, and the One Who
had revealed it, and the one who
had brought it. So Allah said to
His Prophet
: "...And offer
your Saldt (prayer) neither
aloud..." lest the idolators hear
your recitation, "... nor in a low
voice...", lest your Companions
be unable to hear it; let them
hear the Qur'ân, but do not
recite so loudly, "... but follow a
way between...", meaning, neither
too loud nor too soft."
[1002] 146 - (447) It was
narrated that 'Aigah said,
[1]

A1-Isrâ' 17:110.
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concerning the saying of Allah
the Most High: "... And offer
your Sal& (prayer) neither aloud
nor in a low voice..." [11 This was
revealed concerning supplication.
[1003] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1001) was narrated from
Hishâm with this chain.

Chapter 32. Listening To The
Recitation
[1004] 147 - (448) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said
concerning Allah's saying: "Move
not your tongue concerning
it..." 21 "When JibrIl brought the
Revelation down to him (i.e. the
Prophet ), he would move his
tongue and lips with it, which was
visibly hard for him. Then Allah,
the Most High revealed: "Move
not your tongue concerning it to
make haste therewith" meaning,
in learning it. "It is for Us to
collect it and to give you the
ability to recite it " We will
preserve it in your heart and
enable you to recite it. "And
when We have recited it to you,
[1]

A1-Isrâ' 17:110.
121 A1-Qiy6mah 75:16.
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then follow its recitation"
meaning: We have sent it down,
so listen to it. "Then it is for Us
to make it clear",111 meaning:
We will explain it on your
tongue. So when JibrIl came to
him, he kept silent, and when he
departed, he recited it as Allah
promised he would."
[10051 148 - (...) It was narrated
from Müsâ bin AbI 'Aihah, from
Sa'eed bin Jubair, that Ibn
'Abbâs said, concerning: "Move
not your tongue concerning it to
make haste there with." 21 "The
Prophet () experienced some
hardship when the Revelation
came to him, and he used to
move his lips." Ibn 'Abbas said to
me: "I will move my lips for you
as the Messenger of Allah ()
used to move his lips," and he
moved his lips. "Sa'eed said: "I
will move my lips for you as Ibn
'Abbâs moved his lips," and he
moved them. - "Then Allah the
Most High revealed: "Move not
your tongue concerning it" 3'
meaning: I will preserve it in your
heart, then you will be able to
recite it. "And when We have
recited it to you, then follow its
recitation"14' meaning: so listen
to it attentively, then it is for Us
[1]A1-Qiyârnah
[2]A1-Qiy6mah
131 A1-Qiyâmah
[41 A1-Qiy6,nah

75:16-19.
75:16.
75:16.
75:18.
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to cause you to recite it. So when
JibrIl came to him, the
Messenger of Allah
would
listen, and when JibrIl left, the
Prophet ç would recite it as it
had been recited to him."
Chapter 33. Reciting Out Aloud
In A-ubz And Reciting To
The Jinn
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[1006] 149 - (449) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"The Messenger of Allah
did
not recite Qur'ân to the Jinn and
he did not see them. The
Messenger of Allah j4 set out
with a group of his Companions,
heading towards the market of
'Ukâz. The devils had been
prevented from hearing the news
of heaven, and shooting stars had
been sent against them. The
devils went back to their people,
who said: 'What is the matter
with you?' They said: 'Something
is preventing us from hearing the
news of heaven, and shooting
stars have been sent against us.'
They said: 'That can only be
because something has happened;
travel throughout the earth, east
and west, and see what it is that
is preventing you from hearing
the news of heaven.' So they
went and traveled throughout the
earth, east and west. The group
that headed towards Tihâmah
passed by when he (the Prophet
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was in Naithl, when they were
headed towards the market of
'Ukâz, and he was leading his
Companions in Fajr prayer.
When they heard the Qur'ân,
they listened to it, and said: 'This
is what has prevented us hearing
the news from heaven.' They
went back to their people and
said: '0 our people, we have
heard a wondrous Qur'ân which
guides to the right path; we have
believed in it and we will never
associate anyone with our Lord.'
Then Allah revealed to His
Prophet Muhammad : Say: It
has been revealed to me that a
group of jinn listened (to this
Qur'ân) ......11
[1007] 150 - (450) It was
narrated that 'Amir said: "I asked
'Alqamah: 'Was Ibn Mas'iid
present with the Messenger of
Allah it on the night of the
jinn?' 'Alqamah said: 'I asked Ibn
Mas'üd: "Were any of you
present with the Messenger of
Allah t on the night of the
jinn?" He said: "No, but we were
with the Messenger of Allah;
on that night, then we missed
him and looked for him in the
valleys and mountain passes. We
feared that he had been taken by
the jinn, or secretly murdered,
and we spent the worst night that
any people have ever spent. In
the morning, he came from the
[1]

Al-Jinn 72:1.
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direction of Uirâ', and we said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, we
missed you and we looked for
you but did not find you, and we
spent the worst night that any
people have ever spent.' He said:
'Someone from the jinn came to
call me, and I went with him and
recited the Qur'ân to them.'
Then he set off with us and
showed us their tracks and the
traces of their fires. They asked
him for provisions and he said:
'You may have every bone on
which the Name of Allah has
been mentioned that falls into
your hands with plenty of meat
on it, and all dung is food for
your animals.' The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'Do not clean
yourselves with them (after
relieving yourselves), for they are
the food of your brothers."
[1008] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Dâwüd with this chain, as far as
the words: "The traces of their
fires. (no. 1007)"
A-ha'bI said: "They asked
him for provision, and they were
from among the jinn of AlJazIrah..." 11

iywall
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[1009] 151 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh from the Prophet
[1]

A term used by them to refer to North Western Mesopotamia.
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, up to the words: "And the
traces of their fires;" he did not
mention what came after that
(from no. 1008).

[1010] 152 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said: "I was not
with the Prophet jW on the night
of the jinn, but I wished that I
had been with him."

[1011] 153 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ma'n said: "I heard my
father say: 'I asked Masrüq:
"Who told the Prophet it about
the jinn on the night when they
listened to the Qur'ân?" He said:
"Your father" - meaning Ibn
Mas'üd - "told me that he
(Prophet ) was told about the
jinn by the tree.."

Chapter 34. The Recitation For
Zuhr And 'Asr
[1012] 154 - (451) It was
narrated that Abü Qatâdah said:
"The Messenger of Allah used
to lead us in prayer, and he
would recite the Opening of the
Book (Al-Fâlthah) and two Sürah

(ri.i:3l) paAiI

jiI
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in Zuhr and 'Asr, and let us hear
a Verse sometimes. He used to
make the first Rak'ah lengthy in
Zuhr, and the second Rak'ah
short, and he did likewise in AsSub/i."

[1013] 155 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin Abl Qatâdah,
from his father, that the Prophet
used to recite the Opening of
the Book and a Sarah in the first
two Rak'ah of Zuhr and 'Asr, and
he would let us hear a Verse
sometimes, and in the last two
Rak'ah he would recite AlFâti/zah (only).

[1014] 156 - (452) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed AlIchudrI said: "We estimated how
long the Messenger of Allah
stood during Zuhr and 'Asr. We
estimated that he stooc during
the first two Rak'ah of 2 thr for
as long as it takes to reciL "A/ifLâm-MIm. The revelation of the
Book ...... 11 We estimated that he
stood in the last two Rak'ah for
As-Sajdah (32).
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half that time. We estimated that
he stood during the first two
Rak'ah of 'Asr for as long as he
stood during the last two Rak'ah
of Zuhr, and we estimated that
he stood during the last two
Rak'ah for half of that."
Abü Bakr did not mention "AlifLâm-MIm. The revelation of the
Book..." in his Ijadujh, but he
said: "As long as it takes to recite
thirty Verses."

[10151 157 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Sa'eed Al-Khudrl that
the Prophet
used to recite in
the first two Rak'ah of Zuhr
prayer approximately thirty
Verses in each Rak'ah, and in the
last two Rak'ah approximately
fifteen Verses, or he said: "Half
of that." In the first two Rak'ah
of 'Asr he used to recite in each
Rak'ah approximately fifteen
Verses, and in the last two
Rak'ah approximately half of
that."

[1016] 158 - (453) It was
narrated from Jâbir bin Samurah
that the people of Al-Küfah
complained about Sa'd to 'Umar
bin Al-hattâb, and they
complained about his prayer.
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'Umar sent for him and he came.
He told him how they had found
fault with his prayer. He said: "I
lead them in prayer according to
the prayer of the Messenger of
Allah
and I do no more and
no less than that. I make first two
Rak'ah long, and I make the last
two short." He said: "That is
what I thought of you, Abii
Ishâq."
[10171 ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Abdul-Malik bin 'Umair, with
this chain (a similar HadIth as no.
1016).
[1018] 159 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü 'Awn said: "I heard
Jâbir bin Samurah say: "Umar
said to Sa'd: "They are
complaining about you in
everything, even in prayer." He
said: "I make it long in the first
two (Rak'ah) and I make it short
in the last two. I do not neglect
to follow the example of the
prayer of the Messenger of Allah
ç." He said: "That is what I
thought of you."
[1019] 160 - ( ... ) A similar
HadIth (as no. 108) was narrated
from Jâbir bin Samurah. He
added: "He said: 'Are these
Bedouins teaching me how to
offer Salât)?"
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[1020] 161 - (454) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed AlhudrI said: "The Iqámah for
Zuhr prayer would be called, and
a person would go to Al-BaqI',
relieve himself, then perform
Wudâ' and come back, and the
Messenger of Allah ç would still
be in the first Rak'ah, because he
made it so long."

[1021] 162 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Qaza'ah who said: "I came
to Abü Sa'eed Al-KhudrI when
he was surrounded by people,
and when the people left him, I
said: 'I am not going to ask you
what these people were asking
you about, I am going to ask you
about the prayer of the
Messenger of Allah
He said:
'There is nothing good in that for
you.'11' I repeated the question
and he said: 'The Iqâmah for
Zuhr prayer would be called, and
one of us would go to A]-BaqI'
and relieve himself, then go to
his family and perform Wuiâ',
then he would come back to the
Masjid and the Messenger of
Allah
would still be in the first
Rak'ah."

L'J An-Nawawl said that this means: You will not able to do anything like the prayer of the

Prophet 4ft in terms of length or proper focus and humility; even if you try you will not
be able to do it, and then you will have overburdened yourself, and will be one of those
who learned some aspect of the Sunnah and then abandoned it.
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Chapter 35. Recitation In A.ySub/i

[1022] 163 - (455) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin AsSâ'ib said: "The Messenger of
Allah ; led us in praying AsSubh in Makkah, and he started
to recite Sirat Al-Mu 'minân, until
he reached the Verses that
mention Müsâ and Hârün, peace
be upon them, or 'Eisa,
"Muhammad bin 'Abbâd was not
sure, or there was a difference of
opinion concerning that - "then
the Prophet
was overcome by
a cough, so he bowed." 'Abdullâh
bin As-Sâ'ib was present on that
occasion. According to the
IjadItj of 'Abdur-Razzâq: "He
cut short (his recitation) and
bowed."

[1023] 164 - (456) It was
narrated from 'Amr bin Huraith
that he heard the Prophet
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reciting in Fajr: "And by the
night as it departs"J11

[1024] 165 - (457) It was
narrated that Qutbah bin Mâlik
said: "I offered prayers and the
Messenger of Allah
led us in
(that) prayer, and he recited:
"Qaf By the Glorious Qur'ân...121
until he reached: "And tall date
palms". E33 Then he started to
repeat it, and I do not know what
he said."
[1025] 166 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Qutbah bin Mâlik heard the
Prophet () reciting in Fajr:
"And tall date palms, with ranged
clusters."14 '

[1]At-TakwI.r 81:1.
[2]Qaf 50:1.
[3]Qaf 50:10.
[4]Qaf 50:10.
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[1026] 167 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ziyâd bin 'Ilâqah, from his
paternal uncle, that he offered
A-ubh (prayers) with the
Prophet
and in the first
Rak'ah he recited "And tall date
palms, with ranged clusters." [1]
And perhaps he said: "Qâf."
[1027] 168 - (458) It was
narrated from Jãbir bin Samurah
that the Prophet
used to
recite in Fajr: "Qâf. By the
Glorious Qur'ân", 21 and the rest
of his prayers were short.

[1028] 169 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Simâk said: "I asked Jâbir
bin Samurah about the prayer of
the Prophet. He said: 'He used to
make his prayer short, and he did
not pray like these people."
And he told me that the
Messenger of Allah
used to
recite in Fajr "Qaf. By the
glorous Qur'ân" 31 and similar
Sñrah.

I ll

Qâf 50:10.
[2]Qâf 50:1.
[3]Qâf 50:1.
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[1029] 170 - (459) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin Samurah
said: "The Prophet
used to
recite in Zuhr: "By the night as it
envelops",'' and something
similar in 'Asr, and in Subh he
would recite something longer
than that."
[1030] 171 - (460) It was
narrated from Jâbir bin Samurah
that the Prophet () used to
recite in Zuhr: "Glorify the Name
of your Lord, the Most High"
and in Subh something longer
than that.[21

[1031] 172 - (461) It was
narrated from Abü Barzah that
the Messenger of Allah () used
to recite between sixty and one
hundred Verses in A1-Ghadâh131
prayer.

[1032] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abli Barzah Al-Aslaml said: "The
Messenger of Allah
used to
recite between sixty and one
hundred Verses in Fajr prayer."

[1]Al-Lail 92:1.
[2]Al-A'lâ 87:1.
[3] That is the obligatory Fajr prayer.
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[1033] 173 - (462) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said
that Umm Al-Fadl bint al-Hârith
heard him reciting: "By the winds
(or angels or the Messengers of
Allah) sent forth one after
anotherJ11 And she said: "0 my
son, your reading of this Sarah
reminded me that the last thing I
heard the Messenger of Allah ii
reciting was this Sarah, during
Maghrib."

[1034] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Az-ZuhrI with this chain (as no.
1033). In the HadIth of Sâlih is
the addition: "Then he did not
offered prayers after that, until
Allah, the Mighty and Sublime,
took him (in death)."

[1035] 174 - (463) It was
narrated from Muhammad bin
Jubair bin Mut'im, that his father
Al-Mu,a1ât 77:1.
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said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah it reciting (Sarah) Al-Tar
in Maghrib."

[1036] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1035) was narrated from AzZuhrI with this chain.

Chapter 36. Recitation During
'isiâ'
[1037] 175 - (464) Al-Bard'
narrated that the Prophet ()
was on a journey, and he prayed
'Ishii' the later, and recited in
one of the two Rak'ah: By the fig,
and the olive." 11

[1038] 176 - (...) It was narrated
that A1-Barâ' bin 'Azib said: "I
offered 'Ishâ' (prayers) with the
Messenger of Allah it and he
recited: "By the fig, and the olive."121

121

At-Tin 95:1.
At-Tin 95:1.
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[1039] 177 - ( ... ) A]-Barâ' bin
'Azib said: "I heard the Prophet
() recite: "By the fig, and the
olive'] during 'Ihâ', and I have
never heard anyone with a more
beautiful voice than him."

[1040] 178 - (465) It was
narrated from Sufyân, from
'Amr, that Jâbir said: "Mu'âJj
used to offer prayers with the
Prophet , then he would go
and lead his people in prayer.
One night he offered 'Ijâ' with
the Prophet , then he went to
his people to lead them in prayer.
He started to recite S(irat AlBaqarah, and one man turned
aside, said the Salâm, then he
prayed by himself and went away.
They said to him: 'Are you a
hypocrite, 0 so-and-so?' He said:
'No, by Allah, and I will go to the
Messenger of Allah ç and tell
him.' He went to the Messenger
of Allah jW and said: '0
Messenger of Allah, we are
owners of camels used for
watering. We work by day and
Mu'âih offered 'Ithâ' with you,
then he came and started to
(1]

At-Tin 95:1.
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recite Sârat Al-Baqarah.' The
Messenger of Allah
turned to
Mu'âdh and said: '0 Mu'âh, are
you trying cause Fitnah? 11
Recite such-and-such, recite
such-and-such."
Sufyân said: "I said to 'Amr: 'Abü
Az-Zubair narrated to us, from
Jâbir, that he said: Recite: "By the
sun and its brightness",[21 "By the
forenoon' , 3' "By the night as it
envelops"141 and "Glorify the Name
of your Lord, the Most High."[']
'Anir said: "Something like that."
[1041] 179 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "Mu'âdh bin Jabal
Al-AnârI led his companions in
praying 'Ijhâ' and he made it long
for them. A man went away and
prayed (seperately), and Mu'âJi
was told about that, and said: 'He
is a hypocrite.' When news of that
reached the man, he went to the
Messenger of Allah jW and told
him what Mu'âdh had said. The
said to him: 'Do you
Prophet
want to cause Fintah, 0 Mu'âdh?
When you lead the people in
prayer, recite: "By the sun and its
brightness",161 "Glorify the Name of
your Lord, the Most High' 71
"Read! In the Name of your Lord"181
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" Meaning, to bring the people to trial, and repel them from the religion.
Ash-Shams 91:1.
131 Ad-Duha 93:1.
[4)
Al-Lad 92:1.
[51 Al-A'lâ 87:1.
[6]
Ash-Shams 91:1.
[71 A1-A'lâ 87:1.
[8]
A1-'Alaq 96:1.
[2]
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and: "By the night as it
envelops."hl]
[1042] 180- ( ... ) It was narrated
from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh that
Mu'âh bin Jabal used to pray
'Ishâ' the later with the
Messenger of Allah , then he
would go back to his people and
lead them in that prayer.

[1043] 181 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said:
"Mu'âh used to pray 'Ithâ' with
the Messenger of Allah iLRr, then
he would go to the Masjid of his
people and lead them in prayer."

Chapter 37. The Command To
The Imâm To Make The Prayer
Brief But Complete
[1044] 182 - (466) It was
narrated that Abii Mas'üd AlAnsârl said: "A man came to the
Messenger of Allah il and said:
'I keep away from Fajr prayer
because of so-and-so, because he
makes it too long for us.' I have
never seen the Prophet ç so
Al-Lail 92:1.
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angry in exhortation as he was
that day. He said: '0 people,
there are among you some who
repel others. Whoever among
you leads the people in prayer,
let him be brief, for among them
are the elderly, the weak and
those with urgent needs."

[1045] (...) A Hadith similar to
that of Hujaim (no. 1044) was
narrated from Ismâ'Il, with this
chain.

[10461 183 - (467) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
said: "When one
the Prophet
of you leads the people in prayer,
let him make it brief, for among
them are the young and the
elderly, the weak and the sick.
And when one of you offers
prayers alone, let him pray as he
likes."

[1047] 184 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hammâm bin Munabbih
said: "Abü Hurairah narrated to
us from Muhammad the
Messenger of Allah ," - and he
mentioned several AhâdItj,
among which was: The
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Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whenever one of you stands to
lead the people in prayer, let him
make the prayer brief, for among
them are the elderly, and among
them are the weak. And when
one of you stands to offer prayers
alone, let him make his prayer as
long as he likes.'"
[1048] 185 - ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'When one of you leads the
people in prayer, let him make it
brief, for among the people are
the weak, the sick and those who
have urgent needs."

[1049] ( ... ) Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said..." a similar report (as no.
1048), except that, instead of "the
sick," he said "the elderly."

[1050] 186 - (468) 'Uthinân bin
AN A]-'A A-Thaqafi narrated
that the Prophet AN said to him:
"Lead your people in prayer." He
said: "I said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, I have some misgivings
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about that.' He said: 'Come
closer.' So I sat before him and
he placed his hand in the center
of my chest, then he said: 'Turn
around.' Then he placed (his
hand) on my back, between my
shoulder blades. Then he said:
'Lead your people in prayer.
Whoever leads people in prayer,
let him make it brief, for among
them are the elderly, among
them are the sick, and among
them are those who have urgent
needs. And when one of you
offers prayer alone, let him pray
however he wishes."

[1051] 187 - ( ... ) 'Uthmân bin
Abi Al-'As said: "The last
instruction that the Messenger of
gave me was: 'When
Allah
you lead people in prayer, make
the prayer brief for them."

[10521 188 - (469) It was
narrated from Anas that the
Prophet ; used to make his
prayer brief yet complete.
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[1053] 189 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas that the Messenger of
Allah
was one of those whose
prayer was brief yet complete.

[10541 190 ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "I have
never prayed behind any Imâm
whose prayer was more brief yet
more perfect that the Messenger
of Allah"

[1055] 191 - (470) It was
narrated that Anas said: "The
Messenger of Allah it would
hear the crying of a child with his
mother, when he was offering AsSalât, so he would recite a short
Sarah."

[1056] 192 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "The
Messenger of Allah jW, said: 'I
start my alât intending to make
it long, then I hear the crying of
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a child, so I make it short
because of his mother's distress."
JL
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Chapter 38. Moderation In All
Pillars Of The Prayer, And
Making It Brief Yet Complete
[1057] 193 - (471) It was
narrated that A]-Bard' bin 'Azib
said: "I observed the prayer of
and I noticed
Muhammad
that his standing, his bowing, his
standing after bowing, his
prostration, his sitting between
the prostrations, his prostration
and his sitting between the
TaslIm and departure were
almost all equal in length."
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[1058] 194 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Al-Hakam said: "Al-Kiufah
was taken over by a man - and he
named him - at the time of Ibn
Al-Ash'ath. He commanded Ahü
'Ubaidah bin 'Abdulláh to lead
the people in prayer, and he used
to pray, when he raised his head
from bowing, he would stand for
as long as it takes to say:
'Allâhumma! Rabbaná lakal-
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hamdu mil'as-samâwâti wa mil'alardi wa mil'a ma th'ita mm
thay'in ba'du, ahlath-thanâ'i walmajdi, Ia mâni'a limâ a 'taita, wa
lâ mu'tI limâ man'at, wa lâ
yanfa 'u _d_hâl-jaddi minkal-jadd.
(0 Allah, our Lord, to You be
praise, filling the heavens, filling
the earth, and filling whatever
You will besides that, Lord of
Glory and Majesty, none can
withhold what You bestow and
none can bestow what You
withhold, nor can the fortune of
the fortunate avail him anything
before You.)"
Al-Hakam said: "I mentioned
that to 'Abdur-Rahmân bin AbI
Laila and he said: 'I heard AlBari' bin 'Azib say: "The Salât of
the Messenger of Allah &, his
bowing, when he lifted his head
from bowing, his prostration and
his (sitting) between the two
prostrations were almost all equal
in length."
Shu'bah said: "I mentioned that
to 'Amr bin Murrah and he said:
'I saw Ibn AbI Laila, and his
prayer was not like that."
[1059] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-Hakam that when Matar bin
Nâjiyah took over Al-Küfah, he
commanded Abü 'Ubaidah to
lead the people in prayer... and
he quoted the same Ijad(/ (no.
1056).
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[1060] 195 - (472) It was
narrated from Thâbit, that Anas
said: "I try my best to lead you in
prayer as I saw the Messenger of
Allah jW lead us in prayer."
He said: "Anas used to do
something that I have not seen
you do. When he raised his head
from bowing, he would stand so
long that one would think that he
had forgotten, and when he
raised his head from prostrating,
he would remain so long that one
would think that he had
forgotten."

[1061] 196 - (473) It was
narrated that Anas said: "I have
never prayed behind anyone who
made the prayer so brief yet
perfect as the Messenger of Allah
did. The prayer of the
Messenger of Allah
was well
balanced. And the prayer of Abü
Bakr was well balanced, too.
During the time of 'Umar bin Alichattâb, he made the Fajr prayer
lengthy. But when the Messenger
of Allah
said: 'Sami'a Allâhu
lirnan hamidah,' he would stand
for so long that we would think,
he has forgotten. Then he would
prostrate, and he would sit for so
long between the two
prostrations that would we think
he has forgotten."
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Chapter 39. Following The
Imâm And Acting After Him
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[1062] 197 - (474) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin
YazId said: "Al-Barâ', who is not
a liar, told me that they used to
offer prayers behind the
Messenger of Allah , and when
he raised his head from bowing, I
would not see anyone bending his
back until the Messenger of
Allah
had placed his forehead
on the ground, then those who
were behind him would go down
in prostration."

[1063] 198 - ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin
YazId said: "Al-Barâ', who is not
a liar, told me: 'When the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Sami'a Allâhu liman 1fwmidah,"
none of us would bend his back
until the Messenger of Allah
had gone down in prostration,
then we would go down in
prostration after him."

[1064] 199 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Muhârib bin Dithâr said: "I
heard 'Abdullâh bin YazId saying
on the Minbar: 'Al-Bari' told me
that they used to offer prayers

The Book Of As-Salât

with the Messenger of Allah it.
When he bowed, they bowed, and
when he raised his head from
bowing and said: "Sami'a Allâhu
liman hamidah," we would
remain standing until we saw that
he had placed his forehead on
the ground, then we would follow
him."

[1065] 200 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Al-Barâ' said: "We were
(during
with the Prophet
prayers) and none of us would
bend his back until we saw that
he had prostrated."
Zuhair said: Sufyân narrated to
us: The people of Al-Küfah,
Abân and others, narrated to us:
"Until we saw him prostrating."

[1066] 201 - (475) It was
narrated that 'Amr bin Huraiih
said: "I offered Fajr prayers
behind the Prophet
and I
heard him reciting: "So verily, I
swear by the planets that recede
(i.e. disappear during the day and
appear during the night). And by
the planets that move swiftly and
hide themselves". E13 And no man
among us would bend his back
until he had prostrated fully."
[11

At-TakwIr 81:15, 16.
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Chapter 40. What Is To Be
Said When Raising One's Head
From Bowing
[1067] 202 - (476) It was
narrated that Ibn AbI AWfâ said:
"When the Messenger of Allah
stood up from bowing, he
would say: 'Sami'a Allâhu liman
hamidah. Allâhumma! Rabbanâ
lakal-hamdu mil'as-samâwâti wa
mil'al-ardi wa mil'a ma shi'ta mm
shai'in bad (Allah hears those
who praise Him; Allah our Lord,
to You be praise, filling the
heavens, filling the earth, and
filling whatever You will besides
that.)"
[1068] 203 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Ubaid bin A]-Hasan said: "I
heard 'Abdullâh bin AbI AwIâ
say: 'The Messenger of Allah
used to say this supplication:
"Allâhumma Rabbanâ lakalhamdu mil'as-samâwâti wa mil'alardi wa mil'a ma shi'ta min shai'in
ba'd (Allah our Lord, to You be
praise, filling the heavens, filling
the earth, and filling whatever
You will besides that.)"
[1069] 204 - ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin
AbI Awfâ narrated that the
Prophet
used to say:
"Allâhumma lakal-hamdu mil'as-
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samá 'i wa mil'al-ardi wa mil'a ma
shi'ta min shai'in ba'd.
Allâhumma! TahhirnI bith-ihaiji,
wal-baradi, wal-mâ 'il-ba rid.
Allâhumma! TahhirnI minadh4Lun6bi wal-khatâyâ kamâ
yunaqqath-Lhawbul-abyaclu min alwasakj (Allah our Lord, to You
be praise, filling the heavens,
filling the earth, and filling
whatever You will besides that. 0
Allah, cleanse me with snow and
hail and cool water. 0 Allah,
cleanse me from sin as a white
garment is cleansed of dirt.)"
[10701 ( ... ) It was narrated from
hu'bah with this chain (a Haditjj
similar to no. 1069).
According to the report of
Mu'âh: "kamâ yunaqqathL/awbul-abya1u min ad-daran (As
a white garment is cleansed of
filth.)" According to the report of
Yazld: " min ad-danas (from
impurity.)"
[10711 205 - (477) It was
narrated that Abil Sa'eed AlKhudrI said: "When the
Messenger of Allah
raised his
head after bowing, he would say:
'Rabbânâ lakal-hamdu mil'assamâwâti wa mil'al-ardi wa mil'u
ma shi'ta min shai'in ba'du,
ahlath-thanâ 'i wal-majdi, ahaqqu
ma qalal-'abd, wa kullunâ laka
'abd. Allâhumma! La mâni'a limâ
a'taita, wa lâ mu'I limâ man'at,
wa lâ yanfa 'U _d_hâl-jaddi minkaljadd. (Our Lord, to You be
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praise, filling the heavens, filling
the earth, and filling whatever
You will besides that. Lord of
Glory and Majesty. The truest
words that a slave can say, and all
of us are Your slaves. 0 Allah,
none can withhold what You
bestow and none can bestow
what You withhold, nor can the
fortune of the fortunate avail him
anything before You.)"
[1072] 206 - (478) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
when the Prophet
raised his
head after bowing, he said:
"Allâhumma! Rabbânâ lakalhamdu mil'as-samâwâti wa mil'alardi wa mil'a ma shi'ta min shai'in
ba 'du. Ahlajjtjanâ 'i wal-majdi, lâ
mâni'a limâ a' taita, wa lâ mu'fl
limâ man'at, wa Ia yanfa'u _d_hâljaddi minkal-jadd. (0 Allah our
Lord, to You be praise, filling the
heavens, filling the earth, and
filling whatever You will besides
that. Lord of Glory and Majesty.
None can withhold what You
bestow and none can bestow
what You withhold, nor can the
fortune of the fortunate avail him
anything before You.)"
[10731 ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn 'Abbâs that the Prophet
said:.., as far as the words: "mil'a
ma shita min yai'mn ha 'du (filling
whatever You will besides that),"
and he did not mention the
words that come after that.
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Chapter 41. The Prohibition Of
Reciting The Qur'ân While
Bowing And Prostrating

[1074] 207 - (479) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"The Messenger of Allah
(during his fatal illness) drew
back the curtain and the people
were lined up in rows behind
AN Bakr. He said: '0 people,
there is nothing left of the glad
tidings of Prophethood except a
good dream that a Muslim sees
or that is seen for him. Be itknown that I have been
forbidden to recite the Qur'ân
when bowing or prostrating. As
for bowing, glorify your Lord [the
Mighty and Sublime] therein, and
as for prostrating, strive in
supplication, for it is deserving of
a response (from your Lord)."

[1075] 208 - (...) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin 'Abbâs said:
"The Messenger of Allah
drew back the curtain, and his
head was bandaged during the
sickness of which he died. He
said: '0 Allah, have I conveyed
(the message)?' (And he
repeated this) Three times.
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'There is nothing left of the glad
tidings of Prophethood except a
good dream that a Muslim sees
or that is seen for him." Then he
quoted a Hadiij similar to that of
Sufyân (no. 1075).

[10761 209 - (480) 'All bin AbI
Jâlib said: "The Messenger of
Allah
forbade me from
reciting the Qur'ân while bowing
and prostrating."

[1077] 210 - ( ... ) 'All bin AbI
Talib said: "The Messenger of
Allah ; forbade me from
reciting the Qur'ân while I am
bowing and prostrating. (in
prayers)"

[1078] 211 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'All bin Abl Tâlib said: "The
Messenger of Allah
forbade
me from reciting the Qur'ân
while bowing and prostrating, but
I do not say that he forbade
you."
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[1079] 212 - (...) It was narrated
that 'Ali said: "My beloved
forbade me from reciting the
Qur'ân while bowing or
prostrating."

[10801 213 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Ali from the Prophet .
All the narrators said: "He
forbade me from reciting the
Qur'ân when bowing." But they
did not mention in their reports
the prohibition of doing so when
prostrating, as was mentioned by
Az-ZuhrI, Zaid bin Aslam, AlWalId bin KaShIr and Dâwüd bin
Qais.
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[1081] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Abdullâh bin Hunain, from 'Ali
(as no. 1079), but he did not
mention prostration.

[1082] 214 - (481) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "I
was forbidden to recite Qur'ân
when bowing." No mention of
'Ali was made in the chain.

Chapter 42. What Is To Be
Said While Bowing And
Prostrating
[1083] 215 - (482) It was
narrated from AbÜ Hurairah that
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the Messenger of Allah
said:
"The closest that a person is to
his Lord is when he is
prostrating, so say a great deal of
supplication."

[1084] 216 - (483) It was
narrated from AbU Hurairah that
when he prostrated, the
Messenger of Allah 0, used to
say: "AllahummaghfirlI _d_hanbI
kullahu diqqahu wa jillahu, wa
awwalahu wa â/cjiirahu, wa
'alâniyatahu wa sirrahu (0 Allah,
forgive me all my sins, great and
small, first and last, open and
secret.)"

[1085] 217
(484) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
often
used to say when he was bowing
and prostrating: 'Subiiânak
Allâhumma! Wa bihamdika,
AllahummaghfirlI (Glory and
praise be to You, 0 Allah our
Lord. 0 Allah, forgive me,)'
acting in accordance with the
(command of) the Qur'an.

[10861 218 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
often
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used to say before he died:
'Subhânak Allâhumma! Wa
bizamdik Astaghfiruka wa ati2bu
ilaik (Glory and praise be to You,
I ask You for forgiveness and I
repent to You.)"
She said: "I said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, what are these words
that I see that you have started to
say?' He said: 'I was given a sign
in my Ummah, and when I saw it
I was to say these words. "When
there comes the Help of Allah
and the Conquest (of Makkah)"
until the end of the Sârah." 11

[1087] 219 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "From the time
the Sarah "When there comes
the Help of Allah and the
Conquest (of Makkah) ,[21 was
revealed, I did not see the
Prophet
offer any prayer but
he also supplicated, or; he said
during the prayer: ' Sube!iânak
Allâhumma! Wa bihamdik.
Allâhumaghfdl (Glory and praise
be to You my Lord. 0 Allah,
forgive me.)"
[1088] 220 - (...) It was narrated
that 'Aihah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
often
used to say: 'Subhân Allah, wa
bitfzamdih. Astaghfirullah wa aiâbu
ilaih (Glory and praise be to
Allah. I ask Allah for forgiveness

[2]

An-Nasr (110).
An-Nasr (110).
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and I repent to Him.)' I said: '0
Messenger of Allah, why do I see
you often saying: "Subân Allah,
wa biiamdih. Astaghfirullah wa
atabu ilaih (Glory and praise be
to Allah. I ask Allah for
forgiveness and I repent to
Him)?' He said: 'My Lord told
me that I would see a sign in my
Ummah, and that when I saw it, I
was to say often "Subzán Allah,
wa bihamdih. Astaghfirullah wa
atithu ilaih (Glory and praise be
to Allah. I ask Allah for
forgiveness and I repent to
Him.)" And I have seen it: When
there comes the Help of Allah
and the Conquest" - the conquest
of Makkah - "And you see that
the people enter Allah's religion
(Islam) in crowds. So glorify the
Praises of your Lord, and ask His
forgiveness. Verily, He is the One
Who accepts the repentance and
Who forgives.." ,[1]
[1089] 221 - (485) Ibn Juraij
said: "I said to 'Atâ': 'What do
you say when you bow?' He said:
'Subhânaka wa bihamdika lâ ilâha
illa anta (Glory and praise be to
You, there is none worthy of
worship except You.) Ibn AbI
Mulaikah told me that 'Aishah
said: "I noticed that the Prophet
was not there one night, and I
thought that he had gone to one
of his (other) wives. I looked for
[11

An-Nasr (110).
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him, then I came back, and I saw
he was bowing or prostrating and
saying: 'Subzânaka wa bifzamdika
lâ ilâha illa anta (Glory and
praise be to You, there is none
worthy of worship except You.)' I
said: 'May my father and mother
be sacrificed for you! I was
thinking of one thing and you
were doing something else."
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[1090] 222 - (486) It was
narrated from Abñ Hurairah that
'Aishah said: "I noticed that the
Messenger of Allah was not in
the bed one night, so I searched
for him, and my hand fell on the
sole of his foot. He was in the
Masjid, with his feet held upright,
and he was saying: 'Allâhumma!
InnI a'âdhu biridâkâ mm
sakhatika wa bimu 'âfâtika mm
'uqâbatika, wa a 'âhu bika minka,
lâ uhsl thanâ'an 'alayka, anta
kamâ athnaita 'ala nafsik (0
Allah, I seek refuge in Your
pleasure from Your wrath, in
Your forgiveness from Your
punishment. I seek refuge in You
from You. I cannot praise You
enough; You are as You have
praised Yourself.)"
[1091] 223 - (487) It was
narrated from Mutarrif bin
'Abdullâh bin Ash-Shikh-khIr
that 'Aishah told him that the
Messenger of Allah
used to
say when he bowed and
prostrated: "Subbâhun quddâsun
rabbul-malâ 'ikati war-rah
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(Glorified, Holy, Lord of the
Angels and the Spirit.)"
[1092] 224 - ( ... ) This HadIth
(no. 1091) was narrated from
'Aiah, from the Prophet iW,.

Chapter 43. The Virtue Of
Prostration And
Encouragement To Do So
[10931 225 - (488) Ma'dân bin
AbI Talhah A1-Ya'murI said: "I
met Thawbân, the freed slave of
the Messenger of Allah jtF,, and
said: 'Tell me of a deed that I
may do, by which Allah may
admit me to Paradise" - or he
said: 'Tell me of the most
beloved of deeds to Allah.' He
remained silent. I asked him
(again) and he remained silent. I
asked him a third time and he
said: 'I asked the Messenger of
Allah
about that and he said:
You should prostrate to Allah a
great deal, for you will not
perform one prostration to Allah,
but Allah will raise you one
degree in status thereby, and
erase one sin for you."
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Ma'dân said: "Then I met Abü
Ad-Dardâ' and asked him (the
same question), and he said the
same as Thawbân had said to me."
[10941 226 - (489) RabI'ah bin
Ka'b A1AslamI said: "I used to
stay overnight with the
Messenger of Allah
and bring
him water for Wudâ' and
whatever he needed. He said to
me: 'Ask.' I said: 'I ask to be with
you in Paradise.' He said: 'Is
there anything plse?' I said: 'That
is all,' He said: 'Help me to do
that for you by prostrating a great
deal."

Chapter 44. The Limbs Of
Prostration And The
Prohibition Of Tucking Up
One's Hair And Garment Or
Having One's Hair In A Braid
When Praying
[1095] 227 - (490) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"The Prophet ordered that we
should prostrate on seven bones,
and he forbade tucking up one's
hair and garment." This is the
Hadit of Yayâ.
Abü Ar-Rabl' (in his narration)
said: "... on seven bones, and it
was forbidden to tuck up one's
hair or garment: The (bones are
of) the hands, the knees, the feet,
and the forehead."
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[1096] 228 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs that the Prophet
said: "I have been
commanded to prostrate on
seven bones, and not to tuck up
my garment or hair."

[1097] 229 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs: "The Prophet
was commanded to prostrate
on seven (bones), and was
forbidden to tuck up his hair or
garment."
[1098] 230 ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs that the
Messenger of Allah ; said: "I
have been commanded to
prostrate on seven bones: The
forehead" - and he pointed to his
nose - "the hands, the feet and
the ends of the feet (toes), and
not to tuck up my garment or
hair."

[1099] 231 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Abbâs that
the Messenger of Allah
said:

a
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"I have been commanded to
prostrate on seven (bones) and
not to tuck up my hair or
garment: The forehead, the nose,
the hands, the knees and the
feet."

[1100] (491) It was narrated
from Al-'Abbâs bin 'AbdulMuttalib that he heard the
Messenger of Allah
say:
"When a person prostates, he
prostrates on seven parts of the
body: His face, his hands, his
knees and his feet."

[1101] 232 - (492) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
'Abbâs that he saw 'Abdullâh bin
Al-I Iâriiij offering prayers, and
his hair was braided at the back.
He went and started to undo it.
When he finished prayers, he
turned to Ibn 'Abbâs and said:
"What are you doing to my
hair?" He said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: 'The
likeness of this one is that of a
man who prays with his hands
tied."
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Chapter 45. Moderation In
Prostration; Placing The Hands
On The Ground, Keeping The
Elbows Up, Away From The
Sides, And Lifting The Belly
Up Off The Thighs When
Prostrating
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(493) It was
[1102] 233
narrated that Anas said: "The
said: 'Be
Messenger of Allah
moderate in prostration; none of
you should spread his forearms
(along the ground) like a dog."
-

[1103] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated it
with this chain. In the HadIth of
Ibn Ja'far it says: "None of you
should spread his forearms
(along the ground) like a dog."

[1104] 234 - (494) It was
narrated that A]-Barâ' said: "The
Messenger of Allah ij said:
'When you prostrate, place your
palms (on the ground) and raise
your elbows."
[1105] 235
(495) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
Mâlik bin Buhamah that when
the Messenger of AllahJ
prayed, (in prostration) he would
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spread his arms out so much that
the whiteness of his armpits
could be seen.

[11061 236 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ja'far bin Rabi'ah, with this
chain.
According to the report of 'Amr
bin AI-Hârilh, when the
Messenger of Allah
prostrated, he would keep his
arms so far apart that the
whiteness of his armpits could be
seen.
According to the report of AlLaift, "When the Messenger of
Allah
prostrated, he spread
his arms so far out from his
armpits that I could see the
whiteness of his armpits."

[1107] 237 - (496) It was
narrated that Maimünah said:
"When the Prophet
prostrated, if a lamb wanted to
pass beneath his arms, it could."

[1108] 238 - (497) It was
narrated that Maimünah, the wife
of the Prophet , said: "When
the Messenger of Allah ;
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prostrated, he kept his arms so
far apart that the whiteness of his
armpits could be seen from
behind, and when he sat he
rested on his left thigh."

[1109] 239 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Maimünah bint A1-Hârith
said: "When the Messenger of
Allah ç prostrated, he kept his
arms so far apart that the
whiteness of his armpits could be
seen from behind."

Chapter 46. The Description Of
The Prayer, With What It
Begins And Ends. The
Description Of Bowing And
Moderation Therein, And Of
Prostration And Moderation
Therein. Tashah-hud After Each
Two Rak'ah Of Four Rak'ah
Prayers. Description Of Sitting
Between The Two Prostrations,
And In The First Tashah-hud
[1110] 240 : (498) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The

tiiL.
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Messenger of Allah
used to
start his prayer with the TakbIr
and the recitation of Al-hamdu
Lillâhi Rabbi!- 'AlamIn. When he
bowed he neither kept his head
up nor lowered it, but it was
somewhere between the two.
When he raised his head from
bowing, he did not prostrate until
he had stood up straight, and
when he raised his head from
prostrating, he did not prostrate
again until he had sat up straight.
After each two Rak'ah he would
recite At-Tahiyyah. He would lay
his left foot along the ground and
hold his right foot upright. He
forbade 'Uqbati_s_haian,[hJ and
he forbade resting one's forearms
along the ground like a predator.
And he used to conclude his
prayer with the TaslIm."
According to the report of Ibn
Numair from Abü Khâlid: "And
he forbade 'Aqibi _Siiai(ân."

Lit. The back of Shaitân. They differ over its description;
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Chapter 47. The Sutrah
(Screen) For One Who Is
Praying, And The
Recommendation To Pray
Facing A Sutrah. The Ruling
On Passing In Front Of One
Who Is Praying, And
Preventing One Who Wants To
Pass In Front. It Is Permissible
To Lie Down In Front Of One
Who Is Praying. Praying
Towards One's Mount. The
Command To Stand Close To
The Sutrah. The Height Of The
Sutrah, And Related Matters
[1111] 241 - (499) It was
narrated from Miisâ bin Talbah
that his father said: "The
Messenger of Allah 0, said:
'When one of you places
something like the back of a
saddle in front of him (as a
Sutra), let him pray and not
worry about whoever passes
beyond that."

[1112] 242 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Müsâ bin Talhah that his
father said: "We were offering
a1ât and animals were passing in
front of us. We mentioned that
to the Messenger of Allah and
he said: 'Let one of you put
something like the back of a
saddle in front of him, then it will
not matter whatever passes in
front of him."
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Ibn Numair said: "It will not
matter whoever passes in front of
him."

[1113] 243 : (500) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah was asked
about the Sutrah (screen) for one
who is praying. He said: 'Like the
back of a saddle."

[11141 244 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that the Messenger
of Allah
was asked during the
campaign of Tabük about the
Sutrah (screen) for one who is
praying. He said: "As the back of
a saddle."

[1115] 245 - (501) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that
when the Messenger of Allah
went out on the day of 'Eid, he
ordered that a Harbah 11 be
placed in front of him (as Sutra),
and he prayed facing it, with the
people behind him. He used to
A small lance.
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do that when he traveled as well,
hence the governors adopted
that.

[1116] 246 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet
used to set up an 'Anazah 11
as Sutra and pray facing it.
Ibn AbI Shaibah added:
'Ubaidullâh said: "It was a
Harbah."

[1117] 247 - (502) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
faced his mount
Prophet
sideways when he was praying
towards it.

[1118] 248 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet
40, used to pray facing his mount.
Ibn Numair said: "The Prophet
prayed facing a camel."

1'] A spear tipped stick that is shorter than a lance and longer than a staff.
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[1119] 249 - (503) 'Awn bin AbI
Juhaifah narrated that his father
said: "I came to the Prophet jW
in Makkah while he was in AlAbtah, in a tent of red leather.
Bilâl came out with his (left over)
Wudâ' water, and those who got
some wiped themselves with it.
Then the Prophet
came out,
wearing a red Ijullah (dress). It is
as if I can see the whiteness of
his shins. He performed Wuiâ'
and Bilâl call the Adj.
hân, and I
watched his face moving to this
side and that, to the right and the
left as he said: 'Hayya 'a1ac-calât,
ayya alal-falalz (come to prayer,
come to prosperity).' Then an
Anazah was set up for him (as
Sutra), and he went forward and
prayed Zuhr with two Rak'ah
Qasr, (shortened as he was
traveling) with donkeys and dogs
passing in front of him and not
being stopped. Then he prayed
Asr with two Rak'ah, then he
continued to offer two Rak'ah
prayers until he returned to AlMadinah."
[1120] 250 - ( ... ) 'Awn bin AbI
Juhaifah narrated that his father
saw the Messenger of Allah
in
a tent of red leather, and he saw
Bilâl bring out his (left over)
Wuçtâ' water. I saw the people
racing to get it; those who got
some wiped themselves with it,
and those who did not get any
took some of the moisture from
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their companions' hands. Then I
saw Bilâl bring out an 'Anazah
and set it up (as Sutra), and the
Messenger of Allah iJ came out
wearing a red Hullah (dress)
rolling (it) up.11i He led the
people in praying two Rak'ah,
facing the 'Anazah, and I saw
people and animals pass in front
of 'Anazah.

[1121] 251 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Awn bin AbI Juhaifah,
from his father, from the Prophet
- a HadIth similar to that of
Sufyân and 'Umar bin AbI
Zâ'idah (no. 1120), with some
additions according to some of
them (the narrators).
According to the HadIth of
Mâlik bin Mighwal: "When it was
noon, Bilâl came out and gave
the call to prayer."

[1122] 252 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that A]-Hakam said: "I heard
Abü Juhaifah say: 'The
Messenger of Allah
came out
at noon to AI-Batbâ', and he
performed Wui(i' and prayed
Zuhr with two Rak'ah and 'Asr
with two Rak'ah, and there was
an 'Anazah in front of him."
UI

Meaning, lifting it due to being in a hurry,

The Book Of As-Salât
hu'bah said: "Awn added,
narrating from his father Abü
Juhaifah: 'And women and
donkeys were passing beyond it."

[1123] 253 - ( ... ) Shu'bah
narrated a similar report (as no.
1122) with both chains. The
Hadith of Al-Hakam adds: "And
the people started to take from
his left over Wudâ' water."

[1124] 254 - (504) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "I
came riding on a female donkey,
and at that time I was on the
brink of adolescence. The
Messenger of Allah
was
leading the people in prayer in
Mini. I passed in front of the
row, and I dismounted and sent
the donkey to graze, and I joined
the row, and no one rebuked me
for that."

[1125] 255 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin 'Abbâs said
that he came riding on a donkey
and the Messenger of Allah
was standing praying in Minâ
during the Farewell Pilgrimage,
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leading the people in prayer. The
donkey passed in front of part of
the row, then he dismounted, and
joined the people in the row.

[1126] 256 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Az-Zuhrl with this chain.
"He said: 'And the Prophet
was praying in 'Arafah."

[1127] 257 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Az-ZuhrI with this chain but
he did not mention either Minâ
nor 'Arafah. And he said:
"During the Farewell Pilgrimage
or, during the Conquest (of
Makkah)."
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Chapter 48. Preventing One
Who Wants To Pass In Front
Of A Praying Person
[1128] 258 - (505) It was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed A]IShudrl that the Messenger of
Allah j said: "If one of you is
praying, he should not let anyone
pass in front of him, and he
should stop him if he can. If he
insists, then let him fight him, for
he is a devil."
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[11291 259 - ( ... ) Abü Sâlil:i AsSammân said: "I will tell you
what I heard and saw from Abü
Sa'eed. While I was with Abü
Sa'eed, he was praying one
Friday facing something that was
screening him from the people. A
young man from Banil AbI
Mu'ait came and wanted to pass
in front of him. He pushed him
in his chest, and (the young man)
looked but could not find any
way to get by except by passing in
front of Abü Sa'eed. So he came
back, and he pushed him in the
chest harder than he had the first
time. He stood up and insulted
Abü Sa'eed, then he pushed
through the crowds, and he left,
and then he entered upon
Marwân and complained to him
about what had happened. Abü
Sa'eed entered upon Marwân
and Marwân said to him: 'What
is the matter with you and your
brother's son? He came and
complained about you.' Abü
Sa'eed said: 'I heard the
Messenger of Allah jot say: "If
one of you prays facing 'owards
something that is screen ig him
from the people, and someone
wants to pass in front of him
(and the Sutrah), let him push
him in the chest, and if he insists
then let him fight him, for he is a
devil."
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[1130] 260 - (506) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar that the Messenger of
Allah ç said: "If one of you is
praying, he should not let anyone
pass in front of him, and if he
insists then let him fight him, for
there is a devil with him."

[1131] ( ... ) Sadaqah bin Yasâr
said: "I heard Ibn 'Umar say:
'The Messenger of Allah
said..." a similar report (as no.
1130).

[1132] 261 - (507) It was
narrated from Busr bin Sa'eed
that Zaid bin Khâlid Al-JuhanI
sent him to Abü Juhaim to ask
him what he heard from the
Messenger of Allah about one
who passes in front of a person
who is praying. Abü Juhaim said:
"The Messenger of Allah said:
'If the one who passes in front of
one who is praying knew what
(sin) he incurs, he would realize
that waiting for forty is better
than passing in front of him."
Abü An-Nadr said: "I do not
know whether he said forty days,
or months, or years."
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[1133] ( ... ) It was narrate1 from
Busr bin Sa'eed that ZAiti bin
Khâlid A]-JuhanI sent wOrd to
Abü Juhaim Al-AnâI aeking:
"What did you hear the
Messenger of Allah
say... -and
he mentioned something siiiiI&
to the HadIth of Mâlik (ne.
1132).

Chapter 49. The Praying
Person Standing Close To The
Sulrah
[1134] 262 - (508) It was
narrated that Sahi bin Sa'd AsSâ'Id said: "Between the place
where the Messenger of Allah
prostrated and the wall there was
a space where a sheep could
pass."
[1135] 263 - (509) It was
narrated from Salamah bin A]
Akwa' that he used to seek out a
spot close to where the Mushaf
was kept (i.e., the place where
Oihmân bin 'Affân used to keep
the Mushaf) to offer voluntary
prayers. And he said that the
Messenger of Allah 0, used to
seek out that spot; and between
the Minbar and the Qiblah there
was a space where a sheep could
pass.
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[1136] 264 - ( ... ) YazId said:
"Salamah used to seek out a spot
by the pillar that is next to where
the Mushaf is kept. I said to him:
'0 Abü Muslim, I see that you
are keen to pray next to that
pillar.' He said: 'I saw the
Messenger of Allah ç keen to
pray in that spot."

Chapter 50. The Height Of
That Which Serves As A Sutrah
For The One Who Is Praying
[1137] 265 - (510) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin AsSamit, from Abü Pharr, who
said: "The Messenger of Allah ç
said: 'When one of you stands to
offer prayer, he will be screened
if he has something in front of
him that is like the back of a
saddle. If he does not have
something in front of him that is
like the back of a saddle, then his
prayer will be interrupted if a
donkey, a woman or a black dog
passes in front of him."
I said: "0 Abü iharr! What is
the difference between a black
dog, and a red or yellow dog?"
He said: "0 son of my brother, I
asked the Messenger of Allah
the same question and he said:
'The black dog is a devil."
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[1138] (...) A similar HadIth (as
no. 1138) was narrated from
Humaid bin Hilâl with the chain
of Yünus.

[1139] 266 - (511) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah j said:
'Prayer is interrupted by (passing
in front of a praying person of) a
woman, a donkey and a dog, but
something like the back of a
saddle protects against that."
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Chapter 51. Lying In Front Of
One Who Is Praying
[1140] 267 - (512) It was
narrated from 'Urwah, from
'Aiah: "The Messenger of
Allah J used to pray at night,
and I would be lying between him
and the Qiblah, like he was facing
a body, during Janâzah."

[11411 268 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah 0, used to
pray at night, and I would be
lying between him and the Qiblah
throughout his prayer, and when
he wanted to pray Witr, he would
wake me up and I would pray
War too."
[1142] 269 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Urwah bin Az-Zubair said:
"Aiah said: 'What interrupts
prayer?' We said: 'A woman and
a donkey.' She said: 'Is a woman
an evil beast? I remember lying
in front of the Messenger of
Allah
(like the dead) body for
Janâzah, while he was praying."
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[1143] 270 - (...) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that mention was
made in her presence of that
which interrupts the prayer - a
dog, a donkey and a woman.
'Aishah said: "You have likened
us to donkeys and dogs! By
Allah, I saw the Messenger of
Allah
praying while I was
lying on the bed, between him
and the Qiblah. Then I needed to
relieve myself, and I did not like
to sit up and disturb the
Messenger of Allah
, so I
slipped out from the foot of the
bed."

[11441 271 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "You have
ikened us to dogs and donkeys! I
remember lying on the bed, and
the Messenger of Allah
would
come and stand level with the
middle of the bed and offer
prayers. I did not like to disturb
him, so I slipped out from the
foot of the bed, and slipped out
from beneath the cover."
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[1145] 272 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aiah said: "I was sleeping
in front of the Messenger of
Allah , and my legs were in
front of him as he faced the
Qiblah. When he prostrated he
nudged me and I drew up my
legs, and when he stood up, I
straightened them out again. And
there were no lamps in the
houses in those days."

[1146] 273 - (513) Maimünah,
the wife of the Prophet it said:
"The Messenger of Allah used
to offer prayers when I was
opposite him and I was
menstruating, and sometimes his
garment would touch me when
he prostrated."

[1147] 274 : (514) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Prophet ç used to offer prayers
at night while I was by his side
and I was menstruating. I would
be wearing a garment and some
of it would be covering him."
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Chapter 52. Praying In A
Single Garment, And How It
Should Be Worn
[1148] 275 - (515) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
someone asked the Messenger of
Allah
about offering alât in a
single garment. He said: "Does
each of you have two garments?"

[1149] ( ... ) Something similar
(to no. 1148) was narrated from
Sa'eed bin A1-Müsâyyab and Abü
Salamah, from Abü Hurairah,
from the Prophet .

[1150] 276 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abil Hurairah said: "A man
called out to the Prophet, and
said: 'May one of us offer Saltit in
a single garment?' He said: 'Does
each of you have two garments?"

[1151] 277 - (516) It was
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narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah 4M said:
"None of you should offer prayer
in a single garment of which no
part is over his shoulders."

[1152] 278 - (517) It was
narrated from Hishâm bin
'Urwah, from his father, that
'Umar bin AbI Salamah told him:
"I saw the Messenger of Allah 40,
offering prayer in a single
garment in the house of Umm
Salamah, wrapping it around
himself and placing its ends on
his shoulders."11 '
[1153] ( ... ) This was also
narrated from Hishâm bin
'Urwah from his father (a HadIth
similar to no. 1152).

[1154] 279 - (...) It was narrated
that 'Umar bin AbI Salamah said:
"I saw the Messenger of Allah
offering prayer in the house of
[11

The garment was worn in the following manner: He took one end and placed it over his
right shoulder, bringing it out from under the left arm, and placed the other end over
the left shoulder, bringing it out from under the left arm; the two ends were then tied
over the chest.

The Book Of As-Salât
Umm Salamah, wearing a single
garment, and he had crossed the
ends of it over one another."

[1155] 280 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Umar bin AbI Salamah said:
"I saw the Messenger of Allah iil
offering prayer in a single
garment, wrapping it around
himself, with its ends crossed."
"Eisa bin Hammâd added in his
report: "over his shoulders."

[1156] 281 - (518) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "I saw
the Prophet jW offering prayer in
a single garment, wrapping it
around himself."

[1157] 282 - ( ... ) It was also
narrated from Sufyân, with this
chain (a HadIth similar to no.
1152).
According to the Hadlth of Ibn
Numair: "I entered upon the
Messenger of Allah ...
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[1158] 283 - ( ... ) Abü Az-Zubair
A1-MakkI narrated that he saw
Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh offering
prayer in a single garment,
wrapping it around himself, even
though he had other garments.
Jâbir said that he had seen the
Messenger of Allah it doing
that.

[1159] 284 - (519) It was
narrated from Jâbir that Abü
Sa'eed A]-KhdurI told him that
he entered upon the Prophet
and said: "I saw him praying on a
reed mat on which he was
prostrating, and I saw him
praying in a single garment,
wrapping it around himself."

[1160] 285 - ( ... ) It was also
narrated from A1-A'ma, with
this chain (a HadIth similar to no.
1159).
According to the report of Abü
Kuraib: "Wrapping it around
himself."
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In the Name of Allah, the Most
Beneficent, the Most Merciful

5. Masâjid And Places
Of Prayer
Chapter Masâjid And Places Of
Prayer
111611 1 - (520) It was narrated
that Abü Pharr said: "I said: '0
Messenger of Allah, which Masjid
on earth was built first?' He said:
'Al-Masjid Al-Harâm (in
Makkah).' I said: 'Then which?'
He said: 'Al-Masjid Al-A qa (in
Jerusalem).' I said: 'How long
was there between the two?' He
said: 'Forty years. And wherever
you are when the time for prayer
comes, then pray, for it is a
Masjid."
According to the IjadIth of Abü
Kâmil: The Prophet
said,
"Then wherever you are when
the time for prayer is due, then
pray, for it is a Masjid."

[1162] 2 - (...) Ibrahim bin
YazId At-Taimi said: I used to
recite the Qur'ân to my father at

(...

.

SIJ..J
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As-Suddah 11 of the Masjid, and
when I recited a verse where
prostration is required, he would
prostrate. I said to him: '0 my
father, are you prostrating in the
street?' He said: 'I heard Abfl
Pharr say: "I asked the
Messenger of Allah
about the
first Masjid to be built on earth.
He said: 'Al-Masjid A1-Harâm.' I
said: 'Then which?' He said: 'AlMasjid Al-A qsa.' I said: 'How
long was there between the two?'
He said: 'Forty years. But the
earth is a Masjid for you, so
wherever you are when the time
for prayer is due, then pray."
[1163] 3 - (521) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh AlAnsârI said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'I have been given
five things that were not given to
anyone before me: Every Prophet
was sent only to his own people,
but I have been sent to red and
black;121 the spoils of war have
been permitted to me and they
were nt permitted to anyone
before me; the earth has been
made pure, a means of
purification and a place of
prostration, so wherever a man is
when the time for prayer is due,
let him pray wherever he is; and I
have been supported with fear
for the distance of one month's
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As-Suddah: Threshold; referring to the shaded area outside of the Masjid. In no. 691 of
An-Nasâ'I it isAs-Sikkah; the road or path or lane, and the meaning is the same here.
121 Meaning all of people.
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journey ahead of me; and I have
been granted intercession."
[1164](...) Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
narrated that the Messenger of
said... and he narrated
Allah
something similar (no. 1163).

[1165] 4 - (522) It was narrated
that Hudhaifah said: "The
said: 'We
Messenger of Allah
have been favored over the
people in three things: Our rows
(in prayer) have been made like
the rows of the Angels; the whole
earth has been made a place of
prostration for us, and its dust
has been made a means of
purification if water cannot be
found,' and he mentioned
another thing."
[1166](...) It was narrated that
Hucihaifah said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said..." a similar
report (as no. 1165).
3

[1167] 5 - (523) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said: "I
have been favored over the other
Prophets in six ways: I have been
given the gift of encompassing
speech;111 I have been supported

:J

(or)—O ['i\ w]

,

-

Jawâmi' Al-Kalim: Encompassing speech, few words carrying many meanings.
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with fear (over the enemy); the
spoils of war have been made
permissible for me; the earth has
been made a means of purification
and a place of prostration for me; I
have been sent to all creatures;
and the Prophets were sealed with
me (i.e. I am the last of the
Prophets)."
[11681 6 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
said: 'I
Messenger of Allah
have been sent with encompassing
speech and I have been supported
with fear (over the enemy). While
I was sleeping, I was given the keys
to the treasures of the earth and
they were placed in my hand."
Abü Hurairah said: "The
has gone
Messenger of Allah
and now you are busy acquiring
them."

[1169] ( ... ) Sa'eed bin AlMüsâyyab and Abü Salamah bin
'Abdur-Rahmân narrated that
Abü Hurairah said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say..." a
HadIth similar to that of Yünus
(no. 1168).

[1170](...) A similar report (as
no. 1168) was narrated from Ibn

18
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A1-M6sâyyab and Abü Salamah,
from Abü Hurairah, from the
Prophet jki,.

[11711 7 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah QT, said: "I
have been supported against the
enemy with fear and I have been
given the power of encompassing
speech. While I was sleeping I
was given the keys of the
treasures of the earth, and they
were placed in my hand."

[11721 8 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Hammâm bin Munnabbih,
who said: "This is what Abü
Hurairah narrated to us from the
Messenger of Allah ," - and he
mentioned a number of AhadIth
including: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'I have been
supported with fear (over the
enemy) and I have been given
the gift of encompassing
speech."
Chapter 1. The Construction
Of The Masjid Of The
Prophet
[1173] 9 - (524) Anas bin Mâlik
narrated that the Messenger of
Allah
came to Al-Madinah
and stayed in the upper part of
Al-Madinah, among a tribe called

ti. (o)— [W]
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Banü 'Amr bin 'Awf. He stayed
among them for fourteen nights,
then he sent for the chiefs of
Banü An-Najjâr, and they came
with their swords hanging from
their necks. He said: "It is as if I
can see the Messenger of Allah
on his mount, with Abü Bakr
riding behind him, and the chiefs
of Banü An-Najjâr around him,
until he dismounted in the
courtyard of Abü Ayyüb. The
Messenger of Allah
used to
pray wherever he was when the
time for prayer was due, and he
used to pray (even) in sheep
pens. Then he was ordered to
build the Masjid. He sent for the
chiefs of BanQ An-Najjâr and
they came. He said: "0 Banü AnNajjâr, name me a price for this
grove of yours." They said: "No,
by Allah, we will only ask its
price from Allah." Anas said:
"There was in it what I say:
There were palm trees, the
graves of the idolators, and some
ruins. The Messenger of Allah
ordered that the trees be cut
down, the graves of the idolators
dug up, and the ruins leveled.
They lined the tree trunks up
facing the Qiblah and reinforced
the door frames with stones, and
they were chanting Rajaz
verses, 11 and the Messenger of
Allah
was with them, saying:
10 Allah, there is no goodness
A type of poetic verse.
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except the goodness of the
Hereafter;
So help the Ancâr and the
MuhâjirIn."

LaJ hja
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[1174] 10 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas that the Messenger of
Allah
used to pray in sheep
pens before the Masjid was built.

[1175] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü At-Tayyâh said: "I heard
Anas say: 'The Messenger of
Allah
used to..." a similar
report (as no. 1174).

Chapter 2. Changing The
Qiblah From Al-Quds
(Jerusalem) To The Ka'bah
[1176] 11 - (525) It was
narrated that Al-Barã' bin 'Azib
said: "I prayed with the Prophet
j facing towards Bait Al-Ma qdis
for sixteen months, until the
verse in Al-Ba qarah was revealed:
"...And wheresoever yc i people
are, turn your faces (ii rayer) in
that direction..."[] It was
revealed after the P phet
had completed his prayers. A
man went out and passed by
some people from among the

Al-Baqarah 2:144.
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Ansâr who were praying, and told
them, so they turned to face
towards the Ka 'bah."
[1177] 12 - ( ... ) Al-Barâ' said:
"We prayed with the Messenger
of Allah
facing towards Bait
Al-Ma qdis for sixteen months or
seventeen months, then we
turned to face the Ka'bah."
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[1178] 12 - (526) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Umar said:
"While the people were praying
ubtz (Fajr prayer) in Qubâ',
someone came to them and said:
'Revelation came to the
Messenger of Allah
last night
and he was commanded to face
towards the Ka'bah, so face
towards it.' They were facing
towards Ash-Sham, so they
turned to face the Kfbah."
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[1179] 14 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "While the
people were praying AlGhadâh, 11 a man came to
L5J

Meaning the obligatory Fajr prayer.
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them..." a HadIth similar to that
of Mâlik (no. 1179).

[1180] 15 - (527) It was
narrated from Anas that the
Messenger of Allah
used to
pray facing towards Bait AlMaqdis, then it was revealed:
"Verily, We have seen the
turning of your face towards the
heaven. Surely, We shall turn you
to a Qiblah (prayer direction)
that shall please you, so turn your
face in the direction of Al-Masjid
Al- -Iarâm..."11 A man passed by
Banfl Salamah while they were
bowing during Fajr prayer, and
they had prayed one Rak'ah. He
called out: "The Qiblah has been
changed," and they turned as
they were, towards the Qiblah.
Chapter 3. The Prohibition Of
Building Masâjid Over Graves
And Placing Images Therein;
And The Prohibition Of Taking
Graves As Masâjid

il st.) - (r
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[118
16 - (528) It was
narrated from 'Aishah that Umm
Hablbah and Umm Salamah
mentioned a church, that they
had seen in Ethiopia in which
there were images, to the
Messenger of Allah
. The
Al-Baqarah 2:144.
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said:
Messenger of Allah
"Those people, if there was a
righteous man among them and
he died, they would build a
Masjid over his grave and paint
those images in it. They will be
the most evil of mankind before
Allah on the Day of
Resurrection."
[1182] 17 - (...) It was narrated
from 'Aigah that they were
speaking in the presence of the
when he
Messenger of Allah
was sick, and Umm Salamah and
Umm HabIbah mentioned a
church... a similar report (as no.
1181).

[11831 18 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Ajshah said: "The wives of
the Prophet
spoke of a church
that they had seen in Ethiopia
that was called Mâriyah..." a
similar HadIth (as no. 1181).

[1184] 19 - (529) It was
narrated that 'Aiah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said,
during his sickness from which he
did not recover: 'May Allah curse
the Jews and Christians, for they
took the graves of their Prophets
as Masâjid.'
She said: "Were it not for that,
his grave would have been in an
open place, but he feared that it
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would be taken as a place of
worship."
According to the report of Ibn
AbI Shaibah: "Were it not for
that..." and he did not mention:
"She said."
[1185] 20 - (530) Sa'eed bin AlMüsâyyab narrated that Abü
Hurairah said: "The Messenger
of Allah ot said: 'May Allah ruin
the Jews and the Christians; they
took the graves of their Prophets
as Masâjid."

[1186] 21 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah j said:
"May Allah curse the Jews and
the Christians; they took the
graves of their Prophets as
Masâjid."

[1187] 22 - (531) 'Aishah and
'Abdullâh bin 'Abbâs said:
"When the Messenger of Allah
was dying, he drew the
blanket over his face, then when
the pains of death grew too
intense, he uncovered his face
and said: 'May Allah curse the
Jews and the Christians; they
took the graves of their Prophets
as Masâjid,' warning against
doing what they had done."
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[1188] 23 - (532) Jundab said:
"Five days before he died, I
say: 'I
heard the Prophet
declare before Allah that I do
not have a KhalIl (close friend)
among you, for Allah has taken
me as a close friend. If I were to
take a close friend from among
you, I would have taken Abü
Bakr as a close friend. Those who
came before you used to take the
graves of their Prophets and
righteous men as Masâjid (places
of worship and prayers); do not
take graves as Masâjid, I forbid
you to do that."

Chapter 4. The Virtue Of
Building "Masâjid And
Encouragement To Do So
[11891 24 - (533) When the
people objected to his rebuilding
the Masjid of the Messenger ,
'Uthmân bin 'Affân said: "You
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are not being fair. I heard the
say:
Messenger of Allah
'Whoever builds a Masjid" Bukair said: "I think he said:
'Seeking thereby the Face of
Allah (i.e. His pleasure)- Allah
will build for him a house in
Paradise."
Ibn 'Isa said in his report: "... a
house like it in Paradise."
:J
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[1190] 25 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Mahmüd bin LabId that
'Uthmãn bin 'Affân wanted to
rebuild the Masjid, but the
people objected to that, and
wanted to leave it as it was. He
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah . say: 'Whoever builds a
Masjid for the sake of Allah,
Allah will build something similar
for him in Paradise."
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Chapter 5. The
Recommendation To Place The
Hands On The Knees When
Bowing, And The Abrogation
Of TatbIq 1
[1191] 26 - (534) It was
narrated that Al-Aswad and
'Alqamah said: "We came to
'Abdullâh bin Mas'üd in his
house and he said: 'Did these
people offered prayers whom you
left behind you?' We said: 'No.'
He said: 'Get up and offer
prayers, and he did not tell us to
call the A_d_hân nor the Iqamah.
We went and stood behind him,
and he took our hands and made
one of us stand on his right and
the other on his left. When he
bowed, we placed our hands on
our knees, and he struck our
hands and put his hands together
and placed them between his
thighs. When he had completed
his prayers, he said: 'There will
be in charge of you governors
who will delay the prayer from its
proper time, and they may delay
it (the 'Asr prayer) until the sun
is about to set. If you see them
doing that, then offer the prayer
at its proper time, and make your
prayer with them a voluntary
prayer. If you are three, then
pray together (standing in one
row), and if you are more than
that, then appoint one of you as
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TafbIq: Putting the hands together and placing them between the thighs
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your Imâm. When one of you
bows, let him put his forearms on
his thighs, and bow down, and
put his hands together. It is as if I
can see the interlaced fingers of
the Messenger of Allah gir ' and
he showed them how."
[1192] 27 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Alqamah and Al-Aswad
that they entered upon
'Abdullâh... a HadIth similar to
that of Abü Mu'âwiyah (no.
1191). According to the JjadIjj of
Ibn Mushir and JarIr: "It is as if I
can see the interlaced fingers of
as he
the Messenger of Allah
was bowing."

[1193] 28 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Alqamah and A1-Aswad that
they entered upon 'Abdullâh and
he said: "Have those who are
behind you offered prayers?" They
said: "Yes." He stood between
them and put one of them on his
right and the other on his left, then
we bowed and we put our hands on
our knees. He struck our hands,
then he put his hands together and
placed them between his thighs.
When he had completed his
prayers, he said: "This is what the
Messenger of Allahiij did."

iv.40
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[1194] 29 - (535) It was
narrated that Mus'ab bin Sa'd
said: "I prayed beside my father
and I put my hands between my
knees. My father said to me: 'Put
your hands on your knees.' Then
I did that again, and he struck my
hands and said: 'We were
forbidden to do that, and we
were commanded to place our
palms on our knees."

:J
JUi
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[1195](...) It was narrated from
AbQ Ya'für with this chain, as far
as the words: "We were
forbidden to do that," but he did
not mention the words that come
after it.

[1196] 30 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Mus'ab bin Sa'd said: "I
bowed and I put my hands like
this"- meaning, he put them
together and placed them
between his thighs. "My father
said: 'We used to do that, then
we were commanded to place
them on our knees."
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[1197] 31 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Mus'ab bin Sa'd bin Abi
Waqqâ said: "I prayed beside
my father, and when I bowed, I
interlaced my fingers and put
them between my knees. He
struck my hand and when he had
completed his prayers, he said:
'We used to do that, then we
were commanded to lift them to
our knees."

Chapter 6. The Permissibility
Of Squatting On The Heels
[1198] 32 - (536) Abü AzZubair narrated that he heard
Tawas say to Ibn 'Abbâs
concerning sitting on the heels:
"It is Sunnah." We said: "It is
hard on a person." 11 Ibn 'Abbâs
said: "Rather it is the Sunnah of
your Prophet ç."

Chapter 7. The Prohibition Of
Speaking During The Prayer,
And The Abrogation Of Its
Former Permissibility
[1199] 33 - (537) It was
narrated that Mu'âwiyah bin AdAr-Rajul: person. In some manuscirpts: Ar-RijI; foot.
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Hakam As-SulamI said: "While I
was praying with the Messenger
of Allah , a man among the
people sneezed and I said:
'Yar,amuk Allah (may Allah
have mercy on you).' The
people glared at me and I said:
'May my mother be bereft of
me! Why are you staring at
me?' They started striking their
hands on their thighs, and when
I realized that they were telling
me to be quiet, (I felt angry)
but I kept quiet. When the
Messenger of Allah
had
completed his prayers - may my
father and mother be sacrificed
for him; by Allah I have never
seen a better teacher or better
teachings before or since; he did
not rebuke me, hit me or revile
me - he said: 'This prayer is not
the right place for any of the
people's speech, rather it is
TasbIh, TakbIr and recitation of
Qur'ân.'
I said: '0 Messenger of Allah
, I have only recently left
Jahiliyyah behind. Allah has
brought Islam, but among us are
men who go to soothsayers.' He
said: 'Do not go to them.' I said:
'And among us are men who
follow omens.' He said: 'That is
something that they find in their
hearts. They should not let it stop
them from doing anything.' I
said: 'And among us are men
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who practice geomancy.'111 He
said: 'One of the Prophets used
to do that; if they do it as he did,
then it is fine."
Mu'awiyah said: "I had a slave
woman who used to look after
some sheep of mine in the region
of Uhud and Al-Jawâniyyah. She
went out one day and the wolf
had taken one of the sheep. I am
a man from among the sons of
Adam, and I get upset as they get
upset, (and in my anger) I
slapped her. I came to the
Messenger of Allah
, and he
regarded that as a grievous action
on my part. I said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, should I set her free?
He said: "Bring her to me." So I
brought her to him and he said to
her: "Where is Allah?" She said:
"Above the heavens." He said:
"Who am I?" She said: "You are
the Messenger of Allah." He
said: "Set her free, for she is a
believer."

[1200] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1199) was narrated from
Yayâ bin AbI KathIr, with this
chain.

" Drawing lines in the sand for the purpose of divination.
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112011 34 - (538) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said:
"We used to greet the Messenger
of Allah
when he was offering
Salât, and he would return the
greeting. When we came- back
from being with An-NajâshI
(after the first emigration to
Ethiopia), we greeted him and he
did not respond. We said: '0
Messenger of Allah, we used to
greet you when you were in Sal&
and you would return the
greeting.' He said: 'Indeed during
the Saldt one is engaged.-[']
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[1202] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 1201) was narrated from AlA'mash with this chain.

I
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[1203] 35 - (539) It was
narrated that Zaid bin Arqam
said: "We used to speak during
the prayer; a man would speak to
the one next to him while they
were praying, until the verse-was
revealed: "...And stand before
Allah with obedience [and do not
speak to others during the
Salât 21 Then we were
commanded to remain silent and
forbidden to speak."

[2]

LS

Meaning, to busy, prevented from speaking.
A1-Baqarah 2:238.
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[1204] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1203) was narrated from
Ismâ'Il bin AbI jhâlid, with this
chain.

[1205] 36 - (540) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "The Messenger of Allah
sent me on an errand, then I
caught up with him as he was
setting out" - Qutaibah siid:
"when he was praying" - "I
greeted him and he gestured to
me. When he had finished he
called me and said: 'You greeted
me just now while I was praying.'
And he was facing towards the
east on that occasion."

[1206] 37 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "The Messenger
of Allah kit, sent me (on an
errand) as he was setting out
towards Banü Al-Mutaliq. I
came to him while he was praying
atop his camel. I spoke to him,
and he gestured to me with his
hand like this" - Zuhair gestured
with his hand - "then I spoke to
him again and he gestured to me
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like this" - Zuhair gestured again
with his hand, towards the
ground. "I would hear him
reciting, and he was gesturing
with his head. When he had
finished he said: 'What did you
do with that for which I sent you?
Nothing kept me from speaking
to you except the fact that I was
praying."
Zuhair said: "Abü Az-Zubair
was sitting facing towards the
Ka'bah, and Abü Az-Zubair
gestured with his hand towards
Banü A1-Mutaliq, and he
gestured with his hand in a
direction other than the Ka'bah."
[1207] 38 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "We were with
on a journey, and
the Prophet
he sent me on an errand. I came
back and he was praying atop his
mount, facing in a direction other
than the Qiblah. I greeted him
and he did not respond. When he
had finished he said: 'Nothing
kept me from returning your
greeting but the fact that I was
praying."

[1208] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Jâbir said: "The Messenger of
Allah 4& sent me on an errand" a HadIth similar to that of
Hammâd (no. 1207).
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Chapter 8. The Permissibility
Of Cursing The $za4ân During
Prayer, And Seeking Refuge
With Allah From Him; And
The Permissibility Of Doing A
Few Actions While inSalât
[1209] 39 - (541) Abü Hurairah
said: "The Messenger of Allah ii
said: 'An 'Ifrit (demon) from
among the jinn tried to catch me
unawares yesterday, to interrupt
my prayer. But Allah enabled me
to defeat him and I grabbed him
by the neck. I thought of tying
him to one of the pillars in the
Masjid, so that you could all have
seen him this morning. Then I
remembered the prayer of my
brother Sulaimân
Lord! Forgive me, and bestow
upon me a kingdom such as shall
not belong to any other after
me...",t11 so Allah caused him
(the jinn) to be defeated."
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[1210] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Shu'bah with this chain. In the
HadIth of Ibn Jafar it does not
say, "I grabbed him by the neck."
Ibn AbI Shaibah said in his
report: "So I pushed him away."

[1211] 40 - (542) It was
narrated that Abü Ad-Dardâ'
said: "The Messenger of Allah
stood up (to offer prayers) and
we heard him saying: 'I seek
refuge with Allah from you.'
Then he said: 'I curse you with
the curse of Allah' - (and he
repeated it) three times, and he
stretched out his hand as if to
take something. When he had
finished the prayers, we said: '0
Messenger of Allah, we heard
you say something during the
prayer that we have not heard
you say before, and we saw you
stretch out your hand.' He said:
'The enemy of Allah, IblIs, came
with a brand of fire to throw it in
my face, and I said: "I seek
refuge with Allah from you,"
three times. Then I said: "I curse
you with the curse of Allah," three times but he did not go
back. Then I wanted to seize him,
and by Allah, were it not for the
prayer of our brother Sulaimân,
peace be upon him, this morning
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he would have been tied up and
the children of the people of A]Madinah would have played with
him."
Chapter 9. The Permissibility
Of Carrying Children During
Prayer, And Their Garments
Are Regarded As Being Pure
Until It Is Realized That They
Are Impure. Few Actions Will
Not Invalidate The Prayer, And
The Same Applies If Several
Such Actions Are Done But Are
Done Separately
[1212] 41 - (543) It was
narrated from Abü Qatâdah that
the Messenger of Allah
used
to offer prayers carrying
Umâmah hint Zainab hint
Rasüllullâh
who was the
daughter of Abü A1-,k bin ArRabl'. When he stood up he
picked her up, and when he
prostrated he put her down.

[1213] 42 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Qatâdah A1-Ansârl
said: "I saw the Prophet
leading the people in prayer, and
Umâmah hint AbI A]-'As, who
was the daughter of Zainab, the
daughter of the Messenger of
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, was on his shoulder.
Allah
When he bowed, he put her
down, and when he stood up
from prostrating he picked her
up."

[1214] 43 - ( ... ) Abü Qatâdah
A1-AnsârI said: "I saw the
Messenger of Allah leading the
people in prayer with Umâmah
bint AbI A1-'As on his shoulder,
and when he prostrated, he put
her down."

[1215] (...) Abü Qatâdah said:
"While we were sitting in the
Masjid, the Messenger of Allah
ç came out to us..." a Ijadth
similar to theirs (as no. 1214),
except that he did not mention
that he () led the people in
that prayer.
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Chapter 10. The Permissibility
Of Taking One Or Two Steps
While Praying, And That Is
Not Disliked If Done For A
Reason. The Permissibility Of
The Imám Praying In A Place
That Is Higher Than The
People Praying Behind Him, If
That Is Done For A Reason,
Such As Teaching Them How
To Offer Prayers, And Other
Than That
[1216] 44
(544) 'Abdul-'AzIz
bin AbI Hâzim narrated from his
father, that a group of people
came to Sahl bin Sa'd, and they
had differed concerning the
Minbar (of the Prophet's
Mosque) and what kind of wood
it was made of. He said: "By
Allah, I know what kind of wood
it is made of, and who made it,
and I saw the Messenger of Allah
40, the first day he sat on it." I
said to him: "0 Abü 'Abbâs, tell
us." He said: "The Messenger of
Allah 8 sent word to a woman"
- and Abü Hâzim said: "He
named her that day" - saying:
"Have your carpenter slave make
me something of wood from
which I may speak to the
people." So he made these three
steps, then the Messenger of
ordered that it be
Allah
placed in this spot. It is made of
tamarisk wood from Ghâbah. 11 I
-

A wooded area near A]-Madinah.
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saw the Messenger of Allah
standing on it and saying the
TakbIr, and the people behind
him said the TakbIr, and he was
on the Minbar. Then he raised his
head (from bowing), then he
moved backwards and prostrated
at the foot of the Minbar, then he
repeated (his actions), until he
had finished his prayer. Then he
turned to the people and said: '0
people, I only did this so that you
could follow me and learn my
prayer."
[1217] 45 - (. 4 It was narrated
that Abü Hâzim said: "They
came to Sahl bin Sa'd and asked
him: 'From what was the Minbar
of the Prophet
made?" And
they quoted a IIadith like that of
Ibn AbI Hâzim (no. 1216).

Chapter 11. It Is Disliked To
Put The Hands On The
Waist 11 During The Prayer
[1218] 46 - (545) It was

5:.1;;. (o)—t' {'A]

Mukhtasira: to place the hands on the Khâsirah which means hip, haunch or waist.
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narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
forbade a man to
offer prayers with his hands on
his waist. According to the report
of Abü Bakr he said: "The
Messenger of Allah
forbade..."

Chapter 12. It Is Disliked To
Smooth The Pebbles Or Make
The Dirt Level During Salât

(Lai
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[1219] 47 - (546) It was
narrated from Abü Salamah that
Al-Mu'ayqIb said: "The Prophet
ç mentioned smoothing the
pebbles in the Masjid and said: 'If
you must do that, then do it only
once."

[1220] 48 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Salamah, from AlMu'ayqIb, that they asked the
Prophet
about smoothing the
ground during alât. He said:
"Only once."

[1221] ( ... ) It was narrated by
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Hishâm with this chain, and he
said: "Mu'ayqIb told me."

[1222] 49 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Salamah said: "Mu'ayqIb
told me that concerning a man
who smoothes the ground where
he is going to prostrate, the
Messenger of Allah said: 'If you
must do that, then do it only
once."

Chapter 13. The Prohibition Of
Spitting In The Masjid, During
Prayer And At Other Times.
The Prohibition Of A Praying
Person Spitting In Front Of
Him Or To His Right
[1223] 50 (547) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr that the
Messenger of Allah j saw some
sputum on the wall of the Qiblah.
He scratched it then he turned to
the people and said: "If one of
you is in prayers, let him not spit
in front of him, for Allah is in
front of him when he prays."

[1224] 51 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet
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saw some sputum in the
Qiblah of the Masjid... According
to A-a1iliâk's report: "sputum
in the Qiblah." A HadIth similar
to that of Mâlik (no. 1223).

[1225] 52 - (548) It was
narrated from Abü Weed Alsaw
IShudrI that the Prophet
some sputum in the Qiblah of the
Masjid. He scratched it with a
pebble then he forbade a man to
spit to his right or in front of
him, rather he should spit to his
left or beneath his left foot.
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[1226] ( ... ) Abü Hurairah and
Abü Sa'eed narrated that the
saw some
Messenger of Allah
sputum... a HadIth similar to that
of Ibn 'Uyaynah (no. 1225).

[1227] (549) It was narrated
from 'Aiah that the Prophet j
saw some mucus or sputum or
spittle on the wall of the Qiblah,
and he scratched it.

[12281 53 - (550) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
saw
some sputum in the Qiblah of the
Masjid. He turned to the people
and said: "What is the matter
with one of you who stands
before his Lord and spits in front
of him? Would any one of you
like to have someone stand
before him and spit in his face? If
one of you must spit, then let him
spit to his left, beneath his foot.
If he cannot do that, then let him
do like this," and Al-Qâsim
described how he spat into his
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garment then rubbed part of it
against another part.

[1229] ( ... ) A HadIth similar to
that of Ibn 'Ulayyah (no. 1228)
was narrated from Abü Hurairah
from the Prophet ç. The IjaduiJi
of Hushaim adds: "Abü Hurairah
said: 'It is as if I can see the
Messenger of Allah
, rubbing
part of his garment against
another part."

[12301 54 - (551) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "The Messenger of Allah ç
said: 'When one of you is in
Salât, he is conversing with his
Lord, so he should not spit in
front of him or to his right,
rather to his left, beneath his
foot."

[1231] 55 - (552) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "The Messenger of Allah il
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said: 'Spitting in the Masjid is a
sin, and its expiation is to bury it
(i.e. to put some earth over it)."

[1232] 56 - ( ... ) hu'bah said: "I
asked Qatâdah about spitting in
the Masjid. He said: 'I heard
Anas bin Mâlik say: I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say:
'Spitting in the Masjid is a sin,
and its expiation is to bury it."

[1233] 57 - (553) It was
narrated from Abü Dharr that
the Prophet
said: "The deeds
of my Ummah, good and bad,
were shown to me. Among their
good deeds I saw the removal of
harmful things from the road,
and among their bad deeds I saw
sputum in the Masjid that is not
buried.'

[1234] 58 - (554) It was
narrated from Yazld bin
'Abdullâh bin Ash-Shikh-khIr
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that his father said: "I offered
prayers with the Messenger of
Allah jW and I saw him spit and
rub it with his sandal."
[12351 59 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Al-'Ala' YazId bin
'Abdullâh bin Ash-hikh-ichIr,
from his father, that he offered
prayers with the Prophet iJ and
said: "He spat and rubbed it with
his left shoe."

Chapter 14. The Permissibility
Of Offering Salât While
Wearing Shoes

(lv
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[1236] 60 - (555) It was
narrated that Abü Maslamah
Sa'eed bin Yazid said: "I said to
Anas bin Mâlik: 'Did the
Messenger of Allah
offered
prayers wearing shoes?' He said:
'Yes."

u
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[1237]... - ( ... ) Sa'eed bin YazId
Abü Maslamah said: "I asked
Anas..." a similar report (as no.
1236).

.,. 'Chapter 15. It Is Disliked To
Offer Salât In A Garment With
Markings
[1238] 61 - (556) It was
narrated from 'Aishah that the
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Prophet
offered Sal& in a
h_amIsâh that had markings, and
he said: "These markings
distracted me. Take it to Abü
Jahm and bring me his AnbfânI
garment." 11

[1239] 62 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aihah said: "The Messenger
of Allah
stood and offered
Salât in a KiiamIsâh that had
markings, and he looked at its
markings. When he finished his
prayers, he said: 'Take this cloak
to Abü Jahm bin Uudhaifah, and
bring me his AnbijânI garment, for
they distracted me just now in my
prayers."

[1240] 63 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aihah that the Prophet 4it
had a black garment which had
markings, and it used to distract
him when he was offering .a1ât,
so he gave it to Abü Jahm and
took an AnbzjânI garment of his.

"

The popular view is that it is a thick type of cloak with no markings on it, and that its
name is derived from a place called Anbijân.
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Chapter 16. It Is Disliked To
offer Salât In The Presence Of
Food That One Wants To Eat.
It Is Disliked To offer Salât
While Restraining The Urge To
Relieve Oneself, And So On
[12411 64 - (557) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that the Prophet
said: "If
supper is ready and the Iqâmah is
called for prayer, then start with
supper."

[1242] ( ... ) Anas bin Mâlik
narrated that the Messenger of
Allah jiij said: "If supper is
served and the time for prayer is
due, then start with (supper)
before you pray Maghrib, and do
not rush to finish your supper."

[1243] 65 - (558) A HadIth
similar to that narrated by Ibn
'Uyaynah (no. 1241), from AzZuhrl, from Anas was narrated
from 'Aishah, from the Prophet
ç.

[1244] 66 - (559) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Umar said:
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"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'If supper is served for one of
you, and the Iqâmah is called for
prayer, let him start with supper,
and not hasten until he has
finished."

[1245] ( ... ) A similar HadIjh (as
no. 1244) was narrated from
Nâfi' from Ibn 'Umar, from the
Prophet .

[1246] 67 - (560) It was
narrated that Ibn Abl 'AtIq said:
"Al-Qâsim and I narrated a
1IadIth in the presence of
'Aihah, may Allah be pleased
with her. Al-Qâsim was a man
who made mistakes in Arabic,
and he was the child of an Umm
Walad. 11 'Aishah said to him:
'What is the matter with you, why
don't you speak like this son of
my brother? I know where that
comes from. He was raised by his
Umm Walad, is a term used to refer to a slave woman who bore a son to her owner.
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mother and you were raised by
your mother.' Al-Qâsim felt
angry and showed some
resentment towards her. When
he saw that 'Aishah's food had
been brought to her, he stood up.
She said: 'Where are you going?'
He said: 'To offer prayers.' She
said: 'Sit down.' He said: 'I am
going to offer prayers.' She said:
'Sit down, traitor! I heard the
Messenger of Allah jok, say:
"There is no prayer when food is
ready, or when one is resisting
the urge to relieve oneself."
[1247] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1246) was narrated from
'Aihah, but it does not mention
the story of Al-Qâsim.

Chapter 17. Prohibiting One
Who Has Eaten Garlic,
Onions, Or Leeks, And Other
Things That Have An )ffensive
Odor From Coming 1 The
Masfid, Until That Sn I Has
Gone Away, And Such
Person Should Be Expelled
From The Masjid
[1248] 68 - (561) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
said
Messenger of Allah

(o\)—A [YrtA]
:
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during the campaign of haibar:
"Whoever has eaten from this
plant - meaning garlic - let him
not come to the Masjid."
Zuhair said: "During a campaign,"
and he did not mention Khaibar.
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[1249] 69 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Whoever eats from these
vegetables, let him not come near
our Masâjid, until the smell has
gone away," referring to garlic.
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[1250] 70 - (562) It was
narrated that 'Abdul-'AzIz, who
was the son of Suhaib, said:
"Anas, may Allah be pleased with
him, was asked about garlic and
he said: 'The Messenger of Allah
said: "Whoever eats from this
plant, let him not come near us
nor pray with us."
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[1251] 71 - (563) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
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"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whoever eats from this plant, let
him not come near our Masjid
nor annoy us with the smell of
garlic."

[1252] 72 - (564) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "The
Messenger of Allah
forbade
eating onions and leeks, but we
were overcome by need and we
ate some of them. He said:
'Whoever eats from these foulsmelling plants, let him not come
near our Masjid, for the Angels
are offended by the same things
that offend humans."

[1253] 73 - (...) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said:
"The Messenger of Allah 0, said:
'Whoever eats garlic or onions,
Ii him keep away from us, or
keep away from our Masjid and
stay in his house.' A pot['] of
fresh 'etables was brought to
him, and he noticed that it had a
smell. He asked about it and he
was told what kind of vegetables
were on it. He said: 'Take it
away,' to one of his Companions.
When he saw it (that the Prophet
Qidr, in SahIh Al-Bukhãri and others it is Badr a platter made of palm leaves.
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ç disliked it) , he did not want
to eat it. He () said: 'Eat, for I
converse with one with whom you
do not converse."

[1254] 74 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh that the
said: "Whoever eats
Prophet
from these vegetables" - meaning
garlic, and on one occasion he
said: "whoever eats garlic, onions
or leeks - let him not come near
our Masjid, for the Angels are
offended by the same things that
offend the Sons of Adam."

[12551 75 - ( ... ) Ibn Juraij
narrated with this chain that he
() said: "Whoever eats from
this plant - meaning garlic - let
him not come to us in our
"Masâjid." And he did not
mention onions or leeks.

[1256] 76 - (565) It was narrated
that Abü Sa'eed said: "As soon as
Ithaibar was conquered, we found
ourselves (the Companions of the
Messenger of Allah ) indulging
in eating that vegetable" meaning garlic - "as the people
were hungry. We ate a great deal
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of it, then we went to the Masjid,
and the Messenger of Allah
noticed the smell. He said:
'Whoever eats anything from this
offensive plant, let him not come
near our Masjid.' The people said:
'It has been forbidden, it has been
forbidden.' News of that reached
and he said: '0
the Prophet
people, I cannot forbid something
that Allah has made permissible
for me, but it is a plant whose
smell I dislike."

[12571 77 - (566) It was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed AlludrI that the Messenger of
Allah
passed by a field of
onions with his Companions, and
some of the people went down
and ate some, but others did not.
We went to him, and he called
those who had not eaten the
onions and kept the others
waiting until the smell had gone
away.

[1258] 78 - (567) It was
narrated from Ma'dân bin AbI
Talhah that 'Umar bin AlIhattâb delivered a Khutbah one
Friday, and he mentioned the
and Abü
Prophet of Allah
Bakr. He said: "I saw (in a
dream) as if a rooster pecked me
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three times, I interpret it that my
death is near. Some people are
asking me to appoint a successor,
but Allah will not cause His
religion or His K/ilafah, nor that
with which He sent His Prophet
to be lost. If death comes to
me soon, then the Khilâfah is to
be decided by these six men with
whom the Messenger of Allah il
was pleased when he died. I
know that some people will
resent their choice. I have struck
them with my own hands in the
defense of Islam. If they do that
(i.e. resent the )Uilafa), then they
are the enemies of Allah, of
disbelieving and misguidance. I
am not leaving behind me any
issue that is more important to
me than Kalâlah.111 I did not
consult the Messenger of Allah
about any issue more than I
consulted him about Kalâlah, and
he did not get annoyed with me
for any issue more than he got
annoyed with me for this, until he
poked me in the chest with his
finger and said: '0 'Umar, is not
Ayat As-Saif,[21 which appears at
the end of Sârat An-Nisâ',
sufficient for you?' If I live, I will
issue a decree that will be so
clear that those who read the
Qur'ân and those who do not
read it will be able to make
decisions concerning it." Then he

Ill According
[2]

to most, it is the one who dies and is survived by no children or parents.
The verse of summer, meaning, it was revealed in summer.
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said: "0 Allah, I call you to bear
witness over the governors of the
regions, for I sent them to be just
and to teach the people their
religion and the Sunnah of the
Prophet
, to divide the Fai'
justly among them and to refer to
me concerning any difficult
matter. 0 people, you eat two
plants which I find to be nothing
but repugnant, this onion and
garlic. I remember the Messenger
of Allah
, if he noticed their
smell coming from a man in the
Masjid, he would issue orders
that he taken out Aoward (i.e.
out of ghe Masjid) Al-BaqI'.
Whoever eats them, let him cook
them to death (i.e. till there is no
more smell in them)."
[1259] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 1258) was narrated from
Qatâdah with this chain.
A:;
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Chapter 18. The Prohibition Of
Making Lost Property
Announcements In The Masjid,
And What Should Be Said By
One Who Hears A Person
Making Such An Announcement
[1260] 79 - (568) Abü Hurairah
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Whoever hears a man
making a lost property
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announcement in the Masjid, let
him say: "May Allah not restore
it to you," for the "Masâjid were
not built for this purpose."

[1261] ( ... ) Abü Hurairah said:
"I heard the Messenger of Allah
say..." a similar report (as no.
1260).

[1262] 80 - (569) It was
narrated from Sulaimân bin
Buraidah, from his father, that a
man made a lost property
announcement in the Masfid,
saying: "Who has found the red
camel?" The Prophet
said:
"May you not find it. The
Masâjid were only built for that
for which they were built."
[12631 81 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sulaimân bin Buraidah,
from his father, that when the
Prophet
had completed his
prayers, a man stood up and said:
"Who has found the red camel?"
The Prophet
said: "May you
not find it. The "Masâjid were
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only built for that for which they
were built."
[1264] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn Buraidah that his father said:
"A Bedouin came after the
Prophet
had completed Fajr
(prayers). He stuck his head in at
the door of the Masjid..." a
similar report (as no. 1263).

Chapter 19. As-Sahw
(Forgetfulness) In Prayer And
Prostrating To Compensate
For It
[1265] 82 - (389) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"When one you stands up for
prayers, the Sha4ân comes to him
and tries to confuse him, until he
does not know how many Rak'ah
he has prayed. If one of you
experiences that, let him prostrate
twice while he is sitting."

[1266] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1265) was narrated (by others)
from Az-Zuhrl, with this chain.
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[1267] 83 - ( ... ) Abfl Hurairah
narrated that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "When the Adhân
is called, the _S_hai!'ân runs away
breaking wind, so that he will not
hear the Adhân. When the Adhân
ends, he comes back. Then when
the Iqâmah is called, he runs
away, then when it is over, he
comes back and distracts a man
saying, 'Remember such and
such, remember such and such,'
reminding him of things that he
had not remembered, until the
man does not know how many
Rak'ah he prayed. If one of you
does not know how many Rak'ah
he has prayed, let him prostrate
twice while he is sitting."

[1268] 84 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"When the Iqamah for prayer is
called, the S/hailân runs away
breaking wind..." and he
mentioned a similar report (as
no. 1267). And he added: "And
he makes him think of pleasant
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things and things that he wishes
for, and he reminds him of needs
that he did not remember."

[1269] 85 - (570) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin
Buhainah, said: "The Messenger
led us in praying two
of Allah
Rak'ah of one of the prayers,
then he stood up without sitting,
and the people stood up with
him. When he had finished his
prayer and we were waiting for
him to say the TaslIm, he said the
TakbIr, then he prostrated twice
while he was sitting, before saying
the TaslIm, then he said the
TaslIm."
[1270] 86 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin Buhainah A]AsadI, the al1ies 11 of Banfl
'Abdul-Muttalib, that the
stood up
Messenger of Allah
during Zuhr prayer when he
should have sat. When he
finished his prayer, he prostrated
twice, saying the TakbIr with each
prostration while he was sitting
and before saying the TaslIm, and
the people prostrated with him,
to compensate for the sitting that
he had forgotten.

[1271] 87 - ( ... ) It was narrated
L'J

HalIf: Meaning that one from this family had swore allegiance to that family.
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from 'Abdullâh (who is) Ibn
Mâlik (and) Ibn Buhainah that
stood
the Messenger of Allah
up at the end of two Rak'ah
when he should have sat, and
continued with his prayer. At the
end of the prayer, he prostrated
before saying the TaslIm, then he
said the TaslIm.

[1272] 88 - (571) It was
narrated that Abü Weed AlIShudrI said: "The Messenger of
said: 'If one of you is
Allah
unsure when in prayer and does
not know how many (Rak'ah) he
has prayed, whether it is three or
four, let him ignore what is
uncertain and proceed on the
basis of what is certain. Then let
him prostrate twice before saying
the TaslIm. Then if he has prayed
five (Rak'ah), that will make his
prayer even, and if he has prayed
it properly with four, it will annoy
the Shaitân."

[1273] (...) It was narrated from
Zaid bin Aslam with this chain
(as no. 1272).
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[1274] 89 - (572) It was
narrated that 'Alqamah said:
"Abdullâh said: 'The Messenger
of Allah 4$r, offered Salât" IbrâhIm said: "and he added or
omitted something. - 'When he
said the Salâm (at the completion
of Salât), it was said to him: "0
Messenger of Allah, has
something new been introduced
into the prayer?" He said: "Why
is that?" They said: "You did
such and such in the prayer." He
turned to face the Qiblah, then
he prostrated twice and said the
TaslIm, then he turned to face us
and said: "If anything new had
been introduced into the prayer I
would have told you. But I am
human, I forget as you forget. If I
forget, then remind me. If one of
you is unsure in his prayer, let
him work out what is correct and
proceed on that basis, then
prostrate twice."
[1275] 90 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Mansür with this chain (a.
Hadijh as no. 1274) And in the
report of Ibn Bashr is: "Let him
try to work out what is correct."
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[1276] (...) Mansür narrated it
with this chain (no. 1274).
ManslIr said: "Let him try to
work out what is correct."

[1277] (.4 It was narrated from
Mansür with this chain (no.
1274). He said: "Let him work
out what is correct."

[1278] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Mansür with this chain (no.
1274). He said: "Let him try to
work out what is closest to that
which is correct."
[12791 ( ... ) It was narrated from
Mansür with this chain (no.
1274). He said: "Let him try to
work out what he thinks is
correct."
[1280] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Mansür with this chain (no.
1274). He said: "Let him try to
work out what is correct."

[1281] 91 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh that the Prophet
prayed Zuhr with five Rak'ah,
and when he said the TaslIm, it
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was said to him: "Has something
been added to the prayer?" He
said: "Why is that?" They said:
"You prayed five (Rak'ah)." So
he prostrated twice.

[1282] 92 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Alqamah that he led them
in prayer and prayed five
(Rak'ah).

[1283] ( ... ) It was narrated that
IbrâhIm bin Suwaid said ... Alqamah led us in prayer and
prayed five (Rak'ah). When he
said the TaslIm, the people said:
'0 Abü Shibl, you prayed five
(Rak'ah).' He said: 'No, I did
not.' They said: 'Yes you did."
He (the narrator) said: "I was at
the edge of the crowd and I was
still a boy, but I said: 'Yes you
did, you prayed five (Rak'ah).'
He said to me: 'You too, 0 oneeyed, you also say that?' I said:
'Yes.' So he went and prostrated
twice, then he said the TaslIm.
Then he said: "Abdullâh said:
"The Messenger of Allah
led
us in prayer and prayed five
(Rak'ah), and when he finished,
the people whispered amongst
themselves. He said: 'What is the
matter with you?' They said: '0
Messenger of Allah, has
something been added to the
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prayer?' He said: 'No.' They said:
'But you prayed five (Rak'ah).'
He went and prostrated twice,
then he said the TaslIm, [then] he
said: 'I am human like you, I
forget as you forget." Ibn
Numair added in his report: "If
any one of you forgets, let him
prostrate twice."
[1284] 93 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said: "The
led us in
Messenger of Allah
prayer and prayed five (Rak'ah).
We said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
has something been added to the
prayer?' He said: 'Why is that?'
They said: 'You prayed five
(Rak'ah).' He said: 'I am human
like you. I remember as you
remember and I forget as you
forget.' Then he did the two
prostrations of As-Sahw
(forgetfulness).
[1285] 94 ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said: "The
Messenger of Allah iJ offered
Salât, and he added or omitted
something"
Ibrâhlm (a
narrator) said: "I am not sure."
"It was said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, has something been added
to the prayer?' He said: 'I am
human like you, and I forget as
you forget. If one of you forgets
something, let him prostrate
twice while he is sitting.' Then
the Messenger of Allah ii
turned around and prostrated
twice.
-

-
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[1286] 95 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh that the Prophet
did the two prostrations of AsSahw (forgetfulness) after saying
the Salâm and talking (to the
congreqation).

[1287] 96 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said: "We offered
prayers with the Messenger of
Allah
and he either added or
omitted something. We said: '0
Messenger of Allah, has
something (new) been introduced
into the prayer?' He said: 'No.'
We told him what he had done
and he said: 'If a man adds or
omits something, let him
prostrate twice.' Then he
prostrated twice."

[1288] 97 - (573) It was
narrated from Muhammad bin
SlrIn, that Abfl Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah j led
us in one of the afternoon
prayers, either Zuhr or 'Asr, and
he said the TaslIm after two
Rak'ah. Then he went to a date-
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palm trunk in the Qiblah of the
Masjid and leaned against it,
looking angry. Among the people
were Abü Bakr and 'Umar, but
they were too afraid to speak.
The people left quickly, saying
that the prayer had been
shortened. Then Dhul-Yadain
stood up and said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, has the prayer been
shortened or did you forget?' The
looked to his right
Prophet
and his left, then he said: 'What
did Phul-Yadain say?' They said:
'He is right, you only prayed two
Rak'ah.' So he prayed two more
Rak'ah and said the TaslIm, then
he said the TakbIr and prostrated,
then he said the TakbIr and sat
up, then he said the TakbIr and
prostrated, then he said TakbIr
and sat up."
He said: "I was informed from
'Imrân bin Husain that he said:
"Then he said the TaslIm
(instead "and satup")."
[1289] 98 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
led us in
Messenger of Allah
one of the afternoon prayers..." a
HadIth like that of Sufyân (no.
1288).

[1290] 99 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that AN Sufyân, the freed slave
of Ibn AbI Ahmad, said: "I heard
Abü Hurairah say: 'The
led us in
Messenger of Allah
praying Asr, then he said the
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TaslIm after two Rak'ah. DhulYadain stood up and said: "Has
the prayer been shortened, 0
Messenger of Allah, or did you
forget?" The Messenger of Allah
said: "Neither." He said:
"One of them has happened, 0
Messenger of Allah." The
Messenger of Allah
turned to
the people and said: "Is PhulYadain telling the truth?" They
said: "Yes, 0 Messenger of
Allah." The Messenger of Allah
completed what was left of
the prayer, then he prostrated
twice while he was sitting, after
saying the TaslIm."
[1291] ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
narrated that the Messenger of
Allah ç prayed two Rak'ah of
Zuhr, then he said the TaslIm. A
man from Banü Sulaim came to
him and said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, has the prayer been
shortened or did you forget?"...
and he quoted the same IjadItj
(as no. 1290).

[1292] 100 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "While I
was praying Zuhr with the
Prophet
, the Messenger of
Allah
said the TaslIm after
two Rak'ah. A man from Banü
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Sulaim stood up..." and he
quoted the same IjadIth (no.
1290).

[1293] 101 - (574) It was
narrated from 'Imrân bin Husain
that the Messenger of Allah
prayed 'Apr and said the TaslIm
after three Rak'ah, then he went
into his house. A man called Alhirbâq, who had long arms,
stood up and said: "0 Messenger
of Allah!" And he told him what
he had done. He (ç) came out
looking angry, dragging his Ridâ',
and when he reached the people
he said: "Is this one telling the
truth?" They said: "Yes." So he
prayed one Rak'ah, then he said
the TaslIm, then he prostrated
twice, then he said the TaslIm.

[12941 102 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Imrân bin Husain said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said the
TaslIm after three Rak'ah of 'Asr,
then (after TaslIm) he stood up
and entered the apartment. A
man with large arms stood up
and said: 'Has the prayer been
shortened, 0 Messenger of
Allah?' He came out looking
angry, then he prayed the Rak'ah
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that he had omitted, then he said
the TaslIm, then he did the two
prostrations of forgetfulness, then
he said the TaslIm."

Chapter 20. The Prostration Of
Recitation
[12951 103 - (575) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Prophet ç used to recite the
Qur'ân, and when he recited a
Sarah in which a prostration was
required, he would prostrate, and
we would prostrate with him,
until some of us could not find
any spot for his forehead.

[1296] 104 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Messenger of Allah Ji would
recite Qur'ân and reach a verse
where a prostration is required,
so he would prostrate with us,
and we would crowd around him,
until one of us could not find
room to prostrate, (and this
happend) at times other than
prayer."
[12971 105 - (576) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh that the
recited "By the
Prophet

(Yr ii l)
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star", 11 and he prostrated during
it, and those who were with him
prostrated, except for an old man
who took a handful of pebbles or
dust and lifted it up to his
forehead, and said: "This is
sufficient for me." 'Abdullãh
said: "Later on we saw him slain
as a disbeliever."
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[1298] 106 - (577) It was
narrated from 'Atâ' bin Yasâr
that he asked Zaid bin Thâbit
about reciting with the Imâm. He
said: "There is no recitation at all
with the Imâm." And he said that
he recited: "By the star when it
goes down (or vanishes)"12] to
the Messenger of Allah
, and
he did not prostrate.
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[1299] 107 (578) It was
narrated from Abü Salamah bin
'Abdur-Rahmân that Abü
An-Najm (53).
[2]

An-Najm 53:1.
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Hurairah recited: "When the
heaven is split asunder." 11 to
them, and he prostrated during
it. When he finished, he told
them that the Messenger of Allah
prostrated during it.

[13001... - ( ... ) A similar report
(as no. 1298) was narrated from
Abü Hurairah, from the
Prophet

[13011 108 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
'We prostrated with the Prophet
during "When the heaven is
split asunder"21 and "Read! In
the Name of your Lord"."131

[13021 109 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
prostrated in "When the heaven
is split asunder"[41 and "Read!
In the Name of your Lord', ."[51
[1]

121
[3]

51

Al-Injjiqâq (84).
Al-Insihiqâq (84).
Al- 'Alaq (96).
Al-Inthiqâq (84).
Al-'Alaq (96).
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[1303]... - ( ... ) A similar report
(as no. 1302) was narrated from
Abü Hurairah from the
Messenger of Allah .

[1304] 110
( ... ) It was
narrated that AN Râfi' said: "I
prayed 'Ishâ' with Abü Hurairah
and he recited: "When the
heaven is split asunder" 11 and
prostrated during it. I said to
him: 'What is this prostration?'
He said: 'I did this prostration
behind AN Al-Qâsim ç, and I
will continue to do it until I meet
him."

[ 1305]... - ( ... ) It was narrated
from At-TaimI with this chain,
except that they did not say,
"behind Abü A1-Qâsim

L'] A1-I#ujiiqâq (84).
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[1306] 111 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Abü Râfi' said: "I
saw Abü Hurairah prostrate
during "When the heaven is split
asunder"'1 and I said: 'Do you
prostrate in it?' He said: 'Yes, I
prostrating
saw my close friend
in it, and I will continue to
prostrate in it until I meet him."
hu'bah said (in his narration):
?' He
"I said: 'The Prophet
said: 'Yes."

Chapter 21. The Description Of
The Sitting During The Prayer,
And How The Hands Are To
Be Placed On The Thighs
[1307] 112 - (579) 'Amir bin
'Abdullâh bin Az-Zubair narrated
that his father said: "When the
sat during
Messenger of Allah
the prayer, he would put his left
foot between his thigh and his
shin, and rest his right foot
(along the ground). He placed his
left hand on his left knee, and he
placed his right hand on his right
thigh, and pointed with his
finger."
Al-Inhiqâq (84).
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[1308] 113 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Amir bin 'Abdullâh bin AzZubair that his father said:
"When the Messenger of Allah
sat to supplicate in (Ta]jahhud), he would place his right
hand on his right thigh, and his
left hand on his left thigh, and he
would point with his index finger,
placing the thumb on the middle
finger, and spread his left hand
on his left knee."

[1309] 114 - (580) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that
sat during
when the Prophet
the prayer, he would place his
hands on his knees, and raise the
right finger that is next to the
thumb and supplicated with it
(i.e. keeping it raised), and his
left hand would be spread on his
left knee.
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[13101 115 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that when the
Messenger of Allah t sat during
the Tajhah-hud, he placed his left
hand on his left knee, and placed
his right hand on his right knee,
and made a gesture with his
finger to indicate the number
fifty-three, and pointed with his
index finger.

[1311] 116 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Ali bin 'Abdur-Rahmãn AlMu'âwI that he said: "Abdullâh
bin 'Umar saw me playing with
the pebbles while in prayer.
When he had finished he told me
not to do that. He said: 'Do what
the Messenger of Allah
used
to do.' I said: 'What did the
do?' He
Messenger of Allah
said: 'When he sat (in Tashahhud) during the prayer, he placed
his right hand on his right thigh
and clenched all his fingers, and
pointed with the finger that is
next to the thumb, and he put his
left hand on his left thigh."

1312 ( ... ) It was narrated
(through another chain) that 'Ali
bin 'Abdur-Rahmãn Al-Mu'âwl
said: "I prayed beside Ibn
'Umar..." and he mentioned a
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HadIth similar to that of Mâlik
(no. 1312), adding: "Sufyân said:
'Yayâ bin Sa'eed narrated it to
us from Muslim, then Muslim
narrated it to me."

Chapter 22. The Salâm To Exit
The Prayer When One Has
Finished, And How It Is Done
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[13131 117 - (581) It was
narrated from Abü Ma'mar that
a governor in Makkah used to
say two TaslIm. 'Abdullâh said:
"Where did he learn this from?"
A]-Hakam said in his HadIth:
"The Messenger of Allah used
to do that."

[1314] 118 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh: Shu'bah said: "A
governor or a man said two
TaslIm and 'Abdullâh said:
"Where did he learn this from?"

(582) It was
[1315] 119
narrated from 'Amir bin Sa'd that
his father said: "I used to see the
Messenger of Allah ç saying the
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Salâm to his right and his left,
until I could see the whiteness of
his cheek."
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Chapter 23. The Remembrance
After The Prayer

(vi i,...J) (Lai

[1316] 120 - (583) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"We used to know that the
prayer of the Messenger of Allah
jW had ended from the TakbIr."

:
:JU .
:J
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[1317] 121 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Ma'bad, the freed
slave of Ibn 'Abbâs, that he
heard Bukhair narrate that Ibn
'Abbâs said: "We only knew that
the prayer of the Messenger of
Allah
had ended from the
TakbIr."
'Amr said: "I mentioned that to
Abü Ma'bad and he denied it,
and said: 'I did not narrate this to
you." 'Amr said: "But he had
told me that before."

:J

jG

:
[1318] 122 - ( ... ) Abü Ma'bad,
the freed slave of Ibn 'Abbâs,
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narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs told him
that raising the voice in
remembrance after the people had
finished A-$a1ât (the prescribed
prayer) was done at the time of the
, and he said: "Ibn
Prophet
'Abbâs said: 'I would know that
they had finished when I heard
that."

Chapter 24. It Is
Recommended To Seek Refuge
With Allah From The
Punishment Of The Grave, The
Punishment Of Hell, The
Trials Of Life And Death, The
Tribulation Of The Dajjâl And
From Sin And Debt Between
The Tashah-hud and the TaslIm
[13191 123 - (584) 'Urwah bin
Az-Zubair narrated that 'Aishah
said: "The Messenger of Allah
entered upon me and there was a
Jewish woman with me. She was
saying: 'Do you know that you
will be put to trial in the grave?'
got
The Messenger of Allah
upset and said: 'Rather the Jews
will be put to trial." 'Aishah said:
"A few nights passed, then the
said: 'Do
Messenger of Allah
you know that it has been
revealed to me that you will be
put to trial in the grave?"
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'Aishah said: 'After that, I heard
the Messenger of Allah
seeking refuge with Allah from
the punishment of the grave."
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[1320] 124 - (858) Abü
Hurairah said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah
after that
(i.e. after it was revealed to him),
seeking refuge with Allah from
the punishment of the grave."

[1321] 125 : (586) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "Two
old Jewish women entered upon
me and said: 'The people of the
graves are being punished in their
graves.' I did not believe them,
and I did not want to believe
them. They left, and the
Messenger of Allah jW entered
upon me. I said to him: '0
Messenger of Allah, two of the
old Jewish women of AI-Madinah
entered upon me and said that
the people of the graves are
being punished in their graves.'
He said: 'They spoke the truth.
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They are being punished with a
punishment that the animals can
hear." Then she said: "I never
saw him praying after that, but he
would seek refuge with Allah
from the punishment of the
grave."

[1322] 126 - (...) This HadIth
was narrated from 'Aishah. In it,
it says that she said: "He never
offered any prayer after that, but
I heard him seeking refuge with
Allah from the punishment of the
grave."

Chapter 25. From What Refuge
Is To Be Sought When in Salât
[1323] 127 - (587) 'Urwah bin
Az-Zubair narrated that 'Aihah
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah
seeking refuge with
Allah during his prayer, from the
tribulation of the Dajjâl."

[1324] 128 - (588) It was
narrated that Abil Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah LJ said:
'When any one of you says the
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Tashah-hud, let him seek refuge
with Allah from four things. Let
him say: "Allâhumma, innî a 'âdhu
bika mm 'adhâbi jahannama, wa
min 'a4./jâbil-qabri, wa mm
fitnatil-mazya wal-mamâtI wa mm
sharri fitnatil-masIhid-dajjal (0
Allah, I seek refuge with You
from the punishment of Hell,
from the punishment of the
grave, from the trials of life and
death, and from the evil of the
tribulation of the Dajjâl)."

[1325] 129 - (589) 'Urwah bin
Az-Zubair narrated that 'Aihah,
the wife of the Prophet , told
him that the Prophet
used to
supplicate during his prayer,
saying: "Allâhumma, innî a 'i2dhu
bika mm 'a_d/.hâbil-qabri, wa
a 'âdhu bika min fitnatil-masIhiddajjâl, wa a 'lEdhu bika min fitnatilmazyâ wal-mamâtI, Allâhumma,
innî a 'âdhu bika min al-ma 'thami
wal-maghram (0 Allah, I seek
refuge with You from the
punishment of the grave, and I
seek refuge with You rom the
tribulation of the Daj ', and I
seek refuge with You rom the
trials of life and death. U Allah, I
seek refuge with You from sin
and debt.)" Someone said to him:
"How often you seek refuge from
debt, 0 Messenger of Allah." He
said: "When a man incurs debt,

[1AV
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whenever he speaks, he lies, and
when he makes a promise, he
breaks it."
[1326] 130 - (588) Abü
Hurairah said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'When one of
you has finished the final Tashahhud, let him seek refuge with
Allah from four things: From the
punishment of Hell, from the
punishment of the grave, from
the trials of life and death, and
from the evil of the Dajjâl."

[1327] ( ... ) It was narrated from
A]-Awzâ'I with this chain (as no.
1326), but he said: "When one of
you has finished the Tathahhud," and he did not say: "final."

[1328] 131 - ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
said: "The Prophet of Allah
said: 'Allâhumma, innI a'âdhu
bika mm 'a4/hâbil-qabri, wa
'ad}zâbin-nâri, wa fitnatil-mahya
wal-mamâtI, wa sharri fitnatilmasIhid-dajjâl (0 Allah, I seek
refuge with You from the
punishment of the grave, the
punishment of the Fire, the trials
of life and death, and the evil of
the Dajjâl.)"
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[13291 132 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Tâwtis said: "I heard Abü
Hurairah say: 'The Messenger of
Allah fi said: " Seek refuge with
Allah from the punishment of
Allah, seek refuge with Allah
from the punishment of the
grave, seek refuge with Allah
from the tribulation of the Dajjâl,
and seek refuge with Allah from
the trials of life and death."

[1330] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1329) was narrated from Abü
Hurairah (with a different chain),
from the Prophet .

[1331] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1329) was narrated from Abü
Hurairah (with a different chain),
from the Prophet .

( ... ) [rr]
,

L

LJ

jI
113321 133 - (...) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Proplit
used to seek refuge
with Aii from the punishment
of the grave, the punishment of
Hell, and the tribulation of the
Dajjâl.

[1333] 134 - (590) It was
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narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
the Messenger of Allah 4# used
to teach them this supplication as
he taught them a Sarah from the
Qur'ân. He () said: "Say:
Allâhumma, innâ na 'âd_hu bika
mm 'adâbi jahannama, wa
a 'â/ju bika mm 'aiâbil-qabri,
wa a'z2dhu bika min fitnatilmasIzid-dajjâl wa a 'â4/u bika mm
fitnatil-mahya wal-mamâtI (0
Allah, we seek refuge with You
from the punishment of Hell, and
seek refuge with You from the
punishment of the grave, and
seek refuge with You from the
tribulation of the Dajjâl, and seek
refuge with You from the trials
of life and death.)"
Muslim bin Hajdj said: I heard
that Tawus said to his son: "Did
you say these words during your
prayer?" He said: "No." He said:
"Repeat your prayer." Because
Tâwüs narrated it from three or
four people.
Chapter 26. It Is Recommended
To Recite Statements Of
Remembrance After The Prayer,
And How That Is To Be Done
[1334] 135 - (591) It was
narrated that Thawbân said:
"When the Messenger of Allah
had finished his prayer, he
would ask for forgiveness three
times, and say: 'Allâhumma
antas-Salâmu wa minkas-salâmu,
tabârakta dhal-jalâli wal-ikrâm (0
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Allah, You are As-Salâm (the
One Who is free from all defects
and deficiencies) and from You is
all peace, blessed are You,
Possessor of majesty and honor)."
Al-WalId said: "I said to AlAwzâ'I: 'How does one ask for
forgiveness?' He said: 'Say:
"Astaghfirullah, astaghfirullah (I
ask Allah for forgiveness, I ask
Allah for forgiveness.)"
[1335] 136 - (592) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said:
"When the Prophet
had said
the Salâm, he only sat for as long
as it takes to say: 'Allâhumma
antas-Salâmu wa minkas-salâmu,
tabârakta dhal-jalâli wal-ikrâm (0
Allah, You are As-Salâm (the One
Who is free from all defects and
deficiencies) and from You is all
peace, blessed are You, Possessor
of majesty and honor.)"
According to the report of Ibn
Numair (the Prophet t said):
"Yd dhal-jalâli wal-ikrâm (0
Possessor of majesty and
honor.)"
[1336] ( ... ) It was narrated from
"Asim with this chain (as no.
1335), and he said: "Va djjal-jalâli
wal-ikrâm (0 Possessor of
majesty and honor.)"
[1337] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Aihah that the Prophet
;
said... a similar report (as no.
1395), except that (in the end) he
() said: "Yd dhal-jalâli wal-
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ikrâm (0 Possessor of majesty
and honor.)"

[1338] 137 - (593) It was
narrated that Warrâd, the freed
slave of Al-MughIrah bin
hu'bah, said: "Al-MughIrah bin
hu'bah wrote to Mu'âwiyah
saying that when the Messenger
of Allah
had finished his
prayer and said the Salâm, he
said: 'La ilâha ill-Allâhu wahdahu
lâ sharI/ca lahu, lahul-mulku wa
lahul-hamdu wa huwa 'ala kulli
shay'in qadIr. Allâhumma lâ
mâni'a limb a' taita, wa lb mu 'tiya
limb man'at, wa lâ yanfa'u _d_haljaddi minkal-jadd (There is none
worthy of worship but Allah
alone, with no partner or
associate. His is the Dominion, to
Him be praise, and He is Able to
do all things. 0 Allah, none can
withhold what You give, and
none can give what You
withhold, and the good fortune of
any fortunate person is of no
avail against You.)"
[1339] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1328) was narrated from AlMughIrah from the Prophet .
Abü Bakr and Abü Kuraib said in
their reports: "He (i.e. warrâd)
said: 'Al-Mughlrah dictated this to
me, and I wrote it to Mu'âwiyah."
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[1340] ( ... ) 'Abdah bin AbI
Lubâbah narrated that Warrâd,
the freed slave of Al-MughIrah
bin Shu'bah, said: "Al-MughIrah
binShu'bah wrote to Mu'âwiyah and Warrâd wrote the letter for
him - saying: '1 heard the
Messenger of Allah
say when
he had said the Salâm..." a
HadIth like theirs (as no. 1339),
except for the phrase: "Wa huwa
'ala kulli shay'in qadIr (And He is
Able to do all things)," which he
did not mention.

[1341] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Sa'eed that Warrâd, the
scribe of A]-MughIrah bin
Shu'bah, said: "Mu'âwiyah wrote
to Al-MughIrah..." a HadIij
similar to that of Mansür and AlA'mash (no. 1399).

[1342] 138 - ( ... ) 'Abdah bin AbI
Lubâbah and 'Abdul-Malik bin
'Umair narrated that they heard
Warrâd, the scribe of AlMughIrah binShu'bah, say:
"Mu'âwiyah wrote to AlMughIrah saying: 'Write for me
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something that you heard from
the Messenger of Allah
' So
he wrote to him saying: 'I heard
the Messenger of Allah jij say,
when he had finished the Salât:
"La ilâha ill-Allâhu wahdahu lâ
sharIka lahu, lahul-mulku wa
lahul-hamdu wa huwa 'ala kulli
shay'in qadIr. Allâhumma lâ mâni'
limâ a 'taita, wa lâ mu 'tiya limâ
man'at, wa lâ yanfa'u _d_hal-jaddi
minkal-jadd (There is none
worthy of worship but Allah
alone, with no partner or
associate. His is the Dominion, to
Him be praise, and He is Able to
do all things. 0 Allah, none can
withhold what You give, and
none can give what You
withhold, and the good fortune of
any fortunate person is of no
avail against You.)"
[1343] 139 - (594) Hisham
narrated that Abü Az-Zubair
said: "Ibn Az-Zubair used to say,
following every prayer, after he
had said the TaslIm: 'La ilâha ill_
Allâhu wahdahu Ia sharIka lahu,
lahul-mulku wa lahul-hamdu wa
huwa 'ala kulli shay'in qadIr. La
ifzawla wa lii quwwata illâ billâhi,
lâ ilâha ill-Allâhu, wa lâ na 'budu
illâ iyyâhu, lahun-ni'matu wa
lahul-fadlu, wa lahujh-jjjanâ 'ulhasan, lâ ilâha ill-Allâhu,
mukhlisIna lahuddIna wa law
karihal-k6firz2n (There is none
worthy of worship but Allah
alone, with no partner or
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associate. His is the Dominion, to
Him be praise, and He is Able to
do all things. There is no power
and no strength except with
Allah. There is none worthy of
worship but Allah and we
worship none but Him. To Him
belong all grace and favor, and to
Him be glorious praise. There is
none worthy of worship but Allah
and we are sincere in faith and
devotion to Him even though the
disbelievers may detest it.)' He
said: 'The Messenger of Allah i4
used to recite these words
following every prayer."
[1344] 140 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Az-Zubair, that
'Abdullâh bin Az-Zubair used to
recite following every prayer... a
HadIth similar to that of Ibn
Numair (no. 1348). He said at
the end of it: "Then Ibn AzZubair said: 'The Messenger of
Allah
used to recite these
words following every prayer."

[1345] ( ... ) Abü Az-Zubair said:
"I heard 'Abdullâh bin Az-Zubair
preaching from this Minbar,
saying: 'When the Messenger of
Allah ç said the Salâm at the
end of the prayer..." and he
mentioned a HadIth similar to
that of Hishâm bin 'Urwah (no.
1343).
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[13461 141 - (...) It was narrated
from Müsâ bin 'Uqbah that Abii
Az-Zubair Al-Makki told him
that he heard 'Abdullâh bin AzZubair saying, at the end of the
prayer when he had said the
Salâm... a HadIth similar to theirs
(no. 1343). And he said at the
end: "He narrated that from the
Messenger of Allah

[1347] 142 - (595) It was
narrated from Abfl Hurairah and this is the HadIth of
Qutaibah - that the poor
MuhâjirIn came to the Messenger
of Allah
and said: "The
people of great wealth have
taken the highest ranks and
eternal bliss." He said: "Why is
that?" They said: "They offer
alât as we offer Salât and they
fast as we fast, but they give in
charity and we do not, and they
free slaves and we do not." The
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Shall I not teach you something
by means of which you may catch
up with those who have gone
ahead of you, and go ahead of
those who come after you, and
there will be no one who is better
than you except those who do as
you do?" They said: Yes, 0
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Messenger of Allah. He said:
"Glorify Allah, extol His
greatness, and praise Him at the
end of every prayer, thirty-three
times." 11
Abü Salil said: "The poor
MuhâjrIn went back to the
Messenger of Allah
and said:
'Our wealthy brothers have heard
what we did and they did
likewise.' The Messenger of Allah
said: 'That is a bounty from
Allah; He gives it to whomever
He wills."
Someone other than Qutaibah
added to this HadItj, narrating
from Al-Laih from Ibn 'Ajlân:
"Sumayy said: 'I narrated this
Ijad(ji to one of my family and
he said: "You have forgotten.
'Rather he said: "Glorify Allah
thirty-three times, praise Allah
thirty-three times and extol
Allah's greatness thirty-three
times." I went back to Abü Salib
and told him that. He took my
hand and said: 'Allâhu akbar va
subhân Allah wal-hamdu Lillâh,
Allâhu akbar wa subhân Allah
wal-hamdu Lillâh, until you reach
a total of thirty-three."
Ibn 'Ajlân said: "I narrated this
IjadIth to Rajâ' bin Uaiwah, and
he narrated something similar to
me from Abü Salib, from Abü
Hurairah, from the Messenger of
Allah
That is, to say: Subhân Allah thirty three times, and Allâhu Akbar thirty-three times, Alhamdulillâh thirty-three times.

Masâjid And Places Of Prayer

[1348] 143 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that they
said: "0 Messenger of Allah, the
people of great wealth have
taken the highest ranks and
eternal bliss..." a HadIth similar
to that of Qutaibah from A]Laith (no. 1347), except that he
inserted into the HadIth of Abü
Hurairah the words of Abü Salil:i:
"Then the poor MuhâjirIn went
back to the Messenger of Allah
..." until the end of the HadIth.
And he added in the HadIth:
"Suhail said: 'Eleven (times
each), eleven (times each), and
all of that adds up to thirtythree."

[1349] 144 - (596) It was
narrated from Ka'b bin 'Ujrah
that the Messenger of Allah ,
said: "Remembrance after (the
prayer), the one who says them
or does them after each
obligatory prayer will not be
disappointed: Thirty-three
TasbIhah, thirty-three TamIah
and thirty-four TakbIrah."

[1350] 145 - ( ... ) It was narrated
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from Ka'b bin 'Ujrah that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Remembrance after (the prayer),
the one who says them or does
them will not be disappointed:
Thirty-three TasbIhah, thirty-three
TahmIah and thirty-four TakbIrah
after every prayer."

[1351] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1350) was narrated from AlHakam with this chain.

[1352] 146 - (597) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah
from the Messenger of Allah :
"Whoever glorifies Allah thirtythree times after every prayer,
and praises Allah thirty-three
times, and extols Allah's
greatness thirty-three times,
making ninety-nine, and
completes it by saying: 'La ilâha
ill-A llâhu wahdahu lâ sharIka
lahu, lahul-mulku wa lahul-hamdu
wa huwa 'ala kulli shai'in qadIr
(There is none worthy of worship
but Allah alone, with no partner
or associate; His is the
Dominion, to Him be praise, and
He is Able to do all things)' his
sins will be forgiven even if they
are like the foam of the sea."
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[1353] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Hurairah said: "The Messenger
of Allah said..." a similar report
(as no. 1353).

Chapter 27. What Is To Be
Said Between The Opening
TakbIr And The Recitation Of
The Qur'an
[1354] 147 - (598) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"When the Messenger of Allah
said TakbIr in the prayer, he
would remain silent for a short
while before he started to recite.
I said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
may my father and mother be
sacrificed for you. I have seen
that you are silent between the
TakbIr and recitation. What do
you say?' He said: 'I say:
"Allâhumma, bâ 'id bainI wa baina
khatâyaya kamâ ha 'adta bainalmashriqi wal-maghrib.
Allâhumma, naqqinI mm
kia1âyaya kamâ yunaqqaThthawbul-abyaiu minad-danas.
AllâhummaghsilnI min /cjja;âyaya
bitj-ihalji, wal-mâ' wal-bârid(0
Allah, distance me from my sins
Just as You have distanced the
east from the west. 0 Allah,
cleanse me of my sins as a white
garment is cleansed of filth. 0
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Allah, wash my sins from me with
snow, water and hail.)"
[1355] ( ... ) A HadIth similar to
that of JarIr (no. 1354) was
narrated from 'Umârah bin AlQa'qâ' with this chain.

(...) [iroo]

)
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.-'.;--,[1356] 148 - (599) Abü
Hurairah said: "When the
Messenger of Allah jQo, stood up
from the second Rak'ah, he
would start his recitation with:
"All the praise is due to Allah,
the Lord of the 'AlanzIn
(mankind, jinn and all that
exists))" and he did not pause."
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[1357] 149 - (600) It was
narrated from Arias that a man
came and joined the row (in
prayer), out of breath, and he
said: "Al-hamdulillâhi hamdan
kathiran mubârakan JIh (Praise be
to Allah, much good and blessed
praise.)" When the Messenger of
Allah ç had finished the
prayers, he said: "Which of you is
the one who spoke those words?"
The people remained silent. He
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said, "Which of you said them?
For he did not say anything
wrong." A man said: "I came, and
I was out of breath, and I said
them." He said: "I saw twelve
Angels competing to see which of
them would take them up."
[1358] 150 - (601) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Umar said:
"While we were praying with the
Messenger of Allah
, a man
among the people said: 'Allâhu
akbaru kabIran, wal-hamdulillâhi
kathIran, wa subhân Allâhi
bukaratan wa asIla (Allah is most
great, much praise be to Allah,
glory be to Allah morning and
evening).' The Messenger of
Allah 4t said: 'Who said such
and such?' A man said: 'I did, 0
Messenger of Allah.' He said: 'I
was impressed by it, for the gates
of heaven were opened for it."
Ibn 'Umar said: "I never
stopped saying them since I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say that."

Chapter 28. It Is Recommended
To Come To Prayers In A
Tranquil And Dignified Manner,
And It Is Forbidden To Come In
A Hasty Manner
[1359] 151 - (602) Abil
Hurairah said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say:
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'When As-Salât has started for
prayer is called, do not come
rushing. Rather come walking, in
a tranquil manner; whatever you
catch up with, pray, and whatever
you miss, complete it."

[1360] 152 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"When (the Iqâmah) for prayer is
called, do not come rushing,
rather come in a tranquil
manner. Whatever you catch up
with, pray, and whatever you
miss, complete it. For when one
of you is heading towards the
prayer, he is in a state of prayer."
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[1361] 153 -

( ... ) It was narrated

that Hammâm bin Munabbih
said: "This is what Abü Hurairah
narrated to us from the
Messenger of Allah a," - and he
mentioned a number of AhadLh,
including: "The Messenger of
said: 'When the call for
Allah
prayer is given, then come
walking in a tranquil manner.
Whatever you catch up with,
pray, and whatever you miss,
complete it."
[1362] 154 - (...) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
said:
Messenger of Allah
'When the (Iqamah for) prayer is
called, none of you should rush
towards it, rather he should walk
in a tranquil and dignified
manner; pray what you catch up
with and make up what you
miss."

[1363] 155 - (603) 'Abdullâh bin
AbI Qatâdah narrated that his
father told him: "While we were
praying with the Messenger of
Allah , he heard a clamor and
said: 'What is the matter with
you?' They said: 'We were
hastening to prayers.' He said:
'Do not do that. When you come
to prayer, come in a tranquil
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manner. Whatever you catch up
with, pray, and whatever you
miss, complete it."

[1364] ( ... ) It was narrated by
haibân (a similar Hadith as no.
1363), with this chain.

Chapter 29. When Should The
People Stand Up To Pray?
[1365] 156 - (604) It was
narrated that Abü Qatâdah said:
"The Messenger of Allah ç said:
'When the Iqâmah for prayer is
called, do not stand up until you
see me."
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[1366](... ) It was narrated from
'Abdullâh bin Qatâdah, from his
father, from the Prophet
(a
narration similar to no. 1365).
Isliâq added in his narration of
the HadIjh of Ma'mar and
Shaibân: "Until you see that I
have come out."
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[1367] 157 - (605) Abü
Hurairah said: "The Iqâmah for
prayer was called, and we stood
up and made the rows straight
before the Messenger of Allah
came out to us. Then the
Messenger of Allah
came and
stood in his prayer place before
saying the TakbIr, then he went
away and said to us: 'Stay where
you are.' We remained standing,
waiting for him, until he came
out to us. He had performed
Ghul, and his head was dripping
water. Then he said the TakbIr
and led us in prayer."

[1368] 158 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Iqâmah for prayer was called,
and the people had lined up in
rows. The Messenger of Allah
came out and stood in his place,
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then he gestured to them with his
hand to stay where they were.
Then he came out and he had
performed Ghusl, and his head
was dripping with water, and he
led them in prayer."

[1369] 159 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Iqâmah for prayer would be
called for the Messenger of Allah
ç, and the people would form
rows before the Prophet
stood
in his place.

[1370] 160 - (606) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin Samurah
said: "Bilâl used to call the
A_d/hân when the sun had passed
its zenith, but he did not call the
Iqâmah until the Prophet
came out, when he came out he
would call the Iqâmah for prayer
whenever he saw him."

Chapter 30. The One Who
Catches Up With A Rak'ah Of
The Prayer, He Has Caught Up
With That Prayer
[13711 161 - (607) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that

(Ar
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the Prophet
said: "Whoever
catches up with a Rak'ah of the
prayer has caught up with the
prayer."

[1372] 162 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Whoever catches up with a
Rak'ah of prayer with the Imâm
has caught up with the prayer."

[1373] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Hurairah from the Prophet
... a Hadliji similar to that of
Yahyâ (no. 1372), from Mâlik.
But there is no mention in the
Hadith of any of them of the
words "with the Imâm."
According to the IjadIth of
'Ubaidullâh he (the Prophet A)
said: "he has caught up with the
entire prayer."
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[1374] 163
(608) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Whoever catches up with a
Rak'ah of Subh before the sun
rises has caught up with
Whoever catches up with a
Rak'ah of 'Asr before the sun sets
has caught up with 'Acr."
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[1375] 164 - (609) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: The
Messenger of Allah ç said:
"Whoever catches up with a
Sajdah of 'Asr before the sun
sets, or with a Sajdah of Subh
before the sun rises, has caught
up with it." And As-Sajdah only
means the Rak'ah.

[1376] ( ... ) A HadIth similar to
that of Mâlik (no. 1374) was
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narrated from Abü Hurairah
from Zaid bin Aslam.

[1377] 165 - (608) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
'Whoever catches up with one
Rak'ah of 'Asr before the sun
sets, he has caught it, and
whoever catches up with one
Rak'ah of Fajr before the sun
rises, he has caught it."
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[1378] ( ... ) Mu'tamir said: "I
heard Ma'mar (narrate it) with
this chain."
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Chapter 31. The Times Of The
Five Prayers
[1379] 166 - (610) It was
narrated from Ibn Shihâb that
'Umar bin 'Abdul-'AzIz delayed
Asr somewhat, and 'Urwah said
to him: "JibrIl, peace be upon
him, came down and led the
Messenger of Allah
in
prayer." 'Umar said to him:
"Think about what you are
saying, 0 'Urwah!" He said: "I
heard BashIr bin AbI Mas'üd say:
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'I heard Abü Mas'üd say: "I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: 'Jibrul came down and led me
in prayer, and I prayed with him.
Then I prayed with him, then I
prayed with him, then I prayed
with him, then I prayed with
him.' And he counted five
prayers on his fingers."

[1380] 167 - ( ... ) 'Urwah bin AzZubair narrated that AlMughlrah bin hu'bah delayed
the prayer one day, when he was
in A]-Küfah. Abfl Mas'fld AlAnârI entered upon him and
said: "What is this, 0 MughIrah?
Do you not know that Jibril came
down and prayed, and the
Messenger of Allah
prayed,
then he prayed, and the
Messenger of Allah
prayed,
then he prayed, and the
Messenger of Allah
prayed,
then he prayed, and the
Messenger of Allah t prayed,
then he prayed, and the
Messenger of Allah
prayed.
Then he t said: 'This is what
has been enjoined upon me."
'Umar said to 'Urwah: "Think
about what you are narrating, 0
'Urwah! Did JibrIl, peace be
upon him, teach the Messenger
of Allah
the times of the
prayers?" 'Urwah said: "That is
what BashIr bin AbI Mas'üd used
to narrate from his father."
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[1381] 168 (611) 'ihah, the
wife of the Prophet , narrated
that the Messenger of Allah ç
used to pray 'Asr when the (rays
of the) sun was in her apartment
(during the early time of 'Apr)
before it became manifest.
[1382] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Aihah that the Prophet ; used
to pray 'Asr when the sun was
shining into her apartment and
the afternoon shadow had not yet
appeared.
Abü Bakr said: "had not yet
become manifest."

[13831 169 - ( ... ) 'Urwah bin AzZubair narrated that 'Aishah, the
wife of the Prophet iW, told him
that the Messenger of Allah
used to pray 'Asr when the (rays
of the) sun was in her apartment
and the shadow had not
appeared in her apartment.

[1384] 170 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah ot used to
pray 'Asr when the sun was
shining into my apartment."
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[1385] 171 - (612) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
'Amr that the Prophet ok said:
"When you pray Fajr, its time is
until the first part of the sun
appears. When you pray Zuhr, its
time is until 'Asr comes. When
you pray 'Asr, its time is until the
sun turns yellow. When you pray
Magjhrib, its time is until the
twilight has disappeared. When
you pray 'Ishâ', its time is until
half of the night has passed."

[1386] 172 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr that the
Prophet ç said: "The time for
Zuhr is so long as 'Asr has not
come. The time for 'Acr is so long
as the sun has not turned yellow.
The time for Magrib is so long
as the twilight has not
disappeared. The time for 'Ishâ'
is so long as half of the night has
not passed. The time for Fajr is
so long as the sun has not risen."
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[1387] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Shu'bah with this chain.

[1388] 173 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr that the
Messenger of Allah j said: "The
time for Zuhr is when the sun
passes its zenith and the shadow
of a man is equal in length to
him, so long as 'Asr has not
come. The time of 'Asr is so long
as the sun has not turned yellow.
The time for the Magrib prayer
is so long as the twilight has not
yet disappeared. The time for the
'Ishâ' prayer is until halfway
through the night. The time for
the Subti prayer is from dawn, so
long as the sun has not yet risen.
When the sun rises, then refrain
from praying, for it rises between
the horns of the Shaitân."

[1389] 174 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr bin Al'As that he said: "The Messenger
of Allahj% was asked about the
times of prayer. He said: 'The
time for the Fajr prayer is so long
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as the first part of the sun has
not risen. The time for the Zuhr
prayer is from when the sun
passes the middle of the sky, so
long as 'Asr has not come. The
time for the 'Asr prayer is so long
as the sun has not turned yellow
and the first part of it has not
disappeared. The time for the
Maghjib prayer is when the sun
sets, so long as the twilight has
not disappeared. The time for
'Ishâ' prayer is until halfway
through the night."

[1390] 175 - ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin
Yalyâ bin Abl Katheer said: "I
heard my father say: 'Knowledge
cannot be acquired by resting
ones body."

[1391] 176 - (613) It was
narrated from Sulaimân bin
Buraidah, from his father, from
the Prophet
that a man asked
him about the times of prayer.
He said to him: "Pray with us for
these two," meaning these two
days. When the sun had passed
its zenith, he told Bilâl to call the
AdLân, then he told him to call
the Iqâmah for Zuhr. Then he
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told him to call the Iqâmah for
Asr when the sun was high, white
and clear. Then he told him to
call the Iqâmah for Magrib when
the sun had set. Then he told him
to call the Iqamah for 'Ishâ' when
the twilight disappeared. Then he
told him to call the Iqamah for
Fajr when dawn broke. The next
day, he told him to delay the
Iqâmah for Zuhr until the heat of
the day had passed and it had
cooled down somewhat. Then he
prayed 'Ar when the sun was still
high, but later than on the day
before. He prayed Mag_hrib
before the twilight disappeared,
and he prayed 'Is/ia' after onethird of the night had passed, and
he prayed Fajr when it had grown
light. Then he said: "Where is the
one who asked about the times of
prayer?" The man said: "It was
me, 0 Messenger of Allah." He
said: "The times of your prayers
are between what you have
seen."

[1392] 177 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sulaimân bin Buraidah,
from his father, that a man came
to the Prophet iW and asked him
about the times of prayer. He
said: "Attend the prayer with us."
He told Bilâl to call the Adhân
when it was still dark, and he
prayed Subh when dawn broke.
Then he told him (to call the
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Adhân) for Zuhr when the sun
passed the middle of the sky.
Then he told him (to call the
Adhân) for 'Asr when the sun was
still high. Then he told him (to
call the Adhân) for Maghrib when
the sun set. Then he told him (to
call the Adhan) for 'Ishâ' when
the twilight disappeared. The
following day, he told him (to call
the Adhân) for Fajr when it had
grown light. Then he told him (to
call the Adhân) for Zuhr when it
had cooled down a little. Then he
told him (to call the Adhân) for
Asr when the sun was still white
and clear, and had not become
tinged with yellow. Then he told
him (to call the Adhân) for
Magihrib before the twilight
disappeared. Then he told him
(to call the Adhân) for 'Ishâ'
when one-third of the night had
gone, or when part of the night
had done HaramI was not sure.
When morning came he said:
"Where is the one who was
asking? Between what you have
seen is the time."
[1393] 178 (614) Abü Bakr bin
AbI Müsâ narrated from his
father, from the Messenger of
Allah
, that someone came to
him and asked him about the
times of the prayer. He did not
give any reply. Then he had the
Iqâmah called for Fajr when
dawn broke and the people could
hardly recognize one another
(because it was so dark). Then he
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told him to call the Iqâmah for
Zuhr when the sun had passed its
zenith and one would say that it
was midday, although he knew
better than them. Then he told
him to call the Iqâmah for 'Asr
when the sun was high. Then he
told him to call the Iqâmah for
Maghrib when the sun set. Then
he told him to call the Iqâmah
for 'Ishâ' when the twilight
disappeared. Then the following
day he delayed Fajr until when it
was over, one would say that the
sun had risen or had almost
risen. Then he delayed Zuhr until
it was nearly the time when he
had prayed 'Asr the day before.
Then he delayed 'Asr until when
it was over, one would say that
the sun had turned red. Then he
delayed Maghrib until the twilight
was about to disappear. Then he
delayed 'Ishâ' until it was the first
third of the night. The next day
he called the one who had asked
and said: "The times (of prayers)
are between each two times."
[1394] 179 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Bakr bin AbI Müsâ,
from his father, that someone
came to the Prophet ç and
asked him about the times of
prayer... a Hadith like that of Ibn
Numair (no. 1393), except that
he said: "He prayed Maghrib
before the twilight disappeared
on the second day."
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Chapter 32. The
Recommendation To Delay
Zuhr (Until It Has Cooled
Down) In Severe Heat For One
Who Finds It Too Hot In Route
To Join The Congregation
[1395] 180 - (615) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah ç said:
'When it is very hot, wait until it
cools down somewhat before
praying, for intense heat is an
exhalation from Hell."

[13961 ( ... ) Abü Hurairah said:
The Messenger of Allah
said...
a similar report (as no. 1395).

[1397] 181 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah : said:
"When it is a hot day, - vait until
it cools down somewl i before
praying, for intense Iat is a
exhalation from Hell."
It was narrated from Abü
Hurairah that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "Wait until it cools
down somewhat before praying,
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for intense heat is an exhalation
from Hell."
A similar report was narrated
from AN Hurairah, from the
Messenger of Allah .

[1398] 182 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
said:
Messenger of Allah
"This heat is an exhalation from
Hell, so wait until it cools down
before praying."

[1399] 183 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hammâm bin Munabbih said:
"This is what Abü Hurairah
narrated to us from the Messenger
of Allah a," and he mentioned
some Ahad, among which was:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Wait until it cools down somewhat
before praying, for intense heat is
an exhalation from Hell."
[1400] 184 - (616) It was
narrated that Abü Dharr said:
"The Mu'adhdhin of the
Messenger of Allah
called the
Adhân for Zuhr, and the Prophet
said: 'Wait until it cools down,
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wait until it cools down,' or he
said, 'Wait, wait.' And he said:
'Intense heat is an exhalation
from Hell, so if it is very hot, wait
until it cools down somewhat
before praying."
Abü Dharr said: "So we waited
until we could see the shadow of
the mounds."

[1401] 185 - (617) Abü
Hurairah said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'The Fire
complained to its Lord and said:
o Lord, parts of me have
consumed other parts. So He
gave it permission to breathe out,
once in the winter and once in
the summer, and that is the
intense heat that you experience,
and the bitter cold that you
experience."

[14021 186 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from
Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"When it is hot, wait for it to
cool down somewhat before
praying, for the intense heat is an
exhalation from Hell." And he
mentioned: "The Fire complained
to its Lord, so He gave it
permission to breathe out twice
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each year, once in the winter and
once in the summer."
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[14031 187 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
said: "The
Messenger of Allah
Fire said: 'Lord, parts of me have
consumed other parts; give me
permission to breathe out.' So He
gave it permission to breathe out,
once in the winter and once in
the summer. What you
experience of cold, or intense
cold, is the breath of Hell, and
what you experience of heat or
intense heat is the breath of
Hell."

Chapter 33. It Is
Recommended To Pray Zuhr At
The Beginning Of Its Time
When There Is No Intense
Heat
[14041 188 - (618) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin Samurah
said: "The Prophet ji$r, used to
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pray Zuhr when the sun
declined."[']

(619) It was
[14051 189
narrated that Khabbfib said: "We
complained to the Messenger of
Allah
about praying on the
hot sand, and he did not respond
to our complaint."

[1406] 190 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Khabbfib said: "We came to
the Messenger of Allah ; and
complained to him about the hot
sand and he did not respond to
our complaint."
Zuhair said: "I said to Abü
Ishâq: 'Was that concerning
Zuhr?' He said: 'Yes.' I said:
'Was it about praying it earlier?'
He said: 'Yes."

" The Arabic word is Dahadat; meaning when it past the zenith.
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[1407] 191 - (620) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "We used to pray (uhr)
with the Messenger of Allah
when it was intensely hot, and if
one of us could not place his
forehead firmly on the ground,
he would spread out his garment
and prostrate on it."
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Chapter 34. It Is
Recommended To Pray 'Asr
Early
[1408] 192 - (621) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that the Messenger of Allah jW
used to pray 'Asr when the sun
was high and bright, then a
person would go to Al-'Awâll and
reach A]-'AwâlI when the sun was
still high.

[1409] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Anas that the Messenger of Allah
used to pray 'Apr... a similar
report (as no. 1408).

[1410] 193 - ( ... ) It was narrated
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that Anas bin Mâlik said: "We
used to pray 'Acr, then a person
could go to Qubâ' and reach
them when the sun was still
high."

[1411] 194 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "We
used to pray 'Acr then a man
could go out to Banü 'Amr bin
'Awf and find them praying 'Asr."

[1412] 195 - (622) It was
narrated from Al-'Ala bin
'Abdur-Rahmân that he entered
upon Anas bin Mâlik in his house
in Al-Basrah, when he had
finished Zuhr, and his house was
beside the Masjid. When we
entered upon him he said: 'Have
you prayed 'Asr?' We said: 'We
have just finished Zuhr.' He said:
'Pray 'Ar.' So we stood up and
prayed, and when we had
finished he said: 'I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: That
is the prayer of the hypocrite. He
sits watching the sun, then when
it is between the horns of the
Shaitân, he stands up and pecks
out four Rak'ah, in which he
remembers Allah only a little."
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[14131 196 - (623) Abü
Umâmah bin Sahl said: "We
prayed Zuhr with 'Umar bin
'Abdul-'AzIz, then we went out
and entered upon Anas bin
Mâlik, and we found him praying
Asr. I said: '0 uncle, what is the
prayer that you have prayed?' He
said: "Ag. This is the prayer of
the Messenger of Allah which
we used to pray with him."

[1414] 197 - (624) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "The Messenger of Allah it
led us in praying 'Ar, and when
he had finished, a man from
Banü Salimah came and said: '0
Messenger of Allah, we want to
slaughter a camel of ours, and we
would like you to be present.' He
said, 'Yes.' So he set out, and we
set Out with him, and we found
that the camel had not yet been
slaughtered. It was slaughtered,
then cut into pieces, and some of
it was cooked, then we ate,
before the sun set."
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[1415] 198 - (625) Râfi' bin
11adIj said: "We used to pray
Ar with the Messenger of Allah
ç, then a camel would be
slaughtered and divided into ten
parts, then it would be cooked
and we would eat cooked meat,
before the sun set."

[1416] 199 - ( ... ) Al-Awzâ'I
narrated it (the narration of
Râfi') with this chain, except that
he said: "We used to slaughter a
camel after 'Asr at the time of
the Messenger of Allah ," and
he did not say: "We used to pray
with him."

Chapter 35. Stern Warning
Against Missing The 'Asr
Prayer
[14171 200 - (626) It was
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narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah
said: "The
one who misses 'Asr is like the
one whose family and wealth
were taken from him."

[1418] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Sâlim, from his father (a HadIth
similar to no. 1417).

[1419] 201 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sâlim bin 'Abdullâh, from
his father, that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "Whoever misses
Asr it is as if his family and
wealth were taken from him."

Chapter 36. The Evidence For
Those Who Say That 'The
Middle Prayer' Is The 'Acr
Prayer
[1420] 202 - (627) It was
narrated that 'Ali said: "On the
day of (the battle of) A1-Aiz6b,
the Messenger of Allah
said:
'May Allah fill their graves and

:JU
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their houses with fire, for they
kept us busy and distracted us
from the Middle Prayer until the
sun set."

[1421] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Hishâm with this chain (a HadIth
similar to no. 1420).

[1422] 203 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Ali said: "On the day of
(the battle of) Al-Ahzâb, the
Messenger of Allah
said:
'They distracted us from the
Middle Prayer until the sun set.
May Allah fill their graves with
fire, and their houses,' or 'their
bellies" - Shu'bah was not sure
whether he said houses or bellies.

[1423] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Qatâdah with this chain, and he
said: "Their houses and their
graves" - he was not uncertain.

[1424] 204 - ( ... ) 'Ali said: "On
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the day of (the battle of) AlAhzâb, when he was sitting at one
of the openings in the ditch, the
Messenger of Allah , said:
'They distracted us from the
Middle Prayer until the sun set.
May Allah fill their graves and
their houses' - or 'their graves
and their bellies - with fire."

[1425] 205 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Ali said: "The Messenger of
said on the day of (the
Allah
battle of) Al-Aizzâb: "They
distracted us from the Middle
Prayer, 'Asr prayer. May Allah fill
their houses and their graves with
fire." Then he prayed it between
the two evening prayers, between
Magirib and 'Ishâ'.

[1426] 206 - (628) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said:
"The idolators kept the
Messenger of Allah J from
praying 'Ayr until the sun had
turned red or yellow. The
said:
Messenger of Allah
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'They distracted us from the
Middle Prayer, 'Asr prayer. May
Allah fill their bellies and their
graves with fire."

[1427] 207 - (629) It was
narrated that Abü Yünus, the
freed slave of 'Aihah, said:
"Aishah told me to write a Mushaf
for her, and she said: 'When you
reach this verse - Guard strictly
(five obligatory) A-alawât (the
prayers) especially the middle
Salât ... ' 1 - call me.' When I
reached it, I called her, and she
dictated to me the words of Allah:
'Guard strictly (five obligatory)
Ac-alawât (the prayers) especially
the middle Saldt and 'Acr prayer.
And stand before Allah with
obedience.' 'Aishaid: 'I heard
it from the Messenger of Allah
,,,

[14281 208 - (630) It was
narrated from Al-Fudail bin
Marzfiq from Shaqiq bin 'Uqbah,
that Al-Bari' bin 'Azib said:
L' A1-Baqarah 2:238.
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"This verse was revealed - 'Guard
strictly (five obligatory) prayers
and 'Ayr prayer...' and we recited
it for as long as Allah willed, then
Allah abrogated, it and revealed:
'Guard strictly (five obligatory)
As-alawât (the prayers)
especially the middle alát) ... 11
A man who was sitting beside
aqlq said to him: "So it is the
Asr prayer." A1-Barâ' said: "I
have told you how it was revealed
and how it was abrogated, and
Allah knows best."
[1429] (...) It was narrated from
Al-Bari' bin 'Azib. He said: "We
recited it with the Messenger of
Allah
for a while." A HadI.th
like that of Fudail bin Marzüq
(no. 1428).

[1430] 209 - (631) It was
narrated from Jâbir bin 'Abdulláh
that on the day of Al-Kljandaq
(i.e., the battle of Al-Ahzâb),
'Umar bin Al-Khattâb started
cursing the disbelievers of the
Quraish and said: "0 Messenger
of Allah, by Allah I could not pray
Asr until the sun was about to
set." The Messenger of Allah ij
said: "By Allah, I have not prayed
either." We went down to Buthân,
[1]

A1-Baqarah 2:238.
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and the Messenger of Allah
performed Wu(iâ' and so did we.
Then the Messenger of Allah
prayed 'Asr after the sun had set,
then he prayed Mag_hrib after that.

[1431] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1430) was narrated from
Yayâ bin AbI KathIr, with this
chain.

Chapter 37. The Virtue Of The
Sub/i And 'Asr Prayers, And Of
Maintaining Them
(,

[1432] 210 - (632) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah ç said:
"The Angels of the night and the
day come to you in succession,
and they meet at the Fajr prayer
and at the 'Asr prayer. Then
those who stayed among you
ascend and their Lord asks them,
although He knows best about
them, 'How did you leave My
slaves?' and they say: 'We left
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them while they were praying,
and we came to them while they
were praying."
[1433] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Hurairah that the Prophet
jW said: "The Angels come to
you in succession," a Hadijh like
that of Abü Az-Zinâd (no. 1432).

[1434] 211 - (633) Qais bin Abl
Házim said: "I heard JarIr bin
'Abdullâh say: 'We were sitting
with the Messenger of Allah
when he looked at the moon
while it was full, and he said:
"You will see your Lord as you
are seeing this moon, and you
will not crowd one another in
order to see Him. If you can, do
not let yourselves be distracted
from praying before the sun rises
and before it sets," meaning Fajr
and 'Asr. Then Jarir recited:
"And glorify the praises of your
Lord before the rising of the sun,
and before its setting."11

[1435] 212 - ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin
Numair, Abü Usámah and Waki'
narrated with this chain and said:
"(The Prophet 0, said: You will
Ta-Ha 20:130.
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be presented to your Lord and
you will see Him as you see this
moon." And he said: "Then he
recited," and he did not mention
JarIr.
[14361 213 - (634) It was
narrated from Ibn AbI Iiâlid,
Mis'ar and A]-Bakhtari bin AlMutâr, that they heard from
Abü Bakr bin 'Umârah bin
Ruwaibah, that his father said: "I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: 'No one will enter the Fire
who prays before the sun rises
and before it sets." Meaning Fajr
and 'Acr. A man from among the
people of Al-Basrah said to him:
"Did you hear it from the
Messenger of Allah ç?" He
said: "Yes." The man said: "And
I bear witness that I heard it
from the Messenger of Allah
My ears heard it and my heart
understood it."

[1437] 214 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umârah bin Ruwaibah
that his father said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'No
one will enter the Fire who prays
before the sun rises and before it
sets." With him there was a man
from among the people of AlBarah who said: "Did you hear
this from the Prophet ?" He
said: "Yes, I bear witness to
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that." He said: "And I bear
witness that I heard the Prophet
say it in the same place where
you heard it from him."
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[14381 215 - (635) It was
narrated from Abü Bakr, from
his father, that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "Whoever prays at
the two cool times (Fajr and
Asr), he will enter Paradise."

[1439] ( ... ) Hammâm narrated it
with this chain, and said that Abü
Bakr was Ibn AbI Müsâ.
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Chapter 38. The Beginning Of
The Time For Maghrib Is When
The Sun Sets

(

[1440] 216 - (636) It wa
narrated from Salamah bin A]Akwa' that the Messenger of
Allah
used to pray MagLrib
when the sun set and had
disappeared below the horizon
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[1441] 217 - (637) Râfi' bin
hadIj said: "We used to pray
Maghjib with the Messenger of
Allah , and one of us would
leave, and he would be able to
see as far as he could shoot an
arrow."

[1442] ( ... ) Râfi' bin jchadIj said:
"We used to pray Mag_hrib..." a
similar HadIth (as no. 1441).

Chapter 39. The Time Of 'Ishâ'
And Delaying It
[1443] 218 - (638) 'Urwah bin
Az-Zubair narrated that 'Aiah,
the wife of the Prophet , said:
"One night the Messenger of
Allah
delayed the 'Ishâ'
prayer, the one that is called 'AlAtamah,' until it was very dark.
The Messenger of Allah
did
not come out until 'Umar bin A]
Kiattâb said: 'The women and
children have fallen asleep.' Then
the Messenger of Allah
came
out, and he said to the people in
the Masjid when he came out to
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them: 'None of the people of
earth are waiting for it except
you.' That was before Islam had
spread among the people."
Harmalah added in his report:
Ibn Shihâb said: "It was said to
me that the Messenger of Allah
said: 'And you should not try
to compel the Messenger of
Allah
to pray. That was when
'Umar bin Al-Khattâb called
out."

[1444] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1443) with this chain, but he
did not mention what Az-Zuhrl
said: "It was said to me that..."
etc.

[1445] 219 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "One night the
Messenger of Allah
delayed
'Ishâ' until most of the night had
gone and the people in the
Masjid had fallen asleep. Then he
came out and said: 'This would
be the time for it, were it not that
I would cause hardship on my
Ummah." In the narration of
'Abdur-Razzâq: "Were it not that
it was difficult on my Ummah."
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[1446] 220 - (639) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar said: "One night we
remained waiting for the
Messenger of Allahij to pray
'Ishâ', and he came out to us
when one-third or more of the
night had passed. We did not
know if some family matter had
detained him or something else.
When he came out, he said: 'You
are waiting for a prayer for which
the people of no other religion
are waiting. Were it not that it
would be too burdensome for my
Ummah, I would have prayed it
with you at this hour.' Then he
told the Mu'adhdhin to call the
Iqâmah, and he prayed."

[1447] 221 - ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar narrated that the
Messenger of Allah jo,F was
distracted one night and delayed
'Ishâ' until we fell asleep in the
Masjid then woke up, then we fell
asleep, then woke up. Then the
Messenger of Allah
came out
to us and said: "There is no one
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on earth tonight who is waiting
for the prayer other than you."

(640) It was
[1448] 222
narrated from Thâbit that they
asked Anas about the ring of the
and he
Messenger of Allah
said: "One night the Messenger
of Allah
delayed 'Ishâ' until
the middle of the night, or when
almost half of the night had
gone. Then he came and said:
'The people have prayed and
gone to sleep, but you are still in
a state of prayer so long as you
are waiting for the prayer.' Anas
said: 'It is as if I can see the
brightness of his silver ring, and
he raised the little finger of his
left hand."
[1449] 223 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "We
waited for the Messenger of
Allah 41ç one night until it was
nearly halfway through the night.
Then he came and prayed, then
he turned to face us, and it is as
if I can see the brightness of his
silver ring on his hand."

[1450] ( ... ) It was narrated by
Qurrah with this chain (a similar
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IjadWh as no. 1449), but he did
not mention the phrase, "then he
turned to face us."

[1451] 224 - (641) It was
narrated that Abü Müsâ said:
"My companions and I - who
came with me in the ship - were
staying in the valley of Buthân,
and the Messenger of Allah
was in Al-Madinah. Every night it
would be the turn of a group of
them to go to the Messenger of
Allahii at the time of 'Ishâ'
prayer." Abü Müsâ said: "My
companions and I went to the
Messenger of Allah jK, but
something kept him busy until he
prayed while it was very dark,
almost halfway through the night.
Then the Messenger of Allah
came out and led them in prayer,
and when he had finished his
prayer he said to those who were
present: 'Wait! I will tell you
something and give you glad
tidings. It is Allah's blessing to
you that no one else among the
people is praying at this hour
except you." Abü Müsâ said:
"We went back rejoicing at what
we had heard from the
Messenger of Allah ."

[1452] 225 - (642) Ibn Juraij
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said: "I said to 'Atâ': 'Which time
do you like most to pray 'Ishâ' which the people call Al- 'Atamah
- as an Imâm or alone?' He said:
'I heard Ibn 'Abbâs say: "The
Prophet of Allah
prayed 'Ishâ'
one night when it was very dark,
when the people had fallen
asleep and woken up, and fallen
asleep again and woken up. Then
'Umar bin Al-ithaflâb stood up
and said. 'The prayer." 'Atâ'
said: 'Ibn 'Abbâs said: "Then the
came out,
Prophet of Allah
and it is as if I can see him now,
with his head dripping water,
placing his hand on the side of
his head and saying: 'Were it not
that it would be too difficult for
my Ummah, I would have
commanded them to pray it like
this (at this time)."
I asked 'Atâ' how the Messenger
of Allah 0, placed his hand on
his head as Ibn 'Abbâs had said.
'Atâ' spread his fingers a little
and placed the ends of his fingers
on the side of his head, then he
moved them like this until his
thumb was touching the side of
his ear that is next to the face,
then over the edge of the ear and
the end of his beard, but he did
not hold on to anything, except
like this. I said to 'Atâ': "How
long did he delay ('Ishâ') that
night?" He said: "I do not
know."
Atâ' said: "I like most to pray
'Ishâ' late, whether as an Imâm
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or alone, as the Prophet jW
prayed it on that night. If that is
too hard for you, whether you are
praying alone or as an Imâm
leading the people in congregation,
then pray it at the middle hour,
neither too early nor too late."

[1453] 226
(643) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin Samurah
said: "The Messenger of Allah jNg
used to delay 'Ishâ' prayer."

[1454] 227 - (...) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin Samurah said:
"The Messenger of Allah ; used
to offer the (other) prayers as
you do, but he used to delay
'Ishâ' later than you do, and he
used to make his prayers brief."

[1455] 228 - (644) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar
said: "I heard the Messenger of
say: 'Do not let the
Allah
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Bedouins overpower you with
regard to the name of your
prayerJ11 It is 'Ishâ', but they
delay milking their camels until it
is very dark."

[1456] 229 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Messenger of Allah ii said: 'Do
not let the Bedouins overpower
you with regard to the name of
your 'Ishâ' prayer, for it is 'Ishâ'
in the Book of Allah, but they
delay the milking of their camels
until it is very dark."

Chapter 40. It Is
Recommended To Pray Subh
Early, At The Beginning Of Its
Time, When It Is Still Dark;
And The Length Of Recitation
Therein
[1457] 230 - (645) It was
narrated from 'Aishah that the
believing women used to pray
Sub/i with the Prophet , then
they would go back, wrapped in
their Mirf, 21 and no one would
recognize them.
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' The Bedouins used to call 'Jjâ' by the name Al- 'Ata,nah (meaning darkness).
121 Mirt: A type of cloak with markings on it, made of wool or silk or the like.
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[1458] 231 - ( ... ) ' Urwah bin AzZubair narrated that 'Aiah, the
wife of the Prophet , told him:
"The believing women used to
attend Fajr prayer with the
Messenger of Allah , wrapped
in their Mirt, then they would go
back to their houses and no one
would recognize them, because
the Messenger of Allah jW, would
pray when it was still dark."

[1459] 232 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
used to
pray Subh, then the women
would leave, wrapped in their
Mirt, and no one would recognize
them because it was so dark."

[1460] 233 - (646) It was
narrated that Muhammad bin
'Amr bin Al-Hasan bin 'Ali said:
"When A]-Hajjâj came to AlMadinah, we asked Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh and he said: 'The

Masâjid And Places Of Prayer

Messenger of Allah
used to
pray Zuhr at midday, 'Ar when
the sun was still bright, Mag_hrib
when the sun set, and sometimes
he would delay 'Ishâ' and
sometimes he would hasten to
pray it. If he saw that they had
gathered, he would pray early,
and if he saw that they were
coming late, he would delay it.
And they" - or he said: "the
Prophet
- used to pray 5ubh
when it was still dark."

[1461] 234 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sa'd that he heard
Muhammad bin 'Amr bin AlHasan bin 'All say: "Al-Uajjâj
used to delay the prayers, and we
asked Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh..." a
HadIth similar to that of Ghundar
(no. 1460).
[1462] 235 - (647) It was
narrated from Shu'bah who said:
"Sayyâr bin Salâmah informed
me: 'I heard my father asking
Abü Barzah about the prayer of
the Messenger of Allah k;." He
said: "I said: 'Did you hear him?'
He said: 'It is as if I can hear him
now.' He said: 'I heard my father
asking him about the prayer of
the Messenger of Allah s." He
said: "He did not mind delaying
some of them," meaning 'Ishâ',
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"until halfway through the night,
and he did not like to sleep
before 'Ishâ' nor speak
afterwards." Shu'bah said: "Then
I met him later on and I asked
him, and he said: 'He used to
pray Zuhr when the sun passed
its zenith, and he prayed 'Asr and
a man could go to the farthest
part of Al-MadInah and the sun
would still be bright.' As for
Maghrib, I do not know what
time he mentioned. Then I met
him after that and I asked him,
and he said: 'He used to pray
Subh and a man would leave,
looking at his companion whom
he knew, and he would recognize
him. And he used to recite
between sixty and one hundred
verses in it."
[1463] 236 - (...) It was narrated
from Shu'bah from Sayyâr bin
Salâmah who said: "I heard Abü
Barzah say: 'The Messenger of
Allah ç did not mind delaying
'Ishâ' prayer until halfway
through the night. He did not
like to sleep before it nor speak
after it." Shu'bah said: "Then I
met him again, and he said: 'Or
until one-third of the way
through the night."
[1464] 237 ( ... ) It was narrated
that Sayyâr bin Salâmah Abü A]Minhâl said: "I heard Abü
Barzah Al-Aslami say: 'The
Messenger of Allah
used to
delay 'Ishâ' until one-third of the
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night had passed, and he disliked
sleeping before it and talking
after it. In Fajr he used to recite
between sixty and one hundred
verses, and he would end when
we could recognize one another's
faces."

Chapter 41. It Is Disliked To
Delay The Prayers Beyond
Their Proper Times, And What
A Person Should Do If The
Imâm Delays The Prayer
[1465] 238 - (648) It was
narrated that Abü Pharr said:
"The Messenger of Allah ç said
to me: 'What will you do when
there are appointed over you
rulers who delay the prayer from
its proper time or kill it?'111 I
said: 'What do you command me
to do?' He said: 'Offer the prayer
on time, then if you are with
them when they pray, pray with
them, and that will be a voluntary
prayer for you."
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[1466] 239 - (...) It was narrated
that Abü Pharr said: "The
(1]
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Meaning they delay it so much that it is like something lifeless.
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Messenger of Allah
said to
me: '0 Abü Pharr, after me
there will be rulers who will kill
the prayer. Pray on time, for if
you pray on time, that will be
voluntary, and you will have
preserved your prayer."

[1467] 240 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Pharr said: "My
beloved (i.e., The Prophet
)
advised me to listen and obey,
even if the one appointed over
me is a slave with his hands and
feet cut off, and to offer the
prayer on time. 'If you catch up
with the people but find that they
have already prayed, then you
will have preserved your prayer,
and if you do catch up with them,
that will be a voluntary prayer for
you."
[14681 241 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Pharr said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said,
striking my thigh: 'What will you
do if you are among people who
delay the prayer from its proper
time?" He said: "What do you
command me to do?" He said:
"Offer the prayer on time, then
go about your business, and if the
Iqâmah for prayer is called when
you are in the Masjid, then pray."
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[1469] 242 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Al-'Aliyah Al-Barâ'
said: "Ibn Ziyâd delayed the
prayer, and 'Abdullâh bin AsSâmit came to me. I brought him
a chair and he sat down, then he
told me what Ibn Ziyâd had
done, and bit on his lip (as a sign
of displeasure). He struck me on
the thigh and said: 'I asked Abü
Pharr the same thing as you are
asking me, and he struck me on
the thigh as I have struck you,
and said: I asked the Messenger
of Allah the same thing as you
asked me, and he struck me on
the thigh as I have struck you,
and said: Offer the prayer on
time, then if you catch up with
the prayer with them, then pray,
and do not say, I have already
prayed so I will not pray."

[1470] 243 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Dharr said: "He (4k)
said: 'What will you do if you stay
among people who delay the
prayer from its proper time?
Offer the prayer on time, then if
the Iqâmah if called, pray with
them. That will be better."
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[1471] 244 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Al-'Aliyah Al-Barâ'
said: "I said to 'Abdullâh bin AsSâmit: 'We pray behind rulers on
Fridays who delay the prayer.' He
struck me painfully on the thigh
and said: 'I asked Abü Dharr
about that and he struck me on
the thigh and said: I asked the
Messenger of Allah about that
and he said: Offer the prayer on
time, and make your prayer with
them voluntary."
And 'Abdullâh said: "It was said
to me that the Messenger of
Allah
struck the thigh of Abü
Dharr."

Chapter 42. The Virtue Of
Prayer In Congregation, And
Clarifying The Stern Warning
Against Staying Away From It,
And That It Is Fard K yah"1
[14721 245 - (64 It was
narrated from Abü Huiairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Prayer in congregation is
twenty-five times better in reward
Ill
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than the prayer of one of you
praying alone."

[1473] 246 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abfl Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "Prayer in
congregation is superior to the
prayer of a man offered alone by
twenty-five degrees." And he
said: "The Angels of the night
and the Angels of the day meet
at Fajr prayer." Abü Hurairah
said: "Recite if you wish: '...And
recite the Qur'ân in the early
dawn. Verily, the recitation of the
Qur'ân in the early dawn is ever
witnessed (attended by the
Angels in charge of mankind of
the day and the night)."'[']
[1474] ( ... ) Abü Hurairah said:
"I heard the Prophet
say..." a
HadIth like that of 'Abdul-A'la
from Ma'mar (no. 1473), except
that he said: "Twenty-five times
better in reward."

[1475] 247 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that AbiI Hurairah said: "The
A1-Isr6' 17:78.
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Messenger of Allah Qt said:
'Prayer in congregation is equivalent
to twenty-five prayers offered on
one's own."
:JU
5L))

[1476] 248 - ( ... ) Ibn Juraij said:
"Umar bin 'Atâ' bin AbI AlKhuwâr told me that while he
was sitting with Nâfi' bin Jubair
bin Mut'im, Abü 'Abdullâh, the
in-law of Zaid bin Zabbân, the
freed slave of the JuhanIs, passed
by them. NO' called him and
said: 'I heard Abü Hurairah say:
The Messenger of Allah ç said:
'A prayer offered with the Imâm
is better than twenty-five prayers
offered on one's own."

[1477] 249 - (650) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Prayer in congregation is
superior to prayer offered alone
by twenty-seven degrees."

[1478] 250 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet
said: "A man's prayer in
congregation is twenty-seven

Masâjid And Places Of Prayer

times better than his prayer
offered alone."

[1479] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Ubaidullâh with this chain (a
HadIth similar to no. 1478).
Ibn Numair said, narrating from
his father: "Twenty-odd." AN
Bakr said in his report: "Twentyseven degrees."

[1480] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet
said: "Twenty-odd."

[1481] 251 - (651) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
noticed that some people were
not present at some prayers, and
he said: "I was thinking of
ordering a man to lead the
prayer, then I would go to the
men who have stayed away from
it (the prayer), and order that
their houses be burned down
around them with bundles of
firewood. If one of them knew
that he would find a meaty bone,
he would attend it." Meaning
'Ishâ' prayer.
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[14821 252 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah ij said: 'The
most burdensome prayers for the
hypocrites are the 'Ishâ' prayer
and the Fajr prayer. If they knew
what there is in them, they would
come even if they had to crawl. I
was thinking of ordering the
Iqâmah for prayer, then I would
tell a man to lead the people in
prayer, and I would set out with
men carrying bundles of
firewood, and go to people who
do not attend the prayer and
burn their houses down around
them."

[1483] 253 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hammâm bin Munabbih
said: "This is what Abü Hurairah
narrated to us from the
Messenger of Allah ," - and &
mentioned a number of Ahad,
including the following: "The
Messenger of Allah ijiiI said: 'I
was thinking of ordering my
young men to prepare bundles of
firewood for me, then I would
order a man to lead the people in
prayer, then I would burn down
the houses with their occupants."
[1484] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1483) was narrated from AbCi
Hurairah, from the Prophet .
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[1485] 254 - (652) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh that the
said concerning some
Prophet
people who stayed away from
Friday prayer: "I was thinking of
ordering a man to lead the
people in prayer, then I would
burn down the houses of men
who stay away from Friday
prayer, with them inside."

Chapter 43. It Is Obligatory
For The One Who Hears The
Call To Prayer To Come To
The Masjid
[1486] 255 - (653) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"A blind man came to the
Prophet
and said: '0
Messenger of Allah, I do not
have any guide to take me to the
Masjid.' And he asked the
Messenger of Allah
to grant
him a dispensation allowing him
to offer prayers in his house, and
he allowed him that. When he
turned to leave, he called him
back and said: 'Can you hear the
call to prayer?' He said: 'Yes.'
He said: 'Then answer it."
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Chapter 44. Prayer In
Congregation Is One Of The
Sunnah Of Guidance
[1487] 256 - (654) It was
narrated that Abü A]-Ahwas said:
"'Abdullâh said: 'I remember
when no one stayed away from
the prayer except a hypocrite who
was known for his hypocrisy, or
one who was sick. But even a sick
person would walk between two
men and come to prayer. The
Messenger of Allah
taught us
the Sunnah of guidance, and one
of the Sunnah of guidance is
praying in the Masjid in which
the Adhân is called."

[1488] 257 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said: "Whoever
would like to meet Allah, may
He be exalted, tomorrow as a
Muslim, let him preserve these
prayers where the call is made
for them. For indeed Allah has
prescribed the Sunnah of
guidance to your Prophet
and
they (the prayers) are among the
Sunnah of guidance. If you pray
in your houses like this one who
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stays away from the Masjid, prays
in his house, you will have
forsaken the Sunnah of your
Prophet, and if you forsake the
Sunnah of your Prophet you will
go astray. There is no man who
purifies himself and purifies
himself well, then he goes to one
of these Masâjid, but Allah will
record one good deed for him for
every step he takes, and will raise
him in status one degree thereby,
and will erase one bad deed
thereby. I remember when no
one would stay away but a
hypocrite whose hypocrisy was
known, and a man would come
staggering between two others in
order to stand in the row."

Chapter 45. The Prohibition Of
Leaving The Masjid Once The
Mu'adhdhin Has Called The
Aân
[1489] 258 - (655) It was
narrated that Abü Ash-Sha'thâ'
said: "We were sitting in the
Masjid with Abü Hurairah when
the Mu'adhdhin called the
Adhân. A man stood up and
walked Out of the Masjid, and
Abü Hurairah followed him with
his gaze until he exited the
Masjid. Abü Hurairah said: 'This
man has disobeyed Abü AlQâsim ."
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[1490] 259. ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ash'ath bin Abi Ashha'.thâ' A1-MuhâribI that his
father said: "I heard Abü
Hurairah say, when he saw a man
leaving the Masjid after the
A_d_hân: 'This man has disobeyed
Abü Al-Qâsim ."

.[]

Chapter 46. The Virtue Of
Praying 'Ishâ' And Subh In
Congregation
[1491] 260 - (656) 'AbdurRahmân bin AbI 'Amrah said:
"Uthmân bin 'Affân entered the
Masjid after Maghrib and sat alone.
I sat with him and he said: '0 son of
my brother, I heard the Messenger
of Allah jW, say: 'Whoever prays
'Ishii' in congregation, it is as if he
spent half the night in prayer, and
whoever prays Subh in
congregation, it is as if he spent
the whole night in prayer."

[1492]...

. (...) A similar report
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(as no. 1491) was narrated from
Abü Sahi 'Uftmân bin Hakim,
with this chain.

[1493] 261 - (657) It was
narrated that Anas bin SIrIn said:
"I heard Jundab bin 'Abdullâh
say: 'The Messenger of Allah
said: "Whoever prays Subh, then
he is under the protection of
Allah, but anyone who falls short
with regard to the rights of Allah,
then Allah will seize him and will
throw him into the Fire of Hell."

[1494] 262 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin SIrIn said: "I heard
Jundab Al-QasrI say: 'The
Messenger of Allah
said:
Whoever prays the Subh prayer,
then he is under the protection of
Allah, so do not fall short with
regard to the rights of Allah, for
anyone who does that, Allah will
seize him and will throw him on
his face into the Fire of Hell."

[1495] ( ... ) This was narrated
from Jundab bin Sufyân from the
Prophet , but he did not say:
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"And throw him in the Fire of
Hell."

Chapter 47. Concession
Allowing One To Not Attend
The Congregation If There Is
An Excuse
[14961 263 - (33) It was
narrated from Ibn Shihâb that
Mahmüd bin Ar-RabI' A]-AnsârI
told him that 'Itbân bin Mâlik who was one of the Companions
and had been
of the Prophet
present at (the battle of) Badr,
and was one of the Ansâr - came
to the Messenger of Allah , and
said: "0 Messenger of Allah, I
have lost my eyesight, and I lead
my people in prayer, but when it
rains, the valley between them
and I gets flooded, and I cannot
get to their Masjid to lead them
in prayer. 0 Messenger of Allah,
I would like you to come and
pray in a place that I may take as
a prayer place." The Messenger
of Allah jb,F said: "I will do that,
if Allah wills."
'Itbân said: "The next day, when
the sun was fully up, the
and Abü
Messenger of Allah
Bakr A-Siddlq went to him. The
Messenger of Allah ç asked for
permission to enter and
permission was given to him, and
he did not sit, rather he said:

j
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'Where in your house would you
like me to pray?' I pointed to a
corner of the house, and the
Messenger of Allah stood and
said the TakbIr, and we stood
behind him. He prayed two
Rak'ah then said the Salâm. Then
we asked him to stay and eat
some aaziP that we had made
for him. Men from the
surrounding houses came to us,
until a large number of men had
gathered in the house. One of
them said: 'Where is Mâlik bin
Ad-Dukhshun?' One of them
said: 'He is a hypocrite who does
not love Allah and His
Messenger.' The Messenger of
Allah jW said: 'Do not say that.
Do you not see that he has said
La ilâha illallâh, seeking thereby
the Face of Allah?' They said:
'Allah and His Messenger know
best.' He said: 'But we see that he
is sincere towards the hypocrites.'
The Messenger of Allah 40, said:
'Allah has forbidden to the Fire
everyone who says La ilâha illallâh
seeking thereby the Face of Allah."
Ibn Shihâb said: "Then I asked
Al-Husain bin Muhammad AlAnsârI, who is one of Banü
Sâlim, and one of their leaders,
about the HadIth of Mahmüd bin
Ar-RabI', and he confirmed it to
be true.
[1497] 264 - ( ... ) It was narrated
A dish of meat and flour.
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that 'Itbân bin Mâlik said: "I came
to the Messenger of Allah ...
and he quoted a Hadith like that of
Ylinus (no. 1496), except that he
said: "A man said: 'Where is Mâlik
bin Ad-Dukhshun' or 'AdDukhaishin?" And he added in
his HadIth: "Mahmüd said: 'I
narrated this 1-Iadith to a group of
people among whom was Abü
Ayyüb Al-AnsârI, and he said: I do
not think that the Messenger of
Allah
said what you said. He
said: 'I swore that if I went back to
'Itbân I would ask him. So I went
back to him and I found him an
old man who had lost his eyesight,
and he was the Imâm of his
people. I sat beside him and asked
him about this HadIti, and he
narrated it to me as he had
narrated it the first time."

[1498] 265 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Mahmüd bin Ar-RabI' said:
"I remember the Messenger of
Allah
spitting out some water
from a bucket that was in our
house." Mahmüd said: "Itbân
bin Mâlik told me: 'I said: "'0
Messenger of Allah, my eyesight
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is bad..." and he quoted the
HadIth as far as the words: "He
led us in praying two Rak'ah.
Then we asked the Messenger of
Allah
to stay and eat some
JashIshah 1' that we had made
for him." And he did not
mention the additional material
quoted by Yünus and Ma'mar.
Chapter 48. It Is Permissible
To Offer Voluntary Prayers In
Congregation, And To Pray On
HasIr (Palm-Fiber Mats),
4umrah (Small Mats), Cloth
And Other Pure Things
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[1499] 266 - (658) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that his grandmother Mulaikah
invited the Messenger of Allah
to eat some food that she had
made. He ate some of it, then he
said: "Get up and I will lead you
in prayer." Anas bin Mâlik said:
"I went to a HasIr of ours that
had turned black from long use,
and sprinkled it with water, then
the Messenger of Allah
stood
on it, and the orphan and I stood
behind him, and the old lady
behind us, and the Messenger of
AllahiJ led us in praying two
Rak'ah, then he left."
[1500] 267
(659) It was
narrated from Abü At-Tayyâ,
" A dish made of ground wheat with meat or dates.
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from Anas bin Mâlik who said:
"The Messenger of Allah
had
the best behavior of the people.
Sometimes the time for prayer
would come when he was in our
house, so he would order that the
mat beneath him be swept, then
water sprinkled on it, then the
Messenger of Allah jg5, would
lead the prayer; we would stand
behind him and he would lead us
in prayer." He said: 1 "And
their mat was made of palm
leaves."
[1501] 268 - (660) It was
narrated from Thâbit, from Anas
who said: "The Prophet
entered upon us, and there was
no one there but myself, my
mother and Umm Harâm, my
maternal aunt. He said: 'Get up
and I will lead you in prayer.'
And that was not at the time for
(prescribed) prayer. So he led us
in prayer." - A man said to
Thâbit: "Where did he make
Anas stand?" He said: "He made
him stand on his right." - "Then
he supplicated for us, the
members of the household,
asking for the best for us in this
world and in the Hereafter. My
mother said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, your little servant, pray to
Allah for him.' He prayed for all
It appears that the speaker here is AN At-Tayyâh as it only occurs in his narration,
both here and in the version of it recorded by Alimad which is similar to what the
author recorded, in shorter form, under no. 5622.
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good things for me, and at the
end of his supplication for me he
said: '0 Allah, inrease his
wealth and his children, and bless
them for him."
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[1502] 269 ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas bin Mãlik that the
Messenger of Allah
led him
and his mother, or maternal aunt
in prayer. He said: "He made me
stand on his right, and he made
the woman stand behind us."

[15031 ( ... ) It was narrated from
Shu'bah with this chain.

[1504] 270
(513) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin
haddâd said: "Maimünah, the
wife of the Prophet , told me:
'The Messenger of Allah jW used
to pray with me while I was
opposite him, 1 and sometimes
his garment would touch me
when he prostrated. And he used
to pray on a Kljumrah (small
mat)."

;
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See no. 1146, where there is the addition: "and I was menstruating."
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[15051 271 - (661) Abü Saeed
A1-KhudrI narrated that he
entered upon the Messenger of
and found him praying
Allah
on a HasIr, upon which he was
prostrating.

Chapter 49. The Virtue Of
Offering The Obligatory
Prayers In Congregation, The
Virtue Of Waiting For The
Prayer And Taking Many Steps
Towards The Masjid, The
Virtue Of Walking To The
Masjid
[1506] 272 - (649) It was
narrated that AM Hurairah said:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
'A man's prayer in congregation
is more valuable than his prayer
in his house or his marketplace
by twenty-odd degrees. That is
because if one of you performs
Wudâ' and performs it well, then
he comes to the Masjid, with no
other motive or purpose than to
pray, then he does not take any
step but he will be raised one
degree in status thereby, and one
sin will be erased thereby, until
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he enters the Masjid. When he
enters the Masjid, he is in a state
of prayer so long as the prayer is
what is keeping him there, and
the Angels send Salât upon any
one of you so long as he remains
in the place where he prayed,
saying: '0 Allah, have mercy on
him; 0 Allah, forgive him; 0
Allah, accept his repentance.' So
long as he does not offend
anyone or commit -Iadah."

[\V :.-l] .((

[15071 ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1506) was narrated from AlA'mash with this chain.

[1508] 273 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'The
Angels send SaIdt upon any one
of you so long as he remains in
his spot, saying: "0 Allah, forgive
him; 0 Allah, have mercy on
him," so long as he does not
commit Hada. And one of you
is in a state of prayer so long as
the prayer is keeping him there."
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[1509] 274 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Râfi', from Abfl
Hurairah that the Messenger of
Allah J said: "A person is in a
state of prayer so long as he is in
his prayer place waiting for the
prayer, and the Angels say: '0
Allah, forgive him; 0 Allah, have
mercy on him,' until he leaves or
commits Hadath." I (Abü Rãfi)
said: "What does 'commit Hadath'
mean?" He said: "Breaking wind,
either silently or loudly."

[15101 275 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
said:
Messenger of Allah
"One of you is still in a state of
prayer so long as the prayer is
keeping him there, and nothing is
keeping him from going back to
his family except the prayer."

[1511] 276 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
said: "If
Messenger of Allah
one of you sits waiting for the
prayer, he is in a state of prayer
so long as he does not commit
Hadath, and the Angels pray for
him, saying: '0 Allah, forgive
him; 0 Allah, have mercy on
him."
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[1512] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1511) was narrated from Abü
Hurairah, from the Prophet.

Chapter 50. The Virtue Of
Taking Many Steps To The
Masfid
[1513] 277 - (662) It was
narrated that Abü Müsâ said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'The people who will have the
greatest reward for prayer will be
those who walk the furthest
distance to come and pray, then
those who walk the next furthest.
The one who waits for the prayer
until he prays with the Imâm will
have a greater reward than the
one who prays then sleeps."
According to the report of Ibn
Kuraib: "until he prays it with the
Imâm in congregation."
[1514] 278 - (663) It was
narrated that Ubayy bin Ka'b
said: "There was a man - and I
do not know of any man who
lived further away from the
Masjid than he did - but he never
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missed a prayer. It was said to
him" - or: - "I said - [to him]:
'Why don't you buy a donkey that
you can ride when it is dark or
when the sand is too hot?' He
said: 'I would not like my house
to be next to the Masjid. I want
my walking to the Masjid and my
returning when I come back to
my family, to be recorded for
me.' The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Allah has gathered all that
(reward) for you."

115151 ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1514) was narrated from AtTaimI with this chain.

[1516] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Ubayy bin Ka'b said: "There was
a man among the Ansâr whose
house was the most remote house
in Al-Madinah, but he never
missed a prayer with the
Messenger of Allah . We felt
sorry for him, and I said to him:
'0 so-and-so, why don't you buy
a donkey to spare you from the
burning sand and the reptiles of
the land?' He said: 'By Allah, I
would not like my house to be
beside the house of Muhammad
.' I thought that this was too
much, so I brought him to the

i..afl .aj
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Prophet of Allah 4j and told
him. So he called him and he
told him about that, and
mentioned that he hoped for
reward for his footsteps. The
Prophet
said to him: 'You will
have that which you seek."
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[1517] ( ... ) A similar report was
narrated from "Asim, with this
chain.

61;, ( ... )

'
[1518] 279 - (664) Jâbir bin

01f)—'V

'Abdullâh said: "Our houses were
far away from the Masjid and we
wanted to sell our houses and
move nearer to the Masjid, but
the Messenger of Allah
told
us not to do that, and said: 'For
every step you will rise one
degree in status."
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[1519] 280 - (665) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "Some land around the
Masjid became vacant, and Banü
Salimah wanted to move to be
close to the Masjid. News of that
reached the Messenger of Allah
jg and he said to them: 'I have
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heard that you want to move
near the Masjid.' They said: 'Yes,
0 Messenger of Allah, we want
to do that.' He said: '0 Banü
Salimah, stay in your houses,
your footsteps will be recorded;
stay in your houses, your
footsteps will be recorded."
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[1520] 291 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said:
"Banü Salimah wanted to move
close to the Masjid, as there was
vacant land there. News of that
reached the Prophet
and he
said: '0 Banü Salimah, stay in
your houses, your footsteps will
be recorded.' They said: 'We
would not be happier if we had
moved."

Chapter 51. Walking To Prayer
Erases Sins And Raises One In
Status
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[1521] 282 - (666) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whoever purifies himself (i.e.,
performs Wudu') in his house,
then walks to one of the houses
of Allah in order to perform one
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of the duties enjoined by Allah,
for every two steps he takes, one
will erase a sin and the other will
raise him one degree in status."
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[1522] 283 - (667) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said according to the Had of Bakr,
he heard the Messenger of Allah
say - "What do you think, if
there was a river by the door of
one of you and he bathed in it
five times a day, would any speck
of dirt be left on him?" They
said: "Not a speck of dirt would
be left on him." He said: "That is
the likeness of the five prayers,
by means of which Allah erases
sins."
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[15231 284 - (668) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "The Messenger of Allah 00,
said: 'The likeness of the five
prayers is that of an abundant
river flowing by the door of any
one of you, in which he bathes
five times every day." Al-Uasan
said: "Not a speck of dirt would
be left."
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[15241 285 - (669) It was
narrated from Abü Hut airah that
said: "Whoever
the Prophet
goes to the Masjid in the morning
or the evening, Allah prepares
for him provision in Paradise
every time he goes in the
morning or evening."

Chapter 52. The Virtue Of
Sitting In One's Prayer Place
After Subh, And The Virtue Of
The Masâjid
[15251 286 - (670) It was
narrated that Simâk bin Harb said:
"I said to Jâbir bin Samurah: 'Did
you sit with the Messenger of
Allah 40,T He said: 'Yes,
frequently. He would not get up
from the place in which he had
prayed tibii' - or: 'Al-Ghadâh' 'until the sun had risen, and when
the sun had risen he would get up.
They used to chat and talk about
matters of the Jâhiliyah, and they
would laugh but he ()smiled."
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[1526] 287- ( ... ) It was narrated
from Jâbir bin Samurah that
when the Prophet
had prayed
Fajr, he would sit in his prayer
place until the sun had risen well.

[1527] (...) It was narrated (a
similar HadIth as no. 1526) from
Simâk with this chain, but he did
not say, "(the sun had risen)
well."

[1528] 288 - (671) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"The most beloved land to Allah,
may He be exalted, is the Masâjid,
and the most hated of land to
Allah is the marketplaces."
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Chapter 53. Who is more
entitled to lead the prayer
[1529] 289 - (672) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed AlIudrI said: "The Messenger of
Allah 0, said: 'If there are three
people, then let one lead them in
prayer, and the one who is most
entitled to lead them is the one
who recites the most (Qur'an)."'
[1530] (...) A similar HadIth (as
no. 1529) was narrated from
Qatâdah, with this chain.

[1531] (...) A similar HadiTtji (as
no. 1529) was narrated from Abü
Weed, with this chain.

[1532] 290 - (673) It was
narrated that Abü Mas'iid A]AnsârI said: "The Messenger of
Allah jW said: 'The people should
be led (in prayers) by the one
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who has recite the most of the
Book of Allah. If they are equal
in recitation of the Qur'ân, then
by the one who has most
knowledge of the Sunnah. If they
are equal in knowledge of the
Sunnah, then by the one who
emigrated earlier. If they are
equal in terms of emigration,
then by the one who accepted
Islam earlier. No man should
lead another man in prayer in his
place of authority, or sit in his
place of honor in his house,
without his permission." AlAshajj said in his report, instead
of the one who accepted Islam
first, "the one who is older."
[1533] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1532) was narrated from AlA'mash with this chain.

[1534] 291 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ism'Il bin Rajâ' said: "I
heard 'Aws bin am'aj say: 'I
heard Abü Mas'üd say: "The
Messenger of Allah
said to us:
'The people should be led in
prayer by the one who recites the
most of the Book of Allah and
who has been reciting it for
longer. If they are equal in
recitation (of the Qur'ân), then
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they should be led by the one
who emigrated earlier. If they are
equal in terms of emigration,
then they should be led by the
one who is oldest. Do not lead a
man in prayer among his family
nor in his place of authority, and
do not sit in his place of honor in
his house, unless he gives you
permission," or "with his
permission."
[1535] 292 - (674) It was
narrated that Mâlik bin AlHuwairith said: "We came to the
Messenger of Allah
and we
were young men who were close
in age, and we stayed with him
for twenty nights. The Messenger
of Allah
was compassionate
and kind, and he thought that we
were missing our families, so he
asked us about those whom we
had left behind, and we told him
about our families. He said: 'Go
back to your families and stay
with them; teach them and exhort
them. When the time for prayer
is due, let one of you call the
Adhân and let the oldest of you
lead you in prayer."
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[1536] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ayyüb with this chain (a similar
HadIth as no. 1535).
[1537] ( ... ) Mâlik bin AlHuwairith Abü Sulaimân said: "I
came to the Messenger of Allah
jL
- with some other people, and
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we were young men who were
close in age..." and he narrated a
HadIth that was similar to that of
Ibn 'Ulayyah (no. 1535).

[1538] 293 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Mâlik bin Al-Huwairith said:
"I came to the Prophet
with a
friend of mine, and when we
asked permission to go back, he
said to us: 'When the time for
prayer is due, call the Adhân,
then call the Iqâmah and let the
older of you lead the prayer."

[1539] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Hafs, meaning Ibn Ghiyâ:
"Kiiâlid A1-Hadhdhâ' narrated it
to us with this chain." And he
added: "A1-Hadhdhâ' said: 'And
they were similar with (knowledge
of) the Qur'ân."
Chapter 54. It Is Recommended
To Say Qunât In All Prayers If A
Calamity Befalls The Muslims And Refuge Is Sought From
Allah (Regarding That). It Is
Recommended To Say Qunüt In
Subh At All Times. And The
Clarification That It Is To Be
Said After Raising The Head
From Bowing In The Final
Rak'ah, And It Is Recommended
To Say It Out Loud
[1540] 294 - (675) Abü
Hurairah said: "The Messenger
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of Allah Q5, said, when he had
finished the recitation in Fajr
prayer, he said the TakbIr and
raised his head: 'Sami' Allâhu
limanhamIdah,rabbanâwalakalhamd (Allah hears those who
praise Him, our Lord to You be
praise).' Then he said, while
standing: '0 Allah! Save AlWalId bin Al-WalId, Salamah bin
Hishâm, 'Ayyâsh bin AbI RabI'ah
and the weak and oppressed
believers. 0 Allah punish Mudar
severely and send upon them a
famine like that of Yüsuf. 0
Allah! Curse Libyan, Ri'!,
Phakwân and 'Usayyah, for they
have disobeyed Allah and His
Messenger." Then we heard that
he stopped doing that when the
following was revealed: "Not for
you is the decision; whether He
turns in mercy to (pardons) them
or punishes them; verily, they are
the wrongdoers"." '1
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[1541] (...) It was narrated from
Abü Hurairah from the Prophet
as far as the words: "And send
upon them a famine like that of
A1-'imrân 3:128.
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Yüsuf, (no. 1540)" but he did not
mention what comes after that.

[1542] 295 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Salamah that Abü
Hurairah told them that the
Prophet 0, said Qunât after
bowing in prayer for one month.
When he had said: "Allah hears
those who praise Him," he said
in his Qunt2t: "0 Allah! Save AlWalId bin A]-WalId. 0 Allah!
Save Salamah bin Hishâm. 0
Allah! Save 'Ayyâsh bin AbI
RahI'ah. 0 Allah! Save the weak
and oppressed believers. 0 Allah!
Punish Mular severely. 0 Allah!
Send upon them a famine like
the famine of Yüsuf."
Abii Hurairah said: "Then I saw
that the Messenger of Allah jeT, had
stopped saying this supplication
afterwards. I said: 'I see that the
Messenger of Allah
has
stopped praying against them.' It
was said: 'Do you not see that they
have come?"

[1543] ( ... ) Abil Hurairah
narrated that while the Messenger
of Allah
was praying 'Ishâ' he
said: "Allah heais those who
praise Him." Then he said before
he prostrated: "0 Allah, save
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'Ayyâsh bin AbI RabI'ah." Then
he mentioned something similar
to the HadIth of Al-Awzâ'I (no.
1542), up to the words: "like the
famine of YiIsuf," and he did not
mention what comes after that.

[1544] 296 - (676) Abü Salamah
bin 'Abdur-Rahmân narrated that
he heard Abü Hurairah say: "By
Allh, I will lead you in a prayer
that is similar to the prayer of the
Messenger of Allah a." Abu
Hurairah used to say the Qunât
during Zuhr, and 'Ishâ' the later,
and Subh, and he would pray for
the believers and invoke curses
on the disbelievers.

[1545] 297 - (677) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "The Messenger of Allah
supplicated against those who
had killed the people of Bi'r
Ma'ünah every morning for thirty
days. He supplicated against Ri'l,
hakwân, Lihyân and Uayyah
who had disobeyed AlF and His
Messenger." Anas sa
"Allah
the Most High revea d about
those who had been killed at Bi'r
Ma'ünah and we recited it until it
was subsequently abrogated. It
said: 'Convey to our people that
we have met our Lord and He is
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pleased with us and we are
pleased with Him."

[15461 298 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Muhammad said: "I said to
Anas: 'Did the Messenger of
Allah
say the Qunât in the
Subh prayer?' He said: 'Yes, for a
short while, after bowing."
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[1547] 299 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas bin Mâlik: "The
Messenger of Allah iJ said the
Qunât for a month, after bowing
in the Subh prayer, supplicating
against Ri'l and Phakwân, and
saying: "Uayyah disobeyed Allah
and His Messenger."
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[1548] 300 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas bin Mâlik that the
Messenger of Allah
said the
QunItt for one month, after bowing
in the Fajr prayer, supplicating
against Banü 'Uayyah.
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[1549] 301 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from "Asim from Anas; he said:
"I asked him about Qunât, is it
before bowing or after bowing?"
He (Anas) said: "Before bowing."
I said: "Some people are saying
that the Messenger of Allah
said the Qunât after bowing." He
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said the Qunât for a month,
supplicating against people who
had killed some of his Companions,
who were known as Al-Qurrâ' (the
reciters)."

[1550] 302 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that "Asim said: "I heard Anas
say: 'I never saw the Messenger
of Allah 40 grieve so much at the
loss of a party as he grieved at
the loss of the seventy [who were]
killed at Bi'r Ma'ünah, who were
known as Al-Qurra' (the reciters).
He continued to pray against
their killers for a month."
[1551] (...) This HadIth was
narrated from "Asim, from Anas,
from the Prophet .

[1552] 303 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas bin Mâlik that the
Prophet ç said the Qunât for a
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month, cursing Ri'!, Dhakwân
and 'Usayyah, who had disobeyed
Allah and His Messenger.

[1553] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 15552) was narrated from
Anas from the Prophet .

[1554] 304 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas that the Messenger of
Allah gj said the Qunât for a
month, supplicaing against some
of the 'Arab tribes, then he
stopped doing that.

[1555] 305 - (678) Al-Bari' bin
'Azib narrated that the Messenger
of Allah
used to say Qunist in
Subh and Maghrib.

[1556] 306 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Al-Bard' said: "The Messenger
of Allah said Qunât in Fajr and
Maghrib."

[1557]

307 - (679) It was
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narrated that Khufâf bin Imâ' AlGhifârI said: "The Messenger of
Allah jW, said while in Salât: '0
Allah, curse Banü Libyan, Ri'!,
Dhakwân and 'Usayyah, for they
have disobeyed Allah and His
Messenger. May Allah forgive
Ghifâr and may Allah grant
protection to Aslam."
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[15581 308 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Al-Hârith bin Khufâf said:
"hufâf bin Imâ' said: 'The
Messenger of Allah
bowed,
then he raised his head and said:
"May Allah forgive Ghifâr and
may Allah grant protection to
Aslam. 'Uayyah have disobeyed
Allah and His Messenger. 0
Allah, curse Banü Lihyân and
curse Ri'! and Phakwân." Then
he prostrated.' Ihufâf said:
'Cursing the disbelievers was
prescribed as a result of that."
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[1559] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1558) was narrated from
Ihufâf bin Imâ', except that he
did not say: "Cursing the
disbelievers was prescribed as a
result of that."
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Chapter 55. Making Up A
Missed Prayer. And It Is
Recommended To Hasten To
Make It Up
[15601 309 - (680) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
when the Messenger of Allah
returned from the campaign of
Khaibar, he traveled for a night,
then when he became drowsy he
stopped to rest at the end of the
night. He said to Bilâl: "Stand
guard for us tonight." Bilâl pray
as much as was decreed for him,
and the Messenger of Allah
and his Companions slept. When
it was nearly dawn, Bilâl leaned
against his camel, facing the east
so that he could see the dawn
when it came, but sleep overcame
him while he was leaning against
his camel. Neither the Messenger
of Allah jl nor Bilâl nor any of
his Companions woke up until
the sun shone on them. The
Messenger of Allah
was the
first of them to wake up. The
Messenger of Allah
was
startled and said: "0 Bilâl!" Bilâl
said: "0 Messenger of Allah, may
my father and mother be
sacrificed for you. The same
thing overtook me as overtook
you (sleep)." He said: "Lead your
mounts on." So they led their
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mounts on for some distance,
then the Messenger of Allah
performed WuçlIs' and ordered
Bilâl to call the Iqâmah for prayer,
and he led them in praying ubh.
When he had finished praying he
said: "Whoever forgets a prayer, let
him offer it when he remembers it,
for Allah says, "...And perform AsSalât for My remembrance". 11
Yünus said: "Ibn Shihfib used to
recite it: 'For remembrance."
[1561] 310 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abñ Hurairah said: "We
stopped to rest at the end of the
night with the Prophet of Allah
, and we did not wake up until
the sun had risen. The Prophet
ç said: 'Let each man take the
head of his mount, for this is a
place where the Shaitân was
present with us.' We did that,
then he called for water and
performed Wulâ', then he prayed
two prostrations, then the
Iqâmah for prayer was called and
he prayed Al-Ghadâh (Fajr)."

[1562] 311 - (681) It was
narrated from Ihâbit, from
'Abdullâh bin Rabâh, from Abü

Ta-Ha 20:14.
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Qatâdah, who said: "The
Messenger of Allah
addressed
us and said: 'You will travel all
evening and all night, and you
will come to some water
tomorrow, if Allah wills.' The
people set off without paying
heed to one another." Abü
Qatâdah said: "The Messenger of
Allah
traveled until halfway
through the night, and I was by
his side. Then the Messenger of
Allah
became drowsy and
leaned to one side on his mount.
I came to him and supported him
without waking him up, until he
sat upright on his mount. Then
he traveled on until most of the
night had passed, and he leaned
to one side on his mount. I
supported him without waking
him up, until he sat upright on
his mount. Then he traveled on
until it was nearly dawn, and he
leaned again, more so than on
the two previous occasions, until
he was about to fall. I came to
him and supported him, and he
raised his head and said: 'Who is
this?' I said: 'Abü Qatâdah.' He
said: 'How long have you been
travelling with me like this?' I
said: 'I have been travelling like
this all night.' He said: 'May
Allah take care of you as you
have taken care of His Prophet.'
Then he said: 'Do you think that
we are hidden from the people?'
Then he said: 'Do you see
anyone?' I said: 'Here is a rider.'
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Then I said: 'here is another
rider, until more gathered and we
were seven riders in all.' The
Messenger of Allah i1 turned off
the road and lay dawn his head,
then he said: 'Guard our prayer
for us.' The first one to wake up
was the Messenger of Allah ,
when the sun was on his back.
We woke up, startled, then he
said: 'Ride on.' So we rode on
and traveled until the sun had
risen, then he stopped and called
for the water vessel I had with
me, in which there was a little
water. He performed Wuiâ' from
it, using less water than usual. A
little water was left in it, and he
said to Abü Qatâdah, 'Guard
your water vessel for us, for you
will see something happen with
it.' Then Bilâl called the Adhân
and the Messenger of Allah il
prayed two Rak'ah, then he
prayed Al-Ghadâh (Fajr), and did
(in prayer) as he did every day.
The Messenger of Allah if rode
on and we rode with him, and we
began to whisper to one another,
saying: 'What expiation is there
for what we have done by
neglecting our prayer?' Then he
said: 'Do you not have an
example in me?' Then he said:
'There is no negligence in sleep,
rather negligence is the fault of
one who does not pray until the
time for the next prayer is due.
Whoever does that, let him pray
when he remembers it, and if it is
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the following day, then let him
pray at the time of the prayer
(that he missed).' Then he said:
'What do you think the people
have done?" Then he said: "In
the morning the people saw that
their Prophet
was not there.
AN Bakr and 'Umar said: 'The
Messenger of Allah
is behind
you; he would not leave 'ou
behind.' But the people said:
is
'The Messenger of Allah
ahead of you. If you had obeyed
AN Bakr and 'Umar, you would
have been on the right path.'"
"We reached the people when
the sun had risen fully and
everything was hot, and they were
saying: '0 Messenger of Allah,
we are dying, we are thirsty.' 'fie
said: 'You will not die.' Then he
said: 'Bring me my small cup.' He
called for the vessel of water, and
the Messenger of Allah jK
started pouring it, and Abü
Qatâdah gave themto drink. As
soon as th6 people saw what wä
in the vessel they fell upon it, and
the Messenger of Allah
said:
'Behave properly, for you will all
have enough.' So they did that.
The Messenger of Allah
began to pour and I gave it to
them to drink, until there was no
one left but myself and the
Messenger of Allah gj;. Then the
Messenger of Allah
poured
some for me and said: 'Drink.' I
said: 'I will not drink until you
drink, 0 Messenger of Allah.' He
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said: 'The one who pours water is
the last of them to drink.' So I
drank and the Messenger of
Allah
drank, then the people
reached the oasis having drunk
their fill of water."
He said: "Abdullâh bin Rabâh
said: 'I will narrate this HadIth in
the Jâmi' Masjid' and 'Imrân bin
Husain said: 'Watch what you are
narrating, 0 young man, for I
was one of the riders that night.'
I said: 'Then you know more
about the HadIth.' He said: 'Who
are you?' I said: 'One of the
Ansâr.' He said: 'Then narrate it,
for you know more about your
AhadIth." He said: "So I
narrated it to the people, and
'Imrân said: 'I was present that
night and I did not think that
anyone remembered it as I
remember it."
[1563] 312 - (682) It was
narrated that 'Imrân bin Husain
said: "I was with the Prophet of
Allah
on a journey. We
traveled all night, then when it
was nearly dawn, we stopped to
rest. Sleep overtook us, until the
sun shone. The first one of us to
wake up was Abü Bakr, and we
used not to wake the Prophet of
from his sleep until he
Allah
woke up himself. Then 'Umar
woke up, and he stood by the
Prophet of Allah jot and started
to say the TakbIr, raising his
voice, until the Messenger of
Allah
woke up. When he

lja
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lifted his head and saw that the
sun had risen, he said: 'Ride on,'
and he traveled on with us until
the sun had turned white. Then
he dismounted and led us in
praying Al-Ghadâh (FaIr). One
man kept away from the people
and did not pray with us. When
the Messenger of Allah
had
finished he said: 'What kept you
from praying with us?' He said:
'0 Prophet of Allah, I have
become Junub.' The Messenger
of Allah i0, told him to perform
Tayammum with clean earth, and
he prayed. Then he urged me to
go on ahead with other riders to
look for water, for we had
become very thirsty. While we
were travelling, we saw a woman
with her feet dangling between
two large water bags. We said to
her: 'Where is the water?' She
said: 'Too far, too far, you will
not have water.' We said: 'How
far is it between your family and
the water?' She said: 'The
distance of one day and one
night.' We said: 'Go to the
Messenger of Allah ç.' She said:
'Who is the Messenger of Allah
?' We brought her to the
Messenger of Allah jko and he
asked her, and she told him what
she had told us. And she told him
that she was a widow with two
orphan children. He ordered that
her camel be made to kneel, then
he spat into the two water bags,
then he made her camel stand
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up. We drank until we had had
our fill. We were forty thirsty
men, and we all filled our vessels
and water skins, and we made
our companion (who had become
Junub) perform Ghusl. But we
did not give our camels any water
to drink, and the two water bags
were so full that they were about
to burst. Then he said: 'Bring
whatever you have.' So we
gathered bits of bread and dates
for her, and made a bundle of
food for her. He said: 'Go and
feed this to your children, and
realize that we have not caused
any loss to your water.' When she
went to her people she said: 'I
have met the greatest magician
among mankind, or else he is a
Prophet as he says,' and she told
them what had happened. Allah
guided those people through that
woman; she accepted Islam and
so did they."
[1564] ( ... ) It was narrated that
'Imrân bin Husain said: "We
were with the Messenger of Allah
on a journey. And we traveled
for a night, until at the end of the
night, just before dawn, we lay
down to rest and there is nothing
sweeter to the traveler than that
rest. Nothing woke us but the
heat of the sun..." and he quoted
a HadIth similar to that of Salm
bin ZarIr (no. 1563), but he
added some things and omitted
others. And he said in the
HadIih: "When 'Umar bin Al-
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jijatâb, who was a strong man
with a loud voice, woke up and
saw what had happened to the
people, he raised his voice in
saying the TakbIr, until the
Messenger of Allah it wake up
because of his loud voice. When
the Messenger of Allah Ic was
awake they complained to him
about what had happened to
them, and the Messenger of
Allah
said: 'It does not
matter, ride on," and he quoted
the HadIth.
[15651 313 - (683) It was
narrated that Abü Qatâdah said:
"When the Messenger of Allah
Ai was travelling, if he stopped to
rest during the night, he would
lie down on his right side, and if
he stopped just before dawn, he
would stretch out his forearm
and rest his head on his hand."
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[1566] 314 - (684) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that the Messenger of Allah
said: "Whoever forgets a prayer,
let him offer it as soon as he
remembers, for there is no
expiation for it other than that."
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Qatâdah said: "And perform Asalât for My remembrance"111
[1567] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Anas from the Prophet ç (a
similar HadIth as no. 1566), but
he did not mention, "There is no
expiation for it other than that."

[1568] 315 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "The
Prophet of Allah
said:
'Whoever forgets a prayer or
sleeps and misses it, the expiation
is to offer the prayer when he
remembers it."

[1569] 316 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'If
one of you sleeps and misses a
prayer, or forgets it, let him offer
the prayer when he remembers,
for Allah says: ...and perform Asalât for My remembrance.' [21

(2]

Ta-Ha 20:14.
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6. The Book Of The
Travellers' Prayer And
Shortening Thereof
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[1571] 2 ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Urwah bin Az-Zubair that
'Aiah, the wife of the Prophet
, said: "When Allah enjoined
the prayer it was two Rak'ah,
then it was completed for the
resident, but the prayer for the
travelling was confirmed as it was
first enjoined."
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Chapter 1. The Travellers'
Prayer And Shortening It
[15701 1 (685) It was narrated
from 'Aiah, the wife of the
Prophet , that she said: "Prayer
was enjoined with two Rak'ah in
each prayer, for the resident and
the traveller. Then the prayer
while travelling was confirmed
(as being two Rak'ah) and the
prayer while a resident increased."
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[1572] 3 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Az-ZuhrI from 'Urwah,
from 'Aishah that when the
prayer was first enjoined it was
two Rak'ah, then the prayer for
the travelling was confirmed (as
being two Rak'ah) and the prayer
while a resident was completed.
Az-ZuhrI said: "I said to 'Urwah:
'Why did 'Aiah complete the
prayer when travelling?'['] He
said: 'Because she interpreted it
as 'Uthmân did."
[1573] 4 - (686) It was narrated
that Ya'la bin Umayyah said: "I
said to 'Umar bin Al-Khattâb:
'...There is no sin on you if you
shorten As-.a1ât (the prayer) if
you fear that the disbelievers may
put you in trial (attack you)..." 2'
But now the people are safe.' He
said: 'I wondered the same thing
as you are wondering, and I
asked the Messenger of Allah
about that. He said: It is a charity
that Allah has bestowed upon
you, so accept His charity.'"

" Meaning, why would she pray four Rak'ah while travelling.
121 An-NiO' 4:101.
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[1574] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Ya'la bin Umayyah said: "I said
to 'Umar bin Al-Khattâb..." a
HadIth similar to that of Ibn IdrIs
(no. 1573).

[1575] 5 - (687) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "Allah
enjoined the prayer on the
tongue of your Prophet ; four
(Rak'ah) while a resident, two
Rak'ah when travelling, and one
Rak'ah during times of fear."

[1576] 6 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "Allah
enjoined the prayer on the
tongue of your Prophet : Two
Rak'ah for the traveller, four
(Rak'ah) for the resident, and
during times of fear, one
Rak'ah."
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[1577] 7 - (688) It was narrated
that Müsâ bin Salamah AlHudhali said: "I asked Ibn
'Abbâs: 'How should I pray when
I am in Makkah, if I do not pray
with the Imâm?' He said: 'Two
Rak'ah, the Sunnah of Abü AlQâsim ."
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[1578] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1577) was narrated from
Qatâdah, with this chain.

[1579] 8 - (689) 'Isa bin Hafs
bin "Asim bin 'Umar bin AlKhattâb narrated that his father
said: "I accompanied Ibn 'Umar
on the road to Makkah." He
said: "He led us in praying Zuhr
with two Rak'ah, then he went
ahead and we went ahead with
him, until he came to his
encampment and sat down, and
we sat with him. He glanced
towards the place where he had
prayed, and saw some people
standing. He said: "What are
these people doing?" I said:
"They are offering voluntary
prayers." He said: "If I had
wanted to offer voluntary prayers

L5
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I would have completed my
prayer (by making it four
Rak'ah). 0 son of my brother, I
accompanied the Messenger of
Allah ç when travelling, and he
did not pray more than two
Rak'ah until Allah took his soul
(in death). I accompanied Abü
Bakr and he did not pray more
than two Rak'ah until Allah took
his soul (in death). I accompanied
'Umar and he did not pray more
than two Rak'ah until Allah took
his soul (in death). I accompanied
'UThmân and he did not pray
more than two Rak'ah until
Allah took his soul (in death).
And Allah, the Most High, says:
"Indeed in the Messenger of
Allah you have a good example
to follow....' [1]
[1580] 9 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hafs bin "Asim said: "I fell
sick and Ibn 'Umar came to visit
me. I asked him about praying
voluntary when travelling. He
said: 'I accompanied the
when
Messenger of Allah
travelling and I did not see him
offer voluntary prayers. If I were
to pray voluntary prayers I would
have completed my prayer (by
making it four Rak'ah). Allah,
the Most High, says: Indeed in
the Messenger of Allah you have
a good example to follow... •

[2]

Al-A hzâb 33:21.
Al-A hzâb 33:21.
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[1581] 10 - (690) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that the Messenger of Allah
prayed Zuhr in AI-MadInah with
four (Rak'ah), and he prayed '.4yr
in Dhul-Hulaifah with two
Rak'ah.

[1582] 11 - ( ... ) Anas bin Mâlik
said: "I prayed Zuhr with the
Messenger of Allah
in AlMadinah with four (Rak'ah), and
I prayed 'Asr with him in PhulHulaifah with two Rak'ah.

[1583] 12 - (691) It was
narrated that Yabyâ bin YazId
A1-Hunâ'I said: "I asked Anas bin
Mâlik about shortening the
prayer and he said: 'If the
Messenger of Allah 0, went out
for a distance of three miles or
three Farâsakhs'1' - Shu'bah was
not sure - 'he would pray two
Rak'ah."

LI]
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[1584] 13 - (692) It was
narrated that Jubair bin Nufair
said: "I went out with ShurahbIl
bin As-Simt to a village that was
seventeen or eighteen miles away,
and he prayed two Rak'ah. I said
something to him and he said: 'I
saw 'Umar, may Allah be pleased
with him, pray two Rak'ah in
Phul- Uulaifah, and I said
something to him, and he said: 'I
only do what I saw the
Messenger of Allah ç do."

[1585] 14 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn As-Simt (a HadIth
similar to no 1584), but he did
not mention Shurahbll. He said:
"He went to some land called
Dümin, eighteen miles from
Hims."

[1586] 15 - (693) It was
narrated from Yaiyâ bin AbI
Isâq, from Anas bin Mâlik, who
said: "We went out with the
Messenger of Allah 4h from AlMadinah to Makkah, and he
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offered his prayer with two
Rak'ah until he returned." I said:
"How long did he stay in
Makkah?" He said: "Ten days."
[1587] (...) A HadIth similar to
that of Hushaim (no. 1586) was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik,
from the Prophet .

[1588] ( ... ) Anas bin Mâlik said:
"We set Out from A1-MadInah for
Hajj." Then he mentioned
something similar (to no. 1585).

[1589]... - (...) A similar HadIth
was narrated from Anas bin
Mâlik, but he did not mention
Haf I.

Chapter 2. Shortening The
Prayer In Minâ
[1590] 16 - (694) It was narrated
from Sâlim bin 'Abdullâh, from his
father, that the Messenger of Allah
; prayed as a traveller in Minâ
and elsewhere, with two Rak'ah.
Abü Bakr and 'Umar also prayed
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with two Rak'ah, as did 'Umân
at the beginning of his Kijilâfah
(reign), then he completed it and
made it four Rak'ah.

[1591] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Az-ZuhrI with this chain (a
similar HadIth as no. 1590). He
said: "In Minâ," and he did not
say: "elsewhere."

[1592] 17 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Nâfi', that Ibn 'Umar said:
"The Messenger of Allah
prayed two Rak'ah in Minâ, as
did Abü Bakr after him, and
'Umar after Abü Bakr, and
'Uihmán at the beginning of his
Khjlâfah, then after that 'Uthmân
prayed four."
When Ibn 'Umar prayed with
the Imâm, he prayed four, but
when he prayed alone he prayed
two Rak'ah.

[1593] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1592) was narrated from
'Ubaidullâh with this chain.
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[1594] 18 - (...) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Prophet iii prayed in Minâ as a
traveller, as did Abü Bakr and
'Umar, and 'Uftmân for eight
years - or six years." Hafs said:
"Ibn 'Umar used to pray two
Rak'ah in Mini, then he would
go to his bed. I said: '0 uncle,
why don't you pray two Rak'ah
after it?' He said: 'If I wanted to
do that I should have completed
the prayer."

[1595] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated it
with this chain (a similar HadIth
as no. 1594), but he did not
mention Mini in the Had&h, but
he said: "He prayed during a
journey."

[1596] 19 - (695) IbrâhIm said:
"I heard 'Abdur-Rahmân bin
Yazld say: "Uftmân led us in
prayer at Minâ with four Rak'ah.'
'Abdullâh bin Mas'üd was told
about that and he said: '(Indeed
we are Allah's and to Him shall
we return.)' Then he said: 'I
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prayed two Rak'ah with the
Messenger of Allah
in Mini,
and I prayed two Rak'ah with
Abü Bakr A-SiddIq in Minâ, and
I prayed two Rak'ah with 'Umar
bin Al-Khattâb in Minâ I wish I
had of these four Rak'ah two that
are accepted."

[1597] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1596) was narrated from AlA'mash with this chain.

[15981 20 - (696) It was
narrated that Hârithah bin Wahb
said: "I prayed two Rak'ah with
the Messenger of Allah 40, in
Minâ, when the people were safe
and there were large numbers of
them."

[1599] 21 - ( ... ) Hârithah bin
Wahb Al-huzâ'I said: "I prayed
behind the Messenger of Allah
in Mini, and there was the
greatest number of people, and
he prayed two Rak'ah during the
Farewell Pilgrimage."
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Muslim said: Hârithah bin Wahb
Al-Khuzâ'i is the brother of
'Ubaidullâh bin 'Umar bin Alaflâb, through his mother.

Chapter 3. Praying In
Dwellings When It Is Raining
[16001 22 - (697) It was
narrated from Nâfi' that Ibn
'Umar called the Adhân on a
cold and windy night, and said:
"Pray in your encampments."
Then he said: "The Messenger of
used to order the
Allah
Mu'adhdhin, if it was a cold and
rainy night, to say: 'Pray in your
encampments."
[16011 23 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that he gave the
call to prayer on a cold, windy
and rainy night, and at the end of
his call he said: "Pray in your
encampments, pray in your
encampments." Then he said:
"The Messenger of Allah used
to order the Mu 'adhdhin, if it was
a cold or rainy night during a
journey, to say: 'Pray in your
encampments."

[1602] 24 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that he gave the
call to prayer in Dajnân... then he
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mentioned something similar (to
no. 1601), and said: "Pray in your
encampments," but he did not
repeat a second time, "Pray in
your encampments."

[16031 25 - (698) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "We
went out with the Messenger of
Allah A on a journey and it
rained. He said: 'Whoever among
you wants to, let him pray in his
encampments."

[1604] 26 - (699) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin
'Abbâs said to his Mu 'adhdhin on
a rainy day: "When you say: 'I
bear witness that there is none
worthy of worship but Allah and
I bear witness that Muhammad is
the Messenger of Allah,' do not
say, 'Come to prayer,' rather say:
'Pray in your dwellings."
It was as if the people found
that strange, so he said: "Are you
surprised by that? One who is
better than me did that (i.e., The
Prophet ).
Jumu'ah is
obligatory, but I did not want to
force you to walk in the mud and
on slippery ground."
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[1605] 27 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdul-HamId said: "I heard
'Abdullâh bin Al-Uâri
say:
"Abdullâh bin 'Abbâs addressed
us on a rainy day..." and he
quoted a HadItj like that of Ibn
'Ulayyah (no. 1604), but he did
not mention Jumu'ah. And he
said: "One who is better than me
did it, meaning the Prophet k."
Abü Kâmil said: "Hammâd
narrated something similar to us
from "Asim, from 'Abdullâh bin
A1-Hârith."

[1606] ( ... ) Ayyâb and "Aim AlAhwal narrated it (a similar
HadIth as no. 1605) to us with
this chain, but it does not say in
their IjadITh: "Meaning the
Prophet ."
[1607] 28 - ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin
Al-Hârith said: "The Mu 'adhdhin
of Ibn 'Abbâs called the Adhân
on a rainy Friday..." and he
mentioned a Hadliji like that of
Ibn 'Ulayyah (no. 1604), and he
said: "I did not want you to walk
on the muddy and slippery
ground."
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[1608] 29 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullãh bin A1-}-Iârithah
that Ibn 'Abbâs ordered his
Mu'adiLdhin. Acco;ding to the
HadIth of Ma'mar: "on a rainy
Friday...." A similar Hadith (as
no. 1607). In th HadIth of
Ma'n'ar it says: "This was done
by one who is better than me,
meaning the Prophet k."

[1609] 30 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin Al-Hâriijj
said: "Ibn 'Abbâs ordered his
Mu'ad/idin on a rainy Friday..."
a similar HadIth (as no. 1607).

Chapter 4. it Is Permissible To
Offer Voluntary Prayers Atop
One's Mount When Travelling,
No Matter What Direction It Is
Facing
[16101 31 - (700) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah ç used to
offer voluntary prayers no matter
what direction his camel was facing.
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[1611] 32 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet
used to offer voluntary
prayers atop his mount no matter
what direction it was facing.

[1612] 33 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Messenger of Allah jib,r used to
pray when he was coming from
Makkah to Al-Madinah, atop his
mount no matter what direction
it was facing. Concerning this, the
verse: "so wherever you turn
ourselves or your faces) there is
the Face of Allah (and He is High
above, over His Throne)"[11 was
revealed."
[1613] 34 - ( ... ) A similar
report was narrated from 'AbdulMalik with this chain. According
to the HadIth of Ibn Mubârak
and Ibn Abl Zâ'idah: "Then Ibn
'Umar recited: "So wherever you
turn (yourselves or your faces)
there is the Face of Allah (and
He is High above, over His
Throne)"[21 and he said: 'It was
concerning this that it was
revealed."
[1]
[21

A1-Baqarah 2:115.
Al.Baqarah 2:115.
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[1614] 35 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "I saw the
Messenger of Allah ç offer
prayers atop a donkey when he
was headed towards Khaibar."

[1615] 36 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sa'eed bin Yasâr that he
said: "I was travelling with Ibn
'Umar on the road to Makkah.
When I feared that dawn was
about to break, I dismounted and
prayed War, then I caught up
with him. Ibn 'Umar said to me:
'Where were you?' I said to him:
'I was afraid that dawn would
break, so I dismounted and
prayed War.' 'Abdullâh said: 'Do
you not have an example to
follow in the Messenger of Allah
?' I said: 'Of course, by Allah.'
He said: 'The Messenger of Allah
used to pray War atop his
camel."

[1616] 37 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin DInâr that
Ibn 'Umar said: "The Messenger
of Allah ij used to pray atop his
mount no matter what direction
it was facing."
'Abdullâh bin DInâr said: "Ibn
'Umar used to do that."
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[1617] 38 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar said:
"The Messenger of Allah ç used
to pray War atop his mount."

[1618] 39 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin Sâlim that his
father said: "The Messenger of
Allah ji used to offer voluntary
prayers atop his mount, in
whatever direction it was facing,
and he would pray War atop his
mount too, but he did not offer
obligatory prayers like that."

[1619] 40 - (701) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
'Amir bin Rabi'ah that his father
told him that he saw the
offering
Messenger of Allah
voluntary prayers at night while
on a journey on the back of his
mount, no matter what direction
it was facing.

[1620] 41 - (702) It was
narrated from Hammâm: Anas
bin SIrIn, narrated to us, he said:
"We met Anas bin Mâlik when

The Book Of The Travellers'..
he came from Ash-Sham, and we
met him in 'Ayn At-Tamr. I saw
him offering prayers atop a
donkey which was facing in that
direction" - and Hammâm
pointed to the left of the Qiblah.
"I said to him: 'I saw you praying
in a direction other than the
Qiblah.' He said: 'Had I not seen
the Messenger of Allah ç doing
that, I would not have done it."
Chapter 5. It Is Permissible To
Combine Two Prayers When
Travelling
[1621] 42 - (703) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Umar said: "If
the Messenger of Allah was in
a hurry when travelling, he would
join Maghrib and 'Ishâ'."

[1622] 43 - (.4 Nâfi' narrated
that if Ibn 'Umar was in a hurry
when travelling, he would join
Maghrib and 'Ishâ', after the
twilight had disappeared. And he
said: "If the Messenger of Allah
was in a hurry while travelling,
he joined Maghrib and 'Ishâ'."

[1623] 44 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sâlim, from his father: "I
saw the Messenger of Allah ç
joining Magrib and 'Ishâ'when he
was in a hurry while travelling."
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[1624] 45 - ( ... ) Sâlim bin
'Abdullâh narrated that his father
said: "I saw the Messenger of
Allah , when he was in a hurry
to set off on a journey, delaying
Mag_hrib prayer so that he could
join it with 'Ishâ' prayer."

[1625] 46 - (704) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "If the Messenger of Allah
J was setting off before the sun
had passed its zenith, he would
delay Zuhr until the time of 'Asr
began, then he would dismount
and join them. If the sun had
passed its zenith before he set
out, he would pray Zuhr and then
set out."

[1626] 47 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas said: "If the Prophet
iii, wanted to join two prayers
when travelling, he would delay
Zuhr until the time for 'Asr
began, then he would join them."
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[1627] 48 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas that if the Prophet
was in a hurry while travelling, he
would delay Zuhr until the
beginning of the time for 'Asr
and then join them, and he would
delay Mag/jrib until he joined it
with 'Ishâ', when the twilight had
disappeared.

Chapter 6. Joining Two
Prayers When Not Travelling
[1628] 49 - (705) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"The Messenger of Allah
prayed Zuhr and 'Asr together,
and Maghrib and 'Ishâ' together,
when there was no fear and he
was not travelling."

[1629] 50 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "The
Messenger of Allah jg5, prayed
uhr and 'Apr together in Al-
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Madinah, when there was no fear
and he was not travelling."
Abü Az-Zubair said: "I asked
Sa'eed: 'Why did he do that?' He
said: 'I asked Ibn 'Abbâs the
same question as you have asked
me, and he said: "He did not
want his Ummah to be subjected
to hardship'."

[1630] 51
( ... ) Ibn 'Abbâs
narrated that the Messenger of
Allah
joined prayers when he
was on a journey during the
campaign of Tabük. He joined
Zuhr with 'Asr, and Magirib with
'Ishâ'.
Sa'eed said: "I said to Ibn 'Abbâs:
'What made him do that?' He
said: 'He did not want his Ummah
to be subjected to hardship."
-

0,

[1631] 52
(706) It was
narrated that Mu'âdh said: "We
set out with the Messenger of
Allah ç on the campaign to
Tabük, and he used to pray Zuhr
and 'Asr together, and Magipib
and 'Ishd' together."
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[1632] 53 - ( ... ) Mu'âdh bin
Jabal said: "During the campaign
to Tabük, the Messenger of Allah
joined Zuhr with 'Ar, and
Maghrib with 'Ishâ'."
I said: "What made him do
that?" He said: "He did not want
his Ummah to be subjected to
hardship."

[1633] 54 - (705) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "The
Messenger of Allah
joined
Zuhr with 'Asr, and Maghrib with
'Ishâ', in Al-Madinah when there
was no fear and no rain."
According to the HadItj of Waki'
he said: "I said to Ibn 'Abbâs:
'Why did he do that?' He said: 'So
that his Ummah would not be
subjected to hardship."
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[1634] 55 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "I prayed
with the Prophet 40, eight
(Rak'ah) together and seven
(Rak'ah) together."
I said: "0 Abü Ash-Sha'thâ')
I think he delayed Zuhr and
hastened 'Asr, and he delayed
Maghrib and hastened 'Ishâ'." He
said: "I think so - too."

[1635] 56 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs that the
Messenger of Allah gj prayed
seven Rak'ah in Al-Madinah, and
eight: ,uhr with 'Asr, and
Maghrib with 'Ishâ'.

[1636] 57 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin Shaqiq said:
"Ibn 'Abbâs addressed us one
day after 'Asr until the sun set
and the stars appeared, and the
people started saying: 'Prayer,
prayer.' Then a man from Banü
Tamlm came to him and he
persisted in saying: 'Prayer,
prayer.' Ibn 'Abbâs said: 'Are you
teaching me the Sunnah? May
you be bereft of your mother!'
Then he said: 'I saw the
joining
Messenger of Allah
That is, Jâbir bin Zaid, who narrated it from Ibn 'Abbâs, and the one asking him is
'Amr bin DInâr.
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Zuhr with 'Asr, and Maghrib with
'Ishâ'."
Ibn Shaqiq said: "I had some
doubt about that, so I went to
Abü Hurairah and asked him,
and he confirmed what he had
said."

[1637] 58 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin ShaqIq A]'UqailI said: "A man said to Ibn
'Abbâs: 'The prayer,' but he
remained silent. Then he said:
'The prayer,' but he remained
silent. Then he said: 'May you be
bereft of your mother, are you
teaching me how to pray? We used
to join two prayers at the time of
the Messenger of Allah 051."

Chapter 7. It Is Permissible To
Leave To The Right Or Left
After Finishing The Prayer

[1638] 59 - (707) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said:
"None of you should give a share
of himself to the _Shai fân by
thinking that it is obligatory to
leave to the right only (after
finishing the prayer). How often I
saw the Messenger of Allah
leave to his left."
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[1639] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1638) was narrated from AlA'mash with this chain.

[1640] 60 - (708) It was
narrated that As-SuddI said: "I
asked Anas which way I should
leave when I had finished my
prayer, to my right or my left?
He said: 'As for me, I often saw
the Messenger of Allah
leaving to his right."

[1641] 61 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from As-SuddI, from Anas, that
the Prophet
used to leave to
his right.
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Chapter 8. It is Recommended
To Stand To The Right Of The
Imâm
[1642] 62 - (709) It was
narrated that Al-Bari' said:
"When we prayed behind the
Messenger of Allah it , we liked
to be on his right so that his face
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would turn towards us. And I
heard him say: 'Rabbi qinI
'a_d_hâbaka yawma tab'aihu or
Tajma'u 'ibâdak (0 Lord, save
me from Your punishment on
the Day when You resurrect or
gather Your slaves."
[16431 (...) It was narrated from
Mis'ar with this chain (a HadIth
similar to no. 1642), but he did
not mention the words: "so that
his face would turn towards us."
Chapter 9. It Is Disliked To
Start A Voluntary Prayer After
The Mu'adhdhin Has Started
To Say The Iqâmah For Prayer,
Whether That Is A Regular
Sunnah, Such As The Sunnah
Of Subh Or Zuhr, Or Anything
Else, And Regardless Of
Whether He Knows That He
Will Catch Up With The
Rak'ah, With The Imâm Or Not
[1644] 63 - (710) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "When the
Iqamah for prayer is called, there
is no prayer except the prescribed
prayer."
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[1645] ( ... ) Warqâ' narrated it
with this chain (a similar HadIth
as no. 1645).
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[1646] 64 - (...) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
said: "When the
Prophet
Iqâmah for prayer is called, there
is no prayer except the prescribed
prayer."

[1647] ( ... ) Zakariyyâ bin Ishâq
narrated a similar report (as no.
1646) with this chain.

[1648] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1646) was narrated from Abü
Hurairah from the Prophet .
Hammâd (a narrator) said: "Then
I met 'Amr and he narrated it to
me, but he did not attribute it to
the Prophet ."

[1649] 65 - (711) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
Mâlik bin Buhainah that the
Messenger of Allah ç passed by
a man who was offering prayers,
and the Iqamah for Sub/i prayer
had been called, He said
something to him, I do not know
what it was, and when we had
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finished (the prayer) we
surrounded him, saying: "What
did the Messenger of Allah ;
say to you?" He said: "He said to
me: 'Soon one of you will pray
Subh with four Rak'ah."
A1-Qa'nabI said: "Abdullâh bin
Mâlik bin Buhainah from his
father."
Abñ Al-Husain Muslim said: His
saying: "from his father" in this
narration is a mistake.
[1650] 66 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn Buhainah said: "The
Iqâmah for Subh prayer was
called, and the Messenger of
Allah 40 saw a man offering
prayers when the Mu 'a_dhdhin was
saying the Iqâmah. He said: 'Are
you praying Fajr with four
Rak'ah?"
[1651] 67 - (712) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin Sarjis
said: "A man entered the Masfid
while the Messenger of Allah
was praying Al-Ghadâh (Fajr),
and he prayed two Rak'ah at the
side of the Masjid, then he joined
the Messenger of Allah lJ (in
prayers). When the Messenger of
Allah ji said the Salâm, he said:
'0 so-and-so! Which of the two
prayers did you count as the
obligatory prayer, your prayer on
your own or your prayer with
us?"
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Chapter 10. What To Say
When Entering The Masfid
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[1652] 68 - (713) It was narrated
that Abfl Usaid said: "The
Messenger of Allah said: 'When
one of you enters the Masjid, let
him say: "A llâhummafta . ill abwâba
rahmatik (0 Allah, open to me the
gates of Your mercy.)" And when
he leaves, let him say: "Allâhumma
innî as 'aluka min fadlik (0 Allah, I
ask You of Your Bounty.)"
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[1653] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1652) was narrated from Abü
(with
Usaid, from the Prophet
a different chain of narrators).
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Chapter 11. It Is
Recommended To Greet The
Masjid By Praying Two Rak'ah,
And It Is Disliked To Sit
Before Praying These Two
Rak'ah, And This Is Prescribed
At All Times
[1654] 69 - (714) It was
narrated from Abü Qatâdah that
said:
the Messenger of Allah
"When one of you enters the
Masjid, let him pray two Rak'ah
before he sits down."

[1655] 70 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Qatâdah, the
Companion of the Messenger of
Allah
, said: "I entered the
Masjid and the Messenger of
Allah
was sitting among the
people, so I sat down. The
said:
Messenger of Allah
'What kept you from praying two
Rak'ah before you sat down?' I
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, I
saw you sitting and the people
sitting.' He said: 'When one of
you enters the Masjid, let him not
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sit down until he has prayed two
Rak'ah."
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[16561 71 - (715) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "The Prophet
owed me
something, and he paid me back
and gave me something extra. I
entered upon him in the Masjid
and he said to me: 'Pray two
Rak'ah."
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Chapter 12. It Is Recommended
To Pray Two Rak'ah In The
Masjid For One Who Has Come
From A Journey, When He First
Arrives
[1657] 72 - (...) It was narrated
that Muhârib heard Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh say: "The Messenger
of Allah ç bought a camel from
me, and when he came to A]Madinah he told me to go to the
Masjid and pray two Rak'ah."
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[1658] 73 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said: "I
went out with the Messenger of
Allah
on a campaign and my
camel delayed me because it got
exhausted. Then the Messenger
of Allah j came before me, and
I came the next day. I came to
the Masjid and I found him at the
door of the Masjid. He said: 'Now
have you come?' I said: 'Yes.' He
said: 'Leave your camel, and go in
and pray two Rak'ah.' So I went in
and prayed, then I went back."

[1659] 74 - (716) It was
narrated from Ka'b bin Mâlik
that the Messenger of Allah
did not return from a journey by
day in the forenoon, but when he
arrived, he would go to the
Masjid and pray two Rak'ah, then
he would sit down there.
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Chapter 13. It Is
Recommended To Pray Duha,
The Least Of Which Is Two
Rak'ah, The Best Of Which Is
Eight, And The Average Of
Which Is Four Or Six, And
Encouragement To Do So
Regularly
(717) It was
[1660] 75
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin
haqIq said: "I said to 'Aihah:
pray Iuza?'
'Did the Prophet
She said: 'No, unless he was
returning from a journey."
-

[1661] 77 ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin Shaqiq said: "I
said to 'Aihah: 'Did the Prophet
pray Duha?' She said: 'No,
unless he was returning from a
journey."
-

(718) It was
[1662] 77
narrated that 'Aishah said: "I
never saw the Messenger of Allah
praying the voluntary prayer
of Duha but I used to do it. If the
gave up
Messenger of Allah
an action that he liked to do, it
was for fear that the people
would do it and it would be made
obligatory for them."
-
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[1663] 78 - (719) Mu'âdhah
narrated that she asked 'Aishah:
"How many (Rak'ah) did the
Messenger of Allah iiJ pray in
Pu/ia?" She said: "Four Rak'ah,
and however many more he
wanted."

[1664] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1663) was narrated from
YazId with this chain. And YazId
said: "... as Allah willed."

[1665] 79 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aiijah said: "The Messenger
of Allah used to pray Quza with
four Rak'ah, and however many
more Allah willed."

[1666] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1665) was narrated from
Qatâdah with this chain.

[1667] 80 - (336) It was
narrated that 'Abdur-Rahmân bin
Abi Laila said: "No one told me
that he saw the Prophet ç
praying ufia except Umm Hâni'.
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She narrated that the Prophet
entered her house on the day of
the Conquest of Makkah, and
prayed eight Rak'ah, and I have
never seen him offer any prayer
that was briefer than that, but he
bowed and prostrated perfectly."

[1668] 81 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn Shihâb said: "Ibn
'Abdullâh bin A1-Hârith told me
that his father, 'Abdullâh bin A]Hâriih bin Nawfal, said: 'I asked,
and I was keen, to find someone
who could tell me that the
Messenger of Allah
ç had
prayed 1?ua. But I could not
find anyone who could tell me
that except Umm Hâni' bint AbI
Talib. She told me that after the
day had grown bright on the day
of the Conquest (of Makkah), the
Messenger of Allah came, and
a cloth was brought to form a
screen, and he performed Ghusl.
Then he stood and prayed eight
Rak'ah, and I do not know
whether the standing was longer,
or the bowing, or prostration;
they were all similar in length.
And I did not see him offer that
prayer before or after."
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[1669] 82 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü An-Nadr that Abü
Murrah, the freed slave of Umm
Hâni' hint AbI Tâlib, told him
that he heard Umm Hâni' hint
AbI Talib say: "I went to the
Messenger of Allah
during the
year of the Conquest, and I
found him performing Ghusl, and
Fâtimah, his daughter, was
screening him with a cloth. I
greeted him with Salâm and he
said: 'Who is this?' I said: 'Umm
Hâni' hint AbI Tâlib.' He said:
'Welcome, Umm Hâni'.' When
he had finished his Ghusl, he
prayed eight Rak'ah, wrapped in
a single garment. When he had
finished I said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, my mother's son 'Ali bin
AbI Tâlib says that he is going to
kill a man to whom I have given
protection; so-and-so bin
Hubairah.' The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'We grant
protection to the one to whom
Umm Hâni' has given protection.'
Umm Hâni' said: 'That was at the
time of Duha."
[1670] 83 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Murrah, the freed
slave of 'AqIl, from Umm Hâni',
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that the Messenger of Allah ii
prayed eight Rak'ah in her house
during the year of the Conquest,
wearing a single garment with its
ends placed on his shoulders.

[16711 84 - (720) It was
narrated from Abü Dharr that
the Prophet
said: "In the
morning a charity is due from
every joint of one of you. Every
TasbIiah is a charity, every
TamIdah is a charity, every
TahlIlah is a charity, every
TakbIrah is a charity, enjoining
what is good is a charity,
forbidding what is evil is a
charity, and two Rak'ah offered
in the forenoon (Duha) will
suffice for that."

[1672] 85 - (721) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"My close friend , advised me
to do three things: 'To fast three
days of every month, to pray two
Rak'ah of Duha, and to pray War
before going to sleep."
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[1673] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1672) was narrated from Abü
Hurairah, from the Prophet j.
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[1674] ( ... ) Abü Hurairah said:
"My close friend Abü Al-Qâsim
, advised me to do three
things..." and he mentioned a
HadIth similar to that of Abu
'Uthmân from Abü Hurairah (no.
1672).
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[16751 86 - (722) It was
narrated from Abü Murrah, the
freed slave of Umm Hâni', that
Abil Ad-Dardâ' said: "My
beloved
advised me to do
three things, which I will not
forsake so long as I live: 'To fast
three days of each mont1'
I?uza, an—'I
pray War."'
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Chapter 14. It Is
Recommended To Pray Two
Rak'ah For The Sunnah of Fajr.
And Encouragement To Pray
Them Regularly, And To Make
Them Brief, And To Persist In
Offering Them, And Clarifying
What Is Recommended To
Recite Therein.
[1676] 87 - (723) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that
Hafsah, the Mother of the
Believers, told him that when the
Mu 'adjjdin fell silent following
the Adhân for the Subh prayer,
and dawn had begun, the
Messenger of Allah
would
pray two brief Rak'ah before the
Iqâmah for prayer was called."
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[1677] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Nâfi' with this chain, as Mâlik
said (as no. 1676).

[1678] 88 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that Hafsah said:
"When dawn broke, the Messenger
of Allah
would not pray
anything except two brief Rak'ah."
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[1679] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated a
similar HadIth (as no. 1678) with
this chain.
[1680] 89 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sâlim, from his father:
"Hafsah told me that when dawn
appeared, the Messenger of
Allah ç would pray two
Rak'ah."

[1681] 90 - (724) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
used to
pray the two Rak'ah of Fajr when
he heard the Adhân, and he
made them brief."

[1682] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Hishâm (a HadIth similar to no.
1681), with this chain.
According to the Had of Abü
Usâmah: ('Aishah said instead of
"when he heard the Adhân")
"when dawn broke."
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[1683] 91 - (...) It was narrated
from 'Aihah that the Prophet of
Allah
used to pray two Rak'ah
between the A_d_hân and Iqamah
for the Subh prayer.

[1684] 92 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that she used to
say: "The Messenger of Allah Ii
used to pray the two Rak'ah of
Fajr and make them so brief that
I would say: 'Has he recited the
Essence of the Qur'ân (AlFâtihah) in them (or not)?"

[1685] 93 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aihah said: "When dawn
broke, the Messenger of Allah 04
would pray two Rak 'ah, and I
would say: 'Did he recite the
Opening of the Book in them?"

[1686] 94

( ... ) It was narrated
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from 'Aishah that the Prophet
did not adhere more regularly to
any voluntary prayer than the two
Rak'ah before Sub/i.

[1687] 95 - (...) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "I did not see
the Messenger of Allah
hastening to perform any
voluntary prayer so much as he
hastened to offer the two Rak'ah
before Fajr."

[1688] 96 - (735) It was
narrated from 'Aishah that the
Prophet
said: "Two Rak'ah of
Fajr prayer are better than this
world and everything in it."

[1689] 97 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that the Prophet jW
said concerning the two Rak'ah at
dawn: "They are dearer to me
than the entire world."
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[1690] 98 - (726) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
recited in the two Rak'ah of Fajr:
"Say: "0 disbelievers"W and "Say:
"He is Allah, (the) One." 21

[1691] 99 - (727) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"The Messenger of Allah ç used
to recite in the two Rak'ah of
Fajr - in the first Rak'ah: Say:
"We believe in Allah and that
which has been sent down to
us ... ",131 the verse which is in AlBaqarah. And in the second:
...We believe in Allah, and bear
witness that we are Muslims".[4]

[1692] 100 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"The Messenger of Allah used
to recite in the two Rak'ah of
Fajr: "Say: "We believe in Allah
and that which has been sent
F] Al-Kâfirân (109).
A1-Ilâs (112).
[3)
A1-Baqarah 2:136.
Al-imrân 3:52.
[2J
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down to us."11' and the verse
that is in Al 'Imrân: "Come to a
word that is just between us and

[16931 ( ... ) A HadIth similar to
that of Mawrân A]-FazârI (no.
1692) was narrated from 'Uthmân
bin Hakim with this chain.

Chapter 15. The Virtue Of The
Regular Sunnah Prayers Before
And After The Obligatory
Prayers, And Their Numbers
[1694] 101
(728) It was
narrated that 'Amr bin Aws said:
'Anbasah bin AbI Sufyân told me,
during his final illness, a -IadW
that made him feel happy. He
said: "I heard Umm HabIbah say:
'I heard the Messenger of Allah
say: 'Whoever prays twelve
Rak'ah every day and night, a
house will be built for him in
Paradise because of them.'"
Umm HabIbah said: "I have not
stopped doing them since I heard
about them from the Messenger
of Allah a."
Anbasah said: "I have not
stopped doing them since I heard
about them from Umm HabIbah."
[1]Al-Baqarah 2:136.
[2]Al- 'Imrân 3:64.
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'Amr bin Aws said: "I have not
stopped doing them since I heard
about them from 'Anbasah."
Al-Nu'mân bin Sâlim said: "I
have not stopped doing them
since I heard about them from
'Amr bin Aws."

[1695] 102 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from An-Nu'mân bin Sâlim (a
Hadujth. similar to no. 1694), with
this chain: "Whoever prays
twelve Rak'ah in a day,
voluntarily, a house will be built
for him in Paradise."
[1696] 103 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Umm HabIbah, the wife of
the Prophet
, that she heard
the Messenger of Allah i4 ç say:
"There is no Muslim slave who
prays twelve Rak'ah to Allah
each day, voluntarily, apart from
the obligatory prayers, but Allah
will build for him a house in
Paradise - or a house will be built
for him in Paradise."
Umm Hablbah said: "I did not
stop praying them after that."
'Amr said: "I did not stop
praying them after that. And AnNu'mân said something similar."

['o]
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[1697] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Umm HabIbah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'There is no Muslim slave who
performs Wudâ' and performs
Wud/jâ' well, then prays every
day to Allah..." a similar HadItf
(as no. 1696).

[16981 104 - (729) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Umar said: "I
prayed two Rak'ah with the
Messenger of Allah t
j. , before
Zuhr and two afterwards, two
Rak'ah after MagLhrib, two Rak'ah
after 'Ishâ' and two Rak'ah after
Jumu'ah. As for Maghrib, 'Ishâ'
and Jumu'ah, I prayed with the
Prophet t in his house."
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Chapter 16. It Is Permissible
To Offer Voluntary Prayers
Standing Or Sitting, And To
Stand And Sit In The Same
Rak'ah
[1699] 105
(730) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin
ShaqIq said: "I asked 'Aihah
about the prayer of the
Messenger of Allah ç, and his
voluntary prayers. She said: 'He
used to pray four Rak'ah in my
house before Zuhr, then he
would go out and lead the people
in prayer. Then he would come
in and pray two Rak'ah. He
would lead the people in praying
Magihrib, then he would come in,
and pray two Rak'ah. He would
lead the people in praying 'Ishâ',
then he would enter my house,
and pray two Rak'ah. He would
pray nine Rak'ah at night,
including War, and he would pray
for a long time at night standing,
and a long time at night sitting.
And if he recited while standing,
he would bow and prostrate from
a standing position. But if he
recited while sitting, he would
bow and prostrate from a sitting
position. And when dawn broke
he would pray two Rak'ah."
[1700] 106, 107 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah ç used to
pray for a long time at night. If
he prayed standing, he would
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bow from a standing position,
and if he prayed sitting, he would
bow from a sitting position."
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[1701] 108 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin Shaqiq said: "I
became ill in Persia, and I used
to pray sitting down, I asked
'Aishah about that and she said:
'The Messenger of Allah ç used
to pray for a long time at night
standing..." and he mentioned
the HadIth.

[1702] 109 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin ShaqIq Al'UqailI said: "I asked 'Aiah
about the prayer of the Messenger
of Allah
at night. She said: 'He
used to pray for a long time at
night standing, and for a long time
at night sitting. If he recited while
standing, he would bow from a
standing position, but if he recited
while sitting, he would bow from a
sitting position."

[1703] 110 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin Shaqiq Al'UqailI said: "We asked 'Aiah
about the prayer of the Messenger
of Allah
She said: 'The
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used to
Messenger of Allah
pray a great deal, standing and
sitting. If he started a prayer
standing, he would bow from a
standing position, and if he started
a prayer sitting, he would bow
from a sitting position."
i

[1704] 111 - (731) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "I did
not see the Messenger of Allah
reciting in any night prayer
while sitting until he grew old.
Then he would recite while
sitting, and when there were
thirty or forty verses left of the
Sarah, he would stand up and
recite them, then he would bow."
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[1705] 112 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aiah that the Messenger
used to pray sitting,
of Allah
and he would recite while sitting,
then when there were about
thirty or forty verses left of his
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recitation, he would stand up and
recite while standing. Then he
would bow, then prostrate, then
he would do likewise in the
second Rak'ah.

[1706] 113 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The Messenger
of Allah
used to recite while
sitting, then when he wanted to
bow, he would stand up for as long
as it takes a person to recite forty
verses."

[1707] 114 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Alqarnah bin Waqqâ said:
"I said to 'Aishah: 'What did the
Messenger of Allah jW do in the
two Rak'ah when he was sitting?'
She said: 'He used to recite in
them, then when he wanted to
bow, he stood up and bowed."

[1708] 115 - (732) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin
ShaqIq said: "I said to 'Aishah:
'Did the Prophet jW pray while
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sitting?' She said: 'Yes, after the
people made him old."

[1709] ( ... ) It was narrated that
'Abdullâh bin Shaqiq said: "I said
to 'Aishah:..." and he narrated
something similar (as no. 1708)
from the Prophet .
[1710] 116 - ( ... ) 'Aishah
narrated that the Prophet
did
not die until many of his prayers
were offered while sitting.

[1711] 117 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aiah said: "When the
Messenger of Allah
grew old
and heavy, most of his prayers
were offered while sitting."

[1712] 118 - (733) It was
narrated that Hafsah said: "I did
not see the Messenger of Allah
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offer any voluntary prayer
wh e sitting until one year before
his death, when he would offer
his voluntary prayers sitting, and
he would recite a Sarah at such a
si w, measured pace that it
w uld seem longer than another
oi which was longer."

117:3] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no (112) was narrated from AzZ. rI, with this chain, except that
the) said: "One or two years
(bef, e his death)."

[17141 119 - (734) It was
narrated that Simâk said: "Jâbir
bin Samurah told me that the
Prophet
did not die until he
prayed sitting."

[17151 120 - (735) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr
said: "I was told that the
Messenger of Allah
said: 'A
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man's prayer offered sitting is
half a prayer.' I came to him and
found him praying sitting. I put
my hand on his head and he said:
'What is the matter with you, 0
'Abdullâh bin 'Amr?' I said: '0
Messenger of Allah, I have been
told that you said: A man's
prayer offered sitting is half a
prayer' but you are praying while
sitting.' He said: 'Yes, but I am
not like any one of you."

[1716] (...) It was narrated from
Mansür with this chain (a similar
HadIth as no. 1715).

Chapter 17. Night Prayers And
The Number Of Rak'ah Offered
By The Prophet At Night,
And That Witr Is One Rak'ah,
And A One Rak'ah Prayer Is
Correct
[1717] 121
(736) It was
narrated from 'Aishah that the
Messenger of Allah
used to
pray eleven Rak'ah at night, and
he would make them an odd
number with one Rak'ah. When
-
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he had finished, he would lie
down on his right side, until the
Mu 'a_dh_dhin came to him, then he
would pray two brief Rak'ah.

[1718] 122 - (...) It was narrated
that 'Aihah, the wife of the
Prophet itg, said: "Between
finishing the 'Ishâ' prayer - which
the people call Al- 'Atamah - and
dawn, the Messenger of Allah
would pray eleven Rak'ah, saying
the TaslIm between every two
Rak'ah, and making them an odd
number with one Rak'ah. When
the Mu'adhdhin fell silent
following the call to Fajr prayer,
and he could see the dawn, and
the Mu 'adhdhin came to him, he
would pray two brief Rak'ah,
then lie down on his right side,
until the Mu 'adhdhin came to
him for the Iqâmah."

[1719] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn Shihâb with this chain, and
Harmalah quoted a similar
HadIjj (as no. 1718), except that
he did not mention: "when he
coud see the dawn and the
Mu 'wLhdhin came to him," and
he did not mention: "the
Iqâmab." The rest of the IjadIth
is like the HadIth of 'Amr.
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[17201 123 : (737) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
used to
Pray thirteen Rak'ah at night, five
of which were Witr, and he did
not sit at all except at the end."

[1721] (...) It was narrated from
Hishâm, with this chain (a similar
HadIth as no. 1720).

[17221 124 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Urwah that 'Aishah told
him that the Messenger of Allah
used to pray thirteen Rak'ah,
including the two Rak'ah of Fajr.

[17231 125 - (738) It was
narrated from Abü Salamah bin
'Abdur-Rahmân that he asked
'Aiah: "How did the Messenger
of Allah
pray during
Ramadân?" She said: "The
Messenger of Allah
did not
pray more, in Ramadân or at any
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other time, than eleven Rakah.
He would pray four, and do not
ask how beautiful and long they
were. Then he would pray four,
and do not ask how beautiful and
long they were. Then he would
pray three." 'Aiah said: "I said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, do you
sleep before you pray Witr?' He
said: '0 'Aihah, my eyes sleep
but my heart does not sleep."
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[1724] 126 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abfl Salamah said: "I asked
'Aiiiah about the prayer of the
Messenger of Allah
and she
said: 'He used to pray thirteen
Rak'ah. He would pray eight
Rak'ah, then he would pray War,
then he would pray two Rak'ah
while sitting. When he wanted to
bow he would stand up then bow.
Then he prayed two Rak'ah
between the call (to prayer) and
Iqâmah for Fajr prayer."
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[1725] ( ... ) Abfl Salamah
narrated that he asked 'Aishah
about the prayer of the
Messenger of Allah ... a similar
report (as no. 1724, but with a
different chain of narrators),
except that in their HadIth it said:
"nine Rak 'ah standing, including
War."
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[17261 127 - ( ... ) Abü Salamah
said: "I came to 'Aishah and said:
'0 my mother, tell me about the
prayer of the Messenger of Allah
.' She said: 'He used to pray during Ramadân and at other
times - thirteen Rak'ah at night,
including the two Rak'ah of
Fajr."

[17271 128 - ( ... ) 'Aishah said:
"The Messenger of Allah used
to pray ten Rak'ah at night, and
he would pray one Rak'ah for
War and two Rak'ah for Fajr, and
that was thirteen Rak'ah."

[1728] 129 - (739) It was
narrated that Abü Isl:iâq said: "I
asked AI-Aswad bin YazId what
'Aishah had told him about the
prayer of the Messenger of Allah
. She said: 'He used to sleep
for the first part of the night and
stay up for the latter part. Then if
he had any need (for intimacy)
from his wife he would satisfy
that need, then he would go to
sleep. Then when the first call
came,' she said, 'he leapt up' -
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and by Allah she did not say 'he
got up' - 'and poured water over
himself - and by Allah, she did
not say, 'he performed Ghusl,'
and I know what she meant. 'If
he was not Junub, he would
perform Wudi2' as a man does for
prayer, then he prayed the two
Rak'ah."
[1729] 130 : (740) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah j4 used to
pray at night until the last of his
prayer was War."

[1730] 131 - (741) It was
narrated thait Masrflq said: "I
asked 'Aisha,h about the actions
of the Messenger of Allah
She said: 'He loved that which
was done consistently.' I said:
'When did he pray?' She said:
'When the rooster crowed, he
would get up and pray."

[17311 132 - (742) It was
narrated that 'Aiah said: "I
never found the Messenger of
Allah
in my house before
dawn but he was sleeping."
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[1732] 133 - (743) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "When
the Prophet ij had prayed the two
Rak'ah of Fajr, if I was awake he
would talk to me, otherwise he
would lie down."

[1733] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1732) was narrated from
'Aihah, from the Prophet .

[1734] 134 : (744) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
used to
Messenger of Allah
pray at night, and when he had
prayed War he said: 'Get up and
pray War, 0 'Aihah!"

[1735] 135 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aigah that the Messenger
used to pray at night
of Allah
while she was lying in front of
him, and when only War was left,
he would wake her up and she
would pray War.
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[1736] 136 : (745) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
prayed
War at all times of the night, and
(towards the end of his life) his
Witr ended just before dawn."

[1737] 137 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aihah said: "The Messenger
of Allah prayed Witr at all times
of the night, at the beginning of
the night, in the middle and at the
end, and (towards the end of his
life) his Witr ended just before
dawn."

[1738] 138 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aihah said: "The Messenger
of Allah prayed Witr at all times
of the night, and (towards the end
of his life) his Witr ended at the
end of the night."
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Chapter 18. Night Prayer, And
The One Who Sleeps And
Misses It Or Is Sick

[1739] 139 - (746) It was
narrated from Zurârah that Sa'd
bin Hishâm bin 'Amir wanted to
go out on a campaign in the
cause of Allah, so he came to A]Madinah, and he wanted to sell
some property he had there and
use the money to buy weapons
and horses, and fight in Jihâd
against the Romans until he died.
When he came to Al-Madinah,
he met some of the people of AlMadinah who told him not to do
that, and they told him that six
people had wanted to do that
during the lifetime of the Prophet
of Allah , and the Prophet of
Allah
told him not to do that,
and he said: "Do you not have an
example in me?"
When they told him that, he
took back his wife whom he had
divorced, and brought witnesses
to attest that he had taken her
back. Then he went to Ibn
'Abbâs and asked him about the
War of the Messenger of Allah
. Ibn 'Abbâs said: "Shall I not
tell you who is the most
knowledgeable of people on
earth about the Witr of the
Messenger of Allah ?' He said:
'Who?' He said: "Aiah; go to
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her and ask her, then come and
tell me what answer she gives to
you.,,
(He narrated) So I went to her.
I went to Hakim bin Allah and
asked him to go with me to her.
He said: "I do not want to
approach her, because I told her
not to say anything about these
two parties, but she insisted on
that." I adjured him to come, so
he came, and we went to 'Aigah.
We asked permission to enter
and she gave us permission and
we entered upon her. She said:
"Is it Hakim?" And she
recognized him. He said: "Yes."
She said: "Who is with you?" He
said: "Sa'd bin Hishâm." She
said: "Who is Hishâm?" He said:
"Ibn 'Amir." She prayed for
mercy for him and said good
things." - Qatâdah (one of the
narrators) said: "He was
martyred on the day of Uljiud." I said: "0 Mother of the
believers, tell me about the
character of the Messenger of
Allah a." She said: "Do you not
read the Qur'ân?" I said: "Of
course." She said: "The character
of the Prophet of Allah
was
the Qur'ân." I wanted to get up
and not ask anyone about
anything else until I died. Then I
decided to ask: "Tell me about
the Qiyâm (night prayer) of the
Messenger of Allah
." She
said: "Do you not read: '0 you
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wrapped in garments!'?"['] I
said: "Of course." She said:
"Allah enjoined Qiyâm Al-Lail
(the Night Prayers) at the
beginning of this Sarah, and the
Prophet of Allah
and his
Companions prayed Qiyâm for a
year. And Allah withheld the
latter part of this Sarah for
twelve months in heavens, until
Allah revealed, at the end of this
Sarah, the reduction of the
burden. so Qiyâm Al-Lail became
voluntary after it had been
obligatory."
I said: "0 Mother of the
believers, tell me about the Wtr
of the Messenger of Allah
."
She said: "We used to prepare
his Siwâk and water for
purification for him, and Allah
would cause him to wake
whenever He willed during the
night. Then he would use the
Siwâk and perform Wudâ' and
pray nine Rak'ah, during which
he did not sit except in the eighth
Rak'ah; he would remember
Allah, praise Him and call upon
Him. Then he would get up
without saying the TaslIm, and he
would stand and pray the ninth
Rak'ah, then he would sit and
remember Allah, praise Him and
call upon Him. Then he would
say a TaslIm that we could hear.
Then he prayed two Rak'ah after
saying the TaslIm, while sitting,
' Al-Muzzammil 73:1.
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and that made eleven Rak'ah. 0
my son, when the Prophet of
Allah ç grew old and gained
weight, he prayed Witr with
seven, and he did in the last two
Rak'ah as he did in the first, and
that made nine. 0 my son, when
the Prophet of Allah ç offered a
prayer, he liked to persist in
offering it. If sleep or pain
overtook him and kept him from
praying Qiyâm at night, he would
pray twelve Rak'ah during the
day. I do not know that the
recited the
Prophet of Allah
entire Qur'ân in one night, or
spent an entire night in prayer, or
fasted an entire month except
Ramadân."
I went to Ibn 'Abbâs and told him
what she had said. He said. "She
has spoken the truth. If I were to
approach her or enter upon her, I
would go to her so that I could
hear it from her own lips." I said:
"If I had known that you do not
enter upon her, I would not have
told you what she said."
[1740] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Sa'd bin Hishâm that he divorced
his wife then went to A]-Madinah
to sell his property... and he
mentioned something similar.

[1741]... - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Sa'd bin Hishâm said: "I
went to 'Abdullâh bin 'Abbâs and
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asked him about Witr..." and he
quoted the IIadit/ (similar to no.
1739). In it he said: "She said:
'Who is Hishâm?' I said: 'Ibn
She said: 'What a good
man 'Amir was; he was killed on
the day of Ubud."

[17421 (...) It was narrated from
Zurârah bin Awfa that Sa'd bin
Hishâm was a neighbor of his.
He told him that he had divorced
his wife... and he narrated a
HadIth like that of Sa'eed (no.
1741). In it he said: "She said:
'Who is Hishâm?' He said: 'Ibn
'Amir.' She said: 'What a good
man he was. He was killed (when
fighting) with the Messenger of
Allah
on the day of Ubud."
And it says: "Hakim bin Aflab
said: 'As for me, if I had known
that you do not enter upon her, I
would not have told you what she
said."
[1743] 140 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sa'd bin Hishâm, from
'Aibah that if the Messenger of
Allah
missed a prayer at night
due to pain or any other reason,
he would pray twelve Rak'ah
during the day.
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[1744] 141 - (...) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "If the
Messenger of Allah
did an
action, he would persist in it. If
he slept at night or was sick, he
would pray twelve Rak'ah during
the day." She said: "And I never
saw the Messenger of Allah
spend an entire night in prayer
until dawn, or fast an entire
month except Ramadân."

[1745] 142 - (717) It was
narrated that 'Abdur-Rahmân bin
'Abdin A]-Qâriy said: "I heard
'Umar bin Al-iShaflâb say: 'The
Messenger of Allah
said:
Whoever sleeps and misses his
regular portion (of worship) 11 or
part of it, let him recite it between
Fajr prayer and Zuhr prayer, and it
will be recorded for him as if he
recited it at night.'"

Regular portion of worship ( -Iizb): Prayers or reading Qur'ân etc., that a person
commits himself to do regularly.
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Chapter 19. SaIâtAI-A wwâ bin
(The Prayer Of The Penitent) Is
When The Young Camels Feel
The Heat Of The Hot Sand
[1746] 143 - (748) It was
narrated from Al-Qâsim AshhaibânI that Zaid bin Arqam
saw some people praying in the
early morning and he said: "They
know that prayer at a time other
than this is better. The
Messenger of AllahiJ said: 'The
alât-Awwâ bin (prayer of the
penitent) is when the young
camels feel the heat of the hot
sand."
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[1747] 144 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Zaid bin Arqam said: "The
Messenger of Allah jW went out
to the people of Qubâ' when they
were praying, and said: 'The
prayer of the penitent is when
the young camels feel the heat of
the hot sand."
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Chapter 20. The Night Prayers
Are Two By Two, And Witr Is
One Rak'ah At The End Of the
Night
[1748] 145 - (749) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that a
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man asked the Messenger of
Allah
about prayers at night.
The Messenger of Allah
said:
"The night prayers are two by
two, then if one of you fears that
dawn may come, he should pray
one Rak'ah, which will make
what he has prayed oddnumbered."

[1749] 146 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sâlim, from his father, that
a man asked the Prophet
about night prayers, and he said:
"Two by two, then when you fear
that dawn may come, pray War
with one Rak'ah."

[1750] 147 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar bin AlIhattâb said: "A man stood up
and said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
how are the night prayers?' The
Messenger of Allah iJ said: 'The
night prayers are two by two,
then when you fear that dawn
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may come, pray one Rak'ah as
JVitr."

[1751] 148 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar that a
man asked the Prophet , when
I was between him and the one
who was asking, saying:
Messenger of Allah, how are the
night prayers?" He said: "Two by
two, then when you fear that
dawn may come, then pray one
Rak'ah, and make the last of your
prayer Witr." Then a man asked
him, one year later, and I was in
the same position with regard to
the Messenger of Allah , and I
do not know whether it was the
same man or another man, and
he told him something similar.

110

[1752] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Ibn 'Umar said: A man asked the
Prophet
and he mentioned
something similar (to no. 1751),
but it does not say in the Ijadith:
"Then a man asked him, one year
later..." etc.
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[1753] 149 - (750) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
haqIq, from Ibn 'Umar, that the
Prophet ç said: "Hasten to pray
War before morning."

[1754] 150 - (751) It was
narrated from Nâfi' that Ibn
'Umar said: "Whoever prays at
night, let him make the last of his
prayer War, for the Messenger of
Allah
used to enjoin that."

[1755] 151 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet
said: "Make the last of your
prayers at night War."

[1756] 152 -

( ... ) Nâfi' narrated
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that Ibn 'Umar used to say:
"Whoever prays at night, let him
make the last of his prayer JV111
before dawn comes. This is what
the Messenger of Allah
used
to enjoin on them."

[17571 153 - (752) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Umar said:
"The Messenger of Allah Ji said:
'Witr is one Rak'ah, at the end of
the night."

[1758] 154 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abli Mijlaz said: "I heard
Ibn 'Umar narrating that the
said: 'Witr is one
Prophet
Rak'ah, at the end of the night."

[1759] 155 - (753) It was
narrated that Abü Mijlaz said: "I
asked Ibn 'Abbâs about Witr. He
said: 'I heard the Messenger of
Allah
say: "One Rak'ah, at the
end of the night." I asked Ibn
'Umar and he said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: 'One
Rak'ah, at the end of the night."
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[1760] 156 - (749) 'Ubaidullâh
bin 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar narrated
that Ibn 'Umar told them that a
man called out to the Messenger
of Allah
when he was in the
Masjid, saying: "0 Messenger of
Allah, how should I make my
prayer at night odd-numbered?"
The Messenger of Allah
said:
"Whoever prays, let him pray two
by two, then when he feels that
dawn is coming, let him offer one
Rak'ah, and that will make what
he had prayed odd-numbered for
him."

[1761] 157 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin SIrIn said: "I asked
Ibn 'Umar: 'Do you think that in
the two Rak'ah before Al-Ghadâh
(Fajr) prayer I should recite for a
long time?' He said: 'The
Messenger of Allah
used to
pray two by two at night, then he
would pray War with one Rak'ah.
He said: 'It is not about this that
I was asking.' He said: 'You are
dense. Why don't you let me
narrate the HadIth in full? The
Messenger of Allah 4f used to
pray two by two at night, then he
would pray War with one Rak'ah,
then he would pray two Rak'ah
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before Al-Ghadáh (Fajr) as if the
Iqâmah was in his ears."
Khalf (one of the narrators)
said: "Before A1-Ghadâh" and he
did not mention: "prayer."
[1762] 158 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin SIrIn said: "I asked
Ibn 'Umar..." a similar report (as
no. 1761), and he added: "And
he would pray Witr with one
Rak'ah at the end of the night."
And it says that he said: "Stop,
stop! You are dense."

[17631 159 - ( ... ) Ibn 'Umar
narrated that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "The night prayers
are two by two. If you think that
dawn is going to catch up with
you, then pray Witr with one
Rak'ah." It was said to Ibn
'Umar: "What is two by two?"
He said: "You should say the
TaslIm after every two Rak'ah."

[1764] 160 - (754) It was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed that
the Prophet ç said: "Pray Witr
before dawn comes."
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[17651 161 - ( ... ) Abü Sa'eed
narrated that they asked the
Prophet
about War and he
said: "Pray Witr before the
dawn."

Chapter 21. One Who Fears
That He Will Not Get Up At
The End Of The Night, Then
He Should Pray War At The
Beginning Of The Night
[17661 162 - (755) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whoever fears that he will not
get up at the end of the night, let
him pray JVitr at the beginning.
Whoever is sure that he will get
up at the end of the night, let
him pray Witr at the end, for
prayer at the end of the night is
witnessed, and that is better."
Abü Mu'âwiyah (in his
narration) said: "is attended."

[1767] 163 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "I heard the
Prophet jW, say: 'Any one of you
who fears that he will not get up
at the end of the night, let him
pray Witr then go to sleep.
Whoever is confident that he will
get up at the end of the night, let
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him pray Witr at the end, for
recitation at the end of the night
is attended, and that is better."
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Chapter 22. The Best Prayer Is
That In Which One Stands For
A Long Time (TuwIul-Qunât
[1768] 164 - (756) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "The
said: 'The
Messenger of Allah
best prayer is that in which one
stands for a long time."

[1769] 165 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "The Messenger
was asked which
of Allah
prayer is best. He said: 'That in
which one stands for a long
time."

Chapter 23. In the Night There
Is An Hour When Supplications
Are Answered
[1770] 166 - (757) It was
narrated from Abü Sufyân that
Jâbir said: "I heard the Prophet
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40, say: 'In the night there is an
hour when, if a Muslim asks
Allah for good in this world and
in the Hereafter, He will give him
it, and that happens every
night."

[1771] 167 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Jâbir that the Messenger of
Allah QT, said: "In the night there
is an hour when, if the Muslim
slave asks Allah for something
good, He will give him it."

Chapter 24. Encouragement To
Supplicate And Recite
Statements Of Remembrance
At The End Of The Night, And
The Response To That
[17721 168 - (758) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Mesenger of Allah
said:
"Our Lord, may He be blessed
and exalted, comes down to the
lowest heaven every night when
the last third of the night is left,
and He says: 'Who will call upon
Me, that I may answer him? Who
will ask of Me, that I may give
him? Who will ask Me for
forgiveness, that I may forgive
him?"
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[1773] 169 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Allah comes down to the lowest
heaven every night when the first
third of the night has passed, and
says: 'I am the Sovereign, I am
the Sovereign. Who will call upon
Me, that I may answer him? Who
will ask of Me, that I may give
him? Who will ask Me for
forgiveness, that I may forgive
him?' And that continues until
the light of dawn."

[1774] 170 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'When half of the night has
passed, or two-thirds, Allah, may
He be blessed and exalted, comes
down to the lowest heaven and
says: Who will ask of Me, that I
may give him? Who will call
upon Me, that I may answer
him? Who will ask Me for
forgiveness, that I may forgive
him? until dawn breaks."

[1775] 171 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn Marjânah, from AN
Hurairah who said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Allah, may He be exalted, comes
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down to the lowest heaven
halfway through the night, or in
the last third of the night, and
says: "Who will call upon Me,
that I may answer him? Who will
ask of Me, that I may give him?
Then He says: Who will lend to
One Who is neither indigent nor
unjust?'"
Muslim said: Ibn Marjânah is
Sa'eed bin 'Abdullâh, and
Maijânah is his mother.

[1776] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Sa'd bin Sa'eed with this chain
(as similar Hadith as no. 1775),
and he added: "Then He spreads
out His Hand, may He be blessed
and exalted, and says: 'Who will
lend to One Who is neither
indigent nor unjust?"
[1777] 172 - (...) It was narrated
that Abü Sa'eed and Abu
Hurairah said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'Allah waits
until the first two-thirds of the
night have gone, then He
descends to the lowest heaven
and says: Is there anyone who
will ask for forgiveness? Is there
anyone who will repent? Is there
anyone who will ask? Is there
anyone who will call? until dawn
breaks."
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[1778] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Isâq with this chain (a
similar HadIth as no. 1777), but
the HadIth of Mansür is more
complete.

Chapter 25. Encouragement To
Pray Qiyâm During Rama(an,
Which Is TaráwIh
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[1779] 173 - (759) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Whoever prays Qiyâm in
Ramadân out of faith and in the
hope of reward, his previous sins
will be forgiven."

[1780] 174 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
used to
encourage them to pray Qiyâm in
Ramadân without saying that it
was obligatory. He would say:
'Whoever prays Qiyâm in
Ramadân out of faith and in the
hope of reward, his previous sins
will be forgiven.' Then the
Messenger of Allah
died and
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that is how it was, and it
remained like that throughout
the Kijilafah of Abü Bakr and at
the beginning of the QiJlâfah of
'Umar."

[1781] 175 - (760) Abü
Hurairah narrated that the
Messenger of Allah iJ said:
"Whoever fasts Ramadân out of
faith and in the hope of reward,
his previous sins will be forgiven.
Whoever spends the night of
Lailat Al-Qadr in prayer out of
faith and in the hope of reward,
his previous sins will be
forgiven."

[1782] 176 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
ç said: "Whoever
spends the night in prayer and
that coincides with Lailat AlQadr" - I think he said - "out of
faith and in the hope of reward,
will be forgiven."
[1783] 177 - (761) It was
narrated from 'Aishah that the
Messenger of Allah
prayed in
the Masjid one night, and some
people followed his prayer. The
next night he prayed again, and
the numbers of people increased.
Then they gathered on the third
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or fourth night, but the Messenger
of Allah jqj, did not come out to
them. When morning came, he
said: "I saw what you did, and
nothing kept me from coming out
to you but the fact that I was afraid
that it would be made obligatory
for you."
He said: "And that was in
Ramadân." 11
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[1784] 178 - (...) 'Aishah
narrated that the Messenger of
came out in the middle
Allah
of the night and prayed in the
Masjid, and some men followed
his prayer. The next day the
people were talking about that,
then more of them gathered and
came
the Messenger of Allah
out on the second night, and they
followed his prayer. The next day
the people were talking about
that, and the number of people
in the Masjid increased on the
third night. He came out, and
they followed his prayer. Then on
the fourth night, the Masjid could
hardly contain the people, and
the Messenger of A11 'i QT, did
not come out to th n. Some
people started calling t, saying:
"The prayer!" But the Tessenger
did not come out to
of Allah
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It was narrated by Mâlik, from Ibn Shihâb, from 'Urwah, from 'Aishah. In some of the
narrations of it from Mâlik, it is clear that these are the words of 'Aishah. Muslim heard
this from Yahyâ bin Yayâ, perhaps "he said" refers to him, otherwise it is one of the
others.
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them until he came out for Fajr
prayer. When he had finished
Fajr he turned to the people,
recited the £hahâdah, and said:
"I was not unaware of your
situation last night, but I feared
that the night prayer might be
made obligatory for you, and you
would be unable to do it."
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Chapter 26. Emphatic
Encouragement To Spend The
Night Of Lailat Al-Qadr In
Prayer And Clarifying The
Evidence Of Those Who Say
That It Is The Night Of The
Twenty-Seventh
[1785] 179 - (762) It was
narrated that Zirr said: "I heard
Ubayy bin Ka'b say - when it was
said to him that 'Abdullâh bin
Mas'üd was saying that whoever
prays Qiyâm for a year will attain
Lailat Al-Qadr : 'By Allah,
besides Whom there is none
worthy of worship! It is in
Ramadân' - and he swore with no
reservation - 'and by Allah, I
know which night it is! It is the
night which the Messenger of
Allah Ok commanded us to spend
in prayer; it is the night of the
twenty-seventh, and its sign is
that the sun rises that day bright
with no rays."
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[1786] 180 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ubayy bin Ka'b said: "Ubayy
said concerning Lailat Al-Qadr:
'By Allah I know when it is, and I
am certain it is the night that the
Messenger of Allah
commanded us to spend in
prayer; it is the night of the
twenty-seventh."

[1787] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated
something similar (to no. 1786)
with this chain.

Chapter 26. The Prayer And
Supplication Of The Prophet
jW At Night
[1788] 181 - (763) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"One night I stayed with my
maternal aunt Maimünah. The
Prophet
got up in the night,
relieved himself, then he washed
his face and hands, and went to
sleep. Then he got up, went to
the waterskin, undid its straps,
and performed a Wudà' that was
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somewhere between the most
perfect and the most light, and
he only washed each part once,
but he made water reach
everywhere it should go. Then he
stood and prayed, and I got up
and stretched, not wanting him to
think that I was watching him,
and I performed Wudâ'. He
stood and prayed, and I stood on
his left, but he took me by the
hand and brought me to his right.
I followed the prayer of the
Messenger of Allah
at night,
thirteen Rak'ah. Then he lay
down and slept until he was
breathing deeply, for when he
slept he would breathe deeply.
Then Bilâl came to him and
called him for prayer, and he got
up and prayed, and did not
perform Wudâ'. In his
supplication he said:
'Allâhummaj'al fl qalbI nâran wa
ii basarl nâran wa ft sam'I nz2ran
wa 'an yamInI nran wa 'an yasârI
nâran wa fawqI nñran wa taitI
niran wa amâmI ni2ran wa khalfi
nâran wa 'azimlI nârâ (0 Allah,
put in my heart light, in my
seeing light, in my hearing light,
to my right light, to my left light,
above me light, below me light, in
front of me light, behind me
light, give me abundant light.)"
Kuraib said: "And seven more
phrases regarding the heart. I
met one of the sons of Al-'Abbâs
and he told them to me. He
mentioned: 'My sinews, my flesh,
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my blood, my hair and my skin,'
and he mentioned two others."
[17891 182 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Kuraib, the freed slave of
Ibn 'Abbâs, that Ibn 'Abbâs told
him that he stayed one night with
Maimünah, the Mother of the
Believers, who was his maternal
aunt. "I lay down across the
width of the mattress and the
Messenger of Allah
and his
wife lay along its length. The
Messenger of Allah
slept until
halfway through the night, or just
before or after that. The
Messenger of Allah
woke up
and started wiping the sleep from
his face with his hand. Then he
recited the last ten verses of
Sarah Al 'Imrân, then he got up
and went to a waterskin that was
hanging there, and performed
Wudâ' from it, and did it well,
then he stood and prayed."
Ibn 'Abbâs said: "I got up and
did what the Messenger of Allah
had done, then I went and
stood by his side. The Messenger
of Allah
put his right hand on
my head and took hold of my
right ear and twisted it, then he
prayed two Rak'ah, then two
Rak'ah, then two Rak'ah, then
two Rak'ah, then two Rak'ah,
then two Rak'ah, then he prayed
War, then he lay down until the
Mu addhJn came. Then he got
up and prayed two brief Rak'ah,
then he went out and prayed
Subh."
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[1790] 183 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Makhramah bin Sulaimân
with this chain (as similar Hadith
as no. 1789), and he added:
"Then he went to a waterskin
and he cleaned his teeth with a
Siwâk and performed Wudâ', and
performed Wudi' well, although
he used only a little water. Then
he woke me up and I got up..."
and the rest of the HadIth is like
the (previous) Ijadlth of Mâlik.
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[1791] 184 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "I slept in
the house of Maimünah, the wife
of the Prophet
, and the
Messenger of Allah
was with
her that night. The Messenger of
Allah
performed Wudñ', then
he stood and prayed, and I stood
on his left. He took hold of me
and made me stand on his right.
On that night he prayed thirteen
Rak'ah, then the Messenger of
Allah
slept until he started to
breathe deeply, for when he slept
he used to breathe deeply. Then
the Mu 'adhdhin came to him and
he went out and prayed, and he
did not perform Wudâ'." 'Amr
(one of the narrators) said: "So I
narrated it to Bukair bin AlAshaj, so he said: 'Kuraib
narrated that to me."
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[17921 185 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "I stayed
one night with my maternal aunt
Maimünah bint Al-HâriTh, and I
said to her: 'When the Messenger
of Allah
gets up, wake me up.'
The Messenger of Allah
got
up and I stood on his left side.
He took me by the hand and
made me stand on his right side.
If I dozed off, he would take hold
of my earlobe. He prayed eleven
Rak'ah, then he sat with his legs
drawn up to his chest, wrapped in
his garment, until I could hear
his breathing as he slept. When
dawn came, he prayed two brief
Rak'ah."

[1793] 186 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs that he stayed
overnight with his maternal aunt
Maimünah. The Messenger of
Allah j4-5, got up at night and
performed a light Wudâ' from a
hanging waterskin - and he
described his Wudâ', which was
brief and that he used little
water. Ibn 'Abbâs said: "I got up
and did what the Prophet
had
done, then I came and stood on
his left, and he made me go
behind him and stand on his
right. He prayed, then he lay
down and slept until he was
breathing deeply. Then Bilâl
came and called him to prayers,
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and he went out and prayed Subh
and he did not perform Wudü'."
Sufyân (one of the narrators)
said: "This was only for the
Prophet
, because we heard
that the Prophet's eyes slept but
his heart did not sleep."

[1794] 187 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "I stayed
overnight in the house of my
maternal aunt Maimflnah, and I
watched to see how the
Messenger of Allah j would
pray. He got up, urinated, then
washed his face and hands, then
he slept. Then he got up and
went to a waterskin, undid its
straps, and poured some water
into a bowl or vessel. He tipped it
towards himself with his hand
and performed Wudâ' well, a
Wudâ' that was somewhere
between the most perfect and the
most light. Then I came and
stood beside him, and stood on
his left. He took hold of me and
made me stand on his right. The
prayer of the Messenger of Allah
included thirteen Rak'ah, then
he slept until he was breathing
deeply. We knew that when he
slept he breathed deeply. Then
he went out to pray, and he
prayed, and said in his prayer, or
in his prostration: 'Allâhummaj'al
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ft qalbI nâran, wa ft sam'I nâran
wa ft basarl niran wa 'an yamInI
nâran wa 'an shimâlI n6 ran wa
amâmI nâran wa khalfi nâran wa
fawqI nâran wa taUI nisran waj'al
11 nulrâ (0 Allah, put in my heart
light, in my hearing light, in my
seeing light, to my right light, to
my left light, in front of me light,
behind me light, above me light,
below me light, give me light) or he said: 'waj'alnI narâ (make
me light.)"
[1795] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Kuraib, from Ibn 'Abbâs.
Salamah said: "I met Kuraib and
he said: Ibn 'Abbâs said: 'I was
with my maternal aunt
Maimünah, and the Messenger of
Allah
came...' then he
mentioned a Hadith like that of
Ghundar (no. 1794), and he said:
"And make me light," and he was
not uncertain.

[1796] 188 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "I stayed
overnight with my maternal aunt
Maimünah, and he narrated the
HadIth, but he did not mention
washing his face and hands, but
he said: 'Then he went to a
waterskin and undid its straps,
and performed a Wudâ' that was
somewhere between the most
perfect and the most light. Then
he went to his bed and slept, then
he got up again and went to the
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waterskin and undid its straps,
then he performed Wudt2' and he
said: 'A 'zim Ii nâran (Give me
abundant light)." and he did not
say, "Waj'alnI nâran (make me
light)."

[1797] 189 - ( ... ) Kuraib
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs stayed
one night with the Messenger of
Allah . He said: "The
Messenger of Allah jii, got up
and went to a waterskin. He
poured some water out of it and
performed Wudâ' without using
too much water or falling short in
his Wudâ'..." and he quoted the
JadIth, in which he said: "The
Messenger of Allah
supplicated that night with
nineteen phrases."
Salamah said: "Kuraib told them
to me, and I memorized twelve of
them, and forgot the rest. The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Allâhummaj'al fl qalbI naran, wa
fl lisânI nâran wa fl sam'I nitran
wa fl bacarI nâran wa min fawqI
nâran wa min tahtI ni2ran wa 'an
yamInI ni2ran wa 'an shimâlI
nuiran wa min bain yadaa nâran
wa min khalJl nâran waj'al fl nafsI
nE2râ wa a'zimlI nâran (0 Allah,
put in my heart light, on my
tongue light, in my hearing light,
in my seeing light, above me
light, below me light, on my right
light, on my left light, in front of
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me light, behind me light, in my
soul light, grant me abundant
light.)"
[17981 190 - (...) It was narrated
from Kuraib that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"I slept in the house of
Maimünah on a night when the
Prophet
was with her, so that
I could see how the Prophet
prayed at night. The Prophet
spoke with his wife for a while,
then he went to sleep..." and he
quoted the IjadIth, and in it he
said: "Then he got up, performed
Wudâ' and used the Siwâk."

[1799] 191 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Abbâs that
he slept at the house of the
Messenger of Allah ç. He ()
woke up, cleaned his teeth with
the Siwâk and performed Wudâ'
while saying: "Verily, in the
creation of the heavens and the
earth, and in the alternation of
night and day, there are indeed
signs for men of understanding.",t1] and he recited
these verses until the end of the
Sarah. Then he stood and prayed
two Rak'ah, in which he stood,
bowed and prostrated for a long
time. Then he went and slept
until he started to breathe
deeply. Then he did that three
times, six Rak'ah in all, cleaning
[1]

A1-'Imrân 3:190.
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his teeth with the Siwâk,
performing Wudâ' and reciting
these verses. Then he prayed War
with three Rak'ah. Then the
Mu 'adhdhin called the Adhân and
he went out to pray, saying:
'Allâhummaj'al ft qalbI ni2ran, wa
/1 lisânI nâran waj'al ft sam'I
nâran waj'al ft basarl nüran waj'al
min khaljI nâran wa min amâmI
nâran waj'al min fawqI nâran wa
min tahtI nâran. Allâhumma a 'tinI
nârâ (0 Allah, put in my heart
light and on my tongue light, put
in my hearing light, put in my
seeing light, put behind me light
and in front of me light, put
above me light and below me
light. 0 Allah, give me light.)"
[1800] 192 ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "I stayed
one night with my maternal aunt
Maimünah. The Messenger of
Allah
got up to offer
voluntary prayers during the
night. The Prophet
got up and
went to the waterskin and
performed Wudâ', then he stood
and prayed. When I saw him do
that, I got up and performed
Wudi' from the waterskin, then I
stood on his left side, and he
took my hand from behind his
back and moved me like that
from behind his back to his right
sId."
I (the narrator) said: "Was that
in the voluntary prayer?" He
said: "Yes."
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[1801] 193 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "A]-'Abbâs
when
sent me to the Prophet
he was in the house of my
maternal aunt Maimünah, and I
stayed with him that night. He
got up and prayed at night, and I
stood on his left, but he made me
move behind his back and put me
on his right."

[1802] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn 'Abbâs: "I stayed overnight with
my maternal aunt Maimünah..." a
HadIth similar to that of Ibn Juraij
and Qais bin Sa'd (no. 1800).

[1803] 194 - (764) It was
narrated that Abü Hamzah said:
"I heard Ibn 'Abbâs say: 'The
used to
Messenger of Allah
pray thirteen Rak'ah at night."

[1804] 195 - (765) It was
narrated from Zaid bin Khâlid
A]-JuhanI that he said: "I will

tii. (vt)0t DA-r]
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certainly watch how the
prays
Messenger of Allah
tonight. He prayed two brief
Rak'ah, then he prayed two long,
long, long Rak'ah, then he prayed
two Rak'ah that were shorter
than the two that came before
them. Then he prayed two
Rak'ah that were shorter than the
two that came before them. Then
he prayed two Rak'ah that were
shorter than the two that came
before them. Then he prayed two
Rak'ah that were shorter than the
two that came before them. Then
he prayed Witr, and that was
thirteen Rak'ah."
[18051 196 - (766) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "I was with the Messenger
on a journey, and we
of Allah
came to a crossing place. He
said: 'Won't you cross it, 0
Jâbir?' I said: 'Of course.' The
Messenger of Allah
dismounted and I crossed it.
Then he went and relieved
himself, and I set out his water
for Wudâ'. He came and
performed Wudz2', then he stood
and prayed wearing a single
garment with its ends on his
shoulders. I stood behind him,
and he took hold of my ear and
made me stand on his right."

[8061 197 - (767) It was
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narrated that 'Aishah said:
"When the Messenger of Allah
got up at night to pray, he
would start his prayer with two
brief Rak'ah."

[1807] 198 - (768) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
said: "When one
the Prophet
of you gets up to pray at night,
let him start his prayer with two
brief Rak'ah."

[1808] 199 - (769) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
the Messenger of Allah
used
to say, when he got up to pray in
the middle of the night:
"Allâhumma! Lakal-hamdu, anta
nârus-samâwâti wal-ard, lakal,!iamdu, anta qayâmus-samâwâti
wal-ard, wa lakal-hamdu, anta
rabbus-samâwâti wal-ard, wa man
fIhinna, antal-haqqun, wa
wa'dukal-zaqqu, wa qawlukalhaqqu, wa liqa'uka zaqqun,
Allâhumma laka aslamtu, wa bika
âmantu, wa 'alaika tawakkaltu, wa
ilaika anabtu wa bika khâsamtu,
wa ilaika hâkamtu, faghfirlI ma
qaddamtu wa akhkhartu, wa
asrartu wa a'lantu, anta ilâhI
lâilâha illâ ant (0 Allah, to You
be praise, You are the Light of
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the heavens and the earth. To
You be praise, You are the
Sustainer of the heavens and the
earth. To You be praise, You are
the Lord of the heavens and the
earth and everyone in them. You
are the Truth, Your promise is
true, Your Word is true, the
meeting with You is true,
Paradise is true, Hell is true, the
Hour is true. 0 Allah, to You I
have submitted, in You I have
believed, in You I have put my
trust, to You I repent, by Your
help I have disputed, to You I
refer for judgement. So forgive
me my past and future sins, what
I have done secretly and openly.
You are my God, there is none
worthy of worship but You.)"
[1809] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn 'Abbâs, from the Prophet
(a similar Hadith as no. 1808)
The JjadIih of Ibn 'Uyaynah
contains some additions, and is
different from that of Mâlik and
Ibn Juraij in some phrases.
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[18101 ( ... ) This HadIth was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs from
. Its wording is
the Prophet
very similar (to no. 1808).

[1811] 200 - (770) Abü Salamah
bin 'Abdur-Rahmân bin 'Awf
said: "I asked 'Aiah, the
Mother of the Believers, how the
used to start
Prophet of Allah
his prayer when he got up at
night. She said: 'When he got up
to pray at night, he would start
his prayer with the words:
Allâhuma rabba jabrâ'Ila wa
mIkâ 'ha wa israfila fâtirassamâwâti wal-ard, 'âlimal-ghaibi
wash-shahâdah, anta tahkumu
bain 'ibâdika fimâ kânâ fihi
yakhtalifân, ihdinI limâjc/tulifa fihi
mina1-zaqqi bi-iJjnika innaka
tahdI man tashâ'u ila sirâtin
mustaqIm. (0 Allah, Lord of
Jibrâ'll, Mikâ'Il and IsrâfIl,
Originator of the heavens and
the earth, Knower of the unseen
and the seen, You judge between
Your slaves concerning that
wherein they differ. Guide me
concerning that wherein they
differ of the truth by Your leave,
for You guide whomsoever You
will to a straight path.)",
[1812] 201 - (771) It was
narrated from 'Ali bin AbI Talib
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that when the Messenger of
Allah
got up to pray, he said:
"Wajjahtu wajhia lilla_d/hI fafarassamâwâti wal-arda hanIfan wa ma
and min al-mushrikIn, inna salâti
wa nusukI wa mazyâya wa
mamâtI lillâhi rabbil-'âlamIn, lâ
sharika lahu wa bidhalika umirtu
wa and min al-muslimIn.
Allâhumma antal-maliku la ilaha
illâ ant, anta rabbi, wa and
'abduka zalamtu nafsI wâ taraftu
bidhanbI fagiJ1r1I dhuni2bI jamI'an,
innahu lâ yaghfir adh-llunaba illâ
ant. Wâhdini Ii-aiisani1-ahjâqi lâ
yahdi li-azsanihâ illâ ant, wâsnf
'anni sayyi'ahâ, la tasrifu 'annI
sayyi'ahâ i/la ant. Labaika wa
sa 'daika, wal-Lchairu kulluhu ft
yadaika, wash-sharru laisa ilaik,
wa and bika wa ilai/c, tabârakta wa
ta 'âlaita astaghfiruka wa atâbu
ilaik." (I have turned my face in
submission to the One who
originated the heavens and the
earth, and I am not one of the
idolators. Verily, my aIât
(prayer), my sacrifice, my living,
and my dying are for Allah, the
Lord of the 'AlamIn (mankind,
jinn and all that exists). He has
no partner. And of this I have
been commanded, and I am one
of the Muslims. 0 Allah, You are
the Sovereign, there is none
worthy of worship but You. You
are my Lord and I am Your
slave. I have wronged myself and
I admit my sin, so forgive me all
my sins, for no one can forgive
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sins except You. Guide me to the
best of conduct, for none can
guide to that except You. Remove
from me my evil deeds, for none
can remove them except You.
Here I am at Your service, all
goodness is in Your hand and evil
cannot be attributed to You. My
existence is due to You and my
return is to You. Blessed and
exalted are You, I seek Your
forgiveness and I repent to You.)
When he bowed, he said:
"Allâhumma laka raka 'tu ha bika
âmantu wa laka aslamtu khasha 'a
laka sam '1 wa basarl wa mukhkhI
wa 'azmI, wa 'asbI (0 Allah, to
You I have bowed, in You I have
believed and to You I have
submitted. My hearing, my sight,
my brain, my bones and my sinews
submit to You.) When he rose
from bowing he said: "Allâhumma
rabbanâ lakal-hamdu mil'assamâwâti wal-ardi wa mil'a ma
bainahumâ, wa mil'a ma shi'ta mm
shaI'in ba'd." (0 Allah our Lord,
to You be praise, filling the
heavens, filling the earth, filling
that which is between them and
filling whatever else You will
besides.) When he prostrated he
said: "Allâhumma la/ca sajadtu wa
bika âmantu wa laka aslamtu,
sajada wajhI lillajjI Lthalaqahu wa
uwwarahu wa shaqqa sam 'ahu wa
basarahu tabârak Allâhu ahsanulkj!âliqIn." (0 Allah, to You I have
prostrated, in You I have believed
and to You I have submitted. My
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face has prostrated to the One
Who created it and gave it shape,
and opened its hearing and sight.
Blessed be Allah, the Best of
creators.) Then the last thing he
said between the Tashah-hud and
the TaslIm was: "AllâhummaghjIrlI
ma qaddamtu wa ma akjartu wa
ma asrartu wa ma a 'lantu wa ma
asraftu, wa ma anta a'lamu bihi
minnI antal-muqaddimu wa antalmu 'akhkhiru, Ia ilâha illa ant." (0
Allah, forgive me my past and
future sins, what I have done in
secret and what I have done
openly, what I have transgressed
and what you know more than I.
You are the One who brings
forward and the One Who puts
back, there is none worthy of
worship but You.)
[1813] 202 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Al-A'raj with this chain (a
similar HadIth as no. 1812), and
he said: "When the Messenger of
Allah
started his prayer, he
would say the TakbIr and then
say: 'I have turned my face...' and
he said: 'I am the first of the
Muslims.' And when raising his
head from bowing he said: 'Allah
hears those who praise Him; our
Lord, to You be praise.' And he
said: '... Who has formed it and
formed it well.' And when he said
the Salâm, he said: '0 Allah,
forgive me my previous sins...'
And he did not say: "between the
Tashah-hud and the TaslIm."
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Chapter 27. It Is Recommended
To Recite For A Long Time In
The Night Prayers
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[1814] 203 - (772) It was
narrated that Hudhaifah said: "I
prayed with the Prophet j one
night, and he started to recite AlBaqarah and I thought: 'He will
bow when he reaches one
hundred (verses),' but he carried
on. Then I thought that he would
finish it in the two Rak'ah, but he
carried on. Then I thought he
would bow after finishing it, but
he started to recite An-Nisâ' and
recited it all, then he started to
recite Al- 'Imrân and recited it all,
reciting with a slow and
measured pace. When he reached
a verse that spoke of glorifying
Allah, he glorified Allah; when
he reached a verse that spoke of
asking of Him, he asked of Him;
when he reached a verse that
spoke of seeking refuge with
Him, he sought refuge with Him.
Then he bowed and started
saying: 'Subzâna Rabbi!- 'AzIm
(Glory be to my Lord the
Almighty).' And his bowing was
almost as long as his standing.
Then he said: 'Sami'Al!âhu liman
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hamidah (Allah hears those who
praise Him).' Then he stood for a
long time, almost as long as he
had bowed. Then he prostrated
and said: 'Subhâna Rabbil-A 'la
(Glory be to my Lord Most
High),' and his prostration was
almost as long as his standing."
In the HadIth of JarIr it adds:
"And he said: 'Sami' Allâhu
liman hamidah, rabbana lakalhamd (Allah hears those who
praise Him, our Lord to You be
praise)."
[1815] 204 - (773) 'Abdullâh
said: "I prayed with the
Messenger of Allah ; and he
prayed for so long that I thought
of something bad. It was said:
'What did you think of?' He said:
'I thought of sitting down and
leaving him."

[1816] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1815) was narrated from AlA'mash with this chain.

Chapter 28. Encouragement To
Pray At Night Even If It Is
Little
[18171 205 - (774) Mention was
made in the presence of the
Messenger of Allah
of a man
who slept the entire night until
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morning. He said: "That is a man
in whose ear the Shaitân has
urinated." Or he said: "in whose
ears."

[1818] 206 - (775) It was
narrated from 'Ali bin AbI Tâlib
that the Prophet
came to him
and Fâtimah at night and said:
"Are you not praying?" I said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, our souls
are in the Hand of Allah and if
He wills to wake us, He will wake
us." The Messenger of Allah
turned away when I said that to
him, then I heard him walking
away, striking his thigh and
saying: "But, man is ever more
quarrelsome than anything."11

[1819] 207 - (776) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "The
Shaitân ties three knots at the
back of the head of any one of
you when he goes to sleep,
striking each knot and saying:
'You have a long night ahead, so
sleep.' If he wakes up and
remembers Allah, one knot is
undone. If he performs Wudi2',
two knots are undone. If he

Al-Kahf 18:54.
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prays, all the knots are undone,
and he starts the day energetic
and in a good mood. Otherwise,
he starts his day in a bad mood
and feeling lazy."
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Chapter 29. It Is
Recommended To Offer
Voluntary Prayers In One's
House and Permissible To
Offer Them In The Masjid,
Whether That Is A Regular
Voluntary Prayer Or Any
Other, Except For The Public
Ritual Prayers, Namely: 'Id
Prayer, The Eclipse Prayer,
Prayers For Rain And TarâwIh,
And Prayers That Can Only Be
Offered In The MaJid, Such As
Greeting The Masjid , And
Prayers That Are
Recommended To Be Offered
In The Masfid, Namely The
Two Rak'ah Following Tawaf
[1820] 208 - (777) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Prophet j said: "Perform some
of your prayers in your houses
and do not make them like
graves."

[1821] 209 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet
j said: "Pray in your houses,
and do not make them like
graves."
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[1822] 210 - (778) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'When one of you has finished
praying in the Masjid, let him
give his house a share of his
prayer, for Allah will instill
goodness in his house because of
his prayer."

[1823] 211 - (779) It was
narrated from Abfl Müsâ that the
Prophet
said: "The likeness of
a house in which Allah is
remembered and the house in
which Allah is not remembered is
that of the living and the dead."

[1824] 212 - (780) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Do not make your houses into
graves, for the Sfhaitân flees from
a house in which Sârat AlBaqarah is recited."

[1825] 213 - (781) It was
narrated that Zaid bin Thâbit
said: "The Messenger of Allah
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sectioned off an area using palmtree leaves or a reed mat, and the
Messenger of Allah
went out
and prayed in it. Some men
followed him and they started to
follow his prayer. Then they
came one night and waited for
him, but the Messenger of Allah
ii stayed away and did not come
out to them. They raised their
voices and threw pebbles at the
door, and the Messenger of Allah
came out to them angrily. The
Messenger of Allah
said to
them: 'You were so persistent (in
praying behind me) that I
thought that it would be made
obligatory for you. You should
pray in your houses, for the best
of a man's prayer is in his house,
apart from the obligatory
prayers."
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[1826] 214 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Zaid bin Thâbit that the
Prophet ç sectioned off an area
using a reed mat in the Masjid,
and the Messenger of Allah
prayed in it for several nights,
until people gathered to join
him... and he mentioned a similar
HadIth (as no. 1825), and added:
"If it were made obligatory for you,
you would not be able to do it."
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Chapter 30. The Virtue Of A
Deed That Is Done
Persistently, Whether It Be
Qiyâm Al-Lail Or Anything
Else. The Command To Be
Moderate In Worship, Which
Means Adopting What One
Can Persist In. The Command
To The One Who Gets Tired
Or Weary When Praying To
Stop Until That Feeling Passes
[1827] 215 : (782) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah ç had a
reed mat with which he used to
section off an area at night and
pray in it, and the people started
to follow his prayer, and he used
to spread (that mat) out during
the day. One night they gathered
and he said: '0 people, you
should only do deeds that you are
able for, for Allah does not grow
weary but you do. The most
beloved of deeds to Allah is that
which is done persistently, even if
it is little.' And if the family of
Muhammad jW started to do
something, they would persist in
it."

[1828] 216 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aiah that the Messenger
of Allah
was asked: "Which
deed is most beloved to Allah?"
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He said: "That which is done
persistently, even if it is little."

[1829] 217 - (783) It was
narrated that 'Alqamah said: "I
asked the Mother of the
Believers 'Aishah: '0 Mother of
the Believers, how were the
actions of the Messenger of Allah
? Did he do anything specific
on any particular day?' She said:
'No, his actions were persistent,
and who of you can do what the
Messenger of Allah
could
do?"

[1830] 218 - ( ... ) It was narrated
by Al-Qâsim bin Muhammad, that
'Aithah said: "The Messenger of
Allah ji said: 'The most beloved
of actions to Allah are those which
are done persistently, even if they
are little."
He said.: "If 'Aiah did something,
she would persist in it."

[18311 219 - (784) It was
narrated that Anas said: "The
Messenger of Allah
entered
the Masjid and there was a rope
tied between two columns. He
said: 'What is this?' They said: 'It
belongs to Zainab; she prays, and
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when she feels tired or weary, she
holds on to it'. He said: 'Untie it.
Let one of you pray as long as he
feels energetic, and if he feels
tired or weary, let him sit down."

[1832] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1832) was narrated from
Anas, from the Prophet t.
[1833] 220 - (785) 'Urwah bin
Az-Zubair narrated that 'Aiah,
the wife of the Prophet , told
him that Al-Hawlâ' hint Tuwait
bin Habib bin Asad bin 'Abdul'Uzza passed by her and the
Messenger of Allah iI was with
her. I said: "This is A]-Hawlâ'
bint Tuwait; they say that she
does not sleep at night." The
Messenger of Allah
said: "She
does not sleep at night! Do as
much as you are able to, for by
Allah, Allah does not grow weary
but you do."

[1834] 221 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
entered
upon me and there was a woman
with me. He said: 'Who is this?' I
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said: 'It is a woman who does not
sleep, she prays.' He said: 'You
should do what you are able to,
for by Allah, Allah does not grow
weary but you do.' And the most
beloved of religious practices to
him was that in which a person
persisted."
According to the Haduij of Abü
Usâmah: "It was a woman from
Banü Mad."

(r

Chapter 31. The Command To
One Who Becomes Sleepy
While Praying, Or Who Starts
To Falter In His Recitation Of
The Qur'ân Or Statements Of
Remembrance, To Lie Down
Or Sit Down Until That Goes
Away
[1835] 222 - (786) It was
narrated from 'Aishah that the
Prophet it said: "If one of you
becomes sleepy while praying, let
him sleep until sleep goes away
from him, for if one of you prays
when he is sleepy, he may intend
to pray for forgiveness but end
up impugning himself."
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[1836] 223
(787) It was
narrated that Hammâm bin
Munabbih said: "This is what
Abü Hurairah narrated to us
from Muhammad the Messenger
of Allah ." And he mentioned
several A,1thdIth including the
following: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'If one of you gets
up to pray at night and falters in
his recitation of Qur'ân, and does
not know what he is saying, let
him lie down."
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The Book Of The
Virtues Of The
Qur'ân Etc
Chapter 33. The Command To
Keep Refreshing One's
Knowledge Of The Qur'ãn. And
That It Is Disliked To Say I
Have Forgotten Such-And-Such
A Verse, But It Is Permissible
To Say I Have Been Caused To
Forget It
[1837] 224 - (788) It was
narrated from 'Aishah that the
Prophet
heard a man reciting
at night and he said: "May Allah
have mercy on him, for he has
reminded me of such-and-such, a
verse that I had missed in Sarah
such-and-such."

[1838] 225 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aiah said: "The Prophet
was listening to the recitation
of a man in the Masjid and he
said: 'May Allah have mercy on
him; he reminded me of a verse
that I had been caused to
forget."
[1839] 226 - (789) It was
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narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar that the Messenger of
said: "The likeness of
Allah
the companion of the Qur'ân is
that of a hobbled camel; if he
remains vigilant he will keep it,
but if he lets it go it will
disappear."
[18401 227 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar from the Prophet
a HadIth like that of Mâlik
(no. 1839). And in the HadIth of
Müsâ bin 'Uqbah it says: "If the
companion of the Qur'ân persists
in reciting it by night and by day,
he will remember it, but if he does
not do that, he will forget it."

[1841] 228 - (790) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
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'How wretched is one of them
who says: "I have forgotten suchand-such a verse." Rather he has
been caused to forget. Try to
remember the Qur'ân, for it is
more inclined to escape from the
hearts of men than camels from
their ropes."

[1842] 229 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Shaqiq said: "'Abdullâh
said: 'Keep refreshing your
knowledge of these Maâhif - or
he said, 'the Qur'ân - for it is
more inclined to escape from the
hearts of men than camels from
their ropes. And the Messenger
of Allah ç said: 'None of you
should say: I have forgotten suchand-such a verse,' rather he has
been caused to forget.'"

[1843] 230 - ( ... ) Ibn Mas'uld
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah
say: 'How wretched is a
man who says: I have forgotten
such-and-such a Sarah, or: I have
forgotten such-and-such a verse.
Rather he has been caused to
forget."
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[1844] 231 - (791) It was
narrated from Abü Müsâ that the
Prophet
said: "Keep
refreshing your knowledge of the
Qur'ân, for by the One in Whose
Hand is the soul of Muhammad,
it is more inclined to escape than
a camel from its rope."

Chapter 34. It Is
Recommended To Make One's
Voice Beautiful When Reciting
Qur'ân
[1845] 232 - (792) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet jW said: "Allah does
not listen to anything as He listens
to a Prophet with a beautiful voice
reciting the Qur'ân in a beautiful
manner."

[1846]... - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn Shihâb with this chain
(a Hadlth similar to no. 1845)
that he () said: "As he listens
to a Prophet reciting the Qur'ân
in a beautiful manner."

[1847] 233 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that he heard
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the Messenger of Allah
say:
"Allah does not listen to anything
as He listens to a Prophet with a
beautiful voice reciting the
Qur'ân in a beautiful manner out
loud."
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[1848] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 1847) was narrated from Ibn
Al-Had with this chain.
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[1850] (...) A HadIth similar to
that of Yayâ bin AbI KaihIr (no.
1849) was narrated from Abü
Hurairah from the Prophet .
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[1849] 234 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Allah does not listen to anything
as He listens to a Prophet
reciting the Qur'ân out loud."
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[1851] 235 - (793) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
Buraidah, that his father said:
"The Messenger of Allah jit said:
"Abdullâh bin Qais' - or 'AlAsh'arI - has been given a
beautiful voice (Mizmâr) like the
beautiful voices (MazâmIr) of the
family of Dâwüd."

[1852] 236 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Môsâ said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said to
Abü Müsâ: 'If you could have
seen me when I was listening to
your recitation yesterday. You
have been given a beautiful voice
(Mizmâr) like the beautiful voices
(MazâmIr) of the family of
Dâwüd."
(ro

Chapter 35. Mentioning The
Recitation Of The Prophet
Of Sârat Al-Fat/i On The Day
Of The Conquest Of Makkah
[1853] 237 - (794) It was
narrated that Mu'âwiyah bin
Qurrah said: "I heard 'Abdullâh
bin Mughaffal Al-MuzanI say:
'During the Conquest, when he
was riding to Makkah, the
recited Sârat Al-Fath
Prophet
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atop his mount, and he elongated
his recitation."t1'
Mu'âwiyah said: "Were it not
that I fear that the people would
crowd upon me, I would have
demonstrated his recitation to
YOU."

[1854] 238 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Mu'âwiyah bin Qurrah said:
"I heard 'Abdullâh bin Mughaffal
say: 'I saw the Messenger of
Allah
on the Day of the
Conquest of Makkah, on his
mount, reciting Sârat Al-Fatfz.'
Ibn Mughaffal recited and
elongated (his recitation)."
Mu'âwiyah said: "Were it not for
the people, I would have
demonstrated that which Ibn
Mughaffal narrated from the
Prophet ."

[18551 239 - ( ... ) hu'bah
narrated a similar report (as no.
1854) with this chain. According
to the HadIth of Khâlid bin AlUârift: "Travelling atop his
mount and reciting Sârat AlFat/i."

' Rajja'a: From At-TarjI' It is the fluctuation voices of in the throat. And 'Abdullâh bin
Mughaffal, may Allah be pleased with him, recited it by elongating the voice in
recitation, similar to 'A A A.' And this TarjI' could have been something that he
intended to do, making the voice sound nice and chanting with the recitation, or it could
have been something that happened because of the motion of the mount without him jW
intending it. And what is apparent is that it was the first." (Minnat A1-Mun'im .11 SLarh
Sahih Muslim)
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Chapter 36. The Descent Of
Tranquility (SakInah) When
The Qur'àn Is Recited
[18561 240 - (795) It was
narrated that Al-Barâ' said: "A
man was reciting Suirat Al-Kahf,
and he had a horse with him that
was tied with two ropes. A cloud
overshadowed it and started
spinning and coming closer, and
his horse was startled by it. The
next morning he came to the
Prophet ç and told him about
that. He said: 'That was
tranquility (SakInah) that came
down because of the Qur'ân."
[18571 241 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Ihâq said: "I heard AlBard' say: 'A man recited Suirat
Al-Ku/if, and in the house there
was an animal which became
startled. He looked and saw that
a cloud had overshadowed it. He
mentioned that to the Prophet
and he said: Recite, so-and-so,
for it is tranquility (SakInah) that
came down when the Qur'ân (is
recited)" or "that came down
because of the Qur'ân.'"

[1858] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Ihâq said: "I heard AlBard, say..." and he mentioned
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something similar (to no. 1856),
but they said "(the horse)
jumped."

[1859] 242 - (796) Abü Sa'eed
A]-Khudrl narrated that while
Usaid bin Huçlair was reciting
Qur'ân one night in his
Mirbad)'1 his horse jumped. He
recited, and it jumped again. He
recited, and it jumped yet again.
Usaid said: "I was afraid that it
would trample Yayâ, so I went
to it, and there was a shadow
above my head, with something
like lamps in it. It rose up in the
air until I could no longer see it.
The next day I went to the
Messenger of Allah
and said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, while I
was reciting Qur'ân in my Mirbad
last night in the middle of the
night, my horse jumped.' The
Messenger of Allah iij said:
'Recite, son of Hudair." He said:
"I recited, and it jumped again.
The Messenger of Allah jt said:,
Recite, son of Hudair." He said:
"I recited and it jumped again.
The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Recite, son of I3udair." He said:
"Then I left. Yabyâ was near the
horse and I was afraid that it
would trample him. I saw
something like a cloud, with
something like lamps in it; it rose
(1]

A place a for drying dates.
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up in the air until I could no
longer see it. The Messenger of
AJJâh t said: 'That was the
Angels who were listening to you.
If you had carried on reciting, the
people would have seen them in
the morning, and they would not
have concealed themselves from
them.'"

L
Chapter 37. The Virtue Of The
One Who Memorizes The
Qur'ân
[1860] 243 - (797) It was
narrated that Abü Müsâ AlAsh'arI said: "The Messenger of
Allah OU said: 'The likeness of
the believer who reads the
Qur'ân is that of a citron, the
smell of which is good and its
taste is good. The likeness of the
believer who does not read the
Qur'ân is that of a date, which
has no smell but its taste is sweet.
The likeness of a hypocrite who
reads the Qur'ân is that of sweet
basil, the smell of which is good
but its taste is bitter. The likeness
of a hypocrite who does not read
the Qur'ân is that of a colocynth
(bitter apple), which has no smell
and its taste is bitter."

[1861] ( ... ) A similar report (as

it,- zl..ai Lit) - (rv

The Book Of The Virtues
no. 1860) was narrated from
Qatâdah with this chain, except
that in the IjadW of Hammâm,
instead of hypocrite it says
evildoer (Fâjir).

Chapter 38. The Virtue Of The
One Who Is Skilled In Reciting
Qur'ân And The One Who
Falters In Reciting
[1862] 244 - (798) It was
narrated that Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'The
one who i skilled in reciting
Qur'ân will be with the noble,
honorable scribes 11 and the one
who recites Qur'ân and falters
therein, and finds it difficult, will
have a double reward."

[1863] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Qatâdah with this chain (a
HadIth similar to no. 1862). And
according to the 1-IadIth of WakI'
he said: "The one who recites it
although it is difficult for him,
with have a double reward."
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Chapter 39. It Is
Recommended To Recite The
Qur'ân To People Of Virtue
Who Are Skilled In Its
Recitation, Even If The Reciter
Is Better Than The One To
Whom It Is Recited
[1864] 245 - (799) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that the Messenger of Allah
said to Ubayy: "Allah has
commanded me to recite to you."
He said: "Did Allah mention me
by name to you?" He said:
"Allah mentioned you by name
to me." And Ubayy started to
weep.
[1865] 246 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said to Ubayy bin
Ka'b: 'Allah has commanded me
to recite to you: "Those who
disbelieve from among the
people of the Scripture (Jews and
Christians) and idolators, were
not going to leave (their
disbelief) until there came to
them clear evidence." 11 He said:
'Did He menton me by name to
you?' He said: 'Yes,' and he
(Ubayy) wept."
[1866] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Qatâdah said: "I heard Anas say:
'The Messenger of Allah ç said
A1-Bayyinah 98:1.
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to Ubayy..." a similar report (as
no. 1866).

Chapter 40. The Virtue Of
Listening To The Qur'ân,
Asking One Who Has
Memorized It To Recite So
That One May Listen, Weeping
When Reciting, And Pondering
The Meanings
[1867] 247 - (800) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said
to me: 'Recite the Qur'ân to me.'
I said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
should I recite to you when it was
revealed to you?' He said: 'I like
to hear it from someone else.' So
I recited Sârat An-Nisâ', and
when I reached the verse, 'How
(will it be) then, when We bring
from each nation a witness and
We bring you as a witness against
these people?', 11 I raised my
head, or a man who was beside
me nudged me, and I raised my
head, and I saw his tears
flowing."

118681... - ( ... ) It was narrated
An-Nisâ' 4:41.
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from Al-A'mash with this chain
(a Ijadith similar to no. 1868),
and Hannâd added in his report:
"The Messenger of Allah gj said
to me, while he was on the
Minbar: 'Recite to me."

[1869] 248 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibrâhlm said: "The Prophet
said to 'Abdullâh bin Mas'iId:
'Recite to me.' He said: 'Should I
recite to you when it was
revealed to you?' He said: 'I like
to hear it from someone else.' So
he recited to him from the
beginning of Sârat An -Nisâ', as
far as the verse: 'How (will it be)
then, when We bring from each
nation a witness and We bring
you as a witness against these
peop1e?', 11 and he wept."
It was narrated that Ibn Mas'üd
said: "The Prophet ttr, said: 'A
witness against them so long as I
remain among them,' or 'am still
among them" - Mis'ar was not
sure.

[1870] 249 - (801) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said: "I

An-NLâ' 4:41.
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was in Hims and some of the
people said to me: 'Recite
Qur'ân to us.' So I recited Sârat
Yissuf - peace be upon him - to
them. A man among the people
said: 'By Allah, this is not how it
was revealed.' I said: 'Woe to
you! By Allah, I recited it to the
Messenger of Allah
and he
said to me: You have done well.
While I was speaking to him, I
noticed the smell of wine on him.
I said: 'Do you drink wine and
belie the Book? You will not
leave until I have flogged you,
and I carried out the Hadd
punishment of flogging on him."

[1871] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-A'mash with this chain (a
HadIth similar to no. 1870), but
in the Hadith of Abü Mu'âwiyah
it does not say: "and he said to
me: 'You have done well."

Chapter 41. The Virtue Of
Reciting The Qur'ân In Prayer
And Learning It

flLai
(\A

[1872] 250 - (802) It was
narrated that Abii Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:

ti1. (A'i')-O' [\Avr]
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'Would any one of you like to go
back to his family and find
among them three large, fat,
pregnant she-camels?' We said:
'Yes.' He said: 'Three verses that
one of you recites in his prayer
are better for him than three
large, fat, pregnant she-camels."
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[18731 251 - (803) It was
narrated that 'Uqbah bin 'Amir
said: "The Messenger of Allah
came out when we were in Asuffah and said: 'Which of you
would like to go out in the
morning every day to Buthân or
Al-'Aqlq and bring back two
large she-camels without that
involving any sin or severing of
family ties?' We said: '0
Messenger of Allah, we would
like that.' He said: 'For one of
you to go to the Masjid in the
morning and learn, or recite two
verses from the Book of Allah, is
better for him than two shecamels, and three (verses) are
better for him than three (shecamels), and four (verses) are
better for him than four (shecamels), and so on."
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Chapter 42. The Virtue Of
Reciting The Qur'ãn And Sârat
Al-Ba qarah
[1874] 252 - (804) It was

The Book Of The Virtues
narrated from Zaid that he heard
Abü Salim saying: "Abu
Umâmah Al-BâhilI narrated to
me: 'I heard the Messenger of
Allah
say: "Recite the Qur'ân,
for it will come on the Day of
Resurrection interceding for its
companions. Recite the two
bright ones, Sârat A1-Baqarah and
SErat Al 'Imrân, for they will
come on the Day of Resurrection
as if they were two clouds, or as
if they were two shadows, or as if
they were two flocks of birds in
ranks, pleading on behalf of their
companions. Recite Sârat AlBaqarah, for reciting it regularly
is a blessing and forsaking it is a
loss, and Al-Batalah (the
magicians) cannot withstand it."
Mu'âwiyah (one of the narrators)
said: "It was conveyed to me that
Al-Baalah is the magicians."

[1875] ( ... ) Mu'âwiyah narrated
something similar (as no. 1874)
with this chain.

[1876] 253 - (805) Al-Nawwâs
bin Sim'ân Al-KilâbI said: "I
heard the Prophet
say: 'The
Qur'ân will be brought on the
Day of Resurrection, as will its
people who used to act in
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accordance with it, led by Sârat

Al-Ba qarah and Al-'Imrân.' And
the Messenger of Allah
likened them to three things,
which we did not forget
afterwards. He said: 'As if they
are two clouds, or two black
canopies, with light between
them, or as if they are two flocks
of birds in ranks, pleading on
behalf of their companions."

Chapter 43. The Virtue Of AlFâtihah And The Closing
Verses Of Sârat Al-Baqarah;
And The Encouragement To
Recite The Two Verses At The
End Of Sârat Al-Baqarah
[1877] 254 - (806) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"While Jibril was sitting with the
Prophet ç, he heard a creaking
sound from above him. He raised
his head and said: 'This is a door
in heaven that has been opened
today, and it has never been
opened before today.' An Angel
came down from it and he said:
'This is an Angel who has come
down to earth, and he has never
come down before today.' He
greeted him and said: 'Glad
tidings of two lights that have not
been given to any Prophet before
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you: The Opening of the Book
and the closing verses of Sârat
Al-Baqarah. You will never recite
one letter of them but you will be
given (reward)."

[1878] 255 - (807) It was
narrated that 'Abdur-Rahmân bin
YazId said: "I met Abü Mas'fld at
the Ka'bah and I said: 'I have
heard a IjadIjJh from you
concerning the two verses in
Sârat Al-Ba qarah.' He said: 'Yes;
the Messenger of Allah ç said:
The two verses at the end of
Sürat Al-Baqarah; whoever recites
them at night, they will suffice
him."
[1879] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Mansür with this chain (a similar
HadIth as no. 1878).

[1880] 256 - (808) It was
narrated from 'Abdur-Rahmân
bin YazId, from 'Alqamah bin
Qais, from Abü Mas'üd Al-Ansâri,
who said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'Whoever recites
these two verses at the end of Si2 rat
Al-Baqarah during the night, they
will suffice him." 'Abdur-Rahmân
said: "I met Abü Mas'üd when he
was circumambulating the Ka 'bah
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and I asked him, and he narrated it
to me from the Prophet ."

[1881] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1880) was narrated from Abü
Mas'üd, from the Prophet .

[1882] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1880) was narrated from Abü
Mas'üd, from the Prophet t .

Chapter 44. The Virtue of Sara!
Al-Kahf And Ayat A1-KursI

JA; L4) - (
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[1883] 257 - (809) It was
narrated from Abü Ad-Dardâ'
that the Prophet
said:
"Whoever memorizes ten verses
from the beginning of Sz2rat AlKahf, will be protected from the
tribulation of the Dajjâl."
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[1884] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Qatâdah with this chain (a
HadIth similar to no. 1883).
Shu'bah said: "from the end of
A1-Kahf." Hammâm said: "from
the beginning of Al-Kahf," as
Hishâm said.

[1885] 258 - (810) It was
narrated that Ubayy bin Ka'b
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: '0 Abü Al-Mundhir, do you
know which verse from the Book
of Allah that you have learned is
greatest?' I said: 'Allah and His
Messenger know best.' He said:
'0 Abü A1-Mundhir, do you
know which verse from the Book
of Allah that you have learned is
greatest?' I said: " 'Allâhu! la
ilâha illa Huwa (none has the
right to be worshipped but He),
Al-Hayyul-Qayyâm (the Ever
Living, the One Who sustains
and protects all that exists ... )."111
He struck me on the chest and
said: 'I congratulate you on your
knowledge, 0 Abü A1-Mundhir."

[1]

Al-Baqarah 2:255.
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Chapter 45. The Virtue Of
Reciting Qul Huwa Allâhu Ahad
[1886] 259 - (811) It was
narrated from Abü Ad-Dardâ'
said: "Is any
that the Prophet
one of you incapable of reciting
one-third of the Qur'ân during
the night?" They said: "How
could he recite one-third of the
Qur'ân?" He said: "Say: "He is
Allah the One"11' is equivalent
to one-third of the Qur'ân."

[1887] 260 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Qatâdah with this
chain. In their Ijadith it says that
said: "Allah
the Prophet
divided the Qur'ân into three
parts and He made "Say: "He is
Allah the One"12] one of the
parts of the Qur'ân."

[1888] 261 - (812) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
UI A14kh1âs 112.
[2]
Al-Ik.hlâs 112.
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'Gather together, for I am going
to recite one-third of the Qu'ân
to you.' So the people gathered,
then the Prophet of Allah ç
came out and recited: "Say: "He
is Allah, (the) One)"['] then he
went in. We said to one another:
'Perhaps there is news that has
come to him from heaven and
that is why he has gone in.' Then
the Prophet of Allah came out
and said: 'I told you that I was
going to recite one-third of the
Qur'ân to you, and it is
equivalent to one-third of the
Qur'ân."

[1889] 262 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that AN Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
came out to us and said: 'I will
recite one-third of the Qur'ân to
you,' and he recited: "Say: "He is
Allah, (the) One) ,[21 until its
end."

[1890] 263 - (813) It was
narrated from 'Amrah hint
'Abdur-Ratimân, who was under
the care of 'Aiiah, the wife of
the Prophet , that the

L1

[2]

A14khlâs 112.
A1-Ikhl6s 112.
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Messenger of Allah
sent a
man in charge of a raiding party,
and he used to recite for his
companions when leading them
in prayer, and he would end with:
"Say: He is Allah, (the) One)". 11
When they came back, they
mentioned that to the Messenger
of Allah
and he said: "Ask
him why he does that." So they
asked him and he said: "Because
it is a description of the Most
Merciful and I love to recite it."
The Messenger of Allah jW, said:
"Tell him that Allah loves him."

Chapter 46. The Virtue Of
Reciting Al-Mu 'awwitj/atain
(The Two Sârahs Seeking
Refuge With Alliih)
[1891] 264 - (814) It was
narrated that 'Uqbah bin 'Amir
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Do you not see verses that
have been revealed tonight, the
like of which has never been
seen? (They are:) Say: I seek
refuge with (Allah), the Lord of
the daybreak,12 J and: Say: 'I seek
refuge with (Allah) the Lord of
mankind.' ,[3]

Li] Al-Ikhlâs 112.
(2]A1-Falaq 113.
(3]An-Nis 114.
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[1892] 265 - (...)It was narrated
that 'Uqbah bin 'Amir said: "The
Messenger of Allah Ji said to
me: 'There have been revealed to
me verses the like of which has
never been seen (they are): AlMu 'awwidhatain."

[1893] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1892) was narrated from
Ismâ'Il with this chain. In the
report of Abü Usâmah it says: "It
was narrated from 'Uqbah bin
'Amir Al-JuhanI, who was one of
those who narrated directly from
Muhammad ."

Chapter 47. The Virtue Of One
Who Acts In Accordance With
The Qur'ân And Teaches It.
And The Virtue Of One Who
Learns Wisdom From Fiqh Or
Other Types Of Knowledge,
Then Acts Upon It And
Teaches It
[18941 266 - (815) It was
narrated from Sâlim, from his
father, that the Prophet
said:
"There is no envy except in two
cases: A man to whom Allah
gives (causes to learn) the Qur'ân
and he recites it during the night
and during the day, and a man to
whom Allah gives wealth, and he
spends it during the night and
during the day."
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[1895] 267 - ( ... ) Sâlim bin
'Abdullâh bin 'Umar narrated
that his father said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'There is no envy except in two
cases: A man to whom Allah
gives (causes to learn) this Book
and he recites it by night and by
day, and a man to whom Allah
gives wealth, and he gives it in
charity by night and by day."

[18961 268 - (816) It was
narrated that Qais said: "I heard
'Abdullâh bin Mas'üd say: The
Messenger of Allah
ç said:
'There is no cause for envy
except in two cases: 'A man to
whom Allah gives wealth and
enables him to spend it in
support of the truth, and a man
to whom Allah gives wisdom and
he rules in accordance with it and
teaches it."

[1897] 269 - (817) It was
narrated from 'Amir bin
Wâthilah that Nâfi' bin 'AbdulHârith met 'Umar in 'Usfân, and
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'Umar had appointed him as
governor of Makkah. He said:
"Whom did you appoint over the
people of the valley?" He said:
"Ibn Abza." He said: "Who is
Ibn Abza?" He said: "One of our
freed slaves." He said: "You have
appointed a freed slave over
them?!" He said: "He is well
versed in the Book of Allah, the
Mighty and Sublime, and he is
knowledgeable about the
Farâ'id." 'Umar said: "Your
Prophet
said: 'Allah raises
some in status because of this
Book and He lowers others
because of it."
[1898] ( ... ) 'Amir bin Wâthilah
A1-LaithI narrated that Nâfi' bin
'Abdul-Hârith Al-Khuzâ'I met
'Umar bin Al-Khattâb in
'Usfân..." a HadIth similar to that
of IbrâhIm bin Sa'd from AzZuhrI (no. 1897).

Chapter 48. The Clarification
That The Qur'ân Was Revealed
In Seven Ahruf (Modes Of
Recitation), And Clarifying Its
Meaning
[1899] 270 - (818) 'Umar bin AliShattâb said: "I heard Hishâm bin
UalIm bin Hizâm reciting SâratAlFurqân in a manner other than I

ti. (A)-V
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recited it, and the Messenger of
Allah ç had taught it to me. I was
about to argue with him, but I
restrained myself until he had
finished (praying), then I caught
him by his Ridâ' and brought him
to the Messenger of Allah , and
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, I
heard this man reciting Sârat AlFurqân in a manner other than you
taught it to me.' The Messenger of
Allah ç said: 'Let go of him.
Recite it.' He recited it in the
manner in which I had heard him
recite, and the Messenger of Allah
said: 'Thus it was revealed.'
Then he said to me: 'Recite it.' So
I recited it and he said: 'Thus it
was revealed. This Qur'ân has
been revealed in seven modes of
recitation, so recite whatever is
easy for you."

[1900] 271 - ( ... ) 'Umar bin A]IShattâb said: "I heard Hishâm
bin Hakim reciting Sürat AlFurqân during the lifetime of the
Messenger of Allah ... " and he
quoted a similar Had
(as no.
1899) and added: "I was about to
grab hold of him while he was
praying, but I restrained myself
until he had finished."
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[1901] ( ... ) A report similar to
that of Yünus (no. 1900) was
narrated from Az-ZuhrI with the
same chain.

[1902] 272 - (819) Ibn 'Abbâs
narrated that the Messenger of
Allah ii said: "JibrIl - peace be
upon him - recited to me with
one mode of recitation, but I
asked him to recite it in another
way, and I kept asking him for
more, and he gave me more,
until there were seven modes of
recitation."
Ibn Shihâb said: "I heard that
these seven modes of recitation
are essentially one, and there is
no difference between them
concerning lawful and unlawful."

[19031 ( ... ) It was narrated from
Az-ZuhrI with this chain (a
similar HadIth as no. 1902).

[1904] 273 - (820) It was
narrated that Ubayy bin Ka'b
said: "I was in the Masjid, and a
man came in and offered prayers,

(
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and (in it) he recited in a manner
which I found strange. Then
another man came in and recited
in a manner different from his
companion. When we had
finished the prayer, we all
entered upon the Messenger of
Allah
and I said: 'This man
recited in a manner which I
found strange, then another man
came in and recited in a manner
different from his companion.'
The Messenger of Allah
told
them to recite, and they did so,
and the Prophet
expressed his
approval. I felt in my heart a kind
of doubt such as I had never felt
even during the Jâhiliyyah. When
the Messenger of Allah
saw
that I was affected and had
broken into a sweat, as if I was
looking at Allah, the Mighty and
Sublime, with fear, he said to me:
'0 Ubayy, it was conveyed to me
that I should recite the Qur'ân in
one mode of recitation, and I
replied: Make it easy for my
Ummah. It was conveyed to me
the second time that I should
recite it in two modes of
recitation. I replied: Make it easy
for my Ummah. It was conveyed
to me the third time that I should
recite it in seven modes of
recitation, and: For each time
you replied, you may ask Me for
something. I said: 0 Allah,
forgive my Ummah; 0 Allah,
forgive my Ummah, and I have
delayed the third one for the Day
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when all of mankind will turn to
me, even IbrâhIm, peace be upon
him."
[1905] ( ... ) Ubayy bin Ka'b
narrated that he was sitting in the
Masjid when a man came in and
offered prayers, and he recited in
a manner... a HadIth similar to
that of Ibn Numair (no. 1904).

[19061 274 - (821) It was
narrated from Ubayy bin Ka'b
that the Prophet Olt was at the
pond of Banü Ghifâr and Jibrll peace be upon him - came to him
and said: "Allah commands you
to teach the Qur'ân to your
Ummah according to one mode
of recitation." He said: "I ask
Allah for His pardon and
forgiveness, my Ummah is not
able for that." Then he came to
him a second time and said:
"Allah commands you to teach
the Qur'ân to your Ummah
according to two modes of
recitation." He said: "I ask Allah
for His pardon and forgiveness,
my Ummah is not able for that."
Then he came to him a third
time and said: "Allah commands
you to teach the Qur'ân to your
Ummah according to three
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modes of recitation." He said: "I
ask Allah for His pardon and
forgiveness, my Ummah is not
able for that." He came to him a
fourth time and said: "Allah
commands you to teach the
Qur'ân to your Ummah according
to seven modes of recitation, and
whichever mode of recitation
they recite it in, they will be
right."
[1907] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated a
similar report (as no. 1906) with
this chain.

Chapter 49. Slow, Measured
Pace Of Recitation (Tartli),
And To Not Rush When
Reciting, And The
Permissibility Of Reciting Two
Or More Sârahs In One Rak'ah
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[1908] 275
(722) It was
narrated that Abü Wâ'il said: "A
man called NahIk bin Sinân came
to 'Abdullâh and said: '0 Abü
'Abdur-Rahmân, how do you
recite this letter, asAlif or as Yâ'? Min ma 'in ghayri âsin or Min ma 'in
ghayri y6sin?''1 'Abdullâh said:
'Have you memorized the entire
Qur'ân apart from this?' He said:
'I recite Al-Mufassal,t21 in one
Rak'ah.' 'Abdullâh said: 'This is
" Referring to: "Of water the taste and smell of which are not changed." Muhammad
47:14.
121 According to Ibn KathIr, the correct view is that the Mufassal section of the Qur'ân
begins with Sürah Qâf until the end of the Qur'ân.
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like the hasty recitation of poetry.
There are people who recite the
Qur'ân and it does not go any
deeper than their collarbones, but
if it settles in the heart and takes
root, it will be beneficial. The best
of prayer is bowing and
prostration, and I know the pairs
of Sârahs that the Messenger of
Allah
used to recite in each
Rak'ah.' Then 'Abdullâh stood up
and 'Alqamah went in after him,
then he came out and said: 'he has
told me what they are."
Ibn Numair said in his report: A
man from Banü BajIlah came to
'Abdullâh, and he did not say:
"NahIk bin Sinân."

[19091 276 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Wâ'il said: "A man
called NahIk bin Sinân came to
'Abdullâh..." A HadIth similar to
that of WakI' (no. 1908), except
that he said: "Alqamah came to
enter upon him, and we said to
him: 'Ask him about the pairs of
Sârahs that the Messenger of
Allah Qv, used to recite in each
Rak'ah.' He entered upon him
and asked him, then he came out
to us and said: 'Twenty Sara/is in
ten Rak'ah of Al-Mufassal."
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[19101 277 - ( ... ) A1-A'mash
narrated something similar (to
no. 1908) with this chain, and he
said: "I know the pairs that the
Messenger of Allah Qt used to
recite, two in each Rak'ah, twenty
Sarah in ten Rak'ah.

[1911] 278 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that AN Wâ'il said: "We went to
'Abdullâh bin Mas'ñd one
morning after we had prayed AlGhadâh and we greeted him at
the door, and he granted us
permission (to enter). We stayed
at the door for a while, then the
slave girl came out and said: 'Will
you not enter?' So we entered
and found him sitting, reciting
TasbIh. He said: 'What kept you
from entering when permission
had been given to you?' We said:
'Nothing, except that we thought
that some of the people of the
household might be slee ing.' He
said: 'Do you think here is
idleness among the far, y of Ibn
Umm 'Abd?' Then he nt back
to reciting TasbIh until he
thought that the sun had risen
and he said: '0 girl, look and see
whether it has risen.' She looked
and saw that it had not risen.
Then he went back to reciting
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TasbIh until he thought that the
sun had risen and he said: '0 girl,
look and see whether it has
risen.' She looked and saw that it
had risen. He said: 'Praise be to
Allah Who has caused this day of
ours to come when we are still in
a state of soundness." (One of
the narrators) MahdI said: "I
think that he said: 'and has not
destroyed us for our sins." - "A
man among the people said: 'I
recited all of Al-Mufassal last
night.' 'Abdullâh said: 'This is
like the hasty recitation of poetry.
We heard the pairs, and I
remember the pairs that the
Messenger of Allah
used to
recite: 'Eighteen Sarah from AlMufassal and two Sarah from the
family of Hâ-MIm."
[1912] 279 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Shaqiq said: "A man from
Banü BajIlah, who was called Nahik
bin Sinân, came to 'Abdullâh and
said: 'I recite Al-Mufassal in one
Rak'ah.' 'Abdullâh said: 'This is like
the hasty recitation of poetry. I
know the pairs that the Messenger
of Allah
used to recite, two
Sârahs in one Rak'ah."

[1913] ( ... ) Abü Wâ'il narrated
that a man came to Ibn Mas'üd
and said: "I recited all of AlMufaal in a single Rak'ah last
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night." 'Abdullâh said: "This is
like the hasty recitation of
poetry." 'Abdullâh said: "I know
the pairs that the Messenger of
Allah
used to put together."
And he mentioned twenty Sarah
of Al-Mufassal, two by two, in
every Rak'ah.

Chapter 50. Concerning
Various Recitations
[1914] 280 - (283) Abü Ihâq
said: "I saw a man asking AlAswad bin YazId, when he was
teaching Qur'án in the Masjid:
'How do you recite this verse - fa
hal min muddakir (Then is there
any that will remember (or receive
admonition))? - with a Dál or a
Dhâl?' He said: 'With a Dâl. I
heard 'Abdullâh bin Mas'üd say: I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: 'Muddakir' with aDâl.'"

[1915] 281 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh that the Prophet
used to recite this phrase: "fa
hal min muddakir [Then is there
any that will remember (or
receive admonition)]?,[2]
Ill Al-Qamar 54:15.
Al-Qamar 54:15.

[2]
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[19161 282 - (284) It was
narrated that 'Alqamah said:
"We arrived in Ash-Sham, and
Abü Ad-Dardâ' came to us and
said: 'Is there among you anyone
who recites Qur'ân according to
the recitation of 'Abdullâh?' I
said: 'Yes, I do.' He said: 'How
did you hear 'Abdullâh recite this
verse - Wal-laili id/.ha yag/hshâ (By
the night as it envelops)?'['] He
said: 'I heard him recite: Wal-laili
iLha yag_hshâ waJj-dhakari walunLhâ (By the night as it envelops
and the male and female). He
said: 'By Allah, this is how I
heard the Messenger of Allah
recite it, but these people want
me to include the words wa ma
k_halaqa (and by Him Who
created), but I do not want to do
that.—[2]
[19171 283 - (...) It was narrated
that IbrâhIm said: "Alqamah
came to Ash-Sham and entered a
Masjid and prayed. Then he went
to a circle (assembly) and sat in
it. Then a man came and sat
beside me, and he said: 'Did you
memorize Qur'ân as 'Abdullâh
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According to the recitation of 'Abdullâh bin Mas'üd, the phrase wa
Him Who created) is not present.
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recited it?..." And he mentioned
something similar (no. 1917).

[1918] 284 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Alqamah said: "I met Abü
Ad-Dardâ' and he said to me:
'Where are you from?' I said:
'From A]-'Irâq.' He said: 'Which
part?' I said: 'Al-Küfah.' He said:
'Do you recite Qur'ân according
to the recitation of 'Abdullâh bin
Mas'üd?' I said: 'Yes.' He said:
'Recite "Wal-laili i_dhâ yaghsha
(By the night as it envelops) ...111
I recited: 'Wail- laili i_d_ha yaghshâ
wan-nahâri idha tajalla wadh_d_hakari wal-unhâ (By the night
as it envelops, the day as it
appears in brightness, and the
male and the female).' He smiled
then he said: 'This is how I heard
the Messenger of Allah jii-5, recite
it."
[1919] (...) It was narrated that
'Alqamah said: "I came to AshSham and I met Abü AdDardâ'..." and he quoted a
HadIj/i similar to that of Ibn
'Ulayyah (no. 1918).
Chapter 51. The Times When
It Is Forbidden To Offer Salât
[19201 285 - (825) It was
[1]

Al-Lail 92:1.
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narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah ç
forbade offering alât after the
Acr prayer until the sun has set,
and after the Subh prayer until
the sun has risen.

[1921] 286 - (826) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "I
heard more than one of the
companions of the Messenger of
Allah
- including 'Umar bin
A1-iSiattâb, who was the dearest
of them to me - say that the
Messenger of Allah
forbade
prayers after the Fajr prayer until
the sun had risen and after 'Asr
until the sun had set."
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[1922] 287 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Qatâdah with this chain (a
similar IIadIjj as no. 1921),
except that in the Hadith of
Weed and Hishâm it says: "After
Subh until the sun has risen
brightly."
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[1923] 288 - (827) Abü Sa'eed
A]-ISliudrI said: "The Messenger
said: 'There is no
of Allah
prayer after the 'Asr prayer until
the sun has set and there is no
prayer after the Fajr prayer until
the sun has risen."

[1924] 289 - (828) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
said:
Messenger of Allah
"None of you should pursue
prayer when the sun is rising or
when it is setting."

[1925] 290 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
said: 'Do
Messenger of Allah
not pursue prayer when the sun is
rising or when it is setting, for it
rises between the horns of the
Shaitân."
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[1926] 291 - (829) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Umar said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'When the edge of the sun
appears, delay your prayer until it
has appeared fully, and when the
edge of the sun sets, delay your
prayers until it has disappeared."

[1927] 292 - (830) It was
narrated that Abü Basrah AlGhifârI said: "The Messenger of
Allah 00, led us in praying 'Acr at
A]-Mamis, and he said: 'This
prayer was enjoined upon those
who came before you, but they
neglected it. Whoever performs it
regularly will have a twofold
reward, and there is no prayer
after it until the S/hâhid appears' and the Shâhid means the stars."

[19281 ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Basrah Al-GhifârI said:
"The Messenger of Allah
led
us in praying 'Apr" - a similar
report (as no. 1927).
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[19291 293 - (831) 'Uqbah bin
'Amir A]-JuhanI said: "There are
three times when the Messenger
of Allah
told us not to offer
prayers or bury our dead: When
the sun begins to rise until it is
high, when it is standing directly
overhead at noon, and when it
has started to set, until it has
set."

Chapter 52. How 'Amr Bin
'Abasah Became Muslim
[1930] 294 - (832) It was
narrated that Abü Umâmah said:
'Amr bin 'Abasah As-SulamI
said: During the Jâhiliyyah, I used
to think that the people were
misguided and not following
anything real when they
worshipped idols. I heard of a
man in Makkah who was telling
stories, so I sat on my mount and
went to find him. The Messenger
of Allah
was in hiding and his
people were persecuting him. I
kept a low profile until I
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managed to enter upon him in
Makkah. I said to him: "Who are
you?" He said: "I am a Prophet."
I said: "What is a Prophet?" He
said: "I have been sent by Allah."
I said: "With what has He sent
you?" He said: "He has sent me
to uphold the ties of kinship, to
break the idols and to proclaim
that Allah is to be singled out
(for worship) and that none is to
be associated with Him." I said
to him: "Who do you have with
you?" He said: "A free man and
a slave" - at that time he had
Abü Bakr and Bilâl with him
among those who believed in
him. I said: "I want to follow
you." He said: "You cannot do
that right now. Do you not see
my situation and the situation of
the people? Go back to your
family, then when you hear that I
have been granted victory, come
to me." So I went to my family,
and the Messenger of Allah
arrived in A]-Madinah while I
was with my family. I started to
ask people for news after he
arrived in Al-Madinah, until
there came to me a group of
people from Yallirib - AlMadinah - and I said: "What did
this man who came to AlMadinah do?" They said: "The
people are hastening to follow
him, and his people wanted to
kill him but they were not able
to." I arrived in Al-Madinah and
entered upon him, and said: "0
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Messenger of Allah, do you
recognize me?" He said: "Yes,
you are the one who met me in
Makkah." I said: "Yes." I said:
"0 Prophet of Allah, tell me
what Allah has taught you, that I
do not know. Tell me about
prayer."
He said: "Pray the Subh prayer,
then refrain from praying until
the sun has risen and become
high, for when it rises, it rises
between the horns of the Shaimn
and at that time the disbelievers
prostrate to it. Then pray, for the
prayer is witnessed and attended
until the shadow of a spear falls
directly north.113 Then refrain
from praying, for at that time
Hell is stoked up. Then when the
shadow moves forward, pray - for
the prayer is witnessed and
attended - until you have prayed
Asr. Then refrain from praying
until the sun has set, for it sets
between the horns of the Shaitân
and at that time the disbelievers
prostrate to it." I said: "0
Prophet of Allah, tell me about
Wudâ'." He said: "There is no
man among you who brings his
Wulâ' water, rinses out his
mouth, snuffs water up into his
nose and blo' s it out, but the
sins of his face, mouth and
nostrils drop out. Then when he
washes his face as enjoined by
111 Meaning, at noon.
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Allah, the sins of his face drop
out with the water from the end
of his beard. Then when he
washes his arms up to the elbows,
the sins of his hands drop out
with the water from his fingertips.
Then when he wipes his head,
the sins of his head drop out with
the water from the ends of his
hair. Then when he washes his
feet up to the ankles, the sins of
his feet drop out with the water
from the ends of his toes. Then if
he stands and prays, and praises
and glorifies Allah as He
deserves, and his heart focuses on
Allah, then he is cleansed of his
sins and is as he was on the day
his mother bore him."
'Amr bin 'Abasah narrated this
HadIth to Abü Umâmah, the
Companion of the Messenger of
Allah , and Abü Umâmah said
to him: "0 'Amr bin 'Abasah,
watch what you are saying; is
such a great reward given to a
man for one incident?" 'Amr
said: "0 Abü Umâmah, I have
grown old, my bones have
become weak and my end is near.
I have no need to tell lies about
Allah and His Messenger. If I
had heard it only once from the
Messenger of Allah , or even
two times or three - until he
mentioned seven times - I would
never have narrated it, but I
heard it more often than that."
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Chapter 53. Do Not Aim To
Pray When The Sun Is Rising
Or Setting
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[19311 295 - (833) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "Umar
misunderstood; the Messenger of
Allah
only forbade pursuing
the rising of the sun or its setting
(with prayer)."
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[1932] 296 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aiah said: "The Messenger
of Allah 4i did not give up praying
two Rak'ah after 'Asr." But
'Aiah said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'Do not pursue the
setting of the sun nor its rising with
your prayer."
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Chapter 54. Concerning The
Two Rak'ah That The Prophet
L% Used To Pray After 'Asr
[1933] 297 - (834) It was
narrated from Kuraib, the freed
slave of Ibn 'Abbâs, that
'Abdullâh bin 'Abbâs, 'AbdurRahmân bin Azhar and AlMiswar bin Makhramah sent him
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to 'Aiah, the wife of the
Prophet , saying: "Convey
greetings of Salâm to her from all
of us, and ask her about the two
Rak'ah after 'Asr, and say: 'We
have been informed that you pray
them, but we heard that the
Messenger of Allah
forbade
that." Ibn 'Abbâs said: "I, along
with 'Umar bin A1-ijattâb, used
to tell the people not to do that."
Kuraib said: "So I entered upon
her and conveyed to her the
message they had sent with me.
She said: 'Ask Umm Salamah.'
So I went out to them and told
them what she had said. They
sent me to Umm Salamah with a
message like that with which they
had sent me to 'Aishah. Umm
Salamah said: 'I heard the
Messenger of Allah jW forbidding
them (the two Rak'ah after 'Ar),
then I saw him praying them. But
when he prayed them, he had
already prayed 'Apr, then he
entered upon me and there were
some women from Banü Harâm,
who were among the Ansâr, with
me. He prayed them, and I sent
the slave girl to him. I said:
'Stand beside him, and say to
him: "Umm Salamah says to you:
'0 Messenger of Allah, I heard
you forbidding these two Rak'ah,
but now I see you praying them."
If he gestures to you with his
hand, then leave him.' The slave
girl did that, and he gestured to
her with his hand, so she left him.
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When he had finished praying, he
said: '0 daughter of Abfl
Umayyah, you asked about the
two Rak'ah after 'Asr. Some
people from Banü 'Abdul-Qais
came to me to embrace Islam,
and they distracted me from
praying the two Rak'ah that come
after Zuhr; these are them."
[1934] 298 - (835) Abü Salamah
narrated that he asked 'Aishah
about the two Rak'ah that the
Messenger of Allah
used to
pray after 'Ar. She said: "He
used to pray them before 'Asr,
then if he was distracted or
forgot them, he would pray them
after 'Asr, then he continued to
do so, because if he offered a
prayer he would continue to do
so."
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[19351 299 - (...) It was narrated
that 'Aiijah said: "The Messenger
3f Allah A never stopped praying
two Rak'ah in my house after
Asr."
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[1936] 300 - (...) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "Two prayers
that the Messenger of Allah
never stopped praying in my
house, whether secretly or
openly: Two Rak'ah before Fajr
and two Rak'ah after 'Asr."

[1937] 301 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Al-Aswad and Masrüq said:
"We bear witness that 'Aishah
said: 'There was no day that the
Messenger of AllahiJ was in my
house but he did not pray them"
- meaning the two Rak'ah after
Asr.

Chapter 55. It Is
Recommended To Pray Two
Rak'ah Before Maghrib
(1'
[1938] 302 - (836) It was
narrated that Mukhtâr bin Fulful
said: "I asked Anas bin Mâlik
about voluntary prayer after 'Ar.
He said: "Umar used to strike
people's hands for praying after
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'Asr, but at the time of the
Messenger of Allah
we used
to pray two Rak'ah when the sun
set, before Maghjib prayer.' I said
to him: 'Did the Messenger of
Allah ; pray them?' He said:
'We used to see him praying
them, but he did not tell us to do
that or not to do that."

[1939] 303 - (837) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "We were in A]-Madinah
and when the Mu 'adhdhin called
the A_d_hân for Mag_hrib prayer,
they would hasten to the pillars
and pray two Rak'ah, until if a
stranger were to enter the Masjid,
he would think that the prayer
had begun, because of the large
numbers of people who prayed
them."
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Chapter 56. Between Every Two
Calls, There Is A Prayer

('ir
[1940] 304 - (838) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin
Mughaffal Al-MuzanI said: "The
Messenger of Allah
ç said:
'Between every two calls there is
a prayer.' He said it three times,
and the third time he said: 'For
those who wish."
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[1941] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1941) was narrated from
'Abdullâh bin Mughaffal AlMuzanI from the Prophet
,
except that he said... "and the
fourth time he said: 'For those
who wish."
Chapter 57. The Fear Prayer

;5L Lt.) - (°v çi.4il)
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[1942] 305 - (839) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Umar said:
"The Messenger of Allah
offered the fear prayer, leading
one of the two groups in one
Rak'ah while the other group was
facing the enemy. Then they left
and took their companions'
places, facing the enemy, and the
others came, and the Prophet
led them in praying one Rak'ah.
Then the Prophet ; said the
TaslI?n and each group made up
one Rak'ah."

[1943] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Sâlim bin 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar
that his father used to narrate
concerning the prayer of the
Messenger of Allah
at times
of fear, anl he said: "We prayed
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in this manner with the
Messenger of Allah ."
L

[1944] 306 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Messenger of Allah jj prayed
the fear prayer at some times.
One group stood with him while
the other faced the enemy. He
led those who were with him in
praying one Rak'ah, then they
left and the other came, and he
led them in praying one Rak'ah.
Then both groups made up one
Rak'ah each." Ibn 'Umar said:
"And if the fear is worse than
that, then pray riding or standing,
by means of gestures."
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[1945] 307 - (840) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "I was present during the
fear prayer with the Messenger of
Allah . We formed two rows,
one row behind the Messenger of
, and the enemy was
Allah
between us and the Qiblah. The
said the
Messenger of Allah
TakbIr and we all said the TakbIr.
Then he bowed and we all
bowed. Then he raised his head
from bowing and we all raised
our heads. Then he and the row
that was directly behind him went
down in prostration, and the back
row remained standing, facing
the enemy. When the Prophet iI
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had finished prostrating, the row
that was directly behind him
stood up, and the back row went
down in prostration and then
stood up. Then the back row
went forward and the front row
moved back. Then the Prophet
bowed and we all bowed, then
he raised his head from bowing
and we all raised our heads. Then
he and the row that was directly
behind him - that had been in the
back during the first Rak'ah went down in prostration, and
the back row remained standing,
facing the enemy. When the
Prophet and the row that was
directly behind him had finished
prostrating, the back row went
down in prostration. Then the
Prophet
said the TaslIm and
we all did likewise." Jâbir said:
"Just as these guards do with
their Amin"
[19461 308 - (...) It was narrated
from Abfl Az-Zubair, that Jâbir
said: "We went out with the
Messenger of Allah
to fight
some people from Juhainah, and
they fought us fiercely. When we
prayed Zuhr, the idolators said:
'If we had attacked them then,
we would have finished them off.'
JibrIl informed the Messenger of
Allah
about that, and the
Messenger of Allah
told us
about it." He said: "They said:
'There will come to them a
prayer that is dearer to them
than their children.' When the
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time for 'Asr came, we formed
two rows, and the idolators were
between us and the Qiblah. The
Messenger of Allah
said the
TakbIr and we said the TakbIr,
and he bowed and we bowed.
Then he prostrated and the first
row prostrated with him, and
when they stood up the second
row prostrated. Then the first
row moved backwards and the
back row moved forwards and
took the place of the first row.
Then the Messenger of Allah ç
said the TakbIr and we said the
TakbIr, and he bowed and we
bowed. Then he prostrated and
the first row prostrated with him,
and the second row remained
standing. Then the second row
prostrated, then they all sat, and
the Messenger of Allah
said
the Salâm to them." Abü AzZubair said: "Then Jâbir
specifically said: 'Just as these
AmIr of yours pray."
[1947] 309 - (841) It was
narrated from Sahl bin Hathmah
that the Messenger of Allah
led his Companions in offering
the fear prayer. He lined them up
in two rows behind him, and he
led those who were directly
behind him in praying one
Rak'ah. Then he stood up and
remained standing until those
who were behind him had prayed
a Rak'ah. Then they came
forward and those who had been
in front of them moved
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backwards, and he led them in
one Rak'ah. Then he sat until
those who were behind them had
prayed one Rak'ah, then he said
the TaslIm.
[1948] 310 - (842) It was
narrated from Sâlih bin
Ithawwât, from those who had
prayed the fear prayer with the
Messenger of Allah 0, on the
day of (the battle of) Phât ArRiqâ', that one group formed
rows with him, and another
group faced the enemy. He led
those who were with him in
praying one Rak'ah, then he
remained standing and they
completed the prayer by
themselves. Then they moved
away and faced the enemy, and
the other group came. He led
them in praying the remaining
Rak'ah, then he remained sitting
and they completed the prayer by
themselves, then he said the
TaslIm with them.
[1949] 311 - (843) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "We
came with the Messenger of
Allah 44 to Phât Ar-Riqâ'.
Whenever we came to a shady
tree, we would leave it for the
Messenger of Allah
. A man
from the idolators came and the
sword of the Messenger of Allah
was hanging on a tree. He
took the sword of the Messenger
of Allah
and unsheathed it,
and he said to the Messenger of
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Allah: 'Aren't you afraid of
me?' He said: 'No.' He said:
'Who will protect you from me?'
He said: 'Allah will protect me
from you.' The Companions of
the Messenger of Allah
threatened him, so he put the
sword back in its sheath and hung
it up again. Then the call for
prayer was given and he led one
group in praying two Rak'ah,
then they moved back and he led
the other group in praying two
Rak'ah. So the Messenger of
Allah
prayed four Rak'ah and
the people prayed two."
[1950] 312 - ( ... ) Jâbir narrated
that he prayed the fear prayer
with the Messenger of Allah .
The Messenger of Allah ç led
one of the two groups in praying
two Rak'ah, then he led the other
group in praying two Rak'ah, so
the Messenger of Allah
prayed four Rak'ah and each
group prayed two.
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The Book Of Jumu'ah...

7. The Book Of
Jumu'ah (Friday)
Prayer
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[1951] 1 - 844 It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say:
'When one of you wants to come
to Jumu'ah, let him perform
Ghusl."

[1952] 2 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar that
the Messenger of Allah
said,
while he was standing on the
Minbar: "Whoever among you
comes to Jumu'ah, let him
perform Ghusl."

[1953] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1952) was narrated from
Sâlim and 'Abdullâh, the two
Sons of 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar,

The Book Of Jumu'ah...
from Ibn 'Umar, from the
Prophet.
[19541 ( ... ) It was narrated from
Sâlim bin 'Abdullâh that his
father said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah it say..." a
similar report (as no. 1952).

[19551 3 - (845) Sâlim bin
'Abdullâh narrated from his
father that while 'Umar bin AlIchattâb was addressing the
people on a Friday, one of the
Companions of the Messenger of
came in. 'Umar called
Allah
out to him: "What time is this?"
He said: "I was busy today and I
did not go back to my family
when I heard the call, so I did no
more than perform Wutâ'."
'Umar said: "Just Wudâ', while
you know that the Messenger of
Allah used to order Ghusl?"

[1956] 4 - ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
said: "While 'Umar bin Alhattâb was addressing the
people one Friday, 'Uftmân bin
'Affân came in and 'Umar
referred indirectly to him, saying:
'What is the matter with men
who come late, after the call?'
'Uthmân said: '0 Commander of
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the Believers! As soon as I heard
the call, I performed Wuiâ', then
I came.' 'Umar said: 'Just Wudâ'?
Did you not hear that the
Messenger of Allah ; said:
"When one of you comes to
Jumu 'ah, let him perform Ghusl?"

Chapter 1. Ghusl On Friday Is
Obligatory For All Adult Men,
And Clarifying What They
Were Ordered Regarding It
[1957] 5 - (846) It was narrated
from AbCi Sa'eed Al-Khudri that
the Messenger of Allah ij said:
"Ghusl on Friday is obligatory for
everyone who has reached the
age of puberty."

[1958] 6 - (847) It was narrated
from 'Urwah bin Az-Zubair that
'Aiah said: "The people used
to come to Jumu 'ah from their
houses and from Al-'Aw6lI) ]
They would come wearing cloaks
that had gotten dusty, and they
smelled. One of them came to
the Messenger of Allah 0, while
L'J

The villages around A1-MadInah.
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he was at my house, and the
Messenger of Allah jW said: 'You
should clean yourselves for this
day of yours."
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[1959] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Urwah that 'Ai.hah said: "The
people were workers and they did
not have any servants, so they
smelled bad. It was said to them:
'You should perform Ghusl on
Fridays."

Chapter 2. Perfume And Siwâk
On Fridays
[1960] 7 - (846) It was narrated
from 'Abdur-Rahmân bin AbI
Sa'eed Al-hudrI, from his
father, that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "Ghusl on Fridays
is obligatory for everyone who
has reached the age of puberty,
as well as using the Siwâk and
whatever perfume is available to
him."
Bukair did not mention 'AbdurRahmân, and he said concerning
perfume: "even if it is women's
perfume."
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[1961] 8 - (848) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs that he
mentioned what the Prophet ;
said about performing Ghusl on
Friday. Tâws said: "I said to Ibn
'Abbâs: 'And should he put on
perfume or oil, if his family has
some?' He said: 'I do not know
about that."

[1962] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn Juraij with this chain (a
similar HadIth as no. 1961).

[19631 9 - (849) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet ii said: "It is the right
of Allah over every Muslim that
he should perform Ghusl every
seven days, washing his head and
his body."
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[1964] 10 - (850) It was
narrated from Abfl Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Whoever performs Ghusl for
Jaithbah on Friday, then comes to
the Masjid early, it is as if he
sacrificed a camel. Whoever
comes at the second hour, it is as
if he sacrificed a cow. Whoever
comes at the third hour, it is as if
he sacrificed a horned ram.
Whoever comes at the fourth
hour, it is as if he sacrificed a
chicken. Whoever comes at the
fifth hour, it is as if he sacrificed
an egg. Then when the Imâm
comes out, the Angels come in to
listen to the reminder."

Chapter 3. Listening
Attentively To The Khutbah On
Friday
[1965] 11 - (851) Abfl Hurairah
narrated that the Messenger of
Allah ç said: "If you say to your
companion: 'Listen attentively'
on a Friday, while the Imâm is
delivering the Khutbah, then you
have engaged in idle speech."
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[1966] ( ... ) Abü Hurairah said:
"I heard the Messenger of Allah
say..." a similar report (as no.
1965).

[1967] ( ... ) Ibn Juraij narrated a
similar Hadith (as no. 1965) from
Ibn Shihâb with both chains,
except that Ibn Juraij said:
"IbrâhIm bin 'Abdullâh bin
Qâriz."

[1968] 12 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "If you say to
your companion: 'Listen
attentively' on a Friday, while the
Imâm is delivering the Khutbah,
then you have engaged in idle
speech."

Chapter 4. The (Special) Time
That Occurs On Friday
[1969] 13 - (852) It was
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narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
mentioned Friday and said: "In it
there is a time when, if a Muslims
happens to pray at that time and
ask Allah for something, He will
give it to him."
Qutaibah added in his report:
"And he gestured with his hand
to indicate how short it is."
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[1970] 14 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abui Hurairah said: "Abü AlQâsim it said: 'On Friday there
is a time when, if a Muslim
happens to stand and pray at that
time, asking Allah for good, He
will give it to him.' And he
gestured with his hand to indicate
how short it is."

[1971] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Hurairah said: "Abü AlQâsim ç said:..." a similar
report (as no. 1970).
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[1972] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Hurairah said: "Abü AlQâsim ç said:..." a similar report
(as no. 1970, but with a different
chain).
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[1973] 15 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet t said: "On Friday
there is a time when, if a Muslim
happens to ask Allah for good at
that time, He will give it to him."
He said: "And it is a short time."
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[1974]... - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah from the
Prophet
( a similar Ijadith as
no. 1973), but he did not say:
"and it is a short time."

[vt]

.L
[1975] 16 - (853) It was
narrated that Abü Burdah bin
AbI Müsâ Al-Ash'arI said:
'Abdullâh bin 'Umar said to me:
"Did you hear your father
narrating from the Messenger of
Allah ; concerning the (special)
time on Friday?" I said: "Yes, I
heard him say: 'I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: It is
between the time when the Imâm
sits down, until the prayer is
over."
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Chapter 5. The Virtue Of
Friday
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[1976] 17 - (854) Abü Hurairah
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'The best day on which the
sun ever rises is Friday. On it
Adam was created, on it he
entered Paradise and on it he
was expelled therefrom."

[1977] 18 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet 11 said: "The best day
on which the sun rises is Friday.
On it Adam was created, on it he
entered Paradise, on it he was
expelled therefrom, and the Hour
will not begin except on a
Friday."

Chapter 6. This Umma Has
Been Guided To Frida
[1978] 19 - (855) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah ; said:
'We are the last, but we will be
the first on the Day of
Resurrection, although every
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nation was given the Book before
us, and we have been given it
after them. This day which Allah
has decreed for us, Allah has
guided us to it, and the people
come after us in this regard, the
Jews on the next day and the
Christians on the day after that."

[19791 ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah jW said: 'We
are the last but we will be the
first on the Day of Resurrection..."
a similar report (as no. 1978).

[1980] 20 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Aba Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah ç said: 'We
are the last, but the first on the
Day of Resurrection and we will
be the first to enter Paradise,
although they were given the
Book before us and we were
given it after them, but they
differed and Allah guided us
concerning that wherein they
differed of the truth. This is their
day concerning which they
differed; Allah has guided us to
it" - he (the narrator) said:
"Friday" - "'this day is for us, the
next day is for the Jews, and the
day after that is for the
Christians."
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[1981] 21 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hammâm bin Munabbih, the
brother of Wahb bin Munabbih,
said: "This is what Abü Hurairah
narrated to us from Muhammad
the Messenger of Allah ." He
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'We are the last, but the
first on the Day of Resurrection,
although they were given the
Book before us and we were
given it after them. This is their
day that was enjoined upon them
but they differed concerning it,
but Allah guided us to it, so they
come after us in this regard: the
Jews on the next day and the
Christians on the day after."

[1982] 22 - (856) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah and
from Rib'I bin Hirâsh that
Hucihaifah said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'Allah sent
those who came before us astray
from Friday, so the Jews had
Saturday and the Christians had
Sunday. Then Allah brought us,
and Allah guided us to Friday, so
there is Friday, Saturday, Sunday.
Thus they will follow us on the
Day of Resurrection. We are the
last of the people of this world
but will be the first on the Day of
Resurrection, the first of all
creatures to be judged."
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[1983] 23 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hudhalfah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'We
have been guided to Friday and
Allah sent those who came
before us astray from it." And he
mentioned a HadIth similar to
that of Ibn Fudail (no. 1982).
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Chapter 7. The Virtue Of
Going Out Early On Friday
[1984] 24 - (850) Abü Hurairah
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'When Friday comes, at
every door of the Masjid there
stand Angels who write down
(the names of) those whom come
first, then those who come next.
When the Imâm sits down, the
records are closed and they come
to listen to the reminder (i.e.,
The KLu!bah) Khutba. The
likeness of the one who comes
early is that of one who offered a
camel, then of one who offered a
cow, then of one who offered a
ram, then of one who offered a
chicken, then of one who offered
an egg."
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[1985] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 1984) was narrated from Abü
Hurairah, from the Prophet .

[1986] 25 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah ii said: "At
every door of the Masjid there
stands an Angel who writes down
the first one to come, then the
next." He likened them to (the
one who offered) a camel then in
descending order, to (the one
who offered) an egg. "Then when
the Imâm sits down, the records
are closed and they (the Angels)
attend the reminder."

Chapter 8. The Virtue Of One
Who Remains Silent And
Listens Attentively During The
Kizutbah
[1987] 26 - (857) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet j said: "Whoever
performs Ghusl, then comes to
Jumu'ah, and prays what is
decreed for him, then listens
attentively until the Ift.tbah is
over, then prays with him (the
Imâm), will be forgiven (his Sins)
between that and the next
Jumu 'ah, and three days more."
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[1988] 27 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whoever performs Wuçiâ' and
performs Wudâ' well, then comes
to Jumu 'ah and listens attentively,
will be forgiven (his sins) between
that and (the next) Jumu 'ah, and
three days in addition to that, but
whoever touches the pebbles, then
he has engaged in an idle action."

Chapter 9. Jumu 'ah Prayer Is
When The Sun Has Passed Its
Zenith
[1989] 28 - (858) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "We used to pray with the
Messenger of Allah iW, then we
would go back and let our camels
used for carrying water rest."
Hasan (one of the narrators)
said: "I said to Ja'far: 'At what
time was that?' He said: 'When
the sun passed its zenith."

[1990] 29 - ( ... ) Sulaimân bin
Bilâl narrated from Ja'far, from
his father, that he asked Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh: "When did the
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Messenger of Allah
pray
Jumu'ah?" He said: "He used to
pray, then we would go to our
camels and let them rest."
'Abdullâh added in his HadIth:
"When the sun had passed its
zenith;" and "meaning, the camels
that were used for carrying water."

[1991] 30 - (859) It was
narrated that Sahi said: "We used
not to take a nap or eat lunch
until after Jumu'ah." Ibn Hujr
added: "at the time of the
Messenger of Allah ."

[1992] 31 - (860) It was
narrated from Iyâs bin Salamah
bin A]-Akwa', that his father said:
"We used to pray Jumu 'ah with
when
the Messenger of Allah
the sun passed its zenith, then we
would go back and try to seek
shade."

[1993] 32 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Iyâs bin Salamah bin AlAkwa' that his father said: "We
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used to pray Jumu 'ah with the
Messenger of Allah
then we
would go back and we could not
find any wall offering shade."
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Chapter 10. The Two 1utbah
Before The Prayer, And Sitting
Briefly In Between Them
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[1995] 34 - (862) It was
narrated that Jãbir bin Samurah
said: "The Prophet used to give
two Kljutbah, sitting in between
them. He would recite Qur'ân
and remind the people."
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[19941 33
(861) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Umar said:
"The Messenger of Allah used
to deliver the i9iutbah standing
on Friday, then he would sit
briefly, then he would stand up
again." He said: "As they do
nowadays."
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[1996] 35
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( ... ) It was narrated
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that Simâk said: "Jâbir bin
Samurah told me: 'The Messenger
of Allah
used to deliver the
ubah standing, then he would
sit. Then he would stand up and
deliver (another) Khutbah
standing. Whoever told you that
he used to deliver the IOzwbah
sitting was lying. By Allah, I
prayed with him more than two
thousand times."
Chapter 11. The Verse: "And
When They See Some
Merchandise Or Some
Amusement They Disperse
Headlong To It, And Leave You
Standing..."111
[1997] 36
(863) It was
narrated from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
that the Prophet was delivering
the Khufbah standing one Friday,
when a caravan came from AshSham. The people went towards it
until there were only twelve men
left, then this verse which is in
SIrat Al-Jumu 'ah was revealed:
"And when they see some
merchandise or some amusement
they disperse headlong to it, and
leave you standing. "[21
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[1]A1-Jumu'ah 62:11.
[2]A1-Jumu'ah 62:11.
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[1998] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Husain with this chain (a similar
HadIth as no. 1997), and he said:
when the Messenger of Allah
was delivering a Khutbah, but he
did not say, standing.
[1999] 37 - (...) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said: We
were with the Prophet
on a
Friday when a caravan arrived.
The people went out to it and no
one was left except twelve men,
of whom I was one. Then Allah
revealed the words: "And when
they see some merchandise or
some amusement they disperse
headlong to it, and leave you
standing." 11

[2000] 38 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said:
was
While the Prophet
standing on a Friday, a caravan
arrived in Al-Madinah and the
Companions of the Messenger of
Allah
rushed towards it, until
there was no one left with him
except twelve men, among whom
were AN Bakr and 'Umar. Then
this verse was revealed: "And
when they see some merchandise
or some amusement they disperse
headlong to it, and leave you
standing.9,[2]
A1-Jumu'ah 62:11.
[21

A1-Jumu'ah 62:11.
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[2001] 39 - (864) It was
narrated from Abü 'Ubaidah that
Ka'b bin 'Ujrah entered the
Masjid, and 'Abdur-Rahmân bin
Umm Al-Hakam was delivering
the K/jubah while sitting. He
said: Look at this evildoer who is
delivering the Kiutbah while
sitting, when Allah says: "And
when they see some merchandise
or some amusement they disperse
headlong to it, and leave you
standing."11'

Chapter 12. Stern Warning
Against Missing Jumu'ah
[2002] 40 - (865) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar and Abfl Hurairah, that
they heard the Messenger of
Allah j say, on the planks of his
Minbar: "People must cease
neglecting Jumu 'ah, or Allah will
put a seal over their hearts and
they will truly be among the
negligent."

[11

A1-Jumu'ah 62:11.
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Chapter 13. Keeping The
Prayer And jqzutbah Short
[20031 41 - (866) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin Samurah
said: "I used to pray with the
Messenger of Allah
, and his
prayer was of moderate length
and his Khutbah was of moderate
length."

[2004] 42 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin Samurah said: "I
used to offer the prayers with the
Messenger of Allah ,, and his
prayer was of moderate length
and his Kizutbah was of moderate
length."

[2005] 43 - (867) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "When the Messenger of
Allah
delivered a ffljutbah, his
eyes would turn red, his voice
would become loud, and his
anger would increase, until it was
as if he was warning of an
attacking army, saying: 'The
enemy will attack in the morning
or in the evening.' He said: 'The
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Hour and I have been sent like
these two,' and he held his index
finger and middle finger up
together. And he would say: 'The
best of speech is the Book of
Allah, the best of guidance is the
guidance of Muhammad, and the
worst of matters are those which
are newly-invented, and every
innovation is a going astray.'
Then he would say: 'I am closer
to every believer than his own
self. Whoever leaves behind
wealth, it is for his family;
whoever leaves behind a debt or
dependents, then the
responsibility of paying it off and
of caring for them rests upon
me."
[2006] 44 - (...) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "In the Khutbah
of the Prophet
on Friday, he
would praise Allah, then he
would say other things, raising his
voice..." a similar HadIth (as no.
2005).
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[2007] 45 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "The Messenger
of Allah ç used to address the
people, praising Allah as He
deserves to be praised, then he
would say: 'Whomsoever Allah
guides, none can lead astray, and
whomsoever He sends astray,
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none can guide. The best of
speech is the Book of Allah,"
then he quoted a Ijadj similar
to that of ATh-Thaqafl.

[2008] 46 - (868) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
Dimâd came to Makkah. He was
from (the tribe of) Azd anü'ah,
and he used to treat people with
Ruqyâ' (in the case of Jinn
possession). He heard the fools
among the people of Makkah
saying that Muhammad was
possessed. He said: "If I see this
man, perhaps Allah will heal him
at my hands." So he met him and
he said: "0 Muhammad, I treat
people with Ruqyâ' in the case of
Jinn possession, and Allah heals
at my hands whomsoever He
wills. Do you want that?" The
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Praise be to Allah, We praise
Him and seek His help.
Whomsoever Allah guides, none
can lead astray, and whomsoever
He sends astray, none can guide.
I bear witness that there is none
worthy of worship except Allah
alone with no partner, and I bear
witness that Muhammad is His
slave and Messenger." Dimâd
said: "Say these words of yours to
me again." The Messenger of
Allah
repeated them three
times and (Dimâd) said: "I have
heard the words of the
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soothsayers and the words of the
magicians and the words of the
poets, but I have never heard
anything like these words of
yours. You have scaled the
heights of eloquence." He said:
"Give me your hand so that I
may pledge allegiance to in
Islam." So he gave him his
pledge of allegiance, then the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"And on behalf of your people."
He said: "And on behalf of my
people." (The narration said:)
The Messenger of Allah
sent
out a raiding party and they passed
by his people. The commander of
the party said to his troops: "Did
you take anything from these
people?" One man said: "I took a
vessel for water from them." He
said: "Give it back, for these are
the people of imâd."
[2009] 47 - (869) It was
narrated that Wâsil bin Hayyân
said: "Abü Wâ'il said: Ammâr
addressed us and he spoke briefly
but eloquently. When he came
down (from the Minbar), we said:
"0 Abil Al-Yaqzân, you spoke
eloquently but briefly, would that
you had made it longer." He
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah
say: 'A man's
lengthening his prayer and
shortening his K/jubah is a sign
of his understanding (of religion),
so make your prayers lengthy and
your Içijubah brief, for there is
charm in eloquent speech."
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(870) It was
[2010] 48
narrated from 'Adiyy bin Hâtim
that a man gave a speech in the
and
presence of the Prophet
said: "Whoever obeys Allah and
His Messenger is rightly guided
and whoever disobeys them has
gone astray." The Messenger of
Allah ç said: "What a bad
KiiatIb you are. Say: 'and whoever
disobeys Allah and His
Messenger."
Ibn Numair said: "And he did
go astray."

[2011] 49 - (871) It was
narrated from Safwan bin Ya'la,
from his father, that he heard the
Prophet
reciting on the
Minbar: "And they will cry: "0
Mâlik (Keeper of Hell)!"111

[2012] 50 - (872) It was
narrated from 'Amrah bint
'Abdur-Rahmân that a sister of
'Amrah said: "I teamed "Qaf. By
the Glorious Qur'ân"121 from the
mouth of the Messenger of Allah
on Fridays, as he recited it
from the Minbar every Friday."

[1] Az-Zukhruf 43:77.

[2]Qâf 50.
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[2013] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Amrah, from a sister of 'Amrah
bint 'Abdur-Rahmân, who was
older than her... a HadItj similar
to that of Sulaimân bin Bilâl.
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[2014] 51 - (873) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
Muhammad bin Ma'n that a
daughter of Hârithah bin AnNu'mân said: "I only memorized
Surah Qâf from the mouth of the
Messenger of Allah 0,, when he
recited it in his Khutbah every
Friday, and our oven and the
oven of the Messenger of Allah
were the same."
[2015] 52 - (...) It was narrated
that Umm Hishâm bint Hârithah
bin An-Nu'mân said: "Our oven
and the oven of the Messenger of
Allah
were the same for two
years, or for one year and part of
a year. And I only learned "Surat
Qâf. By the Glorious Qur'ân"11
Qaf5O.
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from the tongue of the
Messenger of Allah , who used
to recite it every Friday from the
Minbar, when he addressed the
people."

[2016] 53 - (874) It was
narrated from Husain that
'Umârah bin Ru'aibah saw Bishr
bin Marwân on the Minbar
raising his hands. He said: "How
ugly are these two hands. I saw
doing
the Messenger of Allah
no more than this with his hand,"
and he pointed with his index
finger.

[2017] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Husain bin 'Abdur-Rahmân said:
"I saw Bishr bin Marwân on a
Friday, raising his hands, and
'Umârah bin Ru'aibah said..."
and he mentioned something
similar (to no. 2016).
Chapter 14. Greeting (Prayers
Upon Entering The Masjid)
While The Imâm Is Preaching
[2018] 54 - (875) It was
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narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "While the Prophet
was
delivering the K_hu!bah on a
Friday, a man came and the
Prophet jW, said to him: 'Have
you prayed, 0 so-and-so?' He
said: 'No.' He said: 'Get up and
pray."
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[2019] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Jâbir from the Prophet
as
Hammâd said (in no. 2018), and
he did not mention "the two
Rak'ah."
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[2020] 55 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "A man entered
the Masjid while the Messenger
of Allah
was delivering the
Kiiu.tbah on a Friday, and he said:
'Did you pray?' He said: 'No.' He
said: 'Get up and pray the two
Rak'ah." According to the report
of Qutaibah he said: "Pray two
Rak'ah."

[2021] 56 - ( ... ) Jâhir bin
'Abdullâh 'said: "A man came
while the Prophet
was on the
Minbar on a Friday, delivering
the Khutbah. He said to him:
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'Have you prayed two Rak'ah?'
He said: 'No.' He said: 'Pray."

• K,.5'))

[2022] 57 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh that the
Prophet
delivered a KJju!bah
and said: "If one of you comes on
a Friday and the Imâm has come
out, let him pray two Rak'ah."

[2023] 58 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "Sulaik AlGhatfânI came one Friday while
the Messenger of Allah
was
sitting on the Minbar, and Sulaik
sat down before praying. The
Prophet ç said to him: 'Have
you prayed two Rak'ah?' He said:
'No.' He said: 'Get up and pray
them."

[2024] 59 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said:
Sulaik Al-GhatfânI came on a
Friday when the Messenger of
Allah
was preaching, and he
sat down. He said to him: '0
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Sulaik, get up and pray two
Rak'ah, and make them brief.'
Then he said: 'If one of you
comes on a Friday and the Imâm
is preaching, let him pray two
Rak'ah and make them brief."

Chapter 15. The iladIgz About
Teaching During The i9jutbah
[2025] 60 - (876) Abü Rifâ'ah
said: "I came to the Prophet
while he was delivering a K/jutbah
and I said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
here is a stranger who has come to
ask you about his religion, for he
does not know what his religion is.'
The Messenger of Allah ç turned
to me and left his Khutbah. He
came to me, and a chair was
brought, I thought its legs were
made of iron. The Messenger of
Allah
sat on it and started
telling me of what Allah had told
him, then he went back and
completed his KJjubah."

Chapter 16. What Is To Be
Recited In Jumu'ah Prayer
[2026] 61 - (877) It was
narrated that Ibn AbI Râfi' said:
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"Marwân appointed Abü Hurairah
in charge of Al-Madinah, and went
out to Makkah. Abü Hurairah led
us in prayer on Friday, and after
Sârat Al-Jumu'ah he recited:
"When the hypocrites come to
in the second Rak'ah. I
caught up with Abü Hurairah when
he left and said to him: 'You recited
two Sarah which 'All bin AbI Tâlib
used to recite in A1-Küfah.' Abü
Hurairah said: 'I heard the
Messenger of Allah jW reciting
them on Fridays."

[2027] - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Ubaidullâh bin AbI Râfi'
said: "Marwân appointed Abü
Hurairah" a similar report,
except that in the report of
Iâtim it says: "He recited Sârat
Al-Jumu'ah in the first Sajdah
and in the second: "When the
hypocrites come to you

[1]A1-MunâfiqIn 63.
[2]Al-MunâfiqIn 63.
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[2028] 62 - (878) It was
narrated that An-Nu'mân bin
BashIr said: 'For the Two 'Ids
and for Jumu'ah, the Messenger
used to recite in:
of Allah
"Glorify the Name of your Lord,
the Most High" 11 and: "Has
there come to you the narration
of the overwhelming?' .121 He
said: "If 'Id and Jumu'ah came
together on the same day, he
would recite them both in each of
the two prayers."
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E'] Al-Ala 87.
L21 A1-Ghashiyah 88.
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[2029] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü 'Awânah, from IbrâhIm bin
Muhammad bin Al-Muntashir
with this chain (a similar Hadit]i
as no. 2028).
[2030] 63 - (...) It was narrated
that 'Ubaidullâh bin 'Abdullâh
said: "Ad-Dahhâk bin Qais wrote
to An-Nu'mân bin Ba.hIr, asking
him what the Messenger of Allah
recited in Jumu 'ah prayer
apart from Sârat Al-Jumu 'ah. He
said: 'He used to recite: Has
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there come to you the narration
of the overwhelming?."111
:I-!- 3

Chapter 17. What Is To Be
Recited On Friday
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[2031] 64 - (879) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
the Prophet
used to recite in
Fajr prayer on Fridays: "Alif Lam
MIm. The revelation "12' and:
"Has there not been over man a
period of time ... ?", 3' and in
Jumu'ah prayer the Prophet
used to recite Al-Jumu 'ah and AlMunafiqIn.

[2032] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2031) was narrated from
Sufyân with this chain.

[2033] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2031) was narrated from
Mukhawwal with this chain

[21
[31

A1-Ghâshiyah 88.
As-Sajdah 32.
A1-Insân 76.
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concerning both prayers, as
Sufyân said.
[2034] 65 - (880) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
used to recite in
Fajr on Fridays: "Alif Lam MIm.
The revelation"111 and: "Has
there not been? ,[21

[2035] 66 - (...) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet Ot used to recite in Fajr
on Friday: "Alif Lam MIm. The
revelation"t31 in the first Rak'ah,
and: "Has there not been over
man a period of time when he was
not a thing worth mentioning? ,[41
in the second.

Chapter 18. Prayer After
Jumu'ah
[2036] 67 - (881) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allih fj t said:
'When one of you has prayed
Jumu'ah, let him pray four
(Rak'ah) afterwards."

As-Sajdah 32.
121 A1-Ins6n 76.
[3]
As-Sajdah 32.
[1 Al-Insân 76.
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[2037] 68 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'When you pray after Jumu'ah,
pray four (Rak'ah)." 'Amr added
in his report: Ibn IdrIs said:
Suhail said: "If you are in a hurry
for any reason, then pray two in
the Masjid and two when you go
back."

[2038] 69 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whoever among you wants to
pray after Jumu'ah, let him pray
four (Rak'ah)." In the HadIt/ of
JarIr it does not say: "among
you.,,

[2039] 70 - (882) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar that when he prayed
Jumu'ah, he used to go and pray
two Rak'ah in his house, then he
said: "The Messenger of Allah
used to do that."
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[2040] 71 - (...) Yayâ bin
Yahyâ said: "I heard from Mâlik,
from Nâfi', from 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar that he described the
voluntary prayer of the Prophet
and he said: 'He did not pray
after Jumu 'ah until he had left, so
he would pray two Rak'ah in his
house." Yahyâ bin Yahyâ said:
"I think that I read it: 'So he
would pray' or, I am sure of it."
[2041] 72 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sâlim, from his father, that
the Prophet jW used to pray two
Rak'ah after Jumu'ah.

[2042] 73 - (883) 'Umar bin
'Atâ' bin AbI Al-Khuwâr
narrated that Nâfi' bin Jubair
sent him to As-Sâ'ib, the son of
the sister of Namir, to ask him
about something that Mu'âwiyah
had said concerning his prayer,
and he said: "Yes, I prayed
Jumu'ah with him in his
enclosure, and when the Imâm
said the Salâm, I stood up where
I was and prayed. When he
entered (his apartment) he sent
for me and said: 'Do not repeat
what you did. When you have
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prayed Jumu'ah, do not offer
another prayer after it until you
have spoken or gone out, for the
Messenger of Allah
enjoined
that upon us, that we should not
join one prayer to another until
we had spoken or gone out."

[2043] ( ... ) 'Umar bin 'Atâ'
narrated that Nâfi' bin Jubair
sent him to As-Sâ'ib bin YazId,
the son of the sister of Namir...
and he quoted a similar Ijadh
(as no. 2042), except that he said:
"When he said the TaslIm I stood
up where I was," and he did not
mention the Imâm.
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8. The Book Of The
Two 'Id Prayers
Chapter. The Book of the 'Id
Prayer

[2044] 1 - (884) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "I attended
the prayer of (Id)Al-F4r with the
Prophet of Allah , Abü Bakr,
'Umar and 'Uftmân, and all of
them prayed before the utbah,
then delivered the Khutbah. The
Prophet of Allah jW came down,111
and it is as if I can see him,
gesturing to the men to remain
sitting, then passing through them
and going to the women,
accompanied by Bilâl. He said: "0
Prophet! When believing women
come to you to give you the Bay'ah
(pledge), that they will not
associate anything in worship with
Allah...,,[21 and he recited this
verse until the end, then he said:
"Do you adhere to that?" One
woman said: "Yes, 0 Prophet of
Allah," and no one else answered
him. At that time I did not know
who she was. He said: "Give
See no. 956 in SahIh A1-BukhârI.
121 Al-Mumtahanah 60:12.
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charity," and Bilâl spread his
garment and said: "Come on, may
my father and mother be sacrificed
for you!" And they started to
throw their bracelets 11 and rings
into the garment of Bilâl.

[2045] 2 - ( ... ) Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"I bear witness that the
Messenger of Allah jW, prayed
before the K_hubah, then he
delivered the K_hu!bah. He
realized that the women could
not hear him, so he went to them
and reminded and exhorted
them, and told them to give
charity. Bilâl spread out his cloak
and the women started to throw
their rings, earrings and other
things.

[20461 ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2045) was narrated from
Ayyüb with this chain.

[2047] 3 - (885) It was narrated
from Ibn Juraij from 'Atâ", from
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh, who
A1-Fata: they say it is "large rings" or rings worn on the leg.
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said: "The Prophet j stood one
day on ('Id) Al-Fitr and prayed.
He started with the prayer before
the Kljuthah, then he addressed
the people. When the Prophet of
Allah
had finished he came
down and went to the women,
and he reminded them while
leaning on Bilâl's arm. Bilâl
spread his garment and the
women threw charity into it.
I said to 'Atâ': "Was it the Zakât
Al-Fitr?" He said: "No, rather it
was charity that they gave at that
time; women threw in their
bracelets and so on."
I said to 'Atâ': "Is it a duty of
the Imâm now to go to the
woman when he has finished his
Khutbah and address them?" He
said: "Yes, for the life of me, that
is a duty for them, and why is it
that they do not do that?"

[2048] 4 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said: "I
attended 'Id prayer with the
Messenger of Allah
, and he
started with the prayer before the
Khutbah, with no ALhân and no
Iqâmah. Then he stood, leaning
on Bilâl, and enjoined Taqwa of
Allah and urged us to obey Him,
and exhorted and reminded the
people. Then he went to the
women, and exhorted and
reminded them. He said: 'Give
charity, for most of you are fuel
for Hell.' A woman with dark
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cheeks, who was one of the best
of women, stood up and said:
'Why is that, 0 Messenger of
Allah?' He said: 'Because you
complain a great deal, and you
are ungrateful to your husbands.'
They started giving their jewelry
in charity, throwing their earrings
and rings into the cloak of Bilâl."

[2049] 5 - (886) It was narrated
from Ibn Juraij who said: "'Atâ'
informed me from Ibn 'Abbâs
and Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh AlAnsârl who said: 'There was no
A4}jân called on the day of AlFitr or Al-Adha.' I asked him
about that later on and he said:
'Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh Al-AnsârI
informed me that there was no
A_d_hân for the prayer on the day
of Al-Fitr, neither before the
Imâm came out nor afterwards,
and there was no Iqâmah or call
or anything; no call on that day
and no Iqâmah."

[20501 6 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs sent word to Ibn
Az-Zubair when allegiance was
first sworn to him, saying: "There
is no Adjân called on the day of
Al-Fitr, so do not have the Adhân
called." So Ibn Az-Zubair did not
have the Adhân called for it on
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that day. And he also sent word
to him saying: "The K_hufbah
comes after the prayer; this is how
it was done." So Ibn Az-Zubair
prayed before the KJju!bah.

[2051] 7 (887) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin Sarnurah said: "I
prayed both 'Id with the
Messenger of Allah , not just
one or two times, with no Adhân
and no Iqâmah."

[20521 8 - (888) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet
, Abil Bakr and 'Umar used to
offer the 'Id prayer before the
Khutbah.

[2053] 9 - (889) It waF narrated
from Abü Sa'eed A]-I<' idri that
used
the Messenger of Allâi
to come out on the d of AlAd/ia and Al-Fitr and start with
the prayer. When he had prayed
and said the Salâm, he stood up
and turned to the people, who
were sitting where they had
prayed. If he needed to send out
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an army he would do so, and if
he needed to issue any other
orders, he would do so. And he
used to say: "Give charity, give
charity, give charity." The ones
who gave the most charity were
the women. Then he would
depart. It continued like that
until the time of Marwân bin AlHakam. I went out hand in hand
with Marwân until we reached
the prayer place, where KathIr
bin As-Salt had built a Minbar of
clay and bricks. Marwân started
to pull me with his hand, as if he
wanted to pull me towards the
Minbar, and I was trying to pull
him towards the prayer. When I
realized what he was doing, I said
to him: "What about starting with
the prayer?" He said: "No, 0
Abü Sa'eed, what you know has
been abandoned." I said: "No, by
the One in Whose Hand is my
soul! You are not doing anything
better than what I know" - three
times, then he left.
Chapter 1. It Is Permissible
For Women To Go Out To The
'Id Prayer And Attend The
jhutbah, Separated From The
Men
('Ao
[2054] 10 - (890) It was
narrated that Umm 'Atiyyah said:
"On the two 'Id, the Prophet
commanded us to bring out the
girls who had attained puberty

(A4)* [ , o]
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and those who were in seclusion,
but he told the menstruating
women to keep away from the
Mua1la (prayer-place) of the
Muslims."

Lc

:

[2055] 11 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Umm 'Atiyyah said: "We
were commanded to bring out
women in seclusion and virgins on
the two 'Id. And the menstruating
women were to come out but stay
behind the people, reciting TakbIr
with the people."

[2056] 12 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Umm 'Atiyyah said: "On AlFUr and Al-A1ha, the Messenger
of Allah
commanded us to
bring Out the girls who had
reached puberty, menstruating
women and women in seclusion.
The menstruating women were to
keep away from the prayer but to
witness goodness and the
supplications of the Muslims. I
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, one
of us may not have a Jilbâb.' He
said: 'Let her sister lend her a
Jilbâb to wear."
Chapter 2. Not Offering Any
Other Prayer, Before Or After
The 'Id Prayer, At The Musalla
(Prayer-Place)
[2057] 13 - (884) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
came
the Messenger of Allah
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out on the day of Adiza or F4r and
prayed two Rak'ah, and he did not
offer any other prayer before or
after that. Then he went to the
women, accompanied by Bilâl,
and commanded them to give
charity, so women started giving
their earrings and necklaces.

[2058] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2057) was narrated from
hu'bah with this chain.
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Chapter 3. What Is To Be
Recited In The 'Id Prayer
[2059] 14 - (891) It was
narrated from Ubaidullâh bin
'Abdullâh that 'Umar bin AlIthaitâb asked Abü Wâqid AlLaiI: "What did the Messenger
of Allah
recite in Al-Adha and
Al-Fitr?" He said: "He used to
recite: Sârat Qâf. By the Glorious
Qur'ân" 11 and: "The Hour has
drawn near, and the moon has
been cleft asunder." 2'

1'1 Qaf 50.
[2]
41-Qarnar 54.
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[2060] 15 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Wâqid A]-Laithî said:
"Umar bin A1-Khattâb asked me
what the Messenger of Allah
recited on the day of 'Id. I said:
"The Hour has drawn near
and: "Sara Qâf. By the Glorious
Qur'ân. ,,L21

Chapter 4. Concession Allowing
Play That Involves No
Disobedience During The Days
Of 'Id
[2061] 16 - (892) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "Abü
Bakr entered upon me and there
were two of the young girls of the
Anâr with me who were singing
the verses that the Ansâr had
recited on the day of Bu'âth."
She said: "But they were known
to be singers. Abü Bakr said:
'Wind instruments of the Shaitan
in the house of the Messenger of
Allah MT That was on the day
of 'Id. The Messenger of Allah
said: '0 Abñ Bakr, every
people has its 'Id and this is our
'Id."

Ill Al-Qamar 54.
121 Qaf 50.
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[2062] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Hishâm with this chain (a similar
HadIth as no. 2061) and he said:
"Two young girls playing a Duff"

[2063] 17 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that AN Bakr AsSiddlq entered upon her, and
there were two young girls with
her during the days of Mini, who
were singing and beating (the
Duff), and the Messenger of Allah
ij was covering himself with his
garment. Abü Bakr rebuked them,
and the Messenger of Allah
uncovered his face and said: "Let
them be, 0 Abü Bakr, for these
are the days of 'Id." She said: "I
remember the Messenger of Allah
ç screening me with his Ridâ'
while I was watching the Ethiopians
who were playing, and I was a young
girl. So you should understand the
fondness that young girls have for
amusement."

[2064] 18 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Urwah bin Az-Zubair said:
"Aishah said: 'By Allah, I
remember the Messenger of Allah
standing at the door to my
apartment when the Ethiopians
were playing with their spears in
the Masjid of the Messenger of
Allah , so that I could watch
their games, and he was only
standing there for my sake until I
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was the one who left. So you should
understand the fondness that young
girls have for amusement."

[2065] 19 - (...) It was narrated
that 'Aihah said: "The Messenger
of Allah
came in and there
were with me two young girls who
were singing the songs of Bu'âft.
He lay down on the bed and
turned his face away. Then Abü
Bakr came in and rebuked me,
saying: 'The wind instruments of
the _Sjha4ân in the presence of the
Messenger of Allah OtT The
Messenger of Allah jW, turned to
him and said: 'Let them be.' When
he turned away I signaled to them
and they left. And on the day of
'Id, the black men were playing
with shields and spears. Either I
asked the Messenger of Allah
(to let me watch) or he said: 'Do
you want to watch?' and I said:
'Yes.' So he made me stand
behind him, with my cheek against
his, and he was saying: 'Carry on,
o Banü Arfidah!' until I had had
enough, then he said: 'Have you
had enough?' and I said yes, so he
said, 'Go then."

[2066] 20 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "Some Ethiopians
came o give a display with their
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weapons in the Masjid on the day of
'Id. The Prophet called me and I
put my head on his shoulder and
started watching their display,
until I was the one who decided to
stop watching them."

[2067] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Hishâm (a similar HadIth) with
this chain, but he did not
mention: "in the Masjid."
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[2068] 21 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn Juraij, who said: 'Atâ'
informed me, he said: "Ubaid bin
'Umair informed me, he said:
"Aishah told me that she said
concerning those who were
playing: I wish I could see them.'
She said: The Messenger of Allah
stood up, and I stood at the
door, watching between his ears
and his shoulder, while they were
playing in the Masjid."
'Atâ' said: Persians, or
Ethiopians" He said: "Ibn 'AtIq
said to me: 'Rather, they were
Ethiopians."
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[2069] 22 - (893) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"While the Ethiopians were
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playing with their spears in the
presence of the Messenger of
Allah , 'Umar bin Al-Khattâb
came in, and he bent down to
pick up some pebbles to throw at
them, but the Messenger of Allah
ç said: 'Let them be, 0
'Umar!"
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9. The Book Of Prayer
Seeking Rain
(Al-Istisqâ)
:L) - (...

Chapter: The Book Of Salât AlIstisqâ' (The Prayer Seeking
Rain)
[2070] 1 - (894) 'Abdulláh bin
Zaid Al-MâzinI said: "The
Messenger of Allah
went out
to the prayer-place and prayed
for rain, and he turned his Ridâ'
around when he turned to face
the Qiblah."

[2071] 2 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abbâd bin TamIm that his
paternal uncle said: "The
Prophet lj went out to the
prayer-place. He prayed for rain,
turned to face the Qiblah, turned
his Ridâ' around and prayed two
Rak'ah."
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[20721 3 - ( ... ) 'Abdullãh bin
Zaid Al-AnsârI said: "The
Messenger of Allah i4% went out
to the prayer-place to pray for
rain. When he wanted to
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supplicate, he turned to face the
Qiblah and turned his Ridâ'
around."

[2073] 4 - ( ... ) 'Abbâd bin
TamIm A]-MâzinI said that he
heard his paternal uncle, who was
one of the Companions of the
Messenger of Allah , say: "The
Messenger of Allah
went out
one day to pray for rain. He
turned his back to the people,
supplicating to Allah, and he
turned to face the Qiblah and
turned his Ridâ' around, then he
prayed two Rak'ah."

Chapter 1. Raising The Hands
In Supplication When Praying
For Rain
[2074] 5 - (895) It was narrated
that Anas said: "I saw the
raising his
Messenger of Allah
hands in supplication so much
that the whiteness of his armpits
could be seen."

[2075] 6 - (896) It was narrated
from Anas bin Mâlik that the
Prophet jç prayed for rain, and
he gestured with the backs of his
hands towards the sky.
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[2076] 7 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas that the Prophet of
Allah
used not to raise his
hands in any supplication except
when he was praying for rain,
when (his raised his hands) so
much that the whiteness of his
armpits could be seen.

[2077] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Qatâdah that Anas bin Mâlik
narrated a similar report to them
from the Prophet jW,.

Chapter 2. The Supplication
When Praying For Rain
[2078] 8 - (897) It was narrated
from Anas bin Mâlik that a man
entered the Masjid one Friday
through the door that was
nearest Dar Al-Qadâ', while the
Messenger of Allah ; was
standing, delivering the K/jubah.
He turned towards the
Messenger of Allah ç and said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, our
wealth has been destroyed and
the roads are cut off. Pray to
Allah to give us rain." The
Messenger of Allah
raised his
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hands and said: "Allâhumma!
Aghithnâ, Allâhumma! AghWinâ
(0 Allah, give us rain; 0 Allah,
give us rain; 0 Allah, give us
rain)." Anas said: "By Allah, we
could not see any clouds in the
sky, and between us and Sal'
there were no houses. Then from
behind it there appeared a cloud
like a shield. When it reached the
middle of the sky, it spread, then
it began to rain. By Allah, we did
not see the sun for a week. Then
a man entered through that door
during Jumu'ah when the
Messenger of Allah
was
standing, delivering the 7jufbah;
he turned to the Messenger of
Allah
and said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, our wealth has been
destroyed and the roads are cut
off. Pray to Allah to stop (the
rain) for us.' The Messenger of
Allah
raised his hands and
said: 'Allâhumma! Hawlanâ wa lâ
'alainâ. Allâhumma! 'Alal-âkâmi
waz-zirâbi wa butânil-awdiyati wa
manâbitish-shajar (0 Allah,
around us and not on us! 0
Allah, on the hillocks and small
mountains, the valley bottoms
and places where trees grow.).'
Then it stopped, and we went out
walking in the sun."
SharIk said: "I asked Anas bin
Mâlik: 'Was that the first man?'
He said: 'I do not know."
[2079] 9 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "The
people were stricken with a
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famine during the time of the
Messenger of Allah . While the
Messenger of Allah
was
addressing the people from the
Minbar one Friday, a Bedouin
stood up and said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, our wealth has been
destroyed and our children are
starving..." and he quoted a
similar Ijadith (as no. 2078), in
which he said: Allâhumma!
Hawlanâ wa lâ 'alainâ (0 Allah,
around us and not on us)." And
whichever direction he pointed
to, the clouds broke up, until I
saw Al-Madinah as if it were in a
hole. The valley of Qanâh flowed
for a month, and no one came
from any direction but he
brought news of heavy rainfall.
[2080] 10 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "The
Prophet
was delivering the
Kiiu!bah one Friday when the
people stood up and shouted: '0
Prophet of Allah, there is a
drought and the trees have
turned brown, and the animals
are dying..." and he quoted the
1jaditj (as in no. 2078). In it, it
was narrated from 'Abdul-A'la:
"and the clouds cleared from AlMadinah and it started to rain
around (the city), but not a drop
fell in Al-Madinah itself. I looked
at A]-Madinah and it was as if it
were surrounded by a crown."
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[2081] 11 - ( ... ) A similar report
(as no. 2080) was narrated from
Anas, and he added: "Allah
gathered the clouds and we
stayed until a strong man among
us would be concerned only with
how he would be able to reach
his family."
[2082] 12 - (...) Anas bin Mâlik
said: "A Bedouin came to the
Messenger of Allah j4 one
Friday, while he was on the
Minbar..." and he quoted the
HadIth (as in 2080) and added: "I
saw the clouds clearing like a
sheet being folded."

[2083] 13 - (898) Anas said:
"When we were with the
Messenger of Allah
it rained.
The Messenger of Allah
lifted
part of his garment so that the
rain could fall on him. We said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, why did
you do that?' He said: 'Because it
has just come from its Lord, the
Mighty and Sublime."
Chapter 3. Seeking Refuge
With Allah When Seeing Wind
And Dark Clouds, And
Rejoicing At The Rain
120841 14 - (899) It was
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narrated from 'Atâ' bin AbI
Rabâh that he heard 'Aishah, the
wife of the Prophet , say: "If it
was a windy and cloudy day, the
(reaction of) the Messenger of
Allah ç could be seen on his
face, and he would pace back and
forth. Then if it rained he would
rejoice, and that (anxiety) would
leave him." 'Aishah said: "I asked
him about that and he said: 'I
was afraid that it might be a
punishment that had been sent
against my Ummah.' And when
he saw the rain he would say: 'A
mercy."

[2085] 15 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah, the wife of the
Prophet , said: "If there was a
stormy wind, the Messenger of
Allah
would say: 'Allâhumma
InnI as 'aluka khairahii, wa /L/aira
ma fiha, wa !Jiaira ma ursilat bihi
wa a 'âdhu hi/ca min sharrihâ, wa
sharri ma JIha, wa sharri ma
ursilat bih (0 Allah, I ask You
for its goodness and the goodness
of that with which it has been
sent, and I seek refuge with You
from its evil and the evil of that
with which it has been sent).' If
there was thunder and lightening,
his color would change, and he
would go in and out (of the
house) and pace back and forth,
then if it rained he would feel
relieved. 'Aishah noticed that and
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asked him. He said: 'Perhaps, 0
'Aihah, it is as the people of 'Ad
said: Then, when they saw it as a
dense cloud coming towards their
valleys, they said: This is a cloud
bringing us rains... .[1]
[2086] 16 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aijiah, the wife of the
, said: "I never saw
Prophet
the Messenger of Allah
laughing so much that I could see
his uvula; he only used to smile.
If he saw a cloud or wind, (his
reaction to that) could be seen
on his face." She said: "0
Messenger of Allah, I see that
when the people see a cloud,
they rejoice, hoping that it is
bringing rain, but when you see
it, I can see on your face that you
do not like it." He said: "0
'Aishah, I cannot be sure that
there is not a punishment in it,
because some people were
punished by means of the wind,
and some people saw the
punishment and said: "This is a
cloud bringing us rain!..

Al-Aiiqaf 46:24.
.41-A hqâf 46:24.
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Chapter 4. The East Wind And
The West Wind
[20871 17 - (900) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
the Prophet
said: "I have been
helped by means of the east
wind, and 'Ad were destroyed by
means of the west wind."

[2088] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2087) was narrated from Ibn
'Abbâs, from the Prophet .
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10. The Book Of
Eclipses
Chapter 1. The Eclipse Prayer
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[2089] 1 - (901) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The sun was
eclipsed at the time of the
Messenger of Allah , and the
Messenger of AllahIJ stood up
and prayed, and stood for a very
long time. Then he bowed and
bowed for a very long time. Then
he raised his head and stood for
a very long time, but it was
shorter than the first time. Then
he bowed and bowed for a very
long time, but it was shorter than
the first time. Then he
prostrated. Then he stood up and
stood for a long time, but it was
shorter than the first time. Then
he bowed and bowed for a long
time, but it was shorter than the
first time. Then he raised his
head and stood for a long time,
but it was shorter than the first
time. Then he bowed and bowed
for a long time, but it was shorter
than the first time. Then he
prostrated. Then the Messenger
finished (the prayer)
of Allah
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and the eclipse had ended. Then
he addressed the people, praising
and glorifying Allah, then he
said: 'The sun and the moon are
two of the signs of Allah, and
they do not become eclipsed for
the death or birth of anyone. If
you see that, then say the TakbIr
and offer supplication to Allah,
pray and give charity. 0 Ummah
of Muhammad! There is no one
who is more jealous than Allah of
His male or female slave commits
Zinâ. 0 Ummah of Muhammad!
If you knew what I know, you
would laugh little and weep
much. Have I not conveyed (the
message)?"

[20901 2 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Hishâm bin 'Urwah with
this chain (a similar HadIth as no.
2089), and he added: "Then he
said: 'The sun and the moon are
two of the signs of Allah." And
he also added: "Then he raised
his hands and said: "0 Allah,
have I conveyed (the message)?"
[2091] 3 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aihah, the wife of the
Prophet ;, said: "The sun was
eclipsed during the lifetime of
the Messenger of Allah . The
Messenger of Allah
went out
to the Masjid and stood and said
the TakbIr, and the people
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formed rows behind him. The
Messenger of Allah
recited
for a long time, then he said the
TakbIr and bowed for a long
time. Then he raised his head
and said: 'Sami' Allâhu liman
hamidah; rabbanâ lakal-hamd
(Allah hears those who praise
Him; our Lord, to You be
praise.)' Then he stood and
recited for a long time, but it was
shorter than the first time. Then
he said the TakbIr and bowed for
a long time, but it was shorter
than the first time. Then he said:
'Sami' Allâhu liman hamidah;
rabbanâ lakal-hamd (Allah hears
those who praise Him; our Lord,
to You be praise.)' Then he
prostrated - Abü At-Tahir (one
of the narrators) did not say:
"then he prostrated" - "then he
did likewise in the second
Rak'ah, until he had completed
four bowings and four
prostrations, and the eclipse
ended before he finished the
prayer. Then he stood and
addressed the people. He praised
Allah as He deserves to be
praised, then he said: 'The sun
and the moon are two of the
signs of Allah, and they do not
become eclipsed for the death or
birth of anyone. If you see that,
then hasten to pray.' He also
said: 'Pray until Allah grants you
relief.' And the Messenger of
Allah ç said: 'While I was
standing, I saw everything that
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you have been promised; I even
saw myself wanting to take a
bunch of grapes from Paradise
when you saw me stepping
forward. And I saw Hell, parts of
it consuming other parts, when
you saw me moving backwards.
And I saw therein 'Amr bin
Luhayy, who is the one who
established the custom of AsSâ'ib."11' The narration of Abü
At-Tâhir ends with the words,
"then hasten to pray," and he did
not mention what comes after
that.
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[2092] 4 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that the sun was
eclipsed at the time of the
Messenger of Allah j. He sent a
caller calling: "The prayer is
being assembled", and they
gathered, and he went forward
and said the TakbIr, and prayed
with four bowings and four
prostrations in two Rak'ah.

[2093] 5 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aihah that the Prophet *1
recited out loud in the eclipse
prayer, and he prayed with four
bowings and four prostrations in
two Rak'ah.
11]

As-Sâ'ib: This refers to a custom of the Jâhiliyyah whereby a she-camel was set free for
the gods and was not to be used for carrying loads or ridden. See Sârar A1-Mâ'idah
(5:103).
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[2094] (902) It was narrated

from Ibn 'Abbâs that the Prophet
prayed with four bowings and
four prostrations in two Rak'ah.

[2095] ( ... ) Ibn 'Abbâs used to

narrate a narration similar to that
of 'Urwah from 'Aiah concerning
the prayer of the Messenger of
Allah t on the day when the sun
was eclipsed.

[2096] 6 - (901) It was narrated

from 'Atâ': 'Ubaid bin 'Umair
said: 'One whom I regard as
truthful' - I think he meant
'Aishah - 'told me that the sun
was eclipsed at the time of the
Messenger of Allah jW and he
stood for a very long time: "He
stood then he bowed, then he
stood, then he bowed, then he
stood, then he bowed; two
Rak'ah with three bowings and
four prostrations. When he
finished, the eclipse had ended.
When he bowed he said: "Allâhu
akbar," and when he raised his
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head he said: "Sami' Allâhu
liman hamidah (Allah hears those
who praise Him)." Then he stood
and praised and glorified Allah,
then he said: "The sun and the
moon do not become eclipsed for
the death or birth of anyone.
Rather they are signs of Allah
with which Allah creates fear in
His slaves, so if you see them
being eclipsed, remember Allah
until the eclipse is over."

[2097] 7 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aiah that the Messenger
of Allah j% prayed with six
bowings and four prostrations.

Chapter 2. Mentioning The
Punishment In The Grave
During The Eclipse Prayer
[20981 8 - (903) It was narrated
from 'Amrah that a Jewish woman
came to 'Aiah to beg from her.
She said: "May Allah grant you
refuge from the punishment of the
grave." 'Aihah said: "I said: '0
Messenger of Allah, will the
people be punished in their
graves?" 'Amrah (one of the
narrators) said: "'Aishah said:
'The Messenger of Allah
said:
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"I seek refuge with Allah." Then
the Messenger of Allah ç rode
that morning and the sun was
eclipsed." 'Aibah said: "I went
out with some other women
behind the apartments in the
Masjid, and the Messenger of
Allah
came from his ride, and
went to his prayer-place where he
used to pray. He stood and the
people stood behind him."
'Aiah said: "He stood for a long
time, then he bowed, and
remained bowing for a long time,
then he raised his head and stood
for a long time that was shorter
than the first time. Then he bowed
for a long time that was shorter
than the first time. Then he raised
his head and the eclipse had
ended. He said: 'I saw you being
put to trial in the grave like the
tribulation of the Dajjâl."
'Amrah said: "I heard 'Aishah
say: 'I used to hear the Messenger
of Allah
after that, seeking
refuge with Allah from the
punishment of Hell and the
punishment of the grave."

[2099] ( ... ) A HadIth similar to
that of Sulaimân bin Bilâl (no.
1098) was narrated from Yalyâ
bin Sa'eed with this chain.
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Chapter 3. What Was Shown
To The Prophet Of Paradise
And Hell During The Eclipse
Prayer
[2100] 9 - (904) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said:
"The sun was eclipsed at the time
of the Messenger of Allah jW on
a very hot day. The Messenger of
Allah
led his Companions in
prayer, and he stood for such a
long time that they began to fall
down. Then he bowed for a long
time, then he raised his head and
stood for a long time, then he
bowed for a long time, then he
raised his head and stood for a
long time, then he prostrated
twice, then he stood up and did
the same again. There were four
bowings and four prostrations.
Then he said: 'Everything that
you are going to enter was shown
to me. Paradise was shown to me,
and if I had wanted to take a
bunch of grapes from it, I could
have' - or 'I tried to take a bunch
of grapes from it, but my arm
couldn't reach. And Hell was
shown to me, and I saw therein a
woman from the Children of
Israel who was being punished
because of a cat that belonged to
her; she tied it up and did not
feed it, nor did she let it eat from
the vermin of the earth. And I
saw Abü Thumâmah 'Amr bin
Mâlik dragging his intestines in
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Hell. They used to say that the
sun and moon only became
eclipsed because of the death of
a great man, but they are two of
the signs of Allah that He has
shown to you, so when they
become eclipsed, pray until it is
over."
[2101] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2100) was narrated from
Hishâm with this chain, but he
said: "I saw in Hell a tall, black,
HimyarI woman," and he did not
say: "from the Children of
Israel."

[2102] 10 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "The sun was
eclipsed during the time of the
Messenger of Allah
on the
day when Ibrâhlm, the son of the
Messenger of Allah , died, and
the people said: 'It has become
eclipsed because of the death of
IbrâhIm.' The Messenger of
Allah
stood up and led the
people in praying six Rak'ah with
four prostrations. He started by
saying the TakbIr, then he recited
for a long time, then he bowed
for almost as long as he had
stood, then he raised his head
from bowing and recited for a
shorter time than the first time.
Then he bowed for almost as
long as he had stood, then he
raised his head from bowing, and
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recited for a shorter time than
the second time. Then he bowed
for almost as long as he had
stood, then he raised his head
from bowing. Then he went down
in prostration and prostrated
twice. Then he stood up and
performed three more Rak'ah, in
which each Rak'ah was shorter
than the one that came before it,
and the bowing was similar in
length to the prostration. Then
he moved backwards and the
rows behind him also moved
backwards, until we could go no
further" - Abü Bakr (one of the
narrators) said: "until he reached
the women." - "Then he moved
forward and the people moved
forward with him, until he was
standing back in his place, and he
completed the prayer as it should
be completed and the sun had
become bright. Then he said: '0
people, the sun and the moon are
two of the signs of Allah and they
do not become eclipsed for the
death of anyone among the
peopl' - Abil Bakr said: 'for the
death of any human being.' - 'If
you see anything of that nature,
then pray until it is over. There is
nothing that you have been
promised but I saw it during this
prayer of mine. Hell was brought
and that is when you saw me
moving backwards for fear that
its flames might touch me. I saw
therein the owner of the curved
staff, dragging his intestines in
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the Fire; he used to steal from
the pilgrims with his curved staff,
and if he was discovered he
would say: "It got caught on my
curved staff," but if he was not
noticed then he would take it.
And I saw therein the woman
who had a cat which she tied up
and did not feed, and she did not
let it eat from the vermin of the
earth, until it died of starvation.
Then Paradise was brought to
me, and that is when you saw me
move forward until I was back in
my place. I stretched out my
hand and I wanted to pick some
of its fruits so that you could see
them, then I thought that I
should not do that. And there is
nothing that you have been
promised but I saw it during this
prayer of mine."
[2103] 11 - (905) It was
narrated that Asmâ' said: "The
sun was eclipsed at the time of
the Messenger of Allah
and I
entered upon 'Aiah and found
her praying. I said: 'Why are the
people praying? And she
gestured towards the sky with her
head.' I said: 'Is it a sign?' She
said: 'Yes.' The Messenger of
Allah
stood for a very long
time, until I was about to faint. I
took hold of a vessel of water
that was by my side and started
to pour it over my head or my
face. No sooner had the
Messenger of Allah
finished
praying but the sun became clear.
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The Messenger of Allah
addressed the people, praising
and glorifying Allah, then he
said: 'There is nothing that I had
not seen before but I saw it
during this standing of mine,
even Paradise and Hell. It was
revealed to me that you will be
tested in your graves with
something close to - or like - the
tribulation of the Dajjâl." - "I
(the narrator) do not know which
one Asmâ' said." - "Someone
will come to one of you and will
say: "What do you know about
this man?" The believer, or, the
one who has certain faith" - I do
not know which one Asmâ' said "will say: "He is Muhammad, he
is the Messenger of Allah; he
came to us with clear signs and
guidance, and we responded and
obeyed, three times." Then it will
be said to him: "Sleep, for we
knew that you believed in him.
Sleep the sleep of the righteous."
As for the hypocrite or the
doubter" - I do not know which
one Asmâ' said - "he will say: "I
do not know, I heard the people
saying something so I said it."
[2104] 12 = ( ... ) It was narrated
that Asmâ' said: "I came to
'Aihah and the people were
standing, and she was praying. I
said: 'What is the matter with the
people?..." a HadIJh similar to
that of Ibn Numair from Hishâm
(no. 2103).
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[2105] 13 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Urwah said: "Do not say:
'Kasafat Ash-Shams,' rather say:
'Khasafat Ash-Shams."

[2106] 14 - (906) It was
narrated that Asmâ' bint AbI
Bakr said: "The Prophet
was
perturbed one day" - meaning,
the day on which the sun was
eclipsed - "and he picked up a
woman's chemise until he was
given his own Ridâ'. Then he
stood and led the people in
prayer, standing for a long time,
such that if a person came who
did not realize that the Prophet
had bowed he would not think
that he had bowed, because of
this long standing."

[2107] 15 - ( ... ) Ibn Juraij
narrated a similar report (as no.
2106) with this chain, and he
said: "(He stood) for a long time,
standing and bowing." And he
added: "And I started looking at
a woman who was older than me,
and at another who was more
sick than I."
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[21081 16 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Asmâ' bint AbI Bakr said:
"The sun was eclipsed at the time
of the Messenger of Allah jW and
he was perturbed, and he put on
a woman's chemise by mistake
until his own Ridâ' was brought
to him." She said: "I relieved
myself, then I came to the Masjid
and I saw the Messenger of Allah
standing, so I stood with him,
and he stood for so long that I
wanted to sit down. Then I
looked at a weak woman and I
said: 'This one is weaker than I. I
will remain standing.' Then he
bowed and bowed for a long
time, then he raised his head and
stood for a long time, such that if
a man came, he would think that
he had not bowed."
[2109] 17 - (907) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"The sun was eclipsed at the time
of the Messenger of Allah
,
and the Messenger of Allah
prayed and the people with him.
He stood for a long time, almost
as long as it takes to recite Sârat
A1-Baqarah. Then he bowed for a
long time, then he raised his
head and stood for a long time
that was shorter than the first
time. Then he bowed for a long
time, that was shorter than the
first time, then he prostrated,
then he raised his head and stood
for a long time, which was
shorter than the first time. Then
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he bowed for a long time which
was shorter than the first time.
Then he raised his head and
stood for a long time, which was
shorter than the first time. Then
he bowed for a long time which
was shorter than the first time.
Then he prostrated, then no
sooner had he finished, but the
sun became clear. He said: 'The
sun and the moon are two of the
signs of Allah; they do not
become eclipsed for the death or
birth of anyone. If you see that,
then remember Allah.' They said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, we saw
you reaching out to take
something when you were
standing, then we saw you
refrain.' He said: 'I saw Paradise,
and I reached out to take a
bunch of grapes from it. If I had
taken it, you would have eaten
from it for as long as this world
remained. And I saw Hell, and I
have never seen anything like
what I have seen today. I saw
that most of its people are
women.' They said: 'Why is that,
0 Messenger of Allah?' He said:
'Because of their ungratefulness.'
It was said: 'Are they e grateful
ey are
to Allah?' He said:
ungrateful to their husb. ds, and
they are ungrateful ir kind
treatment. If you treat one of
them kindly for a lifetime, then
she sees something from you, she
says: I have never seen anything
good from you!"
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[2110] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2109) was narrated from Zaid
bin Aslam with this chain, except
that he said: "Then we saw you
moving backwards."

Chapter 4. Those Who Say
That He Prayed With Eight
Bowings And Four Prostrations
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[2111] 18 (908) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "The
Messenger of Allah
prayed
with eight bowings and four
prostrations when the sun was
eclipsed." A similar report was
also narrated from 'Ali.
-

[2112] 19
(909) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
the Prophet ; prayed during an
eclipse. He recited then he bowed,
then he recited then he bowed,
then he recited then he bowed,
then he recited then he bowed,
then he prostrated. He said: "And
the second Rak'ah was the same."
-
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Chapter 5. The Call For The
Eclipse Prayer: "Ac-alâtu
Jâmi'ah (The Prayer Is Being
Assembled)"
[2113] 20 - (910) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr
bin AI-'s said: "When the sun
was eclipsed at the time of the
, the call
Messenger of Allah
went out: 'As-salâtu jâmi'ah (the
prayer is being assembled).' The
bowed
Messenger of Allah
twice in one Rak'ah, then he
stood up and bowed twice in one
Rak'ah, then the sun became
clear." 'Aishah said: "I never
bowed or prostrated for a longer
time than that."

[2114] 21 - (911) It was
narrated that AbÜ Mas'üd AlAnârl said: "The Messenger of
said: 'The sun and the
Allah
moon are two of the signs of
Allah by means of which Allah
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creates fear in His slaves. They
do not become eclipsed for the
death of any person. If you see
anything happen to them, then
pray and call upon Allah until
you are relieved of that."

[2115] 22 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Mas'üd that the
Messenger of Allah
said: "The
sun and the moon do not become
eclipsed for the death of any
person, rather they are two of the
signs of Allah, so if you see that
then get up and pray."

[2116] 23 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ismâ'Il with this chain. In
the HadIth of Sufyân and WakI'
(it says): "The sun was eclipsed
on the day that IbrâhIm died, and
the people said: 'It has been
eclipsed because of the death of
IbrâhIm."

[2117] 24 - (912) It was
narrated that Abü Müsá said:
"The sun was eclipsed at the time
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of the Prophet , and he got up
in a state of anxiety, thinking that
it was the Hour. He came to the
Masjid and started to pray,
standing, bowing and prostrating
for the longest time that I ever
saw him do so in any prayer.
Then he said: 'These signs that
Allah has sent do not occur for
the death or birth of anyone,
rather Allah sends them to cause
fear in His slaves. If you see any
of them, then hasten to
remember Him, call upon Him
and ask Him for forgiveness."
According to the report of Ibn
A1-'Alâ': The sun was eclipsed
and he said: "Causing fear in His
slaves."

[2118] 25 - (913) It was
narrated that 'Abdur-Rahmân bin
Samurah said: "While I was
shooting my arrows during the
time of the Messenger of Allah
, the sun was eclipsed. I threw
them aside and said: 'I will go
and see what has happened to
the Messenger of Allah
during
this eclipse of the sun today.' I
came to him and found him
raising his hands - supplicating,
saying the TakbIr, praising Allah
and proclaiming that there is
none worthy of worship but Him
- until the sun became clear, and
he recited two S(4rah and bowed
twice."
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[2119] 26 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdur-Rahmân bin
Samurah, who was one of the
Companions of the Messenger of
Allah
, said: "I was shooting
my arrows in Al-Madinah at the
time of the Messenger of Allah
when the sun was eclipsed. I
came to him and he was standing
in prayer, raising his hands glorifying Allah, praising Him,
proclaiming that there is none
worthy of worship but Him,
proclaiming His greatness, and
calling upon Him - until the
eclipse ended. When it ended, he
recited two Si2rah and prayed two
Rak'ah."

[21201 27 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdur-Rahmân bin
Samurah said: "While I was
shooting my arrows at the time of
the Messenger of Allah, the
sun was eclipsed..." then he
mentioned a similar HadIth (as
no. 2119).

[2121] 28 - (914) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar that he used to narrate
that the Messenger of Allah
said: "The sun and the moon do
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not become eclipsed for the
death or birth of anyone, rather
they are among the signs of
Allah, so when you see them then
pray."

[2122] 29 - (915) A1-Mughirah
bin Shu'bah said: "The sun was
eclipsed at the time of the
Messenger of Allah
on the
day that IbrâhIm died. The
Messenger of Allah ii said: 'The
sun and the moon are two of the
signs of Allah and do not become
eclipsed for the death or birth of
anyone. If you see them then call
upon Allah and pray until it is
over."
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11. The Book Of
Funerals
Chapter 1. Prompt The Dying
Person To Say La Itâha Il/allah
[2123] 1 - (916) Abfl Sa'eed AludrI said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'Prompt your dying
ones to say La llâha ilallâh."

[2124] ( ... ) Abü Bakr bin AbI
haibah narrated: "Khâlid bin
Mukhallad narrated: 'Sulaimân
bin Bilâl narrated" - all of them
with this chain (a similar HadIth
as no. 2123).

[2125] 2 - (917) It was narrated
that Abfl Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Prompt your dying ones to say
La Ilâha ilallâh."
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Chapter 2. What Should Be
Said At Times Of Calamity?
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[2126] 3 - (918) It was narrated
that Umm Salamah said: "I heard
the Messenger of Allah ii say:
'There is no Muslim who is
stricken with a calamity and says
what Allah has enjoined 'Innâlillâhi wainnâ ilaihi râji 'an.
AllâhummajumI fi musIbatI wa
alif Ii khairan minhâ (Verily to
Allah we belong and unto Him is
our return. 0 Allah, reward me
for my affliction and compensate
me with something better) - but
Allah will compensate him with
something better."
She said: "When Abü Salamah
died, I said: 'Who among the
Muslims is better than Abü
Salamah, the first household to
emigrate to join the Messenger of
Allah
?' Then I said it, and
Allah compensated me with the
Messenger of Allah •'2
She said: "The Messenger of
Allah
sent Hâtib bin AbI
Balta'ah to me with his proposal
of marriage, but I said: 'I have a
daughter and I am of a jealous
nature.' He said: 'As for her
daughter, we will pray to Allah to
make her independent of her,
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and 1 pray that Allah will take
away her jealousy."
[21271 4 - ( ... ) Umm Salamah,
the wife of the Prophet , said:
"I heard the Prophet
say:
'There is no person who is
afflicted with a calamity and says:
'Innâlillâhi wainnâ ilaihi râji'ân.
AllâhummajurnI fi musIbatI wa
akj1lif 11 khairan minhâ (Verily to
Allah we belong and unto Him is
our return. 0 Allah, reward me
for my affliction and compensate
me with something better) - but
Allah will reward him for his
affliction and compensate him
with something better."
She said: "When Abü Salamah
died, I said what the Messenger
of Allah
enjoined me to say,
and Allah compensated me with
someone better than him, the
Messenger of Allah ."
[2128] 5 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Umm Salamah, the wife of
the Prophet , said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say..." a
HadIth similar to that of Abü
Usâmah. And he added: "She
said: 'When Abü Salamah died, I
said: "Who is better than Abü
Salamah, the Companion of the
Messenger of Allah &?" Then
Allah caused me to say it, and I
said it." She said: "Then I married
the Messenger of Allah
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Chapter 3. What Is To Be Said
In The Presence Of The Sick
And The Dying
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[2129] 6 - (919) It was narrated
that Umm Salamah said: "The
Messenger of Allah A said: 'If
you are in the presence of one
who is sick or dying, then say
good things, for the Angels say
Amin to whatever you say." She
said: "When AN Salamah died, I
came to the Prophet jW and said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, Abil
Salamah has died.' He said: 'Say:
AllahummaghfilI wa lahu, wa
a'qibnI minhu 'uqbâ hasanah (0
Allah, forgive me and him, and
compensate me with something
good.) She said: "I said it, and
Allah compensated me with
someone who was better than
him, Muhammad ."
Chapter 4. Closing The Eyes
Of The Deceased And
Supplicating For Him, When
He Dies
[2130] 7 - (920) It was narrated
that Umm Salamah said: "The
entered
Messenger of Allah
upon Abü Salamah and his eyes
were fixed open. He closed them,
then he said: 'When the soul is
taken, the sight follows it.' Some
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of his family wailed and he said:
'Do not pray against yourselves
except for good things, for the
Angels say Amin to whatever you
say.' Then he said: '0 Allah,
forgive Abü Salamah and raise
him in status among those who
are guided, and take care of his
family who are left behind.
Forgive us and him, 0 Lord of
the Worlds, and make his grave
spacious for him, and illuminate
it for him."

[2131] 8 - ( ... ) Khâlid AlHadhdha' narrated a similar
report (as no. 213) with this
chain, except that he said: "Take
care of what he has left behind."
And Khilid Al-Hadhdhâ' said:
"And there was a seventh thing
which I have forgotten."

Chapter 5. The Upward Gaze
Of The Deceased Follows His
Soul
[2132] 9 - (921) Abü Hurairah
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Do you not see that when a
person dies, his eyes look
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upward?' They said: 'Yes.' He
said: 'That is when his sight
follows his soul."

[2133] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-'Ali' with this chain (a similar
HadIth as no. 2132).

Chapter 6. Crying For The
Deceased
[21341 10
(922) Umm
Salamah said: "When Abü
Salamah died, I said: 'He is a
stranger in a strange land. I will
cry for him in a manner that will
be spoken of.' I had prepared
myself to cry for him, and a
woman came from the upper part
of A]-Madinah to help me. The
Messenger of Allah 41g met her
and said: 'Do you want to admit
the Shaitân to a house from
which Allah has expelled him?' twice, so I refrained from crying
and I did not cry."

[2135] 11 - (923) It was
narrated that Usâmah bin Zaid
said: "We were with the Prophet
, and one of his daughters sent
word to him, calling him and
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informing him that a child of hers
- or a son of hers - was dying. He
said to the messenger: 'Go back
to her and tell her that to Allah
belongs that which He has taken,
and to Him belongs what He
gives, and everything has an
appointed time with Him. Tell
her to be patient and seek
reward.' Then the messenger
came back and said: 'She is
adjuring you to come to her.' The
Prophet
got up, and Sa'd bin
'Ubâdah and Mu'âh bin Jabal
got up with him, and I went with
them. The child was lifted up to
him and his soul was rattling like
water poured into a waterskin.
His eyes filled with tears and Sa'd
said to him: 'What is this, 0
Messenger of Allah?' He said:
'This is compassion that Allah
has instilled in the hearts of His
slaves. Allah only shows mercy to
the merciful ones among His
slaves."
[2136] ( ... ) It was narrated from
"Asim Al-Ahwal with this chain
(a similar Hadith as no. 2135),
but the HadIth of Hammâd is
more complete and longer.

[2137] 12 - (924) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin
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'Umar said: "Sa'd bin 'Ubâdah
fell sick and the Messenger of
came to visit him with
Allah
'Abdur-Rahmân bin 'Awl, Sa'd
bin AbI Waqqâs and 'Abdullâh bin
Mas'üd. When he entered upon
him, he found him unconscious
and he said: 'Has he died?' They
said: 'No, 0 Messenger of Allah.'
The Messenger of Allah wept,
and when the people saw the
weeping,
Messenger of Allah
they also wept. He said: 'Have you
not heard? Allah does not punish
for the tears of the eye or the grief
of the heart, rather He punishes
for this' - and he pointed to his
tongue - 'or shows mercy (because
of it)."

Chapter 7. Visiting The Sick
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[2138] 13 - (925) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin
Urnar said: "We were sitting
with the Messenger of Allah
when a man from among the
Ansãr came to him and greeted
him with Salâm, then the AnsârI
turned and left. The Messenger
of Allah , said: '0 brother of
ttie Ansâr, how is my brother Sa'd
in 'Uhâdah?' He said: 'He is
'etter.' The Messenger of Allah
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said: 'Who among you will
visit him?' He stood up and we
stood up with him, and we were
more than ten, none of us
wearing shoes, Khuffs, caps or
shirts, and we walked in that
barren land until we came to
him. His family withdrew from
around him so that the
Messenger of Allah ii and his
Companions who were with him
could draw close to him."

Chapter 8. Patience In Bearing
Calamity When It First Strikes

—(AJi)
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[2139] 14 - (926) Anas bin
Mâlik said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'Patience is when
calamity first strikes."

[2140] 15 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas bin Mâlik that the
Messenger of Allah came to a
woman who was dying for a son
of hers and said to her: "Have
Taqqa'1 of Allah and be patient.'
She said: 'What do you know of
my affliction?' When he went
away, it was said to her: 'That
was the Messenger of Allah
and she was mortally shocked.
Taqqai- Refraining from transgressing the bounds.

tJ;
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She came to his door, and did
not find any doorkeeper there.
She said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
I did not recognize you.' He said:
'Patience is when calamity first
strikes."

[2141] (...) Shu'bah narrated a
Hadith similar to that of 'Uthmân
bin 'Umar (no. 2140) with this
chain. In the HadIth of 'AbdusSamad it says: "The Prophet
passed by a woman at a grave."
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Chapter 9. The Deceased Is
Tormented Because Of His
Family's Crying For Him
[2142] 16 - (927) Itwas narrated
from 'Abdullâh that Hafsah cried
for 'Umar and he said: "Take it
easy, 0 my daughter." Do you not
know that the Messenger of Allah
said: "The deceased is
tormented because of his family's
crying for him."?
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[2143] 17 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Umar that the Prophet
said: "The deceased is tormented
in his grave because of wailing
for him."

[2144] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Umar (with a different chain)
that the Prophet
said: "The
deceased is tormented in his
grave because of wailing for
him."

[21451 18 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "When
Umar was stabbed, he lost
consciousness and they wailed for
him. When he came round he
said: 'Do you not know that the
Messenger of Allah ç said: "The
deceased is tormented because of
the crying of the living."?

[2146] 19 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Burdah that his father
said: "When 'Umar was attacked,
3uhaib started saying: '0 my
brother!' 'Umar said to him: '0
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Suhaib, do you not know that the
Messenger of Allah jW said: The
deceased is tormented because of
the crying of the living."?

[2147] 20 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Müsâ said: "When
'Umar was attacked, Suhaib came
from his house and entered upon
'Umar. He stood by his side,
crying. 'Umar said to him: 'What
are you crying for? Are you
crying for me?' He said: 'Yes, by
Allah, it is for you I am crying, 0
Commander of the Believers.' He
said: 'By Allah, you know that
the Messenger of Allah , said:
Whoever is cried for is tormented."
He said: 11 "I mentioned that to
MiIsâ bin Talhah and he said:
'Aiah used to say: That applied
only to the Jews.

[2148] 21 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas that when 'Umar bin
Al-Iattâb was stabbed, Hafsah
lamented for him. He said: "0
Hafsah, did you not hear the
Messenger of Allah
say: 'The
one who is lamented for will be
That is 'Abdul-Malik bin 'Umair, one of the narrators.
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tormented.'? And Suhaib
lamented for him, and 'Umar
said: '0 Suhaib, do you not know
that: 'the one who is lamented
for will be tormented.'?"

[2149] 22 - (928) It was
narrated from Ayyüb that
'Abdullâh bin AbI Mulaikah said:
"I was sitting beside Ibn 'Umar,
and we were waiting for the
funeral of Umm Abân bint
'Uftmân. 'Amr bin 'UThmân was
also present. Ibn 'Abbâs came,
led by a guide, who told him
where Ibn 'Umar was. He came
and sat beside me, so I was
between them, and we heard a
voice from inside the house. Ibn
'Umar said - as if hinting to 'Anir
to get up and tell them not to do
that - 'I heard the Messenger of
Allah
say: "The deceased is
tormented because of the crying
of his family." He said: And
'Abdullâh understood it as
general in meaning."
(927) Ibn 'Abbâs said: "We were
with the Commander of the
Believers 'Umar bin Al-Khattâb
until we came to Al-Baidâ',
where we found a man sitting in
the shade of a tree. He said to
me: 'Go and find out for me who
that man is.' I went and found
that it was Suhaib. I came back to
him and said: 'You told me to
find out for you who that man is;
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it is Suhaib.' He said: 'Tell him to
join us.' I said: 'He has his family
with him.' He said: 'Even if he
has his family with him" - and
perhaps AyyiIb said: Tell him to
join us. - When we came to A]Madinah, it was not long before
the Commander of the Believers
was attacked. Suhaib came,
saying: '0 my brother, 0 my
friend!' 'Umar said: 'Do you not
know,' or 'have you not heard' Ayyiib said: 'You do not know,'
or 'you have not heard' - 'that the
Messenger of Allah j# said: The
deceased is tormented because of
some of his family's crying."
He said: 'Abdullâh understood it
as general in meaning, but 'Umar
said: "some of it."
(929) I got up and entered upon
'Aihah, and I told her what Ibn
'Umar had said. She said: "No,
by Allah, the Messenger of Allah
did not say: 'The deceased is
tormented because of the crying
of anyone.' Rather he said: 'Allah
increases the torment of the
disbeliever because of his family's
crying. And indeed Allah makes
(whom He wills) laugh, and
makes (whom He wills) weep.
"And no bearer of burdens shall
bear another's burden......,' Ill
AyyiTh said: "Ibn AN Mulaikah
said: 'Al-Qâsim bin Muhammad
told me: "When 'Aishah heard
what 'Umar and Ibn 'Umar had
[1]

Fátir 35:18.
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said, she said: 'You are narrating
to me from two who are not liars
and are not to be suspected of
being liars, but one may
mishear."
[2150] 23 - (928) 'Abdullâh bin
Abi Mulaikah said: "A daughter
of 'Uihmân bin 'Affân died in
Makkah and we came to attend
her funeral. It was also attended
by Ibn 'Umar and Ibn 'Abbâs,
and I was sitting between them. I
sat beside one of them, then the
other came and sat beside me.
'Abdullâh bin 'Umar said to
'Amr bin 'UThmân, who was
opposite him: 'Why don't you tell
them not to cry? For the
Messenger of Allah
said: The
deceased is tormented because of
the crying of his family for him."

:.
(927) - Ibn 'Abbâs said: "Umar
used to say that sometimes."
Then he narrated: "I set out with
'Umar from Makkah, then when
we were in Al-Baidâ', we saw a
party of riders in the shade of a
tree. He said: 'Go and see who
these riders are.' I looked and
saw that it was Suhaib. I told him
and he said: 'Call him to me.' So
I went back to 5uhaib and said:
'Go and join the Commander of
the Believers.' When 'Umar was
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attacked, Suhaib came in crying
and saying: '0 my brother, 0 my
friend!' 'Umar said: '0 Suhaib,
are you crying for me, when the
Messenger of Allah
said: The
deceased is tormented because of
some of his family's crying for
him."?
(929) Ibn 'Abbâs said: "When
'Umar died, I told 'Aihah about
that and she said: 'May Allah
have mercy on 'Umar. No, by
Allah, the Messenger of Allah
did not say: 'Allah torments the
believer because of the crying of
anyone.' Rather he said: 'Allah
increases the torment of the
disbeliever because of his family's
crying for him.' And 'Aigah said:
'The Qur'ân is sufficient for you:
...And no bearer of burdens shall
bear another's burden."['] At
that, Ibn 'Abbâs said: "And Allah
makes (whom He wills) laugh,
and makes (whom He wills)
weep."
Ibn Abl Mulaikah said: "By
Allah, Ibn 'Umar did not say
anything."

i

-

[2151] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Amr, from Ibn AbI Mulaikah
who said: "We were at the
funeral of Abân bint 'Uthmân..."
and he quoted the HadIth (no.
2150), but he did not say that the
IjadIti was narrated from 'Umar,
[1]

Fâtir 35:18.
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from the Prophet
, as was
stated by Ayyôb and Ibn Juraij,
and their HadIth is more
complete than the -Iadith of
'Amr.
[21521 24 - (930) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "The deceased is
tormented because of the crying
of the living."

[2153] 25 - (931) It was narrated
from Hishâm bin 'Urwah that his
father said: "Mention was made in
the presence of 'Aihah of what
Ibn 'Umar said, that the deceased
is tormented because of his
family's crying for him. She said:
'May Allah have mercy on Abü
'Abdur-Ratimân, he heard
something but did not memorize it
properly. Rather the funeral of a
Jew passed by the Messenger of
Allah
and they were crying for
him, and he said: "You are crying
and he is being tormented."
[2154] 26 - (932) It was
narrated from Hishâm that his
father said: "It was mentioned in
the presence of 'Aiah that Ibn
'Umar attributed to the Prophet
ij (the words): 'The deceased is
tormented in his gave because of
his family's crying (for him).' She
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said: 'He was mistaken; rather
the Messenger of Allah jW said:
"He is being tormented because
of his faults or sins, while his
family are crying for him." This is
like his saying: "The Messenger
of Allah ji stood over the well of
Al-Qalib on the Day of Badr, in
which the slain idolators of Badr
were, and said what he said to
them: 'They hear what I am
saying.' He was mistaken, rather
he said: 'They realize that what I
used to say to them is true.' Then
she recited: "Verily, you cannot
make the dead to hear."['] "But
you cannot make hear those who
are in graves .....121
He said: Meaning, when they
had taken their places in Hell.
[21551... - ( ... ) Hishâm bin
'Urwah narrated with this chain a
Ijadtji similar to that of Abü
Usâmah (no. 2154), but the
Hadlt/j of Abü Usâmah is more
complete.
[2156] 27 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Amrah bint 'Abdur-Rahmân
said that she heard 'Aishah when she was told that 'Abdullâh
bin 'Umar was saying that the
deceased is tormented because of
the crying of the living - say:
"May Allah forgive Abü 'AbdurRahmân. He did not tell a lie,
but he forgot or was mistaken.
11]

An-Nami 27:80.

[21

Fâtir 35:22.
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Rather the Messenger of Allah
passed by a Jewish woman for
whom they were crying, and he
said: 'They are crying for her, but
she is being tormented in her
grave."

[2157] 28 - (933) It was narrated
that 'Ali bin RabI'ah said: "The
first one to be lamented in AlKüfah was Qarazah bin Ka'b, and
A1-MughIrah bin hu'bah said: 'I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: Whoever is lamented will be
tormented by that lamentation on
the Day of Resurrection."

[2158] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2157) was narrated from 'Ali
bin RabI'ah Al-AsadI, from AlMughlrah bin hu'bah, from the
Prophet .

[2159] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2157) was narrated from 'All
bin RabI'ah Al-AsadI, from AlMughlrah bin Shu'bah, from the
Prophet ç.
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Chapter 10. Stern Warning
Against Wailing
[2160] 29 - (934) Abü Mâlik AlAch'arI narrated that the Prophet
said: "There are four matters of
he Jâhili3yah among my Ummah
that they will not abandon: Pride in
one's nobility, slandering people's
lineage, seeking rain by the stars,
and wailing." And he said: "If the
woman who wails does not repent
before she dies, she will be raised
on the Day of Resurrection wearing
a garment of pitch and a chemise of
scabs."
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[2161] 30 - ( 935) 'Amrah
narrated that she heard 'Aishah
say: "When news of the killing of
Zaid bin Hâriah, Ja'far bin Abl
Tâlib and 'Abdullâh bin Rawâhah
reached the Messenger of Allah
, the Messenger of Allah
sat down and grief could be seen
in his face. She said: "I was
watching through the crack of the
door and a man came to him and
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, the
womenfolk of Ja'far...' and he
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mentioned their dying. He told
him to go and tell them not to do
that. So he went, then he came
back and told him that they had
paid him no heed. He told him a
second time to go and tell them
not to do that, and he went, then
he came back and said: 'By
Allah, they will not listen to us, 0
Messenger of Allah." And she
said that the Messenger of Allah
said: "Go and throw sand in
their mouths." 'Aishah said: "I
said: 'May Allah rub your nose in
the dust, you did not do what the
Messenger of Allah
commanded you, and you did not
stop annoying the Messenger of
Allah
[2162] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2161) was narrated from
Yalyâ bin Sa'eed with this chain.
In the HadIth of 'Abdul-'Aziz it
says: "And you did not stop
annoying the Messenger of Allah

[2163] 31 - (936) It was
narrated that Umm 'Atiyyah said:
"Along with the pledge of
allegiance, the Messenger of
Allah jilt took from us our
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promise that we would not wail
(for the dead), but only five of us
fulfilled that promise: Umm
Sulaim, Umm Al-'Alâ' and the
daughter of Abü Sabrah the wife
of Mu'âh" - or "the daughter of
Abü Sabrah and the wife of
Mu'âdh."
[2164] 32 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Umm 'Atiyyah said: "Along
with the pledge of allegiance, the
Messenger of Allah 4t took from
us our promise that we would not
wail (for the dead), but only five
of us fulfilled that promise, one
of whom was Umm Sulaim."
[2165] 33 - (937) It was
narrated that Umm 'Atiyyah said:
"When the verse: ...pledge, that
they will not associate anything in
worship with Allah", "...and that
they will not disobey you in
Ma'râf 111 was revealed, that
included (refraining from) wailing.
I said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
except for the family of so-and-so;
they used to help me (in wailing)
during the Jâhiliiah, so I have to
help them now. The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'Except for the
family of so-and-so."

A/-Mumta/zanah 60:12.
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Chapter 11. Prohibition Of
Women Attending Funerals
[2166] 34 (938) Umm 'Atiyyah
said: "We were forbidden to
attend funerals, but not strictly
so.
-

[2167] 35 ( ... ) It was narrated
that Umm 'Atiyyah said: "We
were forbidden to attend
funerals, but not strictly so."
-

Chapter 12. Washing The
Deceased

[2168] 36
(939) It was
narrated that Umm 'Atiyyah said:
"The Prophet ç entered upon us
while we were washing his
daughter and said: 'Wash her
three times, or five, or more than
that, if you see fit, with water and
lote-tree leaves, and put camphor
in the last time, or a little
camphor. And when you have
-
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finished, let me know.' When we
had finished, we let him know,
and he gave us his waist wrapper
and said: 'Put it next to her body
(i.e., wrap her in it)."

467
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[2169] 37 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Umm 'Atiyyah said: "And
we braided her hair in three
sections."

-

.;;_))

[2171] 39 - ( ... ) A similar report
(as no. 2170) was narrated from
Uinm 'Atiyyah, except that he
said: "Three or five or seven, or
more than that, if you see fit."
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[2170] 38 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Umm 'Atiyyah said: "One of
the daughters of the Messenger
died." According to
of Allah
the HadIth of Ibn 'Ulayyah she
said: "The Messenger of Allah
came to us while we were washing
his daughter." According to the
HadIth of Mâlik she said: "The
Messenger of Allah
entered
upon us when his daughter died" like the Had of YazId bin Zuray'
from Ayyüb, from Muhammad,
from Umm 'Atiyyah.
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Hafsah said, narrating from
Umm 'Atiyyah: "And we fixed
her hair in three sections."

[2172] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Umm 'Atiyyah that he
said:
"Wash her an odd number of
times, three or five or seven."
And 'Umm 'Atiyyah said: "And
We braided her hair in three
sections."

[2173] 40 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Umm 'Atiyyah said: "When
Zainab, the daughter of the
Messenger of Allah A, died, the
Messenger of Allah
said to us:
'Wash her an odd number of
times, three or five, and put
camphor - or a little camphor - in
the fifth time. And when you
have washed her, tell me." She
said: "So we told him, and he
gave us his waist-wrapper and
said: 'Put it next to her body (i.e.,
wrap her in it)."

[2174] 41 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Umm 'Atiyyah said: "The
Messenger of Allah #It came to
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us while we were washing one of
his daughters and said: 'Wash her
an odd number of times, five or
more than that," a HadIth
similar to that of Ayyüb and
"Asim (no. 2174). And he said in
the HadIth: "She said: 'And we
put her hair in three braids, two
at the sides and one at the front."

[2175] 42 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Umm 'Atiyyah that when
the Messenger of Allah j told
her to wash his daughter, he said
to her: "Start on her right side
and with the places of Wuit2'."

[2176] 43 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Umm 'Atiyyah that the
Messenger of Allah jW, said to
them concerning the washing of
his daughter: "Start on her right
side and with the places of
Wudâ '."

Chapter 13. Shrouding The
Deceased
[2177] 44 - (940) It was
narrated that Khabbâb bin A]Aratt said: "We emigrated with
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the Messenger of Allah
, in
Allah's cause, seeking the Face of
Allah, and Allah has assured us
of our reward. Some of us have
passed on and have not taken any
of their reward, including Mu'ab
bin 'Umair, who was killed on the
day of (the Battle of) Ubud. We
could not find anything with
which to shroud him except a
Namirah which,111 if we put it on
his head, his feet showed, and if
we put it over his feet, his head
showed. The Messenger of Allah
ç said: 'Put it over his head, and
put some Idhkhir on his feet.'
And for some of us the fruit has
ripened and we are harvesting
it."

[2178] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2176) was narrated from AlA'mash with this chain.

Namirah: A type of wrap worn around the waist, its plural is Namâr. It is as if it refers
to the colors of a Namir (leopard or tiger); because it contains white and black. Most of
them are made of wool.
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[2179] 45 - (941) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah 0, was
shrouded in three SaiulI garments
made of cotton, among which
there was no shirt nor turban. As
for the Hullah, 11 there is some
confusion about it in people's
minds. It was bought for him to be
shrouded in, but the Ijullah was
left and he was shrouded in three
Saiu2lI garments. 'Abdullâh bin
AbI Bakr took it and said: 'I will
keep it so that I may be shrouded
in it myself.' Then he said: 'If
Allah had approved of it for His
Prophet, he would have been
shrouded in it.' So he sold it and
gave its price in charity."

[2180] 46 - (...) It was narrated
that 'Ai2ah said: "The Messenger
of Allah ji was wrapped in a
Yemeni Ijullah that belonged to
'Abdullâh bin AbI Bakr, then it
was taken off him and he was
shrouded in three Suhâl cloths
from Yemen, among which there
was no turban or shirt. 'Abdullâh
picked up the Ijullah and said: 'I
will be shrouded in it.' Then he
said: 'The Messenger of Allah it
[1]

A term used to refer to an upper wrap and lower wrap made from the same fabric.
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was not shrouded in it but I want
to be shrouded in it!' Then he gave
it in charity."
[2181] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Hishâm with this chain (a similar
HadItj as no. 2180), but their
Hadith does not mention the
story of 'Abdullâh bin AbI Bakr.

[21821 47 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Salamah said: "I asked
'Aiah, the wife of the Prophet
: 'In how many (pieces of
cloth) was the Messenger of
Allah
shrouded?' She said: 'In
three SahâlI cloths."

Chapter 14. Covering The
Deceased
[2183] 48 - (942) It was
narrated from Ibn Shihâb that
Abü Salamah bin 'Abdur-Rahmân
told him that 'Aihah, the Mother
of the Believers, said: "The
Messenger of Allah
was
covered - when he died - with a
i-Iibraht11 garment."
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[2184] (..) The same was
narrated from Az-Zuhri with this
chain.

Chapter 15. Shrouding The
Deceased Well
[2185] 49 - (943) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh narrated that the
Prophet
delivered a Kljutbah
one day, and he mentioned a
man among his Companions who
died and was shrouded in a
shroud that was not good
enough, and was buried at night.
The Prophet
censured the
practice of burying a man at
night, so that the funeral prayer
might be offered for him, unless
one was compelled to do that.
And the Prophet iij said: "When
one of you shrouds his brother,
let him shroud him well."
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Chapter 16. Hastening With
The Funeral
[21861 50 - (944) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "Hasten
with the funeral, for if (the
person) was righteous, that it is
something good to which you are
taking him, and if he was other
than that, it is something bad of
which you are relieving from your
necks."

[2187] ( ... ) It was narrated from
AN Hurairah from the Prophet
(a similar HadIth as no. 2186)except that in the Hadliji of
Ma'mar it says: "I know only that
he attributed it to the Prophet

[2188] 51 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abil Hurairah said: "I heard
the Messenger of Allah ic say:
'Hasten with the funeral, for if
(the person) was righteous, then
you are bringing him to
something good, and if he was
other then that, then it is an evil
of which you are relieving from
your necks."
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Chapter 17. The Virtue Of
Offering The Funeral Prayer
And Following The Bier
[2189] 52 - (945) Abü Hurairah
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Whoever attends a funeral
until the prayer is offered will
have one QIrât (of reward), and
whoever attends until (the body)
is buried will have two QIrât." It
was said: "What are the two
QIrâ;s?" He said: "Like two huge
mountains." The end of the
HadIth of Abü At-Tahir.
The other two added: Ibn
hihâb said: "Sâlim bin 'Abdullâh
bin 'Umar said: 'Ibn 'Umar used
to offer the funeral prayer and
then leave.' When he heard the
HadIth of Abü Hurairah he said:
'We have missed out on many
QIrât."
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[2190] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Hurairah from the Prophet
i1 (a similar HadIth as no. 2189)
as far as the words: "two huge
mountains," and they did not
mention what comes after that.
In the HadI of 'Abd Al-A'lâ it
says: "Until (the funeral) is
finished." In the HadIth of
'Abdur-Razzâq it says: "Until
(the body) is placed in the La,zd
(Grave)."

[2191]... - ( ... ) A HadIth similar
to that of Ma'mar (no. 2190) was
narrated from Abü Hurairah
from the Prophet jW,, and he
said: "Whoever follows (the
funeral) until (the deceased) is
buried."

[2192] 53 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet ç said: "Whoever offers
the funeral prayer and does not
follow (the deceased) will have
one QIrâ, and whoever follows it
will have two QIrât." It was said:
"What are the two QIrât?" He
said: "The smaller of them is like
Uhud (mountain)."
[2193] 54 - ( ... ) It was narrated
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from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet jiJ said: "Whoever offers
the funeral prayer will have one
QIrât and whoever follows (the
funeral) until (the deceased) is
placed in the grave, he will have
two QIrât." He (the narrator)
said: "I said: '0 Abil Hurairah,
what is a QIrât?' He said: 'Like
Uhud (mountain)."

[21941 55 = ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah
say: 'Whoever follows a
funeral will have one QIrât of
reward." Ibn 'Umar said: "Abü
Hurairah may be mistaken." He
sent word to 'Aiah asking her,
and she confirmed what Abü
Hurairah had said. Ibn 'Umar
said: "We have missed out on
many QIrâ;."

[2195] 56 - ( ... ) Dâwâd bin
'Amir bin Sa'd bin AbI Waqqâs
narrated from his father, that he
was sitting with 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar when Khabbâb came and
said: "0 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar,
have you not heard what Abü
Hurairah is saying - that he heard
say:
the Messenger of Allah
'Whoever comes out with a
funeral from the house (of the
deceased) and offers the funeral
prayer, then follows (the funeral)
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until (the deceased) is buried, he
will have two QIrât of reward,
each QIrât like Uhud (mountain).
and whoever offers the funeral
prayer then goes back will have a
reward like Uhud' (mountain?"
Ibn 'Umar sent Ihabbâb to
'Aiah to ask her about what
Abü Hurairah had said, then to
come back and tell him what she
said. Ibn 'Umar picked up a
handful of pebbles in the Masjid,
turning them over in his hand,
until the messenger came back to
him and said: "Aishah said: 'Abü
Hurairah spoke the truth." Ibn
'Umar threw the pebbles that
were in his hand onto the floor
and said: "We have missed out
on many QIrâ."

[2196] 57 - (946) It was
narrated from Thawbãn, the
freed slave of the Messenger of
Allah
, that the Messenger of
Allah it said: "Whoever offers
the funeral prayer will have one
QIrât, and if he attends the burial
he will have two QIrât, each QIrâi
like Uhud (mountain)."

[2197] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2196) was narrated from
Qatâdah with this chain. In the
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Had&ji of Sa'eed and Hishâm it
says: "The Prophet 0, was asked
about the QIrât and he said: 'Like
Uhud (mountain)."
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Chapter 18. If One Hundred
(People) Pray For A Person
They Will Intercede For Him
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[2198] 58 - (947) It was

narrated from 'Aishah that the
Prophet
said: "There is no
deceased person for whom a
number of Muslims reaching one
hundred offer the funeral prayer,
all of them interceding for him,
but their intercession for him will
be accepted."
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Chapter 19. If Forty People
Pray For A Person, They Will
Intercede For Him
[2199] 59 - (948) It was

narrated from Kuraib, the freed
slave of 'Ahdullâh bin 'Abbâs
that a son of 'Abdullãh bin
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'Abbâs died in Qudaid or 'Usfân,
and he said: "0 Kuraib, see how
many people you can gather
together for him." I went out,
and found that some people had
gathered for him, so I told him
and he said: "Would you say that
they are forty?" He said: "Yes."
He said: "Bring him out, for I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: 'There is no Muslim man
who dies and forty men attend
his funeral prayer, not associating
anything with Allah, but Allah
will accept their intercession for
him."
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Chapter 20. The Deceased Who
Is Spoken Well Of And The
One Who Is Spoken Badly Of
[2200] 60 - (949) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "A funeral passed by and
(the deceased) was spoken well
of. The Prophet of Allah jM said:
'It has become certain, it has
become certain, it has become
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certain.' Another funeral passed
by and (the deceased) was
spoken badly of. The Prophet of
said: 'It has become
Allah
certain, it has become certain, it
has become certain.' 'Umar said:
'May my father and mother be
ransomed for you. A funeral
passed by and (the deceased) was
spoken well of, and you said: "It
has become certain, it has
become certain, it has become
certain." Then another passed by
and (the deceased) was spoken
badly of, and you said: "It has
become certain, it has become
certain, it has become certain."
The Messenger of Allah jib,r said:
'For the one of whom you spoke
well, Paradise has become certain
for him, and for the one of whom
you spoke badly, the Fire has
become certain for him. You are
the witnesses of Allah on earth,
you are the witnesses of Allah on
earth, you are the witnesses of
Allah on earth."
[2201] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Anas said: "A funeral passed by
the Messenger of Allah
...
and he narrated a HadIth similar
to that of 'Abdul-'AzIz from Anas
(no. 2200), but the HadIth of
'Abdul-'AzIz is more complete.
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Chapter 21. What Was
Narrated Concerning One Who
Finds Relief And One From
Whom Relief Is Found
[2202] 61 - (950) It was
narrated that Abü Qatâdah bin
Rib'I narrated that a funeral
passed by the Messenger of Allah
and he said: "One who has
found relief and one from whom
relief has been found." They said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, who is
the one who has found relief and
the one from whom relief has
been found?" He said: "The
believing person has found relief
from the troubles of this world;
and the people, the land, the
trees and the animals have found
relief from the evil person."

[2203] ( ... ) It was also narrated
from Abü Qatâdah from the
Prophet jW, (a similar HadIjh as
no. 2202). In the HadIth of Yahyâ
bin Weed it says: "He has found
relief from the troubles and
hardships of this world in the
mercy of Allah."

482
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Chapter 22. Saying The TakbIr
Over The Deceased

(YYiJI)

[22041 62 - (951) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
announced to the people the
death of the An-NajâshI on the
day that he died. He led them
out to the prayer place and said
the TakbIr four times.

[2205] 63 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that AN Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah ç
announced to us the death of the
An-NajâshI, the ruler of Ethiopia,
on the day that he died, and he
said: 'Ask for forgiveness for your
brother."
Ibn Shihâb said: "Weed bin AlMüsâyyab narrated to me that
Abü Hurairah told him: 'The
lined
Messenger of Allah
them up in rows in the prayer
place and prayed, saying the
TakbIr four times for him."

[2206] (...) A report like that of
'Uqail (no. 2205) was narrated,:
from Ibn Shihâb, with both chains.
1-11
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[2207] 64 - (952) It was narrated
from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh that the
Messenger of Allah offered the
funeral prayer for Ashamah AnNajâshI, saying the TakbIr for him
four times.

[2208] 65 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Today a righteous slave of Allah
has died, Ashamah.' And he
stood up and led us in prayer,
offering the funeral prayer for
him."
[2209] 66 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said:
"The Messenger of Allah 00 said:
'A brother of yours has died. Get
up and offer the funeral prayer
for him.' So we stood and formed
two rows."
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[22101 67 - (953) It was
narrated that 'Imrân bin Husain
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'A brother of yours has
died; get up and offer the funeral
prayer for him,' meaning AnNajâshI." According to the report
said:)
of Zuhair (The Prophet
"Your brother..."

Chapter 23. Praying Over The
Grave
[2211] 68 - (954) It was
narrated from Ash-Sha'bi that
the Messenger of Allah 4
offered the funeral prayer over a
grave after (the deceased) had
been buried, and he said the
TakbIr four times.
Ash-ShaibânI said: "I said to
Ash-Sha'bI: 'Who told you that?'
He said: 'The trustworthy one,
'Abdullâh bin 'Abbas."' This is
the wording of the IjadiTh of
Hasan.
According to the report of Ibn
Numair he said: "The Messenger
of Allahij came to a fresh grave
and offered the funeral prayer,
and they formed rows behind
him, and he said the TakbIr four
times." I said to 'Amir: "Who
told you that?" He said: "The
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trustworthy one who saw him,
Ibn 'Abbâs."
[2212] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2211) was narrated from Ashha'bI, from Ibn 'Abbâs, from the
Prophet , but it does not say in
the Haditij of any of them that
said the TakbIr
the Prophet
four times.

[2213] 69 - ( ... ) A HadIth similar
to that of Ash-haibânI was
narrated from Ash-Sha'bI (no.
2211), from Ibn 'Abbâs, from the
Prophet , concerning his prayer
it the graveside, but it does not
i their 1r4,ldIth that he (ç)
the Takbrr Tour times.
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[2214] 70 - (955) It was
narrated from Anas that the
Prophet
prayed over a grave.

[2215] 71 - (956) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
a black woman - or youth - used
to take care of the Masjid. The
Messenger of Allah joç noticed
she was not being seen and asked
about her - or him - and they
said: "He has died." He said:
"Why didn't you inform me?" It
was as if they regarded her - or
him - as being of little account.
He said: "Show me where his
grave is." So they showed him,
and he offered the funeral prayer
for her, then he said: "These
graves are filled with darkness for
their occupants, but Allah
illuminates their graves by virtue
of my prayer for them."

[2216] 72 - (957) It was
narrated that 'Abdur-Rahmân bin
AbI Laila said: "Zaid used to say
the TakbIr four times in our
funerals, but he said five TakbIrs
in one funeral. I asked him about
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that and he said: 'The Messenger
of Allah
used to do that."
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Chapter 24. Standing For
Funerals
[2217] 73 - (958) It was
narrated that 'Amir bin Rabi'ah
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'When you see a funeral,
stand up for it, until it has passed
you by or (the deceased) has
been put down."

[2218] 74 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Amir bin RabI'ah that the
Prophet 0, said: "If one of you
sees a funeral and he is not
walking with it, let him stand up
until it has passed him by, or (the
deceased) has been put down
before it has passed him by."
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[2219] 75 - ( ... ) A Hadith similar
to that of Al-Laith bin Sa'd was
narrated from Nâfi (no. 2217)'
with this chain, but in the HadIth
of Ibn Juraij it says: "The
Prophet
said: 'If one of you
sees a funeral, let him stand up
when he sees it, until it has
passed him by, if he is not going
to follow it."

[2220] 76 - (959) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed AlISiudrl said: "The Messenger of
Allah ON said: 'If you follow a
funeral procession, do not sit
down until (the deceased) has
been put down."
[2221] 77 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Weed A1-KhudrI that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"If you see a funeral then stand
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up, and whoever follows it, he
should not sit down until (the
deceased) has been put down."

[2222] 78 - (960) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "A funeral passed by and
the Messenger of Allah ç stood
up for it, and we stood up with
him. We said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, it is a Jewish woman.' He
said: 'Death is something that
inspires awe. If you see a funeral,
then stand up."

[2223] 79 - ( ... ) Abü Az-Zubair
narrated that he heard Jâbir say:
"The Prophet
stood up for a
funeral that passed by him, until
it had disappeared."

[2224] 80 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn Jurayj said: Abü AzZubair also told me that he
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heard Jâbir say: "The Messenger
of Allah Qt and his Companions
stood up for the funeral of a Jew,
until it had disappeared."

[2225] 81 - (961) It was narrated
from Ibn AbI Laila that Qays bin
Sa'd and Sahi bin Hunaif were in
Al-Qâdisiyyah and a funeral
passed by them, so they stood up.
It was said to them: "It is one of
the local people." They said: "A
funeral passed by the Messenger
of Allah
so he stood up, and it
was said to him: 'It is a Jew.' He
said: 'Is it not a soul?"

[2226] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Amr bin Murrah (a similar
HadIth as no. 2225) with this
chain, and according to this
report they said: "We were with
when
the Messenger of Allah
a funeral passed by him."
Chapter 25. Abrogation Of
Standing For Funerals
[2227] 82 - (962) It was
narrated that Wâqid bin 'Amr bin
Sa'd bin Mu'âdh said: "Nâfi' bin
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Jubair saw me standing while we
were at a funeral, and he had sat
while waiting for the deceased to
be put down. He said to me:
'Why are you standing?' I said: 'I
am waiting for the deceased to be
put down, because of the IjadIth
narrated by Abü Sa'eed AlKhudrI.' Nâfi' said: 'Mas'üd bin
Al-Hakam narrated to me that
'Ali bin AbI Tâlib said: "The
Messenger of Allah
stood,
then (later) he sat."

[2228] 83 - ( ... ) Wâqid bin 'Amr
bin Sa'd bin Mu'âdh A1-AnsârI
narrated that Nâfi' bin Jubair
told him that Mas'üd bin AlHakam Al-AnsârI told him that
he heard 'Ali bin AbI Talib say
concerning funerals: "The
Messenger of Allah
stood
then (later) he sat."
He narrated that because Nâfi'
bin Jubair saw Wâqid bin 'Amr
standing until the deceased had
been put down.
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[2229] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Yahyâ bin Sa'eed with this chain.

[2230] 84 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'All said: "We saw the
Messenger of Allah
standing
so we stood, then he sat down so
we sat down" - meaning, for
funerals processions.

[2231] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Shu'bah with this chain.

Chapter 26. Supplicating For
The Deceased During The
(Funeral) Prayer
[2232] 85 - (963) It was
narrated that Jubair bin Nufair
said: "I heard 'Awf bin Mâlik say:
'The Messenger of Allah
offered the funeral prayer and I
memorized some of his
supplications. He said:
"Allahmmaghfirlahu wârhamhu
wa 'âfihi, wâ'fu 'anhu, wa akrim
nuzulahu wa wassi' mudkhalahu
wâghsilhu bil-mâ 'i wajh-t/alji walbaradi wa naqqihi min a1-jha!6yâ
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kamâ naqqaitaJh-thawbu1-abya 1a
min ad-danasi wa abdilhu dâran
khairan min dârihi, wa ahian
khairan min ahlihi wa zawjâ
khairan min zawjih4 wa adkhilhuljannata wa a 'idhhu mm 'adhâbilqabri wa mm 'a_d_hâbin-nâr (0
Allah, forgive him, have mercy
on him, keep him safe and sound,
and pardon him, receive him with
honor, make his grave spacious,
wash him with water, snow and
hail, and cleanse him of his sins
as a white garment is cleansed of
dirt. Give him a home better
than his home, a family better
than his family, a spouse better
than his spouse. Admit him to
Paradise and protect him from
the torment of the grave and the
torment of the Fire.)"
He said: "Until I wished that I
had been that deceased person."
A similar HadIth was also
narrated from 'AWf bin Mâlik,
from the Prophet .
[2233] (...) A HadIth similar to
that of Ibn Wahb (no. 2232) was
narrated from Mu'âwiyah bin
Sâlib with these two chains.
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[22341 86 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Awf bin Mâlik A1-Ashja'I
said: "I heard the Prophet jW
offering the funeral prayer and
he said: 'Allahmmaghfirlahu
wârhamhu wâ'fu 'anhu wa 'âfihi,
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wa akrim nuzulahu wa wassi'
mud/cjialahu wâghsilhu bimâ 'in wa
LJaljin wa-baradin wa naqqihi mm
al-kaâyâ kamâ yunaqqaThjhawbul-abyaiu min ad-danasi wa
abdilhu dâran khairan min dârih4
wa ahian khairan min ahlihi wa
zawjâ khairan min zawjihi, waqihi
fitnatal-qabri wa 'a_dhâbin-nâr (0
Allah, forgive him, have mercy
on him, keep him safe and sound,
and pardon him, receive him with
honor, make his grave spacious,
wash him with water, snow and
hail, and cleanse him of his sins
as a white garment is cleansed of
dirt. Give him a home better
than his home, a family better
than his family, a spouse better
than his spouse. Protect him from
the torment of the grave and the
torment of Fire.)"
'Awl said: "I wished that I had
been that deceased person,
because of the supplication of the
Messenger of Allah
for that
deceased person."

Chapter 27. Where The Imâm
Should Stand In Relation To
The Deceased When
Performing The Funeral Prayer
[2235] 87 - (964) It was
narrated that Samurah bin
Jundab said: "I prayed behind
the Prophet
when he offered
the funeral prayer for Umm
Ka'b, who died in childbirth. The
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Prophet
stood to pray for her
in line with her middle."

[2236] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Husayn with this chain (a similar
HadIth as no. 2235), but they did
not mention Umm Ka'b.

[2237] 88 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin Buraidah said:
"I was a boy at the time of the
Messenger of Allah
, and I
used to learn from him, and
nothing prevented me from
speaking but the fact that there
were iren who were older than
me. I offered the funeral prayer
behind the Messenger of Allah
for a woman who had died in
childbirth. During the prayer the
Messenger of Allah jW, stood in
line with her middle." According
to the report of Ibn A]-Muihanna
he said: "Abdullâh bin Buraidah
told me: 'He stood in line with
her middle to offer the funeral
prayer for her."
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Chapter 28. Riding Back After
The Funeral
[2238] 89 - (965) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin Samurah
said: "An unsaddled horse was
brought to the Messenger of
and he rode it when the
Allah
funeral of Ibn Ad-Dahdâh was
over, and we were walking
around him."

[2239] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Jâbir bin Samurah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
offered
the funeral prayer for Ibn AdDahdâh, then an unsaddled horse
was brought. A man held it for
him and he mounted it, and it
started bucking as we ran after it.
A man among the people said:
said: How many
'The Prophet
bunches of grapes are hanging in
Paradise for Ibn Ad-Dahdâh!"
Or Shu'bah said: "For Abü AdDahdâh."
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Chapter 29. The Lahd (Niche),
And Setting Up Bricks Over
The Deceased
[2240] 90 - (966) It was

narrated from 'Aniir bin Sa'd bin
AbI Waqqâs that Sa'd bin AbI
Waqqfis said during the illness of
which he died: "Make a Lahd
(niche) for me, and set up bricks
over me, as was done for the
Messenger of Allah ."

Chapter 30. Putting A Piece Of
Velvet In The Grave
[2241] 91 - (967) It was

narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "A
piece of red velvet was placed in
the grave of the Messenger of
Allah ."
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Chapter 31. The Command To
Level The Grave
[2242] 92 - (968) 'Amr bin AlHârith narrated: "We were with
Fadâlah bin 'Ubaid in the land of
the Romans, in Rüdis, and a
companion of ours died. Fadâlah
bin 'Ubaid ordered that his grave
be leveled, then he said: 'I heard
the Messenger of Allah
ordering that graves be leveled."

[2243] 93 - (969) It was
narrated that AbU Al-Hayyâj AlAsadI said: 'Ali bin AbI Tâlib
said to me: "Shall I not send you
on the same mission as the
Messenger of Allah
sent me
(saying): 'Do not leave any statue
without destroying it nor any
raised grave without leveling it."
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[2244] (...) Habib narrated it
with this chain (a similar HadIth
as no. 2343) and he said: "... or
any image without erasing it."
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Chapter 32. The Prohibition Of
Plastering Graves Or Erecting
Structures Over Them
[2245] 94 - (970) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "The
Messenger of Allah ç forbade
plastering graves, sitting on them
and erecting structures over
them."

[2246] ( ... ) Abü Az-Zubair
narrated that he heard Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh say: "I heard the
Prophet ..... a similar report (as
no. 2245).

[2247] 95 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "It was forbidden
to plaster graves."

-
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Chapter 33. Prohibition
Against Sitting And Praying
On Graves
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[2248] 96 - (971) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'If one of you were to sit on an
ember which burned his garment
and reached his skin, that would
be better for him than sitting on
a grave."
[22491 ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2248) was narrated from
Suhail with this chain.

[2250] 97 - (972) It was
narrated that Abü Marthad A]
Ghanawl said: "The Messenger
of Allah #T, said: 'Do not sit on
graves and do not pray towards
them."

[2251] 98 - ( ... ) It wa narrated
that Abü Marthad A]-Ghanawl
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah
say: 'Do not pray
towards graves and do not sit on
them."
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Chapter 34. Offering The
Funeral Prayer In The Masjid
[2252] 99 - (973) It was
narrated from 'Abbâd bin
'Abdullâh bin Az-Zubair that
'Aishah issued orders that the
funeral of Sa'd bin AbI Waqqâ
be brought into the Masjid and
the funeral prayer be offered for
him. The people objected to that,
but she said: "How quickly the
people forget! The Prophet
did not offer the funeral prayer
for Suhail bin Al-Baiçlâ' except in
the Masjid."

[2253] 100 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that when Sa'd bin
AbI Waqqfis died, the wives of
sent word telling
the Prophet
them to bring his funeral into the
Masjid so that they might offer
the funeral prayer for him, and
they did so. It was placed in front
of their apartments so that they
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could offer the prayer for him,
then it was taken out through
Bâb Al-Janâ'iz (the Gate of
Funerals) which was near a place
where people used to sit. Then
they heard that the people were
criticizing them for that and
saying that funerals would not be
brought into the Masjid. News of
that reached 'Aishah and she
said: "How quick the people are
to criticize that of which they
have no knowledge! They
criticized us for bringing a
funeral into the Masjid, but the
did not
Messenger of Allah
offer the funeral prayer for
Suhail bin Baidâ' except in the
Masjid."
Muslim said: (That is) Suhail bin
Da'd, and he is Ibn A1-Baidâ', his
mother was Baidâ'.
[2254] 101 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Salamah bin 'AbdurRahmân that when Sa'd bin Abl
Waqqas died, 'Aiah said:
"Bring him into the Masjid so
that I may offer the funeral
prayer for him. She was criticized
for that but she said: 'By Allah,
the Messenger of Allah
offered the funeral prayer for the
two sons of Baidâ' in the Masjid,
Suhail and his brother."
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Chapter 35. What Is To Be
Said When Entering The
Graveyard And Supplicating
For Its Occupants
[2255] 102 : (974) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
- every
Messenger of Allah
time it was her night with the
- used to
Messenger of Allah
go out at the end of the night to
Al-BaqI' and say: 'Peace be upon
you, 0 abode of believing people.
What you were promised will
come to you soon, after some
delay, and we - if Allah wills will join you soon. 0 Allah,
forgive the people of BaqI' A]Gharqad."

[2256] 103 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Muhammad bin Qais bin
Makhramah bin Al-Muttalib said
one day: "Shall I not narrate to
you from me and from my
mother?" He (the narrator) said:
"We thought that he meant his
mother who had given birth to
him." He said: 'Aishah said:
'Shall I not narrate to you from
me and from the Messenger of
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Allah
?' We said: 'Yes.' She
said: 'When it was my night while
the Messenger of Allah
was
with me, he came in and took off
his Ridâ', took off his sandals and
put them by his feet, spread the
edge of his waist wrapper on his
bed and lay down. He waited
until he thought that I had gone
to sleep, then he slowly picked up
his Ridâ', slowly put on his
sandals, opened the door slowly,
and went out, then he closed it
slowly. I put my chemise over my
head and covered my head, and
wrapped my waist wrapper
around me, then I set out
following him, until he reached
A1-BaqI' where he stood for a
long time, then he raised his
hands three times. Then he set
off, so I set off, then he hastened,
so I hastened, then he jogged, so
I jogged, then he ran so I ran,
then I reached home before him
and went in. No sooner had I laid
down but he came in and said:
"What is the matter, 0 'Aish?
Why are you out of breath?" I
said: "It is nothing." He said:
"Either you tell me or the Subtle
One, the All-Aware will tell me."
I said: "0 Messenger of Allah,
may my father and mother be
sacrificed for you!" And I told
him. He said: "So you were the
person that I saw in front of
me?" I said: "Yes." He gave me
a painful shove on the chest, then
he said: "Did you think that
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Allah and His Messenger would
be unjust to you?" I said:
"Whatever the people conceal,
Allah knows it; yes." He said:
"JibrIl came to me when you saw
(me). He called me but he
concealed it from you, and I
answered him but I concealed it
from you. He would not enter
upon you when you were not
fully dressed. I thought that you
had gone to sleep and I did not
want to wake you up, and I was
afraid that you might be
frightened." He (JibrIl) said:
"Your Lord is commanding you
to go to the people of Al-Baql'
and pray for forgiveness for
them." I said: "What should I say
to them, 0 Messenger of Allah?"
He said: "Say: As-Salâmu 'ala
ahlid-diyâri min al-mu 'minIn walmuslimIn wa yariamullâhulmustaqdirnIn minnâ walmusta ?khirIn, wa innâ, in shâ'
Allâhu bikum lalâiiqân (Peace be
upon the people of these abodes,
believers and Muslims. May
Allah have mercy on those of us
who have gone on before and
those who come later, and we
will
if Allah wills join you
soon.)"
[2257] 104
(975) It was
narrated from Sulaimân bin
Buraidah that his father said:
"The Messenger of Allah jW used
to teach them, when they went
out to the graves, to say:
according to the report of Abü
-
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Bakr: 'As-Salâmu 'ala ahlad-diyâr
(Peace be upon the people of
these abodes);' - according to the
report of Zuhair: 'As-Salâmu
'alaikum ahlad-diyâr min a!mu'minIna wal-muslimIna, wa
innâ, in shâ' Allâhu lalâhiqân
(Peace be upon you, 0 people of
these abodes - believers and
Muslims, and we will, if Allah
wills, join you soon. I ask Allah
for pardon for us and for you.)"
Chapter 36. The Prophet
Asked His Lord For
Permission To Visit The Grave
Of His Mother
[2258] 105 - (976) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'I asked my Lord for permission
to pray for forgiveness for my
mother but He did not give me
permission. And I asked Him for
permission to visit her grave and
He gave me permission."

[2259] 108 - (...) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Prophet
visited the grave of
his mother, and he wept and
caused those around him to weep
too. Then he
said: 'I asked my
Lord for permission to pray for
forgiveness for her, but He did
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not grant me permission. And I
asked Him for permission to visit
her grave and He gave me
permission, so visit graves, for
they will remind you of death."
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[2260] 106 - (977) It was
narrated from Abü Buraidah that
his father said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'I used to forbid
you from visiting graves, but now
visit them; and I used to forbid
you to keep sacrificial meat for
more than three days, but now
keep whatever you see fit; and I
used to forbid you to drink
NabIdfl except from waterskins,
but now drink it from all kinds of
vessels, but do not drink any
intoxicant."
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[2261] ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin
Buraidah narrated from his
father from the Prophet j85 - a
HadIth similar to that of Abil
Sinân (no. 2260).
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Chapter 37. Not Praying For
One Who Has Killed Himself
[2262] 107 - (978) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin Samurah
said: "A man who had killed
himself with a broad headed
arrow was brought to the Prophet
, but he did not offer the
funeral prayer for him."
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In the Name of Allah, the Most
Beneficent, the Most Merciful

12. The Book Of Zakât
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Chapter: There Is No Zakât
Due On Less Than Five Wasq

(• i:ii) (ZL

[2263] 1 - (979) It was narrated
from Abü Sa'eed Al-KhudrI that
the Prophetsaid: "There is no
adaqah (Zakiit) due on less than
five Wasq, and there is no
adaqah due on less than five
camels, and there is no Sadaqah
due on less than five qiyah."

[2264] 2 - ( ... ) A similar report
(as no. 2263) was narrated from
'Amr bin Yalyá with this chain.

[2265] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Yahyâ bin 'Umârah said: "I
heard Abü Sa'eed A]-KhudrI say:
'I heard the Messenger of Allah
j say' - and the Prophet

ti..,,
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gestured with his hand, holding
up five fingers" - then he
mentioned a HadIth similar to
that of Ibn 'Uyaynah (no. 2263).
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[2266] 3 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Yayâ bin 'Umârah said: "I
heard Abü Sa'eed Al-IhudrI say:
'The Messenger of Allah
said:
"There is no Sadaqah due on less
than five Wasq, there is no
Sadaqah due on less than five
camels, and there is no Sadaqah
due on less than five Jqzyah."
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[2267] 4 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Sa'eed A1-Khudrl said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'There is no Sadaqah due on less
than five Wasq of dates or
grains."

[2268] 5 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from AN Sa'eed Al-KhudrI that
the Prophet iij said: "There is no
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adaqah due on grains or dates
unless they reach five Wasq, and
there is no Sadaqah on less than
five camels, and there is no
$adaqah on less than five Uqiyah."

[2269] (...) A HadIth similar to
that of Ibn MahdI (no. 2268) was
narrated from Ismâ'Il bin
Umayyah with this chain.

[2270] ( ... ) A HadIth similar to
that of Ibn MahdI Yahyâ bin
Adam (no. 2268) was narrated
from Ismâ'Il bin Umayyah with
this chain, except that instead of
dates (Tamr) he said produce
(Thamr).

[2271] 6 - (980) It was narrated
from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"There is no Sadaqah on less
than five lfqiyah of silver; there is
no $adaqah on less than five
head of camels; and there is no
adaqah on less than five Wasq
of dates."
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Chapter 1. On What OneTenth Or Half Of One-Tenth
Is Due
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[2272] 7 - (981) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh narrated that he heard
the Prophet t say: "On that
which is irrigated by rivers and
rain, one-tenth is due, and on
that which is artificially irrigated,
half of one-tenth."

Chapter 2. The Muslim Is Not
Obliged To Give Zakât On His
Slave Nor His Horse
[2273] 8 - (982) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
said: "The
Messenger of Allah
Muslim is not obliged to give
adaqah on his slave nor his
horse."
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[2274] 9 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah from the
Prophet : "The Muslim is not
obliged to give Sadaqah on his
slave nor his horse."

[2275] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2274) was narrated from Abü
Hurairah, from the Prophet .

[2276] 10 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Irâk bin Mâlik said: "I
heard Abü Hurairah narrate that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"No Sadaqah is due for a slave
except Sadaqat Al-Fifr."
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Chapter 3. Paying Or
Withholding Zakât
[2277] 11 - (983) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah ài sent
'Umar to collect the Sadaqah and
it was said that Ibn JamIl, Khâlid
bin Al-WalId and Al-'Abbâs, the
paternal uncle of the Messenger
of Allah
, withheld it. The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'The
only reason for Ibn JamIl's
resentment is that he was poor
then Allah made him rich. As for
Iiiâlid, you are being unfair to
ihâ1id, for he is keeping his
weapons and supplies (for Jihâd)
for the cause of Allah. As for Al'Abbâs, I will pay (his Zakât),
and the same again." Then he
said: '0 'Umar, do you not
realize that a man's paternal
uncle is like his father?"
Chapter 4. Zakât A1-Fitr Is Due
From The Muslims In The
Form Of Dates And Barley

[2278] 12 - (984) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of AllahI enjoined
Zakât Al-F4r upon the people, a
Sâ' of dates or a â' of barley,
upon everyone, free or slave, male
or female, among the Muslims.
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[2279] 13 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Messenger of Allah
enjoined
Zakât A1-Fii'r upon the people, a
â' of dates or a Sâ' of barley,
upon everyone, slave or free,
young or old."

[2280] 14 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Prophet
enjoined the Sadaqah
of Ramadân upon free and slave,
male and female, a Sâ' of dates
or a â' of barley." He said: "So
the people considered that half a
â' of wheat was equal to it."

[2281] 15 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Nâfi' that 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar said: "The Messenger of
Allah
ordered that Zakât AlFitr be paid, a Sâ' of dates or a
â' of barley."
Ibn 'Umar said: "Then the
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people made its equivalent two

Mudd of wheat."
[2282] 16 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar that
the Messenger of Allah
enjoined Zakât Al-FiIr after
Ramadân upon every Muslim,
free or slave, man or woman,
young or old; a Sâ' of dates or a
Sâ' of barley.

[2283] 17 - (985) It was narrated
from 'Iyâd bin 'Abdullâh bin Sa'd
bin AbI Sarh that he heard Abu
Sa'eed Al-Ihudrl say: "We used to
pay Zakât A1-Fi.tr; one â' of
wheat, or one Sâ' of barley, or one
Sâ' of dates, or one Sâ' of cottage
cheese, or one â'of raisins."

[2284] 18 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Sa'eed Al-KhudrI said:
"When the Messenger of Allah
was among us, we used to pay
Zakât A1-Fitr on behalf of
everyone, young and old, free
and slave, a Sâ' of wheat, or a Sâ'
of cottage cheese, or a Sâ' of
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barley, or a â' of dates, or a Sâ'
of raisins. We contained to pay
that until Mu'âwiyah bin AbI
Sufyân came to us for Hajj or
'Umrah, and addressed the
people from the Minbar. Among
the things that he said to the
people was: 'I think that two
Mudd of wheat of Ash-Sham are
equivalent to a â' of dates.' And
the people adopted that."
AN Sa'eed said: "As for me, I
will continue to pay it as I used
to pay it for as long as I live."

[2285] 19 - ( ... ) 'Iyâd bin
'Abdullâh bin Sa'd bin Abü Sarh
narrated that he heard Abü
Sa'eed Al-hudrI say: "While the
Messenger of Allah
was
among us, we would pay Zakât
A1-Fitr, on behalf of everyone;
young and old, free and slave, of
three types: A Sâ' of dates, a Sâ'
of cottage cheese, or a Sâ' of
barley. We continued to pay it
like that until Mu'âwiyah came,
and he thought that two Mudd of
wheat were equivalent to a â' of
dates."
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Abü Sa'eed said: "AS for me, I
will continue to pay it like that."
[2286] 20 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Sa'eed Al-K udri said:
"We used to pay Zakât Al-Fitr
with three types: Cottage cheese,
dates and barley."

[2287] 21 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abñ Sa'eed Al-KhudrI that
when Mu'âwiyah made half a Sâ'
of wheat equivalent to a Sâ' of
dates, Abü Sa'eed rejected that
and said: "I will not pay it except
in the form I used to pay it at the
time of the Messenger of Allah
: A Si' of dates, or a Sâ' of
raisins, or a Si' of barley, or a Sâ'
of cottage cheese."

Chapter 5. The Command To
Pay Zakât Al-Für Before The
Prayer
[2288] 22 - (986) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah
commanded that Zakât Al-Fitr be

ti1.j
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paid before the people went out
to the prayer.
[2289] 23 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar that
the Messenger of Allah
commanded that Zakát Al-Fur be
paid before the people went out
to the prayer.

Chapter 6. The Sin Of One
Who Withholds Zakât
[2290] 24 - (987) Abü Hurairah
narrated that the Messenger of
Allah () said: "There is no
owner of gold or silver who does
not pay what is due on them, but
when the Day of Resurrection
comes, there will be beaten out
for him plates of fire which will
be heated in the Fire of Hell, and
his sides, forehead and back will
be branded with them. Every
time they cool down they will be
reheated for him, on a day the
length of which is as fifty
thousand years, until judgement
is passed among the people.
Then he will be shown his path,
either to Paradise or to Hell." It
was said: "0 Messenger of Allah,
what about camels?" He said:
"There is no owner of camels
who does not pay what is due on
them - which includes milking
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them on the day when they are
brought to water - but when the
Day of Resurrection comes, a
vast plain will be spread out for
them, and the whole herd will be
gathered, and not a single young
camel will be missing. They will
trample him with their hooves
and bite him with their mouths,
and every time the first one of
them has passed the last of them
will return, on a day the length of
which is as fifty thousand years,
until judgement is passed among
the people. Then he will be
shown his path, either to Paradise
or to Hell." It was said: "0
Messenger of Allah, what about
cattle and sheep?" He said:
"There is no owner of cattle or
sheep who does not pay what is
due on them, but when the Day
of Resurrection comes, a vast
plain will be spread Out for them,
and the whole herd will be
gathered, and not one of them
will be missing, and there will be
none with twisted horns, missing
horns or broken horns. They will
gore him with their horns and
trample him with their hooves.
Every time the first one of them
has passed the last of them will
return, on a day the length of
which is as fifty thousand years,
until judgement is passed among
the people. Then he will be
shown his path, either to Paradise
or to Hell." It was said: "0
Messenger of Allah, what about
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horses?" He said: "Horses are of
three types: Those which are a
burden for a man, those which are
a shield for him, and those which
are a source of reward. As for
those which are a burden, a man
keeps them to show off and to
oppose the people of Islam. They
are a burden (of sin) for him. As
for those which are a shield for a
man, he keeps them for (Jihâd) for
the cause of Allah, and he does not
forget the rights of Allah
concerning their backs and their
necks. They will be a shield for
him. As for those which bring
reward to a man, he keeps them
for the people of Islam for the
cause of Allah, in a meadow or
field. They do not eat anything
from that meadow or field but it
will be recorded for him as
ijasanât11 , however much they
eat. And their dung and urine will
be recorded for him as Hasanât. If
they break their halters and run
away over one or two hills, Allah
will record the number of their
hoof marks and dung for him as
Hasanât. If their owner takes them
to a river and they drink from it,
even though he did not intend to
give them water, Allah will record
the amount that they drank for him
as Hasanât." It was said: "0
Messenger of Allah, what about
donkeys?" He said: "Nothing has
been revealed to me about donkeys
[1]

Hasanât: Good deeds.
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except this comprehensive verse:
"So whosoever does good equal to
the weight of an atom (or a small
ant) shall see it. And whosoever
does evil equal to the weight of an
atom (or a small ant) shall see
it.-P]
[2291] 25 - (...) A HadIth similar
to that of I-Iafs bin Maisarah (no.
2290) was narrated from Zaid bin
Aslam with this chain except that
he did not say: "There is no
owner of camels who does not
pay what is due on them" and he
mentir:ied, "and not a single
young'nel will be missing."
And he id: "his sides, forehead
and back will be branded with
them.

[2292] 26 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
. said:
'There is no owner of wealth who
does not pay Zakât on it, but his
wealth will be heated for him in
the Fire of Hell and made into
plates, with which his sides and
forehead will be branded, until
Allah passes judgement among
His slaves, on a Day the length of
which will be fifty thousand years.
Then he will be shown his path,
either to Paradise or to Hell.
There is no owner of camels who
does not pay Zakât on them, but
A1-Zalzalah 99:7,8.
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a vast plain will be spread out for
them and the whole herd will be
gathered, and they will be made
to walk over him. Every time the
last of them has passed, the first
of them will return, until Allah
passes judgement among His
slaves, on a Day the length of
which will be fifty thousand years.
Then he will be shown his path,
either to Paradise or to Hell.
There is no owner of sheep who
does not pay Zakât on them, but
a vast plain will be spread out for
them and the whole herd will be
gathered. They will trample him
with their hooves and gore him
with their horns, and there will
be none among them with twisted
horns or missing horns. Every
time the last of them has passed,
the first of them will return, until
Allah passes judgement among
His slaves, on a Day the length of
which will be fifty thousand years
by your reckoning. Then he will
be shown his path, either to
Paradise or to Hell."
Suhail (one of the narrators)
said: "I do not know whether he
mentioned cattle or not." They
said: "What about horses, 0
Messenger of Allah?" He said:
"There is goodness in the
forelocks of horses - or
goodness is tied to their
forelocks" - Suhail said: "I am
not sure." " - until the Day of
Resurrection. Horses are of
three types: They may bring
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reward to a man, or be a shield
for him, or be a burden for him.
As for those which bring reward
to him, he keeps them for the
sake of Allah and prepares them
(for Jihâd); nothing goes into
their stomachs but Allah writes
down reward for him. If he
grazes them in a field, they do
not eat anything but Allah
writes down reward for him. If
he gives them water to drink
from a river, for every drop that
disappears into their stomachs
there is reward for him. - Until
he mentioned the reward for
their urine and dung. - If they
run away over one or two hills,
for every step they take, there is
reward. As for those which are
a shield for a man, he keeps
them as a source of dignity and
honor, but he does not forget
their rights with regard to their
backs and stomachs both at
times of hardship and times of
ease. As for those which are a
burden, he keeps them for
reasons of pride and arrogance
and to show off to people. That
is the one for whom they are a
burden." They said: "What
about donkeys, 0 Messenger of
Allah?" He said: "Allah has not
revealed to me anything
concerning them except this
comprehensive verse: 'So
whosoever does good equal to
the weight of an atom (or a
small ant) shall see it. And
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whosoever does evil equal to the
weight of an atom (or a small
ant) shall see
[2293] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Suhail with this chain (a similar
HadIth).

[2294] ( ... ) Rawh bin Al-Qâsim
narrated to us: "Suhail bin AbI
Sâlili narrated to us with this
chain (a similar HadIth 2292) and
he said - instead of twisted horns
-: 'broken horns.' And he said:
'his sides and back will be
branded with them,' and he did
not mention his forehead'."
[2295] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Hurairah that the Messenger
of Allah
said: "If a man does
not fulfil the rights of Allah or pay
Zakât on his camels," and he
quoted a IjadItL similar to that of
Suhail from his father (HadIth no.
2294).

[22961 27 - (988) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh Al-AnsârI said: "I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: 'There is no owner of camels
who does not do what he is
obliged to concerning them, but
[1]

A1-Zalzalah 99:7,8.
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they will come on the Day of
Resurrection, as great in number
as they ever were, and he will sit
for them on a vast plain, and they
will trample him with their feet
and hooves. There is no owner of
cattle who does not do what he is
obliged to concerning them, but
they will come on the Day of
Resurrection, as great in number
as they ever were, and he will sit
for them on a vast plain, and they
will gore him with their horns and
trample him with their feet. There
is no owner of sheep who does
not do what he is obliged to
concerning them, but they will
come on the Day of Resurrection,
as great in number as they ever
were, and he will sit for them on a
vast plain, and they will gore him
with their horns and trample them
with their feet, and there will not
be among them any that is
hornless or that has broken horns.
There is no owner of treasure who
does not do what he is obliged to
concerning it, but his treasure will
come on the Day of Resurrection
like a bald-headed Shujâ'a 11
pursuing him with its mouth open.
When it approaches him he will
flee from it, and it will be called
out to him, 'Take your wealth that
you used to hide, for I have no
need of it.' When he realizes that
there is no escape from it, he will
Hydra or serpent, they say it means a male snake that is either bald, or white headed
due to its poison.
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put his hand in its mouth and it
will bite it like a male camel."
Abfl Az-Zubair (one of the
narrators) said: "I heard 'Ubaid
bin 'Umair say this, then we
asked Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh about
that and he said the same as
'Ubaid bin 'Umair had said."
And Abfl Az-Zubair said: I
heard 'Ubaid bin 'Umair say: "A
man said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
what are the duties regarding
camels?' He said: 'Milking them
when they are brought to water,
lending their buckets, lending the
stallion for mating, lending them
to other (to benefit from their
milk and hair) and providing
them as mounts (for Jihâd) for
the cause of Allah."
[2297] 28 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh that the
Prophet
said: "There is no
owner of camels, cattle or sheep
who does not pay what he is
obliged to with regard to them
but he will be made to sit for
them on the Day of Resurrection
in a vast plain, and those that
have hooves will trample him
with their hooves and those that
have horns will gore him with
their horns, and there will not be
any among them that Day that
are hornless or that have broken
horns." We said: "0 Messenger
of Allah, what is he obliged to do
with regard to them?" He said:
"Lending the stallion for mating,
lending their buckets, lending
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them to other (to benefit from
their milk and hair), milking
them when they are brought to
water and providing them as
mounts (for Jihâd) for the cause
of Allah. And there is no owner
of wealth who does not pay Zakât
on it but it will be turned into a
bald-headed _S_hujâ'a on the Day
of Resurrection, which will
pursue its owner wherever he
goes. He will be fleeing from it
and it will be said: 'This is your
wealth with which you were
stingy.' When he sees that there
is no escape from it, he will put
his hand in its mouth and it will
start biting it like a male camel."
Chapter 7. Pleasing The Su 'âh
(Zakât Collectors)
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[2298] 29 - (989) It was
narrated that JarIr bin 'Abdullâh
said: "Some Bedouin people
came to the Messenger of Allah
and said: 'Some of the Zakât
collectors come to us and they
are unfair to us.' The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'Please your
Zakât collectors."
JarIr said: "No Zakât collector
ever left me, after I heard this
from the Messenger of Allah ,
but he was pleased with me."
L:
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[2299] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2298) was narrated from
Muhammad bin AbI Ismâ'Il, with
this chain.

Chapter 8. Severe Punishment
For The One Who Does Not
Pay Zakât
[2300] 30 - (990) It was
narrated that Abô Dharr said: "I
while he
came to the Prophet
was sitting in the shade of the
Ka'bah, and when he saw me he
said: 'They are the losers, by the
Lord of the K 'bah!' I came and
sat down, but it was not long
before I got up and said: '0
Messenger of Allah, may my
father and mother be ransomed
for you! Who are they?' He said:
'They are the ones who have the
most wealth, except for those
who do like this and like this and
like this' - (and he gestured) in
front of him and behind him and
to his right and to his left - 'and
how few they are. And there is
no owner of camels, cattle or
sheep who does pay the Za/thi
due for them, but they will come
on the Day of Resurrection as
big and as fat as they ever were,
and they will gore him with their
horns and trample him with their
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hooves, and every time the last of
them moves away the first of
them will come back to him, until
judgement is passed among the
people."
[2301] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abfl Dharr said: "I came to the
Prophet when he was sitting in
the shade of the Ka'bah..." and
he mentioned a HadIth similar to
that of WakI' (no. 2300), except
that he said: "By the One in
Whose Hand is my soul, there is
no man on earth who dies,
leaving behind camels or cattle or
sheep on which he did not pay
the Zakât..."

[23021 31 - (991) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet 1said: "I would not
like to have gold the likes of
Uhud (mountain), and a third
day comes and I have a DInâr of
it left, apart from a Dlnâr that I
have put aside to pay a debt that
I owe."

[2303] ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
narrated a similar report (as no.
2302) from the Prophet.
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Chapter 9. Encouragement To
Give Charity
[23041 32 - (94) It was narrated
that Abü Dharr said: "I was
walking with the Prophet
in
the Harrah of Al-Madinah one
afternoon, and we were looking at
U'zud (mountain). The Messenger
of Allah
said to me: '0 Abü
Dharr!' I said: 'Here I am at your
service, 0 Messenger of Allah.'
He said: 'I would not like to have
this Uhud of gold and a third night
comes and I have a DInâr left of it,
except a DInâr that I put aside for
debt, without giving it to the slaves
of Allah like this - and he gestured
in front of him - and like this - to
his right - and like this - to his left.'
Then we walked on and he said: '0
Abü Dharr!' I said: 'Here I am at
your service, 0 Messenger of
Allah.' He said: 'Those who have
the most will have the least on the
Day of Resurrection, except those
who do like this and like this and
like this' - (and he gestured) as he
had done the first time. Then we
walked on, and he said: '0 Abü
Dharr, stay where you are until I
come to you.' He set off until he
disappeared from me, and I heard
a voice and a sound. I said:
'Perhaps something has happened
to the Messenger of Allah ,,' and
I thought of following him, then I
remembered what he had said:
'Do not leave until I come to you.'
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So I waited for him, and when he
came back I told him what I had
heard. He said: 'That was JibrIl peace be upon him - who came to
me and said: Whoever among your
Ummah dies not associating
anything with Allah will enter
Paradise. I said: Even if he
commits Zinâ and steals? He said:
Even if he commits Zinâ and
steals."

[2305] 33 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Dharr said: "I went out
one night and saw the Messenger
of Allah
walking alone, and
there was no one with him. I
thought that he did not want
anyone to walk with him, so I
started walking in the shade,
away from the moonlight, then
he turned and saw me, and said:
'Who is this?' I said: 'Abü Dharr,
may Allah cause me your
ransom.' He said: '0 Abü Dharr,
come here.' So I walked with him
for a while, then he said: 'Those
who have the most will have the
least on the Day of Resurrection,
except the one to whom Allah
gives good things and he spends
them right and left, in front of
him and behind him, and does
good with them.' I walked with
him for a while, then he said: 'Sit
here.' He sat me down in an
open space, which was
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surrounded by rocks, and said to
me: 'Sit here until I come back to
you.' Then he set off in the
Harrah until I could no longer
see him, and he stayed away from
me for a long time. Then I heard
him as he was coming back,
saying: 'Even if he steals or
commits Zinâ.' When he came, I
could not wait and I said: '0
Prophet of Allah, may Allah
cause me to be your ransom! To
whom were you speaking at the
edge of the Harrah? I did not
hear anyone responding to you.'
He said: 'That was JibrIl - peace
be upon him - who appeared to
me at the edge of the Harrah and
said: "Give your Ummah the glad
tidings that whoever dies not
associating anything with Allah
will enter Paradise." I said: "0
JibrIl, even if he steals or
commits Zinâ?" He said: "Yes."
I said: "Even if he steals and
commits Zinâ?" He said: "Yes."
I said: "Even if he steals and
commits Zinâ?" He said: Yes,
and even if he drinks alcohol."
Chapter 10. Stern Warning
Concerning Those Who Hoard
Wealth
[2306] 34 - (992) It was
narrated that Al-Ahnaf bin Qais
said: I arrived in Al-Madinah,
and while I was in a circle that
included some leaders of the
Quraish, a man came with coarse
clothes, a coarse body and a
coarse face. He stood in front of
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them and said: "Give tidings to
the hoarders of stones heated in
the fire of Hell and placed on the
nipple of one of them until it
comes out from his shoulder
bone, and placed on his shoulder
bone until its comes out from his
nipple, and he will tremble." He
said: "The people hung their
heads, and I did not see any one
of them responding to him at all.
He turned and left, and I
followed him until he sat down
by a pillar. I said: 'I think that
these people did not like what
you said to them.' He said: 'They
do not understand anything. My
called
beloved Abü Al-Qâsim
me and I responded, and he said:
"Do you see Uhud (mountain)?"
I looked, and saw the sun
shining, and I thought that he
was going to send me on an
errand. I said: "I can see it." He
said: "I would not like to have its
equivalent in gold without
spending all of it except for three
DInâr, but these people gather
worldly wealth and do not
understand anything." I said:
"What is the matter with you and
your brothers of the Quraish, that
you do not ask them for anything
and do not get any help from
them?" He said: "No, by your
Lord, I will not ask them for any
worldly matter, nor will I consult
them about any religious matter,
until I meet Allah and His
Messenger."
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[2307] 35 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that A]-Ahnaf bin Qais said: "I was
with a group of the Quraish when
Abü Pharr passed by saying: 'Give
tidings to the hoarders of a
branding-iron on their backs that
will come out from their sides, and
a branding-iron at the back of their
necks that will come out from their
foreheads.' Then he went away and
sat down. I said: 'Who is that?'
They said: 'That is AN harr.' I
got up and went to him, and said:
'What did I hear you say just now?'
He said: 'I did not say anything
that I did not hear from their
Prophet
I said: 'What do you
say about this gift?' He said:
'Take it, for it is a help today, but
if it is at the expense of your
religious commitment, then leave
it."
Chapter 11. Encouragement To
Spend And Glad Tidings Of
Compehsation For The One
Who Spends On Good Deeds
[2308] 36 - (993) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "Allah, may
He be blessed and exalted, says:
'0 son of Adam, spend, and I
shall spend on you." And he
said: "The right Hand of Allah is
full and overflowing, and nothing
of that diminishes due to the
night and the day." 1 '
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[23091 37 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hammâm bin Munabbih, the
brother of Wahb bin Munabbih,
said: This is what Abfl Hurairah
narrated to us from the
- and he
Messenger of Allah
mentioned a number of AhadIth,
including the following: "And he
said: 'The Messenger of Allah
said: Allah said to me: Spend, and
I shall spend on you." And the
Messenger of Allah jl said: "The
Right Hand of Allah is full and
overflowing, night and day. Do
you not see what He has spent
since He created the heavens and
the earth, but what is in His Right
Hand is not diminished." He said:
"And His Throne is over the
water, and with His other Hand is
A1-Qabd,11' and He raises and
lowers."
Chapter 12. The Virtue Of
Spending On One's Family
And Slaves, And The Sin Of
The One Who Neglects Them
Or Withholds Maintenance
From Them
[23101 38 - (994) It was
narrated that Ihawbân said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'The best DInâr that a man
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A1-Qabd The Grasp. It is said that its meaning is death, and it is said that it is an
expression that refers to the decrees (of what will be provided), since in another
narration it is: "In His Hand is the Balance."
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spends is a DInâr that he spends
on his family, and a DInâr that a
man spends on his mount in the
cause of Allah, and a DInâr that
he spends on his companions in
the cause of Allah."
Abfl Qilâbah said: "He started
with the family." And Abfl
Qilâbah said: "What man is
greater in reward than a man who
spends on young dependents and
protects them from resorting to
unlawful deeds - or Allah benefits
them through him - and makes
them independent of means."

[23111 39 - (995) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'A DInâr that you spend in the
cause of Allah, a DInâr that you
spend to free a slave, a DInâr
that you give in charity to a
needy person, and a DInâr that
you spend on your family - the
greatest of them in reward, is the
one that you spend on your
family."

[2312] 40 - (996) It was
narrated that Khaithamah said:
"We were sitting with 'Abdullâh
bin 'Amr when a steward of his
came in and he said: 'Have you
given the slaves their provision
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(of food)?' He said: 'No.' He
said: 'Go and give it to them.' He
said The Messenger of Allah
said: It is sufficient sin for a man
to withhold provision (of food)
from the one whose provision he
controls."
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Chapter 13. Starting With
Oneself, Then One's Family,
Then One's Relatives, When
Spending
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[2313] 41 - (997) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "A man
from Banü 'Udhrah declared that
a slave of his would be set free
upon his deathJ11 News of that
reached the Prophet
and he
said: 'Do you have any other
wealth?' He said: 'No.' He said:
'Who will buy him from me?'
Nu'aim bin 'Abdullâh Al-'AdawI
bought him for eight hundred
Dirham. The Messenger of Allah
brought (the money) and gave
it to him, then he said: 'Start with
yourself and give charity to
yourself. If there is anything left
over, then (give) to your family.
If there is anything left o'e'
your family, then (give) to your
relatives. If there is anything left
over from your relatives, then
(Spend it) ike this and like this,"
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That is, he agreed to set free his slave through the practice of TadbIr.
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meaning in front of you and to
your right and to your left.
[2314] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Jâbir that a man from among the
Ansâr - who was called Abü
Madhkür - declared that a slave
of his who was called Ya'qiIb
would be set free after he died...
and he quoted a Hadith like that
of Al-Laith (no. 2313).

Chapter 14. The Virtue Of
Spending And Giving Charity
To Relatives, Spouses, Children
And Parents, Even If They Are
Idolators
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[2315] 42 - (998) Anas bin
Mâlik said: "Abü Talbah was the
wealthiest of the Ansâr in AlMadinah, and the most beloved
of his property to him was (a
garden called) Bairahâ', which
was opposite the Masjid. The
Messenger of Allah
used to
enter it and drink of fresh water
there."
Anas said: "When this verse - By
no means shall you attain AlBin-...11' - was revealed, Abü
Talbah got up and went to the
Messenger of Allah
and said:
'Allah, the Mighty and Sublime,
says in His Book: By no means
Ill

A1-'Imrân 3:92.
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shall you attain Al-Birr111 ...the
dearest of my property to me is
Bairahâ', and it is charity (that I
give) for the sake of Allah, hoping
that its reward will be stored up
with Allah. Dispose of it, 0
Messenger of Allah, as you wish.'
The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Well done! That is a profitable
deal, that is a profitable deal. I
have heard what you say, and I
think that you should share it
among your relatives.' So Abü
Talbah divided it among his
relatives and his cousins."

[23161 43 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas said: "When this verse
was revealed - By no means shall
you attain Al-Birr.. [2] - Abü
Talbah said: 'I see that our Lord is
asking us for some of our wealth.
Bear witness, 0 Messenger of
Allah, that I am giving my land
Bairahâ' for the sake of Allah.'
The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Give it to your relatives.' So he
shared it between Hassan bin
Thâbit and Ubayy bin Ka'b."

[2317] 44 - (999) It was
narrated from Maimünah bint
A1-Hârith that she set free a slave
girl at the time of the Messenger
[11
[2]

Ai-'Imrân 3:92.
A1-'Imrân 3:92.
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of Allah
and mentioned that
to the Messenger of Allah
,
who said: "If you had given her
to your maternal uncles, that
would have brought you a greater
reward."

[2318] 45 - (1000) It was
narrated that Zainab, the wife of
'Abdullâh, said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said: '0 women, give
in charity, even if it is some of
your jewelry.' So I went back to
'Abdullâh and I said: 'You are a
man of little wealth and the
Messenger of Allah
has
commanded us to give charity.
Go to him and ask him if it will
be sufficient for me (to give it to
you), otherwise I will give it to
someone else.' 'Abdullâh said to
me: 'No, you go.' So I went, and
there was a woman from among
the Ansâr at the door of the
Messenger of Allah
who had
come to ask the same thing. We
felt too shy to speak to the
Messenger of Allah
. Then
Bilâl came out and we said to
him: 'Go to the Messenger of
Allah ç and tell him that there
are two women at the door who
want to ask him: Will it be
sufficient for them to give charity
to their husbands and to the
orphans who are under their
care? But do not tell him who we
are.' Bilâl went in to the
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Messenger of Allah
and asked
him. The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Who are they?' He said:
'An AnsârI woman and Zainab.'
The Messenger of Allah iiJ said:
'Which Zainab?' He said: 'The
wife of 'Abdullâh.' The
Messenger of Allah
said to
him: 'They will have two rewards:
The reward for upholding ties of
kinship and the reward for giving
charity."
[2319] 46 - ( ... ) A similar report
was narrated from 'Amr bin ]Hârith, from Zainab, the wife of
'Abdullâh. She said: "I was in the
Masjid, and the Messenger of
Allah
saw me and said: 'Give
in charity, even if it is some of
your jewelry," and he quoted a
HadIth similar to that of Abü AlAhwas (no. 2318).

[2320] 47 - (1001) It was
narrated that Umm Salamah
said: "I said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, will I have any reward for
(spending on) the sons of Abü
Salamah? I spend on them and I
am not going to forsake them, for
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they are my sons too.' He said:
'Yes, you will have a reward for
what you spend on them."
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[2321] (...) A similar report (as
no. 2320) was narrated from
Hishâm bin 'Urwah with the
same chain.
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[2322] 48 - (1002) It was
narrated from Abü Mas'üd A]BadrI that the Prophet
said:
"If a Muslim spends on his
family, seeking reward for that
with Allah, then it will be charity
on his part."
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[2323] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Shu'bah (a HadIth similar to no.
2322) with the same chain.
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[2324] 49 - (1003) It was
narrated that Asmâ' said: "I said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, my
mother has come to me and she
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is wanting - or afraid should I
uphold ties of kinship with her?'
He said: 'Yes." 11
-

i)t

-

:JU
123251 50 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Asmâ' bint AbI Bakr said: "I
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, my
mother has come to me and she
is an idolator.' That was at the
time of the peace treaty with the
Quraish. I consulted the
Messenger of Allah
and said:
'0 Messenger of Allah
, my
mother has come to me and she
is expecting (something), should I
uphold the ties of kinship with
my mother?' He said: 'Yes,
uphold the ties of kinship with
your mother."
Chapter 15. Charity Given On
Behalf Of The Deceased Will
Reach Him
[2326] 51 - (1004) It was
narrated from 'Aishah that a man
and said:
came to the Prophet
"0 Messenger of Allah, my
mother died suddenly and did
not leave a will. I think that if she
had been able to speak, she
would have given charity. Will
she have any reward if I give
charity on her behalf?" He said:
"Yes."
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See HadIth (no. 2325), as the doubt in this one is from the narrator, and the second
explains the meaning.
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[2327] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Hishâm (a similar HadIth as no.
2326) with the same chain.
In the Hadith of Abü Usâmah it
says: "She did not leave a will" as Ibn Bishr said, but the rest of
them (the other narrators) did
not say that.

Chapter 16. The Word Charity
(Sadaqah) May Apply To MI
Good Deeds Ma'râf
[2328] 52 - (1005) It was
narrated from Hudhaifah that the
Prophet
said: "Every good
deed (Ma'rz2f) is a charity."

[2329] 53 - (1006) It was
narrated from Abü Dharr that
some of the Companions of the
Prophet
said to the Prophet
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: "0 Messenger of Allah, the
rich people have taken all the
reward. They offer Salat as we
offer Salat and they fast as we
fast, but they give charity from
their surplus wealth. He said:
'Has Allah not given you
something with which you may do
acts of charity? Every TasbIzah is
a charity, every TakbIrah is a
charity, every TajmIdah is a
charity, every TahlIlah is a
charity, enjoining what is good is
a charity, forbidding what is evil
is a charity, and (the intimacy of
one of you with his wife) is a
charity.' They said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, if one of us fulfils his
desire, will he be rewarded for
that?' He said: 'Do you not see
that if he did it in an unlawful
manner, there would be a burden
of sin on him for that? Similarly,
if he does it in a lawful manner,
he will be rewarded for it."

[23301 54 - (1007) 'Aishah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Every son of Adam has been
created with three hundred and
sixty joints. Whoever magnifies
Allah, praises Allah, proclaims
that there is none worthy of
worship but Allah, glorifies Allah,
asks Allah for forgiveness,
removes a rock, a thorn or a
bone from the path of the
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people, enjoins what is good or
forbids what is evil, the number
of those three hundred and sixty
joints - will walk that day having
saved himself from the Fire."
Abü Tawbah said: "Perhaps he
said: 'Will reach the evening."

[2331] ( ... ) Mu'âwiyah narrated:
"My brother Zaid narrated a
similar report (as no. 2330) to us
with this chain, except that he
said: 'or enjoins what is good'
and he said: 'he will reach the
evening on that day."
[2332] ( ... ) 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Every man has been created..."
a HadIth similar to that of
Mu'âwiyah from Zaid (no. 2330).
And he said: "He will walk that
day."

[2333] 55 - (1008) It was
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narrated from Sa'eed bin AbI
Burdah, from his father, from his
grandfather, that the Prophet
said: "Every Muslim must give
charity." It was said: "What if he
cannot find anything (to give)?"
He said: "Let him work with his
hands and benefit himself and
give charity." It was said: "What
if he cannot do that?" He said:
"Let him assist the one who is in
desperate need." It was said to
him: "What if he cannot do
that?" He said: "Let him enjoin
what is right or good." He said:
"What if he does not do that?"
He said: "Let him refrain from
doing evil, and that is an act of
charity."
[2334]... - (...) Shu'bah narrated
(a similar HadIth as no. 2333)
with the same chain.
[2335] 56 - (1009) Ma'mar bin
Hammâm bin Munabbih said:
This is what Abü Hurairah
narrated from Muhammad the
Messenger of Allah " - and he
quoted a number of AhadIt/,
including the following: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Every joint of a person must
perform an act of charity every
day on which the sun rises.' And
he said: 'Reconciling fairly
between two people is a charity.
Helping a man onto his mount or
lifting up his luggage onto it is a
charity. A good word is charity.
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Every step that you take walking
to prayer is a charity. Removing a
harmful thing from the road is a
charity."

L

Chapter 17. The One Who
Spends And The One Who
Withholds

t) - (W
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[23361 57 - (1010) It was
narrated that Abfl Hurairah
[said]: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'There is no day on
which people wake up, but two
Angels come down and one of
them says: 0 Allah, give more to
the one who spends, and the
other says: 0 Allah, send
destruction upon the one who
withholds."

Chapter 18. Encouragement To
I lye Charity Before There Is
No One To Accept It

[2337] 58 - (1011) Hârithah bin
Wahb said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allahiij say: 'Give
in charity, for soon a man will walk
about with his charity, and the one
to whom he wants to give it will
say: If you had come to us
yesterday we would have accepted
it, but now I have no need of it,"
and he will not find anyone to
accept it."
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[2338] 59
(1012) It was
narrated from Abü Müsâ that the
Prophet
said: "There will
come a time upon the people in
which a man will go around with
charity from gold, but he will not
find anyone to take it from him.
And a man will be seen being
followed by forty women seeking
his protection, because there will
be so few men and so many
women."
According to the report of Ibn
Barrâd: "you will see a man..."
-

(157) It was
[2339] 60
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"The Hour will not begin until
wealth increases and becomes
abundant, and until a man will go
out with the Zakât of his wealth
and will not find anyone to
accept it from him, and until the
land of the 'Arabs goes back to
being meadows with rivers."
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[2340] 61 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "The Hour will
not begin until wealth increases
among you, and becomes so
abundant that a wealthy man will
despair of finding someone to
accept charity from him. A man
will be called to it and he will
say: 'I have no need of it."
[23411 62 - (1013) It was
narrated that Abil Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'The earth will vomit out pieces
of its liver, like columns of gold
and silver. The murderer will
come and will say: "It was for this
that I killed." The one who
severed the ties of kinship will
come and say: "It was for this
that I severed the ties of
kinship." The thief will come and
say: "It was for this that my hand
was cut off." Then they will leave
it and not take anything from it."

Chapter 19. Acceptance Of
Charity That Comes From
Good (Tayyib) Earnings, And
The Growth Thereof
[2342] 63 - (1014) Abü
Hurairah said: "The Messenger
of Allah it said: 'No one gives
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charity earned from a good
(Tayib) source - and Allah does
not accept anything but that
which is good (Ta)yib) - but the
Most Merciful takes it in His
Right Hand - even if it is a date and it is tended in the Hand of
the Most Merciful until it
becomes bigger than a mountain,
as one of you tends his colt or
young camel."

[2343] 64 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah ç said: "No
one gives in charity a date earned
from a good (Ta)yib) source, but
Allah takes it in His Right Hand
and tends it as one of you tends
his colt or young she-camel, until
it becomes like a mountain, or
bigger."

[2344] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Suhail with this chain (a similar
Hadith as no. 2343).
In the Ijaditli of Rawb it says:
"Earned from a good (Tayyib)
source, and allocates it to the
right place." In the IIadIih of
Sulaimân it says: "and allocates
to its place."
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[2345] ( ... ) A HadIth similar to
that of Ya'qüb from Suhail (no.
2343) was narrated from Abü
Sâlili from Abfi Hurairah.

[23461 65 - (1015) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'0 people, Allah is Tayyib (good)
and does not accept anything but
that which is good. Allah has
enjoined upon the believers that
which He has enjoined upon the
Messengers. He says: 0 (you)
Messengers! Eat of the Tayyibat
[the lawful] and do righteous deeds.
Verily, I am Well-Acquainted with
what you do",11 and He says: 0
you who believe! Eat of the lawful
things that We have provided you
with...,[21 Then he mentioned a
man who has undertaken a lengthy
journey and is disheveled and dusty,
raising his hands towards heaven
and saying: '0 Lord, 0 Lord!' But
his food is unlawful, his drink is
unlawful, his clothing is unlawful,
and he is nourished with what is
unlawful, so how can he receive a
response?"

11]

[2]

A1-Mu'minân 23:51.
A1-Baqarah 2:172.
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Chapter 20. Encouragement To
Give Charity Even If It Is With
Half A Date Or A Kind Word,
And Charity Is A Shield
Against The Fire
[23471 66 - (1016) It was
narrated that 'Adiyy bin Hâtim
said: "I heard the Prophet
say:
'Whoever among you can shield
himself from the Fire, even with
half a date, let him do so."

[2348 67 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Adiyy bin Hâtim said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'There is no one among you to
whom Allah will not speak
(directly), with no interpreter
between them. He will look to his
right and will not see anything
but what he had sent on before,
and he will look to his left and
will not see anything but what he
had sent on before, and he will
look in front of him and will not
sec anything but the Fire, right in
front of his face. So protect
yourselves from the Fire, even if
it is with half a date."
Ibn Hujr added: "Al-A'mash
said: "Amr bin Murrah narrated
a similar report to me from
Khaithamah, and he added:
"even if it is with a kind word."
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[2349] 68 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Adiyy bin Hâtim said: "The
Messenger of Allah iii
mentioned the Fire, and he spoke
in a very somber manner and
said: 'Protect yourselves from the
Fire.' He spoke in such a somber
manner that we thought that it
was as if he was looking at it.
Then he said: 'Protect yourselves
from the Fire even if it is with
half a date, and whoever does
not have that, then with a kind
word."

[2350] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Adiyy bin Hâtim that the
Messenger of Allah
mentioned the Fire and sought
refuge with Allah from it, then he
turned his face away three times,
then he said: "Protect yourselves
from the Fire even if it is with
half a date, and if you do not
have that, then with a kind
word."

[2351] 69 - (1017) It was
narrated from Al-Mundhir bin
JarIr that his father said: "We
were with the Messenger of Allah
during the beginning of the
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day when some people came who
were barefoot and (partially) naked,
wearing (torn) Namirahs,1 or
'Abâyahs,t 21 with their swords
hanging from their necks. Most of
them, if not all of them, were from
Mudar. The expression of the
Messenger of Allah j changed
because of what he saw in them of
poverty. He went in, then he came
out and ordered Bilâl to call the
A_d_hân and the Iqâmah. He
prayed, then he addressed (the
people) and said: '0 mankind! Be
dutiful to your Lord, Who created
you from a single person
(Adam) ...131 until the end of the
verse, and the verse in Al-Hajhr:
"0 you who believe! Fear Allah
and keep your duty to Him. And
let every person look to what he
has sent forth for the morrow."14 '
So people gave DInâr, Dirham,
clothing, a Sâ' of wheat and a Sâ'
of dates" - (mentioning examples)
until he said: and even half a date.
Then a man from among the Anâr
brought a money bag which his
hands could hardly lift, in fact he
could not lift it, and the people
came one after another until I saw
two piles of food and clothing, and
I saw the face of the Messenger of
Allah
glistening like gold
(because of happiness). The
Messenger of Allah
said:
[1] See earlier.
[2] A type of cloak.
[3]An-Nisâ' 4:1.
[4]Al-Has/jr 59:18.
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'Whoever sets a good precedent in
Islam will have the reward for that
and the reward of those who do it
after him, without that detracting
from their reward in the slightest.
And whoever sets a bad precedent
in Islam will bear the burden of sin
for that, and the burden of those
who do it after him, without that
detracting from their burden in
the slightest."

a W.41 .
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[2352] ( ... ) Al-Mundhir bin Jarlr
narrated that his father said: "We
were with the Messenger of Allah
ç early one morning..." a Hadith
like that of Ibn Ja'far. In the
Haduiji of Ibn Mu'âdh it adds:
"Then he prayed Zuhr, then he
delivered a speech."

[2353] 70 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Al-Mundhir bin JarIr that
his father said: "I was sitting with
the Prophet ç when some
people came to him, wearing
Namirahs..." and he quoted the
same HadIth (no. 2351). In it he
said: "Then he () prayed Zuhr,
then he ascended a small Minbar,
where he praised and glorified
Allah, then he said: 'To proceed:

The Book Of ZaIthi
Indeed Allah has revealed in His
Book: "0 mankind! Be dutiful to
your Lord...'t11 mentioning the
verse."

[2354] 71 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jarir bin 'Abdullâh said:
"Some Bedouin people came to
the Messenger of Allah
,
wearing wool. He saw the bad
state they were in, and that they
were in need..." and he quoted a
similar Had&]j (as no.

Chapter 21. Carrying Goods
For Payment And Giving
Charity Out Of One's Wages,
And The Stern Prohibition Of
Belittling The One Who Gives
Something Small In Charity
[2355] 72 - (1018) It was
narrated that Abü Mas'üd said:
"We were commanded to give
charity - and we were bearers
(who carried goods for payment).
Abü 'AqIl gave half a â' in
charity and someone brought
more than that. The hypocrites
said: 'Allah has no need of the
charity of this man, and the other
one only did it to show off.' Then
the following verse was revealed:
[1]

An-Nisâ' 4:1.
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Those who defame such of the
believers who give charity
voluntarily, and such who could
not find to give charity except
what is available to them... ." Ill

[2356] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Shu'bah with this chain (a similar
HadIth as no. 2355). In the
HadIth of Sa'eed bin Ar-RabI' it
says: "We used to carry (goods)
on our backs."

Chapter 22. The Virtue Of
Giving Gifts

(r

[23571 73 - (1019) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah
) said: "Is
(that the Prophet
there anyone who can lend a
family a she-camel which will
produce a large bowl of milk
morning and evening; for the
reward for that is great."

74 - (1020) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
[2358]

At-Tawbah 9:79.
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the Prophet
forbade (some
things) and he mentioned certain
characteristics. He said: "Whoever
lends a female animal will get
reward in the morning and in the
evening, when it is milked in the
morning and when it is milked in
the evening."

Chapter 23. The Likeness Of
The Giver And The Miser
[2359] 75 - (1021) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet said: "The likeness
of the one who spends and gives
charity is that of a man who is
wearing two cloaks or two coats
of chain-mail from his chest to his
collar bone. When he wants to give
in charity, it becomes expanded
for him. But when the miser wants
to spend, it contracts for him and
each ring grips its place, (but for
the giver it expands) until it covers
his fingertips and erases his
footsteps." Abü Hurairah said:
"He (j) said: '(The miser) tries to
expand it but it will not expand."
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[2360] 76 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
likened
the miser and the charity-giver to
two men who are wearing coats
of mail, with their hands pressed
to their chests and collar bones.
Every time the giver gives charity,
it expands for him until it covers
his fingertips and erases his
footsteps. But every time the
miser tries to give charity, it
contracts and every ring grips its
place." He said: "And I saw the
Messenger of Allah
gesture
with his fingers at the neck of his
garment, as if trying to expand it
but it would not expand."

[2361] 77 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'The
likeness of the miser and the
charity-giver is that of two men
wearing coats of mail. Every time
the giver thinks of giving charity,
it expands for him until it erases
his footsteps. But when the miser
thinks of giving charity, it
contracts and presses his hands
against his collarbone, and each
ring clings to its place." He said:
"And I heard the Messenger of
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Allah
saying: 'He tries to
expand it but he cannot."

:JZ

Chapter 24. Confirmation Of
The Reward Of The One Who
Gives Charity, Even If The
Charity Ends Up In The Hands
Of An Evildoer, And The Like
[2362] 78 - (1022) It was
narrated from AN Hurairah that
said: "A man
the Prophet
said: 'I am going to give charity
tonight.' He went out with his
charity and placed it in the hand
of a prostitute. The next morning
they said: 'Last night he gave
charity to a prostitute.' He said:
'0 Allah, praise be to You (I
gave charity) for a prostitute. I
am going to give charity (again).'
He went out with his charity and
placed it in the hand of a rich
man. The next morning, they
said: 'Last night he gave charity
to a rich man.' He said: '0 Allah,
to You be praise (I gave charity)
for a rich man. I am going to give
charity (again).' He went out with
his charity and placed it in the
hands of a thief. The next
morning, they said: 'He gave
charity to a thief.' He said: '0
Allah, to You be praise, for (I
gave charity to) a prostitute, a
rich man and a thief.' It was said
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to him: 'As for your charity, it
has been accepted. As for the
prostitute, perhaps it will be the
cause of her refraining from
fornication; as for the rich man,
perhaps he will learn a lesson
and spend from that which Allah
has given him; and as for the
thief, perhaps it will be the cause
of his refraining from stealing."
Chapter 25. The Reward Of
The Trustworthy Trustee, 11
And If A Woman Gives Charity
From Her Husband's House
Without Causing Any Damage,
With His Explicit Or Implicit
Permission
[2363] 79 - (1023) It was
narrated from AbCi Müsâ that the
Prophet
said: "The trustworthy
Muslim trustee who does as he is
commanded - and sometimes he
said - gives what he is commanded
to give, giving it in full and
willingly, to those to whom he is
commanded to give it, is one of the
givers of charity."
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[23641 80 - (1024) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'If a
A1-10iâzin: One who stores something.
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woman spends from the food that
is in her house, without causing
any damage, she will have the
reward for what she spends, and
her husband will have the reward
for what he earned, and the
trustee will have a similar reward,
without their rewards detracting
from one another."

[2365] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Mansür with this chain (a similar
Ijadith as no. 2365), and he said:
"From her husband's food."

[2366] 81 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Ai.hah said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'If a woman
spends from her husband's house
without causing any damage, she
will have the reward for that, and
he will have a similar reward for
what he earned, and she will have
a reward for what she spent, and
the trustee will have a similar
reward, without their rewards
being diminished in the slightest."

[2367] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2366) was narrated from AlA'mash with this chain.
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Chapter 26. What A Slave
Spends Of His Master's Wealth
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[2368] 82 - (1025) It was
narrated that 'Umair, the freed
slave of Abü A]-Labm, said: "I
was a slave, and I asked the
Messenger of Allah
: 'Can I
give charity from the wealth of
my master?' He said: 'Yes, and
the reward will be shared equally
between you."

[2369] 83 - ( ... ) 'Umair, the
freed slave of Abü Al-Lahm,
said: "My master ordered me to
cut some meat into strips, and a
poor person came to me so, I fed
him some of it. My master found
out about that and beat me. I
went to the Messenger of Allah
and told him about that and
he summoned him and said:
'Why did you beat him?' He said:
'He gave my food without
instructions from me.' He said:
'The reward is shared between
you."
[2370] 84 - (1026) It was
narrated that Hammâm bin
Munabbih said: This is what Abü
Hurairah narrated from
Muhammad the Messenger of
Allah
" - and he quoted a
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number of A hadWi, including the
following: "And the Messenger of
Allah il said: 'No woman should
fast while her husband is present
without his permission, and she
should not allow anyone
(superoragative Fastings) to enter
his house while he is present
without his permission, and
whatever she spends from his
earnings without instructions
from him, half of the reward will
go to him."
Chapter 27. The Virtue Of The
One Who Does Other Kinds Of
Good Deeds In Addition To
Giving Charity
[2371] 85 - (1027) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah jiI, said:
"Whoever gives a pair of
anything in the cause of Allah, he
will be called in Paradise: '0
slave of Allah, this is good.'
Whoever was one of the people
of prayer will be called from the
gate of prayer. Whoever was one
of the people of Jihâd will be
called from the gate of Jihâd.
Whoever was one of the people
of charity will be called from the
gate of charity. Whoever was one
of the people of fasting will be
called from the gate of ArRayyân.' Abü Bakr A-iddIq
said: '0 Messenger of Allah!
There is no need for anyone to
be called from all these gates, but
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will anyone be called from all of
them?' The Messenger of Allah
ii said: 'Yes, and I hope that
you will be one of them."

[2372] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (no.
2371) was narrated from AzZuhri with the chain of Yünus.

[2373] 86 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Salamah bin 'AbdurRahmân that he heard Abü
Hurairah say: "The Messenger of
said: 'Whoever gives a
Allah
pair of anything in the cause of
Allah, he will be called by the
gatekeepers of Paradise: '0 soand-so, come!" Abü Bakr said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, that one
who has not lost. The Messenger
of Allah iiA said: 'I hope that you
will be one of them."
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[2374] 87 - (1028) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Who among you fasted today?'
Abü Bakr [may Allah be pleased
with him] said: 'I did.' He said:
'Who among you attended a
funeral today?' Abü Bakr [may
Allah be pleased with him] said:
'I did.' He said: 'Who among you
fed a poor person today?' Abü
Bakr [may Allah be pleased with
him] said: 'I did.' He said: 'Who
among you visited a sick person
today?' Abü Bakr [may Allah be
pleased with him] said: 'I did.'
The Messenger of Allah jg5, said:
'These qualities are not combined
in a man but he will enter
Paradise."

Chapter 28. Encouragement To
Spend, And It Is Disliked To
Count How Much

- (A
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[2375] 88 - (1029) It was
narrated that Asmâ' bint AbI
Bakr [may Allah be pleased with
her] said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said to me: 'Spend and
do not count how much, lest
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Allah count how much He
bestows upon you."

[2376] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Asmâ' said: "The Messenger of
Allah ç said: 'Spend and do not
count how much, lest Allah count
how much He bestows upon you,
and do not hoard lest Allah
withhold from you."

[2377] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Abbâd bin Hamzah, from Asmâ',
that the Prophet
said to her:...
a similar HadIth (as no. 2375).

[2378] 89 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Asmâ' bint AbI Bakr that
and
she came to the Prophet
said: "0 Prophet of Allah, I do
not have anything but that which
Az-Zubair gives me. Is there any
sin on me if I spend from what is
given to me?" He said: "Spend
whatever you can, and do not
hoard, lest Allah withhold from
you."
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Chapter 29. Encouragement To
Give In Charity Even If It Is A
Little, And A Little Should Not
Be Withhold Because One
Thinks It Is Too Little
[2379] 90 - (1030) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
used
to say: "0 Muslim women, no
woman should look down on a
gift given by her neighbor, even if
it is the meat from a sheep's
hoof."

Chapter 30. The Virtue Of
Concealing (what is given in)
Charity
[2380] 91 - (1031) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet ; said: "There are
seven whom Allah will shade '9th
His shade on the Day when
will be no shade but His: A just
ruler; a young man who grows up
worshipping Allah; a man whose
heart is attached to the Masjid;
two men who love one another
for the sake of Allah, they meet
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and part on that basis; a man
who is called (to sin) by a woman
of status and beauty, but he says:
'I fear Allah'; a man who gives
charity so secretly that his right
hand does not know what his left
hand is giving; and a man who
remembers Allah when he is
alone and his eyes fill with tears."

[2381] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Sa'eed Al-KhudrI - or from
Abü Hurairah - that the
Messenger of Allah
said... a
HadIth like that of 'Ubaidullâh
(no 2380). And he said: "A man
who is attached to the Masjid
when he leaves it, until he comes
back to it."

Chapter 31. The Best Of
Charity Is That Which Is Given
When One Is Healthy And
Inclined To Be Stingy
[2382] 92 - (1032) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"A man came to the Messenger
of Allah
and said: '0
Messenger of Allah, what kind of
charity is greatest?' He said: 'To
give charity when you are healthy
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and inclined to be stingy, fearing
poverty and hoping to be
wealthy. Do not put it off until
(your soul) reaches the throat
and you say: "Such-and-such is
for so-and-so, and such-and-such
is for so-and-so." No, it has
already become the property of
so-and-so."
[2383] 93 - (...) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "A man
came to the Prophet
and said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, what kind
of charity brings the greatest
reward?' He said: 'By your father,
I shall tell you. Give charity when
you are healthy and inclined to
be stingy, fearing poverty and
hoping to live, and do not put it
off until (your soul) reaches the
throat and you say: "Such-andsuch is for so-and-so, and suchand-such is for so-and-so." No, it
has already become the property
of so-and-so."
[2384] ( ... ) A HadIth similar (as
no. 2382) to that of JarIr was
narrated by 'Umârah bin AlQa'qâ' with this chain, except
that he said: "What kind of
charity is best?"
Chapter 32. The Upper Hand
Is Better Than The Lower
Hand, And The Upper Hand Is
The One That Gives And The
Lower Hand Is The One That
Receives
[23851 94
94 - (1033) It was
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narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar, that the Messenger of
Allah said - while he was on the
Minbar, speaking about charity
and refraining from begging: "The
upper hand is better than the
lower hand, and the upper hand is
the one that gives, and the lower
hand is the one that receives."

[23861 95 - (1034) Hakim bin
Hizâm narrated that the
Messenger of Allah
said: "The
best of charity is that which is
given when one can afford it, and
the upper hand is better than the
lower hand. And start with those
who are under your care."

[2387] 96 - (1035) It was
narrated that Hakim bin Hizâm
said: "I asked the Prophet
and
he gave to me, then I asked him
and he gave to me, then I asked
him and he gave to me, then he
said: 'This wealth is green and
fresh; whoever takes it without
asking for it, it will be blessed for
him, but whoever takes it with
longing, it will not be blessed for
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him and he will be like the one
who eats and is not satisfied. And
the upper hand is better than the
lower hand."

[2388] 97 - (1036) Abü
Umâmah said: "The Messenger
of Allah ç said: '0 son of
Adam, spending of your surplus
wealth is good for you, and
withholding it is bad for you. You
will not be blamed if you keep
what you need to live on. Start
with those who are under your
care, and the upper hand is
better than the lower hand."

Chapter 33. The Prohibition Of
Begging
[2389] 98 - (1037) Mu'âwiyah
said: "Be cautious with regard to
(the narration of) Ahaditli, except
a I adith that was in circulation at
the time of 'Umar, for 'Umar
used to make the people fear
Allah, [the Mighty and Sublime].
I heard the Messenger of Allah
say: 'If Allah wants good for a
person, He causes him to
understand Islam.' And I heard
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the Messenger of Allah
say: 'I
am just a trustee. If I give to
someone willingly, it will be
blessed for him, but if I give to
someone because he asked for it
and was greedy, he will be like
the one who eats but is not
satisfied."

[2390] 99
(1038) It was
narrated that Mu'âwiyah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Do not persist in asking, for by
Allah, because there is no one
who asks me for something, and
gets something by asking me for
it while I am reluctant to give it
to him, and is blessed therein."

[2391] ( ... ) It was narrated that
'Amr bin Dlnâr said: "Wahb bin
Munabbih narrated to me - when
I entered upon him in his house
in San'd' and he gave me some
nuts to eat - that his brother said:
'I heard Mu'âwiyah bin AbI
Sufyân say: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say..." and
he mentioned something similar
(to no. 2390)".
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[23921 100 - (1037) Humaid bin
'Abdur-Rahmân bin 'Awf said: 'I
heard Mu'âwiyah bin AN Sufyân
say, while he was delivering a
Khutbah: I heard the Messenger
of Allah
say: "When Allah
wants good for a person, he
causes him to understand Islam. I
am just the distributor, and it is
Allah Who gives."

Chapter 34. The Poor Person
Who Cannot Find Enough To
Make Him Independent Of
Means, But The People Do Not
Realize That He Is In Need, So
They Do Not Give Charity To
Him
[2393] 101 - (1039) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah jok, said:
"The poor person is not the one
who goes around to people and is
given a mouthful or two, or a
date or two." They said: "Then
who is the poor person, 0
Messenger of Allah?" He said:
"The one who cannot find
enough to make him independent
of means, but the people do not
realize that he is in need, so, they
do not give charity to him, and
he does not ask the people for
anything."
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[2394] 102 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said: "The
poor person is not the one who
may be sent away with a date or
two, or a mouthful or two.
Rather the poor person is the
one who refrains from asking.
Recite if you wish: ...They do not
beg of people at all ...."111
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[2395] ( ... ) Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said..." a HadIth like that of
Ismâ'Il (2394).

Chapter 35. It Is Disliked To
Beg From People
[23961 103 - (1040) It was
narrated from Hamzah bin
'Abdullâh, from his father, that
the Prophet
said: "One of you
will keep on begging until he
meets Allah with not a bit of
flesh on his face."
[1]

A1-Baqarah 2:273.
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[2397] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2396) was narrated from the
brother of Az-ZuhrI, but he did
not mention the word Muz'ah (a
bit).
[2398] 104 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Hamzah bin 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar that he heard his father
say: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'A man will keep on begging
from people until he comes on
the Day of Resurrection with not
a bit of flesh on his face."

[2399] 105 - (1041) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whoever begs from the people
in order to accumulate wealth, it
is as if he is asking for a live coal,
so let him ask for a little or a
lot."

[2400] 106 - (1042) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:

[t]
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"I heard the Messenger of Allah
say: 'For one of you to go out
and gather firewood on his back,
then give it in charity and make
himself independent of people
thereby, is better than asking a
man who may give to him or
withhold from him. And the
upper hand is better than the
lower hand, and start with those
who are under your care."

[2401] ( ... ) Qais bin Abl Hâzim
said: "We came to Abü Hurairah
and he said: 'The Prophet ;
said: "By Allah, for one of you to
go out and carry firewood on his
back and sell it" then he
mentioned to the a HadIth similar
narration of Bayyân (no. 2400)."

[2402] 107 - (...) Abü Hurairah
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'If one of you were to tie
together a bundle of firewood
and carry it on his back and sell
it, that would be better for him
than asking a man who may give
him (something) or withhold
from him."
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[2403] 108 - (1043) 'Awf bin
Málik Al-Ashja'I said: "We were
with the Messenger of Allah ,
nine, or eight, or seven (people),
and he said: 'Will you not pledge
allegiance to the Messenger of
Allah ?' We had only recently
pledged our allegiance, so we
said: 'We have sworn our
allegiance to you, 0 Messenger
of Allah.' He said: 'Will you not
pledge allegiance to the
Messenger of Allah ?' We said:
'We have already pledged our
allegiance to you, 0 Messenger
of Allah.' Then he said: 'Will you
not pledge allegiance to the
Messenger of Allah ?' We held
out our hands and said: 'We
pledge our allegiance to you, 0
Messenger of Allah. Tell us on
what basis we should pledge
allegiance to you?' He said: 'On
the basis that you will worship
Allah and not associate anything
with Him, and (you will perform)
the five daily prayers, and you
will obey Allah' - and he
whispered - 'and you will not ask
the people for anything.' I saw
that some of those people, if they
dropped a whip, they would not
ask anyone to hand it to them."
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Chapter 36. The One For
Whom It Is Permissible To Ask
For Help
[24041 109 - (1044) It was
narrated that Qabisah bin
Mulchâriq A1-HiIâlI said: "I
incurred a debt (in order to
reconcile between two parties)
and I came to the Messenger of
Allah
to ask him (for help)
with it. He said: 'Stay with us
until the charity comes, and we
will order that something be
given to you.' Then he said: '0
QabIsah, asking for help is not
permissible except in one of three
cases: A man who has incurred a
debt (in order to reconcile
between two parties), for whom it
is permissible to ask for help
until he has paid it off, then he
should refrain; a man who has
been stricken by a calamity that
has destroyed all his wealth, for
whom it is permissible to ask for
help until he gets enough to get
by' - or he said - 'he gets enough
to meet his basic needs; and a
man who is stricken by poverty
and three men of wisdom among
his people acknowledge that Soand-so has been stricken by
poverty, then it becomes
permissible for him to ask for
help until he gets enough to get
by' - or he said- 'to meet his basic
needs. Apart from these cases
asking for help, 0 QabIsah, is
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unlawful, and the one who begs is
consuming something unlawful."
Chapter 37. It Is Permissible
To Take Without Asking For It
Or Hoping For It
[2405] 110 - (1045) 'Umar bin
Al - Ihattâb (may Allah be
pleased with him) said: "The
used to
Messenger of Allah
give us things, and I would say:
'Give it to one who is more in
need of it than I.' Then on one
occasion he gave me something,
and I said: 'Give it to one who is
more in need of it than I,' and
the Messenger of Allah
said:
'Take it. Whatever of this wealth
comes to you when you are not
hoping for it or asking for it, take
it, otherwise do not follow after
it."

[2406] 111 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sâlim bin 'Abdullâh from
his father, that the Messenger of
Allah
used to give things to
'Umar bin Al-Khattâb, may Allah
be pleased with him, and 'Umar
would say to him: "0 Messenger
of Allah, give it to one who is
more in need of it than me." The
Messenger of Allah
said to
him: "Take it, and keep it, or
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give it in charity. Whatever
comes to you of this wealth when
you are not hoping for it or
asking for it, take it, otherwise do
not hanker after it."
Sâlim said: "Because of that, Ibn
'Umar did not ask anyone for
anything, and he did not refuse
anything that was given to him."

[2407] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Abdullâh bin As-Sa'dI, from
'Umar bin A1-attâb [may Allah
be pleased with him], from the
Messenger of Allah .

[2408] 112 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn As-Sa'dI A]-MâlikI said:
"Umar bin Al-ISlhattâb [may
Allah be pleased with him]
appointed me in charge of the
charity, and when I had finished
with it and handed it over to him,
he ordered that I be given some
remuneration. I said: 'I only did
it for the sake of Allah and my
reward is with Allah.' He said:
'Take what is given to you. I was
appointed to do some work at
the time of the Messenger of
Allah ii and he gave me some
remuneration, and I said the
same as you have said, but the
Messenger of Allah ii said to
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me: If you are given something
without asking for it, then take it
and give charity."
[2409] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Ibn As-Sa'dI said: "Umar bin Alhattâb [may Allah be pleased
with him] appointed me in charge
of the charity..." a Hadith like
that of Al-Laith (no. 2409).

z;

Chapter 38. It Is Disliked To
Be Eager To Acquire Worldly
Gains
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[2410] 113 - (1046) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "The heart
of an old man remains young
with regard to two things: Love
of life and of wealth."

[2411] 114 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah said: "The
heart of an old man remains
young with regard to the love of
two things: A long life and
wealth."
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[2412] 115 - (1047) It was
narrated that Anas said: "The
Messenger of Allah ii said: 'The
son of Adam grows old, but two
things remain young in him:
Desire for wealth, and desire for
a (long) life."

[2413] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Anas that the Prophet of Allah
said:... a similar report (as no.
2412).

[2414] (...) A similar report (as
no. 2412) was narrated from
Anas bin Mâlik, from the
Prophet .

Chapter 39. If The Son Of
Adam Had Two Valleys He
Would Desire A Third
[24151 116 - (1048) It was
narrated that Anas said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'If
the son of Adam had two valleys
of wealth he would desire a third,
but nothing will fill the belly of
the son of Adam but dust. And
Allah accepts the repentance of
the one who repents."
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[24161 ( ... ) It was narrated that
Ana: in Mâlik said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say - and
I do not know whether it was
something that was revealed to
him or something that he said ..." similar to w1t was narrated
by Abü 'Awânah (o. 2415).

[2417
- ( ... ) It was narrated
from
11at the Messenger of
Allah
said: "If the ion of
Adam had a valley of god, he
would want to have another
valley, but nothing will ever fill
his mouth but dust. And Allah
accepts the repentance of the one
who repents."

[2418] 118 - (1049) Ibn 'Abbâs
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah
say: 'If the son of Adam
had a valley full of wealth, he
would want to have another, but
nothing will satisfy the son of
Adam but dust. And Allah
accepts the repentance of the one
who repents."
Ibn 'Abbâs said: "I do not know
whether this is from the Qur'ân
or not."
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According to the report of
Zuhair he said: "I do not know
whether it is from the Qur'ân" and he did not mention Ibn
'Abbâs.

[2419] 119 - (1050) It was
narrated from Abü Harb bin
AbI A1-Aswad that his father
said: "Abü Müsa Al-Ash'arI was
sent to the reciters of the
people of A1-Basrah, and three
hundred men who had
memorized the Qur'ân entered
upon him. He said: 'You are
the best of the people of AlBasrah and their reciters, so
recite it, but do not let a long
life cause your hearts to become
hardened as did the hearts of
those who came before you. We
used to recite a Sarah which we
likened in length and power to
Sarah Baâ'ah (At-Tawbah), then
I was caused to forget it, but I
remember of it (the words): "If
the son of Adam had two
valleys of wealth he would
desire a third, but nothing will
fill the belly of the son of Adam
but dust." And we used to
recite a Sarah which we likened
to one of the Musabbihât, but I
was caused to forget it, but I
remember from it the words: "0
you who believe! Why do you
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say that which you do not
do?"['] It will be written as a
testimony on your necks, and
you will be questioned about it
on the Day of Resurrection."
Chapter 40. The Virtue Of
Contentment And
Encouragement Thereof
[24201 120 - (1051) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Richness is not abundance of
(worldly) goods, rather richness is
richness of the heart."

Chapter 41. Warning Against
Being Deceived By The
Splendor And Luxury Of This
World
[2421] 121 - (1052) Abfl Sa'eed
Al-Ichudri said: "The Messenger
of Allah % stood up and
addressed the people and said:
'No, by Allah, I do not fear for
you, 0 people, anything but that
which Allah will bring forth for
you of the splendor of the life of
this world.' A man said: '0
Messenger of Allah, does good
produce evil?' The Messenger of
Allah
remained silent for a
moment, then he said: 'What did
you say?' He said: 'I said: '0
E] As-Saff 61:2.
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Messenger of Allah, does good
produce evil?' The Messenger of
Allah
said to him: 'Good does
not produce anything but good,
or better than it. Everything that
grows in the spring may either
kill or make the animals sick,
except if an animal eats its fill of
greenery; it eats, then when its
flanks are stretched, it turns to
face the sun and defecates or
urinates, then it chews its cud,
then it comes back and eats
more. Whoever acquires wealth
lawfully, it will be blessed for
him, but whoever takes wealth
unlawfully, he is like the one who
eats and is never satisfied."

[2422] 122 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Sa'eed Al-Khudri that
the Messenger of Allah ç said:
"What I fear for you the most is
that which Allah will bring forth
for you of the splendor of the life
of this world." They said: "What
is the splendor of the life of this
world, 0 Messenger of Allah?"
He said: "The blessings of the
earth." They said: "0 Messenger
of Allah, does good produce
evil?" He said: "Good produces
nothing but good, good produces
nothing but good, good produces
nothing but good. Everything that
grows in the spring may either
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kill or make the animals sick,
except if an animal eats its fill of
greenery; it eats, then when its
flanks are stretched, it turns to
face the sun, then it chews its cud
and urinates and defecates, then
it goes back and eats again. This
wealth is fresh and sweet.
Whoever acquires it lawfully, and
spends it lawfully, what a good
help he is, but whoever acquires
it unlawfully will be like the one
who eats and is never satisfied."

[2423] 123 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Sa'eed Al-Khudrl said:
"The Messenger of Allah
sat
on the Minbar and we sat around
him, and he said: 'One of the
things that I fear for you after I
am gone is the splendor and
adornment of the life of this
world that will be made available
to you.' A man said: 'Does good
produce evil, 0 Messenger of
Allah?' The Messenger of Allah
remained silent and it was
said to (that man): 'What is the
matter with you? Why do you
speak to the Messenger of Allah
when he does not speak to
you?' We thought that he ()
was receiving Revelation, then he
came to and wiped away the
sweat and said: 'Where is the one
who was asking?' - as if he was
praising him. Then he said:
'Good does not produce evil.
Everything that grows in the
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spring may either kill or make
the animals sick, except if an
animal eats its fill of greenery; it
eats until when its flanks are
stretched, it turns to face the sun
and defecates and urinates, then
it grazes. This wealth is fresh and
sweet. What a good companion
he is to the Muslim who gives it
to the poor, orphans and
wayfarers. Whoever acquires it
unlawfully is like the one who
eats and is not satisfied, and it
will be a witness against him on
the Day of Resurrection."

Chapter 42. The Virtue Of
Refraining From Asking And
Being Patient And Content

ZcUitj ,aij

(i r zL,-jl)
[2424] 124 - (1053) It was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed AlIudrl that some people from
among the Anâr asked the
Messenger of Allahij and he
gave them, then they asked him
and he gave them, until what he
had was exhausted. He said:
"Whatever I have of good, I will
never withhold from you, but
whoever refrains from asking,
Allah will make him content,
whoever seeks to be independent
of means, Allah will make him
independent, and whoever is
patient Allah will bestow
patience upon him, and no one is
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ever given anything better and
more generous than patience."
[2425] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2424) was narrated from AzZuhrI with this chain.

Chapter 43. Sufficient
Provision And Contentment
[2426] 125 - (1054) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
'Amr bin Al-'As that the
Messenger of Allah
said: "He
has succeeded who accepts Islam
and is given sufficient provision,
and Allah makes him content
with what He has given him."

[2427] 126 - (1055) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
'Allâhummaj'al rizqa au
muhammadin quwtâ (0 Allah,
make the provision of the family
of Muhammad (no more than)
sufficient.)"

Ls-1L.3 (. . .)
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Chapter 44. Giving To Those
Whose Hearts Have Been
Inclined (Towards Islam) And To
Those For Whose Faith There Is
Fear If They Are Not Given
Anything. Awl rtting Up With
The One Wh 9 tsks Rudely Du.
To Ignorance, And The I1iawâri)
And Rulings Regarding Them
[24281 127 - (1056) It was
narrated that Salman bin RabI'ah
said: 'Umar bin Al-Ihattâb (May
Allah he pleased with him) said:
The Messenger of Allah
shared out (some wealth) and I
said: "By Allah, 0 Messenger of
Allah, others deserved to have it
more than these people." He
said: "They gave me the choic of
having them ask importunately or
regard me as a miser, and I am
not a miser."
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[2429] 128 - (1057) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "I was walking with the
Messenger of Allah
and he
was wearing a NajrânI Ridâ' with
a thick border. A Bedouin came
up to him and roughly grabbed
him by his Ridâ', and I could see
the marks left on the neck of the
Messenger of Allah
by the
border of his Ridâ', because of
the rough manner in which he
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grabbed him. Then he said: '0
Muhammad! Order that I be
given some of the wealth of Allah
that is with you!' The Messenger
of Allah , turned to him and
smiled, then he ordered that he
be given something."

[24301( ... ) This kiadiLh was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik,
(a -iadWth
from the Prophet
similar to no. 2430)
In the HadIth of 'Ikriiiah bin
'Ammâr is the addition: "Then
he grabbed him, and the Prophel
of Allah
was pulled backwads
towards to that Bedouin."
In the HadIth of Hammâm: "He
grabbed him (so roughly) that the
Burd tore, and its border was left
around the neck of the
Messenger of Allah .

[2431] 129 - (1058) It was
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narrated that Al-Miswar bin
Makhramah said: "The Messenger
of Allah
distributed some
cloaks and he did not give anything to
Makhramah. Makhramah said: '0
my son, let us go to the Messenger of
Allah .' So I went with him and
he said: 'Go in and call him for
me. e I called him, and he ()
c:niL. oil wearing one of those
coks ad said: 'I kept this one lOt
c looked at him and sad:
raramah is pleased."
,

)

[2432] 130 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that A-Mswar bin Makramah
said: "Some cloaks were hr('ight
t) the Messenger of Allah
.,
arid my father Makh!amm' aid
to mc: 'Let us go to him: perhaps
he wi,'i dive us one o them.' My
father stood at the door and
spoke, a d the Prophet
recognized his voice and came out,
carrying a ,.loak and displaying it
to him, and saying: 'I kept this one
for you, I kept this one for you."

4A.) - ( o

Chapter 45. Giving To One For
Whose Faith One Fears
[2433] 131 - (150) It was
narrated from Sa'd: "The Messenger
of Allah
gave something to a
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group of people among whom I
was sitting, and the Messenger of
Allah left out one man without
giving him anything, and he was
the best of them in my view. I went
and
to the Messenger of Allah
whispered to him: '0 Messenger
of Allah, what about so-and-so?
By Allah, I think that he is a
believer.' He said: 'Or a Muslim.' I
remained silent for a while, then
what I knew of him got the better
of me, and I said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, what about so-and-so? By
Allah, I think that he is a believer.'
He said: 'Or a Muslim.' I remained
silent for a while, then what I knew
of him got the better of me, and I
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, what
about so-and-so? By Allah, I think
that he is a believer.' He said: 'Or a
Muslim.' He said: 'I may give
something to a man although
someone else is dearer to me than
him, lest he be thrown into the
Fire on his face."
In the HadIth of A1-HulwânI, the
words are repeated twice.

[2434] ( ... ) A HadIth similar to
that of Salib (no. 2433) from AzZuhrI was narrated (by others)
from Az-Zuhrl with this chain.
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[2435] (...) It was narrated that
Ismâ'Il bin Muhammad bin Sa'd
said: "I heard Muhammad bin
Sa'd narrating this" - meaning,
the HadIth of Az-ZuhrI which is
quoted above (no. 2434) - and in
his HadIth he said: "The
Messenger of Allah Q-% struck me
with his hand between my neck
and my shoulder, then he said:
'Are you arguing, 0 Sa'd, because
I give something to a man?"

U

Chapter 46. Giving To Those
Whose Hearts Have Been
Inclined (Towards Islam) And
Urging Those Whose Faith Is
Strong To Show Patience)
[2436] 132 - (1059) It was
narrated from Yünus, form Ibn
Shihâb, who said: "Anas bin
Mâlik informed me, that on the
day of Uunain, when Allah
granted the wealth of Hawâzin as
to His Messenger , and
the Messenger of Allah
started to distribute it, giving one
hundred camels to some men of
the Quraish, some people among
the Anâr said: 'May Allah
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forgive the Messenger of Allah
, he has given to the Quraish
and he has ignored us, while our
swords are still dripping with
their blood."
Anas bin Mâlik said: "The
was told
Messenger of Allah
about what they had said, and he
summoned the Ansâr to a tent
made of leather. When they had
gathered, he came to them and
addressed them, and said: 'What
is this that I have heard you are
saying?' The Fuqahâ' (the
learned and wise) among the
Ansâr said: 'As for the wise ones
among us, 0 Messenger of Allah
, they did not say anything, but
some of us are young in age, and
they said: "May Allah forgive the
Messenger of Allah , he has
given to the Quraish and he has
ignored us, while our swords are
still dripping with their blood."
"The Messenger of Allah
said: 'I give to men who have
only recently left disbelief behind,
so as to incline their hearts
(towards faith). Does it not
please you that jhe people are
leaving with the wealth while you
are leaving with the Messenger of
Allah ? By Allah, what you are
returning with is better than what
they are returning with.' They
said: 'Yes, 0 Messenger of Allah,
we are pleased.' He said: 'You
are going to see others being
preferred over you, so be patient
until you meet Allah and His
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Messenger, for I will be at the
Cistern (Hau/ Al-Kauthar).' They
said: 'We will be patient."
[2437] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Sâlib, from Ibn Shihâb, (who
said): "Anas bin Mâlik narrated
to me; he said: 'When Allah
granted the wealth of Hawâzin to
His Messenger as Fay'..." and he
quoted a similar IjadItli (as no.
2437), except that he said: "Anas
said: 'We could not bear it."
And he said: "As for some
people who were young in age..."
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[24381 ( ... ) The nephew of Ibn
AbI Shihâb narrated that his
paternal uncle said: "Anas bin
Mâlik told me..." and he quoted
a similar IIadt (as no. 2437),
except that he said: "Anas said:
They said: "We will be patient" like the report of Yünus from
Az-ZuhrI.
[24391 133 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "The
Messenger of Allah
gathered
the Ansâr and said: 'Is there
anyone else among you?' They
said: 'No, except the son of a
sister of ours.' The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'The son of the
sister of a people is one of them.'
Then he said: 'The Quraish have
only recently left .Jâhiliyyah
behind and have suffered a
calamity, and I wanted to help
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them and soften their hearts
(towards faith). Does it not
please you that the people are
going back with worldly gains,
and you are going back to your
houses with the Messenger of
Allah ? If the people were to
follow a valley and the Anâr
were to follow a mountain pass, I
would follow the mountain pass
of the Ansâr."
[2440] 134 - ( ... ) Anas bin Mâlik
said: "When Makkah was
conquered, the spoils were
divided among the Quraish. The
Ansâr said: 'This is strange; our
swords are still dripping with
their blood and our spoils have
been given to them!' News of
that reached the Messenger of
Allah , so he gathered them
together and said: 'What is this
that I have heard about you?'
They said: 'It is what you have
heard;' and they would not tell
lies. He said: 'Does it not please
you that the people are going
back to their houses with worldly
gains, while you are going back to
your houses with the Messenger
of Allah? If the people were to
follow a valley or mountain pass,
and the Ansâr were to follow a
valley or mountain pass, I would
follow the valley or mountain
pass of the Anâr."
[2441] 135 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "On
the day of (battle of) Hunain,
Hawâzin, Ghatafân and others
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came with their children and
flocks, and on that day the
Prophet
had ten thousand
with him, as well as the
u1aqa'.J They fled from him
until he was left on his own. On
that day he gave two calls, with
nothing in between them. He
turned to his right and said: '0
Ansâr!' and they said: 'Here we
are at your service, 0 Messenger
of Allah. Be of good cheer, for
we are with you.' Then he turned
to his left and said: '0 Ansar!' and
they said: 'Here we are at your
service, 0 Messenger of Allah. Be
of good cheer, for we are with
you.' He was riding a white mule,
then he dismounted and said: 'I
am the slave of Allah and His
Messenger.' Then the idolators
were defeated and the Messenger
of Allah
acquired a great
amount of spoils of war. He
divided it among the Muhâjirñ n
and the Tulaqâ' and he did not
give the Anâranything.
The Ansâr said: 'At the hour of
need we are called, then the
spoils are given to others!' News
of that reached him (the
Messenger of Allah
) so he
summoned them to a tent and
said: '0 Ansâr, what is this that I
have heard you are saying?' They
remained silent. He said: '0
Ansâr, does it not please you that
the people are leaving with
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worldly gains, but you are leaving
with Muhammad and taking him
to v'c i-1ises?' They said: 'Yes,
0 Messenger of Allah , we are
pleased.' He said: 'If the people
were to follow a valley and the
Ansâr were to follow a mountain
pass, I would take the mountain
pass of the Anâr."
Hishâm (a narrator) said: "I
said: '0 AN Hamzah,111 did you
witness that?' He said: 'How
could I be elsewhere?"
[24421 136 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "We
conquered Makkah, then we
attacked Hunain, and the
idolators came in the best ranks I
have ever seen. They lined up
their cavalry, then the infantry,
then the women behind them,
then the sheep, then the other
livestock. We were a large
number of people, some six
thousand, and our cavalry was led
by Ihâlid bin Al-WalId. Our
cavalry scattered behind our
backs, and we could hardly stand
firm when we were exposed by
our cavalry. The Bedouin and
those whom we know among the
people fled, and the Messenger
of Allah
called oi.:
Muhâjirt2n! 0 Muhâjirân!' 1h.
he called out: '0 Ansâr! 0
Ansâr!" Anas said: "This is the
HadIth of 'Ummayyah."121 He

[21

Referring to Anas bin Mâlik.
This word has been interpreted and recited in different ways.
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said: "We said: 'Here we are at
your service, 0 Messenger of
Allah.' The Messenger of Allah
advanced, and we did not
come to them before Allah
defeated them. We seized that
wealth, then we set off towards
At-Ta'if, which we besieged for
forty days. Then we went back to
Makkah and stayed there, and
the Messenger of Allah k,
started to give some men one
hundred [camels]."
Then he mentioned the rest of
the HadIt/j, similar to the Ahddith
of Qatâdah, Abü At-Tayyâh and
Hishâm bin Zaid (no. 2439, 2440,
2441).

[24431 137 - (1060) It was
narrated that Râfi' bin I1adIj
said: "The Messenger of Allah ik
gave one hundred camels each to
Abü Sufyân bin Harb, Safwan bin
Umayyah, 'Uyaynah bin Hin and
A]-Aqra' bin Hâbis, and he gave
less than that to 'Abbâs bin
Mirdâs. 'Abbâs bin Mirdâs said
(in verse):
'You allot my share of the spoils
and that of my horse between
'Uyaynah and Al-Aqra' But neither 'Uyaynah nor AlAqra' are of any higher standing
than Mirdâs in the assembly -
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I am in no way inferior to either
of them, and he who accepts a
lower status today will not be
elevated.'
So the Messenger of Allah
completed one hundred for him.

[2444] 138 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Umar bin Sa'eed bin
Masrüq with this chain: "The
Prophet
distributed the spoils
of Ilunain, and he gave Abü
Sufyân bin Harb one hundred
camels..." and he quoted a
.similar HadIth (as no. 2443), and
added: and he gave 'Alqamah bin
'Ulâthah one hundred.
[2445] ( ... ) 'Umar bin Sa'eed
narrated it with this chain, but he
did not mention 'Alqamah bin
'Ulâthah or Safwan bin Umayyah
in his HadIth, nor did he quote
the poetry.

[2446] 139 - (1061) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin Zaid
that when the Messenger of
Allah
conquered Hunain, he
distributed the spoils and he gave
to those whose hearts had been
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inclined (towards Islam). Then he
heard that the Ansâr would have
liked to have got what the people
had got. The Messenger of Allah
stood up and addressed them;
he praised and glorified Allah,
then he said: "0 Ansâr, did I not
find you astray, then Allah
guided you through me? Were
you not destitute, then Allah
made you rich through me? Were
you not divided, then Allah
united you through me?" They
said: "Allah and His Messenger
are most generous." He said:
"Are you not going to answer
me?" They said: "Allah and His
Messenger are most generous."
He said: "If you wish you may say
such-and-such, and such-and-such
happened" - he mentioned a
number of things, but 'Amr said
that he did not remember them.
Then he said: "Does it not please
you that the people are leaving
with sheep and camels, and you
are leaving with the Messenger of
Allah
. The Ansâr are inner
garments and the people are
outer garments. Were it not for
the Hijrah, I would have been
one of the Ancâr. If the people
were to follow a valley or
mountain pass, I would follow
the valley or mountain pass of
the Anâr. After I am gone you
are going to see others being
preferred to you, but be patient
until you meet me at the
Cistern."
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[2447] 140 - (1062) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said: "On
the day of (the battle of) Hunain,
the Messenger of Allah
showed preference to some
people in distributing (the spoils
of war). He gave one hundred
camels to Al-Aqra' bin Hâbis,
and a similar amount to
'Uyaynah, and he gave to some
prominent people among the
'Arabs, and he showed
preference to them in giving on
that day. A man said: 'By Allah,
there is no justice in this division
of the spoils of war, and it has
not been done for the Face of
Allah!' I said: 'By Allah, I am
going to tell the Messenger of
Allah .' So I went to him and
told him what (that man) had
said. His face changed until it
was like blood, then he said:
'Who will be just if Allah and His
Messenger are not just?' Then he
said: 'May Allah have mercy on
Müsâ, for he was troubled with
more than this and he remained
patient.'
I said: 'I will not tell him of
anything that people say after
this."
[2448] 141 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said: "The
Messenger of Allah
distributed (some spoils of war),
and a man said: 'This division
was not done for the Face of
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Allah.' I went to the Prophet
and whispered to him, and he got
very angry at that, and his face
turned red, until I wished that I
had not told him. Then he said:
'Müsâ was troubled with more
than this and he remained
patient."
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Chapter 47. The Aljawârij And
Their Attributes
[2449] 142 - (1063) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "A man came to the
Messenger of Allah
in A]Ji'rranâh, when he was on his
way back from Uunain. In the
cloak of Bilâl there was some
silver and the Messenger of Allah
was giving handfuls of it to
the people. He said: '0
Muhammad, be fair!' He said:
'Woe to you! Who will be fair if I
am not fair? I will be doomed
and lost if I am not fair.' 'Umar
bin A1-Khattâb (may Allah he
pleased with him) said: '0
Messenger of Allah, let me kill
this hypocrite!' He said: 'Allah
forbid that the people should say
that I kill my Companions. This
man and his like read the Qur'ân,
but it does not go any further
than their throats, and they pass
through it like an arrow passing
through the prey."
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[2450] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh that the
was distributing some
Prophet
spoils of war... and he quoted the
same HadIth (as no. 2449).

[2451] 143 - (1064) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed A]KhudrI said: "While he was in
Yemen, 'All [may Allah be
pleased with him] sent some gold,
still encased in earth, to the
Messenger of Allah , and the
Messenger of Allah
distributed it among four men,
Al-Aqra' bin Uâbis Al-UanalI,
'Uyaynah bin Badr Al-Fazârl,
'Alqamah bin 'Ulâah Al-'Amirl
who was one of Banü Kilâb, and
Zaid AI-Khair At-Ta'l who was
one of Banü Nabhân. The
Quraish got angry and said: 'He
gives to the chiefs of Najd and
ignores us?' The Messenger of
said: 'I only did that in
Allah
order to incline their hearts
(towards faith).' There came a
man with a thick beard,
prominent cheeks, sunken eyes, a
prominent forehead and a shaven
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head, who said: 'Fear Allah, 0
Muhammad!' The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'Who will obey
Allah if I disobey Him? Would
He trust me with the people of
earth but you do not trust me?'
Then the man turned and left,
and a man who was among the
people asked for permission to
kill him" - they think that he was
Khâlid bin Al-WalId - "then the
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Among the progeny of this man
will be people who will recite the
Qur'ân, but it will not go any
further than their throats. They
will kill the people of Islam and
leave the idol-worshippers alone.
They will pass through Islam as
an arrow passes through the prey.
If I live to see them, then I will
certainly kill them like 'Ad."
[2452] 144 - ( ... ) Abü Sa'eed AlKhudri said: "Alî bin Abi Tâlib
sent to the Messenger of Allah
some gold from Yemen in a
tanned leather bag, that had not
been purified of the earth
clinging to it. He distributed it
among four men: 'Uyaynah bin
Badr, A]-Aqra' bin Hâbis, Zaid
Al-hail and the fourth, who was
either 'Alqamah bin 'Ulâihah or
'Amir bin At-Tufail. One of his
Companions said: 'We had more
right to it than these men.' News
of that reached the Prophet
and he said: 'Do you not trust
me, when I am the trustee of the
One Who is above the heaven
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and the news of heaven comes to
me morning and evening?' A
man with sunken eyes, prominent
cheeks, a high forehead, a thick
beard and shaven head stood up,
folding his Izdr up, and said: '0
Messenger of Allah, fear Allah!'
He said: 'Woe to you! Am I not
the one who should fear Allah
the most among the people of
earth?' Then the man turned and
left, and Khdlid bin Al-WalId
said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
should I not strike his neck (kill
him)?' He said: 'No, perhaps he
prays.' Ihâlid said: 'How many of
those who pray say with their
tongues what is not in their
hearts?' The Messenger of Allah
said: 'I have not been
commanded to check people's
hearts or split open their bellies.'
Then he looked at him as he was
going back and said: 'From
among the progeny of this man
will emerge people who recite the
Book of Allah fluently, but it will
not go any further than their
throats. They will pass out of the
religion as an arrow passes out of
the prey." He (one of the
narrators) said: "I think he said:
'If I live to see them, then I will
certainly kill them like the killing
of Tliamüd."
[2453] 145 ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Umârah bin Al-Qa'qâ' with
this chain (a similar HadIth as no.
2452), and he said... and
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'Alqamah bin 'Ulâthah, and he
did not mention 'Amir bin AtTufail. And he said: "Prominent
forehead," he did not say: "High."
And he added: "Umar bin AlIchattâb [may Allah be pleased
with him] stood up and said: '0
Messenger of Allah, shall I not
strike his neck?' He said: 'No.'
Then he turned away and Iâlid,
the Sword of Allah, stood up and
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, shall
I not strike his neck?' He said:
'No. There will emerge from the
progeny of this man people who
recite the Book of Allah
fluently." And 'Umârah said: "I
think he said: 'If I live to see
them, then I will certainly kill
them like the killing of Thamid."
[2454] 146 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Umârah bin A]-Qa'qâ' with
this chain (a similar HadIth as no.
2452) and he said: "... between
four men: Zaid Al-Kjjail, AlAqra' bin Uâbis, 'Uyaynah bin
IIin and 'Alqamah bin 'Ulâtiah
or 'Amir bin At-Tufail." And he
said: "A high forehead," like the
report of 'Abdul-Wâhid. And he
said: "There will emerge from the
progeny of this man people
who..." but he did not say: "If I
live to see them then I will
certainly kill them like the killing
of Thamüd."
[24551 147 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Salamah and 'Atâ' bin
Yasâr that they came to Abü
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Sa'eed Al-KhudrI and asked him
about A1-Ijarâriyyah "Did you
hear the Messenger of Allah
mention them?" He said: "I do
not know who Al-Han2riyyah are,
but I heard the Messenger of
say: 'There will emerge
Allah
among this Ummah' - and he did
not say: 'from them' - 'people in
comparison to whose prayer you
will regard your prayer as
insignificant. They will recite the
Qur'ân but it will not go any
further than their throats. They
will pass out of Islam like an
arrow passes out of the prey,
then the archer looks at his
arrow, at its tip and at its end,
and at its notch, wondering
whether there are any traces of
blood on it."

[2456] 148 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Sa'eed A]-Khudrl said:
"While we were with the
Messenger of Allah
and he
was distributing some wealth,
Phul-TQiuwaysirah, a man from
Banü Tamlm, came and said: '0
Messenger of Allah, be fair!' The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Woe to you! Who will be fair if I
am not fair? I will be doomed
and lost if I am not fair.' 'Umar
bin A1-attâb [may Allah be
pleased with him] said: '0
Messenger of Allah, give me
permission to strike his neck.'
The Messenger of Allah
said:
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'Let him be, for he has
companions, in comparison to
whose prayer one of you would
regard his prayer as insignificant,
and he would regard his fasting
as insignificant in comparison to
their fasting. They recite the
Qur'ân but it does not go any
further than their collarbones.
They will pass out of Islam as an
arrow passes out of the prey, and
he (the archer) looks at the tip of
it and there is nothing on it, then
he looks at the sinews (which tie
the arrowhead to the shaft) and
there is nothing on them, then he
looks at its base and there is
nothing on it, then he looks at its
feathers and there is nothing on
them, because it has gone too
fast to be smeared with
excrement or blood. Their sign
will be a black man, one of whose
upper arms will be like a
woman's breast, or like a piece of
quivering flesh. They will emerge
when there is division among the
people."
Abü Sa'eed said: "I bear witness
that I heard this from the
Messenger of Allah
, and I
bear witness that 'Ali bin AbI
Tâlib
fought them when I was
with him. He ordered that this
man be sought, and he was found
and brought, and I looked at him
and saw that he was just as the
Messenger of Allah
had
described him."
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[2457] 149 - (1065) It was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed that
the Prophet
mentioned some
people who would be among his
Ummah; they would emerge
when there was division among
the people, and their
distinguishing feature would be
shavingJ11 He said: "They are
the most evil of people -" or said
"they are among the most evil of
people" - "and the group that is
closer to the truth will kill them."
The Prophet
gave a likeness
of them, or he said: "A man
shoots at the prey" - or "the
target" - "then he looks at the
arrow and does not see any sign
(of blood); he looks at the lowest
end of the arrow and does not
see any sign (of blood); he looks
at the notch and does not see any
sign (of blood)." Abü Sa'eed
said: "And you have killed them,
O people of Al-'Iraq."
[2458] 150 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that AN Sa'eed A]-KhudrI said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'A group will secede from my
Ummah at a time of division
among the Muslims, and they will
be killed by the group that is
closer to the truth."

"

Meaning, shaving their heads, see no. 2472.
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[2459] 151 - (...) It was narrated
that Abü Sa'eed A1-Khudri said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'There will be among my Ummah
two groups, from among whom (a
third) group will secede, and they
will be killed by those who are
closer to the truth."

[2460] 152 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Sa'eed A]-KhudrI that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"A group will secede at a time of
division among the people, and
they will be killed by the group
that is closer to the truth."

[24611 153 - (...) It was narrated
from Abü Sa'eed A]-KhudrI in a
in
Ijadlth from the Prophet
which he mentioned people who
would emerge at a time of
division, and they would be killed
by the group that is closer to the
truth.

Chapter 48. Exhortation To
Kill The Khawârij
[2462] 154 - (1066) 'Ali said

(A
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"When I narrate to you from the
Messenger of Allah , it would
be dearer to me to be thrown
down from the sky than to
attribute to him something that
he did not say. But if I speak
between you and I, then war is
deceit. I heard the Messenger of
Allah ji say: 'There will emerge
at the end of time people who
are young in age and foolishly
immature, but their speech will
be like the best of people. They
will recite the Qur'ân but it will
not go any further than their
throats, and they will pass out of
the religion as an arrow passes
Out of the prey. If you encounter
them, then kill them, for killing
them brings to the one who kills
them reward with Allah on the
Day of Resurrection."

[2463] (...) A similar report (as
no. 2462) was narrated from AlA'mash with this chain.

[2464] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-A'mash with this chain (a
Ijadliji similar to no. 2462), but
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their HadIth does not say: "They
will pass out of the faith like an
arrow passes out of the prey."

[2465] 155 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'AbIdah that 'Ali mentioned
the Kijawârij and said: "Among
them is a man with a defective
arm," or "a small arm. If you
would exercise restraint, I would
tell you what Allah promised on
the tongue of Muhammad
to
those who kill them." I said: "Did
you hear that from Muhammad
?" He said: "Yes, by the Lord
of the Ka'bah; yes, by the Lord of
the Ka'bah; yes, by the Lord of
the Kifbah."

[2466] ( ... ) It was narrated that
'Abldah said: "I only tell you
what I heard from him." Then he
narrated from 'All a HadIth
similar to that of Ayyüb (no.
2464).
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[2467] 156 - ( ... ) Zaid bin Wahb
A1-JuhanI narrated that he was in
the army that was with 'Ali [may
Allah be pleased with him] which
went to deal with the Khawâr,j.
'All said: "0 people, I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say:
'There will emerge some people
from my Umrnah who will recite
the Qur'ãn, and your recitation
would seem iisignificant in
comparison to theirs, and your
prayer would seem insignificant
in comparison o theirs, and your
fasting would se.rm insignificant
in comparison to theirs. They will
recite the Qurn, thinking that it
is in their faor. when in fact it is
against them, ni their prayer
will not go any lurther than their
collarbones. They will l)SS out of
Islam as an arrow passes out of
the prey.' If the army which
encounters them knew what has
been decreed for them on the
tongue of their Prophet
, they
would rely upon that action. The
sign of that is that among them
there is a man who has an upper
arm but no forearm, and the end
of his upper arm is like a nipple
with white hairs. You will go to
Mu'âwiyah and the people of
Ash-Sham and you will leave
these people to look 2a'icr your
families and wealth B Allah. I
believe that th.sc
tie people
in question, for they have shed
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forbidden blood and raided the
flocks of the people. So march
forth, in the Name of Allah."
Salamah bin Kuhail said: "Zaid
bin Wahb described to me the
stops (made by the army) until he
said: 'Then we crossed a bridge,
and when we met (the Khawârij),
who were being led that day by
'Abdullâh bin Wahb Ar-RâsibI,
he ('Abdullâh) said to (his men):
"Throw your spears and draw
our swords from their sheaths,
for I am afraid that they may
urge you to negotiate as they did
on the day of (the battle of)
Harürâ'." So they went back and
threw their spears and
unsheathed their swords, and
(the companions of 'All) fought
hack with their spears, and they
(the Khawârij) were killed and
piled up one on top of another,
but only two of the people
(companions of 'All) were killed
that day. 'All [may Allah be
pleased with him] said: "See if
the deformed one is among
them." So they looked but they
did not find him, 'All [may Allah
be pleased with him] stood up
himself and (looked) until he
came to some people who had
been killed and piled up one on
top of another, and he said:
"Search them till the last man."
They found him next to the earth
(at the bottom of the heap) and
'All said the TakbIr, then he said:
"Allah spoke the truth and His
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Messenger conveyed it." Then
'AbIdah As-SalmânI went to him
and said: "0 Commander of the
Believers, by Allah, besides
Whom there is none worthy of
worship, did you hear this Hadith
from the Messenger of Allah
a?" Then he repeated his
question three times, and 'All
affirmed it each time."
[2468] 157 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Ubaidullâh bin Abi Râfi',
the freed slave of the Messenger
of Allah
, that when the
Harâriyyah rebelled, he was with
'All bin Abl Talib [may Allah be
pleased with him]. They said:
"There is no command but that
of Allah." 'All said: "These are
true words being used for false
purposes. The Messenger of
Allah
described some people,
and I recognize their
characteristics in these people.
'They will speak the truth on
their tongues but it will not go
any further than this' - and he
pointed to his throat - 'and they
are the most hated of Allah's
creation to Him. Among them
will be a black man, one of whose
arms is like the teat of a sheep'
or 'a nipple." When 'All bin AbI
Tâlib [may Allah be pleased with
him] killed them, he said: "Look
(for that man)." They looked but
did not find anything. He told
them: "Go back, for by Allah, I
did not lie nor was I lied to" (he said this) two or three times.
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Then they found him in a ruin,
and they brought him and placed
him before him.
'Ubaidullâh said: "I was present
when that happened and 'All said
that to them."
Yünus added in his report:
Bukair said: 'And a man narrated
to me from Ibn Hunain that he
said: 'I saw that black man."

Chapter 49. The ifhawârzj Are
The Most Evil Of People And
Of All Creation
[2469] 158 - (1067) It was
narrated that Abü Dharr said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'After me among my Ummah
there will be people who recite
the Qur'ân, but it does not go
any further than their throats.
They will pass out of the religion
as an arrow passes out of the
prey, then they will not return to
it. They are the most evil of
mankind and of all creation."
Ibn As-Samit said: "I met Râfi'
bin 'Amr A]-Ghifârl, the brother
of Al-Hakam AI-Ghifârl, and I
said: 'What is this HadIth that I
have heard from Abü Dharr,
(saying) such and such?' And I
quoted this Hadith to him. He
said: 'I heard it from the
Messenger of Allah too."
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[2470] 159 - (1068) It was
narrated that Yusair bin 'Amr
said: "I asked Sahl bin Hunaif:
'Did you hear the Prophet
mention the Khawârzj?' He said:
'I heard him' - and he gestured
towards the east - (say:) 'People
who recite the Qur'ân on their
lips, but it will not go past their
collarbones. They will pass out of
the religion as an arrow passes
out of the prey."

[2471] ( ... ) Sulaimân AshShaibânI narrated it with this
chain (a similar HadIth as no.
2470), and he said: "Many groups
will emerge therefrom."
[2472] 160 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sahl bin Hunaif that the
said: "There will be
Prophet
people in the east who will go
astray; they have shaven heads."

Chapter 50. Zakât Is Forbidden
For The Messenger Of Alliih
iiij And His Family, And They
Are Band Háshim And Banü
Al-Muttalib, And No One Else
[2473] 161 - (1069) Abü
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Hurairah said: "Al-Hasan bin 'All
took a date from the dates that
had been given in charity and put
it in his mouth. The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'No, no, put it
down! Don't you know that we
do not consume charity?"

[2474] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Shu'bah with this chain (a similar
IjadIth as no. 2473), and he said:
"The charity is not permissible
for us."

[2475] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Shu'bah with this chain (a similar
ITIadIth as no. 2473), as Ibn
Mu'âdh said: "We do not
consume chairy."

[2476] 162 - (1070) it was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"I go to my family and I find a
date lying on my bed, and I pick
it up to eat it, then I fear that it
may be charity, so I put it down."
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[2477] 163 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hammâm bin Munabbih
said: "This is what Abñ Hurairah
narrated from Muhammad the
Messenger of Allah " - and he
quoted a number of AhadIth,
including the following: "And he
said: The Messenger of Allah
said: 'By Allah, I go back to my
family and I find a date lying on
my bed' - or 'in my house' - 'and
I pick it up to eat it, then I fear
that it may be charity [or from
the charity], so I put it down."

[2478] 164 - (1071) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that the Prophet
found a date
and said: "Were it not that it may
be from the charity, I would eat
it."

[2479] 165 - ( ... ) Anas bin Mâlik
narrated that the Messenger of
Allah
passed by a date on the
road and said: "Were it not that
it may be from the charity, I
would eat it."

[2480] 166 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas that the Prophet
found a date and said: "Were it
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not that it may be charity, I
would eat it."

Chapter 51. Not Appointing
The Family Of The Prophet
In Charge Of The Charity
[2481] 167 - (1072) 'AbdulMuttalib bin RabI'ah bin AlHâritb narrated: "RabI'ah bin A]Hârith and Al-'Abbãs bin 'AbdulMuttalib got together and said:
'By Allah, why don't we send
these two young men - meaning
myself and Al-Façll bin 'Abbâs to the Messenger of Allah
to
speak to him, so that he will
appoint them in charge of this
charity, then they would do what
the people do and get what the
people get.' While they were
discussing that, 'Ali bin AbI Tâlib
came and stood in front of them.
They mentioned that to him, and
'Ali bin AbI Tâlib said: 'Do not
do that, for by Allah, he will not
do that.' RabI'ah bin Al-Hârith
turned to him and said: 'By
Allah, you are only saying this
because you feel jealous of us. By
Allah, when you became the sonin-law of the Messenger of Allah
we did not feel jealous of
you.' 'Ali said: 'Send them.' So
they went, and 'Ali lay down."
He said: "When the Messenger
of Allah
had prayed Zuhr, we
went ahead of him to the
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apartment and stood at the door
until he came. He took hold of
our ears then said: 'Tell me what
you want to say.' Then he went in
and we entered upon him, and on
that day he was at the house of
Zainab hint Jahsh. Each of us
urged the other to speak, then
one of us spoke and said: '0
Messenger of Allah, you are the
kindest of people and the best in
upholding ties of kinship. We
have reached the age of
marriage, and we have come so
that you might appoint us in
charge of some of this charity, so
that we may do for you what the
people do, and get what they get.'
He remained silent for a long
time, until we wanted to speak
again, but Zainab gestured to us
from behind the curtain not to
speak. Then he said: 'The charity
is not appropriate for the family
of Muhammad, rather it is the
dirt of the people. Call
Mahmiyah for me' - who was in
charge of the K1ums - 'and
Nawfal bin Al-Hárith bin 'AbduMuttalib.' They came, and he
said to Mahmiyah: 'Give your
daughter in marriage to this
young man' - meaning Al-Façil
bin 'Abbâs, and he did so. And
he said to Nawfal bin A1-Hârith:
'Give your daughter in marriage
to this young man,' meaning
myself - and he did so. And he
said to Mahmiyah: 'Give the gift
(the Mahr) for them from the
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Kh_ums, such-and-such an
amount."
Az-ZuhrI (one of the narrators)
said: "And he did not tell me
how much it was."
[2482] 168
( ... ) 'AbdulMuttalib bin RabI'ah bin A]-Hârith
bin 'Abdul-Muttalib narrated that
his father RabI'ah bin Al-Hârith
[bin 'Abdul-Muttalib] and Al'Abbâs bin 'Abdul-Muttalib said to
'Abdul-Muttalib bin RabI'ah and
Al-Fadi bin 'Abbâs: "Go to the
Messenger of Allah
and he
quoted a Hadith like that of Mâlik
(no. 2481). And he said in it: "Alî
spread his Ridâ' and lay down on
it, and he said: 'I am Abü 1-lasan,
the chief, and by Allah I will not
move from my place until your two
sons come back to you with the
reply to the request with which you
sent them to the Messenger of
Allah
And he said in the HadIth:
"Then he said to us: 'This charity
is the dirt of the people, and it is
not permissible for Muhammad
nor for the family of Muhammad
jk~
And he said: "Then the
Messenger of Allah
said: 'Call
Mahmiyah bin Jaz f: me.' He
was a man from BanC Asad
whom the Messenger of Allah
had appoiied in chuge of the
K.hums."
-
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Chapter 52. Gifts Are
Permissible For The Prophet
And BaniI Hâshim And
Banü Al-Muttalib, Even If The
Giver Acquired It By Way Of
Charity. When The Recipient
Takes Possession Of Charity, It
Is No Longer Described As
Charity, And It Is Permissible
For Anyone For Whom Charity
Is Otherwise Unlawful
[2483] 169 - (1073) 'Ubaid bin
As-Sabbâq said: "Juwairiyah, the
wife of the Prophet , told him
that the Messenger of Allah
entered upon her and said: 'Is
there any food?' She said: 'No by
Allah, o Messenger of Allah, we
do not have any food except a
bone of mutton that was given to
our freed slave woman from the
charity.' He said: 'Bring it, for it
has reached its destination."

[2484] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2483) was narrated from AzZuhrl with this chain.

[2485] 170 - (1074) Anas bin
Mâlik said: "BarIrah gave the
Prophet ç some meat that had
been given to her in charity, and
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he said: 'It is charity for her and
a gift for us."

[2486] 171 - (1075) It was
narrated from 'Aishah: "Some
beef was brought to the Prophet
and it was said: 'This is what
was given in charity to BarIrah.'
He said: 'It is charity for her and
a gift for us."

[2487] 172 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'AiJiah [may Allah be
pleased with her] said: "Three
rulings were issued with regard to
BarIrah. The people used to give
her charity, and she would give it
to us as gifts. I mentioned that to
the Prophet
and he said: 'It is
charity for her and a gift for you,
so eat it."
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[24881 173 - ( ... ) A similar
report was narrated from 'Aishah,
from the Prophet i.

[2489] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2487, with a different chain)
was narrated from 'Aishah from
the Prophet
, except that he
said: 'It is a gift to us from her."

[2490] 174 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Umm 'Atiyyah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
sent a
sheep from the charity to me,
and I sent some of it to 'Aishah.
When the Messenger of Allah
came to 'Aihah he said: 'Do you
have anything (to eat)?' She said:
'No, except that Nusaibah sent us
some of the sheep which you had
sent to her.' He said: 'It has
reached its destination."
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Chapter 53. The Prophet
Accepted Gifts But Refused
Charity
[2491] 175 - (1077) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
when food was brought to the
Prophet , he would ask about
it. If it was said that it was a gift,
he would eat from it, but if it was
said that it was charity, he would
not eat from it.

Li'- (vv)—WO [4.]

Chapter 54. The Supplication
For The One Who Brings
Charity
[24921 176 - (1087) 'Abdullâh
bin AbI Awla said: "When people
brought their charity to him, the
Messenger of Allah would say:
'Allâhumma salli 'alaihim (0
Allah, bless them).' My father
Abü Awfa brought some charity
to him and he said: 'Allâhumma
ialli 'ala a/i awfa (0 Allah, bless
the family of Abü Awfa)."
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[2493] ( ... ) It was narrated from
hu'bah with this chain, except
that he said: "salli 'alaihim (bless
them)."[']

:)

Chapter 55. Pleasing The Zakât
Collector Unless He Asks For
Something Unlawful
[2494] 177 - (989) It was
narrated that JarIr bin 'Abdullâh
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'When the Musaddiq (Zakât
collector) comes to you, let him
depart from you while he is
pleased with you."

[1]

Meaning, rather than "bless the family of Ahü Awfa."
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Chapter 1. The Virtues Of The
Month Of Ramadân

[2495] 1 - (1079) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah
[may Allah be pleased with him]
that the Messenger of Allah
said: "When Ramadân comes,
the gates of Paradise are opened
and the gates of the Fire are
closed, and the devils are
fettered."

[2496] 2 - ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
[may Allah be pleased with him]
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'When Ramadân comes, the
gates of mercy are opened and
the gates of Hell are shut, and
the devils are put in chains."

-
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[2497] (...) Abü Hurairah [may
:.ased with him] said:
A11h
said:
The Messenger of Allah
"When Ramalân begins..." a
similar report (as no. 2496);

Chapter 2. The Obligation To
Fast Ramadãn When The
Crescent Is Sighted, And To Break
The Fast When The Crescent Is
Sighted, And That If It Is Cloudy
At The Beginning Or End Of The
Month, Then The Month Should
Be Completed As Thirty Days
[2498] 3 - (1080) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar (may
Allah he pleased with them) 1 '
that the Prophet
mentioned
Ramadân and said: "Do not fast
until you see the crescent and do
not break the fast until you see it,
and if it is cloudy, then count it."

[2499] 4 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar (may AUâI
pleased with them) that tue
Messenger of Allah
The Arabic words are: () which bit. Means may Allah be pleased with both of them;
Meaning In Arabic language plural form are of two kinds (1) when they are (2) and
more than two. Here the expression is used for both 'Umar and his son both of them
being Companions.

The Book Of Fasting
mentioned Ramadãn and he
gestured with his hands and said:
"The month is like this and like
this and like this," and he tucked
his thumb away the third time.
"Fast when you see it (the
crescent), and break the fast
when you see it, and if it is
cloudy, then count thirty for it."
[2500] 5 - ( ... ) 'Ubaidullâh
narrated with this chain: "The
month is like this and like this
and like this, and if it is cloudy
count thirty," like the HadIth of
Abü Usâmah (no. 2499).

[2501] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Ubaidullâh with this chain. He
said: "The Messenger of Allah
mentioned Ramadân and said:
'The month is twenty-nine, the
month is like this, and like this,
and like this." And he said:
"And count it," but he did not
say: "thirty."

[2502] 6 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: "The
month is twenty-nine days, so do
not fast until you see it the
crescent, and do not break the
fast until you see it, and if it is
cloudy then count it."
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[2503] 7 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
'The month is twenty-nine, so
when you see the crescent, then
fast, and when you see it, break
the fast, and if it is cloudy then
count it."

[2504] 8 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"I heard the Messenger of Allah
say: 'When you see it (the
crescent) then fast, and when you
see it, then break the fast, and if
it is cloudy then count it."

[2505] 9 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin DInâr that he
heard Ibn 'Umar [may Allah be
pleased with them] say: "The
said: 'The
Messenger of Allah
month is twenty-nine nights. Do
not fast until you see it (the
crescent), and do not break the
fast until you see it, unless it is
cloudy. If it is cloudy, then count
it."
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[2506] 10 - ( ... ) 'Amr bin DInâr
narrated that he heard Ibn 'Umar
[may Allah be pleased with them]
say: "I heard the Prophet
say:
'The month is like this and like
this and like this,' and he tucked
away his thumb the third time."

[2507] 11 - ( ... ) Ibn 'Umar [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"I heard the Messenger of Allah
say: 'The month is twentynine."

[2508] 12 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar [may
Allah be pleased with them] that
the Prophet
said: "The month
is like this, and like this, and like
this; ten, ten and nine."

[2509] 13 - ( ... ) Ibn 'Umar [may
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Allah be pleased with them] said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'The month is like this, and like
this, and like this,' and he
clapped his hands twice with all
his fingers, but he tucked away
his right or left thumb on the
third time."
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[25101 14 - ( ... ) Ibn 'Umar [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'The month is twenty nine." And
(one of the narrators) Shu'bah
put his hands together three
times, and tucked away his thumb
on the third time.
'Uqbah said: "I think he said:
'The month is thirty,' and he put
his hands together three times."
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[2511] 15 - ( ... ) Ibn 'Umar [may
Allah be pleased with them]
narrated that the Prophet
said: "We are an unlettered
Ummah, we do not write nor
calculate. The month is like this,
and like this, and like this," and
he tucked away his thumb the
third time; "and the month is like
this, and like this, and like this,"
indicating a total of thirty.
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[2512] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-Aswad bin Qais with this
chain (a Hadith similar to no.
2512), but he did not mention the
(example of the) second month,
with thirty.
[2513] 16 - (...) It was narrated
that Sa'd bin 'Ubaidah said: "Ibn
'Umar [may Allah be pleased
with them] heard a man saying:
'Tonight is halfway (through the
month),' and he said to him:
'How do you know that tonight is
halfway (through the month)? I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: "The month is like this, and
like this," and he showed ten
with his fingers twice, "and like
this," and he showed all his
fingers the third time, but he
tucked away, or hid his thumb."

[25141 17 - (1081) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
'When you see the crescent then
fast, and when you see it, then
break the fast, and if it is cloudy
then fast thirty days."
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[2515] 18 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah [may Allah
be pleased with them] that the
Prophet
said: "Fast when you
see it (the crescent), and break
the fast when you see it, and if it
is cloudy then complete the
number."

.)—A [oo]

[25161 19 - ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
[may Allah be pleased with them]
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Fast when you see it (the
crescent), and break the fast
when you see it, and if it is
cloudy then count the month as
thirty."

[2517] 20 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "The
Messenger of Allah
mentioned the crescent and said:
'When you see it then fast, and
when you see it then break the
fast, and if it is cloudy, then
count it as thirty."

Chapter 3. Do Not Start
Fasting One Or Two Days
Before Ramadân

I,,.4..A
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[2518] 21 - (1082) It was
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narrated that Abü Hurairah [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"The Messenger of Allah iJ said:
'Do not start fasting one or two
days before Ramadân, except a
man who (observes a regular)
fast, then let him fast it."

[2519] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2518) was narrated from
Yabyâ bin AbI KaIr with this
chain.

Chapter 4. The Month May Be
Twenty-Nine Days
[2520] 22 - (1083) It was
narrated from Az-ZuhrI that the
Prophet
swore not to enter
upon his wives for a month. AzZuhrI said: "Urwah informed me
that 'Aihah [may Allah be
pleased with her] said: 'When
twenty-nine nights had passed,
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which I had counted, the
Messenger of Allah
entered
upon me. He started with me. I
said: "0 Messenger of Allah, you
swore that you would not enter
upon us for a month, and now
you have entered after twentynine days which I have counted."
He said: "The month may be
twenty-nine days."

[2521] 23 - (1084) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
[may Allah be pleased with them]
said: "The Messenger of Allah 4
stayed away from his wives for a
month. He came out to us after
twenty-nine days and we said:
'Today is twenty-nine.' He said:
'The month,' and he clapped his
hands together three times,
tucking away one thumb the third
time."

[2522] 24 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh [may Allah be pleased
with them] said: "The Prophet
stayed away from his wives for a
month, then he came out to us
on the morning of the twentyninth, and some of the people
said to him: '0 Messenger of
Allah, it is the twenty-ninth.' The
Prophet said: 'The month may
be twenty nine,' then the Prophet
brought his hands together
three times, twice with all his
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fingers and the third time with
nine fingers."

:t5

[2523] 25 - (1085) Umm
Salamah [may Allah be pleased
with her] narrated that the
Prophet
swore that he would
not enter upon some of his wives
for a month. When twenty-nine
days had passed, he came to
them in the morning - or in the
evening - and it was said to him:
"You swore, 0 Prophet of Allah,
that you would not enter upon us
for a month." He said: "The
month may be only twenty-nine
days."
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[2524] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2523) was narrated from Ibn
Juraij with this chain.

t.

[25251 26 - (1086) It was
narrated that Sa'd bin AbI
Waqqâ said: "The Messenger of
Allah 4N struck one hand against
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the other and said: 'The month is
like this, and like this,' then he
tucked away one digit the third
time."
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[2526] 27 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Muhammad bin Sa'd, from
his father
that the Prophet
said: "The month is like this, and
like this and like this," ten, ten,
and nine.
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[2527] ( ... ) Ismâ'Il bin AbI
Khâlid narrated a similar HadIth
(as no. 2526) with the same
chain.

Chapter 5. Each Land Has Its
Own Sighting Of The Moon,
And If They See The Crescent
In One Land, That Does Not
Necessarily Apply To Regions
That Are Far Away From It
[2528] 28
(1087) It was
narrated from Kuraib that Umm
Al-Fad! bint A1-Hârith sent him
to Mu'âwiyah in Ash-hâm. He
said: "I arrived in Ash-Sham and
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I finished her errand, and the
crescent of Ramadân appeared
while I was in Ash-Shâm, where I
saw the crescent moon on the
night of Friday. Then I came to
Al-Madinah at the end of the
month, and I asked 'Abdullâh bin
'Abbâs [may Allah be pleased
with them], who mentioned the
crescent and said: 'When did you
see the crescent?' I said: 'We saw
it on the night of Friday.' He
said: 'Did you see it?' I said:
'Yes, and the people saw it, and
they fasted, and Mu'âwiyah
fasted.' He said: 'But we saw it
on the night of Saturday, and we
will keep fasting until we
complete thirty days, or we see
it.' I said: 'Is the sighting and
fasting of Mu'âwiyah not
sufficient for you?' He said: 'No,
this is what the Messenger of
Allah
enjoined upon us."

Chapter 6. Clarifying That It
Does Not Matter Whether The
Crescent Is Large Or Small, For
Allah, the Most High, Causes It
To Appear For Long Enough
That People Can See It, And If
It Is Cloudy Then Thirty Days
Should Be Completed
[2529] 29

-

(1088) It was
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narrated that Abü A1-BakhtarI
said: "We went out for 'Umrah,
and when we stopped in Batn
Nakhlah, we looked for the
crescent and we saw it. Some of
the people said: 'It is three nights
old,' and some of them said: 'It is
two nights old.' Then we met Ibn
'Abbâs and we said: 'We have
spotted the crescent; some of the
people said that it was three
nights old, and some of the said
that it was two nights old.' He
said: 'On what night did you see
it?' We said: 'On such-and-such a
night.' He said: 'The Messenger
[said: "Indeed Allah]
of Allah
causes it to appear for long
enough that it can be seen, so on
the night that you saw it, that was
when it appeared."

[2530] 30 - ( ... ) Abü AlBakhtarI said: "We saw the
crescent of Ramadân when we
were in Phât 'Irq, so we sent a
man to Ibn 'Abbâs [may Allah be
pleased with them] to ask him.
Ibn 'Abbâs [may Allah be pleased
with them] said: 'The Messenger
of Allah
said: "Allah causes it
to appear for long enough that it
can be seen, and if it is cloudy
then complete the number (of
days)."
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Chapter 7. The Meaning Of
The Prophet's Words: "The
Two Months Of 'Id Cannot
Both Be Incomp1ete" 1
[2531] 31 - (1089) It was
narrated from 'Abdur-Rahmân
bin AbI Bakrah from his father
[may Allah be pleased with him]
that the Prophet
said: "The
two months of 'Id; Ramadân and
Phul-Hijjah, cannot both be
incomplete."
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[2532] 32 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from AbI Bakrah that the
Prophet of Allah
said: "The
two months of 'Id cannot both be
incomplete."
According to the IjadIth of
Khâlid: "The two months of 'Id;
Ramadân and Phul-Uijjah."

1']

The popular interpretation of

La yanqusân is

incomplete of virtue and reward; even if

one of them is only twenty-nine days, the reward of those twenty-nine is like the reward
for thirty.
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Chapter 8. Clarifying That
Fasting Begins At Dawn, And A
Person May Eat And Other
Than That Until Dawn Begins;
And Clarifying The Dawn
Which Has To Do With The
Rulings Concerning The
Beginning Of Fasting And The
Beginning Of The Time For
The Subh Prayer, And Other
Than That, Which Is The
Second Dawn, Which Is Called
The True Dawn. The First
Dawn, Which Is The False
Dawn, Has Nothing To Do
With The Rulings
[2533] 33 - (1090) It was
narrated from 'Adiyy bin klâtim:
'When the verse "Until the white
thread appears to you distinct
from the black thread of
dawn" 1' was revealed, 'Adiyy
[bin Hâtim] said to him: '0
Messenger of Allah, I put two
strings under my pillow, a white
string and a black string, so that I
can tell night from day.' The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Your pillow must be very big, for
that refers to the blackness of the
night and the whiteness of the
day."

(1]

Al-Baqarah 2:187.
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[2534] 34 - (1092) Sahi bin
Sa'd said: "When this Verse was
revealed - "And eat and drink
until the white thread appears to
you distinct from the black
thread" 1' - a man would take a
white thread and a black thread
and he would eat until he could
tell them apart, until Allah, the
Mighty and Sublime, revealed:
"of dawn" then it became clear."

[2535] 35 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Sahl bin Sa'd [may Allah be
pleased with him] said: "When
this verse was revealed - "And
eat and drink until the white
thread appears to you distinct
from the black thread' 21 - if a
man wanted to fast, he would tie
a white thread to one foot and a
black thread to the other, then he
would carry on eating and
drinking until he could tell them
apart when he saw them. Then
after that, Allah revealed: "of
dawn" then they realized that
what was meant by that was night
and day."

A1-Baqarah 2:187.
[2]

Al-Baqarah 2:187.
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[2536] 36 - (1092) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh [may
Allah be pleased with him] that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Bilâl calls the Ad/hân at night, so
eat and drink until you hear the
Adhân of Ibn Umm Maktüm."
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[2537] 37 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"I heard the Messenger of Allah
say: 'Bilâl calls the Adihân at
night, so eat and drink until you
hear the Adhân of Ibn Umm
Maktüm."
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[2538] 38 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "The
Messenger of Allah
had two
Mu'adhdhin, Bilâl and Ibn Umm
Maktüm, the blind man. The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Bilãi calls the Açjjjân at night, so
eat and drink until Ibn Umm
Maktüm calls the Adhân." And
there was no more between them
than the time it took for one to
climb down and the other to
climb up.
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[2539] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2538) was narrated from
'Aihah [may Allah be pleased
with her], from the Prophet

[2540] ( ... ) A HadIth similar to
that of Ibn Numair (no. 2538)
was narrated from 'Ubaidullâh.

[2541] 39 - (1093) It was
narrated that Ibn Mas'üd [may
Allah be pleased with them] said,
"Allah's Messenger
said: 'No
one of you should let the Adhân
of Bilâl' - or 'the call of Bilâl' prevent him from eating his
Sahâr. Rather he calls the Adhân'
- or 'gives the call' - 'so that the
standing (one who is praying
Qiyâm) may return (to rest) and
the one who is asleep may
awaken." Then he said: "'It is
not when it is like this," and he
moved his hand up and down,
"rather it is when it is like this,"
and he spread his fingers out.

[2542] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Sulaimân At-TaimI with this
chain (a HadIth similar to no.
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2541), except that he said: "Dawn
is not the one that is like this,"
and he held his fingers together
and pointed them down towards
the ground, "rather it is the one
that is like this", and he put one
index finger next to the other and
spread his fingers.

[2543] 40 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sulaimân At-TaimI with this
chain (a HadIth similar to no.
2541), but the HadIth of AlMu'tamir ends with the words:
"so that the one who is asleep
may wake up and the standing
(one who is praying Qiyâm) may
return (to rest)."
Isâq said: "JarIr said in his
HadIth: 'It is not when it is like
this, rather it is when it is like this
- meaning the dawn - 'It is the
horizontal one, not the vertical
one."

[25441 41 - (1094) Samurah bin
Jundab said: "I heard Muhammad
ç say: 'No one of you should be
misled by the call of Bilâl from
(taking) Sahâr, nor by this
whiteness, until it spreads."
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[2545] 42 - (...) It was narrated
that Samurah bin Jundab [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
'You should not be misled by the
ALhân of Bilâl, or by this
whiteness - referring to the vertical
columns of the (false) dawn - until
it spreads like this."

[2546] 43 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Samurah bin Jundab [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
Do not let the Adhân of Bilâl nor
the vertical whiteness on the
horizon like this distract you
from your Sahâr, until (the
whiteness) is like this."
Hammâd described it with his
hands and said: "Meaning, when
it is horizontal."

[2547] 44 - ( ... ) Samurah bin
Jundab [may Allah be pleased
with them] narrated in a Khutbah
that the Prophet
said: "Do not
be misled by the call of Bilâl nor
this whiteness, until the dawn
appears" - or "until dawn
breaks."
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[2548] ( ... ) Samurah bin Jundab
[may Allah be pleased with them]
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said..." and he mentioned
something similar (to no. 2547).

J

Chapter 9. The Virtue Of
Sahâr, Which Is Recommended.
It Is Recommended To Delay It
And To Hasten The Breaking
Of The Fast
[2549] 45 - (1095) It was
narrated that Anas [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "The
said:
Messenger of Allah
'Take Sahâr, for in Sa/ziir there is
blessing."

[2550] 46 - (1096) It was
narrated from 'Amr bin Al-'A
that the Messenger of Allah jii
said: "The difference between
our fasting and the fasting of the
People of the Book is eating AsSahâr (the meal before dawn)."
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[25511... - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Müsâ bin 'All with this
chain (a similar HadIth as no.
2550).

[2552] 47 - (1097) It was
narrated from Arias, from Zaid
bin Thâbit [may Allah be pleased
with them] who said: "We ate
Sahâr with the Messenger of
Allah
, then we got up and
offered As-Salât (Fajr)."
I said: "How long was there
between the two?" He said:
"(The time it takes to recite) fifty
verses."

[2553] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Qatâdah with this chain (a
similar HadIth as no. 2552).

[2554] 48 - (1098) It was
narrated from Sahi bin Sa'd [may
Allah be pleased with them] that
the Messenger of Allah ; said:
"The people will remain in
goodness so long as they hasten
to break the fast."
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[2555] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2554) was narrated from Sahi
bin Sa'd [may Allah be pleased
with them], from the Prophet .

[2556] 49 - (1099) It was
narrated that AN 'Atiyyah said:
"Masrüq and I entered upon
'Aishah and said: '0 Mother of
the Believers, there are two men
among the Companions of
Muhammad ; one of them
hastens to break the fast and
hastens to offer As-Salât, and the
other delays the breaking the fast
and delays the prayer.' She said:
'Who is the one who hastens to
break the fast and hastens to offer
As-Salât?' We said: "Abdullâh' meaning bin Mas'üd. She said:
'That is what the Messenger of
Allah ç used to do."
Abü Kuraib added: "The other
one was Abü Müsâ."

[2557] 50 - (...) It was narrated
that Abü 'Aiyyah said: "Masrulq
and I entered upon 'Aihah [may
Allah be pleased with her], and
Masrüq said to her: 'There are
two men among the Companions
of the Messenger of Allah
,
both of whom are striving to do
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what is best. One of them hastens
to pray Maghrib and break the
fast, and the other delays Maghrib
and breaking the fast.' She said:
'Who hastens to pray Maghrib
and break the fast?' He said:
"Abdullâh.' She said: 'That is
how the Messenger of Allah i4
used to do it."
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[2559] 52 - (1101) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin AbI
Awfâ said: "We were with the
Messenger of Allah ç on a

-
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Chapter 10. Clarifying The
Time For Ending The Fast And
The End Of The Day

[2558] 51 - (1100) It was
narrated that 'Umar [may Allah
be pleased with them] said: "The
Messenger of Allah jig said:
'When the night comes and the
day departs, and the sun sets,
then it is time for the fasting
person to break his fast."
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journey during the month of
Ramadân. When the sun set he
said: '0 so-and-so, dismount and
mix something for us.'
He
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, it is
still day.' He said: 'Dismount and
mix something for us.' So he
dismounted and mixed
something, and brought it to him.
drank some,
The Prophet
then he said, gesturing with his
hand: 'When the sun sets from
here, and the night comes from
here, then it is time for the
fasting person to break his fast."
[2560] 53 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn AbI Awfâ [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "We
were with the Messenger of Allah
on a journey, and when the
sun set, he said to one man:
'Dismount and mix something for
us.' He said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, why not wait till evening'?
He said: 'Dismount and mix
something for us.' He said: 'It is
still day.' But he dismounted and
mixed something for him to
drink, then he () said: 'When
you see that the night has come
from here' - and he pointed
towards the east - 'then it is time
for the fasting person to break
his fast."
[2561] ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin AbI
Awfâ [may Allah be pleased with
'1 Ajdah: It is to mix something with something else. And the meaning here is to mix SawIq
with water.
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them] said: "We traveled with the
Messenger of Allah Qy, when he
was fasting. When the sun set, he
said: '0 so-and-so, dismount and
mix something for us."... a
HadIth like that of Ibn Mushir
and 'Abbâd bin Al-'Awwâm (no.
2560).

[2562] 54 - (...) A HadIth similar
to that of Ibn Mushir, 'Abbâd
and 'Abdul-Wâbid (no. 2561),
was narrated from Ibn AbI Awfâ,
but it does not say in the Hadth
of any of them: "During the
month of Ramadân," nor the
words, "when the night has come
from here," except in the report
of Hu.haim alone.

Chapter 11. The Prohibition Of
A1-Wisâl'
[2563] 55 - (1102) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar [may
Allah be pleased with them] that
the Prophet
forbade Al-Wi âl.
I

Fasting more than one day without breaking the fast at night.
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They said: "You perform Wiâl."
He said: "I am not like you; I am
fed and given to drink."

[2564] 56 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar [may Allah be
pleased with them] that the
Messenger of Allah performed
Wiâl during Ramadân, and the
people also performed WLyâl. He
told them not to do that and it was
said to him: "You perform W4âl."
He said: "I am not like you; I am
fed and given to drink."

[2565] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2564) was narrated from Ibn
'Umar from the Prophet , but
he did not say: "In Ramaçlân."

[2566] 57 - (1103) Abü
Hurairah [may Allah be pleased
with them] said: "The Messenger
of Allah
forbade Al-Wisâl. A
man among the Muslims said: 'But
you practice Wisal, 0 Messenger
of Allah.' The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Who among you is like
me? During the night my Lord
feeds me and gives me to drink.'
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When they refused to stop
practicing Wiâ1, he fasted
continuously with them day after
day, then they saw the crescent.
He said: 'If the crescent had been
delayed, I would have made you
fast more,' as if he wanted to
teach them a lesson when they
refused to stop."
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[2567] 58 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "The
said: 'Do
Messenger of Allah
not perform Wiâl.' They said:
'But you perform Wisâl, 0
Messenger of Allah.' He said:
'You are not like me in that.
During the night, my Lord feeds
me and gives me to drink. Take
upon yourselves only those deeds
that you are capable of."
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[2568] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2567) was narrated from Abü
Hurairah [may Allah be pleased
with them] from the Messenger
of Allah , except that he said:
"Take upon yourselves what you
are able."
[2569] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abi.i Hurairah [may Allah be
pleased with them] that the
forbade continuous
Prophet
fasting - a IjadItli like that of
'Umârah from AbI Zur'ah (no.
2567).
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[2570] 59 - (1104) It was
narrated that Anas [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "The
Messenger of Allah 4f was
praying in Ramacân, and I came
and stood beside him, and
another man came and stood too,
until there was a group of us.
realized
When the Prophet
that I was behind him, he made
his prayer brief. Then he went to
his abode and offered a prayer
such as he did not pray with us.
The next morning, we said to
him: 'Did you notice us last
night?' He said: 'Yes. That is
what made me do what I did.'
"The Messenger of Allah
started to perform WLyâl at the
end of the month, and some of
his Companions began
performing WLyâl. The Prophet
said: 'What is the matter with
men who perform W4câl? You
are not like me. By Allah, if the
month were to be lengthened for
me, I would fast continuously,
and those who go to extremes
would give up their extreme
ways."
[2571] 60 - (...) It was narrated
that Anas (may Allah be pleased
with him) said: "The Messenger
of Allah A performed Wiâ1
during the beginning of
Ramadân, and some of the
Muslims performed Wiâl. News
of that reached him and he said:
'If the month is lengthened for
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us, we will fast continuously, so
that those who go to extremes
will give up their extreme ways.
You are not like me' - or 'I am
not like you' - 'I am continually
fed and given to drink by my
Lord."
[2572] 61 - (1105) It was
narrated that 'Aihah [may Allah
be pleased with her] said: "The
Prophet
forbade them (the
Companions or the Muslims)
from Wisâl out of compassion
towards them. They said: 'But
you perform Wiyâl.' He said: 'I
am not like you; my Lord feeds
me and gives me to drink."

Chapter 12. Clarifying That
Kissing When Fasting Is Not
Unlawful For The One Whose
Desire Is Not Provoked By
That
[2573] 62 - (1106) It was
narrated that 'Aiah [may Allah
be pleased with her] said: "The
Messenger of Allah would kiss
one of his wives while he was
fasting." Then she smiled.

[2574] 63 - ( ... ) Sufyân said: "I
said to 'Abdur-Rahmân bin A]Qâsim: 'Did you hear your father
narrating from 'Aiah [may
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Allah be pleased with her] that
the Prophet ç used to kiss her
while he was fasting?' He
remained silent for a moment,
then he said: 'Yes."

[2575] 64 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aihah [may Allah be
pleased with her] said: "The
Messenger of Allah
used to
kiss me while he was fasting, but
who among you can control his
desire as the Messenger of Allah
used to control his desire?"

[2576] 65 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aihah [may Allah be
pleased with her] said: "The
Messenger of Allah iii'; used to
kiss and touch (his wife) while he
was fasting, but he was the most
able of you to control his desire."

[2577] 66 - ( ... ) It was narrated
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from 'Aishah [may Allah be
pleased with her] that the
Messenger of Allah
used to
kiss (his wife) while he was
fasting, and he was the most able
of you to control his desire.

[2578] 67 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aiah [may Allah be
pleased with her] that the
Messenger of Allah
used to
touch (his wife) while he was
fasting.

[2579] 68 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that A1-Aswad said: "Masrüq and
I went to 'Aiah [may Allah be
pleased with her] and said: 'Did
the Messenger of Allah
touch
(his wife) while he was fasting?'
She said: 'Yes, but he was the
most able of you to control his
desire,' or 'one of the most able
of you to control his desire" Abü 'Asim (a narrator) was not
sure.
[2580]... - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Al-Aswad and Masrüq that
they entered upon the Mother of
the Believers to ask her.., and he
narrated something similar (to
HadIth no. 2579).
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( ... ) 'Urwah bin Az:ated that 'Aijah, the
Mother of the Believers [may
Allah be pleased with hen] told
him that the Messenger of Allah
ç used to kiss her while he was
fasting.
[25811 69

Zuhair

[2582] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2581) was narrated from
Yayâ bin AbI KaThlr with this
chain.
[2583] 70 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Amr bin Maimün that
'Aiijah [may Allah be pleased
with herj said: "The Messenger
of Allah L used to kiss (his wife)
during the month of fasting."

[2584] 71 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aihah [may Allah be
pleased with her] said: "T!'
Prophet
used to kiss (his
in Ramadân while he was
fasting."
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[2585] 72 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aihah [may Allah be
pleased with her] that the
Prophet
used to kiss (his wife)
while he was fasting.

[2586] 73 - (1107) It was
narrated from Uafah [may Allah
be pleased with her], that She
said: "Allah's Messenger ; used
to kiss while he was fasting."

[2587] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2587) was narrated from
Hafsah [may Allah be pleased
with her] from the Prophet j.

[2588] 74 - (1108) It was
narrated from 'Amr bin AbI
Salamah that he asked the
Messenger of Allah : "May the
fasting person kiss (his wife)?"
The Messenger of Allah
said:
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"Ask this one" - meaning Umm
Salamah - and she told him that
the Messenger of Allah
did
that. He said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, Allah has forgiven you
your past and future sins." The
said to
Messenger of Allah
him: "By Allah, I am the one
who is the most pious and fears
Allah the most among you."

Chapter 13. The Fasting Is
Valid For The One Who Is
Junub When Dawn Comes
[2589] 75 - (1109) It was
narrated that Abü Bakr said: "I
heard Abü Hurairah [may Allah
be pleased with them] speaking,
and one of the things that he said
was: 'If dawn comes when a
person is Junub, he should not
fast.' I mentioned that to 'AbdurRahmân bin Al-Hârith - to his
father - and he denied that.
'Abdur-Rahmân set off, and I set
off with him, and we entered
upon 'Aihah and Umm
Salamah, may Allah be pleased
with them both. 'Abdur-Rahmân
asked them about that and they
both said: 'The Prophet
would
be Junub in the morning, not as
the result of a wet dream, then
he would fast.' We went and
entered upon Marwân, and
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'Abdur-Rahmân mentioned that
to him. Marwân said: 'I urge you
to go to Abü Hurairah and prove
to him that he was wrong.' We
went to Abü Hurairah, and AM
Bakr was present throughout all
that. 'Abdur-Rahmân told him
about that and Abfl Hurairah
said: 'Did they tell you that?' He
said: 'Yes.' He said: 'They know
better."
"Then Abü Hurairah attributed
what he used to say concerning
that to Al-Fadl bin 'Abbâs, and
AM Hurairah said: 'That is from
Al-Fad!; I did not hear it from
the Prophet
.' So Abfl
Hurairah retracted what he used
to say on this issue."
I said
to 'Abdul-Mâlik: "Did
they say that with regard to
Ramadân?" He said: "Yes, he
() used to wake up Junub
without that being the result of a
wet dream, then he would fast."

[2590] 76 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Urwah bin Az-Zubair and
Abü Bakr bin 'Abdur-Rahmân
that 'Aiah, the wife of the
Prophet , said: "Dawn would
[1]

The speaker is Jbn Juraij, who narrated this from 'Abdul-Malik bin AbI Bakr bin
'Abdur-Rahmân, from Abü Bakr.
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come in Ramadân and the
Messenger of Allah
would be
Junub, not as the result of a wet
dream, and he would perform
Ghusl and fast."

[2591] 77 - ( ... ) Abü Bakr
narrated that Marwân sent him
to Umm Salamah [may Allah be
pleased with her] to ask about a
man who wakes up Junub - may
he fast? She said: "The
Messenger of Allah
used to
wake up Junub following
intercourse, not (as the result of)
a wet dream, and he did not
avoid the fast nor make up that
day later on."

[2592] 78 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aihah and Umm Salamah,
the two wives of the Prophet 4Ljr,
said: "The Messenger of Allah
used to wake up Junub as the
result of intercourse, not as the
result of a wet dream, in
Ramadân, then he would fast."

[25931 79 - (1110) It was
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narrated from 'Aihah [may
Allah be pleased with her] that a
man came to the Prophet and
asked him a question, while she
was listening from behind the
door. He said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, the time for prayer comes
while I am Junub; can I fast?"
The Messenger of Allah
said:
"Me too; the time for prayer
comes while I am Junub, and I
fast." He said: "You are not like
us, 0 Messenger of Allah, for
Allah has forgiven you your past
and future sins." He said: "By
Allah, I hope that I am the one
who fears Allah the most among
you, and the most knowledgeable
of that which I should guard
against."

[2594] 80 - (1109) It was
narrated from Sulaimân bin
Yasâr that he asked Umm
Salamah [may Allah be pleased
with her] about a man who wakes
up Junub: Can he fast? She said:
"The Messenger of Allah used
to wake up Junub, not as the
result of a wet dream, and he
would fast."
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Chapter 14. The Strict
Prohibition Of Intercourse
During The Day In Ramadân
For One Who Is Fasting; And
The Obligation Of Offering
Major Expiation And The
Definition Thereof; And That It
Is Obligatory For Both The One
Who Can Afford It And The
One Who Cannot Afford It, And
It Remains An Obligation For
The One Who Cannot Afford It
Until He Has The Means
[2595] 81 - (1111) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"A man came to the Prophet
and said: 'I am doomed, 0
Messenger of Allah!' He said:
'What has doomed you?' He said:
'I had intercourse with my wife in
Ramaân.' He said: 'Do you have
the means to free a slave?' He
said: 'No.' He said: 'Can you fast
for two consecutive months?' He
said: 'No.' He said: 'Do you have
the means to feed sixty poor
people?' He said: 'No.' Then he
sat down, and a large basket of
dates was brought to the Prophet
jç. He said: 'Give this in charity.'
He said: 'Is there anyone poorer
than us? There is no family
between the two fields of volcanic
rock (meaning between the two
mountains of Al-MadInah) that is
more in need of it than us.' The
Prophet 4R smiled until his
eyeteeth were visible, then he said:
'Go and feed it to your family."
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[2596] ( ... ) A report like that of
Ibn 'Uyaynah (no. 2595) was
narrated from Muhammad bin
Muslim Az-ZuhrI, and he said:
"With a large basket of dates,
which was a ZinbIl (basket made
of palm fibers)." And he did not
smiled
mention: "The Prophet
until his eyeteeth were visible."
[2597] 82 - (...) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah [may Allah
be pleased with them] that a man
had intercourse with his wife in
Ramadân, and he consulted the
Prophet
about that. He said:
"Do you have the means to free a
slave?" He said: "No." He said:
"Can you fast for two consecutive
months?" He said: "No." He
said: "Then feed sixty poor
people."

[2598] 83 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Az-Zuhrl with this chain
that a man broke his fast during
Ramadân and the Messenger of
told him • to offer
Allah
expiation by freeing a slave, then
he mentioned a HadIth like that
of Ibn 'Uyaynah (no. 2595).
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[2599] 84 - ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
told
narrated that the Prophet
a man who broke his fast in
Ramaân to free a slave, or to
fast for two months, or to feed
sixty poor people.

[2600] (...) A HadIth similar to
that of Ibn 'Uyaynah (no. 2595)
was narrated from Az-ZuhrI with
this chain.

[2601] 85 - (1112) It was
narrated that 'Aigah [may Allah
be pleased with her] said: "A
man came to the Messenger of
Allah Qj, and said: 'I am burned!'
The Messenger of Allah jW said:
'Why?' He said: 'I had
intercourse with my wife during
the day in Ramaân.' He said:
'Give charity, give charity.' He
said: 'I do not have anything.' He
told him to sit down, then two
large baskets of dates were
brought to him, and the
told him
Messenger of Allah
to give it in charity."
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[26021 86 - ( ... ) 'Abbâd bin
'Abdullâh bin Az-Zubair narrated
that he heard 'Aihah [may Allah
be pleased with her] say: "A man
came to the Messenger of Allah
ijç..." and he mentioned the
HadIth (as no. 2601).
But at the beginning of the
IjadItL it does not say" "Give
charity, give charity." And he
does not say: "During the day."

[2603] 87 - ( ... ) 'Abbâd bin
'Abdullâh bin Az-Zubair narrated
that he heard 'Aishah, the wife of
the Prophet &c say: "A man came
to the Messenger of Allah
in
the Masjid during Ramadân, and
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, I am
burned, I am burned.' The
Messenger of Allah asked him:
'What is the matter?' He said: 'I
had intercourse with my wife.' He
said: 'Give charity.' He said: 'By
Allah, 0 Messenger of Allah, I do
not have anything and I cannot
afford anything.' He said: 'Sit
down.' So he sat down, and while
he was like that, a man came,
driving a donkey which was laden
with foodstuff. The Messenger of
Allah , said: 'Where is that burnt
one who was just here?' The man
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stood up, and the Messenger of
said: 'Give this in
Allah
charity.' He said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, to someone other than me?
By Allah, we are hungry and we do
not have anything.' He said: 'Then
eat it."
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Chapter 15. It Is Permissible
To Fast Or Not To Fast During
Ramadân For One Who Is
Travelling For No Sinful
Purpose, If His Journey Is Two
Stages"l Or Further, But It Is
Better For The One Who Is
Able To Fast Without Suffering
Any Harm To Do So, And The
One For Whom It Is Difficult
May Break The Fast
[2604] 88 - (1113) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs [may
Allah be pleased with them] that
the Messenger of Allah
set
out during Ramadân to conquer
(Makkah) and he fasted until he
reached Al-Kadld, then he broke
the fast. And the Companions of
the Messenger of Allah ç always
followed the latest command.

' Two Marhalah. A Marhalah is a riding stage. By two Marhalah An-Nawawl means about
48 miles, which is distance required for one to be considered a traveler in the $hafaI
Madhhâb.
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[2605] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2604) was narrated from AzZuhrI with this chain.

[2606] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Az-ZuhrI (a similar HadIth as no.
2604) with this chain. Az-ZuhrI
said: "Breaking the fast (when
travelling) was the later command,
and it is the later command of the
Messenger of Allah that is to be
followed." Az-ZuhrI said: "The
Messenger of Allah
reached
Makkah when thirteen days of
Ramalân had passed."

[2607] (...) A HadIth similar to
that of Al-Laith (no. 2604) was
narrated with this chain.
Ibn Shihfib said: "They used to
follow the latest command,
regarding it as abrogating others,
and as being the one to be
followed."
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[26081 ( ... ) It was narrated that
Ibn 'Abbâs [may Allah be pleased
with them] said: "The Messenger
of Allah t5, traveled during
Ramadân, and he fasted until he
reached 'Usfân, then he called
for a vessel containing some
drink, and he drank it during the
day so that the people could see
him. Then he did not fast, until
he entered Makkah."
Ibn 'Abbâs [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "The
Messenger of Allah j4 fasted and
(also) he did not fast, so whoever
wishes may fast, and whoever
wishes may not fast."
[2609] 89 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "Do not
criticize the one who fasts or the
one who does not fast, for the
Messenger of Allah
fasted
when travelling, and (also) he did
not fast (when travelling)."

[2610] 90 - (1114) It was
narrated from Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh [may Allah be pleased
with them] that the Messenger of
Allah
set out for Makkah in
Ramalân during the year of the
Conquest, and he fasted until he
reached Kurâ' A1-GhamIm, and
the people fasted. Then he called
for a vessel of water, which he
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lifted up so that the people could
see it, and then he drank it. After
that it was said to him that some
of the people were still fasting.
He said: "Those are the
disobedient ones, those are the
disobedient ones."
[2611] 91 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ja'far with this chain (a
Ijaditj similar to no. 2610), and
he added: "It was said to him
(): 'Fasting is proving hard for
the people, and they are waiting
to see what you will do.' He
called for a vessel of water after
Asr."
[2612] 92 - (1115) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
[may Allah be pleased with them]
said: "The Messenger of Allah
was on a journey, and he saw a
man around whom the people
had gathered and he was being
shaded. He said: 'What is the
matter with him?' They said: '(He
is) a man who is fasting.' The
Messenger of Allah A said: 'It is
not righteousness to fast when
travelling."

[2613]... - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh [may Allah be pleased
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with them] said: "The Messenger
of Allah it saw a man..." a
similar report (as no. 2612).

[2614] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Shu'bah with this chain (a HadIth
similar to no. 2613), but Shu'bah
said: "I was informed about
Yaliyâ bin AbI KalhIr that he
used to add to this HadIth. And
with this chain, in it said: 'You
should avail yourselves of the
concession that Allah has granted
to you." He said: "So when I
asked him, he did not remember
it."
[2615] 93 - (1116) It was
narrated that Abil Sa'eed A]
K1udrI [may Allah be pleased
with them] said: "We went out on
a campaign with the Messenger
of Allah j when sixteen days of
Ramadân had passed. Some of us
fasted and some of us did not.
Those who were fasting did not
criticize those who were not, and
those who were not fasting did
not criticize those who were."
[2616] 94 - ( ... ) A HadiLli similar
to that of Hammâm (no. 2615)
was narrated from Qatâdah with
this chain.
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But in the HadIth of At-TaimI and
'Umar bin 'Amir it says: "when
eighteen days had passed." In the
I-IadItj of Sa'eed it says: "when
twelve days had passed." (In the
-IadIth of) hu'bah it says: "When
seventeen or nineteen days had
passed."

[2617] 95 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Sa'eed A]-Tudri [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"We were travelling with the
Messenger of Allah
in
Ramadân, and those who were
fasting were not criticized for
that, and those who were not
fasting were not criticized for
that."
[2618] 96 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abil Sa'eed Al- udri [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"We went out on a campaign
with the Messenger of Allah
during Ramalân, and some of us
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were fasting and some were not.
Those who were fasting did not
find fault with those who were
not, and those who were not
fasting did not find fault with
those who were. They thought
that for those who found the
strength and fasted, that was
good; and they thought that for
those who found themselves weak
and did not fast, that was good
too."
[2619] 97 - (1117) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed A]KhudrI and Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
[may Allah be pleased with them]
said: "We traveled with the
Messenger of Allah
and some
people fasted and some did not,
and neither group criticized the
other."
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[2620] 98 - (1118) It was
narrated that Humaid said: "Anas
[may Allah be pleased with them]
was asked about fasting in
Ramaçlân when travelling. He
said: 'We traveled with the
Messenger of Allah
in
Ramadân, and those who fasted
did not criticize those who did
not, and those who did not fast
did not criticize those who did."
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[2621] 99 - (...) It was narrated
that Humaid said: "I went out
and I was fasting. They said to
me: 'Repeat it.' I said: 'Anas told
me that the Companions of the
Messenger of Allah
used to
travel, and those who fasted did
not criticize those who did not,
and those who did not fast did
not criticize those who did."
Then I met Ibn AbI Mulaikah
and he narrated something
similar to me from 'Aiah [may
Allah be pleased with her].
Chapter 16. The Reward Of
The One Who Does Not Fast
When Travelling If He Does
Any Tasks That Are Required
[2622] 100 - (1119) It was
narrated that Anas [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "We
were with the Prophet jo, on a
journey, and some of us were
fasting and some were not. We
made a stop on a hot day, and
those of us who had the best
shade were those who had
garments with which to shade
themselves, and some of us
shielded themselves from the sun
with their hands. Those who were
fasting fell down (in exhaustion
to rest), and those who were not
fasting set up the tents and
watered the mounts. The
Messenger of Allah
said:
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'Today those who are not fasting
have taken all the reward."
[2623] 101 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas [may Alâh be pleased
with them] said: "The Messenger
of Allah was on a journey, and
some people fasted and some did
not. Those who were not fasting
girded their loins and worked,
but those who were fasting were
too weak to do some of the work.
He said concerning that: 'Today
those who are not fasting have
taken all the reward."
[2624] 102 - (1120) It was
narrated that RabI'ah said:
"Qaza'ah narrated to me: 'I came
to Abü Sa'eed Al-KhudrI [may
Allah be pleased with them]
while he was surrounded by
people. When the people
dispersed from around him, I
said: "I am not going to ask you
about what these people were
asking." And I asked him about
fasting while travelling." He said:
"We traveled with the Messenger
of Allah to Makkah when we
were fasting. We made a stop,
and the Messenger of Allah
said: 'You have drawn near to
your enemy, and breaking- the
fast will make you stronger.' This
was a concession, so some of us
fasted and some did not. Then
we made another stop and he
said: 'In the morning, you are
going to meet your enemy. And
breaking the fast will make you
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stronger, so break the fast.' He
emphasized it (the second time),
so we broke the fast." Then he
said: "I remember we fasted with
the Messenger of Allah
after
that, when travelling."
Chapter 17. The Choice
Between Fasting And Not
Fasting When Travelling
[2625] 103 - (1121) It was
narrated from 'Aiah [may
Allah be pleased with her] that
she said: "Hamzah bin 'Amr AlAslamI asked the Messenger of
Allah
about fasting when
travelling. He said: 'If you wish,
then fast, and if you wish, do not
fast."

[2626] 104 - (...) It was narrated
from 'Aiah [may Allah be
pleased with her] that Hamzah
bin 'Amr Al-AslamI asked the
Prophet
: "0 Messenger of
Allah, I am a man who fasts a
great deal; may I fast when
travelling?" He said: "Fast if you
wish and do not fast if you wish."

[2627] 105 - ( ... ) A Hadith
similar to that of Harmnâd bin
Zaid (no. 2626) was narrated
from Hishâm: "I am a man who
fasts a great deal."
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[2628] 106 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Hishâm with this chain (a
similar HadIth as no. 2626) that
Hamzah said: "I am a man who
fasts; may I fast when travelling?"

[2629] 107 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Hamzah bin 'Amr AlAslaml [may Allah be pleased
with them] that he said: "0
Messenger of Allah, I find that I
have the strength to fast when
travelling; is there any sin on me
for that?" The Messenger of
Allah
said: "It is a concession
from Allah, so whoever avails
himself of it has done well, and
whoever wants to fast, there is no
blame on him."
Hâiiin said in his HadIth: "It is a
concession," but he did not say:
"from Allah."

[2630] 108 - (1122) It was
narrated that Abü Ad-Dardâ'
[may Allah be pleased with them]
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said: "We set out with the
Messenger of Allah
in the
month of Ramadân, the intensity
of the heat was so hot that one of
us would lay his hand on his head
because of the heat, and there
was no one among us who was
fasting apart from the Messenger
of Allah
and 'Abdullâh bin
Rawâhah."

[2631] 109 - (...) It was narrated
that Umm Ad-Dardâ' said: "Abü
Ad-Dardâ' said: 'I remember
when we were with the
Messenger of Allah ç on one of
his journeys on an intensely hot
day, when a man would put his
hand on his head because of the
intense heat. Not one of us was
fasting, apart from the Messenger
of Allah
and 'Abdullâh bin
Rawâhah."

Chapter 18. It Is
Recommended For The Person
Performing Hal In 'Arafat Not
To Fast On The Day Of
'Arafah
[2632] 110 - (1123) It was
narrated from 'Umair the freed
slave of 'Abdullâh bin 'Abbâs,
from Umm Al-Fad! bint A]Hârith: "Some people argued in
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her presence on the Day of
'Arafah 11 about the fasting of
the Messenger of Allah . Some
of them said that he was fasting,
and some of them said that he
was not fasting. I (Umm Al-Facil)
sent a vessel of milk to him while
he was sitting on his camel (in
the Mawqif or place of standing
at 'Arafah), and he drank it."
[2633] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü An-Nadr with this chain (a
Hadith similar to no. 2632), but
he did not say that he () was
sitting on his camel (in the Mawqif
or place of standing at 'Arafah).
And he said: "From 'Umair the
freed slave of Umm Al-Fad!."
[26341 (...) A Haditji similar to
that of Ibn 'Uyaynah was
narrated from Sâlim Abü AnNadr with this chain, and he said:
"From 'Umair, the freed slave of
Umm A]-Fadl."

[2635] 111 - ( ... ) 'Umair, the
freed slave of Ibn 'Abbâs [may
Allah be pleased with them],
narrated that he heard Umm AlFad! [may Allah be pleased with
her] say: "Some of the Companions
of the Messenger of Allah ; were
unsure about fasting on the Day of
'Arafah when we were there with
the Messenger of Allah . I sent
Ill The ninth day of DhuI-Hkjjah when the Pilgrims are in the plain of 'Arafat.
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him a wooden vessel of milk when
he was at 'Arafat, and he drank it."

[26361 112 - (1124) It was
narrated from Maimünah [may
Allah be pleased with her], the
wife of the Prophet
: "The
p')1)ie were not sure whether the
Messenger of Allah
was
fasting on the Day of 'Arafah, so
Maimünah sent him a vessel of
milk, while he was standing in the
Mawqif (place of standing), and
he drank from it while the people
were looking at him."

Chapter 19. Fasting On The
Day Of '4!jârâ'
[2637] 113
(1125) It was
narrated that 'Aiah [may Allah
be pleased with her] said: "The
Quraish used to fast on 'Ashârâ'
during the Jâhiliyyah, and the
Messenger of Allah
used to
fast on (that day) too. When he
emigrated to Al-Madinah, he
fasted this day and ordered that
this fast be observed. When
(fasting during) the month of
Ramaçlân was enjoined, he said:
'Whoever wishes may fast it (this
day) and whoever wishes may
forsake it."
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[2638] 114 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Hishâm with this chain (a
Haditli similar to no. 2637), but
he did not say at the beginning of
the IjadIth that the Messenger of
Allah 4t used to fast (this day).
And he said at the end of the
Hadi(jj: "He abandoned 'Ashârâ',
so whoever wishes may fast it and
whoever wishes may leave it."
And he did not narrate it as the
as JarIr
words of the Prophet
did.
[2639] (...) It was narrated from
'Aihah that the fast of 'Asharâ'
was observed during the
Jâhiliyyah, then when Islam came,
whoever wanted to fasted it and
whoever wanted to left it.

[2640] 115 -( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aiiiah [may Allah be
pleased with her] said: "The
Messenger of Allah
used to
enjoin fasting it ('AJjârâ) before
(fasting during) Ramadân was
enjoined. When Ramadan was
enjoined, whoever wanted to fast
the day of 'Ahârâ' did so, and
whoever did not want to did not
fast it."

( ... ) 'Urwah
[2641] 116
narrated that 'Aishah told him
that the Quraish used to fast
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'Athârâ' during the Jâhiliyyah,
then the Messenger of Allah 04
was commanded to fast it, until
(fasting during) Ramadân was
enjoined. Then the Messenger of
Allah
said: "Whoever wishes,
let him fast it, and whoever
wishes, let him not fast."

[2642] 117 - (1126) 'Abdullâh
bin 'Umar [may Allah be pleased
with them] narrated that the
people of the Jâhiliyyah used to
fast on the day of 'As/u2râ', and
the Messenger of Allah
and
the Muslims fasted it before
(fasting during) Ramaân was
made obligatory. When the
month of Ramadân was made
obligatory, the Messenger of
Allah
said:" 'Ashârâ' is one of
the days of Allah, so whoever
wishes may fast it and whoever
wishes may leave it."

[2643] (.4 It was narrated from
'Ubaidullâh with this chain (a
1-IadIth similar to no. 2642).
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[2644] 118 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar [may Allah be
pleased with them] that the day
of 'Ashârâ' was mentioned in the
presence of the Messenger of
. The Messenger of
Allah
Allah ç said: "It was a day that
was fasted by the people of the
Jâhiliyyah. Whoever among you
wants to fast it, let him do so,
and whoever does not want to,
let him leave it."
[2645] 119 - ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar [may Allah be pleased
with them] narrated that he
heard the Messenger of Allah j
say concerning the day of
Ahârâ': "This day was fasted by
the people of Jâhiliyyah, so
whoever wants to fast it, let him
do so, and whoever wants to
leave it, let him do so."
'Abdullâh [may Allah be pleased
with them] would not fast it,
except when it coincided with a
day that he usually fasted.

[2646] 120 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"Mention was made in the presence
of the Prophet of fasting on the
day of 'Ajiara '..." and he quoted a
HadIth the same as that of AlLaith bin Sa'd (no. 2644).
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[2647] 121 - ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar [may Allah be pleased
with them] said: "The day of
'Ashulrâ' was mentioned in the
presence of the Messenger of
Allah
and he said: 'That is a
day that was fasted by the people
of the Jâhiliyyah. Whoever wishes
may fast it and whoever wishes
may leave it."

[2648] 122 - (1127) It was
narrated that 'Abdur-Rahmân bin
YazId said: "A]-Ash'ath bin Qais
entered upon 'Abdullâh when he
was eating his lunch. He said: '0
Abü Muhammad, come and eat.'
He said: 'Isn't today 'Aârâ'?'
He said: 'p0 you know what the
day of 'Athi2râ' is?' He said:
'What is it?' He said: 'It is a day
that the Messenger of Allah
used to fast before (fasting
during) the month of Ramadân
was enjoined. When the month
of Ramadân was enjoined, it was
abandoned."
Abü Kuraib said: "He abandoned
it."
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[2649] ( ... ) It was narrated from
A1-A'mash with this chain (a
HadItji similar to no. 2648), and
they (the narrators) said: "When
Ramadân was enjoined, he
abandoned it."
[2650] 123 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Qais bin Sakan that AlAh'aft bin Qais entered upon
'Abdullâh on the day of 'Ahârâ',
and he was eating. He said: "0
Abü Muhammad, come and eat."
He said: "I am fasting." He said:
"We used to fast (this day), then
it was abandoned."

[2651] 124 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Alqamah said: "Al-Ash' aTh
bin Qais entered upon Ibn
Mas'üd when he was eating on
the day of '4thárâ'. He said: "0
Abü 'Abdur-Rakimân, today is
the day of 4s/ârâ'." He said: "It
was fasted before (fasting during)
Ramaân was enjoined, and
when Ramadân was enjoined it
was abandoned. So if you are not
fasting, come and eat."
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[2652] 125 - (1128) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin Samurah
[may Allah be pleased with them]
said: "The Messenger of Allah
used to enjoin us, and encourage
us, to fast on the day of 'Ashârâ',
and he used to check on us when
that day came. When (fasting
during) Ramaçlân was enjoined,
he neither commanded us nor
forbade us, and he did not check
on us."

[2653] 126 - (1129) Humaid bin
'Abdur-Rahmân narrated that he
heard Mu'âwiyah bin AbI Sufyân
delivering a Kiiutbah in AlMadinah - meaning, on one of
his visits there - on the day of
'A}hârâ', in which he said:
"Where are your scholars, 0
people of A1-Madinah? I heard
say
the Messenger of Allah
concerning this day: 'This is the
day of 'ALhârâ' and Allah has not
enjoined you to fast (on this day)
and I am fasting. So whoever
among you wants to fast, let him
do so, and whoever among you
does not want to fast, let him not
do so."

[2654] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2653) was narrated from
Anas from Ibn Shihfib with this
chain.
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[2655] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Az-ZuhrI with this chain that he
heard the Prophet
say on this
day: "I am fasting, so whoever
wants to fast, let him do so." And
he did not mention the rest of
the HadIth of Mâlik and Yünus
(no. 2653).
[2656] 127 - (1130) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"The Messenger of Allah
came to Al-Madinah, and he
found the Jews fasting on the day
of 'Aht2râ'. They were asked
about that and they said: 'This is
the day on which Allah granted
victory to Müsâ and the Children
of Israel over Fir'awn (Pharaoh).
We fast on this day out of
reverence for it.' The Prophet
said: 'We are closer to Müsâ than
you,' and he enjoined fasting on
that day."
[26571 ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Bishr with this chain (a
HadIth similar to no. 2656), and
he said: "And he asked them
about that."
[2658] 128 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs [may Allah be
pleased with them] that the
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Messenger of Allah
came to
Al-Madinah and found the Jews
fasting on the day of '4yji2r6'.
The Messenger of Allah
said
to them: "What is this day that
you are fasting?" They said:
"This is a great day, on which
Allah saved Müsâ and his people,
and drowned Fir'awn (Pharaoh)
and his people. Mflsâ fasted on
this day out of gratitude and we
fast it too." The Messenger of
Allah jJ said: "We are more
entitled to be closer to Müsâ
than you," and the Messenger of
Allah
fasted (on this day) and
enjoined fasting on it.

[2659] ( ... ) It was narrated from
AyyiIb with this chain.

[2660] 129 - (1131) It was
narrated that Abü Müsâ [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"The day of 'Ay]z2râ' was a day
that was venerated by the Jews,
who used to take it as a festival.
The Messenger of Allah
said
'You (Muslims) should fast (on
this day)."

[26611 130 - (...) It was narrated
that Abü Müsã [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "The
people of Iaibar used to fast on
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the day of 'Ashârâ', and they took
it as a festival and dressed their
worni in their jewelry and finery
on that day. The Messenger of
AllahJ said: 'Then you
(Muslims) should fast (on that
day)."

[2662] 131 - (1132) It was
narrated from 'Ubaidullâh bin
AbI YazId that he heard Ibn
'Abbâs [may Allah be pleased
with them] being asked about
fasting on the day of 'Afirâ'. He
said: "I do not know that the
Messenger of Allah
singled
out any day for fasting, regarding
it as superior to other days, apart
from this day, or any month apart
from this month" - meaning
Ramadân.

[2663] ( ... ) 'Ubaidullâh bin AbI
YazId narrated a similar report
with this chain.

Chapter 20. Which Day Should
Be Fasted For 'Ashârâ'?
[2664] 132 - (1132) It was
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narrated that Al-Hakam bin AlA'raj said: "I came to Ibn 'Abbâs
[may Allah be pleased with them]
while he was reclining on his
Ridâ' at Zamzam and said to
him: 'Tell me about the fast of
Ahârâ'.' He said: 'When you see
the crescent of Muharram, then
count, and fast on the ninth day.'
I said: 'Is this how the Messenger
of Allah jW, used to fast it?' He
said: 'Yes."

[2665] ( ... ) Al-Hakam bin AlA'raj said: "I asked Ibn 'Abbâs
[may Allah be pleased with
them], when he was reclining on
his Ridâ' at Zamzarn, about
fasting on the day of 'Afirâ'..."
a Ijadh like that of Hâjib bin
'Umar (no. 2664).

[2666] 133 - (1134) Abü
Ghatafân bin TarIf A]-MurrI said:
"I heard 'Abdullâh bin 'Abbâs
[may Allah be pleased with them]
say: 'When the Messenger of
Allah
fasted on the day of
Ajhârâ' and enjoined this fast,
they said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, it is a day that is venerated
by the Jews and Christians." The
Messenger of Allah 4% said:
"Next year - if Allah wills - we
will fast on the ninth day." He
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said: 'But the next year the
had
Messenger of Allah
passed away."

[2667] 134 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin 'Abbâs [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
'If I live until next year, I will
certainly fast on the ninth day."
According to the report of Abü
Bakr: "Meaning, 'Ashi2râ'."

Chapter 21. Whoever Eats On
'Ashârâ', Let Him Refrain
(From Eating) For The Rest Of
The Day
[2668] 135 - (1135) It was
narrated that Salamah bin A]Akwa' said: "The Messenger of
Allah
sent a man from Aslam
on the day of 'Ahârâ' and told
him to announce to the people:
'Whoever is not fasting, let him
fast, and whoever has eaten, let him
complete his fast until nightfall."
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[26691 136 - (1136) It was
narrated that Ar-Rubayy' bint
Mu'âwwidh bin 'Afrâ' said: "On
the morning of 'Ashi2râ', the
Messenger of Allah
sent word
to the villages of the Anâr
around Al-Madinah, saying:
'Whoever started the day fasting,
let him complete his fast, and
whoever started the day not
fasting, let him complete the rest
of the day (without food)."
"After that, we used to fast on
this day, and we would make our
children fast too, even the little
ones if Allah wills. And we used
to take them to the Masjid. We
would make them toys out of
wool, and if one of them cried
for food, we would give (that toy)
to him until it was time to break
the fast."
[2670] 137 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Khâlid bin Dhakwân said: "I
asked Ar-Rubayy' bint
Mu'âwwih about fasting on
Ashârâ' and she said: "The
Messenger of Allah
sent his
envoys to the villages of the
Ansâr..." and he mentioned a
HadIth similar to that of Bishr
(no. 2669), except that he said:
"And we would make them a toy
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out of wool, and take it with us,
and if they asked us for food, we
would give them the toy to play
with, until they completed their
fast."
Chapter 22. The Prohibition Of
Fasting On The Two Days Of
'Id
[2671] 138 - (1137) It was
narrated that Abü 'Ubaid, the
freed slave of Ibn Azhar, said: "I
attended 'Id with 'Umar bin AlIattâb [may Allah be pleased
with them]. He came and prayed,
then he stood and addressed the
people saying: 'These are two
days when the Messenger of
Allah ji forbade fasting, the day
when you break your fast and the
other day, when you eat from
your sacrifices."
[2672] 139 - (1138) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah
[may Allah be pleased with them]
that the Messenger of Allah
forbade fasting on two days: The
day of A1-Aia and the day of AlFitr.

[2673] 140 - (827) It was
narrated that Qaza'ah said,
concerning Abü Sa'eed AliSijudri [may Allah be pleased
with them]: "I heard a HadIth
from him that impressed me, so I
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said to him: 'Did you hear this
from the Messenger of Allah ?'
He said: 'Would I attribute to the
Messenger of Allah something
that I did not hear?' He said: 'I
heard him say: "Fasting is not
good on two days: The day of AlAa and the day of Al-Fir
(breaking the fast) after
Ramadân."
[2674] 141 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abil Sa'eed A]-KhudrI [may
Allah be pleased with them] that
the Messenger of Allah
forbade fasting two days, the day
of Al-Fitr and the day of An-Nazr
(sacrifice).

[2675] 142
(1139) It was
narrated that Ziyâd bin jubair
said: "A man came to Ibn 'Umar
[may Allah be pleased with them]
and said: 'I vowed to fast on a
day which coincides with the day
of Al-Adha, orAl-Fitr.' Ibn 'Umar
[may Allah be pleased with them]
said: 'Allah has enjoined
fulfillment of vows, but the
Messenger of Allah
forbade
fasting on this day."

[2676] 143 - (1140) It was
narrated that 'Ajjah [may Allah
be pleased with her] said: "The
Messenger of Allah
forbade
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two fasts: The day of Al-Fi•tr and
the day of Al-A ç1ia."

Chapter 23. The Prohibition Of
Fasting The Days Of AtTahrIq, Which Are The Days
Of Eating, Drinking And
Remembering AWah, The
Mighty And Sublime
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[2677] 144 - (1141) It was
narrated that Nubaishah AlHujjalI said: "The Messenger of
Allah t, said: 'The days of AtTathrIq are days of eating and
drinking."

[2678] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Khâlid Al-Hadhdhâ' (who said):
"Abü Qilâbah narrated to me,
from Abü Al-MalIh, from
Nubaishah." Khâlid said: "So I
met Abü MalIh, and I asked him,
and he told me..." and he
narrated a HadIth similar to that
of Hushaim (no. 2677) from the
Prophet , and he added: "and
remembrance of Allah."
[2679] 145 - (1142) It was
narrated from Ibn Ka'b bin Mâlik
that his father narrated to him
that the Messenger of Allah
sent him and Aws bin AlUadaThân during the days of AtTajhrIq to call out: "No one will
enter Paradise but a believer, and
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the days of Mina are days of
eating and drinking."

[2680] ( ... ) IbrâhIm bin Tahmân
narrated it with this chain (a
IjadIjh similar to no. 2679),
except that he said: "Arid they
called out."

Chapter 24. It Is Disliked To
Single Out Friday For Fasting,
Unless It Coincides With A Day
That One Customarily Fasts
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[26811 146
(1143) It was
narrated from Muhammad bin
'Abbâd bin Ja'far: "I asked Jâbir
bin 'Abdullâh [may Allah be
pleased with them] while he was
circumambulating the Ka'bah:
'Did the Messenger of Allah
forbid fasting on Friday?' He
said: 'Yes, by the Lord of this
House."
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[26821
'Abbâd bin Ja'far narrated that
he asked Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
[may Allah be pleased with
them]... a similar report (as no.
2681) from the Prophet
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narrated that Abü Hurairah [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
'None of you should fast on
Friday, unless he fasts (a day)
before it or after it."

[2684] 148 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah [may Allah
be pleased with them] that the
Prophet
said: "Do not single
Out the night of Friday for
praying Qiyâm and do not single
out the day of Friday for fasting,
unless that coincides with a fast
that one (habitually) observes."

Chapter 25. The Saying Of Allah
Most High: "...And as for those
who can fast with difficulty, they
have (a choice either to fast or)
to feed a MiskIn (poor person)
(for everyday)""] Is Abrogated
By His Saying: "...So whoever of
you sights (the crescent on the
first night of) the month (of
Ramadan i.e. is present at his
home), he must observe Sawm
(fasts) that month"...12
[2685] 149 - (1145) It was
L11 A1-Baqarah 2:184.
A1-Baqarah 2:185.
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narrated that Salamah bin AlAkwa' [may Allah be pleased
with them] said: "When the
following verse was revealed:
'..And as for those who can fast
with difficulty, (e.g. an old man),
they have (a choice either to fast
or) to feed a MiskIn (poor
person) (for every day)...' those
who wanted to break the fast and
pay the Fidyah (did so), until the
verse which comes after it was
revealed, which abrogated it."
[2686] 150 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Salamah bin Al-Akwa' [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"During Ramadân at the time of
the Messenger of Allah
,
whoever among us wanted to fast
did so, and whoever among us
wanted to break the fast and pay
the Fidyah did so, until this verse
was revealed: '...So whoever of
you sights (the crescent on the
first night of) the month (of
Ramadân i.e. is present at his
home), he must observe Sawm
(fasts) that month ...... 2'
Chapter 26. It Is Permissible
To Delay Making Up Missed
Ramadân Fasts Until Before
The Next Ramadân Comes,
And This Is For Those Who
Broke The Fast For A Reason
Such As Sickness, Travel,
Menstruation And The Like
[2687] 151 - (1146) It was
[1J
(2]

A1-Baqarah 2:184.
Al -Baqarah 2:185.
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narrated from Zuhair: "Yaliyâ
bin Sa'eed narrated to us from
Abü Salamah, who said: 'I heard
'Aiiiah [may Allah be pleased
with her] say: I would owe
Ramadân fasts, and I would not
be able to make them up until
ha'bân. Because of being busy
with the Messenger of Allah , or
for the Messenger of Allah

[26881 ( ... ) It was narrated from
Sulaimân bin Bilâl: "Yahyâ bin
Sa'eed narrated to us..." - with
this chain (a HadIth similar to no.
2687), except that in it he said:
"That was because circumstances
with the Messenger of Allah
[2689]... - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn Juraij: "Yayâ bin
Sa'eed narrated to me..." - with
this chain (a HadIth similar to no.
2687). He said: "That was
because of her status with the
Prophet " - Yayâ said that.
[2690] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Abdul-Wahhâb (and another
chain) from Sufyân, both of them
from Yahyâ with this chain (a
similar HadItji as no. 2687). And
they did not mention in the
ladI: "Being busy with
Messenger of Allah ."
[2691] 152 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Muhammad bin IbrâhIm,
from Abü Salamah bin 'Abdur-
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Rahmân, from 'Aiiiah [may
Allah be pleased with her] that
she said: "If one of us did not
fast [in Ramadân] during the
time of the Messenger of Allah
, she would not be able to
make it up with the Messenger of
Allah , until S h—a'bAn came."

Chapter 27. Making Up Fasts
On Behalf Of The Deceased

Lt) - (v
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[2692] 153 - (1147) It was
narrated from 'Aihah [may Allah be
pleased with her] that the Messenger
of Allah
said: "Whoever dies
owing any (obligatory) fasts, his
Wall (relative) should make them
upon his behalf."[']

[2693] 154 - (1148) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs [may
Allah be pleased with them] that
a woman came to the Messenger
of Allah
and said: "My
They say that the meaning of Wall here is one of his relatives.
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mother has died, and she owed
one month of fasting." He said:
"Don't you think that if she owed
a debt, you would pay it off?"
She said: "Yes." He said: "The
debt owed to Allah is more
deserving of being paid off."

[2694] 155 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "A man
and said:
came to the Prophet
'0 Messenger of Allah, my
mother has died and she owed
one month's fasting. Shall I make
it up on her behalf?' He said:
'Don't you think that if your
mother owed a debt, you would
pay it off on her behalf?' He said:
'Yes.' He said: 'The debt owed to
Allah is more deserving of being
paid off."
(One of the narrators) Sulaimân
said: "When we were sitting and
Muslim 11 narrated this IjadIti,
Al-Hakam and Salamah bin
Kuhail both said: 'We heard
Mujâhid quote this from Ibn
'Abbâs."

Ill That is, Muslim Al-BatIn, one of the narrators, not the author.
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[2695] ( ... ) This HadIth was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs [may
Allah be pleased with them],
from the Prophet .

[2696] 156 - (...) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "A woman
came to the Messenger of Allah
and said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, my mother has died and
she owed a fast that she vowed to
observe; shall I fast it on her
behalf?' He said: 'Don't you
think that if your mother owed a
debt and you would pay it off,
that would settle the matter on
her behalf?' She said: 'Yes.' He
said: 'Then fast on behalf of your
mother."

[2697] 157 - (1149) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
Buraidah that his father [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"While I was sitting with the
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Messenger of Allah , a woman
came to him and said: 'I gave a
slave woman in charity to my
mother, then she died.' He said:
'Your reward is assured, and she
(the slave woman) has been
returned to you as an inheritance.'
She said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
she owed one month's fasting,
should I fast on her behalf?' He
said: 'Fast on her behalf.' She said:
She never went for Ha]], should I
perform Ija]] on her behalf? He
said: 'Perform Ha]j on her
behalf."

[2698] 158 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin Buraidah that
his father [may Allah be pleased
with them] said: "I was sitting
with the Prophet ... " a I-Iadth
like that of Ibn Mushir (no.
2697), except that he said: "Two
months' fasting."

[2699] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn Buraidah that his father [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"A woman came to the Prophet
a..." and he mentioned a similar
report (as no. 2698), but he said:
"One month's fasting."

[2700] (...) It was narrated from
Sufyân with this chain (a IjadItJi
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similar to no. 2697), but he said:
"Two months' fasting."

[2701] (...) It was narrated from
Sulaimân bin Buraidah that his
father [may Allah be pleased with
him] said: "A woman came to the
Prophet
..." a Had&j like
theirs (no. 2697), but he said:
"One month's fasting."

Chapter 28. If A Fasting
Person Is Invited To Eat And
He Does Not Want To Break
His Fast, Or Someone Insults
Him Or Argues With Him, It
Is Recommended For Him To
Say: "I Am Fasting," And He
Should Protect His Fast From
Obscene Speech, Ignorance
And The Like
[27021 159 - (1150) It was
narrated from Abfl Hurairah
[may Allah be pleased with them]
that the Prophet
said: "If one
of you is invited to eat when he is
fasting, let him say: 'I am
fasting."
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Chapter 29. Guarding One's
Tongue When Fasting
[27031 160 - (1151) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah
[may Allah be pleased with them]
that the Prophet
said: "If one
of you starts his day fasting, let
him not engage in any obscene or
ignorant speech, and if someone
insults him or argues with him,
let him say: 'I am fasting, I am
fasting."

Chapter 30. The Virtue Of
Fasting
[2704] 161 - ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
[may Allah be pleased with them]
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah it say: 'Allah, the Mighty
and Sublime, says: "Every deed
of the son of Adam is for him,
except fasting. It is for Me, and I
shall reward for it." By the One
in Whose Hand is the soul of
Muhammad, the smell of the
mouth of the fasting person is
better to Allah than the fragrance
of musk."

[2705] 162 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "The
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Messenger of Allah
'Fasting is a shield."
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said:

[27061 163 - ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
[may Allah be pleased with them]
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Allah, the Most High, said:
"Every deed of the son of Adam
is for him, except fasting. It is for
Me, and I shall reward for it."
Fasting is a shield, so when it is a
day when one of you is fasting,
let him not utter any obscene
speech that day nor raise his
voice. If anyone reviles him, or
argues with him, let him say: "I
am a man who is fasting, I am
fasting." By the One in Whose
Hand is the soul of Muhammad!
The smell of the mouth of the
fasting person will be better to
Allah on the Day of Resurrection
than the fragrance of musk. The
fasting person has two moments
of joy that he rejoices in: When
he breaks his fast he rejoices at
breaking his fast, and when he
meets his Lord he will rejoice in
his fasting."
[2707] 164 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "The
Messenger of Allah
ç said:
'Every deed of the son of Adam
will be multiplied, a Hasanah will

.)-YU [Yv.v]
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be multiplied to ten its like, up to
seven hundred times. Allah, the
Mighty and Sublime, said:
"Except fasting. It is for Me and I
shall reward for it. He gives up
his desires and his food for My
sake." The fasting person will
have two moments of joy: Joy
when he breaks his fast, and joy
when he meets his Lord. And
indeed the smell of his mouth is
better to Allah than the fragrance
of musk."

[2708] 165 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abfl Hurairah and Abü
Sa'eed [may Allah be pleased
with them] said: "The Messenger
of Allah Q0, said: 'Allah, the
Mighty and Sublime, says:
"Fasting is for Me and I shall
reward for it." The fasting person
has two moments of joy: When
he breaks his fast, he rejoices,
and when he meets Allah he will
rejoice. By the One in Whose
Hand is the soul of Muhammad!
The smell of the fasting person's
mouth is better to Allah than the
fragrance of musk."

[2709] ( ... ) Dirâr bin Murrah,
who is Abü Sinân, narrated it
with this chain (a Hadlth similar
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to no. 2708), and he said: "He
said: 'When he meets Allah and
He rewards him, he will rejoice."

[27101 166 - (1152) It was
narrated that Sahl bin Sa'd [may
Allah be pleased with him] said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'In Paradise there is a gate called
Ar-Rayyân, through which those
who fast will enter on the Day of
Resurrection, and no one else
will enter it but them. It will be
said: "Where are those who used
to fast?" And they will enter
through it. When the last of them
has entered, it will be closed, and
no one else will enter through
it."

Chapter 31. The Virtue Of
Fasting For In The Cause Of
MIM E" For Those Who Are Able
To Without Suffering Any Harm
Or Neglecting Other Duties
[27111 167 - (1153) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed AludrI [may Allah be pleased
with them] said: "The Messenger
of Allah ç said: 'There is no one
who fasts one day in the cause of
Allah, but Allah will remove his
face (the distance of) seventy
autumns from the Fire in return
for that day."

(\or)—\V
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' Fasting in the cause of Allah means: Non-Obligatory fasting observed for the sole
purpose of pleasing Allah and seeking His blessings.
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[2712] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Suhail with this chain.

[27131 168 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Sa'eed Al-IthudrI [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"I heard the Messenger of Allah
it say: 'Whoever fasts for one
day in the cause of Allah, Allah
will remove his face (the distance
of) seventy autumns' from the
Fire."

Chapter 33. It Is Permissible
To Observe A Voluntary Fast
With An Intention Formed
During The Day Before The
Sun Reaches Its Zenith, And It
Is Permissible For One Who Is
Observing A Voluntary Fast To
Break His Fast With No
Excuse, Although It Is Better
For Him To Complete It
[2714] 169 - (1154) It was
narrated that 'Aishah, the
Mother of the Believers [may
Allah be pleased with her], said:
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"The Messenger of Allah
said
to me one day: '0 'Aigah! Do
you have anything (to eat)?' I
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, we
do not have anything.' He said:
'Then I am fasting.' The
Messenger of Allah
went out,
then a gift was brought to us - or
some visitors came to us. When
the Messenger of Allah
came
back, I said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, a gift was brought to us or some visitors came to us - and
I kept something for you.' He
said: "What is it?' I said: 'Hais.'111
He said: 'Bring it.' So I brought it
to him and he ate, then he said:
'I woke up this morning fasting."
(One of the narrators) Talhah
said: "I narrated this HadIth to
Mujâhid and he said: 'That is like
a man who allocates charity from
his wealth: If he wishes, he may
give it, and if he wishes, he may
keep it."

[2715] 170 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah, the Mother of the
Believers [may Allah be pleased
with her], said: "The Prophet
entered upon me one day and
said: 'Do you have any'iing (to
eat)?' We said: 'No.' i-fe said:
'Then I am fasting.' Then he

iii

( ... )— V
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'- 'rU:

A dish made with dates, 'earn, and cottage cheese, and some of them say it contains
oil, and also other things.
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came to us on another day and
we said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
we have been given some Iais.'
He said: 'Show it to me, for I
woke up this morning fasting,'
then he ate."

Chapter 33. The One Who
Eats, Drinks Or Has
Intercourse By Mistake Does
Not Break His Fast
[2716] 171 - (1155) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"The Messenger of Allah ç said:
'Whoever forgets that he is
fasting and eats or drinks, let him
complete his fast, for Allah has
fed him and given him to drink."
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Chapter 34. The Prophet's
Fasts At Times Other Than
Ramadân; And It Is
Recommended To Ensure That
No Month Is Free Of Fasting
[2717] 172 - (1156) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin
ShaqIq said: "I said to 'Aihah
[may Allah be pleased with her]:
'Did the Prophet
fast an
entire month other than
Ramaçlân?' She said: 'By Allah,
he did not fast any entire month
other than Ramadân, until he

(o)—\V'
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passed away, and he would not
let any month pass without
fasting some of it, until he died."

[27181 173 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin S!iaqiq said: "I
said to 'Aishah [may Allah be
pleased with her]: 'Did the
Messenger of Allah
fast for
any entire month?' She said: 'I
do not know that he fasted for an
entire month except Ramadân,
and he did not avoid fasting for
an entire month, until he passed
away."

[2719] 174 - ( ... ) It was narr ted
that 'Abdullâh bin Shaqiq said: "I
asked 'Aigah [may Allah be
pleased with her] about the
fasting of the Prophet
and she
said: 'He used to fast until we
said: "He has fasted, he has
fasted," and he would not fast
until we said: "He is not fasting,
he is not fasting." She said: 'And
I did not see him fast an entire
month, since he came to AlMadinah, unless it was Ramadân."

[2720] ( ... ) It was narrated that
'Abdullâh bin Shaqiq said: "I
asked 'Aiah [may Allah be
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pleased with her]..." a similar
report (as no. 2720), but he did not
mention Hishâm or Muhammad
in the chain.
[27211 175 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aijah, the Mother of the
Believers [may Allah be pleased
with her], said: "The Messenger
of Allah t, used to fast until we
said: 'He will not break his fast,'
and he used not to fast until we
said: 'He will not fast'. And I
never saw the Messenger of Allah
complete a month of fasting
except Ramadân, and I never saw
him fast more in any month than
in Sha'bân."

[2722] 176 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Salamah said: "I asked
'Aah [may Allah be pleased
with her] about the fasting of the
Messenger of Allah ji and she
said: 'He used to fast until we
would say: "He has fasted," and
he used not to fast until we
would say: "He is not fasting."
And I never saw him fast more in
any month than he fasted in
Sha'bân. He used to fast all of
ha'bân, he used to fast all of
Sha'bân but a little."
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[27231 177 - (782) It was
narrated that 'Aihah [may Allah
be pleased with her] said: "The
Messenger of Allah
did not
fast more in any month of the
year than he did in ha'bân, and
he used to say: 'Take on as much
deeds as you are able to, for
Allah does not grow weary but
you do.' And he used to say: 'The
dearest of deeds to Allah are
those that a person does
regularly, even if they are small."

[27241 178 - (1157) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"The Messenger of Allah
did
not fast for any whole month
apart from Ramadân. When he
fasted, he would fast until one
would say: 'By Allah, he will
never stop fasting.' When he
stopped fasting, he would stop
for so long that one would say:
'By Allah, he will never fast."

[2725] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Bishr with this chain (a
HadIth similar to no. 2724), and
he said:... "for an entire month
since he came to Al-Madinah."
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[27261 179 - (...) 'Uthmân bin
Hakim AI-AnsârI said: "I asked
Sa'eed bin Jubair about fasting in
Rajah, as we were in Rajah at the
time, and he said: 'I heard Ibn
'Abbâs [may Allah be pleased
with them] say: "The Messenger
used to fast until we
of Allah
would say: 'He will not stop
fasting,' and he would stop
fasting until we would say: 'He
will not fast."

[2727] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2726) was narrated from
'Uthmân bin Hakim with this
chain.

[2728] 180 - (1158) It was
narrated from Anas [may Allah
be pleased with them] that the
used to
Messenger of Allah
fast until it would be said: "He is
fasting, he is fasting;" and he
would stop fasting until it was
said: "He has stopped fasting, he
has stopped fasting."
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Chapter 35. Prohibition Of
Fasting For A Lifetime For The
One Who Will Be Harmed By
That Or Who Will Neglect
Other Duties, Or Does Not
Break His Fast On The Two
'Ids Or During The Days Of AtTashrIq; It Is Better To Fast
Alternate Days
[27291 181 - (1159) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr
bin A]-'A said: "The Messenger
of Allah
was told that he
('Abdullâh) had said: 'I shall
most certainly spend my nights in
standing (in prayer) and my days
fasting for as long as I live.' The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'Are
you the one who said that?' I said
to him: 'I did say it, 0 Messenger
of Allah.' The Messenger of
Allah jii, said: 'You are not able
to do that. Fast and break your
fast, sleep and get up (to pray).
Fast three days every month, for
each deed brings a tenfold
reward, and that will be like
fasting for a lifetime.' I said: 'I
am able to do better than that.'
He said: 'Fast one day and break
your fast for two days.' I said: 'I
am able to do better than that, 0
Messenger of Allah.' He said:
'Fast one day and break your fast
one day (i.e., fast alternate days).
That is the fast of Dâwüd, peace
be upon him, and it is the best of
fasting.' I said: 'I am able to do
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better than that.' The Messenger
of Allah j said: 'There is
nothing better than that."
'Abdullâh bin 'Amr [may Allah
be pleased with them] said: "If I
had accepted the three days that
spoke
the Messenger of Allah
of, that would have been dearer
to me than my family and my
wealth."

[2730] 182 - ( ... ) Yaiyâ said:
"Abdullâh bin YazId and I set
out and came to Abü Salamah.
We sent a messenger to him and
he came out to us. At the door of
his house there was a Masjid and
we stayed there until he came Out
and said: 'If you wish, you may
come in, or if you wish, you may
sit here.' We said: 'No, we will sit
here.' He narrated to us:
"Abdullâh bin 'Amr bin Al-'As
[may Allah be pleased with them]
narrated to me: 'I used to fast
every single day, and recite the
Qur'ân every night. Either that
was mentioned to the Prophet
, or he sent for me and I came
to him. He said to me: "Have I
not been informed that you fast
every single day and recite the
Qur'ân every (the entire) night?"
I said: "Yes indeed, 0 Prophet of
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Allah, and I do not intend
anything but good thereby." He
said: "It would be sufficient for
you to fast three days of every
month." I said: "0 Prophet of
Allah, I am able to do better
than that." He said: "Your wife
has a right over you, your guests
have a right over you and your
body has a right over you." He
said: "Observe the fast of Dâwüd,
- the Prophet of Allah
- for
he was the best of people in
worship." I said: "0 Prophet of
Allah, what is the fast of
Dâwfid?" He said: "He used to
fast one day and not the next."
He said: "And recite the Qur'ân
(to completion) once every
month." I said: "0 Prophet of
Allah, I am able to do better
than that." He said: "Then recite
it (to completion) once every
twenty days." I said: "0 Prophet
of Allah, I am able to do better
than that." He said: "Then recite
it (to completion) once every ten
days." I said: "0 Prophet of
Allah, I am able to do better than
that." He said: "Then recite it (to
completion) once every seven
days, and do not do any more
than that, for your wife has a right
over you, your guests have a right
over you, and your body has a
right over you." He said: "I chose
the hard way then it became
binding on me. The Prophet
said: "You do not know, perhaps
you will live a long life."
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"He said: 'It turned out as the
had said to me.
Prophet
When I grew old, I wished that I
had accepted the concession of
the Prophet of Allah

9
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[2731] 183 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Yayâ bin Abi KathIr with
this chain (a HadIth similar to no.
2730), and after the words "three
days of every month" he added:
"For every good deed you will
have a tenfold reward, so that is
like an entire lifetime."
And he said in the HadIth:
"What is the fast of Dâwüd the
Prophet of Allah?" He said:
"Half a lifetime." And he did not
mention in the IjadEth anything
about reciting Qur'ân, and he did
not say: "Your guests have a
right over you," but he said:
"Your child has a right over
you."
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[2732] 184 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
said
"The Messenger of Allah
to me: 'Recite the (entire)
Qur'an every month.' I said: 'I
find that I have the strength (for
more).' He said: 'Recite it every
twenty days.' I said: 'I find that I
have the strength (for more).' He
said: 'Recite it every seven days,
but do not do any more than
that."
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[27331 185 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr bin Al'As [may Allah be pleased with
them] said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: '0 'Abdullâh, do
not be like so-and-so, who used
to stand (in prayer) during the
night then he abandoned
standing (in prayer) at night."

[2734] 186 - ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin
'Amr bin A]-'A [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "The
Prophet
heard that I was
fasting day after day, and praying
at night. Either he sent for me, or
I met him, and he said: 'Have I
not been informed that you fast
and do not break your fast, and
you pray the (entire) night?' Do
not do that, for your eyes have a
share, your self has a share, and
your family has a share. Fast, and
do not fast, pray, and sleep. Fast
one day out of every ten, and you
will have the reward for the
(other) nine." He said: "I feel
that I am stronger than that, 0
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Prophet of Allah.' He said: 'Then
observe th fast of Dâwüd, peace
be "n Lin." He said: "How
did Dâwüd fast, 0 Prophet of
Allah?' He said: 'He used to fast
one day and not the next, and he
did not flee if he encountered (an
enemy).' He said: "How can I be
like that, 0 Prophet of Allah?"
'Atâ' (one of the narrators) said:
"I do not know how he
mentioned fasting day after day."
"And the Prophet
said: 'He
has not fasted who fasts all the
time, he has not fasted who fasts
all the time, he has not fasted
who fasts all the time."
[2735] ( ... ) Ibn Juraij narrated it
with this chain, and he said: "AN
Al-'Abbâs Ash-Shâ'ir told him."
Muslim said: "Abü Al-'Abbâs
As-Sâ'ib bin Farrükh, who was
one of the people of Makkah and
was trustworthy and reliable.

[2736] 187 - ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin
'Amr [may Allah be pleased with
them] said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said to me: '0
'Abdullâh bin 'Amr, you fa
the time and spend your nights in
prayer, but if you do that, your
eyes will become sunken and will
become weak. He has not fasted
who fasts all the time. Fasting for
three days of every month is like
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fasting for the entire month.' I
said: 'I am able to do more than
that.' He said: 'Then observe the
fast of Dâwüd, for he used to fast
one day and not the next, and he
would not flee if he encountered
(an enemy)."

[2737] ( ... ) Habib bin AbI Thâbit
narrated it with this chain (a
IjadIth similar to no. 2736), and
he (ç) said: "You would exhaust
yourself."
[27381 188 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said
to me: 'Have I not been informed
that you spend your nights in
prayer and your days fasting?"
He said: 'I do that.' He said: 'If
you do that, your eyes will
become sunken and you will
exhaust yourself. Your eyes have
a right over you, your self has a
right over you and your wife has
a right over you. Stand (in
prayer), and sleep; fast, and
break the fast."
[2739] 189 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'The dearest of fasting to Allah is
the fast of DâwiId and the
dearest of prayer to Allah is the

-
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-. He
prayer of Dâwfid, used to sleep for half the night,
get up and pray for one third of
it, and sleep for one sixth of it,
and he used to fast one day and
not the next."

[2740] 190 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr bin Al'A [may Allah be pleased with
them] that the Prophetj said:
"The dearest of fasting to Allah
is the fast of Dâwüd. He fasted
alternate days all his life. And the
dearest of prayer to Allah, the
Mighty and Sublime, is the prayer
of Dâwüd, -. He used to
sleep for half the night, then he
would get up and pray, then he
would sleep for the last part, and
he prayed for one third of the
night after (sleeping for) half of
it."
I (Ibn Juraij, a narrator) said to
'Amr bin DInâr: "Did 'Amr bin
Aws say: 'He prayed for one third
of the night after (sleeping for)
half of it?' He said: 'Yes."

[2741] 191 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Qilâbah said: "Abü AlMalIh told me: 'I entered with
your father upon 'Abdullâh bin
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'Amr, and he narrrated to us:
'Mention of my fasting was made
to the Messenger of Allah , so
he entered upon me and I gave
him a pillow made of leather
stuffed with palm fibers, but he
sat on the ground and the pillow
was left between us. He said to
me: "Are not three days of every
month sufficient for you?" I said:
"0 Messenger of Allah!" He
said: "Five." I said: "0
Messenger of Allah!" He said:
"Seven." I said: "0 Messenger of
Allah!" He said: "Nine." I said:
"0 Messenger of Allah!" He
said: "Eleven." I said: "0
Messenger of Allah!" The
Prophet ç said: "There is no fast
better than the fast of Dâwüd,
half a lifetime; fasting one day
and not the next."
[2742] 192 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr [may
Allah be pleased with them] that
the Messenger of Allah
said
to him: "Fast one day and you
will have the reward of the rest."
He said: "I am able to do more
than that." He said: "Fast two
days, and you will have the
reward of the rest." He said: "I
am able to do more than that."
He said: "Fast three days, and
you will have the reward of the
rest." He said: "I am able to do
more than that." He said: "Fast
four days and you will have the
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reward of the rest." He said: "I
am able to do more than that."
He said: "Observe the best fast
before Allah, the fast of Dâwüd,
-. He used to fast one day
and not the next."

[2743] 193 - ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin
'Amr said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said to me: '0
'Abdullâh bin 'Amr, I have heard
that you fast all day and pray all
night. Do not do that, for your
body is entitled to a share from
you, your eye is entitled to a
share from you, and your wife is
entitled to a share from you. Fast
and break the fast, fast three days
of every month, for that is like
fasting for a lifetime.' I said: '0
Messenger of Allah, I have the
strength.' He said: 'Then observe
the fast of Dâwüd, -, fast
one day and not the next."
And he ('Abdullâh bin 'Amr)
used to say: "Would that I had
accepted the concession."
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Chapter 36. It Is
Recommended To Fast Three
Days Of Every Month, And To
Fast On The Days Of 'Arafah
And 'Ashârâ', And To Fast On
Mondays And Thursdays
[2744] 194 - (1160) Mu'âdhah
A1-'Adawiyyah narrated that she
asked 'Aihah, the wife of the
Prophet : "Did the Messenger
of Allah
fast three days of
every month?" She said: "Yes."
She said to her: "Which three
days did he fast?" She said: "He
did not mind which days of the
month he fasted."

[2745] 195 - (1161) It was
narrated from 'Imrân bin Husain
[may Allah be pleased with them]
that the Prophet
said to him or he said to another man while
he was listening -: "0 so-and-so,
did you fast in the middle of this
month?" He said: "No." He said:
"When you end the fast (of
Ramadân), then fast two days."

[2746] 196 - (1162) It was
narrated from Abü Qatâdah that
a man came to the Prophet %
and said: "How do you fast?"
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got
The Messenger of Allah
angry at his words, and when
'Umar [may Allah be pleased
with them] saw that he was angry,
he said: "We are pleased with
Allah as our Lord, with Islam as
our religion and with Muhammad
as our Prophet; we seek refuge
with Allah from the wrath of
Allah and the wrath of His
Messenger." 'Umar [may Allah
be pleased with them] started
repeating these words until his
anger went away, then 'Umar
said: "0 Messenger of Allah,
what about one who fasts all the
time?" He said: "He has neither
fasted nor broken the fast."
'Umar said: "What about one
who fasts for two days, then
breaks his fast for one day?" He
('Umar) said: "Is anyone able to
do that?" He said: "What about
one who fasts one day and breaks
his fast for one day?" He said:
"That is the fast of DâwiId, ." He ('Umar) said: "What about
one who fasts one day and breaks
his fast for two days?" He said: "I
wish that I were able to do that."
Then the Messenger of Allah
said: "Three days of each month
and one Ramadân to the next,
that is like fasting for an entire
lifetime. Fasting on the day of
Arafah, I ask Allah that it may
expiate for (the sins of) the year
that comes before it, and the year
that comes after it. And fasting
the Day of 'Ahirâ', I ask Allah
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that it may expiate for (the sins
of) the year that comes before
it."
[2747] 197 (...) It was narrated
from Abü Qatâdah Al-Ansâri
[may Allah be pleased with them]
that the Messenger of Allah iA
was asked about his fasting and
the Messenger of Allah
got
angry. 'Umar [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "We are
pleased with Allah as our Lord,
Islam as our religion, Muhammad
as our Messenger and with our
pledge as our oath of allegiance."
Then he (ij) was asked about
fasting all the time. He said: "He
has neither fasted nor broken his
fast." Then he was asked about
fasting two days and breaking the
fast for one day and he said:
"Who is able to do that?" Then
he was asked about fasting one
day and breaking the fast for two
days and he said: "Would that
Allah had given us the strength
to do that." Then he was asked
about fasting one day, and
breaking the fast for one day, and
he said: "That is the fast of my
brother Dâwüd, -." He ()
was asked about fasting on
Mondays and he said: "That is
the day on which I was born and
the day on which I was sent" - or
"on which Revelation came to
me." He said: "Fasting three days
of every month, and one
Ramadân till the next, is like
fasting for a lifetime." And he
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was asked about fasting on the
Day of 'Arafah. He said: "It
expiates for the past and coming
years." He was asked about
fasting on the day of 'Ajarâ' and
he said: "It expiates for the past
year."
Muslim said: In this HadIth, in
the narration by Shu'bah, it says:
"He was asked about fasting on
Mondays and Thursdays" and we
refrained from mentioning
Thursdays because we believe
that this was a mistake.
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[2748] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Shu'bah with this chain (a HadIth
similar to no. 2747).

r[VtA]

L4
[2749] ( ... ) Ghailân bin JarIr
narrated with this chain a HadIth
like that of Shu'bah, except that
he mentioned Monday but he did
not mention Thursday.

j.j (...) [Vt°]

[2750] 198 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Qatâdah [Al-AnsârI
may Allah be pleased with them]
that the Messenger of Allah ii
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was asked about fasting on
Mondays and he said: "On it I
was born and on it Revelation
came to me."

Chapter 37. Fasting At The
End Of Sha'bân
[2751] 199 - (1161) It was
narrated from 'Imrân bin Husain
[may Allah be pleased with them]
that the Messenger of Allah jor,
said to him - or to someone else
-: "Did you fast at the end of
ha'bân?" He said: "No." He
said: "When you have ended the
fast (of Ramadân), then fast two
days."

[2752] 200 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Imrân bin Husain [may
Allah be pleased with them] that
the Prophet
said to a man:
"Did you fast at the end of this
month at all?" He said: "No."
The Messenger of Allah j said:
"When you have ended the
Ramadân fast, then fast two days
in place of that."
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[2753] 201 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Imrân bin Husain [may
Allah be pleased with them] that
said to a man:
the Prophet
"Did you fast at the end of this
month at all?" - meaning
ha'b i. He said: "No." He said
to him: "When you have ended
the Ramadân fast, then fast one
or two days" - hu'bah is the one
who was not sure. He (the
narrator) said: "But I think he
said two days."

[2754] ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin Hâni'
the son of the brother of
Mutarrif narrated a similar report
(as no. 2753) with this chain.

Chapter 38. The Virtue Of
Fasting Muharram
[2755] 202 - (1163) It was
narrated that Ab6 Hurairah [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'The best fast after Ramadân is
Allah's month, Muharram, and
the best prayer after the obligatory
prayers is prayer at night."
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[2756] 203 - (...) It was narrated
from AN Hurairah [may Allah
be pleased with them] that the
Prophet 40, was asked: "Which
prayer is best after the obligatory
prayers, and which fasting is best
after the month of Ramadân?"
He said: "The best prayer after
the prescribed prayer is prayer in
the middle of the night, and the
best fasting after the month of
Ramalân is fasting in the month
of Allah, Muharram."

[2757] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2756) was narrated from
'Abdul-Malik with this chain
from the Prophet
about
fasting.

Chapter 39. It Is
Recommended To Fast Six
Days In Shawwfil Following
Ramadân
[2758] 204 - (1164) It was
narrated from Abü Ayyüb AlAnsârj [may Allah be pleased
with them] that the Messenger of
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said: "Whoever fasts
Allah
Ramadân then follows it with six
days of Shawwâl, it is as if he
fasted a lifetime."

[2759] ( ... ) Abü Ayyüb AlAnârI [may Allah be pleased
with them] narrated: "I heard the
say..." a
Messenger of Allah
similar report (as no. 2578).

[2760] ( ... ) Abü Ayyüb [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"The Messenger of Allah ii
said..." a similar report (as no.
2758).

Chapter 40. The Virtue Of
Lailat A1-Qadr And The
Exhortation To Seek It; When
It Is And The Most Likely
Times To Seek It
[2761] 205 - (1165) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar [may
Allah be pleased with them] that
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some men among the Companions
of the Prophet
were shown
Lailat Al-Qadr in their dreams,
during the last seven (days of
Ramadân). The Messenger of
Allah jW said: "I see that your
dreams agree concerning the last
seven (nights), so whoever wants
to seek it, let him seek it in the last
seven (nights)."
[2762] 206 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar [may Allah be
pleased with them] that the
Prophetç said: "Seek Lailat AlQadr in the last seven (nights)."

[2763] 207 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sâlim that his father [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"A man saw (in a dream) that
Lailat Al-Qadr was the night of
the twenty-seventh. The Prophet
said: 'I see that your dreams
indicate the last ten (nights), so
seek it in the odd numbered ones
thereof."

[2764] 208 - ( ... ) Sâlim bin
'Abdullâh bin 'Umar narrated
that his father [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "I heard
the Messenger of Allah
say,
concerning Lailat Al-Qadr: 'Some
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of you have been shown that it is
in the first seven (nights), and
some of you have been shown
that it is in the last seven, so seek
it during the last ten (nights)."

[2765] 209 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Uqbah, who is Ibn Huraith,
said: "I heard Ibn 'Umar [may
Allah be pleased with them] say:
'The Messenger of Allah ihj said:
"Seek it in the last ten (nights),"
meaning Lailat Al-Qadr, "and if
one of you feels weak or tired,
that should not cause you to miss
the last seven (nights)."

[2766] 210 - ( ... ) Ibn 'Umar
[may Allah be pleased with them]
narrated that the Prophet
said: "Whoever wants to seek it,
let him seek it in the last ten
(nights)."

[2767] 211 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Seek Lailat Al-Qadr in the last
ten (nights)' or he said: 'in the
last seven (nights)."

:
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[27681 212 - (1166) It was
narrated from Abfl Hurairah
[may Allah be pleased with them]
that the Messenger of Allah
said: "I was shown Lailat AlQadr, then one of my family
woke me up and I was caused to
forget it, so seek it in the last ten
(nights)."
(One of the narrators) Harmalah
said: "and I forgot it."

[2769] 213 - (1167) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed AlKhudrI [may Allah be pleased
with them] said: "The Messenger
of Allah
used to observe
I'tikáf during the middle ten days
of the month. Then when twenty
nights had passed, and the
twenty-first came, he would go
back to his home, and those who
had been observing I'tikâf with
him also went back home. Then
one month he observed I'tikâf on
that night when he used to go
home. Then he addressed the
people and exhorted them as
Allah willed, then he said: 'I used
to observe I'tikáf during these ten
days, then I decided to observe
I'tikâf during these last ten days,
so whoever was observing I'tikâf
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with me, let him stay in his place
of I'tikâf, for I was shown this
night, then I was caused to forget
it, so seek it in the last ten nights,
on every odd-numbered night, for
I saw myself prostrating in water
and mud."
Abü Sa'eed Al-KhudrI said: "It
rained on the night of the twentyfirst, and the Masjid leaked at the
place where the Messenger of
prayed. I looked at him
Allah
when he had finished praying
Subh and his face was wet with
mud and water."

[2770] 214 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Sa'eed A1-Ihudri [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"The Messenger of Allah used
to observe I'tikâf during
Ramalân during the middle ten
days..." and he quoted a similar
HadIth (as no. 2769), except that
he said: "Let him stay in his place
of I'tikaf." And he said: "His
forehead was streaked with mud
and water."

[2771] 215 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that AN Sa'eed A1-udrI [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"The Messenger of Allah
observed I'tikâf during the first
ten days of Ramadân, then he
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observed I'tikâf during the middle
ten days, in a Turkish tent that
had a reed mat over the door. He
took hold of the mat and put it in
the corner of the tent, then he
put his head out and spoke to the
people, who drew close to him.
He said: 'I observed I'tilthf during
the first ten days, seeking this
night, then I observed I'tikâf
during the middle ten. Then
someone came to me and I was
told that it is in the last ten
nights, so whoever among you
wants to observe I'tikâf, let him
do so.' So the people observed
I'tikâf with him. And he said: 'I
was shown that it is an oddnumbered night, and that I was
prostrating the following morning
in mud and water.' On the
morning of the twenty-first, when
he got up to pray $ub1fz, it had
rained and the Masjid had
leaked. When he came out after
praying Subh, there was water
and mud on his forehead and on
the tip of his nose, and that was
the night of the twenty-first, one
of the last ten nights."

[2772] 216. ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Salamah said: "We
were talking about Lailat AlQadr, so I went to Abü Sa'eed
A]-IhudrI [may Allah be pleased
with them], who was a friend of
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mine, and said: 'Let's go out to
the palm trees.' So he came out,
wearing a KijamIsah, and I said
to him: "Did you hear the
Messenger of Allah
mention
Lailat Al-Qadr?" He said: "Yes;
we observed I'tikâf with the
Messenger of Allah
during the
middle ten days of Ramaçlân, and
we came out on the morning of
the twentieth. The Messenger of
Allah
addressed us and said:
'I was shown Lailat Al-Qadr but I
forgot it' - or 'I was caused to
forget it, so seek it in the last ten
nights, on the odd-numbered
nights. And I saw that I was
prostrating in water and mud, so
whoever was observing I'tikâf with
the Messenger of Allah
, let
him go back.' So we went back
and we did not see any clouds in
the sky, then a cloud came and it
rained, until the roof of the
Masjid, which was made of palm
branches, flowed with water. The
Iqâmah was called for the prayer,
and I saw the Messenger of Allah
prostrating in water and mud,
until I saw the traces of mud on
his forehead."
[2773] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2772) was narrated from
Yahyâ bin Abl KaShIr with this
chain. In their Ijadtjj it says: "I
saw the Messenger of Allah 00,
when he had finished (praying)
and on his forehead and the tip
of his nose there were traces of
mud."
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[27741 217 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Nadrah, that Abü
Sa'eed Al-IhudrI [may Allah be
pleased with him] said: "The
observed
Messenger of Allah
I'tikâf during the middle ten days
of Ramadân, seeking Lailat AlQadr before it was shown to him.
When they were over, he ordered
that the tent be taken down, then
he was shown that it (Lailat AlQadr) was in the last ten nights,
so he ordered that the tent be
put back, then he came out to
the people and said: '0 people,
Lailat Al-Qadr was shown to me,
and I came out to tell you about
it, but two men came disputing,
and the Shaitân was with them,
and I was caused to forget it. So
seek it in the last ten nights of
Ramadân, seek it on the ninth,
the seventh and the fifth." I
(Abfi Nadrah) said: "0 Abü
Sa'eed, you know more about
numbers than I do." He said:
"Yes, we are bound to." I said:
"What are the ninth, the seventh
and the fifth?" He said: "When
twenty-one nights have passed
and the next night is the twentysecond, that is the ninth. When
twenty-three have passed, the
next night is the seventh. And
when twenty-five have passed, the
next night is the fifth."
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[2775] 218 - (1168) It was
narrated from 'Abdullh bin
Unais that the Messenger of
Allah ç said: "I was shown
Lailat Al-Qadr then I was caused
to forget it, but I was shown that
on the (following) morning I
would be prostrating in water and
mud." It rained on the night of
the twenty-third, and the
Messenger of Allah
led us in
prayer; when he finished, the
traces of water and mud were on
his forehead and nose.
Busr (a narrator) said: "'Abdullâh
bin Unais used to say: 'The twentythird."

[2776] 219 - (169) It was
narrated that 'Aiah [may Allah
be pleased with her] said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Seek Lailat Al-Qadr in the last
ten nights of Ramalân."
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[2777] 220 - (762) Zirr bin
Hubaish said: "I asked Ubayy bin
Ka'b [may Allah be pleased with
them]: 'Your brother Ibn Mas'üd
says that whoever prays Qiyâm
(night prayers) all year, he will
find Lailat Al-Qadr.' He said:
'May Allah have mercy on him,
he intended that the people
should not rely (on just one
night). But he knew that it is in
Ramadân, and that it is in the
last ten nights, and that it is the
night of the twenty-seventh.'
Then he swore unequivocally that
it is the twenty-seventh. I said:
'On what basis do you say that, 0
Abü Al-Munhir?' He said: 'By
the sign of which the Messenger
of Allah
told us: "On that day
the sun rises with no rays."

[VAo

[2778] 221 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ubayy bin Ka'b [may Allah
be pleased with them] said
concerning Lailat A1-Qadr: "By
Allah, I know it" - (one of the
narrators) Shu'bah said: "To the
best of my knowledge" - "it is the
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night which the Messenger of
Allah commanded us to spend
in prayer, it is the night of the
twenty-seventh."
hu'bah was uncertain about this
phrase: "It is the night which the
Messenger of Allah
commanded us (to spend in
prayer)." He said: "A friend of
mine narrated it to me from
him."

[2779] 222 - (1170) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"We were talking about Lailat AlQadr in the presence of the
Messenger of Allah , and he
said: 'Who among you
remembers when the moon rose
looking like part of a bowl?"
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14. The Book Of I'tikâf
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Chapter 1. I'tik.âf During The
Last Ten Days Of Ramadan
[2780] 1 - (1171) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar [may
Allah be pleased with them] that
the Prophet
used to observe
I'tikaf during the last ten days of
Ramadân.

[2781] 2 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar [may
Allah be pleased with them] that
the Messenger of Allah
used
to observe I'tikâf during the last
ten days of Ramadân. Nâfi' said:
"Abdullâh showed me the place
where the Messenger of Allah
used to observe I'tikâf in the
Masjid."

[2782] 3 - (1172) It was
narrated that 'Aigah [may Allah
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be pleased with her] said: "The
used to
Messenger of Allah
observe I'tikâf during the last ten
days of Ramadân."

[2783] 4 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aigah [may Allah be
pleased with her] said: "The
used to
Messenger of Allah
observe I'tikâf during the last ten
days of Ramadân."

[2784] 5 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aishah [may Allah be
pleased with her] that the
Prophet
used to observe I'tikâf
during the last ten days of
Ramadân, until Allah took his
soul in death, then his wives
observed I'tikaf after him.
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Chapter 2. When Should The
One Who Wants To Observe
IWkâf Enter His Place Of
I'tikâf?
[2785] 6 - (1173) It was
narrated that 'Aishah [may Allah
be pleased with her] said: "When
the Messenger of Allah
wanted to observe I'tikâf, he
prayed Fajr then he entered his
place of I'tikaf. He commanded
that his tent be set up - when he
wanted to observe I'tikâf during
the last ten days of Ramalân and Zainab ordered that her tent
be set up, and other wives of the
Prophet
ordered that their
tents be set up. When the
Messenger of Allah ito, prayed
Fajr, he looked and saw the tents,
and he said: 'Is it righteousness
that they seek?' He ordered that
his tent be taken down and he
did not observe I'tikâf during
(that) Ramadân, until he
observed I'tikâf during the first
ten days of hawwâl."
[2786] ( ... ) A HadIth similar to
that of Abü Mu'âwiyah (no.
2785) was narrated from 'Aishah
[may Allah be pleased with her]
from the Prophet .
In the Had/! of Ibn 'Uyaynah,
'An-,r bin Al-klariih and Ibn Isâq,
it mentions 'Aishah, Hafsah and
Zainab [may Allah be pleased with
them] setting up tcnts for I'tikâf.
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Chapter 3. Striving Harder In
Worship During The Last Ten
Days Of Ramadân

[2787] 7 - (1174) It was
narrated that 'Aiah [may Allah
be pleased with hen] said: "When
the (last) ten (nights) began, the
Messenger of Allah
would
stay awake at night, wake his
family, strive hard (in worship)
and tighten his Iz6r."11'
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"Tighten his Izâr" - they say its meaning is striving hard in worship, or avoiding
intimacy with his wives during this period.
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[27881 8 - (1175) 'Aiah [may
Allah be pleased with her] said:
"The Messenger of Allah
used
to strive harder in the last ten
(nights of Ramaçlân) than at any
other time."

Chapter 4. Fasting The (First)
Ten Days Of DhuI-Ijijjah
[27891 9 - (1176) It was
narrated that 'Aishah [may Allah
be pleased with them] said: "I
never saw the Messenger of Allah
fasting in the ten days (of
Phul-Ilijjah)."

[2790] 10 - (...) It was narrated
from 'Aijah [may Allah be
peased with her] that the Prophet
, did not fast the ten days (of
Dhul-klijjah).
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15. The Book Of Ha
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Chapter 1. What One Who Has
Entered Ihrâm For Ha# Or
'Umrah Is Permitted To Wear,
And What Is Not Permissible,
And Perfume Is Forbidden For
Him
[2791] 1 - (1177) It wa
narrated from Ibn 'Umar [may
Allah be pleased with them] that
a man asked the Messenger of
Allah : "What clothes may the
Muhrim wear?" The Messenger
of Allah
said: "Do not wear
shirts, turbans, trousers, burnoos
or Kijuff, except for one who
cannot find sandals, in which case
he may wear juff but he should
cut them (so that they come)
lower than the ankles. And do
not wear any clothes that have
been dyed with saffron or Wars."

[2792] 2 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sâlim that his father [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"The Prophet
was asked:
'What may the pilgrim in hiram
wear?' He said: 'The pilgrim in
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Ihrâm should not wear a shirt, or
a turban, or a burnoose, or
trousers, or any garment that has
been dyed with Wars or saffron,
or Kijuff, unless he cannot find
any sandals, in which case he
should cut them, so that they
come lower than the ankles."'
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'[2793] 3 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "The
Messenger of Allah ij forbade
the pilgrim in Iizrâm to wear any
garment dyed with saffron or
Wars, and he said: 'Whoever
cannot find any sandals, let him
wear Khuff, and cut them (so that
they come) lower than the
ankles."'
[2794] 4 - (1178) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"When delivering a Kijufbah, I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: 'Trousers, for the one who
cannot find an Izâr, and K.huff,
for the one who cannot find
sandals' - referring to the pilgrim
in Ihrâm."
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[2795] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Amr bin DInâr with this chain,
that he (Ibn 'Abbâs) heard the
Prophet
deliver a Kijutbah in
'Arafat, and he mentioned this
HadIth (a HadIth similar to no.
2794).

[2796] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Amr bin Dinâr with this chain (a
IjadW similar to no. 2794), but
none of them (the narrators)
mention that he was delivering a
Kiiu!bah in 'Arafat, except
Shu'bah alone.

[2797] 5 - (1179) It was
narrated that Jâbir [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whoever cannot find any
sandals, let him wear Khuff, and
whoever cannot find an Izâr, let
him wear trousers."
[2798] 6 - (1180) It was
narrated from Safwán bin Ya'la
bin Munyah that his father [may
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Allah be pleased with them] said:
"A man came to the Prophet
wearing a Jubbah on which was
some K_halüq (a kind of
perfume)" - or he said: "Traces
of Sufrah - while he was at AlJi'rânah.' He said: 'What do you
command me to do during my
'Umrah?' The Revelation came
upon the Prophet
so he was
covered with a garment."
Ya'la used to say: "I wish that I
could see the Prophet
when
the Revelation comes upon him."
"He ('Umar bin A1-Khattâb)
said: 'Would you like to see the
Prophet
when the Revelation
has come upon him?' 'Umar
lifted the edge of the garment
and I saw him breathing deeply."
"When it was over, he () said:
'Where is the one who was
asking about 'Umrah? Wash the
traces of Sufrah' - or he said: 'the
traces of Mialâq - from you and
take off your Jubbah, and do in
your 'Umrah what you would do
in your Iajj."
[2799] 7 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Safwân bin Ya'la that his
father said: "A man came to the
Prophet wearing a Jubbah and
perfumed with KJzalâq, when he
was in A]-Ji'rânah, and I was with
. He said: 'I have
the Prophet
entered Ihrâm for 'Umrah wearing
this, and I have perfumed myself
with Kljalâq.' The Prophet j said
to him: 'What would you do in
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your Ijajj?' He said: 'I would take
off this garment and wash off this
te Prophet
said to
him: 'What you would do in your
Iajj, do in your 'Umrah."

[28001 8 - ( ... ) Safwan bin Ya'la
bin Umayyah narrated that Ya'la
used to say to 'Umar bin A]IJiattâb [may Allah be pleased
with them]: "Would that I could
see the Prophet of Allah iiiJ while
the Revelation comes to him."
When the Prophet
was at AlJi'rânah, and there was a cloth
over the Prophet
with which
he was being shaded, and some
of his Companions, including
'Umar, were with him, a man
came to him wearing a woolen
Jubbah that was daubed with
perfume. He said: "0 Messenger
of Allah, what do you think of a
man who enters Ihrâm for
'Umrah wearing a Jubbah after
daubing it with perfume?" The
Prophet
looked at him for a
moment, then he fell silent. The
Revelation came to him
'Umar gestured to Ya'la bin
Umayyah, telling him to come.
Ya'la came, and he put his head
in, and he saw the Prophet&;
red in the face and breathing
deeply. Then he was relieved of
that and he said: "Where is the
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one who asked me about 'Umrah
just now?" The man was sought,
and brought, and the Prophet
said: "As for the perfume that is
on you, wash it off three times,
and as for the Jubbah, take it off,
then do in your 'Umrah what you
would do in your Iajj."

[2801] 9 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Safwan bin Ya'la bin
Umayyah, from his father [may
Allah be pleased with them], that
a man came to the Prophet &c
when he was at Al-Ji'rânah. He
had entered Ihrâm for 'Umrah
and he had put 'ufrah (Kljalâq)
in his hair and beard, and was
wearing a Jubbah. He said: "0
Messenger of Allah, I have
entered Ihrâm for 'Umrah, and I
am as you see." He said: "Take
off the Jubbah and wash off the
ufrah, and what you would do in
your Ijajj, do it in your 'Umrah."

[2802] 10 - ( ... ) Safwan bin
Ya'la narrated that his father
[may Allah be pleased with them]
said: "We were with the
Messenger of Allah
and a
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man came to him wearing a
Jubbah and bearing traces of
Kialâq. He said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, I entered Ihrâm for
'Umrah; what should I do?' He
remained silent and did not
answer him. 'Umar used to cover
him when the Revelation came
upon him, to shade him. I said to
'Umar [may Allah be pleased
with them]: 'I would like, when
the Revelation comes upon him,
to put my head under the cloth
with him.' When the Revelation
came upon him, 'Umar [may
Allah be pleased with them]
covered him with the cloth, and I
came and put my head under the
cloth with him, and I looked at
him. When it was over, he said:
'Where is the one who was asking
about 'Umrah just now?' The
man stood up and he said: 'Take
off your Jubbah, and wash off the
traces of Khali2q that are on you,
and do in your 'Umrah what you
would do in your &J."'

Chapter 2. The MawâqIt Of
Hajj
[2803] 11 - 1181 It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "The
defined
Messenger of Allah
the ]Wqât of the people of A]Madinah as Dhul-Hulaifah; that
of the people of Ash-hâm as AlJubfah; that of the people of
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Najd as Qarn Al-Manâzil; and
that of the people of Yemen as
Yalamlam. And he said: 'And
these MawâqIt are for the people
at those very places, and besides
them for those who come
through those places with the
intention of performing ITlaff and
'Umrah; and whoever is living
within these boundaries can
(begin the Talbiyah) from the
place he starts, and the people of
Makkah can start from
Makkah."
[2804] 12 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs [may Allah be
pleased with them] that the
defined
Messenger of Allah
the MIqât of the people of A]Madinah as Dhul-Hulaifah; that
of the people of Ash-Shim as AlJubfah; that of the people of
Najd as Qarn Al-Manâzil; and
that of the people of Yemen as
Yalamlam. And he said: "And
these MIqât are for the people at
those very places, and besides
them for those who come
through those places with the
intention of performing Ijajj and
'Umrah; and whoever is living
within these boundaries can enter
(Ihram) from the place he starts,
and the people of Makkah can
start from Makkah."
[28051 13 - (1182) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar [may
Allah be pleased with them] that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
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"The people of Al-Madinah
should (begin the Talbiyah) from
Phul-Hulaifah, the people of
Ash-Sham from Al-Juhfah and
the people of Najd from Qarn."
'Abdullâh said: "And it was
conveyed to me that the Messenger
of Allah t said: 'And the people
of Yemen should (begin the
Talbiyah) from Yalamlam."

[2806] 14 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sâlim bin 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar bin Al-Ichattâb [may Allah
be pleased with them] that his
father said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: 'The
MIqât for the people of AlMadinah is Dhul-Hulaifah, the
MIqât for the people of Ath_S_hâm is Mahya'ah - which is AlJuhfah - and the MIqât for the
people of Najd is Qarn."
'Abdullâh bin 'Umar [may Allah
be pleased with them] said: "And
they said that the Messenger of
Allah
said - although I did not
hear that from him: 'And the
MIqât for the people of Yemen is
Yalamlam."
[2807] 15 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin DInâr that he
heard Ibn 'Umar [may Allah be
pleased with them] say: "The
Messenger of Allah
commanded the people of AlMadinah to (begin the Talbiyah)
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from Phul-Hulaifah, the people
of Ash-Sham from A1-Juhfah and
the people of Najd from Qarn."
'Abdullâh bin 'Umar [may Allah
be pleased with them] said: "And
I was told that he said: 'The
people of Yemen should (begin
the Talbiyah) from Yalamlam."

[2808] 16 - (1183) Abfl AzZubair narrated that he heard
Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh [may Allah
be pleased with them] being
asked about the MIqât. He said:
"I heard" - then he stopped and
said: "I think he meant the
Prophet ,."
[2809] 17 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sâlim, from his father [may
Allah be pleased with them], that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"The people of Al-Madinah
should (begin the Talbiyah) from
Dhul-Hulaifah, the people of
Ash-Sham should enter Ihrâm
from Al-Juhfah and the people of
Najd should (begin the Talbiyah)
from Qarn."
Ibn 'Umar [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "And it
was mentioned to me, although I
did not hear it, that the
Messenger of Allah
said: 'And
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the people of Yemen should
(begin the Talbiyah) from
Yalamlam."
[2810] 18 - ( ... ) Abü Az-Zubair
narrated that he heard Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh being asked about the
MIqât. He said: "I heard" - and I
think he attributed it to the
Prophet
- and said: "The
MIqât of the people of AlMadinah is from hul-Hulaifah,
and the other way is A1-Juhfah,
and the MIqât for the people of
Al-'Irâq is from Phât 'Irq, and
the MIqât for the people of Najd
is from Qarn, and the MIqât for
the people of Yemen is
Yalamlam."

Chapter 3. The Talbiyah, Its
Description And Timing
[2811] 19 - (1184) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar [may
Allah be pleased with them] that the
Talbiyah of the Messenger of Allah
was: "Labbaik Allâhumma
labbaik, labbaika lâ sharIka laka
labbaik, inna al-hamda wanni'matah la/ca wal-mul/ç, lâ sharIka
lak (Here I am, 0 Allah, here I
am. Here I am, You have no
partner, here I am. Verily all
praise and grace and dominion are
Yours, You have no partner)."
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'Abdullâh bin 'Umar [may Allah
be pleased with them] used to
add to it (the words): "Labbaika
labbaika labbaika wa sa 'daika
wal-Lchair /1 yadaika, labbaika
warraghbâu' ilaika wal- 'am! (Here
I am, here I am, and at Your
service; all good is in Your
hands, here I am, seeking Your
pleasure and striving for Your
sake)."
[2812] 20 - (...) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar [may
Allah be pleased with them] that
the when the camel of the
Messenger of Allah
stood up
with him at the Masjid of DhulUulaifah, he would begin the
Ta!biyah saying: "Labbaik
Al!âhumma !abbaik, labbaika !a
sharIka laka !abbaik, inna a!hamda wan-ni'matah laka walmullç, !a sharIka !ak (Here I am,
0 Allah, here I am. Here I am,
You have no partner, here I am.
Verily all praise and grace and
dominion are Yours, You have
no partner)."
They said: "And 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar [may Allah be pleased
with them] used to say: 'This is
the Talbiyah of the Messenger of
Allah
Nâfi' said: "Abdullâh bin 'Umar
[may Allah be pleased with them]
used to add to this the words:
'Labbaika labbaika wa sa 'daika
wal-khayrfiyadaika, labbaika warraghbâu' ilaika wal-'am! (Here I
am, here I am, and at Your
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service; all good is in Your
hands, here I am, seeking Your
pleasure and striving for Your
sake)."
[2813] (...) It was narrated that
Ibn 'Umar [may Allah be pleased
with them] said: "I learned the
Talbiyah from the mouth of the
Messenger of Allah ..... and he
mentioned a similar HadIth (as
no. 2812).

[2814] 21 - ( ... ) Sâlim bin
'Abdullâh bin 'Umar narrated
that his father [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "I heard
the Messenger of Allah ji (begin
the Talbiyah) Mulabidan, 1
saying: 'Labbaik Allâhumma
labbailç, labbaika lâ sharIka laka
labbaik, inna al-hamda wanni'matah laka wal-mullç lâ sharika
lak (Here I am, 0 Allah, here I
am. Here I am, You have no
partner, here I am. Verily all
praise and grace and dominion
are Yours, You have no
partner)." And he did not add
anything to these words.
'Abdullâh bin 'Umar [may Allah
be pleased with them] used to
say: "The Messenger of Allah
used to pray two Rak'ah in PhulIlulaifah, then when his camel
rose up with him by the Masjid of
Phul-Hulaifah, he would (begin
' Having a gum like substance applied to the head to keep the hair matted together.
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the Talbiyah) by saying these
words."
'Abdullâh bin 'Umar [may Allah
be pleased with them] used to
say: "Umar bin A1-Iattâb [may
Allah be pleased with them] used
to (begin the Talbiyah) of the
Messenger of Allah
ç, with
these words, and he would say:
'Labbaika Allâhumma labbaika
Allâhumma labbaika wa sa 'daika
wal-air fi yadaika, labbaika warraghbâu' ilaika wal-'aml (Here I
am, here I am, here I am, and at
Your service; all good is in Your
hands, here I am, seeking Your
pleasure and striving for Your
sake)"
[2815] 22 - (1185) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"The idolators used to say:
'Labbaika lâ sharIka lak (Here we
are, You have no partner).' The
Messenger of Allah 0, would say:
"Woe to you, stop there." But
they would continue: 'Except a
partner that You have, and You
control him and all that he
possesses'. And they would say
this as they circumambulated the
Ka'bah."
Chapter 4. The Command To
The People Of Al-Madinah To
Enter Ihrâm From The MasJid
At Dhul-Hulaifah
[28161 23 - (1186) It was
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narrated from Sâlim bin 'Abdullâh
that he heard his father [may Allah
be pleased with them] say: "This
Baidâ' of yours is the one concerning
which you attribute a lie to the
Messenger of Allah
. The
only
Messenger of Allah
(began the Talbiyah) from the
Masfid, meaning at Qhul Hulaifah."
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[2817] 24 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Sâlim said: "When it was
said to Ibn 'Umar [may Allah be
pleased with them] that they
should enter Ihrâm from AlBaidâ', he said: 'Al-Baidâ' is that
concerning which you attribute a
lie to the Messenger of Allah
The Messenger of Allah
only
(began the Talbiyah) from beside
the tree, when his camel stood up
with him."
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Chapter 5. Clarifying That It Is
Better To Enter Ihrâm When A
Person's Mount Sets Off With
Him, Heading Towards
Makkah, Not Straight After
The Two Rak'ah
[2818] 25 - (1187) It was
narrated from 'Ubaid bin Juraij
that he said to 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar [may Allah be pleased
with them]: "0 Abü 'AbdurRabmân! I have seen you doing
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four things that I have not seen
any of your companions doing."
He said: "What are they, 0 Ibn
Juraij?" He said: "I saw that you
do not touch any of the corners
(of the Ka'bah) except the two
Yemeni corners, and I saw you
wearing Sibtiyyah sandals, and I
saw you applying Sufrah, and
when you were in Makkah, I saw
the people (beginning the
Talbiyah) when they saw the
crescent, but you did not (begin
the Talbiyah) until the day of AtTarwiyah."
'Abdullâh bin 'Umar said: "As
for the corners, I did not see the
Messenger of Allah j touch any
but the two Yemeni corners. As
for the Sibtiyyah sandals, I saw
the Messenger of Allah
wearing sandals on which there
was no hair and performing
Wudâ' in them, so I like to wear
them. As for the Sufrah, I saw the
Messenger of Allah
using it
and I like to use it. As for
(beginning the Talbiyah), I did
not see the Messenger of Allah
. (begin the Talbiyah) until his
mount set off with him."
[2819] 26 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Ubaid bin Juraij said: "I
performed Hajj with 'Abdullâh
bin 'Umar bin Al-Iijaâb [may
Allah be pleased with them]
twelve times between Hajj and
'Umrah. I said: '0 Abü 'AbdurRahmân, I saw you do four
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things..." and he quoted a similar
HadItji (as no. 2819), except that
with regard to (beginning the
Talbiyah) he differed from the
report of A1-MaqburI (a narrator),
and he mentioned something
similar.

[2820] 28 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "When
the Messenger of Allah
put
his foot in the stirrup and his
mount rose with him, he (began
the Talbiyah) from PhulHulaifah."

[28211 28 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar [may Allah be
pleased with them] that the
Prophet
(began the Talbiyah)
when his camel stood up with
him.

[2822] 29 - ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar [may Allah be pleased
with them] said: "I saw the
Messenger of Allah ç getting
onto his mount at Phul-Hulaifah,
then he (began the Talbiyah)
when it stood up with him."
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Chapter 6. Praying at the
Masjid of Dhul-Hulaifah
[28231 30 - (1188) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar [may Allah be pleased
with them] said: "The Messenger
of Allah je-5, stayed in PhulHulaifah overnight when starting
his Ijaff, and he prayed in its
Masjid.

Chapter 7. It Is Recommended
To Apply Perfume Just Before
Entering Thrâm, And It Is
Recommended To Use Musk,
And It Does Not Matter If Its
Glistening Traces Remain
[2824] 31 - (1189) It was
narrated from Az-ZuhrI, from
'Urwah, from 'ihah [may Allah
be pleased with her] that she said:
"1 put perfume on the Messenger
of Allah ç when he entered
Ihrâm, and when he exited flzrâm
before circumambulating the
Ka'bah."
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[28251 32 - ( ... ) Aflab bin
Humaid narrated, from A]-Qâsim
bin Muhammad, from 'Aiah
the wife of the Prophet , who
said: "I put perfume on the
Messenger of Allah
with my
hand for his Ihrâm and when he
exited Ihrâm, before he
circumambulated the Ka'bah."
[2826] 33 - (...) It was narrated
from 'Abdur-Rahmân bin -AlQâsim, from his father, from
'Aiah [may Allah be pleased
with her], that she said: "I used
to put perfume on the Messenger
of Allah ji for Ihrâm, before he
entered Ihrâm, and when he exited
Ihrâm, before he circumambulated
the Ka'bah."
[28271 34 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Ubaidullâh bin 'Umar, who
said: "I heard A]-Qâsim (narrate)
from 'Aiah [may Allah be
pleased with her] who said: 'I put
perfume on the Messenger of
Allah it when he exited Ihrâm
and for his Ihrâm."
[2828] 35 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Umar bin 'Abdullâh bin
'Urwah, that he heard 'Urwah
and A1-Qâsim narrating from
'Aiah [may Allah be pleased
with her] who said: "I put
perfume on the Messenger of
Allah
with my hand in
JharIrah, during the Farewell
Pilgrimage, when he exited Ihrâm
and for Ihrâm."
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[2829] 36 - ( ... ) 'Uthmân bin
'Urwah narrated that his father
said: "I asked 'Aishah [may Allah
be pleased with her]: 'With what
did you perfume the Messenger
of Allah
for his Ihrâm?' She
said: 'With the best of perfume."

[2830] 37 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Uthmân bin 'Urwah said: "I
heard 'Urwah narrating that
'Aiah [may Allah be pleased
with her] said: 'I used to put
perfume on the Messenger of
Allah , using the best perfume
that I could find before he
entered Ihrâm, then he entered
Ihrâm."
[2831] 38 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ad-Dahhâk from Abü Rijâl
from his mother, from 'Ai]jah
[may Allah be pleased with hen
that she said: "I put perfume on
the Messenger of Allah
for his
Ihrâm when he entered Ihrâm
and for his exiting Lfirâm before
(he performed Tawaf Al-Ifadah),
using the best perfume that I
could find."
[2832] 39 - (1190) It was
narrated from Ibrâhlm from A]Aswad, from 'Aishah [may Allah
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[2839] 45 - (...) It was narrated
that Al-Aswad said: "'Aishah
[may Allah be pleased with hen
said: 'It is as if I can see the gleam
of the perfume in the parting (of
hair) of the Messenger of Allah
, when he was inlhrâm."

[28401 ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2839) was narrated from AlHasan bin 'Ubaidullâh with this
chain.

[2841] 46 - (1191) It was
narrated that 'Aishah [may Allah
be pleased with her] said: "I used
to put perfume on the Prophet
ç before he entered Ihrâm, and
on the Day of Sacrifice before he
circumambulated the Ka'bah,
using perfume that contained
musk."

[28421 47 - (1192) It was
narrated from IbrâhIm bin
Muhammad bin Al-Muntashir
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that his father said: "I asked
'Abdullâh bin 'Umar [may Allah
be pleased with them] about a
man putting on perfume then
entering Ihrâm in the morning.
He said: 'I would not like to
enter I,zrâm reeking of perfume.
If I were to rub pitch onto
myself, that is dearer to me than
doing that.' Then I entered upon
'Aishah [may Allah be pleased
with her] and told her that Ibn
'Umar has said: 'I would not like
to enter Lfzrâm reeking of
perfume. If I were to rub pitch
onto myself, that is dearer to me
than doing that.' 'Aiah said: 'I
put perfume on the Messenger of
Allah
for his Ihrâm, then he
went around to his wives, then in
the morning he entered Iifrâm."
[2843] 48 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that IbrâhIm bin Muhammad bin
Al-Munta.hir said: "I heard my
father narrating from 'Aijjah
[may Allah be pleased with her]
that she said: 'I used to put
perfume on the Messenger of
Allah
, then he would go
around to his wives, then he
would enter Ihrâm in the
morning, smelling of perfume."

[2844] 49 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibrâhlm bin Muhammad bin
Al-Muntashir that his father said:
"I heard Ibn 'Umar [may Allah
be pleased with them] say: 'If I
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were to rub pitch onto myself,
that is dearer to me than entering
Ihrâm reeking of perfume.' Then
I entered upon 'Aihah [may
Allah be pleased with her] and
told her what he had said. She
said: 'I put perfume on the
then he
Messenger of Allah
went around to his wives, then in
the morning he entered Iifzrâm."

Chapter 8. The Prohibition Of
Hunting Game For The One
Who Has Entered Ihrâm For
Haj Or For 'Umrah Or For
Both
[2845] 50 - (1193) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
A-Sa'b bin Jaththâmah Al-LaithI
gave the Messenger of Allah a
gift of some onager meat when
he was at Al-Abwâ' - or at
Waddân - and the Messenger of
Allah
refused it.
When the Messenger of Allah
saw the (expression) on his
face, he said: "We would not
have refused it, except that we
have entered Ihrâm."

[2846] 51 - (...) It was narrated
from Az-Zuhri (a HadIth similar
to no. 2845) with this chain in
which he said: "I gave him a gift
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of some onager meat," as Mâlik
said. In the HadIth of Al-Laith
and Salih it says that As-Sa'b bin
Jaththâmah told him.

[2847] 52 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Az-ZuhrI with this chain (a
HadIth similar to no. 2845), and
he said: "I gave him a gift of
some onager meat."

[2848] 53 - (1194) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"A-Sa'b bin Ja.ththâmah gave
the Prophet
a gift of some
onager meat when he was in
Iirâm, and he refused it and said:
'Were it not that we are in Ihrâm,
we would have accepted it from
ou.','

y

[2849] 54 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sa'eed bin i uhair, from Ibn
'Abbãs [may Allah be pleased with
ne n] (a HadIth similar to no.
2845).
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According to the report of Mans fir
from Al-Hakam: "As-Sa'b bin
Jaihthâmah gave the Prophet ç a
gift of a leg of onager."
According to the report of hu'bah
from A1-Ilakam: "The rump of an
onager that was dripping with
blood."
According to the report of hu'bah
from Habib: "The Prophet was
given a piece of onager meat and
he refused it."

[2850] 55 - (1195) It was
narrated fromTâwts from Ibn
'Abbâs [may Allah be pleased
with them], he said: "Zaid bin
Arqam came and 'Abdullâh bin
'Abbâs said to him reminding
him: 'What did you tell me about
the game meat that was given to
when
the Messenger of Allah
he was in Ihrâm?' He said: 'He
was given a leg of game meat but
he refused it, and (he
) said:
"We cannot eat it, we are in
Ihrâm."

[2851] 56 - (1196) Abü Qatâdah
said: "We went out with the
Prophet j and when we were in
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A1-Qâhah, some of us were in
Ihrâm and some of us were not.
Then I saw my companions
looking at something, so I
looked, and there was an onager.
I saddled my horse and took up
my spear, then I mounted and I
dropped my whip. I said to my
companions, who were in Ihrâm:
Pass me the whip.' They said:
'By Allah, we will not help you
with it in any way.' So I
dismounted and picked it up,
then I mounted again. I caught
up with the onager from behind,
when it was behind a hillock, and
I stabbed it with my spear and
killed it. I brought it to my
companions and some of them
said: 'Eat it,' and others said: 'Do
not eat it.' The Prophet
was
ahead of is, so I spurred my
horse on and caught up with him,
and he said: 'It is lawful; eat it."

[2852] 57 - (...) It was narrated
from Abü Qatâdah that he was
with the Messenger of Allah ,
and when they were partway
along the road to Makkah, he
lagged behind with some
companions of his who were in
Lfzrâm, and he was not in Ihrâm.
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He saw an onager, so he
mounted his horse and asked his
companions to hand him his
whip, but they refused to do so.
He asked them for his spear, and
they refused to give it to him. He
picked it up and chased the
onager and killed it, and some of
the Companions of the Prophet
ate from it and some of them
refused. They caught up with the
Messenger of Allah
and asked
him about that, and he said: "It is
food that Allah has provided for
you.,,

[2853] 58 - (...) A HadIth like
that of Abü An-Nadr (no. 2852)
about the onager was narrated
from Abil Qatâdah, except that
in the HadIth of Zaid bin Aslam
it says that the Messenger of
Allah 0# said: "Do you have any
of its meat with you?"

[2854] 59 - ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin
AbI Qatâdah said: "My father set
out with the Messenger of Allah
ç during the year of A]udaybiyah, and his Companions
entered Ihrâm but he did not.
The Messenger of Allah
was
told that there was an enemy in
Ghaiqah, so the Messenger of
Allah
set out." He said:
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"While I was with his
Companions, one of them smiled
at me. I looked and there I saw
an onager, so I attacked it,
stabbed it and held on to it. I
asked them to help me but they
refused to do so. We ate some of
its meat, and we were afraid that
we would be separated (from the
people), so I set out to catch up
with the Messenger of Allah . I
made my horse go fast sometimes
and slow sometimes, then I met a
man from Banü Ghifâr in the
middle of the night and I said:
'Where did you meet the
Messenger of Allah ii?' He said:
'I left him in Ta'hin, but he was
intending to stop at As-Suqyâ.'
So I caught up with him and I
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, your
Companions send greetings of
Salâm and the mercy of Allah to
you, and they are afraid lest they
get separated from you, so wait
for them.' He waited for them,
and I said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, I caught some game and I
have some of it left over.' The
Messenger of Allah
said to
the people: 'Eat,' and they were
in Ihrâm."
[2855] 60 (...) It was narrated
from 'Abdulláh bin AbI Qatâdah
that his father [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "The
Messenger of Allah
set out for
Hajj, and we set out with him. He
told some of his Companions,
among whom was Abü Qatâdah,

tS.
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to take a different route, and he
said: 'Follow the coast until you
meet me.' So they followed the
coast, and when they went on
ahead of the Messenger of Allah
, they all entered Ihrâm, except
Abü Qatâdah, who did not enter
Ihrâm. While they were
travelling, they saw some
onagers, so Abü Qatâdah
pursued them and killed a female
onager. They dismounted and ate
some of its meat, then they said:
'We have eaten meat while we
are in Iirâm.' So they took what
was left of the meat of the female
onager, and when they reached
they
the Messenger of Allah
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, we
had entered Ihrâm, but Abü
Qatâdah did not enter Ihrâm,
and we saw some onagers; Abü
Qatâdah pursued them and killed
a female onager, and we
dismounted and ate some of its
meat. Then we said: "We are
eating game meat while we are in
Iizrâm." So we brought what was
left of its meat.' He said: 'Did
any of you tell him (to hunt it) or
gesture to him in any way?' They
said: 'No.' He said: 'Then eat
what is left of its meat."
[2856] 61 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Uthmân bin 'Abdullâh bin
Mawhab with this chain (a HadIth
similar to no. 2855).
According to the report of
Shaibân: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'Did any of you
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tell him to catch it, or gesture to
him?"
According to the report of
Shu'bah he said: "Did you
suggest it to him or help him to
tllJiim to catch it?"
hu'bah said: "I do not know if
he said: 'Did you help him' - or
'did you tell him to catch it?"

[28571 62 - ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin
AbI Qt.âdah narrated that his
father [may Allah be pleased with
them] told him, that he went out
with the Messenger of Allah
on the campaign of AlUudaybiyah. He said: "They
entered Ihrâm for 'Umrah apart
from me. Then I huntezl an
onager and I fed my companions
who were in Ihrâm. Then I came
to the Messenger of Allah
and
told him that we had some of the
leftover meat, and he said: 'Eat
it,' and they were in Iirâm."

[2858] 63 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin AbI Qatâdah,
from his father [may Allah be
pleased with them], that they
went out with the Messenger of
Allah j and they were in Ihrâm,
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but Abü Qatâdah was not.., and
he quoted the same IjadItji, (no.
2885) according to which (the
Prophet ) said: "Do you have
any of it with you?" They said:
"We have its leg." The Messenger
of Allah ç took it and ate it.
[2859] 64 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin AN Qatâdah
said: "Abü Qatâdah was with a
group of people who were in
Ihrâm, but Abü Qatâdah was not
in flirâm..." He quoted the same
IIadj (no. 2855), according to
which (the Prophetç) said:
"Did any of you suggest it to him,
or tell him to do something?"
They said: "No, 0 Messenger of
Allah." He said: "Then eat it."

[2860] 65 - (1197) It was
narrated from Mu'âdh bn
'Abdur-Rahmân bin 'Uthmân AtTaimI that his father said: "We
were with Talhah bin 'Ubaidullâh
and we were in Ihrâm. He was
given a (cooked) bird while
Talhah was sleeping. Some of us
ate and some of us refrained.
When Talhah woke up, he
approved of those who had eaten
and said: 'We ate that with the
Messenger of Allah ."
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Chapter 9. What Animals It Is
Recommended For The Muhrim
And Others To Kill Inside And
Outside The Sanctuary
[2861] 66 - (1198) 'Ai.hah, the
wife of the Prophet iW, said: "I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: 'There are four (creatures),
all of which are vermin and may
be killed inside the sanctuary and
outside: Kites, crows, mice, and
vicious dogs."
He (the narrator) said: "I said to
A1-Qâsim: 'What do you think of
snakes?' He said: 'They may be
killed."

[2862] 67 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aijjah [may Allah be
pleased with her] that the
said: "There are five
Prophet
vermin which may be killed
inside the sanctuary and outside:
Snakes, crows, speckled crows,
mice, vicious dogs and kites."
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[2863] 68 - (...) It was narrated
that 'Aihah [may Allah be
pleased with her] said: "The
Messenger of Allah J; said:
'There are five vermin which may
be killed in the sanctuary:
Scorpions, mice, kites, crows and
vicious dogs."

[2864] (...) Hishâm narrated it
with this chain.

[2865] 69 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aihah [may Allah be
pleased with her] said: "The
Messenger of Allah 4b,F said:
'There are five vermin which may
be killed in the sanctuary: Mice,
scorpions, crows, kites and vicious
dogs."

[2866] 70 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Az-.ZuhrI with this chain.
She ('Aiijah) said: "The
Messenger of Allah
ordered
that five vermin be killed inside
the sanctuary and outside..." then
he mentioned a HadIth like that
of YazId bin Zuray' (no. 2865).
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[2867] 71 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aiah [may Allah be
pleased with her] said: "The
Messenger of Allah iiiJ said:
'There are five creatures which
are all vermin and may be killed
inside the sanctuary: Crows, kites,
vicious dogs, scorpions and
mice."

[2868] 72 - (1199) It was
narrated from Sâlim, from his
father [may Allah be pleased with
them], that the Prophet i said:
"There are five for which there is
no sin on the one who kills them
in the sanctuary or when he is in
Ihrâm: Mice, scorpions, crows,
kites and vicious dogs."
Ibn AbI 'Umar said in his
narration: "In the sanctuary and
when in Ihrâm."

[2869] 73 - (1200) 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar [may Allah be pleased
with them] said: "Hafsah, the
wife of the Prophet , said: 'The
said:
Messenger of Allah
There are five creatures all of
which are vermin and there is no
sin on the one who kills them:
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Scorpions, crows, kites, mice and
vicious dogs

[2870] 74 - ( ... ) Zaid bin Jubair
narrated that a man asked Ibn
'Umar: "What creatures may the
Muhrim kill?" He said: "One of the
wives of the Messenger of Allah
told me that he commanded" - "or
was commanded" - "that mice,
scorpions, kites, vicious dogs and
crows should be killed."

[2871] 75 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Zaid bin Jubair said: "A man
asked Ibn 'Umar: 'What
creatures may a man kill when he
is in Ihrâm?' He said: 'One of the
wives of the Prophet
told me
that he used to order that vicious
dogs, mice, scorpions, kites,
crows and snakes be killed."
He said: "And in prayer too.

[2872] 76 - (1199) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar [may
Allah be pleased with them] that
the Messenger of Allah iij said:
"There are five creatures for
which there is no sin on the
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Muhrim if he kills them: Crows,
kites, scorpions, mice and vicious
dogs."

[2873] 77 - (...) Ibn Juraij said:
"I said to Nâfi': 'What creatures
did you hear Ibn 'Umar say it is
permissible to kill when in Iezrâm?'
NO' said to me: "Abdullâh said:
"I heard the Prophet
say:
'There are five creatures for which
there is no sin on the one who kills
them: Crows, kites, scorpions,
mice, and vicious dogs."

[2874] (...) A HadIth like that of
Mâlik and Ibn Juraij (no. 2873)
was narrated from Ibn 'Umar
from the Prophet , but none of
them (the sub-narration) said:
"From Nâfi' from Ibn 'Umar
[may Allah be pleased with
them]: 'I heard the Prophet
say..." except Ibn Juraij only, and
Ibn Isâq followed Ibn Juraij in
that.
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[2875] 78 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "I heard
the Prophet iè say: 'There are
five for which there in no sin for
killing those of them that are
killed in the sanctuary,' and he
quoted a similar report (as no.
2872)."

[2876] 79 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin DInâr that he
heard 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar [may
Allah be pleased with them] say:
"There are five for which there is
no sin on the one who kills them
when he is in Ihrâm: Scorpions,
mice, vicious dogs, crows and
kites."
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Chapter 10. It Is Permissible
For A Muhrim To Shave His
Head If There Is A Problem,
But It Is Obligatory To Offer A
Fidyah For Shaving It, And
Clarifying What The Fidyah Is
[2877] 80 - (1201) It was
narrated that Ka'b bin 'Ujrah
[may Allah be pleased with them]
said: "The Messenger of Allah
came to me at the time of Aludaybiyah while I was lighting a
fire under a kettle or pot, and
lice were crawling over my face.
He said: 'Are these vermin on
your head bothering you?' I said:
'Yes.' He said: 'Shave your head,
and fast for three days, or feed
six poor persons, or offer a
sacrifice."
Ayyüb said: "I do not know with
which of them he started."
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[2878] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2877) was narrated from
Ayyüb with this chain.
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[2879] 81 - (...) It was narrated
that Ka'b bin 'Ujrah [may Allah
be pleased with them] said: "This
verse was revealed concerning
me: "...And whosoever of you is
ill or has an ailment in his scalp
(necessitating shaving), he must
pay a Fidyah (ransom) of either
observing Sawm (fasts) (three
days) or giving 5adaqah or
offering sacrifice (one sheep)...[1]
I came to him () and he said:
'Come closer.' I came closer and
he said: 'Come closer,' so I came
said: 'Are
closer. Then he
these vermin bothering you?"
(one of the narrators) Ibn 'Awn
said: "I think he said: 'Yes." He said: "And he commanded
me to offer a Fidyah by fasting,
or giving charity, or offering a
sacrifice, whichever was easiest."
[2880] 82 - ( ... ) Ka'b bin 'Ujrah
[may Allah be pleased with them]
narrated that the Messenger of
Allah
stood near him while
lice were falling from his head,
and he said: "Are these vermin
bothering you?" He said: "Yes."
He said: "Shave your head." He
said: "It was concerning me that
this verse was revealed: "...And
whosoever of you is ill or has an
ailment in his scalp (necessitating
shaving), he must pay a Fidyah
(ransom) of either observing
awm (fasts) (three days) or
[1]

Al-Baqarah 2:196.
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giving adaqah or offering
sacrifice (one sheep) ..J11 "The
Messenger of Allah ç said to
me: 'Fast for three days or give a
Faraq (three Sd) to be shared
between six poor persons, or
offer whatever you can afford as
a sacrifice."
[2881] 83 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ka'b bin 'Ujrah [may Allah
be pleased with them] that the
Prophet ç passed by him when
he was in A1-Uudaybiyah, before
he entered Makkah, and he was
in Ihrâm, and he was lighting a
fire beneath a cooking pot, with
lice crawling on his face. He said:
"Are these vermin bothering
you?" He said: "Yes." He said:
"Shave your head and give a
Faraq (three Sâ) of food to be
shared between six poor persons,
or fast for three days, or offer a
sacrifice."
Ibn AbI NajIh said: "Or slaughter
a sheep."

[2882] 84 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ka'b bin 'Ujrah [may Allah
be pleased with them] that the
Messenger of Allah
passed by
him at the time of Al-udaybiyah
and said to him: "Are the vermin
on your head bothering you?" He
said: "Yes." The Prophet
said
[1]

Al-Baqarah 2:196.
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to him: "Shave your head, then
slaughter a sheep as a sacrifice, or
fast for three days, or give three
â'of dates to six poor persons."

[2883] 85 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin Ma'qil said: "I
sat with Ka'b [may Allah be
pleased with them] when he was
in the Masjid, and I asked him
about this verse: 'He must pay a
Fidyah (ransom) of either
observing awm (fasts) (three
days) or giving 5adaqah or
offering sacrifice (one sheep) ... 11
Ka'b [may Allah be pleased with
them] said: 'It was revealed
concerning me. I had a problem
in my scalp and I was brought to
the Messenger of Allah ç with
lice crawling on my face. He said:
"I did not think that your
problem had become as bad as I
see it. Can you afford a sheep?" I
said: "No." Then this verse was
revealed: "...He must pay a
Fidyah (ransom) of either
observing 5awm (fasts) (three
days) or giving 5adaqah or
offering sacrifice (one sheep)...[2]
He said: "Fasting for three days,
or feeding six poor persons, half
a Sâ' of food for each one." He
said: "It was revealed specifically
concerning me, but it applies to
all of you."
121

A1-Baqarah 2:196.
Al-Baqarah 2:196.
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[28841 86 - ( ... ) Ka'b bin 'Ujrah
[may Allah be pleased with hen
narrated that he went out with
the Prophet
in Ihrâm, and his
head and beard were infested
with lice. News of that reached
the Prophet
and he sent for
him and called the barber to
shave his head, then he said to
him: "Do you have an animal to
sacrifice?" He said: "I cannot
afford that." So he told him to
fast for three days, or to feed six
poor persons, giving one $â' to
each two poor persons. Then
Allah revealed the verse "And
whosoever of you is ill or has an
ailment in his scalp (necessitating
shaving)" 11 specifically about
him, then it applied to all the
Muslims in general.

Chapter 11. Cupping Is
Permissible For The Muhrim
(pilgrim in Ihrâm)
[2885] 87 - (1202) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs [may
Allah be pleased with them] that
the Prophet
was treated by
cupping while he was a Mufrim.

A1-Baqarah 2:196.
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[2886] 88 - (1203) It was
narrated from Ibn Buhainah that
the Prophet
was treated with
cupping on the way to Makkah,
while he was a Muzrim, in the
middle of his head.

Chapter 12. It Is Permissible
For A Muhrim To Treat His
Eyes
[2887] 89 - (1204) It was
narrated that Nubaih bin Wahb
said: "We went out with Abân
bin 'Uthmân, and when we were
at Malal, the eyes of 'Umar bin
'Ubaidullâh became sore. When
we were in Ar-Rawhâ' the pain
got worse. He sent word to Abân
bin 'Uihmân asking him (about
that). He sent word back to him,
telling him to apply aloes to
them, for 'UThmân narrated that
the Messenger of Allah iW, had
said, concerning a man whose
eyes became sore when he was in
Ihrâm, that he should apply aloes
to them."
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[2888] 90 - (...) Nubaih bin
Wahb narrated that the eyes of
'Umar bin 'Ubaidullâh bin Ma'mar
became inflamed, and he wanted to
apply kohl to them, but Abân bin
'Uthmân told him not to; he told
him to apply aloes to them, and he
narrated from 'Uthmân bin 'Affân
that the Prophet had done that.

Chapter 13. It Is Permissible
For The Muhrim To Wash His
Body And Head
[28891 91 - (1205) It was
narrated from Ibrâhlm bin
'Abdullâh bin Hunain, from his
father, that 'Abdullâh bin 'Abbâs
and A]-Miswar bin Makhramah
had a difference of opinion while
in A1-Abwâ'. 'Abdullâh bin
'Abbâs said: "The Muhrim may
wash his head," and Al-Miswar
said: "The Muhrim may not wash
his head." Ibn 'Abbâs sent me to
Abü Ayyiib Al-AnârI to ask him
about that, and I found him
washing himself between the two
poles of a well, screened with a
cloth. I greeted him with Salâm
and he said: "Who is this?" I
said: "I am 'Abdullâh bin
Hunain. 'Abdullâh bin 'Abbas
has sent me to you to ask you
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how the Messenger of Allah
used to wash his head while he
was in I,zrâm." Abü Ayyüb [may
Allah be pleased with them] put
his hand on the cloth and
lowered it until his head became
visible, then he said to the person
who was pouring water for him:
"Pour some water." He poured it
onto his head, then he rubbed his
head with his hands, moving
them forwards and backwards.
Then he said: "This is what I saw
him (J) doing."

[2890] 92 - ( ... ) Zaid bin Aslam
narrated it with this chain (a
HadIjj similar to no. 2889), and
said: "Abü Ayyüb passed his
hands over his entire head, over
his entire head, moving them
forwards and backwards. AlMiswar said to Ibn 'Abbâs: 'I will
never dispute with you again."

Chapter 14. What Should Be
Done With A Muhrim If He
Dies?
[2891] 93 - (1206) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs [may
Allah be pleased with them] that
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a man fell from his camel and his
neck was broken, and he died.
said: "Wash him
The Prophet
with water and lote tree leaves,
and shroud him in his two
garments, but do not cover his
head, for Allah will raise him on
the Day of Resurrection reciting
the Talbiyah."
[2892] 94 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs [may Allah be
pleased with him] said: "While a
man was standing with the
Messenger of Allah
at
'Arafah, he fell from his mount."
-(one of the narrators) Ayyüb
said: "and it broke his neck." "Mention of that was made to
the Prophet
and he said:
'Wash him with water and lotus
leaves, and shroud him in his two
garments, but do not put Ijanâ 11
on him, nor cover his head, for
Allah will raise him on the Day of
Resurrection reciting the Talbiyah."

[2893] 95 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs [may Allah be
pleased with them] that a man
was standing with the Prophet
I'J Hanh4: A mixture of perfumes used for embalming the dead.
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while he was in Ihrâm... and he
mentioned a report similar to
that of Hammâd from Ayyüb (no.
2892).

[2894] 96 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "A man
came in I,zrâm with the Prophet
; he fell from his mount, broke
his neck and died. The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Wash him with water and lote
tree leaves, and dress him in his
two garments, but do not cover
his head, for he will come on the
Day of Resurrection reciting the
Talbiyah."

[2895] 97 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "A man
came in I/zrâm with the Messenger
of Allah ..... a similar report (as
no. 2894), until he said: "For he will
be raised on the Day of Resurrection
reciting the Talbiyah."
And he (the narrator) added:
"Sa'eed bin Jubair did not say
where he fell."
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[2896] 98 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs [may Allah be
pleased with them] that a man's
neck was broken by his mount
when he was in Ihrâm, and he
died. The Messenger of Allah 00,
said: "Wash him with water and
lote tree leaves, and shroud him
in his two garments, but do not
cover his head or his face, for he
will be raised on the Day of
Resurrection reciting the
Talbiyah."
[2897] 99 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs [may Allah be
pleased with them] that a man
was with the Messenger of Allah
in Ihrâm, and his camel broke
his neck and he died. The
Messenger of Allah j said:
"Wash him with water and lote
tree leaves, and shroud him in his
two garments, but do not put any
perfume on him nor cover his
head, for he will be raised on the
Day of Resurrection with his hair
matted together." 11

[2898 100 - ( ... ) It was narrated
" Mulabbadan: With his hair matted together. It is recommended for the Muhrim to use
some sticky substance to stick his hair together in order to keep it orderly and protect
against lice.
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from Ibn 'Abbâs [may Al]ah! be
pleased with them] that a man's
mount broke his neck while he
was in Iizrâm with the Messenger
of Allah . The Messenger of
Allah
ordered that he be
washed with water and lote tree
leaves, but no perfume should be
put on him, and his head should
not be covered, because he would
be raised on the Day of
Resurrection with his hair matted
together.
[2899] 101 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Bishr from Sa'eed bin
Jubair, that he heard Ibn 'Abbâs
[may Allah! be pleased with
them] narrating that a man came
to the Prophet while he was in
Ihrâm, then he fell from his
camel and it broke his neck. The
Prophet
ordered that he be
washed with water and lote tree
leaves, and shrouded in his two
garments, but no perfume was to
be put on him, and his head was
to be left uncovered.
hu'bah said: "Then he narrated
it to me after that and said: 'His
head and face were to be left
uncovered, for he would be raised
on the Day of Resurrection with
his hair matted together."
[2900] 102 - ( ... ) Ibn 'Abbâs
[may Allah! be pleased with
them] said: "A man's mount
broke his neck while he was with
the Messenger of Allah 40,, and
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the Messenger of Allah i told
them to wash him with water and
lote tree leaves, and to leave his
face" - and I think he said his head "uncovered, for he would be raised
(on the Day of Resurrection) saying
the Talbiyah."

[2901] 103 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs [may Allah! be
pleased with them] said: "There
was a man with the Messenger of
Allah , and his mount broke
his neck and he died. The
Prophet
said: 'Wash him but
do not put any perfume on him,
and do not cover his face, for he
will be raised reciting the
Talbiyah."

Chapter 15. It Is Permissible
For The Muhrim To Stipulate
A Condition For Exiting Thrâm
Because Of Sickness And The
Like
[2902] 104
(1207) It was
narrated that 'Aihah [may Allah
be pleased with her] said: "The
Messenger of Allah
entered
upon ubâ'ah bint Az-Zubair
and said to her: 'Do you want to
perform Ijajj?' She said: 'By Allah,
I am often in pain.' He said to her:
'Go for Ijajj, but stipulate a
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condition and say: "Allâhumma,
mahillI haithu habastanI (0 Allah,
my place of exiting Lzrâm is
wherever You prevent me.)" And
she was married to Al-Miqdâd."
[2903] 105 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aiah [may Allah be pleased
with her] said: "The Prophet
entered upon Dubã'ah bint AzZubair bin 'Abdul-Muttalib, and
she said: '0 Messenger of Allah, I
want to perform Hajj, but I am ill.'
The Prophet said: 'Go for Ijajj,
but stipulate the condition that
"Ma/zillI 1zaithu habastanI (My
place of exiting hiram is wherever
You prevent me)."

[2904] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2903) was narrated from
'Ai.hah [may Allah be pleased
with her].

[2905] 106 - (1208) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs, that
Dubâ'ah bint Az-Zubair bin
'Abdul-Muttalib [may Allah be
pleased with them] came to the
Messenger of Allah
and said:
"I am a heavy woman but I want
to perform Ijajj. What do you
advise me to do?" He said:
"Enter Ihrâm for Hajj, but
stipulate the condition that:
'MazillI haithu habastanI (My
place of exiting flirâm is wherever
You prevent me)."
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He said: "But she was able to do
it all."
:iJ
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[2906] 107 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs [may Allah be
pleased with them] that ubâ'ah
wanted to perform Ijajj and the
Prophet
told her to stipulate a
condition, and she did that on
the command of the Messenger
of Allah .

[2907] 108 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs [may Allah be
pleased with them] that the
Prophet
said to ubâ'ah [may
Allah be pleased with her]: "Go
for I-Iajj, but stipulate the condition
that: 'MaüllI t1zaitju zabastanI (My
place of exiting flirâm is wherever
You prevent me)."
According to the report of Ishâq:
"He commanded Dubâ'ah."
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Chapter 16. The Soundness Of
lhrâm For The Woman In

NiTas; It Is Recommended For
Her To Perform Ghusl Before
Entering Ihrâm, And The Same
Applies To One Who Is
Menstruating
[2908] 109 - (1209) It was

narrated that 'Aishah [may Allah
be pleased with her] said: "Asmâ'
bint 'Umais experienced Nifâs
from giving birth to Muhammad
bin AbI Bakr in Ash-hajarah.
The Messenger of Allah
told
Abfl Bakr to tell her to perform
Ghusl and enter Ihrâm."

[2909] 110 - (1210) It was

narrated from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
[may Allah be pleased with them]
in the HadItjj of Asmâ' bint
'Umais, when she experienced
Nifâs after giving birth at PhulHulaifah, that the Messenge cf
Allah
told AbiI Bakr I ay
Allah be pleased with them] tc tell
her to perform Ghusl and enter
Ihrâm.

t.jiLk4
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Chapter 17. Clarifying The
Types Of Ihrâm; And That It
Is Permissible To Perform Hajj
That Is Ifrad, Tamattu' and
Qirân. It is Permissible To Join
Ya# to 'Umrah. And When The
Pilgrim Who Is Performing
Qiran Should Exit Ihrâm
[2910] 111 - (1211) It was
narrated that 'Aiah [may Allah
be pleased with her] said: "We
set out with the Messenger of
Allah
during the year of the
Farewell Pilgrimage, and we
entered Ihrâm for 'Umrah. Then
the Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whoever has a HadI (sacrificial
animal) with him, let him enter
Ihrâm for Ijajj with 'Umrah, then
not exit Ihrâm until he exits
Ihrâm from both.'
"I came to Makkah and I was
menstruating, and I did not
circumambulate the House nor
go between As-Safâ and AlMarwah. I complained about that
to the Messenger of Allah and
he said: 'Undo your hair and
comb it, and enter Ihrâm for
Hajj, and leave 'Umrah for now.'
I did that. Then, when we had
finished Ijajj, the Messenger of
Allah ijI sent me with 'AbdurRahmân bin AbI Bakr to AtTan'Im and I performed 'Umrah.
He said: 'This is the place of your
'Umrah.' And those who had
entered Ihrâm for 'Umrah
circumambulated the House and
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went between As-Safâ and AlMarwah. Then they exited I.irâm,
then they performed another
Tawaf after they returned from
Mini for their Hajj. As for those
who joined Ijajj and 'Urnrah, they
performed one Tawâf."
[29111 112 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aigah, the wife of the
Prophetç, said: "We set out
with the Messenger of Allah
during the year of the Faiewli
Pilgrimage, and some of us
entered Ihrâm for 'Umrah and
some of us entered lhrâm for
IIajj (only). When we came to
Makkah, the Messenger of Allah
ç said: 'Whoever entered Ihrâm
for 'Umrah and did not bring a
sacrificial animal with him, let
him exit Ihrâm, and whoever
entered Ihrâm for 'Umrah and
did bring a sacrificial animal, let
him not exit Ihrâm until he has
offered his sacrifice. And
whoever entered Ihrâm for Ijajj,
let him complete his 11ajj."
'Aiah [may Allah be pleased
with her] said: "My menses
began, and I continued to
menstruate until the day of
'Arafah, and I only entered
Ihrâm for 'Umrah. The
Messenger of Allah told me to
undo my hair and comb it, and
enter Ihrâm for kIajj, and to
forget about 'Umrah. I did that,
until, when I had completed my
Hajj, the Messenger of Allah
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sent 'Abdur-Rahmân bin AbI
Bakr with me and told me to
perform 'Umrah from At-Tan'Im,
to make up for the 'Umrah that I
had abandoned when the time
for IjafIcame."
[2912] 113 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "We set out
with the Prophet
during the
year of the Farewell Pilgrimage,
and I entered Ihrâm for 'Umrah
and I did not bring a sacrificial
animal with me. The Prophet
said: 'Whoever has a sacrificial
animal with him, let him enter
Ihrâm for Ijajj along with his
'Umrah, then not exit Ihrâm until
he exits Ihrâm of them both.' My
menses began, and when the
Night of 'Arafah began, I said: '0
Messenger of Allah, I had
entered Ihrâm for 'Umrah, so
what should I do about my Iajj?'
He said: 'Undo your hair, comb
it, stop 'Umrah and enter Ihrâm
for Hajj." She said: "When I
finished my Hajj, he told 'AbdurRahmân bin AbI Bakr to let me
ride behind him and to take me
for 'Umrah from At-Tan'im, to
make up for the 'Umrah that I
had abandoned."

[2913] 114 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aihah [may Allah be
pleased with her] said: "We set
out with the Messenger of Allah
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and he said: 'Whoever among
you wanted to enter Ihrâm for
Ijajj and 'Umrah, let him do so,
and whoever wanted to enter
Ihrâm for Hajj let him do so, and
whoever wanted to enter Ihrâm
for 'Umrah, let him do so."
'Ai.hah [may Allah be pleased
with her] said: "The Messenger
of Allah
entered Ihrâm for
Ijajj and some people did the
same, and some people entered
Ihrâm for 'Umrah and Hajj, and
some people entered I/tram for
'Umrah. I was one of those who
entered Ihrâm for 'Umrah."
[2914] 115 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah [may Allah be
pleased with her] said: "We set
out with the Messenger of Allah
ç for the Farewell Pilgrimage,
near the time of the appearance
of the crescent of Dhul-Hijjah.
said:
The Messenger of Allah
'Whoever among you wants to
enter Ihrâm for 'Umrah, let him
do so. Were it not that I have
brought the sacrificial animal
with me, I would have entered
I/tram for 'Umrah.' Among the
people there were some who
entered Ihrâm for 'Umrah, and
some who entered Ihrâm for
Hajj. I was one of those who
entered Ihrâm for 'Umrah. We
set Out until we came to Makkah,
but on the Day of 'Arafah my
menses began, and I did not exit
Ihrâm for my 'Umrah. I
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complained about that to the
and he said: 'Forget
Prophet
about your 'Umrah. Undo your
hair and comb it, and enter
Ihrâm for Hajj.' She said: 'I did
that, then when it was the night
of Al-Hasbah, and Allah had
enabled us to complete our Ijajj,
he sent 'Abdur-Rahmân bin AbI
Bakr with me. He made me ride
behind him and he took me out
to At-Tan'Im, and I entered
Ihrâm for 'Umrah, and Allah
enabled us to complete our Ijajj
and our 'Umrah."
"And there was no sacrifice,
charity or fasting required because
of that."[']
[29151 116 - (...) It was narrited
that 'Aiahah [may Allah be
pleased with her] said: "We set
out with the Messenger of Allah
at the time of the crescent
moon of Phul-Hijjah, not
thinking of anything but IJajj.
The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whoever among you wants to
enter Ii1irâm for 'Umrah, let him
enter Ihrâm for 'Umrah." And
he quoted a Had
like that of
'Abdah (no. 2914).
[2916] 117 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aihah [may Allah be
pleased with her] said: "We set
out with the Messenger of Allah
; at the time of the crescent
moon of Dhul-Hijjah. Some of us
entered Ihrâm for 'Umrah, some
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of us entered Izrâm for Ijajj and
'Umrah, and some of us entered
Ihrâm for Haff. I was one of
those who entered Ihrâm for
'Umrah..." and he quoted a
HadIth like theirs, and he said
therein: "'Urwah said concerning
that: 'Allah enabled her to
complete her 1Iajj and 'Umrah."
Hishâm said: "And no sacrifice,
fasting or charity was required
because of that."
[2917] 118 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aiijah [may Allah be
pleased with her] said: "We set
out with the Messenger of Allah
during the year of the
Farewell Pilgrimage. Some of us
entered Ihrâm for 'Umrah, some
of us entered I/tram for Ijajj and
'Umrah, and some of us entered
Ihrâm for Ijaff. The Messenger of
Allah
entered Ihrâm for Ijaff.
Those who had entered Ihrâm for
'Umrah exited Ihrâm, but those
who had entered I,1irâm for Ijaji
or for both Ijaji and 'Umrah, did
not exit Izrâm until the Day of
Sacrifice."
[2918] 119 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aiah [may Allah be
pleased with her] said: "We set
out with the Prophet Qt, not
thinking of anything but Iiajj.
When we were in Sarif, or close
to it, my menses began. The
Prophet ç entered upon me and
found me weeping. He said,
'Have your menses begun?' I
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said: 'Yes.' He said: 'This is
• something that Allah has decreed
for the daughters of Adam. Do
what the pilgrims do, but do not
circumambulate the House until
you have performed Ghusl.' And
the Messenger of Allah
sacrificed cows on behalf of his
wives."

[2919] 120 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah [may Allah be
pleased with her] said: "We set
out with the Messenger of Allah
not thinking of anything but
Ijajj, until we came to Sarif,
where my menses began. The
Messenger of Allah
entered
upon me and found me weeping.
He said: 'Why are you weeping?'
I said: 'By Allah, I wish that I
had not come out this year.' He
said: 'What is the matter with
you? Have your menses begun?' I
said: 'Yes.' He said: 'This is
something that Allah has decreed
for the daughters of Adam, peace be upon him. Do what the
pilgrims do, but do not
circumambulate the House until
you have purified yourself.' When
I came to Makkah, the
Messenger of Allah
said to his
Companions: 'Make it 'Umrah.'
So the people exited 1,zrâm (after
performing 'Umrah) except those
who had sacrificial animals with
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them. The Prophet , AN Bakr,
'Umar and those who were well
off had sacrificial animals with
them. Then they entered Ihrâm
for 'Umrah when they went to
Mind. On the Day of Sacrifice my
menses ended, and the
Messenger of Allah told me to
perform Tawaf Al-ifâçlah. Some
beef was brought to us, and I
said: 'What is this?' They said:
'The Messenger of Allah
has
sacrificed cows on behalf of his
wives.' When it was the night of
Al-Ijabah I said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, the people are going
back having performed Ijaff and
'Umrah, and I am going back
having performed Ijaff (only).' So
he told 'Abdur-Rahmân bin AbI
Bakr to let me ride behind him
on his camel. I remember that I
was a young girl and I got sleepy
and my face touched the back of
the saddle. Then we came to AtTan'Im where I entered Ihrâm for
'Umrah, to make up for the
'Umrah that the people had
already done."
[2920] 121 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aiah [may Allah be
pleased with her] said: "We said
Talbiyah for Ijajj, then when we
were in Sarif my menses began.
The Messenger of Allah
entered upon me and found me
weeping..." And he quoted a
Had
like that of Al-Mâjihün
(no. 2919), except that it does not
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say in the IjadIth of Hammâd:
"The Prophet i, AN Bakr,
'Umar and those who were well
off had sacrificial animals with
them. Then they entered Izrâm
for 'Umrah when they went to
Mina," nor the words of 'Aiah:
"I was a young girl and I got
sleepy and my face touched the
back of the saddle."
[29211 122 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aishah [may Allah be
pleased with her] that the
Messenger of Allah performed
Ijajj only.

[2922] 123 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah [may Allah be
pleased with her] said: "We set
out with the Messenger of Allah
, entering I/zrâm for Hajj,
during the month of Ijajj, in the
places of Hajj, and in the nights
of Hajj, until we camped at Sarif.
He came out to his Companions
and said: 'Whoever among you
does not have a sacrificial animal
with him and wants to make it
t'inrah, let him do so, and
whoever has a sacrificial animal
with him, let him not do that.'
Some of them followed that, and
some did not, among those who
did not have a sacrificial animal
with them. As for the Messenger
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of Allah , he had a sacrificial
animal with him, and some of his
Companions could also afford it.
The Messenger of Allah
entered upon me and found me
weeping. He said: 'Why are you
weeping?' I said: 'I heard what
you said to your Companions,
and I heard about 'Umrah, [and I
have been prevented from
performing 'Umrah].' He said:
'What is the matter with you?' I
said: 'I am not praying (meaning:
I am in menses).' He said: 'That
does not matter. Do (the rituals
of) Haff, and perhaps Allah will
compensate you for this. You are
one of the daughters of Adam,
and Allah has decreed for you
what He has decreed for them.'
So I went out for my Ijaff, until
we camped in Minâ, where I
purified myself, then we
circumambulated the House. The
Messenger of Allah camped at
Al-Muhassab, and he called
'Abdur-Rahmân bin AbI Bakr
and said: 'Take your sister out of
the sanctuary and let her enter
Ihrâm for 'Umrah, then let her
circumambulate the House, and I
will wait for you here.' So we
went out and I entered Ihrâm,
then I circumambulated the
House and went between As-Safâ
and Al-Marwah, then we came to
the Messenger of Allah
in his
tent in the middle of the night.
He said: 'Have you finished?' I
said: 'Yes.' He gave his
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Companions permission to move
on, and he passed by the Ka'bah
and circumambulated it before
praying Subh, then he left for AlMadinah."
[29231 124 - (...) It was narrated
that the Mother of the Believers,
'Aiah [may Allah be pleased
with her] said: "Some of us
entered Ihrâm for Ijajj alone, and
some of us entered Ihrâm for
Qirân and some of us entered
Ihrâm for Ijajj Tamattu ".
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[2924] ( ... ) It was narrated by
Al-Qâsim bin Muhammad who
said: "Aishah came for Hajj."

:J

[2925] 125 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Amrah said: "I heard
'Aiah [may Allah be pleased
with her] say: 'We set out with
five
the Messenger of Allah
days before the end of PliulQa'dah, not thinking of anything
but Hajj. When we drew near to
Makkah, the Messenger of Allah
ordered those who did not have
sacrificial animals with them to exit
Ifrâm after circumambulating the
House and (running) between ASafâ and Al-Marwah.' 'Aishah
[may Allah be pleased with her]

[fl]
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said: 'Then some beef was brought
to us on the day of sacrifice and I
said: 'What is this?' It was said:
has
'The Messenger of Allah
offered a sacrifice on behalf of his
wives."
Yahyâ said: "I mentioned this
HadIth of Al-Qâsim bin Muhammad
and he said: 'She has narrated the
Had/j correctly to you."

[2926] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2925) was narrated from
Yayâ with this chain.

[2927] 126 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that the Mother of the Believers
said: "I said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, the people are leaving,
having done two rituals, and I am
leaving having done only one.'
He said: 'Wait and when you
have become pure, go out to At_
Tan'Im and enter Ihrâm from
there, then meet us at such-andsuch a place" - he (the narrator)
said: "I think he said: 'Tomorrow"
- "'and you will have a reward (for
'Umrah) equivalent to your effort
or your expenditure."
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[2928] 127 - (...) The Mother of
the Believers [may Allah be pleased
with her] said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, the people are leaving having
done two rituals..." a similar HadIth
(as no. 2927).

[2929] 128 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah [may Allah be
pleased with her] said: "We set
out with the Messenger of Allah
, not thinking of anything but
Hajj. When we came to Makkah,
we circumambulated the House,
then the Messenger of Allah
ordered those who had not
brought sacrificial animals with
them to exit Ihrâm. Those who
had not brought sacrificial
animals with them exited Ihrâm,
and his wives had not brought
sacrificial animals with them, so
they exited Iifirâm." 'Aihah said:
"Then my menses began so I did
not circumambulate the House.
When it was the night of AlHasbah, I said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, the people are going back
having done 'Umrah and Jajj,
but I am going back having done
Hajj only.' He said: 'Did you not
circumambulate the House the
night we came to Makkah?' I
said: 'No.' He said: 'Then go with
your brother to At-Tan'Im, and
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enter Ihrâm for 'Umrah, then we
will meet at such-and-such a
placc
"Safiyyah said: 'I think that I
have detained you.' He said:
'(May you become) barren and
shaven-headed!L11 Did you not
perform Tawaf on the day of
sacrifice?' She said: 'Yes.' He
said: 'It doesn't matter then,
move on."
'Aihah said: "The Messenger of
Allah met me as he was going
up from Makkah and I was
coming down to it - or as I was
going up and he was coming
down from it."
[2930] 129 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aiah [may Allah be
pleased with her] said: "We set
out with the Messenger of Allah
, reciting the Talbiyah but not
mentioning Ijajj or 'Umrah..."
and he quoted a IjadWi similar to
that of Mansür (no. 2929).

[2931] 130 - (...) It was narrated
that 'Aishah [may Allah be
pleased with her] said: "The
Messenger of Allah 00, came on
the fourth or fifth day of )' Hijjah, and he entered upon me
in an angry state. I said: 'Who has
made you angry, 0 Messenger of
Allah? May Allah cause him to
(1]

This is not meant in any literal sense, rather it is an expression indicating disapproval.
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enter the Fire!' He said: 'Do you
not realize that I ordered the
people to do something and they
are hesitating? If I had known
before what I know now, I would
not have brought the sacrificial
animal with me, and I would have
bought it (in Makkah), and I
would have exited Irâm as they
have done."

[2932] 131 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Ai.hah [may Allah be
pleased with her] said: "The
Prophet
came on the fourth
or fifth (day) of Phul-Uijjah..." a
HadIth similar to that of Ghundar
(no. 2931).

[2933] 132 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aishah [may Allah be
pleased with her] that she
entered Ihrâm for 'Umrah, then
she arrived at Makkah but she
did not circumambulate the
House before she got her
menses. She did all of the rituals,
as she had entered Ihrâm for
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Ijajj. The Prophet j4 said to her
on the day of departing from
Minâ: "Your Tawâf will suffice
for your Ijajj and your 'Umrah."
But she insisted, so he sent her
with 'Abdur-Rahmân to AtTan'Im, and she performed
'Umrah after performing Hajj.
[2934] 133 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aiah [may Allah be
pleased with her] that her menses
began in Sarif, and she became
pure in 'Arafah, and the
said:
Messenger of Allah
"Your going between A - Safa
and Al-Marwah will suffice for
your Ijaff and your 'Umrah."

[2935] 134 - ( ... ) Safiyyah bint
liaibah said: "Aiah [may Allah
be pleased with her] said: '0
Messenger of Allah, are the
people going to go back with two
rewards while I go back with only
one?' So he commanded 'AbdurRahmân bin AbI Bakr to take her
out to At-Tan'lm. She said: 'So
he made me ride behind him on
his camel, and I started to lift my
Kiiimâr up off my neck. He
struck my leg as if he was striking
the camel, and I said to him: 'Do
you see anyone?' She said: 'And I
entered Ihrâm for 'Umrah, then
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we came back to the Messenger
of Allah
while he was in AlHasbah."
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[2936] 135 - (1212) 'AbdurRahmân bin AbI Bakr narrated
that the Prophet
told him to
let 'Aishah ride behind him, and
to take her for 'Umrah from AtTan'Im.

[2937] 136 - (1213) It was
narrated that Jâbir [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "We
entered Ihrâm with the
for Ijaff
Messenger of Allah
only, and 'Aihah [may Allah be
pleased with her] entered Iiirâm
for 'Umrah. Then, when we were
in Sarif, her menses began. When
we came, we circumambulated
the Ka'bah and went between AsSafa and A1-Marwah. Then the
Messenger of Allah
commanded those of us who did
not have sacrificial animals with
us to exit Ihrâm." Jâbir said: "We
said: 'To what extent?' He said:
'Completely.' So we had
intercourse with our wives and
put on perfume and wore our
regular clothes, and there were
only four nights between us and
'Arafah. Then we entered Ihrâm
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on the day of At-Tarwiyah. Then
the Messenger of Allah 40
entered upon 'Aiah [may Allah
be pleased with her] and found
her weeping. He said: 'What is
the matter with you?' She said:
'The matter with me, is that my
menses began, and the people
have exited Ihrâm, but I did not
do so, and I did not
circumambulate the House, and
the people are going for Ijajj
now.' He said: 'That is something
that Allah has decreed for the
daughters of Adam. Perform
Ghusl, then enter Ihrâm for Hajj.'
So she did that, and went to all
the places of Ijajj. Then when
she became pure, she
circumambulated the House and
went between A-Safâ and AlMarwah. Then he said: 'You
have exited Ifrâm from your Ijajj
and 'Umrah together.' She said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, I feel
upset because I did not
circumambulate the House
before I performed 1Iajj.' He
said: 'Take her, 0 'AbdurRahmân, and let her perform
'Umrah from At-Tan'Im.' And
that was on the night of AlHasbah."
[2938] ( ... ) Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
[may Allah be pleased with them]
said: "The Prophet i4 entered
upon 'Aiah [may Allah be
pleased with her] and found her
weeping..." and he mentioned a
Hadiil like that of Al-Laith (no.
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2937), to the end, but he did not
mention what came before this of
the HadiIji of A1-Lai.

[2939] 137 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh that
during the Hajj of the Prophet of
Allah , 'Aihah [may Allah be
pleased with her] entered Ihrâm
for 'Umrah, and he quoted a
HadIth like that of Al-Laith (no.
2938), but he added: "And he
said: 'The Messenger of Allah j4
was a man of gentle disposition,
and when she wanted something
he would agree to it. So he sent
her with 'Abdur-Rahmân bin AbI
Bakr, and she entered Ihrâm for
'Umrah from At-Tan'Im."
Matar said: "Abü Az-Zubair
said: 'When 'Ailiah performed
Hajj, she did what she had done
with the Prophet of Allah ."

[2940] 138 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir [may Allah be pleased
with them] said: "We set out with
the Messenger of Allah
,
entering Ihrâm for Ijajj, and the
women and children were with
us. When we came to Makkah,
we circumambulated the House
and went between As-Safi and
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A1-Marwah. Then the Messenger
of Allah
said to us: 'Whoever
does not have a sacrificial animal
with him, let him exit Ihrâm.' We
said: 'To what extent?' He said:
'Completely.' So we had intercourse
with our wives, and we wore our
regular clothes, and put on perfume.
When the day of At-Ta twiyah came,
we entered Ihrâm for Hajj, and our
first going between A-Safâ and AlMarwah sufficed for us. The
ordered us
Messenger of Allah
to share camels and cows, one
(animal) between seven of us."

(1214) It was
[2941] 139
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
[may Allah be pleased with them]
said: "The Prophet commanded
us, when we exited Ihrâm, to enter
Ihrâm when we set out for Minâ,
so we entered Ihrâm from AlAbtah."

[2942] 140 - (1215) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh [may Allah be pleased
with them] said: "The Prophet
and his Companions only went
between A-Safa and Al-Marwah
once."
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[2943] 141 - (1216) 'Atâ' said:
"I heard Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh [may
Allah be pleased with them],
along with some people who
were with me, say: 'We, the
Companions of Muhammad
entered Izrâm for Ijaff only."
'Atâ' said: "Jâbir said: 'The
Prophet came on the morning
of the fourth of Dhul-Hijjah and
told us to exit Ihrâm." 'Atâ' said:
"He said: 'Exit Irâm and you
may have intercourse with your
wives."
'Atâ' said: "He did not insist on
that for them, but he made it
permissible for them. We said:
'When there are only five days
between us and 'Arafah, he told
us to have intercourse with our
wives, so we will come to 'Arafah
with our private parts still
dripping with semen!" He said:
"Jâbir gestured with his hand,
and it is as if I can see his hand
moving." He said: "The Prophet
stood up among us and said:
'You know that I am the one who
fears Allah the most among you,
and I am the most truthful
among you and the most
righteous. Were it not for my
sacrificial animal, I would have
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exited Iirâm as you have done. If
I had known before what I know
now, I would not have brought
the sacrificial animal. Exit Ihrám.'
So we exited Ihrâm, and we
listened and obeyed."
'Atâ' said: "Jâbir said: 'Then 'Ali
came from his (Zakât) collecting
mission and he (the Prophet )
said: 'For what did you enter
Ihrâm?' He said: 'For the same
as the Prophet ; entered Iii ram.'
The Messenger of Allah
said
to him: 'Bring your sacrificial
animal and remain in Ihrâm.' So
'All brought him a sacrificial
animal. Surâqah bin Mâlik said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, is it just
for this year or forever?' He said:
'Forever."
[2944] 142 - (...) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"We entered Ihrâm for Ijaff with
the Messenger of Allah , but
when we came to Makkah he told
us to exit Ihrâm and make it
'Umrah. We found that hard and
felt anxious about it. News of
that reached the Prophet , and
we did not know whether he
heard of it from heaven, or from
the people. He said: '0 people,
exit Ihrâm. Were it not for the
sacrificial animal that is with me,
I would do what you are doing.'
So we exited Ihrâm and had
intercourse with our wives, and
we did what those who are not in
Ihrâm do, until the day of At-
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Tarwiyah came, when we put
Makkah behind us (to go to Mini
and 'Arafat) and entered Ihrâm
for Hajj."
[2945] 143 - (...) Müsâ bin Nâfi'
said: "I came to Makkah to
perform 'Umrah for Tamattu',
four days before the day of AtTarwiyah. The people said: 'Now
your ITIajj is like that of the
Makkans.' 11 I entered upon
'Atâ' bin AbI Rabâh and asked
him about that. 'Atâ' said: 'Jâbir
bin 'Abdullâh Al-AnârI [may
Allah be pleased with them] told
me that he performed Hajj with
the Messenger of Allah
in the
year when he brought the
sacrificial animal with him. They
entered Ihrâm for Ijaff only, then
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Exit your Iiirâm, circumambulate
the House and go between AsSafi and A]-Marwah, then cut
your hair and remain out of Ihrâm
until the day of At-Tarwiyah
comes. Then enter Ihrâm for Ijajj,
and make what you did before
Tamattu'." They said: "How can
we make it Tamattu 'when we have
named it as Hajj?" He said: "Do
what I am telling you to do. Were
it not that I have brought the
sacrificial animal with me, I would
do what I am telling you to do, but
it is not permissible for me to exit
Ihrâm until the sacrificial animal
reaches its destination."
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[29461 144 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"We came with the Messenger of
Allah , entering hiram for Ijajj,
then the Messenger of Allah
told us to make it 'Umrah and
exit Ihrâm. He had the sacrificial
animal with him, so he could not
make it 'Umrah."

Chapter 18. Tamattu' With Haff
And 'Umrah
[2947] 145 - (1217) It was
narrated that AN Nadrah said:
"Ibn 'Abbâs used to enjoin
Mut'ah, and Ibn Az-Zubair used
to forbid it. I mentioned that to
Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh and he said:
'It is through me that this i-IadIjh
was circulated. We performed
Tamattu' with the Messenger of
Allah
, but when 'Umar
(became the KhalIfah), he said:
"Allah permitted to His
Messenger whatever He willed,
however He willed, and the
revelation of the Qur'ân has been
completed. So complete Ijajj and
'Umrah for Allah, as Allah has
commanded you,t11 and make a
W

Meaning that Tamattu' is allowed for ijaff and 'Umrah while Mut'ah is not allowed for
marriage.
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decision about your marriages to
these women, for no man will be
brought to me having married a
woman for a specific length of
time, but I will have him stoned.
[2948] ( ... ) Qatâdah narrated it
with this chain (a HadIth similar
to no. 2947), and he said in the
IjadIth: "Separate your Hajj from
your 'Umrah, for that is most
proper for your 1-Iajj, and most
proper for your 'Umrah."
[2949] 146 - (1216) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
[may Allah be pleased with them]
said: "We came with the
Messenger of Allah
saying:
'Labbâik bil-IIajj (Here we are at
Your service for Hajj),' then the
Messenger of Allah
told us to
make it 'Umrah."

['r
Chapter 19. The Hajj Of The
Prophet
[2950] 147 - (1218) It was
narrated from Ja'far bin
Muhammad, that his father said:
"We entered upon Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh, and he asked about
the people, until he came to me.
I said: 'I am Muhammad bin 'All
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bin Husain.' He placed his hand
on my head, then he undid my
upper button and my lower
button, then he placed his hand
on my chest. At that time I was a
young boy. He said: 'Welcome to
you, 0 son of my brother. Ask
whatever you want.' So I asked
him. He was blind, and the time
for prayer became due, so he got
up, wearing a blanket which he
wrapped around himself; every
time he put it over his shoulders,
the ends slipped back down,
because it was too small, and his
Ridâ' was hanging beside him on
the clothes hook. He led us in
prayer, then I said: 'Tell us about
the Half of the Messenger of
Allah
' He gestured with his
hand and counted nine, and said:
'The Messenger of Allah
stayed for nine years (in
Madinah) during which he did
not perform Ijaff, then in the
tenth year he announced to the
people that the Messenger of
Alhuh
was going for liaff.
Many people came to AlMadinah, all of them seeking to
follow the Messenger of Allah
and do what he did.
"We set out with him until we
came to Phul-Hulaifah, where
Asmâ' bint 'Umais gave birth to
Muhammad bin AbI Bakr. She
sent word to the Messenger of
Allah , asking; "What should I
do?" He said: "Perform Ghusl,
wrap your private part in a cloth,
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and enter Ihrâm." The
Messenger of Allah jW prayed in
the Masjid, then he rode AlQaswâ' until he reached AlBaidâ'.
"I looked as far as I could see in
front of him, and saw people
riding and walking. To his right it
was the same, to his left it was
the same, and behind him it was
the same. The Messenger of
Allah jW was among us and the
Qur'ân was being revealed to
him, and he was the best one to
interpret it. So whatever he did,
we did too, and he (began the
Talbiyah) of TawhId, saying:
"Labbaika Allâhumma labbaik,
labbaika lâ sharIka laka labbaik
Inna al-hamda wan-ni 'mata laka
wal-mullç lâ sharIka lak (Here I
am, 0 Allah, here I am. Here I
am, You have no partner, here I
am. Verily all praise and
blessings are Yours, and all
sovereignty, You have no
partner)." The people said this
Talbiyah that they say nowadays,
and the Messenger of Allah
did not object to any of that, but
the Messenger of Allah
kept
to his own Talbiyah.'
"Jâbir [may Allah be pleased
with them] said: 'We did not
intend anything other than Hajj,
and we were not thinking of
'Umrah. When we came to the
Ka'bah with him, he touched the
corner then walked quickly
(Rami) for three circuits, and
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walked normally for four. Then
he came to the Station of
IbrâhIm (Maqâm IbrâhIm) and
recited the verse: "...And take you
(people) the Maqâm of IbráhIm
as a place of prayer..."['] He
stood with the Maqâm between
himself and the House."
- (Ja'far bin Muhammad said)
My father used to say - and I do
not think he was narrating it
from anyone but the Prophet that he () used to recite in
these two Rak'ah Qul Huwa Allâhu
Azad and Qulyâ a)yuhal-kâfiri2n."Then he went back to the
corner and touched it, then he
went out through the gate to ASafa. When he drew near to AsSafa he recited: "Verily, As-Safâ
and A1-Marwah (two mountains
in Makkah) are of the Symbols of
Allâh..." 21 "I will start with that
with which Allah started." So he
started with As-Safa, climbing up
until he could see the Ka'bah.
Then he turned to face the
Qiblah and singled out Allah, and
extolled His greatness, and he
said: "La ilâha illallâh wahdahu lâ
sharI/ca lah, lahul-mulk wa lahulhamdu wa huwa 'ala kulli shayin
qadir; La ilâha illallâh wa,zdahu
anjaza wa 'dah wa nasara 'abdah
wa hazama al-ahzâba wahdah
(There is none worthy of worship
but Allah alone, with no partner
or associate, His is the dominion
[1]Al-Baqarah 2:125.
[2]A1-Baqarah 2:158.
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and to Him be praise, and He is
able to do all things; there is
none worthy of worship but Allah
alone, He fulfilled His promises
and granted victory to His slave
and defeated the confederates
alone)." Then he supplicated
between that, and repeated this
three times."
"Then he came down towards
A1-Marwah and when his feet
reached the bottom of the valley
he ran until the ground started to
rise, then he walked until he
came to Al-Marwah, and he did
at A1-Marwah as he had done at
A-Safâ. Then when it was the
last lap and he was at AI-Marwah
he said: "If I had known before
what I know now, I would not
have brought the sacrificial
animal with me, and I would
have made it 'Umrah. Whoever
among you does not have a
sacrificial animal with him, let
him exit Ihrâm and make it
'Umrah."
"'Surâqah bin Mâlik bin
Ju'ham stood up and said: "0
Messenger of Allah, is it just for
this year or is it forever?" The
Messenger of Allah iiJ interlaced
the fingers of his hands and said:
"Umrah has been incorporated
into Hajj," twice. "No, it is for
ever and ever."
"All came from Yemen with
the sacrificial animals of the
Prophet
and he found
Fâtimah [may Allah be pleased
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with her] among those who had
exited Iirâm. She was wearing
dyed clothes and had put kohl on
her eyes. He rebuked her for that
and she said: "My father told me
to do that."
"'All used to say in Al-'Irâq: "I
went to the Messenger of Allah
, complaining about Fâtimah
for what she had done, and to
ask the Messenger of Allah
about what she had told me
about. I told him that I had
rebuked her for that, and he said:
'She spoke the truth, she spoke
the truth. What did you say when
you decided to go for Iajj?' I
said: '0 Allah, I enter Ihrâm for
that for which Your Messenger
entered Ihrâm.' He said: 'I have
the HadI with me; do not exit
Ihrâm."
"'The total number of sacrificial
animals that 'All brought from
Yemen, and that the Prophet
brought with him, was one
hundred. The people all exited
Ihrâm and cut their hair, except
the Prophet
and those who
had brought sacrificial animals
with them."
"When the day of At-Tarwiyah
came, they set out for Minâ and
entered Ihrâm for Hajj. The
Messenger of Allah
rode and
prayed Zuhr, 'Asr, Maghrib, 'I.yjâ'
and Fajr there, then he waited for
a while until the sun rose. He
ordered that a tent of hair be
pitched for him in Namirah.
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Then the Messenger of Allah
moved on, and the Quraish did
not doubt that he would halt at
Al-Mash 'ar Al-Harâm, as Quraish
used to do during the Jâhili)yah,
but the Messenger of Allah A
carried on until he reached
'Arafat, where he found that the
tent had been pitched for him in
Namirah, and he stopped there."
"'When the sun passed its zenith,
he ordered that Al-Qaswâ' be
saddled for him, and he came to
the bottom of the valley, where he
addressed the people and said:
"Your blood and your wealth are
sacred to one another, as sacred as
this day of yours, in this month of
yours, in this land of yours. All
matters of the Jâhiliyyah are
abolished beneath my feet. The
blood feuds of the Jâhiliyyah are
abolished, and the first blood feud
that I abolish is that of RabI'ah bin
Al-Hârjth, who was nursed among
Banü Laith and killed by Huail.
The Ribâ of the Jâhiliyyah is
abolished, and the first Ribâ that I
abolish is that of 'Abbâs bin
'Abdul-Muttalib; it is all abolished.
Fear Allah with regard to women,
for you have taken them as a trust
from Allah, and intimacy with them
has become permissible to you by
the Word of Allah. Your rights
over them are that they should not
allow anyone whom you dislike to
tread on your bedding. If they do
that, then hit them, but in a manner
that does not cause injury or leave
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a mark. Their rights over you are
that you should provide for them
and clothe them in a reasonable
manner. I have left you something
which, if you adhere to it, you will
never go astray: The Book of Allah.
You will be asked about me. What
will you say?" They said: "We bear
witness that you have conveyed
(the Message) and fulfilled (your
duty) and offered sincere advice."
He gestured with his forefinger
towards the sky and then towards
the people, (and said) "0 Allah,
bear witness, 0 Allah bear
witness," three times.
Then the Adhân was called, then
the Iqâmah, and he prayed Zuhr,
then the Iqamah was called and
he prayed 'Asr, and he did not
offer any prayer in between them.
Then the Messenger of Allah
rode until he reached the Mawqif
(place of standing), and he made
his she-camel face Assakharâtt11
with people walking in front of
him, and he turned to face the
Qiblah. Then he remained
standing until the sun had set,
after its rays had started to
diminish and until the disk of the
sun had disappeared."
"Thenhe seated Usâmahonhis
mount behind him, and the
Messenger of Allah
moved
on, pulling Al-Qawâ's reins tight
until her head was touching the
front of the saddle, and he
gestured with his right hand: "0
111
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people, calmly, calmly!" Every
time he came to a small hill, he
released the reins a little so that
she could climb. Then he came to
A1-Muzdalifah where he prayed
Maghrib and 'Ihâ' with one
A_d_hân and two Iqâmah, offering
no prayer in between."
"'Then the Messenger of Allah
lay down until dawn came, and
he prayed Fajr, when he saw that
dawn had come, with one Adhân
and one Iqâmah. Then he rode AlQaswâ' until he came to AlMash'ar A1-Harâm. He turned to
face the Qiblah and called upon
Him, and proclaimed His greatness
and Oneness. Then he remained
standing until it had become quite
bright, then he moved on before
the sun rose. He seated Al-Fadl
bin A1-'Abbâs behind him, who was
a man with lovely hair, white and
handsome. When the Messenger of
Allah
moved on, he passed
some women riding camels. AlFadl started to look at them, so
the Messenger of Allah jW put his
hand on the face of Al-Fadl. AlFadI turned his face to the other
side to look, and the Messenger
of Allah moved his hand to the
other side of Al-Fadi's face. AlFadl again turned his face to the
other side to look, until he came
to the bottom of Muhassir, where
he sped up a little."
"Then he followed the middle
road that comes out at Al-Jamrat
Al-Kubra, until he reached the
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Jamrah that is by the tree. Then
he stoned it with seven pebbles,
saying the TakbIr with each throw
- pebbles the size of broad beans throwing from the bottom of the
valley. Then he went to the place
of slaughter, and slaughtered
sixty-three (animals) with his own
hand. Then he handed over to
'Ali who slaughtered the rest, and
he gave him a share in his
sacrifice. Then he ordered that a
piece from each be brought; (the
pieces) were put in a pot and
cooked, and they (the Prophet
and 'All) ate from the meat and
drank from the soup.
Then the Messenger of Allah
rode and headed towards the
House (and performed Tawaf AlIfadah), and prayed Zuhr in
Makkah. He came to Banü 'AbdulMuttalib, who were providing water
to the pilgrims at Zamzam, and
said: "Carry on drawing water, 0
Banfl 'Abdul-Muttalib. Were it not
that the people would overwhelm
you I would have drawn water with
you." So they drew up a bucket for
him and he drank from it."
[2951] 148 - ( ... ) Ja'far bin
Muhammad said: "My father told
me: 'I went to Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh and asked him about
the pilgrimage of the Messenger
of Allah ...... and he quoted a
HadIth similar to that of Hâtim
bin Ismâ'il (no. 2950). He added:
"... When the Messenger of Allah
passed by Muzdalifah at Al-
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Math'ar Al-Harâm, the Quraish
did not doubt that he would halt
there and camp there, but he
carried on and did not pay any
attention to it, until he came to
'Arafat, where he stopped."

Chapter 20. All Of 'Arafat Is A
Place Of Standing
[2952] 149 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Jâbir that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "I have offered my
sacrifice here, and all of Mind is
the place of sacrifice, so offer
your sacrifices where you are
staying. And I have stood here,
and all of 'Arafat is the place of
standing. And I have stopped
here, and all of Muzdalifah is the
place of stopping."

[2953] 150 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh [may
Allah be pleased with them], that
when the Messenger of Allah
came to Makkah, he came to the
Black Stone and touched it, then
he walked to the right, walking
quickly (Rami) in three circuits
and walking normally in four.
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Chapter 21. The Standing And
The Saying Of Allah, The Most
High: "Then depart from the
place whence all the people
depart"111

129541 151 - (1219) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Quraih and those who followed
their way used to stand at AlMuzdalifah, and they were called
Al-Hums and the rest of the Arabs
used to stand in 'Arafat. When
Islam came, Allah commanded
to go to 'Arafat
His Prophet
and stand there, then depart from
there. That is the verse in which
Allah says: "Then depart from the
place whence all the people
depart.' 121

[2955] 152 - ( ... ) Hishâm
narrated that his father said: "The
Arabs used to circumambulate the
Ka'bah naked, except the Hums,
and the Hums were the Quraih
and their descendents. They used
to circumambulate naked, unless
the Hums gave them some clothes
- men would give to men and

[11

Al-Baqarah 2:199.

[2]

A1-Baqarah 2:199.
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women to women. The Hums did
not go out of A1-Muzdalifah, but
the people all went to 'Arafat."
Hiiiâm said: "My father told me
that 'Aiah said: 'The Hums were
those concerning whom Allah
revealed the words: "Then depart
from the place whence all the
people depart..."111 She said: 'The
people used to depart from
'Arafat, and the Hums used to
depart from Al-Muzdalifah,
saying: "We will not depart except
from within the sanctuary." When
the following was revealed: "Then
depart from the place whence all
the people depart..."121 they went
back to 'Arafat."

[2956] 153 - (1220) Muhammad
bin Jubair bin Mut'im narrated
that his father, Jubair bin Mut'im
said: "I lost a camel of mine, so I
went and looked for it on the
Day of 'Arafat. I saw the
Messenger of Allah
standing
with the people in 'Arafat, and I
said: 'By Allah, he is one of the
Hums, what is he doing here?'
The Quraiij were regarded as
being among the Hums."

Al-Baqarah 2:199.
121

Al-Baqarah 2:199.
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Chapter 22. It Is Permissible
To Base One's Intention For
Thrâm On The Intention Of
Another

[2957] 154 - (1221) It was
narrated that AN Müsâ said: "I
came to the Messenger of Allah
ç while he was halting in A]Bathâ', and he said to me: 'Did
you intend to perform Ijaff?' I
said: 'Yes.' He said: 'For what
did you enter Ihrâm?' I said: 'I
said: "Here I am at Your service,
for the same as the Prophet;
has entered Ihrâm." He said:
'You have done well.
Circumambulate the House and
go between As-Safi and AlMarwah, then exit Ihrâm.' I
circumambulated the Ka'bah and
went between As-Safâ and AlMarwah, then I came to a woman
of Banü Qais who rid my head of
lice. Then I entered Ihrâm for
Half. I continued to state Fatwa
(religious rulings) to that effect
for the people until the Kiiilâfah
of 'Umar [may Allah be pleased
with them]."
A man said to him: "0 Abü
or: "0 'Abdullâh bin
Qais, exercise restraint in your
Fatwa, for you do not know what
the Commander of the Believers
has introduced with regard to the
rituals after you." He said: "0
people, whoever heard a Fatwa
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from us (about exiting Iirâm) let
him wait, for the Commander of
the Believers is coming to you, so
follow him." Then 'Umar [may
Allah be pleased with them]
came and I mentioned that to
him, and he said: 'We follow the
Book of Allah, and the Book of
Allah enjoins completing Ijajj
and 'Umrah. And we follow the
Sunnah of the Messenger of
Allah , and the Messenger of
Allah ij did not exit Ihrâm until
the sacrifice reached its
destination."
[2958] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated a
similar report (as no. 2957) with
this chain.
[2959] 155 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Müsâ [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "I came
to the Messenger of Allah
when he was halting in A1-Bathâ',
and he said: 'For what have you
entered Ihrâm?' I said: 'I have
entered Ihrâm for the same as the
Prophet
has entered Ihrâm.'
He said: 'Have you brought a
sacrificial animal?' I said: 'No.'
He said: 'Circumambulate the
House and go between A -Safâ
and Al-Marwah, then exit Ihrâm.'
So I circumambulated the House
and went between As-Safa and
Al-Marwah, then I went to a
woman among my people who
combed my hair and washed my
head. I used to give the people
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Fatwas to that effect during the
leadership of AN Bakr and the
leadership of 'Umar. It was during
Ijajj season that a man came to
me and said: 'You do not know
what the Commander of the
Believers has introduced
concerning the rituals.' I said: '0
people, whoever heard a Fatwa
from us (about exiting flirâm) let
him wait, for the Commander of
the Believers is coming to you, so
follow him.' When he came I said:
'0 Commander of the Believers,
what is this that you have
introduced concerning the
rituals?' He said: 'We follow the
Book of Allah, and Allah says,
"And perform properly the Ijajj
and 'Umrah..." 11 And we follow
the Sunnah of our Prophet ,
and the Prophet
did not exit
Ihrâm until he had offered the
sacrifice."
[2960] 156 - (...) It was narrated
that Abü Müsâ [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "The
had sent
Messenger of Allah
me to Yemen, and I came back
during the year when he went for
IjaJj. The Messenger of Allah
said to me: '0 Abü Müsâ, what
did you say when you entered
Ihrâm?' I said: 'I said: "Here I
am at Your service, for the same
purpose as the Prophet
entered Ihrâm." He said: 'Have
you brought a sacrificial animal?'
[1] A1-Baqarah 2:196.
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I said: 'No.' He said: 'Then go
and circumambulate the House
and go between A-Safa and AlMarwah, then exit Ihrâm." Then
he quoted a HadIth like that of
Shu'bah and Sufyân (no. 2957,
2959).

[29611 157 - (1222) It was
narrated from Abü Müsâ that he
used to issue Fatwa allowing
Mut'ah, 11 and a man said to
him: "Exercise restraint in some
of your Fatwa, for you do not
know what the Commander of
the Believers has introduced
concerning the rituals." After
that I met him and asked him
about that. 'Umar said: 'I know
that the Prophet
and his
Companions did that, but I did
not want married people to have
intercourse beneath the trees and
then go out for Haif with their
heads dripping."

CTiapter 23. The Permissibility
Of Tamattu'
[2962] 158 - (1223) 'Abdullâh
bin Shaqiq said: "Uiiimân used
' That is the Tamattu' with

Ijajj

and 'Umrah.
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to forbid Mut'ah (Tamattu') and
'Ali used to enjoin it. 'Uftmân
said something to 'All, then 'All
said: 'You know that we did
Taman' with the Messenger of
Allah .' He said: 'Yes, but we
were afraid then."

[29631... - ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated
a similar report with this chain.

[2964] 159 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Sa'eed bin Al-Müsâyyab
said: "All and 'Uftmân [may
Allah be pleased with them] met
in 'Usfân, and 'Umân used to
forbid Tamattu' and 'Umrah
(during the Ijajj season). 'All
said: 'What do you mean by
forbidding something that the
Messenger of Allah jW, did?'
'Uftmân said: 'Leave us alone.'
He said: 'I cannot leave you
alone.' When 'All saw that, he
entered Ihrâm for both of them
together."

[2965] 160 - (1224) It was
narrated that Abü Pharr [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
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"Al-Mut'ah in 1ajj was just for
the Companions of Muhammad
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[2966] 161 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Dharr [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "We had
a concession," meaning, AlMut'ah in Ijajj.

[2967] 162 - ( ... ) Abü Dharr
[may Allah be pleased with them]
said: "Two Al-Mut'ah were
permitted to us only" - meaning
Mut'ah (temporary marriage)
with women and Mut'ah
(Tamattu') in Ijajj.

[2968] 163 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdur-Rahmân bin AbI
Ash-Sha'thâ' said: "I came to
IbrâhIm An-Nakha'I and IbrâhIm
At-TaimI and said: 'I intend to
combine 'Umrah and Ijajj this
year.' IbrâhIm An-Naicha'I said:
'Your father would not have
intended to do that."
Qutaibah said: "JarIr narrated to
us from Bayân, from IbrâhIm At-

:
ii
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TaimI, from his father, that he
passed by AN Pharr [may Allah
be pleased with them] in ArRabdhah, and he mentioned that
to him, and he said: 'It was
allowed specifically for us but not
for you."
[2969] 164 - (1225) It was
narrated that Ghunaim bin Qais
said: "I asked Sa'd bin AbI
Waqqâs [may Allah be pleased
with them] about Mut'ah
(Tamattu') and he said: 'We did
that, and at that time he was a
disbeliever in the houses of
Makkah.`[']

[2970] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Sulaimân At-Taimi with this
chain (a HadIth similar to no.
2969), and he said in his report:
"meaning, Mu'âwiyah."
[2971] (...) A similar HadIth (as
no. 2969) was narrated from
Sulaimân At-TaimI with this
chain. In the HadIth of Sufyân it
says: "Mut'ah in Hajj (Tamattu")."

W

The meaning is understood more clearly by the next narrations, and the meaning of "he
was a disbeliever" is that he had recently accepted Islam.
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[29721 165 - (1226) It was
narrated that Mutarrif said:
"'Imrân bin Husain said to me: 'I
will tell you a Hadith today, by
means of which Allah will benefit
you after today. Know that the
Messenger of Allah
allowed
some of his family to perform
'Umrah in the first ten days of
Phul-Ijijjah, and no verse was
revealed which abrogated that,
and he did not forbid it before he
passed away. After that, it
doesn't matter what anyone else
thinks."
[2973] 166 - (...) It was narrated
from A]-Jurairl with this chain (a
HadIth similar to no. 2972). Ibn
Hâtim said in his report: "It
doesn't matter what anyone else
thinks," meaning 'Umar.

[2974] 167 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Mutarrif said: "'Imrân bin
Husain said to me: 'I will tell you
a HadItii by means of which Allah
may benefit you. The Messenger
of Allah
ç joined Ijajj and
'Umrah, then he did not forbid it
until he died, and no Qur'an
(Ayat) was revealed forbidding
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that. And I was always greeted111
until I was cauterized, then the
greeH;: eased, then when I
stopped (being cauterized), the
greetings returned."
[2975] ( ... ) Mutarrif said:
"Imrân bin Husain said to me..."
a Ijad&ji like that of Mu'âdh (no.
2974).

[2976] 168 - ( ... ) Mutarrif said:
"Imrân bin Husain sent for me
during his final illness and said: 'I
am going to tell you some
Ahadith by means of which Allah
may benefit you after I am gone.
If I live, then conceal them, but if
I die, then narrate them if you
wish. I have been greeted (by the
Angels). The Prophet of Allah
combined Ijajj and 'Umrah, then
no (words of) the Book of Allah
were revealed concerning that,
and the Prophet of Allah
did
not forbid it. And it doesn't
matter what anyone else says
about it."

[2977] 169 ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Imrân bin Al-IIuain [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"Know that the Messenger of
[1]

The meaning is; "by the Angels."
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Allah
combined tlajj and
'Umrah, then no (words of) the
Book of Allah were revealed
concerning that, and the Messenger
of Allah did not forbid it. And it
doesn't matter what anyone else
says about it."

[2978] 170 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Imrân bin Husain [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"We performed Tamattu' with
the Messenger of Allah
and
no Qur'ân (Ayat) was revealed
concerning that. And it doesn't
matter what anyone else says
about it."

[2979] 171 - ( ... ) This HadIth
was narrated from 'Imrân bin
Husain. He said: "The Prophet of
Allah performed Tamattu' and
we did Tamattu' with him."

[29801 172 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Rajâ' said: "Imrân bin
Husain said: 'The verse of Mut'ah
was revealed in the Book of
Allah, meaning Tamattu' in Ijajj.
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told
The Messenger of Allah
us to do that, then no verse was
revealed abrogating the verse of
Tamattu', and the Messenger of
Allah
did not forbid it until he
died. And after that it doesn't
matter what anyone else says
about it."

[29811 173 - ( ... ) A similar
report (as no. 2981) was narrated
from 'Imrân bin Husain, except
that he said: "And we did that
with the Messenger of Allah
and he did not say: "He told us
to do that."

Chapter 24. The Obligation For
The Pilgrim Who Is
Performing Tamattu' To Offer
A Sacrifice; If He Has No
Animal To Sacrifice, He Must
Fast For Three Days During
Haff And Seven Days When He
Goes Back To His Family
[29821 174 - (1227) 'Abdullâh
bin 'Umar [may Allah be pleased
with them] said: "The Messenger
of Allah j performed Tamattu'
during the Farewell Pilgrimage,
joining 'Umrah to Hajj, and he
offered a sacrifice. He brought
the sacrificial animal with him
from Dhul-Hulaifah. The

A.J

WAI J1
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Messenger of Allah
started by
(beginning the Talbiyah) for
'Umrah, then he (began the
Talbiyah) for Hajj. The people
also performed Tamattu' with the
Messenger of Allah , following
'Umrah with Hajj.
"Those who offered a sacrifice
brought the sacrificial animal
with them, and some of them did
not offer a sacrifice. When the
Messenger of Allah
came to
Makkah he said to the people:
'Whoever among you has brought
a sacrificial animal, nothing that
has been forbidden to him (in
Ihrâm) will become permissible
until he has completed his Ijajj.
Whoever among you did not
bring a sacrificial animal, let him
circumambulate the House and
go between A-Safa and AlMarwah, then cut his hair and
exit Ihrâm, then let him enter
Ihrâm for Hajj and offer a
sacrifice. Whoever cannot find an
animal to sacrifice, let him fast
for three days during Hajj and
seven days if he returns to his
family.' The Messenger of Allah
performed Tawaf when he
arrived at Makkah. He touched
the Corner (the Black Stone)
when he began, then he walked
rapidly in three of the seven
circuits and walked (at a normal
pace) in the last four. Then when
he had completed Tawâf he
prayed two Rak'ah at the Maqâm,
then he said Salâm and left. He
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went to A-Safâ and performed
seven circuits between As-Safâ
and Al-Marwah. Then he did not
regard as permissible anything
that had become forbidden to
him (in Ihrâm) until he had
completed his -Iajj. He offered
his sacrifice on the Day of
Sacrifice, then he hastened to
circumambulate the House, then
he exited Izrâm completely.
Those people who had brought
sacrificial animals with them did
what the Messenger of Allah 40,
did."
[2983] 175 (1228) It was
narrated from 'Urwah bin AzZubair, that 'Aishah, the wife of
the Prophet, told him that the
Messenger of Allah jW followed
'Umrah with Hajj (Tamattu').
And the people did Tamattu'
with him, as was informed to me
by Sâlim bin 'Abdullâh from
'Abdullâh [may Allah be pleased
with them] from the Messenger
of Allah.

Chapter 25. The Pilgrim
Performing Qirân Should Not
Exit Thrâm Except When The
Pilgrims Performing Ifrâd Exit
Ihrâm
[2984] 176 - (1229) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar that Uafah [may Allah be
pleased with her], the wife of the
Prophet , said: "0 Messenger
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of Allah, why have the people
exited Ihrâm when you have not
exited from hiram following your
'Umrah?" He said: "I have matted
my hair together and garlanded
my sacrificial animal,t11 so I will
not exit Ihrâm until I offer the
sacrifice."
[2985] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Hafsah [may Allah be pleased with
her] said: "I said: 0 Messenger of
Allah, why have you not exited
I/zrâm?..." a similar report (as no.
2984).
[29861 177 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that Hafsah
[may Allah be pleased with them]
said: "I said to the Prophet:
'Why have the people exited
Ihrâm while you have not exited
Ihrâm following your 'Umrah?'
He said: 'I have garlanded my
sacrificial animal and matted my
hair together, so I will not exit
Ihrâm until I exit Ihrâm following
Iajj."
[2987] 178 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that Hafsah
[may Allah be pleased with them]
said: "0 Messenger of Allah..." a
HadIth like that of Mâlik (no.
2984). "So I will not exit Ihrâm
until I have offered my sacrifice."

Ill

See no. 3016 for details on this matter.
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[29881 179 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "Hafsah
[may Allah be pleased with her]
told me that the Prophet
ordered his wives to exit Ihrâm
during the Farewell Pilgrimage.
Hafsah said: 'I said: "What is
keeping you from exiting Iizrâm
too?" He said: "I have matted my
hair together and garlanded my
sacrificial animal, so I will not
exit I,trâm until I have offered my
sacrifice."
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Chapter 26. It Is Permissible
To Exit Ihrâm If One Is
Prevented From Completing
Haif; It Is Permissible To
Perform Qiran And The
Pilgrim Performing Qirân
Should Perform Just One
Tawâf And One Sa'I
[2989] 180 - (1230) It was
narrated from Nâfi' that
'Abdul]âh bin 'Umar [may Allah
be pleased with them] set out to
perform 'Umrah during the
Fitnah of Al-1Iajjâj and he said:
'If we are prevented from
reaching the House, we will do
what we did with the Messenger
.' He set out and
of Allah
entered Ihrâm for 'Umrah, and
he traveled until he reached AlBaidâ', where he turned to his
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companions and said: 'They are
both the same.' I ask you to bear
witness that I have committed
myself to performing Ijajj with
'Umrah. He set out, and when he
reached the House, he
circumambulated it seven times,
and went between As-Safâ and
Al-Marwah seven times, and he
did not do more than that,
believing that it would be
sufficient for him, then he
offered the sacrifice." 11
[29901 181 - ( ... ) Nâfi' narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin 'Abdullâh and
Sâlim bin 'Abdullâh spoke to
'Abdullâh when A]-Hajjâj came
to fight Ibn Az-Zubair, and said:
"It does not matter if you do not
do Ijajj this year; we are afraid
that there will be fighting among
the people and you will not be
able to reach the House." He
said: "If I am prevented from
reaching the House, I will do
what the Messenger of Allah
did when I was with him, when
the disbelievers of the Quraish
prevented him from reaching the
House. I ask you to bear witness
that I have committed myself to
perform 'Umrah."
He set off until he reached
hul-Hulaifah, where he recited
the Talbiyah for 'Umrah, then he
said: "If the way is clear for me, I
will complete my 'Umrah, and if
the way is blocked, I will do what
" That is, he slaughtered the HadI on the tenth of Piu1-Hijjah, the Day of An-Na.r.
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the Messenger of Allah iJ did
when I was with him." Then he
recited: "Indeed in the Messenger
of Allah you have a good example
to follow"..J11 Then he traveled
on until he reached Zahr AlBaidâ', where he said: "They are
both the same. If I am prevented
from performing 'Umrah, then I
will be prevented from performing
Hajj. I ask you to bear witness that
I have committed myself to
performing Ijaff with 'Umrah."
He traveled on and bought a
sacrificial animal in Qudaid, then
he performed one Tawaf for both
around the House and between
A -Safâ and A1-Marwah, then he
did not exit Ihrám until he exited
Ifrâm from both on the Day of
Sacrifice."
[2991] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Nâfi' said: "Ibn 'Umar wanted to
perform 1Iajj when Al-ajjâj
attacked Ibn Az-Zubair..." and
he quoted a IjadIth like this (no.
2990), and at the end of the
HadIth he said: "And he used to
say: 'Whoever joins Ijajj and
'Umrah, one Tawaf is sufficient
for him. And he should not exit
Ihrâm until he exits Ihrâm from
both."
[2992] 182 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Nâfi' that Ibn 'Umar
wanted to perform Ijaji in the
[1]

Al-A hzâb 33:21.
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year when A1-Hajjâj attacked Ibn
Az-Zubair. It was said to him:
"There will be fighting among the
people and we are afraid that you
will be prevented." He said:
"You have a good example to
follow in the Messenger of Allah
I will do what the Messenger
of Allah
did. I ask you to bear
witness that I have committed
myself to performing 'Umrah."
Then he set out, and when he
was in Zâhir Al-Baidâ' he said:
"Hajj and 'Umrah are the same.
Bear witness" - (one of the
narrators) Ibn Rumh said: "I ask
you to bear witness" - "that I
have committed myself to
performing Ijajj along with my
'Umrah." He slaughtered a
sacrificial animal that he had
bought in Qudaid, then he set out,
entering Ihrâm for both together,
until he came to Makkah, where
he circumambulated the House
and went between As-Safâ and
Al-Marwah, and he did not do
more than that. And he did not
offer a sacrifice nor shave his
head nor cut his hair nor regard
as permissible anything that had
become forbidden to him (in
Ihrâm) until the Day of Sacrifice
came, when he slaughtered
sacrificial animal shaved his head,
and he thought that his first
Tawaf was sufficient for Ijajj and
'Umrah.
Ibn 'Umar said: "This is what
did."
the Messenger of Allah
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[2993] 183 - ( ... ) This narration
was narrated from Nâfi', from
Ibn 'Umar, but he only mentioned
the Prophet ; at the beginning of
the Hadh, when it was said to
him: "You will be prevented from
reaching the House." He said:
"Then I will do what the Messenger
of Allah
did." And it does not
say at the end of the -IadIt/: "This
is what the Messenger of Allah
did," as A]-Laift said (in no.
2992).

Chapter 27. Ifrâd And Qirân

[2994] 184 - (1231) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Umar - according
to the report of Yaliyâ - said: "We
entered Ihrâm with the Messenger
of Allah
for Hajj only."
According to the report of Ibn
'Awn: "The Messenger of Allah
entered Ifrâm for Hajj only."

[2995] 185 - (1232) It was
narrated from Bakr, that Anas
[may Allah be pleased with them]
said: "I heard the Prophet
reciting the Talbiyah for Ha]) and
'Umrah together."
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Bakr said: "So I narrated that to
Ibn 'Umar, and he said: 'He
recited the Talbiyah for Hajj
only.' Then I met Anas and I told
him what Ibn 'Umar had said.
Anas said: 'You are treating us
like little children!' I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say:
"Labbayka 'Umratan wa Ijajjân
(Here I am, 0 Allah, for Hajj
and 'Umrah)."
[2996] 186 - (...) It was narrated
from Bakr bin 'Abdullâh: "Anas
[may Allah be pleased with them]
told us that he saw the Prophet
joining them" - Ijaff and
'Umrah - he said: "I asked Ibn
'Umar and he said: 'We entered
Ihrâm for Hajj.' I went back to
Anas and told him what Ibn
'Umar had said, and he said: 'It is
as if we were little children!"

Chapter 28. It Is
Recommended For The Pilgrim
To Perform TawhfAI-Qudfiml il
And As-Sa '1 After It
[29971 187 - (1233) It was
narrated that Wabarah said: "I
was sitting with Ibn 'Umar when
a man came and said: 'Is it right
for me to circumambulate the
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House before I go to the place of
standing (A1-Mawqif)?' He said:
'Yes.' He said: 'Ibn 'Abbâs says:
"Do not circumambulate the
House until you have gone to the
place of standing." Ibn 'Umar
said: 'The Messenger of Allah
performed Hajj, and he
circumambulated the House
before going to the place of
standing; is the word of the
more
Messenger of Allah
deserving of being followed, or
the word of Ibn 'Abbâs, if you
are sincere?"
[2998] 188 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Wabarah said: "A man asked
Ibn 'Umar [may Allah be pleased
with them]: 'Should I
circumambulate the House once
I have entered Ihrâm for Hajj?'
He said: 'What is stopping you?'
He said: 'I saw the son of so-andso disapproving of it, but you are
dearer to us than him; we see
that he is tempted by this world.'
He said: 'Which of us' - or 'which
of you' - 'is not tempted by this
world?' Then he said: 'We saw
the Messenger of Allah
enter
Ihrâm for Hajj, circumambulate
the House and perform Sa'I
between As-Safâ and Al-Marwah.
The way of Allah and the way of
His Messenger 4t are more
deserving of being followed than
the way of so-and-so, if you are
sincere."
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Chapter 29. Clarifying That
The Pilgrim Who Has Entered
Ihrâm For 'Umrah Should Not
Exit Ihrâm After Performing
Tawaf Before Sa'1; And The
Pilgrim Who Has Entered
Ihrâm For Ha# Should Not
Exit Ihrâm After Performing
TawâfAl-Qudâm, And The
Same Applies To The Pilgrim
Performing Qirân
[2999] 189 - (1234) It was
narrated that 'Amr bin DInâr
said: "We asked Ibn 'Umar about
a man who comes to perform
'Umrah and he circumambulates
the House but he does not go
between As-Safâ and A1-Marwah
- can he have intercourse with his
wife?" He said: "The Messenger
of Allah
came and
circumambulated the House
seven times, and he prayed two
Rak'ah behind the Maqâm, and
he went between As-Safâ and AlMarwah seven times, and you
have the best example in the
Messenger of Allah ."
[3000] (...) A Hadith similar to
that of Ibn 'Uyaynah (no. 2999)
was narrated from 'Amr bin
DInâr, from Ibn 'Umar [may
Allah be pleased with them],
from the Prophet iW.
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[3001] 190 - (1235) It was
narrated from Muhammad bin
'Abdur-Rahmân that a man from
Al-'Irâq said to him: "Ask
'Urwah bin Az-Zubair for me
about a man who enters Ihrâm
for Hajj - when he has
circumambulated the House, can
he exit Ihrâm or not? If he says
to you that he should not exit
Ihrâm, tell him: 'There is a man
who says that it may be done."
He said: "I asked him, and he
said: 'The one who has entered
Ihrâm for Hajj cannot exit Ihrâm
except by completing ffajj.' I said:
'There is a man who says that it
may be done.' He said: 'What a
bad thing he has said.' Then that
man met me and asked me, and I
told him. He said: 'Tell him that
a man used to narrate that the
Messenger of Allah
did that,
and how come Asmâ' and AzZubair do that?"
He said: "I went to him and told
him that. He said: 'Who is that?'
I said: 'I do not know.' He said:
'Why doesn't he come to me
himself and ask me? I think he is
an 'Iraqi.' I said: 'I do not know.'
He said: 'He is lying. The
Messenger of Allah
performed Hajj, and 'Aishah
[may Allah be pleased with her]
told me that the first thing he did
when he came to Makkah was
perform Wudâ', then he
circumambulated the House."
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'"Then Abü Bakr performed
Hajj and the first thing he did
was circumambulate the House,
and nothing else. Then 'Umar
did likewise, then 'U.thmân
performed Ijajj and the first
thing I saw him do was
circumambulate the House and
nothing else."
"'Then Mu'âwiyah and
'Abdullâh bin 'Umar (performed
Hajj), then I performed Hajj with
Abü Az-Zubair bin A1-'Awwâm,
and the first thing he did was
circumambulate the House, and
nothing else. Then I saw the
Muhâjirân and Ansâr doing that,
and nothing else. Then the last
one whom I saw doing that was
Ibn 'Umar, and he did not alter it
to 'Umrah. Ibn 'Umar is with
them, so why don't they ask him?
No one among those who have
passed away started with anything
else other than circumambulating
the House as soon as they arrived
in Makkah, then they did not exit
Ihrâm."
"I saw my mother and my
maternal aunt, when they came (to
Makkah), they did not start with
anything other than the House,
which they circumambulated, then
they did not exit Irâm. My mother
told me that she and her sister and
Az-Zubair and others came to
perform 'Umrah only, and when
they had touched the Corner (the
Black Stone) they exited Izrâm. So
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he was lying when he told you
that."
[3002] 191 - (1236) It was
narrated that Asmâ' bint AbI
Bakr said: "We set out in Ihrâm,
and the Messenger of Allah Ji
said: 'Whoever has a sacrificial
animal with him, let him remain
in Ihrâm, and whoever does not
have a sacrificial animal with
him, let him exit Ihrâm.' I did not
have a sacrificial animal with me,
so I exited Ihrâm, but Az-Zubair
had a sacrificial animal with him
so he did not exit Ihrâm."
She said: "I put on my ordinary
clothes then I went out and sat
beside Az-Zubair. He said: 'Go
away from me.' I said: 'Are you
afraid that I am going to jump on
you?!"

[3003] 192 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Asmâ' bint AbI Bakr [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"We came with the Messenger of
Allah A, having entered flirâm
for Hajj." Then he (a narrator)
narrated a HadIth similar to that
of Ibn Juraij (no. 3002), except
that he said: "He said: 'Keep
away from me, keep away from
me.' She said: 'Are you afraid
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that I am going to jump on
you?!"

[3004] 193 - (1237) It was
narrated from Abü Al-Aswad
that 'Abdullâh, the freed slave of
Asmâ' bint AbI Bakr [may Allah
be pleased with them], told him
that he used to hear Asmâ' say,
every time she passed by AlHajfln: "May Allah send blessings
and peace upon His Messenger.
We stayed here with him, and at
that time our burdens were light
and our mounts were few, and we
had few provisions. I performed
'Umrah along with my sister
'Aihah, and Az-Zubair, and
others. When we had touched the
House (i.e., completed the Tawaf
and Sa '1) we exited Ihrâm, then
we entered Ihrâm for Ijajj in the
evening."
Hârimn said in his report: "The
freed slave of Asmâ'," and he did
not name him as 'Abdullâh.

Chapter 30. Tamattu' In Haff

[3005] 194 - (1238) hu'bah
narrated that Muslim A]-QurrI
said: "I asked Ibn 'Abbâs [may
Allah be pleased with them]
about Mut'ah (Tamattu') in Hajj,
and he said it was allowed, but
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Ibn Az-Zubair used to say that it
was not allowed." He said: "The
mother of Ibn Az-Zubair
narrated that the Messenger of
Allah
allowed it, so they
entered upon her and asked her.
He said: 'We entered upon her
and we saw a large, blind woman
who said: The Messenger of
Allah
allowed it."
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[30061 195 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Shu'bah with this chain (a
Hadith similar to no. 3005). As
for (the narration of) 'AbdurRahmân, it mentions Mut'ah but
it does not say "Mut'ah in ljaJj."
As for Ibn Ja'far, he said:
"hu'bah said: 'Muslim said: "I
do not know whether it is Mut'ah
(Tamattu') in Ijajj or Mut'ah with
women."
[30071 196 - (1239) Muslim alQurri heard Ibn 'Abbâs [may
Allah be pleased with them] say:
"The Prophet
entered I/zrâm
for 'Umrah, and his Companions
entered Ihrâm for Hajj. The
Prophet
did not exit Ihrâm
and neither did those of his
Companions who had brought
sacrificial animals, but the rest of
them exited Ihrâm. Talhah bin
'Ubaidullâh was one of those
who had brought a sacrificial
animal, so he did not exit Ihrâm."
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[30081 197 - ( ... ) hu'bah
narrated it with this chain (a
HadI.th similar to no. 3007), but he
said: "Among those who did not
have sacrificial animals with them
were Talbah bin 'Ubaidullâh and
another man, so they exited
Ihrâm."
Chapter 31. It Is Permissible
To Perform 'Umrah During The
Months Of Haf
[3009] 198 - (1240) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"They used to think that 'Umrah
during the months of 1Iajj was
one of the greatest evils on earth,
and they would make Mubarram
Safar. 1' They would say: 'When
the backs of the camels have
healed and the tracks of the
pilgrims have become erased and
Safar is over, 'Umrah becomes
permissible for those who want to
perform 'Umrah.' Then the
Prophet
and his Companions
came on the fourth (of DhuI}lijjah), reciting the Talbiyah for
Hajj, and he told them to make it
'Umrah. This was too hard for
them, and they said: '0
Messenger of Allah, exiting
Ihrâm to what extent?' He said:
'Completely."
[11

That is, changing the name of the month.
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[3010] 199 - (...) It was narrated
from Abü Al-'Aliyah Al-Barâ'
that he heard Ibn 'Abbâs [may
Allah be pleased with them] say:
"The Messenger of Allah
entered Ihrâm for Hajj, then he
came on the fourth day of Phulijjah and prayed ubz." He
said: "When he had prayed Sub6,
he said: 'Whoever wishes to make
it 'Umrah, let him make it
'Umrah."
[30111 200 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Shu'bah with this chain (a
HadIth similar to no. 3010). As
for (the narration) Rawh and
Yahyâ bin Kaftir, they said what
Nar said: "The Messenger of
Allah entered Ihrâm for Uajj."
As for Abü Shihâb, in his report
it says: "We set out with the
Messenger of Allah it, reciting
the Talbiyah for Iaji." In the
Hadith of both of them it says:
"He prayed Subh in Al-Bathâ',"
except for Al-JahdamI, who did
not say that.

[3012] 201 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "The
Prophet
and his Companions
came when four of the ten days
(of Phul-Hijjah) had passed,
reciting Talbiyah for Ijajj, and he
told them to make it 'Umrah."
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[30131 202 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "The
Messenger of Allah
prayed
ubh in Phu Tuwa, and he came
on the fourth day of Phul-Ijijjah.
He told his Companions to
change their I,1irâm to that for
'Umrah, except for those who had
sacrificial animals with them."

[3014] 203 - (1241) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"The Messenger of Allah , said:
'This is an 'Umrah which we have
joined to Hajj. Whoever does not
have a sacrificial animal with him,
let him exit hiram completely, for
'Umrah has been incorporated into
Jjajj until the Day of Resurrection."

[3015] 204 - (1242) Muhammad
bin Ja'far narrated: "Sjiu'bah told
us: 'I heard Abil Hamzah Aduba'I say: "I performed
Tamatlu' and some people told
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me not to do that. I went to Ibn
'Abbâs and asked him about that,
and he told me to do it."
He said: "Then I went to the
Ka'bah and slept, and someone
came to me in my dream and
said: '(Your) 'Umrah is accepted
and so is your Iajj.' I went to Ibn
'Abbâs and told him about what I
had seen, and he said: 'Alláhu
Akbar, Allâhu Akbar! The Sunnah
of Abü Al-Qâsim

Chapter 32. Marking And
Garlanding The Sacrificial
Animal When Entering Ihrâm
[3016] 205 - (1243) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"The Messenger of Allah
prayed Zuhr in Phul-Uulaifah,
then he called for his camel and
he marked it on the right side of
its hump and the blood flowed,
then he garlanded it with two
sandals, then he rode his mount.
When he reached Al-Baidâ', he
entered hiram for Iajj."

[30171 ( ... ) A HadIth like that of
Shu'bah was narrated from
Qatâdah with this chain, except
that he said: "When the Prophet
of Allah
came to Phul-
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Flulaifah," and he did not say:
"He prayed Zuhr there."
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[30181 306 - (1244) It was
narrated that Qatâdah said: "I
heard Abü Ijassân A]-A'raj say:
"A man from Banü Al-Hujaim
said to Ibn 'Abbâs: 'What are
these religious rulings (Fatwa)
with which you are confusing the
people, saying that whoever
circumambulates the House may
exit Ihrâm?' He said: 'This is the
Sunnah of your Prophet
,
whether you like it or not."
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'[30191 207 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abil Hassân said: "It was
said to Ibn 'Abbâs: 'This idea is
appealing to many people, that
the one who circumambulates the
House may exit Ihrâm, as Tawâf
is 'Umrah.' He said: 'It is the
Sunnah of your Prophet
,
whether you like it or not."
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[3020] 208 - (1245) It was
narrated from Ibn Juraij: "'Atâ'
informed me: 'Ibn 'Abbâs used to
say: "No one circumambulates
the House, whether he is a
pilgrim or not, but he may exit
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Ihrâm." "I said to 'Atâ': 'On what
basis did he say that?' He said:
'On the basis of the words of
Allah [the Most High]: ...And
afterwards they are brought for
sacrifice unto the ancient
HouseJ'1 He said: "I said: 'It is
after returning from 'Arafat.' He
said: 'Ibn 'Abbâs used to say: "It
is after returning from 'Arafat
and before, and he took that
from the command of the
Prophet ;, when he told them
to exit Itzrâm during the Farewell
Pilgrimage."
Chapter 33. It Is Permissible
For The Pilgrim Performing
'Umrah To Shorten His Hair
And He Does Not Have To
Shave It It Is Recommended
For Him To Shave His Hair Or
Shorten It At A1-Marwah
[3021] 209 - (1246) It was
narrated that Tawas said: "Ibn
'Abbâs said: 'Mu'âwiyah said to
me: "Do you know that I cut the
hair of the Messenger of Allah
ç at Al-Marwah with the head
of an arrow?" I said to him: "All
I know is that this is evidence
against you."

[3022] 210 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs that Mu'âwiyah
A1-Hajj 22:33.
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bin AbI Sufyân told him: "I cut
the hair of the Messenger of
Allah
with the head of an
arrow when he was atop AlMarwah," or "I saw him having
his hair cut with the head of an
arrow when he was atop AlMarwah."

Chapter: Tamattu' And Qirân
Are Permissible In Hajj
[3023] 211 - (1247) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed said:
"We set out with the Messenger
of Allah , reciting the Talbiyah
loudly for Ijajj. When we came to
Makkah, he told us to make it
'Umrah, except for those who had
brought sacrificial animals with
them. On the day of Tarwiyah, we
went to Mina, and entered Ihrâm
for Hajj."

[3024] 212 - (1248) It was
narrated that Jâbir and Abü
Sa'eed A]-udrI [may Allah be
pleased with them] said: "We
came with the Messenger of
Allah
and we were reciting
the Talbiyah for Hajj loudly."
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[3025] (1249) It was narrated
that AN Nadrah said: "I was
with Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh, and
someone came to him and said:
'Ibn 'Abbâs and Ibn Az-Zubair
differed concerning the two
Mut'ah.' Jâbir said: 'They did
them both with the Messenger of
, then 'Umar forbade
Allah
them to us, and we did not do
them again."

Chapter 34. The Ihrâm And
Hadi Of The Prophet
[3026] 213 - (1250) It was
narrated from Anas [may Allah
be pleased with them] that 'All
came from Yemen and the
Prophetsaid to him: "For
what did you enter Izrâm?" He
said: "I entered Ihrâm for the
same as the Prophet a." He
said: "Were it not that I have the
sacrificial animal with me, I
would have exited Ihrâm."

[3027] ( ... ) Salim bin Hayyân
narrated a similar report (as no.
3026) with this chain.
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[3028] 214 - (1251) It was
narrated from YaIyâ bin AbI
Ishâq, 'Abdul-'AzIz bin Suhaib
and Ijumaid that they heard
Anas [may Allah be pleased with
them] say: "I heard the
entering
Messenger of Allah
Iizrâm for them both and saying:
'Labbayka 'umratan wa hajjan,
labbayka 'umratan wa hajjan
(here I am for 'Umrah and Ijajj,
here I am for 'Umrah and Iajj)."
[30291 215 - ( ... ) Anas said: "I
heard the Prophet
say:
'Labbayka 'umratan wa hajjan
(here I am for 'Umrah and
Hajj)." Humaid said: "Anas said:
'I heard the Messenger of Allah
say: "Labbayka bi 'umratin wa
hajj (here I am for 'Umrah and

[3030] 216 - (1252) It was
narrated that Hanzalah AlAslamI said: "I heard Abfl
Hurairah [may Allah be pleased
with them] narrating that the
Prophet
said: 'By the One in
Whose Hand is my soul, the son
of Mariam will certainly enter
Ihrâm in the valley of Ar-Rawhâ',
as a pilgrim performing Ijajj or
'Umrah, or both."
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[3031] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3030) was narrated from Ibn
$hihâb with this chain. He ()
said: "By the One in Whose
Hand is the soul of Muhammad."
[3032] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Harizalah bin 'All A1-AslamI that
he heard Abü Hurairah [may
Allah be pleased with them] say:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
'By the One in Whose Hand is
my soul..." a similar IjadIt]i (as
no. 3030).

Chapter 35. The Number Of
'Umrahs Performed By The
Prophet And When He
Performed Them
[3033] 217 - (1253) Qatâdah
narrated that Anas [may Allah be
pleased with them] told him, that
the Messenger of Allah
,
performed 'Umrah four times, all
of them in Dhul-Qa'dah apart
from the one, which he did with
his Haff: The 'Umrah from AlHudaybiyah or at the time of AlIludaybiyah, in Dhul-Qa'dah; the
'Umrah the following year, in
Dhul-Qa'dah; 'Umrah from
Ji'rânah, when he divided the
spoils of Hunain in Dhul-Qa'dah;
and 'Umrah with his Hajj.
[3034] ( ... ) Qatâdah narrated: "I
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asked Anas: 'How many times
did the Messenger of Allah jit
perform Ijajj?' He said: 'One
Hajj, and he performed 'Umrah
four times," then he mentioned
something like the Ijadth of
Haddâb (no. 3034).

[3035] 218 - (1254) It was
narrated that Abü Isâq said: "I
asked Zaid bin Arqam: 'How
many times did you go out on
military campaigns with the
Messenger of Allah ?' He said:
'Seventeen." He said: "And Zaid
bin Arqam told me that the
Messenger of Allah it went out
on nineteen campaigns, and after
he emigrated he performed Ijajj
pnly once, the Farewell
Pilgrimage."
Abü Isâq said: "And he
performed another while he was
in Makkah."
[3036] 219 - (1255) 'Atâ' said:
"Urwah bin Az-Zubair told me:
'Ibn 'Umar and I were leaning on
the wall outside the apartment of
'Aigah, and we could hear the
sound of her brushing her teeth. I
said: "0 Abü 'Abdur-Rahmân,
did the Prophet
perform
'Umrah in Rajab?" He said:
"Yes." I said to 'Aigah: "0 my
mother, did you not hear what
Abü 'Abdur-Rahmân said?" She
said: "What did he say?" I said:
"He said that the Prophet
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performed 'Umrah in Rajab."
She said: "May Allah forgive AN
'Abdur-Rabmân. By Allah, he did
not perform 'Umrah in Rajab,
and he did not perform 'Umrah
except that he was with him."
He said: "Ibn 'Umar was
listening, and he did not deny it
or affirm it; he remained silent."

[3037] 220 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Mujâhid said:
"Urwah bin Az-Zubair and I
entered the Masjid and we saw
'Abdullâh bin 'Umar sitting
beside the apartment of 'Aihah,
and the people were praying
Duha in the Masjid. We asked
him about their prayer and he
said: 'It is an innovation.' 1'
'Urwah said to him: '0 Abü
'Abdur-Rahmân, how many times
did the Messenger of Allah
perform 'Umrah?' He said: 'Four
times, one of which was in
Rajab.' We did not want to deny
him or reject what he said. We
heard the sound of 'Aishah
brushing her teeth in the
apartment, and 'Urwah said: '0
Mother of the believers, did you
In Fath Al-BârI, Al-Hâfiz Ibn Hajar said: "Ibn 'Umar only rebuked their persistence with
it and their public demonstration of it in the Masjid and praying it in congregation, not
that the basis of the prayer contradicts the Sunnah."
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not hear what Abü 'AbdurRahmân said?' She said: 'What
did he say?' He said: 'He said
that the Prophet
performed
'Umrah four times, one of which
was in Rajab.' She said: 'May
Allah have mercy on Abfl
'Abdur-Ralmân. The Messenger
of Allah
did not perform
'Umrah except he was with him,
and he never performed 'Umrah
in Rajab."
Chapter 36. The Virtue Of The
'Umrah Performed During
Ramadan
[3038] 221 - (1256) 'Atâ' said:
"I heard Ibn 'Abbâs say: 'The
Messenger of Allah jLiz said to a
woman from among the Ancâr' Ibn 'Abbâs mentioned her name
but I forgot it - "What kept you
from performing Ijaff with us?"
She said: "We only have two
camels," and the father of her
son and her son had gone for
Hajj on one camel, "and he left
us the other camel so that we
could carry water on it." He said:
"When Ramadân comes, go for
'Umrah, for 'Umrah in (that
month) is equivalent to Hajj."
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[30391 222 - (...) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs that the Prophet
said to a woman from among
the Ansâr, whose name was Umm
Sinân: "What kept you from
performing Hajj with us?" She
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said: "AN Fulân" - her husband
- "has two camels; he and his son
went ur ha)] on one of them,
and our slave uses the other one
to bring water." He said: "Umrah
in Ramalân is equivalent (in
reward) to Hajj" - or he said: "to
Ijajj with me."

Chapter 37. It Is
Recommended To Enter
Makkah From The Upper
Mountain Pass And To Leave
From The Lower Mountain
Pass; Entering A City Via A
Route Different Than The One
By Which You Leave It
[3040] 223 - (1257) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah
used to
leave via Ash-Jiajarah and enter
via Al-Mu'anis. When he entered
Makkah, he entered from the
upper mountain pass and exited
from the lower mountain pass.
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[3041] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Ubaidullâh with this chain (a
HadIth similar to no. 3040). In
the report of Zuhair he said:
"The upper mountain pass which
is in A1-Bathâ'."
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[3042] 224 - (1258) It was
narrated from 'Aishah that when
the Prophet jW, came to Makkah,
he entered from the upper
mountain pass, and departed
from the lower mountain pass.

[30431 225 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aiah that the Messenger
of Allah
entered from Kadâ',
in the upper part of Makkah, in
the Year of the Conquest.
Hiâm said: "My father used to
enter from both, but my father
usually entered from Kadâ'."

Chapter 38. It Is
Recommended To Stay
Overnight In Dhu Tuwa When
Intending To Enter Makkah,
And To Perform Ghusl Before
Entering It, And To Enter It
By Day
[3044] 226 - (1259) It was
narrated from Nâfi', from Ibn
'Umar, that the Messenger of
Allah ; stayed overnight in Dhu
•uwa until morning, then he
entered Makkah.
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He said: "Abdullâh used to do
that." In the report of (one of the
narrators) Ibn Weed it says:
"Until he prayed Sub." Yayâ
said: "Or he said: 'Until morning
came."

[30451 227 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Nâfi' that Ibn 'Umar did
not come to Makkah without
staying overnight in Dhu Tuwa,
until morning came. Then he
would perform Ghusl and then
enter Makkah by day, and he
mentioned that the Prophet
did that.
[30461 228 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Nâfi' that 'Abdullâh told
him, that the Messenger of Allah
used to stop in Dhu Tuwa and
stay there overnight until he
prayed Subh, when he came to
Makkah. The place where the
Messenger of Allah
offered
prayers was atop a rough hillock,
not in the Masjid which has been
built there, but lower than that,
on a rough hillock.

[3047] 229 - (1260) It was
narrated from Nâfi' that
'Abdullâh told him that the
Messenger of Allah ji turned to
face two prominent points in the
mountain that were between
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himself and the tall mountain, in
the direction of the Ka'bah,
putting the Masjid that has been
built there to the left of the
Masjid that is on the edge of the
rough hillock. The place where
the Messenger of Allah
offered prayers was lower than
that, on the black hillock, ten
cubits or so from the rough
hillock. Then he (Ibn 'Umar)
would pray facing the two
prominent points in the tall
mountain, which is between you
and the Ka'bah.
Chapter 39. Ram! (Walking
Rapidly) Is Recommended In
The Tawâf Of 'Umrah, And In
The First TawâfOfHaj
[30481 230 - (1261) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that
when the Messenger of Allah
circumambulated the Ka'bah in
the first Tawâf, he would walk
rapidly in three circuits, and at a
normal pace in (the remaining)
four. When he went between AsSafa and Al-Marwah, he ran in
the bottom of the valley, and Ibn
'Umar did likewise.

[3049] 231 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Nâfi', from Ibn 'Umar, that
when the Messenger of Allah
performed Tawaf in Ijajj and
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'Umrah upon his arrival, he
would walk rapidly for three
circuits of the House, then he
would walk normally in (the
remaining) four, then he would
pray two Ra 'kah, then he would
go between A-Safa and AlMarwah.
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[3051] 233 - (1262) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Umar [may
Allah be pleased with them] said:
"The Messenger of Allah
walked rapidly from the Stone to
the Stone three times, and
walked normally four times."

[3052] 234 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Nâfi' that Ibn 'Umar walked
rapidly from the Stone to the
Stone, and he said that the
Messenger of Allah
had done
that.
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[30501 232 - ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar said: "I saw the Messenger
of Allah ç, when he came to
Makkah, when he touched the
Black Corner, when he first
performed Tawâf upon his
arrival, he walked rapidly for (the
first) three circuits out of seven.
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[3053] 235 - (1263) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
[may Allah be pleased with them]
said: "I saw the Messenger of
Allah
walking rapidly from the
Black Stone until he came back
to it in (the first) three circuits."

[3054] 236 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh that the
Messenger of Allah
walked
rapidly in three circuits, from the
Stone to the Stone.

[3055] 237 - (1264) It was
narrated that Abü At-Tufail said:
"I said to Ibn 'Abbâs: 'Do you
think that this walking rapidly
around the House for (the first)
three circuits and walking normally
for four is Sunnah? For your
people are saying that it is Sunnah.'
He said: 'They are telling the truth
and they are lying.' I said: 'What
do you mean, they are telling the
truth and they are lying?' He said:
'The Messenger of Allah j came

M
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to Makkah and the idolators said:
"Muhammad and his
Companions will not be able to
circumambulate the House
because they are unfit." They
were jealous. So the Messenger of
Allah ; commanded them to
walk rapidly in three circuits and
to walk normally in four.' I said to
him: 'Tell us about going between
As-Safa and Al-Marwah while
riding - is it Sunnah? For your
people are saying that it is
Sunnah.' He said: 'They are
telling the truth and they are
lying.' I said: 'What do you mean,
they are telling the truth and they
are lying?' He said: 'The people
had crowded around the
, saying:
Messenger of Allah
"This is Muhammad, this is
Muhammad," until even the
adolescent girls came out of their
houses. People were not beaten to
make way for the Messenger of
Allah , so when they crowded
around him too much, he rode,
but walking and walking rapidly
are better."
[3056] ( ... ) Al-Jurairl narrated a
similar report (as no. 3055) with
this chain, except that he said:
"The people of Makkah were
jealous people," and he did not
say: "They were jealous of him."
[3057] 238 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü At-Tufail said: "I said
to Ibn 'Abbâs: 'Your people are
saying that the Messenger of
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Allah
walked rapidly around
the House and between As-Safa
and Al-Marwah, and that it is
Sunnah.' He said: 'They are
telling the truth and they are
lying."
[30581 239 - (1265) It was
narrated that Abñ At-Tufail said:
"I said to Ibn 'Abbâs: 'I think I
saw the Messenger of Allah .'
He said: 'Describe him to me.' I
said: 'I saw him at A1-Marwah on
a camel, and the people had
crowded around him.' Ibn 'Abbâs
said: 'That was the Messenger of
Allah . No one pushed people
aside from or turned them away
from him."
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Chapter 40. It Is
Recommended To Touch The
Two Yemeni Corners In Tawâf
And Not The Other Two
Corners
[3059] 240 - (1266) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"The Messenger of Allah j and
his Companions came to Makkah,
and they had been weakened by
the fever of Yathrib. The idolators
said: 'Tomorrow there will come
to you people who have been
weakened by fever and they have
suffered greatly because of it,' and
they (the idolators) sat beside the
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Hijr. The Prophet commanded
them (the Companions) to walk
rapidly in three circuits, and to
walk normally between the two
Corners, so that the idolators
could see their endurance. The
idolators said: 'These people
whom you said had been
weakened by fever are stronger
than such-and-such."
Ibn 'Abbâs said: "Nothing
prevented him from ordering
them to walk rapidly in all the
circuits except his kindness
towards them."
[3060] 241 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "The
Messenger of Allah jo, walked
rapidly and walked quickly
around the House in order to
show the idolators his strength."

[3061] 242 - (1267) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar said: "I did not see the
Messenger of Allah ç touch any
part of the House, apart from the
two Yemeni Corners."

[3062] 243 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sâlim that his father said:
"The Messenger of Allah
did
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not touch any of the corners of
the House except the Black
Corner and that which is next to
it, in the direction of the houses
of the Jumahis."
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[3063] 244 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdulláh said: "The
Messenger of Allah
used to
touch only the (Black) Stone and
the Yemeni Corner."
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[3064] 245 - (1268) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Umar said: "I
did not stop touching these two
Corners, the Yemeni and the
Stone, since I saw the Messenger
of Allah jW touching them, in
hardship and in ease."
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[3065] 246 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Nâfi' said: "I saw Ibn 'Umar
touching the Stone with his hand,
then he kissed his hand and said:
'I did not stop this since I saw the
Messenger of Allahç doing it."
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[3066] 247 - (1269) Ibn 'Abbâs
said: "I did not see the Messenger
of Allah touch any but the two
Yemeni Corners."

Chapter 41. It Is
Recommended To Kiss The
Black Stone During
Circumambulation (Tawâf)
[3067] 248 - (1270) It was
narrated from Sâlim that his
father told him: "Umar bin A]Khattâb kissed the (Black) Stone,
then he said: 'By Allah, I know
that you are just a stone, and
were it not that I saw the
Messenger of Allah li kissing
you I would not have kissed
you."
Hârün added in his report:
"Amr said: 'And Zaid bin Aslam
narrated a similar report to me
from his father Aslam."
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[3068] 249 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that 'Umar
kissed the Stone and said: "I am
kissing you, although I know that
you are just a stone, but I saw the
Messenger of Allah
kiss you."

-kA1

[3069] 250 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin Sarjis said: "I
saw the bald one" - meaning
'Umar bin A1-attâb - "kissing
the Stone and saying: 'By Allah, I
am kissing you, although I know
that you are just a stone, and you
can neither cause harm nor bring
benefit. Were it not that I saw
the Messenger of Allah
kiss
you, I would not have kissed
you."
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[3070] 251 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abis bin RabI'ah said: "I
saw 'Umar kissing the Stone and
saying: 'I am kissing you although
I know that you are just a stone.
Were it not that I saw the
kissing
Messenger of Allah
you, I would not have kissed
you."
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[3071] 252 - (1271) It was
narrated that Suwaid bin Ghafalah
said: "I saw 'Umar kissing the
Stone and clinging to it, and he
said: 'I saw the Messenger of Allah
taking an interest in you."

[3072] ( ... ) 'Abdur-Rahmân
narrated from Sufyân with this
chain (a HadIth similar to no.
3071) . He said: "But I saw AN
showing great
Al-Qâsim
interest in you," and he did not
mention clinging to it.
Chapter 42. It Is Permissible
To Circumambulate The
Ka'bah On A Camel And The
Like, And For One Who Is
Riding To Touch The (Black)
Stone With A Crooked Staff
And The Like
[30731 253 - (1272) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
the Messenger of Allah
circumambulated (the Ka'bah)
during the Farewell Pilgrimage
on a camel, and he touched the
Corner with a crooked staff.
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[3074] 254 - (1273) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "The
Messenger of Allah jgy,
circumambulated the House
during the Farewell Pilgrimage,
on his mount, touching the
(Black) Stone with his crooked
staff, so that the people could see
him and so that he could see
them, and so that they could ask
him questions, for the people had
crowded around him."
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[3075] 255 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "During the
Farewell Pilgrimage, the Prophet
jog circumambulated the House
and went between As-Safâ and
A]-Marwah on his mount, so that
the people could see him and so
that he could see them, and so
that they could ask him
questions, for the people had
crowded around him."

[3076] 256 - (1274) It was
narrated that 'Aiah said: "During
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the Farewell Pilgrimage the
circumambulated the
Prophet
Ka'bah on his camel and touched
the Corner, lest the people be
beaten away from him."
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[3077] 257 - (1275) Ma'rüf bin
Kharrabüdh said: "I heard Abü
At-Tufail say: 'I saw the
Messenger of Allah
circumambulating the House and
touching the Corner with a
crooked staff that he had with
him, and kissing the crooked
staff."

[30781 258 - (1276) It was
narrated that Umm Salamah said:
"I complained to the Messenger
of Allah
that I was sick and he
said: 'Circumambulate behind the
people riding." She said: "So I
circumambulated (the Ka'bah),
and at that time the Messenger of
Allah
was praying beside the
House, and reciting: By the Tar
(Mount). And by the Book
Inscribed." 1'
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Chapter 43. Clarifying That
Sâ'I Between As-Safa And AlMarwah Is A Pillar Of Hajj,
Without Which Ha,# Is Not
Valid
[30791 259 - (1277) It was
narrated from Hishâm bin
'Urwah that his father said: "I
said to 'Aishah: 'I think that if a
man does not go between AsSafâ and A]-Marwah, it does not
matter.' She said: 'Why?' I said:
'Because Allah, the Most High,
says: "Verily, As-Safa and AlMarwah are of the Symbols of
Allah. So it is not a sin on him
who performs 1-Iajj or 'Umrah of
the House to perform the going
(Tawâf) between them (As-Safa
and Al-Marwah). And whoever
does good voluntarily, then verily,
Allah is All-Recogniser, AllKnower".''' She said: 'A
person's Ijajj or 'Umrah is not
complete if he does not go
between As-Safâ and Al-Marwah.
If it was as you say, then it would
be: "It is not a sin on him if he
does not go between them." Do
you know what that was revealed
about? That was revealed about
the Ansâr (the People of Yaihrib)
who during the Jâhili)yah used to
enter hiram for two idols by the
sea shore, which were called Isâf
and Nâ'ilah. Then they would
come and run between As-Safa
Li] Al-Ba qarah 2:158.
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and Al-Marwah, then they would
shave their heads. When Islam
came, they did not like to go
between them, because of what
they used to do during the
Jâhiliyyah.' She said: 'Then Allah,
the Mighty and Sublime, revealed:
"Verily, A-Safa and Al-Marwah
are of the Symbols of Allah...",
then they went between them."
[30801 260 - ( ... ) Hishâm bin
'Urwah said: My father told me: I
said to 'Aishah: "I do not think
there is any sin on me if I do not
go between As-Safâ and AlMarwah." She said: "Why?" I said:
"Because Allah, the Mighty and
Sublime, says: "Verily, As-Safâ and
Al-Marwah are of the Symbols of
Allah... ,[1] -mentioning the verse.
She said: "If it was as you say, then
it would be: 'It is not a sin on him if
he does not go between them.' This
was revealed concerning some of
the Ansâr who, when they entered
Ihrâm during the Jâhiliyyah, they
entered Ihrâm for Manât, and they
thought that it was not permissible
for them to go between As-Safa
and A1-Marwah. When they came
for Hajj, they
with the Prophet
mentioned that to him, and Allah,
the Mighty and Sublime, revealed
this verse. By Allah, a person's
IIajj is not complete if he does not
go between A-Safa and AlMarwah."
A1-Baqarah 2:158.
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[3081] 261 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Urwah bin Az-Zubair said:
"I said to 'Aihah, the wife of the
: 'I do not think it
Prophet
matters if someone does not go
between A -Safa and A]-Marwah,
and I do not mind if I do not go
between them.' She said: 'What a
bad thing you have said, 0 son of
my sister! The Messenger of
Allahjç went between them and
so did the Muslims, and it
became Sunnah (prescribed).
Rather those who entered Ihrâm
for the false goddess Manât who
was in A1-Muha11al did not go
between A -Safa and Al-Marwah.
When Islam came, we asked the
Prophet
about that, and Allah,
the Mighty and Sublime,
revealed: "Verily, A-Safá and
Al-Marwah are of the Symbols of
Allah. So it is not a sin on him
who performs Ijaji or 'Umrah of
the House to perform the going
(Tawaf) betweenthem (M-Safa
and Al-Marwah)..."" If it was as
you say, it would be: 'It is not a
sin on him if he does not go
between them."
Az-ZuhrI said: "I mentioned
that to Abü Bakr bin 'AbdurRahmân bin Al-Hârith bin
Higam, and he was impressed by
it, and said: 'This is knowledge. I
heard some of the scholars say:
"Those among the Arabs who did
not go between As-Safâ and Al"]

Al-Baqarah 2:158
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Marwah said that going between
these two rocks was a matter of
Jâhi1iah. Others among the Ancâr
said: 'We are only commanded to
circumambulate the House, and we
are not commanded to go between
As-Safa and A1-Marwah.' Then
Allah, the Mighty and Sublime,
revealed: "Verily, A-Safa and AlMarwah are of the Symbols of
Allah..."11'
Abü Bakr bin 'Abdur-Rahmân
said: "I think that it was revealed
concerning both groups."
[30821 262 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn Shihâb said: "Urwah bin
Az-Zubair said: 'I asked
'Aiah..." and he quoted a
similar HadIth (as no. 3081). He
said in the Ijadit/j: "When they
asked the Messenger of Allah
about that they said: '0
Messenger of Allah, we used to
feel reluctant to go between ASafa and Al-Marwah.' Then
Allah, the Mighty and Sublime,
revealed: "Verily, A -Safâ and AlMarwah are of the Symbols of
Allah. So it is not a sin on him
who performs 1-Iajj or 'Umrah of
the House to perform the going
(Tawaf) between them (As-Safâ
and Al-Marwah)... ,,[21 'Aishah
said: 'The Messenger of Allah
established the going between
them as Sunnah, so no one should
forsake going between them."
LI]

A1-Baqarah 2:158.

[21

A1-Baqarah 2:158.
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[3083] 263 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Urwah bin Az-Zubair that
'Aihah told him that before the
Ansâr became Muslim, they and
(the tribe of) Ghassân used to
enter Ihrâm for Manât, and they
felt reluctant to go between AsSafâ and Al-Marwah, because
that had been the practice of
their forefathers; the one who
entered Ihrâm for Manât did not
go between A-Safa and AlMarwah. They asked the
Messenger of Allah ii about that
when they accepted Islam, and
Allah, the Mighty and Sublime,
revealed: "Verily, As-Safâ and
A1-Marwah are of the Symbols of
Allah. So it is not a sin on him
who performs I.Iajj or 'Umrah of
the House to perform the going
(Tawaj) between them (M-Safa
and Al-Marwah). And whoever
does good voluntarily, then verily,
Allah is All-Recogniser, AllKnower".111
[3084] 264 - (1278) It was
narrated that Anas said: "The
Ansâr did not like to go between
As-Safâ and Al-Marwah until
Allah revealed: "Verily, As-Safa
and Al-Marwah are of the
Symbols of Allah. So it is not a
sin on him who performs Ijajj or
'Umrah of the House to perform
the going (Tawâj) between them
(As-Safã and Al-Marwah)..."121
[2]

A1-Baqarah 2:158.
l- Baqarah 2:158.
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Chapter 44. Clarifying That
Sâ'I Should Not Be Repeated
[3085] 265 - (1279) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "The Messenger
of Allah
and his Companions
did not go between As-Safi and
A]-Marwah except once.'
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[3086] ( ... ) Ibn Juraij narrated a
similar HadIth (as no. 3085) with
this chain, and he said:... "except
once; the first Taw4f."1

Chapter 45. It Is
Recommended For The Pilgrim
To Continue Reciting The
TaThiyah Until He Starts
Stoning Jamrat A1-'Aqabah On
The Day Of Sacrifice
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[3087] 266 - (1280) It was
narrated that Usâmah bin Zaid
said: "I rode behind the Messenger
of Allah lj from 'Arafat. When
the Messenger of Allah
reached the left-hand pass that is
before Al-Al-Muzdalifah, he
dismounted and urinated, then he
came, and I poured water for
Wudâ' for him, and he did a light
" The meaning is performing Sa 'i as they call the going between As-Safa and Al-Marwah
Tawâf as well as Sa T.
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Wuçlâ'. Then I said: 'The prayer, 0
Messenger of Allah.' He said: 'The
prayer is still ahead of you.' Then
the Messenger of Allah jW rode
until he came to A1-Al-Muzdalifah,
where he prayed. Then Al-Fail
rode behind the Messenger of
Allah jW on the morning of Jam'
(Al-Muzdalifah).

(1281) It was narrated from AlFal that the Messenger of Allah
ji continued reciting the
Talbiyah until he reached the
Jamrah.
[3088] 267 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Atâ': "Jbn 'Abbâs informed
me that Al-Fadi rode behind the
Prophet
ç from Jam' (AlMuzdalifah)." He said: "And Ibn
'Abbâs told me that Al-Fadl told
him, that the Prophet continued
to recite the Talbiyah until he
stoned Jamrat Al- 'Aqabah."

[3089] 268 - (1282) It was
narrated from Jim 'Abbâs, from
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Al-Fad! bin 'Abbâs, who rode
behind the Messenger of Allah
, that he (the Messenger of
Allah ) said - on the evening of
'Arafat and the morning of Jam'
(Al-Muzdalifah) - to the people
as they were moving on: "Keep
calm." He was restraining his
she-came!, until he entered
Muhassir, which is part of Minâ.
He said: "Pick up the pebbles the
size of broad beans with which to
stone the Jamrah."
He said: And the Messenger of
Allah
continued to recite the
Talbiyah until he stoned the
Jamrah.
[30901 ( ... ) Abü Az-Zubair
narrated it with this chain (a
HadIth similar to no. 3089),
except that he did not mention in
the Ijadith that the Messenger of
Allah
continued to recite the
Talbiyah until he stoned the
Jamrah. And he added in his
IadIth: "And the Prophet
demonstrated with his hand how
to throw the pebbles."
[3091] 269 - (1283) It was
narrated that 'Abdur-Rahmân bin
YazId said: "Abdullâh said, when
we were in Jam' (Al-Muzdalifah):
'I heard the one to whom St2rat
Al-Ba qarah was revealed, saying in
this place: "Labbayk Allâhumma
labbayk"
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[3092] 270 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdur-Rahmân bin YazId
that 'Abdullâh recited the
Talbiyah when he departed from
Jam' (AI-Muzdalifah), and it was
aid "Is he a Bedouin?" 'Abdullâh
said: "Have the people forgotten
or gone astray? I heard the one to
whom Sârat Al-Baqarah was
revealed, saying in this place:
'LabbaykAllâhumma labbayk.

[3093] (.4 It was narrated from
Husiyr with this chain (a similar
HadIth as no. 3092).

[3094] 271 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdur-Rahmân bin YazId
and Al-Aswad bin YazId said:
"We heard 'Abdullâh bin Mas'üd
say in Jam' (A1-Muzdalifah): 'I
heard the one to whom Sârat AlBaqarah was revealed, saying
here: "Labbayk Allâhumma
labbayk " Then he recited the
Talbiyah and we recited it with
him."
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Chapter 46. The Talbiyah and
The TakbIr When Going From
Mina to 'Arafat On The Day
Of 'Arafat
[3095] 272 - (1284) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
'Abdullâh bin 'Umar that his
father said: "We set out in the
morning with the Messenger of
from Minâ to 'Arafat,
Allah
some of us reciting the Talbiyah
and some of us saying the
TakbIr."

[3096] 273 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar that his father said: "We
were with the Messenger of Allah
ç on the morning of 'Arafat,
and some of us were saying the
TakbIr and some were reciting
the Talbiyah. As for us, we were
reciting the TakbIr." I (the
narrator) said: "By Allah, how
strange it is that you did not ask
him: 'What did you see the
Messenger of Allah 5W doing?"

[3097] 274 - (1285) It was
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narrated from Muhammad bin
AbI Bakr ATh-Thaqafi that he
asked Anas bin Mâlik, when they
were going from Minâ to 'Arafat
in the morning: 'What did you do
on this day with the Messenger of
Allah ?' He said: 'Some of us
recited the Talbiyah and no one
criticized them, and some of us
recited the TakbIr and no one
criticized them."
[3098] 275 - ( ... ) Muhammad
bin AbI Bakr said: "I said to
Anas bin Mâlik on the morning
of 'Arafat: 'What do you say
about reciting Talbiyah on this
day?' He said: 'I traveled this
road with the Prophet
and his
Companions, and some of us
recited the TakbIr and some of us
recited the Talbiyah, and none of
us criticized his Companion."

Chapter 47. Departing From
'Arafat to A1-Muzdalifah. It is
Recommended To Pray Maghrib
and 'Ishâ' Together In A]Muzdalifah On This Night
[3099] 276 - (1280) It was
narrated from Kuraib, the freed
slave of Ibn 'Abbâs, that he
heard Usâmah bin Zaid say:
"The Messenger of Allah
set
out from 'Arafat, and when he
was in the mountain pass he
dismounted and urinated, then
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he performed Wudi2', but not
thoroughly. I said to him: 'The
prayer.' He said: 'The prayer is
still ahead of you.' Then he rode,
and when he came to AlMuzdalifah he dismounted and
performed Wuçiâ' thoroughly.
Then the Iqâmah for prayer was
called and he prayed Maghrib,
then each person made his camel
kneel down in his place, then the
Iqâmah for 'Ishâ' was called, and
he prayed it, and he did not offer
any prayer in between."
[3100] 277 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Usâmah bin Zaid said:
"After departing from 'Arafat,
the Messenger of Allah
went
to one of these mountain passes
and relieved himself, then I
poured water for him, and I said:
'Are you going to pray?' He said:
'The prayer is still ahead of
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[31011 278 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Kuraib, the freed slave of
Ibn 'Abbâs, said: "I heard
Usâmah bin Zaid say: 'The
Messenger of Allah j4t departed
from 'Arafat, and when he
reached the pass he dismounted
and urinated' - and Usâmah did
not say that he passed water. He
said: 'He called for water and
performed Wulii', but not
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thoroughly.' I said: "0 Messenger
of Allah, the prayer." He said:
"The prayer is still ahead of
you." Then he traveled on until
he reached Jam' (Al-Muzdalifah),
and he prayed Maghrib and
'Ishâ'."

[3102] 279 - ( ... ) Kuraib
narrated that he asked Usâmah
bin Zaid: "What did you do when
you rode behind the Messenger
of Allah
on the night of
'Arafat?" He said: "We came to
the pass where the people halt
their camels for Maghrib, and the
Messenger of Allah
halted his
camel and urinated"- and he did
not say: "he passed water."
"Then he called for water for
Wuclâ', and he performed Wutâ',
but not thoroughly. I said: '0
Messenger of Allah, the prayer.'
He said: 'The prayer is still ahead
of you.' Then he rode until we
came to Al-Muzdalifah, and he
prayed Maghrib. Then the people
halted in their places, but they
did not unload their camels until
he prayed 'Ihâ'. Then they
uloaded them." I said: "What
did you do the next morning?"
He said: "Al-Fadl bin 'Abbâs
rode behind him, and I went on
foot with those of the Quraish
who went on ahead."
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[3103] 280 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Usâmah bin Zaid that when
the Messenger of Allah jW, came
to the mountain pass in which
the leaders used to halt, he
dismounted and urinated - and
he did not say: he passed water.
Then he called for water for
Wuiâ' and he performed a light
Wuth2'. I said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, the prayer." He said: "The
prayer is still ahead of you."
[3104] 281 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Usâmah bin Zaid that he
was riding behind the Messenger
of Allah ç when he departed
from 'Arafat. When he came to
the pass he halted his mount,
then he went to relieve himself.
When he came back, I poured
water for him from the jug and
he performed Wudâ', then he
rode and came to A]-Muzdalifah,
where he joined Maghrib and
'Id' (prayer).

[3105] 282 - (1286) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
the Messenger of Allah
moved on from 'Arafat, and
Usâmah rode behind him.
Usâmah said: "He kept travelling
in this manner until he reached
Jam' (Al-Muzdalifah)."
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[3106] 283 - ( ... ) Hishâm
narrated that his father said:
"Usâmah was asked, when I was
present" - or he said: "I asked
Usâmah bin Zaid, whom the
Messenger of Allah had made
ride behind him from 'Arafat:
'How did the Messenger of Allah
; travel when he departed from
'Arafat?' He said: 'He made his
camel trot, then when he found
an open space he made it gallop."

[3107] 284 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Hishâni bin 'Urwah with
this chain (a IjadIth similar to no.
3106). And in the HadIth of
Humaid, he added: "Hishâm
said: 'Galloping is faster than
trotting."

[3108] 285 - (1287) Abü Ayyub
narrated that he prayed Maghrib
and 'Ishâ' at A1-Muzdalifah with
the Messenger of Allah
during
the Farewell Pilgrimage.
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131091 (.4 It was narrated from
Yahyâ bin Sa'eed with this chain
(a HadIth similar to no. 3108).
Ibn Rumh said in his report: "It
was narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
YazId Al-KhatmI, who was
governor of Al-Küfah during the
time of Ibn Az-Zubair."
[3110] 286 - (703) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
prayed
Messenger of Allah
Maghrib and 'Ijâ' together in AlMuzdalifah.

[3111] 287 - (1288) It was
narrated from 'Ubaidullâh bin
'Abdullâh bin 'Umar that his
father said: "The Messenger of
Allah
joined Maghrib and
'Ijâ' (prayers) in Al-Muzdalifah,
with no prostration (meaning, no
other prayer) between them. He
prayed Maghrib with three Ra 'kah
and he prayed 'I.thâ' with two
Ra 'kah."
'Abdullâh used to pray like that
in Jam' (Al-Muzdalifah), until he
met Allah the Most High.

[31121 288 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that he prayed
like that (as in HadIth no. 3111),
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and Ibn 'Umar narrated that the
Prophet
did that.

[31131 289 - ( ... ) Shu'bah
narrated it with this chain (a
HadIth similar to no. 3111) and
said: He (44 prayed them with
one Iqamah.
[31141 290 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Messenger of Allah
joined
Maghrib and 'Ijhâ' in Jam' (AlMuzdalifah); he prayed Maghrib
with three Ra 'kah and 'Ishâ' with
two Ra 'kah, with one Iqâmah.

[3115] 291 ( ... ) Sa'eed bin
Jubair said: "We moved on with
Ibn 'Umar until we reached Jam'
(Al-Muzdalifah), then he led us
in praying Maghrib and 'Iahâ',
with one Iqâmah, then he
finished (the prayer) and said:
'This is how the Messenger of
Allah
led us in prayer in this
place."
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Chapter 48. It Is
Reconi men led To Pray Subh
When It Is Still Dark On The
Day Of Sacrifice In AlMuzdalifah, And To Do It Very
Early After Ascertaining That
Dawn Has Broken
[31161 292 - (1289) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said: "I
did not see the Messenger of
Allah
offer any prayer except
at the regular time, except in two
cases: Maghrib and 'IJhâ' in Jam'
(Al-Muzdalifah) and he prayed
Fajr on that day before the time
he regularly prayed it."
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[31171 (...) It was narrated from
Al-A'rnash with this chain (a
HadIth similar to no. 3116) He
said: "Before the time (he
regularly prayed it), when it was
still dark."
Chapter 49. It Is Recommended
To Send The Weak Among
Women And Others Ahead
From A1-Muzdalifah To Min
At The End Of The Night,
Before It Gets Crowded, But It
Is Recommended For Others To
Stay There Until They Have
Prayed Subh In AI-Muzdalifah
[3118] 293 - (1290) It was
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narrated that 'Aishah said: "On
the night of Al-Muzdalifah,
Sawdah asked the Messenger of
Allah
for permission to move
on ahead of him and ahead of
the mass of people, as she was a
heavy woman, and he gave her
permission. She set out before he
did, and we waited until dawn
came, then we set out when he
did. If I had asked the Messenger
of Allah
for permission as
Sawdah did, and had moved on
with his permission, that would
be dearer to me than anything
else."

[3119] 294 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "Sawdah was a
large and heavy woman, so she
asked the Messenger of Allah
for permission to depart from
Jam' (Al-Muzdalifah) at night,
and he gave her permission."
'Aishah said: "Would that I had
asked the Messenger of Allah
for permission as Sawdah did."
'Aishah used to depart only with
the Imâm.
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[31201 295 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "I wish that I
had asked the Messenger of
Allah
for permission as
Sawdah did, then I would pray
Subh in Minâ and stone the
Jamrah before the people come."
It was said to 'Aishah: "Did
Sawdah ask him for permission?"
She said: "Yes. She was a large
and heavy woman, so she asked
for
the Messenger of Allah
permission, and he gave her
permission."

[3121] 296 - ( ... ) A similar
report (as no. 3120) was narrated
from 'Abdur-Rahmân bin AlQâsim with this chain.

[3122] 297 - (1291) 'Abdullâh,
the freed slave of Asmâ', said:
"Asmâ' said to me, while she was
in the area of Al-Muzdalifah:
'Has the moon set?' I said: 'No.'
So she prayed for a while, then
she said: '0 my son, has the
moon set?' I said: 'Yes.' She said:
'Set out with me.' So we set out
until she stoned the Jamrah, then
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she prayed where she had
stopped. I said to her: '0 my
lady, we set out when it was still
dark.' She said: 'No, 0 my son.
The Prophet
gave permission
to the women."

[3123] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn Juraij with this chain (a
HadIth similar to no. 3122).
According to his report: she said:
"No, 0 my son. The Prophet of
Allah
gave permission to his
womenfolk."
[3124] 298 - (1292) It was
narrated from Ibn Juraij: "Atâ'
informed me that Ibn Shawwâl
informed him, that he entered
upon Umm HabIbah, and she
told him that the Prophet
sent
her from Jam' (Al-Muzdalifah) at
night."

[31251 299 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Umm HabIbah said: "We
used to do that at the time of the
Prophet
, we would set out
from Jam' (A1-Muzdalifah) to
Minâ when it was still dark." In
the narration of An-Naqid:
"From Al-Muzdalifah when it
was still dark."
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[3126] 300 - (1293) It was
narrated that 'Ubaidullâh bin AbI
YazId said: "I heard Ibn 'Abbâs
say: 'The Messenger of Allah
sent me with the luggage' - or he
said: 'with the weak ones' - from
Jam' (Al-Muzdalifah) at night."

[3127] 301 - ( ... ) Ibn 'Abbâs
said: "I am one of those whom
the Messenger of Allah
sent
on ahead with the weak ones of
his family."

[3128] 302 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "I was among
those whom the Messenger of
Allah
sent on ahead with the
weak ones of his family."

[3129] 303 - (1294) It was
narrated from 'Atâ' that Ibn
'Abbâs said: "The Messenger of
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Allah
sent me before dawn
from Jam' (Al-Muzdalifah) with
the luggage of the Prophet of
Allah ."
I (one of the narrators) said:
"Have you heard that Ibn 'Abbâs
said: 'He sent me in the latter
part of the night." He said: "No,
it was just what I said: 'before
dawn." I said to him: "Ibn
'Abbâs said: 'We stoned the
Jamrah before dawn.' But where
did he pray Fajr?" He said: "No,
that's all he told me."

[31301 304 - (1295) Sâlim bin
'Abdullâh narrated that 'Abdullâh
bin 'Umar used to send the weak
ones among his family on ahead,
and they would stay at A1-Ma/j 'ar
Al-Harâm in Al-Muzdalifah at
night, remembering Allah as much
as they wanted. Then they would
move on before the Imâm stood
and before he moved on. Some of
them arrived in Mind for Fajr
prayer, and some arrived after
that. When they arrived, they
stoned the Jamrah. Ibn 'Umar
used to say: "The Messenger of
Allah &c granted a concession for
them."
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Chapter 50. Stoning Jamrat Al'Aqabah From The Bottom Of The
Valley; Makkah Should Be To On
One's Left And One Should Say
TakbIr With Each Throw
[3131] 305 (1296) It was
narrated that 'Abdur-Rahmân bin
YazId said: "Abdullâh bin
Mas'üd stoned Jamrat Al- 'Aqabah
from the bottom of the valley
with seven pebbles, saying the
TakbIr with each throw."
It was said to him: "Some people
are stoning it from above."
'Abdullâh bin Mas'üd said: 'By the
One besides Whom there is none
worthy of worship, this is where
the one to whom SâratAl-Baqarah
was revealed stood."

[3132] 306 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Al-A'mash said: "I heard AlUajjâj bin Yüsuf say - while he
was delivering a KJju fbah on the
Minbar: 'Observe the order of the
Qur'ân as it was observed by
JibrIl: The Si2rah in which the
cow is mentioned, the Si2rah in
which women are mentioned, and
the Si2rah in which the family of
'Imrân are mentioned."
"So I met IbrâhIm and told him
what he had said, so he criticized
him, and he said: "Abdur-
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Rahmân bin YazId narrated to
me that he was with 'Abdullâh
bin Mas'üd, and he came to
Jamrat Al-'Aqabah. He went to
the bottom of the valley and
turned to face it, and he stoned it
from the bottom of the valley
with seven pebbles, saying the
TakbIr with each throw. I said:
"0 Abü 'Abdur-Rahmân, the
people are stoning it from
above." He said: "This, by the
One beside Whom there is none
worthy of worship, is the place
where the one to whom Sarat AlBaqarah was revealed stood."
[3133] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Al-A'mash said: "I heard AlHajjâj say: 'Do not say Sârat AlBaqarah..." and he narrated a
HadIth like that of Ibn Mushir
(no. 3132).
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[3134] 307 ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdur-Rahmân bin YazId
that he performed Ijajj with
'Abdullâh. He said: "He stoned
the Jamrah with seven pebbles,
putting the Ka'bah at his left and
Minâ at his right, and he said:
'This is the place where the one
to whom Sârat Al-Ba qarah was
revealed stood."
-
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[3135] 308 - ( ... ) Shu'bah
narrated it with this chain (a
1-IadIjh similar to no. 3134),
except that he said: "When he
came to Jamrat Al- 'Aqabah."
[31361 309 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdur-Rahmân bin YazId
said: "It was said to 'Abdullâh:
'Some people are stoning the
Jamrah from above Al-'Aqabah.
He said: "Abdullâh stoned it
from the bottom of the valley,
then he said: 'From here, by the
One beside Whom there is none
worthy of worship, the one to
whom St2rat Al-Ba qarah was
revealed stoned it."

Chapter 51. It Is
Recommended To Stone Jamrat
Al-'Aqabah, On The Day Of
Sacrifice, Riding. And The
Prophet Said: "Learn Your
Rituals (Of Hail) From Me"
[3137] 310 - (1297) Abü AzZubair narrated that he heard
Jâbir say: "I saw the Prophet
stoning (the Jamrah) while riding
on the Day of Sacrifice, and
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saying, 'Learn your rituals (of
Ijajj) from me, for I do not know,
perhaps I will not perform Ijajj
again after this Jjajj of mine."
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[3138] 311 - (1298) Yaliyâ bin
Husain narrated from his
grandmother Umm Al-Husain,
saying: "I performed the Farewell
Pilgrimage with the Messenger of
Allah , and I saw him when he
stoned Jamrat Al- 'Aqabah on his
mount and departed,
accompanied by Bilâl and
Usâmah. One of them leading his
mount, and the other holding up
his garment over the head of the
Messenger of Allah
(to shield
him) from the sun. And the
Messenger of Allah i4 said many
things, then I heard him say: 'Even
if a slave who is missing some
limbs is appointed over you' - and I
think he said: 'who is black' - 'but
he leads you according to the
Book of Allah, then listen to him
and obey."
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[3139] 312 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Yahyâ bin Husain that his
grandmother Umm AI-Husain
said: "I performed the Farewell
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Pilgrimage with the Messenger of
Allah , and I saw Usâmah and
Bilâl, one of them holding the
reins of the Prophet's camel, and
the other holding up his garment
to shield him from the heat, until
he stoned Jamrat Al- 'Aqabah.

Chapter 52. It Is
Recommended For The Pebbles
Used For Stoning To Be The
Size Of Broad Beans
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[31401 313 - (1299) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "I saw the
stoning the Jamrah
Prophet
with something the size of broad
beans."

Chapter 53. The Time When It
Is Recommended To Stone The
Jamrah
[31411 314 - (...) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "The Messenger
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of Allah
stoned the Jamrah in
the forenoon on the Day of
Sacrifice, but after that (he
stoned it) after the sun had
passed its zenith."
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[3142] ( ... ) Abfl Az-Zubair
narrated that he heard Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh say:... a similar report
(as no. 3141).

Chapter 54. The Number Of
Pebbles For Stoning The
Jamrahs Is Seven At A Time

[3143] 315 - (1300) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'The
number of stones used for
cleaning oneself (after
defecating) is odd, and the
number of stones used for
stoning the Jamrah is odd, and
the number of times for Sa'I
between As-Safâ and Al-Marwah
is odd, and the number of circuits
around the Ka'bah is odd, so
when one of you cleans himself
with stones, let him use an odd
number."
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Chapter 55. Shaving The Head
Is Preferable To Cutting The
Hair, Although Cutting The
Hair Is Permissible
[3144] 316 - (1301) It was
narrated from Nâfi' that 'Abdullâh
said: "The Messenger of Allah it
shaved his head, as did a number
of his Companions, and some of
them cut their hair."
'Abdullâh said: "The Messenger
of Allah said: 'May Allah have
mercy on those who shaved their
heads,' once or twice, then he
said: 'And those who cut their
hair."

[3145] 317 - (...) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar that
said:
the Messenger of Allah
"0 Allah, have mercy on those
who shaved their heads." They
said: "And those who cut their
hair, 0 Messenger of Allah?" He
said: "May Allah have mercy on
those who shaved their heads."
They said: "And those who cut
their hair, 0 Messenger of
Allah?" He said: "And those who
cut their hair."
[3146] 318 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah 0, said:
"May Allah have mercy on those
who shaved their heads." They
said: "And those who cut their
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hair, 0 Messenger of Allah?" He
said: "May Allah have mercy on
those who shaved their heads."
They said: "And those who cut
their hair, 0 Messenger of
Allah?" He said: "May Allah
have mercy on those who shaved
their heads." They said: "And
those who cut their hair, 0
Messenger of Allah? He said:
"And those who cut their hair."
[3147] 319 - ( ... ) 'Ubaidullâh
narrated it with this chain (a
HadIth similar to no. 3146) and
said in the HadIth: "The fourth
time he said, 'And those who cut
their hair."
[3148] 320 - (1302) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'0 Allah, forgive those who
shaved their heads.' They said: '0
Messenger of Allah, and those
who cut their hair?' He said: '0
Allah, forgive those who shaved
their heads.' They said: '0
Messenger of Allah, and those
who cut their hair?' He said: '0
Allah, forgive those who shaved
their heads.' They said: '0
Messenger of Allah, and those
who cut their hair?' He said:
'And those who cut their hair."

[3149] (...) A HadIth similar to
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that of Abü Zur'ah (no. 3148)
was narrated from Abü Hurairah,
from the Prophet .

[3150] 321 - (1303) It was
narrated from Yaliyâ bin AlUuain from his grandmother,
that she heard the Prophet
during the Farewell Pilgrimage,
supplicate for those who shaved
their heads three times, and for
those who cut their hair once.

[3151] 322 - (1304) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah shaved his
head during the Farewell
Pilgrimage.

Chapter 56. The Sunnah On
The Day Of Sacrifice Is To
Stone The Jamrah Then Offer
The Sacrifice Then Shave The
Head, And Shaving Should Be
Started On The Right Side Of
The Head
[31521 323 - (1305) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that the Messenger of Allah
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came to Minâ, and he came to
the Jamrah and stoned it, then he
came to the place where he was
staying in Mind and offered his
sacrifice, then he said to the
barber: "Take," and he pointed
to the right side (of his head)
then the left side, then he started
giving (the hair) to the people.

[3153] 324 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Hishâm with this chain (a
HadIth similar to no. 3152). Abü
Bakr said in his report: "He ()
said to the barber: 'Here,' and
pointed with his hand to the right
side like this, and he distributed
his hair among those who were
near to him. Then he gestured to
the barber and to the left side,
and he shaved him and he gave it
to Umm Sulaim."
In the report of Abü Kuraib it
says: "He () started with the
right side, and distributed it, one
or two hairs at a time, among the
people. Then he gestured to the
left side and did likewise, then he
said: 'Is Abü Talhah here?' and
he gave it to Abü Talbah."

[3154] 325 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas bin Mâlik that the
Messenger of Allah i stoned
Jamrat A1-'Aqabah, then he went
to the sacrificial camels and
slaughtered them, and the cupper
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was sitting there. He pointed to
his head with his hand, and he
shaved the right side and
distributed it among those who
were near him. Then he said:
'Shave the other side.' And he
said: 'Where is Abü Talbah?' and
he gave it to him."
[3155] 326 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "When
the Messenger of Allah Ot
stoned the Jamrah and offered
his sacrifice and shaved his head,
he showed his right side to the
barber and he shaved it. Then he
called Abü Talbah Al-AnsârI and
gave it to him. Then he showed
him the left side and said: 'Shave
it.' So he shaved it, and he gave it
to Aba Talbah and said:
'Distribute it among the people."
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Chapter 57. It Is Permissible
To Offer The Sacrifice Before
Stoning The Jamrah, Or To
Shave Before Offering The
Sacrifice Or Stoning The
Jamrah, Or To Perform Tawaf
Before Any Of Them
[3156] 327 - (1306) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr
bin Al-'A said: "During the
Farewell Pilgrimage, the Messenger
of Allahç stopped in Minâ and
the people asked him questions. A
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man came and said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, I didn't realize and I
shaved my head before offering
the sacrifice.' He said: 'Offer your
sacrifice, it doesn't matter.' Then
another man came and said: '0
Messenger of Allah, I didn't
realize and I offered my sacrifice
before stoning the Jamrah.' He
said: 'Stone it, it doesn't matter."
He said: "The Messenger of
Allah jjo was not asked about
anything that was done sooner or
later, but he said: 'Do it, it
doesn't matter."

[31571 328 - ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin
'Amr bin Al-'As said: "The
Messenger of Allah
stopped
on his mount, and the people
started to ask him questions. One
of them said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, I did not realize that the
stoning comes before the
sacrifice, and I offered my
sacrifice before stoning the
Jamrah.' The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Stone it, it doesn't
matter.' Another said: 'I did not
realize that the sacrifice comes
before shaving, and I shaved (my
head) before I offered my
sacrifice.' He said: 'Offer your
sacrifice, it doesn't matter.' I did
not hear him being asked about
anything that day where a man
had forgotten or was unaware of
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which things came before which,
and so on, but the Messenger of
Allah
said: 'Do that, and it
doesn't matter."

[3158] ( ... ) A HadIth similar to
that of Yünus (no. 3157) was
narrated from Az-ZuhrI.

[31591 329 - ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin
'Amr bin Al-'As narrated that
while the Prophet was delivering
the K!iulbah on the Day of
Sacrifice, a man stood up and
said: "I did not know, 0
Messenger of Allah, that suchand-such comes before such-andsuch." Then another came and
said: "0 Messenger of Allah, I
thought that such-and-such came
before such-and-such" - referring
to these three (stoning, sacrificing
and shaving). He said: "Do it,
and it doesn't matter."

[3160] 330 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn Juraij with this chain (a
HadIth similar to no. 3159). The
report of Ibn Bakr is like the
report of 'Isa (no. 3159), apart
from the phrase: "referring to
these three," which he does not
mention. In the report of Yabyâ
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A1-UmawI it says: "I shaved my
head before offering the sacrifice,
and I offered the sacrifice before
stoning (the Jamrah)" and so on.

[31611 331 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr said: "A
man came to the Prophet
and
said: 'I shaved (my head) before
offering the sacrifice.' He said:
'Offer your sacrifice, it doesn't
matter.' He said: 'I offered the
sacrifice before stoning (the
Jamrah).' He said: 'Stone it, it
doesn't matter."

[31621 332 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Az-ZuhrI with this chain: "I
saw the Messenger of Allah
on a camel in Mini, and a man
came to him..." a HadIjh like that
of Ibn 'Uyaynah (no. 3161).

[3163] 333 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr bin A]'As said: "I heard the Messenger
of Allah , when a man came to
him on the Day of Sacrifice,
when he was standing by the
Jamrah and said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, I shaved (my head)
before stoning (the Jamrah).' He
said: 'Stone it, and it doesn't
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matter.' Another man came to
him and said: 'I offered the
sacrifice before stoning (the
Jamrah).' He said: 'Stone it, it
doesn't matter.' Another man
came to him and said: 'I went to
the Ka'bah (and did Tawaf AlIfádah) before stoning (the
Jamrah).' He said: 'Stone it, it
doesn't matter."
He said: "I did not see him
being asked about anything that
day but he said: 'Do it, it doesn't
matter."

[31641 334 - (1307) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that it
was said to the Prophet i
concerning the sacrifice, shaving,
and stoning, that people had
done one before the other, or,
one after the other, and he said:
'It doesn't matter."

Chapter 58. It Is
Recommended To Perform
TawâfAl-Ifâdah On The Day Of
Sacrifice
[31651 335 - (1308) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah performed
Tawaf Al-Ifadah on the Day of
Sacrifice, then he went back and
prayed Zuhr in Minâ.
Nâfi' said: "Ibn 'Umar used to
perform Tawaf Al-Ifadah on the
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Day of Sacrifice, then he went
back and prayed Zuhr in Mini,
and he said that the Prophet
had done that."
Chapter 59. It Is
Recommended To Halt At AlMuhassab On The Day Of
Departing From Mini And To
Perform Zuhr And Subsequent
Prayers There
[3166] 336 - (1309) It was
narrated that 'Abdul-'AzIz bin
RufaI' said: "I asked Anas bin
Mâlik: 'Tell me something you
know about the Messenger of
Allah
: Where did he pray
Zuhr on the day of At-Ta rwiyah?'
He said: 'In Mini.' I said: 'And
where did he pray 'Asr on the day
of departure from Mini?' He
said: 'In Al-Abtah.' Then he said:
'Do what your leaders do."

[3167] 337 - (1310) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Prophet , AN Bakr and 'Umar
used to stop in A]-Abtah.

[3168] 338 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Nâfi' that Ibn 'Umar used
to think that (stopping in) AlHasbah was Sunnah, and he used
to pray Zuhr on the day of
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departure from Minâ in AlHasbah.
Nâfi' said: The Messenger of
and the caliphs after
Allah
him stopped in Al-Uasbah.

[3169] 339 - (1311) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said:
"Stopping in Al-Abtab is not
Sunnah, rather the Messenger of
stopped there because it
Allah
was easier for him to depart (for
Al-Madinah) from there."

[3170] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3169) was narrated from
Hishâm with this chain.

[31711 340 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sâlim that Abü Bakr, 'Umar
and Ibn 'Umar used to halt in A]Abtah.
Az-ZuhrI said: "'Urwah
informed me from 'Aihah, that
she did not do that, and she said:
only
'The Messenger of Allah
halted there because it was a
place from which it was easy to
depart."
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[31721 341 - (1312) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"Stopping at Al-Muhassab is not
important, it is just a place where
the Messenger of Allah
1 alted."

[3173] 342 - (1313) It was
narrated that Sulaimân bin Yasâr
said: "Abü Râfi' said: 'ihe
Messenger of Allah
did not
tell me to stop in Al-Abtah when
he departed from Minâ, but I
went there and set up his tent,
and he came and halted."
AN Bakr said in the report of
Salili: "I heard Sulaimân bin
Yasâr (say)" - and in the report
of Qutaibah it says: "From Abü
Râfi' - and he was in charge of
the luggage of the Prophet a."

[3174] 343 - (1314) It was
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narrated from Abü Hurairah that
said:
the Messenger of Allah
"We will halt tomorrow, if Allah
wills, in Khaif of Banü Kinânah,
where they (the disbelievers)
swore an oath of disbelief."

[3175] 344 - ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
said: "The Messenger of Allah 4j
said to us, while we were in
Mind- 'Tomorrow we will halt at
T1jaif of Banü Kinânah, where
they (the disbelievers) swore an
oath of disbelief."
That was when the Quraish and
Banü Kinânah swore a pledge
against Banü Hâim and Banü
Al-Muttalib, vowing not to
intermarry with them nor engage
in any transactions with them
until they handed the Messenger
of Allah j over to them." What
was meant by that was AlMuhassab.

[3176] 345 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet j said: "Our halting
place, if Allah wills, when Allah
grants us victory, will be A]-Khaif,
where they (the disbelievers)
swore an oath of disbelief."
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Chapter 60. It Is Obligatory To
Stay Overnight In Minâ During
The Nights Of The Days Of AtTasiirIq, And The Concession
Allowing Those Who Supply
Water To Leave
[3177] 346 - (1315) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar, that
A1-'Abbâs bin 'Abdul-Muttalib
asked the Messenger of Allah
for permission to stay overnight
in Makkah during the days of
Minâ, because he was a supplier
or water, and he gave him
permission.
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Chapter... The Virtue Of
Supplying Water And Praise
For Those Who Do That, And
It Is Recommended To Drink
From It
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[3178] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3177) was narrated from
'Ubaidullâh bin 'Umar.
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narrated that Bakr bin 'Abdullâh
Al-MuzanI said: "I was sitting
with Ibn 'Abbâs at the Ka'bah,
and a Bedouin came to him and
said: 'Why do I see the sons of
your paternal uncle supplying
honey and milk, and you supply
NabI_d_h? Is it because of poverty
on your part, or because of
miserliness?' Ibn 'Abbâs said:
'Praise be to Allah, we are
neither poor nor miserly. The
came on his mount,
Prophet
with Usâmah behind him, and
asked for something to drink. We
gave him a vessel of NabId_h, and
he drank it, and he gave his
remaining to Usâmah to drink.
And he said (to us): "You have
done good and have done well.
Carry on doing that." And we do
not want to change what the
Messenger of Allah
commanded us to do."
Chapter 61. Giving The Meat,
Skin And Blankets Of The
HadI In Charity; The Butcher
Should Not Be Given Any Of
It; It Is Permissible To
Delegate Someone Else To
Offer The Sacrifice
[3180] 348 - (1317) It was
narrated that 'All said: "The
Messenger of Allah commanded
me to take care of his sacrificial
animals, and to give their meat,
skins and blankets in charity, and
not to give the butcher any of it (as
wages). He said: 'We will pay him
ourselves."
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[3181] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3180) was narrated from
'Abdul-KarIm Al-JazarI with this
chain.

[3182] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Ali from the Prophet (a similar
HadIth as no. 3180), but their
HadIth made no mention of the
butcher's wages.

[3183] 349 - ( ... ) ' Ali bin AbI
Tâlib narrated that the Prophet
of Allah
told him to take care
of his sacrificial camels. And he
told him to distribute them all;
their meat, skins and blankets,
among the poor, but not to give
anything of them to the butcher
(as his wages).
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[3184] ( ... ) 'All bin AbI Tâlib
narrated that the Prophet
told
him... a similar report.

Chapter 62. It Is Permissible
To Share In The Sacrifice, And
A Camel Or Cow Is Sufficient
For Seven People
(\A)-ro

[3185] 350 - (1318) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "In the year of Al-udaybiyah
we offered the sacrifice with the
Messenger of Allah ; a camel on
behalf of seven, and a cow on
behalf of seven."
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[3186] 351 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "We set out with
the Messenger of Allah jii,
entering Ihrâm for Ijajj, and the
Messenger of Allah
told us to
share (in sacrificing) camels and
cattle, every seven of us sharing
an animal."
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[3187] 352 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said:
"We performed IjaJj with the
Messenger of Allah , and we
sacrificed a camel on behalf of
seven, and a cow on behalf of
seven."

[3188] 353 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said:
"We participated in Ijajj and
'Umrah with the Prophet
,
every seven sharing a camel (for
sacrifice)."
Jâbir was present at Aludaybiyah. He said: "On that
day we sacrificed seventy camels,
every seven of us sharing a camel."

[3189] 354 - ( ... ) Abü Az-Zubair
narrated that he heard Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh narrating about the
Ijajj of the Prophet . He said:
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"When we exited Ihrâm he told
us to offer a sacrifice, and said
that a group of us could share in
a sacrifice." That was when he
told them to exit Ihrâm for Hajj.

[3190] 355 - (...) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said: "We
did Tamattu' with the Messenger
of Allah ii for 'Umrah, and we
sacrificed a cow on behalf of
seven, sharing it."
[3191] 356 - (1319) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "The
Messenger of Allah ç sacrificed
a cow on behalf of 'Aishah on the
Day of Sacrifice."
JG J L

[3192] 357 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "The Messenger
of Allah
sacrificed on behalf
of his wives" - in the HadIth of
Ibn Bakr: "On behalf of 'Aishah a cow during his Iajj."
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Chapter 63. It Is
Recommended To Sacrifice The
Camel When It Is Standing
And Tied
[3193] 358 - (1320) It was
narrated from Ziyâd bin Jubair
that Ibn 'Umar came to a man who
was slaughtering his sacrificial
camel as it was sitting. He said:
"Make it stand up and tie it, the
way of your Prophet ."
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Chapter 64. It Is
Recommended To Send The
Sacrificial Animal To The
Haram For One Who Does Not
Intend To Go There Himself;
It Is Recommended To
Garland It And To Make The
Garlands, But The One Who
Sends It Does Not Enter A
State Of Thrâm, And Nothing Is
Forbidden To Him Because Of
That
[31941 359 - (1321) It was
narrated from 'Urwah bin AzZubair and 'Amrah bint 'AbdurRahmân that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
used to
send sacrificial animals from A]Madinah(to Haram), and I
would twist the garlands for his
sacrificial animals, then he would
not avoid anything that the
Muhrim must avoid."
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[3195] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 310 ) wias narrated from Ibn
hihâb with this chain.
[3196] 360 - (...) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "It is as if I can
see myself twisting the garlands
for the sacrificial animals of the
Messenger of Allah
... " a
similar report (as no. 3194).

[3197] 361 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Ahdur-Rahmân bin AlQâsim that his father said: "I
heard 'Aishah say: 'I used to twist
the garlands for the sacrificial
animals of the Messenger of
Allah it with these two hands of
mine, then he did not avoid
anything or give up anything."
[31981 362 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "I twisted the
garlands for the sacrificial
animals of the Messenger of
Allah it with my hands. Then he
marked them, and garlanded
them, then he sent them to the
Ka'bah, and he stayed in AlMadinah, and nothing became
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forbidden to him that had been
permissible for him."
[3199] 363 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aihah said: "The Messenger
of Allah &; used to send the
sacrificial animals, and I would
twist their garlands with my own
hands, then he would not abstain
from anything that the non
Muhrim did not abstain from."
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[3200] 364 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that the Mother of the Believers
said: "I twisted those garlands
from colored wool that we had,
and the Messenger of Allah
stayed among us as a non
Muhrim, doing all that the non
Muhrim does with his wife, or
doing all that a man does with his
wife."
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[3201] 365 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "I remember
twisting the garlands for the
sacrificial animals of the Messenger
of Allah , which were sheep,
then he sent them, and stayed
among us as a non Mu,rim."
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[3202] 366 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "I often twisted
the garlands for the sacrificial
animals of the Messenger of
And he garlanded his
Allah
sacrificial animals, then sent
them, then he remained (in AlMadinah), not avoiding anything
that the Muhrim must avoid."

[3203] 367 - (. 4 It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "On one
occasion the Messenger of Allah
sent sheep as sacrificial
animals to the Ka'bah, and he
garlanded them."

[3204] 368 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "We used to
garland sheep and send them to
Ka'bah, and the Messenger of
Allah ç was not in Ihrâm, and
nothing was forbidden to him."

[3205] 369 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Amrah bint 'AbdurRahmân that Ibn Ziyâd wrote to
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'Ajhah, saying that 'Abdullâh bin
'Abbâs said: "Whoever sends a
HadI, the same things are
forbidden for him as are
forbidden for the pilgrim on Hajj,
until his HadI is sacrificed. I have
sent a sacrificial animal, so write
to me and tell me what to do."
'Amrah said: "Aishah said: 'It is
not as Ibn 'Abbâs says. I twisted
the garlands for the sacrificial
animals of the Messenger of
Allah jW with my own hands,
then the Messenger of Allah
garlanded them with his own
hands, then he sent them with my
father (to Ka'bah). And nothing
was forbidden to the Messenger
of Allah
that Allah had
permitted to him, until the HadI
was sacrificed."
[32061 370 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Masriiq said: "I heard 'Ai.hah
from behind the screen, clapping
and saying: 'I used to twist the
garlands for the sacrificial animals
of the Messenger of Allahlj with
my own hands, then he would send
them (to Ka'bah). And he did not
abstain from anything from which
the Muhrim must abstain, until his
HadI was sacrificed."

[3207] ( ... ) A similar report was
narrated from Masrüq, from
'Aiah, from the Prophet .
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Chapter 65. It Is Permissible
To Ride The Sacrificial Animal
If Necessary
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[32081 371 - (1322) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
saw a
man driving a camel and he said:
"Ride it." He said: "0 Messenger
of Allah, it is a sacrificial camel."
He said: "Ride it, woe to you!"
the second or third time.
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[3209] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Az-Zinnâd (from Al-A'raj)
with this chain (a HadIth similar
to no. 3208), and he said: "While
a man was driving a garlanded
sacrificial camel."

[3210] 372 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hammâm bin Munabbih
said: "This is what Abü Hurairah
narrated from Muhammad, the
Messenger of Allah " - and he
quoted a number of AadIth,
including the following: "He said:
'While a man was driving a
garlanded camel, the Messenger
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of Allah jW, said to him: "Woe to
you, ride it!" He said: "It is a
sacrificial camel, 0 Messenger of
Allah." He said: "Woe to you,
ride it! Woe to you, ride it!"

[3211] 373 - (1323) It was
narrated that Anas said: "The
Messenger of Allah ç passed by
a man who was driving a camel,
and he said: 'Ride it.' He said: 'It
is a sacrificial camel.' He said:
'Ride it,' two or three times."

[3212] 374 - ( ... ) Bukair bin AlAkhnas said that Anas said: "He
with a
passed by the Prophet
sacrificial camel, or a sacrificial
animal. He said: 'Ride it.' He
said: 'It is a sacrificial camel,' or
'a sacrificial animal.' He said:
'Even so."

[3213] ( ... ) Bukair bin AlAkhnas said that Anas said: "He
with a
passed by the Prophet
sacrificial camel..." and he
mentioned a similar report (as
no. 3212).
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[3214] 375 - (1324) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh was asked about riding
the sacrificial animal. He said: "I
heard the Prophet
say: 'Ride
it gently if you need to, until you
find another mount."

[3215] 376 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Az-Zubair said: "I
asked Jâbir about riding the
sacrificial animal. He said: 'I
heard the Prophet
say: "Ride
it gently, until you find another
mount."

Chapter 66. What Should Be
Done With The Sacrificial
Animal If It Gets Injured On
The Way?
[3216] 377 - (1325) Müsâ bin
Salamah Al-HudhalI said: "Sinân
bin Salamah and I set out for
'Umrah." He said: "Sinân set out
with a sacrificial camel that he
was driving, and it stopped on the
road due to exhaustion. He was
confused about what to with it: If
it was too exhausted to move,
how could he bring it? He said:
'When I reach the city I shall
certainly find out about it." He
(Müsâ) said: "The next morning
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we stopped at A1-Batlâ' and he
said: 'Go to Ibn 'Abbâs and
speak to him." ("I went to him
and) told him about his camel,
and he said: 'You have come to
one who is well informed. The
Messenger of Allah jW, sent
sixteen camels with a man, and
put him in charge of them. He
set out, then he came back and
said: "0 Messenger of Allah,
what should I do if any of them
becomes too exhausted to
move?" He said: "Slaughter it,
then dip the shoes (on the
garland) in its blood, and put
them on its hump, but neither
you nor any of the people who
are with you should eat from it."
[3217] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn 'Abbâs that the Messenger of
Allah
sent eighteen camels
with a man... then he mentioned
a HadIth similar to that of
'Abdul-Wârith, but he did not
mention the beginning of the
HadIth.

[32181 378 - (1326) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
Dhu'aib Abü Qablsah told him
that the Messenger of Allah jij
sent the sacrificial camels with
him, then he () said: "If any of
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them become exhausted and you
fear that it may die, slaughter it,
then dip the shoes (on the
garland) in its blood and strike its
hump with them, but neither you
nor any of those who are with
you should eat from it."

Chapter 67. The Farewell
Tawâf Is Obligatory, But It Is
Waived In The Case Of
Menstruating Women
[3219] 379 - (1327) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"The people used to depart from
all points, and the Messenger of
Allah
said: 'No one should
leave until the last thing he has
done is to circumambulate the
House."

[3220] 380 - (1328) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"The people were commanded
that the last thing they should do
is to circumambulate the House,
but an exception was made for
menstruating women."
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[3221] 381 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Tâwâs said: "I was with Ibn
'Abbâs, when Zaid bin Thâbit
said: 'Are you ruling that a
menstruating woman may leave
before the last thing she does is
to circumambulate the House?'
Ibn 'Abbâs said to him: 'If you
want to be certain, ask so-and-so,
the AnsârI woman, whether the
Messenger of Allah ii told her
to do that?' Zaid bin Thâbit
came back to Ibn 'Abbâs smiling
and said: 'I see that you were
telling the truth."

[3222] 382 - (1211) It was
narrated from Abü Salamah and
'Urwah that 'Aishah said:
"Safiyyah bint Huyayy got her
menses after she had done Tawaf
Al-Ifadah." 'Aishah said: "I
mentioned her menses to the
Messenger of Allah , and the
Messenger of Allah
said: 'Is
she going to detain us?" She said:
"I said: '0 Messenger of Allah, she
has already departed (from Minâ)
and circumambulated the House,
then she got her menses after
Tawaf Al-Ifa!ah.' The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'Then let her
leave."
[3223] 383 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn Shihâb with this chain.
She said: "Safiyyah hint Ijuyayy,
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, got
the wife of the Prophet
her menses during the Farewell
Pilgrimage, after she had done
Tawaf A1-Ifadah in a state of
purity..." a HadWi like that of AlLaith (no. 3223).

[3224] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Aishah that she told the
that
Messenger of Allah
Safiyyah had got her menses... a
Hadith like that of (ibn Shihâb)
Az-ZuhrI (no. 3222).

[3225] 384 - (...) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "We were afraid
that Safiyyah would get her
menses before she did Tawaf AlIfaiah." She said: "The Messenger
of Allah came to us and said: 'Is
Safiyyah going to detain us?' We
said: 'She has already done Tawaf
Al-Ifâdah.' He said: 'No, then."

[3226] 385 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that she said to the
Messenger of Allah
: "0
Messenger of Allah, Safiyyah bint
Iluyayy has got her menses." The
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Messenger of Allah
said:
"Perhaps she is going to detain
us. Did she not circumambulate
the House with you?" They said:
"Yes she did." He said: "Then
depart."
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[32271 386 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aiah that the Messenger
of Allahwanted from Safiyyah
bint IIuyayy what a man wants
from his wife, and they said: "She
is menstruating, 0 Messenger of
Allah." He said: "Is she going to
detain us?" They said: "0
Messenger of Allah, she visited
(the Ka'bah or Tawâf A1-Ifadah)
on the Day of Sacrifice." He said:
"Then let her depart with you."
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[32281 387 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "When the
Prophet
wanted to depart, he
saw Safiyyah at the door of her
tent, looking sad and sorrowful.
He said: '(May you become)
barren and shaven-headed,[']
you are going to detain us.' Then
he said to her: 'Did you perform
Tawâf Al-Ifâctah on the Day of
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[1] This is not meant in any literal sense, rather it is an expression indicating disapproval.
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Sacrifice?' She said: 'Yes.' He
said: 'Then depart."

[3229] ( ... ) A HadIth similar to
that of Al-Hakam (no. 3228) was
narrated from 'Aithah, except
that it does not mention that she
looked sad and sorrowful.

Chapter 68. It Is
Recommended For Pilgrims
And Others To Enter The
Ka'bah And Pray Therein, And
Supplicate In All Its Corners
[3230] 388 - (1329) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah
entered
the Ka'bah, accompanied by
Usâmah, Bilâl and 'Umân bin
Talhah A1-ajabl. He closed the
door and remained inside. Ibn
'Umar said: "I asked Bilâl when
he came out: 'What did the
Messenger of Allah
do?' He
said: 'He put two pillars on his
left, one pillar on his right, and
three pillars behind him' - and at
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that time the House was built on
six pillars - 'then he prayed."

[3231] 389 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Messenger of Allah
came on
the Day of the Conquest and
dismounted in the courtyard of
the Ka'bah. He sent for 'Uthmân
bin Talbah, who brought the key
and opened the door. Then the
Prophet
, Bilâl, Usâmah bin
Zaid and 'Uthmân bin Talhah
entered and he ordered that the
door be closed. They stayed
inside for a while, then he
opened the door." 'Abdullâh (ibn
'Umar) said: "I went ahead of
the people and I met the
Messenger of Allah
coming
out, with Bilâl right behind him. I
said to Bilâl: 'Did the Messenger
of Allah
pray inside?' He said:
'Yes.' I said: 'Where?' He said:
'Between the two pillars that
were in front of him." He said:
"And I forgot to ask him how
many (Ra'kah) he prayed."

[3232] 390 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "In the Year
of the Conquest, the Messenger
of Allah
came on a camel
belonging to Usâmah bin Zaid,
until he made it kneel in the
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courtyard of the Ka'bah. Then he
called 'Uthmân bin Talbah and
said: 'Bring me the key.' He went
to his mother, who refused to
give it to him. He said: 'By Allah,
you will give it to me, or else this
sword will come out through my
back.' So she gave it to him, and
he brought it to the Prophet
and gave it to him, and he
opened the door..." then he
mentioned a HadIth like that of
Hammâd bin Zaid (no. 3231).
[3233] 391 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Messenger of Allah
entered
the House, accompanied by
Usâmah, Bilâl and 'Uflimân bin
Talbah. They kept the door
closed for a long time, then it was
opened. I was the first one to go
in, and I met Bilâl. I said: 'Where
did the Messenger of Allah
pray?' He said: 'Between the two
front pillars.' But I forgot to ask
him how many (Ra'kah) the
Messenger of Allah Jgi prayed."

[3234] 392 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar that
he went to the Ka'bah, where the
Prophet
, Bilâl and Usâmah
had entered it, and 'Uftmân bin
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Talbah had closed the door on
them. He said: "They stayed
inside for a while, then the door
was opened and the Prophet
came out. I went up the stairs
and entered the House, and said:
'Where did the Prophet
pray?'
They said: 'Here." He said: "But
I forgot to ask them how many
Ra'kah he prayed."

[3235] 393 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sâlim that his father said:
"The Messenger of Allah
entered the House, accompanied
by Usâmah bin Zaid, Bilâl and
'Uthmân bin Talhah. The door
was closed on them, and when
they opened it, I was the first one
to go in. I met Bilâl and asked
him: 'Did the Messenger of Allah
pray inside?' He said: 'Yes, he
prayed between the two Yemeni
pillars."

[3236] 394 - ( ... ) Sâlim bin
'Abdullâh narrated that his father
said: "I saw the Messenger of
Allah
enter the Ka'bah,
accompanied by Usâmah bin
Zaid, Bilâl, and 'Uthmân bin
Talbah, and no one else entered
with them. Then the door was
locked behind them."
'Abdullâh bin 'Umar said:
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"Bilâl" - or "Uthmân bin Talbah"
- "told me that the Messenger of
Allah prayed inside the Ka'bah,
between the two Yemeni pillars."

[3237] 395 - (1330) Ibn Juraij
said: "I said to 'Atâ': 'Did you
hear Ibn 'Abbâs say: "You have
only been commanded to
circumambulate it, you have not
been commanded to enter it?"
He said: "He did not forbid
(people) to enter it, rather I
heard him say: 'Usâmah bin Zaid
told me that when the Frophet
ç entered the House, he ()
supplicated on all its sides, but he
did not pray therein, until he
came out. When he came out, he
prayed two Ra 'kah in front of the
House and said: 'This is the
Qiblah." I (Ibn Juraij) said to
him ('Atâ'): "What are 'its sides?'
Was that in its corners?' He said:
"No, in every direction of the
House."

[3238] 396 - (1331) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
the Prophet
entered the
Ka'bah, in which there were six
pillars. He stood by a pillar and
supplicated, but he did not pray.
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[3239] 397 - (1332) Ismâ'I1 bin
AbI Khâlid said: "I said to
'Abdullâh bin AbI Awfâ, the
Companion of the Messenger of
Allah ç: 'Did the Prophet
enter the House during his
'Umrah?' He said: 'No."

Chapter 69. Demolishing The
Ka'bah And Rebuilding It
[3240] 398 - (1333) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah Qt said to
me: 'Were it not that your people
have only recently left disbelief
behind, I would have demolished
the Ka'bah and rebuilt it on the
foundations of IbrâhIm. For
when the Quraish rebuilt the
House, they reduced its size. And
I would have given it a rear
door."
[3241] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Hishâm with this chain (a HadIth
similar to no. 3240).
[3242] 399 - (...) It was narrated
from 'Aiah, the wife of the
Prophet ç, that the Messenger
of Allah
said: "Do you not see
that when your people rebuilt the
Ka'bah, they made it smaller than
the foundations of IbrâhIm?" She
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said: "I said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, why don't you restore it or
the foundations of IbrâhIm?' The
said:
Messenger of Allah
'Were it not that your people have
only recently left disbelief behind,
I would have done that."
'Abdullâh bin 'Umar said: "If
'Aishah heard this from the
, I would
Messenger of Allah
not think that the Messenger of
Allah stopped touching the two
corners that are next to the Hijr,
except that the House was not
completed on the foundations of
IbrâhIm."

[32431 400 - (...) It was narrated
that 'Aiah, the wife of the
said: "I heard the
Prophet
say: 'Were
Messenger of Allah
it not that your people have only
recently left Jâhiliyyah - or
disbelief - behind, I would have
spent the treasure of the Ka'bah
in the cause of Allah, and I
would have put its door at
ground level, and I would have
incorporated the Hijr into it."
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[3244] 401 - ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin
Az-Zubair said: "My maternal
aunt" - meaning 'Aishah - "told
me: 'The Prophet
said: "0
'Ajjah, were it not that your
people have only recently left
Shirk behind, I would have
demolished the Ka'bah and razed
it to the ground (and rebuilt it).
And I would have given it two
doors; an eastern door and a
western door, and I would have
added six cubits of the Hijr to it,
for Quraish reduced its size when
they rebuilt the Ka'bah."

[3245] 402- ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Atâ' said: "When the
Ka'bah was burned during the
time of YazId bin Mu'âwiyah,
while it was raided by the people
of Ash-Shim, and what
happened, Ibn Az-Zubair left it
until the people came for Hajj,
seeking to exhort them - or incite
them - to fight the people of AshSham. When the people arrived,
he said: '0 people, advise me
with regard to the Ka'bah.
Should I demolish it and then
rebuild it, or should I repair the
damage that has been done to
it?' Ibn 'Abbâs said: 'An idea has
occurred to me concerning it. I
think that you should repair the
damage that has been done to it
and leave it in the state it was
when the people embraced Islam
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and the Prophet was sent.' Ibn
Az-Zubair said: 'If the house of
one of you was burned, would he
be happy unless he rebuilt it?
Then what about the House of
your Lord? I will pray for
guidance to my Lord (Istiârah)
three times, then I will make up
my mind."
"When he had prayed Isti/ç/járah
three times, he made up his mind
to demolish it. The people were
afraid that some punishment
would come down from heaven
upon the first one to climb up
onto it (to start the demolition),
until one man climbed up and
threw down one stone. When the
people saw that nothing
happened to him, they followed
suit and demolished it until it was
razed to the ground. Then Ibn
Az-Zubair set up pillars and hung
curtains around them, until the
construction was completed."
"Ibn Az-Zubair said: 'I heard
'Aiah say: "The Prophet
said: 'Were it not that your
people have only recently left
disbelief behind, and that I do
not have the means to rebuild it,
I would have incorporated five
cubits of the Hijr into it, and I
would have given it a door
through which the people could
enter, and a door through which
they could exit."
"He said: 'Today I have the
means, and I do not fear the
people.' So he added five cubits of
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the I:Iijr to it, and he excavated
the (original) foundations of (the
IIijr) and the people looked at
them, and he built on top of
them."
The length of the Ka'bah was
eighteen cubits, and he added ten
cubits to its length, and he gave it
two doors; one for entering, and
one for exiting. When Ibn AzZubair was killed, Al-Ijajjâj
wrote to 'Abdul-Malik bin
Marwân telling him of that, and
telling him that Ibn Az-Zubair
had built it on foundations that
had been seen by witnesses of
good character among the people
of Makkah. 'Abdul-Malik wrote
to him saying: 'We do not
approve of what Ibn Az-Zubair
did. As for what he added to its
length, leave it as it is, and as for
what he added to it of the Uijr,
put it back as it was, and block
up the door that he opened.' So
he demolished it and rebuilt it."
[3246] 403 - ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin
'Ubaid said: "Al-Hârith bin
'Abdullâh came to 'Abdul-Malik
bin Marwân during his JUiddfah
and 'Abdul-Malik said: 'I do not
think that Abü Khubaib' meaning Ibn Az-Zubair - 'heard
from 'Aishah what he claimed to
have heard from her.' A]-Hânth
said: 'No, I heard it from her
too.' He said: 'What did you hear
her say?' He said: 'She said: "The
Messenger of Allah 1iJ said:
'Your people reduced its size
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when they rebuilt the House.
Were it not that they have only
recently left _Shirk behind, I
would have re-incorporated into
it what they left out. If, after I
am gone, your people decide to
rebuild it, come with me so that I
can show you what they left out
of it." And he showed her nearly
seven cubits. This is the HadIth of
'Abdullâh bin 'Ubaid.
Al-WalId bin 'Atâ' added: "The
Prophet
said: 'And I would
have given it two doors at ground
level, on the east and west. Do
you know why your people made
its door so high?' She said: I said:
'No.' He said: 'Out of arrogance,
so that no one could enter it
except whomever they wanted. If
a man wanted to enter it, they
would let him climb up, then
when he was about to enter, they
would push him and he would
fall."
'Abdul-Malik said to Al-Hârjth:
"Did you hear her say that?" He
said: "Yes." He said: "He
scratched the ground with his
stick for a moment, then he said:
'I wish that I had left him
responsible for his action."
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[3247] (...) A HadIth similar to
that of (Muhammad) Ibn Bakr
(no. 3246) was narrated from Ibn
Juraij with this chain.
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[3248] 404 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Qaza'ah that while
'Abdul-Malik bin Marwân was
circumambulating the Ka'bah, he
said: "May Ibn Az-Zubair be
joorned! For he told a lie about
the Mother of the Believers when
he said: 'I heard her say: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: '0
'Aiijah, were it not that your
people have only recently left
disbelief behind, I would have
demolished the House and added
part of the Hijr to it, for your
people reduced its size when they
rebuilt it." Al-Ijârifl bin 'Abdullâh
bin Abi RabI'ah said: "Do not say
that, 0 Commander of the
Believers, for I heard the Mother of
the Believers narrating that."
He said: "If I had heard it
before I demolished it, I would
have left it as Ibn Az-Zubair built
it."
j

Chapter 70. The Wall And
Door Of The Ka'bah
[3249] 405 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "I asked the
Messenger of Allah
about the
wall (meaning, the Hijr), is it part
of the Ka'bah?" He said: "Yes."
I said: "Why did they not include
it in the House?" He said: "Your
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people ran short of funds." I
said: "Why is its door so high?"
He said: "Your people did that
so that they could admit
whomever they wanted, and keep
out whomever they wanted. Were
it not that your people have only
recently left Jâhiliyyah behind,
and I am afraid that they would
resent it, I was thinking of
incorporating the wall into the
House, and making its door at
ground level."

[3250] 406 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aihah said: "I asked the
Messenger of Allah ç about the
Hi r..." and he quoted a -Iadit/i
like that of AN A]-Ahwas (no.
3249), and he said in it: "I
('Aihah) said: 'Why is its door so
high that it can only be reached
by a ladder?' And he () said:
'For fear of causing resentment
in their hearts."

Chapter 71. Hajj On Behalf Of
One Who Is Incapable Of Doing
It Because Of Chronic Illness,
Old Age And The Like, Or On
Behalf Of One Who Has Died
[3251] 407 - (1334) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
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'Abbás that he said: "Al-Fadi bin
'Abbâs was riding behind the
Messenger of Allah
, and a
woman of Khath'am came to him
to ask him a question. Al-Façll
started looking at her and she at
him, and the Messenger of Allah
ij turned Al-Fadi's face to the
other side. She said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, the obligation of IIajj has
come while my father is an old
man who cannot sit firmly on his
mount. Can I perform Ijajj on his
behalf?' He said: 'Yes.' That was
during the Farewell Pilgrimage."

[3252] 408 - (1335) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs, from
Al-Fadi, that a woman from
haii'am said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, my father is an old man
and he still has to perform the
obligation of 1-Iajj, but he cannot
sit up straight on the back of his
camel." The Prophet jo,F said:
"Perform Ijajj on his behalf."

Chapter 72. Validity Of A
Child's Hajj, And The Reward
Of The One Who Takes Him
For Hajj
[3253] 409 - (1336) It was
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narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
the Prophet 00, met some riders
in Ar-Rawhâ', and he said: "Who
are these people?" They said:
"Muslims." They said: "Who are
you?" He said: "The Messenger
of Allah." A woman lifted up a
child and said: "Is there Ifajj for
this one?" He said: "Yes, and
you shall have a reward."

[3254] 410 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "A woman
lifted up a child of hers and said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, is there
Hajj for this one?' He said: 'Yes,
and you shall have a reward."

[3255] 411 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Kuraib that a woman lifted
up a child and said: "0
Messenger of Allah, is there Ijajj
for this one?" He said: "Yes, and
you shall have a reward."

[3256] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 3254) was narrated

from Ibn 'Abbâs.
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Chapter 73. Haf Is Obligatory
Once In A Lifetime
[32571 412 - (1337) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
addressed us and said: '0 people,
Hajj has been enjoined upon you,
so perform Ijajj.' A man said: 'Is
it every year, 0 Messenger of
Allah?' He remained silent, until
the man said it three times. Then
the Messenger of Allah ; said:
'If I said yes, it would become
obligatory, and you would not be
able to do it.' Then he said:
'Leave me as I have left you; for
those who came before you were
doomed because of their
questions and differences with
their Prophets. If I command you
to do something, then do as
much of it as you can, and if I
forbid you to do something, then
refrain from it."

Chapter 74. A Woman
Travelling With A Mahram For
Hail And Other Purposes
[3258] 413 - (1338) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah
said: "No
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woman should travel for three
(days) unless she has a Mahram
with her."

[3259] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Ubaidullâh with this chain (a
HadIth similar to no. 3258).
According to the report of Abü
Bakr: "for more than three days."
Ibn Numair said in his report
from his father: "Three days
unless she has a Mahram with
her."

[3260] 414 - ( ... ) It was narrated

from 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar that
the Prophet ç said: "It is not
permissible for a woman who
believes in Allah and the Last
Day to travel for a distance of
three nights, unless she has a
Mahram with her."

[3261] 415 - (827) It was
narrated that Qaza'ah said: "I
heard a HadIth from Abü Sa'eed
that I liked, and I said to him:
'Did you hear this from the
Messenger of Allah ?' He said:
'Would I attribute to the
Messenger of Allah 0, something
that I did not hear?' Qaza'ah
said: 'I heard him say: "The
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Messenger of Allah
said: 'Do
not set out on a journey to visit
any Masjid except three: This
Masjid of mine, Al-Masjid AlIjarâm and A1-Masjid Al-A qca.'
And I heard him say: 'No woman
should travel for two days time
unless she has a Mahram with
her, or her husband."

[3262] 416 - ( ... ) Qaza'ah said:
"I heard Abü Sa'eed A1-KhudrI
say: 'I heard four things from the
Messenger of Allah
that I
liked and which captivated me:
He forbade a woman to travel
two days' distance unless she had
her husband or a Mahram with
her," and he quoted the rest of
the HadIth (a HadIth similar to
no. 3267).

[3263] 417 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Sa'eed Al-KhudrI said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'No woman should travel for
three days, unless she has a
Mahram with her."

[3264] 418 - ( ... ) It was narrated
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from Abü Weed Al-KhudrI that
the Prophet of Allah
said:
"No woman should travel for
more than three nights, except
with a Mahram."

[32651 ( ... ) It was narrated from
Qatâdah with this chain (a
Hadith similar to no. 3261). He
said: "More than three, except
with a Mahram."
[3266] 419 - (1339) Abü
Hurairah said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'It is not
permissible for a Muslim woman
to travel the distance of one
night, unless she has with her a
man who is her Mahram."

[3267] 420 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "It is not
permissible for a woman who
believes in Allah and the Last
Day to travel the distance of one
day, except with a Mahram."
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[32681 421 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said: "It is
not permissible for a woman who
believes in Allah and the Last
Day to travel the distance of one
day and one night, except with a
Mahram of hers."

[3269] 422 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'It is
not permissible for a woman to
travel for three days, unless she
has a Mahram of hers with her."

[32701 423 - (1340) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed AlhudrI said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'It is not
permissible for a woman who
believes in Allah and the Last
Day to travel a journey of three
days or more, unless she has her
father with her, or her son, her
husband, her brother or a
Mahram of hers."

[3271] (...) Waki' narrated: "Al-
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A'mash narrated a similar (as no.
3270) report with this chain."

[32721 424 - (1341) It was
narrated from Abü Ma'bad: I
heard Ibn 'Abbâs say: I heard the
Prophet
delivering a K1jutbah
and saying: "No man should be
alone with a woman without
there being a Mahram present,
and no woman should travel
unless she has a Mahram with
her." A man stood up and said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, my wife
has set out for -Iajj and I have
enlisted for such and such a
campaign." He said: "Go and
perform IIajj with your wife."

[3273] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3272) was narrated from
'Amr with this chain.
[3274] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3272) was narrated from It-ii
Juraij with this chain, but he did
not mention (the words): "No
man should be alone with a
woman without there being a
Mahram present."
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Chapter 75. It Is
Recommended To Recite
Statements Of Remembrance
When Setting Out For Hajj Or
Any Other Purpose, And The
Best Of This Remembrances
[3275] 425 - (1342) 'All A]-AzdI
narrated that Ibn 'Umar taught
them that when the Messenger of
mounted his camel and
Allah
set out on a journey, he would
say the TakbIr three times, then
say: "Sub,ân Allah alladhI
sakhhara land hâdhâ wamâ
kunnâ lahu muqrinIn, wa innâ ilâ
rabbinnâ l-munqalibiin
Allâhumma [innâ] nas'aluka fi
safarinâ hââ al-birra wat-taqwa,
wa min al-'amali ma tarda.
Allâhumma hawwin 'alainâ
safarana hâdhâ wâtwi 'anna
bu 'dahu. Allâhumma antas-sâhibu
fIs-safari, wal-khalIfatu fil-ahli
Allâhumma innî a 't2dhu bika mm
wa 'thâ 'is-safari wa kâbatil-manzari
wa suw'il-munqalab /11-mali walahli (Glory be to Allah Who has
placed this (transport) at our
service and we ourselves would
not have been capable of that,
and to our Lord is our final
destiny. 0 Allah, [we] ask You
for righteousness and piety in this
journey of ours, and we ask You
for deeds which please You. 0
Allah, make our journey easy and
let us cover its distance quickly.
o Allah, You are the Companion
on the journey and the Successor
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(the One Who guards them in a
person's absence) over the family.
O Allah, I seek refuge with You
from the difficulties of travel,
from becoming distressed and an
ill-fated outcome with regard to
wealth and family.)" And when
he returned, he said the same
words and added: "A'ibâna
tâ'ibâna 'âbidi2na lirabbinâ
hâmidân (Returning, repenting,
worshipping and praising our
Lord.)"
[32761 426 - (1343) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin Sarjis
said: "When the Messenger of
Allah
traveled, he would seek
refuge with Allah from the
hardships of travel, from bad
consequences, from a bad
situation after a good situation,
from the supplication of one who
has been wronged, and from an
ill-fated outcome with regard to
family and wealth."
[3277] 427 - ( ... ) A similar
report (as no. 3276) was narrated
from 'Asim with this chain,
except that in the IjadIth of
'Abdul-Wâhid (a narrator) it
says: "with regard to wealth and
family." In the report of
Muhammad bin Hâzim it says
family first when he returns. And
in the report of both it says:
"Allâhumma, innî a 'z2dhu bika
min wa'thâ'is-safar (0 Allah, I
seek refuge with You from the
difficulties of travel.)"
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Chapter 76. What Should Be
Said When Returning From
Hajj And Other Journeys
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[3278] 428 - (1344) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar said: "When the
Messenger of Allah; returned
from a battle or expedition, or
from 1-Iajj or 'Umrah, when he
reached the top of a hillock or
high ground, he would say the
TakbIr three times, then he would
say: 'La ilâha illâ Allahu wahdahu
lâ sharIka lahu, lahul-mulku wa
lahul-hamdu wa huwa 'ala kulli
shay 'in qadIr, a 'ibâna tâ 'ibâna
'âbidâna sâjidâna lirabbinâ
hâmidi2n, adaq Allâhu wa'dahu
wa nasara 'abdahu wa hazamalahzâba wahdah (There is none
worthy of worship but Allah
alone, with no partner or
associate, His is the Dominion, to
Him be praise, and He has power
over all things. Returning,
repenting, worshipping and
prostrating to our Lord and
praising Him. Allah has fulfilled
His promise, supported His slave
and defeated the confederates
alone.)"
[3279] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3278) was narrated from Ibn
'Umar, from the Prophet , but
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in the IjadIjh of Ayyüb (a
narrator) it says that he said the
TakbIr twice.

[32801 429 - (1345) Anas bin
Mâlik said: "We came with the
Prophet , Abü Talhah and I,
and Safiyyah was riding behind
him on his camel. Then when we
were on the outskirts of AlMadinah he said: 'A'ibimna
tâ'ibâna 'âbidIna lirabbinâ
zâmidân (Returning, repenting,
worshipping and praising our
Lord,)' and he kept saying it until
we entered A]-Madinah."
[3281] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3280) was narrated from
Anas bin Mâlik, from the
Prophet .

Chapter 77. It Is
Recommended To Stop In
Bathâ' Of L)hul-Hulaifah And
Pray There When Departing
From Hajj And 'Umrah, Or Any
Time One Passes Through It
[3282] 430 (1257) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
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'Umar that the Messenger of
Allah ; made his camel kneel
down in Al-Bathâ' which is in
Dhul-Hulaifah, and he prayed
there. And 'Abdullâh also used
to do that.
[32831 431 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Nâfi' said: "Ibn 'Umar used
to stop in Al-Bathâ' which is in
Phul-Hulaifah, where the
Messenger of Allah ç used to
stop and pray."

[3284] 432 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Nâfi' that whenever
'Abdullâh bin 'Umar came back
from Ijajj or 'Umrah, he would
stop in A]-Bathâ' which is in PhulHulaifah, where the Messenger of
Allah used to stop.

L'
[3285] 433 - (1346) It was
narrated from Sâlim, from his
father, that someone came to the
Messenger of Allah* when he
stopped in Phul-Hulaifah and it
was said to him: "You are on
blessed stony ground (Bazâ')."
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[3286] 434 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sâlim bin 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar, from his father, that
someone came to the Prophet
when he stopped in phul-Uulaifah
at the bottom of the valley, and it
was said: "You are on blessed
stony ground (Batbâ')."
Müsâ said: "Sâlim made his
camel kneel near the Masjid
where 'Abdullâh used to stop,
seeking the place where the
Messenger of Allah ii stopped,
which is lower than the Masjid in
the bottom of the valley, between
it and the Qiblah, in the middle."

Chapter 78. No Idolator May
Circumambulate The House,
And No One May
Circumambulate The House
Naked, And When The
Greatest Day Of Hajj Is
[3287] 435 - (1347) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"During the Ijajj that the
appointed
Messenger of Allah
him in charge of, before the
Farewell Pilgrimage, Abil Bakr
A-SiddIq sent me among a
group of people to announce to
the people on the Day of
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Sacrifice: 'After this year, no
idolator may perform Hajj, and no
naked person may circumambulate
the House."
Ibn Shihâb said: "Humaid bin
'Abdur-Rabmân used to say: 'The
Day of Sacrifice is the greatest
day of Ijajj, according to the
HadIth of Abü Hurairah."

Chapter 79. The Virtue Of The
Day Of 'Arafat
[32881 436 - (1348) It was
narrated that Ibn Al-Müsâyyab
said: "Aiah said: 'The Messenger
of Allah
said: "There is no day
when Allah ransoms more slaves
from the Fire than the day of
'Arafat. He draws near, then He
boasts about them before the
Angels and says: 'What do these
people want?"
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Chapter... The Virtue Of Haj
And 'Umrah
[3289] 437 - (1349) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah ç said:
"From one 'Umrah to the next is
an expiation for whatever (of sin)
comes in between, and an
accepted Ijajj (Al-Ijajjul-Mabrâr)
brings no reward but Paradise."

[3290] (...) A HadIth similar to
that of Mâlik bin Anas (no. 3298)
was narrated from Abil Hurairah
from the Prophet 40,.

[3291] 438 - (1350) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah ii said:
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'Whoever comes to this House
and does not utter any obscene
speech or do any evil deed, will
go back (sinless) as his mother
bore him."

E32921 ( ... ) It was narrated from
Mansür (and other) with this
chain (a HadIth similar to no.
3291). And in all their AhadIth it
says: "Whoever performs Ijajj
and does not utter any obscene
speech or do any evil deed..."

[3293] (...) A similar report (as
no. 3291) was narrated from Abfl
Hurairah, from the Prophet .

Chapter 80. Pilgrims Staying
In Makkah, And Inheriting Its
Houses
[3294] 439 - (1351) It was
narrated from Usâmah bin Zaid
bin Hârithah that he said: "0
Messenger of Allah, will you stay
in your house in Makkah?" He
said: "Did 'AqIl leave us any
house?"
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'AqIl and Tâlib had inherited
from Abü Talib, and Ja'far and
'All did not inherit anything,
because they were Muslims and
'AqIl and Tâlib were disbelievers.

132951 440 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Usâmah bin Zaid: "I said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, where
will you stay tomorrow?' That
was during his pilgrimage, when
we drew close to Makkah. He
said: 'Has 'Aqll left any house for
us?"

[32961 ( ... ) It was narrated from
Usâmah bin Zaid that he said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, where
will you stay tomorrow, if Allah
wills?" That was at the time of
the Conquest. He said: "Has
'AqIl left any house for us?"
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Chapter 81. It Is Permissible
For The One Who Emigrated
From Makkah To Stay There
For Three Days After
Completing Hajj And 'Umrah,
And No More Than That
[3297] 441 - (1352) A1-'Alâ' bin
A1-HadramI said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: 'The
Muhâjir may stay in Makkah for
three (days) after completing
Iajj,' and it is as if he said: 'and
no more than that."
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[32981 442 - ( ... ) A]-'Ala' bin AlIladramI said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'The Muhâjir may
stay in Makkah, after completing
his Ijajj rituals, for three (days)."
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[3299] 443 - ( ... ) Al-'Ali' bin
A1-HadramI said: "I heard the
say: 'Three nights the
Prophet
Muhâjr may stay in Makkah,
after completing -Iajj."
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[3300] 444 - ( ... ) A1-'Alâ' bin
AI-HadramI narrated that the
Messenger of Allah
said: "The
Muhâjir may stay in Makkah,
after completing his Ijajj rituals,
for three (days)."
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[3301] (...) A similar HadIth (as
no. 3300) was narrated by Ibn
Juraij with this chain.
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Chapter 82. The Sanctity Of
Makkah And The Sanctity Of
Its Game, Grasses, Trees And
Lost Property, Except For The
One Who Announces It, Is
Forever
[33021 445 - (1353) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"The Messenger of Allah it said
on the Day of the Conquest of
Makkah: 'There is no Hijrah
(emigration), but there is Jihâd
and intention. And if you are
mobilized, then go forth.' And he
said on the day of the Conquest
of Makkah: 'This land was made
sacred by Allah the Day He
created the heavens and the
earth, so it is sacred by the
sanctity decreed by Allah until
the Day of Resurrection. It was
not permitted for anyone before
me to fight therein and it was
only permitted to me for part of
a day, and it is sacred by the
sanctity decreed by Allah until
the Day of Resurrection. Its
thorns are not to be cut, and its
game is not to be disturbed, and
its lost property is not to be
picked up, except by the one who
announces it, and its grasses are
not to be cut.' Al-'Abbâs said: '0
Messenger of Allah, except Id/zjçjjir
(a kind of grass), for it is used by
their blacksmiths and in their
houses.' He said: 'Except Idhjçjir."
[3303] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3302) was narrated by
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Mansflr with this chain, but he
did not mention: "The day He
created the heavens [and the
earth]." And instead of fighting,
he said: "killing". And he said:
"No one should pick up its lost
property except the one who
announces it."
[3304] 446 - (1354) It was
narrated from Abü Shuraih A]'AdawI that he said to 'Amr bin
Sa'eed - while he was sending
troops to Makkah: "0
commander, let me tell the
people of something that the
Messenger of Allah ij said on
the day following the Conquest
(of Makkah), that my ears heard
and my heart understood, and my
eyes saw him as he said it. He
praised and extolled Allah, then
he said: 'Makkah was declared
sacred by Allah and not by
people. It is not permissible for
any man who believes in Allah
and the Last Day to shed blood
therein or to cut down its trees. If
anyone seeks a concession based
on the fact that the Messenger of
Allah
fought therein, tell him
that Allah granted permission to
His Messenger but He did not
grant you permission. Rather I
was only given permission for
part of one day, and today its
sanctity has been restored as it
was before. Let those who are
present convey it to those who
are absent." It was said to Abü
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Shuraib: "What did 'Amr say to
you?" He said: "I know more
about that than you, 0 Abü
Shuraib. The sanctuary does not
give protection to one who is
disobedient, or to one who is
fleeing after shedding blood, or
one who is fleeing after
committing a theft."
[3305] 447 - (1355) Abfl
Hurairah said: "When Allah
enabled His Messenger to
conquer Makkah, he () stood
before the people and praised
and extolled Allah, then he said:
'Allah held the elephant back
from Makkah, and He caused
His Messenger and the believers
to prevail over it. It was not
permissible (to shed blood
therein) for anyone before me,
and it was only made permissible
to me for part of a day, and it
will never be permissible for
anyone after me. Its game is not
to be disturbed, its thorns are not
to be cut, and its lost property is
not permissible for anyone (to be
picked up) but the one who
announces it. If a person is killed
he (relative) has a choice: Either
to be given the blood money or to
have the killer killed in retaliation.'
Al-'Abbâs said: 'Except Ihjkhir, 0
Messenger of Allah, for we use it in
our graves and in our houses.' The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Except Idijçhir.' Abü Shah, a man
from Yemen, stood up and said:
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'Write it for me, 0 Messenger of
Allah.' The Messenger of Allah 4it
said: 'Write it for Abü Shah."
Al-WalId said: "I said to AlAwzâ'I: 'What did he mean:
"Write it for me, 0 Messenger of
Allah?" He said: 'This speech that
he heard from the Messenger of
Allah "

[33061 448 - (...) Abü Hurairah
said: "(The tribe of) Khuzâ'ah
killed a man from Banfl Laith in
the year when Makkah was
conquered, in retaliation for one
of their people whom they had
killed. The Messenger of Allah
was told about that, then he
rode on his mount and addressed
them, saying: 'Allah held the
elephant back from Makkah, and
He caused His Messengers and
the believers to prevail over it. It
was not permissible (to shed
blood therein) for anyone before
me and it is not permissible for
anyone after me; it was only
permitted to me for part of a day.
Now, at this very hour, it is
sacred; its thorns are not to be
cut, its trees are not to be cut
down and its lost property is not
to be picked up except by the one
who announces it. Anyone whose
(relative) has been killed has one
of two choices: Either he may be
given the Diyah or he may
retaliate.' A man from Yemen,
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who was called Abü Shah, came
to him and said: 'Write it for me,
O Messenger of Allah.' He said:
'Write it for Abil Shah.' A man
of the Quraih said: 'Except
Idhkhir, for we use it in our
houses and in our graves.' The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Except Idhkiiir."
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Chapter 83. The Prohibition Of
Carrying Weapons In Makkah
When There Is No Need For
That
[3307] 449 - (1356) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "I heard
the Prophet
say: 'It is not
permissible for any one of you to
carry a weapon in Makkah."

Chapter 84. It Is Permissible
To Enter Makkah Without
Ihrâm
[3308] 450 - (1357) It was
narrated from Yaiyâ - and this is
his wording: "I said to Mâlik: 'Did
Ibn Shihâb narrate to you from
Anas bin Mâlik that the Prophet
j entered Makkah in the Year of
the Conquest with a helmet on his
head, and when he took it off, a
man came to him and said: "Ibn
ISiatal is clinging to the cover of
the Ka'bah." He said: "Kill
him."-? [Mâlik] said: 'Yes."
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[3309] 451 - (1358) It was
narrated from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
A1-AnsârI that the Messenger of
entered Makkah Allah
Qutaibah said: he entered on the
Day of the Conquest of Makkah wearing a black turban and not in
Ihrâm.

[33101 ( ... ) It was narrated from
Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh that the
Prophet
entered Makkah on
the Day of the Conquest wearing
a black turban.

[3311] 452 - (1359) It was
narrated from Ja'far bin 'Amr bin
Huraith, from his father, that the
Messenger of Allah
addressed
the people wearing a black
turban.
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[3312] 453 - ( ... ) Ja'far bin 'Amr
bin Huraith narrated that his
father said: "It is as if I can see
the Messenger of Allah j on the
Minbar, wearing a black turban
with its edges hanging between
his shoulders." (In his narration)
Abü Bakr did not say: "On the
Minbar."

Chapter 85. The Virtue Of AlMadinah And The Prophet's
Prayer For It To Be Blessed.
Its Sanctity And The Sanctity
Of Its Game And Trees. The
Boundaries Of Its Sanctuary
[3313] 454 - (1360) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin Zaid
bin 'Aim that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "(Prophet) IbrâhIm
declared Makkah sacred and
supplicated for its people, and I
declare Al-Madinah sacred as
IbrâhIm declared Makkah sacred,
and I supplicated concerning its â'
and Mudd (units of measurement)
twice (the blessings) IbrâhIm
supplicated for the people of
Makkah."
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[3314] 455 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Amr bin Yayâ - A]-MãzinI
- with this chain (a HadIth similar
to no. 3313). As for the HadIth of
Wuhaib, it is like the report of
Ad-DarâwardI: "Twice the
supplication of IbrâhIm, peace
and blessings be upon him.' As
for Sulaimân bin Bilâl and
'Abdul-'AzIz bin A1-Mutâr, in
their report it says: "Like that for
which IbrâhIm supplicated."

[3315] 456 - (1361) It was
narrated that Râfi' bin IiiadIj
said: "The Messenger of Allah ç
said: 'IbrâhIm, peace and blessings
be upon him, declared Makkah
sacred, and I declare what is
between the two lava fields
sacred" - meaning A]-MadInah.

[3316] 457 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Nâfi' bin Jubair that
Marwân bin Al-Hakam addressed
the people, and he mentioned
Makkah and its people and its
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sanctity, but he did not mention
Al-Madinah and its people and
its sanctity. Râfi' bin Ihadlj
called out to him and said: "Why
do I hear you mention Makkah
and its people and its sanctity,
but you do not mention AlMadinah and its people and its
sanctity, when the Messenger of
Allah t declared what is
between its two lava fields
sacred? That is (recorded) with
us on a piece of KhawlânI
leather, if you wish I will read it
to you." He said: "Marwân
remained silent, then he said: 'I
heard some of that."

[3317] 458 - (1362) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "The
said: '(Prophet)
Prophet
Ibrâhim declared Makkah sacred,
and I declare Al-Madinah
between the two lava fields to be
sacred; its thorny shrubs are not
to be cut down and its game is
not to be hunted."

[3318] 459 - (1363) 'Amir bin
Sa'd narrated that his father said:
"The Messenger of Allah ç said:
'I declare sacred what is between
the two lava fields of AlMadinah, (and I forbid) cutting
of its thorny shrubs or killing of
its game.' And he said: 'Al-
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Madinah is better for them, if
only they knew. No one leaves it
out of dislike for it but Allah will
put someone better than him in
his place, and no one stands firm
despite its hardships and
difficulties, but I will intercede
for him, or be a witness for him,
on the Day of Resurrection."

[3319] 460 - ( ... ) 'Amir bin Sa'd
bin AbI Waqqas narrated from
his father that the Messenger of
Allah t said... then he
mentioned a HadIth like that of
Ibn Numair (no. 3318), and he
added: "No one intends ill
towards the people of AlMadinah but Allah will melt him
in the Fire like lead, or like salt,
dissolving in water."

[3320] 461 - (1346) It was
narrated from 'Amir bin Sa'd that
Sa'd rode to his fortress in Al'AqIq, where he found a slave
cutting down a tree or hitting it
to make its leaves fall, and he
stripped him of his belongings.
When Sa'd came back, the
owners of that slave came to him
and asked him to return to their
slave, or to them, what he had
taken from him. He said: "Allah
forbid that I should return
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something that the Messenger of
Allah
granted to me as booty"
and he refused to return it to
them.

[3321] 462 - (1365) Anas bin
Mâlik said: "The Messenger of
Ailâii
said to Abü Talbah:
'Find me one of your boys serve
me.' So Abü Talbah took to me
with him and made me sit behind
him, and I served the Messenger
of Allah
every time he
dismounted." And he said in the
HadIth: "Then he came, and
when he could see Uhud, he said:
'This mountain loves us and ie
love it.' When he came close to
Al-MadInah he said: '0 Allah, I
declare sacred what is between its
two mountains as (Prophet)
IbrâhIm, peace and blessings be
upon him, declared Makkah
sacred. 0 Allah, bless them in
their Mudd and Sâ'."

[tlio ro.
[3322] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3321) was narrated from
Anas bin Mâlik, from the
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Prophet , except that he said:
"I declare sacred what is between
the two lava fields."

[33231 463 - (1366) 'Asim said:
"I said to Anas bin Mâlik: 'Did
the Messenger of Allah
declare AI-MadInah sacred?' He
said: 'Yes, what is between suchand-such, and such-and-such.
And whoever introduces any
Had4Lht11 in it' - He said: "Then
he said to me: 'This is a serious
matter: "Whoever introduces any
HadaLh in it, upon him be the
curse of Allah, the Angels and all
the people, and on the Day of
Resurrection Allah will not
accept from him any Sarf nor
'Adl."121 Ibn Anas said: "Or
(anyone) who grants refuge to a
Muhdtth."131
[3324] 464 - (1367) 'Asim AlAhwal said: "I asked Anas: 'Did
the Messenger of Allah
declare Al-Madinah sacred?' He
said: 'Yes, it is sacred and its
grass is not to be cut. Whoever
does that, upon him be the curse
of Allah, the Angels and all the
people."
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Meaning any evil or any innovation, be it in custom, practice or religion.
121 They say that these two words mean the obligatory and voluntary; or the voluntary and
the obligatory; or repentance and just behavior.
[31 The one who does the Hadath.
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[3325] 465 - (1368) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that the Messenger of Allah
said: "0 Allah, bless them in
their weights and measures, bless
them in their Sa', bless them in
their Mudd."

[3326] 466 - (1269) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "The Messenger of Allah ç
said: '0 Allah, give Al-Madinah
twice the blessings of Makkah."

[3327] 467 - (1370) It was
narrated from IbrâhIm At-TaimI
that his father said: "Alî bin AbI
Tâlib addressed us and said:
'Whoever claims that we have
something that we recite apart
from the Book of Allah and this
SahIfah' - a document that was
hanging from the sheath of his
sword - 'is lying. In it are the ages
of camels and rulings concerning
(the compansation for) injuries,
and in it the Prophet
said: A]Madinah is sacred, the area
between 'Ayr and Thawr.
Whoever introduces any Ijadath
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or gives refuge to a Muidijji,
upon him will be the curse of
Allah, the Angels and all the
people, and on the Day of
Resurrection Allah will not
accept any Sarf nor 'Adl from
him. Protection granted by one
Muslim is binding upon all of
them, and may be given by the
humblest of them. Whoever
claims to belong to someone
other than his father or to belong
to someone other than his
Maw!a, upon him be the curse of
Allah, the Angels and all the
people, and on the Day of
Resurrection Allah will not
accept any arf nor 'Adl from
him."
The Hadith of Abü Bakr and
Zuhair ends with the words, "and
may be given by the humblest of
them" and in their HadIth it does
not mention: "hanging from the
sheath of his sword."
[3328] 468 - (...) A HadIth
similar to that of AN Kuraib
(no. 3327) from Abü Mu'âwiyah,
was narrated by A]-A'mash until
its end, with this chain, and he
added: (The Prophet $ said:)
"Whoever breaks the covenant of
a Muslim, upon him be the curse
of Allah, the Angels and all the
people, and on the Day of
Resurrection Allah will not
accept any 5arf nor 'Adi from
him." But in their HadIth it does
not mention: "Whoever claims to
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belong to anyone other than his
father." And in the HadIth of
WakI' it does not mention the
Day of Resurrection.
[33291 ( ... ) A HadIth similar to
that of Ibn Mushir and WakI'
(no. 3328) was narrated by AlA'mah with this chain, except
the phrase "Whoever claims to
belong to someone other than his
Mawla" and the mention of the
curse that is upon him.

[33301 469 - (1371) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "AlMadinah is sacred, and whoever
introduces any Ijadath in it or
grants refuge to Mufd, upon
him be the curse of Allah, the
Angels and all the people, and on
the Day of Resurrection Allah
will not accept any 'Adi nor $arf
from him."

[3331} 470 - ( ... ) A similar
report (as no. 3330) was narrated
from Al-A'mash with this chain,
but he did not say "the Day of
Resurrection." And he added:
(The
Prophet
said:)
il
"Protection granted by one
Muslim is binding upon all of
them, and may be given by the
humblest of them. Whoever
breaks the covenant of a Muslim,
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upon him be the curse of Allah,
the Angels and all the people,
and on the Day of Resurrection
Allah will not accept any 'Ad! nor
Sarf from him."
[3332] 471 - (1372) It was
narrated that AN Hurairah used
to say: "If I saw gazelles grazing
in Al-Madinah I would not
disturb them. The Messenger of
Allah ç said: 'The area between
its two lava fields is a sanctuary."
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[3333] 472 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah ii, declared
what is between the two lava
fields of Al-Madinah sacred."
Abfl Hurairah said: "If I found
gazelles between the two lava
fields, I would not disturb them."
And he made twelve miles
around Al-Madinah a Hima
(sanctuary).

[3334] 473 - (1373) It was
narrated from Abfl Hurairah that
he said: "When the people saw
the first fruits (of the season),
they would bring them to the
Prophet
, and when the
Messenger of Allah took them
he said: '0 Allah, bless us in our
produce, bless us in our city,
bless us in our Sâ' and bless us in

;
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our Mudd. 0 Allah, IbrâhIm,
peace and blessings be upon him,
was Your slave, Your Close
Friend and Your Prophet, and I
am Your slave and Your
Prophet. He supplicated to You
for Makkah and I supplicate to
You for Al-Madinah as he
supplicated to You for Makkah,
and the same again.' Then he
would call the youngest child and
give him that fruit."
[3335] 474 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that (the
season's) the first fruit would be
brought to the Messenger of
Allah
and he would say: "0
Allah, bless us in our city and in
our produce, and in our Mudd
and in our 'â', blessing upon
blessing." Then he would give it
to the youngest of the children
present.

Ø - (A

Chapter 86. Encouragement To
Live In A]-Madinah And To Be
Patient In Bearing Its Distress
And Hardships
[3336] 475 - (1374) It was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed, the
freed slave of Al-Mahri, that he
experienced distress and hardship
in Al-Madinah. He came to Abü
Sa'eed A1-Khudri and said to
him: "I have many dependents
and we are experiencing
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hardship, so I want to move my
family to a rural area." Abü
Sa'eed said: "Do not do that; stay
in Al-Madinah, for we went out
with the Messenger of Allah ç"
- I think he said - "until we
reached 'Usfân, where he stayed
for several nights. The people
said: 'By Allah, we are not doing
anything here, and our families
are left behind with no
protection.' News of that reached
the Prophet
and he said:
'What is this that I have heard of
what you are saying?" - I do not
know how he said it: "by the
One by Whom I swear," or "by
the One in Whose Hand is my
soul" - "I was thinking," or "if
you wish" - I am not sure which
of them he said - "I will order
that my she-camel be prepared
and I would let her keep going
until I come to A]-Madinah.' And
he said: '0 Allah! IbrâhIm, peace
and blessings be upon him,
declared Makkah sacred and
made it a sanctuary. I declare A]Madinah sacred, the area
between its two mountains is a
sanctuary. No blood is to be shed
therein and no weapons are to be
carried for fighting, and the
leaves are not to be shaken from
its trees, except for fodder. 0
Allah, bless us in our city. 0
Allah, bless us in our Sâ'. 0
Allah, bless us in our Mudd. 0
Allah, bless us in our Sâ'. 0
Allah, bless us in our Mudd. 0
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Allah, bless us in our city. To each
blessing add two more. By the
One in Whose Hand is my soul,
there is no mountain pass nor
road around A]-Madinah but
there are two Angels standing
guard over it, until you return to
it.' Then he said to the people:
'Move on,' so we moved on and
we came to Al-Madinah. By the
One by Whom we swear," or "by
Whom oaths are sworn" Hammâd (a narrator) was not
sure - "hardly had we put down
our saddles after entering AlMadinah but Banü 'Abdullâh bin
'Ghatafân attacked us, and they
had no reason to have attacked
before that."
[3337] 476 - (...) It was narrated
from Abfl Sa'eed A]-KhudrI that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"0 Allah, bless us in our Mudd
and â', and to each blessing add
two more."

[33381 ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3337) was narrated from
Yayâ bin AbI KaijiIr with this
chain.
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[3339] 477 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ahü S'eed, the freed slave
of Al-MahrI, that he came to Abü
Sa'eed Al-Iudri during the nights
of A1-Harrah, when he consulted
him about leaving Al-Madinah,
complaining to him about its prices
and his large number of
dependents, and telling him that he
could not bear the hardships and
difficulties of Al-Madinah. He said
to him: "Woe to you! I do not
advise you to do that. I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: 'No
one bears its hardships with
patience and dies, but I will
intercede for him, or, I will be a
witness for him, on the Day of
Resurrection, if he is Muslim."
[3340] 478 - ( ... ) 'AbdurRahmân narrated from his father
Abü Sa'eed, that he heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: "I
declare sacred what is between
the two lava fields of A]-Madinah
as (Prophet) Ibrâhim declared
Makkah sacred."
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[3341] 479 - (1375) It was
narrated that Sahl bin Hunaif
said: "The Messenger of Allah jW,
pointed with his hand towards
A.1-Madinah and said: 'It is a
secure sanctuary."

[3342] 480 - (1376) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "We
came to A]-Madinah and it was
filled with an epidemic. Abü Bakr
fell sick and Bilâl fell sick. When
the Messenger of Allah
saw
that his Companions were getting
sick, he said: '0 Allah, make AlMadinah dear to us as you made
Makkah dear, and more so.
Make it healthy and bless us in
its â' and Mudd, and transfer its
fever to Al-Juhfah."

[3343] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3342) was narrated from
Hishâm bin 'Urwah with this
chain.
[3344] 481 - (1377) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Umar said: "I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: 'Whoever bears its MadInah's
hardship with patience, I will
intercede for him, or will be a
witness for him, on the Day of
Resurrection."
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[3345] 482 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Yuhannis, the freed slave of
Az-Zubair, that he was sitting
with 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar during
the Fztnah (turmoil), and a freed
slave woman of his came to him
and greeted him with Saldm, then
she said: "I want to leave, 0 Abü
'Abdur-Rahmân, for times are
too hard for us." 'Abdullâh said:
"Stay here, 0 foolish one! 11 I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: 'No one bears its hardship
and difficulties with patience but
I will be a witness, or will
intercede, for him on the Day of
Resurrection."'
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[33461 483 - (...) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar said: "I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: 'Whoever bears its (MadInah's)
hardship and difficulties with
patience, I will be a witness for him,
or will intercede for him, on the
Day of Resurrection," referring to
Al-Madinah.

[3347] 484 - (1378) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah ii said:
"No one of my Ummah bears the
hardship and distress of AlMadInah with patience, but I will
[11
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The word Lakâ' is used to show love and affection and not it's apparent meaning. His
advice to her is one of what comes from a person of goodwill to the other.
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intercede for him on the Day of
Resurrection," or "I will bear
witness."
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[3348] ( ... ) Abü 'Abdullâh A]Qarrâz said: "I heard Abfl
Hurairah say: 'The Messenger of
Allah
said:..." a similar HadIth
(as no. 3347).
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[3349] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Hurairah said: "The Messenger
of Allah ç said: 'No one bears the
hardships of AI-Madinah with
patience..." a similar Ijadilli (as
no. 3347).

Chapter 87. Al-Madinah Is
Protected Against The Plague
And The Dajjâl Entering It
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[3350] 485 - (1379) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'On the roads leading to AlMadinah there are Angels and
neither the plague nor the Dajjâl
will enter it."
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[3351] 486 - (1380) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah jNg said:
"The Dajjâl will come from the
east, heading for Al-Madinah,
until he camps behind Ubud.
Then the Angels will turn his
face towards Ash-Sham, and
there he will perish."
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Chapter 88. Al-Madinah
Eliminates Its Dross And It Is
Also Called Tâbah, And Taibah
[3352] 487 - (1381) It was
narrated from AN Hurairah that
said:
the Messenger of Allah
"There will come a time when a
man will call his paternal cousin
and his relative, saying: 'Come to
a life of ease, come to a life of
ease,' but Al-Madinah is better
for them, if only they knew. By
the One in Whose Hand is my
soul, no one of them depart- out
of dislike for it, but Allah will
replace him therein with one who
is better than him. Verily AlMadinah is like a bellows: It
eliminates dross. The Hour will
not begin until Al-Madinah
eliminates its evil ones as the
bellows eliminate the impurities
of iron."
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[3353] 488 - (1382) Abü
Hurairah said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'I have been
enjoined (to go to) a town which
supercedes other towns. They say
"Yaihrib," but it is Al-Madinah.
It purifies people as the bellows
eliminate the impurities of iron."
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[3354] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Yahyâ bin Sa'eed with this chain
(a HadItj similar to no. 3353),
and they [the narrators] said: "as
the bellows eliminate impurities,"
but they did not mention iron.
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[3355] 489
(1383) It was
narrated from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
that a Bedouin pledged allegiance
to the Messenger of Allah
then
the Bedouin suffered a severe
fever in Al-Madinah. He came to
the Prophet jW and said: "0
Muhammad, cancel my oath of
allegiance," but the Prophet
refused to do so. He came (a
second time and) said: "0
Muhammad, cancel my oath of
allegiance," but the Messenger of
Allah refused to do so. Then he
came to him (a third time) and
-
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said: "Cancel my oath of
allegiance," but he refused. Then
he came to him (another time) and
said: "0 Muhammad, cancel my
oath of allegiance," but he
refused. The Bedouin departed
(left Al-Madinah) and the
Messenger of Allah
said: "AlMadinah is like a bellows, it
eliminates its impurities and
purifies what is good."
[3356] 490 - (1384) It was
narrated from Zaid bin Thâbit
that the Prophet
said: "It meaning Al-Madinah - is Taibah
and it eliminates impurities as
fire eliminates the impurities of
silver."

[3357] 491 - (1385) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin Samurah
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah
say: 'Allah [Most High]
called Al-Madinah Tabah."

Chapter 89. The Prohibition Of
Wishing Ill Towards The
People Of Al-Madinah, And
That The One Who Wishes
Them Ill Will Be Caused To
Melt By Allah
[3358] 492 - (1386) It was
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narrated that Abü 'Abdullâh AlQarrâz said: "I bear witness that
Abfl Hurairah said: 'Abfl AlQâsim
said: "Whoever wishes
ill towards the people of this
city" - meaning Al-Madinah "Allah will cause him to melt like
salt dissolving in water."

[3359] 493 - ( ... ) ' Amr bin
Yayâ bin 'Umârah narrated that
he heard Al-Qarrâz - who was
one of the companions of Abil
Hurairah - say that he heard Abü
Hurairah say: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'Whoever wishes
ill towards its people' - meaning
Al-Madinah - 'Allah will cause
him to melt like salt dissolving in
water."

[3360] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3359) was narrated from Abü
'Abdullâh AI-Qarrâz (He said)
that Abü Hurairah heard it from
the Prophet .
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(1387) DInâr Al[33611 494
Qarrâz said: "I heard Sa'd bin
AbI Waqqâ say: 'The Messenger
of Allah jW, said: Whoever wishes
ill towards the people of AlMadinah, Allah will cause him to
melt like salt dissolving in
water."

[3362] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü 'Abdullâh Al-Qarrãz that he
heard Sa'd bin Mâlik say: "The
Messenger of Allah ç said..." a
similar report (as no. 3361),
except that he said: "Whoever
wishes a calamity or wishes ill to
the people of A1-MadInah."

[3363] 495 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü 'Abdullâh Al-Qarrâz
said: I heard Abil Hurairah and
Sa'd say: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: '0 Allah, bless the
people of A.1-Madinah in their
Mudd," and he quoted the
HadIth, in which he said:
"Whoever wishes ill towards its
people, Allah will melt him like
salt dissolving in water."
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Chapter 90. Encouraging
People To Stay In Al-Madinah
When The Regions Were
Conquered
[3364] 496 - (1388) It was
narrated that Sufyân bin AbI
Zuhair said: "The Messenger of
Allah jik said: 'Ash-Sham will be
conquered and some people will
go out from A]-Madinah with
their families, driving their
livestock, but Al-Madinah is better
for them, if only they knew. Then
Yemen will be conquered, and
some people will go out from AlMadInah with their families,
driving their livestock, but AlMadinah is better for them, if only
they knew. Then Al-'Irâq will be
conquered, and some people will
go out from A]-Madinah with their
families, driving their livestock, but
A]-Madinah is better for them, if
only they knew."
[3365] 497 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Sufyân bin AbI Zuhair said:
"I heard the Messenger of Allah
say: 'Yemen will be conquered
and some people will come,
driving their livestock; they will
bring their families and those
who obey them, but A]-Madinah
is better for them, if only they
knew. Then Ash-Sham will be
conquered and some people will
come, driving their livestock; they
will bring their families and those
who obey them, but Al-Madinah
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is better for them, if only they
knew. Then Al-'Irâq will be
conquered and some people will
come, driving their livestock; they
will bring their families and those
who obey them, but Al-Madinah is
better for them, if only they knew."
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Chapter 91. The Prophet
Foretold That The People Will
Abandon Al-Madinah When It
Is The Best It Ever Was
[3366] 498 - (1389) It was
narrated from Sa'eed bin AlMüsâyyab that he heard Abü
Hurairah say: "The Messenger of
Allah
said of A1-MadInah: 'Its
people will abandon it when it is
the best it ever was, and it will be
taken over by wild animals and
birds."
Muslim said: This Abü Safwan
(one of the narrators) is
'Abdullâh bin 'Abdul-Malik, an
orphan who lived under the care
of Ibn Juraij for ten years.
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[3367] 499 - ( ... ) Sa'eed bin A]Müsâyyab narrated that Abü
Hurairah said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: 'They
will leave Al-Madinah when it is
the best it ever was, and nothing
will live there but wild animals
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and birds. Then two shepherds
will come from Muzainah,
heading for A]-Madinah, tending
their flocks, and they will find it
desolate, then when they reach
Thaniyyat Al-Wadâ', they will fall
down on their faces."

Chapter 92. The Virtue Of The
Area Between The Prophet's
Grave And His Minbar, And
The Virtue Of The Spot Where
His Minbar Is
[3368] 500 - (1390) It was
narrated from 'Abdulláh bin Zaid
A]-MâzinI that the Messenger of
Allah 0, said: "The area between
my house and my Minbar is one
of the gardens of Paradise."

[3369] 501 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin Zaid AlAnsârI that he heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: "The
area between my Minbar and my
house is one of the gardens of
Paradise."

[3370] 501 - (1391) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
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the Messenger of Allah
said:
"The area between my house and
my Minbar is one of the gardens
of Paradise, and my Minbar is
upon my cistern (Iawa)."

Chapter 93. The Virtue Of
Uhud
[3371] 503 - (1392) It was
narrated that Abü Humaid said:
"We set out with the Messenger
of Allah
on the campaign of
Tâbük..." and he quoted the
Had/j, in which he said: "Then
we came to the valley of AlQura, and the Messenger of
Allah
said: "I am hastening,
so whoever among you wants to,
let him hasten with me, and
whoever among you wants to, let
him proceed slowly." Then we
went out until we looked out
over Al-Madinah and he said:
"This is Tâbah, and this is Uhud;
it is a mountain that loves us and
we love it."
[3372] 504 - (1393) Anas bin
Mâlik said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'Uhud is a
mountain that loves us and we
love it."
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[3373] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Anas said: "The Messenger of
Allah
looked towards Uhud
and said: 'Uhud is a mountain
that loves us and we love it."
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Chapter 94. The Virtue Of
Praying In The Masâjid Of
Makkah And AI-MadInah
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[3376] 507 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abfl Salamah bin 'AbdurRahmân and Abü 'Abdullâh A]-
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[3374] 505 - (1394) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "One prayer
in this Masjid of mine is better
than a thousand prayers
anywhere else, except Al-Masjid
Al-Ha ram."

[3375] 506 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah iI% said: 'One
prayer in this Masjid of mine is
better than a thousand prayers in
any other Masjid, except AlMasjid Al-Harâm."
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Agharr, the freed slave of the
Juhanis - who were companions
of Abü Hurairah - that they
heard AN Hurairah say: "One
prayer in the Masjid of the
is better
Messenger of Allah
than a thousand prayers, in any
other Masjid, except Al-Masjid
Al-Harâm, and the Messenger of
is the last of the
Allah
Prophets, and his Masjid is the
last of the Masâjid."
Abü Salamah and Abü 'AbdurRahmân said: "We did not doubt
that Abü Hurairah was narrating
the words of the Messenger of
Allah , and this kept us from
asking him for proof of that
HadIth. Then when Abü
Hurairah died, we discussed that
and blamed one another for not
speaking to Abü Hurairah about
that, so that he could have
attributed it to the Messenger of
Allah
if he heard it from him.
While we were like that,
'Abdullâh bin IbrâhIm bin Qâriz
sat down with us and we told him
this HadIth and how we had
neglected to ascertain whether
Abü Hurairah was narrating it
directly from the Prophet
.
'Abdullâh bin IbrâhIm bin Qâriz
said to us: 'I bear witness that I
heard Abü Hurairah say: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'I
am the last of the Prophets and
my Masjid is the last of the
Masâjid."
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[3377] 508 - ( ... ) Yahyâ bin
Sa'eed said: "I asked Abü Sâlih:
'Did you hear Abü Hurairah
mention the virtue of praying in
the Masjid of the Messenger of
Allah
?' He said: 'No, but
'Abdullâh bin IbrâhIm bin Qâriz
told me that he heard Abü
Hurairah narrating that the
Messenger of Allah
said: "One
prayer in this Masjid of mine is
better than a thousand prayers" or "it is like a thousand prayers - in
any other Masjid, unless it is AlMasjidAl-I-Iarâm."

[3378] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Yahyâ bin Sa'eed with this chain
(a Haditli similar to no. 3377).

[3379] 509 - (1395) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar, may
Allah be pleased with them, that
the Prophet
said: "One prayer
in this Masjid of mine is better
than a thousand prayers offered
anywhere else except Al-Masjid
Al-Harâm."

[3380] (...) It was narrated from
'Ubaidullâh with this chain (a
HadIth similar to no. 3379).
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[3381] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Ibn 'Umar said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah jgo say
something similar (to IIadith no
3379)."
[3382] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3379) was narrated from Ibn
'Umar, from the Prophet .
[3383] 510 - (1396) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "A
woman fell sick and said: 'If
Allah heals me, I will certainly go
and pray in Bayt Al-Ma qdis
(Jerusalem).' She recovered, then
she made preparations to set out.
She came to Maimünah, the wife
of the Prophet Q5,, to greet her,
and told her about that. Maimünah
said to her: 'Stay here and eat what
you have prepared) and pray in
the Masjid of the Messenger , for
I heard the Messenger of Allah
say: One prayer therein is better
than a thousand prayers offered in
any other Masjid, except the
Masjid of the Ka'bah."

[1]

For the journey.
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Chapter 95. The Virtue Of The
Three Masâjid
[3384] 511 - (1397) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet jW, said: "No journey
should be undertaken to visit any
Masjid but three: This Masjid of
mine, A1-Masjid Al-Harâm and
Al-Masjid Al-Aqca."

(So
(rSv)-O I
Lç

(...)— O 1 Y [rrAo]

[3385] 512 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Az-Zuhri with this chain (a
IjadIth similar to no. 3384),
except that he said: "Undertake
journeys to visit three Masâjid."

:Z

5

[33861 513 - ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
narrated that the Messenger of
Allah 00, said: "Journeys should
only be made to three Masâjid:
The Masjid of the Ka'bah, my
Masjid and the Masjid of Iliyâ'
(Jerusalem)."

[rrAt]
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Chapter 96. The Masjid Whose
Foundation Was Founded
Upon Piety Is The Masjid Of
The Prophet In Al-Madinah
[3387] 514 - (1398) Abü
Salamah bin 'Abdur-Rahmân
said: "Abdur-Rahmân bin AbI
Sa'eed A1-judrI passed by me,
and I said to him: What did your
father say about the Masjid
whose foundation was laid upon
piety? He said: My father said: "I
entered upon the Messenger of
Allah
in the house of one of
his wives and I said: '0
Messenger of Allah, which of the
two Masâjid is the Masjid whose
foundation was laid upon piety?'
He picked up a handful of
pebbles then he threw them on
the ground and said: 'It is this
Masjid of yours' - referring to the
Masjid of Al-Madinah. I said: 'I
bear witness that I heard your
father saying that."

[3388] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3387) was narrated from Abü
Sa'eed from the Prophet , but
'Abdur-Rahmân bin AbI Sa'eed is
not mentioned in the chain.
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Chapter 97. The Virtue Of The
Masfid Of Qubli', And The
Virtue Of Fraying Therein And
Visiting It
[3389] 515 - (1399) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah
used to
visit Qubâ', riding and walking.

[3390] 516 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Messenger of Allah used to go
to the Masjid of Qubâ', riding
and walking, and pray two Rak'ah
there."
Abü Bakr said in his report:
"Ibn Numair said: 'And he would
pray two Rak'ah there."

[3391] 517 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah used to go
to Qubâ', riding and walking.

[3392] (...) A Had ith like that of
Yaiyâ Al-Qattân (no. 3391) was
narrated from Nâfi', from Ibn
'Umar, from the Prophet .
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133931 518 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar that
used
the Messenger of Allah
to go to Qubâ', riding and walking.

[3394] 519 - (...) 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar said: "The Messenger of
Allah
used to go to Qubâ',
riding and walking."

[3395] 520 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin DInâr that
Ibn 'Umar used to go to Qubâ'
every Saturday and he used to
going
say: "I saw the Prophet
there every Saturday."

[3396] 521 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar that
the Messenger of Allah
used
to go to Qubâ', meaning every
Saturday. He used to go riding
and walking.
Ibn DInâr said: "And Ibn 'Umar
used to do that."
[3397] 522 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn DInâr with this chain (a
Hadith similar to no. 3396), but he
did not mention every Saturday.
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In the Name of Allah, the Most
Beneficent, the Most Merciful

16. The Book Of
Marriage
Chapter 1. Marriage Is
Recommended For The One
Who Desires It And Can Afford
It, And The One Who Cannot
Afford It Should Distract
Himself By Fasting
[3398] 1 - (1400) It was
narrated that 'Alqamah said: "I
was walking with 'Abdullâh in
Mini when he was met by
'Uthmân. He stood and talked
with him and 'Uthmân said to
him: '0 Abü 'Abdur-Rahmân,
shall we not marry you to a
young girl who can remind you of
times past?' 'Abdullâh said: 'If
that is what you are telling me,
(let me tell you that) the
said to us:
Messenger of Allah
O young men, whoever among
you can afford it, let him get
married, for it is more effective
in lowering the gaze and guarding
one's chastity. And whoever
cannot afford it should fast, for it
will be a shield for him."
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[3399] 2 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Alqamah said: "I was
walking with 'Abdullâh bin
Mas'üd in Minâ when he was met
by 'Uihmân bin 'Affân who said:
'Come here, 0 Abü 'AbdurRahmân.' He took him aside, and
when 'Abdullâh saw that there
was no need for that, he said to
me: 'Come here, 0 'Alqamah.'
So I came. 'Uthmân said to him:
'Shall we not marry you, 0 Abü
'Abdur-Rahmân, to a young
virgin hoping that you might
regain some of that which you
had in the past?' 'Abdullâh said:
'If you are telling me that..." and
he mentioned a HadIth similar to
that of Abü Mu'âwiyah (no.
3398).
[3400] 3 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said: The
Messenger of Allah
said to us:
"0 young men, whoever among
you can afford it, let him get
married, for it is more effective
in lowering the gaze and guarding
one's chastity. And whoever
cannot afford it, let him fast, for
it will be a shield for him."

[3401] 4 - (...) It was narrated
that 'Abdur-Rahmân bin YazId
said: "My paternal uncle
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'Alqamah, Al-Aswad and I
entered upon 'Abdullâh bin
Mas'üd who said: 'I was a young
man in those days,' and he
narrated a HadIth which he
seemed to narrate for my sake.
He said: 'The Messenger of Allah
j4 said..." a HadIth like that of
Abü Mu'âwiyah (no. 3398), and
he added: "It was not long
before I got married."

[3402] ( ... ) It was narrated that
'Abdullâh said: "We entered
upon him and I was the youngest
of the people..." a Hadith like
theirs (no. 3401), but he did not
mention (the phrase): "It was not
long before I got married."

[3403] 5 - (1401) It was
narrated from Anas that a group
of Companions of the Prophet
asked the wives of the Prophet
ii about what he did in private.
One of them said: "I will not
marry women." Another said: "I
will not eat meat." Another said:
"I will not sleep in a bed." He
(the Prophet ç) praised and
extolled Allah, then he said:
'What is the matter with people
who say such and such? I pray
and I sleep, I fast and I break the
fast, and I marry women.
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Whoever turns away from my
Sunnah is not of me."

[3404] 6 - (1402) It was
narrated that Sa'd bin Abi
Waqqâ said: "The Messenger of
Allah ; forbade 'Uihmân bin
Maz'ün to be celibate. If he had
given him permission, we would
have gotten ourselves castrated."

[3405] 7 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Sa'eed bin Al-MiIsâyyab
said: "I heard Sa'd say: 'He
forbade 'Uthmân bin Maz'ün to
be celibate. If he had given him
permission, we would have gotten
ourselves castrated."

[3406] 8 - ( ... ) Sa'Id bin AlMüsâyyab narrated that he heard
Sa'd bin AbI Waqqâ say:
"Uthmân bin Maz'ün wanted to
be celibate, but the Messenger of
Allah j told him not to. If he
had allowed him to do that, we
would have gotten ourselves
castrated."
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Chapter 2. Recommendation
To The One Who Sees A
Woman And Is Attracted To
Her, To Go To His Wife Or
Slave Woman And Have
Intercourse With Her
[3407] 9 - (1403) It was
narrated from Jâbir that the
Messenger of Allah
saw a
woman, then he came to his wife
Zainab who was tanning a
leather, and fulfilled his desire,
then he went out to his
Companions and said: "A woman
comes in the form of a devil and
goes in the form of a devil. If one
of you sees a woman, let him go
to his wife, for that will repel
what he feels in his heart."

[3408] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh that the
Prophet
saw a woman... and
he mentioned a similar report (as
no. 3407), except that he said:
"He came to his wife Zainab who
was tanning a leather," and he
did not mention (the phrase):
"And goes in the form of a
devil."
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[3409] 10 - ( ... ) Jâbir said: "I
heard the Prophet iJ say: 'If one
of you likes a woman and feels
attracted to her, let him go to his
wife and have intercourse with
her, for that will repel what is in
his heart."

Chapter 3. Mut'ah Marriage: It
Was Permitted Then
Abrogated, Then Permitted
Then Abrogated, And It Will
Remain Forbidden Until The
Day Of Resurrection
[3410] 11 - (1404) 'Abdullâh
said: "We were on a campaign
with the Messenger of Allah ,
and we had no women with us.
We said: 'Why don't we get
ourselves castrated?' But he
forbade us to do that, then he
granted us a concession allowing
us to many women in return for
a garment, for a set period of
time." Then 'Abdullâh recited
the verse: "0 you who believe!
Make not unlawful the Tayyibât
(all that is good as regards foods,
things, deeds, beliefs, persons)
which Allah has made lawful to
you, and transgress not. Verily,
Allah does not like the
transgressors." Ill
A1-Mâ'idah 5:87.
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[3411] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3410) narrated from Ismâ'Il
bin AbI Khilid with this chain,
and he said: "Then he recited
this verse to us," and he did not
say: "Abdullâh recited."

[3412] 12 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ismâ'II with this chain (a
HadIth similar to no. 3410). He said:
"When we were young men, we
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, should
we not get ourselves castrated?"
And he did not mention: "We were
on a campaign."
[3413] 13 - (1405) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
and Salamah bin Al-Akwâ' said:
"The caller of the Messenger of
Allah
came out to us and said:
'The Messenger of Allah
has
given you permission to enter
into Mut'ah marriages with
women."

[3414] 14 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Salamah bin A]-Akw5' and
Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh that the
Messenger of Allah
came to
us and gave us permission for
Mut'ah.
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[3415] 15 - ( ... ) 'Atâ' said:
"Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh came for
'Umrah and we went to him
where he was staying, and the
people asked him about various
things. Then they mentioned
Mut'ah and he said: 'Yes, we
engaged in Mut'ah at the time of
the Messenger of Allah , Abü
Bakr and 'Umar."
[3416] 16 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "We used to
engage in Mut'ah in exchange for
a handful of dates or flour, for
several days, at the time of the
Messenger of Allah
and Abü
Bakr, until 'Umar forbade it in
the case of 'Amr bin Huraift."

[3417] 17 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Nadrah said: "I was
with Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh when
someone came to him and said:
'Ibn 'Abbâs and Ibn Az-Zubair
disagreed concerning the two
Mut'ah.' 11 Jâbir said: 'We did
them both at the time of the
Messenger of Allah go,, then
'Umar forbade us to do them,
and we did not do them again."

Meaning, Tamattu' in Hajj and Mut'ah marriage.
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[3418] 18 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Iyâs bin Salamah that his
father said: "During the year of
Awtâs, the Messenger of Allah
jW granted a concession allowing
Mut'ah three,'] then he forbade
it."

[3419] 19 - (1406) It was
narrated from Ar-RabI' bin
Sabrah Al-JuhanI that his father
said: "The Messenger of Allah ç
gave us permission for Mut'ah, so
I went with another man to a
woman of Banü 'Amir, who was
like a young long-necked camel,
and we proposed to her. She
said: 'What will you give me?' I
said: 'My Ridâ'.' My companion
said: 'My Ridâ'.' My companion's
Ridâ' was better than mine, but I
was younger than him. When she
looked at my companion's Ridâ'
she liked it, and when she looked
at me she liked me. Then she
said: 'You and your Ridâ' are
sufficient for me.' I stayed with
her for three (days), then the
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whoever has any of these
women with him, with whom he
has engaged in Mut'ah, he should
let her go."

[1]

Times or days.
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[3420] 20 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ar-RabI' bin Sabrah that his
father went out with the
Messenger of Allah j& to
conquer Makkah. He said: "We
stayed there for fifteen - thirty
between night and day - and the
Messenger of Allah 0, gave us
permission to engage in Mut'ah
marriages with women. I went
out with a man from among my
people, and I had an advantage
over him in terms of good looks,
as he was almost ugly. Each of us
had a Burd. But my Burd was
worn out whereas the Burd of my
cousin was quite new. When we
reached the lower part of
Makkah, or the upper part, we
were met by a girl like a longnecked young camel. We said:
'Will you let one of us engage in
Mut'ah with you?' She said:
'What will you give me?' Each of
us spread out his Burd and she
started looking at the two men,
and my companion saw her
turning away from him. He said:
'This man's cloak is worn out but
my cloak is quite new.' She said:
'There is nothing wrong with his
cloak,' (she said this) three times
or two times. Then I engaged in
Mut'ah with her, and I did not
come out until the Messenger of
Allah ç forbade it."
[3421] ( ... ) Ar-RabI' bin Sabrah
Al-JuhanI narrated that his father
said: "We went out with the
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Messenger of Allah
to
Makkah during the Year of the
Conquest..." and he mentioned a
HadIth like that of Bishr (no.
3420), but he added: "She said:
'Can that be possible?" And in
(the report) it says: "He said:
'This man's Burd is old and worn
out."
[3422] 21 - ( ... ) Ar-RabI' bin
Sabrah A]-JuhanI narrated that
his father told him that he was
with the Messenger of Allah il
and he said: "0 people, I had
given you permission to engage
in Mut'ah marriages with women,
but now Allah has forbidden that
until the Day of Resurrection, so
whoever has any of them with
him, he should let her go, and do
not take back anything that you
gave to them."

[3423] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Abdul-'Aziz bin 'Umar, with this
chain. He said: "I saw the
Messenger of Allah
standing
between the Corner and the
door, saying..." a Hadith like that
of Ibn Numair (no. 3422).

[3424] 22 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdul-Malik bin Sabrah
A1-Juhanl, from his father, that
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his grandfather said: "The
permitted
Messenger of Allah
us to engage in Mut'ah during the
Year of the Conquest, when we
entered Makkah, then we did not
leave Makkah before he forbade
us to do that."

[3425] 23 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sabrah bin Ma'bad that
during the year of the conquest
of Makkah, the Prophet of Allah
permitted his Companions to
engage in Mut'ah marriage with
women. He said: "I went out with
a companion of mine from Banü
Sulaim, and we found a girl from
Banü 'Amir who was like a longnecked young camel. We
proposed marriage to her, and
showed her our Burd, and she
started looking. She found me
more handsome than my
companion, but she saw that my
companion's Burd was better
than mine. She thought for a
while, then she chose me over my
companion. They were with us
for three days, then the
Messenger of Allah
ordered
us to part company with them."
[3426] 24 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ar-RabI' bin Sabrah, from
his father, that the Prophet
forbade Mut'ah marriage.
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[3427] 25 - (. 4 It was narrated
from Ar-RabI' bin Sabrah, from
his father, that on the day of the
conquest of Makkah, the Messenger
of Allah
forbade Mut'ah
marriage with women.

[3428] 26 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ar-RabI' bin Sabrah AlJuhanI that his father told him
that the Messenger of Allah
forbade Mut'ah at the time of the
Conquest, i.e., Mut'ah with
women, and that his father had
engaged in a Mut'ah marriage in
exchange for two red Burd.

[3429] 27 - ( ... ) 'Urwah bin AzZubair narrated that 'Abdullâh
bin Az-Zubair stood up in
Makkah and said: "Allah has
made some people's hearts blind
as He has made their eyes blind;
they issue Fatwa in favor of
Mut'ah." He was referring to a
man who called him and said:
"You are uncouth and lacking in
manners. By Allah, Mut'ah was
done during the time of the
leader of the pious" - meaning
the Messenger of Allah . Ibn
Az-Zubair said to him: "Just try
to do it yourself. By Allah, if you
do it, I will stone you."
Ibn Shihâb said: "Khâlid bin Al-
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Muhâjir bin Saifullâh told me
that while he was sitting with a
man, another man came to him
and asked him about Mut'ah, and
he gave him permission for that.
Ibn AbI 'Amrah Al-AnsârI said to
him: 'Wait a minute!' He said:
'What is it? By Allah, I did that
at the time of the leader of the
pious.' Ibn AbI 'Amrah said: 'It
was permitted in the early days of
Islam, in cases of necessity, like
dead meat, blood and pork, then
Allah completed His religion and
forbade it."
Ibn Shihâb said: "Rabl' bin
Sabrah A1-JuhanI told me that his
father said: 'At the time of the
Prophet , I engaged in Mut'ah
with a woman from Banü 'Amir,
in return for two red Burd, then
the Messenger of Allah
forbade Mut'ah to us."
Ibn Shihâb said: "And I heard
RabI' bin Sabrah narrating that
to 'Umar bin 'Abdul-'AzIz when I
was sitting there."

[3430] 28 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Umar bin 'Abdul-'Aztz said:
"Ar-RabI' bin Sabrah Al-JuhanI
told me, from his father, that the
Messenger of Allah iW forbade
Mut'ah, and said: 'It is unlawful
from this day of yours until the
Day of Resurrection, and
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whoever had given them
something, he should not take it
back."

[3431] 29 - (1407) It was
narrated from 'Ali bin AbI Tâlib
that the Messenger of Allah
forbade Mut'ah marriage with
women on the Day of Khaibar,
and (he forbade) the meat of
domestic donkeys.

[3432] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Mâlik with this chain, and he
said: "He heard 'All bin Abl
Talib say to so-and-so: 'You are a
man who has been led astray.
The Messenger of Allah jtg
forbade..." a HadIth like that of
Yayâ bin Yayâ, from Mâlik
(no. 3431).
[3433] 30 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'All that the Prophet
forbade Mut'ah marriage on the
Day of Khaibar, and (he forbade)
the meat of domestic donkeys.
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[3434] 31 ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'All that he heard Ibn
'Abbâs being lenient about
Mut'ah marriage with women. He
said: "Wait a minute, 0 Ibn
'Abbâs! The Messenger of Allah
forbade it on the Day of
ichaibar and (he forbade) the
meat of domestic donkeys."

[3435] 32 - ( ... ) 'All bin Abl
Talib said to Ibn 'Abbâs: "The
Messenger of Allah
forbade
Mut'ah marriage with women on
the Day of Ichaibar, and (he
forbade) the meat of domestic
donkeys."

Chapter 4. The Prohibition Of
Being Married To A Woman
And Her Paternal Aunt Or
Maternal Aunt At The Same
Time
[3436] 33 - (1408) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah jW said:
'One should not be married to a
woman and her paternal aunt, or
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a woman and her maternal aunt,
at the same time."

:3

[34371 34 - (...) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah iJ forbade
being married to four women at
the same time: A woman and her
paternal aunt, and a woman and
her maternal aunt.

[rrv]
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[3439] 36 - ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
said: "The Messenger of Allah ;
forbade a man to be married to a
woman and her paternal aunt, or to
a woman and her maternal aunt."
Ibn Shihâb said: "We think that
the maternal aunt of her father

:
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[3438] 35 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "I heard
the Messenger of Allah jW, say:
'Do not marry a paternal aunt
when you are already married to
her brother's daughter, and do
not marry the sister's daughter
when you are already married to
the maternal aunt."
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and the paternal aunt of her
father come under the same
ruling."

[3440] 37 - (...) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah ij said: 'A
man should not be married to a
woman and her paternal aunt or
maternal aunt at the same time."

:
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[3441] ( ... ) Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said..." a similar HadIth (as no.
3440).

JA
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[3442] 38 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
said: "A man should
Prophet
not propose marriage to a
woman to whom his brother has
already proposed, and he should
not outbid his brother. A man
should not many a woman if he
is already married to her paternal
aunt or maternal aunt. A woman
should not ask for her sister to be
divorced so as to deprive her of
what is rightfully hers, and so
that she may be married in her
stead; rather she will have what
Allah has decreed for her."
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[3443] 39 ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah jW forbade
marrying a woman when one is
already married to her paternal
aunt or maternal aunt, (and he
forbade) a woman asking for her
sister to be divorced so as to
deprive her of what is rightfully
hers and take it for herself, for
Allah [the Mighty and Sublime]
is her Sustainer."
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[3444] 40 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
forbade
being married to a woman and
her paternal aunt or maternal
aunt at the same time."

[3445]... - ( ... ) A similar report
(as no. 3444) was narrated from
'Amr bin DInâr with this chain.

Chapter 5. The Prohibition Of
Marriage For One Who Is In
Ihrâm, And It Is Disliked For
Him To Propose Marriage
[3446] 41 - (1409) It was
narrated from Nubaih bin Wahb
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that 'Umar bin 'Ubaidullâh wanted
to marry Ta1lah bin 'Umar to the
daughter of Shaibah bin Jubair, and
he sent for Abân bin 'Uthmân, who
was the Commander of i-Iajj, to
attend the wedding. Abân said: "I
heard 'Uthmân bin 'Affân say: 'The
Messenger of Allah Q5, said: The
Muzrim should not get married,
have a marriage arranged for him,
nor propose marriage."

[34471 42 - ( ... ) Nubaih bin
Wahb said: "Umar bin
'Ubaidullâh bin Ma'mar, who had
proposed the marriage of his son
to the daughter of Shaibah bin
'Uihmân, sent me to Abân bin
'UThmân who was in charge of
the IJajj. He said: 'I regard him
as no more than a Bedouin, for;
"The Muhrim should not get
married nor have a marriage
arranged for him." 'Ujiimân
narrated that to us from the
Messenger of Allah jW."
[3448] 43 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Nubaih bin Wahb, from
Abân bin 'Ujmân, from
'Uihmân bin 'Affân, that the
Messenger of Allah
said: "The
Muhrim should not get married,
have a marriage arranged for
him, nor propose marriage."
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[3449] 44 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Nubaih bin Wahb, from
Abán bin 'Uthmân, from
'U.thmân, that the Prophet g
said: "The Mulirim should not get
married nor have a marriage
arranged for him."
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[34501 45 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Nubaih bin Wahb, that
'Umar bin 'Ubaidullâh bin
Ma'mar wanted to many his son
Taltiah to the daughter of
haibah bin Jubair during the
Hajj. At that time Abân bin
'Uthmân was the Commander of
Hajj. He sent word to Abân
saying: "I would like to arrange
the marriage of Talbah bin
'Umar and I would like you to
attend." Abân said to him: "I
think you are no more than an
ill-mannered 'Iraqi. I heard
'Uthmân bin 'Affân say: 'The
Messenger of Allah jW said: The
Muhrim should not get married."
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narrated from Abü A-Sha'ftâ'
that Ibn 'Abbâs told him, that the
Prophet
married Maimünah
while he was in Ihrâm.
Ibn Numair added: "I narrated
that to Az-ZuhrI and he said:
'YazId bin Al-Asamm told me
that he married her when he was
not in Ihrâm."

[3452] 47 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "The
Messenger of Allah
married
Maimünah when he was in
Ihrâm."

[3453] 48 - (1411) It was
narrated from YazId bin AlAsamm: "Maimünah bint AlHârith told me that the
Messenger of Allah i3 married
her when he was not in Ihrâm."
He said: "She was my maternal
aunt and the maternal aunt of
Ibn 'Abbas."
:Ji
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Chapter 6. The Prohibition Of
Proposing Marriage When
One's Brother Has Already
Proposed, Unless He Gives
Permission Or Gives Up The
Idea
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[3454] 49 - (1412) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Prophet
said: "Do not outbid
one another, and do not propose
marriage when someone else has
already proposed."

[3455] 50 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet
said: "No man should outbid
his brother, nor should he
propose marriage when his
brother has already proposed,
unless he gives him permission."

[3456] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Ubaidullâh with this chain (a
HadIth similar to no. 3455).

[3457] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Nâfi' with this chain (a HadIth
similar to no. 3455).
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[34581 51 - (1413) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
forbade a towndweller to sell on behalf of a
Bedouin, or artificially inflating
prices, or a man to propose when
his brother has already proposed,
or outbidding one's brother, or a
woman to ask for her sister to be
divorced so as to deprive her of
what is rightfully hers and take it
for herself.

[3459] 52 - ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Do not artificially inflate
prices; no man should outbid his
brother, and no towndweller
should sell on behalf of a
Bedouin, and no man should
propose marriage when his
brother has already proposed,
and no woman should ask for her
sister to be divorced so as to
deprive her of what is rightfully
hers and take it for herself."
[3460] 53 - ( ... ) A similar report
(as no. 3459) was narrated from
Az-ZuhrI with this chain, except
that in the HadIth of Ma'mar it
says: "And no man should outbid
his brother."
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[34611 54 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said: "No
Muslim should offer a higher
price than his brother or propose
marriage when another Muslim
has already proposed marriage."

[3462] 55 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah from the
Prophet
(a IjadItij similar to
no. 3461).

[3463]... - (...) It was narrated
from Shu'bah and others from
Abü Hurairah from the Prophet
(a HadIth similar to no. 3461),
except that they said: "... offer a
higher price than his brother, or
propose marriage when his
brother has already proposed."
[3464] 56 - (1414) It was
narrated from 'Abdur-Rahmân
bin Shumâsah that he heard
'Uqbah bin 'Amir on the Minbar
saying: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'The believer is the
brother of another believer, and
it is not permissible for a believer
to outbid his brother or propose
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marriage when his brother has
already proposed, unless the
latter gives up the idea."

Chapter 7. Prohibition And
Invalidity Of Shighâr Marriage
[3465] 57 - (1415) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah jW forbade
_S_highâr marriage.
_S_highar is when a man gives his
daughter in marriage to another
man in return for marrying the
latter's daughter, with no dowry
given.
[34661 58 - ( ... ) A similar report
(as no. 3465) was narrated from
Ibn 'Umar from the Prophet ,
except that in the HadIth of
'Ubaidullâh it says: "I said to
Nâfi': 'What is Shjghâr?"

[34671 59 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the
forbade
Messenger of Allah
Sighâr.

[3468] 60 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet
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said: "There is no _S_highâr in
Islam."

[3469] 61 - (1416) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
forbade _S_highâr."
Ibn Numair added: "_S_highâr is
when a man says to another:
'Give me your daughter in
marriage and I will give you my
daughter in marriage, or give me
your sister in marriage and I will
give you my sister in marriage."

[3470] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Ubaidullâh [who is the son of
'Umar] with this chain (a HadIth
similar to no. 3469), but he did
not mention the addition of Ibn
Numair.
[3471] 62 - (1417) Jâbir bin
'Abdullãh said: "The Messenger
of Allah
forbade Shighâr."
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Chapter 8. Fulfilling The
Conditions Stipulated In The
Marriage

*.J)
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[34721 63 - (1418) It was
narrated that 'Uqbah bin 'Amir
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'The condition which most
deserves to be fulfilled is that by
means of which intimacy becomes
permissible for you."
This is the wording of the 1-Iad&h
of Abü Bakr and Ibn AlMuThanna, except that Ibn AlMuthanna said: "conditions".

Chapter 9. Seeking Permission
Of A Previously-Married
Woman In Words, And Of A
Virgin By Silence

[3473] 64 - (1419) Abü Hurairah
narrated that the Messenger of Allah
said: "A previously-married
woman should not be married
until she has been consulted, and a
virgin should not be married until
her permission has been sought."
They said: "0 Messenger of Allah,
what is her permission?" He said:
"If she remains silent."
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[3474] (...) A HadIth similar to
that of Hishâm (no. 3473) with
its chain was narrated from Ibn
Abi KaThIr. The wording of the
AhadIth of Hishâm, Shaibân and
Mu'âwiyah bin Salâm are all the
same.

[3475] 65 - (1420) Zakwân, the
freed slave of 'Aihah, said: "I
heard 'Aishah say: 'I asked the
Messenger of Allah
about a
virgin whose family arranges her
marriage: "Should she be
consulted or not?" The
Messenger of Allah
said to
her: "Yes, she should be
consulted." 'Aishah said: 'I said

!41 3
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to him: "She will feel too shy."
said:
The Messenger of Allah
"That is her permission, if she
remains silent."
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[3476] 66 - (1421) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
the Prophet
said: "The
previously-married woman has
more right concerning herself
than her guardian does, and the
virgin should be asked for
permission, and her permission is
her silence."

[3477] 67 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs that the Prophet
Q5, said: "The previously-married
woman has more right
concerning herself than her
guardian does, and the virgin
should be consulted, and her
permission is her silence."
[3478] 68 - (...) Sufyân narrated
it with this chain and he said:
(The Prophet
said:) "The
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previously-married woman has
more right concerning herself
than her guardian does, and the
father of a virgin should ask her
permission, and her permission is
her silence." Or perhaps he said:
"Her silence is her approval."
Chapter 10. It Is Permissible
For A Father To Arrange The
Marriage Of A Young Virgin
[3479] 69 - (1422) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
married
Messenger of Allah
me when I was six years old and
he lived with me when I was nine
years old."
She said: "We came to AlMadinah and I fell sick for a
month and my hair came down to
my neck. Umm RiImân came to
me when I was on a swing and
some of my friends were with me.
She called me loudly and I went
to her, and I did not know what
she wanted of me. She took me
by the hand and made me stand
at the door. I said: 'Hâh, Hâh (as
if gasping for breath)' until I had
calmed down, then she took me
into a house where there were
some women of the Ansâr who
said: 'With good wishes, and
blessings, and good fortune.' She
handed me over to them and
they washed my hair and adorned
me, and then suddenly the
Messenger of Allah iW, was there,
and they handed me over to him."
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[34801 70 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aigah said: "The Prophet
married me when I was six
years old, and consummated the
marriage with me when I was
nine years old."

[3481] 71 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aiah that the Prophet
married her when she was seven
years old and she was taken to
him as a bride when she was nine
years old, and she took her dolls
with her. He died when she was
eighteen years old.
[3482] 72 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that: "The
Messenger of Allah
married
her when she was six years old
and consummated the marriage
with her when she was nine years
old, and he died when she was
eighteen years old."
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Chapter 11. It Is
Recommended To Get Married
And Arrange Marriages In
ijawwâ1, And It Is
Recommended To Consummate
The Marriage In That Month
[34831 73 - (1423) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
married
me in Shawwâl and consummated
the marriage with me in Shawwdl,
and which of the wives of the
Messenger of Allah
was
dearer to him than me?" And
'Aijah liked for marriages with
her women folk to be
consummated in Shawwâl.

[34841 ( ... ) Sufyân narrated with
this chn (a HadIth similar to no.
34w,, but he did not mention
what 'Aishah did (liked).
Chapter 12. It Is
Recommended For The One
Who Wants To Marry A
Woman To Look At Her Face
And Hands Before Proposing
Marriage To Her
[3485] 74 - (1424) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
I was with the Prophet when a
man came to him and told him
that he had gotten married to a
woman from among the Ansâr.
The Messenger of Allah
said:
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"Did you look at her?" He said:
"No." He said: "Go and look at
her, for there is something in the
eyes of the Anâr."
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[3486] 75 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "A man
came to the Prophet
and said:
'I have married a woman from
among the Anâr.' The Prophet
j0, said to him: 'Did you look at
her? For there is something in
the eyes of the Ancâr.' He said: 'I
looked at her.' He said: 'For how
much did you marry her?' He
said: 'For four Uqiyah.' The
Prophet ç said to him: 'For four
Uqiyah? It is as if you are going
to dig the silver out from the side
of this mountain. We do not have
anything to give you, but perhaps
we will send you on an expedition
and you will get something from
it.' And he sent an expedition to
Banü Abs, and he sent that man
with them."

Chapter 13. The Dowry. It Is
Permissible For The Dowry To
Be Teaching Qur'ân, A Ring Of
Iron Or Anything Else, A
Small Or Large Amount, And
It Is Recommended For It To
Be Five Hundred Dirham
[3487] 76 - (1425) It was
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narrated that Sahi bin Sa'd AsSâ'idI said: "A woman came to
the Messenger of Allah ç and
said: '0 Messenger of Allah 4t , I
have come to give myself to you
(in marriage).' The Messenger of
Allah
looked her up and
down, then the Messenger of
Allah jW lowered his head. When
the woman saw that he had not
made any decision about her, she
sat down. A man among his
Companions stood up and said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, if you
have no need of her then many
her to me.' He said: 'Do you
have anything?' He said: 'No, by
Allah, 0 Messenger of Allah.' He
said: 'Go to your family and see
if you can find something.' So he
went, then he came back and
said: 'No, by Allah, 0 Messenger
of Allah, not even a ring of iron,
only this Izâr (lower garment) of
mine" - Sahi said: "He did not
have a Ridâ' (upper garment) 'and she may have half of it.' The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'What will she do with your Izâr?
If you wear it she will not have
anything of it and if she wears it
you will not have anything of it.'
The man sat down, and after he
had sat for a long time, he got up
(to leave). The Messenger of
Allah
saw him turning away,
and he ordered that he be called
to him. When he came, he said:
'What do you know of the
Qur'ân?' He said: 'I know Sarah
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such-and-such and Sarah suchand-such' - and he listed them.
He said: 'Do you recite them by
heart?' He said: 'Yes.' He said:
'Go. You have been given her (in
marriage) for what you know of
the Qur'ân." This is the HadIth
of Ibn AbI Hâzim (a narrator),
and the IjadILh of Ya'qüb
(another narrator) is very similar
in wording.

[3488] 77 - (...) This Hadith was
narrated from Sahi bin Sa'd (a
HadIth similar to no. 3487); some
of them added material to one
another's reports, but in the
HadIth there is an addition which
says: "Go, for I have married her
to you, so teach her Qur'ân."

[34891 78 - (1426) It was
narrated that Abü Salamah bin
'Abdur-Rahmân said: "I asked
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'Aishah, the wife of the Prophet
: 'How much was the dowry of
the Messenger of Allah ?' She
said: 'The dowry that he gave to
his wives was twelve Uqiyah and a
NaLL.' She said: 'Do you know
what a Nashsh is?' I said: 'No.'
She said: 'Half an Uqiyah; and
that (the whole amount) was
equal to five hundred Dirham.
That was the dowry of the
Messenger of Allah
to his
wives."

[3490] 79 - (1427) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that the Prophet
saw on
'Abdur-Rahmân bin 'Awl traces
of Sufrah and he said: "What is
this?" He said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, I got married to a woman
for a date-stone's weight of
gold." He said: "May Allah bless
you. Give a wedding feast, even if
it is with a sheep."
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[3491] 80 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas bin Mâlik that
'Abdur-Ratimân bin 'Awf got
married at the time of the
, for a
Messenger of Allah
date-stone's weight of gold. The
Messenger of Allah jW said to
him: "Give a feast, even if it is
with a sheep."
[3492] 81 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas that 'Abdur-Rahmân
bin 'Awl married a woman for a
date-stone's weight of gold, and
the Prophet
said to him:
"Give a feast, even if it is with a
sheep."

[3493] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Humaid with this chain (a HadIth
similar to no. 3492), except that
in the HadIth of Wahb it says:
"Abdur-Rabman said: 'I got
married to a woman."

[3494] 82 - ( ... ) Anas said:
'Abdur-Rahmân bin 'Awl said:
"The Messenger of Allah 0, saw
on me the signs of happiness of a
bridegroom. I said: 'I have got
married to a woman from among
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the Ansâr.' He said: "How much
did you give her as a dowry?... He
said: "A date-stone." In the HadIth
of Isbáq (another narrator) it says:
"Of gold."
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[3495] 83 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas bin Mâlik that
'Abdur-Rahmân married a
woman for a date-stone's weight
of gold.
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[3496] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated it
with this chain (a HadIth similar
to no. 3495), except that he said:
"One of the sons of AbdurRahmân bin 'Awf said: 'Of
gold."
Chapter 14. The Virtue Of
Manumitting One's Slave Girl
Then Marrying Her
[3497] 84 - (1365) It was
narrated from Anas that the
Messenger of Allah
launched
a campaign against I1aibar. "We
prayed A1-Ghadâh (Fair) there
when it was still dark, then the
Prophet of Allah
rode and
Abü Talhah rode, and I was
seated behind Abü Tallah (on
his mount). The Prophet
let
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his mount run through the
narrow streets of ihaibar, and
my knee was touching the thigh
of the Prophet of Allah . The
Izâr slipped from the thigh of the
Prophet of Allah ç and I could
see the whiteness of the thigh of
the Prophet of Allah
When
he entered the town, he said:
'Allâhu Akbar! Khaibar is
destroyed! Then, when we
descend in their courtyard (near
to them), evil will be the morning
for those who had been
warned!'t1' He said it three
times. The people had come out
to their work and they said:
'Muhammad! [by Allah!]" - (one
of the narrators) 'Abdul-'Azlz
said: 'Some of our companions
said: 'Muhammad and the army!'
- "We seized Klaibar by force,
and the prisoners were gathered
together. Dihyah came to him
and said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
give me a woman from among
the prisoners.' He said: 'Go and
take a woman.' He chose
Safiyyah bint Uuyayy, then a man
came to the Prophet of Allah ii*
and said: '0 Prophet of Allah,
you have given Dihyah Safiyyah
bint Iluyayy, the first lady of
Qurazah and An-Nadir? She is
fit only for you.' He said: 'Call
him to bring her here.' So he
brought her, and when the
Prophet , saw her, he said:
Similar to Allah's saying in Sârat As-Saffât (37:177).
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'Take another woman from
among the prisoners.' And he set
her free and married her."
Thâbit said to him: "0 Abü
Hamzah, what dowry did he give
her?" He said: "Herself; he set
her free then married her. Then
when he was on the road, Umm
Sulaim prepared her for him and
gave her to him at night, and the
following morning the Prophet
was a bridegroom, and he
said: 'Whoever has anything (of
food) let him bring it.' He spread
out a cloth and men started
bringing cottage cheese, dates
and cooking fat. They made Hais,
and that was the wedding feast of
the Messenger of Allah ."
[3498] 85 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas that the Prophet
manumitted Safiyyah and made
her manumission her dowry. In
the HadIth of Mu'âdh from his
father it says: "He married
Safiyyah and her manumission
was her dowry."
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[3499] 86 - (154) It was
narrated that Abü Müsâ said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said
concerning the one who frees his
slave woman then marries her:
'He will have two rewards."

[3500] 87 - (1365) It was
narrated that Anas said: "I was
riding behind Abü Talhah on the
Day of Khaibar, and my foot was
touching the foot of the
Messenger of Allah . We came
to them (the people of Ihaibar)
when the sun had risen, and they
had brought out their livestock
and their axes, large baskets and
hatchets. They said: 'Muhammad
and the army!' The Messenger of
Allah ç said: 'Kijaibar is
destroyed! When we descend in
their courtyard (near to them),
evil will be the morning for those
who had been warned!' Allah,
[the Mighty and Sublime],
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defeated them. There fell to the
lot of Diyah a beautiful slave
woman, and the Messenger of
Allah
bought her for seven
slaves, then he gave her to Umm
Sulaim to prepare her and adorn
her for him" - he (the narrator)
said: "I think he said: 'And so
that she could observe her 'Iddah
in her house."
"That was Safiyyah bint uyayy.
The Messenger of Allah made
her wedding feast dates, cottage
cheese, and cooking fat. Shallow
pits were dug in the ground and
leather mats were placed in
them, and cottage cheese and
cooking fat were brought and the
people ate their fill. The people
said: 'We do not know if he has
married her or taken her as a
concubine.' They said: 'If he veils
her then she is his wife, and if he
does not veil her then she is a
concubine.' When he wanted to
ride, he veiled her, and she sat on
the back of the camel, so they
knew that he had married her.
When they drew near AlMadinah, the Messenger of Allah
sped up and we sped up too.
The she-camel Al-Adbâ'
stumbled and the Messenger of
Allah
fell, and she (Safiyyah)
fell too, then he got up and
screend her. The women were
looking on and they said: 'May
Allah keep the Jewess away from
us!"
I (the narrator) said: "0 Abü
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Hamzah, did the Messenger of
fall?" He said: "Yes, by
Allah
Allah, he fell."
Arias said: "And I attended the
WalImah (wedding feast) of
Zainab. The people ate their fill
of bread and meat, and he used
to send me to invite the people.
When he had finished (eating),
he got up and I followed him.
Two men stayed behind, talking,
and they did not leave. He went
around to his wives and greeted
each one of them, saying: 'Peace
be upon you, how are you, 0
members of the household?' And
they would say: 'We are fine, 0
Messenger of Allah. How did you
find your wife?' And he said:
'Fine.' When he had finished, he
went back and I went back with
him. When he reached the door,
those two men were still there,
talking. When they saw that he
had come back, they got up and
left. By Allah, I do not know
whether I told him or whether it
was revealed to him that they had
left. So he went back, and I went
back with him, and when he put his
foot on the threshold of the door
he drew the curtain between
myself and himself, and Allah [the
Most High] revealed this verse:
"0 you who believe! Enter not
the Prophet's houses, unless
permission is given to you for a
meal, (and then) not (so early as)
to wait for its preparation. But
when you are invited, enter, and
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when you have taken your meal,
disperse without sitting for a talk.
Verily, such (behavior) annoys the
Prophet, and he is shy of (asking)
you (to go); but Allah is not shy of
(telling you) the truth. And when
you ask (his wives) for anything you
want, ask them from behind a
screen, that is purer for your hearts
and for their hearts. And it is not
(right) for you that you should
annoy Allah's Messenger, nor that
you should ever marry his wives
after him (his death). Verily, with
Allah that shall be an enormit." 1 '
[3501] 88 - (1365) Arias said:
"Safiyyah fell to the lot of Dihyah
and they started praising her
before the Messenger of Allah
. They said: 'We have never
seen any captive like her.' He sent
word to Dibyah and gave him
whatever he wanted, then he gave
her to my mother, and said:
'Prepare her.' Then the Messenger
of Allah left Khaibar, and when
it was behind him, he halted and
put up a tent for her. The next
morning the Messenger of Allah
said: 'Whoever has any surplus
provisions, let him bring it.' Men
started bringing surplus dates and
surplus SawIq until they made a
pile of Ijais. They started eating
from that Hais and drinking from a
cistern of rainwater that was
beside them." Anas said: "And
that was the wedding feast of the
11]

Al-A hzâb 33:53.
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Messenger of Allah
when he
married her. Then we set out, and
when we saw the walls of AlMadinah we were excited and
made our mounts go faster. The
Messenger of Allah ç also made
his mount go faster. Safiyyah was
riding behind the Messenger of
Allah
and the mount of the
Messenger of Allah
stumbled
and he fell, and she fell too. No
one among the people looked at
him or her until the Messenger of
Allah got up and screened her.
Then we came to him, and he said:
'We are not hurt.' Then we
entered Al-Madinah, and the
young ones among his wives came
out to have a look at her, and they
expressed joy at her fall."

Chapter 15. The Marriage Of
Zainab Bint Jahh, The
Revelation Of (The Verse 01)
Hdâb, And Confirmation Of
The Importance Of The
Wedding Feast
[3502] 89 - (1428) It was
narrated, and this is the IIadtL of
Bahz, that, Anas said: "When the
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'Iddah of Zainab was over, the
Messenger of Allah
said to
Zaid: 'Make mention of me to
her (for marriage).' Zaid set out,
and came to her when she was
adding yeast to her dough. He
said: When I saw her, I felt a
great deal of respect for her, and
I could not look at her, because
the Messenger of Allah
had
mentioned her. So I turned my
back on her and stepped
backwards, and I said: "0
Zainab, the Messenger of Allah
has sent a proposal of
marriage to you." She said: "I
will not do anything until I
consult my Lord.' Then she went
to her prayer place. Then Qur'ân
was revealed, and the Messenger
of Allah
came and entered
upon her without permission.'
said: "And I remember the
gave us
Messenger of Allah
bread and meat to eat when it
was daylight, then the people left,
but some men stayed behind in
the house, talking after the meal.
The Messenger of Allah
went
out and I followed him. He
started going around to the
apartments of his wives, greeting
them, and they said: '0
Messenger of Allah, how did you
find your wife?' I do not know
whether I told him that those
people had left or he told me. He
went and entered the house, and
I went to enter with him, but he
drew the curtain between myself
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and himself, and the verse of
Hijâb was revealed, and the
people were exhorted with what
they were exhorted."
Ibn Râfi' added in his HadIth:
"Enter not the Prophet's houses,
unless permission is given to you
for a meal, (and then) not (so early
as) to wait for its preparation" up
to His saying: "Allah is not shy of
(telling you) the truth."
[35031 90 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas said: "I did not see the
Messenger of Allah iiA give a
wedding feast for any of his wives
like the feast he gave for Zainab,
for which he slaughtered a
sheep."

[3504] 91 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdul-'Aziz bin Suhaib said:
"I heard Anas bin Mâlik say:
'The Messenger of Allah Ot did
not give a wedding feast for any
of his wives greater or better than
the feast he gave for Zainab."
Thâbit Al-BunânI said: "What
did he give them?" He said: "He
gave them bread and meat, until
they had eaten their fill."
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[3505] 92 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Arias bin Mâlik said: "When
the Prophet
married Zainab
hint Jahsh, he invited the people
and they ate, then they sat and
talked. He made a move as if to
stand up, but they did not get up.
When he saw that, he got up, and
when he got up, some of the
people got up and left."
'Asim and Ibn 'Abdul-A'la
added in their HadIth: "Three
men remained sitting, and when
the Prophet
came to enter the
apartment, they were still sitting
there, then they got up and left. I
came and told the Prophet ç
that they had left, so he came and
went in. I went to go in as well, but
he drew the curtain between myself
and himself, and Allah, [the Mighty
and Sublime] revealed: 0 you who
believe! Enter not the Prophet's
houses, unless permission is given
to you for a meal, (and then) not
(so early as) to wait for its
preparation. up to His saying:
Verily, with Allah that shall be an
enormity." 11

[1]

Al-A hzâb 33:53.
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[3506] 93 - ( ... ) Anas bin Mâlik
said: "I am the most knowledgeable
of the people concerning Ijijâb.
Ubayy bin Ka'b used to ask me
about it." Anas said: "The day after
the Messenger of Allah jij married
Zainab bint Jah.h, whom he
married in Al-MadInah, he invited
the people to come and eat in the
mid-morning. The Messenger of
Allah
sat and some men sat
with him after the people had left.
Then the Messenger of Allah At
got up and walked, and I walked
with him, until he reached the
door of 'Aishah's apartment. Then
he thought that they had left, so he
went back, and I went back with
him, and they were still sitting
there. Then he went back to
'Aiah's door a second time, and
I went with him, then he went back
and I went back, and they had left.
Then he drew the curtain between
myself and himself, and the verse
of Hzjâ b 'as revealed."

[3507] 94 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "The
Messenger of Allah
got
married, then entered with his
wife. My mother Umm Sulaim
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made some Hais and put it in a
stone vessel, then she said: '0
Anas, take this to the Messenger
of Allah
and say: "My mother
has sent this to you, and she
sends greetings of Salâm to you,"
and tell him she says: "This is a
small gift to you from us, 0
Messenger of Allah." So I took
it to the Messenger of Allah
and said: 'My mother sends
greetings of Salim to you and she
says: "This is a small gift to you
from us, 0 Messenger of Allah."
He said: 'Put it down.' Then he
said: 'Go and invite so-and-so for
me, and whomever you meet,' and
he mentioned some men by name.
I invited those whom he had
named, and whoever else I met."
He (the narrator) said: "I said to
Anas: 'How many were they?' He
said: 'Around three hundred."
And the Messenger of Allah jW
said to me: "0 Anas, bring the
stone vessel." They came in until
they filled the courtyard and the
apartment. The Messenger of
Allah ç said: "Let them make
circles of ten, and let each man
eat from what is nearest to him."
Groups came one after another
and they all ate unt they were
full, then he said to me: "0 Anas,
clear it away." I picked it up, and
I do not know whether it held
more when I put it down or when
I picked it up. Some of them sat
talking in the house of the
Messenger of Allah ç, and the
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Messenger of Allah
was sitting
there, and his wife had her face
turned towards the wall. They
were bothering the Messenger of
Allah ç, so the Messenger of
Allah
went out and greeted
his wives, then he came back. When
they saw that the Messenger of
Allah j4 had come back, they
realized that they were bothering
him. So they all rushed to the door
and left. The Messenger of Allah
came and hung up a curtain
and went in, and I was sitting in the
apartment. It was not long before
he came Out to me, and this verse
had been revealed. The Messenger
of Allah went Out and recited it
to the people: "0 you who believe!
Enter not the Prophet's houses,
unless permission is given to you
for a meal, (and then) not (so early
as) to wait for its preparation. But
when you are invited, enter, and
when you have taken your meal,
disperse without sitting for a talk.
Verily, such (behaviour) annoys
the Prophet"t1
Al-Ja'd said: "Arias bin Mâlik
said: 'I was the first among the
people to hear these verses, and
the wives of the Prophet
observed Hijâb."
[3508] 95 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas said: "When the
Prophet
ç married Zainab,
Umm Sulaim gave him a gift of
some Hais in a stone vessel."
Al-A hzâb 33:53.
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Anas said: "The Prophet ; said:
'Go and invite for me whoever
you meet of the Muslims.' So I
invited for him whomever I met.
They started coming in, eating,
and leaving, and the Prophet
kept his hand on that food and
prayed for blessing for it, saying
whatever Allah willed he should
say. I did not leave anyone whom
I met but I invited him, and they
ate their fill and left, but a few of
them stayed behind and chatted
at length. The Prophet
felt
too shy to say anything to them,
so he went out and left them in
the house. Then Allah [Most
High] revealed the words: "0 you
who believe! Enter not the
Prophet's houses, unless permission
is given to you for a meal, (and
then) not (so early as) to wait for its
preparation." - Qatâdah said: "Not
waiting for the time for food." "But when you are invited, enter"
until he reached "that is purer for
your hearts and for their hearts."111
Chapter 16. The Command To
Accept Invitations

JI)

(

[3509] 96 -(1429) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Umar said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'If one of you is invited to a feast,
let him accept."
Al-A hzâb 33:53.
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[3510] 97 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet
said: "If one of you is invited
to a feast, let him accept."

[3511] 98 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah 4t said: "If
one of you is invited to a wedding
feast, let him accept."
[3512] 99 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Messenger of Allah 0, said:
'Accept the invitation when you
are invited."

[3513] 100 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Nâfi' that Ibn 'Umar used to
say, narrating from the Prophet
ç: "If one of you invites his
brother, let him accept, whether it
is for a wedding or something
similar."
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[3514] 101 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Messenger of Allah 4# said:
'Whoever is invited to a wedding
and the like, let him accept."

[3515] 102 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar said:
"The Messenger of Allah jW said:
'Accept invitations if you are
invited."

[3516] 103 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that NO' said: 'I heard 'Abdullâh
bin 'Umar say: 'Accept this
invitation if you are invited."
He said: "And 'Abdullâh used to
accept invitations to weddings
and other events, and he would
come even if he was fasting."

[3517] 104 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet
said: "If you are invited to (a
meal of) a sheep's foot, accept
it."
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[3518] 105 - (1430) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'If
one of you is invited to a feast,
let him respond, then if he wishes
he may eat and if he wishes he
may refrain." And Ibn AlMuthanna (a narrator) did not
mention the words "to a feast."

[3519] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3518) was narrated from Abü
Az-Zubair with this chain.
[35201 106 - (1431) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
'If one of you is invited let him
respond; if he is fasting let him
pray (for the people), and if he is
not fasting let him eat."

[3521] 107 - (1432) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
he used to say: "The worst of
food is the food of a (wedding)
feast to which the rich are invited
and the poor are ignored.
Whoever does not accept an
invitation has disobeyed Allah
and His Messenger."
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[3522] 108 - ( ... ) Sufyân said: "I
said to Az-ZuhrI: '0 Abü Bakr,
what does this HadIth mean "The worst of food is the food of
the rich?" He laughed and said:
It is not: 'The worst of food is the
food of the rich."
Sufyân said: "My father was rich,
and this HadIth troubled me
when I heard it, so I asked AzZuhrI about it. He said: "AbdurRahmân A]-A'raj told me that he
heard Abü Hurairah say: "The
worst of food is the food of a
(wedding) feast..." then he
quoted a I-IadW like that of
Mâlik (no. 3521)."

[3523] 109 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
worst of food is the food of a
(wedding) feast..." a IjadItL like
that of Mâlik (no. 3521).

[3524] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3521) was narrated from Abü
Hurairah.
[3525] 110 - (...) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "The worst of
food is the food of a feast from
which those who come to it are
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turned away and those who
refuse to come are invited to it.
Whoever does not accept an
invitation has disobeyed Allah
and His Messenger."
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Chapter 17. It Is Not
Permissible For A Woman Who
Has Been Thrice-Divorced To
Return To The One Who
Divorced Her Until She
Marries Another Husband Who
Has Intercourse With Her,
Then Divorces Her, And She
Completes The 'Iddah
[35261 111 - (1433) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
wife of Rifâ'ah came to the
Prophet it and said: 'I was
married to Rifâ'ah, then he
divorced me and made the
divorce irrevocable. Then I
married 'Abdur-Rahmân bin AzZubair, and what he has is like
the edge of a garment.' The
Messenger of Allah
smiled
and said: 'Do you want to go
back to Rifâ'ah? No, not until
you taste his ('Abdur-Rabmân's)
sweetness and he tastes your
sweetness."
She said: "And Abü Bakr was
with him, and Khâlid was at the
door, waiting to be given
permission to enter. He called
out: '0 Abü Bakr, do you not
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hear what this woman dares to
say in the presence of the
Messenger of Allah 1?"
[3527] 112 - ( ... ) 'Urwah bin AzZubair narrated that 'Aiah, the
wife of the Prophet ç, to him
that Rifâ'ah Al-QurazI divorced
his wife and made the divorce
irrevocable, then after that she
married 'Abdur-Rahmân bin AzZubair. She came to the Prophet
and said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, I was married to Rifâ'ah,
then he issued the last of three
divorces to me. Then after that I
married 'Abdur-Rahmân bin AzZubair, and by Allah all he has is
like the edge (of a garment)' and she held up the edge of her
Jilbâb. The Messenger of Allah
smiled and said: 'Perhaps you
want to go back to Rifâ'ah? No,
not until he ('Abdur-Rahmân)
tastes your sweetness and you
taste his sweetness.' Abü Bakr
A-SiddIq was sitting with the
Messenger of Allah
, and
Khâlid bin Sa'eed bin A]-'As was
sitting at the door of the
apartment, and had not been
given permission to enter. Ichalid
called out to Abü Bakr: 'Will you
not rebuke this woman for what
she dares to say in the presence
of the Messenger of Allah a?"
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[35281 113 - (...) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that Rifâ'ah AlQura4 divorced his wife, then she
married 'Abdur-Rahmân bin AzZubair. She came to the Prophet
and said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, Rifâ'ah issued the last of
three divorces..." a HadIjh like
that of Yünus (no. 3527).

[35291 114 - (...) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that the Messenger
of Allah
was asked about a
woman who got married to a man,
then he divorced her, then another
man married her, and divorced her
before consummating the
marriage - is it permissible for her
to go back to her first husband?
He said: 'No, not until he (the
second husband) has tasted her
sweetness."
[3530] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Higâm with this chain (a HadIth
similar to no. 3529).

[3531] 115 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "A man divorced
his wife three times, then another
man married her and divorced her
before consummating the marriage
with her. Her first husband wanted
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to remarry her, and the Prophet
was asked about that. He said:
'No, not until the second husband
tastes of her sweetness what the
first one tasted."
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[3532] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3531) was narrated with this
HadIth from 'Ubaidullâh.

.

Chapter 18. What It Is
Recommended To Say When
Having Intercourse
[3533] 116 - (1434) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"The Messenger of Allah jW, said:
'If one of you says, when he
wants to have intercourse with his
wife, "Bismillâh, Allâhumma!
Jannibnâsh-Shaitân; wa jannibish£ja4âna ma razaqtanâ. (In the
name of Allah, 0 Allah, keep the
_S_ha4ân away from us and keep
the Shaitân away from that with
which You provide us,' then if it
is decreed that they should have
a child from that, the Shaitân will
never harm him."
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[3534] ( ... ) A HadIth similar to
that of JarIr (no. 3533) was
narrated from Mansür, except
that in the HadIth of Shu'bah it
does not mention the words "In
the name of Allah." In the report
of 'Abdur-Razzâq from AThawrI it does say "In the name
of Allah." In the report of Ibn
Numair, Mansür said: "I think he
said: 'In the name of Allah."

Chapter 19. It Is Permissible
For A Man To Have
Intercourse With His Wife
From The Front Or From The
Back, Without Entering The
Behind
[3535] 117 - (1435) Jâbir said:
"The Jews used to say that if a
man had intercourse with a
woman from the back, in the
vagina, the child would have a
squint. Then the following was
revealed: 'Your wives are a tilth
for you, so go to your tilth, when
or how you
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[3536] 118 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh that the
Jews used to say: "If a man has
intercourse with a woman in her
vagina from the back, then she
gets pregnant, her child will have
a squint." Then the following was
revealed: "Your wives are a tilth
for you, so go to your tilth, when
or how you will ..."J11

[3537] 119 - ( ... ) This HadIth
was narrated from Jâbir (a
HadIth similar to no. 3536). The
HadIth of An-Nu'mân from AzZuhrI adds: "...if he wishes, while
she is lying on her front, and if
he wishes while she is not lying
on her front, so long as that is in
only one opening."

Al-Baqarah 2:223.
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Chapter 20. It Is Unlawful For
The Wife To Refuse To Come
To Her Husband's Bed
[35381 120 - (1436) It was
narrated from Abü Zuhrah that
the Prophet
said: "If a woman
spends the night forsaking her
husband's bed, the Angels will
curse her until morning."
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[35391 ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated it
with thi., chain (a HadIth similar
to no. 3538) and said: "...until she
goes back."

[35401 121 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'By
the One in Whose Hand is my
soul, there is no man who calls
his wife to his bed and she
refuses, but the One Who is in
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heaven will be angry with her,
until he is pleased with her."
'LS

L

kL

[3541] 122 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah jW said: 'If a
man calls his wife to his bed and
she does not come to him, and he
spends the night angry with her,
the Angels will curse her until
morning."

Chapter 21. The Prohibition Of
Disclosing A Woman's Secrets
[3542] 123 - (1437) Abü Sa'eed
A]-ISiiudrI said: "The Messenger
of Allah Q5, said: 'One of the
most evil people before Allah on
the Day of Resurrection will be a
man who is intimate with his wife
and she is intimate with him,
then he publicizes her secrets."
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[3543] 124 - ( ... ) Abü Sa'eed AliSiudrI said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'The most serious
breach of trust before Allah on
the Day of Resurrection will be a
man who is intimate with his wife
and she is intimate with him,
then he publicizes her secrets."

Chapter 22. The Ruling On
Coitus Interruptus ('Az!)
[3544] 125
(1438) It was
narrated from Ibn MuhairIz that
he said: "Abü Sirmah and I
entered upon Abü Sa'eed A]hudrI, and Abü Sirmah asked
him: 'Did you hear the
Messenger of Allah
speak
about 'Az!?' He said: 'Yes. We
went on a campaign with the
Messenger of Allah
to Banü
Al-Mutaliq, and we captured
some noble Arab women. We
had been away from our wives
for too long, but we also wanted
the ransom, so we wanted to
have intercourse with them then
withdraw (coitus interruptus).
Then we said: "How could we do
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this when the Messenger of Allah
; is among us, and we have not
asked him?" So we asked the
Messenger of Allah jW and he
said: It does not matter if you do
not do it, for Allah has not
decreed that any soul will exist,
until the Day of Resurrection,
but it will come into being."
[3545] 126 - (...) A HadIth
similar to that of Rabl'ah (no. 3554)
was narrated from Muhammad bin
Yahyá bin Habbân with this chain,
except that he said: "For Allah has
decreed whom He is going to create
until the Day of Resurrection."

[3546] 127 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Sa'eed Al- hudri said:
"We captured some female
prisoners and we engaged in
coitus interruptus, then we asked
the Messenger of Allah
about
that, and he said to us: 'Do you
do that? Do you do that? Do you
do that? There is no soul that is to
exist, until the Day of Resurrection,
but it will come into being."

[3547] 128 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas bin SirIn, from Ma'bad
bin Sirin, from Abü Sa'eed AlKhudrI. He (one of the narrators)
said: "I said to him: 'Did you hear
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it from Abü Sa'eed?' He said:
'Yes, from the Prophet
who
said: It does not matter if you do
not do it, for it is only the Divine
Decree (that decides)."
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[3548] 129 - ( ... ) A similar
report (as no. 3546) was narrated
from Arias bin SirIn with this
chain, except that in their IjadL
it says: "From the Prophet
who said concerning 'Az!: 'It does
not matter if you do not do it, for
it is only the Divine Decree (that
decides)."
According to the report of Bahz,
Shu'bah said: "I said to him: 'Did
you hear it from Abü Sa'eed?'
He said: 'Yes."

[3549] 130 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdur-Rahmân bin Bishr
bin Mas'üd who attributed it to
Abü Sa'eed Al-udrI, who said:
"The Prophet was asked about
Azi and he said: 'It does not matter
if you do not do it, for it is only the
Divine Decree (that decides)."
(One of the narrators) Muhammad
said: "The words: 'It does not
matter' are more likely to mean that
it is not allowed."
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[3550] 131 - ( ... ) Abü Sa'eed A]Khudri said: "Mention of 'Azi
was made in the presence of the
Prophet
and he said: 'Why do
you do that?' They said: 'A man
may have a wife who is breastfeeding and he has intercourse
with her, but he does not want
her to become pregnant. And a
man may have a slave woman
and he has intercourse with her,
but he does not want her to
become pregnant.' He said: 'It
does not matter if you do not do
it, for it is only the Divine Decree
(that decides)."
Ibn 'Awn said: "I narrated this
to Al-Hasan, and he said: 'By
Allah, it is as if it is a rebuke."

[3551] (...) The HadILh of
'Abdur-Rahmân bin Bishr (no.
3550) was narrated from Ibrâhlm,
meaning, the HadIth about 'Az!. He
said: "It was to me that 'AbdurRahmân bin Bishr narrated it."

[3552] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Mab'ad bin SlrIn said: "We said
to Abü Sa'eed: 'Did you hear the
mention
Messenger of Allah
anything about 'Az!?' He said:
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'Yes..." and he quoted a Hadith
like that of Ibn 'Awn (no. 3550),
as far as the words: "Divine
Decree."

[3553] 132 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Sa'eed Al-Khudri said:
"Mention of 'Az! was made to the
Messenger of Allah
and he
said: 'Why would one of you do
that?' - but he did not say, one of
you should not do that - 'There is
no soul that is meant to be
created but Allah will definitely
create it."

[35541 133 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Sa'eed Al-KhudrI said:
"The Messenger of Allah was
asked about 'Azi and he said:
'The child does not come from
all the water; if Allah wants to
create something nothing can
prevent it."

[3555] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3554) was narrated from
Abü Sa'eed Al-IhudrI, from the
Prophet 41t.
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[3556] 134 - (1439) It was
narrated from Jâbir that a man
came to the Messenger of Allah
and said: "I have a slave
woman who is our servant and
brings water for us. I have
intercourse with her, but I do not
want her to become pregnant."
He said: "Withdraw from her
('An) if you wish, but what has
been decreed for her will come to
her." Some time passed, then the
man came to him and said that
the slave woman had become
pregnant. He said: "I told you
that what had been decreed for
her would come to her."
[35571 135 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said: "A
man asked the Prophet
: 'I
have a slave woman and I
withdraw from her ('Azi).' The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'That does not prevent anything
that Allah wills.' The man came
(a second time) and said: '0
Messenger of Allah, the slave
woman whom I mentioned to you
has become pregnant.' The
Messenger of Allah i4 said: 'I
am the slave of Allah and His
Messenger."
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[3558] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said: "A man
..... a
came to the Prophet
HadIth like that of Sufyân (no.
3557).

[3559] 136 - (1440) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "We
used to engage in 'Az! (and) the
Qur'ân was being revealed."
Isâq added: "Sufyân said: 'If
anything were to have forbidden
it, we would have been forbidden
it by the Qur'ân."

[3560] 137 - ( ... ) Jâbir said: "We
used to engage in 'Azl at the time
of the Messenger of Allah ."

[3561] 138 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "We used to
engage in 'Azi at the time of the
Messenger of Allah j. News of
that reached the Messenger of
and he did not forbid us
Allah
to do it."
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Chapter 23. The Prohibition Of
Intercourse With A Pregnant
Captive Woman
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[35621 139 - (1441) It was
narrated from Abü Ad-Dardâ'
that the Prophet Q-5, passed by a
heavily pregnant (captive) woman,
at the door of a tent and he said:
"Perhaps he (the owner) wants to
have intercourse with her?" They
said: "Yes." The Messenger of
Allah ii said: "I was thinking of
cursing him with a curse that
would go to his grave with him.
How can he make him his heir
when that is not permissible for
him? How can he make him his
slave when that is not permissible
for him?"
[3563] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Shu'bah with this chain (a HadIth
similar to no. 3562).

Chapter 24. It Is Permissible
To Have Intercourse With A
Breastfeeding Woman (GhIlah),
And 'Az! Is Disliked
[3564] 140 - (1442) It was
narrated from Judámah bint
Wahb A1-Asadiyyah that she
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: "I was thinking of forbidding
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intercourse with a breastfeeding
woman, until it occurred to me
that the Romans and Persians do
that and it does not harm their
children."

[3565] 141 - (...) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that Judâmah bint
Wahb, the sister of 'Ukâgah,
said: "I came to the Messenger of
Allah ç along with some other
people and he was saying: 'I was
thinking of forbidding intercourse
with a breastfeeding woman, then
I looked at the Romans and
Persians; they have intercourse
with their wives during the
breastfeeding period and their
children are not harmed by that
at all.' Then they asked him about
Azl and the Messenger of Allah
said: 'It is a hidden form of
burying alive." Ubaidullâh added
in his HadIJJj from A]-Muqri': This
is a reference to (the verse): "And
when the female (infant) buried
alive is questioned." 11

[1]

At-TakwIr 81:6.
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[3566] 142 - ( ... ) It was narrated

from 'Aihah that Judâmah bint
Wahb A1-Asadiyyah said: "I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say:..." and he (the narrator)
mentioned a HadIth like that of
Weed bin AbI Ayyüb (no. 3565)
about 'Azi and GhIlah.

[3567] 143 - (1443) It was
narrated from 'Amir bin Sa'd bin
AbI Waqqâs that Usâmah bin
Zaid told his father Sa'd bin AbI
Waqqâs that a man came to the
Prophet
and said: "I withdraw
('Azi) from my wife." The
Messenger of Allah said to him:
"Why do you do that?" The man
said: "Out of compassion towards
her child, or, her children." The
Messenger of Allah
said: "If
that was harmful, it would have
harmed the Persians and Romans."
Zuhair said in his report: "If it is
because of that, then no (do not
do it), for that does not harm the
Persians and Romans."
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17. The Book Of
Breastfeeding

Chapter 1. "Breastfeeding
Makes Unlawful What Birth
Makes Unlawful."

[3568] 1 - (1444) It was narrated
from 'Amrah that 'Aishah told
her, that the Messenger of Allah
was with her, and she heard the
voice of a man asking permission
to enter Hafsah's house. 'Aishah
said: "I said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
there is a man asking permission to
enter your house.' The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'I think it is soand-so' - Uafah's paternal uncle
through breastfeeding. 'Aiijah
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, if soand-so' - her paternal uncle
through breastfeeding - were still
alive, 'could he enter upon me?'
The Messenger of Allah t said:
'Yes, for breastfeeding makes
unlawful what birth makes
unlawful."
[3569] 2 - (...) It was narrated
from 'Amrah that 'Aishah said:
"The Messenger of Allah ç said
to me: 'What becomes unlawful
through breastfeeding is that
which becomes unlawful through
birth."
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[3570] ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin AbI
Bakr narrated a HadIth similar to
that of Hiâm bin 'Urwah (no.
3569), with this chain.

,

A
Chapter 2. The Prohibition
That Results From
Breastfeeding Is Related To
The Issue Of The Male
[3571] 3 - (1445) It was
narrated from 'Aishah that Aflah,
the brother of Abü Al-Qu'ais, came
and asked for permission to enter
upon her, who was her paternal
uncle through breastfeeding, after
(the command of) Hijâb had been
revealed. She said: "I refused to let
him in, and when the Messenger of
Allah t came, I told him what I
had done, and he told me to let
him in."

[3572] 4 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aisiah said: "My paternal
uncle through breastfeeding,

J
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Aflah bin Abü Al-Qu'ais, came to
me..." and he mentioned a
HadIth similar to that of Mâlik
(no. 3571) and added: "I said: 'It
is the woman who breastfed me,
said: 'May
not the man.' He
your hands' - or 'your right hand
- be rubbed with dust."

[3573] 5 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Urwah that 'Aishah told
him that Aflab, the brother of Abü
Al-Qu'ais, came and asked for
permission to enter upon her,
after the (command of) Hijâb had
been revealed. Abü A1-Qu'ais was
'Aiah's father through breastfeeding. 'Aiah said: "I said: 'By
Allah, I will not give permission to
Allah until I seek permission from
the Messenger of Allah ç, for
Abü Al-Qu'ais is not the one who
breastfed me, rather his wife
breastfed me." 'Aishah said:
"When the Messenger of Allah
came in, I said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, Ahab, the brother of Abü
A1-Qu'ais, came to me and asked
permission to enter upon me, but I
did not want to give him permission
until I asked your permission.' The
Prophet
said: 'Give him
permission."
'Urwah said: "Because of that,
'Ai.hah used to say: 'Regard as
unlawful through breastfeeding
that which you regard as unlawful
through lineage."
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[3574] 6 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Az-ZuhrI with this chain:
"Allah, the brother of Abü AlQu'ais, came and asked permission
to enter upon her..." a similar
Hadith (as no. 3572), in which it
says: "He is your paternal uncle,
may your right hand be rubbed with
dust." Abü Al-Qu'ais was the
husband of the woman who
breastfed 'Aishah.
[3575] 7 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aiah said: "My paternal
uncle through breastfeeding came
and asked permission to enter
upon me, and I refused to give
him permission until I consulted
the Messenger of Allah . When
the Messenger of Allah JT came,
I said: 'My paternal uncle
through breastfeeding came and
asked for permission to enter
upon me, but I refused to give
him permission.' The Messenger
of Allah 0, said: 'Let your uncle
enter upon you.' I said: 'But it is
the woman who breastfed me;
the man did not breastfeed me.'
He said: 'He is your uncle, let
him enter upon you."
[3576] ( ... ) Hishâm narrated
with this chain that the brother of
Abü Qu'ais asked for permission
to enter upon her... a similar
report (as no. 3575).
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[3577] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3575) was narrated from
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Hihâm, with this chain, except
that he said: "Abü Al-Qu'ais
asked for permission to enter
upon her."
[3578] 8 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn Juraij from 'Atâ', who
said: "'Urwah bin Az-Zubair
informed me that 'Aishah told
him: 'My paternal uncle through
breastfeeding, AN Al-Ja'd, asked
for permission to enter upon me,
and I refused." - Hihâm said to
me: "In fact it was Abü AlQu'ais." - "When the Prophet ç
came, I told him about that and
he said: 'Why didn't you let him
in, may your right hand - or your
hand - be rubbed with dust?"
[3579] 9 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aiah that her paternal
uncle through breastfeeding, who
was called Aflah, asked for
permission to enter upon her, and
she did not give him permission to
enter until she had put on Hijâb.
She told the Messenger of Allah
, and he said to her: "Do not
observe klijâ b before him, for what
becomes unlawful through breastfeeding is that which becomes
unlawful through lineage."
[3580] 10 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aigah said: "Allah bin
Qu'ais asked for permission to
enter upon me, and I refused to
let him in. He sent word saying:
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'I am your paternal uncle, my
brother's wife breastfed you.' But
she refused to let him in. Then
the Messenger of Allah
came,
and she told him about that, and
he said: 'Let him enter upon you,
for he is your paternal uncle."

Chapter 3. The Daughter Of
One's Brother Through
Breastfeeding Is Forbidden In
Marriage
[3581] 11 - (1446) It was
narrated that 'Ali said: "I said: '0
Messenger of Allah, why do you
insist on choosing a wife from
among the Quraih and you
ignore us?' He said: 'Have you
anything to suggest?' I said: 'Yes,
the daughter of Uamzah.' The
Messenger of Allah ii said: 'She
is not permissible for me (to many),
for she is the daughter of my
brother through breastfeeding."

[3582] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3581) was narrated from AlA'mash with this chain.
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(1447) It was
[3583] 12
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that it
was suggested that the Prophet
marry the daughter of Hamzah.
He said: "She is not permissible
for me (to marry), for she is the
daughter of my brother through
breastfeeding, and what becomes
unlawful through breastfeeding is
that which becomes unlawful
through ties of kinship."
[3584] 13 -

( ... ) The same report

(no. 3583) was narrated from
Qatâdah with the chain of
Hammâm, except that the Hadith
of Shu'bah ends with the words
"...the daughter of my brother
through breastfeeding." In the
HadItjj of Sa'eed it says: "Verily
what becomes unlawful through
breastfeeding is that which
becomes unlawful through blood
ties"

[3585] 1 - (1448) Umm
Salamah, tE wife of the Prophet
was said to the
; said:
Messenger f Allah 41: 'What do
you think, 0Messenger of Allah,
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about the daughter of Hamzah?'
Or it was said: 'Why don't you
propose marriage to the daughter
of Hamzah bin 'Abdul-Muttalib?'
He said: 'Hamzah is my brother
through breastfeeding."

Chapter 4. The Prohibition Of
Marriage To One's Stepdaughter
And The Sister Of One's Wife
[3586] 15 - (1449) It was
narrated that Umm HabIbah bint
AbI Sufyân said: "The Messenger
of Allah jW, entered upon me and
I said to him: 'What about my
sister, the daughter of Abü
Sufyân?' He said: 'What should I
do?' I said: 'Marry her.' He said:
'Would you like that?' I said: 'I
am not your only wife, and I
would like my sister to share with
me in this goodness.' He said:
'She is not permissible for me (to
marry).' I said: 'I have been told
that you proposed marriage to
Durrah bint AbI Salamah.' He
said: 'The daughter of Umm
Salamah?' I said: 'Yes.' He said:
'Even if she was not my
stepdaughter under my care, she

zi; &r"
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would not be permissible for me
(to marry); her father and I were
both breastfed by Thuwaibah. Do
not offer your daughters or
sisters to me in marriage."

[3587] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3586) was narrated from
Hishâm bin 'Urwah with this
chain.

[3588] 16 - ( ... ) Umm HabIbah,
the wife of the Prophet
,
narrated that she said to the
Messenger of Allah jç: "0
Messenger of Allah, marry my
sister 'Azzah." The Messenger of
Allah
said: "Would you like
that?" She said: "Yes, 0 Messenger
of Allah. I am not your only wife,
and I would like my sister to share
with me in the goodness." The
Messenger of Allah hJ said: "That
is not permissible for me." I said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, we have
been told that you want to many
Durrah bint AbI Salamah." He
said: "The daughter of Abü
Salamah?" She said: "Yes." The
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Even if she were not my
stepdaughter under my care, she
would not be permissible for me
(to marry), for she is the
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daughter of my brother through
breastfeeding. Her father Abli
Salamah and I were both
breastfed by Thuwaibah. Do not
offer your daughters or sisters to
me in marriage."

[35891 ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 3588) was narrated from AzZuhrI with the chain of Ibn AbI
HabIbah, but none of them
mentioned 'Azzah by name
except YazId bin AbI HabIbah.

Chapter 5. One Or Two Sucks

[3590] 17 - (1450) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'One
or two sucks do not make
anything forbidden."
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[3591] 18 - (1451) It was
narrated that Umm Al-Fad! said:
"A Bedouin entered upon the
Prophet of Allah t when he was
in my house, and said: '0 Prophet
of Allah, I have a wife and I took
another wife. My first wife claims
that she breastfed my new wife
once or twice.' The Prophet of
Allah jW, said: 'One or two sucks
do not make anything forbidden."
'Amr said in his report: "It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin AlHârift bin Nawfal."
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[3592] 19 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Umm Al-Fadl that a man
from Banü 'Amir bin Sa'a'ah said:
"0 Prophet of Allah, does a single
breastfeeding make anything
forbidden?" He said: "No."
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[3593] 20 - ( ... ) Umm Al-Fadi
narrated that the Prophet of
Allah
said: "One or two
breastfeedings, or one or two
sucks, do not make anything
forbidden."

[3594] 21 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'AbI 'Arübah, with this
chain (a HadIth similar to no.
3593). As for Isbâq, he said, as in
the report of Ibn Bir: "...or two
breastfeedings or two sucks." As
for Ibn AbI Shaibah, he said:
"...and two breastfeedings and
two sucks."

[3595] 22 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Umm Al-Fadl that the
Prophet Ji said: "One or two
sucks do not make anything
forbidden."

[3596] 23 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Umm A1-Fadl that a man
asked the Prophet : "Does one
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suck make anything forbidden?"
He said: "No."
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Chapter 6. Becoming Mahram
Is Established By Five
Breastfeedings
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[3597] 24 - (1452) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said:
"Among the things that were
revealed of the Qur'ân was that
ten definite breastfeedings make
a person a Mahram, then that
was abrogated and replaced with
five definite breastfeedings, and
the Messenger of Allah
passed away when this was
among the things that were
recited of the Qur'ân."
[3598] 25 - (...) It was narrated
from 'Amrah that she heard 'Aishah
say - when she was mentioning what
kind of breastfeeding makes a
person a Mahram - Ten definite
breastfeedings were revealed in the
Qur'ân, then five definite breastfeedings were revealed too.
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[3599] ( ... ) 'Amrah narrated that
she heard 'AiJiah say... a similar
report (as no. 3597).
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Chapter 7. Breastfeeding An
Adult

103
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[36001 26 : (1453) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "Sahlah
bint Suhail came to the Prophet
and said: '0 Messenger of Allah, I
see (signs of displeasure) on the
face of Abü Hudhaifah when
Sâlim - who was his ally 11 - comes
in. The Prophet
said:
'Breastfeed him.' She said: 'How
can I breastfeed him? He is a
grown man.' The Messenger of
Allah
smiled and said: 'I know
that he is a grown man."
'Amr added in his HadIth: "He
was one of those who had been
present at Badr." In the report of
Ibn AbI 'Umar: "The Messenger
of Allah igL laughed."

[36011 27 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that Sâlim, the
freed slave of Abü Hudhaifah,
L'J Sâlim bin 'Ubaid bin RabI'ah was adopted by AN Hudhaifah, as was the Custom of the
Arabs, and he was brought up under the care of AbCt Hudhaifah and his wife as if he
was their son. When the verse: "Call them (adopted sons) by (the names of) their
fathers." [Al-A ,zâb 33:51 was revealed, the idea of adoption was abolished and it became
hard on them to prevent him from entering upon them because he was like a son to
them. So Sahlah asked him about that.
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was with Abü Hudhaifah and his
family in their house. She meaning the daughter of Suhail
(ans wife od Abü Hudhaifah)- came
to the Prophet and said: "Sâlim
has attained what men attain
(puberty) and he understands what
they understand. He enters upon us
and I think that Abü Hudhaifah
feels some (discomfort) in his heart
because of that." The Prophet
said to her: "Breastfeed him and
he will be unlawful for you, and
what Abü Hudhaifah feels in his
heart will disappear." She came
back to him and said: "I breastfed
him, and what Abü Hudhaifah felt
in his heart has disappeared."

[3602] 28 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that Sahlah bint
Suhail bin 'Amr came to the
Prophetç and said: "0
Messenger of Allah, Sâlim meaning Sâlim, the freed slave of
Abü Hudhaifah - is with us in our
house, and he has attained what
men attain and knows what men
know." He said: "Breastfeed him
and he will be unlawful for you."
He (Ibn Abi Mulaikah, a
narrator) said: "For a year or so I
did not narrate this out of fear,
then I met Al-Qâsim and said to
him: 'You told me a HadIth that I
have not narrated yet.' He said:
'What is it?' And I told him. He
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said: 'Narrate from me that
'Aishah told me that."

:J
[3603] 29 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Zainab hint Umm Salamah
said: Umm Salamah said to
Aihah: 'There enters upon you a
slave boy who is close to puberty,
and I would not like him to enter
upon me. 'Aihah said: Do you
not have a good example in the
Messenger of Allah ç? She said:
The wife of Abü Hudhaifah said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, Sâlim
enters upon me and he is a man,
and there is some (discomfort) in
the heart of Abü Hudhaifah
about that." The Messenger of
Allah A said: "Breastfeed him so
that he may enter upon you."
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[3604] 30 - ( ... ) Zainab bint AbI
Salamah said: I heard Umm
Salamah, the wife of the Prophet
jW say to 'Aihah: By Allah, I do
not like a boy who has passed the
age of breastfeeding to see me.
She said: Why? Sahlah hint Sa'd
came to the Messenger of Allah
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and said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, by Allah, I see some
(discomfort) in the face of Abü
Hudhaifah when Sâlim comes
in." The Messenger of Allah
said: "Breastfeed him." She said:
"He has a beard." He said:
"Breastfeed him, and that which
is in the face of Abü Hudhaifah
will disappear." She said: "By
Allah, I did not see it in the face
of Abü Hudhaifah (after that)."

[36051 31 - (1454) Zainab bint
AbI Salamah narrated that her
mother Umm Salamah, the wife
of the Prophet
, used to say:
"The other wives of the Prophet
used to refuse to admit
anyone on the basis of that
breastfeeding (of a grown-up).
They said to 'Aiah, 'By Allah,
we think that this is a concession
which the Messenger of Allah
granted only in the case of Sâlim.
No one will enter upon us or see
us on the basis of this type of
breastfeeding."
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Chapter 8. Breastfeeding Is
Because Of Hunger (Meaning,
During Infancy)
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[3606] 32 - (1455) It was
narrated that Masrüq said: "Aiah
said: The Messenger of Allah
entered upon me and there was a
man sitting in my house. He felt
upset because of that and I saw
signs of anger in his face. I said: "0
Messenger of Allah, he is my
brother through breastfeeding."
He said: "Consider who are your
brothers through breastfeeding, 11
for breastfeeding is only through
hunger."

[3607] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 3606) was narrated from
Ash'ath bin AbI Ash-Sha'thâ'
with the chain of Abü A1-Ahwas.

Meaning, verify what really happened and whether the breastfeeding met the conditions
such as there having been five full feedings within the first two years of life, etc.
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Chapter 9. It Is Permissible To
Have Intercourse With A
Female Captive After It Is
Established That She Is Not
Pregnant, And If She Has A
Husband Then Her Marriage
Is Annulled When She Is
Captured
(1456) It was
[36081 33
narrated from Abü Sa'eed AlhudrI that on the Day of
Uunain, the Messenger of Allah
sent an army to Awtâs, where
they met the enemy, fought them
and prevailed over them. They
captured some female prisoners,
and it was as if the Companions
of the Messenger of Allah
felt
reluctant to have intercourse with
them because of their idolator
husbands. Then Allah, the Mighty
and Sublime, revealed: "Also
(forbidden are) women already
married, except those (slaves)
whom your right hands possess",'
meaning, they are permissible for
you once their 'Iddah has ended.
-
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An-Nisâ' 4:24.
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[3609] 34 - ( ... ) Abü Sa'eed A]IhudrI narrated that on the Day
of Uunain the Prophet of Allah
; sent out a party... a Hadith
like that of YazId bin Zuray',
(no. 3608) except that he said:
"Except those whom your right
hands possess" for they are
permissible for you. And he did
not mention: "When their 'Iddah
is over."

[36101 ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3609) was narrated from
Qatâdah with this chain.

[3611] 35 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Sa'eed said: 'They
captured some female prisoners
on the Day of Awtâs, who had
husbands, so they were worried,
then this verse was revealed:
"Also (forbidden are) women
already married, except those
(slaves) whom your right hands
possess ... "'1
[3612] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3611) was narrated from
Qatâdah with this chain.
An-Nisâ' 4:24.
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Chapter 10. The Child Belongs /
To (The Owner Of) The Bed Aid
Suspicion Must Be Avoided
[3613] 36 - (1457) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "Sa'd
bin Abi Waqqâ and 'Abd bin
Zam'ah disputed concerning a
boy. Sa'd said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, this is the son of my brother,
'Utbah bin AbI Waqqâs, who
stated to me that he is his child.
See how he resembles him.' 'Abd
bin Zam'ah said: 'This is my
brother, 0 Messenger of Allah, he
was born on my father's bed of his
slave woman.' The Messenger of
Allah
looked to see who he
resembled, and he saw a clear
resemblance to 'Utbah. But he
said: 'He is yours, 0 'Abd. The
child is for the (owner of the) bed
and the fornicator gets the
,UqjarJ1 J Observe Hijâb from him,
0 Sawdah bint Zam'ah." She
said: "And he never saw Sawdah."
Muhammad bin Rumh did not
mention the words: "0 'Abd."
[3614] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3613) was narrated from AzZuhrI with this chain, except that
Ma'mar and Ibn 'Uyaynah said in
their HadIth: "The child is for the
"The stone" and they say that its meaning is "nothing."
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(owner of the) bed," and they did
not mention "and the fornicator
gets the Ijajar."

[3615] 37 - (1458) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"The child is for the (owner of
the) bed and the fornicator gets
the War."

[3616] ( ... ) A HadIth like that of
Ma'mar (no. 3615) was narrated
from Abü Hurairah from the
Prophet .
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Chapter 11. Detecting
Relationships From Physical
Features
[3617] 38 - (1459) It was
narrated from 'Aishah that she
said: "The Messenger of Allah
entered upon me one day happily,
with his face shining. He said: 'Did
you not see that Mujazziz looked
at Zaid bin Hârithah and Usâmah
bin Zaid just now, and he said:
These feet belong to one another."
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[3618] 39 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aigah said: "The Messenger
of Allah OM entered upon me
happy one day and said: '0
'Aijah, did you not see that
Mujazziz Al-Mudlaji entered upon
me and he saw Usâmah and Zaid
with a piece of velvet cloth over
them that was covering their
heads, but their feet were showing,
and he said: These feet belong to
one another."

[3619] 40 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "A Qâ'if (one
who detects family resemblance)
entered when the Messenger of
Allah
was present, and
Usâmah bin Zaid and Zaid bin
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Hâriihah were lying down. He
said: 'These feet belong to one
another.' The Prophet j was
pleased by this and liked it, and
he told 'Aishah about it."

[3620] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 3619) was narrated from AzZuhrI with this chain, and in the
HadIth of Yünus it adds: "And
Mujazziz was a Qâ'f"

Chapter 12. How Long A
Virgin And A PreviouslyMarried Woman Are Entitled
To Have The Husband Stay
With Them After Marriage
[3621] 41 - (1460) It was
narrated from 15mm Salamah
that when the Messenger of
Allah married Urnm Salamah,
he stayed with her for three days,
and he said: "There is no lack of
esteem on the part of your
husband towards you. If you wish,
I will stay with you for seven
days, but if I stay with you for
seven days, then I will have to
stay with each of my wives for
seven days."
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[3622] 42 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Bakr bin 'AbdurRahmân that when the
Messenger of Allah
married
Umm Salamah, the following
morning he said to her: "There is
no lack of esteem on the part of
your husband towards you. If you
wish, I will stay with you for
seven days, or if you wish I will
stay with you for three, then I
will visit (each of you) in turn."
She said: "Make it three."
[3623] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Bakr bin 'Abdur-Rahmân
that when the Messenger of
Allah &j married Umm Salamah,
he went to stay with her, then he
wanted to leave and she took hold
of his garment. The Messenger of
Allah
said: "If you wish, I will
stay longer and count it. For a virgin
seven days, and for a previouslymarried woman, three."

[3624] (.4 A similar report (as
no. 3623) was narrated from
'Abdur-Rahmân bin Humaid with
this chain.
[3625] 43 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Bakr bin 'AbdurRahmân bin A1-Hâriih bin Hihâm,
from Umm Salamah. He () said
that the Messenger of Allah
married her, and he mentioned
some things, including this: He
said: "If you wish, I will stay with
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you (to Umm Salamah) for seven
days, and then spend seven days
with each of my wives, for if I
spend seven days with you I will
spend seven days with each of my
wives."
[3626] 44 - (1461) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik said:
"If (a man) marries a virgin in
addition to a previously-married
woman, he should stay with her for
seven days, and if he marries a
previously-married woman in
addition to a virgin, he should stay
with her for three." Khâlid (a
narrator) said: "If I were to say
that he attributed it to the Prophet
; I would be speaking the truth,
but he said: 'That is the Sunnah."
[3627] 45 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas said: "It is Sunnah to
stay with a virgin for seven days."
Iijâlid (a narrator) said: "If you
wish, I will say that he attributed
it to the Prophet 04."
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Chapter 13. Dividing One's
Time Among Wives; The
Sunnah Is For Each One To
Have One Night And One Day
[3628] 46 - (1462) It was
narrated that Anas said: "The
Prophet
had nine wives, and
when he divided his time among
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them, he did not come back to
the first one until the ninth day.
Every night they used to gather
in the house of the one whose
night it was. He was in 'Aihah's
house, and Zainab came and he
reached out his hand towards
her. 'Aihah said: 'This is Zainab,
withdrew his
and the Prophet
hand.' They argued and raised
their voices, and the Iqâmah was
called for prayer. Abfl Bakr came
past at that point and heard their
voices, so he said: 'Come out for
the prayer, 0 Messenger of Allah
, and throw. dust in their
came
mouths.' The Prophet
out, and 'Aihah said: 'Now the
Prophet
will finish his prayer
and come, and Abü Bakr will
come and do such-and-such to
me.' When the Prophet 40, had
finished his prayer, Abü Bakr
came to her and spoke sternly to
her, and said: 'Do you behave
like this?"
Chapter 14. It Is Permissible
For A Wife To Give Her Turn
To A Co-Wife
[3629] 47 - (1463) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "I
never saw a woman whose position
I wished I could be in more than
Sawdah bint Zam'ah, a woman of
strong character." When she grew
old, she gave her day with the
Messenger of Allah to 'Aiah.
She said: "0 Messenger of Allah, I
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have given my day with you to
'Aihah." So the Messenger of
Allah
gave 'Aihah two days,
her day, and Sawdah's day.
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[3630] 48 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Hishâm with this chain, that
when Sawdah grew old.., a IjadIt
like that of JarIr (no. 3629). In
the HadIth of SharIk it adds: "She
was the first woman whom he
married after me."
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[3631] 49 - (1464) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "I
used to feel jealous of the women
who offered themselves (in
marriage) to the Messenger of
Allah 0,, and I would say:
'Would a woman offer herself?'
When Allah, the Most High,
revealed the words: "You can
postpone (the turn of) whom you
will of them (your wives), and
you may receive whom you will.
And whomsoever you desire of
those whom you have set aside
(her turn temporarily), ,,,,[1] I
said: 'By Allah, I see that your
[1]

Al-A hzâb 33:51.
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Lord is quick to respond to your
wishes."
[36321 50 - (...) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that she used to
say: "Wouldn't a woman feel too
shy to offer herself to a man?"
Until Allah [the Mighty and
Sublime] revealed: "You can
postpone (the turn of) whom you
will of them (your wives), and
you may receive whom you
will" 11 Then she said: "Your
Lord is quick to respond to your
wishes."
[3633] 51 - (1465) 'Atâ' said:
"We attended the funeral of
Maimünah, the wife of the
Prophet
, in Sarif with Ibn
'Abbâs. Ibn 'Abbâs said: 'This is
the wife of the Prophet
, so
when you lift her, do not shake
her nor disturb her; be gentle
with her. The Messenger of Allah
ç had nine wives, and he used
to divide his time between eight
of them, and he did not allot a
share of his time to one of them.
The one to whom he did not allot
a share of his time was Safiyyah
bint Iluyayy bin Aihtab."

[3634] 52 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn Juraij with this chain (a
HadIth similar to no. 3633), and
Al-A hzâb 33:51.
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he added: 'Atâ' said: "...She was
the last of them to die, and she
died in Al-Madinah."

Chapter 15. It Is
Recommended To Marry One
Who Is Religiously Committed
[3635] 53 - (1466) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "Women are
married for four things: Their
wealth, their lineage, their beauty
and their religion. Choose the
one with religion, may your
hands be rubbed with dust."[']

[3636] 54 - (715) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "I married a woman
at the time of the Messenger of
Allah , and I met the Prophet
and he said: '0 Jâbir, have you
gotten married?' I said: 'Yes.' He
said: 'A virgin or a previouslymarried woman?' I said: 'A
previously-married woman.' He
said: 'Why not a virgin so you could
play with her?' I said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, I have sisters, and I was
afraid that she might cause trouble
between myself and them.' He said:
'That's fine then. A woman is

Il l

Meaning, may you prosper.
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married for her religion, her wealth
or her beauty. Choose the one with
religion, may your hands be rubbed
with dust."
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Chapter 16. It Is Recommended
To Marry Virgins
[3637]t 5 - (...) It was narrated
that JAW .bin 'Abdullâh said: "i
marriedta woman and the
Messenger of Allah 4h said to
me: 'Have .ou gotten married?' I
said: 'Yes.'He said: 'A virgin or a
previously-tharried woman?' I said:
'A previously-married woman.' He
said: 'What about virgins and
playing with them?"
u'bah said: "I mentioned this
to 'Amr bin Dinârand he said: 'I
heard it from Jâbir, but he said:
"Why not a young virgin, so you
could play with her and she could
play with you?"

[3638] 56 - (...) It was narrated
from Jâbir bin t'Abdullâh, that
'Abdullâh (his father) died and
left behind nine - or seven daughters, and I married a
previously-married woman. The
Messenger of Allah
said to
me: "0 Jâbir, have you gotten
married?" I said: "Yes." He said:
"A virgin or a previously-married
woman?" I said: "A previously-
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married woman, 0 Messenger of
Allah." He said: "Why not a
young virgin whom you could
play with, and she could play with
you?" - or he said: "Whom you
could make laugh, and she could
make you laugh?" - I said to him:
"Abdullâh died and left behind
nine - or seven - daughters, and I
did not like to bring to them one
who was like them. I wanted to
bring a woman who could look
after them and take care of
them." He said: "Then may Allah
bless you," or he said good words
to me.

[rlrv
[3639] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said: "The
Messenger of Allah ç said to
me: 'Did you get married, 0
Jâbir?"... and he quoted the
HadIjh (similar to no. 3638) as
far as the words: "A woman who
would look after them and comb
their hair." He said: "You have
done well," and he did not mention
the words that come after that.
[3640] 57 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said:
"We were with the Messenger of
Allah
on a campaign, and
when we were heading back I
urged my camel on because it
was slow. A rider behind me
caught up with me and prodded
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my camel with an 'Anazah 11 that
he had with him, and my camel
moved forward like the best
camel you have ever seen. I
turned around and there was the
Messenger of Allah . He said:
'Why are you in such a hurry, 0
Jâbir?' I said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, I have recently got married.'
He said: 'Did you marry a virgin or
a previously-married woman?' I
said: 'A previously-married
woman.' He said: 'Why not a young
virgin who you could play with and
she could play with you?"
"When we came to Al-Madinah,
we wanted to enter but he said:
'Slow down so we can enter at
night, so that the women whose hair
is disheveled may comb their hair,
and the women whose husbands
have been away may shave their
pubes.' And he said: 'When you
arrive, be smart, be smart."'[2]
[3641] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said: "I went
out on a campaign with the
Messenger of Allah
and my
camel held me back. The
Messenger of Allah came to me
and said: '0 Jâbir.' I said: 'Yes.'
He said: 'What is the matter with
you?' I said: 'My camel is holding
me back; it is tired and I fell
behind.' He dismounted and
[1]
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A short, iron-tipped spear.

121 Be smart: This may mean either "be smart and have intercourse with your wife (for the
purpose of having children)" or "be smart and do not rush to have intercourse with your
wife until you are sure that she is not menstruating etc."
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prodded it with a crooked stick,
then he said: 'Ride.' So I rode, and
I remember that I had to restrain it
from passing the Messenger of
Allah
. He said: 'Have you
gotten married?' I said: 'Yes.' He
said: 'A virgin or a previouslymarried woman?' I said: 'A
previously-married woman.' He
said: 'Why not a girl whom you
could play with and she could play
with you?' I said: 'I have sisters
and I wanted to many a woman
who could keep them together and
comb their hair and take care of
them.' He said: 'You are going
home, and when you arrive, be
smart, be smart.' Then he said:
'Will you sell your camel?' I said:
'Yes.' So he bought it from me for
an Uqiyah, then the Messenger of
Allah ç arrived and I arrived in
the morning. I came to the Masjid
and found him at the door of the
Masjid. He said: 'Have you just
arrived now?' I said: 'Yes.' He
said: 'Leave your camel and go
inside and pray two Rak'ah.' So I
went inside and prayed, then I
came back. He told Bilâl to weigh
out an Uqiyah for me and BilâI did
that, and added a little more. Then
I left, then when I was on my way
he said: 'Call Jâbir for me.' I was
called and I said: 'Now he will
return the camel to me, and there
was nothing I disliked more than
it.' He said: 'Take your camel, and
keep its price for yourself."
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[3642] 58 - (...) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said:
"We were on a journey with the.
and Iwas
Messenger of Allah
on a camel that lagged behind
the people. The Messenger of,
Allah iW,struck it," or prodded it
- I think he said, "with something
that he had with him. After that
it started going ahead of the
people and I was struggling to
restrain it. The Messenger of ,,)
said: 'Will you sell it to
Allah
me for such-and-such, may Allah
forgive you? I said: It is yours,
O Prophet of Allah.' He said:
'Will you sell it to me for such
and-such, may Allah forgive
you?' I said: 'It is yours, 0
Prophet of Allah.' He said to me:
'Did you get married after your
father died?' I said: 'Yes.' He
said: 'A previously-married
woman or a virgin?' I said: 'A
previously-married woman; He
said: 'Why didn't you marry a
virgin who could make you laugh
and you could make her laugh,
and she could play with you and
you could play with her?...
Nadrah said: "That was a
phrase that the Muslims used to
phrase
say: 'Do such and such,' may
Allah forgive you."
Chapter 17. Advice With
Regard To Women
[3643] 59

-

( ... ) It was narrated
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that Aba Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
ç said:
'Woman was created from a rib,
it will never become straight for
you in any way. If you wish to
benefit from her then you may
benefit from her, along with her
crookedness, but if you try to
straighten her you will break her,
and breaking her is divorcing
her."

[3644] 60 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "Whoever
believes in Allah and the Last
Day, if he witnesses something let
him speak good or else keep
silent. Deal kindly with women,
for woman was created from a
rib, and the most crooked part of
a rib is its upper part. If you try
to straighten it you will break it,
and if you leave it alone it will
remain crooked. Deal (kindly)
with women."

[3645] 61 - (1467) It was
narrated that Abil Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'No believing man should hate a
believing woman. If he dislikes
one of her characteristics, he may
be pleased with another."
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[3646] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3645) was narrated from Abü
Hurairah from the Prophet .

Chapter 18. Were It Not For
Ijawwâ', No Female Would
Ever Betray Her Husband
[3647] 62 - (1468) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Were it not for Hawâ', no female
would ever have betrayed her
husband."

[3648] 63 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hammâm bin Munabbih
said: This is what Abñ Hurairah
narrated from the Messenger of
Allah . He mentioned a
number of Ahadith, including the
following: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'Were it not for
the Children of Israel, no food
would go bad and no meat would
turn rotten, and were it not for
Hawwâ' no female would ever
betray her husband."
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Chapter 19. The Best
Temporary Joy Of This World
Is The Righteous Woman
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[3649] 64 - (1469) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
'Amr that the Messenger of Allah
said: "This world is no more
than temporary joys, and there is
no temporary joy of this world
that is better than the righteous
wife."
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Chapter 20. Advice With
Regard To Women
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[3650] 65 - (1470) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Woman is like a rib. If you try to
straighten her you will break her,
but if you leave her alone you
will benefit from her even though
there is some crookedness in
her."

[3651] (.4 A similar report (as
no. 3650) was narrated from the
nephew of Az-Zuhrl, from his
paternal uncle, with this chain.
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18. The Book Of
Divorce

Chapter 1. The Prohibition Of
Divorcing A Menstruating
Woman Without Her Consent;
If A Man Breaks This Rule It
Still Counts As A Divorce, And
He Should Be Ordered To
Take Her Back
[3652] 1 - (1471) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that he
divorced his wife while she was
menstruating, at the time of the
Messenger of Allah jW. 'Umar
bin Al-Khattâb asked the
Messenger of Allah about that
and the Messenger of Allah
said to him: "Tell him to take her
back, then wait until she has
become pure, then menstruated
again, then become pure again.
Then if he wishes he may keep
her, or if he wishes he may
divorce her before he has
intercourse with her. That is the
'Iddah (prescribed periods) for
which Allah has enjoined the
divorce of women."
[3653] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Abdullâh that he divorced one of his
wives while she was menstruating,
with a single divorce. The Messenger
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The Book Of Divorce
of Allah ordered him to take her
back and keep her until she had
become pure then menstruated
again in his house. Then he should
wait until she became pure again,
then if he wished he could divorce
her when she became pure, before
having intercourse with her. That
is the 'Iddah (prescribed periods)
for which Allah has enjoined the
divorce of women.
Ibn Rumh added in his report:
"When 'Abdullâh was asked
about that, he said to one of
them: 'But if you have divorced
your wife once or twice, the
Messenger of Allah kJ told me to
do that (i.e., take her back), but
if you have divorced her three
times, then she becomes unlawful
to you until she marries another
husband; and you have disobeyed
Allah with regard to His
commands about divorcing your
wife."
Muslim said: Al-Laith did well
with his saying: "A single divorce
(a narrator)."

[3654] 2 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "I divorced
my wife at the time of the
while she
Messenger of Allah
was menstruating. 'Umar mentioned
that to the Messenger of Allah ç
and he said: 'Tell him to take her
back, then let him wait until she
becomes pure, then menstruates
again, then when she becomes
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pure again, let him divorce her
before having intercourse with
her, or let him keep her. That is
the 'Iddah (prescribed periods) for
which Allah has enjoined the
divorce of women."
'Ubaidullâh said: "I said to
Nâfi': 'What happened to that
divorce?' He said: 'It was one
divorce that was counted as
such."
[3655] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3654) was narrated from
'Ubaidullâh with this chain, but he
did not mention what 'Ubaidullâh
said to Nâfi'.

[3656] 3 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Nâfi' that Ibn 'Umar
divorced his wife while she was
menstruating, and 'Umar asked
the Prophet ii, about that. He
() ordered him to take her
back, then wait until she had
menstruated again, then wait
until she became pure, then he
could divorce her before having
intercourse with her. That is the
'Iddah (prescribed periods) for
which Allah has enjoined the
divorce of women. He said:
"When Ibn 'Umar was asked
about a man who divorces his
wife while she is menstruating, he

:

The Book Of Divorce
would say: 'If you have divorced
her once or twice, the Messenger
of Allah
told him to take her
back, then wait until she
menstruated again, then wait until
she became pure, then divorce her
before having intercourse with
her. If you divorced her three
times, then you have disobeyed
your Lord with regard to the
manner in which He commanded
you to divorce your wife, and the
divorce is irrevocable."
[3657] 4 - ( ... ) ' Abdullâh bin
'Umar said: "I divorced my wife
while she was menstruating.
'Umar mentioned that to the
Prophet
and the Messenger of
Allah
got angry and said: 'Tell
him to take her back until she
has menstruated again, a menses
other than that in which he
divorced her. Then if he wants to
divorce her, let him divorce her
when she is pure of menses and
before he has intercourse with
her. That is divorce at the time
prescribed by Allah." 'Abdullâh
had divorced her once, and that
was counted as one divorce. And
'Abdullâh took her back as the
Messenger of Allah commanded
him.

[36581 ( ... ) It was narrated from
Az-ZuhrI with this chain (a HadIth
similar to no. 3657), except that he
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said: "...Ibn 'Umar said: 'So I took
her back, and that was counted as
one divorce that I had given her."

[3659] 5 - (...) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that he divorced
his wife while she was menstruating.
'Umar mentioned that to the
Prophet who said: "Tell him to
take her back, then divorce her
when she is pure or pregnant."

[3660] 6 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that he divorced
his wife while she was menstruating.
'Umar asked the Messenger of
Allah 40, about that and he said:
"Tell him to take her back until she
becomes pure, then menstruates
again, then becomes pure, then he
may divorce her after that or keep
her."

[3661] 7 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn SIrIn said: For twenty
years those whom I trust narrated
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to me that Ibn 'Umar divorced
his wife thrice while she was
menstruating and he was told to
take her back. I did not doubt
them, but I did not hear the Ijad/i
from anyone else either, until I met
Abü Ghallâb, Yimnus bin Jubair AlBâhilI, who was very reliable. He
told me that he asked Ibn 'Umar,
who told him that he had divorced
his wife with one divorce while she
was menstruating, and he was
commanded to take her back. He
said: I said: "Was that counted as a
divorce?' He said: 'Of course; it
must be counted even if he failed
and acted foolishly." 11

[3662] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3661) was narrated from
Ayyâb with this chain, except that
he said: " 'Umar asked the
Prophet
and he told him..."
[3663] 8 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ayyüb with this chain (a
IjadIth similar to no. 3661), and
he said in the HadIth: "Umar
asked the Prophet
about that,
and he told him to take her back,
until he could divorce her when
she was pure, without having had
intercourse with her. And he said:
'Divorce her at the beginning of
her 'Iddah."

L'J These are the words of Ibn 'Umar himself, referring to himself in the third person, as is
clear in subsequent narrations.
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[36641 9 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Yünus bin Jubair said: "I
said to Ibn 'Umar: 'A man
divorced his wife while she was
menstruating.' He said: 'Do you
know 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar? He
divorced his wife while she was
menstruating, and 'Umar went to
the Prophet
and asked him
(about that), and he told him to
take her back, so that she might
start her 'Iddah." 11 He said: "I
said to him: 'If a man divorces his
wife while she is menstruating,
does that count as a divorce?' He
said: 'Of course; it must be
counted even if he failed and
acted foolishly."
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136651 10 - ( ... ) Ibn 'Umar said:
"I divorced my wife while she was
menstruating, and 'Umar went to
the Prophet and told him about
said: 'Let
that. The Prophet
him take her back, then when she
becomes pure, if he wishes he may
divorce her.' He (the narratror)
said: "I said to Ibn 'Umar: 'Was
that counted (as a divorce)?' He
said: 'Why wouldn't it be? It must
be counted even if he failed and
acted foolishly."

111

Meaning, her 'Iddah starts when he divorces her while she is not menstruating.
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[3666] 11 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin SIrIn said: "I asked
Ibn 'Umar about his wife whom
he divorced. He said: 'I divorced
her while she was menstruating,
and I told 'Umar about that, and
he told the Prophet , who said:
"Tell him to take her back, then
when she becomes pure, he may
divorce her when she is pure."
He said: 'So I took her back, then
I divorced her when she was
pure.' I said: 'Was that divorce
that you gave her while she was
menstruating counted as such?
He said: 'Why wouldn't I count
it? It must be counted even if I
failed and acted foolishly."

[3667] 12 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas bin Sirin that he heard
Ibn 'Umar said: "I divorced my
wife while she was menstruating.
'Umar went to the Prophet and
told him about that, and he said:
'Tell him to take her back, then
when she becomes pure, let him
divorce her.' I said to Ibn 'Umar:
'Did you count that divorce as
such?' He said: 'Of course."
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[3668] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated
with this chain (a HadIth similar
to no. 3667), except that in their
Ijad/j it says: "...Let him take
her back." And in their HadIth (it
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says): He said: "I said to him:
'Did you count it as such?' He
said: 'Of course."
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[3669] 13 - ( ... ) Ibn Taw-us
narrated from his father that he
heard Ibn 'Umar being asked
about a man who divorced his wife
while she was menstruating. He
said: "Do you know 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar?" He said: "Yes." He said:
"He divorced his wife while she
was menstruating, and 'Umar went
to the Prophet and told him the
news. He told him to take her
back." He (Ibn Tawus) said: "I did
not hear him - his father - say any
more than that."
[3670] 14 - ( ... ) Abü Az-Zubair
narrated that he heard 'AbdurRahmân bin Ayman, the freed
slave of 'Azzah, asking Ibn
'Umar, and Abü Az-Zubair heard
that: "What do you think of a
man who divorces his wife when
she is menstruating?" He said:
"Ibn 'Umar divorced his wife
while she was menstruating, at
the time of the Messenger of
Allah
." 'Umar asked the
Messenger of Allah
(about it),
saying: "Abdullâh bin 'Umar has
divorced his wife when she is
menstruating.' The Prophet
said to him: 'Let him take her
back.' So he took her back. And
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he said: 'When she becomes
pure, let him divorce her or let
him keep her."
Ibn 'Umar said: "And the
Prophet
recited the words: 0
Prophet! When you divorce
women, divorce them at their
'Iddah (prescribed periods)..."[']
[3671] ( ... ) A similar story (as
no. 3670) was narrated from Ibn
'Umar.
[3672] ( ... ) Abü Az-Zubair
narrated that he heard 'AbdurRahmân bin Ayman, the freed
slave of 'Urwah, asking Ibn
'Umar, when Abü Az-Zubair was
listening.., a Hadit/ like that of
Hajjâj (no. 3670), with some
additions.
Muslim said: He made a mistake
when he said "...the freed slave of
'Urwah"; he was the freed slave
of 'Azzah.
Chapter 2. Threefold Divorce

[3673] 15 - (1472) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"During the time of the Messenger
of Allah it, Abü Bakr and the
first two years of 'Umar's Khjlâfah,
a threefold E21 divorce was counted
At-Talâq 65:1.
[2]

Giving divorce thrice in one sitting.
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as one. Then 'Umar bin Aliiiattâb said: 'People have become
hasty in a matter in which they
should take their time. I am
thinking of holding them to it.' So
he made it binding upon them."

[36741 16 - ( ... ) Ibn Tawüs
narrated from his father that Abü
As-Sahbâ' said to Ibn 'Abbâs:
"Do you know that the threefold
divorce was regarded as one at
the time of the Messenger of
Allah iW and Abü Bakr, and for
three years of 'Umar's leadership?"
He said: "Yes."

[3675] 17 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Tawüs that AN As-Sahbâ'
said to Ibn 'Abbâs: "Tell us of
something interesting that you
know. Wasn't the threefold
divorce counted as one at the
time of the Messenger of Allah
and Abü Bakr?" He said:
"That was so, then at the time of
'Umar the people began to issue
divorces frequently, so he made it
binding upon them."
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Chapter 3. Expiation Must Be
Offered By One Who Declares
His Wife To Be Unlawful For
Him But Does Not Intend
Divorce Thereby
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[36761 18 - (1473) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that he
used to say concerning declaring
one's wife to be unlawful: "It is
an oath for which expiation must
be offered."
Ibn 'Abbâs said: "Indeed in the
Messenger of Allah you have a
good example to follow for
him..." 11

[3677] 19 - ( ... ) Sa'eed bin
Jubair narrated that he heard Ibn
'Abbâs say: "If a man declares his
wife to be unlawful f6f him, this
is an oath for which expiation
must be offered." And he said:
"Indeed in the Messenger of
Allah you have a good example
to follow for him..." 21
I'] Al-Ahzâb 33:21.
[2]

Al-Ahzâb 33:21.
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(1474) 'Aishah
[36781 20
narrated that the Prophet
used to stay with Zainab bint
Jahsh and drink honey in her
house. She said: "Hafsah and I
agreed that whichever of us the
Prophet
entered upon first,
she should say: 'I can smell
Maghafir on you; have you eaten
Maghafir?' 111 He entered upon
one of them and she said that to
him. He said: 'No, I drank honey
at the house of Zainab hint
Jahah, but I will never do it
again.' Then the following verses
were revealed: "Why do you forbid
(for yourself) that which Allah has
allowed to you" up to the words,
"If you two turn in repentance to
Allh" 21 - addressing 'Aiah and
IIafah - The phrase "And
(remember) when the Prophet
disclosed a matter in confidence to
one of his wives" (in verse 3) refers
to him saying: 'No, I drank honey."
[3679] 21 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aihah said: "The Messenger
of Allah ; liked sweets and
honey, and when he had prayed
Asr, he would go around to his
wives and get close to them. He
entered upon Uafah and stayed
there longer than he usually did. I
'l A sweet resin with a bad smell which comes out of a tree or thorny shrub called 'Uifif.

I

(2]

At-TahrIm 66:1-4.
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asked about that and I was told
that a woman from among her
people had given her a small vessel
of honey as a gift, and she had
poured some for the Prophet to
drink. I said: 'By Allah, we will
play a trick on him.' I mentioned
that to Sawdah and said: 'When he
enters upon you, he will get close
to you, so say to him: "0
Messenger of Allah, have you
eaten MaghâjIr?" He will say to
you: "No." So say to him: "What is
this smell?" - for the Messenger of
Allah ç hated to have any smell
coming from him - He will tell you:
"Uafah poured me a drink of
honey." Say to him: "The bees
must have sipped the nectar of Al'Urfi4." I will say that to him too,
and you say it as well, 0 Safiyyah.'
Then he entered upon Sawdah."
She said: "Sawdah used to say: 'By
the One besides Whom there is
none worthy of worship, I nearly
decided to tell him what you had
told me to say, when he was at the
door, but I was afraid of you.'
When the Messenger of Allah 44
drew close, she said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, have you eaten
Maghafir?' He said: 'No.' She said:
'Then what is this smell?' He said:
'Uafah poured me a drink of
honey.' She said: 'The bees must
have sipped the nectar of Al'Urfi4.' When he entered upon me,
I said the same thing, then he
entered upon Safiyyah and she
said the same thing. When he
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entered upon I:1afah she said: '0
Messenger of Allah, shall I pour
you some?' He said: 'I have no
need of it."
"Sawdah said: 'Subhân-Allâh, we
have deprived him of it.' I said to
her: 'Be quiet!"

[3680] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3679) was narrated from
Hishâm bin 'Urwah with this
chain.
Chapter 4. Giving One's Wife
The Choice Does Not Count As
A Divorce, Unless It Is
Intended As Such
[3681] 22 - (1475) 'Aishah said:
"When the Messenger of Allah
was commanded to give his
wives the choice, he started with
me. He said: 'I am going to tell
you something, and you must not
hasten to decide until you consult
your parents.' He knew that my
parents would never tell me to
leave him. Then he said: 'Allah
[the Mighty and Sublime] says: 0
Prophet! Say to your wives: "If
you desire the life of this world,
and its glitter, then come! I will
make a provision for you and set
you free in a handsome manner
(divorce). But if you desire Allah
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and His Messenger, and the
Home of the Hereafter, then
verily, Allah has prepared for AlMuhsinât (good-doers) amongst
you an enormous reward."'[']
She said: I told him: 'Why would
I need to consult my parents
about this? For surely I desire
Allah and His Messenger and the
Home of the Hereafter.' Then
the wives of the Messenger of
Allah
all did the same as I
had done."

[3682] 23
(1476) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
used to
ask us for permission - if it was
the day of one of us after the
verse "You can postpone (the
turn of) whom you will of them
(your wives), and you may receive
whom you Will.,,~21 was revealed.
Mu'âdhah said to her: 'What did
you say to the Messenger of
Allah
when he asked you for
permission?' She said: 'If it had
been up to me I would not have
shown preference to anyone over
myself."
-

-

Al-A hzâb 33:28, 29.
[2]

Al-A hzâb 33:51.
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[3683] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3682) was narrated by 'Aim.

[3684] 24 - (1477) It was
narrated that Masrüq said:
"Aiah said: 'The Messenger of
Allah
gave us the choice but
we did not count it as a divorce."

[3685] 25 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Masrüq said: "I would not
care if I gave my wife the choice
once or a hundred times or a
thousand times, after she has
chosen me. I asked 'Aishah and
she said: 'The Messenger of
gave us the choice - was
Allah
that a divorce?"

[3686] 26 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aihah that the Messenger
gave his wives the
of Allah
choice, and that was not a
divorce.

:
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[3687] 27 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aihah said: "The Messenger
of Allah gave us the choice and
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we chose him, and he did not
count that as a divorce."

[3688] 28 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aihah said: "The Messenger
of Allah 4it gave us the choice and
we chose him, and he did not
count that as anything against us."

[3689] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3688) was narrated from
'Aishah.

[3690] 29 - (1478) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "Abü Bakr came in, seeking
permission to enter upon the
Messenger of Allah, and he
found the people sitting at his
door, and they were not given
permission to enter. Permission
was given to Abü Bakr and he
entered. Then 'Umar came and
asked for permission, and
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permission was granted. He
found the Messenger of Allah
sitting silently, with his wives
around him. He said: 'I am going
to say something to you which
smile.'
will make the Prophet
He said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
if you had seen the daughter of
Iiârijah asking me for (more)
maintenance, and I got up and
poked her on the neck.' The
Messenger of Allah ç smiled
and said: 'They are around me,
as you can see, asking me for
(more) maintenance.' Abü Bakr
got up and poked 'Aihah on the
neck, and 'Umar got up and
poked Uafah on the neck, and
both of them said: 'Are you
asking the Messenger of Allah
for that which he does not have?'
They said: 'By Allah, we will
never ask the Messenger of Allah
for something that he does
not have.' Then he () stayed
away from them for a month or
twenty-nine days, then this verse
was revealed to him: 0 Prophet!
Say to your wives: "If you desire
the life of this world, and its
glitter, then come! I will make a
provision for you and set you free
in a handsome manner (divorce).
But if you desire Allah and His
Messenger, and the Home of the
Hereafter, then verily, Allah has
prepared for Al-Musinâtt1' (good
doers) amongst you an enormous
reward." He started with 'Aishah.
[1]

Al-A hzâb 33:28-29.
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He said: '0 'Aihah, I want to
suggest something to you, but I
want you not to rush to answer
until you consult your parents.'
She said: 'What is it, 0 Messenger
of Allah?' He recited this verse to
her and she said: 'Do I need to
consult my parents (concerning
you), 0 Messenger of Allah? No, I
choose Allah and His Messenger
and the Home of the Hereafter. But
I ask you not to tell any of your
wives what I have said.' He said:
'None of them will ask, but I will tell
her. Allah did not send me to make
things hard for people in the hope
that they would make mistakes,
rather He sent me to teach and
make things easy."
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Chapter 5. iia'," Keeping
Away From One's Wives And
Giving Them The Choice, And
The Saying Of Allah, The Most
High: "But If You Help One
Another Against Him..."[2]
[3691] 30 - (1479) 'Abdullâh bin
'Abbâs narrated: "Umar bin AlKhattâb told me: 'When the
Prophet of Allah
stayed away
from his wives, I entered the
Masjid and saw the people
striking the ground with pebbles
and saying: "The Messenger of
has divorced his wives."
Allah
That was before Hijâb had been
enjoined upon them.' 'Umar said:

-
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I ll Vowing to stay away from one's wife for a certain period of time.
[2]

At-TahrIm 66:4.
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'I said: "I must find out about
this today." So I entered upon
'Aishah and said: "0 daughter of
Abü Bakr, have you gone so far
that you annoy the Messenger of
Allah ?" She said: "What have
I to do with you, 0 son of AlIhattâb? You should pay
attention to your own daughter."
So I entered upon Hafsah hint
'Umar and said to her: "0
Hafsah, have you gone so far that
you annoy the Messenger of
Allah ? By Allah you know
that the Messenger of Allah ç
does not love you, and were it
not for me the Messenger of
would have divorced
Allah
you." She began to weep bitterly,
and I said to her: "Where is the
Messenger of Allah
?" She
said: "He is in his store room in
the loft."
I went in and I saw Rabâh, the
slave of the Messenger of Allah
, sitting at the threshold of the
loft, with his legs dangling on the
hollow wood of the tree trunk on
which the Messenger of Allah
used to climb up and down. I
called out: "0 Rabâh, ask the
Messenger of Allah ç for
permission for me to enter."
Rabâh looked into the room,
then he looked at me and did not
say anything. Then I said: "0
Rabâh, ask the Messenger of
Allah jW for permission for me to
enter." Rabâh looked into the
room, then he looked at me and
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did not say anything. Then I
raised my voice and said: "0
Rabâh! Ask for the Messenger of
for permission for me to
Allah
enter, for I think that the
thinks
Messenger of Allah
that I have come because of
Hafsah, but by Allah, if the
tells me
Messenger of Allah
to strike her neck, I will certainly
do it." I raised my voice, then he
gestured to me to climb up. I
entered upon the Messenger of
and found him lying on
Allah
a reed mat. I sat down, and he
drew his Izâr up over him. He
was not wearing anything else
and I could see that the reed mat
had left marks on his side. I
looked around the store room of
and
the Messenger of Allah
all I saw was a handful of barley,
about a $â', and an equal amount
of QarazI1I in the corner of the
room, and I saw a half-tanned
piece of leather hanging up. My
eyes filled with tears and he said:
"Why are you weeping, 0 son of
Al-Iattâb?" I said: "0 Prophet
of Allah, why shouldn't I weep
when this reed mat has left marks
on your side, and this is your
store room, and all I see in it is
what I see, when this Caesar and
this Kisra are living lives of
plenty, but you are the
Messenger of Allah Q5, and His
chosen one, and this is your store
[1]

Leaves of mimosa flava used for dyeing.
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room?" He said: "0 son of AlISiiattâb, does it not please you
that the Hereafter is for us and
this world is for them?" I said:
"Yes." And when I entered upon
him I saw signs of anger on his
face. I said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, why are you so upset
about these women? If you
divorce them, Allah is with you,
and the Angels and Jibril and
Mikâ'Il, and myself and Abü Bakr
and the believers will be with
you." Seldom did I speak words praise be to Allah - but I hoped
that Allah would confirm what I
said. Then this verse, the verse of
choice, was revealed: "It may be
if he divorced you (all) that his
Lord will give him instead of you,
wives better than you ......11 '
"...But if you help one another
against him, then verily, Allah is
his Maulâ (Lord, or Master, or
Protector), and Jibrll (Gabriel),
and the righteous among the
believers; and furthermore, the
Angels are his helpers". 21 'Aihah
bint AbI Bakr and Hafsah had
helped one another against the
other wives of the Prophet
I said: "0 Messenger of Allah,
have you divorced them?" He
said: "No." I said: "0 Messenger
of Allah, I entered the Masjid
and the Muslims were striking
the ground with the pebbles and
Li] At-TahrIm 66:5.
[2]

At-TahrIm 66:4.
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saying that the Messenger of
Allah
has divorced his wives.
Shall I go down and tell them that
you have not divorced them?" He
said: "Yes, if you wish." I kept on
talking to him until the signs of
anger disappeared from his face,
and until he began to smile, and he
had the most handsome teeth of
any people. Then the Prophet of
Allah
went down and I went
down clinging to the tree trunk,
while the Messenger of Allah
went down as if he was walking on
the ground, not holding on with
his hand. I said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, you were in that room for
twenty-nine days."
He said: "The month may be
twenty-nine days." I stood at the
door of the Masjid and called out at
the top of my voice: "The Messenger
of Allah
has not divorced his
wives, and this verse has been
revealed: When there comes to
them some matter touching (public)
safety or fear, they make it known
(among the people); if only they had
referred it to the Messenger or to
those charged with authority among
them, the proper investigators
would have understood it from
them (directly)..." 11 I understood
this matter, and Allah [the Mighty
and Sublime] revealed the verse of
choice.
[3692] 31 - (. 4 'Abdullâh bin
'Abbâs narrated: "For one year I
An-Nisâ' 83.
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wanted to ask 'Umar bin Alhattâb about a verse, but I
could not ask him out of respect
for him, until he went out for Ijajj,
and I went with him. When he
came back, while we were partway
along the road, he went aside to an
Arâk tree to relieve himself. I
waited until he had finished, then I
walked with him and said: '0
Commander of the Believers, who
are the two wives who helped one
another against the Messenger of
?' He said: 'That was
Allah
Hafsah and 'Aishah.'I said to him:
'By Allah, I wanted to ask you
about that for a year but I could
not, out of respect for you.' He
said: 'Do not do that. If you think
that I have any knowledge, then
ask me about it, and if I know I will
tell you."
And 'Umar said: 'By Allah, during
the Jâhiliah we had no regard for
woman, until Allah revealed what
He revealed concerning them, and
allotted to them what He allotted to
them. While I was thinking about
some matter, my wife said to me: I
wish that you had done such-andsuch. I said to her: What does it
have to do with you? Why are you
worried about what I want to do?
She said to me: How strange it is, 0
son of Al-aflâb, that you do not
want me to argue with you! Your
daughter argues with the Messenger
of Allah ç until he spends the
whole day angry."
"Umar said: 'I picked up my
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Ridâ' (cloak) and came out of my

house, and I went to Hafsah. I
said to her: "0 my daughter, do
you argue with the Messenger of
Allahç until he spends the whole
day angry?" Hafsah said: "By
Allah, we argue with him." I said:
"I am warning you of the
punishment of Allah and the
wrath of His Messenger. Do not be
misled by this one is amazed with
her beauty, and the love of the
Messenger of Allah jW for her."
Then I went and entered upon
Umm Salamah, because I was
related to her, and I spoke to her.
Umm Salamah said to me: "How
strange it is, 0 son of Al-hattâb,
that you interfere with everything
to such an extent that now you
want to intervene between the
Messenger of Allah
and his
wives." That astonished me so
much that my anger subsided, and
I left. I had a friend among the
Ansâr; if I was absent he would
bring me the news, and if he was
absent, I would bring him the news.
At that time we were worried about
one of the kings of Ghassân, as we
had been told that he wanted to
attack us, and our hearts were filled
with that (worry).
"The AnsârI came and knocked
at the door, saying: "Open up,
open up!" I said: "Has the
GhassânI come?" He said: "It is
worse than that. The Messenger
of Allah
has decided to stay
away from his wives." I said:
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"May the noses of Uafah and
'Aishah be rubbed with dust!"
Then I picked up my garment and
went out. I came and found the
was in his
Messenger of Allah
loft, to which he climbed up via a
ladder made of date palm. A black
slave of the Messenger of Allah iJ
was at the top of the ladder, and I
said: "This is 'Umar." I was given
permission (to enter) and I told
what
the Messenger of Allah
had happened. When I reached
the words of Umm Salamah the
Messenger of Allah i smiled. He
was lying on a reed mat with
nothing between him and it, and
beneath his head was a pillow of
leather, stuffed with palm fibers.
At his feet was a pile of Qaraz and
by his head there was a hide
hanging. I saw the marks of the reed
mat on the side of the Messenger of
Allah
, and I wept. He said:
"Why are you '. eping?" I said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, Kisra and
Caesar are living the lives they live,
but you are the Messenger of
Allah a." The Messenger of
Allahç said: "Does it not please
you that this world is for them and
the Hereafter is for you?"
t It was narrated
[3693] 32 that ibn 'Abbâs aid: I came with
'Umar, then when we were in
Marr Az-Zahrân... and he quoted
the complete hadItL, like the
HadIth of Sulaimin bin Bilâl (no.
3692), except that he said: "I said:
'What about the two women?' He
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said: 'Hafsah and Umm Salamah."
And he added: "And I came to the
apartments and in every house
there was some weeping." And he
also added: "He had vowed to stay
away from them for a month, then
when it was the twenty-ninth day,
he came to them."

[3694] 33 - ( ... ) Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"I wanted to ask 'Umar about the
two women who helped one
another at the time of the
Messenger of Allah jgg,, but for
one year I could not find any
opportunity, until I accompanied
him to Makkah. When he was in
Marr Az-Zahrân, he went to
relieve himself, and he said:
'Bring me a jug of water.' So I
brought it to him, and when he
had relieved himself and came
back, I went to pour water for
him, then I remembered and said
to him: '0 Commander of the
Believers, who were the two
women?' And I did not finish
what I was saying before he said:
"Aishah and Hafsah."

[3695] 34 - (...) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "I was eager
to ask 'Umar about the two wives
of the Prophet
concerning
whom Allah, the Most High said:
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"If you two turn in repentance to
Allah, (it will be better for you), your
hearts are indeed so inclined ......111
until 'Umar went for -Iajj and I went
with him. When we were partway
there, 'Umar turned aside, and I
turned aside with him, bringing the
jug. He relieved himself, then he
came to me and I poured water onto
his hands, and he performed Wuçiâ'.
I said: '0 Commander of the
Believers, who are the two wives of
the Prophet jW, about whom Allah
the Mighty and Sublime said: "If
you two turn in repentance to Allah,
(it will be better for you), your
hearts are indeed so inclined. ..,,?,121
'Umar said: 'How strange of you,
O Ibn 'Abbâs!" - Az-Zuhrl (a
narrator) said: "By Allah, he did
not like the question, but he did
not conceal anything" - "He said:
'They were Hafsah and 'Aiah.'
Then he started to narrate the
Ijadith and said: 'We people of the
Qurai.h were a people who
dominated women, but when we
came to A1-MadInah we found a
people who were dominated by
their women, and our women
started to learn from their women.
My house was among Banü
Umayyah bin Zaid in Al-'Awâll.
One day I got angry with my wife,
and she argued with me. I did not
like her to argue with me. But she
said: "Do you not like me to argue
[11

At-TahrIm 66:4.

[2]

At-TahrIm 66:4.
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with you? By Allah, the wives of
the Prophet
argue with him,
and one of them will forsake him
all day until night comes." I went
and entered upon Hafsah, and I
said: "Do you argue with the
Messenger of Allah a?" She said:
"Yes." I said: "Does one of you
forsake him all day until night
comes?" She said: "Yes." I said:
"Any one of you who does that is
doomed and lost. Does any one of
you feel assured that Allah will not
be angry with her because of the
anger of His Messenger , for
then she will be doomed? Do not
argue with the Messenger of Allah
and do not ask him for
anything. Ask me for whatever you
want. And do not be misled by the
fact that your neighbor is more
beautiful than you and more
beloved to the Messenger of Allah
than you" - referring to 'Aiah.
"And 'Umar said: 'I had a
neighbor among the Anâr. We
used to take turns going down to
the Messenger of Allah . He
would go down one day and I
would go down the next. He
would bring me the news of the
Revelation and other things, and
I would do likewise. We were
saying that Ghassân were shoeing
their horses to attack us. My
friend went to visit, then he came
to me at night and knocked on
my door, then he called out to
me. I went out to him and he
said: "Something terrible has
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happened!" I said: "What? Have
the Ghassân come?" He said:
"No, it is more terrible than that,
has
and worse. The Prophet
divorced his wives." I said:
"Hafsah is doomed and lost. I
thought that this would happen."
Then when I had prayed $ubii, I
got dressed, then I went down
and entered upon Uafah, who
was weeping. I said: "Has the
divorced
Messenger of Allah
you?" She said: "I do not know.
He has secluded himself in this
loft." I went to a black slave of his,
and I said: "Ask for permission for
'Umar to enter." He went in, then
he came out to me and said: "I
mentioned you to him but he did
not say anything."
"'I went away and came to the
Minbar, where I sat down. By it
was a group of people, some of
whom were weeping. I sat for a
little while, then I could not bear
it any longer, so I went to the
slave and said: "Ask for
permission for 'Umar to enter."
He went in. Then he came out to
me. He said: "I mentioned you to
him but he did not say anything."
I turned to leave. Then the slave
called me, and he said: "Go in,
he has given you permission." So
I went in and greeted the
with
Messenger of Allah
Salim. He was resting on a reed
mat that had left marks on his
side. I said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, have you divorced your
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wives?" He looked up at me and
said: "No." I said: "Allâhu Akbar!
If you had seen us, 0 Messenger
of Allah, we the Quraish, were a
people who dominated women,
but when we came to AlMadinah we found a people who
were dominated by their women,
and our women started to learn
from their women. I got angry
with my wife one day, and she
started to argue with me. I did
not like her to argue with me, but
she said: "Do you not like me to
argue with you? By Allah, the
argue
wives of the Prophet
with him, and one of them will
forsake him all day until night
comes." I said: "Any one of them
who does that is doomed and
lost. Does one of them feel
assured that Allah will not be
angry with her because of the
anger of His Messenger , then
she will be doomed?" The
smiled. I
Messenger of Allah
said: "0 Messenger of Allah, I
entered upon Ilafsah and I said:
'Do not be misled by the fact that
your neighbor is more beautiful
than you and more beloved to
than
the Messenger of Allah
you." The Messenger of Allah
smiled again."
"'I said: "0 Messenger of Allah,
may I talk to you freely?" He
said: "Yes." So I sat down and
looked around the room, and by
Allah, I did not see anything in it
to please the eye except three
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hides. I said: "Pray to Allah, 0
Messenger of Allah, to make life
prosperous for your Ummah, for
He has made life prosperous for
the Persians and Romans, but
they do not worship Allah, the
Mighty and Sublime." He sat up
straight and said: "Are you
doubting, 0 son of Al-ljaflâb?
Their good things have been
granted to them in this world." I
said: "Pray for forgiveness for
me, 0 Messenger of Allah." He
had sworn that he would not
enter upon them for a month,
because he was so annoyed with
them, until Allah [the Mighty and
Sublime] rebuked him."
[36961 35 - (1475) Az-ZuhrI
said: 'Urwah told me that 'Aishah
said: "When twenty-nine nights
had passed, the Messenger of
Allah t entered upon me; he
started with me. I said: '0
Messenger of Allah, you swore
that you would not enter upon us
for a month, but now you have
entered on the twenty-ninth day;
I have been counting them.' He
said: 'The month may be twentynine days.' Then he said: '0
'Aiah, I am going to tell you
something, but you do not have
to hasten to decide until you
consult your parents."
"Then he recited to me the
verse: 0 Prophet! Say to your
wives: If you desire the life of this
world, and its glitter, then come!
I will make a provision for you

I V*)—O[]
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and set you free in a handsome
manner (divorce). But if you
desire Allah and His Messenger,
and the Home of the Hereafter,
then verily, Allah has prepared
for Al-Muzsinât (good-doers)
amongst you an enormous
reward.")
'Aishah said: "He
knew, by Allah, that my parents
would never tell me to leave him.
I said: 'Do I need to consult my
parents about this? I desire Allah
and His Messenger and the
Home of the Hereafter."
Ma'mar said: "Ayyüb told me that
'Aihah said: 'Do not tell your
wives that I have chosen you.' The
Prophet
said to her: 'Allah has
sent me to convey (the message);
He did not send me to make things
hard for people in the hope that
they would make mistakes."
Chapter 6. The Woman Who
Has Been Irrevocably Divorced
Is Not Entitled To Maintenance

(1480) It was
[3697] 36
narrated from Fâtimah hint Qais
that Abü 'Ainr bin Hafs divorced
her irrevocably when he was
absent. He sent some barley to
her via his agent, and she was
angry with that.
He said: "By Allah, you are not
entitled to anything from us."
She came to the Messenger of
Allah jW and told him about that,
and he said: "You are not
-

[1]

Al-Ahzâb 33:28, 29.
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entitled to maintenance from
him." He told her to observe her
'Iddah in the house of Umm
SharIk, then he said: "She is a
woman whom my Companions
visit. Observe your 'Iddah in the
house of Ibn Umm Maktflm, for
he is a blind man and you can take
off your garments. And when your
'Iddah is over, let me know."
She said: "When my 'Iddah
ended, I told him that Mu'âwiyah
bin AbI Sufyân and Abü Jahm
had proposed marriage to me.
said:
The Messenger of Allah
'As for Abü Jahm, his stick never
leaves his shoulder.['] As for
Mu'âwiyah, he is very poor and
has no wealth. Marry Usâmah
bin Zaid.' I did not like that, but
he said: 'Marry Usâmah bin
Zaid.' So I married him, and
Allah caused it to be good and I
was envied for that."
[3698] 37 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Fâtimah bint Qais that her
husband divorced her at the time
, and the
of the Prophet
maintenance he gave her was
very little. When she saw that she
said: "By Allah, I am going to tell
. If I
the Messenger of Allah
am entitled to maintenance I will
take what is enough for me, and if
I am not entitled to maintenance I
will not take anything from him."
She said: "I told the Messenger of
Allah li about that and he said:
[1]

See no. 3712.
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'You are not entitled to maintenance
or accommodation."

[36991 ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Salamah said: "I asked
Fâtimah hint Qais, and she told
me that her MakhzümI husband
divorced her and refused to give
her any maintenance. She went
to the Messenger of Allah
and
told him, and the Messenger of
Allah
said: 'You are not
entitled to any maintenance. Go
and stay with Ibn Umm Maktüm,
for he is a blind man and you can
take off your garments there."

[3700] 38 - ( ... ) Abü Salamah
narrated that Fâtimah hint Qais,
the sister of Ad-Dahhâk bin
Qais, told him, that Abü Haf
bin Al-MughIrah Al-MaithzümI
divorced her three times, then he
went to Yemen. His people said
to her: "You are not entitled to
maintenance from us." Khâlid
bin A1-WalId came with a group
of people to the Messenger of
Allah
in the house of
Maimünah and said: "Abü Hafs
has divorced his wife three
times; is she entitled to
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maintenance?" The Messenger of
Allah
said: "She is not entitled
to maintenance, but she has to
observe the 'Iddah." And he sent
word to her, saying: "Do not be
hasty in making a decision
concerning yourself (without
consulting me)." He told her to
move to (the house of) Umm
harIk, then he sent word saying:
"Umm Sharik is visited by the first
MuhâjirIn. Go to Ibn Umm
Maktiim, the blind man, for if you
take off your Kljimâr (head cover)
he will not see you." So she went
and stayed there, and when her
'Iddah was over, the Messenger of
Allah
married her to Usâmah
bin Zaid bin Hârithah.
[3701] 39 - ( ... ) Abü Salamah
narrated that he wrote down
what Fâtimah bint Qais said: "I
was married to a man from Ban u^
Makhzüm, and he divorced me
irrevocably. I sent word to his
people asking for maintenance..."
and they quoted a Had
like
that of Yahyâ bin AbI KaftIr
from Abü Salamah (no. 3700),
except that in the HadIth of
Muhammad bin 'Amr (a narrator)
it says: "Do not hasten to make a
decision without letting us know."
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[3702] 40 - ( ... ) Fâtimah hint
Qais narrated that she was
married to Abü 'Amr bin Hafs
bin A1-MughIrah, and he issued
the last of three divorces to her.
She said that she came to the
Messenger of Allah jW, to consult
him about leaving her house, and
he told her to go to Ibn Umm
Maktüm, the blind man. Marwân
refused to believe him about a
divorced woman leaving her
house, and 'Urwah said: "Aiah
objected to that regarding Fâtimah
hint Qais."111

[3703] (.4 A similar report (as
no. 3702) was narrated from
Shihâb with this chain, as well of
the comment of 'Urwah about
'Aiah's objection to Fâtimah
hint Qais.

L'J Meaning, later after the death of the Prophet , when she heard that Fâtimah narrated
this about a woman observing her 'Iddah in other than her husband's house.
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[3704] 41 - (...) It was narrated
from 'Ubaidullâh bin 'Abdullâh
bin 'Utbah that AN 'Amr bin
Uafs bin Al-MughIrah set out
with 'All bin AbI Talib for
Yemen, and he sent word to his
wife Fâtimah bint Qais with her
final divorce, and told Al-Hâriih
bin Hishâm and 'Ayyâsh bin AbI
RabI'ah to give her some
maintenance. They said to her:
"By Allah, you will not have any
maintenance unless you are
pregnant." She came to the
and told him what
Prophet
they had said, and he said:
"There is no maintenance for
you." She asked him for
permission to move, and he gave
her permission. She said:
"Where, 0 Messenger of Allah?"
He said: "To Ibn Umm
Maktüm." He was blind, so she
could take off her garments in his
house and he would not see her.
When her 'Iddah was over, the
Prophet
married her to
Usâmah bin Zaid. Marwân sent
Qabisah bin Dhuwaib to her to
ask her about this HadIth, and
she narrated it to him. Marwân
said: "We have only heard this
HadW from a woman, so we will
follow what we are certain of,
which is what we found the
people following." When news of
what Marwân said reached
Fâtimah she said: "Between you
and I is the Qur'ân. Allah, Most
High. says: "...And turn them
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not out of their (husband's)
homes ...... 1' She said: "This is for
one whose divorce is revocable,
so what new thing will Allah
bring to pass after the third
(irrevocable divorce)? How can
you say that she is not entitled to
maintenance if she is not pregnant?
On what grounds do you detain
her?"
[37051 42 - (...) It was narrated
that Ash-Sha'bI said: "I entered
upon Fâtimah bint Qais, and I
asked her about the ruling of the
Messenger of Allah
concerning her. She said: 'My
husband divorced me irrevocably,
and I referred my dispute with
him about maintenance and
accommodation to the Messenger
of Allah . He did not grant me
any accommodation nor
maintenance, and he told me to
observe my 'Iddah in the house
of Ibn Umm Maktüm."

[3706] ( ... ) It was narrated from
A-Sha'bI that he said: "I entered
upon Fâtimah bint Qais..." a
Hadith like that of Zuhair from
Hushaim (no. 3705).

[1]

A -Talaq 65:1.
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[3707] 43 - ( ... ) Ag-ha'bI said:
"We entered upon Fâtimah bint
Qais and she offered us fresh
dates and SawIq. We asked her
about the woman who has been
thrice divorced - where should
she observe her 'Iddah? She said:
'My husband divorced me three
times, and the Prophet
gave
me permission to observe my
'Iddah among my family."

[37081 44 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ash-ha'bI, from Fâtimah
bint Qais, that concerning a woman
who has been thrice divorced, the
Prophet ; said: "She is not
entitled to accommodation nor
maintenance."

[3709] 45 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ash-Sha'bI that Fâtimah
bint Qais said: "My husband
divorced me three times, and I
wanted to move. I went to the
Prophet jW, and he said: 'Move to
the house of your cousin 'Amr
bin Umm Maktüm, and observe
your 'Iddah there."
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[3710] 46 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Ishâq said: "I was with
Al-Aswad bin YazId, sitting in
the grand Masjid, 11 and AshSha'bi was with us. Ash-Sha'bI
narrated the HadIth of Fâtimah
bint Qais, that the Messenger of
did not grant to her any
Allah
accommodation nor maintenance.
Then A1-Aswad took a handful
of pebbles and threw them at
him, and said: 'Woe to you for
narrating such a thing. 'Umar
said: We will not leave the Book
of Allah and the Sunnah of our
Prophet
for the words of a
woman when we do not know
whether she remembered or forgot.
She is entitled to accommodation
and maintenance. And he recited
the verse: "...And turn them not out
of their (husband's) homes nor
shall they (themselves) leave,
except in case they are guilty of
some open Fâiiah..." 21
[3711] ( ... ) A HadIth similar to
that of Abü Ahmad from 'Ammâr
bin Ruzaiq (no. 3710) was narrated
from Abü Islâq with this chain.

II]

Meaning the grand Masjid of A1-Küfah, for Abü Ishâq, Al-Aswad, and Ash-Sh'abI were
all in Al-Küfah.

[21

At-Talaq 65:1.
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[3712] 47 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abui Bakr bin AbI A1-Jahm
bin Suichair Al-'AdawI said: "I
heard Fâtimah bint Qais say that
her husband divorced her thrice,
and the Messenger of Allah did
not grant her any accommodation
or maintenance. She said: 'The
Messenger of Allah said to me:
"When your 'Iddah is over, let me
know." So she let him know, and
Mu'âwiyah, Abü Jahm and Usâmah
bin Zaid proposed to her. The
said: "As
Messenger of Allah
for Mu'âwiyah, he is a poor man
who has no wealth. As for Abü
Jahm, he is a man who beats women.
But (choose) Usâmah bin Zaid."
She gestured with her hand like this,
(as if expressing disapproval), saying
said: "Usâmah!? Usâmah!?" But the
said to her:
Messenger of Allah
"Obedience to Allah and obedience
to His Messenger is better for you."
She said: 'So I married him and I
was envied."
[3713] 48 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Bakr bin AbI A1-Jahm
said: "I heard Fâtimah hint Qais
say: 'My husband Abü 'Amr bin
Hafs bin Al-MughIrah sent
'Ayyâsh bin AbI RabI'ah to me
with word of my divorce, and he
sent with him five Sâ 's of dates
and five Sâ's of barley. I said:
"Do I get no maintenance other
than this? And am I not to
observe my 'Iddah in your
home?" He said: "No." She said:
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"I got dressed and went to the
Messenger of Allah . He said:
'How many times has he divorced
you?' I said: 'Three.' He said:
'He is right, you are not entitled
to maintenance. Observe your
'Iddah in the house of your
cousin 'Amr bin Umm Maktflm,
for he is blind and you can take
off your garments there. When
your 'Iddah is over, let me know.'
Some men proposed to me,
including Mu'âwiyah and Abü AlJahm. The Prophet
said to
me: 'Mu'âwiyah is poor and
destitute, and Abü Al-Jahm is
harsh towards women' - or 'he
beats women,' or words to that
effect - 'but you should marry
Usâmah bin Zaid."

[3714] 49 - ( ... ) Abfl Bakr bin
AbI A]-Jahm said: "AN Salamah
bin 'Abdur-Rahmân and I
entered upon Fâtimah bint Qais.
We asked her and she said: 'I was
married to AN 'Amr bin Hafs
bin Al-Mughirah. He went out on
the campaign to Najrân..." and
he quoted a Had1i like that of
Ibn MahdI (no. 3713), and
added: "She said: 'So I married
him and Allah honored me with
Abü Zaid and Allah blessed me
with Abü Zaid."
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[3715] 50 ( ... ) Abü Bakr said:
"Abü Salamah and I entered
upon Fâtimah bint Qais during
the time of Ibn Az-Zubair, and
she told us that her husband had
divorced her irrevocably..." a
Hadith like that of Sufyân (no.
3714).

[3716] 51 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Fâtimah bint Qais said: "My
husband divorced me three times,
and the Messenger of Allah
did not grant me any accommodation
nor maintenance."
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[3717] 52 - (1481) It was
narrated from Hi&hâm: "My
father told me: 'Yayâ bin Sa'eed
bin A]-'As married the daughter
of 'Abdur-Rahmân bin AlHakam, then he divorced her and
expelled her out of his house.
'Urwah criticized them for that,
and they said: "Fâtimah went out
(of her husband's house)."
'Urwah said: "I went to 'Aishah
and told her about that. She said:
'There is nothing good for
Fâtimah bint Qais in narrating
this HadIth."
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[3718] 53 - (1482) It was
narrated that Fâtimah bint Qais
said: "I said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, my husband has divorced
me three times, and I am afraid
that someone may break in.' So
he told her to move."
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[3719] 54 - (1481) 11] It was
narrated from 'Aishah that she
said: "There is nothing good for
Fâtimah in narrating this" (a Ijadith
similar to no. 3717)- meaning, that
she had no accommodation or
maintenance.
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[3720]... - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdur-Rahmân bin AlQâsim that his father said:
"Urwah bin Az-Zubair said to
'Aiah: 'Do you not see so-andso the daughter of Al-Hakam?
Her husband divorced her three
times and she left.' She said: 'It is
a bad thing that she has done.'
He said: 'Have you not heard
what Fâtimah says?' She said:
'There is nothing good for her in
mentioning that."

L'I The sequence is like this in the text.
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Chapter 7. It Is Permissible
For A Women Who Is
Observing 'Iddah After An
Irrevocable Divorce Or The
Death Of Her Husband To Go
Out During The Day If She
Needs To
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[3721] 55 - (1483) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "My maternal
aunt was divorced and she
wanted to harvest her date palms.
A man rebuked her for going
out, so she went to the
Prophet (inquiring about
going out during 'Iddah) and he
said: 'No, go and harvest your
date palms, for perhaps you will
give charity or do an act of
kindness."

Chapter 8. The 'Iddah Of A
Woman Whose Husband Had
Died, And The Like, Ends
When She Gives Birth
[3722] 56 - (1484) 'Ubaidullâh
bin 'Abdullâh bin 'Utbah bin
Mas'üd narrated that his father
wrote to 'Umar bin 'Abdullâh bin
Al-Arqam Az-ZuhrI, telling him
to go to Subai'ah hint A1-UâriTh
A1-Aslamiyyah to ask her about
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her HadIth, and what the
Messenger of Allah
said to
her when she consulted him.
'Umar bin 'Abdullâh wrote back
to 'Abdullâh bin 'Utbah telling
him that Subai'ah told him that
she was married to Sa'd bin
Ihaw1ah, one of Banü 'Amir bin
Lu'ayy, who was one of those
who had been present at (the
Battle of) Badr. He died during
the Farewell Pilgrimage while she
was pregnant, and she gave birth
shortly after he died. When her
Nifâs ended, she adorned herself
to receive offers of marriage.
Abü As-Sanâbil bin Ba'kak - a
man from Ban) 'Abd Ad-Dâr entered upon her and said to her:
"Why do I see you beautified?
Perhaps you are hoping to get
married? By Allah, you will not
get married until four months
and ten days have passed!"
Subai'ah said: "When he said
that to me, I got dressed that
evening and went to the
Messenger of Allah
and asked
him about that. He advised me
that my 'Iddah had ended when I
gave birth, and he told me to get
married if I wanted to."
Ibn Shihâb said: "I do not see
anything wrong with (a woman)
getting married after she has
given birth, even if she is still
bleeding, but her husband should
not come close to her until she
becomes pure."
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[3723] 57 - (1485) Sulaimân bin
Yasâr narrated that Abü Salamah
bin 'Abdur-Rahmân and Ibn
'Abbâs met in the house of Abü
Hurairah, and they were talking
about a woman who gives birth a
few days after her husband has
died. Ibn 'Abbâs said: "Her
'Iddah is the longer of the two
periods." Abü Salamah said:
"Her 'Iddah is over." They
started to dispute about that.
Then Abü Hurairah said: "I am
with my nephew" - meaning Abü
Salamah. So they sent Kuraib,
the freed slave of Ibn 'Abbâs, to
Umm Salamah to ask her about
that. He came to them and told
them that Umm Salamah said:
"Subai'ih Al-Aslamiyyah gave
birth a few days after her
husband died, and she mentioned
that to the Messenger of Allah
, who told her to get married."

[3724] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Yahyâ bin Sa'eed with this chain
(a Hadth similar to no. 3723),
except that Al-Laith said in his
I.-Iadi/: "They sent word to Umm
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Salamah," and he did not mention
Kuraib by name.

Chapter 9. The Obligation To
Mourn During The 'Iddah
Following The Death Of One's
Husband, But It Is Forbidden
To Mourn For More Than
Three Days In Other Cases
[3725] 58 - (1486) It was
narrated from Humaid bin Nâfi',
from Zainab bint AbI Salamah,
that she told him these three
AhâdIth. He said: "Zainab said: 'I
entered upon Umm UabIbah, the
wife of the Prophet , when her
father Abü Sufyân died. Umm
UabIbah called for some perfume
that had a yellowish color,
Kiialâq or something else, and
she put some of it on a girl, then
she wiped her cheeks with it and
said: "By Allah, I have no need
of perfume, but I heard the
Messenger of Allah ç saying on
the Minbar: 'It is not permissible
for a women who believes in
Allah and the Last Day to mourn
for more than three days for
anyone who dies, except for a
husband; four months and ten
days."
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[37261 (1487) Zainab said:
"Then I entered upon Zainab hint
Jahsh when her brother died. She
called for some perfume and put
on some of it, then she said: 'By
Allah, I have no need of perfume,
but I heard the Messenger of
Allah saying on the Minbar: "It
is not permissible for a woman
who believes in Allah and the Last
Day to mourn for more than three
days for anyone who dies, except
for a husband; four months and
ten days."
[3727] (1488) Zainab said: "I
heard my mother Umm Salamah
say: A woman came to the
and said:
Messenger of Allah
"0 Messenger of Allah, my
daughter's husband has died, and
she has trouble in her eye; can
we apply kohl for her?" The
said:
Messenger of Allah
"No," two or three times, then he
said: "It is only four months and
ten days. During the Jâhiliyyah
one of you would throw a piece
of dung at the end of one year."
[3728] (1489) Humaid said: "I
said to Zainab: 'What is this
throwing a piece of dung at the
end of one year? 11 Zainab said:
'If a woman's husband died, she
would go into a hut and wear her
worst clothes, and she would not
put on perfume or anything until
[1J

See IjadIth no. 3727.
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one year had passed. Then an
animal would be brought - a
donkey or a sheep or a bird - she
would rub her hands over it, and
rarely did (such a woman) rub
her hands over anything but it
died. Then she would be given a
piece of dung which she would
throw, then she would go back to
whatever she wanted to of
perfume and other things."
[3729] 59 - (1486) It was
narrated that Humaid bin Nâfi'
said: I heard Zainab, the
daughter of Umm Salamah, say:
A close relative of Umm HabIbah
died, and she called for some
yellow perfume and put it on her
forearms, and she said: "I only
did this because I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: 'It is
not permissible for a woman who
believes in Allah and the Last
Day to mourn for more than
three days, except for a husband,
four months and ten days."
[3730] (1487/1488) Zainab
narrated it from her mother, and
from Zainab the wife of the
Prophet
- or from one of the
wives of the Prophet
(a IjadIi/i
similar to no. 3729).
[3731] 60 - (1488) It was
narrated that Humaid bin Nâfi'
said: "I heard Zainab, the
daughter of Umm Salamah,
narrating from her mother, that a
woman's husband died, and they
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were worried about her (diseased)
eye. They came to the Prophet
and asked him for permission to
use kohl, and the Messenger of
Allah Q& said: 'One of you used to
stay in the worst part of her house,
in her worst garments' - or 'in her
worst garments in her house - for a
year, then if a dog passed by she
would throw a piece of dung and
then come out. Isn't it only four
months and ten days?"
[3732] (...) Both AhadIth (no.
3729, 2730) were narrated from
Humaid bin Nâfi', the HadIth of
Umm Salamah about kohl and
the Hadliji of Umm Salamah and
another of the wives of the
Prophet
, except that he did
not name her as Zainab, similar
to the HadIth of Muhammad bin
Ja'far.
[3733] 61 - (1486/1488) It was
narrated from Humaid bin Nâfi'
that he heard Zainab bint Abl
Salamah narrate that Umm Salamah
and Umm Hablbah mentioned that
a woman came to the Messenger of
Allah
and told him that the
husband of a daughter of hers had
died, and she had a problem in her
eye and wanted to use kohl. The
Messenger of Allah said: "One
of you used to throw a piece of
dung at the end of a year. It is only
four months and ten days."
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[3734] 62 - (1486) It was
narrated that Zainab bint AbI
Salamah said: "When news of the
death of Abü Sufyân came to
Umm UabIbah, on the third day
she called for some yellowish
perfume and wiped some of it on
her forearms and cheeks, and
said: 'I have no need of this, but I
heard the Prophet ii say: It is
not permissible for a woman who
believes in Allah and the Last
Day, to mourn for more than
three days, except for a husband,
for whom she should mourn for
four months and ten days."

[3735] 63 - (1490) It was
narrated from Nâfi' that Safiyyah
bint AbI 'Ubaid narrated to him
from Uafsah, or from 'Aishah, or
from them both, that the
Messenger of Allah ; said: "It is
not permissible for any woman
who believes in Allah and the
Last Day, or who believes in
Allah and His Messenger, to
mourn for more than three days
for anyone, except for her
husband."
[3736] ( ... ) A HadIth similar to
that of Al-Laith (no. 3735) was
narrated from Nâfi' with this
chain.
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[3737] 64 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Safiyyah hint AbI 'Ubaid
that she heard Hafsah hint
'Umar, the wife of the Prophet
, narrating a IjadIth from the
Prophet
that was similar to
that of Al-Laith and Ibn DInâr
(no. 3735), and he added: "She
should mourn for him for four
months and ten days."

[3738] (...) A HadIth similar to
theirs (i.e. Nâfi' and Al-Laith)
was narrated from Safiyyah hint
Abl 'Ubaid, from one of the
wives of the Prophet , from the
Prophet .

[3739] 65 - (1491) It was
narrated from 'Aishah that the
Prophet
said: "It is not
permissible for a woman who
believes in Allah and the Last
Day to mourn for more than
three days for anyone who dies,
except for her husband."

[3740] 66 - (938 [sic]) It was
narrated from Umm 'Atiyyah
that the Messenger of Allah
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said: "No woman should mourn
for more than three days for
anyone who dies, except for her
husband; four months and ten
days, when she should not wear
any dyed clothes except a
garment made of 'Ab,'1 and she
should not put on kohl or
perfume except in the case of
purifying herself after menses,
when she may use a little Qus! or
Azfâr."12
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[3741] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Hishâm with this chain (a HadIth
similar to no. 3740), and he said:
"...As soon as her menses end, a
little of Qust or Afâr."
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[3742] 67 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Umm 'Atiyyah said: "We
were forbidden to mourn for
more than three days for anyone
who dies, except for a husband,
four months and ten days, when
we were not to put on kohl or
perfume, or wear dyed garments.
But a concession was granted to
a woman when she purifies
herself - when one of us washed
herself (Ghusl) following menses
- to use a little Qust orAzjâr."

[2]

A Yemeni Burd woven from a type of yarn, some of whose strands are dyed.
Two types of incense.
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19. The Book Of Li'ân

[3743] 1 - (1492) Sahi bin Sa'd
As-Sâ'idi' narrated that :Uwaimir
Al-'AjlânI came to 'Aim bin
'Adiy Al-AnârI and said to him:
"0 'Asim, what do you think, if a
man finds a man with his wife,
should he kill him and be killed
by them in return? Or what
should he do? 0 'Asim, ask the
Messenger of Allah jW about that
for me." So 'Asim asked the
Messenger of Allah
. The
Messenger of Allah ç did not
like this question, and he
criticized it so much that 'Asim
felt very upset by what he heard
from the Messenger of Allah .
When 'Asim went back to his
family, 'Uwaimir came to him
and said: "0 'Asim, what did the
Messenger of Allah
say to
you?" 'Asim said to 'Uwaimir:
"You did not bring me any good.
The Messenger of Allah
did
not like the question that I asked
him." 'Uwaimir said: "By Allah, I
will not rest until I ask him about
it." So 'Uwaimir went to the
Messenger of Allah 0, who was
amidst the people, and he said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, what do
you think, if a man finds another
man with his wife, should he kill
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him and be killed by them in
return? Or what should he do?"
The Messenger of Allah ç said:
"(Verses) have been revealed
concerning you and your wife, so
go and bring her."
Sahl said: "They engaged in
Li'ân, and I was among the people
who were with the Messenger of
Allah . When they had finished,
'Uwaimir said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, I would be a liar if I kept her
now.' So he divorced her three
times before the Messenger of
Allah
could tell him to do
anything."
Ibn Shihâb said: "Then that
became the practice of those who
engage in Li'ân."
[3744] 2 - (...) Sahl bin Sa'd A]AnsârI narrated that 'Uwaimir
Al-Ansâri, one of Banü Al-'Ajlân,
came to 'Asim bin 'Adiyy... and
he quoted a Ijadh like that of
Mâlik (no. 3743). And he added
into the HadIjj: "...His leaving
her after that became the practice
of those who engage in Li'ân."
And he added: "Sahl said: 'She
was pregnant, so her son was
named after her, then it became
the practice that he could inherit
from her and she could inherit
from him the shares decreed by
Allah."

[3745] 3 - ( ... ) Ibn Juraij
narrated: "Ibn Shihâb told me
about the two who engage in
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Li'ân and what is done in this
case, based on the HadIth of Sahi
bin Sa'd, the brother of Banü
Sá'idah, according to which a
man from among the Ancâr came
to the Prophet
and said: '0
Messenger of Allah, what do you
think of a man who finds another
man with his wife?..." and he
mentioned the same HadIth (no.
3743), and added: "So they
engaged in Li'ân in the Masjid
and I was present." And he said
in the HadIth: "Then he divorced
her three times before the
Messenger of Allah
could tell
him to, and he divorced her in
front of the Prophet
. The
Prophet
said: 'Every couple
who engage in Li'ân are to be
separated."
[3746] 4 - (1493) It was

narrated that Sa'eed bin Jubair
said: "I was asked about the
couple who engage in Li'ân,
during the governorship of
Mu'ab - should they be
separated?" He said: "I did not
know what to say, so I went to
the house of Ibn 'Umar in
Makkah and I said to the slave:
'Ask for permission for me to
enter.' He said: 'He is taking a
nap.' But he heard my voice and
said: 'Ibn Jubair?' I said: 'Yes.'
He said: 'Come in, for by Allah it
can only be some need that has
brought you at this hour.' So I
went in, and saw him resting on a
blanket, reclining on a pillow that
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was stuffed with palm fibers. I
said: 'Abü 'Abdur-Rahmân,
should a couple who engage in
Li'ân be separated?' He said:
'Subhân-Allâh, yes. The first one
to ask about this was so-and-so
the son of so-and-so. He said: "0
Messenger of Allah, what do you
think, if one of us finds his wife
committing an immoral action,
what should he do? If he speaks,
he will be speaking of a serious
matter, and if he keeps quiet, he
will be keeping quiet about an
equally serious matter." The
Prophet
remained silent and
did not answer him. Then he
came to him after that, and said:
"I have been afflicted with what I
asked you about." Then Allah
revealed these verses in Sirat AnNâr: "And for those who accuse
their wives ......111 He () recited
them to him, and exhorted and
admonished him, and told him
that the punishment in this world
was lighter than the punishment
in the Hereafter. He said: "No,
by the One Who sent you with
the truth, I am not lying about
her." Then he () called her
and exhorted and admonished
her, and told her that the
punishment in this world was
lighter than the punishment in
the Hereafter. She said: "No, by
the One Who sent you with the
truth, he is lying." He told the
[11

An-Mr 24:6-9.
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man to start (the process of
Li'ân). So he testified four times,
by Allah, that he was telling the
truth, and the fifth time that the
curse of Allah would be upon
him if he was lying. Then he (&c)
told the woman to testify. She
testified four times by Allah that
he was lying, and the fifth time
that the wrath of Allah would be
upon her if he was telling the
truth. Then he separated them."
[3747] ( ... ) Sa'eed bin Jubair
said: "At the time of Mus'ab bin
Az-Zubair, I was asked about the
two who engaged in Li'ân, and I
did not know what to say, so I
went to 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar and
I said: 'Do you think that two
who engage in Li 'an should be
separated?..." then he mentioned
a HadIth like that of Ibn Numair
(no. 3746).

[3748] 5 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Messenger of Allah it said to
the two who engaged in Li'ân:
'Your reckoning is with Allah;
one of you is lying. You have no
rights over her.' He said: '0
Messenger of Allah, my property
(which I gave her)?' He said:
'You have no right to it. If you
are telling the truth about her, it
is in return for having been
intimate with her, and if you are
lying about her, they you have
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even less right to it." Zuhair said
in his report: "Sufyân bin 'Amr
told us that he heard Sa'eed bin
Jubair say: 'I heard Ibn 'Umar
say: The Messenger of Allah
said..."
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[3749] 6 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Messenger of Allah
separated
two members of Banü Al-'Ajlân
and said: 'Allah knows that one
of you is lying; will either of you
repent?"

[3750] ( ... ) Sa'eed bin Jubair
said: "I asked Ibn 'Umar about
Li'ân," and he narrated a similar
HadIth (as no. 3749) from the
Messenger of Allah ç.
[3751] 7 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Sa'eed bin Jubair said:
"Mus'ab did not separate the two
who engaged in Li'ân." Sa'eed said:
"I mentioned that to 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar and he said: 'The Prophet of
Allah ç separated the couple
from Banü Al-'Ajlân."
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[3752] 8 - (1494) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that a
man engaged in Li'ân with his
wife at the time of the Messenger
, and the Messenger
of Allah
separated them and
of Allah
attributed the child to his mother.

[3753] 9 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
asked a
Messenger of Allah
man of the Ansâr and his wife to
engage in Li'ân, and he separated
them."

[3754]... - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Ubaidullâh with this chain
(a HadIth similar to no. 3753).

[3755] 10 - (1495) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said:
"We were in the Masjid on the
night of Friday when a man from
among the Anâr came and said:
'If a man finds another man with
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his wife and speaks of it, you will
flog him, and if he kills him you
will kill him, but if he keeps
quiet, he will be suppressing his
rage. By Allah, I am going to ask
the Messenger of Allah
about
it.' The next day, he went to the
Messenger of Allah
and asked
him, saying: 'If a man finds
another man with his wife and
speaks of it, you will flog him,
and if he kills him you will kill
him, but if he keeps quiet, he will
be suppressing his rage.' The
Messenger of Allah
said: '0
Allah, guide us to the ruling,' and
he started to supplicate. Then the
verse of Li'ân was revealed: "And
for those who accuse their wives,
but have no witnesses except
themselves ...... 1' Then that man
was put to that test before the
people. He and his wife came to
the Messenger of Allah iiJ and
engaged in Li'ân. The man
testified four times by Allah that
he was telling the truth, then the
fifth time he swore that the curse
of Allah would be upon him if he
was lying. Then she started to
testify, and the Prophet jiJ said
to her: 'Stop.' But she insisted
and carried on engaging in Li'ân.
When they left, he said: 'Perhaps
she will give birth to a curlyhaired black child.' And she did
give birth to a curly-haired black
child."
[1]

An-Nur 24:6-7.
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[3756] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3755) was narrated from AlA'mah with this chain.

[37571 11 - (1496) It was
narrated that Muhammad said: "I
asked Anas bin Mâlik (about
Li'ân) as I saw that he had
knowledge of it. He said: 'Hilâl
bin Umayyah accused his wife (of
committing Zinâ) with Shek bin
Sahmâ', who was the brother of
Al-Barâ' bin Mâlik on his
mother's side. He was the first
man to engage in Li'ân in Islam.'
He said: 'He engaged in Li'ân
with her and the Messenger of
Allah
said: "Watch her. If she
brings forth a child who is white
with straight hair and something
wrong with his eyes, then he
belongs to Hilâl bin Umayyah,
and if she gives birth to a child
who has dark eyelids, curly hair
and lean calves, then he belongs
to Sheik bin Sahmâ'." He said:
'I was told that she gave birth to
a child who had dark eyelids,
curly hair and lean calves."
[3758] 12 - (1497) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"Mention of Li'ân was made in
the presence of the Messenger of
Allah . 'Asim bin 'Adiyy said
something about that, then he
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left. A man from among his
people came to him and
complained that he had found a
man with his wife. 'Asim said: 'I
am being tested with what I said.'
He took him to the Messenger of
Allah 0, and told him what he
had found his wife doing. That
man was sallow and lean, with
straight hair, and the one whom
he claimed to have found with his
wife had fleshy calves and was
dark and bulky. The Messenger
said: '0 Allah, make
of Allah
it clear.' Then she gave birth to a
child who resembled the one who
her husband said he found with
her. The Messenger of Allah
made them engage in Li'ân." A
man said to Ibn 'Abbâs in that
gathering: "Was she the one
about whom the Messenger of
Allah jj said: 'If I were to have
stoned anyone without evidence,
I would have stoned this woman?'
Ibn 'Abbâs said: 'No, that was a
woman who continued to be a bad
woman after becoming Muslim."

[3759] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Ibn 'Abbâs said: "Mention of the
two who engage in Li'ân was
made in the presence of the
... " a
Messenger of Allah
HadIt/ like that of Al-Laith (no.
3758), and he added, after saying
bulky, "with very curly hair."
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[37601 13 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that A]-Qâsim bin Muhammad
said: "'Abdullâh bin Shaddâd
said: 'Mention of the two who
engage in Li'ân was made in the
presence of Ibn 'Abbâs, and Ibn
Shaddâd said: "Are they the two
of whom the Prophet
said: 'If
I were to stone anyone without
proof, I would stone her?' Ibn
'Abbâs said: "No, that was a
woman who was infamous for her
immoral conduct."

[3761] 14 - (1498) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
Sa'd bin 'Ubâdah A1-Ansâri said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, do you
think that if a man finds another
man with his wife, he should kill
him?" The Messenger of Allah
said, "No." Sa'd said: "(But)
he would (do that), by the One
Who honored you with the
truth!" The Messenger of Allah
said: "Listen (you people) to
what your leader says."
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[3762] 15 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that Sa'd bin
'Ubâdah said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, if I find a man with my
wife, should I let him be until I
bring four witnesses?" He said:
"Yes."

[3763] 16 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "Sa'd bin
'Ubâdah said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, if I find a man with my
wife, should I not touch him until
I bring four witnesses?' The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Yes.' He said: 'No, by the One
who sent you with the truth! I
would hasten to him with my
sword before that.' The Messenger
of Allah ç said: 'Listen (you
people) to what your leader says.
He is jealous, but I am more
jealous than him, and Allah is
more jealous than me."

[3764] 17 - (1499) It was
narrated that Al-Mughirah bin
Shu'bah said: "Sa'd bin 'Ubâdah
said: 'If I saw a man with my
wife, I would strike him with my
sword, and not with the flat side
of it.' News of that reached the
Messenger of Allah
and he
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said: 'Are you surprised at the
jealousy of Sa'd? By Allah, I am
more jealous than him, and Allah
is more jealous than me. It is
because of His jealousy that
Allah forbade immoral deeds,
both open and secret. There is no
person who is more jealous than
Allah, and there is no person to
whom warnings are more beloved
than Allah. Because of that,
Allah sent the Messengers as
bearers of glad tidings and
warnings. There is no person to
whom praise is more beloved
than Allah. Because of that Allah
made the promise of Paradise."

[3765] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3764) was narrated from
'Abdul-Malik bin 'Umair with
this chain.

[3766] 18 - (1500) It was
narrated that Abfl Hurairah said:
"A man from Banü Fazârah
and said:
came to the Prophet
'My wife has given birth to a
said:
black boy.' The Prophet
'Do you have camels?' He said:
'Yes.' He said: 'What are their
colors?' He said: 'Red.' He said:
'Are there any dusky ones among
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them?' He said: 'There are dusky
ones among them.' He said:
'Where does that come from?' He
said: 'Perhaps it is an inherited
trait.' He said: 'And perhaps this is
an inherited trait."

[3767] 19 - ( ... ) A HadIth similar
to that of Ibn 'Uyaynah (no.
3766) was narrated from AzZuhrl with this chain, except that
according to the HadIt/ of
Ma'mar he said: "0 Messenger
of Allah, my wife has given birth
to a black boy," as if hinting that
it was not his. And at the end of
the HadIth he said: "And he did
not allow him to deny the child."

[37681 20 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that a Bedouin
came to the Messenger of Allah
and said: "0 Messenger of Allah,
my wife has given birth to a black
boy, and I am shocked and am not
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sure (if he is mine)." The Prophet
ç said to him: "Do you have
camels?" He said: "Yes." He said:
"What are their colors?" He said:
"Red." He said: "Are there any
dusky ones among them?" He
said: "Yes." The Messenger of
Allah
said: "How is that?" He
said: "Perhaps, 0 Messenger of
Allah, that it is an inherited trait."
The Messenger of Allah
said:
"Perhaps this is also an inherited
trait."

[3769] ( ... ) It was narrated that
AN Hurairah narrated a similar
report (as no. 3766) from the
Messenger of Allah .
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20. The Book Of
Ai)

Manumission

Chapter: One Who Frees His
Share Of A Slave
[3770] 1 - (1501) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Umar said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'If a person frees his share of a
slave, and has enough money to
pay the full price of the slave, a
fair price should be worked out
for the slave, and his partners
should be given their shares.
Then he should free the slave,
otherwise he has freed only what
he has freed."
:;;] •L

[3771] (...) A HadIth similar to
that of Mâlik from Nâfi' (no.
3770) was narrated from Nâfi'
from Ibn 'Umar.
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Chapter 1. A Slave Working To
Pay Off The Other Half
[3772] 2 - (1502) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah, that the
Prophet said concerning a slave
who is owned by two men, one of
whom manumits (his share): "He
is responsible (for manumitting
the other share)."

[3773] 3 - (1503) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet 0, said: "Whoever
manumits his share of a slave, let
him manumit him completely
with his own wealth if he has
wealth, and if he does not have
wealth, let the slave work for his
manumission, without being
overburdened."
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[3774] 4 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sa'eed bin AbI 'Arübah
with this chain (a HadIth similar
to no. 3773), and he added: "If
he does not have any money, a
fair price should be worked out
for the slave, then let him work
for the share that was not
manumitted, without him being
overburdened."
[3775] ( ... ) Wahb bin JarIr
narrated: "My father said: 'I
heard Qatâdah narrate..." a
HadIth similar to that of Ibn AbI
'Arübah (no. 3774) with this
chain, and he mentioned in the
HadIth: "...A fair price should be
worked out for him."
Chapter 2. A1-Walâ' (Right Of
Inheritance) Belongs To The
One Who Manumits The Slave
[3776] 5 - (1504) It was
narrated from 'Aishah that she
wanted to buy a slave woman and
manumit her, and her masters
said: "We will sell her on
condition that the right of
inheritance (Al-W416') remains
ours." She mentioned that to the
Messenger of Allah
and he
said: "Do not let that stop you,
for the right of inheritance
belongs to the one who manumits
(the slave)."
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[3777] 6 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Urwah that 'Aishah told him
that BarIrah came to her seeking
her help with her contract of
manumission, as she had not paid
off anything stipulated in her
contract of manumission. 'Aishah
said to her: "Go back to your
masters, and if they like, I will pay
off your contract of manumission
on your behalf, and the right of
inheritance (Al-Wald') will be
mine, then I will do it." Barlrah
mentioned that to her masters, but
they refused and said: "If she
wishes to do that for you, seeking
reward with Allah, then let her do
it, but the right of inheritance will
be ours." She ('Aishah) mentioned
that to the Messenger of Allah
and the Messenger of Allah
said to her: "Buy her and manumit
her, for the right of inheritance
belongs to the one who manumits
(the slave)." Then the Messenger
stood up and said:
of Allah
"What is the matter with people
who stipulate conditions that are
not in the Book of Allah? Whoever
stipulates a condition that is not in
the Book of Allah has no right, even
if he stipulates a hundred times.
The conditions stipulated by Allah
are more valid and carry more
weight."
[3778] 7 - (...) It was narrated
from 'Aishah, the wife of the
Prophet, that she said:
"Barirah came to me and said: '0

i- (... )-V [rvvA]
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'Ajshah, I have made a contract
of manumission with my masters,
for nine Uqiyahs, one Uqiyah each
year..." a HadIth like that of AlLaith (no. 3777). And he added:
"He () said: 'Do not let that stop
you; buy her and manumit her."
And he (a narrator) said in the
IjadIjh: "Then the Messenger of
Allah
stood up before the
people and praised and glorified
Allah, then he said: "To proceed."

j-afl
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[37791 8 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "BarIrah
entered upon me and said: 'My
masters have made a contract of
manumission for me, in return
for nine Uqiyah over (a period
of) nine years, one Uqiyah each
year; help me.' I said to her: 'If
your masters wish, I will prepare
it for them in one payment, and I
will manumit you, and the right
of inheritance will be mine,
(only) then I will do it.' She
mentioned that to her masters,
but they insisted that the right of
inheritance would be theirs. She
came to me and told me that, and I
scolded her. She said: 'Then it is
not possible.' The Messenger of
Allah
heard and he asked me,
and I told him about that. He said:
'Buy her and manumit her, even if
they stipulated that the right of
inheritance would be theirs, for
the right of inheritance belongs to
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the one who manumits (the
slave).' So I did that. Then the
Messenger of Allah ç adressed
the people in the evening. He
praised and glorified Allah as He
deserves, then he said: 'What is
the matter with people who
stipulate conditions that are not in
the Book of Allah? There is no
condition that is not in the Book of
Allah but it is invalid, even if there
are one hundred conditions. The
Book of Allah is more deserving of
being followed and the conditions
of Allah are more binding. What is
the matter with some men among
you who say: "Manumit so-and-so
and the right of inheritance will be
mine;" rather the right of
inheritance belongs to the one
who manumits (the slave)."
[3780] 9 - ( ... ) A HadLi similar
to that of Abü Usâmah (no.
3779) was narrated from Hishâm
bin 'Urwah with this chain,
except that in the Ijaditli of JarIr
it says: "...Her husband was a
slave, and the Messenger of
gave her the choice, and
Allah
she chose herself. If he had been
a free man, he would not have
given her the choice."

[3781] 10 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aihah said: "Three rulings
were given concerning BarIrah.
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Her masters wanted to sell her
but they stipulated that the right
of inheritance would be theirs. I
mentioned that to the Prophet
and he said: 'Buy her and
manumit her, for the right of
inheritance belongs to the one
who manumits (the slave)." She
said: "Then she was manumitted,
and the Messenger of Allah
gave her the choice, 1' and she
chose herself. And the people
used to give her charity and she
would give us gifts. I mentioned
that to the Prophet
and he
said: 'It is charity for her, but it is
a gift for you, so eat it."

[3782] 11 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aiah that she bought
BarIrah from some people among
the Ansâr, and they stipulated
that the right of inheritance
would be theirs. The Messenger
of Allah
said: "The right of
inheritance belongs to the one
who bestows the favor (manumits
the slave)." And the Messenger
of Allah
gave her the choice,
as her husband was a slave. And
she gave some meat to 'Aihah as
a gift, and the Messenger of
said: "Why don't you
Allah
cook some of this meat for us?"
'Aihah said: "It was given in
charity to BarIrah." He said: "It
The choice to be with her husband, who is still a slave or to leave him and be free.
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is charity for her and a gift for
us.,,

[3783] 12 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that she wanted to
buy BarIrah in order to manumit
her, but they (her owners)
stipulated conditions about the
right of inheritance. She mentioned
that to the Messenger of Allah
and he said: "Buy her and
manumit her, for the right of
inheritance belongs to the one
who manumits (the slave)." Some
meat was given to the Messenger
of Allah
as a gift, and they said
to the Prophet : "This was given
in charity to BarIrah." He said: "It
is charity for her but it is a gift for
us." And she was given the choice.
'Abdur-Rahmân (a narrator) said:
"Her husband was a free man."
hu'bah said: "Then I asked him
about her husband, and he said: 'I
do not know."
[3784] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated a
similar report (as no. 3783) with
this chain.
[3785] 13 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Urwah that 'Aishah said:
"The husband of BarIrah was a
slave."
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[3786] 14 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aishah, the wife of the
Prophet , that she said: "Three
rulings were established concerning
BarIrah: She was given the choice
about her husband when she was
manumitted; some meat was given
to her and the Messenger of Allah
entered upon me when the
earthen pot was on the fire. He
called for some food, and some
bread, and ordinary condiments
were brought to him. He said: 'Do
I not see an earthen pot on the fire
with meat in it?' They said: 'Yes, 0
Messenger of Allah; that is meat
that was given in charity to BarIrah
and we did not want to give some
to you.' He said: 'It is charity for
her but it is a gift from her to us."
And the Prophet
said
concerning her: 'The right of
inheritance belongs to the one
who manumits (the slave)."
[3787] 15 - (1505) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"Aiah wanted to buy BarIrah
and manumit her, but her
masters insisted that the right of
inheritance should be theirs. She
mentioned that to the Messenger
of Allah
and he said: 'Do not
let that stop you, for the right of
inheritance belongs to the one
who manumits (the slave)."
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Chapter 3. The Prohibition Of
Selling Or Giving Away The
Walâ'
[3788] 16 - (1506) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah 0, forbade
selling or giving away the Walâ'.
IbrâhIm said: 11 "I heard Muslim
bin Al-Hajjâj say: 'All people
depend on 'Abdullâh bin DInâr in
this HadIth."
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[3789] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3788) was narrated from
'Abdullâh bin DInâr, from Ibn
'Umar, from the Prophet
,
except that in the HadIth of AThIhaqafl from 'Ubaidullâh, it
mentions selling only and does
not mention giving away.
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That is, IbrâhIm bin Muhammad bin Sufyân, one of those who reports this book from
Imâm Muslim. The meaning of the statement of Imâm Muslim is that it has only been
reported by 'Abdullâh bin DInâr.
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Chapter 4. The Prohibition Of A
Manumitted Slave Taking
Anyone As A Mawla[11 Except
The One Who Manumitted Him
[3790] 17 - (1507) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "The Prophet
dictated the blood money to be
paid by each tribe, then he
dictated: 'It is not permissible for
a Muslim to become the Mawla of
a slave who has been manumitted
by a Muslim man, without his
permission.' Then I was told that
in his SahIfah (a letter), he cursed
the one who did that."

[3791] 18 - (1508) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah ç said:
"Whoever takes people as Mawla
without the permission of the
those who set him free, upon him
The word Mawla refers to the one who manumits a slave, who has the right to inherit
from the ex-slave. Changing one's Mawla means giving the right of inheritance to the
new Mawla.
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will be the curse of Allah and the
Angels, and no Saif nor 'Adi will
be accepted from him."
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[3792] 19 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet jW, said: "Whoever takes
people as his Mawla without the
permission of those who set him
free, upon him will be the curse
of Allah, the Angels and all the
people, and on the Day of
Resurrection, no 'Ad! nor Sarf
will accepted from him."
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[3793] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-A'mash with this chain (a
Ijadath similar to no. 3792),
except that he said: "Whoever
takes people other than those
who set him free as Maw!a
without their permission..."
[3794] 20 - (1370) It was
narrated from IbrâhIm At-TaimI
that his father said: "'All bin AbI
Tâlib addressed us and said:
'Whoever claims that we have
something that we recite apart
from the Book of Allah and this
SahIfah' - a document that was
hanging from the sheath of his
sword - 'is lying. In it are the ages
of camels and rulings concerning
injuries, and in it the Prophet
said: "Al-Madinah is sacred, the
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area between 'Ayr and Ihawr.
Whoever introduces any Hadath
or gives refuge to a Muhdith,
upon him will be the curse of
Allah, the Angels and all the
people, and on the Day of
Resurrection Allah will not accept
any arf nor 'Adl from him.
Protection granted by one Muslim
is binding upon all of them, and
may be given by the humblest of
them. Whoever claims to belong
to someone other than his father
or to belong to someone other
than his Mawla, upon him be the
curse of Allah, the Angels and all
the people, and on the Day of
Resurrection Allah will not accept
any arf nor 'Adl from him."
Chapter 5. The Virtue Of
Manumitting Slaves
[37951 21 - (1509) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "Whoever
frees a believing slave, Allah will
ransom each of his limbs from
the Fire for each of his (the
slave's) limbs."
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[3796] 22 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Whoever frees a believing slave,
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Allah will ransom each of his
limbs from the Fire for each of
his (the slave's) limbs, even his
private part for his private part."

[3797] 23 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "I heard
the Messenger of Allah
say:
'Whoever frees a believing slave,
Allah will ransom each of his
limbs from the Fire for each of
his (the slave's) limbs, until He
ransoms his private part for his
private part."

[3798] 24 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sa'eed bin Marjanah - the
companion of 'Ali bin Husain who said: "I heard Abü Hurairah
say: 'The Messenger of Allah it
said: "Any Muslim who frees
another Muslim, Allah will save
each of his limbs from the Fire
for each of his (the slave's)
limbs." He said: "When I heard
this Hadith from Abü Hurairah, I
went and mentioned it to 'Ali bin
Al-Husain and he manumitted a
slave of his for whom Ibn Ja'far
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was prepared to pay ten thousand
Dirham - or one thousand DInârs."

Chapter 6. The Virtue Of
Manumitting One's Father
[3799] 25 - (1510) It was
narrated that Abfl Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'No son can repay his father
unless he finds him enslaved and
buys him and manumits him."

[3800] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3799) was narrated from
Suhail with this chain.
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21. The Book Of Financial
Transactions

Jt14t)

Chapters 1. The Invalidity Of
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A1-MuIâmasah'1 And AlMunâbadhah[2] Transactions
[38011 1 - (1511) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
forbade
Mulâmasah and Munâbadhah
transactions.

ftA.]
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[3802] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3801) was narrated from Abü
Hurairah, from the Prophet ii
(with a different chain of narrators).
'çi
[3803] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3801) was narrated from Abü
Hurairah, from the Prophet ç
(with a different chain of narrators).
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A1-Mulâmasah is a buy for prefixed price with closed eyes, or in darkness just by the first
touch of hand.
121 A1-Munâbadhah is an agreement to barter one thing for another without seeing or
checking either of them.
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[3804] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3801) was narrated from Abü
Hurairah, from the Prophet .

[3805] 2 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that he said:
"Two kinds of transaction were
forbidden: Mulâmasah and
Munâbadhah. Mulâmasah is when
each person touches (Yalmis) the
garment of his companion
without examining it further, and
MunâbaiLhah is when each person
throws (Yanbi4h) his garment to
the other, and neither of them
examines the garment of the
other."

[3806] 3 - (1512) Abü Sa'eed
A]-IhudrI said: "The Messenger
of Allah
forbade two kinds of
sales and two kinds of dressing to
us. He forbade Mulâmasah and
Munâbadhah transactions.
Mulâmasah is when a man touches
the garment of another with his

e
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hand, by night or by day, and he
does not examine it any more than
that. Munâbadhah is when a man
throws his garment to another man,
and the other man throws his
garment to him, and this is how the
transaction is done, without
examining and without being
pleased (with the item)."

[3807] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn Shihâb (a HadIth similar to
no. 3806 with a different chain of
narrators).

Chapter 2. The Invalidity Of
Hasâh Transactions And
Transactions Involving
Ambiguity

4
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[3808] 4 - (1513) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
forbade
Hasâh transactions11' and
transactions involving ambiguity.

Those that involve throwing stones, and based upon where they land a deal is finalized.
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Chapter 3. The Prohibition Of
Selling Habi A1-Habalah

(r
(r .iJi)

[3809] 5 - (1514) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh that the
Messenger of Allah
forbade
selling Habi Al-Habalah.

[3810] 6 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "During the
Jâhiliyyah, people used to sell the
meat of camels up to Ijabl AlHabalah. Habl Al-Habalah means
that the she-camel gives birth, then
the one that she bore becomes
pregnant. The Messenger of Allah
forbade that."

Chapter 4. The Prohibition Of
Urging A Buyer To Cancel A
Purchase In Order To Sell Him
One's Own Goods And Urging A
Seller To Cancel A Sale Already
Agreed Upon So That One Can
Buy The Goods Oneself; And
The Prohibition Of Artificially
Inflating Prices; And The
Prohibition Of Letting Milk
Accumulate In The Udder In
Order To Deceive The Purchaser
[3811] 7 - (1412) It was
[1]

t. 011Y)-V [rM'l]

Habi A1-Habalah means selling the offspring of the offspring that is still in the womb of
the camel being sold.
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narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
said: "Do
Messenger of Allah
not urge a buyer to cancel a
purchase in order to sell him your
own goods."

[3812] 8 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet
said: "No man should urge a
buyer to cancel a purchase with
his brother in order to sell him
his own goods; or propose
marriage to a woman to whom
his brother has already proposed,
unless he gives him permission."

[3813] 9 - (1515) It was
narrated from Abfl Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah jW said:
"No Muslim should urge a seller
to cancel a sale to another Muslim
that is already agreed upon so as
to buy the goods himself."

[3814] 10 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Mesenger of Allah
forbade a
man to urge someone to cancel a
sale already agreed upon so that
he can buy the goods himself.
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[38151 11 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
said: "Do
Messenger of Allah
not go out to intercept the riders
for trade, do not urge a buyer to
cancel a purchase already agreed
upon in order to sell him your
own goods, do not artificially
inflate prices; no town-dweller
should sell on behalf of a
Bedouin; and do not let milk
accumulate in the udders of
camels and sheep. Whoever buys
them after that, he has the choice
between two things, after he
milks them: if he likes, he may
keep them, and if he likes, he
may return them along with a
of dates."
[38161 12 - (...) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah 00, forbade
intercepting the riders, and he
forbade town-dwellers to sell on
behalf of Bedouin, (and he
forbade) a woman to ask for the
divorce of her sister, (and he
forbade) artificial inflation of
prices and allowing milk to
accumulate in the udders, (and
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he forbade) a man from urging a
seller to cancel a sale already
agreed upon with his brother, so
as to buy the goods himself.
[3817] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated
with this chain (a HadIth similar
to no. 3816) that - according to the
IjadLh of Ghundar and Wahb, "it
was forbidden;" and according to
the HadIth of 'Abdus-Samad; "The
Messenger of Allah , forbade..."
a HadIth like that of Mu'âdh from
Shu'bah.

[3818] 13 - (1516) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah
forbade
artificial inflation of prices.

Chapter 5. The Prohibition Of
Intercepting Traders
[3819] 14 - (1517) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah
forbade
intercepting traders until they
reach the markets with their
goods. This is the wording of Ibn
Numair.
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[3820] ( ... ) A Hadith like that of
Ibn Numair (no. 3819) from
'Ubaidullâh was narrated from
Ibn 'Umar from the Prophet .

[3821] 15 - (1518) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh from the
Prophet 4 that he forbade
intercepting people with their
goods before they reached the
market.

[38221 16 - (1519) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah àJ
forbade intercepting incoming
merchants."
[3823] 17 - ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
said: "The Messenger of Allah j
said: 'Do not intercept incoming
merchants. Whoever intercepts
them and buys from them, when
the owner of the merchandise
reaches the market, he has the
choice."
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Chapter 6. The Prohibition Of
The Town-Dweller Selling On
Behalf Of A Bedouin
[3824] 18 - (1520) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet j$; said: "No towndweller should sell on behalf of a
Bedouin."
Zuhair said: "It was narrated
that he
from the Prophet
forbade town-dwellers to sell on
behalf of Bedouins."

[3825] 19 - (1521) It was
narrated from Ibn Tawüs, from
his father, from Ibn 'Abbâs who
said: "The Messenger of Allah
forbade intercepting the riders,
and for a town dweller to sell on
behalf of a Bedouin."
He said: "I said to Ibn 'Abbâs:
'What does it mean, "for a town
dweller to sell on behalf of a
Bedouin?" He said: 'He should
not act as a broker for him."
[38261 20 - (1522) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "The
said: 'A
Messenger of Allah
town-dweller should not sell on
behalf of a Bedouin. Let the
people be, and Allah will provide
for them by means of one
another."
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[3827] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3826) was narrated from
Jâbir, from the Prophet .

[3828] 21 - (1523) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "We were forbidden that a
town-dweller should sell on
behalf of a Bedouin, even if he
was his brother or father."

[3829] 22 - ( ... ) Anas bin Mâlik
said: "We were forbidden that a
town-dweller should sell for a
Bedouin."
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Chapter 7. Ruling On Selling
Al-Musarrâh (An Animal In
Whose Udder Milk Has Been
Allowed To Accumulate)
[3830] 23 - (1524) It was
narrated that AN Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whoever buys a sheep in whose
udder milk has been allowed to
accumulate, let him take it and
milk it. If he is pleased with its
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milk, he may keep it, otherwise
he may return it along with a
of dates."

[3831] 24 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Whoever buys a sheep in whose
udder milk has been allowed to
accumulate, has the choice for
three days: if he wishes he may
keep it, or if he wishes he may
return it along with a Sâ' of
dates."
[3832] 25 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "Whoever buys
a sheep in whose udder milk has
been allowed to accumulate has
the choice for three days. If he
returns it he should give a Sâ' of
food along with it, but not wheat."

[3833] 26 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abt Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whoever buys a sheep in whose
udder milk has been allowed to
accumulate has the choice of two
things: If he wishes he may keep
it, and if he wishes he may return
it, along with a Sâ' of dates, but
not wheat."
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[3834] 27 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ayyüb with this chain (a
Hadliji similar to no. 3834),
except that he said: "Whoever
buys sheep has the choice..."
[3835] 28 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hammâm bin Munabbih
said: "This is what Abü Hurairah
narrated to us from the
Messenger of Allah
." He
mentioned a number of AhadIjjj,
including the following: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'If
one of you buys a much-camel in
whose udder milk has been
allowed to accumulate, or a
sheep in whose udder milk has
been allowed to accumulate, he
has the choice of two things after
milking it: either keeping it or
returning it along with a â' of
dates."
Chapter 8. It Is Invalid To Sell
Goods Before Taking
Possession Of Them
[38361 29 - (1525) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Whoever buys some food, let
him not sell it until he has
received it in full."
Ibn 'Abbâs said: "I think that all
things are like this (i.e. it applies
to all transactions)."
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[3837] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3836) was narrated from
'Amr bin DInâr with this chain.

[3838] 30 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whoever buys food, let him not
sell it until he has taken possession
of it."
Ibn 'Abbâs said: "I think that
everything is like food."

[3839] 31 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn Tâwüs, from his father,
from Ibn 'Abbâs who said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whoever buys food, he should
not sell it until he has measured
it."
I said to Ibn 'Abbâs: "Why?" He
said: "Don't you see that they are
exchanging gold, but the delivery
of food is delayed?"
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[38401 32 - (1526) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Whoever buys foodstuff should
not sell it until he has received it
in full."

[3841] 33 - (1527) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Umar said: "At
the time of the Messenger of
Allah
we used to buy food,
and someone would be sent to us
to tell us to move it from the
place where we had bought it to
another place before we sell it."

[rAt -k rA :)]

[3842] 34 - (1526) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Whoever buys food should not
sell it until he has received it in
full."
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[3843] (1527) He (i.e. Ibn
'Umar) said: "We used to buy food
from the riders without measure,
but the Messenger of Allah
forbade us to sell it until we had
moved it from its place."
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[38441 35 - (1526) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar that the Messenger of
said: "Whoever buys
Allah
food, he should not sell it until
he has received it in full and
taken possession of it."

[3845] 36 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin DInâr that he
heard Ibn 'Umar say: "The
Messenger of Allah ; said:
'Whoever buys food, he should not
sell it until he takes possession of
it."

[3846] 37 - (1527) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that
they would be beaten at the time
if
of the Messenger of Allah
they bought food without
measure then sold it on the spot,
unless they moved it.

[3847] 38 - ( ... ) Sâlim bin
'Abdullâh narrated that his father
said: "I saw the people at the
time of the Messenger of Allah
j0',being beaten if they bought
food without measure then sold it
on the spot, unless they took it to
their own places."
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Ibn Shihâb said: "Ubaidullâh
bin 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar told me
that his father used to buy food
without measure then take it to
his family."

[38481 39 - (1528) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Whoever buys food, let him not
sell it until he has measured it."

[3849] 40 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that he said to
Marwân: "Have you made
permissible a transaction involving
Ribâ?" Marwân said: "I have not
done that." Abü Hurairah said:
"You have allowed selling
akk.11' The Messenger of Allah
i1 forbade selling food until it has
been received in full." Then
Marwân addressed the people and
forbade such transactions.
Sulaimân said: "I saw the guards
collecting them from the hands
of the people."
[1]

Sakk: A letter from the ruler ordering that food and other items be given to the holder

of the letter.
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[3850] 41 - (1529) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "The Messenger
of Allah
used to say: "When
you buy foodstuff, do not sell it
until you have received it in full."

Chapter 9. The Prohibition Of
Selling A Heap Of Dates The
Weight Of Which Is Unknown
[38511 42 - (1530) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "The Messenger
of Allah
forbade selling a
heap of dates, the weight of
which is unknown, for a known
weight of dates."

[3852] ( ... ) Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "The Messenger of Allah
forbade..." a similar report (as
HadIth no. 3851), except that he
did not say "of dates" in the
latter part of the I-IadIjh.
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Chapter 10. Affirming That
Both Parties To A Transaction
Have The Option (Of
Canceling It) While They Are
Still Together
[3853] 34 - (1531) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah iJ said:
"Each party to a transaction has
the option (of canceling it) so long
as they have not separated, except
in the case of Bai'Al-Khiyâr." 1

[3854] ( ... ) A HadIth similar to
that of Mâlik from Nâfi' (no.
3853) was narrated from Ibn
'Umar, from the Prophet .
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A transaction where both parties have chosen to agree upon a deal.
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[3855]

44 - ( ... ) It was narrated

from Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet
said: "When two men enter
into a transaction, each one of
them has the option (of canceling)
so long as they have not parted
and are still together. But if one of
them gives the other the choice to
decide, then they agree on a deal,
then it becomes binding. If they
part after that and neither of them
canceled it, then the transaction
becomes binding."

[3856] 45 - ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar said: "The Messenger of
said: 'When two parties
Allah
enter into a transaction, each of
them has the option of (canceling)
the sale, so long as they have not
parted, but if they chose to agree
on a deal, then it becomes binding."
Ibn AbI 'Umar added in his
report: "Nâfi' said: 'If he entered
into a transaction with a man and
intended not to let him off, he
would get up and walk away for a
while, then come back to him."
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[3857] 46 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin DInâr that he
heard Ibn 'Umar say: "The
Messenger of Allah
ç said:
'There is no deal between two
parties until they part, unless they
choose to agree on a deal."
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Chapter 11. Honesty In Selling
And Disclosure Of Defects

I
[3858] 47 - (1532) It was
narrated from Hakim bin Hizâm
that the Prophet jW said: "The
two parties to a transaction have
the option (of canceling it) until
they part. If they are honest and
disclose any defects, their
transaction will be blessed, but if
they lie and conceal defects the
blessing will be erased."
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[38591 (...) It was narrated that
Abü At-Tayyâh said: "I heard
'Abdullâh bin A]-IIâriih narrating
from Hakim bin Hizâm from the
Prophet ..... a similar report (as
no. 3858).
Muslim bin Al-Hajjâj said: Hakim
bin Hizâm was born inside the
Ka'bah and lived for one hundred
and twenty years.

Chapter 12. One Who Is
Deceived In Transactions

[3860] 48 - (1533) Ibn 'Umar
said that a man told the Messenger
that he was often
of Allah
deceived in transactions, and the
Messenger of Allah said: "When
you enter into a transaction, say:
'There should be no deceit."
So when he entered into a
transaction he would say: "There
should be no deceit."

[3861] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3860) was narrated from
'Abdullâh bin DInâr with this
chain, but it does not say in their
HadIth: "When he entered into a
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transaction he would say: 'There
should be no deceit."

Chapter 13. The Prohibition Of
Selling Produce Before Its
Goodness Appears

[3862] 49 - (1534) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah
forbade
selling produce until its goodness
appears. He forbade it for the
seller and the buyer.

El

[3863] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3862) was narrated from Ibn
'Umar, from the Prophet .

[3864] 50 - (1535) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah
forbade
selling the fruit of date palms
until it began to develop color
(turn yellow or red) and ears (of
grain) until they turned white
(having developed) and were free
of blight. He forbade that to the
seller and the buyer.
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[38651 51 - (1534) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Umar said:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
'Do not sell produce until its
goodness appears and there is no
longer any fear of blight."
He said: "Until its goodness
appears means when it turns red
or yellow."

[38661 ( ... ) It was narrated from
Yayâ with this chain (a Hadith
similar to no. 3865), up to (the
words); "until its goodness appears;"
and he did not mention what comes
after that.
[38671 ( ... ) A Hadith like that of
'Abdul-Wahhâb (no. 3866) was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar, from
the Prophet .

[3868] (...) A klad&ji like that of
Mâlik and 'Ubaidullâh (nos.
3862, 3863) was narrated from
Ibn 'Umar from the Prophet .

[3869] 52 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin Dlnâr that he
heard Ibn 'Umar say: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'Do
not sell produce until its goodness
appears."
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[3870] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Abdullâh bin DInâr with this
chain (a HadIth similar to no
3869). In the HadIth of Shu'bah it
adds: "It was said to Ibn 'Umar:
'What does its goodness mean?'
He said: 'When there is no more
danger of blight."

[3871] 53 - (1536) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "The
Messenger of Allah ç forbade" or "forbade us - selling fruits
until they became good."

[3872] 54 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "The Messenger of
Allah ç forbade selling produce
until its goodness appeared."

3i
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[3873] 55 - (1537) It was
narrated that Abü A]-BakhtarI
said: "I asked Ibn 'Abbâs about
selling the fruit of date palms. He
said: 'The Messenger of Allah
forbade selling the fruit of date
palms until it (some of it) could be
eaten, and until it was weighed.' I
said: 'What does weighed mean?'
A man who was with him said:
'Until it is estimated."
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[3874] 56 - (1538) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Do not sell produce until its
goodness appears."
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Chapter 14. The Prohibition Of
Selling Fresh Dates In Exchange
For Dry Dates Except In The
Case Of'Arâyâ 11]
138751 57 - (1534) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
forbade selling
Prophet
produce until it became ripe, and
he forbade selling fresh dates for
dry dates.

)
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Arâya refers to a kind of sale in which the owner of dates that are still on the tree can
sell them for dried dates by estimation.
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[3876] (1539) Zaid bin Thâbit
narrated that the Messenger of
Allah
granted a concession
with regard to selling 'Arâyâ.

(\or°) [rAv]

[rAVA

[3877] 58 - (1538) Abü
Hurairah said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'Do not sell
produce until it becomes ripe,
and do not sell fresh dates for dry
dates."
Ibn Shihâb said: "Sâlim bin
'Abdullâh bin 'Umar narrated a
similar report to me from his father
from the Messenger of Allah ."

[3878] 59 - (1539) It was
narrated from Sa'eed bin A]
Müsâyyab that the Messenger of
Allah forbade Muzâbanah and
Muhâqalah transactions. Muzâbanah
is when dates on the tree are sold for
dry dates, and Muhâqalah is when
crops in the field are sold for dry
wheat, or land is leased out for
wheat.
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He said: "Sâlim bin 'Abdullâh
narrated to me that the Messenger
of Allah jW said: 'Do not sell
produce until it becomes ripe, and
do not sell fresh dates for dry
dates.' Sâlim said: "Abdullâh bin
Zaid bin Thâbit told me that after
that the Messenger of Allah jW
granted a concession allowing the
sale of 'Arâyâ for fresh dates or
dried dates, but he did not grant a
concession in any other case."

[3879] 60 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Zaid bin Thâbit that the
Messenger of Allah ç granted a
concession to the owner of
Arâyâ; allowing him to sell it for
an estimated measure of dried
dates.

[3880] 61 - ( ... ) Zaid bin Thâbit
narrated that the Messenger of
Allah
granted a concession
with regard to 'Arâyâ, by which
the people of a household could
eat fresh dates in return for a
estimated measure of dried dates.
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[3881] ( ... ) Nâfi' narrated a
similar report (as no. 3880).

[3882] 62 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Yahyâ bin Weed with this
chain (a HadIth similar to no.
3880), except that he said: 'Arâyâ
refers to the produce of palm
trees that is given to people, and
they sell it for a similar measure
of dried dates.
[3883] 63 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar: "Zaid
bin Thâbit told me that the
Messenger of Allah
granted a
concession allowing the sale of
Arâyâ for a similar measure of
dried dates."
Yahyâ said: "Arâyâ is when a
man buys the produce of date
palms so that he can give his
family fresh dates to eat, in
return for an estimated measure
of dried dates."
[3884] 64 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Zaid bin Tliâbit that the
Messenger of Allah
granted a
concession with regard to 'Arâyâ,
allowing it to be sold for a similar
measure.
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[3885] 65 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Ubaidullâh with this chain
(a HadIth similar to no. 3884).
[3886] 66 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Nâfi' with this chain that
the Messenger of Allah
granted a concession allowing
Arâyâ to be sold for a similar
measure.

[3887] 67 - (1540) It was
narrated from Bushair bin Yasâr
from some of the Companions of
the Messenger of Allah
who
were members of his family,
including Sahl bin AbI UaThmah,
that the Messenger of Allah
forbade selling fresh dates for
dried dates. He said: "That is
Ribâ, that is Muzâbanah." But he
granted a concession allowing the
sale of 'Ariyyah, where the
produce of one or two palm trees
is assigned to a household in
return for an estimated measure
of dried dates, so that they can
eat fresh dates.
[3888] 68 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Bushair bin Yasâr, that the
Companions of the Messenger of
Allahç said: "The Messenger of
Allah
granted a concession
with regard to the sale of 'Ariyyah
for an estimated measure of
dried dates."
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[3889] 69 - ( ... ) Bushair bin Yasâr
narrated from some Companions of
the Messenger of Allah jj who
were members of his family that
the Messenger of Allah
forbade... and he mentioned a
Hadith like that of Sulaimân bin
Bilâl from Yaiyâ (no. 3887),
except that Isliâq and Ibn AlMuthanna said Zabn instead of
Ribâ, but Ibn AbI 'Umar said Ribâ.

[38901 (...) A HadIth like theirs
(i.e. Isâq and Ibn Al-Muthanna,
no. 3889) was narrated from Sahl
bin AbI Hathmah from the
Prophet .

[3891] 70 - ( ... ) Râfi' bin Khadij
and Sahi bin AbI Hathmah
narrated that the Messenger of
Allah 4tF, forbade Muzâbanah,
selling fresh dates for dried dates,
except for those who owned
Arâyâ - he gave them permission.
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[3892] 71 - (1541) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah jW granted
a concession allowing the sale of
Arâyâ for estimated amounts less
than five Wasq, or up to five Wasq.
Dâwüd was unsure and said: "Five
or less than five?" He said: "Yes."

[3893] 72 - (1542) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
forbade
Messenger of Allah
Muzâbanah. Muzâbanah refers to
selling fresh dates for dried dates
by measure, and selling grapes
for raisins by measure.
[3894] 73 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Nâfi' that 'Abdullâh told
him that the Prophet
forbade
Muzâbanah. Muzâbanah means
selling the produce of palm trees
for dried dates by measure, or
selling grapes for raisins by
measure, or selling crops for dried
wheat by measure.

[3895] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3894) was narrated from
'Ubaidullâh with this chain.
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[3896] 74 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Messenger of Allah it forbade
Muzâbanah. Muzâbanah means
selling the produce of palm trees
for dried dates by measure, or
selling grapes for raisins by
measure, or selling any kind of
produce for an estimated measure
of the same kind of produce."
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[3897] 75 ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Messenger
of Allah jW, forbade Muzâbanah.
Muzâbanah means selling what is
up on the palm trees for dried
dates of a specified amount (by
saying), "If there is more it is mine
and if there is less then I owe you."

[3898] ( ... ) Ayyüb narrated a
similar report (as no. 3897) with
this chain.
[3899] 76 ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said: "The
Messenger of Allah
forbade
Muzâbanah, selling the produce of
one's garden. If it is palm trees; for
dried dates by measure, and if it is
grapes; selling them for raisins by
measure, and if it is unharvested
produce; selling it for a measure of
harvested produce. He forbade all
of that."
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[3900] ( ... ) A HadIth similar to
theirs (i.e. Qutaiba and others,
no. 3899) was narrated from
Nâfi' with this chain.

Chapter 15. One Who Sells
Date Palms On Which There
Are Dates
[3901] 77 - (1534) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Whoever sells date palms that
have been pollinated, the produce
belongs to the seller, unless the
buyer stipulates otherwise."
[3902] 78 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah
said: "Any
palm trees which are purchased
and they have been pollinated,
the produce belongs to the one
who pollinated them, unless the
one who buys them stipulates
otherwise."
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[3903] 79 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet
said: "Any person who
pollinates palm trees then sells
them, the produce of the palm
tree belongs to the one who
pollinated it, unless the buyer
stipulates otherwise."
[3904] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3903) was narrated from
Nâfi' with this chain.

[3905] 80 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar said: "I
heard the Messenger of Allah iI
say: 'Whoever buys palm trees
after they have been pollinated,
their produce belongs to the
seller, unless the buyer stipulates
otherwise. Whoever buys a slave,
his property belongs to the one
who sold him, unless the buyer
stipulated otherwise."

[39061 ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3905) was narrated from AzZuhrI with this chain.
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[3907] ( ... ) Sâlim bin 'Abdullâh
bin 'Umar narrated that his father
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah j say..." a similar report (as
no. 3905).
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Chapter 16. The Prohibition Of
MuiâqaIah And Muzâbanah,
And Muic!jâbarah; And Selling
Produce Before Its Goodness
Appears, And Mu'âwamah;
Which He Is Selling Years In
Advance
[3908] 81 - (1536) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "The Messenger of Allah
forbade Muhâqalah, Muzâbanah
and MuLc!iâbarah, and selling
produce before its goodness
appears; it should not be sold
except for DInâr and Dirham,
except in the case of 'Arâyâ."

[3909] ( ... ) Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "The Messenger of Allah
forbade..." and he mentioned
something similar (to Hadith no.
3908).
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[3910] 82 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh that the
Messenger of Allah j forbade
Mukhâbarah, Muhâqalah and
Muzâbanah, and selling produce
until it is fit to eat; it should not be
sold except for Dirham and DInâr,
except in the case of 'Arâyâ.
'Atâ' said: "Jâbir explained it to
us and said: 'Mukijâbarah refers to
unused land which a man gives to
another man who spends on it
then (the owner) takes some of its
produce in return. He said that
Muzâbanah means selling fresh
dates on the tree for dried dates by
measure, and Muhâqalah refers to
something similar with regard to
crops, where standing crops are
sold for grains by measure."

[3911] 83 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh that the
Messenger of Allah
forbade
Mu1zâqalah, Muzâbanah and
Mukihâbarah, and buying palm
trees until (their produce is) ripe.
And ripening means that they
turn red or yellow, or are fit to
eat. Muhâqalah means selling the
field for a known measure of
food. Muzâbanah means selling
the palm tree for some Wasq of
dried dates. Mukhâbarah refers to
a share, one-third or one-quarter
and so on.
Zaid said: "I said to 'Atâ' bin

e,9
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AN Rabâh: 'Did you hear Jâbir
bin 'Abdullâh narrate that from
the Messenger of Allah ?' He
said: 'Yes."

[39121 84 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said: "The
forbade
Messenger of Allah
Muzâbanah, Muhâqalah and
Mukjhâbarah, and selling produce
until it is ripe (Tuthqii!i)."
He said: "I said to Sa'eed: 'What
does Tujqiz mean?' He said:
'When they turn red or yellow
and are fit to eat."

[39131 85 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said:
"The Messenger of Allah
forbade Muz6qa1ah, Muzâbanah,
Mu 'âwamah and Mukhâbarah - one
of them said: selling years ahead
is Mu 'âwamah - and exemption
of something unspecified, but he
granted a concession with regard
to 'Arâyâ."
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[3914] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3913) was narrated from
Jâbir from the Prophet ,,except
that he did not mention: "Selling
years ahead is Mu'âwamah."

Chapter 17. Kirâ' (Leasing
Land)'
[39151 86 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said:
"The Messenger of Allah
forbade leasing out land, selling it
years ahead and selling produce
until it is good (i.e. ready to eat)."

[39161 87 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh that the
Messenger of Allah
forbade
leasing out land.

[3917] 88 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said:
"The Messenger of Allah ii said
'Whoever has land, let him
cultivate it, and if he does not
cultivate it, he should let his
brother cultivate it."

[1]

Kirâ': When the owner allows the land to be used in exchange for a certain portion of
the produce. Some of the narrations that follow explain it explicitly.
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[39181 89 - (...) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said:
"One of the Companions of the
Messenger of Allah
had some
surplus land, and the Messenger
said: 'Whoever, has
of Allah
surplus land, let him cultivate it
or lend it to his brother, but if he
insists, let him keep his land."

[3919] 90 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said:
"The Messenger of Allah
forbade taking rent or a share for
land."

[3920] 91 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "The Messenger
of Allah ç said: 'Whoever has
land, let him cultivate it. If he
cannot cultivate it, or is unable to
do so, let him lend it to his Muslim
brother, but he should not take
rent for it."

[3921] 92 - ( ... ) Hammâm
narrated: "Sulaimân bin Müsâ
asked 'Atá': 'Did Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh tell you that the
Prophet jeT, said: "Whoever has
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land, let him cultivate it or let his
brother cultivate it, and he should
not lease it out"? He said: "Yes."

[3922] 93 ( ... ) It was narrated
from Jâbir that the Prophet
forbade Mukhâbarah.
[3923] 94 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "The Messenger
of Allah ii said: 'Whoever has
surplus land, let him cultivate it
or let his brother cultivate it, and
not sell it.' I said to Sa'eed: Does
'not sell it' refer to leasing? He
said: 'Yes."

[3924] 95 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "We used to rent
(Khâbir) land at the time of the
Messenger of Allah
and we
would get a share of the grain left
in the ears after threshing and of
such-and-such (a quantity). Then
the Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whoever has land (surplus) let
him cultivate it or let his brother
till it, otherwise, let him leave it."
[3925] 96 - ( ... ) Jábir bin
'Abdullâh said: "At the time of
the Messenger of Allah
we
used to take land in return for
one-third or one-quarter of that
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which grew along the water
channels. The Messenger of
Allah
addressed us concerning
that and said: 'Whoever has land,
let him cultivate it. If he does not
cultivate it, let him lend it to his
brother. If he does not lend it to
his brother, let him keep it."

[39261 97 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "I heard the
Prophet
say: 'Whoever has
land, let him donate it or lend
it."

[3927] 98 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from A]-A'mash with this chain
(a HadIth similar to no. 3926),
except that he (4) said: "Let
him cultivate it, or let his brother
cultivate it."
[3928] 99 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh that the
Messenger of Allah
forbade
leasing out land.
Bukhair said: "Náfi' told me that
he heard Ibn 'Umar say: 'We
used to lease out land, then we
stopped doing that when we
heard the HadIth of Râfi' bin
IchadIj."
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[39291 100 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "The Messenger
of Allah
forbade selling
(leasing) unused land for two or
three years."
[39301 101 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "The Messenger
of Allah
forbade selling years
ahead."
According to the report of Ibn
Abi haibah: (the Messenger of
Allah ij forbade) "Selling produce
for years ahead."

[3931] 102 - (1544) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whoever has land, let him
cultivate it or lend it to his brother,
and if he insists, let him keep his
land."

[3932] 103 - (1536) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh narrated that he heard
the Messenger of Allah ç
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forbidding Muzâbanah and
Huqâl. Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said:
"Muzâbanah means selling fresh
dates for dried dates, and Huqâl
means leasing out land (Kirâ')."

[3933] 104 - (1545) It was
narrated that Abil Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah 0,
forbade Muazâqalah and Muzâbanah."

[3934] 105 - (1546) Abü Sa'eed
Al-IchudrI said: "The Messenger
of Allah jl forbade Muzâbanah
and Muhâqalah. Muzâbanah
means buying dates on the tops
of the palm trees and Muhaqalah
means leasing out land."

[39351 106 - (1547) It was
narrated that 'Amr said: "I heard
Ibn 'Umar say: 'We did not see
anything wrong with renting out
land until last year, then Râfi'
said that the Prophet of Allah
had forbidden it."
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[39361 107 - (...) A similar
report (as no. 3935) was narrated
from 'Amr bin DInâr with this
chain. In -the HadIth of Ibn
'Uyaynah it adds: "So we stopped
it because of that."

[3937] 108 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Mujâhid said: "Ibn 'Umar
said: 'Râfi' stopped us from
benefiting from our land."

[3938] 109 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from NO' that Ibn 'Umar used to
lease out his farmland at the time
of the Prophet jW and during the
leadership of Abfl Bakr, 'Umar
and 'U.thmân, and the beginning
of the leadership of Mu'âwiyah.
Until, at the end of the leadership
of Mu'âwiyah, he heard that Râfi'
bin jijadIj narrated a HadItf in
which (he mentioned) it was
forbidden by the Prophet 4t. He
entered upon him, when I was with
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him, and asked him. He said: "The
forbade
Messenger of Allah
leasing out farmland." Then Ibn
'Umar stopped doing that.
When he was asked about that
afterwards he said: "Râfi' bin
IladIj said that the Messenger of
Allah
forbade it."

[3939] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3938) was narrated from
Ayyüb with this chain. In the
HadIth of Ibn 'Ulayyah it adds:
"He said: 'Ibn 'Umar stopped
doing it after that, and he did not
lease it out."

[3940] 110 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Nâfi' said: "I went with Ibn
'Umar to Riff bin KhaIIj in AlBalât, and he told him that the
forbade
Messenger of Allah
leasing out farmland."

[3941] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn 'Umar that he went to Râfi'...
and he narrated this HadIth (no.
3940) from the Prophet .
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[3942] 111 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Nâfi' that Ibn 'Umar used
to rent out land. Then he was
told a HadIth from Râfi' bin
1adIj. He said to him: "Come
with me," and we went to him,
and he narrated from some of his
paternal uncles and said that the
Prophet
had forbidden leasing
out land. Then Ibn 'Umar stopped
doing that and he did not rent it
out.

[3943] ( ... ) Ibn 'Awn narrated (a
HadIth as no. 3942) it with this
chain, and he said: "He (Râfi')
narrated to him from some of
his paternal uncles, from the
Prophet ."
[3944] 112 - ( ... ) Sâlim bin
'Abdullâh narrated that 'Abdullâh
bin 'Umar used to lease out his
land, until he heard that Râfi' bin
I1adIj A]-AnârI forbade leasing
out land. 'Abdullâh met him and
said: "0 Ibn Khadij, what are you
narrating from the Messenger of
Allah
about leasing out land?"
Râfi' bin iShadIj said to 'Abdullâh:
"I heard my two paternal uncles,
who had been present at (the
battle of) Badr, narrating to the
family, that the Messenger of
Allah
forbade leasing out
land." 'Abdullâh said: "At the
time of the Messenger of Allah
I knew that land could be leased
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out." Then 'Abdullâh was afraid
that the Messenger of Allah
had said something new that he
did not know of, so he stopped
leasing out land.

Chapter 18. Leasing Out Land
(Kira) In Return For Food
[3945] 113 - (1548) It was
narrated that Râfi' bin IadIj
said: "We used to rent land at
the time of the Messenger of
Allah A, leasing it for one-third
or one-quarter (of the yield of a
specified crop) and a specified
amount of food. Then one day,
one of my paternal uncles came
to us and said: 'The Messenger of
Allah 0, has forbidden to us
something that was beneficial to
us, but obedience to Allah and
His Messenger is more beneficial
to us. He forbade us to rent land
and lease it for one-third or onequarter (of the yield of a
specified crop) and a specified
amount of food, and he ordered
the owner of the land to cultivate
it or let it be cultivated, and he
disliked leasing it out or anything
else."
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[39461

( ... ) It was narrated that

Râfi' bin ihadIj said: "We used
to rent land and lease it for onethird or one-quarter..." then he
narrated a HadIth like that of Ibn
'Ulayyah (no. 3945).

[3947] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3945) was narrated from
Ya'la bin Hakim, with this chain.

[3948] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Râfi' bin IthadIj from the Prophet
(a HadIth similar to no. 3945)
but he did not say: "From some of
his paternal uncles."

[3949] 114 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü An-Najâl, the freed
slave of Râfi' bin Iadlj, from
Râfi', that Zuhair bin Râfi' - who
was his paternal uncle - (He)
said: "Zuhair came to me and
said: 'The Messenger of Allah
forbade something that was
beneficial for us.' I said: 'What is
that? Whatever the Messenger of

h
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Allah
says is right.' He said:
'He asked me: "What do you do
with your fields?" I said: "We
rent them, 0 Messenger of Allah,
in return for (what grows on the
edge) of the spring, or for several
Wasq of dates or barley." He
said: "Do not do that. Cultivate
them, or let them be cultivated
by others, or keep them."

[3950] ( ... ) This was narrated
from Râfi' from the Prophet ,
(a HadIth similar to no. 3949) but
he did not say: "From the
paternal uncle of Zuhair."

Chapter 19. Leasing Out Land
(Kirâ) For Gold And Silver
[3951] 115 - (1547) It was
narrated from Hanzalah bin Qais
that he asked Râfi' bin IQadIj
about leasing out land. He said:
"The Messenger of Allah
forbade leasing out land." I said:
"For gold and silver?" He said:
"As for (leasing it for) gold and
silver, there is nothing wrong
with that."
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[3952] 116 - ( ... ) Hanzalah bin
Qais A1-AnsârI said: "I asked
Râfi' bin IiadIj about leasing
out land for gold and silver. He
said: 'There is nothing wrong
with that. Rather at the time of
the Prophet
the people used
to rent land in return for what
grows along the water channels,
and at the springs, and in some
parts of the fields, but one part
would be destroyed while another
part would be safe, or vice versa,
and this was the only way in
which people leased out land. So
this was forbidden. As for
something that is specified and
guaranteed, there is nothing
wrong with it."

[3953] 117 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Hanalah Az-ZuraqI that he
heard Râfi' bin IhadIj say: "We
had the most land among the
Ansâr, and we used to lease out
land on the basis that we would
have the produce of this part,
and they would have the produce
of that, and perhaps one part
would yield produce and the
other part would not. So he
forbade us to do that. As for
silver, he did not forbid us."

[3954] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3953) was narrated from
Yahyâ bin Sa'eed, with this chain.

i
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Chapter, 20. Muzâra 'ah
(Sharecropping) And Mu'âjarah
(lending)
E395I 118 - (1549) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin AsSâ'ib said: "I asked 'Abdullâh bin
Ma'qil about Muzâra 'ah. He said:
'Thâbit bin Ad-Dahhâk told me
that the Messenger of Allah ç
forbade Muzâra 'ah." According
to the report of Ibn AbI haibah:
"He () forbade it." And he
said: "I asked Ibn Ma'qil," but he
did not name him as 'Abdullâh.

[3956] 119 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin As-Sâ'ib said:
"We entered upon 'Abdullâh bin
Ma'qil and asked him about
Muzâra'ah. He said: 'Thâbit said
that the Messenger of Allah
forbade Muzâra 'ah and enjoined
Mu 'âjarah (renting out land), and
he said: There is nothing wrong
with it."

(
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Chapinr 21. Lending Land
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[3957] 120 - (1550) It was
narrated from 'Amr that Mujâhid
said to Tâwcis: "Let us go to Ibn
Râfi' bin JijadIj and listen to the
HadIt.h from his father, from the
Prophet ." He said: "He
rebuked him." He said: "By
Allah, if I had known that the
Messenger of Allah 0, forbade it,
I would not have done it, but one
who is more knowledgeable than
them" - meaning Ibn 'Abbâs "told me that the Messenger of
Allah
said: 'For a man to lend
his land to his Muslim brother is
better for him than taking a
specified amount for it."
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[3958] 121 - (..) It was narrated
from Tawüs that he used to rent
out (Yukhâbir) his land. 'Amr said:
"I said to him: '0 Abfl 'AbdurRahmân, why don't you stop this
renting, for they are saying that
the Prophet jW, forbade renting
out land?' He said: '0 'Amr, the
most knowledgeable of them of
that' - meaning Ibn 'Abbâs - 'told
me that the Prophet
did not
forbid it, rather he said: For one
of you to lend his land to his
brother is better for him than
renting it out for a specified
amount."
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[39591 (...) A HadIth similar to
theirs (i.e. Ibn Tâwüs and Ibn
'Amr' no. 3959) was narrated from
Ibn 'Abbâs from the Prophet .

[3960] 122 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs that the Prophet
said: "If one of you were to
lend his land to his brother, that
would be better for him than
taking such and such for it"
meaning a specified amount.

[3961] 123 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs that the Prophet
said: "Whoever has land, if he
lends it to his brother, that is
better for him."

The Book Of Musâqa...

22. The Book Of Musâqâ
And Mu'âmalah

Chapter 1. Musâqâh And
Mu'âmalah In Return For A
Share Of The Fruit And Crops

- (T T jo

L39631 2 - (...) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Messenger of Allah
handed
over Khaibar in return for half of
the fruit or crops that it
produced. Every year his wives
would be given one hundred
Wasq: Eighty Wasq of dates and
twenty of barley. When 'Umar
was in charge, he divided
Khaibar, and he gave the wives of
the choice of
the Prophet
having land and water allotted to
them, or continuing to receive
the same number of Wasq every
year. They differed. Some of
them chose land and water, and
some of them chose to be given
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L39621 1 - (1551) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
made a
Messenger of Allah
contract with the people of
Khaibar for half of the fruit or
crops produced.
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Wasq every year. 'Aiah and
Hafsah were among those who
chose land and water."

[3964] 3 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar that
the Messenger of Allahij made
a contract with the people of
IShaibar for one half of the crops
or fruit produced... and he
quoted a Hadith like that of 'Ali
bin Mushir, but he did not
mention that 'Aishah and Hafsah
were among those who chose
land and water. He said: "He
gave the wives of the Prophet
the option of having land
allocated to them," but he did
not mention water.
[3965] 4 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar said:
"When Khaibar was conquered,
the Jews asked the Messenger of
Allah
to let them stay there
on the basis that they would work
in the fields and give him half of
the fruit or crops that they
yielded. The Messenger of Allah
said: 'I will let you stay there
for as long as we wish." Then he
(the sub narrator) quoted a Ijadiij
like that of Ibn Numair and Ibn
Mushir from 'Ubaidullâh, and he
added: "The produce would be
divided into shares and the
Messenger of Allah ç would take
the ffhums."
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[3966] 5 - (.4 It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah
gave the
palm trees and land of IShaibar
to the Jews of Khaibar on the
basis that they would cultivate
them at their own expense, and
the Messenger of Allah would
have half of the yield.
[3967] 6 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that 'Umar bin
Al-Khattâb expelled the Jews and
Christians from the land of Alijâz. When the Messenger of
Allah
conquered 1jaibar, he
wanted to expel the Jews from it,
as the land hd come under the
sway of Allah, His Messenger
and the Muslims. He wanted to
expel the Jews from it but the
Jews asked the Messenger of
Allah jW, to let them stay there
on the basis that they would
cultivate it, and they would have
half of the yield. The Messenger
of Allah
said to them: "We
will let you stay there on that
basis, for as long as we wish."
And they stayed there until
'Umar expelled them to Taimâ'
and Arîhâ'.
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Chapter 2. The Virtue Of
Planting And Cultivating
[3968] 7 - (1552) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'There is no Muslim who plants
something but whatever is eaten
of it is charity for him, and
whatever is stolen from it is
charity for him, and whatever the
wild animals eat from it is charity
for him, and whatever the birds
eat from it is charity for him; no
one takes anything from it but it
will be charity for him."
[3969] 8 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Jâbir that the Prophet
entered upon Umm Mubash-shir
Al-AnârIyyah among her palm
trees, and the Prophet
said to
her: "Who planted these palm
trees? Was it a Muslim or a
disbeliever?" She said: "A Muslim."
He said: "No Muslim plants
anything or cultivates anything, and
humans, animals or anything eats
from it, but it will be charity for
him."

[3970] 9 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: 'No
Muslim man plants anything or
cultivates anything that a wild
animal or bird or anything eats
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from, but he will have a reward
for that."

[3971] 10 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "The Prophet
entered upon Umm Ma'bad in
her garden. He said: '0 Umm
Ma'bad, who planted these palm
trees? Was it a Muslim or a
disbeliever?' She said: 'A Muslim.'
He said: 'No Muslim plants
anything that a human, animal or
bird eats from, but it will be
charity for him until the Day of
Resurrection."

[3972] 11 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Al-A'mah, from Abü
Sufyân, from Jâbir. 'Amr added
in his report from 'Ammâr, and
Abü Kuraib added in his report
from Abü Mu'âwiyah; "from
Umm Mubash-shir." In the
report of Ibn Fulail it says:
"From the wife of Zaid bin
Hâriihah." In the report of Ishâq
from Abü Mu'âwiyah it says:
"Perhaps he said: 'From Umm
Mubah-hir from the Prophet
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' and perhaps he did not say
it." All of them said: "From the
Prophet ," like the Hadlib of
'Atâ' (no. 3968), Abü Az-Zubair
(no. 3969) and 'Amr bin DInâr
(3971).

[3973] 12 - (1553) It was
narrated that Anas said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'There is no Muslim who plants
something or cultivates something
that birds, humans or animals eat
from, but it will be charity for
him."

[3974] 13 - (...) Anas bin Mâlik
narrated that the Prophet of
Allah jW, entered a garden of
palm trees belonging to Umm
Muba-gir, a woman of the
Ansâr. The Messenger of Allah
40 said: "Who planted these
palm trees? Was it a Muslim or a
disbeliever?" They said: "A
Muslim..." a HadIth like theirs
(i.e., Yabya, Qutaibah, and
Muhammad no. 3973).
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Chapter 3. Waiving Payment In
The Case Of Blight
[3975] 14 - (1554) It was
narrated from Abü Az-Zubair
that he heard Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
say: "The Messenger of Allah jW
said: 'If you sell some fruit to
your brother then it is stricken
with blight, it is not permissible
for you to take anything from
him. Why would you take your
brother's wealth unlawfully?"

[3976] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3975) was narrated from Ibn
Juraij with this chain.

[3977] 15 - (1555) It was
narrated from Anas that the
Prophet jW forbade selling the
fruit of palm trees until they
bloom. We said: "What does
bloom mean?" He said: "Turning
red or yellow. Do you think that
if Allah withholds the fruit,
would you regard your brother's
wealth as permissible?"
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[39781... - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas bin Mâlik that the
Messenger of Allah
forbade
selling fruit until it bloomed. They
said: "What does bloom mean?"
He said: "Turning red. He said: If
Allah withholds the fruit, on what
basis do you regard your brother's
wealth as permissible?"
[3979] 16 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas that the Prophet
said: "If Allah, the Mighty and
Sublime, did not cause the fruit
(to grow), on what basis do you
regard your brother's wealth as
permissible?"
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[3980] 17 - (1554) It was
narrated from Jâbir that the
Prophet
enjoined waiving
payments in a case where the
crop was stricken by blight.
Abü Isâq said: "IbrâhIm (who
was the companion of Muslim)
said: "Abdur-Rahmân bin Bishr
narrated this to me from Sufyán."

Chapter 4. It Is Recommended
To Waive Debts
[3981] 18 - (1556) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed AlKhudrI said: "At the time of the
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Messenger of Allah , a man
suffered loss of some fruit that he
had bought, and his debts
mounted. The Messenger of
said: 'Give him charity,'
Allah
and the people gave him charity,
but it was not enough to pay off
his debt. The Messenger of Allah
j said to his creditors: 'Take
what you find, and you are not
entitled to any more than that."

[3982] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 3981) was narrated from
Buichair bin A1-Asijajj with this
chain.

[3983] 19 - (1557) 'Aishah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
heard the noise of disputants at
the door, raising their voices.
One of them was asking the
other to let him off and show him
leniency in some matter, and he
was saying: 'By Allah I will not
do that.' The Messenger of Allah
came out to them and said:
'Where is the one who swears by
Allah that he will not do an act
of kindness?' He said: 'Here I
am, 0 Messenger of Allah; he
may have whatever he wants."
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[3984] 20 - (1558) 'Abdullâh bin
Ka'b bin Mâlik narrated from his
father that he asked Ibn AM
Hadrad to pay a debt that he
owed him at the time of the
Messenger of Allah
, in the
Masjid. Their voices became so
loud that the Messenger of Allah
could hear them in his house.
The Messenger of Allah came
out to them and lifted the curtain
of his apartment, and he called
Ka'b bin Mâlik, saying: "0 Ka'b!"
Ka'b said: "Here I am, 0
Messenger of Allah." He gestured
with his hand, saying waive half of
your debt. Ka'b said: "I have done
that, 0 Messenger of Allah." The
Messenger of Allah ij said: "Get
up and pay off the rest."

[3985] 21 - ( ... ) Ka'b bin Mâlik
narrated that he asked Ibn AbI
Uadrad to pay off a debt that he
owed him... a HadIt/ like that of
Ibn Wahb (3984).
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[3986] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ka'b bin Mâlik that he was owed
money by 'Abdullâh bin Abi
Hadrad Al-AslamI. He met him
and pressured him to pay it, and
they spoke until their voices
became loud. The Messenger of
Allah
passed by them and
said: "0 Ka'b!" and gestured
with his hand as if he was telling
him, 'Half.' So he took half of
what was owed him and waive
the rest.

Chapter 5. If A Man Finds
What He Sold With The
Purchaser, Who Has Become
Bankrupt, Then He Has The
Right To Take It Back
[3987] 22 - (1559) Abü
Hurairah said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said - or I heard the
say -:
Messenger of Allah
'Whoever finds his property with
a man who has become bankrupt'
- or 'a person who has become
bankrupt - he is more entitled to
it than anyone else."
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[39881 ( ... ) A Hadith like that of
Zuhair (no. 3988) was narrated
from Yabyâ bin Sa'eed with this
chain. Ibn Rumh said in his
report: "Any man who becomes
bankrupt."

[39891 23 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah from the
Prophet jLit, concerning a man
who becomes destitute, if the
goods are found with him and
not given away yet: "The original
owner who sold them to him is
more entitled to them."
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[3990] 24 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
said: "If a man
Prophet
becomes bankrupt, and a man
finds his goods with him, he is
more entitled to them."

[3991] (.4 A similar report (as
no. 3990) was narrated from
Qatâdah with this chain, but they
said: "He is more entitled to it
than any other creditors."

[3992] 25 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
said: "If a
Messenger of Allah
man becomes bankrupt and
another man finds his goods with
him, he is more entitled to
them."
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Chapter 6. The Virtue Of
Giving More Time To One
Who Is Suffering Difficulty,
And Letting Those Go Who Are
Suffering Difficulty And Those
Who Are Well Off
[3993] 26 - (1560) Hudhaifah
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'The angels took the soul of
a man among those who came
before you and they said: 'Did
you do any good deeds?' He said:
'No.' They said: 'Try to
remember.' He said: 'I, used to
lend money to people and I
would tell my servants to give
more time to those who were in
difficulty and to be easy with
those who were well off.' (The
angel) said: Allah said (to us):
'Be easy with him."
[3994] 27 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Rib'I bin Hirâsh saidHudhaifah and Abü Mas'üd met,
and Hudhaifah said: "A man met
his Lord, may He be glorified
and exalted, and He said: 'What
did you do?' He said: 'I did not do
anything good, except that I was a
rich man and I used to ask the
people (to repay heir debts); I
would accept repayment from
those who were well off, and I
would let those who were in
difficulty go.',kle said: 'Let My
slave go." Abü Mas'üd said: "That
is what I heard the Messenger of
Allah saying."
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[3995] 28 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Hudhaifah from the
Prophet ,: "A man died and
entered Paradise, and it was said
to him: 'What did you use to do?'
Either he remembered or was
caused to remember, and he said:
'I used to enter into transactions
with people, and I used to give
those who were in difficulty more
time and I would not be harsh
when asking for repayment (from
those who were well off).' So he
was forgiven." Abü Mas'üd said:
"I also heard it from the
Messenger of Allah ç."
[3996] 29 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hudhaifah said: "One of
Allah's slaves was brought before
Him, to whom Allah had given
wealth. He said to him: 'What
did you do in the world?' although they cannot conceal
anything from Allah. He said: '0
Lord, You bestowed Your wealth
upon me and I used to enter into
transactions with people. It was
my nature to be le1ieit, so I used
to go easy on those who were
well off and I iwould give more
time to those Wirn wei e in
difficulty.' Allah std: 'I have
more right to that than you; let
My slave go."
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'Uqbah bin 'Amir Al-JuhanI and
Abü Mas'fld Al-AnsârI said:
"This is how we heard it from the
Messenger of Allah ."
[3997] 30 - (1561) It was
narrated that Abfl Mas'üd said:
"The Messenger of Allah 9% said:
'A man among those who came
before you was brought to
account, and he was not found to
have done anything good, except
that he used to mix with people,
and he was well off. He would
tell his slaves to let those go who
were in difficulty. Allah, may He
be exalted, said: We have more
right to that than him; let him
go."

[3998] 31 - (1562) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"A man used to lend money to
the people, and he used to say to
his slaves: 'If you come to one
who is in difficulty, let him go;
perhaps Allah will let us go.
When he met Allah, He let him
go."
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[3999] ( ... ) Abü Hurairah said:
"I heard the Messenger of Allah
say..." a similar report (as no.
3998).

[4000] 32 - (1563) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin AbI
Qatâdah that Abü Qatâdah asked
a debtor to pay him back, and he
hid from him. Then he found him
and he said: "I am in difficulty."
He said: "By Allah?" He said:
"By Allah." He said: "I heard the
say:
Messenger of Allah
'Whoever would like Allah to
save him from the hardships of
the Day of Resurrection, let him
give respite to the one who is in
difficulty, or let him go."

[4001] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4000) was narrated from
Ayyüb with this chain.
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Chapter 7. The Prohibition Of A
Rich Man Delaying Repayment.
The Validity Of Hawâlah
(Transferal Of Debts) And It Is
Recommended To Accept
Transferal Of A Debt If It Is
Transferred To A Rich Man
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[4002133 - (1564) It was narrated
from AbCi Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah j said: "For
a rich man to delay repayment is
wrongdoing, and if the debt of
one of you is transferred to a rich
man, let him accept it."
[4003] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4002) was narrated from Abü
Hurairah, from the Prophet .

Chapter 8. The Prohibition Of
Selling Surplus Water Which Is
In The Wilderness And Is
Needed To Take Care Of The
Pasture. The Prohibition Of
Not Allowing Others To Use It.
The Prohibition Of Stud fees
[4004] 34 - (1565) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "The Messenger of Allahi1
forbade selling surplus water."
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[4005] 35 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "The Messenger
of Allah jW forbade stud fees for
camels, and selling water and
land for tilling. The Messenger of
Allah
forbade that."

[4006] 36 - (1566) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Surplus water should not be
withheld so as to prevent the
growth of greenery."

[4007] 37 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'Do
not withhold surplus water so as to
prevent the growth of greenery."

[4008] 38 - ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
said: "The Messenger of Allah ç
said: 'Surplus water should not be
sold as if selling greenery."
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Chapter 9. The Prohibition Of
The Price Of A Dog, The Fee Of
A Fortuneteller And The
Payment Of A Prostitute, And
The Prohibition Of Selling Cats
[4009] 39 - (1567) It was
narrated from Abü Mas'üd A]AnârI that the Messenger of
Allahçforbade the price of a
dog, the payment of a prostitute,
and the fee of a fortuneteller.

[4010] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4009) was narrated from AzZuhrI with this chain.

[4011] 40 - (1568) It was
narrated that Riff bin ISiadIj
said: "I heard the Prophet ii say:
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'The worst of earnings are the
payment of a prostitute, the price
of a dog and the fee of a cupper."
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[40121 41 ( ... ) Riff bin IShadIj
narrated that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "The price of a
dog is evil, the payment of a
prostitute is evil and the earnings
of a cupper are evil."
-
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[4013] (...) A similar report (as
no. 4012) was narrated from
Yaiyâ bin AbI Ka.thIr with this
chain.
L

[4014] ( ... ) Râfi' bin jchadIj
narrated a similar report (as no.
4012) from the Messenger of
Allah
.
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[4015] 42
(1569) It was
narrated that Abü Az-Zubair said: "I
asked Jâbir about the price of dogs
and cats." He said: "The Messenger
of Allah forbade that."
-
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Chapter 10. The Command To
Kill Dogs, And Its Abrogation.
The Prohibition Of Keeping
Dogs, Except For Hunting,
Farming, (Herding) Livestock
And The Like
[4016] 43 - (1570) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah
ordered
that dogs be killed.

[4017] 44 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Messenger of Allah j ordered
that dogs be killed, and he sent
word to all quarters of AlMadinah saying that they should
be killed."
[4018] 45 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar said:
"The Messenger of Allah used
to order that dogs be killed, and I
went throughout Al-Madinah,
and we did not spare any dog but
we killed it, to such an extent
that we would even kill the dog
of a woman belonging to the
desert people."

[4019] 46 - (1571) It was
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narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
enjoined
Messenger of Allah
the killing of dogs, except dogs
for hunting, and dogs for herding
sheep or livestock. It was said to
Ibn 'Umar: "Abü Hurairah says:
'Or farm dogs.' Ibn 'Umar said:
'Abü Hurairah had farmland."

[4020] 47 - (1572) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "The Messenger
of Allah ç ordered us to kill
dogs, and even if a woman came
from the desert with her dog, we
would kill it. Then the Prophet
forbade killing them, and said:
'You should kill the dark black
(dog) with two (white) spots
(above its eyes), for it is a devil."

[4021] 48 - (1573) It was
narrated that Ibn al-Mughaffal
said: "The Messenger of Allah
enjoined the killing of dogs, then
he said: 'What is the problem
with them and dogs?' Then he
granted a concession with regard
to dogs for hunting and herding
sheep."
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[4022] 49 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Shu'bah (a HadIth similar to
no. 4021, with a different chain
of narrators) with this chain.
Ibn Hâtim said in his HadIth
from Yayâ: He () granted a
concession with regard to dogs
for herding sheep, hunting and
(guard dogs) in farms.

[4023] 50 - (1574) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Umar said:
"The Messenger of Allah ii said:
'Whoever keeps a dog except a
dog for herding livestock or
hunting, two QIrât will be
deducted from his reward every
day."

[4024] 51 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sâlim, from his father, that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Whoever keeps a dog, except a
dog for hunting or herding
livestock, two QIrât will be
deducted from his reward every
day."

[4025] 52 -

( ... )

It was narrated
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from 'Abdullâh bin DInâr that he
heard Ibn 'Umar say: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whoever keeps a dog, except a
dog for hunting or herding
livestock, two QIrât will be
deducted from his (good) deeds
every day."

[4026] 53 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sâlim bin 'Abdullâh, from
his father, that the Messenger of
said: "Whoever keeps a
Allah
dog except a dog for guarding
livestock or a hunting dog, a
QIrât will be deducted from his
(good) deeds every day."
'Abdullâh said: And Abü Hurairah
said: "Or a farm dog."

[4027] 54 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sâlim, from his father, that
said:
the Messenger of Allah
"Whoever keeps a dog, except a
dog for hunting or herding
livestock, two QIrât will be
deducted from his (good) deeds
every day."
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Sâlim said: And Abü Hurairah
used to say, "Or a farm dog," and
he owned farmland.
[4028] 55 - ( ... ) Sâlim bin
'Abdullâh narrated that his father
said: "The Messenger of Allah ;
said: 'Any household that keeps a
dog, except a dog for herding
livestock or a dog for hunting,
two QIrât will be deducted from
their (good) deeds, every day."

[4029] 56 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abul-Hakam said: I heard
Ibn 'Umar narrating that the
Prophet
said: "Whoever keeps
a dog, except a (guard) dog in
farming, herding sheep or hunting,
one QIrât will be deducted from
his reward every day."

[4030] 57 - (1575) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Whoever keeps a dog that is not
a dog for hunting, livestock or
land, two QIrât will be deducted
from his reward every day."
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[4031] 58 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
said:
Messenger of Allah
'Whoever acquires a dog that is
not a dog for herding livestock,
hunting or (guard dog) in farms,
one QIrât will be deducted from
his reward every day."
Az-ZuhrI said: "The words of
Abü Hurairah were mentioned to
Ibn 'Umar and he said: 'May
Allah have mercy on Abü
Hurairah, he owned farmland."
[4032] 59 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
said:
Messenger of Allah
'Whoever keeps a dog, one QIrât
will be deducted from his (good)
deeds every day, except a (guard)
dog in farms or herding livestock."

[4033] ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
narrated a similar report (as no.
4032) from the Messenger of
Allah .
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[4034] ( ... ) Yaiyâ bin AbI
KaftIr narrated a similar report
(as no. 4032) with this chain.

[4035] 60 - ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Whoever acquires a dog
that is not a dog for hunting or
herding sheep, one QIrât will be
deducted from his (good) deeds
every day."

[4036] 61 - (1576) As-Sâ'ib bin
Yazid narrated that he heard
Sutvdn bin AbI Zuhair, who was a
man of Shanfl'ah and one of the
Companions of the Messenger of
,Allah
, say: "I heard the
kssenger of Allah
say:
"Whoever keeps a dog that is not
used in the farm or herding
livestock, one QIrât will be deducted
from his good deeds every day." He
said: "Did you hear that from the
Messenger of Allah ?" He said:
"Yes, by the Lord of this Masjid."

[4037] (.4 As-Sâ'ib bin YazId
narrated that Sufyân bin AbI
Zuhair Ash-Shanâ'I came to
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them and said: "The Messenger
said..." a similar
of Allah
report (as HadIth no. 4036).
J :JU
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Chapter 11. The Permissibility
Of A Cupper's Earnings
[4038] 62 - (1577) It was
narrated that Humaid said:
"Anas bin Mâlik was asked about
the earnings of a cupper and he
said: 'The Messenger of Allah
was treated with cupping by Abü
Taibah, and he ordered that he
be given two â' of food. He
spoke to his masters, and they
waived their portion of his
earnings, and he said: 'The best
thing with which you may be
treated is cupping,' or 'it is one of
the best of your remedies."

[4039] 63 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Humaid said: "Anas was
asked about the earnings of a
cupper..." and he mentioned a
similar report (as no. 4038),
except that he said: "Among the
best things with which you may
be treated are cupping and AlQust Al-BahrI (a kind of incense),
and do not torment your children
by pressing the back of their
throats."
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[4040] 64 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Humaid said: "I heard Anas
say: 'The Prophet
called a
slave of ours who was a cupper,
and he treated him with cupping,
and he ordered that he given a
Sâ', or a Mudd, or two Mudd.
And he spoke (to his master)
about him, and he reduced his
(the master's) portion of his
earnings."
[4041] 65 - (1202) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
the Messenger of Allah
was
treated with cupping, and he gave
the cupper his wages, and he put
medicine in his nose.

[4042] 66 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn Abbâs said: "The
Prophet was treated with cupping
by a slave of Banü Baiâdah, and
the Prophet
gave him his
wages, and spoke to his master,
who reduced his (the master's)
portion of his earnings. If it were
unlawful the Prophet
would
not have given him anything."
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Chapter 12. The Prohibition Of
Selling Wine
[4043] 67 - (1578) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed Al-KhudrI
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah , delivering a Kiju!bah in
Al-Madinah. He said: '0 people,
Allah is hinting about wine, and
perhaps He will reveal something
about it, so whoever has any of it,
let him sell it and benefit from it.'
It was not long before the Prophet
said: 'Allah has forbidden wine,
so whoever hears this Verse and
has any of it, he should not drink it
or sell it.' The people went to
whatever they had of it, and
poured it out into the streets of A]Madinah."
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[4044] 68 - (1579) It was
narrated from 'Abdur-Rahmân
bin Wa'lah As-Saba'l, who was
from Egypt, that he asked
'Abdullâh bin 'Abbâs about that
which is extracted from grapes.
Ibn 'Abbâs said: "A man gave the
Messenger of Allah
a small
water-skin full of wine, and the
Messenger of Allah
said to
him: 'Do you know that Allah,
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may He be exalted, has forbidden
it?' He said: 'No,' then he
whispered to another man. The
Messenger of Allah said: 'What
are you whispering about?' He
said: 'I told him to sell it.' He said:
'The One Who has forbidden
drinking it has also forbidden
selling it.' So he opened the skin
until its contents drained away."

[40451 ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4044) was narrated from
'Abdullâh bin 'Abbâs, from the
Messenger of Allah .

[4046] 69 - (1580) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said:
"When the Verses at the end of
Sürat Al-Baqarah were revealed,
the Messenger of Allah
came
out and recited them to the
people, then he forbade dealing
in wine."
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[4047] 70 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "When the
Verses about Ribâ at the end of
Si2rat Al-Ba qarah were revealed,
the Messenger of Allah
went
out to the Masjid and forbade
dealing in wine."

Chapter 13. The Prohibition Of
Selling Wine, Dead Meat, Pork
And Idols

(r t ii I)
[4048] 71 - (1581) It was
narrated from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
that he heard the Messenger of
Allah say, during the Year of the
Conquest while he was in Makkah:
"Allah and His Messenger have
forbidden the sale of wine, dead
meat, pork and idols." It was said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, what do
you think about the fat of dead
meat, for it is used for caulking
ships, daubing hides, and the
people use it in their lamps?" He
said: "No, it is unlawful." Then the
Messenger of Allah
said: "May
Allah destroy the Jews, for Allah
forbade the fat to them, but they
melted it, then they sold it and
consumed its price."

The Book Of Musaqa...
[4049] ( ... ) Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah
during the Year of the
Conquest..." a Hadith like that of
Al-Laith (no. 4048).

[4050] 72 - (1582) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"'Umar heard that Samurah was
selling wine, and he said: 'May
Allah destroy Samurah. Does he
not know that the Messenger of
Allah . said: "May Allah curse
the Jews; fat was forbidden to
them but they melted it and sold
it"

[4051] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4050) was narrated from
'Amr bin DInâr with this chain.
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[4052] 73 - (1583) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
said:
the Messenger of Allah
"May Allah destroy the Jews.
Allah forbade fat to them, so
they sold it and consumed its
price."
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[4053] 74 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
said: 'May
Messenger of Allah
Allah destroy the Jews. Fat was
forbidden to them so they sold it
and consumed its price."

Chapter 14. Ribâ (Usury,
Interest)
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[4054] 75 - (1584) It was
narrated from AN Weed AlIhudrI that the Messenger of
said: "Do not sell gold
Allah
for gold except like for like, and
do not give more of one and less
of the other. Do not sell silver
except like for like, and do not
give more of one and less of the
other. And do not exchange
something to be given later for
something to be given now."
[ •i
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[4055] 67 - ( ... ) Abü Sa'eed A]KhudrI narrated this from the
Messenger of Allah
according to the report of
Qutaibah, 'Abdullâh and Nâfi'
went with him; and according to
the HadIth of Ibn Rumh, Nâfi'
said: "'Abdullâh and Al-Laithi
and I went with him" - "until he
entered upon Abü Sa'eed AlKhudrI who said: 'This one told
me that you are narrating that
the Messenger of Allah
forbade selling silver for silver
except like for like, and selling
gold for gold except like for like.'
Abü Sa'eed pointed to his eyes
and ears and said: 'My eyes saw,
and my ears heard the Messenger
of Allah
saying: "Do not sell
gold for gold, and do not sell
silver for silver, except like for
like, and do not give more of one
and less of the other, and do not
exchange something to be given
later for something to be given
now, except hand to hand."

[4056] ( ... ) A HadIth similar to
that of Al-Laith from Nâfi' (no.
4055) was narrated from Abü
Sa'eed Al-KhudrI from the
Prophet .
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[4057] 77 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Sa'eed Al-KhudrI that
said:
the Messenger of Allah
"Do not sell gold for gold, or
silver for silver, except weight for
weight, like for like, same for
same."

[4058] 78 - (1585) It was
narrated from 'Uthmân bin 'Affân
that the Messenger of Allah
said: "Do not sell one DInâr for
two DInâr, or one Dirham for two
Dirham."

Chapter 15. Exchange And
Selling Gold For Silver On The
Spot
[4059] 79 - (1586) It was
narrated from Mâlik bin Aws bin
Al-Hadathân that he said: "I was
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going around saying: 'Who will
exchange Dirham (for my gold)?'
Talhah bin 'Ubaidullâh, who was
with 'Umar bin Al-Khattâb, said:
'Show us your gold, then come to
us later, when our servant comes,
and we will give you your silver.'
'Umar bin Al-Khattâb said: 'No,
by Allah! Either give him his
silver (now) or give him back his
gold, for the Messenger of Allah
said: "Silver for gold is Ribâ,
unless it is exchanged on the spot;
wheat for wheat is Ribâ, unless it is
exchanged on the spot; barley for
barley isRibâ, unless it is exchanged
on the spot; dates for dates is Ribâ
unless it is exchanged on the spot."

[4060] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Az-ZuhrI (a HadIth similar to no.
4059) with this chain.

[4061] 80 - (1587) It was
narrated that Abü Qilâbah said:
"I was in Ash-Sham in a
gathering where Muslim bin
Yasâr was present, when Abü A]Aif aft came." He said: "They
said: 'Abü A1-Ash'ath.' And I
said: 'Abñ A1-Ash'ath!' He sat
down and I said to him: 'Tell our
brothers the HadIth of 'Ubâdah
bin As-Sâmit.' He said: 'Yes. We
went out on a campaign when
Mu'âwiyah was in charge of the
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people, and acquired a great deal
of the spoils of war. Among the
spoils we seized were some vessels
of silver. Mu'âwiyah ordered a
man to sell them, to be paid for
when the people received their
stipends, and the people hastened
to buy them. News of that reached
'Ubâdah bin As-Sâmit and he
stood up and said: I heard the
Messenger of Allah forbidding
the sale of gold for gold, silver
for silver, wheat for wheat,
barley for barley, dates for dates,
salt for salt, except equal for
equal, same for same. Whoever
adds something more, or asks for
something more, he has engaged
in Ribâ."
"So the people returned what
they had taken. News of that
reached Mu'awiyah and he stood
up and delivered a speech,
saying: 'What is the matter with
men who narrated AhadIth from
the Messenger of Allah ;, when
we were present with him and
accompanied him, and we did not
hear that from him?'
"Ubâdah bin As-Samit stood up
and repeated the story, then he
said: 'We will narrate what we
heard from the Messenger of
Allah , even if Mu'âwiyah does
not like it' - or he said, 'in spite of
him. I do not care if I do not join
his troops on a dark night."
Hammâd (one of the narrators)
said: "This, or something like this."
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[40621 ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4061) was narrated from
Ayyüb with this chain.

[4063] 81 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Ubâdah bin As-Samit said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
"Gold for gold, silver for silver,
wheat for wheat, barley for
barley, dates for dates, salt for
salt, like for like, same for same,
hand to hand. But if these
commodities differ, then sell as
you like, as long as it is hand to
hand."

[4064] 82 - (1584) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed AlIudrI said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'Gold for gold,
silver for silver, wheat for wheat,
barley for barley, dates for dates,
salt for salt, like for like, hand to
hand. Whoever gives more or
asks for more, he has engaged in
Ribâ, and the taker and the giver
are the same."
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[4065] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Sa'eed A]-KhudrI said: "The
said:
Messenger of Allah
'Gold for gold, like for like..." a
similar HadIth (as no. 4064).

[4066] 83 - (1588) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
'Dates for dates, wheat for wheat,
barley for barley, salt for salt, like
for like, hand to hand. Whoever
gives more or asks for more, he
has engaged in Ribâ, except in
cases where the types differ."

[4067] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Fudail bin Ghazwân with this
chain (a HadIth similar to no.
4066), but he did not say, "hand
to hand."
[4068] 84 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that AN Hurairah said: "The
said:
Messenger of Allah
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'Gold for gold, weight for weight,
like for like. And silver for silver,
weight for weight, like for like.
Whoever adds more or asks for
more, that is Ribâ."

[40691 85 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"DInâr for DInâr with no difference
between them; and Dirham for
Dirham with no difference between
them."

[4070] ( ... ) Müsâ bin AbI
TamIm narrated a similar report
(as HadIth no. 4069) with this
chain.

Chapter 16. The Prohibition Of
Selling Silver For Gold To Be
Paid At A Later Date
[4071] 86 - (1589) It was
narrated that Abü Al-Minhâl
said: Sharlk sold some silver for
me, to be paid for during the Hajj
season. He came to me and told
me, and I said: "This is not
good." He said: "I sold it in the
market and no one objected." I
went to A]-Bard' bin 'Azib and
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asked him, and he said: "When
the Prophet
came to A]Madinah, we used to sell in this
fashion, and he said: 'Whatever is
hand to hand, there is nothing
wrong with it. But whatever is to
be paid for later is Ribâ." Go to
Zaid bin Arqam for he is more
involved in trade than I am. So I
went to him and asked him, and
he said something similar.
[40721 87 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Habib that he head Abü A]Minhâl say: "I asked Al-Barâ' bin
'Azib about exchanging (gold for
silver or vice versa) and he said:
'Ask Zaid bin Arqam, for he is
more knowledgeable.' I asked
Zaid and he said: 'Ask Al-Barâ',
for he is more knowledgeable.'
Then they said: 'The Messenger
of Allah
forbade selling silver
for gold to be paid at a later
date."

[4073] 88 - (1590) 'AbdurRahmân bin AbI Bakrah narrated
that his father said: "The Messenger
of Allah
forbade selling silver
for silver and gold for gold, except
like for like; and he told us to buy
silver for gold however we wished,
and to buy gold for silver however
we wished." He said: "A man
asked him: 'Hand to hand?' He
said: 'That is what I heard."
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[4074] ( ... ) Abü Bakrah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
forbade us..." a similar report (as
no. 4073).

Chapter 17. Selling A Necklace
In Which There Are Pearls
And Gold
[4075] 89 - (1591) Fadâlah bin
'Ubaid A]-AnsârI said: "When
the Messenger of Allah
was in
Kljaibar, a necklace containing
pearls and gold was brought to
him. It was part of the spoils of
war to be sold. The Messenger of
Allah
ordered that the gold in
the necklace be extracted. Then
said
the Messenger of Allah
to them: "Gold for gold, weight
for weight."

[4076] 90 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Fadâlah bin 'Ubaid said: "On
the Day of ISJaibar, I bought a
necklace for twelve Dlnâr, which
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contained gold and pearls. I
separated them and I found more
than twelve DInâr in it. I mentioned
that to the Prophet
and he said:
'It should not be sold until they are
separated."

[4077] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4076) was narrated from
Sa'eed bin Yazld, with this chain.

[4078] 91 - ( ... ) Fadâlah bin
'Ubaid said: "We were with the
Messenger of Allah
on the
Day of IShaibar, trading with the
Jews, an Uqiyah of gold for two
or three DInâr. The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'Do not sell gold
for gold, unless it is weight for
weight."

[4079] 92 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Hanash that he said: "We
were with Fadâlah bin 'Ubaid on
a campaign, and there fell to my
lot and that of my companions a
necklace that contained gold,
pearls and jewels. I wanted to
buy it, so I asked Fadâlah bin
'Ubaid and he said: 'Extract its
gold and put it in one pan, and
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put your gold In the other pan,
and do not t&ê 'it unless (you
give) like for like, for I heard the
say:
Messenger of Allah
"Whoever believes in Allah and
the Last Day, let him not take
(anything) except like for like."

Chapter 18. Selling Food Like
For Like
[40801 93 - (1592) It was
narrated from Ma'mar bin
'Abdullâh that he sent his slave
with a Sâ' of wheat and he said:
"Sell it then buy barley." The slave
went and took a â' and part of a
Sâ' more. When he came to
Ma'mar he told him about that,
and Ma'mar said to him: "Why did
you do that? Go and give it back,
and do not take anything but like
for like, for I used to hear the
Messenger of Allah say: 'Food
for food, like for like.' And our
food at that time was barley. It was
said to him: 'It is not like it.' He
said: 'I am afraid that it may be
similar."
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[4081] 94 - ( ... ) Abfl Hurairah
and Abü Sa'eed A1-KhudrI narrated
that the Messenger of Allah sent
the brother of Banü 'Adiyy AlAnsârI to collect revenue from
Khaibar, and he brought fine-quality
(JanIb) dates. The Messenger of
Allah ; said to him: "Are all the
dates of Khaibar like this?" He
said: "No, by Allah, 0 Messenger
of Allah. We bought one â' for
two Sâ' out of the total." The
Messenger of Allah
said: "Do
not do that. Rather (buy) like for
like, or sell this and buy some of
that with its price. And the same
goes for weights."

[4082] 95 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Sa'eed Al-Khudri and
Abü Hurairah that the Messenger
of Allah jNt appointed a man over
Khaibar, and he brought some
fine-quality dates. The Messenger
of Allah
said to him: "Are all
the dates of Khaibar like this?" He
said: No, by Allah, 0 Messenger of
Allah. We take one Sâ' of these in
return for two Sâ', and two Sâ' for
three $â'. The Messenger of Allah
, said: "Do not do that. Sell them
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all for Dirham, then buy the finequality (JanIb) with the Dirham."

[40831 96 - (1594) AN Sa'eed
said: Bilâl brought some good
quality (BarnI) dates and the
Messenger of Allah
said to
him: "Where are these from?"
Bilâl said: "We had some poorquality dates, so I sold two Sâ' of
them for one Sâ', as food for the
Prophet ." At that, the
Messenger of Allah Ji said: "0!
The essence of Ribâ! Do not do
that. If you want to buy dates,
then sell them in a separate
transaction, then buy them."
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[4084] 97 - (...) It was narrated
that Abü Sa'eed Al-KhudrI said:
"Some dates were brought to the
Messenger of Allah gr, and he
said: 'These are not our dates.'
The man said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, we sold two Sâ' of our
dates for a Sâ' of these.' The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'This
is Ribâ. Take them back, then sell
our dates and buy some of these
for us."

[4085] 98 - (1595) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed said:
"We were given dates of mixed
quality at the time of the
Messenger of Allah , and we
used to sell two Sâ' for one. News
of that reached the Messenger of
Allah
and he said: 'Do not sell
two Sâ'of dates for one, or two Sâ'
of wheat for one, or two Dirham
for one."

[4086] 99 - (1594) It was
narrated that Abü Nadrah said:
"I asked Ibn 'Abbâs about
exchanging. He said: 'Is it hand
to hand?' I said: 'Yes.' He said:
'There is nothing wrong with it.' I
told Abü Sa'eed: 'I asked Ibn
'Abbâs about exchanging. He
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said: "Is it hand to hand?" I said:
"Yes. "He said: "There is nothing
wrong with it." He said: 'Did he
say that? We will write to him
and tell him not to give that
ruling.' He said: 'By Allah, one of
the slaves of the Messenger of
Allah ç brought some dates and
he found them odd and said: "It
seems that these are not the
dates of our land." He said:
"Something happened to the
dates of our land" - or "our
dates" - "this year, so I took this
and I gave more in return." He
said: "If you gave something
more, you engaged in Ribâ. Do
not do it again. If you think there
is something wrong with your
dates, sell them then buy
whatever dates you want."
[4087] 100 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Abü Nadrah said:
"I asked Ibn 'Umar and Ibn
'Abbâs about exchange, and they
did not see anything wrong with
it. I was sitting with Abü Sa'eed
A]-Khudri and I asked him about
exchange. He said: 'Whatever is
extra is Ribâ,' and I did not
accept it because of what they
had said. He said: 'I am only
narrating to you what I heard
from the Messenger of Allah .
A man who was taking care of
the Prophet's date palms brought
him a Sâ' of fine dates and the
dates of the Prophet
were not
of this type. The Prophet ç said
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to him: "Where did you get
this?" He said: "I sold two Sâ'
and bought this â' with them.
That is the price for this in the
market." The Messenger of Allah
; said: "Woe to you, you have
engaged in Ribâ. If you want to
do that, sell your dates for
another commodity and then buy
whatever dates you want with it."
Abil Sa'eed said: 'Dates for
dates is closer to Ribâ than silver
for silver." He said: "I went to
Ibn 'Umar after that and he told
me not to do that, and I did not
go to Ibn 'Abbâs." He said: "Abü
As-Sahba' told me that he asked
Ibn 'Abbâs about it in Makkah
and he disapproved of it."
[40881 101 - (1596) It was
narrated that Abü Salih said: "I
heard Abü Sa'eed Al-udrI say:
'Dinâr for DInâr, Dirham for
Dirham, like for like; whoever
gives more or asks for more has
engaged in Ribâ.' I said to him:
'Ibn 'Abbâs says something
different.' He said: 'I met Ibn
'Abbâs and I said: "Do you think
that what you say is something
that you heard from the
Messenger of Allah
or found
in the Book of Allah?" He said:
"I did not hear it from the
Messenger of Allah
and I did
not find it in the Book of Allah,
but Usâmah bin Zaid told me
that the Prophet
said: 'Ribâ is
in the case of delayed payment."
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[4089] 102 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from 'Ubaidullâh bin
Abi YazId that he heard Ibn
'Abbâs say: "Usâmah bin Zaid
said:
told me that the Prophet
'Ribâ is only in the case of
delayed payment."

[4090] 103 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs, from
Usâmah bin Zaid, that the
said:
Messenger of Allah
"There is no Ribâ in that which is
hand to hand."

[4091] 104 - ( ... ) 'Atâ' bin AbI
Rabâh narrated that Abü Sa'eed
A1-KhudrI met Ibn 'Abbâs and
said to him: "Do you think that
what you said about exchange is
something that you heard from
, or
the Messenger of Allah
something that you found in the
Book of Allah?" Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"I do not say that it is either of
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them. As for the Messenger of
Allah , you are more
knowledgeable than me, and as
for the Book of Allah, I do not
know it better (than you), but
Usâmah bin Zaid told me that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
'Indeed, Ribâ is only in the case
of delayed payment."

Chapter 19. Cursing The One
Who Consumes Ribâ And The
One Who Pays It

LJT4t)-(

[4092] 105 - (1597) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said:
"The Messenger of Allah
cursed the one who consumes
Ribâ and the one who pays it." I
(the narrator) said: "And the one
who writes it down and the two
who witness it?" He said: "We
only narrate what we heard."
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[4093] 106 - (1598) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "The
Messenger of Allah
cursed the
one who consumes Ribâ and the
one who pays it, the one who
writes it down and the two who
witness it," and he said: "They
are all the same."
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Chapter 20. Taking That
Which Is Lawful And Leaving
That Which Is Unclear
[4094] 107 - (1599) It was
narrated that An-Nu'mân bin
Bair said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said - and An-Nu'mân
pointed with his fingers to his
ears - "That which is lawful is
clear and that which is unlawful
is clear, and between them are
matters which are unclear which
many people do not understand.
Whoever guards against the
unclear matters, he will protect
his religion and his honor, but
whoever falls into that which is
unclear, he will soon fall into that
which is unlawful. Like a
shepherd who grazes his flock
around the sanctuary; he will
soon graze in it. Verily, every
king has his prohibited land and
verily, the prohibited land of
Allah is that which He has
forbidden. In the body there is a
piece of flesh which, if it is
healthy, the entire body will be
healthy but if it is corrupt, the
entire body will be corrupt.
Verily it is the heart."
[4095] ( ... ) Zakariyyâ narrated a
similar report (as no. 4094) with
this chain.

[4096]... - (...) This

HadIth was
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narrated from An-Nu'mân bin
BahIr from the Prophet
,
except that the Haditj of Zakariyyâ
(no. 4094) is more complete and
longer than their HadIth.

[4097] 108 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from 'Amir Ash-Sha'bI
that he heard An-Nu'mân bin
BahIr, the Companion of the
Messenger of Allah , addressing
the people in Hims. He said:
"That which is lawful is clear and
that which is unlawful is clear,"
and he mentioned a HadIth similar
to that of Zakariyyâ from Aiiia'bI (no. 4094), up to the words:
"Soon he will fall into it."

Chapter 21. Selling Camels
And Stipulating That One May
Ride Them
[4098] 109 - (715) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh narrated that he was
riding on a camel which had
grown weak, and he wanted to let
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it go. He said: "The Prophet
caught up with me and he prayed
for me and struck it, then it ran
as it had never run before. He
said: 'Sell it to me for an Uqiyah.'
I said: 'No.' Then he said: 'Sell it
to me.' So I sold it to him for an
Uqiyah, but I stipulated that I
would ride it back to my family.
When I arrived, I brought the
camel to him, and he paid me its
price. Then I went back, and he
sent (someone) after me and
said: 'Do you think that I
bargained with you so that I
could take your camel? Take
your camel and your Dirham, for
they are yours."
[4099] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Amir: "Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh told
me... a HadIth like that of Ibn
Numair (no. 4098)."

[4100] 110 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Jábir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "I went on a campaign with
the Messenger of Allah
and
he caught up with me while I was
riding a camel of mine that had
grown weak and could hardly
walk. He said to me: 'What is the
matter with your camel?' I said:
'It has grown weak.' The
Messenger of Allah
fell
behind and prodded it, and
prayed for it, and (after that) it
was always in front of the other
camels, running ahead of them.
He said to me: 'How do you find
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you: camel?' I said: 'It is fine;
your blessing has reached it.' He
sai(: "Will you sell it to me?' I
felt say, and we did not have any
camel but this one, so I said: 'Yes.'
So I sold it to him, on the
condition that I would ride it until
I reached A]-Madinah. I said to
him: '0 Messenger of Allah, I am
newly married,' and I asked him
for permission to go on ahead, and
he gave me permission. So I went
ahead of the people until I
reached Al-Madinah. There my
maternal uncle met me and asked
about the camel, and I told him
what I had done with it, and he
criticized me. And the Messenger
of Allah
said to me when I
asked him for permission: 'Who
did you marry, a virgin or a
previously-married woman?' I
said: 'I married a previouslymarried woman.' He said: 'Why
not a virgin, so you could play with
her and she could play with you?' I
said to him: '0 Messenger of
Allah, my father has died' - or 'was
martyred' - 'and I have young
sisters. I did not want to marry one
who was like them, who would not
teach them manners and look
after them. So I married a
previously-married woman who
would look after them and teach
them manners.' When the
Messenger of Allah came to AlMadinah, I took the camel to him
the next morning, and he gave me
its price and returned it to me."
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[4101] 111 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "We
came back from Makkah to AlMadinah with the Messenger of
Allah , and my camel grew
weak..." and he quoted a similar
HadIth (as no. 4100), in which it
says: "Then he said to me: 'Sell
this camel of yours to me.' I said:
'No, rather it is yours.' He said:
'No, sell it to me.' I said: 'No,
rather it is yours, 0 Messenger of
Allah.' He said: 'No, sell it to
me.' So I said: 'There is a man to
whom I owe an Uqiyah of gold; it
is yours in return for that.' He
said: 'I will take it, but you may
ride it until Al-Madinah.' When I
reached Al-Madinah, the
Messenger of Allah jW said to
Bilâl: 'Give him an Uqiyah of
gold, and a little more.' So he
gave me an Uqiyah of gold, and
added a QIrât." He said: "I said:
'The extra that the Messenger of
Allah
gave me never left me;
it was in a (money) bag of mine
until the people of A-hâm
took it on the Day of A.1-Harrah."'

[4102] 112 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "We were with the Prophet
on a journey, and my camel
fell behind..." he quoted the
same HadIth (as no. 4101) and
said: "The Messenger of Allah
prodded it, then he said to me:
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'Ride, in the Name of Allah."
And he also added: "He kept on
giving me more and saying: 'May
Allah forgive you."

[4103] 113 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "When
the Prophet came to me while
my camel had grown weak, he
prodded it and it jumped. After
that, I was pulling on its reins (to
slow it down) so that I could
listen to what he was saying, but I
could not manage it. The Prophet
ç caught up with me and said:
'Sell it to me.' So I sold it to him
for five Uqiyah. I said: 'On
condition that I may ride it back
to A]-Madinah.' He said: 'You
may ride it back to A]-Madinah.'
When I came to Al-Madinah, I
brought it to him and he gave me
an extra Uqiyah, then he gave it
to me."
[4104] 114 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "I traveled with the
Messenger of Allah
on one of
his journeys" - I (the narrator)
think he said it was a military
campaign - and he narrated the
HadIth (as no. 4103) and added:
"He said: '0 Jâbir, have you
received the price in full?' I said:
'Yes.' He said: 'The price is yours
and the camel is yours. The price
is yours and the camel is yours."
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[4105j 115 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
Abdullah said: "The Messenger
bought a camel from
of Allah
me for two Uqiyah and a Dirham
or two Dirham. When we came
to Sirar, he ordered that a cow be
slaughtered and they ate from it.
When he came to A]-Madinah he
told me to go to the Masjid and
pray two Rak'ah, and he weighed
i for me the price of the camel
and ga. me more."

[4106] 116 - ( ... ) This report
was narrated from Jâbir from the
Prophet
(a IjadIth similar to
no. 4105), except that he said:
"He bought it from me for the
price that he had stipulated," but
he did not mention two Uqiyahs
and a Dirham or two Dirham.
And he said: "He ordered that a
cow be slaughtered hen he
distributed its meat."

[4107] 117 - ( ... ) it was
narrated from Jâbir that the
said to him: "I will
Prophet
take your camel for four DInâr
and you may ride it until ?\J.
Madlnah.
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Chapter 22. It Is Permissible
To Lend Animals And It Is
Recommended To Pay In Full,
Giving Something Better Than
That Which Is Owed
[4108] 118 - (1600) It was
narrated from Abü Râfi' that the
Messenger of Allah ç borrowed
a young camel from a man, then
some $adaqah camels were
brought to him. He told Abü
Râfi' to give the man back his
camel, and Abü Râfi' came back
to him and said: "I could not find
anything among them but camels
that were better and older." He
said: "Give it to him, for the best
of people are those who are best
in paying off their debts."
[4109] 119 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Abü Râfi', the
freed slave of the Messenger of
Allah
, said: "The Messenger
of Allah ; borrowed a young
camel..." a similar report (as no.
4108), except that he said: "The
best of the slaves of Allah are
those who are the best in paying
off their debts."
[4110] 120 - (1601) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"A man was owed something by
the Messenger of Allah
and
he spoke to him in a harsh
manner, so the Companions of
the Prophet
wanted to go
after him. The Prophet iA said:
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'The one who has a right is
entitled to speak.' And he said to
them: 'Buy a camel for him and
give it to him.' They said: 'We
cannot find anything but a camel
that is better than his.' He said:
'Buy it and give it to him, for
among the best of you' - or 'the
best of you' - 'are those who are
the best in paying off debts."
[4111] 121 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah *j
borrowed a camel, and gave back
a camel that was better than it,
and he said: 'The best of you are
those who are the best in paying
off debts."

[4112] 122 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"A man came asking the
Messenger of Allah it to return
a camel that he had borrowed,
and he said: 'Give him a camel
that is better than his camel.'
And he said: 'The best of you is
the one who is best in paying off
debts."
Chapter 23. The Permissibility
Of Selling Animals For
Animals Of The Same Kind
And Of Different Quality
[4113] 123 - (1602) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "A slave
came and swore allegiance to the
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Prophet
pledging to emigrate,
and he did not realize that he
was a slave. Then his master
came looking for him. The
Prophet
said: 'Sell him to me,'
and he bought him for two black
slaves. Then after that he did not
accept the oath of allegiance of
anyone until he had asked: 'Is he
a slave?"
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Chapter 24. Pawning (Rahn)
And Its Permissibility Whether
One Is Travelling Or Not
[4114] 124
(1603) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
bought
some food on credit from a Jew,
and he gave him a coat of mail of
his as collateral."
-

[4115] 125 : (•) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah jW bought
some food from a Jew and gave
him an iron coat of mail as
collateral."

-

-

-
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[4116] 126 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from 'Aishah that the
Messenger of Allah
bought
some food from a Jew to be
paid for at a later date, and he
gave him an iron coat of mail
of his as collateral.

[4117] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4116) was narrated from
'Aihah from the Prophet jog, but
he (the narrator) did not mention
iron.

Chapter 25. Salam (Payment In
Advance)
[4118] 127 - (1604) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"When the Prophet
came to
Al-Madinah, they used to pay
one or two years in advance for
fruits. He said: 'Whoever pays for
fruits in advance, let him pay in
advance for a specified measure
and a specified weight, for a
specified amount of time."
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[4119] 128 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"When the Messenger of Allah
came (to Al-Madinah), the
people used to pay in advance.
The Messenger of Allah ji said
to them: 'Whoever pays in
advance, let him not pay in
advance except for a specified
measure and a specified weight."
[4120] (...) A HadIth like that
of 'Abdul-Wârith (no. 4119) was
narrated from Ibn Abi NajIh with
this chain, but he did not
mention "until a specified time."

[4121] ( ... ) A HadIth (no. 4120)
like that of Ibn 'Uyaynah was
narrated from Ibn Abl NajIi with
their chain, and he mentioned:
"until a specified time.'

Chapter 26. The Prohibition Of
Hoarding Staple Foods
[4122] 129 - (1605) Sa'eed bin
Al-Müsâyyab narrated that
Ma'mar said: "The Messenger of
said: 'Whoever hoards is
Allah
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a sinner." It was said to Sa'eed:
"But you hoard." Sa'eed said:
"Ma'mar, the one who narrated
this Hadith, used to hoard."

[4123] 130 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Ma'mar bin
'Abdullâh that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "No one hoards
but a sinner."

[4124] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Ma'mar bin AbI Ma'mar, one of
Banü 'Adiyy bin Ka'b, said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said..."
and he mentioned a HadIth like
that of Sulaimân bin Bilâl from
Yalyâ (no. 4122).

Chapter 27. The Prohibition Of
Swearing Oaths When Selling
[4125] 131 - (1606) It was
narrated from Ibn A]-Müsâyyab
that Abü Hurairah said: "I heard
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the Messenger of Allah
say:
'Swearing helps one to sell the
goods but it erases (the blessing
of) the profit."

[4126] 132 - (1607) It was
narrated from Abü Qatâdah A]AnârI that he heard the Messenger
of Allah
say: "Beware of
swearing a great deal when selling,
for it brings about a sale, then
erases (the blessing)."

Chapter 28. Pre-Emption

[4127] 133 - (1608) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Whoever has a partner in
property or palm trees, he should
not sell until he notifies his
partner; if he agrees he may take
it, and if he disagrees he may
leave it."
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[4128] 134 - ( ... ) It wa
narrated that Jâbir said: "Th&
Messenger of Allah
decreed
pre-emption in every partnership
that has not been divided.
whether it is a dwelling or a
garden. It is not permissible for
him to sell it until he notifies his
partner, and if he wishes, he may
take it, and if he wishes, he may
leave it. If he sells it and he did
not give permision, then he has
more right to it."

[4129] 135 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'There is preemption in every partnership in
land, dwellings, or gardens. It is
not right to sell until he offers
it to his partner, who may take
it or leave it. If he insists, then
his partner has the greater right
to it unless he notifies him."

Chapter 29. Fixing A Piece Of
Wood To A Neighbor's Wall
[4130] 136 - (1609) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Ni one of you should prevent
hi neigbor from fixing a piece
of wood to his wall."
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Then Abü Hurairah said: "Why
do I see you objecting to it? By
Allah, I will keep reminding you
of it."

[41311 ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4130) was narrated from AzZuhrI with this chain.
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[41331 138 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Umar bin Muhammad, that
his father narrated to him from
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Chapter 30. The Prohibition Of
Wrongdoing, Seizing Land
Unlawfully, Etc
[4132] 137 - (1610) It was
narrated from Sa'eed bin Zaid bin
'Amr bin Nufail that the
said:
Messenger of Allah
"Whoever seizes a handspan of
land unlawfully, Allah will shackle
his neck with it, to seven earths on
the Day of Resurrection."
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Sa'eed bin Zaid bin 'Amr bin
Nufail, that Arwâ disputed with
him about part of his house and he
said: "Let her take it, for I heard
the Messenger of Allah
say:
'Whoever seizes a handspan of
land unlawfully, his neck will be
shackled to seven earths on the
Day of Resurrection.' 0 Allah, if
she is lying, take away her sight
and make her grave in her house."
He said: "I saw her blind,
clinging to the walls and saying:
'The supplication of Sa'eed bin
Zaid afflicted me.' While she was
walking in the house, she came to
a well in the house and fell in,
and it became her grave."

[4134] 139 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Hishâm bin
'Urwah, from his father, that
Arwâ bint Uwais claimed that
Sa'eed bin Zaid had taken some
of her land, and she referred her
dispute with him to Marwân bin
A]-Hakam. Sa'eed said: "Would I
take any of her land after what I
heard from the Messenger of
Allah j;?" He said: "What did
you hear from the Messenger of
Allah ?" He said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah i*j say:
'Whoever takes a handspan of
land unlawfully, his neck will be
shackled to seven earths." Marwân
said to him: "I will not ask you for
any proof after this." He (Sa'eed)
said: "0 Allah, if she is lying then
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make her eyes blind and cause her
to die in her own land." And she did
not die until her sight was gone,
then while she was walking on her
land she fell into a pit and died.

[4135] 140 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Sa'eed bin Zaid
said: "I heard the Prophet jW say:
'Whoever seizes a handspan of
land unlawfully, his neck will be
shackled to seven earths on the
Day of Resurrection."

[4136] 141 - (1611) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah 4 said:
'No one seizes a handspan of
land unlawfully, but Allah will
shackle his neck to seven earths
on the Day of Resurrection."

[4137] 142 - (1612) It was
narrated from Muhammad bin
IbrâhIm that Abü Salamah, who
had a dispute with his people
concerning some land, told him
that he entered upon 'Aihah and
told her about that. She said: "0
Abil Salamah, stay away from this
land, for the Messenger of Allah
said: 'Whoever wrongs
another with regard to (even) a
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handspan of land, his neck will be
shackled to seven earths."

[4138] ( ... ) Abü Salamah
narrated that he entered upon
'Aiah... a similar report (as no.
4137).

Chapter 31. The Width Of The
Road If There Is A Dispute
About It
[4139] 143 - (1613) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "If you
dispute concerning the road,
make its width seven cubits."
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23. The Book Of The
Shares Of Inheritance
Chapter... A Muslim Does Not
Inherit From A Disbeliever
And A Disbeliever Does Not
Inherit From A Muslim
[4140] 1 - (1614) It was
narrated from Usimah bin Zaid
said: "A
that the Prophet
Muslim does not inerit from a
disbeliever and a disbeliever
does not inherit from a Mt'lim"

Chapter 1. Give The Shares Of
Inheritance To Those Who Are
Entitled To Them, And
Whatever Is Left Goes To The
Closest Male Relative
[4141] 2 - (1615) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"The Messenger of Allah jg said:
'Give the shares of inheritance to
those who are entitled to them,
and whatever is left, then it is for
the clos'st male relative."
[41421 3 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs that the
Messenqer of Allah
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"Give the shares of inheritance to
those who are entitled to them,
and whatever is left of inheritance,
then it is for the closest male
relative."

[4143] 4 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Divide the wealth among those
who are entitled to a share of
inheritance according to the
Book of Allah, the Most High,
and whatever is left then it is for
the closest male relative."
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[4144] (...) A HadIth like that
of Wuhaib and Rawh bin AlQâsim (nos. 4141, 4142) was
narrated from Ibn TâwiIs with
this chain.
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Chapter 2. Inheritance Of The
Kaah 1

[4145] 5 - (1616) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "I fell sick and
the Messenger of Allah ç and
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Scholars differ over the meaning of Kalâlah, what is popular is that it refers to the
person who dies, leaving no parent or child. For details see the TafsIr of Ibn KaihIr
published by Darussalam, Sârat An-Nisâ' 4:12, and 176.
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Abü Bakr came walking to visit
me. I lost consciousness, and the
Messenger of Allah jW performed
Wuçlâ' then poured some of the
water on me, and I regained
consciousness. I said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, how should I dispose of
my wealth?' He did not give me any
answer until the Verse of inheritance
was revealed: They ask you for a
legal verdict. Say: Allah directs
(thus) about Al-Kalâlah (those who
leave neither descendants nor
ascendants as heirs)..

~L jl

[4146] 6 ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said:
"The ProphetiJ and Abü Bakr
came walking to visit me in Banü
Salamah, and they found me
unconscious. He called for water
and performed Wudâ', then he
sprinkled some of it on me, and I
regained consciousness. I said:
'What should I do with my
wealth, 0 Messenger of Allah?'
And the Verse "Allah commands
you as regards your children's
(inheritance): To the male, a
portion equal to that of two
females"12 was revealed."
-

[4147] 7
( ... ) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "The Messenger
of Allah visited me while I was
sick, and Abfl Bakr was with him.
(They came) walking and found me
-

[1]An-Nisâ' 4:176.
[2]An-Nisâ' 4:11
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unconscious. The Messenger of
Allah ç performed Wuçh2'. Then
he poured some of the water on
me, and I regained consciousness,
and saw the Messenger of Allah
there. I said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, what should I do with my
wealth?' He did not give me any
reply until the Verse of inheritance
was revealed."

[41481 8 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "The Messenger
of Allah
entered upon me
while I was sick and unconscious.
He performed Wuiâ' and they
poured some of the water over me,
and I regained consciousness. I
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, I have
no ascendants or descendents to
inherit from me.' Then the Verse
of inheritance was revealed." I
[Shu'bah (a narrator)] said to
Muhammad bin Al-Munkadir:
"Was it: 'They ask you for a legal
verdict. Say: Allah directs (thus)
about Al-Kalâlah (those who leave
neither descendants nor ascendants
as heirs) ......? 1' He said: "Thus it
was revealed."
[4149] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Shu'bah (a HadIth similar to no.
4148, with a different chain of
An-Nisâ' 4:176.
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narrators). In the HadIth of Wahb
bin JarIr it says: "The Verse of the
shares of inheritance was
revealed." In the HadIth of AnNaIr and Al-'AqadI it says: "The
Verse of the share of inheritance."
None of their reports mention
what Shu'bah said to Ibn AlMunkadir.

[4150] 9 - (1617) It was
narrated from Ma'dân bin AbI
Talbah that 'Umar bin AlKhattâb delivered a Khutbah one
Friday. He mentioned the
and he
Prophet of Allah
mentioned Abü Bakr. Then he
said: "I am not leaving behind
me any problem more difficult
than that of Kalâlah. I did not
ask the Messenger of Allah
about any matter more than I
asked him about Kalâlah, and he
never appeared to be more
annoyed by my asking any
question than he did regarding
this matter, until he poked me in
the chest with his finger and said:
'0 'Umar, is not the Verse that
was revealed in summer at the
end of Sârat An-Nisâ' sufficient
for you?' If I live I will give a
verdict concerning it which would
enable those who read the
Qur'ân and those who do not
read it to know about this."
[4151] ( ... ) A similar report (as
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no. 4150) was narrated from
Qatâdah with this chain.
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Chapter 3. The Last Verse To
Be Revealed Was The Verse Of
Kalâlah
[4152] 10 - (1618) It was
narrated that Al-Bard' said: "The
last Verse of the Qur'ân to be
revealed was: 'They ask you for a
legal verdict. Say: Allah directs
(thus) about Al-Kalâlah (those
who leave neither descendants
nor ascendants as
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[4153] 11 - ( ... ) Al-Bari' bin
'Azib said: "The last Verse to be
revealed was the Verse of Kalâlah,
and the last Sarah to be revealed
was Barâ 'ah (i.e., SâratAt-Taubah)'
:J
)
IJJI

[4154] 12 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Al-Bari' that the last Sarah
to be revealed in full was Sârat
At-Taubah and the last Verse to
be revealed was the Verse of
Kalâlah.

An-Nisâ' 4:17(.
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[4155] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4154) was narrated from AlBarâ', except that he said: "The last
Sarah to be revealed completely."

[4156] 13 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Al-Bard' said: "The last
Verse to be revealed was: 'They
ask you for a legal verdict ........ 1]

Chapter 4. Whoever Leaves
Behind Wealth, It Is For His
Heirs
[4157] 14 - (1619) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that a
deceased man who owed debts
would be brought to the Messenger
of Mâh . He would ask: "Did he
leave behind anything to pay off
his debt?" If he was told that he
had left behind something to pay
off his debt, he would offer the
funeral prayer for him, otherwise
he would say: "Pray for your
companion." When Allah granted
him conquests, he said: "I am
closer to the believers than their
own selves. Whoever dies owing a
debt, I will repay it, and whoever
[1]

An-Nisâ' 4:176.
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leaves behind wealth, it is for his
heirs."

[4158] ( ... ) This HadIth (similar
to no. 4157) was narrated from
Az-ZuhrI with this chain.

[4159] 15 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "By the One in
Whose Hand is the soul of
Muhammad! There is no believer
on earth but I am the closest of
people to him. Whoever among
you leaves behind a debt or
destitute children, I will take care
of them. And whoever among
you leaves behind wealth, it is for
his heirs, whoever they are."
[4160] 16 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hammâm bin Munabbih
said: "This is what Abü Hurairah
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narrated to us from the Messenger
of Allah ," and he mentioned a
number of AhadIth, including the
following: "The Messenger of
said: 'I am the closest of
Allah
people to the believers according
to the Book of Allah, the Mighty
and Sublime. Whoever among you
leaves behind a debt or destitute
children, call me, and I will take
care of them. Whoever among you
leaves behind wealth, let his
wealth be given to his heirs,
whoever they are."
[4161] 17 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
said: "Whoever
Prophet
leaves behind wealth, it is for his
heirs, and whoever leaves behind
children, it is for us (to take care
of them)."

[41621 ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated (a
HadIth similar to no. 4161) with this
chain, except that in the HadIth of
Ghundar it says: "Whoever leaves
behind children, I will take care of
them."
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24. The Book Of Gifts
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Chapter 1. It Is Disliked For A
Man To Buy What He Gave In
Charity From The One To
Whom He Gave It
[41631 1 - (1620) It was
narrated from Zaid bin Aslam,
from his father, that 'Umar bin
Al-Khattâb said: "I donated a
fine horse (to be ridden in Jihâd)
in the cause of Allah, and its
owner neglected it. I thought that
he would sell it for a cheap price,
and I asked the Messenger of
Allah ç about that. He said: 'Do
not buy it, and do not take back
your charity, for the one who
takes back his charity is like the
dog that returns to its vomit."
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[4164] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Mâlik bin Anas (a HadIth similar
to no. 4163) with this chain, and
he added: "Do not buy it even if
he gives it to you for a Dirham."
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[4165] 2 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Umar that he donated a
horse (to be ridden in Jihâd) in
the cause of Allah, and he found
it with its owner who had
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neglected it. He was of poor
means and 'Umar wanted to buy
it, so he went to the Messenger
and told him about
of Allah
that. He said: "Do not buy it,
even if he gives it to you for a
Dirham, for the likeness of the
one who takes back his charity is
that of the dog who returns to his
vomit."

[4166] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn AbI 'Umar that Sufyân
narrated from Zaid bin Aslam (a
Hadith similar to no. 4165), but
the HadIth of Mâlik (no. 4163)
and Rawh (no. 4165) is more
complete and in detail.
(1621) It was
[4167] 3
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that
'Umar bin A1-Khattâb donated a
horse (to be ridden in Jihâd) in
the cause of Allah, and he found
it offered for sale. He wanted to
buy it, and he asked the
about
Messenger of Allah
that. He said: "Do not buy it; do
not take back your charity."
[4168] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of Mâlik (no. 4167) was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar, from the
Prophet jo,.
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[41691 4 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that 'Umar
donated a horse (to be ridden in
Jihâd) in the cause of Allah, then
he saw it being offered for sale
and he wanted to buy it. He asked
the Prophet . The Messenger of
Allah
said: "Do not take back
your charity, 0 'Umar.'

Chapter 2. The Prohibition Of
Taking Back One's Charity After
It Has Been Accepted, Except In
The Case Of What A Father
Gives To A Son Or Grandson
[41701 5 - (1622) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
the Prophet
said: "The
likeness of the one who takes
back his charity is that of a dog
which vomits then returns to its
vomit to eat it."

[4171] ( ... ) Muhammad bin 'Au
bin Al-Husain mentioned a
similar report (as HadIth no.
4170) with this chain.
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[4172] ( ... ) 'Abdur-Rahmân bin
'Amr narrated that Muhammad,11'
the son of Fâtimah, the daughter of
the Messenger of Allah
,
narrated a similar HadIth (as no.
4170) with this chain.

[4173] 6 - ( ... ) Weed bin AlMüsâyyab said: "I heard Ibn
'Abbâs say: 'I heard the Messenger
say: "The likeness of
of Allah
the one who gives charity then
takes his charity back is that of a
dog which vomits, then eats its
vomit."

[4174] 7 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs that the Prophet
ç said: "The one who takes back
his gift is like the one who
returns to his vomit."

[4175] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4174) was narrated from
Qatâdah with this chain.
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[4176] 8 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs that the
Messenger of Allah ii said: "The
one who takes back his gift is like
the dog that vomits then returns
to its vomit."

Chapter 3. It Is Disliked To
Favor Some Of One's Children
Over Others In Gift-Giving

[4177] 9 - (1623) It was
narrated that An-Nu'mân bin
Bashir said that his father
brought him to the Messenger of
Allah
and said: "I have given
this son of mine a slave that
belonged to me. The Messenger
of Allah , said: 'Have you given
a similar gift to all your children?'
He said: 'No.' The Messenger of
Allah 0, said: 'Then take it back."

[4178] 10 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that An-Nu'mân bin BashIr said:
"My father brought me to the
Messenger of Allah 0, and said:
'I have given this son of mine a
slave.' He said: 'Have you given a
gift to all your children?' He said:
'No.' He said: 'Then take him
(the slave) back."
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[4179] 11 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Az-ZuhrI with this chain (a
Hadith similar to no. 4178).

[4180] 12 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Hishâm bin 'Urwah that his
father said: "An-Nu'mân bin
BagIr told us that his father gave
him a slave, and the Prophet it
said to him: 'What is this slave?'
He said: 'My father gave him to
said (to my father):
me.' He
'Did you give to all his brothers
what you gave to this one?' He
said: 'No.' He said: 'Then take
him back."
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[41811 13 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that An-Nu'mân bin BashIr said:
"My father gave me some of his
wealth and my mother, 'Amrah
bint Rawâhah, said: 'I will not
approve until you ask the Messenger
of Allah to bear witness.' So my
father went to the Prophet jibr, to
ask him to bear witness to my gift.
The Messenger of Allah said to
him: 'Have you done this for all
your children?' He said: 'No:' He
said: 'Fear Allah and treat your
children fairly.' My father came
back and took back the gift."

[4182] 14 - ( ... ) An-Nu'mân bin
BahIr narrated that his mother,
the daughter of Rawâhah, asked
his father to give a gift to her
son, and he kept delaying it for a
year, then he decided to do that.
She said: "I will not approve until
you ask the Messenger of Allah
to bear witness to what you
have given to my son." So my
father took me by the hand, and I
was a young boy at that time. He
went to the Messenger of Allah
and said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, the mother of this boy, the
daughter of Rawâhah, would like
you to bear witness to that which
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I have given to her son." The
Messenger of Allah ij said: "0
Bair, do you have any other
children?" He said: "Yes." He
said: "Have you given to all of
them like you have given to this
one?" He said: "No." He said:
"Then do not ask me to bear
witness for I will not bear witness
to injustice."

[4183] 15 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from An-Nu'mân bin Bashir that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Do you have any other sons
besides him?" He said: "Yes."
He said: "Have you given to all
of them like you have given to
this one?" He said: "No." He
said: "I will not bear witness to
injustice."
[4184] 16 - (...) It was narrated
from An-Nu'mân bin BashIr that
the Messenger of Allah
said
to his father: "Do not ask me to
bear witness to injustice."

[4185] 17 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that An-Nu'mân bin BashIr said:
"My father took me to the
Messenger of Allah
and said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, bear
witness that I have given to this

.
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son of mine such and such of my
wealth.' He said: 'Have you given
to all your sons the like of what
you have given to An-Nu'mân?'
He said: 'No.' He said: 'Then ask
someone else to bear witness to
this.' Then he said: 'Would you
not like them all to honor you
equally?' He said: 'Of course.' He
said: 'Then do not do it."
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[4186] 18 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that An-Nu'mân bin BahIr said:
"My father gave me a gift, then
he brought me to the Messenger
of Allah ii to bear witness to it.
He said: 'Have you given this to
all of your children?' He said:
'No.' He said: 'Would you not
like them all to honor you as you
want this one to?' He said: 'Of
course.' He said: 'Then I will not
bear witness."
Ibn 'Awn said: "I narrated it to
Muhammad and he said: 'I was
told that he (k;) said: "Treat
your children similarly."

[4187] 19 - (1624) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "The
wife of Bair said: 'Give your
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slave to my son, and ask the
to bear
Messenger of Allah
witness for me.' So he went to
and
the Messenger of Allah
said: 'The daughter of so-and-so
asked me to give my slave to her
son, and she said: "Ask the
to bear
Messenger of Allah
witness for me." He said: 'Does
he have any brothers?' He said:
'Yes.' He said: 'Have you given
to all of them something like that
which you have given to him?'
He said: 'No.' He said: 'This is
not right. I will not bear witness
to anything but that which is right
and proper."
Chapter 4. The 'Umrâ (Lifelong
Gift)
[4188] 20 - (1625) It was
narrated from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
that the Messenger of Allah jW,
said: "Any man who is given a
gift for life, it belongs to him and
his heirs. It belongs to the one to
whom it is given, and does not go
back to the one who gave it,
because he has given it in such a
way that it is subject to the rules
of inheritance."

[4189] 21 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said: "I
heard the Messenger of Allah iil
say: 'Whoever gives a man a gift
for life, it belongs to him and his
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children. His words ended his
right to it and it belongs to the
one to whom it was given for life
and to his heirs."
Yahyâ said at the beginning of
his IjadIth: "Any man who is
given a gift for life, it belongs to
him and his children."

[41901 22 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh Al-AnsârI narrated
that the Messenger of Allah
said: "Any man who gives a man
a gift for life, it belongs to him
(the latter) and to his heirs." He
said:111 "I have given it to you
and your heirs so long as any one
of you is still alive, then it belongs
to the one to whom it was given,
and it does not go back to the giver
because he has given it in such a
way that it is subject to the rules of
inheritance."

[41911 23 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "The kind of gift
for life that the Messenger of
" This could be part of the HadIth. as it appears to be in the narration of it with this chain
recorded by Ahmad (3:399). Or, it could be an explanation of Abü Salamah as it
appears in no. 4192.
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allowed is only when a
Allah
person says: 'It is for you and
your children.' But if he says it is
yours as long as you live, then it
goes back to its owner."
Ma'mar said: "Az-Zuhri used to
issue Fatwas to that effect."

[41921 24 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Jâbir, who is (Jâbir) bin
'Abdullâh, that the Messenger of
Allah
ruled concerning one
who is given a gift for life that it
belongs to him and his children,
and it belongs to him absolutely,
and it is not permissible for the
giver to stipulate any conditions
or make any exceptions.
Abü Salamah said: "Because he
has given it in such a way that it is
subject to the rules of inheritance,
therefore any conditions that he
may stipulate are overruled by the
rules of inheritance."
[4193] 25 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'A gift for life
belongs to the one to whom it is
given."

[4194] ( ... ) It was narrated from
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Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh that the
Prophet of Allah lj said... a
similar report (as no. 4194).

[4195] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Jâbir who attributed it to the
Prophet
(a HadIth similar to
no. 4194).

a

[4196] 26 - (...) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'Keep your
wealth and do not squander it,
for whoever gives a gift for life, it
belongs to the one to whom it
was given, during his lifetime and
after his death, and to his
children."
[4197] 27 - (...) A HadIth like
that of Abil Khaithamah (no.
4196) was narrated from Jâbir
from the Prophet it. In the HadItj
of AyyiIb it adds: "The Ansâr
started to give gifts for life to the
Muhâjirmn, and the Messenger of
Allah
ç said: 'Keep your
wealth."
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[4198] 28 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Az-Zubair, that Jâbir
said: "A woman in Al-MadInah
gave a garden of hers as a gift for
life to a son of hers, then he died
and she died after him, and he
left behind a son, but he also had
brothers who were the sons of
the woman who had given the
gift for life. The children of the
woman who had given the gift
said: 'The garden should come
back to us.' But the sons of the
one to whom it had been given
said: 'No, it belonged to our
father in life and in death.' They
referred the dispute to Târiq, the
freed slave of 'Uhmân, and he
called Jâbir, who bore witness
that the Messenger of Allah
had said, that a gift for life
belonged to the one to whom it
was given. Târiq ruled on that
basis, then he wrote to 'AbdulMalik and told him about that,
and he told him of Jâbir's
testimony. 'Abdul-Malik said:
'Jâbir spoke the truth.' So Ta^riq
issued a ruling on that basis, and
that garden still belongs to the
descendents of the one to whom
it was given for life, to this day."
[4199] 29 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sulaimân bin Yasâr that
Tariq ruled that a gift given for
life belongs to the heir, because
of what Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
narrated from the Messenger of
Allah .
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[4200] 30 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh that the
Prophet
said: "A gift for life is
permissible."

[4201] 31 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Jâbir that the Prophet
said: "A gift for life is part of the
estate of its owner."

[4202] 32 - (1626) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "A gift for
life is permissible."

[4203] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Qatâdah (a HadIth similar to no.
4201) with this chain, except that
he said: "part of the estate of its
owner" or he said, "permissible."
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Chapter... A Man's Will Should
Be Written With Him
[4204] 1 - (1627) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
said: "It is
Messenger of Allah
not right for a Muslim man who
has anything that he wants to
bequeath, to stay for more than
two nights without having his will
written with him."

[4205] 2 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Ubaidullâh (a HadIth similar
to no. 4204) with this chain, except
that they (the narrators) said: "Who
has anything to be bequeathed."
And they did not say, "Anything
that he wants to bequeath."

[4206] 3 - (...) A HadIth like
that of 'Ubaidullâh (no. 4205)
was narrated from Nâfi' from Ibn
'Umar, from the Prophet , and
they said: "Who has anything to
be bequeathed." But in the I-Iad/i
of Ayyüb it says: "that he wants to
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bequeath," like the report of
Yaliyâ from 'Ubaidullâh.

[4207] 4 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sâlim, from his father, that
he heard the Messenger of Allah
say: "It is not right for a
Muslim man who has anything to
be bequeathed to stay for three
nights without having his will
written down with him."
'Abdullâh bin 'Umar said: "Since
I heard the Messenger of Allah j
say that, no night passed but I had
mywill with me."

[4208] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of 'Ainr bin Al-Hârith (no. 4207)
was narrated from Az-ZuhrI with
this chain.
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Chapter 1. Bequeathing OneThird
[4209] 5 - (1628) It was
narrated from 'Amir bin Sa'd that
his father said: "The Messenger
of Allah jW, visited me during the
Farewell Pilgrimage, when I fell
sick with a sickness that brought
me close to death. I said: '0
Messenger of Allah, you can see
how bad my sickness is, and I am
wealthy, and no one will inherit
from me except one daughter of
mine. Can I give two-thirds of my
wealth in charity?' He said: 'No.'
I said: 'Can I give half of it in
charity?' He said: 'No. (Give)
one-third, and one-third is a lot.
If you leave your heirs rich and
wealthy, that is better for them
than leaving them dependent and
asking from people. You will
never spend on maintenance,
seeking thereby the Face of
Allah, but you will be rewarded
for it, even a morsel that you put
in your wife's mouth.' I said: '0
Messenger of Allah, will I be left
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behind my companions?' He said:
'You will never be left behind by
them and do a good deed,
seeking thereby the Face of
Allah, but it will increase you in
status. Perhaps you will live until
some people benefit from you
and others are harmed by you. 0
Allah, complete the emigration
of my Companions and do not
cause them to turn back on their
heels.' How unfortunate Sa'd bin
Khawlah was."
He said: "The Messenger of
Allah il felt sorry for him
because he died in Makkah."
[42101 ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4209) was narrated with this
chain.

[4211] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Sa'd said: "The Prophet
entered upon me to visit me
(when I was sick)..." and he
narrated a HadIth like that of AzZuhrl (no. 4210), but he did not
mention what the Prophet j
said about Sa'd bin Khawlah, but
he said: "He did not want to die
in a land from which he had
emigrated."
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[4212] 6 - (...) Mus'ab bin Sa'd
narrated that his father said: "I
fell sick and I sent word to the
Prophet . I said: 'Let me divide
my wealth as I wish,' but he
refused. I said: 'Then half?' And
he refused. I said: 'Then onethird?" He (the narrator) said:
"He remained silent after onethird." He said: "After that, onethird was permissible."

[4213] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4212) was narrated from Simâk
with, but he did not say: "After that,
one-third was permissible."

[4214] 7 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Mus'ab bin Sa'd that his
father said: "The Prophet
visited me (when I was sick) and
I said: 'I will bequeath all my
wealth.' He said: 'No.' I said:
'Then one-half.' He said: 'No.' I
said: 'One-third?' He said: 'Yes,
but one-third is a lot."
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[4215] 8 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from three of the sons of Sa'd,
from their father, that the
Prophet ç entered upon Sa'd to
visit him (when he was sick) in
Makkah, and he wept. He said:
"Why are you weeping?" He
said: "I am afraid that I will die
in the land from which I
emigrated, as Sa'd bin ISiawlah
died." The Prophet #j said: "0
Allah, heal Sa'd. 0 Allah, heal
Sa'd," three times. He said: "0
Messenger of Allah, I have a lot
of wealth, and only my daughter
will inherit from me. Should I
bequeath all my wealth?" He
said: "No." He said: "Then twothirds?" He said: "No." He said:
"Then half?" He said: "No." He
said: "Then one-third?" He said:
"One-third, but one-third is a lot.
What you give of your wealth is
charity, what you spend on your
family is charity, what you give to
your wife to eat from your wealth
is charity. If you leave your family
well off, that is better for you
than leaving them asking from
people," and he gestured with his
hand.

[4216] 9 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that three of the sons of Sa'd
said: "Sa'd fell sick in Makkah,
and the Messenger of Allah
came to visit him..." a HadIth like
that of ATh-Ihaqafi (no. 4215).
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[4217] ( ... ) Three of the sons of
Sa'd bin Mâlik narrated, each of
them narrating a Hadith like that
of the others, that Sa'd fell sick in
Makkah and the Prophet
came to visit him... a HadIth like
that of 'Amr bin Sa'eed from
Humaid Al-HimyarI (no. 4215).

[4218] 10 - (1629) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"Would that the people would
reduce it from one-third to onequarter, for the Messenger of
Allah ç said: 'One-third, and
one-third is a lot."

Chapter 2. The Reward For
Charity Reaches The Deceased
[4219] 11 - (1630) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
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a man said to the Prophet ui, :
"My father died and he left
behind some wealth but he did
not make a will. Will it expiate
for him if charity is given on his
behalf?" He said: "Yes."

[42201 12 - (1004) It was
narrated from 'Aishah that a man
said to the Prophet ii: "My
mother died suddenly and I think
that if she could have spoken, she
would have given charity. Will I
have a reward if I give charity on
her behalf?" He said: "Yes."

[4221] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Aishah that a man came to the
Prophet
and said: "0
Messenger of Allah, my mother
died suddenly and she did not
leave a will. I think that if she
could have spoken she would
have given charity. Will she have
a reward if I give charity on her
behalf?" He said: "Yes."
[4222] 13 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Hishâm bin 'Urwah (a
HadIth similar to no. 4221) with
this chain. As for Abü Usâmah
and Rawh, in their Hadith it says:
"Will I have a reward?" as Yahyâ
bin Sa'eed said. As for Shu'aib
and Ja'far, in their Hadith it says:
"Will she have a reward?" as in
the HadIth of Ibn Bishr.
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Chapter 3. What Reward
Reaches A Man After His
Death
[42231 14 - (1631) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
said:
the Messenger of Allah
"When a man dies, all his good
deeds come to an end except
three: Ongoing charity, beneficial
knowledge, or a righteous son
who will pray for him."
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Chapter 4. Waqf (Endowment)
[4224] 15 - (1632) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Umar said:
"Umar was given a share of land
in iShaibar, and he came to the
to consult him about
Prophet
it. He said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, I have been given a share
of land at Khaibar and I have
never been given any wealth that
is more precious to me than it.
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What do you command me to do
with it?' He said: "If you wish,
you can 'freeze' it and give it in
charity." So 'Umar gave it in
charity and stipulated that it was
not to be sold, given as a gift or
inherited, and he gave it in
charity to the poor, relatives and
slaves, for the cause of Allah and
for wayfarers and guests; and
there was no sin on the one
appointed to look after it if he
ate from it on a reasonable basis,
and fed a friend without storing
anything for the future."
He said:111 "I narrated this
Ijadith to Muhammad, when I
reached the words "without
storing anything for the future,"
Muhammad said: Without storing
it with a view to becoming rich.
Ibn 'Awn said: "The one who
read this book, he told me, that in
it are the words: 'Without storing
it with a view to becoming rich."
[4225] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4224) was narrated from Ibn
'Awn with this chain, except that
in the HadIth of Ibn AbI Zâ'idah
and Azhar it ends at the words:
"And feed a friend without
storing anything for the future."
And he did not mention what
comes after that. The Haduij of
Ibn AbI 'Adiyy includes what is
mentioned by Sulaim: "I narrated
this HadIth to Muhammad..."

That is Ibn 'Awn, the narrator and the Muhammad is Ibn SIrmn.
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[4226] (1633) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that 'Umar said:
"I was given a share of the land
of Iijaibar, and I came to the
Messenger of Allah , and said:
'I have been given a share of the
land of Kijaibar, and I have never
acquired any wealth that is
dearer to me or more precious
than that..." and he quoted a
similar Hadith (as no. 4224), but
he did not mention (the words):
"I narrated it to Muhammad,"
and what comes after that.
Chapter 5. Not Making A Will
For One Who Has Nothing To
Be Bequeathed
[4227] 16 - (1634) It was
narrated that Talhah bin Musârrif
said: "I asked 'Abdullâh bin Abl
Awfa: 'Did the Messenger of
Allah
leave a will?' He said:
'No.' I said: 'Why is making a will
prescribed for the Muslims, or
why are they commanded to
make wills?' He said: 'His final
guidance was adherence to the
Book of Allah."

[42281 17 - ( ... ) A similar
report was narrated from Mâlik
bin Maghwal (as no. 4227),
except that in the IjadItj of
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Waki' it says: "I said: 'How come
the people were commanded to
make wills?" In the HadIth of
Ibn Numair it says: "How come it
is prescribed for the Muslims to
make wills?"

[4229] 18 - (1635) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah j did not
leave behind a Dlnâr, a Dirham,
a sheep nor a camel, and he did
not bequeath anything."

[4230] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4229) was narrated from AlA'mash with this chain.

[4231] 19 - (1636) It was
narrated that Al-Aswad bin
Yazld said: "They said in the
presence of 'Aigah that 'Alî was
bequeathed something by the
Prophet . She said: 'When did
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he make a will for him? He was
leaning on my chest' - or she
said: 'in my lap - and he called
for a bowl, then he fell into my
lap and I did not realize that he
had died. So when did he make a
will for him?"

[4232] 20 - (1637) It was
narrated that Sa'eed bin Jubair
said: "Ibn 'Abbâs said: 'Thursday
and what a Thursday!' Then he
wept until his tears wet the
pebbles. I said: '0 Abü 'Abbâs,
what about Thursday?' He said:
'The Messenger of Allah
took
a turn for the worse, and he said:
"Come to me and I will dictate for
you a document, so you will not go
astray after I am gone." But they
argued (about that), and it is not
appropriate to argue in the
presence of a Prophet. They said:
"What is the matter with him? Is
he delirious? Try to find out what
he means." 11 He said: "Let me
be. The state in which I am now is
better. I urge you to do three
things: Expel the idolators from
the Arabian Peninsula, and reward
the delegations as I used to do."

That is, some of them thought that it was better that he not be bothered with that, due
to the strain on his condition, while others thought that it should be considered an order
from him. Then some of them asked the others whether they thought that there was
something wrong with him; maybe they thought he was delirious, and that is why they
did not want him to write? And then they told them that rather, they should listen to
what he is saying and try to understand it. See Minnat Al-Mun 'im.
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Then he remained silent about the
third, or he said it, and I was
caused to forget it."
Abü Ishâq [IbrâhIm] said: "AlHasan bin Bishr told us, Sufyân
told us..." this HadIth.

[4233] 21 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sa'd bin Jubair that Ibn
'Abbâs said: "Thursday and what
a Thursday!" Then his tears
started to flow until I saw what
looked like strings of pearls on
his cheeks. He said: "The
Messenger of Allah 41t said:
'Bring me a shoulder blade and
an inkpot' - or 'a tablet and an
inkpot - and I will dictate for you
a document after which you will
never go astray.' They said: 'The
Messenger of Allah
is in a
state of delirium."

[4234] 22 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "When the
Messenger of Allah 41t was dying,
there were men in the house
among whom was 'Umar bin AlKhattâb. The Prophet ; said:
'Come, let me dictate for you a
document after which you will
not go astray.' 'Umar said: 'The
Messenger of Allah
is
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overcome with pain, and you
have the Qur'ân; the Book of
Allah is sufficient for us.' The
people in the house disagreed,
and they argued. Some of them
said: 'Come close and let the
Messenger of Allah
dictate for
you a document after which you
will not go astray.' Others agreed
with what 'Umar said. When
their idle talk and argument in
the presence of the Messenger of
Allah ç became too much, the
Messenger of Allah 0, said: 'Get
up and leave."
'Ubaidullâh said: "Ibn 'Abbâs
used to say: 'What a calamity it
was when the Messenger of Allah
was prevented from dictating
that document for them because
of their disagreement and noise."
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26. The Book Of Vows
(fl

Chapter 1. The Command To
Fulfill Vows
[4235] 1 - (1638) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"Sa'd bin 'Ubâdah asked the
Messenger of Allah
about a
vow that his mother had made,
but she died before she could
fulfill it. The Messenger of Allah
ç said: 'Fulfill it on her behalf."
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[42361 (...) A similar HadIth (as
no. 4235) was narrated from AzZuhri with the chain of A]-Laith.
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Chapter 2. The Prohibition Of
Vows, And Confirmation That
They Do Not Avert Anything
[4237] 2 - (1639) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar said:
"One day the Messenger of Allah
starting telling us not to make
vows, and he said: 'They do not
avert anything, all they do is get
something out of a stingy
person."

[4238] 3 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet
said: "A vow does not bring
anything forward nor delay it, all
it does is get something out of a
miser."

[4239] 4 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet
forbade vows, and said: "They
do not bring anything good, all
they do is get something out of a
miser."
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[42401 ( ... ) A Hadth like that
of JarIr (no. 4237) was narrated
from Mansür with this chain.

[4241] 5 - (1640) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah j said:
"Do not make vows, for a vow is
of no avail against the Divine
Decree; all it does is get something
out of a miser."

o

[4242] 6 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
forbade vows and
said: "They do not avert the
Divine Decree; all they do is get
something out of a miser."

[4243] 7 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet ii said: "A vow does not
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bring closer to the son of Adam
something that Allah has not
decreed for him, but a vow
sometimes coincides with the
Divine Decree. And thus it gets
from a miser something that the
miser did not want to give."

[4244] (...) A similar report (as
no. 4243) was narrated from
'Amr bin AbI 'Amr with this
chain.

Chapter 3. There Is No
Fulfillment Of A Vow That
Involves Disobedience Towards
Allah, Or A Vow Concerning
That Which A Person Does Not
Own
[4245] 8 - (1641) It was
narrated that 'Imrân bin Husain
said: "ThaqIf were allies of Banü
'Uqail, and ThaqIf captured two
of the Companions of the
Messenger of Allah . And the
Companions of the Messenger of
Allah jW captured a man from
Banü 'Uqail, and along with him
they caught (the camel) Al'Albâ'. The Messenger of Allah
C
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passed by him when he was in
chains. He said: '0 Muhammad!'
So he came to him and said:
'What is the matter with you?'
He said: 'Why did you capture
me, and why did you capture the
one who precedes the pilgrims
(the camel)?' He said: 'I captured
you because of the wrongdoing of
your allies ThaqIf.' Then he
turned away, and he called out to
him, saying: '0 Muhammad!' The
Messenger of Allah
was
compassionate and kind, so he
came back to him and said:
'What is the matter with you?'
He said: 'I am a Muslim.' He
said: 'If you had said that when
you were still in control of your
affairs, you would have gained
every success.' Then he turned
away, and he called him, saying:
'0 Muhammad! 0 Muhammad!'
He came to him and said: 'What
is the matter with you?' He said:
'I am hungry, feed me, and I am
thirsty, give me to drink.' He
said: 'That is what you need,' and
he ransomed him for the two
(Muslim) men."
He said: "And a woman of the
Ancâr was taken captive and Al'Albâ' was captured, and the
woman was put in chains. The
people were letting their animals
graze in front of their houses.
She escaped from her chains one
night and went to the camels.
Every time she came near a
camel it groaned, so she left it
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alone, until she came to Al'Adbâ', which did not groan. She
was a docile camel, so the woman
sat on her back and prodded her,
and she moved off. They were
alerted about her and they
looked for her, but she got away
from them. She vowed to Allah
that if Allah saved her by means
of (the camel), she would
sacrifice her. When she reached
Al-MadInah, the people saw her
and said: 'Al-'Adbâ', the shecamel of the Messenger of Allah
.' She said that she had vowed
that if Allah saved her by means
of her, she would sacrifice her.
They came to the Messenger of
Allah
and told him about that,
and he said: 'Subhân-Allâh, what
a bad reward! She vowed to
Allah that if Allah saved her by
means of her, she would sacrifice
her. There is no fulfillment of a
vow that involves sin, or a vow
that involves something that a
person does not own."
According to the report of Ibn
Hujr: "There is no vow in that
which involves disobedience
towards Allah."
[4246] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4245) was narrated from
Ayyüb with this chain. In the
HadIth of klammad it says: "Al'Albâ' belonged to a man of Banü
'Uqail, and she was one of those
that preceded the pilgrims." In his
IjadItj it also says: "She came to a
camel that was submissive and
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well-behaved." In the HadIth of
Aih-ThaqafI it says: "She was a
well-trained camel."

Chapter 4. One Who Vows To
Walk To The Ka'bah
[4247] 9 - (1642) It was
narrated from Anas that the
Prophet saw an old man being
supported between two of his Sons.
He said: "What is the matter with
this one?" They said: "He vowed
to walk." He said: "Allah has no
need of this man's torturing
himself." And he ordered him to
ride.

[4248] 10 - (1634) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet caught up with an
old man who was walking between
his two sons, leaning on them. The
Prophet
said: "What is the
matter with him?" His sons said to
him: "0 Messenger of Allah, he
made a vow." The Prophet
said: "Ride, 0 old man, for Allah
has no need of you and your vow."
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[4249] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4248) was narrated from Ibn
AbI 'Amr with this chain.

.:i
[4250] 11 - (1644) It was
narrated from YazId bin AbI
Habib, from Abul-ISJair, that
'Uqbah bin 'Amir said: "My sister
vowed to walk to the House of
Allah barefoot, and she told me
to ask the Messenger of Allah
about that for her. So I asked the
Messenger of Allah
and he
said: 'Let her walk and let her
ride."
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[4251] 12 ( ... ) It was narrated
from YazId bin AbI Habib, that
Abul-Ichair narrated to him from
'Uqbah bin 'Amir Al-JuhanI, that
he said: "My sister made a vow..."
and he mentioned a HadIth like
that of Mufaddal (no. 4250), but
he did not mention in the HadIth:
"barefoot," and he added: "Abulhair did not leave 'Uqbah."
-
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[42521 ( ... ) YazId bin AbI
Habib narrated a HadIth like that
of 'Abdur-Razzâq (no. 425 1) with
this chain.

Chapter 5. Expiation For
Breaking A Vow
[4253] 13 - (1645) It was
narrated from 'Uqbah bin 'Amir
that the Messenger of Allah
said: "The expiation for breaking
a vow is Kafâratul-YamIn (the
expiation for breaking an oath)."
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Chapter 1. The Prohibition Of
Swearing By Something Other
Than Allah
[4254] 1 - (1646) It was narrated
from Sâlim bin 'Abdullâh, that his
father said: "I heard 'Umar bin AlKhattâb say: 'The Messenger of
Allah iJ said: "Allah, may He be
exalted, forbids you to swear by
your fathers."
'Umar said: "By Allah, I have
not sworn by them since I heard
forbid
the Messenger of Allah
that, whether on my own behalf
or narrating it from someone
else."

[42551 2 - ( ... ) A similar report
(as no. 4254) was narrated from
Az-ZuhrI with this chain, except
that in the IjadIt of 'Uqail it
says: "I have not sworn by them
since I heard the Messenger of
Allah
forbidding it, and I have
not spoken of it." He did not say:
"Whether on my own behalf or
narrating it from someone else."
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[4256] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Sâlim that his father said: "The
Prophet
heard 'Umar
ç
swearing by his father..." a report
like that of Yünus and Ma'mar
(no. 4254, 4255).

[4257] 3 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh that the
Messenger of Allah
caught up
with 'Umar bin A1-Khaflâb among
a group of riders when 'Umar was
swearing by his father, and the
Messenger of Allah jW, told them
not to do that and said: "Allah
forbids you to swear by your
fathers. Whoever wants to swear,
let him swear by Allah or else
remain silent."

[4258] 4 - ( ... ) A similar report
(as no. 4257) was narrated from
Ibn 'Umar from the Prophet .
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[4259] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Abdullâh bin DInâr that he heard
Ibn 'Umar say: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'Whoever wants to
swear, let him not swear by
anything but Allah.' The Quraih
used to swear by their fathers."
But he said: "Do not swear by your
fathers."

Chapter 2. Whoever Swears By
AI-Lãt And AJ-'Uzza, Let Him
Say La llâha fllallâh
(V
[4260] 5 - (1647) Abü
Hurairah said: "The Messenger
of Allah iW said: 'Whoever
among you swears and says in his
oath 'By al-Lât,' let him say La
llâha Illallâh. And whoever says

-:
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to his companion: 'Come, I will
gamble with you,' let him give
charity."

[4261] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Az-ZuhrI with this chain (a
Hadit.h similar to no. 4260), and
the HadIth of Ma'mar is like the
HadIth of Yünus, except that he
said: "Let him give something in
charity." In the 1-IadW/i of AlAwzâ'l it says: "Whoever swears
by al-Lât and A1-'Uzza."
Abü Al-Husain Muslim said: This
phrase - meaning: "Come, I will
gamble with you" - was not
narrated by anyone except AzZuhrI. Az-ZuhrI had approximately
ninety phrases which he narrated
from the Prophet
and no one
else narrated them with any
reliable chain of narrators.

[4262] 6 - (1648) It was
narrated that 'Abdur-Rahmân bin
Samurah said: "The Messenger
of Allah ift said: 'Do not swear
by false gods or by your fathers."
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Chapter 3. It Is Recommended
For The One Who Swears An
Oath Then Sees That Something
Else Is Better Than It, To Do
That Which Is Better And Offer
Expiation For His Oath
[4263] 7 - (1649) It was
narrated that Abü Müsâ AlAsha'rI said: "I came to the
Prophet among a group of the
Asha'rIs to ask him for mounts.
He said: 'By Allah, I will not give
you mounts, and I do not have
anything to give you as mounts.'
As much time as Allah willed
passed, then some camels were
brought, and he ordered that we
be given three camels with white
humps. When we set out we
said" - or "we said to one
another" - 'Allah will not bless
us. We came to the Messenger of
Mâh
to ask him for mounts
and he swore that he would not
give us mounts, then he gave us
mounts." So they went to him
and told him, and he said: "It was
not me who gave you mounts,
rather Allah gave you mounts. By
Allah, if Allah wills, I do not
swear an oath then see something
better than that, but I expiate my
oath and do that which is better."

[4264] 8 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Müsâ said: "My
companions sent me to the
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Messenger of Allah to ask him
for mounts for them, because they
were with him in the army of
hardship - meaning, the campaign
to Tabâk. I said: '0 Prophet of
Allah, my companions have sent
me to you, so that you might give
them mounts.' He said: 'By Allah,
I will not give you anything to
ride.' It so happened that I came
to him when he was angry and I
did not realize it. So I went back
saddened by the refusal of the
Messenger of Allah , and I was
worried that the Messenger of
Allah M was upset with me. So I
went back to my companions and
told them what the Messenger of
Allah , had said. Only a short
time passed, then I heard Bilâl
calling: '0 'Abdullâh bin Qais!' So
I answered him, and he said: 'Go
to the Messenger of Allah , he is
calling you.' When I came to the
Messenger of Allah , he said:
'Take this pair and this pair and
this pair' - six camels that he had
bought from Sa'd at that time.
'Take them to your companions
and say: "Allah" - or "the
Messenger of Allah
- has
provided you with these mounts so
ride them."
Abü Miisâ said: "So I took them
to my companions and I said: 'The
Messenger of Allah jW has given
you these to ride, but by Allah I
will not leave you until some of
you come with me to one who
heard what the Messenger of
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Allah
said, when I asked him
(for mounts) for you and he
refused at first, then he gave them
to me after that. Do not think that
I have told you anything that he
did not say.' They said to me: 'By
Allah, you are truthful in our
opinion, but we will do what you
wish." So Abü Müsâ went with a
group of them until they came to
those who had heard what the
Messenger of Allah ç had said
when he refused to respond to
their request, then gave them
something after that, and they told
them the same as Abü Müsâ had
told them.

[4265] 9 - ( ... ) Ayyüb said:
"The HadIth of Al-Qâsim is
better known to me than the
HadIth of Abü Qilâbah. He said:
'We were with Abü Müsâ and he
called for his food, and there was
some chicken there. A man from
Banü Taimullâh came in who was
of reddish complexion and
looked like a freed slave. He
said: "Come and join me." The
man hesitated, so he said:
"Come, for I saw the Messenger
of Allah eating this." The man
said: "I saw it eating something
and I found it repugnant, and I
swore that I would not eat it."
He said: "Come, I will tell you
something about that (the oath)."
"I came to the Messenger of
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Allah
with a group of Ash'arIs
to ask him for mounts, and he
said: 'By Allah, I will not give you
mounts, and I have nothing to
give to you as mounts.' As much
time passed as Allah willed, then
some spoils of war consisting of
camels, was brought to the
Messenger of Allah . He called
us, and ordered that we be given
five of the camels with white
humps. When we set out, we said
to one another: 'We made the
Messenger of Allah
forget his
oath, and we will not be blessed.'
So we went back to him and said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, we came
to you and asked you for mounts,
and you swore that you would
not give us mounts, then you
gave us mounts. Did you forget,
O Messenger of Allah?' He said:
'By Allah, if Allah wills, I do not
swear an oath then see that
something else is better than it,
but I do that which is better and
offer expiation. Go, for it is Allah
Who has given you mounts."
[4266] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Zahdam A]-JarmI said: "There
was love and brotherhood
between this clan of Jarm and the
Ash'arIs. We were with Abü Müsâ
Al-Asha'rI, and some food
containing chicken was brought to
him..." and he narrated something
similar (asHadIth no. 4265).
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[4267] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Zahdam Al-JarmI said: "We were
with Abü Müsâ..." and they all
narrated a HadIth like that of
Hammâd bin Zaid (no. 4265).

[4268] ( ... ) Zahdam Al-JarmI
said: "I entered upon Abü Müsâ
when he was eating chicken..."
and he quoted a IjadIth like
theirs (no. 4264, 4265), and he
added: "He (it) said: 'By Allah,
I did not forget it."

[42691 10 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Müsâ A]-Asha'rI said:
"We came to the Messenger of
to ask him for mounts,
Allah
and he said: 'I do not have
anything to give to you as
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mounts, and by Allah I will not
give you mounts.' Then the
Messenger of Allah
sent to us
three camels with white humps.
We said: 'We came to the
Messenger of Allah
and asked
him for mounts, and he swore
that he would not give us
mounts.' So we went back to him
and told him, and he said: 'I do
not swear an oath, then see that
something else is better than it,
but I do that which is better."
[4270] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Müsâ said: "We were on
foot, then we came to the
Prophet of Allah iJ and asked
him for mounts..." a HadIth like
that of Jarir (no. 4269).

[4271] 11 - (1650) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"A man came to the Prophet
late at night, then he went back
to his family and found that his
children had gone to sleep. His
wife brought him his food, but he
swore that he would not eat
because of his children, then he
decided to eat. He came to the
Messenger of Allah
and told
him about that, and the
Messenger of Allah ii said:
'Whoever swears an oath then
sees that something else is better
than it, let him do that, and offer
expiation for his oath."
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[4272] 12 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah jo,r said:
"Whoever swears an oath, then
sees that something else is better
than it, let him offer expiation for
his oath and do it."

[4273] 13 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
said:
Messenger of Allah
'Whoever swears an oath, then
sees that something else is better
than it, let him do that which is
better, and offer expiation for his
oath."

[4274] 14 - ( ... ) Suhail narrated
a HadIth like that of Mâlik (no.
4272) with a different chain of
narrators, (reporting the Messegnger
saying: "Let him offer
of Allah
expiation for his oath and do that
which is better."

[4275] 15 - (1651) It was
narrated that TamIm bin Tarafah
said: "A man came to 'Adiyy bin
Hâtim and asked him for the
price of a servant, or part of the
price of a servant. He sad: 'I do
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not have anything to give you
except my coat of mail and my
helmet, but I will write to my
family and tell them to give you
these two things.' He did not
accept that, and 'Adiyy got angry.
He said: 'By Allah, I will not give
you anything!' Then the man
accepted it, and he said: 'By Allah,
were it not that I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say:
"Whoever swears an oath then
sees something that is more
favored by Allah the Mighty and
Sublime, than it, let him do that
which is more favored by Allah," I
wol' i not have broken my oath."
[42,6 u - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Adiyy bin Uâtim said: "The
Messenger of Allah ii said:
'Whoever swears an oath, then
sees that something else is better
than it, let him do that which is
better and ignore his oath."

[4277] 17 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from TamIm At-Tâ'I that 'Adiyy
said: "The Messenger of Allah lJ
said: 'If one of you swears an
oath, then he sees something that
is better than it, let him offer
expiation for it then do that
which is better than it."
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[4278] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Adiyy bin Uâtim that he heard
saying that (a
the Prophet
HadIth similar to no. 4277).

[4279] 18 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that TamIm bin Tarafah said: "I
heard 'Adiyy bin Hâtim say, when
a man came to him asking him
for a hundred Dirham: 'Are you
asking me for a hundred Dirham
when I am the son of Uâtim? By
Allah, I will not give it to you.'
Then he said: 'Were it not that I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: "Whoever swears an oath,
then sees something better than
it, let him do that which is
better."

[4280] ( ... ) TamIm bin Tarafah
said: "I heard 'Adiyy bin IIâtim,
when a man asked him..." he
mentioned a similar report (as
no. 4279) and added: "You may
have four hundred from me."

[4281] 19 - (1652) 'AbdurRahmân bin Samurah said: "The
said to
Messenger of Allah
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me: '0 'Abdur-Rahmân bin
Samurah, do not seek authority,
for if you are given it when you
ask for it, you will be left on your
own without the support of
Allah. But if you are given it
without asking for it, you will be
helped (by Allah). If you swear to
do something then see that
something else is better than it,
then offer expiation for your oath
and do that which is better."

[4282] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-Hasan, from 'Abdur-Rahmân
bin Samurah, from the Prophet
ji with this chain (a HadIth
similar to no. 4281), but in the
HadIth of Al-Mu'tamir from his
father there is no mention of
authority.
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Chapter 4. An Oath Is Judged
On The Intention Of The One
Who Asks For It To Be Sworn
[4283] 20 - (1653) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah ; said:
'Your oath is according to what
your companion believes."

[4284] 21 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'The
oath is according to the intention
of the one who asks for it to be
sworn."

Chapter 5. Saying: "If Allah
wills" When Swearing Oaths
And At Other Times
[4285] 22 - (1654) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"Sulaimân had sixty women and
he said: 'I will go around to all of
them tonight, and each of them
will become pregnant, and each
of them will give birth to a boy
who will become a knight who
will fight in the cause of Allah.
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But none of them became
pregnant except one, who gave
birth to an malformed child."
The Messenger of Allah
said:
"If he had said: 'If Allah wills,'
each of them would have given
birth to a boy who would become
a knight who would fight in the
cause of Allah."

[4286] 23 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "Sulaimân bin
Dâwüd, the Prophet of Allah,
said: 'Tonight I will go around to
seventy women, each of whom
will give birth to a boy who will
fight in the cause of Allah.' His
companion, or the Angel, said:
'Say: "If Allah wills." But he did
not say it, or he was caused to
forget, and none of his women
gave birth to a child except one,
who gave birth to a deformed
child." The Messenger of Allah
said: "If he had said: 'If Allah
wills,' he would not have broken
his oath, and that would have
been a means of attaining what
he hoped for."
[4287] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4286) was narrated from Abü
Hurairah, from the Prophet
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[4288] 24 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "Sulaimân
bin Dâwüd said: 'Tonight I will go
around to seventy women and each
of them will give birth to a boy who
will fight in the cause of Allah.' It
was said to him: 'Say: "If Allah
wills," but he did not say it. He
went around to them, but none of
them gave birth except one woman,
who gave birth to an malformed
child." The Messenger of Allah EI
said: "If he had said 'If Allah wills,'
he would not have broken his oath,
and that could have been a means
of fulfilling his wish."

[42891 25 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abfl Hurairah that the
said: "Sulaimân bin
Prophet
Dâwfid said: 'Tonight I will go
around to ninety women, and
each of them will give birth to a
knight who will fight in the cause
of Allah.' His companion said to
him: 'Say "If Allah wills." But he
did not say 'If Allah wills,' and he
went round to all of them. None
of them became pregnant except
one woman, who gave birth to a
deformed child. By the One in
Whose Hand is the soul of
Muhammad, if he had said 'If
Allah wills,' they would all have
been knights, striving in the cause
of Allah."
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[4290] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4289) was narrated from AM
Az-Zinnâd with this chain, except
that he said: "They all would
have borne a boy who would
strive in the cause of Allah, may
He be exalted."
Chapter 6. The Prohibition Of
Persisting In An Oath That
Will Harm The Family Of The
One Who Swears It, So Long
As Not Persisting In It Does
Not Involve Anything Unlawful
[4291] 26 - (1655) It was
narrated that Hammâm bin
Munabbih said: "This is what Abü
Hurairah narrated to us from the
Messenger of Allah
." He
mentioned a number of AhadIth
including the following: "The
Messenger of Allah iA said: 'By
Allah, if one of you persist in an
oath concerning his family, that is
more sinful before Allah than
offering the expiation that has
been enjoined by Allah."
Chapter 7. The Vow Of A
Disbeliever, And What He
Should Do About It If He
Becomes A Muslim
[4292] 27 - (1656) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that
'Umar said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, during the Jâhiliyyah I
vowed that I would spend a night
in I'ti/thf in A1-Masjid A1-Harâm."
He said: "Fulfill your vow."
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[4293] (...) ThisHadIth (which is
similar to no. 4291) was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar. As for Abü
Usâmah and Aih-Thaqafi, their
HadIth mentions I'tikâf for one
night. As for hu'bah, he said: "He
obliged himself to spend a day in
I'tikâf." In the HadIth there is no
mention of a day or a night.

[42941 28 - ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar narrated that 'Umar bin
Al-Khattâb asked the Messenger
when he was in A]of Allah
Jir'ânah, after he had come back
from At-Ta'if: "0 Messenger of
Allah, during the Jâhiliyyah I
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vowed that I would spend a day
in I'tikâf in A1-Masjid A1-Harâm.
What do you think?" He said:
"Go and spend a day in I'tikâf."
He said: "And the Messenger of
Allah
had given him a slave
woman from the K/jums, but
when the Messenger of Allah
freed the captives, 'Umar bin AlKhattâb heard their voices
saying: 'The Messenger of Allah
has set us free.' He said:
'What is this?' They said: 'The
Messenger of Allah
has set
the prisoners free.' 'Umar said:
'0 'Abdullâh, go to that slave
woman and set her free."

[4295] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Ibn 'Umar said: "When the Prophet
came back from Hunain, 'Umar
asked the Messenger of Allah iJ
about a vow that he had made
during the Jâhili)yah, to observe
I'tikâf for one day." Then he
mentioned a HadIth like that of
JarIr bin Hâzim (no. 4294).

[42961 ( ... ) It was narrated that
Nâfi' said: "Mention was made in
the presence of Ibn 'Umar of the
'Umrah of the Messenger of
Allah
from Al-Jir'ânah. He
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said: 'He did not perform 'Umrah
from there.' He said: 'And 'Umar
had made a vow during the
Jâhiliyyah to observe I'tikâf for
one night." Then he mentioned
a HadIth like that of JarIr bin
Hâzim and Ma'mar, from Ayyüb
(no. 4294, 4295).
[4297] (...) This HadIth about
vows was narrated from Ibn
'Umar (a HadIth similar to no.
4294). In both their AhadIth it
mentions I'tikâf for one day.

Chapter 8. Treatment Of
Slaves, And The Expiation Of
One Who Slaps His Slave

[4298] 29 - (1657) It was
narrated that Zadân bin AbI
'Umar said: "I came to Ibn
'Umar who had freed a slave. He
picked up a stick or something
from the ground and said: 'There
is no more reward in it than the
equivalent of this, but I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say:
"Whoever slaps his slave or beats
him, his expiation is to manumit
him."
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[4299] 30 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Zadân that Ibn 'Umar
called a slave of his and he saw
marks on his back. He said to
him: "Have I caused you pain?"
He said: "No." He said: "You are
free."
Then he picked up something
from the ground and said: "I will
not have any reward for it, not
even the weight of this. I heard
the Messenger of Allah ç say:
'Whoever beats a slave without
him having done anything to
deserve it, or slaps him, his
expiation is to manumit him."

[4300]... - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Firâs with the chain of
Shu'bah and Abü 'Awânah (a
HadIth similar to no. 4299). As for
the Hadijj of Ibn MahdI, it says:
"Without him having done anything
to deserve it". In the HadIth of
Waki' it says: "Whoever slaps his
slave" and does not mention
"Without him having done anything
to deserve it."
[4301] 31 - (1658) It was
narrated that Mu'âwiyah bin
Suwaid said: "I slapped a freed
slave of ours and he ran away.
Then I came just before Zuhr
and prayed behind my father. He
called him, and called for me,
then he said: 'Do to him what he
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did to you,' but he let me go.
Then he said: 'At the time of the
Messenger of Allah , we Banü
Muqarrin had only one servant.
One of us slapped her and news
of that reached the Prophet .
He said: 'Manumit her.' They
said: 'They do not have any other
servant.' He said: 'Then let them
keep her, and when they no
longer need her, they should let
her go."

[4302] 32 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hilâl bin Yasâf said: "An old
man got angry and slapped a
servant of his. Suwaid bin
Muqarrin said to him: 'Could you
not find any part other than her
face? I remember when I was the
seventh of seven sons of Banil
Muqarrin and we had no servant
but one woman. The youngest of
us slapped her and the Messenger
of Allah
commanded us to
manumit her."
[4303] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Hilâl bin Yasâf said: "We used to
sell cloth in the house of Suwaid
bin Muqarrin, the brother of AnNu'mân bin Muqarrin. A slave
woman came out and said
something to one of us, and he
slapped her and Suwaid got
angry..." a Hadith like that of Ibn
IdrIs (no. 4302).
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[4304] 33

- ( ... )
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narrated: "Muhammad bin AlMunkadir said to me: 'What is
your name?' I said: 'Shu'bah.'
Muhammad said: 'Abü Shu'bah
Al-'IrâqI narrated to me from
Suwaid bin Muqarrin that
someone slapped a slave woman
of his. Suwaid said to him: Do you
not know that hitting the face is
unlawful? He said: I remember
when I was the seventh of my
brothers, with the Messenger of
Allah
, and we only had one
servant. One of us went and
slapped him, and the Messenger
of Allah
commanded us to
manumit him."
[4305] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Wahb bin JarIr: "Shu'bah told us:
'Muhammad bin Al-Munkadir
said to me: What is your name?"
And he mentioned a HadIth like
that of 'Abdus-Samad (no. 4304).

[4306] 34 - (1659) It was
narrated from IbrâhIm At-TaimI
that his father said: 'Abü Mas'üd
A]-BadrI said: "I was beating a
slave of mine with a whip when I
heard a voice behind me (saying):
'You should realize, Abü Mas'üd!'
But I did not understand the voice
because I was so angry. When he
came close to me, I saw that it was
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the Messenger of Allah and he
was saying: 'You should realize,
Abü Mas'üd! 'You should realize,
Abü Mas'fld!' I threw down the
whip that was in my hand and he
said: 'You should realize, Abü
Mas'üd, that Allah has more
power over you than you have over
this slave.' I said: 'I will never beat
a slave again after this."

[4307] (...) A similar HadIth (as
no. 4306) was narrated from A]A'mash with this chain, except
that in the HadItL of JarIr it says:
"The whip fell from my hand, out
of awe towards him."

[4308] 35 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Mas'fld Al-AnsârI said:
"I was beating a slave of mine,
and I heard a voice behind me
(saying): 'You should realize,
Abü Mas'fld, that Allah has more
power over you than you have
over him.' I turned around, and I
saw the Messenger of Allah . I
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, he is
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free for the Face of Allah.' He
said: 'If you had not done that,
the Fire would have scorched
you,' or 'the Fire would have
touched you."

[4309] 36 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Mas'üd that he was
beating a slave of his, and he
(the slave) started saying: "I
seek refuge in Allah." He
carried on beating him, so he
said: "I seek refuge in the
Messenger of Allah, and he
stopped beating him." The
Messenger of Allah jo, said:
"By Allah, Allah has more
power over you than you have
over him." Then he set him
free.

[4310] ( ... ) It was narrated
from Shu'bah with this chain (a
Hadith similar to no. 4309), but
he did not mention the words:
"I seek refuge in Allah, I seek
refuge in the Messenger of
Allah."
Chapter 9. Stern Warning
Against Accusing A Slave Of
Fornication
[43111 37 - (1660) Abfl
Hurairah said: Abul-Qâsim said:
"Whoever accuses his slave of
fornication, the Hadd punishment
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will be carried out against him on
the Day of Resurrection, unless he
is as he said."

[4312]... - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Fudail bin Ghazwân (a
HadIjJj similar to no. 4311) with
this chain. In their IjadIJj it says:
, the
"I heard Abul-Qâsim
Prophet of repentance."

Chapter 10. Feeding A Slave
What One Eats And Clothing
Him As One Clothes Oneself,
And Not Burdening Him With
More Than He Can Bear
[4313] 38 - (1661) It was
narrated that Al-Ma'rür bin
Suwaid said: "We passed by Abü
Dharr in Ar-Rabadhah. He was
wearing a Burd and his slave was
wearing something similar. We
said: '0 AM Pharr, if you put
them together it would be a
Hullah.' He said: 'There was an
exchange of words between
myself and one of my brothers
whose mother was a non-Arab,
and I insulted him because of his
mother. He complained about
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me to the Prophet , then I met
the Prophet
and he said: "0
Abü Pharr, you are a man in
whom there is some ignorance." I
said: "0 Messenger of Allah, if
someone insults people, they will
insult his father and mother." He
said: "0 Abü Pharr, you are a
man in whom there is some
ignorance. They are your
brothers whom Allah has placed
under your control, so feed them
what you eat, and clothe them
with what you wear, and do not
burden them with more than they
can bear; if you do burden them,
then help them."
[4314] 39 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from A]-A'mash (a HadIth similar
to no. 4313) with this chain. In
the HadIth of Zuhair and Abü
Mu'âwiyah after the words "You
are a man in whom there is some
ignorance" it adds: "I said: 'Even
up to this time of old age?' He
said: 'Yes." In the HadIth of Abü
Mu'âwiyah it says: "Yes, even up
to this time of old age." In the
IjadIth of 'Eisa it says: "If he
burdens him with more than he
can bear, let him sell him." In the
IjadIfj of Zuhair it says: "Let
him help him with it." In the
Ijadith of Abü Mu'âwiyah it does
not say: "Let him sell him" or
"let him help him." It ends with
the words "and do not burden
him with more than he can bear."
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[4315] 40 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that A]-Ma'rür bin Suwaid said:
"I saw Abü Uharr wearing a
Ijullah and his slave was wearing
something similar. I asked him
about that and he said that he
had insulted a man at the time of
,
the Messenger of Allah
criticizing him because of his
mother. The man went to the
and told him about
Prophet
said:
that, and the Prophet
'You are a man in whom there is
still some ignorance. (They are)
your brothers and servants whom
Allah has placed under your
control, so whoever has his
brother under his control, let him
feed him what he eats and clothe
him with what he wears. And do
not burden them with more than
they can bear, and if you do that,
then help them."
[4316] 41 - (1662) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
said: "A slave is
the Prophet
entitled to his food and clothing,
and he should not be burdened
except with that which he can
bear."

[4317] 42 - (1663) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
said:
the Messenger of Allah
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"When the servant of any one of
you brings food which he had
looked, worked hard and endured
heat and smoke, let him invite him
to eat with him, and if the food
runs a little short, he should still
put a morsel or two of it in his
hand."

Chapter 11. The Reward Of A
Slave Who Is Sincere Towards
His Master And Worships
Allah Properly
[4318] 43 - (1664) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah 0, said: "If a
slave is sincere towards his
master and worships Allah
properly, he will have a twofold
reward."
[4319] (...) A HadIth similar to
that of Mâlik (4318) was narrated
from Nâfi', from Ibn 'Umar, from
the Prophet c.
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[43201 44 - (1665) It was
narrated that Ibn Shihâb said: I
heard Sa'eed bin A]-Müsâyyab
say: 'Abfl Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah ç said: 'The
faithful slave will have two
rewards.' By the One in Whose
Hand is the soul of Abü
Hurairah, were it not for Jihâd in
the cause of Allah, Hajj and
honoring my mother, I would
have liked to die a slave.
He said: "We heard that Abfl
Hurairah did not perform Hajj
until his mother died, because he
kept her company."

[4321] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn Shihâb (a HadIth similar to
no. 4340) with this chain, but he
did not mention: "We heard..."
etc.
[4322] 45 - (1666) It was
narrated that Abfl Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah said:
'If a slave fulfills his duty towards
Allah and towards his master, he
will have two rewards." He said:
"I narrated it to Ka'b and Ka'b
said (adding): 'He will not be
brought to account, and neither
will the poor believer."
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[4323] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-A'mash with this chain (a
HadIth similar to no. 4322).
[4324] 46 - (1667) It was
narrated that Hammâm bin
Munabbih said: "This is what
Abü Hurairah narrated to us
from the Messenger of Allah
He mentioned a number of
AhadIth, including the following:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'How good it is for a slave, if he
dies worshipping Allah well and
keeping good company with his
master. How good it is for him."
Chapter 12. One Who Frees
His Share In A Slave
[4325] 47 - (1501) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Umar said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'If a person frees his share of a
slave, and has enough money to
pay the full price of the slave, a
fair price should be worked out
for the slave, and his partners
should be paid for their shares,
then he should free the slave,
otherwise he has freed only what
he has freed."
[rvv.
[4326] 48 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Messenger of Allah
ç said:
'Whoever frees his share of a
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slave, has to free him completely,
if he has enough money to pay
the full price; if he does not have
enough money then he has freed
only what he has freed."
[4327] 49 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whoever frees his share of a
slave and has enough money to
pay the full price for him, a fair
price should be worked out,
otherwise he has freed only what
he has freed."

[4328] (...) This HadIth was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar, (similar
to no. 4326) from the Prophet ,
but in their IjadIth it does not say:
"If he does not have enough
money then he has freed only what
he has freed." But in the HadIth of
Ayyüb and Yayâ bin Sa'eed, they
mentioned this phrase but they
said: "We do not know whether it
is part of the HadIt/ or is
something that was said by Nâfi' (a
narrator)." It does not say in the
Ijaditli of any of them: "I heard
the Messenger of Allah
say,"
except in the HadIth of Al-Laith
binSa'd.
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[4329] 50 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sâlim bin 'Abdullâh, from his
father, that the Messenger of Allah
ç said: "Whoever frees a slave
who is owned by him and another
person, a fair price should be
worked out for him, without
cheating, underestimating or
overestimating, then he should
free him from his own wealth if
he is well off."
[4330] 51 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet
said: "Whoever frees his share
in a slave should (also) free the
rest with his own money, if he
has enough money to pay the
price of the slave."
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[4331] 52 - (1502) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
said concerning a
the Prophet
slave who is owned by two men,
one of whom manumits (his
share): "He is responsible (for
manumitting the other share)."

to
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[4332] 53 - (1503) Shu'bah
narrated with this chain (a HadIth
similar to no. 4331): He said:
"Whoever frees a share of a slave,
he should be freed using his
wealth."

[tr]
:JLtLi.j.

[rvvr
[4333] 54 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from AN Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "Whoever
manumits his share of a slave, let
him manumit him completely
with his own money if he has
money, and if he does not have
money, let the slave work for his
manumission, without being
overburdened."

[4334] 55 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn AbI 'Arübah with (a
different chain, a HadIth similar
to no. 4333). In the Hadith of
'Eisa it says: "Then let him work
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for the manumission of the part
that has not been freed, without
being overburdened."

[4335] 56 - (1668) It was
narrated from 'Imrân bin Husain
that a man declared that six
slaves of his would be set free
when he died, but he did not
have any other wealth apart from
them. The Messenger of Allah
called for them and divided them
into three groups, then he cast
lots among them, freeing two and
leaving four as slaves, and he
spoke harsh words to him.

[4336] 57 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ayyüb with this chain (a
HadIth similar to no. 4335). As
for Hammâd (a narrator), his
Had is like the report of Ibn
'Ulayyah (no. 4335). As for AThThaqafi, in his Ijadith it says:
"That a man from among the
Ansâr left instructions that when
he died, his six slaves would be
set free."
[4337] ( ... ) A HadIth like that of
Ibn 'Ulayyah and Uammâd (no.
4336) was narrated from 'Imrân
bin Husain, from the Prophet .
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Chapter 13. Permissibility Of
Selling A Mudabbart11
[4338] 58 - (997) It was narrated
from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh that a
man among the Anâr declared
that a slave of his would become
free after he died, and he did not
own any other wealth apart from
the slave. News of that reached
the Prophet
and he said:
"Who will buy him from me?"
Nu'aim bin 'Abdullâh bought him
for a price of eight hundred
Dirham, and he gave it to him.
'Amr said: "I heard Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh say: 'He was a Coptic
slave who died last year."

[4339] 59 - ( ... ) Sufyân bin
'Uyaynah narrated: "Amr heard
Jâbir say: 'A man among the
Ansâr declared that a slave of his
would become free after he died,
and he did not own any other
wealth apart from him. The
Messenger of Allah
sold
him."
I'l Mudabbar. A slave whose master has declared he will become free after he dies.
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Jâbir said: "Ibn An-Nahhâm
bought him, a Coptic slave who died
last year, during the governorship of
Ibn Az-Zubair."
[4340] ( ... ) A Hadith like that
of Hammâd from 'Amr bin DInâr
(no. 4338) was narrated from
Jâbir, from the Prophet
,
concerning the Mudabbar.

[4341] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Atâ' bin AbI Rabâh, Ibn AzZubair and 'Amr bin Dmnâr that
Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh told them
about the sale of a Mudabbar. All
of them said, - a Haditjj like that
of Hammâd and Ibn 'Uyaynah
from 'Amr from Jâbir (no. 4338,
4339).
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28. The Book Of Oaths (Qasâmah),
MuhâribIn, 11 Qasas (Retaliation)
And Diyât (Blood Money)
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Chapter 1. Qasâmah (Oaths)
[4342] 1 - (1669) It was
narrated from Sahi bin AbI
Haihmah - Yahyâ said: "I think
he said: 'And from Râfi' bin
liadIj" - that they said:
"Abdullâh bin Sahi bin Zaid and
Muhaisah bin Mas'üd bin Zaid
went out, and when they were in
ichaibar they parted. Then
Muhaisah found 'Abdullâh bin
Sahi slain, so he buried him.
Then he came to the Messenger
of Allah ç along with Huwaisah
bin Mas'üd and 'Abdur-Rahmân
bin Sahl, who was the youngest of
the people. 'Abdur-Rahmân
began to speak before his two
companions, and the Messenger
of Allah
said to him: 'Let the
eldest speak.' So he fell silent
and his two companions spoke,
and he spoke with them. They
told the Messenger of Allah
about the killing of 'Abdullâh bin
MuhâribIn: These are aggressors who transgress against society or the legitimate state, as
mentioned in the Verse: "The recompense of those who wage war against Allah and His
Messenger and do mischief in the land is only that they shall be killed or crucified or their
hands and their feet be Cut off from opposite sides, or be exiled from the land. That is their
disgrace in this world, and a great torment is theirs in the Hereafter" [Al-Mâ'idah 5:331
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Sahl, and he said to them: 'Will
you swear fifty times so that you
may be entitled to (blood money)
for your companion?' They said:
'How can we swear when we did
not witness (what happened)?'
He said: 'Then let the Jews swear
fifty oaths that they are innocent.'
They said: 'How can we accept
the oaths of a disbelieving
people?' When the Messenger of
Allah
saw that, he paid the
blood money himself."
[4343] 2 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sahl bin Mas'üd and Râfi'
bin ichadIj, that Muhaisah bin
Mas'üd and 'Abdullâh bin Sahl
went to Khaibar, where they
parted among the palm trees.
'Abdullâh bin Sahl was killed,
and they accused the Jews. His
brother 'Abdur-Rahmân and his
two cousins Huwaisah, and
Muhaisah, came to the Prophet
and 'Abdur-Rahmân began to
speak about his brother, but he
was the youngest of them, so the
Messenger of Allah
said: "Let
the eldest speak" or he said "Let
the eldest speak first." So they
spoke about their companion's
case, and the Messenger of Allah
said: "Let fifty of you swear
against one of them, then he will
be handed over to you." They said:
"It is something that we did not
witness; how can we swear?" He
said: "Then let the Jews swear fifty
oaths that they are innocent."
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They said: "0 Messenger of Allah,
they are a disbelieving people." So
the Messenger of Allah
paid
the blood money himself.
Sahl said: "I entered a Mirbad
(camel pen) of theirs one day,
and a she-camel among those
camels (that were given as blood
money) kicked me."
[4344] (.4 A similar report (as
no. 4343) was narrated from Sahl
bin Abl Hathmah from the
Prophet , and in his Had he
said: "The Messenger of Allah
paid the blood money himself,"
but he did not say in his Had/1:
"A she-camel kicked me."
[4345] ( ... ) A HadIth similar to
theirs (no. 4343) was narrated
from Sahl bin Abl Hathmah.

[4346] 3 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Bushair bin Yasâr that
'Abdullâh bin Sahl bin Zaid and
Mubaisah bin Mas'üd bin Zaid, two
AnsârI men from the tribe of Banü
Hârithah, went out to Khaibar
during the time of the Messenger of
Allah . At that time there was a
peace treaty, and its people were
Jews. They parted to go about
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their business, and 'Abdullâh bin
Sahi was killed. He was found slain
in a water tank. His companion
buried him, then he came to A]Madinah. The brother of the slain
man, 'Abdur-Rahmân bin Sahi,
along with Mubaiah and Uuwaiah,
went and told the Messenger of
Allah jW about 'Abdullâh, and
where he was killed. Bushair, who
narrated this HadIth from one of
the Companions of the Messenger
of Allah 4b,F whom he met, said
that he () said to them: "Will
you swear fifty oaths so that you will
be entitled to the blood money?"
They said: "0 Messenger of Allah,
we did not witness anything and we
were not present." And he said,
that he () said: "Will you let the
Jews swear fifty times that they are
innocent?" They said: "0
Messenger of Allah, how can we
accept the oaths of a disbelieving
people?" Bushair said that the
Messenger of Allah
paid the
blood money himself.
[4347] 4 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Bushair bin Yasâr, that an
AnsârI man from Banü Hârithah
who was called 'Abdullâh bin
Sahl bin Zaid, went with a cousin
of his who was called Muhaisah
bin Mas'üd bin Zaid... and he
quoted a Ijadith like that of AlLaith, up to the words: "And the
Messenger of Allah
paid the
blood money himself."
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Yayâ said: "Buhair bin Yasâr
told me: 'Sahl bin Abl Hathmah
told me: One of those camels
(that were given as blood money)
kicked me in the Mirbad (camel
pen)."
[4348] 5 - (...) It was narrated
from Sahl bin AbI Hathmah A]AnsârI that some of them went to
Ihaibar, where they parted, and
they found one of their number
slain. He quoted the HadIth (a
HadIth similar to no. 4346), in
which he said: "The Messenger
of Allah
did not want his
blood to have been shed in vain,
so he paid one hundred camels
from the Zakâh as blood money."

[4349] 6 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sahl bin AbI Hathmah that
some of the elders of his people
told him, that 'Abdullâh bin Sahl
and Muhaisah went out to
Khaibar, because of some
problem. Then Muhaisah came
and said that 'Abdullâh bin Sahl
had been killed and thrown into
a shallow well or ditch. He went
to the Jews and said: "You killed
him, by Allah." They said: "By
Allah, we did not kill him." Then
he went to his people and told
them about that. Then he came
with his brother Huwaisah, who
was older than him, and 'AbdurRahmân bin Sahl. Muhaisah
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began to speak, as he was the
one who had been in Khaibar,
but the Messenger of Allah
said to Muhaisah: "Let the oldest
speak." So Uuwaiah spoke, then
Muhaisah spoke, and the Messenger
of Allah said: "They should pay
the Diyah for your companion or
else expect war." The Messenger
wrote to them about
of Allah
that, and they wrote back (saying):
"By Allah we did not kill him."
The Messenger of Allah
said
to Huwaisah, Muhaisah, and
'Abdur-Rahmân: "Will you swear,
so that you will be entitled to
Diyah for the blood of your
companion?" They said: "No." He
said: "Then should the Jews swear
for you?" They said: "They are not
Muslims." So the Messenger of
Allah paid the blood money for
him, and sent one hundred camels
to them.
Sahl said: "A red she-camel
among them kicked me."

IJ

[4350] 7 - (1670) Abü Salamah
bin 'Abdur-Rahmân and Sulaimân
bin Yasâr, the freed slave of
Maimünah, the wife of the Prophet
, narrated from an AnsârI man
among the Companions of the
Messenger of Allah
, that the
Messenger of Allah confirmed
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Qasâmah as it had been during the
Jâhiliyyah.

[4351] 8 - ( ... ) Ibn Shihâb
narrated a similar report (as no.
4350) with this chain, and he
added: "The Messenger of Allah
passed a judgment among
some of the Ansâr, concerning a
slain man whom they claimed
had been killed by the Jews."
[4352] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn Shihâb that Abü Salamah bin
'Abdur-Rahmân and Sulaimân
bin Yasâr told him from some of
the Ansâr, from the Prophet
a kladIth like that of Ibn Juraij
(no. 4351).

Chapter 2. The Ruling On
MulthribIn And Apostates
[4353] 9 - (1671) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that some people from 'Uraynah
came to the Messenger of Allah
in Al-Madinah, but they found
that the climate did not suit them
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(and they fell sick). The Messenger
of Allah jj said to them: "If you
wish, you may go out to the camels
from Sadaqah and drink their milk
and urine." So they did that and
got better. Then they went to the
herdsmen and killed them, and
apostatized from Islam, and drove
off the camels of the Messenger of
Allah jW,. News of that reached the
Prophet jW, and he sent men after
them. They were brought, and he
had their hands and feet cut off,
and their eyes poked out, and he
left them in Al-Harrah until they
died.

[4354] 10 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Qilâbah: "Anas told
me that eight men from 'Uki
came to the Messenger of Allah
ç, and they swore allegiance as
Muslims, but they found that the
land (i.e., the climate) did not
suit them and they fell sick. They
complained about that to the
Messenger of Allah , and he
said: 'Why don't you go out with
our herdsman to the camels and
get some of their milk and
urine?' They said: 'Yes.' So they
went out and drank some of their
milk and urine, and they got
better. Then they killed the
herdsman and drove away the
camels. News of that reached the
Messenger of Allah , and he
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sent men after them. They were
caught and brought, and he
ordered that their hands and feet
be cut off and their eyes be
branded, then they were left in
the sun until they died."

[4355] 11 - (...) Anas bin Mâlik
narrated: "Some people from
'Uki or 'Uraynah came to the
Messenger of Allah , but AlMadinah did not suit them (and
they fell sick), so the Messenger
of Allah 1ç told them to go to
some milch camels and drink their
milk and urine..." a HadIth like
that of Hajjâj bin AbI 'Uthmân
(no. 4354).
He said: "Their eyes were
branded and they were left in AlHarrah, asking for water, but
they were not given any water."

[4356] 12 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abil Qilâbah said: "I was
sitting behind 'Umar bin 'Abdul'Azîz, and he said to the people:
'What do you say about Qasámah?'
'Aribasah said: 'Anas bin Mâlik told
us such-and-such.' I said: 'Anas told
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me that some people came to the
Prophet it ...... and he quoted a
HadIth like that of Ayyüb and
Hajjâj (no. 4354 and 4355). Abü
Qilâbah said: "When I had
finished, 'Anbasah said: 'Subhân
Allah!" Abü Qilâbah said: "I said:
'Are you suspecting me (of lying),
O 'Anbasah?' He said: 'No, this is
what Arias bin Mâlik told us.' You
will still be fine, 0 people of AshSham, so long as this man, or one
like him, is among you."

[43571 ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Qilâbah, that Anas bin
Mâlik said: "Eight men from 'Ukl
came to the Messenger of Allah
j..." a HadIth like theirs (i.e.,
Ayyüb and Hajjdj, no. 4354,
4355) and he added: "And he did
not cauterize them."

[43581 13 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "Some

.
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people from 'Uraynah came to
the Messenger of Allah , and
they become Muslim and swore
allegiance to him. Then AlMadinah was stricken with AlMâm - and it is pleurisy ...... and
he mentioned a HadIth like theirs
(no. 4354, 4355), and added:
"There were twenty young men
of the Ansâr with him, so he sent
them to them, and he sent with
them a tracker to follow their
tracks."

[4359] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Anas, and in the IjadIth of
Hammâm (a sub-narrator it says):
"Some people from 'Uraynah
came to the Prophet ..... In the
HadIth of Sa'eed it says: "From
'Ukl and 'Uraynah," a similar
HadIth (as no. 4358).

[4360] 14 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas said: "The Prophet
had the eyes of those people
poked out because they had poked
out the eyes of the herdsmen."

..
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Chapter 3. Confirmation Of
Qisas In The Case Of Killing
With A Rock and Other Sharp
Or Heavy Objects, And The
Killing Of A Man For A
Woman
[4361] 15 - (1672) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that a Jew killed a girl for her
silver ornaments, and he killed
her with a rock. She was brought
to the Prophet
when there
was still some life in her, and he
said to her: "Did so-and-so kill
you?" She gestured with her head
saying no. He asked her again
and she gestured with her head
saying no. Then he asked her a
third time and she said: Yes,
gesturing with her head, so the
Messenger of Allah jW had him
killed between two rocks.

[4362] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 4361) was narrated
from Shu'bah with this chain. In the
HadIth of Idris (a sub-narrator) it
says that his head was crushed
between two rocks.

[4363] 16 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas that a Jewish man
killed an AnsârI girl for her
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jewelry, then he threw her into a
well and crushed her head with
rocks. He was caught and
brought to the Messenger of
Allah , who ordered that he be
stoned to death, so he was stoned
to death.

[4364] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 4361) was narrated
from AyyiIb with this chain.

[4365] 17 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas bin Mâlik that a girl
was found with her head crushed
between two rocks. They asked
her: "Who did this to you? Was it
so-and-so? Was it so-and-so?"
Until they mentioned that Jew,
and she nodded her head. The
Jew was caught and he admitted
it, so the Messenger of Allah
ordered that his head be struck
with rocks.
Chapter 4. If A Person Attacks
Another Person's Life And
Limb, And The Other Defends
Himself And Kills Him Or
Injures Him, There Is No
Penalty On Him
[4366] 18 - (1673) It was
narrated that 'Imrân bin Husain
said: "Ya'la bin Munyah or Ibn
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Umayyah fought a man. One of
them bit the other, and he tried
to pull his hand away from his
mouth, and his incisor fell out Ibn Al-Muthannah said that two
incisors fell out. They referred
their dispute to the Prophet
and he said: "Would one of you
bite as a male camel bites?"
There is no Diyah for him."

[4367] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4366) was narrated from
Ya'la, from the Prophet .

[4368] 19 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Imrân bin Husain that a
man bit the arm of another man,
who pulled it away and his incisor
fell out. The matter was referred
to the Prophet
who dismissed
the claim and said: "Did you
want to eat his flesh?"

[4369] 20 - (1674) It was
narrated from Safwân bin Ya'la
that a servant of Ya'la bin
Munyah bit another man on the
arm, and he pulled it away and
his incisor fell out. The matter
was referred to the Prophet
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who dismissed the claim and said:
"Did you want to bite him as a
male camel bites?"

[43701 21 - (1673) It was
narrated from 'Imrân bin Husain
that a man bit the hand of
another man, who pulled his
hand away and one or more of
his incisors fell Out. He referred
the matter to the Messenger of
Allah
and the Messenger of
Allah
said: "What do you
want me to do? Do you want me
to order him to put his hand in
your mouth so that you can bite
it like a male camel? Give him
your hand so that he can bite it,
then you can pull it away"
[4371] 22 - (1674) It was
narrated from Safwân bin Ya'la
bin Munyah that his father said:
"A man came to the Prophet .
He had bitten a man's hand, who
had pulled his hand away and his
incisors had fallen out." He said:
"The Prophet
dismissed the
claim and said: 'Did you want to
bite him as a camel bites?"

[4372] 23 - ( ... ) Safwan bin
Ya'la bin Umayyah narrated that
his father said: "I went out with
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on the campaign
the Prophet
to Tâbük. He said: 'Ya'la used to
say: "That campaign was the best
of my deeds, in my view." 'Atâ'
said: "Safwan said: 'Ya'la said: "I
had a servant who fought with
another man and one of them bit
the hand of the other" - Safwan
said: "He told me which of them
bit the other - the one who was
bit pulled his hand away from the
one who bit him, and pulled out
one of his incisors. They came to
, who dismissed
the Prophet
his claim for his tooth."

[4373] ( ... ) Ibn Juraij narrated a
similar report (as no. 4372) with
this chain.

Chapter S. The Validity Of
For Teeth And The Like

QiSâS

[4374] 24 - (1675) It was
narrated from Anas that the sister
of Ar-RubaI' Umm Hârithah,
injured a person. They referred
the dispute to the Prophet
and
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Qisâs, Qisâc." Umm Ar-RabI'
said: "0 Messenger of Allah, will
Qisâs be taken from So-and-so?
By Allah, no Qisâs will be taken
from her!" The Prophet ll said:
"Subhân-Allâh, 0 Umm Ar-RabI'!
Qisâs is a command in the Book of
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Allah." She said: "No, by Allah, no
Qisâs will ever be taken from her."
She kept saying it until they
accepted the Diyah. The Messenger
of Allah ç said: "Among the
slaves of Allah are those who, if
they swear by Allah that something will happen or not happen,
then their oaths will be fulfilled."
Chapter 6. When It Is
Permissible To Shed The Blood
Of A Muslim
[4375] 25 - (1676) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said:
"The Messenger of Allah 0, said:
'It is not permissible to shed the
blood of a Muslim who testifies
that none has the right to be
worshiped but Allah and that I
am the Messenger of Allah,
except in one of three cases: A
married (or previously married)
adulterer, a life for a life, or one
who forsakes his religion leaving
the Jamâ 'ah (the congregation of
Muslims)."

[4376] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 4375) was narrated
from Al-A'mash with this chain.
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[4377] 26 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said: "The
stood up
Messenger of Allah
among us and said: 'By the One
besides Whom none has the right
to be worshiped! It is not
permissible to shed the blood of
a Muslim man who testifies that
none has the right to be
worshiped but Allah and that I
am the Messenger of Allah,
except in three cases: One who
leaves Islam abandoning the
Jamâ'ah (the congregation of
Muslims), a married (or previously
married) adulterer, and a life for a
life."
Al-A'mash said: I narrated it to
Ibrâhlm, and he narrated a
similar report from Al-Aswad,
from 'Aishah.

[4378] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of Sufyân (no. 4377) was
narrated from Al-A'mash with
both chains, but he did not
mention in his HadIth the
words: "By the One besi&s
Whom none has the right to he
worshiped."

Chapter 7. The Sin Of The
One Who Set The Precedent Of
Killing
[4379] 27 - (1677) It was
narrated that Abdullâh said: :The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'No
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soul is killed unlawfully, but there
is a share of the sin on the first
son of Adam, because he was the
first one to set the precedent of
killing."

[43801 ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-A'mash with this chain (a
HadIth similar as no. 4379). In
the HadIth of JarIr and "Eisa bin
Yünus (sub-narrators): "because
he killed" and it does not say
"the first one."

Chapter 8. The Punishment
For Bloodshed In The
Hereafter, And Bloodshed Will
Be The First Thing Concerning
Which Judgment Is Passed
Among The People On The Day
Of Resurrection
(1678) It was
[4381] 28
narrated that 'Abdullâh said: "The
said: 'The
Messenger of Allah
first thing concerning which
judgment will be passed among
the people on the Day of
Resurrection will be bloodshed."
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[4382] (...) A similar report (as
no. 4381) was narrated from
'Abdullâh from the Prophet ç.

Chapter 9. Emphasis On The
Sanctity Of Blood, Honor And
Wealth
[4383] 29 - (1679) It was
narrated from Abü Bakrah that
the Prophet
said: "Time has
returned to its original order as it
was on the day when Allah created
the heavens and the earth. The
year is twelve months, of which
four are sacred: Three consecutive
months; Dhul-Qa'dah, DhulHijjah and Muharram - and Rajab,
the month of Mudar, which comes
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between Jumâda and Sha'bân."
Then he said: "What month is
this?" We said: "Allah and His
Messenger know best." He
remained silent until we thought
that he was going to call it by
another name. He said: "Is it not
Dhul-ijjah?" We said: "Yes
indeed." He said: "What land is
this?" We said: "Allah and His
Messenger know best." He
remained silent until we thought
that he was going to call it by
another name. He said: "Is it not
A1-Baldah (the city of Makkah)?"
We said: "Yes indeed." He said:
"What day is this?" We said:
"Allah and His Messenger know
best." He remained silent until we
thought that he was going to call it
by another name. He said: "Is it
not the Day of Sacrifice?" We
said: "Yes indeed, 0 Messenger of
Allah." He said: "Your blood and
your wealth" - Muhammad (a
narrator) said: "and I think he
said: 'your honor' - "are sacred to
you, as sacred as this day of yours,
in this land of yours, in this month
of yours. You will meet your Lord,
and He will ask you about your
deeds, so do not turn back
misguided after I am gone, striking
one another's necks. Let those who
are present convey it to those who
are absent; perhaps some of those to
whom it is conveyed will understand
it better than some of those who
hear it." Then he said: "Have I not
conveyed (the message)?"
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Ibn Habib said in his report:
"And Rajab of Mudar."
AbI Bakr (a narrator) said: "Do
not turn back after me."
[4384] 30 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdur-Rahmân bin AbI
Bakrah that his father said: "On
that day, he () sat on his camel
and someone took hold of its
nose-ring, and he said: 'Do you
know what day this is?' They
said: 'Allah and His Messenger
know best,' until we thought that
he was going to call it by another
name. He said: 'Is it not the Day
of Sacrifice?' We said: 'Yes
indeed, 0 Messenger of Allah.'
He said: 'What month is this?'
We said: 'Allah and His
Messenger know best.' He said:
'Is it not Dhul-ijjah?' We said:
'Yes indeed, 0 Messenger of
Allah.' He said: 'What land is
this?' We said: 'Allah and His
Messenger know best,' until we
thought that he was going to call
it by another name. He said: 'Is it
not Al-Baldah (the city of
We said: 'Yes indeed,
Makka.
0 Messenger of Allah.' He said:
'Your blood, your wealth and
your honor are sacred to you, as
sacred as this day of yours, in this
month of yours, in this land of
yours. Let those who are present
convey it to those who are absent.'
Then he turned towards two
speckled black and white rams and
sacrificed them, and to a flock of
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sheep which he distributed amongst
us.
[4385] (...) 'Abdur-Rahmân bin
AbI Bakrah narrated that his
father said: "When that day
came, the Prophet
sat on a
camel and a man was holding on
to its rope or reins..." and he
mentioned a HadIth like that of
YazId bin ZuraI' (no 4384).

[4386] 31 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that AbI Bakrah said: "The
addressed
Messenger of Allah
us on the Day of Sacrifice and
said: 'What day is this?"... they
quoted a IjadIth like that of Ibn
'Awn (no. 4385), except that he
did not mention: "Your honor"
and he did not mention: "Then
he turned towards two speckled
black and white rams," etc. And
in his HadIth he said: "As sacred
as this day of yours, in this month
of yours, in this land of yours,
until the Day you meet your
Lord. Have I not conveyed (the
message)?" They said: "Yes." He
said: "0 Allah, bear witness."
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Chapter 10. A Confession To
Murder Is Valid And The Heir
Of The Victim Is Entitled To
Qisâs, But It Is Recommended
To Ask Him To Let Him Go
•

[4387] 32 - (1680) It was
narrated that 'Alqamah bin Wâ'il
narrated that his father told him:
"I was sitting with the Prophet
when a man came leading
another on a rope. He said: '0
Messenger of Allah, this man
killed my brother.' The
Messenger of Allah ii said: 'Did
you kill him?' He said: 'If he does
not admit it, I will establish proof
against him.' He said: 'Yes, I
killed him.' He said: 'How did
you kill him?' He said: 'He and I
were striking leaves from a tree,
and he insulted me so I got angry
and struck him with the axe on
the side of his head and killed
him.' The Prophet ; said to
him: 'Do you have anything with
which to pay the Diyah for
yourself?' He said: 'I have no
property except my cloak and my
axe.' He said 'Perhaps your
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people will pay your ransom?' He
said: 'I am too insignificant
among my people for that.' He
threw the rope to him and said:
'Take your companion away.' The
man took him away, and when he
turned away, the Messenger of
Allah 1j said: 'If he kills him he
will be like him.' He came back
and said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
I have heard that what you said:
"If he kills him he will be like
him," but I took him at your
command.' The Messenger of
Allah said: 'Don't you want him
to carry your sin and the sin of
your companion?' He said: '0
Prophet of Allah, yes.' He said: 'If
so, then let it be,' and he threw the
rope down and let him go."
[4388] 33 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Alqamah bin Wâ'il that his
father said: "A man who had
killed another man was brought
to the Messenger of Allah ij by
the heir of the one who had been
killed, and (the Messenger of
Allah jW gave the heir the right
to retaliate). He took him away
with a rope around his neck by
which he was leading him. When
he left, the Messenger of Allah
said: 'The killer and the slain
are both in Hell.' A man went to
that man and told him what the
had said,
Messenger of Allah
so he let him go."
Ismâ'Il bin Sâlim said: "I
mentioned that to Habib bin AbI
Thâbit and he said: 'Ibn Ashwa'
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told me that the Prophet
asked him to let him go and he
refused."
Chapter 11. The Diyah For A
Fetus; And The Diyah For
Accidental Killing And The
Ambiguous Killing Must Be
Paid By The 'Aqilah 111 Of The
Killer
[4389] 34 - (1681) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
there were two women from
Hudhail, one of whom threw a
stone at the other and caused her
to miscarry. The Prophet
ordered that a slave, male or
female, be given as Diyah.
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[4390] 35 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah i.iJ ruled that
a slave, male or female, be given
as Diyah for the fetus of a woman
from Banü Lihyân who was
miscarried and born dead. Then
the woman who was ordered to
give the slave had died, and the
Messenger of Allah
ruled that
her estate be given to her sons
and husband, and that the Diyah
be paid by her 'Aabah. [2]
[4391] 36 - ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
said: "Two women from Hudhail
fought and one of them threw a

'Aqilah: The relatives who must pay the 'Aqi or Diyah (blood money), meaning, the male
relatives on the father's side.
121 'Asabah: The male relatives on the father's side.
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rock at the other and killed her
and the child in her womb. They
referred the matter to the
Messenger of Allah , and the
ruled that
Messenger of Allah
the Diyah for her fetus was a
slave, male or female, and he
ruled that the Diyah for the
woman be paid by her (the
killer's) 'Aqilah, and that her
children and those who were with
her would inherit her estate.
IIamal bin An-Nâbighah AlHudhalI said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, how can a penalty be paid
for one who did not drink or eat,
or speak or make any sound (he
said so rhyming the words in a
poetic way)? Such a one should
be overlooked.' The Messenger
said: 'This man is one
of Allah
of the brothers of the soothsayers,'
because of the rhymed speech with
which he spoke."
[43921 (...) It was narrated that
Abü Hurairah said: "Two women
fought..." and he quoted the
IjadIth (as no. 4390), but he did
not mention: "Her children and
those who were with her would
inherit her estate." And he said:
"Someone said: 'Why should we
pay the Diyah?" But he did not
mention Uamal bin Mâlik by
name.
[4393] 37 - (1682) It was
narrated that A]-MughIrah bin
Shu'bah said: "A woman struck
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pregnant co-wife with a tent pole,
killing her. One of the women
was from the tribe of Liyân. The
Messenger of Allah
ruled that
the Diyah for the one who had
been killed was to be paid by the
Asabah of the killer, and a slave,
male or female, should be given
(as Diyah) for the fetus in her
womb. A man from the 'Asabah
of the killer said: 'Should we pay
the Diyah for one who did not
eat or drink or make any sound?
Such a one should be overlooked.'
The Messenger of Allah it said:
'Is this rhymed speech like that of
the Bedouin?"
He said: "And he () imposed
the Diyah on them."
[4394138 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Al-MughIrah bin Shu'bah
said: "A woman killed her cowife with a tent pole. Her case
was brought to the Messenger of
Allah
and he ruled that her
Aqilah should pay the Diyah. She
was pregnant, so he also ruled
that a slave be given as Diyah for
the fetus. One of her 'Asabah
said: 'Should we pay Diyah for
one who did not eat or drink or
cry or make any sound? Such a
one should be overlooked.' He
said: 'Is this rhymed speech like
that of the Bedouin?"
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[43951 ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of JarIr and Mufaddal (no.
4393, 4394) was narrated from
Mansür with this chain.

[4396] ( ... ) This JladIth was
narrated from Mansür with their
chain, except that it says: "She
miscarried, and the matter was
who
referred to the Prophet
ruled that a slave be given (as
Diyah). And he imposed that on
the relatives of the woman; but in
this HadIth it does not mention
the Diyah for the woman.

[4397] 39 - (1683) It was
narrated that Al-Miswar bin
Makhramah said: "Umar bin A]Khattâb consulted the people about
Diyah for a woman's miscarriage.
A1-Mughlrah bin Shu'bah said: 'I
saw the Prophet
ruling that a
slave, male or female, should be
given.' 'Umar said: 'Bring me
someone who can testify with you.'
He (the narrator) sa.; 'Muhammad
bin Maslamah testifie1 with him."
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29. The Book Of Hudâd

-

(

(Legal Punishments)

Chapter 1. The Hadd For
Stealing And The Minimum
Threshold
[4398] 1 - (1684) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
would cut
off the thief's hand for onequarter of a DInâr or more."

[43991 ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4398) was narrated from AzZuhrI with this chain.

[4400] 2 - (...) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that the Messenger
of Allah
said: "The hand of a
thief should not be cut off, except
for one-quarter of a DInâr or
more."
Hudüd: Plural; Iladd: Singular
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[44011 3 - (...) ' Aishah narrated
that she heard the Messenger of
Allah
say: "The hand should
not be cut off except for onequarter of a DInâr or more."

[4402] 4 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that she heard the
Prophet
say: "The hand of the
thief should not be cut off except
for one-quarter of a DInâr or
more."

[4403] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4402) was narrated from
YazId bin 'Abdullâh bin A1-HâdI
with this chain.
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[4404] 5 - (1685) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "At
the time of the Messenger of
Allah
the hand of a thief was
not cut off for less than the price
of a shield made of leather or
iron (steel?), both of which were
valuable."

[4405] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of Ibn Numair from Humaid bin
'Abdur-Rahmân Ar-Ru'âsi (no.
4404) was narrated from Hishâm
with this chain. In the HadIth of
'Abdur-Rahirn and Abü Usâmah
it says: "At that time it was
valuable."

[4406] 6 - (1686) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah cut off the
hand of a thief for a shield, the
value of which was three Dirham.
[4407] (...) A HadIth like that
of Yahyâ bin Mâlik (no. 4406)
was narrated from Nâfi' from
Ibn 'Umar, from the Prophet
, except that some of them
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said: 'Its value,' and some of
them said: "Its price was three
Dirham."

[44081 7 - (1687) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
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'May Allah curse the thief, for he
steals an egg and his hand is cut
off, or he steals a rope and his
hand is cut off."

[4409] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4408) was narrated from AlA'mash with this chain, except
that he said: "If he steals a rope,
if he steals an egg."

Chapter 2. Cutting off the hand
of a thief from the nobility and
others; the prohibition Of
interceding with regard to
Hudâd punishments
[44101 8 - (1688) It was
narrated from 'Aishah that
Quraish were concerned about
the case of the MakhzümI woman
who had stolen. They said: "Who
will speak to the Messenger of
Allah
concerning her?" Then
they said: "Who would dare to do
that but Usâmah, the beloved of
the Messenger of Allah ?" So
Usâmah spoke to him, and the
Messenger of Allah
said: "Are
you interceding about one of the
Ijadd punishments of Allah?" Then
he stood up and delivered a speech
in which he said: "0 people, those
who came before you were doomed
because if a nobleman among them
stole, they let him off, but if a lowly
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person stole, they carried out the
punishment on him. By Allah, if
Fâtimah the daughter of Muhammad
were to steal, I would cut off her
hand."

[4411] 9 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aishah, the wife of the
, that Quraish were
Prophet
concerned about the case of the
woman who had stolen, at the
time of the Messenger of Allah
, during the conquest of
Makkah. They said: "Who will
speak to the Messenger of Allah
concerning her?" Then they
said: "No one would dare to do
that but Usâmah bin Zaid, the
beloved of the Messenger of
Allah
She was brought to
, and
the Messenger of Allah
Usâmah bin Zaid spoke
concerning her. The color of the
face of the Messenger of Allah
changed, and he said: "Are
you interceding concerning one
of the 1-Iadd punishments of
Allah?" Usâmah said to him:
Pray for forgiveness for me, 0
Messenger of Allah! When
evening came, the Messenger of
Allah
stood up and delivered
a speech. He praised Allah as He
deserves to be praised, then he
said: "Those who came before
you were doomed because, if a
nobleman among them stole, they
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would let him off, but if a lowly
person stole, they would carry out
the Ijadd punishment on him. By
the One in Whose Hand is my
soul, if Fâtimah the daughter of
Muhammad were to steal, I would
cut off her hand." Then he
ordered that the hand of that
woman who had stolen be cut off.
Yünus said: Ibn Shihâb said:
'Urwah said: 'Aishah said: "She
repented properly after that, and
got married, and after that she
used to come and speak to me,
and I would convey what she said
to the Messenger of Allah ."
[4412] 10 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aiah said: "A MakhzümI
woman used to borrow things
and then deny it. The Prophet
ordered that her hand be cut off,
and her family came to Usâmah
bin Zaid and spoke to him, and
he spoke to the Messenger of
Allah
about her..." then he
(the sub-narrator) mentioned a
HadIth like that of Al-Laith and
Yünus (no. 4411).
[4413] 11 - (1689) It was
narrated from Jübair that a
woman from Banü Makhzüm
stole, and she was brought to the
Prophet jW,. She sought refuge
with Umm Salamah, the wife of
the Prophet , but the Prophet
ç said: "If Fâtimah were to steal
I would cut off her hand." And
her hand was cut off.
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Chapter 3. The Hadd punishment
for Zinâ (fornication, adultery)
[4414] 12 - (1690) It was
narrated that 'Ubâdah bin AsSamit said: "Learn from me,
learn from me, learn from me
(the kladd punishement for
Zinâ). Allah has ordained a way
for them. For an unmarried
person with an unmarried person,
one hundred lashes and exile for
one year. For a married person
with a married person, one
hundred lashes and stoning."

[4415] ( ... ) Mansür narrated a
similar report (as no. 4414) with
this chain.
[4416] 13 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Ubâdah bin As-Sâmit said:
"When the Revelation came
upon him, the Prophet
would
feel some distress because of
that, and his face would change
color. It came to him one day,
and he felt that distress, then
when it was over, he said: 'Learn
from me (the i-Iadd punishement
for Zinâ). Allah has ordained a
way for them, for a married
person with a married person and
for an unmarried person with an
unmarried person. For a married
person, one hundred lashes then
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stoning, and for an unmarried
person, one hundred lashes then
exile for one year."

[44171 14 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Qatâdah with this chain (a
Hadith similar to no. 4416), except
that in their (the sub-narrators)
HadIth it says: "An unmarried
person should be whipped then
exiled, and a married person
should be whipped then stoned"
and they did not mention (exile
for) one year or one hundred
(lashes).

Chapter 4. Stoning of a married
person for Zinâ
[44181 15 - (1691) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin
'Abbâs said: "'Umar bin AlKhattâb said, when he was sitting
on the Minbar of the Messenger of
Allah : Allah sent Muhammad
with the truth, and He revealed
the Book to him. One of the things
that Allah revealed to him was the
Verse of stoning. We recited it,
memorized it and understood it,
The Messenger of Allah stoned
(adulterers) and we stoned them
after him. But I am afraid that with
the passage of time, people will
say, we do not find (the Verse of)
stoning in the Book of Allah, so
they will go astray and forsake an
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obligation that Allah revealed.
Stoning (is mentioned) in the
Book of Allah as a duty which
much be carried out on those who
commit Zinâ if they are married,
men and women alike, if proof is
established or if there is pregnancy
or a confession."

[4419] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Az-ZuhrI (a HadIth similar to no.
4418) with this chain.

Chapter 5. One who confesses
to Zinâ

a

[4420] 16 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "A
Muslim man came to the
Messenger of Allah, when he
was in the Masjid and called out to
him, saying: 0 Messenger of
Allah, I have committed Zinâ. He
turned away from him, so he came
around to face him and said to
him: 0 Messenger of Allah, I have
committed Zinâ. He turned away
from him, until he had repeated
that four times. When he had
testified against himself four
times, the Messenger of Allah
called him and said: 'Are you
insane?' He said: No. He said:
'Are you married?' He said: Yes.
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The Messenger of Allah j said:
'Take him and stone him."
Ibn Shihâb said: "Someone told
me that he heard Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh say: I was one of those
who stoned him. We stoned him
in the prayer place, and when the
stones hurt him he ran away. We
caught up with him in the Harrah
and we stoned him."

[4421] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4420) was narrated from Ibn
Shihâb.

[4422] ( ... ) Ibn Shihâb said:
"Someone told me that he heard
Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh say..." a
report like that mentioned by
'Uqail (no. 4420).

[44231 ( ... ) It was narrated from
Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh from the
Prophet jlt - a report like that of
'Uqail from Az-ZuhrI, from
Sa'eed, from Abil Salamah, from
Abü Hurairah (no. 4420).
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[4424] 17 - (1692) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin Samurah
said: "I saw Mâ'iz bin Mâlik
when he was brought to the
Prophet jW,, a short, well built
man who was not wearing a Ridâ'
(upper garment). He testified
against himself four times, saying
that he had committed Zinâ, and
said:
the Messenger of Allah
'Perhaps you (kissed her or
embraced her)?' He said: 'No, by
Allah, this ignoble one has
committed Zinâ.' So he stoned
him, then he gave a speech in
which he said: 'Every time we set
out on a campaign for the sake of
Allah, one of them stayed behind
and bleated like a male goat, and
gave a small amount of milk or
food (in return for sexual favors).
By Allah, if I get hold of one of
them I will certainly make an
example of him."
[4425] 18 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
Samurah said: "A short man,
muscular, with unkempt hair who
was wearing an Izâr (lower
garment) and who had committed
Zinâ was brought to the Messenger
of Allah je5,. He turned him away
twice, then he ordered that he be
stoned. The Messenger of Allah
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j said: 'Every time we went out
on a campaign for the sake of
Allah, one of you stayed behind
and bleated like a male goat, and
gave a small amount of milk or
food (in return for sexual favors).
If Allah enables me to get hold of
one of them, I will make an
example of him."
He (the narrator) said: I narrated
it to Sa'eed bin Jubair and he said:
He turned him away four times.

[4426] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of Ibn Ja'far (no. 4425) was
narrated from Jâbir bin Samurah
from the Prophet
Shabâbah
agreed with his saying: he turned
him away twice. "In the IjadIth of
Abü 'Amir it says: "He ()
turned him away two or three
times."

[4427] 19 - (1693) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
the Prophet
said to Mâ'iz bin
Mãlik: "Is it true what I have
heard about you?" He said:
"What have you heard about
me?" He said: "I heard that you
committed Zinâ with the slave
woman of the family of so-andso." He said: "Yes." He (the
narrator) said: "He testified to
that four times, then he ()
ordered that he be stoned."
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[44281 20 - (1694) It was
narrated from Abfl Sa'eed that a
man from Aslam who was called
Mâ'iz bin Mâlik came to the
Messenger of Allah
and said:
"I have committed an immoral
deed, carry out (the punishment)
on me." The Prophet
turned
him away (from him) several
times, then he asked his people
about him, and they said: "We do
not know of anything wrong with
him, except that he has done
something, and we think that he
feels there is no way out except
having the Ijadd punishment
carried out on him." He went back
to the Messenger of Allah , and
he commanded us to stone him.
We took him to Baql' Al-Gharqad,
and we did not tie him up or dig a
pit for him. We threw bones, clods
of earth and pebbles at him, and
he ran away, so we ran after him,
until he reached the stony ground
of the Harrah. He stopped there
for us, and we threw the heavy
stones of the Harrah at him until
he stopped moving. Then the
Messenger of Allah
stood up
and delivered a speech in the
evening and said: "Every time we
went out on a campaign for the sake
of Allah, a man would stay behind
amongst our families and bleat like
a male goat. It is my duty, if a man
who has done that is brought to me,
to make an example of him." And
he () did not pray for
forgiveness for him or curse him.
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[4429] 21 - ( ... ) Dâwüd
narrated a similar report (as no.
4428) with this chain, and he said
in the HadIth: "The Prophet
stood up in the afternoon and
praised and glorified Allah, then
he said: 'What is the matter with
people who, when we go out on a
campaign, one of them stays
behind and bleats like a male
goat?' and he did not say: 'Who
stays behind amongst our
families."
[4430] ( ... ) Part of this HadIth
was narrated from DâwiId (as
HadItj no. 4429) with this chain,
except that in the HadIth of
Sufyân (a sub-narrator) it says:
"He confessed to Zinâ three
times."

[4431] 22 - (1695) It was
narrated from Sulaimân bin
Buraidah that his father said:
"Mâ'iz bin Mâlik came to the
Prophet
and said: '0
Messenger of Allah, purify me!
He said: 'Woe to you, go back
and seek forgiveness from Allah
and repent to Him.' He came
back shortly after that and said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, purify
me!' He said: 'Woe to you, go
back and seek forgiveness from
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Allah and repent to Him.' He
came back shortly after that and
said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
purify me!' The Prophet Ug., said
something similar, then when it
was the fourth time the Messenger
of Allah
said to him: 'From
what should I purify you?' He said:
'From Zinâ.' The Messenger of
Allah asked, 'Is he insane?' and
he was told that he was not insane.
He said: Has he drunk wine? A
man got up and smelt his breath,
and he did not find any smell of
wine. The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Did you commit Zinâ?' He
said: 'Yes.' So he ordered that he
be stoned. The people were of two
minds about him. Some said: 'He is
doomed, he has been encompassed
by his sin.' Others said: 'There is no
repentance better than that of
Mâ'iz; he came to the Prophet
and put his hand in his, and said:
Kill me with stones.' This
(controversy) carried on for two or
three days, then the Messenger of
Allah
came when they were
sitting. He greeted them with
Salâm then sat down, and said:
'Pray for forgiveness for Mâ'iz bin
Mâlik.' They said: 'May Allah
forgive Mâ'iz bin Mâlik.' The
Messenger of Allah jok, said: 'He
has repented in such a way that if it
were to be divided among a nation
it would be sufficient for them."
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"Then a woman from Ghâmid
from A1-Azd came to him and
said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
purify me.' He said: 'Woe to you!
Go back and seek forgiveness
from Allah and repent to Him.'
She said: I think that you want to
turn me away as you turned
Mâ'iz away. He said: 'Why is
that?' She said: "I am pregnant
as a result of Zinâ." He said:
'You have done that?' She said:
'Yes.' He said to her: 'Not until
you give birth to that which is in
your womb.' A man among the
Ansâr sponsored her until she
gave birth, then he came to the
Prophet
and said: 'The
Ghâmidi woman has given birth.'
He said: 'We will not stone her
and leave her young child with no
one to breast-feed him.' A man
among the Ansâr said: 'I will take
responsibility for his breastfeeding, 0 Prophet of Allah.'
Then he had her stoned."
[4432] 23 - ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin
Buraidah narrated from his
father that Mâ'iz bin Mâlik A]AslamI came to the Messenger of
Allah ç and said: "0 Messenger
of Allah, I have wronged myself
and committed Zinâ, and I want
you to purify me." But he turned
him away. The next day he came
to him and said: "0 Messenger
of Allah, I have committed
Zinâ;" but he turned him away a
second time, and the Messenger
of Allah
sent word to his
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people saying: "Do you know
whether there is anything wrong
with his mind?" They said: "All
we know is that he is of sound
mind, and he is one of our
righteous men as far as we can
tell." He came to him () a
third time, and he sent word to
them again asking them, and they
told him: "There is nothing
wrong with him or his mind."
When he came a fourth time, he
had a pit dug for him then he
ordered that he be stoned.
Then the GhâmidI woman came
and said: "0 Messenger of Allah,
I have committed Zinâ, purify
me;" but he turned her away.
The next day she said: "0
Messenger of Allah, why are you
turning me away? Perhaps you
are turning me away as you
turned Mâ'iz away. But by Allah,
I am pregnant." He said: "Then
no (not now), go away until you
give birth." When she gave birth,
she brought the child to him
wrapped in a cloth, and said:
"Here he is, I have given birth."
He said: "Go away and breastfeed him until he is weaned."
When she had weaned him, she
brought the boy to him, with a
piece of bread in his hand and
said: "Here, 0 Prophet of Allah,
I have weaned him, and he is
eating food." He handed the boy
over to one of the Muslim men,
then he ordered that a pit be dug
for her, up to her chest, and he
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ordered the people to stone her.
Khâlid bin Al-WalId came
forward with a stone, which he
flung at her head. The blood
spurted onto Khâlid's face and he
cursed her. The Prophet of Allah
heard him cursing her and he
said: "Calm down, 0 Khâlid! By
the One in Whose Hand is my
soul, she has repented in such a
manner that if the Maks' 1 collector repented like that, he
would be forgiven."
Then he ordered that the
funeral prayer be offered for her,
and she was buried.
[4433] 24 - ( 1696) It was
narrated from 'Imrân bin Husain
that a woman from Juhainah
came to the Prophet of Allah
and she was pregnant as the result
of Zinâ. She said: 0 Prophet of
Allah, I have done something that
incurs a Hadd punishment, so
carry it out on me. The Prophet of
Allah ç called her guardian and
said: "Treat her well, then when
she has given birth, bring her to
me." He did that, and the Prophet
of Allah ij ordered that her
clothes be tied around her, then he
ordered that she be stoned. Then
he offered the funeral prayer for
her, and 'Umar said to him: "Will
you offer the funeral prayer for
her, 0 Prophet of Allah, when she
has committed Zinâ?" He said:
[1]
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"She has repented in such a manner
that if it were divided among seventy
of the people of Al-Madinah, it
would be sufficient for them. Have
you seen any repentance better than
that of one who sacrificed herself to
Allah, Exalted is He?"
[44341 ( ... ) Yahyâ bin AbI
Kathir narrated a similar report
(as HadIth no. 4433) with this
chain.

[4435] 25 - (1697/1698) It was
narrated that Abfl Hurairah and
Zaid bin Khâlid Al-JuhanI said:
"A man from among the Bedouin
came to the Messenger of Allah
and said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, I adjure you by Allah to
judge me according to the Book
of Allah.' The second claimant who was wiser than him - said:
'Yes, judge between us according
to the Book of Allah, but let me
speak.' The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Speak.' He said: 'My son
was employed by this man, and
he committed Zinâ with his wife.
I was told that my son should be
stoned, but I ransomed him for
one hundred sheep and a slave
girl. I asked the people of
knowledge and they told me that
my son should be given one
hundred lashes and be exiled for
one year, and that this man's
wife should be stoned.' The
Messenger of Allah ij said: 'By
the One in Whose Hand is my
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soul, I will judge between you
according to the Book of Allah.
The slave girl and the sheep
should be given back, and your
son should be given one hundred
lashes and exiled for one year.
Tomorrow, 0 Unais, go to the
wife of this man, and if she
admits it, then stone her.'
"The next day he went to her,
and she admitted it, so the
Messenger of Allah ç ordered
that she be stoned."

[44361 ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4435) was narrated from AzZuhrI with this chain.

Chapter 6. Stoning Jews and
AN Adh-Dhimmah for Zinâ
[4437] 26 - (1699) 'Abdullâh
bin 'Umar narrated that a Jewish
man and Jewish woman who had
committed Zinâ were brought to
the Messenger of Allah . The
Messenger of Allah jW, went to
the Jews and said: "What do you
find in the Tawrât (Torah) about
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the one who commits Zinâ?"
They said: "We make them sit
backwards (on mounts) and
parade them around." He said:
"Bring the Tawrât (Torah) if you
are telling the truth." They
brought it and read it, and when
they reached the Verse of
stoning, the person who was
reading placed his hand over the
Verse of stoning and read that
which came before it and that
which came after it. 'Abdulláh
bin Salâm - who was with the
Messenger of Allah
- said to
him: "Tell him to lift his hand,"
so he lifted it, and there beneath
it was the Verse of stoning. So
the Messenger of Allah
ordered that they be stoned."
"'Abdullâh bin 'Umar said: 'I
was among those who stoned
them, and I saw him shielding
her from the stones with his
body."
[4438] 27 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah
stoned
two Jews, a man and a woman,
for Zinâ. The Jews brought them
to the Messenger of Allah
...
and he quoted a similar IjadIth
(as no. 4437).
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[4439] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn 'Umar that the Jews brought
a man - of their own people - and
a woman who had committed
Zinâ, to the Messenger of Allah
... and he quoted a HadIth like
that of 'Ubaidullâh from Nâfi'
(no. 4437).
[4440] 28 - (1700) It was
narrated that Al-Barâ' bin 'Azib
said: A Jew whose face had been
blackened and who had been
whipped passed by the Messenger
of Allah
He called them and
said: "Is this how you find the
punishment for Zinâ in your
Book?" They said: "Yes." He
called one of their scholars and
said: "I adjure you by Allah Who
sent down the Tawrât (Torah) to
Müsã, is this how you find the
punishment for Zinâ in your
Book?" He said: "No. Had you
not adjured me (by Allah), I
would not have told you. We find
(that the punishment) is stoning,
but it became common among our
nobles, so, if we caught a noble we
would let him go, but if we caught
a lowly person we would carry out
the punishment on him. We said:
Come, let us agree on something
that we can impose on noble and
lowly alike. So we made (the
punishment of) blackening of the
face and whipping instead of
stoning." The Messenger of Allah
said: "0 Allah, I am the first to
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revive Your command which they
had made dead." Then he ()
ordered that he be stoned, and
Allah revealed: "0 Messenger!
Let not those who hurry to fall
into disbelief grieve you... If you
are given this, take it..." (AlMâ'idah 5:41). He (the Jew) said:
Go to Muhammad (a), and if he
orders you to blacken the face
and whip him, then accept it, but
if he tells you to stone him, then
beware. Then Allah revealed the
words: "And whosoever does not
judge by what Allah has revealed,
such are the disbelievers (AlMâ'idah 5:44), "...And whosoever
does not judge by that which
Allah has revealed, such are the
wrongdoers (Al-Mâ'idah 5:45),
"And whosoever does not judge
by what Allah has revealed (then)
such (people) are the rebellious
to Allah" (Al-Mâ'idah 5:47), all
concerning the disbelievers.

[44411 ( ... ) A]-A'mash narrated
a similar I-JudIth (as no. 4440)
with this chain, as far as the
words: "Then the Prophet j4
ordered that he be stoned," and
he did not mention what comes
after that about the revelation of
the Verse.
[4442] 28B - (1701) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: The Prophet 1i
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stoned a man from Aslam, and a
Jewish man and his wife.

:JZ

[4443] ( ... ) Ibn Juraij narrated a
similar report (as no. 4442) with
this chain, except that he said:
"And a woman."

[4444] 29 - (1702) It was
narrated that Isâq Ash-ShaibânI
said: "I asked 'Abdullâh bin AbI
Awfa: 'Did the Messenger of
Allah
stone anyone?' He said:
'Yes.' I said: Was that after the
Verse in Sârat An-Nâr or before
it? 'He said:' I do not know."
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[4445] 30 - (1703) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"I heard the Messenger of Allah
say: 'If the slave woman of
one of you commits Zinâ and it
becomes clear, then carry out the
Ijadd punishment of whipping on
her, but do not rebuke her. Then
if she commits Zinâ (a second
time) and it becomes clear, then
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carry out the Jjadd punishment
of whipping on her, but do not
rebuke her. Then if she commits
Zinâ a third time, and it becomes
clear, sell her, even for a rope of
hair."
[4446] 31 - ( ... ) It was narrated
concerning
from the Prophet
the whipping of a slave woman (a
HadIth similar to no. 4445) if she
commits Zinâ three times: "Then
let him sell her the fourth time."

[4447] 32 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
was asked
Messenger of Allah
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about a slave woman who commits
Zinâ and is not married. He said:
"If she commits Zinâ, whip her;
then if she commits Zinâ (again),
whip her; then if she commits
Zinâ, whip her, then sell her, even
if it is for a rope."
Ibn Shihâb said: I do not know
whether it (the selling) was after
the third time or the fourth.

[4448] 33 - (1704) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah and
Zaid bin Khâlid Al-JuhanI that
the Messenger of Allah
was
asked about a slave woman... a
similar report (as no. 4447).

[4449] (...) A HadIth like that
of Mâlik (no. 4448) was narrated
from Abil Hurairah and Zaid bin
Khâlid Al-JuhanI from the
Prophet . The uncertainty as to
whether she is to be sold after the
third time or the fourth appears in
all the reports.
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Chapter 7. Delaying the Hadd
punishment in the case of
women who have just given
birth
[4450] 34 - (1705) It was
narrated that Abü 'AbdurRabmân said: "All (may Allah
honor his face) gave a speech and
said: '0 people, carry out the
Ijadd punishments on your slaves,
those who are married and those
who are not married. A slave
woman of the Messenger of Allah
committed Zinâ, and he told
me to whip her, but she had
recently given birth, and I was
afraid that if I whipped her, I
would kill her. I mentioned that to
the Prophet
and he said: You
have done well."

[4451] ( ... ) It was narrated from
As-Suddi with this chain (a
similar HadIth as no. 4450), but
he did not mention: "Those who
are married and those who are
not married." And he added in
the HadIth: "Leave her until she
recovers."
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Chapter 8. Hadd punishment
for drinking alcohol
[4452] 35 - (1706) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that a man who had drunk wine
was brought to the Prophet
and he whipped him with two
palm branches approximately
forty times.
He said: "And Abü Bakr did
that, but when 'Umar was caliph
he consulted the people and
'Abdur-Rahmân said: 'The least
of the Ijadd punishments is
eighty,' so 'Umar enjoined that."

[4453] ( ... ) Qatâdah said: I
heard Anas say: A man was
brought to the Prophet
and
he mentioned a similar report (as
no. 4452)."

[4454] 36 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas bin Mâlik that the
Prophet of Allah il whipped
people for drinking wine with
palm branches and shoes, then
Abü Bakr ordered that forty
lashes be given, but when 'Umar
was caliph, the people drew near
to countryside and cities. He said:
"What do you think about
whipping for drinking wine?"
'Abdur-Rahmân bin 'Awf said: "I
think you should make it like the
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lightest of the Hadd punishments"
so 'Umar ordered that eighty
lashes be given.
[4455] ( ... ) Hishâm narrated a
similar report (as no. 4454) with
this chain.

[4456] 37 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas that the Prophet
used to give forty lashes with
palm branches and shoes for
(drinking) wine; then he
mentioned a similar HadIth (as
no. 4454), but he did not mention
countryside and cities.

[4457] 38 - (1707) Huclayn bin
Al-Mundhir Abü Sasân said: "I
saw when A1-WalId was brought
to 'Uthmân bin 'Affân after he
had led two Rak'ah of Fajr prayer
and then said: 'Shall I lead you in
further prayers?' Two men bore
witness against him. One of them
was Humrân, who said that he had
drunk wine, and the other testified
that he had seen him vomiting.
'Uthmân said: 'He would not have
vomited unless he drank it.' He
said: '0 'Ali, get up and whip him.'
'Ali said: '0 Hasan, get up and
whip him. Al-Uasan said: 'Let
those who are enjoying the
position of leadership carry out
the punishment.' It was as if he
('All) got upset with him and he
said: 'Get up, 0 'Abdullâh bin
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Ja'far! Get up and whip him.' So
he whipped him, and 'All counted
until he had reached forty, then he
said: 'Stop.' Then he said: 'The
Prophet
gave forty lashes, and
Abü Bakr gave forty, and 'Umar
gave eighty. All are Sunnah but
this is dearer to me."

[4458] 39 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Ali said: "I did not carry out
any Ijadd punishment on a
person who died as a result, but I
did not mind, except in the case of
one who had drunk wine, because
if he died I would pay the Diyah,
because the Messenger of Allah
did not specify any number."

[4459] ( ... ) Sufyân narrated a
similar report (as no. 4458), with
this chain.
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Chapter 9. Number of lashes in
the case of Ta'zIr
[4460] 40 - (1708) It was
narrated from Abü Burdah AlAnsârI that he heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: "No
one should be given more than
ten lashes except in the case of
one of the Ijadd punishments
prescribed by Allah."

Chapter 10. The Hadd
punishments are an expiation
for those on whom they are
carried out
[4461] 41 - (1709) It was
narrated that 'Ubâdah bin AsSâmit said: "We were with the
Messenger of Allah
in a
gathering, and he said: 'Swear
allegiance to me, pledging that
you will not associate anything
with Allah, you will not commit
Zinâ, you will not steal and you
will not kill any soul whom Allah
has forbidden killing except in
cases dictated by (Islamic) law.
Whoever among you fulfills that,
his reward will be with Allah, and
whoever does any of those things
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and is punished for it, that will be
an expiation for him. Whoever
does any of those things and
Allah conceals him, his case will
rest with Allah: if He wills He
will forgive him and if He wills
He will punish him."

[4462] 42 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Az-ZuhrI with this chain (a
HadIth similar to no. 4461). He
added in the HadIth: "And he
recited to us the Verse of (Slirat)
An-Nisâ': '...That they will not
associate anything in worship with
Allah..." (Al-Mumtahanah 60:12).
[4463] 43 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Ubâdah bin As-Samit said:
"The Messenger of Allah
took
a pledge from us as he took from
the women: That we would not
associate anything in worship with
Allah, we would not steal, we
would not commit Zinâ, we would
not kill our children and we would
not slander one another. (The
Messenger of Allah would say:)
among you fulfills that, his reward
is with Allah, and whoever among
you does any of these things and is
punished for it, that will be his
expiation. If Allah conceals
anyone, his case will rest with
Allah: if He wills He will punish
him and if He wills He will forgive
him
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[4464] 44 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Ubâdah bin As-Sâmit said: I
am one of the leaders who swore
allegiance to the Messenger of
Allah
. He said: "We swore
allegiance to him, pledging that
we would not associate anything
in worship with Allah, we would
not commit Zinâ, we would not
steal, we would not kill any soul
whom Allah has forbidden killing
except in cases dictated by (Islamic)
law, we would not plunder and we
would not disobey. Paradise (would
be ours) if we did that, but if we
committed any of these actions
then the judgment would be
decided by Allah, exalted and
glorified is He."
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Chapter 11. There is no Diyah
for injuries caused by animals
or by falling into a mine or well
[4465] 45 - (1710) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"There is no Diyah for injuries
caused by animals. There is no
Diyah for injuries caused by
falling into a well. There is no
Diyah for injuries suffered when
working in a mine. And the Khums
is due on buried treasure."
[4466] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 4465) was narrated from AzZuhrI with the chain of Al-Laith.
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[4467] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4465) was narrated from Abü
Hurairah, from the Messenger of
Allah .

[4468] 46 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"There is no Diyah for injuries
caused by falling into a well. There
is no Diyah for injuries suffered
when working in a mine. There is
no Diyah for injuries caused by an
animal. And the Khums is due on
buried treasure."
[4469] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4468) was narrated from Abü
Hurairah from the Prophet .
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30. The Book Of
Judicial Decisions

Chapter 1. Oath should be
sworn by the defendant
[44701 1 - (1711) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
the Prophet
said: "If people
were given on the basis of their
claims, people would claim the
lives and property of men.
Rather the oath should be sworn
by the defendant."

[4471] 2 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs that the
Messenger of Allah
ruled that
the oath should be sworn by the
defendant.

Chapter 2. The obligation of
judging on the basis of a
witness and an oath
[4472] 3 - (1712) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
the Messenger of Allah
judged on the basis of a witness
and an oath.
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LcChapter 3. The judgment of the
judge does not change what
happened
[44731 4 - (1713) It was
narrated that Umm Salamah
said: The Messenger of Allah
said: "You refer your disputes to
me, but one of you may be more
eloquent in arguing than the
other, and I judge in his favor
because of what I hear from him.
If I allocate to a person
something that is his brother's
right, let him not take it, for I
have allocated him a piece of
Fire."

[4474] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4473) was narrated from
Hishâm with this chain.

[4475] 5 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Umm Salamah, the wife of
the Messenger of Allah , that
the Messenger of Allah ç heard
noise of a dispute by the door of
his apartment. He went out to
them and said: "I am only
human. Disputants come to me
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and one of them may be more
eloquent than the other, so I
think that he is telling the truth
and I rule in his favor. If I rule in
a person's favor concerning the
rights of another Muslim, it is no
more than a piece of Fire, so let
him burden himself with it or
forsake it."

[4476] 6 - ( ... ) A HadIth like
that of Yünus (no. 4475) was
narrated from Az-ZuhrI with this
chain.
According to the IjadIth of
Ma'mar: She (i.e., Umm Salamah)
said: The Messenger of Allah
heard the sound of a dispute by
her door.

Chapter 4. The case of Hind

[4477] 7 - (1714] It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: Hind
bint 'Utbah, the wife of AN Sufyân,
entered upon the Messenger of
Allah and said: 0 Messenger of
Allah, AN Sufyân is a stingy man
and he does not give me enough
maintenance for myself and my
children, unless I take from his
wealth without his knowledge. Is
there any sin on me for that? The
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Messenger of Allah jg said: "Take
from his wealth on a reasonable
basis, whatever is sufficient for
yourself and your children."

[44781 ( ... ) It was narrated from
Hishâm with this chain (a similar
HadIth as no. 4477).

[4479] 8 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: Hind came to
the Prophet i and said: 0
Messenger of Allah, by Allah,
there was no household on earth
upon whom I would have loved
to see Allah bring disgrace more
than your household, but now
there is no household on earth
upon whom I would love to see
Allah bring honor more than
your household. The Prophet
said: "And that (love) will
increase, by the One in Whose
Hand is my soul." Then she said:
O Messenger of Allah, Abü
Sufyãn is a niggardly man. Is
there any sin on me if I spend on
his children from his wealth
without his knowledge? The
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Prophet
said: "There is no sin
on you if you spend on them on a
reasonable basis."

[4480] 9 - ( ... ) 'Urwah bin AzZubair narrated that 'Aishah said:
Hind bint 'Utbah bin RabI'ah
came and said: 0 Messenger of
Allah, by Allah there was no
household on earth whom I would
love to see humiliated more than
your household, but now there is
no household on earth whom I
would love to see honored more
than your household. The
Messenger of Allah said: "And
that (love) will increase, by the
One in Whose Hand is my soul."
Then she said: 0 Messenger of
Allah, Abü Sifyân is a niggardly
man. Is there any sin on me if I
feed our children from what he
has? He said: "No, but do that on a
reasonable basis."

Chapter 5. The Prohibition Of
asking too much with no need.
The prohibition Of withholding
the rights of others and asking
of them, which means refusing
to give others their rights and
asking for that to which one is
not entitled
[4481] 10 - (1715) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
said:
The Messenger of Allah
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"Allah likes three things for you
and dislikes three things for you.
He likes for you to worship Him
and not associate anything with
Him, and to hold fast to the rope
of Allah altogether and not be
divided; and He dislikes for you
to gossip, to ask too much and to
waste money."
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[44821 11 - ( ... ) A similar report
(as no. 4483) was narrated from
Suhail with this chain, except that
he said: (The Prophet J said:) He
does not like three things for you.
And he did not mention: and do
not be divided.
[4483] 12 - (593) It was
narrated from Al-MughIrah bin
Shu'bah that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "Allah has
forbidden to you disobedience to
mothers, burying daughters alive,
and withholding the rights of
others and asking of them. And
He dislikes three things for you:
gossip, asking too much and
wasting money."
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[44841 ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4483) was narrated from
Mansür with this chain, except
that he said: the Messenger of
Allah
forbade to you, and he
did not say: Allah forbade to you.
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[4485] 13 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ash-Sha'bI: The scribe of A]MughIrah bin Shu'bah told me:
Mushahwiyah wrote to AlMughIrah (saying): Write for me
something that you heard from the
Messenger of Allah . He wrote
to him: I heard the Messenger of
Allah
say: "Allah dislikes three
things for you: gossip, wasting
money and asking too much."

[44861 14 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Warrâd said: A]-MughIrah
wrote to Muahwiyah: I heard
the Messenger of Allah
say:
"Allah has forbidden three things
and disallowed three things. He
has forbidden disobedience to
parents, burying daughters alive
and withholding the rights of
others and asking of them; and
He has disallowed three things:
gossip, asking too much and
wasting money."

Chapter 6. The reward of the
judge if he strives to reach a
decision, whether he gets it
right or wrong
[44871 15 - (1716) It was
narrated from 'Amr bin A]-'As
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that he heard the Messenger of
Allah
say: "If a judge passes a
judgment, having striven to reach
a decision, and he gets it right, he
will have two rewards. If he
passes a judgment, having striven
to reach a decision, and he gets it
wrong, he will have one reward."

[4488] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4487) was narrated from
'Abdul-'AzIz bin Muhammad, and
at the end of the HadIth he added:
YazId said: I narrated this HadIth
to AN Bakr bin Muhammad bin
'Amr bin Hazm, and he said: This
is what AN Salamah narrated to
me from Abü Hurairah.

[4489] ( ... ) Yazid bin 'Abdullâh
bin Usâmah bin Al-Had Al-Laithi
narrated a HadIth like that of
'Abdul-'AzIz bin Muhammad (no.
4488), with both chains.

Chapter 7. It is Disliked for a
judge to pass a judgment when
he is angry
[4490] 16 - (1717) It was
narrated that 'Abdur-Rahmân bin
AbI Bakrah said: My father wrote
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- and I wrote it down for him - to
'Ubaidullâh bin AbI Bakrah, who
was the QâiI of Sijistan, (telling
him): Do not pass judgment
between two people when you are
angry, for I heard the Messenger
say: "No one should
of Allah
pass judgment between two
people when he is angry."

[44911 ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of Abü 'Awânah (no. 4490) was
narrated from 'Abdur-Rahmân
bin AbI Bakrah, from his father,
from the Prophet j.

Chapter 8. Rejection of wrong
rulings and of newly-invented
matters
(A
[4492] 17 - (1718) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: The
said:
Messenger of Allah
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"Whoever introduces something
into this matter of ours that is not
part of it will have it rejected."

[4493] 18 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Sa'd bin IbrâhIm said: I asked
A1-Qâsim bin Muhammad about a
man who had three dwellings and
left a will concerning one third of
each dwelling. He said: That could
all be combined in one dwelling.
Then he said: 'Aishah told me that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Whoever does something that is
not in accordance with this matter
of ours will have it rejected."

Chapter 9. The best of witnesses

[4494] 19 - (1719) It was
narrated from Zaid bin Khâlid
A]-JuhanI that the Prophet
said: "Shall I not tell you of the
best of witnesses?" The one who
gives his testimony before being
asked for it."
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Chapter 10. Differences between
Mujtahid
[4495] 20 - (1720) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "There were
two women who had their sons
with them. The wolf came and
took away the son of one of
them, and she said to her
companion: 'The wolf has taken
your son.' The other said: No, it
has taken your son. They referred
for judgment to Dâwüd , and
he ruled in favor of the elder
woman. They went out to
Sulaimân, the son of Dâwüd ,
and told him about that, and he
said: 'Bring me a knife and I will
divide him between you.' The
younger woman said: 'No, may
Allah have mercy on you! He is
her son.' So he ruled in favor of
the younger woman."
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[4496] ( ... ) A HadIth like that of
Warqâ' (no. 4495) was narrated
from Abii Az-Zinnâd with this
chain.
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Chapter 11. It is recommended
for a judge to reconcile between
disputants

(
[4497] 21 - (1721) It was
narrated that Hammâm bin
Munabbih said: This is what Abü
Hurairah narrated to us from the
Messenger of Allah
. He
mentioned a number of AhâdIth,
including the following: The
Messenger of Allah
said: "A
man bought some property from
another man, and the man who
had bought the property found
therein a jar full of gold. The one
who had bought the property said
to him: 'Take your gold from me,
for I only bought the land from
you, and I did not buy the gold
from you.' The one who had sold
the land said: 'I sold you the land
and whatever is in it.' They
referred to another man for
judgment and one of them said:
'I have a son.' The other said: 'I
have a daughter.' He said: 'Let
the son many the daughter, and
spend some of it on yourselves
and give some in charity."
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31. The Book Of
Lost Property

Chapter... [sic]. Memorizing
the features of the bag and
strap, and the ruling on lost
sheep and camels
[4498] 1 - (1722) It was
narrated that Zaid bin Khâlid AlJuhanI said: A man came to the
and asked about
Prophet
picking up lost items. He said:
"Memorize the features of its bag
and strap, and announce it for a
year. Then if its owner comes
(give it to him), otherwise it is
yours." He said: What about a
lost sheep? He (;) said: "It is
either for you or your brother or
for the wolf." He said: What
about a lost camel? He () said:
"What have you to do with it? It
has its water supply and its feet,
and it can come to the water and
eat from the trees, until its
master finds it."

[44991 2 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Zaid bin Khâlid Al-JuhanI
that a man asked the Messenger
about picking up lost
of Allah
items. He () said: "Announce
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it for one year, then memorize
the features of its strap and bag,
then spend from it. Then if its
owner comes, pay him back." He
said: 0 Messenger of Allah, what
about a lost sheep? He () said:
"Take it, for it will be either for
you, for your brother or for the
wolf." He said: 0 Messenger of
Allah, what about a lost camel?
He (the narrator) said: The
Messenger of Allah became so
angry that his cheeks turned red or his face turned red - and he
() said: "What have you to do
with it? It has its feet and its
water supply until its owner finds
it."

[4500] 3 - ( ... ) RabI'ah bin
'Abdur-Rahmân narrated a
HadIth like that of Mâlik (no.
4498) with this chain, except that
he added: A man came to the
Messenger of Allah when I was
with him and asked him about
picking up lost items. And he said:
'Amr said in the HadIth: (The
Prophet said:) "If no one comes
looking for it, then spend it."

[4501] 4 - ( ... ) Zaid bin Khâlid
Al-JuhanI said: A man came to
the Messenger of Allah
and
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he mentioned a HadIth like that
of Ismâ'Il bin Ja'far (no. 4499),
except that he said: His face and
forehead turned red and he
became angry. And after the
words ...'Announce it for a year"
he (the sub-narrator) added,
"then if its owner does not come,
it is a trust with you."

[4502] 5 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from YazId, the freed slave of A]Munba'ith, that he heard Zaid
bin Khâlid Al-JuhanI, the
Companion of the Messenger of
Allah , say: The Messenger of
was asked about picking
Allah
up lost gold and silver. He ()
said: "Memorize the features of
its strap and bag, then announce
it for one year. If you do not find
[its owner] then spend it, but it is
a trust with you. If some day its
owner comes looking for it, then
pay him back." And he asked
him about a lost camel. He said:
"What have you to do with it?
Let it be, for it has its feet and
water supply with it, and it seeks
water and eats the trees, until its
master finds it." And he asked
him about a lost sheep. He said:
"Take it, for it is either for you
for your brother or for the wolf."
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[4503] 6 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from YazId, the freed slave of AlMunba'iih, from Zaid bin Khâlid
Al-JuhanI, that a man asked the
about a lost camel.
Prophet
RabI'ah added: He () became
so angry that his cheeks turned
red.., and he quoted a IjadIth
similar to their (no. 4502), and
added (that the Prophet
said:)
"If its owner comes and recognizes
its bag, amount and strap, then
give it to him, otherwise it is
yours."

[4504] 7 - (...) It was narrated
that Zaid bin Khâlid A]-Juhanl
said: The Messenger of Allah
was asked about picking up lost
items. He said: "Announce it for
one year, then if it is not recognized
(i.e., claimed), memorize the
features of its bag and strap, then
consume it, but if its owner comes,
pay it back."

[4505] 8 - ( ... ) Ad-Dahhâk bin
'Uthmân narrated it with this
chain (a HadIth similar to no.
4504), and he said in the IjadIth:
"If it is recognized, then pay it
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back, otherwise memorize the
features of its strap, bag, container
and amount."

[45061 9 - (1723) It was
narrated that Salamah bin
Kuhayl said: I heard Suwaid bin
Ghafalah say: I went out with
Zaid bin Saban and Salman bin
RabI'ah on a campaign, and I
found a whip and picked it up.
They said to me: Leave it. I said:
No, but I will announce it. If its
owner comes (I will give it to
him), otherwise I will make use
of it. I refused (to pay heed to
them). When we came back from
our campaign, it was decreed that
I would go for ffajj. I came to AlMadinah and met Ubayy bin
Ka'b, and I told him about the
whip and what they had said. He
said: At the time of the Messenger
of Allah
I found a moneybag
in which there was one hundred
DInâr. I brought it to the
Messenger of Allah
and he
said: "Announce it for one year."
So I announced it, but no one
came forward to claim it. I came
to him again and he said:
"Announce it for one year," but
no one came forward to claim it.
Then I came to him again and he
said, "Announce it for one year."
So I announced it, but no one
came forward to claim it. Then
he said: "Memorize its number,
and the features of its bag and
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strap, then if its owner comes
(give it to him), otherwise make
use of it." So I made use of it.
I met him in Makkah after that
and he said: I do not know if it
was three years or one year.
[4507] ( ... ) Suwaid bin Ghafalah
said: I went out with Zaid bin
Sulan and Salman bin RabI'ah,
and I found a whip... and he
narrated a similar HadIth (as no.
4506), up to the words: so I made
use of it. Shu'bah (a sub-narrator)
said: And I heard him ten years
later saying: I announced it for one
year.

[4508] 10 - (...) A HadIth like
that of Shu'bah (no. 4507) was
narrated from Salamah bin Kuhayl
with this chain. In the HadIth of
both of them it says: three years,
except for Hammâd bin Salamah,
in whose IjadIth it says: for two or
three years. In the IjadIth of
Salman and Zaid bin AbI Unaysah
and Hammâd bin Salamah it says:
"If someone comes and describes
to you its number, its bag and its
strap, then give it to him." Sufyân
added in the report of WakI':
"Otherwise, it is like your own
property." In the report of Ibn
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Numair it says: "Otherwise, make
use of it."

Chapter 1. Picking up property
lost by a pilgrim
[4509] 11 - (1724) It was
narrated from 'Abdur-Rahmân
bin 'Uthmân At-TaimI that the
Messenger of Allah
forbade
picking up property lost by a
pilgrim.

[4510] 12 - (1725) It was
narrated from Zaid bin Khâlid
Al-JuhanI that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "Whoever finds a
lost item is himself lost, unless he
announces it."
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Chapter 2. Milking the animals
is unlawful if the owner has not
given permission
[4511] 13 - (1726) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah it said: No
one should milk the animals of
another person without his
permission. Would one of you
like his store to be raided and his
vessels to be broken into and his
food to be taken? The udders of
their livestock also store up food
for them, so no one should milk
the animals of another person
without his permission."

[4512] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of Mâlik (no. 4511) was narrated
from Nâfi' from Ibn 'Umar, from
the Prophet
, except that in
their IjadIth it says: "...to be
thrown on the floor," except for
Al-Laith bin Sa'd, in whose IjadIth
it says: "...or his food to be taken,"
as in the report of Mâlik.
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Chapter 3. Hospitality etc.

[4513] 14 - (48) It was narrated
that Abü Shuray A]-'Adawi said:
My ears heard and my eyes saw,
when the Messenger of Allah
spoke and said: "Whoever
believes in Allah and the Last
Day, let him honor his guest with
full hospitality." They said: What
is full hospitality, 0 Messenger of
Allah? He said: "One day and
one night, and hospitality is for
three days, and anything beyond
that is charity towards him." And
he () said: "Whoever believes
in Allah and the Last Day, let
him speak well or else remain
silent."

[4514] 15 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Shurayh Al-Khuzâ'i
said: The Messenger of Allah
said: "Hospitality is for three
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days, and full hospitality is for
one day and one night. It is not
permissible for a Muslim man to
stay with his brother until he
causes him to sin." They said: 0
Messenger of Allah, how could
he cause him to sin? He said:
"When he stays with him until
there is nothing left with which to
entertain him."

[4515] 16
( ... ) Abü Shurayh
Al-Khuzâ'i said: My ears heard,
my eyes saw and my heart
understood, when the Messenger
of Allah
spoke of it... and he
narrated a HadIth like that of A]Laith (no. 4513), in which he said:
"It is not permissible for any one
of you to stay with his brother until
he causes him to sin," as in the
HadIth of WakI' (no.4514).
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[4516] 17
(1727) It was
narrated that 'Uqbah bin 'Amir
said: We said: 0 Messenger of
Allah, you send us and we stay
with people who do not show us
hospitality. What do you think?
The Messenger of Allah
said
to us: "If you stay with a people
and they order that you be
offered what is befitting to a
guest, then accept it, and if they
do not do that, then take from
-
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them the right of a guest that is
due to him."

Chapter 4. It is recommended
to spend surplus wealth

.
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[4517] 18 - (1728) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed AlKhudrI said: Whilst we were on a
journey with the Prophet
,a
man came to him on a mount of
his and started looking to his
right and left. The Messenger of
Allahj said: "Whoever has a
surplus mount, let him give it to
one who has no mount, and
whoever has surplus provisions,
let him give them to one who has
no provisions."
He mentioned various kinds of
wealth, until we thought that
none of us had any right to any
kind of surplus.

Chapter 5. It is recommended
to mix provisions if they are
few, and to share them out

[45181 19 - (1729) Iyâs bin
Salamah narrated that his father
said: We went out with the
Messenger of Allah
on a
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campaign, and we faced hardship,
so much so that we thought of
slaughtering some of our mounts.
The Prophet of Allah
ordered
us to gather together our
provisions, then we spread out a
sheet of leather and he gathered
together the people's provisions
on that leather sheet. I measured
it and found that it was the size of
a spot where a goat could sit, and
we were fourteen hundred men.
We ate until we were all had our
hunger satisfied, then we filled our
bags. The Prophet of Allah ç
said: "Is there any water for
Wudâ'?" A man brought a small
bucket in which there was a drop
of water, and poured it into a bowl.
We all did Wutâ', using water
plentifully, fourteen hundred men.
Then after that eight men came
and said: Is there any water for
WuIâ'? And the Messenger of
Allah
said: "(The water for)
Wudâ' is finished."
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tIn the Name of Allah, the Most
Beneficent, the Most Merciful
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32. The Book Of Jihâd
And Expeditions
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Chapter 1. Permissibility Of
Raiding The KuJJâr Who Have
Been Reached With The Call
Of Islam, Without Giving Prior
Warning
[4519] 1 - (1730) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Awn said: I wrote to Nâfi'
asking him about calling people
(to Islam) before fighting. He
wrote back to me (saying): That
was only at the beginning of Islam.
The Messenger of Allah raided
Banü A1-Mutaliq when they were
unaware, and their cattle were
drinking at the water. He killed
their warriors and took their
women and children captive. On
that day - Yabyâ said: I think he
said - Juwayriyah, the daughter of
Al-Hârith, fell to his lot.
He said: And 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar narrated this HadIth to
me, and he was one of that army.
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[4520] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4519) was narrated from Ibn
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'Awn with this chain, and he said:
Juwayriyah bint A1-Hârith, with
no uncertainty.
L

Chapter 2. Ruler Appointing
Leaders Of Expeditions And
Advising Them Of The
Etiquette Of War, Etc.
[4521] 2 - (1731) Sufyân said: He
dictated (the etiquette of warfare)
to us.

[4522] 3 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sulaimân bin Buraidah that
his father said: When the
Messenger of Allah
appointed
commanders for an army or
expedition, he would advise them
personally to fear Allah, exalted
and glorified is He, and to be good
to those of the Muslims who were
under their command. Then he
said: "Fight in the Name of Allah,
for the sake of Allah. Fight those
who disbelieve in Allah. Fight but
do not steal from the war booty, do
not break your promises, do not
mutilate (the dead enemy) and do
not kill children. When you meet
your enemy among the idolaters,
offer them three options, and
whichever one they choose, accept
it from them and refrain from
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(fighting) them. Invite them to
Islam and if they respond, then
accept it from them and refrain
from (fighting) them. Then invite
them to migrate from their land to
the land of the MuhâjirIn (AlMadinah), and tell them that if
they do that, they will have the
same rights and duties as the
MuhâjirIn have. If they refuse to
leave, then tell them that they are
like the Muslim Bedouin and
subject to the same rulings as the
believers, but they will have no
share of the booty and spoils of
war, unless they strive alongside
the Muslims. If they refuse, then
ask them to pay Jizyah. If they
respond, then accept it from them
and refrain from (fighting) them.
If they refuse that, then seek the
help of Allah and fight them. If
you lay siege to a stronghold, and
the people ask you to promise
them the protection of Allah and
His Prophet , do not give them
the promise of the protection of
Allah and His Prophet; rather give
them your promise of protection
and that of your companions, for
then if you break your promise and
that of your companions, that is
less serious than if the promise of
Allah and His Messenger is broken.
If you besiege a stronghold and the
people want to make a deal on the
basis of the ruling of Allah, do not
make a deal on the basis of the
ruling of Allah, rather make a deal
on the basis of your own ruling, for
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you cannot be certain that you will
be able to work out a deal with
them that is in accordance with
Allah's ruling."
'Abdur-Rahmân (a narrator) said
this or something similar, and
Isbâq added at the end of his
HadIth: Yayâ bin Adam said: I
mentioned this IjadIth to Muqâtil
bin Hayyân and he said: Muslim
bin Haysam narrated something
similar to me from An-Nu'mân bin
Muqarrin from the Prophet .
[4523] 4 - ( ... ) Sulaimân bin
Buraidah narrated that his father
said: When the Messenger of
Allah sent a commander or an
expedition, he would call him and
advise him, and he quoted a
HadIth like that of Sufyân (no.
4522).

[4524] 5 - ( ... ) This was narrated
from Shu'bah.
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Chapter 3. The Command To
Show Leniency And Avoid
Causing Aversion (Towards
Islam)
[4525] 6 - (1732) It was
narrated that Abü Müsâ said:
When the Messenger of Allah
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sent any of his Companions on a
mission, he would say: "Give glad
tidings and do not put people off;
be easy going and do not be hard
on them."

[4526] 7 - (1733) It was
narrated from Sa'eed bin AbI
Burdah, from his father, from his
grandfather, that the Prophet
sent him and Mu'âdh to Yemen,
and he said: "Be easy going and do
not be harsh, give glad tidings and
do not put people off, cooperate
and do not be divided."
[o\

[4527] ( ... ) A HadIth like that of
Shu'bah (no. 4526) was narrated
from Sa'eed bin AbI Burdah, from
his father, from his grandfather
from the Prophet , but in the
IjadIth of Zaid bin AbI Unaysah it
does not say: "Cooperate and do
not be divided."

[4528] 8 - (1734) It was
narrated that Abü At-Tayyâh
said: I heard Anas bin Mâlik say:
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The Messenger of Allah
said:
"Be easy going and do not be
harsh, give solace and do not put
people off."

Chapter4. The Prohibition Of
BetrayaF
[4529] 9 - (1735) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Umar said: The
Messenger of Allah jo, said:
"When Allah gathers together the
first and the last (of men) on the
Day of Resurrection, a banner will
be raised for every betrayer and it
will be said: This is the betrayal of
so-and-so the son of so-and-so."

[4530] ( ... ) This HadIth was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar from the
Prophet .
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[4531] 10 - ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar said: The Messenger of
Allah
said: "Allah will set up a
banner for the betrayer on the
Day of Resurrection, and it will
be said: This is the betrayal of soand-so."
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[4532] 11

- ( ... )

It was narrated
from Hamzah and Sâlim the sons
of 'Abdullâh that 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar said: I heard the Messenger
of Allah ji say: "For every
betrayer there will be a banner on
the Day of Resurrection."
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[4533] 12 - (1736) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh that the
Prophet J, said: "Every betrayer
will have a banner on the Day of
Resurrection and it will be said:
This is the betrayal of so-and-so."
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[4534] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Shu'bah with this chain (a Hadith
similar to no. 4533), but in the
HadIth of 'Abdur-Rahmân it does
not say: "It will be said: This is
the betrayal of so-and-so."
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[4535] 13 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said: The Messenger
of Allah . said: "Every betrayer
will have a banner on the Day of
Resurrection by which he will be
recognized, and it will be said:
This is the betrayal of so-and-so."
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[4536] 14 - (1737) It was
narrated that Anas said: The
Messenger of Allah 4j said:
"Every betrayer will have a banner
on the Day of Resurrection by
which he will be recognized."

[tort]

J4
[4537] 15 - (1738) It was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed that the
said: "Every betrayer
Prophet
will have a banner by his backside
on the Day of Resurrection."
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[4538] 16 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Sa'eed said: The
Messenger of Allah said: "Every
betrayer will have a banner on the
Day of Resurrection that will be
raised to a level commensurate
with his betrayal, and no betrayal
is greater than that of a leader of
men."

[torA]

Chapter 5. Permissibility Of
Deceit In War
5i

(V
[4539] 17 - (1739) Sufyân said:
'Amr heard Jâbir say that the
Messenger of Allah j4 said: "War
is deceit."
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[4540] 18 - (1740) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"War is deceit."
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Chapter 6. It Is Disliked To
Wish To Meet The Enemy, And
The Command To Be Steadfast
When Meeting The Enemy
[4541] 19 - (1741) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet said: "Do not wish
to meet the enemy, but when you
do meet them, then be steadfast."
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[4542] 20 - (1742) It was
narrated from Abü Nadr, from
the letter of a man of Aslam who
was one of the Companions of
the Prophet
who was called
'Abdullâh bin AbI Awfâ, who
wrote to 'Umar bin 'Ubaidullâh,
when he went to fight the
Harñrlyyah; he told him that on
one of the days when the
Messenger of Allah
met the
enemy, he waited until the sun
went down, then he stood up and
said: "0 people, do not wish to
meet the enemy, and ask Allah to
keep you safe and sound. When
you do meet them, then be
steadfast, and realize that
Paradise lies in the shade of the
swords." Then the Prophet
stood up and said: "0 Allah,
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Revealer of the Book, Sender of
the clouds and Defeater of the
confederates, defeat them, and
grant us victory over them."
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Chapter 7. It Is Recommended
To Pray For Victory When
Meeting The Enemy
[4543] 21 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin AbI Awfa said:
The Messenger of Allah prayed
against the confederates- and said:
"0 Allah, Revealer of the Book,
swift in taking account, Defeater
of the confederates! 0 Allah,
defeat them and shake them."

[4544] 22 - ( ... ) Ibn Abi Awfâ
said: The Messenger of Allah
prayed... a HadIth like that of Jâbir
(no. 4543), except that he said:
"Defeater of the confederates,"
and he did not mention him
saying, "0 Allah."

[4545] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ismâ'Il with this chain (a HadIth
similar to no. 4543). Ibn AbI 'Umar
added in his report: "Sender of the
clouds."
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[4546] 23 - (1743) It was narrated
from Anas that the Messenger of
Allah used to say on the Day of
Uhud: "0 Allah, if You will (that
the Muslims be defeated), You
will not be worshipped on earth."
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[4547] 24 - (1744) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh that a
woman was found slain during one
of the campaigns of the Messenger
of Allah , and the Messenger of
denounced the killing of
Allah
women and children.

[4548] 25 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: A woman
was found slain in one of those
campaigns, and the Messenger of
Allah
forbade killing women
and children.

Chapter 9. Permissibility Of
Killing Women And Children
In Night Raids, So Long As It
Is Not Done Deliberately
[4549] 26 - (1745) It was
narrated that As-Sa'b bin Jath-
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Chapter 8. The Prohibition Of
Killing Women And Children
In War
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thâmah said: The Messenger of
Allah
was asked about the
women and children of the
idolaters being killed in night
raids. He said: "They are of
them."

[4550] 27 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that As-Sa'b bin Jath-thâmah
said: I said: 0 Messenger of
Allah, we kill the children of the
idolaters during night raids. He
said: "They are of them."

[4551] 28 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from As-Sa'b bin Jath-thâmah that
it was said to the Prophet
:
What if a cavalry attacks at night
and kills some of the children of
the idolaters? He said: "They are
of their fathers."
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Chapter 10. Permissibility Of
Cutting Down The Trees Of
The Kuffâr And Burning Them
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[4552] 29 - (1746) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh that the
burned
Messenger of Allah
the palm trees of Banü An-Nadir
and cut them down, at AlBuwairah.
Qutaibah and Ibn Rumh added
in their HadIth: And Allah
revealed the words: "What you
(0 Muslims) cut down of the
palm trees (of the enemy), or you
left them standing on their stems,
it was by leave of Allah, and in
order that He might disgrace the
Fâsiqimn (the rebellious, the
disobedient to Allah)" [A1-Hashr
59:5].
[4553] 30 - (...) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Messenger
cut down the palm
of Allah
trees of Banü An-Nadir and
burned them, and concerning that
Hassân said:
It was easy for the nobles of
Banil Lu'ayy (Quraish)
To burn Al-Buwayrah with
sparks flying everywhere.
And concerning that the Verse
was revealed: "What you (0
Muslims) cut down of the palm
trees (of the enemy), or you left
them..." [Al-Hashr 59:5].
[4554] 31 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar said:
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The Messenger of Allah
burned the palm trees of Banü
An-Nadir.

Chapter 11. War Booty Has
Been Made Permissible For
This Ummah Only
[45551 32 - (1747) It was
narrated that Hammâm bin
Munabbih said: This is what Abü
Hurairah narrated from the
Messenger of Allah , and he
mentioned a number of AhadIth,
including the following: The
Messenger of Allah
said:
"One of the Prophets went out
on a campaign, and he said to his
people: No man should
accompany me who has gotten
married and wants to
consummate the marriage but
has not yet done so, or a man
who has built a house but has not
yet put the roof on, or a man
who has bought some sheep or
pregnant she-camels and is
waiting for them to give birth. He
went out to fight, and he
approached a town at the time of
Asr prayer, or close to that time.
He said to the sun: You are
under the command of Allah and
I am under the command of
Allah. 0 Allah, halt it for me for
a while." So it was halted for him
until Allah granted him victory.
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They gathered the booty that
they had seized, and the fire
came close to consume it, but it
did not touch it. He said: "There
is theft from the booty among
you. Let one man from each tribe
swear allegiance to me." They
swore allegiance to him, and the
hand of one man stuck to his
hand. He said: "There is theft
from the booty among you. Let
your tribe swear allegiance to
me." They swore allegiance to
him, and the hands of two or
three men stuck to his hand. He
said: "There is theft from the
booty among you; you have
stolen from the booty." They
brought forth to him gold equal
to the size of a cow's head. They
placed it with the wealth which
was on the ground, then the fire
came and consumed it. The booty
was not permissible for anyone
before us, but Allah (blessed and
exalted is He) saw our weakness
and vulnerability, so He permitted
it to us.
Chapter 12. Spoils Of War
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[4556] 33 - (1748) It was
narrated that Mus'ab bin Sa'd
said: My father took something
from the Khums and brought it to
the Prophet
and said: Give me
this, but he refused. Then Allah
revealed (the words): "They ask
you (0 Muhammad
) about
the spoils of war. Say: The spoils
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are for Allah and the Messenger"
[A -A nfâl 8:1].
[4557] 34 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Mus'ab bin Sa'd that his father
said: Four Verses were revealed
concerning me: I acquired a sword
(as booty) and brought it to the
Prophet and said: 0 Messenger
of Allah, grant it to me (as my
share of the booty). He said: "Put
it down." Then he got up and said:
o Messenger of Allah, grant it to
me. The Prophet
said to him:
"Put it back where you got it
from." Then he stood up and said:
Grant it to me, 0 Messenger of
Allah. He said: "Put it down." He
said: 0 Messenger of Allah, grant
it to me. Shall I be treated like one
who is of no use (in war)? The
Prophet
said to him: "Put it
back where you got it from." Then
this Verse was revealed: "They ask
you (0 Muhammad ) about the
spoils of war. Say: The spoils are
for Allah and the Messenger" [AlAnfâl 8:1].
[4558] 35 - (1749) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Umar said:
sent an
The Prophet
expedition, of whom I was one,
towards Najd, and they captured
a large number of camels. Each
share was eleven or twelve
camels, and they were each given
one extra camel.
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[4559] 36 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Messenger
of Allah
sent an expedition
towards Najd, among whom was
Ibn 'Umar, and each share was
twelve camels, and they were each
given one camel apart from that,
and the Messenger of Allah did
not make any change in that.

[45601 37 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: The Messenger
of Allah; sent an expedition
towards Najd, and I went out with
them. We acquired camels and
sheep (as war booty), and the
share of each of us was twelve
camels, and the Messenger of
Allah
granted each of us an
extra camel.

[4561] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Ubaidullâh with this chain.

[4562] (...) (a similar HadIth) It
was narrated that Ibn 'Awn said:
I wrote to Nâfi', asking him
about the spoils of war. He wrote
back to me (saying): Ibn 'Umar
was among an expedition... (a
HadIth similar to no. 4560)
A HadIth like theirs was narrated
from Nâfi', with this chain.
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[4563] 38 - (1750) It was
narrated from Sâlim that his
father said: The Messenger of
Allah
granted us something in
addition to our share of the
Khums, and he gave me a big old
camel.

[4564] 39 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: The Messenger
of Alâh gave the troops a share
of the spoils... a kladIth like that of
Ibn Rajâ' (no. 4563).

[4565] 40 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh that the Messenger
of Allah
gave something extra
to some of those who had been on
an expedition, apart from the
shares that they were given like the
rest of the army, and the Khums
was due on the full amount (of
booty).
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Chapter 13. The Killer Is
Entitled To The Belongings Of
The One Who Is Killed
[4566] 41 - (1751) It was
narrated that Abü Muhammad AlAnsârI, who was a companion of
Abü Qatâdah, said: Abü Qatâdah
said... and he narrated the same
HadIth as no. 4568).

[4567] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Muhammad, the freed slave of
AN Qatâdah, that Abü Qatâdah
said... and he quoted the IjadIth (as
no. 4568).

[4568] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Qatâdah said: We set out
with the Messenger of Allah in
the year of (the battle of) Hunain,
and when we met (the enemy), the
Muslims fell into a state of
confusion. I saw that one of the
Mushrik men had overpowered one
of the Muslim men, so I crept up on
him from behind and struck him
between his neck and shoulders. He
turned around and he grabbed me
in such a way that I thought I was
about to die, then he died. I joined
'Umar bin Al-Khattâb and he said:
What is the matter with the people?
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I said: It is the decree of Allah.
Then the people came back, and
the Messenger of Allah
sat
down and said: "Whoever killed
someone has to bring his proof,
then he may take his belongings."
I stood up and said: Who will bear
witness for me? Then I sat down.
Then he (*) said likewise, and I
stood up and said: Who will bear
witness for me? Then I sat down.
Then he () said that a third time
and I stood up again. The
Messenger of Allah said: "What
is the matter with you, 0 Abü
Qatâdah?" I told him the story and
a man who was there said: He has
spoken the truth, 0 Messenger of
Allah. The belongings of that dead
man are with me; persuade him to
give up his right. Abü Bakr ASiddIq said: No, by Allah, you
should not expect one of the lions
of Allah who fought for Allah and
His Messenger to give up his booty
to you. The Messenger of Allah
said: "He is right; give it to him."
So he gave it to me. I sold the
shield and bought a garden in
Banü Salimah, and that was the
first property I acquired in Islam.
According to the IjadIth of AlLaith: Abü Bakr said: No, he will
not give it to a little hyena from
Quraish and ignore one of the
lions of Allah.
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[4569] 42 - (1752) It was
narrated that 'Abdur-Rahmân bin
'Awf said: Whilst I was standing
in the ranks on the Day of Badr,
I looked to my right and my left,
and I saw that I was between two
boys of the Anâr who were very
young. I wished that I was
standing between two who were
stronger than them. One of them
gestured to me and said: 0 uncle,
do you know Abü Jahl? I said:
Yes; what do you want with him,
O son of my brother? He said: I
have been told that he reviles the
Messenger of Allah 4h. By the
One in Whose Hand is my soul,
if I see him I will not leave him
until the one of us who is
destined to die first is dead. I was
impressed by that. Then the
other one gestured to me and
said something similar. It was not
long before I saw Abü Jahl
moving about among the people.
I said (to the boys): Do you not
see? This is your companion
about whom you were asking.
They hastened towards him and
struck him with their swords until
they killed him. Then they went
to the Messenger of Allah
and
told him. He () said: "Which
of you killed him?" Each of them
said: I killed him. He said: "Have
you wiped your swords yet?"
They said: No. So he (QT looked
at their swords then he said:
"Both of you killed him." And he
gave his (Abü Jahl's) belongings
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to Mu'âdh bin 'Amr bin Al-Jamüh.
The two men were Mu'ãdh bin
'Amr bin Al-Jamüh and Mu'âdh
bin 'Afrâ'.

[4570] 43 - (1753) It was
narrated that 'Awf bin Mãlik
said: A man from Himyar killed a
man of the enemy, and wanted to
take his belongings, but Kjâlid
bin Al-WalId, who was their
commander, did not let him.
'Awf bin Mâlik went to the
Messenger of Allah
and told
him, and he said to Ichalid:
"What prevented you from giving
his belongings to him?" He said:
Because I thought that that was
too much for him to take, 0
Messenger of Allah. He said:
"Give it to him." 'Awf pulled on
hâlid's cloak (as a rebuke), then
he said: Didn't I tell you that I
was going to go to the Messenger
of Allah ? The Messenger of
Allah
heard him and became
angry, and said: "Do not give him
anything, 0 hâlid! Do not give
him anything, 0 Ihâlid! Won't
you leave my commanders alone?
The likeness of you and them is
that of a man who takes camels
and sheep out for grazing, and he
grazes them, then when the time
comes to water them, he brings
them to the tank and they start to
drink, and they drink the clear
water and leave the stagnant
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water. The clear water is for you
and the stagnant water is for
them."
[4571] 44 - (...) It was narrated
that 'Awf bin Mâlik Al-Aja'I said:
I went out among those who went
out with Zaid bin Hârithah, on the
campaign of Mu'tah, and I was
traveling with one of those who had
come as reinforcements from
Yemen... and he quoted a similar
HadIth (as no. 4570) from the
Prophet
, except that he said:
'Awf said: I said: 0 Khâlid, do you
not know that the Messenger of
Allah
has ruled that the
belongings are for the killer? He
said: Yes, but I thought it was too
much.

[4572] 45 - (1754) Abü
Salamah bin A]-Akwa' said: We
went out on the campaign to
Hawâzin with the Messenger of
Allah
Whilst we were having
lunch with the Messenger of
Allah , a man came on a red
camel and made it kneel, then he
took a piece of leather from his
belt and tied the camel with it,
then he came and ate with the
people, and he started looking
around. Among us were those
who were weak and had no
mounts, and some of us were on
foot. Then he rushed out, went to
his camel, untethered it, made it
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kneel and sat on it, then he urged
it and the camel took off with
him. Another man followed him
on a brown she-camel.
Salamah said: I went out running,
and I was by the haunch of the shecamel, then I went ahead until I
was by the haunch of the (other)
camel, then I went ahead until I
grabbed hold of the camel's reins
and made it kneel down. When it
placed its knees on the ground I
drew my sword and struck the
man's head, and he fell down.
Then I brought the camel, driving
it, and his luggage and weapons
were on it. The Messenger of
Allah
and the people met me,
and he said: "Who killed the
man?" They said: Ibn Al-Akwa'.
He said: "All his (the slain man's)
belongings are his."

Chapter 14. Additional Rewards,
And Ransoming Muslims In
Return For Prisoners
[4573] 46 - (1755) Iyâs bin
Salamah said: My father told me:
We attacked Fazârah, and Abü
Bakr was in charge of us; the
Messenger of Allah
had
appointed him in command of us.
When there was an hour between
us and the water, Abü Bakr told
us to make a stop at the end of
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the night. Then led us in a raid
and we reached the water, and
we killed some of them and took
some of them as prisoners. I
looked at a group of people,
among whom were children, and
I was afraid that they would
reach the mountain before me, so
I shot an arrow between them
and the mountain, and when they
saw the arrow, they stopped, then
I brought them, driving them
along. Among them was a woman
of Banü Fazârah who was
wearing a leather coat, and with
her was her daughter who was
one of the most beautiful of the
Arabs. I brought them to Abü
Bakr, and Abü Bakr gave me her
daughter as a prize. We came to
Al-Madinah and I had not yet
come close to her, and the
Messenger of Allah met me in
the marketplace and said: "0
Salamah, give that woman to
me." I said: 0 Messenger of
Allah, I like her but I have not
yet come close to her. Then the
Messenger of Allah met me in
the marketplace the next day and
said to me: "0 Salamah, give me
that woman, may Allah bless your
father." I said: She is yours, 0
Messenger of Allah. By Allah, I
have not yet come close to her.
The Messenger of Allah
sent
her to the people of Makkah, and
thus ransomed some Muslims
who had been held captive in
Makkah.
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Chapter 15. Ruling OnFai' (Booty
Acquired Without Fighting)
[4574] 47 - (1756) It was
narrated that Hammâm bin
Munabbih said: This is what Abü
Hurairah narrated to us from
Muhammad, the Messenger of
Allah
, and he mentioned a
number of AhadIth, including the
following: The Messenger of
Allah
said: "If you come to a
town (and take it peacefully) and
stay there, then you have your
share in it, but any town that
disobeys Allah and His Messenger
(and is seized by force), one fifth of
it is for Allah and His Messenger
, then the rest is for you."
[4575] 48 - (1757) It was
narrated that 'Umar said: The
wealth of Banü An-Nadir was
among the Fai' that Allah granted
to His Messenger , where the
Muslims did not undertake any
expedition with their cavalry or
camelry. It was only for the
Prophet , and he used to spend
it on the annual expenditure of his
family, and whatever was left he
spent on animals (for fighting) and
weapons, in preparation for (Jihâd)
for the sake of Allah.
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[4576] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Az-ZuhrI with this chain.

[4577] 49 - ( ... ) Mâlik bin Aws
said: 'Umar bin A]-Khattâb sent
for me, and I came to him when
the sun had risen high. I found
him in his house, lying on his
mattress, reclining on a leather
pillow. He said to me: 0 Mâlik,
some of your people have come
to me for urgent help and I have
ordered that they be given a little
money. Take it and divide it
among them. I said: Would that
you had ordered someone else to
do this. He said: Take it, 0
Mâlik. Then Yarfâ' came to him
and said: 0 AmIr Al-Mu'minIn,
will you let 'Uthmân, 'AbdurRahmân bin 'Awf, Az-Zubair and
Sa'd come in? 'Umar said: Yes,
so he let them in, and they came
in. Then he came and said: Will
you let 'Abbâs and 'Ali come in?
He said: Yes, so he let them in.
'Abbâs said: 0 AmIr AlMu'minIn, will you judge between
me and this treacherous,
betraying, sinful liar? The people
said: Yes, 0 AmIr Al-Mu'minIn,
judge between them and let them
settle the matter. - Mâlik bin Aws
said: I could well imagine that
they had sent them on ahead for
that purpose. - 'Umar said: Wait
a minute. I adjure you by Allah,
by Whose permission the heavens
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and earth exist, do you know that
the Messenger of Allah . said:
"We (Prophets) have no heirs
and whatever we leave behind is
charity"? They said: Yes. Then
he turned to A1-'Abbâs and 'Ali
and said: I adjure you by Allah,
by Whose permission the heavens
and earth exist, do you know that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"We (Prophets) have no heirs
and whatever we leave behind is
charity"? They said: Yes. 'Umar
said: Allah bestowed upon His
Messenger jLtt, that which He did
not bestow upon anyone else. He
said: "What Allah gave as booty
(Fai') to His Messenger
(Muhammad ) from the people
of the townships - it is for Allah,
His Messenger (Muhammad )"
[Al-Hashr 59:7] - I do not know
whether he recited the Verse that
comes before it or not -. He said:
The Messenger of Allah 1
divided the wealth of Banü AnNadir among you, and by Allah,
he did not prefer himself over
you, and he did not take it and
exclude you, until this property
was left. The Messenger of Allah
used to take his annual
expenditure from it, and spend
an equal amount for the sake of
Allah. Then he said: I adjure you
by Allah, by Whose permission
the heavens and earth exist, do
you know that? They said: Yes.
Then he adjured 'Abbâs and 'All
as he had adjured the others: Do
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you know that? They said: Yes.
He said: When the Messenger of
died, Abü Bakr said: I
Allah
am the successor of the
Messenger of Allah , and you
came seeking your inheritance
from the son of your brother, and
this one came seeking the
inheritance of his wife from her
father, and Abü Bakr said: The
said: "We
Messenger of Allah
(Prophets) have no heirs and
whatever we leave behind is
charity". You thought that he
was lying, sinning, cheating and
betraying, but Allah knows that
he was honest, righteous, well
guided and following the truth.
Then Abü Bakr died, and I am
the successor of the Messenger of
and the successor of
Allah
Abü Bakr. You think that I am
lying, sinning, cheating and
betraying, but Allah knows that I
am honest, righteous, well guided
and following the truth. I became
the guardian (of this property)
and you and he came to me, both
with the same purpose. You said:
Give it to us, and I said: If you
wish, I will give it to you, on
condition that you pledge to
Allah that you will use it as the
used it,
Messenger of Allah
and you took it on that basis. He
said: Is that not so? They said:
Yes. He said: Then you came to
me, to judge between you. No, by
Allah, I will not judge between
you in any other way until the

;
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Hour begins. If you are unable
(to fulfill the condition), then
give it back to me.
[4578] 50 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Mâlik bin Aws bin AlHadathân said: 'Umar bin AlKhattâb sent for me and said:
some families of your people
have come to me... a HadIth like
that of Mâlik (no. 4578), except
that it says ('Umar bin AlKhattâb said): He () used to
spend his annual expenditure on
his family from it. And Ma'mar
said: he would keep his family's
annual sustenance from it, then
whatever was left he would spend
in the cause of Allah.

Chapter 16. The Words Of The
Prophet li: "We (Prophets)
Have No Heirs And Whatever
We Leave Behind Is Charity"
[4579] 51 - (1758) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: When
the Messenger of Allah died, the
wives of the Prophet wanted to
send 'Uthmân bin 'Affân to Abü
Bakr, to ask him for their inheritance
from the Prophet 411, 'Aishah said
to them: Didn't the Messenger of
Allah 9, say: "We (Prophets) have
no heirs and whatever we leave
behind is charity"?
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[4580] 52 - (1759) It was
narrated from 'Aishah that
Fâtimah, the daughter of the
Messenger of Allah , sent word
to Abü Bakr A-Siddlq, asking
for her inheritance from the
Messenger of Allah , from the
booty that Allah had granted him
in Al-Madinah and Fadak, and
what was left of the booty of
Khaibar. Abü Bakr said: The
said: "We
Messenger of Allah
(Prophets) have no heirs and
whatever we leave behind is
charity. Rather the family of
Muhammad may live on the
income of these properties." By
Allah, I will not change any of
the charity of the Messenger of
Allah
from how it was at the
time of the Messenger of Allah
, and I will do the same with it
as the Messenger of Allah
did.
Abü Bakr refused to give
Fâtimah anything, and Fâtimah
felt angry with Abü Bakr for that,
and she forsook him and did not
speak to him until she died, and
she lived for six months after the
Messenger of Allah
. When
she died, her husband 'Ali bin
Abl Tâlib buried her at night,
and did not tell Abü Bakr about
that, and 'All offered the funeral
prayer for her. 'Ali was held in
special esteem among the people
during Fâtimah's lifetime, but
when she died, 'Ali noticed a
change in the people's attitude
towards him. He sought to
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reconcile with Abü Bakr and
swear allegiance to him, as he
had not sworn allegiance to him
all those months. He sent word
to Abü Bakr saying: Come to us
and do not bring anyone else
with you - objecting to the
presence of 'Umar bin AlKhattâb. 'Umar said to Abü
Bakr: By Allah, you should not
enter upon them alone. Abü
Bakr said: What will they do to
me? By Allah, I will go to them.
So Abü Bakr entered upon them,
and 'Ali bin AbI Tâlib recited the
Tashah-hud, then he said: 0 Abü
Bakr, we acknowledge your virtue
and what Allah has given you.
We do not envy you for any favor
that Allah has bestowed upon
you, but you did it without
consulting us and we thought that
we had the right (to be
consulted) because of our kinship
with the Messenger of Allah .
He kept speaking to Abü Bakr
until Abü Bakr's eyes filled with
tears. When Abü Bakr spoke, he
said: By the One in Whose Hand
is my soul, kinship with the
Messenger of Allah
is dearer
to me than kinship with my own
people. As for this dispute that
occurred between me and you
concerning these properties, I
have not deviated from the right
path with regard to them, and I
have not given up something that
I saw the Messenger of Allah
do with them, rather I have done
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it too. 'All said to Abü Bakr:
Your appointment for my oath of
allegiance is this afternoon.
When Abü Bakr had prayed
Zuhr, he ascended the Minbar
and recited the Tashah-hud, and
he spoke of 'Ali and his delay in
swearing allegiance, and the
excuse that he had given, then he
prayed for his forgiveness. And
'All bin Abl Tâlib recited the
Tashah-hud and spoke highly of
Abü Bakr, and said that what he
had done was not due to jealousy
of Abü Bakr, or a refusal to
accept the favor that Allah had
bestowed upon him, but we
thought that we should have had
a share in the matter, but it had
been decided without consulting
us, and we were upset with that.
The Muslims were pleased with
this and said: You have done the
right thing. Then the Muslims
became closer to 'All, when he
did the right thing.
[4581] 53 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Aishah that Fâtimah and
Al-'Abbâs came to Abü Bakr
seeking their inheritance from
the Messenger of Allah
. At
that time they were asking for his
land at Fadak and his share of
Khaibar. Abü Bakr said to them:
I heard the Messenger of Allah
and he quoted a IjadIth like
that of 'Uqail, from Az-ZuhrI (no.
4580) , except that he said: Then
'All stood up and spoke highly of
Abü Bakr, and he mentioned his
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virtue and the fact that he had
been one of the first to enter
Islam. Then he went to Abü Bakr
and swore allegiance to him, and
the people came to 'All and said:
You have done the right thing, you
have done well. And the people
became close to 'Ali when he did
the right thing.

[45821 54 - (...) 'Urwah bin AzZubair narrated that 'Aishah, the
wife of the Prophet , told him
that Fâtimah, the daughter of the
Messenger of Allah
, asked
Abü Bakr, after the death of the
Messenger of Allah
, to give
her, her share of inheritance
from that which the Messenger of
Allah
had left behind, of the
Fai' that Allah had bestowed
upon him. Abü Bakr said to her:
The Messenger of Allah
said:
"We (Prophets) have no heirs
and whatever we leave behind is
charity."
She lived for six months after
the Messenger of Allah , and
Fâtimah used to ask Abü Bakr
for her share of that which the
Messenger of Allah
had left
behind of Khaibar and Fadak,
and his endowments in AlMadinah, but Abü Bakr refused
to give her that. He said: I will
not stop doing something that the
Messenger of Allah
used to
do, rather I will continue to do it.
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I am afraid that if I give up
something that he did, I will go
astray. As for his endowment in
Al-Madinah, 'Umar gave it to
'All and 'Abbâs, but 'All took
most of it. As for Khaibar and
Fadak, 'Umar kept them and
said: They are the endowment of
and
the Messenger of Allah
were spent on his responsibilities
and on emergencies. They were
to be cared for by whoever
became caliph, and this remains
the case until today.

[4583] 55 - (1760) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah ç said:
"My heirs cannot even share a
Dlnâr. Whatever I have left, after
the maintenance of my wives and
the remuneration of my agent, is
charity."

[4584] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4583) was narrated from Abü
Az-Zinnâd with this chain.
[4585] 56 - (1761) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that the
said: "We (Prophets)
Prophet
have no heirs and whatever we
leave behind is charity."
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Chapter 17. How Booty Is To
Be Shared Among The Fighters
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[4586] 57 - (1762) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar that the Messenger of
Allah
divided the spoils of war:
two shares for the horseman and
one share for the foot soldier.

[4587] ( ... ) 'Ubaidullâh narrated
a similar report (as no. 4586) with
this chain, but he did not mention:
the spoils of war.
Chapter 18. The Support Of
The Angels During The Battle Of
Badr, And The Permissibility Of
The Spoils
[4588] 58 - (1763) 'Umar bin
A1-Khatâb said: On the day of
(the battle of) Badr, the
Messenger of Allah
looked at
the idolaters and saw that they
numbered one thousand, whilst
his Companions numbered three
hundred and nineteen. The
Prophet of Allah
turned to
face the Qiblah, then he stretched
forth his hands and started
supplicating to his Lord (saying):
"0 Allah, accomplish for me
what You have promised me! 0
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Allah, give me what You have
promised me! 0 Allah, if this
small band of Muslims is
destroyed, You will not be
worshipped on earth." He kept
calling out to his Lord, stretching
out his hands and facing towards
the Qiblah, until his cloak fell
from his shoulders. Abü Bakr
came to him, picked up his cloak
and put it on his shoulders. Then
he embraced him from behind
and said: 0 Prophet of Allah,
this prayer of yours to your Lord
will suffice you, for He will
accomplish for you what He has
promised to you. Then Allah
revealed the words: "(Remember)
when you sought help of your Lord
and He answered you (saying): 'I
will help you with a thousand of
the angels each behind the other
(following one another) in
succession" [Al-Anfâl 8:9]. And
Allah supported him by means of
the angels.
Abü Zumayl said: Ibn 'Abbâs
said: Whilst a Muslim man was
pursuing a Mushrik man that day,
he heard the crack of a whip
above him, and the sound of a
rider above him, saying: Onward,
Hayzüm! He looked at the
Mushrik in front of him, who had
fallen down on his back, and saw
that he had been struck on the
nose, and his face was cut as if
with a whip, and it had turned
green. The AncârI came and told
about
the Messenger of Allah
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that and he said: "You have
spoken the truth. That is part of
the reinforcements from the third
heaven." And on that day they
killed seventy and took seventy
prisoners.
Abü Zumayl said: Ibn 'Abbâs
said: When the prisoners were
captured, the Messenger of Allah
said to Abü Bakr and 'Umar:
"What do you think (we should
do) with these prisoners?" Abü
Bakr said: 0 Prophet of Allah,
they are our cousins and
kinsmen. I think that you should
accept a ransom for them, which
will strengthen us against the
Kuffar, and perhaps Allah will
guide them to Islam. The
Messenger of Allah
said:
"What do you think, 0 son of AlKhattãb?" I said: No, by Allah, 0
Messenger of Allah. I do not
think as Abü Bakr thinks. I think
that you should hand them over
to us so that we may strike their
necks. You should hand 'Aqll
over to 'All so that he may strike
his neck, and you should hand
over so-and-so - a relative of
'Umar's - to me so that I may
strike his neck, for these are the
leaders and prominent figures of
Kufr. But the Messenger of Allah
inclined towards the view of
Abü Bakr, and he did not incline
towards what I said. The next
day, I came and found the
Messenger of Allah
and Abü
Bakr sitting and weeping. I said:
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O Messenger of Allah, tell me
why you and your companion are
weeping. If! find it is a cause for
weeping, I will weep too, and if it
is not, then I will make myself
weep with you. The Messenger of
Allah
said: "I am weeping
because of what your companions
suggested about accepting a
ransom for the prisoners. I have
been shown their punishment as
close as this tree" - a tree that was
close to the Prophet of Allah
Then Allah revealed the words:
"It is not for a Prophet that he
should have prisoners of war
(and free them with ransom)
until he had made a great
slaughter (among his enemies) in
the land. You desire the good of
this world (i.e. the money of
ransom for freeing the captives),
but Allah desires (for you) the
Hereafter. And Allah is AllMighty, All-Wise.
Were it not a previous ordainment
from Allah, a severe torment would
have touched you for what you
took.
So enjoy what you have gotten
of booty in war, lawful and good"
[Al-Anfâl 8:67-69].
And Allah permitted the booty
to them.
Chapter 19. Tying Up And
Detaining Captives, And The
Permissibility Of Releasing
Them Without A Ransom
[4589] 59 - (1764)

It was
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narrated from Sa'eed bin AbI
Sa'eed that he heard Abü Hurairah
say: The Messenger of Allah
sent some cavalry towards Najd,
and they brought a man of Banü
HanIfah who was called Thumâmah
bin Uthâl, the leader of the people
of Yamâmah. They tied him to one
of the pillars of the Masjid, then the
Messenger of Allah iiJ came out to
him and said: "What do you have
to say, 0 Thumâmah?" He said: 0
Muhammad, I shall say something
good. If you kill me, you will kill
one who has shed blood, and if you
show me kindness, you will be
showing kindness to one who is
grateful, and if you want money,
then ask, and you will be given
whatever you want. The Messenger
of Allah
left him alone until the
next day, then he said: "What do
you have to say, 0 Thumâmah?"
He said: What I said to you: If you
show me kindness, you will be
showing kindness to one who is
grateful, and if you kill me, you
will kill one who has shed blood,
and if you want money, then ask,
and you will be given whatever you
want. The Messenger of Allah
left him alone until the next day,
then he said: "What do you have
to say, 0 Thumâmah?" He said: I
say what I already said to you: If
you show me kindness, you will be
showing kindness to one who is
grateful, and if you kill me, you
will kill one who has shed blood,
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and if you want money, then ask,
and you will be given whatever you
want. The Messenger of Allah.
said: "Let Thumâmah go." So he
went to some date palms that were
near the Masjid, and washed
himself, then he entered the
Masjid and said: I bear witness that
none has the right to be worshipped
but Allah and I bear witness that
Muhammad is His slave and
Messenger. 0 Muhammad, by
Allah, there was no face on earth
that was more hateful to me than
your face, but now your face has
become the dearest of all faces to
me. By Allah, there was no religion
on earth that was more hateful to
me than your religion, but now your
religion has become the dearest of
all religions to me. By Allah, there
was no city on earth that was more
hateful to me than your city, but
now your city has become the
dearest of all cities to me. Your
cavalry seized me when I was
intending to do 'Umrah. What do
you think? The Messenger of Allah
gave him glad tidings and told
him to do 'Umrah. When he came
to Makkah, someone said to him:
Have you changed your religion?
He said: No, but I have submitted
myself with the Messenger of Allah
and no, by Allah, no grain of
wheat will come to you from
Yamâmah unless the Messenger
of Allah gives permission.
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[4590] 60 - ( ... ) Sa'eed bin AbI
Sa'eed AI-Maqburi narrated that
he heard Abü Hurairah say: The
Messenger of Allah
sent his
cavalry towards Najd and they
brought a man who was called
Thumâmah bin Uthâl Al-HanafI,
the leader of the people of
Yamâmah... and he quoted a
HadIth like that of Al-Laith (no.
4589) , except that he said: If you
kill me you will have killed one
who shed blood.

Chapter 20. Expulsion Of The
Jews From The Hijâz
[4591] 61 - (1765) It was
narrated that Abfl Hurairah said:
Whilst we were in the Masjid, the
Messenger of Allah
came out
to us and said: "Let us go to the
Jews." So we went out with him,
until we reached them. The
Messenger of Allah
stood and
called them, saying: "0 Jews,
become Muslim and you will be
safe." They said: You have
conveyed (the message), 0 AbulQâsim! The Messenger of Allah
said: "That is what I want.
Become Muslim and you will be
safe." They said: You have
conveyed (the message), 0 AbulQâsim! The Messenger of Allah
jç said: "That is what I want." He
said it to them a third time, then
he said: "Know that the land
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belongs only to Allah and His
Messenger, and I intend to expel
you from this land. Whoever
among you has any property, let
him sell it, otherwise, know that
the land belongs to Allah and His
Messenger."
[4592] 62 - (1766) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Jews of Banü An-Nadir and
Quraizah waged war against the
Messenger of Allah
, so the
Messenger of Allah
expelled
Banñ An-Nadir but he let
Quraizah stay and treated them
kindly, until Quraizah waged war
against him after that. Then he
killed their men and distributed
their women and children and
their wealth among the Muslims.
But some of them had joined the
Messenger of Allah 40,, so he
granted them safety and they
become Muslims. And the
Messenger of Allah
expelled
all the Jews of A1-Madinah, Banü
Qaynuqâ', who were the people of
'Abdullâh bin Salâm, and the
Jews of Banü Ilârithah, and all the
Jews who were in Al-Madinah.

[4593] (...) This HadIth was
narrated from Müsâ with this
chain, but the HadIth of Ibn
Juraij (no. 4592) is longer and
more complete.
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Chapter 21. Expulsion Of Jews
And Christians From The
Arabian Peninsula

(r i,.,.fl)
[4594] 63 - (1767) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: 'Umar bin AlKhattâb said that he heard the
Messenger of Allah , say: "I
shall certainly expel the Jews and
Christians from the Arabian
Peninsula, until I leave only
Muslims there."

[4595] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4594) was narrated from AzZubair, with this chain.

Chapter 22. Permissibility Of
Fighting Those Who Break A
Treaty; Permissibility Of Letting
Besieged People Surrender,
Subject To The Judgment Of A
Just Person Who Is Qualified To
Pass Judgment
[4596] 64 - (1768) Abü Sa'eed
Al-KhudrI said: The people of
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Quraizah surrendered subject to
the arbitration of Sa'd bin Mu'âdh.
The Messenger of Allah
sent
for Sa'd, who came to him riding a
donkey, and when he drew close to
the Masjid , the Messenger of Allah
said to the Ansâr: "Stand up for
your leader" - or the best of you.
Then he said: "These people have
surrendered, subject to your
arbitration." He said: You should
kill their warriors and take their
women and children captive. The
Prophet said: "You have judged
in accordance with the ruling of
Allah." Or he said: "with the
ruling of the Sovereign (Allah)."

[4597] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Shu'bah with this chain (a HadIth
similar to no. 4596), and he said in
his HadIth: The Messenger of
Allah
said: "You have judged
concerning them according to the
ruling of Allah." and on one
occasion he said: "with the ruling
of the Sovereign (Allah)."
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[4598] 65 - (1769) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: Sa'd
was wounded on the day of (the
battle of) A1-Khandaq, when a
man from Quraish who was
called Ibn Al-'Ariqah, shot him in
the artery of his forearm. The
Messenger of Allah
set up a
tent for him in the Masjid so that
he could visit him easily. When
the Messenger of Allah
returned from Al-Khandaq, he
lay down his arms and took a
bath (ghusl). Then JibrIl came to
him, brushing dust from his hair,
and said: Have you laid down
your arms? By Allah, we have not
laid them down. Go out to them.
The Messenger of Allah
said:
"Where?" He pointed towards
Banü Quraizah. So the Messenger
of Allah fought them, and they
surrendered, subject to the ruling
of the Messenger of Allah
The Messenger of Allah
referred judgement concerning
them to Sa'd, who said: I judge
that their warriors should be
killed, and their children and
women should be taken prisoner,
and their wealth should be
divided.
[4599] 66 - (...) Hishâm said:
My father said: I was told that the
Messenger of Allah il said (to
S'ad bin Mu'ãç): "You have
judged concerning them according
to the ruling of Allah."
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[4600] 67 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that when Sa'd's
wound became dry and was about
to heal, he said: 0 Allah, You
know that there is nothing dearer
to me than striving in Jihâd for
Your sake, against people who
disbelieved in Your Messenger
. and expelled him. 0 Allah, if
any war against Quraish remains,
keep me alive so that I may fight
in Jihâd against them for Your
sake. 0 Allah, I think that You
have ended the war between us
and them. If You have ended the
war between us and them, then
open my wound so that my death
may be due to that. Then he
began to bleed from the base of
his throat, and the people - there
were some tents of Banü Ghifâr
in the Masjid with him - were
startled when they saw the blood
flowing towards them. Then they
said: 0 people of the tents, what
is this that is coming from you?
Then they saw that Sa'd's wound
was pouring with blood and he
died of that.
[4601] 68 - (...) A similar
report (as no. 4600) was narrated
from Hishâm with this chain,
except that he said: He (i.e., S'ad
bin Mu'âdh) began to bleed that
night, and the blood flowed until
he died. And he added in his
HadIth: that is when the poet
said:
Hark, 0 Sa'd, Sa'd of Banfl Mu'âdh
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What have Quraizah and Nadir
done?
Indeed, Sa'd bin Mu'â
Was steadfast on the morning
they departed.
You have left your cooking-pot
empty,
Whilst the cooking-pot of the
people is hot and boiling.
Abü Hubâb the nobleman has
said: 0 Qainuqâ', do not depart.
They were well settled in their
country,
Just as rocks are well settled in
Maytân (a hilly tract near AlMadinah)
Chapter 23. Hastening To Fight,
And Giving Precedence To The
More Urgent Of Two Tasks
When A Choice Must Be Made
[4602] 69 - (1770) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said: The
Messenger of Allah
called out
to us on the day he returned from
(the battle of) Al-Ahzâb: "No one
should pray Zuhr except in Banü
Quraizah." But some people were
afraid that the time (for Zuhr)
would end, so they prayed before
reaching Banü Quraizah, and
others said: We will not pray
anywhere but where the Messenger
of Allah commanded us, even if
the time ends. And he () did not
criticize either of the two groups.
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Chapter 24. The Muhâjirân
Returned To The Ansâr The
Gifts Of Trees And Fruits When
They Became Independent Of
Means Through The Conquests
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[4603] 70 - (17771) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: When the Muhâjirân came
from Makkah to A1-Madinah,
they came with nothing in their
hands. The Anâr were people
with land and date palms, so they
shared what they had with them,
giving them half of the yield each
year, and they (the MuhâjirIn)
gave their labour in return. The
mother of Anas bin Mâlik was
called Umm Sulaim, and she was
also the mother of 'Abdullâh bin
AbI Talbah, who was the brother
of Anas through his mother. Umm
Anas had given the Messenger of
Allah some date palms of hers,
and the Messenger of Allah 4Lt
gave them to Umm Ayman, his
freed slave, the mother of Usâmah
bin Zaid.
Ibn Shihâb said: Anas bin Mâlik
told me that when the Messenger
of Allah jok, had finished fighting
the people of Khaibar, and had
gone back to Al-Madinah, the
Muhâjir0n gave back their gifts of
fruits and produce to the Anâr.
He said: The Messenger of Allah
gave the date palms back to
my mother, and the Messenger of
Allah
gave Umm Ayman
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some trees of his own garden
instead of them.
Ibn Shihâb said: Umm Ayman,
the mother of Usâmah bin Zaid,
was the slave woman of 'Abdullâh
bin 'Abdul-Muttalib, and she was
from Ethiopia. When Aminah
gave birth to the Messenger of
Allah Lg,, after his father had died,
Umm Ayman looked after him,
then when the Messenger of Allah
grew up, he manumitted her
and arranged her marriage to Zaid
bin Hârithah, she died five months
after the death of the Messenger
of Allah .

[4604] 71 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas that a man put the date
palms on his land at the Prophet's
disposal, until he conquered
Quraizah and An-Nadir, after
which he returned them to the one
who had given them to him.
Anas said: My family told me to
go to the Prophet
and ask him
for what they had given to him,
or some of it. But the Prophet .
had given it to Umm Ayman, so I
went to the Prophet ji& and he
gave them to me, then Umm
Ayman came and put a cloth
around my neck and said: By
Allah, we will not give them to
you, after he gave them to me.
The Prophet of Allah
said: "0
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Umm Ayman, let him go, and
you will have such and such." She
said: No, by the One besides
Whom there is no other god!
And she kept saying such words
until he gave her ten times as
much, or nearly ten times as
much.

Chapter 25. Permissibility Of
Eating Food Seized As Booty In
Dâr Al-Harb

[46051 72 - (1772) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin
Mughaffal said: I found a leather
bag full of fat on the day of (the
battle of) Khaibar, and I took
hold of it and said: I will not give
any of it to anyone this day. Then
I turned around, and saw the
Messenger of Allah , smiling.

[4606] 73 - ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin
Mughaffal said: A leather bag of
food and fat was thrown to us on
the day of (the battle of) Khaibar,
and I leapt forward and caught it.
Then I turned around and saw the
Messenger of Allah , and I felt
shy before him.
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( ... ) Shu'bah narrated it with this
chain (a HadIth similar to no.
4606), except that he said: A
leather bag full of fat, and he did
not mention food.

Chapter 26. The Prophet
Wrote To Heraclius, The Ruler
Of Syria, Inviting Him To Islam

Ji
(A i>)

[4607] 74 - (1773) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
AN Suf'án told him: During the
truce between me and the
Messenger of Allah 1, I set out,
and whilst I was in Syria, a letter
came from the Messenger of
Allah
to Heraclius, the ruler
of the Byzantines. Dihyah AlKalbi brought the letter, and gave
it to the ruler of Busra, and the
ruler of Busra gave it to
Heraclius. Heraclius said: Is
there anyone here f;m the
people of this man who claims
that he is a Prophet? They said:
Yes. I was called, along with a
number of men from Quraish,
and we entered upon Heraclius,
who seated us before him and
said: Which of you is closest in
kinship to this man who claims
that he is a Prophet? AN Sufyân
said: I said: I am. So he seated
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me in front of him, and my
companions sat behind me, then
he called his interpreter and said
to him: Tell them that I am going
to ask this man about the man
who claims that he is a Prophet,
and if he tells me a lie, let them
refute him. Abü Sufyán said: By
Allah, were it not for the fear
that people would say that I lied,
I would have lied. Then he said
to his interpreter: Ask him, what
is his (the Prophet's) lineage
among you? I said: He is of good
lineage among us. He said: Was
there any king among his
forefathers? I said: No. He said:
Did you ever accuse him of lying
before he said what he said?I
said: No. He said: Who are his
followers? Are they the nobles
among the people or the lowly?
I said: The lowly. He said: Are
they increasing in number or
decreasing? He said: They are
increasing. He said: Have any of
them turned away from his
religion after entering it, out of
dissatisfaction? I said: No. He
said: Have you fought him? I
said: Yes. He said: How was (the
outcome of) your fighting with
him? I said: The war between us
goes by turns; sometimes he
prevails over us and sometimes
we prevail over him. He said:
Does he act treacherously? I
said: No, but we have recently
concluded a truce with him, and
we do not know what he will do.
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He (Abü Sufyân) said: By Allah,
I could not say anything more
than that.
He said: Has anyone said such a
thing before him? I said: No. He
said to his interpreter: Tell him: I
asked you about his lineage and
you said that he is of good
lineage among you; such are the
Messengers, who are sent from
the best lineages of their people.
I asked: Was there any king
among his forefathers, and you
said: No. If there had been any
king among his forefathers, I
would have said that he was a
man seeking the kingdom of his
forefathers. I asked about his
followers, whether they were
lowly or noble, and you said they
were lowly. Such are the
followers of the Messengers. I
asked you whether you accused
him of lying before he said what
he said, and you said no. I knew
that if he did not tell lies about
people, he would not tell lies
about Allah. I asked you whether
anyone had turned away from his
religion after entering it, out of
dissatisfaction with it, and you
said: No. Such is faith: when it
penetrates deeply into the heart.
I asked you whether they are
increasing in number or
decreasing, and you said that they
are increasing. Such is faith, until
it prevails. I asked you whether
you have fought them, and you
said that you have fought them,
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and the war between you and him
goes by turns: sometimes he
defeats you and sometimes you
defeat him. Thus the Messengers
are tested, but ultimately the
victory is theirs. I asked you
whether he acts treacherously, and
you said that he does not act
treacherously. Such are the
Messengers, they do not act
treacherously. I asked you whether
anyone had said such a thing
before, and you said: No. I thought
that if anyone had said such a thing
before, he would be a man who
was following what was said before.
Then he said: What does he enjoin
upon you? I said: He enjoins us to
pray, give Zakât, uphold ties of
kinship and remain chaste. He
said: If what you say about him is
true, then he is a Prophet. I knew
that he would appear, but I did not
think that he would be from among
you. If I knew that I would be able
to reach him safely, I would like to
meet him, and if I were with him, I
would wash his feet. His dominion
will most certainly reach that which
is beneath my feet.
Then he called for the letter of
and
the Messenger of Allah
read it. It said: "In the Name of
Allah, the Most Gracious, the
Most Merciful. From Muhammad
the Messenger of Allah to
Heraclius the ruler of the
Byzantines. Peace be upon those
who follow true guidance. I invite
you with the call of Islam.
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Become Muslim and you will be
safe. Become Muslim and Allah
will give you a twofold reward,
but if you turn away, then upon
you will be the sins of the
peasants (your subjects). Say (0
Muhammad
: '0 people of
the Scripture (Jews and Christians):
Come to a word that is just
between us and you, that we
worship none but Allah (Alone),
and that we associate no partners
with Him, and that none of us shall
take others as lords besides Allah.
Then, if they turn away, say: Bear
witness that we are Muslims.' [Al
'Imrân 3:64]." When he had
finished reading the letter, there
were raised voices and a great deal
of clamour, and he ordered that
we be expelled. I said to my
companions when we left: Ibn Abl
Kabshah (i.e., the Prophet ) has
come to wield a great deal of
power; the king of Banfl Al-Asfar
is afraid of him.
I continued to be certain that
the Messenger of Allah
would
prevail, until Allah caused me to
become Muslim.
[4608] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn Shihâb with this chain (a
similar HadIth as no. 4607), and
he added: When Allah inflicted
defeat on the Persian troops,
Caesar travelled from Horns to
Aelia (Jerusalem) to show his
gratitude to Allah. And he said in
the HadIth: "From Muhammad,
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the slave and Messenger of
Allah."

Chapter 27. The Prophet
Wrote To The Kings Of The
Kuffir, Inviting Them To Islam

[4609] 75 - (1774) It was
narrated from Anas that the
Prophet of Allah
wrote to
Chosroes, Caesar, the Negus and
to every tyrant, calling them to
Allah. That was not the Negus
for whom the Prophet
offered
the funeral prayer.

[4610] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Qatâdah that Anas bin Mâlik
narrated a similar report (as no.
4609) from the Prophet , but
he did not say: That was not the
Negus for whom the Prophet .
offered the funeral prayer.
[4611] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Qatâdah, from Anas (a similar
report as no. 4609), but he did
not say: That was not the Negus
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for whom the Prophet . offered
the funeral prayer (a similar
report as no. 4609).
Chapter 28. The Battle Of
Hunain

- (A

(r. Ziii)

[46121 76 - (1775) It was
narrated that Ibn Shihâb said:
KathIr bin 'Abbâs bin 'AbdulMuttalib said: 'Abbâs said: I was
present with the Messenger of
Allah jj. on the day of (of the
battle of) Hunain. Abü Sufyân bin
Al-Hârith bin 'Abdul-Muttalib
and I stayed close to the Messenger
of Allah
and did not leave him.
The Messenger of Allah
was
riding a white mule of his, that had
been given to him by Farwah bin
Nufâthah A1-Judhâmi. When the
Muslims and the Kuffâr met, the
Muslims turned and fled, but the
Messenger of Allah spurred his
mule towards the Kuffâr. 'Abbâs
said: I was holding on to the reins
of the mule of the Messenger of
Allah
checking it so that it did
not go too fast, and Abfl Sufyân
was holding on to the stirrup of the
Messenger of Allah jj. The
Messenger of Allah
said: "0
'Abbâs, call the people of AlSamurah."11' 'Abbâs - who was a
man with a loud voice - said: I said
at the top of my voice: Where are
the people of Al-Samurah? He
said: By Allah, when they heard
°' A1-Samurah: this was the tree beneath which they swore the Bai. Ar-Riçiwân.
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my voice, they came back like cows
coming back to their calves,
saying: "Here we are, here we
are!" They fought with the Kuffâr,
then the call went out to the Ansâr:
0 Ansâr, 0 Ansâr! And the last to
be called were Banü Al-Hârith bin
Al-Khazraj. They said: 0 Band AlHârith bin Al-Khazraj, 0 Banü AlHârith bin Al-Khazraj! The
Messenger of Allah , seated on
his mule, craned his neck to watch
the fighting, and the Messenger of
Allah
said: "Now the battle is
raging." Then the Messenger of
took some pebbles and
Allah
flung them at the faces of the Kuffâr,
then he said: "They are defeated, by
the Lord of Muhammad !" Then
I went and looked, and saw that
the fighting was as it had been
before. He said: By Allah, all he
did was throw some pebbles at
them. Then their force was spent
and they began to retreat.

[4613] 77 - ( ... ) A similar
report (as no. 4612) was narrated
from Az-ZuhrI with this chain,
except that he said: Farwah bin
Nu'âmah A1-Judhâmi. And he
said: "They have been defeated,
by the Lord of the Ka'bah, they
have been defeated, by the Lord
of the Ka'bah!" and he added:
until Allah defeated them.
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He said: It is as if I can see the
Prophet r, pursuing them on his
mule.
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[4614] ( ... ) KathIr bin 'Abbâs
narrated that his father said: I
was with the Prophet
on the
day of (of the battle of) Hunain...
and he quoted the HadIth, but
the HadIth of Yünus and the
JladIth of Ma'mar are longer and
more complete.
[4615] 78 - (1776) It was
narrated that Abfl Ishâq said: A
man said to AI-Barâ': 0 Abü
'Umârah, did you run away on
the day of (of the battle of)
Hunain? He said: No, by Allah,
the Messenger of Allah r, did
not turn his back, but some young
men among his Companions were
hasty and ill-prepared. They did not
have any weapons, or many
weapons, and they met some archers
from among Hawâzin and Banü
Nasr whose arrows hardly ever
missed their targets. They shot at
them, and hardly any of their arrows
missed. They came to the Messenger
of Allah
and the Messenger of
Allah
was on his white mule,
and Abü Sufyân bin A1-Hârith bin
'Abdul-Muttalib was leading it.
He () dismounted and prayed
for help, saying:
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"I am the Prophet and no doubt
I am the son of'Abdul-Muttalib."
Then he formed them into
flifiks.

[4616] 79 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Ishâq that a man came
to A]-Bard' and said: Did you run
away on the day of (of the battle
of) Hunain, 0 Abü 'Umârah? He
said: I bear witness that the
Prophet of Allah
did not
retreat, but some hasty and illprepared young men went out
and met this tribe of Hawâzin, who
were archers. They shot a volley of
arrows at them and did not miss,
and the people retreated. Then
the people started coming to the
Messenger of Allah when Abü
Sufyán bin Al-Hárith was leading
his mule, and he () dismounted
and called upon Allah, seeking His
help, and saying:
"I am the Prophet and no doubt
I am the son of 'Abdul-Muttalib.
0 Allah, send down Your help."
Al-Barâ' said: By Allah, when
the battle grew fierce, we sought
protection by his side, and the
brave ones among us were those
who managed to stand I'
side.

[4617] 80 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Isâq said: I heard AIBard' when a man from Qais
asked him: Did you flee and
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leave the Messenger of Allah .
on the day of (of the battle of)
Hunain? Al-Barâ' said: The
Messenger of Allah . did not
flee. At that time Hawâzin were
archers, and when we attacked
them they retreated, and we fell
upon the booty, but then they
came towards us with their
arrows. And I saw the Messenger
of Allah
on his white mule,
and Abü Sufyân bin Al-Harith
was holding the reins, and he
(the Prophet ) was saying:
"I am the Prophet and no doubt
I am the son of 'Abdul-Muttalib."

[4618] ( ... ) Abü Isâq narrated
that a man said to Al-Barâ': 0
Abü 'Umârah... and he narrated
the same HadIth (as no. 4616),
but it was less complete than
their HadIth.

[46191 81 - (1777) Iyâs bin
Salamah, who was the son of AlAkwa', said: My father told me:
We fought alongside the
Messenger of Allah . at
Hunain. When we faced the
enemy, I advanced and climbed a
hillock, and a man of the enemy
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turned towards me, so I shot him
with an arrow, but he ducked and
I did not realize what he had
done. Then I looked at the
people, who had appeared from
another hillock, and they met,
they and the Companions of the
Prophet . The Companions of
the Prophet . turned back and I
began to retreat. I was wearing
two garments, one around my
waist and the other on my
shoulders. My Izâr became loose,
so I was holding on to both of
them. I passed by the Messenger
of Allah , when I was running
away, and he was on his white
mule. The Messenger of Allah
said: "The son of A1-Akwa' has
come back in fear." When they
gathered around the Messenger
of Allah , he dismounted and
picked up a handful of dust from
the ground, then he threw it in
the direction of (the enemy) and
said: "May their faces be
deformed." There was not one
man among them whom Allah
had created, but his face was
filled with dust from that handful,
and they turned and fled. Thus
Allah defeated them, and the
divided
Messenger of Allah
their booty among the Muslims.
Chapter 29. The Battle Of AtTa'if
[4620] 82 - (1778) It was
narrated from Abfll-'Abbâs, the
blind poet, that 'Abdullâh bin
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'Amr said: The Messenger of
Allah
besieged the people of
At-Tâ'if, but he did not attain any
victory over them. He said: "We
will return, if Allah wills." His
Companions said: Are we going
back without having conquered it?
The Messenger of Allah . said to
them: "We will attack in the
morning." So they attacked it the
following morning, and many of
them were wounded. The
Messenger of Allah
said to
them: "We will depart in the
morning." He said: That pleased
them, and the Messenger of Allah
MJ smiled.

Chapter 30. The Battle Of Badr
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[4621] 83 - (1779) It was
narrated from Anas that the
Messenger of Allah
consulted
(his Companions) when news
reached him that Abü Sufyân was
advancing. Abü Bakr spoke, but
he paid him no heed, then 'Umar
spoke but he paid him no heed.
Then Sa'd bin 'Ubâdah stood up
and said: Do you want us to speak,
O Messenger of Allah? By the
One in Whose Hand is my soul, if
you tell us to plunge our horses
into the sea, we will do so, and if
you tell us to make our horses go
as far as Bark Al-Ghimâd, we will
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do so. The Messenger of Allah
encouraged the people, then they
set out, and camped in Badr. Soon
the water carriers of Quraish
arrived, among whom was a black
slave belonging to Banü Al-Uajjâj.
They caught him, and the
Companions of the Messenger of
questioned him about
Allah
Abü Sufyân and his Companions,
but he said: I do not know about
Abü Sufyân, but Abü Jahl, 'Utbah,
Shaibah and Umayyah bin Khalaf
are there. When he said that, they
beat him, and he said: Yes, I will
tell you about Abü Sufyân. But
when they stopped beating him
and they questioned him, he said: I
do not know about Abü Sufyân,
but Abü Jahl, 'Utbah, Shaibah and
Umayyah bin Khalaf are among
the people. When he said that
again, they beat him again. The
was
Messenger of Allah
standing and praying, but when he
saw that he stopped, and said: "By
the One in Whose Hand is my
soul, you beat him when he tells
you the truth and you stop when
he lies to you."
And the Messenger of Allah
said: "This is the place where soand-so will fall," placing his hand
on the ground here and there.
And none of them fell anywhere
but in the places where the
had put
Messenger of Allah
his hand on the ground.
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Chapter 31. The Conquest Of
Makkah
[4622] 84 - (1780) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
Some delegations came to
Mu'âwiyah. (The sub-narrator
said:) That was during Ramadân,
and we used to make food for
one another. Abü Hurairah was
one of those who frequently
invited us to his place. I said:
Should I not make some food
and invite them to my place? So I
ordered that food be prepared,
then I met Abü Hurairah in the
afternoon and said: The
invitation is at my place tonight.
He said: Have you beaten me to
it? I said: Yes, and I have invited
them. AN Hurairah said: Shall I
not tell you one of your AhadIth,
o Ansâr? Then he mentioned the
conquest of Makkah and said:
The Messenger of Allah . came
to Makkah, and he appointed
Az-Zubair in charge of one flank
of the army and Khdlid in charge
of the other, and he appointed
Abfl 'Ubaidah in charge of the
troops that had no armour. They
seized the bottom of the valley,
and the Messenger of Allah
was in the midst of a large troop.
He looked and saw me, and he
said: "0 Abfl Hurairah!" I said:
Here I am, 0 Messenger of Allah.
He said: "Do not let anyone come
to me but the Ansâr."
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Someone other than Shaybân
added: He () said: "Call the
Ansâr to me," and they gathered
around him. Quraish gathered
together their followers from
various tribes, and said: Let us
send these people forward, and if
any of them gets anything, we will
be with them, but if anything
happens to them, we will give
what we are asked for. The
Messenger of Allahii said:
"Look at the followers of
Quraish," then he gestured with
his hands, one on top of the
other. Then he said: "Until you
meet me at As-Safa." So we set
out, and not one of us wanted to
kill a particular person but he
killed him, and not one among
them could offer any resistance.
Abü Sufyân came and said: 0
Messenger of Allah, shedding the
blood of Quraish has become
permissible; there will be no
more Quraish after today. Then
he () said: "Whoever enters
the house of Abü Sufyân will be
safe." The Ansâr said to one
another: The man has been
overtaken by love for his city and
compassion towards his kinsmen.
Abü Hurairah said: The
Revelation came upon him, and
when the Revelation came, it was
obvious to us, and no one could
raise his eyes to the Messenger of
until the Revelation
Allah
ceased. When the Revelation
ceased, the Messenger of Allah
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said: "0 Anâr." They said:
Here we are, 0 Messenger of
Allah. He said: "Did you say:
The man has been overtaken
with love for his city?" They said:
That is so. He said: "No. I am
the slave of Allah and His
Messenger. I emigrated for the
sake of Allah and to you. I will
live with you and I will die with
you." They came to him weeping
and said: By Allah, we only said
what we said out of devotion to
Allah and His Messenger . The
Messenger of Allah vtf said:
"Allah and His Messenger affirm
your sincerity and accept your
apology." Then the people went
to the house of Abü Sufyân, and
the people locked their doors.
The Messenger of Allah jLt came
to the Black Stone and touched
it, then he circumambulated the
House. Then he came to an idol
that was beside the House, that
they used to worship. The
Messenger of Allah had a bow
in his hand, and he took hold of
the end of the bow, and when he
came to the idol he poked it in the
eyes and said: "Truth (i.e., Islamic
Monotheism or this Qur'ân or
Jihâd against polytheists) has
come and Bâtil (falsehood, i.e.
Satan or polytheism) has vanished"
[A1-Isrâ' 17:81]. When he had
completed his Tawaf he went to ASafa and climbed up it, until he
could see the House, and he raised
his hands and started to praise
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Allah and supplicate him as He
willed he should supplicate.
[46231 85 - ( ... ) Sulaimân bin
Al-Mughlrah narrated it with this
chain ( a similar HadIth as no.
4622) and added: Then he
gestured with his hands, one on
top of the other: "Mow them
down." And he said in the HadIth:
They (i.e., the Ansâr) said: We
said that, 0 Messenger of Allah.
He said: "What is my name then?
Verily I am the slave of Allah and
His Messenger."
[4624] 86 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin Rabâh said:
We came to Mu'âwiyah bin AbI
Sufyân, and Abü Hurairah was
among us. Each man among us
used to make food one day for
his companions, and it was my
turn. I said: 0 Abü Hurairah,
today is my day.. They came to
the place, but the food was not
yet ready. I said: 0 Abü
Hurairah, why don't you narrate
to us something from the
Messenger of Allah j6t, until our
food is ready? He said: We were
with the Messenger of Allah
on the day of the conquest (of
Makkah). He () put Khâlid bin
Al-WalId in charge of the right
flank and Az-Zubair on the left,
and he put Abü 'Ubaidah in
charge of the foot soldiers who
(were to advance to) the bottom
of the valley. Then he said: "0
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AN Hurairah, call the Ansâr for
me." So I called them and they
came rushing. He said: "0 Ansâr,
do you see the followers of
Quraish?" They said: Yes. He
said: "Look, when you meet them
tomorrow, mow them down," and
he gestured with his hand,
placing his right hand on top of
his left. And he said: "Meet us at
As-Safa." And any of them whom
they saw was killed. The
Messenger of Allah , climbed
up As-Safa, and the Ansâr came
and surrounded As-Safa. AN
Sufyân came and said: 0
Messenger of Allah, Quraish
have perished; there will be no
more Quraish after this day. Abü
Sufyân said: The Messenger of
Allah 4 said: "Whoever enters
the house of Abü Sufyân will be
safe. Whoever throws down his
arms will be safe. Whoever locks
his door will be safe." The Ansâr
said: The man has been
overtaken by compassion for his
tribe and love for his city. The
Revelation came down to the
Messenger of Allah
and he
said: "You said: The man has
been overtaken by compassion
for his tribe and love for his city.
So what is my name then? (and
he said it) - three times - I am
Muhammad, the slave of Allah
and His Messenger. I emigrated
for the sake of Allah and to you,
and I will live with you and die
with you." They said: By Allah,
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we only said that out of devotion
to Allah and His Messenger .
The Messenger of Allah Q said:
"Allah and His Messenger affirm
your sincerity and accept your
apology."
Chapter 32. Removal Of Idols
From Around The Ka'bah

•ij
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[4625] 87 - (1781) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said: The
entered Makkah, and
Prophet
around the Ka'bah there were
three hundred and sixty idols. He
started poking them with a stick
that was in his hand, saying: "Truth
(i.e. Islamic Monotheism or this
Qur'ân or Jihâd against polytheists)
has come and Bâtil (falsehood, i.e.
Satan or polytheism) has vanished.
Surely, Bâtil is ever bound to
vanish" [Al-Isrâ' 17:81] and "AlHaqq (the truth, i.e. the Qur'ân and
Allah's Revelation) has come, and
Al-Bâtil [falsehood - Iblees (Satan)]
can neither create anything nor
resurrect (anything)" [Saba' 34:49].
Ibn 'Umar added: On the day of the
conquest.
[4626] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn AbI NajIh with this chain (a
HadIth similar to no. 4625), up to
the word Zahüqan' (bound to
vanish), and he did not mention
the other Verse.
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Chapter 33. No Man Of Quraish
Is To Be Captured Then Killed
After The Conquest
[46271 88 - (1782) It was
narrated that Ash-Sha'bI said:
'Abdullâh bin MutI' narrated to
me that his father said: I heard
the Prophet
say on the day of
the conquest of Makkah: "No
man of Quraish is to be captured
then killed after this day, until
the Day of Resurrection."

[4628] 89 - ( ... ) Zakariya
narrated it with this chain (a
HadIth similar to no. 4627) and
added: None of the rebellious men
of Quraish became Muslim except
MutI'. His name was Al-'Asi
(meaning disobedient) but the
Messenger of Allah named him
Muti (meaning obedient).
Chapter 34. The Truce Of AlHudaibiyah
[4629] 90 - (1783) A]-Bard' bin
'Azib said: 'Ali bin Abl Talib wrote
down the truce between the Prophet
ji and the idolaters on the day of
A1-Ijudaibiyah. He wrote: "This is
what has been agreed by Muhammad
the Messenger of Allah." They (the
Kuffâr of Makkah) said: Do not
write, the Messenger of Allah , for
if we knew that you were the
Messenger of Allah we would not
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have fought you. The Prophet
said to 'All: "Erase it." He said: I
am not the one who will erase it.
erased it with
So the Prophet
his hand. And among the things
that they stipulated was that they
(the Muslims) would enter
Makkah and stay there for three
days, and they would not enter
with weapons, except weapons
that were wrapped (in leather bags
made for that purpose).

[4630] 91 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Ishâq said: I heard AlBarâ' bin 'Azib say: When the
Messenger of Allah
made a
treaty with the people of. Aludaibiyah, 'All wrote down the
treaty between them. He wrote
"Muhammad the Messenger of
Allah"... then he mentioned a
HadIth like that of Mu'âdh (no.
4629). except that he did not say
in hi J-IadIth: "This is what has
been agreed."

[4631] 92 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Al-Bard' said: When the
Prophet jLii, was prevented from
reaching the Ka'bah, the people
of Makkah made a treaty with
him stating that he could enter
(Makkah) and stay there for
three days, and that he could
enter it with his weapons
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wrapped (in leather bags made
for that purpose), meaning the
sword and its sheath; he could
not take away with him any of its
inhabitants and he could not
prevent any of those who were
with him if they wanted to stay
there. He said to 'All: "Write
down the terms between us: In
the Name of Allah, the Most
Gracious, the Most Merciful.
This is what has been agreed by
Muhammad the Messenger of
Allah." The Mushrikân said to
him: If we knew that you were
the Messenger of Allah we would
have followed you. Rather write:
Muhammad bin 'Abdullâh. So he
told 'Ali to erase it, but 'All said:
No, by Allah, I will not erase it.
The Messenger of Allah li said:
"Show me where it is." So he
showed him where it was and he
erased it, and he wrote: "bin
'Abdullâh." He stayed there for
three days, then on the third day
they said to 'All: This is the last day
stipulated for your companion. Tell
him to leave. So he told him about
that and he said: "Yes," and left.
Ibn Janâb said in his narration,
instead of 'we would have
followed you,' 'we would have
sworn allegiance to you.'
L46321 93 - (1784) It was
narrated from Anas that Quraish
made a treaty with the Prophet
, and among them was Suhail
in 'Amr. The Prophet
said to
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'All: "Write: In the Name of
Allah, the Most Gracious, the
Most Merciful." Suhail said: As
for in the Name of Allah, we do
not know what 'In the Name of
Allah, the Most Gracious, the
Most Merciful is.' Rather write
what we know: Bismika
Allâhumma (In Your Name 0
Allah). He said: "Write: From
Muhammad the Messenger of
Allah." They said: If we knew
that you were the Messenger of
Allah, we would have followed
you. Rather write your name and
the name of your father. So the
Prophet
said: "Write: from
Muhammad bin 'Abdullâh." And
they stipulated to the Prophet :
Whoever comes (to us) from you,
we will not return him to you, but
whoever comes to you from
among us, you will send him back
to us. They said: 0 Messenger of
Allah, should we write this? He
said: Yes. Whoever among us
goes to them, may Allah keep
him away, and whoever comes to
us from them, Allah will grant
him a way out."
[46331 94 - (1785) It was
narrated that Abü Wã'il said:
Sahl bin Hunayf stood up on the
day of (the battle of) Siffin and
said: 0 people, blame yourselves,
for we were with the Messenger
of Allah
on the Day of Aludaibiyah, and if we had seen
fit to fight, we would have fought.
That was in reference to the
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truce that was made between the
Messenger of Allah . and the
idolaters. 'Umar bin Al-Khattâb
came and approached the
Messenger of Allah , and said:
O Messenger of Allah, are we
not following truth whilst they
are following falsehood? He said:
"Of course." He said: Are not
our slain in Paradise whilst their
slain are in Hell? He said: "Of
course." He said: Then why
should we accept a deal that is
detrimental to the interests of
our religion and go back when
Allah has not decided the issue
between us and them? He said:
"0 son of Al-Khattâb, I am the
Messenger of Allah
and Allah
will never forsake me." 'Umar
went away, but he could not bear
his feelings of anger. He went to
AN Bakr and said: 0 Abü Bakr,
are we not following truth whilst
they are following falsehood? He
said: Of course. He said: Are not
our slain in Paradise whilst their
slain are in Hell? He said: Of
course. He said: Then why should
we accept a deal that is
detrimental to the interests of
our religion and go back when
Allah has not decided the issue
between us and them? He said: 0
son of Al-Khattâb, he is the
Messenger of Allah and Allah will
never forsake him. Then Qur'ân was
revealed to the Messenger of Allah
, speaking of victory, and he
() sent for 'Umar and recited it
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to him. He said: 0 Messenger of
Allah, is it really a victory? He
said: "Yes." Then he ('lJmar) felt
relieved and he went hack.
[4634] 95 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that ShaqIq said: I heard Sahl bin
Ilunayf say at Siffin: 0 people,
do not put too much faith in your
own ideas, for by Allah, I
remember the day of Abü Jandal
(i.e. Al-IIudaibiyah). If I could
have gone against the command
of the Messenger of Allah . I
would have done so. By Allah, we
have never put our swords on our
shoulder or any purpose, but
the fighting rosulted in a situation
we feel comfortable with, except
in this iffair of yours (i.e., the
fighting between 'All and
Mu'âwiyah, may Allah be pleased
with them).
[4635] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-A'mash with this chain (a
Hadith similar to no. 4634), except
that he said: For any purpose that
could be difficult for us.

[4636] 96 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Wâ'il said: I heard Sahl
bin 1-lunayf at Siffin saying: Do
not rely on your own opinions
with regard to matters of religion,
for I remember the day of Abü
Jandal (i.e. Al-udaibiyah). If I
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could have gone against the
command of the Messenger of
Allah
(I would have done so).
When we rely upon your opinion
to solve a problem, another
problem arises to take its place.

[4637] 97 - (1786) It was
narrated from Qatâdah that Anas
bin Mâlik said: When the Verses
"Verily, We have given you (0
Muhammad .) a manifest victory.
2. That Allah may forgive you
your sins of the past and the
future, and complete His Favor
on you, and guide you on the
Straight Path,
3. And that Allah may help you
with strong help.
4. He it is Who sent down AsSakInah (calmness and
tranquillity) into the hearts of the
believers, that they may grow
more in Faith along with their
(present) Faith. And to Allah
belong the hosts of the heavens
and the earth, and Allah is Ever
All-Knower, All-Wise.
5. That He may admit the
believing men and the believing
women to Gardens under which
rivers flow (i.e. Paradise) to abide
therein forever, and He may
expiate from them their sins; and
that is with Allah a supreme
success" [Al-Fath 48:1-51
were revealed, on the way back
from Al-Hudaibiyah, they were
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overwhelmed with grief and
distress. He (the Prophet ) had
sacrificed his Hady (sacrificial
animal) at Al-udaibiyah and he
said: "There has been revealed to
me a Verse that is dearer to me
than the whole world."
[46381 ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of Ibn Abi 'Arübah (no. 4637)
was narrated from Qatãdah, from
Anas.
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Chapter 35. Upholding Covenants
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[4639] 98 - (1787) Hudhaifah
bin Al-Yamân said: Nothing
prevented me from being present
at (the battle of) Badr except the
fact that Abü Ijusayl and I set
out and were captured by the
Kuffâr of Quraish. They said: Are
you looking for Muhammad? We
said: We are not looking for him;
we are only headed towards AlMadinah. They took a covenant
from us in the Name of Allah
that we would carry on to AlMadinah and not fight alongside
him. We went to the Messenger
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of Allah
and told him about
that, and he said: "Go back; we
will fulfill the covenant made
with them, and we will seek the
help of Allah against them."
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Chapter 36. The Battle Of AlAhzâb (The Confederates)
[46401 99 - (1788) It was
narrated from IbrâhIm At-TaimI
that his father said: We were with
Hudhaifah, and a man said: If I
had met the Messenger of Allah
I would have fought alongside
him and striven hard. Hudhaifah
said: Would you really have done
that? I remember that we were
with the Messenger of Allah jl
on the night of Al-A-tzâb, and
there was a strong wind and
extreme cold. The Messenger of
Allah
said: "Is there any man
who will bring me news of the
people, and Allah, exalted and
glorious is He, will join him with
me on the Day of Resurrection?"
We stayed quiet and none of us
answered him. Then he said: "Is
there any man who will bring me
news of the people, and Allah,
exalted and glorious is He, will
join him with me on the Day of
Resurrection?" We stayed quiet
and none of us answered him.
Then he said: "Is there any man
who will bring me news of the
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people, and Alãh, exalted and
glorious is He, will join him with
me on the Day of Resurrection?"
We stayed quiet and none of us
answered him. Then he said:
"Get up, 0 Hudhaifah, and bring
us news of the people." I had no
alternative but to get up when he
called me by name. He said: "Go
and bring me news of the people,
but do not provoke them against
me." When I left him, it became
as if I was walking in a heated
bath, until I came to them. I saw
Abü Sufyân warming his back
against the fire, and I put an
arrow in my bow and wanted to
shoot him, but then I
remembered the words of the
Messenger of Allah : "Do not
provoke them against me." If I
had shot I would have hit him.
Then I came back, walking as if I
were in a heated bath. When I
reached him, I told him the news
of the people, and when I had
finished, I began to feel cold. The
Messenger of Allah gave me a
spare cloak that he used to wear
when he prayed, and I slept until
morning, then when morning
came he said: "Get up, 0 heavy
sleeper!"
Chapter 37. The Battle Of Uhud
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[4641] 100 - (1789) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that on the day of (the battle of)
Uhud the Messenger of Allah
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was left with only seven men of
the Ansâr and two men of Quraish.
When they were surrounded, he
said: "Who will repel them from us
and Paradise will be his, or he will
be my companion in Paradise?"
One of the AnsârI men went
forward and fought until he was
killed. Then they were surrounded
again, and he said: "Who will repel
them from us and Paradise will be
his, or he will be my companion in
Paradise?" Another AnsârI man
went forward and fought until he
was killed, and that continued until
all seven had been killed. The
Messenger of Allah
said to his
two companions: "We have not
been fair to our companions."

[4642] 101 - (1790) 'Abdul'AzIz bin AbI Hâzim narrated that
his father heard SahI bin Sa'd
being asked about the wounds
sustained by the Messenger of
Allah
on the day of (the battle
of) Uhud. He said: The face of the
Messenger of Allah
was
wounded and his front tooth was
broken, and his helmet was
crushed on his head. Fâtimah, the
daughter of the Messenger of
Allah
, was washing away the
blood, and 'Ali bin AbI Tâlib was
pouring water on it from a shield.
When Fâtimah saw that the water
was only making the bleeding
worse, she took a piece of reed
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mat and burnt it until it turned to
ashes, then she placed it on the
wound and the bleeding stopped.

[4643] 102 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hâzim that he head
Sahi bin Sa'd being asked about
the wounds sustained by the
Messenger of Allah . He said:
By Allah, I know who washed the
wounds of the Messenger of Allah
and who poured the water, and
with what his wound was treated.
Then he mentioned a HadIth like
that of 'Abdul-'AzIz (no. 4642),
except that he added: .. .And his
face was wounded. And instead of
'crushed', he said, 'broken'.

[4644] 103 - ( ... ) This HadIth
was narrated from Sahi bin Sa'd
(a HadIth similar to no. 4642),
. In the
from the Prophet
kladIth of Ibn AbI Hilâl (it says):
His face was injured. And in the
IjadIth of Ibn Mutarrif it says:
His face was wounded.
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[4645] 104 — (1791)

It was
narrated from Anas that the front
tooth[ '] of the Messenger of Allah
was broken on the day of (the
battle of) Uhud, and he was
wounded in his head. He started to
wipe away the blood and said:
"How can any people prosper
when they wound their Prophet
and break his tooth when he is
calling them to Allah?" Then
Allah revealed the words: "Not for
you (0 Muhammad ., but for
Allah) is the decision" [Al 'Imrân
3:128].
[4646] 105 - (1792) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said: It is
as if I can see the Messenger of
Allah , telling the story of one
of the Prophets who was beaten
by his people, and he wiped the
blood from his face and said:
"Lord forgive my people, for they
do not know."

[4647] ( ... ) It was narrated from

[1]

Front tooth: the Arabic word used here is Rabâ'iyyah which refers specifically to the
front tooth that is next to the canine or eyetooth.
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A1-A'mash with this chain (a
HadIth similar to no. 4646), except
that he said: He wiped the blood
from his forehead.
:JU
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Chapter 38. The Intense Wrath
Of Allah Towards The One
Who Was Killed By The
Messenger Of Allah
[4648] 106- (1793) Ma'mar bin
Hammâm bin Munabbih said:
This is what Abü Hurairah
narrated to us from the Messenger
of Allah , and he mentioned a
number of AzadIth including the
following: The Messenger of Allah
said: "Great is the wrath of
Allah, Exalted and Glorified is He,
towards people who do this to the
Messenger of Allah a," and he
pointed to his front tooth. And the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Great is the wrath of Allah
towards a man who is killed by the
Messenger of Allah
(in battle)
for the sake of Allah, Exalted and
Glorified is He."
Chapter 39. The Persecution
Suffered By The Prophet lJ At
The Hands Of The Idolaters
And Hypocrites
146491 107 - (1794) It was
narrated that Ibn Mas'üd said:
"While the Messenger of Allah
was praying at the Ka'bah,
Abü Jahl and some of his
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companions were sitting there. A
she-camel had been slaughtered
the previous day, and Abü JahI
said: 'Which of you will go and
get the placenta of the she-camel
of Banü so-and-so and put it on
the shoulders of Muhammad - when he prostrates?' The worst
of the people went and got it,
and when the Prophet
prostrated, he put it on his
shoulders. They laughed, and
started leaning against one
another, and I was standing
there, watching. If had been in
a strong position, I would have
removed it from the back of the
Messenger of Allah
The Prophet
remained
prostrating, and did not lift his
head, until someone went and
told Fâtimah, who was a young
girl. She came and removed it,
then she turned to them and
berated them. When the
Messenger of Allah , had
finished his prayer, he raised his
voice and supplicated against
them. When he supplicated, he
would supplicate three times, and
when he asked (of Allah), he
would ask three times. Then he
said: "0 Allah, it is for You to
deal with the Quraish." - saying it
three times. When they heard his
voice, they stopped laughing and
they were afraid because of his
supplication. Then he said: "0
Allah, it is for You to deal with
Abü Jahl bin Hishâm, 'Utbah bin
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RabI'ah, Shaibah bin RabI'ah, AlWalId bin 'Uqbah, Umayyah bin
Khalaf and 'Uqbah bin AbI Mu'ait"
- and he mentioned the seventh but
I [one of the narrators] did not
remember it. - By the One Who sent
Muhammad with the truth, I saw
those whom he () named lying
dead on the day of (the battle of)
Badr, then they were dragged to
the well, the well of Badr.
Abü Ishâq said: "A1-WalId bin
'Uqbah was mentioned by mistake
in this HadIth.""
[4650] 108 -

( ... )

It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said:
"While the Messenger of Allah
it was prostrating, and some
people of the Quraish were
around him, 'Uqbah bin AbI
Mu'ait brought the placenta of a
she-camel and threw it on the
back of the Messenger of Allah
. He did not raise his head,
then Fâtimah came and took it
off his back, and she supplicated
against those who had done this.
Then he () supplicated, saying:
'0 Allah, it is for You to deal
with this group of the Quraish;
Abü Jahl bin Hishâm, 'Utbah bin
RabI'ah, Shaibah bin RabI'ah,
'Uqbah bin Abl Mu'ait, and
Umayyah bin Khalaf or Ubayy
bin Khalaf" - Shu'bah was not
sure. - He said: "And I saw them
slain on the day of (the battle)
" That is, the name should not be 'Uqbah, but 'Utbah as narrated in no. 4651.
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Badr, and they were thrown into
a well, except for Umayyah or
Ubayy, who ended up in pieces,
and was not thrown into the
well."
[4651] 109 - ( ... ) A similar report
(as no. 4650) was narrated from AN
Isâq with this chain of narration,
and he added: "And he () liked
to repeat his supplication three
times: '0 Allah, it is for You to
deal with the Quraish, 0 Allah, it is
for You to deal with the Quraish, 0
Allah, it is for You to deal with the
Quraish,'- three times. And among
them he mentioned Al-Walld bin
'Utbah and Umayyah bin Khalaf he was not uncertain." AN Isâq
said: "And I forgot the seventh."
[4652] 110 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said:
"The Messenger of Allah
turned to face the Ka'bah and he
supplicated against six persons of
the Quraish, including Abü Jahl,
Umayyah bin Khalaf, 'Utbah bin
Rabl'ah, Shaibah bin Rabi'ah and
'Uqbah bin Abi Wait. And I
swear by Allah that I saw them
slain at Badr, and they had been
changed by the sun, for it was a
hot day."

[4653] 111 - (1795) It was
narrated from Ibn Shihâb:
"Urwah bin Az-Zubair told me
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that 'Aishah, the wife of the
Prophet
, narrated that she
said to the Messenger of Allah
: '0 Messenger of Allah, was
there ever a day that was worse
for you than the day of (the
battle of) Uhud?' He said: 'I
suffered at the hands of your
people, and the worst that I
suffered from them was the day
of Al-'Aqabah, when I presented
myself to Ibn 'Abd YâlIl bin 'Abd
Kulâl, and he did not respond to
what I wanted. So I went, with
signs of distress on my face, and I
did not recover until I was in
Qarn Ath-Tha'Alib, where I
lifted my head and saw that a
cloud was shading me I looked
and saw therein Jibrâ'Il,
, who
called me and said: "Allah has
heard what your people said to
you, and how they have rejected
you. He has sent to you the angel
of the mountains, so that you can
tell him to do whatever you want
to them. Then he called the angel
of the mountains to me and he
greeted me with Salâm, then
said: 0 Muhammad, Allah has
heard what your people have said
to you, and I am the angel of the
mountains. Your Lord has sent
me so that you can tell me what
to do. What do you want? If you
wish I will bring together AlAkhshabain (the two mountains
of Makkah) to crush them." The
Messenger of Allah
said to
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him: Rather I hope that Allah
will bring forth from their loins
people who will worship Allah
alone, not associating anything
with Him."
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[4654] 112 - (1796) It was
narrated that Jundab bin Sufyân
said: "The finger of the Messenger
of Allah was wounded in one of
the battles and he said:
'You are just a finger that has
bled.
What you have experienced is
in the cause of Allah."

[4655] 113 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Al-Aswad bin Qais
with this chain of narration. He
said: "The Messenger of Allah
was in a cave, and his finger was
hurt."

[4656] 114 - (1797) It was
narrated from A]-Aswad bin Qais
that he heard Jundab say: "JibrIl was
delayed in coming to the Messenger
of Allah
and the idolaters said:
'Muhammad has been forsaken.'
Then Allah, [the Mighty and
Sublime] revealed (the words): "By
the forenoon (after sunrise). By the
night when it darkens (and stands
still). Your Lord (0 Muhammad
Ad-Duha 93:1-3.
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) has neither forsaken you nor
hates you."111
[4657] 115 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Al-Aswad bin Qais said: "I
heard Jundab bin Sufyân say: 'The
fell sick
Messenger of Allah
and did not get up to pray Qiyâm
(the late night prayer) for two or
three nights. Then a woman came
to him and said: "0 Muhammad, I
hope that your Shaitân has left
you; I have not seen him approach
you for two or three nights." Then
Allah, the Mighty and Sublime,
revealed (the words): "By the
forenoon (after sunrise). By the
night when it darkens (and stands
still). Your Lord (0 Muhammad
) has neither forsaken you nor
hates you."[21
[46581 ( ... ) (Two similar
AhadIth) were narrated from AlAswad bin Qais with this chain of
narration.

Chapter 40. The Supplication
Of The Prophet And His
Steadfastness In The Face Of
The Hypocrites' Persecution
[4659] 116 - (1798)
[1]
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narrated from 'Urwah, that
Usâmah bin Zaid told him that the
Prophet
rode a donkey, on
which was a saddle beneath which
was a blanket from Fadak, and
Usâmah rode on it with him,
behind him, when he went to visit
Sa'd bin 'Ubâdah (who was sick) in
(the dwellings of) Banü A1-Uârith
bin Al-Khazraj. That was before
the battle of Badr. He passed by a
gathering which was a mixed
company of Muslims, idolaters
and Jews, among whom was
'Abdullâh bin Ubayy. 'Abdullâh
bin Rawâbah was also present in
the gathering.
When the gathering was engulfed
by dust stirred up by the animal,
'Abdullâh bin Ubayy covered his
nose with his cloak and said: "Do
not scatter dust over us." The
Prophet
greeted them with
Salâm, then he dismounted and
called them to Allah, and recited
Qur'ân to them. 'Abdullâh bin
Ubayy said: "0 man, is there is
nothing better than that? If what
you say is true, do not bother us in
our gatherings. Go back to your
place, and if any of us come to you,
you can tell him your stories."
'Abdullâh bin Rawâhah said:
"Come to us in our gatherings, for
we love that." Then the Muslims,
idolaters and Jews began to
rebuke one another, until they
were about to come to blows, and
the Prophet kept trying to calm
them down. Then he rode his
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animal until he entered upon Sa'd
bin 'Ubâdah and said: "0 Sa'd,
have you not heard what Abü
Hubâb said? - meaning 'Abdullâh
bin Ubayy - he said such and
such." He said: "Pardon him, 0
Messenger of Allah, and forgive
him, for by Allah, Allah has given
you that which He has given you,
but the people of this town had
agreed to make him their king, and
when Allah changed that by means
of the truth that He has given you,
that upset him, and that is why he
is the way he is." So the Prophet
pardoned him.

[4660] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4659) was narrated from Ibn
Shihâb with this chain of narration,
and he added: "That was before
'Abdullâh became Muslim."

[4661] 117 - (1799) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "It was said to the Prophet
: 'Why don't you go to
'Abdullâh bin Ubayy?' So he
went to him, riding a donkey, and
the Muslims set out too, and
(they passed over) saline ground.
came to
When the Prophet
him, he said: 'Do not come near
me, for by Allah the stench of
your donkey offends me.' One of
the Ansâr said: 'By Allah, the
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donkey of the Messenger of
Allah
smells better than you
do.' One of 'Abdullâh's people
got angry on his behalf, and the
two groups got angry with one
another and struck one another
with palm branches, hands and
shoes. And we heard that the
following words were revealed
concerning them: 'And if two
parties (or groups) among the
believers fall to fighting, then make
peace between them both."11'
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Chapter 41. The Slaying Of
Abô Jahi
[46621 118 - (1800) Anas bin
Mâlik said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'Who will find out
for us what happened to Abü
Jahl?' Ibn Mas'üd set out and
found that he had been struck by
the two sons of 'Afrâ' and he was
cold (near death). He took hold
of his beard and said: 'Are you
Abü Jahl?' He said: 'Is there
anyone better than a man whom
you have killed - or whose people
have killed him?"
And Abü Mijlaz said: "Abü Jahl
said: 'Would that someone other
than a peasant had killed me."

A1-Hujurât 49:9.
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[46631 ( ... ) Anas said: "The
said: 'Who
Prophet of Allah
will find out for me what happened
to Abü Jahi?" AHadIth like that of
Ibn 'Ulayyah, (no. 4662) and the
words of Abfl Mijlaz as narrated by
Ismâ'Il.

Chapter 42. The Slaying Of
Kalb Bin Al-Ashraf, The Tañt
Of The Jews
[4664] 119 - (1801) It was
narrated that 'Amr heard Jâbir
say: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Who will (deal with) Ka'b
bin Al-Ashraf? For he has
offended Allah and His
Messenger.' Muhammad bin
Maslamah said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, do you want me to kill
him?' He said: 'Yes.' He said:
'Give me permission to speak to
him (with no restrictions).' He
said: 'Speak to him (and say
whatever you want).' So he went
to him and spoke to him, and
reminded him of that which was
between them. He said: 'This
man is asking us for charity and
he is asking us for too much.'
When he heard that he said:
'And by Allah, you will become
more tired of him.' He said: 'We
have become his followers now,
and we would not like to leave
him until we see what turn things
will take.' He said: 'I want you to
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give me a loan.' He said: 'What
will you give me as a collateral?'
He said: 'What do you want?' He
said: 'Give me your womenfolk as
collateral.' He said: 'You are the
most handsome of the Arabs;
why would we give you our
womenfolk as collateral?' He
said: 'Give me your children as
collateral.' He said: 'Our children
will be slandered, and it will be
said that they were given as
collateral for two Sâ' of dates.'
Rather we will give you our
weapons as collateral.' He said:
'Yes, then.' So he promised him
that he would come to him with
Al-Hârith, Abü 'Abs bin Jabr,
and 'Abbâd bin Bishr. They came
and called to him at night, and he
went down to them." - Sufyân
said: (all the narrators) except
'Amr said: "His wife said to him:
'I hear a sound like the sound of
one who wants to shed blood.'
He said: 'It is only Muhammad
bin Maslamah, his foster brother,
and Abü Nâ'ilah. When a
gentleman is called he must
respond, even if he will be
stabbed.' Muhammad said:
'When he comes, I will stretch
out my hands towards his head,
and when I hold him, do your
job.' When he came down, he
came down holding his cloak
under his arm. They said: 'We
smell a nice fragrance coming
from you.' He said: 'Yes, I am
married to so-and-so who is the
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most fragrant of Arab women.'
He said: 'Let me smell it.' He
said: 'Yes, smell it.' So he held
his head and smelled it. Then he
said: 'Will you let me smell it
again?' Then he held him firmly
by the head and said: 'Do your
job,' and they killed him."
Chapter 43. The Battle Of
Khaibar
[46651 120 - (1365) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that the Messenger of Allah
launched a campaign against
Khaibar. "We prayed Fajr there
when it was still dark, then the
rode and
Prophet of Allah
Abfl Talhah rode, and I was
seated behind Abü Talhah (on
let
his mount). The Prophet
his mount run through the
narrow streets of Khaibar, and
my knee was touching the thigh
of the Prophet of Allah . The
Izâr slipped from the thigh of the
Prophet of Allah , and I could
see the whiteness of the thigh of
the Prophet of Allah iki. When
he entered the town, he said:
'Allâhu-Akbar! Khaibar is
destroyed! Then, when we
descend in their courtyard (i.e.
near to them), evil will be the
morning for those who had been
warned!'111 He said it three
times. The people had come out
to their work and they said:
As mentioned in Sürat As-Saffât 37:177.
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'Muhammad!" - (One of the
narrators) 'Abdul-'Aziz said:
"Some of our companions said:
'And the army!"- He said: "And
we seized Khaibar by force."
[46661 121 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Anas said: "I was
riding behind Abü Talbah on the
day of (the battle of) Khaibar,
and my foot was touching the
foot of the Messenger of Allah
. We came to them when the
sun had risen and they had
brought out their flocks and had
come out with their axes, large
baskets and shovels. They said:
'Muhammad and the army!' The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Khaibar is destroyed! Then,
when we descend in their
courtyard (i.e. near to them), evil
will be the morning for those who
had been warned!'['] And Allah
defeated them."
[4667] 122 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "When
the Messenger of Allah came to
Khaibar he said: 'Then, when we
descend in their courtyard (i.e.
near to them), evil will be the
morning for those who had been
warned! ... 21

[4668] 123 - (1802)

[2]

It was

As mentioned in Sârat As-Saffât 37:177.
As mentioned in Sârat As-Saffât 37:177.
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narrated that Salamah bin AlAkwa' said: "We set out with the
Messenger of Aflâh
to
Khaibar, travelling by night. One
of the men said to 'Amir bin AlAkwa': 'Will you not let us hear
some of your poetry?' For 'Amir
was a poet. So he started to
chant to the people, saying:
'0 Allah, were it not for You, we
would not have been guided,
Or given charity or offered
prayers.
So forgive us, we want to lay
down our lives for You
Make us steadfast when we
meet (the enemy)
And bestow tranquillity upon us
When we are called upon.'
The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Who is this camel-driver?' They
said: "Amir.' He said: 'May Allah
have mercy on him.' One of the
men said: 'It (martyrdom) is
guaranteed for him, 0 Messenger
of Allah. Would that you had let
us benefit from him.' Then we
came to Khaibar and besieged
them until we began to suffer
extreme hunger. Then he said:
'Allah, exalted is He, has granted
victory over them.'
When the evening of the day
when victory was granted came,
the people lit many fires. The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'What are these fires? What have
they been lit for?' They said: 'For
cooking meat.' He said: 'What
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kind of meat?' They said: 'The
meat of domestic donkeys.' The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Throw it away and break the
pots.' A man said: 'Or may they
throw it away and wash the pots?'
He said: 'Or that.' When the
people were drawn up in ranks,
'Amir's sword was somewhat
short. He went to strike the leg
of a Jew, but his sword recoiled
and struck his own knee, and he
died as a result of that. When
they returned (from Khaibar)" Salamah said it while holding my
hand - "when the Messenger of
Allah
saw me looking
subdued, he said: 'What is the
matter with you?' I said to him:
'May my father and mother be
ransomed for you, 0 Messenger
of Allah. They are saying that
'Amir's deed was in vain.' He
said: 'Who said that?' I said: 'Soand-so, and so-and-so, and Usaid
bin Hudair Al-AnsârI.' He said:
'Those who said that are lying.
He will have two rewards,' and
he held up two fingers together,
'for he strove hard in worship
and engaged in Jihâd in the cause
of Allah, and there are few Arabs
who strove as he did."

[4669] 124 - ( ... ) Salamah bin
A1-Akwa' said: "On the day of
(the battle of) Khaibar, my
brother fought fiercely alongside
the Messenger of Allah g , but
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his sword recoiled on him and
killed him. The Companions of
the Messenger of Allah Q5, said
concerning that - doubting (that
it was martyrdom): 'A man died
by his own weapon.' And they
were uncertain about him."
Salamah said: "The Messenger of
came back from
Allah
Khaibar and I said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, give me permission to
recite some lines of poetry to
you." The Messenger of Allah
gave him permission, but
'Umar bin Al-Khattâb said: "I
know what you are going to say."
"I said:
'0 Allah, were it not for You, we
would not have been guided,
Or given charity or offered prayers.'
The Messenger of Allah
said: 'You are right.'
'Bestow tranquillity upon us
And make us steadfast when
we meet (the enemy),
For the idolaters have wronged us.'
When I had finished reciting
these lines, the Messenger of
said: 'Who said this?' I
Allah
said: 'My brother said it.' The
said: 'May
Messenger of Allah
Allah have mercy on him.' I said:
'By Allah, 0 Messenger of Allah,
people are reluctant to offer the
funeral prayer for him, and they
are saying that he is a man who
died by his own weapon.' The
said: 'He
Messenger of Allah
died having striven hard in
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worship and engaged in Jihâd in
the cause of Allah."
Ibn Shihâb said: "Then I asked a
son of Salamah bin Al-Akwa', and
he told me something similar,
except that he said - 'When I said
that people were reluctant to offer
the funeral prayer for him - that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"They are lying. He died having
striven hard in worship and
engaged in Jihád in the cause of
Allah, and he will have a two fold
reward," and he gestured with
two fingers."
Chapter 44. The Battle Of AlAizâb (The Confederates), Also
Known As A1-Khandaq (The
Ditch)
[4670] 125 - (1803) Al-Barâ'
said: "On the day of (the battle of)
Al-A hzâb, the Messenger of Allah
was moving dirt with us. The
dirt had covered the whiteness of
his stomach, and he was saying:
'0 Allah, were it not for You
we would not have been guided
Or given charity or offered
prayers.
Send down tranquility upon us
For those have wronged us.'
And he said:
'The men are refusing to listen
to us,
But if they want mischief we
shall refuse.'
And he raised his voice when
saying these words."
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[46711 ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Isâq said: "I heard AlBarâ' mention something similar
(to no. 4670) , except that he
said: 'For those have transgressed
against us."
[4672] 126 - (1804) It was
narrated that Sahi bin Sa'd said:
"The Messenger of Allah came
to us when we were digging the
ditch and carrying away the dirt on
our shoulders. The Messenger of
Allah said: '0 Allah, there is no
life but the life of the Hereafter, so
forgive the MuhâjirIn and the
Ansâr."

[4673] 127 - (1805) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that the Prophet
said:
"0 Allah, there is no life but
the life of the Hereafter,
So forgive the Ansâr and the
MuhâjirIn."

[4674] 128 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Qatâdah: "Anas
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bin Mâlik told us that the
Messenger of Allah
used to
say: '0 Allah, there is no life but
the life of the Hereafter." (One
of the narrators) Shu'bah said:
"Or he said:
'0 Allah, there is no life but
the life of the Hereafter,
So honor the Ansâr and the
MuhâjirIn."

[4675] 129 - ( ... ) Anas bin
Mâlik said: "They were chanting
lines of poetry, when the
Messenger of Allah
was with
them, and they were saying:
'0 Allah, there is no goodness but
the goodness of the Hereafter
So help the Ansâr and the
MuhâjirIn."
According to the IjadIth of
Shaibân, instead of "help" they
said "forgive."

[4676] 130 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas that the Companions of
Muhammad were saying on the
day of (the battle of) Al-Khandaq:
'We are the ones who swore
allegiance to Muhammad
(Swearing) to follow Islam as
long as we live.'
Or he said: '(Swearing) to engage
in Jihâd" - (One of the narrators)
Hammâd was not sure -
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"And the Prophet 4 was saying:
10 Allah, the (true) goodness is
the goodness of the Hereafter,
So forgive the Ancâr and
MuhâjirIn."
Chapter 45. The Battle Of
Dhu-Qarad And Other Battles
(1806) Salamah
[4677] 131
bin Al-Akwa' said: "I went out
before the first Adhân, and the
much-camels of the Messenger of
were grazing at Dhu
Allah
Qarad. A slave of 'AbdurRahmân bin 'Awf met me and
said: 'The much-camels of the
Messenger of Allah have been
stolen.' I said: 'Who took them?'
He said: 'Ghatafân.' So I shouted
three times: 'Ya Sabâhâh! (a cry
of alarm),' and I made the whole
city between the two lava plains
hear me. Then I ran off in
pursuit until I caught up with
them in Dhu Qarad, and they
were watering (the animals). I
started shooting them with my
arrows, as I was an archer, and
saying:
'I am the son of AI-Akwa'
And today is the day when the
ignoble meet their doom.'
I kept chanting these lines, until
I rescued the much-camels from
them, and I snatched thirty
cloaks from them too. Then the
Prophet
and the people came,
and I said: '0 Prophet of Allah, I
kept the people away from the
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water when they were thirsty.
Send someone after them now.'
He () said: '0 son of AlAkwa', you have taken (what you
have taken); be kind.' Then we
came back, and the Messenger of
Mâh
seated me behind him
on his she-camel, until we
entered Al-Madinah."
[4678] 132 - (1807) Iyâs bin
Salamah narrated: "My father
said: 'We came to A1-Jjudaibiyah
with the Messenger of Allah
and we were fourteen hundred
strong. They had fifty sheep that
they could not water. The Messenger
of Allah
sat at the edge of the
well, and he either offered
supplication or spat into the well,
then the water welled up, and we
drank and gave water to the
animals. Then the Messenger of
Allah
called upon us to swear
allegiance at the foot of the tree.
I swore allegiance to him with the
first of the people, then one group
after another swore allegiance to
him. Then when the people were
halfway done, he said: "Swear
allegiance, 0 Salamah!" I said: "I
swore allegiance to you, 0 Messenger
of Allah, with the first of the
people." He said: "Do it again."
And the Messenger of Allah
saw that I had no weapon, so the
Messenger of Allah gave me a
large shield or a small shield, then
I swore allegiance to him again.
Then when he reached the last of
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the people, he said: "Will you not
swear allegiance to me, 0
Salamah?"
I said: "I have sworn allegiance to
you, 0 Messenger of Allah, with
the first of the people and when
the people were halfway done."
He said: "Do it again." So I swore
allegiance to him a third time.
Then he said to me: "0 Salamah,
where is the shield that I gave
you?" I said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, my paternal uncle 'Amir
met me and he had no weapon, so
I gave it to him." The Messenger
of Allah smiled and said: "You
are like the one who said in the
past: '0 Allah, give me a friend
who is dearer to me than my own
self." Then the idolaters sent an
offer of peace, so we started to mix
with one another and we concluded
a truce. I was a servant of Talbah
bin 'Ubaidullâh; I used to water
and groom his horse, and serve
him, and I ate from his food. I had
left behind my family and wealth
to emigrate in the cause of Allah
and to join His Messenger
When we made peace with the
people of Makkah and began to
mix with one another, I came to a
tree, swept away its thorns and lay
down at its base. Then four of the
idolaters from Makkah came to
me and started to speak ill of the
Messenger of Allah . I got angry
with them and I moved to another
tree, and they hung up their
weapons and lay down. While they
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were like that, a caller cried out
from the bottom of the valley: "0
MuhâjirIn! Ibn Zunaim has been
killed!" I drew my sword and
attacked those four men while
they slept, and I took their
weapons and gathered them in my
hand. Then I said: "By the One
Who has honored the face of
Muhammad, none of you will raise
his head but I will strike his face."
Then I brought them to the
Messenger of Allah ., and my
paternal uncle 'Amir brought a
man from Al-'Abalât who was
called Mikraz, leading him to the
Messenger of Allah bt on a horse
with a thick covering on its back,
along with seventy of the idolaters.
The Messenger of Allah utt looked
at them and said: "Let them go, so
that it may be proven that they are
evildoers from beginning to end."
So the Messenger of Allah .
pardoned them, then Allah
revealed (the words): 'And He it is
Who has withheld their hands
from you and your hands from
them in the midst of Makkah, after
He had made you victors over
them.11'

F'] Al-Fath 48:24.
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Then we set out back to AlMadinah, and we made a stop
where there was a mountain
between us and BanI Liyân, who
were idolaters. The Messenger of
prayed for forgiveness
Allah
for the one who would climb the
mountain that night as a scout
for the Prophet , and his
Companions. I climbed that
mountain two or three times.
Then we came to Al-Madinah
and the Messenger of Allah ,
sent his mounts with Rabâh, the
slave of the Messenger of Allah
, and I went with him. I also
took out the horse of Talbah, to
let it graze with the other mounts.
The next morning, 'AbdurRahmân A1-Fazârl had raided the
mounts of the Messenger of Allah
and driven them all away, and
had killed the herdsman. I said:
"0 Rabâh, take this horse and go
to Talhah bin 'Ubaidullâh, and
tell the Messenger of Allah
that the idolaters have raided his
mounts." Then I stood on a
hillock and turned to face AlMadinah, and I called out three
times: Yâ $abâhâh! (a cry of
alarm). Then I set off in pursuit of
the people, shooting arrows at
them, and reciting lines of poetry,
saying:
"I am the son of A1-Akwa'
And today is the day when the
ignoble meet their doom."
I caught up with one of them,
and shot an arrow that went
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through his saddle and pierced his
shoulder, and I said: "Take that!"
"I am the son of Al-Akwa'
And today is the day when the
ignoble meet their doom."
He said: 'By Allah, I kept
shooting at them and killing their
mounts; every time a horseman
came back towards me, I went to
a tree and sat at its foot, then I
shot him and killed his horse.
Then when the mountains
narrowed in and they entered a
narrow gorge, I climbed up the
mountain and started repelling
them with stones, and I kept
following them until I managed
to recapture all the camels of the
Messenger of Allah
and they
gave up. But I pursued them,
shooting at them, until they
dropped more than thirty cloaks
and thirty spears in order to
lighten their loads. They did not
throw down anything but I put a
stone on it as a marker for the
Messenger of Allah
and his
Companions to recognize it.
Then they came to a narrow pass,
and so-and-so the son of Badr
Al-FazârI came to them, and they
sat down to eat lunch. I sat atop
a stone and Al-FazârI said:
"What is this that I see?" They
said: "By Allah, yesterday we
encountered this one and he has
not left us since it was dark; he
kept shootirg at us until he took
everything that was in our
hands."
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He said: "Four of you should get
up and rush at him." So four of
them climbed up the mountain
towards me, and when it became
possible to talk, I said: "Do you
know me?" They said: "No, who
are you?" I said: "I am Salamah
bin Al-Akwa', and by the One
Who has honored the face of
Muhammad, I will not pursue
any man among you but I will
catch him, but no man among
you who pursues me will catch
me." One of them said: "I think
(he is right)." So they went back,
but I did not move from that
place until I saw the horsemen of
the Messenger of Allah
riding
through the trees. The first of
them was Al-Akhram Al-AsadI,
after whom came Abü Qatâdah
A1-AnsârI, after whom came AlMiqdâd bin Al-Aswad Al-KindI. I
took hold of the reins of AlAkhram and they (the idolaters)
turned and fled. I said: "0
Akhram, guard yourselves against
them lest they cut you off, until
the Messenger of Allah
and
his Companions join you." He
said: "0 Salamah, if you believe
in Allah and the Last Day, and
you know that Paradise is true
and Hell is true, then do not
stand between me and
martyrdom." So I let him go, and
he and 'Abdur-Rahmân met. He
killed the horse of 'AbdurRahmân and 'Abdur-Rahmân
stabbed him and killed him, then
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he turned his horse around. Abü
Qatâdah, the horseman of the
Messenger of Allah , caught up
with 'Abdur-Rahmân and stabbed
him and killed him. By the One
Who has honored the face of
Muhammad, I followed them,
running on foot, until I could not
see the Companions of Muhammad
or their dust behind me, until
before the sun set, when they
reached a pass where there was
water, which was called Dhu
Qarad, where they could drink,
because they were thirsty.
They looked at me, running
behind them, and I turned them
out of there before they even
tasted a drop of it. They went out
and ran down a mountain path,
and I ran behind one of their
men and shot him in the shoulder
blade. I said: "Take that! I am
the son of A1-Akwa' and today is
the day when the ignoble meet
their doom." He said: "May his
mother be bereft of him! He has
been chasing us since morning." I
said: "Yes, 0 enemy of yourself,
I have been chasing you since
morning." They left behind two
horses on the mountain path, and
I brought them to the Messenger
of Allah . 'Amir met me with a
container in which there was milk
diluted with water, and a container
in which their was water, and I
performed Wuh2' and drank some
of it. Then I went to the Messenger
of Allah , who was at the water
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from which I had driven them
away. The Messenger of Allah
had taken those camels and
everything that I had captured
from the idolaters, and all of the
spears and cloaks. Bilâl had
slaughtered one of the camels that
I had captured from the people,
and he was roasting part of its liver
and hump for the Messenger of
Allah . I said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, let me select one hundred
men from among the people and
follow those people, so that there
will be no one who could convey
the news but Twill kill him."
The Messenger of Allah
smiled so broadly that his molars
appeared in the light of the fire,
then he said: "0 Salamah, do you
think that you can do that?" I
said: "Yes, by the One Who has
honored you." He said: "Now
they are being welcomed in the
land of Ghatafân." A man from
Ghatafân came and so-and-so
slaughtered a camel for them. As
they were skinning it, they saw a
cloud of dust, and they said:
"The people have come!" They
fled, and the next morning the
Messenger of Allah
said: "The
best of our horsemen today was
Abü Qatâdah, and the best of
our foot soldiers was Salamah."
Then the Messenger of Allah
gave me two shares, the share of
a horseman and the share of a
foot soldier; he gave me them
both. Then the Messenger of
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Allah ç seated me behind him
on Al-'Adbâ' (his she-camel), and
we came back to Al-Madinah.
There was a man among the
Ansâr who could not be beaten in
a race. He started saying: "Is
there anyone who will race me
back to AI-Madinah? Who will
race me back to A]-Madinah?"
And he started repeating that.
When I heard his words, I said:
"Will you not show honor and
respect to a noble man?" He
said: "No, unless he is the
Messenger of Allah
." I said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, may my
father and mother be ransomed
for you; let me get down and race
this man." He said: "If you wish."
I said: "I am coming to you."
I leapt up and started running. I
slowed down on one or two high
places where I starting gasping,
then I followed his tracks, then I
slowed down on one or two high
places, then I rushed and caught
up with him. I tapped him
between the shoulders and said:
"You have been overtaken, by
Allah!" I said: "I think so." Then
I beat him to Al-Madinah. Then
by Allah, we only stayed there for
three nights before we went out
to Khaibar with the Messenger of
My paternal uncle
Allah
'Amir started reciting lines of
poetry to the people, saying:
"By Allah, were it not for Allah
we would not have been guided,
Or given charity or offered prayers.
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We cannot do without Your
favor,
So keep us steadfast when we
meet (the enemy)
And send down tranquillity upon
US.',

said:
The Messenger of Allah
"Who is this?" He said: "I am
'Amir." He said: "May your Lord
forgive you." Whenever the
Messenger of Allah il prayed for
forgiveness for a certain person,
he would be martyred. 'Umar bin
Al-Khattâb, who was riding a
camel of his, called out: "0 Prophet
of Allah, would that you had let us
benefit from 'Amir." When we
reached Khaibar, their king Marhab
came out, brandishing his sword and
saying:
"Khaibar knows that I am Marhab
A fully armed warrior, a tried
and tested hero
When war comes, spreading its
flames."
My paternal uncle 'Amir came
out to meet him in single combat,
and said:
"Khaibar knows that I am 'Amir,
A fully-armed warrior who
plunges into battle."
They exchanged blows; the
sword of Marhab struck the
shield of my uncle 'Amir, and
'Amir went to attack from below,
but his sword recoiled and struck
the artery in his forearm, and
that led to his death.'
Salamah said: 'I went out and
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saw a group of the Companions of
the Prophet 41t,, who were saying:
"Amir's deed was in vain; he
killed himself." I went to the
Prophet
weeping, and said: "0
Messenger of Allah, was 'Amir's
deed in vain?" He said: "Who
said that?" I said: "Some of your
Companions." He said: "Whoever
said that is lying. Rather he will
have a twofold reward." Then he
sent me to 'Ali, who had sore
eyes, and he said: "I will give the
banner to a man who loves Allah
and His Messenger ., or who is
loved by Allah and His Messenger
." I brought 'Ali, leading him
because he had sore eyes. I
brought him to the Messenger of
Allah L,, who put spittle in his
eyes, and they were healed, then
he gave him the banner.
Marhab came out, saying:
"Khaibar knows that I am Marhab
A fully armed warrior, a tried
and tested hero
When war comes, spreading its
flames."
'Ali said:
"I am the one whose mother
called him Flaidar (lion)
Like a lion in the forest with a
fearsome countenance.
I return their attack with one
more fierce."
He struck the head of Marhab
and killed him, then victory came
at his hands."
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Chapter 46. The Words Of
Allah, The Most High: "And
He It Is Who Has Withheld
Their Hands From You"["

(A

(.

[4679] 133 - (1808) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that eighty armed men from
Makkah swooped down upon the
from the
Messenger of Allah
mountain of At-Tan'Im, seeking
and his
to attack the Prophet
Companions. He captured them
but spared their lives. Then Allah
revealed (the words): "And He it
is Who has withheld their hands
from you and your hands from
them in the midst of Makkah,
after He had made you victors
over them. "[2]

Chapter 47. Women
Participating In Military
Expeditions With The Men
[4680] 134 - (1809) It was
narrated from Anas that on the
day of (the batttle of) Hunain,
Umm Sulaim kept a dagger with
her. Abü Talhah saw her and
said: "0 Messenger of Allah,
Umm Sulaim has a dagger with
her." The Messenger of Allah
said to her: "What is this dagger
Al-Fath 48:24.
[2]

Al-Fath 48:24.
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(for)?" She said: "I am keeping it
so that if any of the idolaters
come near me, I will rip his belly
open with it." The Messenger of
Allah
smiled and she said: "0
Messenger of Allah, kill all those,
other than us, whom you set free,
because they are the ones who
deserted you." The Messenger of
Allah
said: "0 Umm Sulaim,
Allah is sufficient and He has
been kind to us."

[4681] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of Thâbit (no. 4680) was narrated
from Anas bin Mâlik concerning
the story of Umm Sulaim and the
Prophet

[4682] 135 - (1810) It was
narrated that Anas said: "The
Messenger of Allah
allowed
Umm Sulaim and some of the
AnsârI women to accompany him
on military campaigns. They
would bring water and treat the
wounded."

[4683] 136 - (1811) It was
narrated that Anas said: "On the
day of (the battle of) Uhud, when
some of the people felt defeated
and deserted the Prophet
,
Abü Talhah stood in fint of the
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Prophet ., covering him with a
shield. Abü Talhah was a powerful
archer and he broke two or three
bows that day (because of excessive
use). Whenever a man passed in
front of him with a quiver of arrows,
he () would say: 'Spread them
for Abü Talhah.' The Prophet of
Allah would look out over the
people, and Abü Talhah would say
to him: '0 Prophet of Allah, may
my father and mother be ransomed
for you. Do not raise your head, lest
you be struck by an arrow from the
people. My neck is before your
neck.' And I saw 'Aishah bint AbI
Bakr and Umm Sulaim, with their
garments folded up, and I could see
their anklets on their feet, carrying
water skins on their backs, pouring
it into their mouths. Then they
would go back and fill them again,
then bring them and pour water
into the people's mouths. The
sword fell from Abü Talbah's hand
two or three times, because of
drowsiness."

Chapter 48. Women Who Take
Part In Military Expeditions
Are To Be Given A Reward But
Not A Regular Share; And The
Prohibition Of Killing Children
Of The Enemy
[4684] 137 - (1812) It was
narrated from YazId bin Hurmuz
that Najdah wrote to Ibn 'Abbás,
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asking him about five things. Ibn
'Abbâs said: "Were it not for
(fear of) concealing knowledge, I
would not have written to him."
Najdah wrote to him (saying):
"Tell me, did the Messenger of
take women on
Allah
campaigns with him? Did he give
them a share (of the spoils of
war)? Did he kill children? How
long is an orphan considered to
be such? And about the Khums who is it for?" Ibn 'Abbâs wrote
to him saying: "You wrote and
asked me whether the Messenger
took women on
of Allah
campaigns with him. He did take
them with him, so that they might
treat the wounded, and they were
given a reward from the spoils of
war; as for a regular share, that
was not given to them. The
Messenger of Allah
did not
kill children, so do not kill
children. And you wrote and
asked me how long an orphan is
considered to be such. By Allah,
if a man's beard has grown but
he is still incapable of getting his
due from others or fulfilling his
obligations towards them (then
he is still regarded as an orphan).
But when he can look after his
affairs like other people, then he
is no longer regarded as an
orphan. And you wrote and
asked me about the Khums and
who it is for. We used to say that
it was for us, but our people have
denied it to us."
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[46851 138

- ( ... ) It was narrated

from YazId bin Hurmuz that
Najdah wrote to Ibn 'Abbâs and
asked him about some things... a
HadIth like that of Sulaimân bin
Bilâl (no. 4684), except that in the
HadIth of Uâtim it says: "The
did not kill
Messenger of Allah
children, so do not kill children,
unless you know what Al-Khiçlr
knew about the boy whom he
killed."[']
Isãq added in his -IadIth from
Hâtim: "... and you can tell who
is a believer, in which case kill
the disbelievers and leave the
believers."

[4686] 139 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that YazId bin Hurmuz said:
"Najdah bin 'Amir A1-UaiiIrI wrote
to Ibn 'Abbâs and asked him about
slaves and women who are present
at the time when the spoils of war
are distributed do they get a share
of it? (And he asked) about killing
children, and when an orphan is no
longer regarded as such, and who
are the kinsmen (Dhawil-Qurbâ')
(of the Prophet
)? He said to
YazId: 'Write to him. Were it not
that he is likely to fall into folly, I
would not have written to him.
Write: You wrote and asked me
about women and slaves who are
present at the time when the spoils

' See: Sârat Al-Kahf 18:74.
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of war are distributed - do they get
a share of it? They do not get a
share of it, but they are to be given
a reward. You wrote and asked me
about killing children. The
Messenger of Allah
did not kill
them, so do not kill them, unless
you know about them what the
companion of Müsâ knew about
the boy whom he killedJ" You
wrote and asked me about an
orphan and when he is no longer
regarded as an orphan. He
continues to be regarded as an
orphan until he reaches puberty
and attains maturity of mind. And
you wrote and asked me about the
kinsmen (of the Prophet ), and
who they are. We believed that we
were they, but our people denied
that to us."
[4687] ( ... ) It was narrated that
YazId bin Hurmuz said: "Najdah
wrote to Ibn 'Abbâs..." and he
quoted a similar HadIth (as no.
4684).
Abü Isâq said: 'Abdur-Rahmân
bin Bishr narrated: Sufyân narrated
this HadIth, in full.

[4688] 140 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Yazid bin Hurmuz
said: "Najdah bin 'Amir wrote to
Ibn 'Abbâs." He said: "I was
present with Ibn 'Abbâs when he
read his letter and when he wrote
Ill

See: Sârat A1-Kahf 18:71.
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his answer. Ibn 'Abbâs said: 'By
Allah, were it not in order to
prevent him from falling into
wickedness, I would not have
written to him. May he never be
honored.' He wrote to him
(saying): 'You asked about the
share of the kinsmen whom Allah
mentioned - who are they? We
used to think that we are the
kinsmen of the Messenger of
Allah , but our people denied
that to us. You asked about the
orphan and when he is no longer
regarded as such. When he
reaches the age of marriage and
attains maturity of mind, then his
wealth may be given to him, and
he is no longer regarded as an
orphan.
You asked: "Did the Messenger
of Allah
kill any of the
children of the idolaters?" The
Messenger of Allahii did not
kill any of them, so you should
not kill any of them, unless you
know about them what Al-Khidr
knew about the boy whom he
killed. You asked about women
and slaves, and whether they are
to be given a defined share if
they are present in battle? They
are not to be given a defined
share, but they should be given
some reward from the spoils of
war."

[11

See: A1-Kahf 18:71.
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[4689] 141 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Yazid bin Hurmuz
said: "Najdah wrote to Ibn
'Abbâs..." and he mentioned part
of the HadIth but he did not
narrate it in full, like the HadIth
we have mentioned above.

[4690] 142 - (1812) It was
narrated that Umm 'Atiyyah AlAnsârlyyah said: "I went out on
seven campaigns with the
Messenger of Allah ; I would
stay behind in the camp, make
food for them, treat the wounded
and look after the sick."

[4691] ( ... ) Hishâm narrated a
similar report (as no. 4690) with
this chain of narration.

Chapter 49. The Number Of
Campaigns Of The Prophet
[4692] 143 - (1254) It was
narrated from Abü Isâq that
'Abdullâh bin YazId went out to
lead the people in prayers for
rain. He prayed two Rak'ah then
he prayed for rain. He said: "On
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that day I met Zaid bin Arqam,
and there was only one man
between me and him. I said to
him: 'How many campaigns did
the Messenger of Allah
wage?' He said: 'Nineteen.' I
said: 'On how many campaigns
were you with him?' He said:
'Seventeen.' I said: 'What was the
first campaign he waged?' He
said: 'Dhât Al-'Usair' or 'Al'Ushair."
[4693] 144 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn Isâq, from Zaid bin
Arqam from whom he heard it,
that the Messenger of Allah
went on nineteen campaigns, and
after he emigrated he performed
Jjajj only once, the Farewell Hajj.

[4694] 145 - (1813) Abü AzZubair narrated that he heard
Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh say: "I went
on nineteen campaigns with the
Messenger of Allah ."
Jâbir said: "I was not present at
(the battles of) Badr or Uhud,
because my father did not let me
go. When 'Abdullâh (i.e., his
father) was killed on the day of
Uhud, I did not stay behind from
any campaign with the Messenger
of Allah ."
[4695] 146 - (1814) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
Buraidah that his father said:
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"The Messenger of Allah
went on nineteen campaigns, and
he fought in eight of them."
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[4696] 147 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Ibn Buraidah that
his father said that he went on
sixteen campaigns with the
Messenger of Allah .
[4697] 148 - (1815) It was
narrated that YazId bin AbI
'Ubaid said: "I heard Salamah say:
'I went on seven campaigns with
the Messenger of Allah , and I
went out on nine campaigns that
he sent out. On one occasion AN
Bakr was in charge of us and on
another occasion Usâmah bin
Zaid was in charge of us."
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[4698] ( ... ) Hâtim narrated it
with this chain of narration (a
HadIth similar to no. 4697),
except that he said in both cases:
"Seven campaigns."
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Chapter 50. The Campaign Of
Dhãt Ar-Riqã'
[4699] 149 - (1816) It was
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narrated that Abü Müsâ said: "We
went out with the Messenger of
Allah on a campaign, and there
were six of us. We had only one
camel, which we took turns riding.
Our feet became sore, and my feet
became so sore that my toenails
fell off. We wrapped rags around
out feet, so the campaign became
known as Dhât Ar-Riqâ' because
of the rags that we used to
bandage our feet."
Abü Burdah said: "Abü Müsâ
narrated this HadIth, then he did
not like to do so. It is as if he did
not like to broadcast his deeds."

Chapter 51. It Is Disliked To
Seek The Help Of Disbelievers
In War Except In Cases Of
Necessity, Or If He Thinks
Well Of The Muslims
[4700] 150 - (1817) It was
narrated that 'Aishah, the wife of
the Prophet , said: "The
Messenger of Allah
set out for
Badr, and when he was in Harrat
Al-Wabarah, he was met by a man
who was known for his courage
and valor. The Companions of the
Messenger of Allah
rejoiced
when they saw him, but when he
caught up with him he said to the
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Messenger of Allah
: 'I have
come so that I may join you and
get a share (of the spoils of war)
with you.' The Messenger of Allah
said to him: 'Will you believe in
Allah and His Messenger?' He
said: 'No.' He said: 'Then go back,
for I will never seek the help of a
idolater."
She said: "He went away, then
when we were in Ash-Shajarah,
the man met him and said the
same as he had said the first time,
and the Prophet
said the same
as he had said; he said: 'Go back,
for I will never seek the help of a
idolater.' Then he came back and
met him in Al-Baidâ', and he said
what he had said to him the first
time: 'Will you believe in Allah
and His Messenger?' He said:
'Yes.' The Messenger of Allah
said to him: 'Then come with us."

The Book of Leadership

33. The Book of
Leadership

Chapter 1 - The People Follow
The Quraish And The Caliphate
Belongs To The Quraish
[4701] 1 - (1818) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'The people follow the Quraish
in this matter, the Muslims follow
the Muslims, and the disbelievers
follow the disbelievers."

[4702] 2 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hammâm bin Munabbih said:
"This is what Abü Hurairah
narrated to us from the Messenger
of Allah
and he mentioned a
number of AhadIth including the
following: 'The people follow the
Quraish in this matter, the
Muslims follow the Muslims and
the disbelievers follow the
disbelievers."
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[47031 3 - (1819) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "The Prophet
said: 'People follow the Quraish,
for good or for evil."
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[4704] 4 - (1820) 'Asim bin
Muhammad bin Zaid narrated
from his father that Abdullâh
said: The Messenger of Allah
said: "This matter will remain
among the Quraish, even if only
two people remain."
[4705] 5 - (1821) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin Samurah
said: "I entered upon the Prophet
lj with my father, and I heard him
say: 'This matter will not end until
there have been among them
twelve caliphs.' Then he said
something that I could not hear,
and I said to my father: 'What did
he say?' He said: 'All of them will
be from the Quraish."

[4706] 6 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin Samurah said: "I
heard the Prophet Ji say: 'The
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people's affairs will go well so
long as they are governed by
twelve men.' Then the Prophet
said something that I did not
hear, and I asked my father:
'What did the Messenger of
Allah
say?' He said: 'All of
them will be from the Quraish."

[4707] (...) This HadIth was
narrated from Jâbir bin Samurah
(similar to no. 4706) from the
Prophet
, but he did not
mention (the words) "The
people's affairs will go well."
[4708] 7 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Simâk bin Harb said: I heard
Jâbir bin Samurah say: I heard
the Messenger of Allah Q5, say:
"Islam will continue to prevail
through twelve caliphs." Then he
said something that I did not
understand, and I said to my
father: "What did he say?" He
said: "All of them will be from
the Quraish."
[4709] 8 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jãbir bin Samurah said:
said: 'This
"The Prophet
matter will continue to prevail
until there have been twelve
caliphs.' Then he said something
that I did not understand, and I
said to my father: 'What did he
say?' He said: 'All of them will be
from the Quraish."
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[4710] 9 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin Samurah said: "I
went to the Messenger of Allah
and my father was with me,
and I heard him say: 'This
religion will continue to prevail
and be strong until there have
been twelve caliphs.' Then he
said something that I could not
hear because of the people's
voices. I said to my father: 'What
did he say?' He said: 'All of them
will be from the Quraish."

[4711] 10 - (1822) It was
narrated that 'Amir bin Sa'd bin
Abl Waqqâs said: I sent a letter
to Jâbir bin Samurah with my
slave NA', saying: Tell me of
something that you heard from
the Messenger of Allah . He
wrote back to me saying: I heard
the Messenger of Allah
one
Friday, the day on which the
Aslaml was stoned, saying: "This
religion will continue until the
Hour begins, or until there have
been twelve caliphs over you, all
of them from the Quraish." And
I heard him say: "A small group
of Muslims will conquer the
white palace, the palace of
Chosroes, or of the family of
Chosroes." And I heard him say:
"Just before the Hour there will
be liars, so beware of them." And
I heard him say: "If Allah
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bestows something good upon
one of you, let him start with
himself and his family." And I
heard him say: "I will reach the
Cistern ahead of you."

[4712] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Amir bin Sa'd that he sent word
to Ibn Samurah Al-'AdawI
saying: "Tell us what you heard
from the Messenger of Allah
He said: "I heard the Messenger
of Allah
say..." and he
mentioned a HadIth like that of
Hâtim (no. 4711).

Chapter 2. Appointing A
Successor Or Not Doing So
[4713] 11 - (1823) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Umar said: "I
was with my father when he was
wounded. They praised him and
said: 'May Allah reward you with
good.' He said: 'I hope (for
Allah's mercy) and I fear (His
wrath).' They said: 'Appoint a
successor.' He said: 'Should I
carry the burden of your affairs
in life and in death? Would that
my caliphate would conclude with
nothing to my credit or counting
against me. If I appoint a
successor, then one who was
better than me appointed a
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successor' - meaning Abil Bakr 'and if I do not do that, then one
who was better than me, the
Messenger of Allah , did not
do that either."
'Abdullâh said: "Then I knew,
when he mentioned the
Messenger of Allah
, that he
was not going to appoint a
successor."
[4714] 12 - (...) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "I entered
upon }Iafah and she said: 'Do
you know that your father is not
going to appoint a successor?' I
said: 'He will not do that.' She
said: 'He will do that.' I swore
that I would talk to him about
that, and I remained silent until
the next day, and I did not speak
to him. It was as if I were
carrying a mountain in my right
hand, until I came back to him
and entered upon him, and he
asked me about the state of the
people, and I told him. Then I
said: 'I have heard the people
saying something, and I swore
that I would speak to you about
it.'
"They said that you are not
going to appoint a successor, but
if you had a herdsman tending
camels or a shepherd tending
sheep, and he came to you and
left his herd or flock, wouldn't
you think that he is being
negligent? But looking after
people is more serious. He
agreed with me, then he lowered
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his head (in thought) for a while,
then he raised his head and said:
'Allah will protect His religion. If
I do not appoint a successor,
then the Messenger of Allah
did not appoint a successor, and
if I do appoint a successor, then
Abü Bakr appointed a successor.'
"By Allah, as soon as he mentioned
the Messenger of Allah , and Abü
Bakr, I knew that he would not
place anyone on the same level as
and he
the Messenger of Allah
would not appoint a successor."

Chapter 3. The Prohibition Of
Seeking Or Desiring A Position
Of Authority
[4715] 13 - (1652 [sic])
'Abdur-Rahmân bin Samurah
narrated: "The Messenger of
said to me: '0 'AbdurAllah
Rahmân, do not seek a position of
authority, for if you are given it
when you ask for it, you will be left
alone (without divine support),
but if you are given it without
asking for it, you will be helped (by
divine support)."

[47161 ( ... ) A HadIth like that of
Jarlr (no. 4715) was narrated from
'Abdur-Rabmân bin Samurah,
from the Prophet .
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[4717] 14 - (1733) It was
narrated that Abü Müsâ said: "I
entered upon the Prophet
along with two of my paternal
cousins. One of the two men
said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
appoint me over some of that
with which Allah has entrusted
you,' and the other one said
something similar. He said: 'By
Allah, we will not appoint to such
positions anyone who asks for it,
or anyone who is eager for it."

[4718] 15 - ( ... ) Abü Müsã said:
"I came to the Prophet
, with
two men of the Ash'aris, one on
my right and one on my left, and
both of them asked for a position
of authority. The Prophet
was
using a Siwâk (tooth stick) and
he said: 'What are you saying, 0
Abü Müsâ (or 0 'Abdullâh bin
Qais)?' I said: 'By the One Who
has sent you with the truth, they
did not tell me what was on their
minds, and I did not realize that
they were going to ask for
positions of authority." He said:
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"It is as if I can see his Siwâk
between his lips. He said: 'We will
never appoint to this work those
who want it. Rather you should
go, 0 Abü Müsâ (or 0 'Abdullâh
bin Qais)." And he sent him to
be in charge of Yemen, then he
sent Mu'âdh bin Jabal after him.
When (Mu'âdh) reached him he
said: "Dismount," and he spread
a mattress for him. There was a
man with him who was tied up.
He said: "W'.-,t is this?" He said:
"This man was a Jew who became
Muslim, then he went back to his
old laise religion, and became a
Jew again." He said: "I will not sit
down until he is executed in
accordance with the decree of
Allah and His Messenger s." He
said: "Sit down, it will be done."
He said: "I will not sit down until
he is killed in accordance with the
decree of Allah and His
Messenger ," (and he said that)
three times. So he ordered that he
be killed. Then they spoke of
praying Qiyâm at night, and one
of them, that is, Mu'âdh, said: "As
for me, I sleep and I pray Qiyâm,
and I hope that I will get the same
(reward) for my sleep as for my
prayer."
Chapter 4. It Is Disliked To Be
Appointed To A Position Of
Authority Unnecessarily
[4719] 16 - (1825) It was
narrated that Abü Dharr said: "I
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, will
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you not appoint me (to a position
of authority)?' He struck me on
the shoulder with his hand and
said: '0 Abü Dharr, you are
weak, and it is a trust, and on the
Day of Resurrection it will be a
source of humiliation and regret,
except for the one who takes it
and fulfills all obligations and
does all duties required."

[4720] 17 - (1826) It was
narrated from Abü Dharr that the
Messenger of Allah $ said: "0
Abü Dharr. I think that you are
weak, and I love for you what I
love for myself. Do not take a
position of authority over even two
persons, and do not take care of
the property of an orphan."

Chapter 5. The Virtue Of A Just
Ruler And The Punishment Of A
Tyrant; Encouragement To
Treat Those Under One's
Authority With Kindness And
The Prohibition Against
Causing Them Hardship
[4721] 18 - (1827) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
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'Amr that the Messenger of Allah
said: "Those who are fair and
just will be near to Allah on
thrones of light, at the Right
Hand of the Most Merciful,
Glorified and Exalted is He, and
both of His Hands are Right,
those who are fair and just in
their rulings and towards their
families and those who are under
their authority."

[47221 19 - (1828) It was
narrated that 'Abdur-Rahmân bin
Shumâsah said: "I went to
'Aishah and asked her about
something. She said: 'Where are
you from?' I said: 'I am a man
from Egypt.' She said: 'How was
your commander with you in this
war of yours?' He said: 'We did
not experience anything bad from
him. If a man's camel died, he
would give him a camel, and if
his slave died, he would give him
a slave; if he needed basic
provisions, he would give him
basic provisions.' She said: 'What
has happened to my brother,
Muhammad bin Abi Bakr, does
not prevent me from telling you
what I heard from the Messenger
of Allah , which he said in this
house of mine: (He
said:) "0
Allah, whoever attains any
position of authority among my
Ummah and is harsh towards
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them, be harsh towards him, and
whoever attains any position of
authority among my Ummah and
is kind towards them, be kind
towards him."
[4723] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4722) was narrated from
'Abdur-Rahmân bin Shumãsah,
from 'Aishah, from the Prophet .

[4724] 20 - (1829) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Prophet
said: "Each of you is
a shepherd and each of you is
responsible for his flock. The
ruler of the people is a shepherd
and is responsible for his flock. A
man is the shepherd of his
household and is responsible for
his flock. A woman is the
shepherd of her husband's house
and children and is responsible
for her flock. The slave is the
shepherd of his master's wealth
and is responsible for it. Each of
you is a shepherd and each of
you is responsible for his flock."
[4725] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of A]-Laith from Nâfi' (no. 4724)
was narrated from Nâfi' from Ibn
'Umar.
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[4726] (...) A HadIth like that
of A]-Laith from Nâfi' (no. 4724)
was narrated from Náfi' from Ibn
'Umar.

[4727] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Sâlim bin 'Abdullâh that his father
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah
say:..." a IjadIth like that
of Nâfi' from Ibn 'Umar (no.
4725). In the HadIth of Az-Zuhri
(a sub-narrator) it adds: "He said:
'I think he () said: "The man is a
shepherd of his father's wealth and
is responsible for his flock."
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[4728] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4727) was narrated from
'Abdullâh bin 'Umar, from the
Prophet jW,.

[4729] 21 - (142) It was
narrated that Al-Hasan said:
'Ubaidullâh bin Ziyâd visited
Ma'qil bin Yasâr Al-MuzanI
during his final illness, and Ma'qil
said: I am going to tell you a
HadIth that I heard from the
Messenger of Allah . If I knew
that I was going to live, I would not
tell it to you. I heard the
Messenger of Allah Jii say: "If
Allah appoints a person to a
position of authority, and on the
day he dies he is being deceitful
towards those under his authority,
Allah will forbid Paradise to him."
[4730] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Al-Uasan said: "Ibn Ziyâd
entered upon Ma'qil bin Yasâr
when he was sick..." a HadIth like
that of Abü Al-Ash-hab (no.
4729), and he added: "He said:
'Did you not tell me this before
today?' He said: 'I did not tell it
to you,' or 'I was not going to tell
it to you."
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[4731] 22 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Al-MalIh that
'Ubaidullâh bin Ziyâd entered
upon Ma'qil bin Yasâr when he
was sick, and Ma'qil said to him:
"I am going to tell you a IjadIth;
were it not that I am about to
die, I would not have narrated it
to you. I heard the Messenger of
Allah . say: 'There is no leader
who has reached a position of
authority over the Muslims, then
he does not strive for their sake
or act with sincerity towards
them, but he will not enter
Paradise with them."

[4732] ( ... ) Sawâdah bin AbI AlAswad narrated: "My father told
me that Ma'qil bin Yasâr fell sick
and 'Ubaidullâh bin Ziyâd came
to visit him..." a HadIth like that
of Al-Hasan from Ma'qil (no.
4729).

[4733] 23 - (1830) Al-Hasan
rirrated that 'A'idh bin 'Arnr,
who was one of the Companions
of the Messenger of Allah
,
entered upon 'Ubaidullâh bin
Ziyâd, and he said: "0 my son, I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: 'The worst of guardians are
those who are cruel. Beware lest
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you be one of them." So he said
to him: "Sit down; you are no
more than one of the chaff of the
Companions of Muhammad ."
So he said: "Was there chaff
among them? Rather the chaff
came after them, and among
people other than them."
Chapter 6. Emphatic
Prohibition Against Ghulâl
(Stealing From The Spoils Of
War)
[4734] 24 - (1831) It was
narrated that Abil Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah ii
stood up amongst us one day and
mentioned Ghult2l (theft from the
war spoils of war). He declared it
to be an extremely serious matter,
then he said: 'I should not see one
of you coming on the Day of
Resurrection with a groaning
camel on his shoulders, saying: "0
Messenger of Allah, help me!" I
will say: "I cannot do anything for
you. I conveyed (the message) to
you." I should not see one of you
coming on the Day of Resurrection
with a neighing horse on his
shoulders, saying: "0 Messenger of
Allah, help me!" I will say: "I
cannot do anything for you. I
conveyed (the message) to you." I
should not see one of you coming
on the Day of Resurrection with a
bleating sheep on his shoulders,
saying: "0 Messenger of Allah,
help me!" I will say: "I cannot do
anything for you. I conveyed (the
message) to you."
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"I should not see one of you
coming on the Day of Resurrection
with a person crying loudly on his
shoulders, saying: "0 Messenger of
Allah, help me!" I will say: "I
cannot do anything for you. I
conveyed (the message) to you." I
should not see one of you coming
on the Day of Resurrection with
flapping clothes on his shoulders,
saying: "0 Messenger of Allah,
help me!" I will say: "I cannot do
anything for you. I conveyed (the
message) to you." I should not see
one of you coming on the Day of
Resurrection with a heap of gold
and silver on his shoulders, saying:
"0 Messenger of Allah, help me!" I
will say: "I cannot do anything for
you. I conveyed (the message) to
YOU."

[47351 (...) A HadIth like that
of Ismâ'Il from Abil Hayyân (no.
4734) was narrated from Abü
Hurairah.

[4736] 25 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah 4
mentioned Ghuliil (stealing from
the spoils of war) and declared it
to be a serious matter..." and he
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narrated the same HadIth (as no.
4736). Hammâd (a sub-narrator)
said: "Then I heard Yaiyâ after
that narrating it, and he told us
something similar to what Ayyüb
narrated to us from him."

[4737] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 4736) was narrated from Abü
Hurairah, from the Prophet .

Chapter 7. The Prohibition Of
Giving Gifts To Agents
[4738] 26 - (1832) It was
narrated that Abü Humaid AsSâ'idI said: "The Messenger of
Allah
appointed a man in
charge of collecting the .adaqah
(Zakât) from Al-Mad who was
called Ibn Al-Lutbiyyah. When
he came he said: 'This is for you,
and this was given to me.' The
Messenger of Allah
stood up
on the Minbar and praised and
glorified Allah, and said: 'What is
the matter with an agent whom I
send, and he says: "This is for
you and this was given to me?"
Why doesn't he sit in the house
of his father or the house of his
mother and see if he is given
anything or not. By the One in
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Whose Hand is the soul of
Muhammad! None of you gets
anything from it (unlawfully), but
he will bring it on the Day of
Resurrection, carrying it on his
shoulders, even if it is a groaning
camel, a lowing cow or a bleating
sheep.' Then he raised his arms
until we saw the whiteness of his
armpits, then he said: '0 Allah,
have I conveyed (the message)?'
two times."
[4739] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Humaid As-Sâ'idI said: "The
Prophet
appointed Ibn AlLutbiyyah, a man from Al-Azd, in
charge of collecting the Sadaqah
(Zakât), and he brought the
wealth and gave it to the Prophet
. He said: 'This is your wealth
and this is a gift that was given to
me.' The Prophet
said to him:
'Why don't you sit in the house
of your father and mother and
see if you are given any gifts or
not?' Then the Prophet
stood
up and delivered a speech..."
then he mentioned a HadIth like
that of Sufyân (no. 4738).
[4740] 27 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Humaid As-Sâ'idI said:
"The Messenger of Allah
appointed a man from Al-Asad
who was called Ibn Al-Lutbiyyah
in charge of the Sadaqah (Zakât)
of Banil Sulaim. He said: 'This is
your wealth, and this is a gift (for
me).' The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Why don't you sit in the
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house of your father and mother
so that the gift may come to you,
if you are telling the truth.' Then
he addressed us; he praised and
glorified Allah, then he said: 'I
appoint a man among you (to
deal with some of the affairs)
that Allah has entrusted to me,
then he comes and says: "This is
your wealth and this is a gift that
was given to me." Why doesn't
he sit in the house of his father
and mother so that the gift may
come to him, if he is telling the
truth? By Allah, no one of you takes
something from it unlawfully, but
he will meet Allah, exalted is He, on
the Day of Resurrection carrying it,
and I will recognize one of you who
meets Allah carrying a groaning
camel, or a lowing cow, or a
bleating sheep.' Then he raised his
arms until the whiteness of his
armpits could be seen and said: '0
Allah, have I conveyed (the
message)?' My eyes saw and my
ears heard."
[47411 28 -

( ... )

It was narrated
from Hishâm with this chain of
narration (a similar HadIth as no.
4740). In the HadIth of 'Abdah and
Ibn Numair it says: "You should
know, by Allah. By the One in
Whose Hand is my soul! None of
you should take anything from it."
In the HadIth of Sufyân (a subnarrator) it adds: "My eyes saw and
my ears heard. Ask Zaid bin Thâbit,
for he was present with me."
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[4742] 29 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn Humaid As-Sâ'idI that
the Messenger of Allah
appointed a man in charge of the
Sadaqah (Zakât), and he brought
a large number of things, and he
started saying: "This is for you,
and this was given to me..." and
he mentioned a similar report (as
no. 4740). 'Urwah said: "I said to
Abil Humaid As-Sâ'idi: 'Did you
hear it from the Messenger of
Allah
?' He said: 'From his
mouth to my ears."

[4743] 30 - (1833) It was
narrated that 'Adiyy bin 'AmIrah
Al-KindI said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say:
'Whomever we appoint of you to
do any task, and he conceals a
needle or more, it is stolen spoils
of war (Ghuluul) that he will bring
on the Day of Resurrection.' A
black man from among the Anâr
stood up - it is as if I can see him
now - and he said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, take back from me your
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assignment.' He said: 'Why are
you saying that?' He said: 'I
heard you saying such and such.'
He () said: 'And I say it now.
Whoever among you is appointed
to do any task, let him bring
everything, small or large, and
whatever is given to him, let him
take it, but whatever is forbidden
to him, let him refrain."

[4744] ( ... ) Ismâ'Il narrated a
similar report (as no. 4743) with
this chain of narration.

[4745] ( ... ) 'Adiyy bin 'AmIrah
Al-KindI said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say..." a
similar HadIth (as no. 4743).

Chapter 8. The Obligation Of
Obeying Leaders In Matters
That Do Not Involve Sin, But
It Is Forbidden To Obey Them
In Sinful Matters
[4746] 31 - (1834) Hajjâj bin
Muhammad said: "Ibn Juraij said:
'The words: "0 you who believe!
Obey Allah and obey the Messenger,
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and those of you (Muslims) who are
in authority ..J11 were revealed
concerning 'Abdullâh bin Hudhãfah
bin Qais bin 'Adiyy As-SahmI, whom
the Prophet sent as commander
of an expedition. Ya'lâ bin Muslim
narrated it to me from Sa'eed bin
Jubair, from Ibn 'Abbâs."

[4747] 32 - (1835) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "Whoever
obeys me has obeyed Allah, and
whoever disobeys me has
disobeyed Allah. Whoever obeys
the leader has obeyed me, and
whoever disobeys the leader has
disobeyed me."

[47481 ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Az-Zinnâd with this chain of
narration (a HadIth similar to no.
4747), but he did not mention
(the words): "Whoever disobeys
the leader has disobeyed me."
[4749] 33 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Whoever obeys me has obeyed
Allah, and whoever disobeys me
has disobeyed Allah. Whoever
obeys the leader I appoint has
obeyed me, and whoever disobeys
the leader I appoint has disobeyed
me."
[1]

An-7'Jiâ' 4:59.
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[4750] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn Shihâb that Abü Salamah bin
'Abdur-Rahinân told him that he
heard Abü Hurairah say: The
said... a
Messenger of Allah
similar report (as no. 4749).

[4751] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Ya'lâ bin 'Atâ' heard Abü
'Alqamah, who heard AN Hurairah
(narrate) from the Prophet a... a
similar HadIth (as no. 4749).

[4752] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 4749) was narrated from Abü
Hurairah from the Prophet .

[4753] 34 - ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
narrated from the Messenger of
Allah , that he said: "Whoever
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obeys the leader" but he did not
say "the leader I appoint." The
same appears in the I-JudIth of
Hammâm (a sub-narrator) from
Abü Hurairah.

[4754] 35
(1836) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah jji5, said:
'You must hear and obey, at
times of hardship and times of
ease, whether you like it or not,
even if the leaders act in a selfish
manner."
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[4755] 36
(1837) It was
narrated that Abü Dharr said:
"My beloved
advised me to
hear and obey, even if (the leader
is) a slave with amputated limbs."
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[4756] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü 'Imrân with this chain of
narration (a HadIth similar to no.
4755), and he said in the HadIth:
"...An Abyssinian slave with
amputated limbs."
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[4757] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü 'Imrân with this chain of
narration, as Ibn IdrIs said (no.
4755): "A slave with amputated
limbs."
[4758] 37 - (1838) It was
narrated that Yayâ bin Husain
said: "I heard my grandmother
narrate that she heard the
Prophet
delivering a Khubah
during the Farewell Pilgrimage,
and he said: 'Even if there is
appointed over you a slave who
leads you in accordance with the
Book of Allah, then listen to him
and obey."
[4759] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Shu'bah with this chain of narration
(a HadIth similar to no. 4758), and
he said: "An Abyssinian slave."

[4760]... - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Shu'bah with this chain of
narration (a HadIth similar to no.
4758), and he said: "An Abyssinian
slave with amputated limbs."
[4761] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated it
with this chain of narration (a
IjadIth similar to no. 4760), but he
did not mention "...an Abyssinian
with amputated limbs," and he
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added that she heard the Messenger
of Allah in Mini or 'Arafat.
[4762] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Yahyâ bin Husain from his
grandmother Umm Al-Husain; he
said: I heard her say: "I perfromed
Hajj with the Messenger of Allah
- the Farewell Pilgrimage - and
the Messenger of Allah
said
many things, then I heard him say:
'If there is appointed over you a
slave with amputated limbs' - I
think she said: 'and black, who
leads you in accordance with the
Book of Allah, then listen to him
and obey."
Z
[4763] 38 - (1839) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Prophet
said: "The Muslim
must hear and obey, whether he
likes it or not, unless he is
commanded to commit a sin; if
he is commanded to commit a
sin, then there is no hearing and
no obeying."
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[4764] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4763) was narrated from
'Ubaidullâh, with this chain of
narration.

[4765] 39 - (1840) It was
narrated from 'All that the
Messenger of Allah
sent an
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army and he appointed a man
over them. He (the commander)
lit a fire and said: "Enter it."
Some people wanted to enter it,
but others said: "We are trying to
flee from this." Mention of that
was made to the Messenger of
Allah
and he said to those
who had wanted to enter the fire:
"If you had entered it, you would
have remained in it until the Day
of Resurrection." And he said
good words to the others. He ()
said: "There is no obedience if it
involves disobedience towards
Allah; obedience is only in that
which is right and proper."

[47661 40 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Ali said: "The Messenger of
Allah
sent an expedition, and
he appointed a man in charge of
them, and told them to listen to
him and obey him. They made him
angry with regard to some matter,
so he said: 'Gather firewood for
me.' So they gathered it for him,
then he said: 'Light a fire.' So they
lit a fire. Then he said: 'Didn't the
Messenger of Allah
tell you to
listen to me and obey me?' They
said: 'Yes.' He said: 'Then enter it
(the fire).' They looked at one
another and said: 'We have fled to
the Messenger of Allah
from
the Fire.' They stood like that for a
while, then his anger ceased and
the fire was extinguished. When
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they came back, they told the
Prophet
about that, and he
said: 'If they had entered it they
would not have come out of it.
Obedience is only in that which is
right and proper."

[4767] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4766) was narrated from AlA' mash with this chain of narration.
[4768] 41 - (1709) It was
narrated from 'Ubâdah bin AlWalId bin 'Ubâdah, from his father,
that his grandfather said: "We
swore allegiance to the Messenger
of Allah , pledging to hear and
obey, at times of hardship and
times of ease, whether we liked it
or not, even if the leaders acted in
a selfish manner, and promising
not to contest any position of
authority, and not to fear the
blame of any blamer in the cause
of Allah."

[4769] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4768) was narrated from
'Ubâdah bin Al-WalId, with this
chain of narration.
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[4770]... - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Ubãdah bin Al-WalId bin
'Ubâdah bin As-Sâmit, from his
father: "My father told me: 'We
swore allegiance to the Messenger
of Allah a..." a HadIth like that
of Ibn IdrIs (no. 4768).

[4771] 42 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Junâdah bin Abi Umayyah
said: "We entered upon 'Ubâdah
bin As-Sâmit when he was sick. We
said: 'Tell us, may Allah give you
health, a HadIth by means of which
Allah may benefit us, that you
heard from the Messenger of Allah
.' He said: 'The Messenger of
Allah jW called us, and we swore
allegiance to him, and among the
pledges that he took from us was
that we would hear and obey,
whether we liked it or not, at times
of hardship and times of ease,
even if the leaders acted in a
selfish manner, and promising not
to contest any position of authority,
and he said: "Unless you see blatant
Kufr (disbelief), for which you have
proof from Allah."

Chapter 9. The Ruler Is A
Shield From Behind Whom
They Fight And By Whom They
Are Protected
[4772] 34 - (1841) It was
narrated from AN Hurairah that
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said: "The ruler is
the Prophet
a shield from behind whom they
fight and by whom they are
protected. If he enjoins fear of
Allah and is just, then he will be
rewarded for that, but if he
enjoins otherwise, that will count
against him."

Chapter 10. The Obligation Of
Fulfilling Oaths Of Allegiance
Is Owed To The First Of Two
Caliphs
[4773] 44 - (1842) It was
narrated that Abü Hâzim said: "I
stayed with Abü Hurairah for five
years, and I heard him narrate
that the Prophet
said: 'The
Children of Israel were ruled by
the Prophets. Every time one
Prophet died, another Prophet
would succeed him. But there
will be no Prophet after me, but
there will be many caliphs.' They
said: 'What do you command us
to do?' He said: 'Fulfill the oath
of allegiance to the first one and
not the second (if there are two
caliphs at one time), and give
them their dues, for Allah will
question them about that which
He entrusted to them."
[4774] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4773) was narrated from AlHasan bin Furât, from his father,
with this chain of narration.
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[4775] 45 - (1843) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said:
"The Messenger of Allah ç said:
'After me there will be selfishness
and things that you object to.'
They said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, what do you command us
to do if any of us lives to see
that?' He said: 'Fulfill the duties
that you owe, and ask Allah for
your rights."

[4776] 46 - (1844) It was
narrated that 'Abdur-Rahmân bin
'Abd Rabb A1-Ka'bah said: "I
entered the Masjid and saw
'Abdullâh bin 'Amr bin A]-'As
sitting in the shade of the
Ka'bah, and the people were
gathered around him. I came to
them and sat down with him, and
he said: 'We were with the
on a
Messenger of Allah
journey, and we made a stop.
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Some of us began to repair tents,
and some of us competed in
shooting (arrows), and some of
us grazed their animals. Then the
caller of the Messenger of Allah
called out: "As-Salâtu Jâmi'ah
(prayer is about to begin)." We
gathered around the Messenger
of Allah
and he said: "There
was no Prophet before me but it
was his duty to tell his Ummah of
the best of what he knew was
good for them, and the worst of
what he knew was bad for them.
"The time of peace and security
for this Ummah has been made
in its first era, and its last era will
be afflicted with trials and things
that you object to. Fitnah
(tribulation) will come in waves,
one after another. A Fitnah will
come and the believer will say:
'This is going to cause my doom.'
Then when it ends, another
Fitnah will come, and the
believer will say: 'This is the one.'
Whoever would like to be
delivered from Hell and enter
Paradise, let him die believing in
Allah and the Last Day, and let
him treat people as he would like
to be treated. Whoever swears
allegiance to a ruler, giving him
his oath with sincerity, let him
obey him if he can. If another
comes and disputes with him,
then strike the neck of the other
one." I (the narrator) drew close
to him and said to him: 'I adjure
you by Allah, did you hear this
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from the Messenger of Allah ?'
He pointed to his ears and his
heart and said: 'My ears heard it
and my heart understood.' I said
to him: 'This son of your paternal
uncle, Mu'âwiyah, enjoins us to
consume our wealth unlawfully
amongst ourselves, and to kill
ourselves, but Allah, glorified and
exalted is He, says: 0 you who
believe! Eat not up your property
among yourselves unjustly except
it be a trade amongst you, by
mutual consent. And do not kill
yourselves (nor kill one another).
Surely, Allah is Most Merciful to
you..'t11 He remained silent for a
while, then he said: 'Obey him in
that which is obedience to Allah,
and disobey him in that which is
disobedience to Allah."
[4777] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4776) was narrated from AlA'mash, with this chain of
narration.

[4778] 47 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdur-Rahmân bin 'Abd
Rabb Al-Ka'bah As-Sâ'idI said: "I
saw a group of people at the
Ka'bah..." and he mentioned a
HadIth like that of Al-A'mash
(no. 4776).

An-Nisâ' 4:29.
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Chapter 11. The Command To
Be Patient In The Face Of
Oppressive Rulers And Their
Selfishness
[4779] 48 - (1845) It was
narrated from Usaid bin Hudair
that a man from among the Ansâr
took the Messenger of Allah 40
aside and said: "Will you not
appoint me as you appointed soand-so?" He said: "You will
encounter selfishness after I am
gone, so be patient until you meet
me at the Cistern."

[4780] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Qatâdah said: "I heard Anas
narrating from Usaid bin Hudair
that a man from among the
Anâr took the Messenger of
Allah
aside..." a similar report
(as no. 4779).

[4781] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated it
with this chain of narration (a
HadIth similar to no. 4779), but
he did not say: "He took the
Messenger of Allah Q'5, aside."
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Chapter 12. Obeying Rulers
Even If They Withhold The
People's Rights
[4782] 49 - (1846) It was
narrated from 'Alqamah bin
Wâ'il Al-HadramI that his father
said: Salamah bin YazId A1-Ju'fi
asked the Messenger of Allah
"0 Messenger of Allah, what do
you think, if there are appointed
over us rulers who demand their
rights and withhold our rights,
what do you command us to do?"
He turned away from him, then
he asked him again and he
turned away from him, then when
he asked him the second or third
time, Al-Ash'ath bin Qais pulled
him aside and he said: "Listen
and obey, for on them will be
their burden and on you will be
your burden."

[4783] 50 - ( .... ) Shu'bah said:
"Al-Ash'ath bin Qais pulled him
aside and the Messenger of Allah
said: "Listen and obey, for on
them be their burden and on you
will be your burden."
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Chapter 13. The Obligation Of
Staying With The Jamâ 'ah (Main
Body) Of The Muslims When Fun
(Tribulations) Appear, And In All
Circumstances. The Prohibition
Of Refusing To Obey And On
Splitting Away From The Jamâ 'ah
[4784] 51 - (1847) Hudhaifah
bin A1-Yamân said: "The people
used to ask the Messenger of
Allah jç about good things, but I
used to ask him about bad things,
fearing that I would live to see
such things. I said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, we were in a state of
ignorance (Jâhiliyyah) and evil,
then Allah sent us this good (i.e.,
Islam). Will there be any evil
after this good?' He said: 'Yes.' I
said: 'Will there by any good
after that evil?' He said: 'Yes, but
it will be tainted.' I said: 'How will
it be tainted?' He said: '(There will
be) some people who follow an
example other than my example
and follow a way other than my
way. You will approve of some of
their deeds and disapprove of
others.'
"I said: 'Will there be any evil
after that good?' He said: 'Yes,
there will be people calling at the
gates of Hell, and whoever
responds to their call, they will
throw them into it (the Fire).' I
said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
describe them to us.' He said:
'They will be from among our
people, speaking our language.' I
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said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
what do you command me to do
if I live to see such a thing?' He
said: 'Adhere to the Jamâ'ah
(group, community, main body)
of the Muslims and their Imâm
(leader).' I asked: 'What if there
is no Jamâ'ah and no leader?' He
said: 'Then keep away from all
those groups, even if you have to
bite (cling) on the roots of a tree
until death overtakes you while
you are in that state."
[4785] 52 - ( ... ) Hudhaifah bin
A]-Yamãn said: "I said: '0
Messenger of Allah, we were in
an evil state, then Allah brought
something good, and we are in a
[good] state. Will there be any
evil after this goodness?' He said:
'Yes.' I said: 'And will there be
any goodness after that evil?' He
said: 'Yes.' I said: 'And will there
be any evil after that goodness?'
He said: 'Yes.' I said: 'How?' He
said: 'After I am gone, there will
be A 'immah (leaders) who will
not follow my way and will not
follow my example. Among them
there will be men whose hearts
are the hearts of devils in the
bodies of men.' I said: 'What
should I do, 0 Messenger of
Allah, if I live to see that?' He
said: 'Hear and obey the ruler,
even if your back is flogged and
your wealth is taken; hear and
obey."
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[4786] 53 - (1848) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
said: "Whoever
the Prophet
rebels against obedience and splits
away from the Jamâ'ah (main
body of the Muslims) and dies (in
that state) has died a death of
Jâhiliyyah. Whoever fights for no
real cause, getting angry for the
sake of tribalism, calling for
tribalism, or supporting tribalism,
and is killed, dies in a state of
Jâhili)yah. Whoever rebels against
my Ummah, striking righteous and
wicked alike, and does not spare
the believers, and does not pay
attention to anyone who has a
covenant of protection with the
Muslims, he is not of me and I am
not of him."
[4787] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abil Hurairah said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said..." a HadIth like
that of Jarir (no. 4786). And he
said: "...and does not spare the
believers."

[4788] 54 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whoever rebels against obedience
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and separates from the main body
of Muslims, then dies (in that
state), has died a death of
Jâhiliyyah. Whoever is killed
(fighting) for no real cause, getting
angry for the sake of tribalism or
fighting for tribalism, is not of my
Ummah. Whoever of my Ummah
rebels against my Ummah, striking
righteous and wicked alike, and
does not spare the believers and
does not pay attention to anyone
who has a covenant of protection
with the Muslims, he is not of me."
[4789] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ghailân bin JarIr with this chain of
narration (a HadIth similar to no
4788). As for Ibn Al-Muthanna (a
sub-narrator), he did not mention
the Prophet h in his HadIth. As
for Ibn Bash-shâr (a sub-narrator),
he said in his report: "The
Messenger of Allah said..." like
their HadIth.
[4790] 55 - (1849) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whoever sees something from
his ruler that he dislikes, let him
be patient, for whoever splits
away from the Jamâ'ah (main
body of Muslims) by a handspan
and dies (in that state), that is a
death of Jâhiliyyah."
[4791] 56 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
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"Whoever dislikes something
about his ruler, let him bear it with
patience, for there is no one
among the people who splits away
from the ruler by a handspan and
dies in that state, but he has died a
death of Jâhili)yah."

[4792] 57 - (1850) It was
narrated that Jundab bin 'Abdullâh
A]-BajalI said: "The Messenger of
said: 'Whoever is killed
Allah
(fighting) for no real cause, calling
for tribalism or supporting tribalism,
his death is a death of Jâhiliyyah."

[4793] 58 - (1851) It was
narrated that Nâfi' said: "Abdullâh
bin 'Umar came to 'Abdullâh bin
MutI', when the incident of A]Harrah occurred, at the time of
YazId bin Mu'âwiyah, and he said:
'Set out a pillow for Abü 'AbdurRahmân.' He said: 'I have not come
to sit with you; I have come to
narrate to you a IjadIth. I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say:
"Whoever withdraws his hand from
obedience (i.e., rebels against the
ruler) will meet Allah on the Day of
Resurrection with no justification
for his action, and whoever dies not
having sworn an oath of allegiance
has died a death of ignorance."
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[4794] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn 'Umar that he came to Ibn
MutI'... and he narrated something
similar (as no. 4793) from the
Prophet .

[4795] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of Nâfi' from Ibn 'Umar was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar (no.
4793), from the Prophet .
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Chapter 14. The Ruling On
One Who Seeks To Divide The
Muslims When They Are
United
[4796] 59 - (1852) It was
narrated that Ziyâd bin 'Ilâqah
said: "I heard 'Arfajah say: 'I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: "There will be Fitnah and
innovations. Whoever wants to
divide this Ummah when it is
united, strike him with the sword,
no matter who he is."
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[4797] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 2796) was narrated from
,
'Arfajah from the Prophet
except that in their Ijadlth it says:
"...kill him".

[4798] 60 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Arfajah said: "I heard the
say:
Messenger of Allah
'Whoever comes to you, when
you are united behind one man,
seeking to divide you, kill him."

Chapter 15. If Allegiance Has
Been Sworn To Two Caliphs
[4799] 61 - (1853) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed AlKhudrI said: "The Messenger of
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Allah
said: 'If allegiance has
been sworn to two caliphs, then
kill the second one."
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Chapter 16. The Obligation To
Denounce Rulers For That In
Which They Go Against
SharI'ah, But They Should Not
Be Fought So Long As They
Pray Regularly, Etc.
[48001 62 - (1854) It was
narrated from Umm Salamah
that the Messenger of Allah
said: "There will be rulers (whose
good deeds) you approve of and
(whose bad deeds) you object to.
Whoever recognizes (their bad
deeds as such) will be free of
blame, and whoever objects to
(their bad deeds) will also be
safe, but whoever approves and
follows (is blameworthy)." They
said: "Should we not fight
them?" He said: "No, not so long
as they offer prayers."
[4801] 63 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Umm Salamah, the wife of
the Prophet
that the Prophet
said: "There will be appointed
over you rulers (whose good
deeds) you approve of and (whose
bad deeds) you object to. Whoever
dislikes (their bad deeds) will be
free of blame and whoever objects
(to them) will also be safe, but
whoever approves and follows (is
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blameworthy)." They said: "Should
we not fight them?" He said: "No,
not so long as they offer prayers."

[4802] 64 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Umm Salamah said: "The
Messenger of Allah 4i said..." a
similar report (as no. 4801),
except that he said: "Whoever
objects to (their bad deeds) will
be free of blame, and whoever
dislikes (their bad deeds) will
also be safe."

[4803] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Umm Salamah said: "The
said..." a
Messenger of Allah
similar report (as no. 4801),
except for the words: "...but
whoever accepts and follows"
which he (the sub-narrator) did
not mention.

Chapter 17. The Best And
Worst Of Rulers
[4804] 65 - (1855) It was
narrated from 'Awf bin Mâlik
that the Messenger of Allah 14
said: "The best of your rulers are
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those whom you love and they
love you, who invoke blessings
upon you and you invoke
blessings upon them. The worst
of your rulers are those whom
you hate and they hate you, and
you invoke curses upon them and
they invoke curses upon you." It
was said: "0 Messenger of Allah,
should we not fight them with the
sword?" He said: "No, not so
long as they establish prayer
among you. But if you see
something in your rulers that you
dislike, then hate their deeds, but
do not withdraw your hand from
obedience to them."
[4805] 66 - ( ... ) ' Awf bin Mâlik
Al-Aja'I said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: 'The
best of your rulers are those
whom you love and they love
you, upon whom you invoke
blessings and they invoke
blessings upon you. The worst of
your rulers are those whom you
hate and they hate you, and you
invoke curses upon them and
they invoke curses upon you.'
They said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, in that case, should we not
fight them?' He said: 'No, not so
long as they establish prayer
among you. No, not so long as
they establish prayer among you.
But whoever is under the
authority of a ruler and sees him
do something that he dislikes of
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disobedience towards Allah, let
him hate his disobedient action,
but he should not withdraw his
hand from obedience to him (i.e.,
he should not rebel against
him)."

[48061 ( ... ) Ibn Jâbir narrated it
with this chain of narration (a
HadIth similar to no. 4805).
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Chapter 18. It Is Recommended
For The Army To Swear
Allegiance To The Ruler When
Intending To Fight, And An
Account Of Ba'it Ar-Ridwân
Beneath The Tree
(4807] 67 - (1856) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "On the
day of Al-Iiudaibiyah we were
fourteen hundred, and we swore
allegiance to him () while
'Umar was holding his hand
beneath the tree, which was an
acacia. And we swore allegiance,
pledging not to flee (from battle)
but we did not swear to fight to
the death."

[4808] 68 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "We did not swear
allegiance to the Messenger of
Allah 0 pledging to fight to the
death, but we swore that we
would not flee."

[4809] 69 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn Juraij: "Abfl Az-Zubair
told me that he heard Jâbir being
asked: 'How many (persons) were
they on the day of Al-Hudaibiyah?'
He said: 'We were fourteen
hundred, and we swore allegiance
to him (ç) while 'Umar was
holding his hand beneath the tree,
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which was an acacia. We swore
allegiance to him, except for Jadd
bin Qais A1-AnsârI, who hid
beneath the belly of his camel."
[4810] 70 - ( ... ) AbÜ Az-Zubair
told me that he heard Jâbir being
asked: "Did the Prophet accept
the oath of allegiance in DhulHulaifah?" He said: "No, but he
offered prayers there. And he did
not receive the oath of allegiance
beside any tree except the tree that
was in A]-Hudaibiyah."
Ibn Juraij said: "Abü Az-Zubair
told me that he heard Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh say: 'The Prophet
prayed (offered supplication)
over the well of Al-lludaibiyah."

[4811] 71 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "On the day of
A]-Hudaibiyah we were fourteen
hundred. The Prophet
said to
us: 'Today you are the best of
people on earth." Jâbir said: "If
I could see, I would show you the
spot where the tree was (under
which the Prophet
took the
oath)."
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[4812] 72 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Sâlim bin AbI A1-Ja'd said:
"I asked Jãbir bin 'Abdullâh
about the 'companions of the
tree.' He said: 'If we had been
one hundred thousand, it (the
water in the well) would have
sufficed us, but we were fifteen
hundred."

[4813] 73 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "If we had been
one hundred thousand, it (the
water in the well) would have
sufficed us, but we were fifteen
hundred."
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[4814] 74 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from M-A'mash: "Sâlim bin AbI
A1-Ja'd narrated: 'I said to Jâbir:
"How many were you that day?"
He said: "Fourteen hundred."
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[4815] 75 - (1857) 'Abdullâh bin
AbI Awfâ said: "The 'companions of
the tree' were thirteen hundred, and
(the people from the tribe of)
Aslam were one-eighth of the
MuhâjirIn."
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[4816] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4815) was narrated from
Shu'bah with this chain of
narration.

[4817] 76 - (1858) It was
narrated that Ma'qil bin Yasâr
said: "I remember the Day of the
Tree, when the Prophet
received the people's oath of
allegiance, and I was holding one
of its branches away from his
head, and we were fourteen
hundred." He said: "We did not
swear to fight to the death, but
we swore not to flee."

[4818] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Yünus with this chain of narration
(a similar HadIth as no. 4817).
[4819] 77 - (1859) It was
narrated that Sa'eed bin AlMüsâyyab said: "My father was
one of those who swore allegiance
to the Messenger of Allah
beside the tree. He said: 'We set
out the following year, intending
to perform Hajj, but the location
(of the tree) was hidden from us. If
you think you can find it, then
know better."
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[4820] 78 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sa'eed bin A]-Mflsâyyab,
from his father, that they were
with the Messenger of Allah
in the Year of the Tree. He said:
"But they forgot its location the
following year."

[4821] 79 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sa'eed bin Al-Müsâyyab
that his father said: "I saw the
tree, then I went there after that
and I could not locate it."

[4822] 80 - (1860) It was
narrated that Yazid bin AbI
'Ubaid, the freed slave of Salamah
bin Al-Akwa', said: "I said to
Salamah: 'On what basis did you
swear allegiance to the Messenger
of Allah
on the day of AlHudaibiyah?' He said: 'To fight to
the death."
[4823] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4822) was narrated from
Salamah.

[4824] 81 - (1861) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin Zaid
said: "Someone came to him and
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said: 'Ibn Uan?alah is making the
people swear allegiance to him.'
He said: 'On what basis?' He
said: 'That they will fight to the
death.' He said: 'Allegiance is not
to be sworn on that basis to
anyone after the Messenger of
Allah "
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Chapter 19. The Prohibition of
A Muhâjir Returning To Settle
In His Former Homeland
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[4825] 82 - (1862) It was
narrated from Salamah bin A]Akwa' that he entered upon AlHajjâj and he said: "0 Ibn AlAkwa', have you turned upon
your heels and gone to live in the
desert?" He said: "No, but the
Messenger of Allah jii gave me
permission to live in the desert."

Chapter 20. Swearing Allegiance
And Pledging To Adhere To
Islam, To Engage InJihâd And
To Do Good, After The Conquest
Of Makkah, And The Meaning
Of The Phrase: "There Is No
Hijrah (Emigration) After The
Conquest."
[4826] 83 - (1863) Mujâshi' bin
Mas'üd As-SulamI said: "I came to
the Prophet je5, to swear allegiance
and pledge to emigrate, but he
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said: 'The time for emigration is
over. Rather (pledge) to adhere to
Islam, to engage in Jihâd and to do
good."
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[4827] 84 - ( ... ) Mujâshi' bin
Mas'üd As-SulamI said: "I brought
my brother, Abü Ma'bad, to the
Messenger of Allah
after the
conquest (of Makkah) and said: '0
Messenger of Allah, accept his
pledge to emigrate.' He said: 'The
time for emigration is over.' I said:
'Then on what basis will you
accept his oath of allegiance?' He
said: 'To adhere to Islam, to
engage in Jihad and to do good."
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[4828] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Asim with this chain of narration
(a similar HadIth as 4827). He
said: "I met his brother, and he
said: 'Mujâshi' spoke the truth.'
And he did not mention Abü
Ma'bad."
[4829] 85 - (1353) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said
on the day of the conquest of
Makkah: 'There is no Hijrah
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(emigration) any more; rather
there is Jihâd and good intentions,
and when you are asked to
mobilize, then do so."

[48301 ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4829) was narrated from Mansür
with this chain of narration.

[4831] 86 - (1864) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah , was asked
about Hijrah (emigration). He
said: 'There is no emigration
after the conquest, but there is
Jihâd and good intentions, and if
you are asked to mobilize, then
do so."

[4832] 87 - (1865) Abü Sa'eed
Al-KhudrI narrated that a Bedouin
asked the Messenger of Allah iA
about emigration. He said: "Woe
to you! Emigration is very difficult.
Do you have camels?" He said:
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"Yes." He said: "Do you pay
Zakât on them?" He said: "Yes."
He said: "Then do good deeds
even if you live beyond the sea, for
Allah will never leave any of your
good deeds unrewarded."

[4833] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4832) narrated from Al-Awzâ'I
with this chain of narration, except
that he said: "Surely, Allah will
never leave any of your good
deeds unrewarded." And he
added in the HadIth: "Do you milk
them on the day that they come to
the water?" He said: "Yes."
Chapter 21. How Women Gave
Their Oath Of Allegiance
[4834] 88 - (1866) 'Aishah, the
, said:
wife of the Prophet
"When the believing women
emigrated to join the Messenger
of Allah , they would be tested
in accordance with the words of
Allah: '0 Prophet! When believing
women come to you to give you the
Bai' (pledge), that they will not
associate anything in worship with
Allah, that they will not steal, that
they will not commit illegal sexual
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intercourse, that they will not kill
their children, that they will not
utter slander, intentionally forging
falsehood (i.e. by making illegal
children belonging to their
husbands), and that they will not
disobey you in Ma'rüf (Islamic
Monotheism and all that which
Islam ordains), then accept their
Bai' (pledge), and ask Allah to
forgive them. Verily, Allah is OftForgiving, Most Merciful.'[ ']
'Aishah said: "Whoever among the
believing women accepted that,
then she passed the test. When they
accepted that verbally, the
said to
Messenger of Allah
them: 'Go, for I have accepted
your oath of allegiance.' By Allah,
the hand of the Messenger of
never touched the hand
Allah
of a woman; rather he accepted
their oath of allegiance verbally."
'Aishah said: "By Allah, the
never
Messenger of Allah
accepted the oath of allegiance
from women except in the
manner enjoined upon him by
Allah, and the hand of the
never
Messenger of Allah
touched the hand of a woman.
When he accepted the oath from
them, he would say to them: 'I
have accepted your oath of
allegiance,' verbally."
[4835] 89 - (...) It was narrated
from 'Urwah that 'Aishah told
Ell Al-Mumtahanah 60:12.
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him about the women's oath of
allegiance. She said: "The hand
of the Messenger of Allah
never touched the hand of a
woman. When he had accepted a
woman's oath of allegiance he
said: 'Go, for I have accepted
your oath of allegiance."

Chapter 22. Oath Of Allegiance
Pledging To Hear And Obey As
Much As Possible
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[4836] 90 - (1867) 'Abdullãh
bin 'Umar said: "We swore
allegiance to the Messenger of
Allah
pledging to hear and
obey, and he said to us: 'As much
as possible."

Chapter 23. The Age Of
Adulthood, Responsibility
[4837] 91 - (1868) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Umar said:
"The Messenger of Allah
inspected me on the day of (the
battle of) Uhud, when I was
fourteen years old, and he did
not allow me to take part in the

The Book of Leadership
fighting. He inspected me on the
day of (the battle of) AlKhandaq, when I was fifteen
years old, and he allowed me (to
take part in the fighting)."
Nâfi' said: "I came to 'Umar bin
'Abdul-'AzIz, who was the caliph
at that time, and I narrated this
HadIth to him. He said: 'This is
the demarcation between a minor
and an adult.' He wrote to his
agents telling them to pay a
stipend to all those over the age
of fifteen, and to regard all those
under that age as children."
[4838] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Ubaidullâh with this chain of
narration (a HadIth similar to no.
4837), except that in their IjadIth
it says: "I was fourteen years old
and he thought I was too young."

Chapter 24. The Prohibition Of
Traveling With The Mushaf To
The Land Of The Disbelievers
If There Is The Fear That It
May Fall Into Their Hands
[4839] 92 - (1869) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar
said: "The Messenger of Allah
forbade traveling with the Qur'ân
to the land of the enemy."
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[4840] 93 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar that
the Messenger of Allah
forbade traveling with the Qur'ân
to the land of the enemy, lest the
enemy get hold of it.

[4841] 94 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'Do
not travel with the Qur'ân, for I
am afraid lest the enemy get hold
of it."
Ayyfib (a narrator) said: "Lest
the enemy get hold of it and
dispute with you concerning it."

[4842] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn 'Umar from the Prophet
(a similar HadIth as no 4841).
In the HadIth of Ibn 'Ulayyah
and Ath-Thaqafi it says: "I am
afraid." In the HadIth of Sufyân
and Adh-Dhah-hâk bin 'Uthmân
it says: "Lest the enemy get hold
of it."
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Chapter 25. Horse Race And
Training Horses For Racing
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[4843] 95 - (1870) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah
held a
race for horses that had been
specially prepared111 for that,
from Al-Haifa' to Thaniyyat A]Wadâ', and he held a race for
horses that had not been specially
prepared from Ath-Thaniyyah to
the Masjid of Banü Zuraiq, and
Ibn 'Umar was one of those who
participated in the race.
[4844] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of Mâlik from Nâfi' (no. 4843)
was narrated from Ibn 'Umar,
and in the HadIth of Ayyüb from
Hammâd and Ibn 'Ulayyah it
adds: "Abdullâh said: 'I came
first in the race, and the horse
jumped into the Masjid with
me."[21

' Specially prepared: This involved reducing their feed for a while and confining them in a
narrow stall, covering them with blankets so that they would sweat; as the sweat dried
their flesh would also thy and they would become stronger for running.
[2]

The Masjid, which was the Masjid of Banü Zurayq, was the finishing-point of the race,
and it had a low wall, over which the horse jumped.
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Chapter 26. The Virtue Of
Horses; Goodness Is Tied To
Their Forelocks
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[4845] 96 - (1871) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah ii said:
"Goodness is tied to the forelocks
of horses until the Day of
Resurrection."

[4846] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of Mâlik from Nâfi' (no. 4845)
was narrated from Ibn 'Umar
from the Prophet .
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[48471 97 - (1872) It was
narrated that JarIr bin 'Abdullâh
said: "I saw the Messenger of
twisting the forelock of
Allah
a horse between his fingers and
saying: 'Goodness is tied to the
forelocks of horses until the Day
of Resurrection: Reward and
spoils of war."

[48481 ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4847) was narrated from
Yünus with this chain of narration.

[4849] 98 - (1873) It was
narrated that 'Urwah A1-BâriqI
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Goodness is tied to the
forelocks of horses until the Day
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of Resurrection: Reward and
spoils of war."

[4850] 99 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Urwah Al-Bâriqi said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Goodness is tied to the forelocks
of horses.' It was said to him: '0
Messenger of Allah, how is that?'
He said: 'Reward and spoils of war
until the Day of Resurrection."

[4851] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Husain with this chain of narration
(a HadIth similar to no. 4850),
except that he said: 'Urwah bin
Al-Ja'd.
[4852] (...) It was narrated from
'Urwah Al-Bâriqi, from the
Prophet 44, (a IjadIth similar to
no. 4850), but he did not mention
"Reward and spoils of war," In
the HadIth of Sufyân (it says):
"He heard 'Urwah Al-BâriqI,
who heard the Prophet ."

[4853] ( ... ) This was narrated
from 'Urwah bin Al-Ja'd from
the Prophet ,, but he did not
mention: "Reward and spoils of
war."
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[48541 100 - (1874) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "The Messenger of Allah ii
said: 'Blessing is in the forelocks
of horses."

[4855] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü At-Tayydh heard Anas
narrating a similar report (as no.
4854) from the Prophet .

Chapter 27. Disliked Qualities
In Horses
[48561 101 - (1875) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
disliked Shikâl in horses."
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[4857] 102 - ( ... ) A similar
report (as no. 4856) was narrated
from Sufyân with this chain of
narration. In the HadIth of
'Abdur-Razzâq it adds: "Shikâl is
when a horse has some whiteness
on its right hind foot and left
forefoot, or on its right forefoot
and its left hind foot."

[4858] ( ... ) A HadIth like that of
Wakl' (no. 4856) was narrated
from Abü Hurairah, from the
. According to the
Prophet
report of Wahb: "From 'Abdullâh
bin Yazld," but he did not mention
An-Nakha'i (a sub-narrator).

Chapter 28. The Virtue Of
Jihâd And Going Out (To
Fight) In The Cause Of AlFah

[48591 103 - (1876) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Allah has guaranteed to the one

(AV)-\r [tAo]
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who goes out (to fight) in His
cause - "and he only goes out to
engage in Jihád in My cause, out
of faith in Me and affirming the
truth of My Messengers - then I
guarantee that I will either admit
him to Paradise or I will bring
him back to his home from which
he departed, with whatever he
has attained of reward or spoils
of war." By the One in Whose
Hand is the soul of Muhammad,
there is no one who is wounded
in the cause of Allah, but he will
come on the Day of Resurrection
in the state in which he was
wounded, with its color the color
of blood and its scent that of
musk. By the One in Whose
Hand is the soul of Muhammad,
were it not that it would cause
hardship to the Muslims, I would
not have stayed behind from any
expedition that went out to fight
in the cause of Allah, but I do
not have sufficient means to
provide mounts for them, nor do
they have sufficient means, and it
would be too hard for them to
stay behind without me. By the
One in Whose Hand is the soul
of Muhammad, I wish that I
could fight in the cause of Allah
and be killed, then fight and be
killed, then fight and be killed."
[4860] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Umârah with this chain of
narration (a HadIth similar to no.
4859).
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[4861] 104 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet J said: "Allah has
given a guarantee to the one who
fights in His cause and does not
go out of his house except to
fight in Jihâd for His cause and
to affirm His words, but He will
either admit him to Paradise or
bring him back to his home from
which he departed, with whatever
he has attained of reward or
spoils of war."
[4862] 105 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "No one is
wounded in the cause of Allah and Allah knows best who is
wounded in His cause - but he will
come on the Day of Resurrection
with his wounds flowing with
blood, the color will be the color of
blood but the scent will be the
fragrance of musk."

[48631 106 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Hammâm bin
Munabbih said: "This is what
Abü Hurairah narrated to us
from the Messenger of Allah s,"
- and he mentioned a number of
A,adIth including the following:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Every wound that a Muslim
sustains in the cause of Allah, on
the Day of Resurrection it will be
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in the same condition as on the
day it was received, flowing with
blood; the color will be the color
of blood but the smell will be the
fragrance of musk.' And the
said: 'By
Messenger of Allah
the One in Whose Hand is the
soul of Muhammad, were it not
that I would cause hardship for the
believers, I would not have stayed
behind from any expedition that
fought in the cause of Allah, but I
do not have sufficient means to
provide mounts for them, nor do
they have sufficient means to join
me, and they would not like to stay
behind without me."
[4864] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Hurairah said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah say: 'Were
it not that it would be too
difficult for the believers, I would
not have stayed behind from any
expedition" - a similar 1IadIth (as
no. 4863). With this chain of
narration (it is narrated): "By the
One in Whose Hand is my soul, I
wish that I could be killed in the
cause of Allah, then brought back
to life," a IjadIth like that of Abü
Zur'ah from AN Hurairah.
[4865] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Hurairah said: "The Messenger
of Allah said: 'Were it not that it
would be too difficult for my
Ummah, I would have liked not to
stay behind from any expedition' a similar HadIth."
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[4866] 107 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that AN Hurairah said:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
'Allah guarantees the one who
goes out (to fight) in His cause...
I would not have stayed behind
from any expedition that went
out in the cause of Allah."

Chapter 29. The Virtue Of
Martyrdom In The Cause Of
Allah
[4867] 108 - (1877) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that the Prophet
said: "There
is no soul that dies, having a
good (reward) with Allah, that
would like to return to this world,
or to have this world and everything
in it, except the martyr, who wishes
that he could come back to this
world and be killed (again), because
of what he sees of the virtue of
martyrdom."

[4868] 109 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Qatâdah said: "I
heard Arias bin Mâlik narrate
said: 'There
that the Prophet
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is no one who enters Paradise
and wishes to return to this
world, even if he were to have
everything that is on earth,
except the martyr; he wishes that
he could come back and be killed
ten times, because of what he
sees of honor."

[48691 110 - (1878) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"It was said to the Prophet
:
'What is equivalent to Jihâd in
the cause of Allah (glorified and
exalted is He)?' He said: 'You
are not able for that." He said:
"They repeated the question two
or three times, and each time he
() said: 'You are not able for
that.' The third time, he said:
'The likeness of one who strives
in the cause of Allah is that of
one who fasts, prays Qiyâm and
obeys Allah, and does not falter
in his fasting or prayer, until the
one who is fighting in Jihâd in the
cause of Allah returns."
[4870] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4869) was narrated from
Suhail with this chain of narration.

[4871] 111 - (1879) It was
narrated from Abfl Sallâm that
he said: "An-Nu'mân bin Bashlr
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told me: 'I was at the Minbar of
the Messenger of Allah L& and a
man said: "I would not care if I
did not do any good deed after
becoming Muslim, except
providing water to the pilgrims."
Another said: "I would not care
if I did not do any good deed
after becoming Muslim, except
visiting and maintaining AlMasjid Al-Harâm." Another man
said: "Jihâd in the cause of Allah
is better than what you have
said." 'Umar rebuked them and
said: "Do not raise your voices
beside the Minbar of the
Messenger of Allah . Today is
Friday, so when I have prayed
Jumu'ah, I will go in and ask him
(the Prophet
) about that
concerning which you are
differing."
Then Allah revealed the words:
'Do you consider the providing of
drinking water to the pilgrims
and the maintenance of Al-Masjid
Al-Ijarâm (at Makkah) as equal
to the worth of those who believe
in Allah and the Last Day, and
strive hard and fight in the cause
of Allah? They are not equal
before Allah. And Allah guides
not those people who are the
wrongdoers. "Ill
[4872]... - ( ... ) An-Nu'mân bin
BashIr said: "I was at the Minbar
of the Messenger of Allah
..."
At-Tawbah 9:19.
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a HadIth like that of AN Tawbah
(no. 4871).
3L
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4- ,Chapter 30. The Virtue Of
Going Out In The Morning Or
The Evening In The Cause Of
Allah
[4873] 112 - (1880) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Going out in the morning
or in the evening in the cause of
Allah is better than this world
and everything in it."
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[4874] 113 - (1881) It was
narrated from Sahl bin Sa'd AsSâ'idI that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "For a person to
go out in the morning in the
cause of Allah is better than this
world and everything in it."
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[4875] 114 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Sahl bin Sa'd AsSâ'idI that the Prophet
said:
"Going out in the morning or in
the evening in the cause of Allah
is better than this world and
everything in it."
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[48761 114 (B) - (1882) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Were it not for some men among
my Ummah...' and he quoted the
IjadIth and said therein: 'Going
out in the evening or the morning
in the cause of Allah is better than
this world and everything in it."

[4877] 115 - (1883) Abü Ayyüb
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Going out in the morning
or in the evening in the cause of
Allah is better than that on which
the sun rises and sets."

[4878] ( ... ) Abü Ayyüb AlAnârl said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said:..." A similar report
(as no. 4877).
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Chapter 31. The High Positions
That Allah Has Prepared For
The Mujâhid In Paradise

[4879] 116 - (1884) It was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed AlKhudrI that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "0 Abü Sa'eed,
whoever is content with Allah as
his Lord, Islam as his religion
and Muhammad
as his
Prophet, Paradise is guaranteed
for him." Abü Sa'eed wondered
at that, and said: "Say it to me
again, 0 Messenger of Allah."
He did that, then he said: "And
there is something else by means
of which a person will be raised
one hundred levels in Paradise,
and the distance between each
two levels is like the distance
between heaven and earth." He
said: "What is it, 0 Messenger of
Allah?" He said: "Jihâd in the
cause of Allah, Jihâd in the cause
of Allah."
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Chapter 32. If A Person Is
Killed In The Cause Of Allah,
All His Sins Will Be Expiated,
Except Debt
[4880] 117 - (1885) It was
narrated from Abü Qatâdah that
the Messenger of Allah
stood
up before them and said to them:
"Jihâd in the cause of Allah and
faith in Allah are the best of
deeds." A man stood up and
said: "0 Messenger of Allah, do
you think that if I am killed in
the cause of Allah, my sins will
be expiated?" The Messenger of
Allah
said: "Yes, if you are
killed in the cause of Allah and
you are patient and seek reward,
facing (the enemy) and not
turning away." Then the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"What did you say?" He said:
"Do you think that if I am killed
in the cause of Allah, my sins will
be expiated?" The Messenger of
Allah ji-5, said: "Yes, if you are
killed in the cause of Allah and
you are patient and seek reward,
facing (the enemy) and not
turning away, except debt, for
Jibril,
, told me that."
[4881] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Abdullâh bin Abi Qatâdah that his
father said: "A man came to the
Messenger of Allah i4 and said:
'Do you think that if I am killed in
the cause of Allah ... ?" A HadIth
like that of A]-Laith (no. 4881).
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[4882] 118 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin AbI Qatâdah,
from his father, that a man came
to the Prophet when he was on
the Minbar and said: "Do you
think that if I strike with my
sword...?" A HadIth like that of
Al-MaqburI (no. 4881).
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[4883] 119 - (1886) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr
bin At-')ks that the Messenger of
said: "The martyr will be
Allah
forgiven for everything, except
debt."
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[4884] 120 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr bin Alsaid:
',&s that the Prophet
"Being killed in the cause of Allah
expiates everything, except debt."
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Chapter 33. The Souls Of The
Martyrs Are In Paradise, And
They Are Alive With Their
Lord And They Have Provision

rr
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[4585] 121 - (1887) It was
narrated that Masrüq said: "We
asked 'Abdullâh bin Mas'üd
about this Verse: 'Think not of
those as dead who are killed in
the way of Allah. Nay, they are
alive, with their Lord, and they
have provision.'111 He said: 'We
also asked about that, and he
(the Prophet
) said: "Their
souls are in the crops of green
birds, which have lamps hanging
from the Throne, and they roam
freely wherever they want in
Paradise, then they return to
those lamps. Their Lord looked
down upon them and said: 'Do
you desire anything?' They said:
'What could we desire, when we
can roam freely wherever we
want in Paradise?' He did that
with them three times, and when
they saw that they would not be
left without being asked, they
said: '0 Lord, we want You to
restore our souls to our bodies so
that we may be killed in Your
cause again.' When He saw that
Al 'Imrân
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they had no need, they were left
alone."

:i
j
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Chapter 34. The Virtue Of
Jihâd And Keeping Watch Over
The Frontier
[48861 122 - (1888) It was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed AlKhudrI that a man came to the
Prophet
and said: "Which of
the people is best?" He said: "A
man who strives in Jihâd in the
cause of Allah with his wealth
and his self." He said: "Then
who?" He said: "A believer in a
mountain pass who worships
Allah his Lord, and spares the
people from his evil."

[4887] 123 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Abil Sa'eed said:
"A man said: 'Which of the
people is best, 0 Messenger of
Allah?' He said: 'A believer who
strives in Jihâd with his self and
his wealth, in the cause of Allah.'
He said: 'Then who?' He said:
'Then a man who withdraws into
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a mountain pass, worshipping his
Lord and sparing the people
from his evil."

[48881 124 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Ibn Shihâb with
this chain of narration (a HadIth
similar to no. 4887). He said: "A
man in a mountain pass," and he
did not say, "then a man."

[4889] 125 - (1889) It was
narrated from Abfl Hurairah that
the Messenger of AJ.lâh
said:
"Among the best of lives is that
of a man who holds the reins of
his horse, (ever ready) to march
in the cause of Allah, flying on its
back every time he hears the
shout at the approach of the
enemy, or a cry of alarm, seeking
to be killed or to die at places
where such can be expected. Or,
a man who lives with his sheep at
the top of one of these mountains
or in the bottom of one of these
valleys, establishing regular prayer,
paying Zakát and worshipping his
Lord till the inevitable (i.e., death)
comes to him and there is nothing
between him and the people except
good (i.e., he is on good terms with
everyone)."
[4890] 126 - (...) A similar
report (as no. 4889) was narrated
from Abü Hâzim with this chain
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of narration. He said: "From
Ba'jah bin 'Abdullâh bin Badr,"
and he said: "In one of these
mountain passes," unlike the
report of Yayâ.

[4891] 127 - ( ... ) A HadIth like
that of Abü Hâzim (no. 4890)
was narrated from Abü Hurairah
from the Prophet
, and he
said: "In one of the mountain
passes."

Chapter 35. Two Men, One Of
Whom Kills The Other, And
Both Will Enter Paradise
(A
[4892] 128 - (1890) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Allah will laugh at two men, one
of whom kills the other, and both
of whom will enter Paradise."
They said: "How is that, 0
Messenger of Allah?" He said:
"One fights in the cause of Allah
and is martyred, then Allah turns
in forgiveness to the one who
killed him as he becomes
Muslim, and he fights in the
cause of Allah and is martyred."

The Book of Leadership
[4893] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4892) was narrated from Abü
Az-Zinnâd with this chain of
narration.

[4894] 129 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hammâm bin Munabbih said:
"This is what Abü Hurairah
narrated from the Messenger of
Allah ç," - and he mentioned a
number of AhadIth, including the
following: "The Messenger of
Allah iii said: 'Allah will laugh at
two men, one of whom killed the
other, both of whom will enter
Paradise.' They said: 'How is that,
O Messenger of Allah?' He said:
'One fought and entered Paradise,
then Allah turned in forgiveness to
the other, and guided him to
Islam, then he fought in Jihâd in
the cause of Allah and was
martyred."

Chapter 36. One Who Kills A
Disbeliever Then Keeps To The
Right Path
[4895] 130 - (1891) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"No disbeliever and his killer will
ever be together in Hell."
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[4896] 131 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
'No two people will be together
in Hell in such a way that one
harms the other.' It was said:
'Who are they, 0 Messenger of
Allah?' He said: 'A believer who
kills a disbeliever then keeps to
the right path."

Chapter 37. The Virtue Of
Charity In The Cause Of Allah,
And Its Manifold Reward

&4
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[4897] 132 - (1892) It was
narrated that Abü Mas'üd AlAnârI said: "A man brought a
bridled she-camel and said: 'This
is (given) in the cause of Allah.'
The Messenger of Allah
said:
'On the Day of Resurrection you
will have seven hundred shecamels in return; all of which will
be bridled."
[4898] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-A'mash with this chain of
narration (a similar HadIth as no.
4987).
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Chapter 38. The Virtue Of
Helping The Warrior Who Is
Fighting In The Cause Of
Allah With Mounts Etc., And
Looking Alter His Family In
His Absence
[4899] 133 - (1893) It was
narrated that Abü Mas'üd AlAnsâri said: "A man came to the
Messenger of Allah i4 and said:
'My mount has died, give me a
mount.' He said: 'I do not have
anything.' A man said: '0
Messenger of Allah, I will tell
him about someone who will give
him a mount.' The Messenger of
Allah Q'T, said: 'The one who tells
another about something good is
like the one who does it."
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[4900] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-A'mash with this chain of
narration (a similar HadIth as
no. 4999).
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[4901] 134 - (1894) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that a young man of Aslam said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, I want to
go out to fight but I do not have
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the means to equip myself." He
said: "Go to so-and-so, for he has
equipped himself but has fallen
sick." He went to him and said:
"The Messenger of Allah sends
greetings of Salâm to you, and he
said to give me that with which you
had equipped yourself." He said:
"0 so-and-so (to his wife), give him
that with which I had equipped
myself, and do not withhold
anything from him, for by Allah, if
you withhold anything it will not be
blessed for you."
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[4902] 135 - (1895) It was
narrated from Zaid bin Khâlid
Al-JuhanI that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "Whoever equips a
warrior in the cause of Allah, has
participated in the battle, and
whoever looks after his family
has participated in the battle."

[4903] 136 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Zaid bin Khâlid AlJuhanI said: "The Prophet of
Allah jç said: 'Whoever equips a
warrior in the cause of Allah, has
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participated in the battle, and
whoever looks after a warrior's
family has participated in the
battle."

[49041 137 - (1896) It was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed A]KhudrI that the Messenger of
Allah
sent a troop to Banü
Liyân, from Hudhail, and said:
"Let one man out of every two
join the expedition, and the
reward will be shared between
them both."

[49051 ( ... ) Abfl Sa'eed AlKhudrI narrated that the Messenger
of Allah 4h sent out a troop... a
similar report (as no. 4904).

[4906] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4904) was narrated from
Yahyâ with this chain of narrators.
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[4907] 138 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from YazId bin AbI
Sa'eed, the freed slave of AlMahrI, from his father, from Abü
Sa'eed Al-KhudrI, that the
Messenger of Allah
sent a
troop to Banü Liyân and said:
"Let one man out of every two go
out," then he said to those who
stayed behind: "Whichever of you
stays behind and looks after the
family and property of the one
who goes out, will have half of
the reward of the one who goes
out."

Chapter 39. The Sanctity Of
The Wives Of The MujâhidIn,
And The Sin Of The One Who
Betrays Them With Regard To
Them
[4908] 139 - (1897) It was
narrated from Sulaimân bin
Buraidah that his father said:
"The Messenger of Allah j4 said:
'The sanctity of the wives of the
MujâhidIn for those who stay
behind is like the sanctity of their
own mothers. There is no man
among those who stay behind
who looks after the family of one
of the MujâhidIn and then betrays
him with regard to them, but he
will be made to stand on the Day
of Resurrection, and he (the
Mujâhid) will take as much of his
good deeds as he wishes; so what
do you think?"
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[4909] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn Buraidah that his father said:
"The Prophet
said..." a IjadIth
like that of Ath-ThawrI (no.
4908).

[4910] 140 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Alqamah bin Marthad with
this chain of narration (a similar
HadIth as no. 4908), and he said:
"The Messenger of Allah
turned to us and said: 'What do
you think?"

Chapter 40. The Duty Of Jihâd
Is Waived For Those Who
Have Excuses
[4911] 141 - (1898) It was
narrated from Abü Isâq that he
heard AI-Barâ' say concerning the
Verse: "Not equal are those of the
believers who sit (at home), except
those who are disabled (by injury
or are blind or lame), and those
who strive hard and fight in the
Cause of Allâh." 1' The Messenger
of Allah ordered Zaid to bring a
shoulder blade and he wrote it
down. Ibn Umm Maktüm
complained to him about his being
blind, and it was revealed: "Not
equal are those of the believers
who sit (at home), except those
who are disabled (by injury or are
[1]
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blind or lame), and those who
strive hard and fight in the Cause
of Allah.111
Shu'bah said: "Sa'd bin IbrâhIm
told me, from a man, from Zaid bin
Thâbit, concerning this Verse: 'Not
equal are those of the believers who
sit (at home)...;' a HadIth like that
of A1-Barâ'. And Ibn Bash-shâr said
in his report: "Sa'd bin IbrâhIm,
from his father, from a man, from
Zaid bin Thâbit."
[4912] 142 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Al-Bari' said:
"When the Verse: 'Not equal are
those of the believers who sit (at
home)..., was revealed, Ibn Umm
Maktüm spoke to him, then the
words: '...except those who are
disabled (by injury or are blind or
lame)...' were revealed.
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Chapter 41. Affirmation Of
Paradise For The Martyr
[4913] 143 - (1899) It was
narrated from 'Amr that he heard
Jâbir say: "A man said: 'Where will
I be, 0 Messenger of Allah, if I am
killed?' He said: 'In Paradise.' He
threw down some dates that were
in his hand, then he fought until he
was killed." According to the
HadIth of Suwaid: "A man said to
the Prophet on the day of (the
battle of) Uhud."
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[4914] 144 - (1900) It was
narrated that Al-Bari' said: "A
man from Banü Al-NabIt - a tribe
of the Ansâr - came and said: 'I
bear witness that none has the
right to be worshipped but Allah
and that you are His slave and
Messenger.' Then he went forth
and fought until he was killed.
The Prophet
said: 'His good
deeds were few, but his reward is
great."

[4915] 145 - (1901) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "The Messenger of Allah
sent Busaisah as a scout to see
what had happened to the
caravan of Abü Suf'ân. Then he
came, and there was no one in
the house except myself and the
Messenger of Allah a." - He
(one of the narrators) said: "I do
not know if he mentioned one of
his wives too" - "He told him the
news, and the Messenger of
Allah
went out and spoke to
the people. He said: 'We have
something to pursue. Whoever
has his mount ready, let him ride
with us.' Some men started to ask
him for permission to go and
bring their mounts from the high
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ground of Al-Madinah, and he
said: 'No, only those whose
mounts are ready.' The Messenger
of Allah
and his Companions
set out, and they reached Badr
before the idolaters.
"The Messenger of Allah
said: 'None of you should go
ahead to do anything unless I am
ahead of him.' The idolaters drew
close and the Messenger of Allah
said: 'Get up to Paradise, as
wide as the heavens and the
earth.' 'Umair bin Al-Humâm AlAnârI said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, Paradise as wide as the
heavens and the earth?' He said:
'Yes.' He said: 'Good, good.' The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'What makes you say: "Good,
good?" He said: 'Nothing, 0
Messenger of Allah, except the
hope that I will be one of its
people.' He said: 'You will be
one of its people.' He took some
dates out of his bag and started
eating them, then he said: 'If I
live until I finish eating these
dates of mine, that will be a long
life.' So he threw aside the dates
he had, then he fought them until
he was killed."

[4916] 146 - (1902) It was
narrated from Abü Bakr bin
'Abdullâh bin Qais, from his
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father: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'The gates of Paradise
are beneath the shadows of the
swords.' An unkempt man stood
up and said: '0 Abü Müsâ, did
you hear the Messenger of Allah
say this?' He said: 'Yes.' He
went back to his Companions and
said: 'I greet you with peace.'
Then he broke the scabbard of
his sword and threw it aside, then
he walked towards the enemy
with his sword and fought with it
until he was killed."

[4917] 147 - (677) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "Some people came to the
and said: 'Send some
Prophet
men with us to teach us the
Qur'ân and Sunnah.' He sent to
them seventy men of the Anâr
who were called Al-Qurrâ',
among whom was my maternal
uncle Harãm. They used to recite
Qur'ân and study at night and
learn, and during the day, they
used to bring water to the Masjid
and gather firewood and sell it, in
order to buy food for AN Asuffah and the poor. The Prophet
sent them to them, and they
fell upon them and killed them
before they reached that place.
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They said: '0 Allah, convey from
us to our Prophet that we met
You when we were pleased with
You and You were pleased with
us." A man came to Harâm, the
maternal uncle of Anas, from
behind and stabbed him with a
spear that ran him through.
Harâm said: "I have succeeded,
by the Lord of the Ka'bah!" The
Messenger of Allah
said to his
Companions: "Your brothers
have been killed, and they said:
'0 Allah, convey from us to our
Prophet that we met You when
we were pleased with You and
You were pleased with us."
[4918] 148 - (1903) It was
narrated that Thâbit said: "Anas
said: 'My paternal uncle after
whom I was named was not
present with the Messenger of
Allah
at (the battle of) Badr,
and he was upset about that. He
said: "I have missed the first
battle where the Messenger of
Allah
was present, but if Allah
gives me the opportunity to be at
any other battle with the
Messenger of Allah
, Allah,
exalted is He, will see what I will
do." He was afraid to say more
than that. He was present with
the Messenger of Allah on the
day of (the battle of) Ubud. He
met Sa'd bin Mu'âdh, and Anas
said to him: "0 Abü 'Amr, where
are you going?" He said: "I smell
the fragrance of Paradise beside
Ubud." He fought them until he
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was killed, and eighty-odd
wounds were counted on his
body, inflicted with swords,
spears and arrows. [Anas bin
Mâlik] said: "His sister, my
paternal aunt Ar-Rubayyi' bint
An-Nadr, said: 'I could not
recognize my brother except by
his finger tips.' Then this Verse
was revealed: 'Among the
believers are men who have been
true to their covenant with Allah
[i.e. they have gone out for Jihâd,
and showed not their backs to
the disbelievers]; of them some
have fulfilled their obligations
(i.e. have been martyred); and
some of them are still waiting,
but they have never changed (i.e.
they never proved treacherous to
their covenant which they
concluded with Allah) in the
least.'111 And they thought that it
had been revealed concerning
him and his companions."
Chapter 42. One Who Fights
So That The Word Of Allah
Will Be Supreme Is Fighting In
The Cause Of Allah
[4919] 149 - (1904) It was
narrated that 'Amr bin Murrah
said: "I heard Abü Wâ'il say:
'Abü Müsâ Al-Ash'arI told us
that a Bedouin man came to the
and said: "0
Prophet
Messenger of Allah, a man may
fight for spoils of war, and a man
Al-A hzâb 33:23.
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may fight so that he will be
remembered, and a man may
fight to be seen as brave. Which
of them is (fighting) in the cause
of Allah?" The Messenger of
Allah
said: "The one who
fights so that the word of Allah
will be supreme is (fighting) in
the cause of Allah."

[49201 150 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Abü Müsâ said:
"The Messenger of Allah
was
asked about a man who fights to
display his courage, one who
fights for the sake of tribalism,
and one who fights to show off which of them is (fighting) in the
cause of Allah? The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'The one who
fights so that the word of Allah
will be supreme is (fighting) in
the cause of Allah."

[4921] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Müsâ said: "The Messenger
of Allah
came to us and we
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, a
man among us may fight to
display his courage...' and he
mentioned a similar report (as
no. 4920)."
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[4922] 151 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Müsâ Al-Ash'arI that a
man asked the Messenger of Allah
about fighting in the cause of
Allah, glorified and exalted is He.
He said: "A man may fight out of
anger, or for the sake of his tribe."
He raised his head to look at him and he only raised his head
because the man was standing and said: "The one who fights so
that the word of Allah will be
supreme is (fighting) in the cause
of Allah."
Chapter 43. One Who Fights
To Show Off And Gain A
Reputation Deserves Hell
[4923] 152 - (1905) It was
narrated that Sulaimân bin Yasâr
said: "The people dispersed from
around Abü Hurairah, and Nâtil,
who was from the people of AshSham, said: '0 Shaikh! Tell me a
1-IadIth that you heard from the
He said:
Messenger of Allah
'Yes. I heard the Messenger of
say: "The first of the
Allah
people concerning whom
judgement will be passed on the
Day of Resurrection will be a
man who was martyred. He will
be brought and [Allah] will
remind him of His blessings, and
he will acknowledge them. He
will say: 'What did you do with
them?' He will say: 'I fought for
Your sake until I was martyred.'
He will say: 'You are lying, rather
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you fought so that it would be
said he is brave, and it was said.'
Then he will be ordered to be
dragged on his face and thrown
into the Fire.
"And a man who acquired
knowledge and taught it, and read
Qur'ân, will be brought and
[Allah] will remind him of His
blessings, and he will acknowledge
them. He will say: 'What did you
do with them?' He will say: 'I
acquired knowledge and taught it,
and I read Qur'ân for Your sake.'
He will say: 'You are lying. You
acquired knowledge and taught it
so that it would be said, he is a
scholar, and you read Qur'ân so
that it would be said, he is a
reciter, and it was said.' Then he
will be ordered to be dragged on
his face and thrown into the Fire.
And a man whom Allah made rich,
and to whom He granted all kinds
of wealth will be brought, and
[Allah] will remind him of His
blessings, and he will acknowledge
them. He will say: 'What did you
do with them?' He will say: 'I did
not leave any way in which You
love wealth to be spent but I spent
it for Your sake.' He will say: 'You
are lying, rather you did that that
so that it would be said, he is
generous, and it was said.' Then he
will be ordered to be dragged on
his face and thrown into the Fire."
[4924] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Hurairah that Nâtil AshShâmI said to him... and he
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narrated a HadIth like that of
Khâlid bin Al-Hârith (no. 4923).
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Chapter 44. The Reward Of
Those Who Fought And
Acquired Spoils Of War And
Those Who Did Not Acquire
Spoils Of War
[4925] 153 - (1906) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
'Amr that the Messenger of Allah
said: "There is no troop that
fights in the cause of Allah and
acquires spoils of war, but they
have received two thirds of their
reward in advance, and one third
remains for them. If they did not
acquire any spoils of war, then
they will have their reward in
full."

[4926] 154 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'There is no troop or
expedition that fights and
acquires spoils of war but they
have received two thirds of their
reward in advance, and there is
no troop or expedition that
returns empty handed and
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wounded but they will receive
their reward in full."

;

Chapter 45. The Words Of The
Prophet : "Deeds Are But With
Intentions" Which Includes
Fighting And Other Deeds

j}J1

[4927] 155 - (1907) It was
narrated that 'Umar bin AlKhattâb said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'Deeds are but with
intentions and each man will have
but that which he intended. If a
man's emigration was in the cause
of Allah and His Messenger, then
his emigration was in the cause of
Allah and His Messenger, but if
his migration was to achieve some
worldly aim or to take some
woman in marriage, his emigration
was for that for which he
emigrated."
[49281 (...) A similar HadIth (as
no. 4927) was narrated from
Yayâ bin Sa'eed, with the chain
of narration of Mâlik.
In the IjadIth of Sufyân (it says):
"I heard 'Umar bin A1-Khattâb
on the Minbar narrating from the
Prophet ."
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Chapter 46. It Is Recommended
To Seek Martyrdom In The
Cause Of Allah, Exalted Is He
[4929] 156 - (1908) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Whoever sincerely seeks
martyrdom, (its reward) will be
given to him, even if he does not
achieve it."
[4930] 157 - (1909) Sahl bin
Abi Umâmah bin Sahl bin Hunaif
narrated from his father, from his
grandfather, that the Prophet
said: "Whoever sincerely asks
Allah for martyrdom, Allah will
cause him to attain the status of
the martyrs, even if he dies in his
bed."
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Chapter 47. Criticism Of One
Who Dies Without Having
Fought (In Jihâd) Or Having
Thought Of Fighting
[4931] 158 - (1910) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
'Whoever dies without having
fought (in Jihâd) or having
thought of fighting, has died as a
type of hypocrite."
Ibn Sahm said: "Abdullâh bin
A1-Mubârak said: 'We think that
that applied at the time of the
Messenger of Allah a."

[4932] 159 - (1911) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "We
were with the Prophet
on a
campaign and he said: 'In A]Madinah there are men and you
have not covered any distance or
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Chapter 48. The Reward Of
One Who Is Kept From
Fighting By Sickness Or Any
Other Excuse
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crossed any valley but they were
with you, but they were held back
by sickness."

[4933] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-A'mash with this chain of
narration (a HadIth similar to no.
4932), except that in the IjadIth
of WakI' (it says): "But they
shared the reward with you."

Chapter 49. The Virtue Of
Campaigning By Sea

(" i,..JI)

[4934] 160 - (1912) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that the Messenger of Allah
used to enter upon Umm Harâm
bint Milhânt1' and she would
give him food. Umm Uarâm was
married to 'Ubâdah bin AsSamit. The Messenger of Allah
entered upon her one day and
she gave him some food, then she
sat and checked his head for
lice,[21 and the Messenger of
Allah
slept, then he woke up
Umm Harâm bint Milhân: The scholars said that the Prophet
was a Mahram to her,
but they differed as how that was so. Ibn 'Abdul-Barr and others said that she was one
of his maternal aunts through breastfeeding. Others said that she was the maternal aunt
of his father or grandfather, because 'Abdul-Muttalib's mother was from Banü AnNajjâr.
[2]

It should be noted that checking the head for lice does not necessarily mean that there
were any.
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smiling. She said: "I said: 'Why
are you smiling, 0 Messenger of
Allah?' He said: 'Some people of
my Ummah were shown to me,
on a campaign in the cause of
Allah, riding on the surface of
this sea, kings on throne, or like
kings on thrones." - There is
some uncertainty as to which he
said. - She said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, pray to Allah to make me
one of them.' He prayed for her,
then he lay down his head and
slept, then he woke up smiling."
She said: "I said: 'Why are you
smiling 0 Messenger of Allah?'
He said: 'Some people of my
Ummah have been shown to me,
on a campaign in the cause of
Allah,' as he had said the first
time. She said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, pray to Allah to make me
one of them.' He said: 'You will
be one of the first ones."
Umm Harâm bint Milhân
traveled by sea at the time of
Mu'âwiyah,111 then when she
came ashore, she was riding her
mount and she was thrown and
died.
[4935] 161 - (...) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that Umm Harâm, who was the
maternal aunt of Anas, said:
Ell At the time of Mu'âwiyah: Most scholars of biography are of the view that this
happened during the caliphate of 'Uthmân bin 'Affân, may Allah be pleased with him,
during that Umm Harâm and her husband traveled to Cyprus, where she fell from her
mount and died, and was buried there. Based on this, the words: "At the time of
Mu'âwiyah" refer to the time of Mu'âwiyah's sea campaign, not the time of his
caliphate.
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"The Prophet
came to us one
day and took a nap in our house,
then he woke up smiling. I said:
'Why are you smiling, 0
Messenger of Allah, may my
father and mother be sacrificed
for you?' He said: 'I have been
shown some people of my
Ummah riding on the surface of
this sea, like kings on thrones.' I
said: 'Pray to Allah to make me
one of them.' He said: 'You will
be one of them." She said:
"Then he slept, then he woke
again, smiling. I asked him
(about that) and he said
something similar. I said: 'Pray to
Allah to make me one of them.'
He said: 'You will be one of the
first."
He said: "'Ubâdah bin As-Samit
married her after that, and he
went on a campaign by sea and
took her with him. When she
arrived, a mule was brought for
her and she rode it, but she fell
down and broke her neck."
[4936] 162 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Anas bin Málik,
from his maternal aunt Umm
Harâm bint Milhân, that she said:
"One day the Messenger of Allah
fell asleep near me, then he
woke up smiling." She said: "I
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, why
are you smiling?' He said: 'Some
people of my Ummah were
shown to me, riding on the
surface of this green sea." Then
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he mentioned a HadIth like that
of Hammâd bin Zaid (no. 4935).

[49371 ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Abdullâh bin 'Abdur-Rahmân
that he heard Anas bin Mâlik
say: "The Messenger of Allah
came to Bint Milhân, the
maternal aunt of Anas, and lay
down his head (to sleep) in her
house..." and he quoted a IjadIth
like that of Ishâq bin AbI Talbah
and Muhammad bin Yahyâ bin
Habbân (no. 4934, 4935).

Chapter 50. The Virtue Of
Guarding The Frontier In The
Cause Of Allah, Glorified And
Exalted Is He
[4938] 163 - (1913) It was
narrated that Salman said: "I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: 'Guarding the frontier in the
cause of Allah for one day and
night is better than fasting and
praying Qiyâm for a month, and
if he dies, the reward for his
righteous deeds that he used to
do will continue, and he will
receive provision, and he will be
safe from the trial of the grave."
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[4939] ( ... ) A HadIth like that of
Al-Laith from AyyiIb bin Mflsâ
(no. 4938) was narrated from
Salman Al-Khair, from the
Messenger of Allah .

Chapter 51. About The Martyrs

[4940] 164 - (1914) It was
narrated from Abfl Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"While a man was walking on the
road, he found a thorny branch
on the road, so he removed it.
Allah appreciated that and
forgave him." And he said: "The
martyrs are five: The one who
dies of the plague, the one who
dies of a stomach disease, the
one who drowns, the one who is
crushed beneath a falling wall,
and the martyr who is killed in
the cause of Allah (glorified and
exalted is He)."
[4941] 165 - (1915) It was
narrated that Abfl Hurairah said:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
'Who do you consider to be the
martyrs among you?' They said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, the one
who is killed in the cause of
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Allah is a martyr.' He said: 'Then
the martyrs among my Ummah
will be few.' They said: 'Then
who are they, 0 Messenger of
Allah?' He said: 'The one who is
killed in the cause of Allah is a
martyr, the one who dies in the
cause of Allah is a martyr, the
one who dies of plague is a
martyr, and the one who dies of a
stomach disease is a martyr."
Ibn Al-Miqsam said: "I bear
witness that your father said in
this HadIth: 'And the one who
drowns is a martyr."

[4942] ( ... ) Suhail said:
"Ubaidullâh bin Miqsam said: 'I
bear witness that your brother
added in this HadIth: "The one
who drowns is a martyr."

[4943] ( ... ) Suhail narrated it
with this chain of narration (a
HadIth similar to no. 4942), and in
his HadIth he said: "'Ubaidullâh
bin Miqsam narrated to me from
Abü Sâliti, and he added: 'And the
one who drowns is a martyr."
[4944] 166 - (1916) It was
narrated that Hafsah bint SlrIn
said: "Anas bin Mâlik said to me:
'Of what did Yayâ bin Abl 'Amrah
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die?' I said: 'Of the plague." She
said: He (i.e., Anas) said: The
Messenger of Allah
said: "The
plague is martyrdom for every
Muslim."

[4945] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4944) was narrated from
'Asim, with this chain of narration.

Chapter 52. The Virtue Of
Shooting And Encouragement
To Learn It, And Criticism Of
The One Who Learns It And
Then Forgets It
[4946] 167 - (1917) 'Uqbah bin
'Amir said: "I heard the Messenger
of Allah
say, on the Minbar:
'And make ready against them all
you can of powerJ1' Verily, power
is shooting, verily power is shooting,
verily power is shooting."

[4947] 168 - (1918) It was
narrated that 'Uqbah bin 'Amir
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah
say: 'Lands will be
conquered by you and Allah will
suffice you, so no one of you
'1 Al-Anfâl 8:60.
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should give up playing with
arrows."

[4948] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü 'All Al-Hamdâni said: "I
heard 'Uqbah bin 'Amir narrate
from the Prophet ..." a similar
report (as no. 4947).

[4949] 169 - (1919) It was
narrated from 'Abdur-Rahmân
bin Shumâsah that Fuqairn A]Lakhml said to 'Uqbah bin 'Amir:
"You go between these two targets
but you are an old man, and it
must be difficult for you." 'Uqbah
said: "Were it not for some words
that I heard from the Messenger
of Allah , I would not trouble
myself." Al-Hârith said: "I said to
Ibn Shumâsah: 'Why was that?'
He said: "He () said: 'Whoever
learns archery then abandons it,
he is not one of us, or, he has
sinned."
Chapter 53. The Words Of The
Prophet ii: "A Group Of My
Ummah Will Continue To
Prevail On The Basis Of The
Truth, And They Will Not Be
Harmed By Those Who Oppose
Them"
[4950] 170 - (1920) It was
narrated that Thawbân said:
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said:
"The Messenger of Allah
'A group of my Ummah will
continue to prevail on the basis
of the truth, and they will not be
harmed by those who oppose
them, until the decree of Allah
comes to pass when they are like
that." In the HadIth of Qutaibah
it does not say: "When they are
like that."

[4951] 171 - (1921) It was
narrated that A1-MughIrah said:
"I heard the Messenger of Allah
say: 'Some people among my
Ummah will continue to prevail
over the people, until the decree
of Allah comes to them while
they are still prevailing."

[4952] ( ... ) Al-MughIrah bin
Shu'bah said: "I heard the
say..." a
Messenger of Allah
HadIth like that of Marwân (no.
4951).

[4953] 172 - (1922) It was
narrated from Jâbir bin Samurah
that the Prophet Q5, said: "This
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religion will continue to abide,
and a group among the Muslims
will continue to fight for it, until
the Hour begins."

[4954] 173 - (1923) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: 'A
group among my Ummah will
continue to fight for the truth,
prevailing until the Day of
Resurrection."

[4955] 174 - (1037) 'Umair bin
Hâni' said: "I heard Mu'âwiyah
on the Minbar saying: 'I heard
the Messenger of Allah
say:
"A group among my Ummah will
continue to live by the command
of Allah, and they will not be
harmed by those who forsake
them or oppose them, until the
decree of Allah comes when they
are still prevailing over the
people."

[4956] 175 - ( ... ) YazId bin AlAamm said: "I heard Mu'âwiyah
bin AbI Sufyân mention a IjadIth
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traveling in and land, then hasten
to pass through it. And if you
make a halt at the end of the
night, avoid (camping in) the
road, for it is the abode of the
vermin of the night."
[4960] ( ... ) It was narrated from
AN Hurairah that the Messenger
of Allah
said: "If you are
traveling in fertile land, then give
the camels their share of the land,
and if you are traveling in and
land, then hasten to cross it. And if
you make a halt at the end of the
night, avoid (camping in) the road,
for it is the pathway of wild
animals and the abode of the
vermin of the night."
Chapter 55. Travel Is A Kind Of
Torment, And Ills
Recommended For The Traveler
To Hasten Back To His Family
After Finishing His Business
[4961] 179 - (1927) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Travel is a kind of torment. It
deprives one of you of his sleep,
food and drink. When one of you
has completed his business, let
him hasten back to his family."
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Chapter 56. It Is Disliked To
Enter At Night When Coming
Home From A Journey
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[4962] 180 - (1928) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that the Messenger of Allah
did not come to his family at
night; he used to come to them
in the morning or afternoon.
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[4963] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4962) was narrated from Anas
bin Mâlik, from the Prophet ,
but he said: "He did not enter
upon..."
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[4964] 181 - (715) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "We were with the
Messenger of Allah
on a
campaign, and when we came to
Al-Madinah, we want to enter
(the city) and he said: 'Slow
down so that we will enter at
night, i.e., in the evening, so that
the disheveled one may comb her
hair and the one whose husband
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has been away may remove her
pubes."
[4965] 182 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "The Messenger of
Allah said: 'If one of you comes
at night, let him not enter upon his
family at night, until the one
whose husband has been away has
removed her pubes and the one
who is disheveled has combed her
hair."
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[4966] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated,
Sayyâr narrated a similar IjadIth
(as no. 4965) with this chain of
narration.
[4967] 183 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "The Messenger of Allah
forbade a man, if he had been
away for a long time, to come to
his family at night."
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[4968] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated it
with this chain of narration (a
HadIth similar to no. 4967).

[4969] 184 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "The
forbade a
Messenger of Allah
man to come to his family at
night, doubting their fidelity and
seeking out their lapses."
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[4970] ( ... ) Sufyân narrated
with this chain of narration that
'Abdur-Rahmân said: "Sufyân
said: 'I do not know whether this
is part of the HadIth or not,' i.e.,
(the words) 'doubting their
fidelity and seeking out their
lapses."
[4971] 185 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Jâbir, from the
Prophet , that it is disliked to
come at night, but he did not say,
"doubting their fidelity and
seeking out their lapses."
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that he narrated from the Prophet
, and I did not hear him narrate
any other IjadIth from the Prophet
on his Minbar. He said: 'The
said: "If
Messenger of Allah
Allah intends good for a person,
He causes him to acquire a deep
understanding of Islam. A group
of Muslims will continue to fight in
defense of the truth and to prevail
over those who oppose them, until
the Day of Resurrection."

[4957] 176 - (1924) 'AbdurRahmân bin Shumâsah A1-MahrI
said: "I was with Maslamah bin
Mukhallad, and 'Abdullâh bin
'Amr bin A1-'As was also with
him. 'Abdullâh said: 'The Hour
will not come except upon the
worst of people, who are worse
than the people of the Jâhiliyyah.
They will not ask Allah for
anything but He will refuse their
request.'
While they were like that, 'Uqbah
bin 'Amir came, and Maslamah
said to him: '0 'Uqbah, listen to
what 'Abdullâh is saying.' He said:
'He knows best; as for me, I heard
the Messenger of Allah say: "A
group of my Ummah will continue
to fight to establish the command
of Allah, continuing to defeat their
enemies and not being harmed by
those who oppose them until the
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Hour comes upon them when they
are like that." 'Abdullâh said:
'Yes, then Allah will send a wind
like the fragrance of musk and
with a touch like that of silk, and it
will not leave any soul in whose
heart is a grain of faith, but it will
take it. Then the worst of people
will be left, upon whom the Hour
will come."
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r[4958] 177 - (1925) It was
narrated that Sa'd bin AbI Waqqâs
said: "The Messenger of Allah;
said: 'The people of the Gharb' ]
will continue to prevail on the
basis of the truth until the Hour
begins."
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Chapter 54. Keeping Animals'
Well Being In Mind When
Traveling, And The Prohibition
Of Halting In The Road At The
End Of The Night
[4959] 178 - (1926) It was
narrated that Abil Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah ii said:
'If you are traveling in fertile
land, then give the camels their
share of the land; if you are
The people of the Gharb: Gharb here may refer to "buckets" and the "people of the
bucket" means the Arabs who used buckets to draw water from wells, or it may mean
"the west" referring to Sham or Greater Syria.
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34. The Book of Hunting,
Slaughter And What
Animals May Be Eaten
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Chapter 1. Hunting With
Trained Dogs And Arrows
[4972] 1 - (1929) It was
narrated that 'Adiyy bin Hâtim
said: "I said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, I release my trained dogs
and they catch (game) for me,
and I mention the Name of Allah
over them.' He said: 'If you
release your trained dog and you
mention the Name of Allah over
him, then eat.' I said: 'Even if
(the dogs) kill (the game)?' He
said: 'Even if they kill it, so long
as another dog has not joined
them." I said to him: 'And I
shoot the game with a Mi'râçlEhl
(a short blunt, arrow without
fletching) and I hit it.' He said:
'If you shoot the Mi'râd and it
pierces (the game), then eat it,
but if it strikes it sideways, then
do not eat it."

[4973] 2 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Adiyy bin }lâtim said: "I
asked the Messenger of Allah

(...)—'
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A short, blunt, featherless arrow, or something that has a blade or point on one end or
one side, while the other end of it or side of it is wooden.
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saying: 'We are a people who
hunt with these dogs.' He said: 'If
you release these trained dogs
and mention the Name of Allah
over them, then eat what they
catch for you, even if they kill it,
unless the dog eats some of it. If
he eats some of it then do not eat
of it, for I am afraid that he may
have caught it for himself. And if
other dogs join your dog, then do
not eat (the game)."

[4974] 3 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Adiyy bin Uâtim said: "I
asked the Messenger of Allah
about the Mi'râd. He said: 'If its
point strikes (the game), then
eat, but if its edge (i.e., side ways) strikes it and kills it, then it
has been beaten to death, so do
not eat it.' And I asked the
Messenger of Allah
about
dogs. He said: 'If you release
your dog and mention the Name
of Allah, then eat, but if he has
eaten part of it then do not eat,
for he has caught it for himself.' I
said: 'What if I find another dog
with my dog, and I do not know
which of them caught it?' He
said: 'Do not eat, for you
mentioned the Name of Allah
over your dog but you did not
mention the Name of Allah over
any other."
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[4975] ( ... ) Ash-Sha'bI said: "I
heard 'Adiyy bin Hâtim saying: 'I
asked the Messenger of Allah
about the Mi'râd..." and he
mentioned a similar report (as
HadIth no. 4974).

[4976] ( ... ) 'Adiyy bin Hâtim
said: "I asked the Messenger of
Allah
about the Mi'râd..." and
he mentioned a similar report (as
no. 4974).

[4977] 4 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Adiyy bin Ijlâtim said: "I
asked the Messenger of Allah
about hunting with a Mi'râg. He
said: 'Whatever is struck with its
point, eat it, but whatever is
struck with its sideways, do not
eat it, for it has been beaten to
death.' And I asked him about
hunting with dogs. He said:
'Whatever it catches for you and
does not eat, then eat it, for its
slaughtering is its being caught
and killed (by the dog). But if
you find another dog with him
and you fear that (the other dog)
caught it with him and killed it,
then do not eat, for you
mentioned the Name of Allah
over your dog, not any other."
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[4978] ( ... ) Zakariyyâ bin AbI
Zâ'idah narrated it with this
chain.

[4979] 5 - ( ... ) Ash-Sha'bI said:
"I heard 'Adiyy bin Uâtim, who
was our neighbor, partner and
close associate in An-Nahrain,
say that he asked the Messenger
of Allah
: 'I release my dog
and I find another dog has
caught the game with my dog,
and I do not know which of them
caught it and killed it first.' He
said: 'Do not eat, for you only
mentioned the Name of Allah
over your dog, not any other."
[4980] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 4979) was narrated from 'Adiyy
bin Uâtim from the Prophet

[4981] 6 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Adiyy bin Hâtim said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said to
me: 'If you release your dog and
mention the Name of Allah, if he
catches something for you and
you find it alive, then slaughter it;
if you find he has killed it but has
not eaten any of it, then eat it. If
you find another dog with your
dog and it (the game) has been
killed, then do not eat, for you do
not know which of them killed it.
If you shoot your arrow and
mention the Name of Allah, then
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(the game) vanishes from your
sight for a day, and you only find
the mark of your arrow on it,
then eat if you wish, but if you
find it drowned in water, then do
not eat it."
[4982] 7 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Adiyy bin Ilâtim said: "I
asked the Messenger of Allah
about hunting. He said: "When
you shoot your arrow, mention
the Name of Allah. Then if you
find it (the game) dead then eat,
unless you find that it has fallen
into water, in which case you
cannot know whether it was the
water that killed it, or your
arrow."
[4983] 8 - (1930) Abü
Tha'labah A]-KhushânI said: "I
came to the Messenger of Allah
and said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, we are in the land of some
of the People of the Book, and
we eat from their vessels. And it
is a land where I hunt with my
bow and with my trained dog, or
my dog that is not trained. Tell
me what is permissible for us of
that.' He () said: 'As for what
you have mentioned about being
in a land of some of the People
of the Book, and eating from
their vessels, if you can find
vessels other than theirs, then do
not eat (from their vessels), but if
you cannot, then wash them then
eat from them. As for what you
have mentioned about being in a
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hunting land, whatever you catch
with your bow, mention the
Name of Allah then eat, and
whatever you catch with your
trained dog, mention the Name
of Allah then eat. But whatever
you catch with your dog that is
not trained, if you come to it
(when it is still alive) and
slaughter it, then eat it."
[4984] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of Ibn Al-Mubârak (no. 4983)
was narrated from Haiwah with
this chain of narration, except
that the HadIth of Ibn Wahb does
not mention hunting with a bow.

Chapter 2. If The Game
Disappears, Then Is Found
Afterwards
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[4985] 9 - (1931) It was
narrated from Abü Tha'labah
that the Prophet
said: "If you
shoot your arrow and (the game)
disappears, then you find it, then
eat it, so long as it has not turned
rotten."

(\)4' [°Ao]

[4986] 10 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Tha'labah from the
Prophet
concerning the one
who catches up with his game after
three days: (He said:) "Eat it so
long as it has not turned rotten."
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[4987] 11 - ( ... ) A HadIth like
that of Al-'Alâ' was narrated from
Abü Tha'labah A]-KhushânI, except
that he did not mention it turning
rotten. And he said concerning
dogs: "Eat it after three days unless
it has turned rotten, in which case
leave it."

Chapter 3. The Prohibition Of
Eating Any Wild Animal With
Fangs And Any Bird With
Talons
[4988] 12 - (1932) It was
narrated that Abü Tha'labah
said: "The Prophet ii forbade
eating any wild animal with
fangs." Isliâq and Ibn Abi 'Umar
added in their HadIth: "Az-ZuhrI
said: 'We did not hear this until
we came to Ash-Sham."
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[4989] 13 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü IdrIs Al-KhawlânI that
he heard Abü Tha'labah Al-.
KhushânI say: "The Messenger of
Allah lJ forbade eating any wild
animal with fangs."
Ibn Shihâb said: "I did not hear
that from our scholars in the
Hijâz, until Abü IdrIs, who was
one of the Fuqahâ' (scholar) of
Ash-Sham, narrated it to me."

[4990] 14 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Tha'labah Al-Khushâni
that the Messenger of Allah
forbade eating any wild animal
with fangs.

[4991] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of Yünus and 'Amr was narrated
from Az-Zuhrl with this chain of
narration. All (the narrators)
mentioned eating except Salib
and Yüsuf, in whose HadIth it
says: "He forbade every wild
animal that has fangs."
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[4992] 15 - (1933) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "Every wild
animal that has fangs, eating it is
Harâm (forbidden)."

[4993] ( ... ) Mâlik bin Anas
narrated a similar report (as no.
4992), with this chain of narrators.
[4994] 16 - (1934) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"The Messenger of Allah
forbade (eating) every wild animal
with fangs and every bird with
talons."
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[4995]... - ( ... ) Shu'bah said... a
similar report with this chain of
narrators (as no. 4994).
[4996] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn 'Abbâs that the Messenger of
Allah
forbade every wild
animal that has fangs and every
bird that has talons.

[4997] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Ibn 'Abbâs said: "The Messenger
of Allah
forbade..." a HadIth
like that of Shu'bah from AlHakam.

Chapter 4. Permissibility Of
(Eating) Dead Animals From
The Sea
[4998] 17 - (1935) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "The
Messenger of Allah
sent us on
an expedition and appointed Abü
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'Ubaidah in charge of us, to
intercept a caravan of the
Quraish. He supplied us with a
bag of dates, and we had no
other provisions apart from that.
Abü 'Ubaidah used to give them
to us, one date at a time." He
(the narrator) said: "I said: 'What
did you do with it?' He said: 'We
used to suck it like a child, then
drink water after that, and it
would suffice us for that day until
night. And we used to knock
down leaves with our sticks, then
soak them in water and eat them.
We set off along the coast and
there appeared before us on the
shore something like a huge
mound. We came to it and saw
that it was a beast called Al'Anbar (sperm whale). Abü
'Ubaidah said: "It is dead meat."
Then he said: "No, we are the
envoys of the Messenger of Allah
, (striving) in the cause of
Allah, and we are compelled (by
hunger); eat." We lived on it for
a month, three hundred of us,
until we grew fat. And I
remember that we extracted
pitchers of fat from its eye
socket, and we cut out pieces of
meat like that of a bull. Abü
'Ubaidah called out thirteen of us
and made them sit in its eye
socket, and he took one of its
ribs and set it up, then he
saddled the largest camel we had
with us and passed beneath it.
And we supplied ourselves with
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preserved pieces of its meat.
When we reached Al-Madinah,
we came to the Messenger of
and told him all of that.
Allah
He said: "It is provision that
Allah brought forth for you. Do
you have any of its meat with you
that you can give us to eat?" We
sent some of it to the Messenger
of Allah
and he ate it."
( ... ) 'Amr heard
[4999] 18
Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh say: "The
sent us,
Messenger of Allah
three hundred riders, with Abü
'Ubaidah bin Al-Jarrâb in charge,
to keep a lookout for the caravan
of the Quraish. We stayed on the
coast for half a month, and we
were stricken with such intense
hunger that we ate leaves, and it
was called the Army of Leaves.
Then the sea threw out to us a
beast called Al-'Anbar (sperm
whale) and we ate from it for half
a month and rubbed its fat on our
bodies, until our bodies grew
strong. Abü 'Ubaidah took one of
its ribs and set it up, then he
looked or the tallest man in the
army and the tallest camel. He
mounted the man on the camel,
and he passed beneath it. And a
number of men sat in its eye
socket, and we extracted such and
such number of pitchers of fat
from its eye socket. 'Abü 'Ubaidah
used to give each one of us a
handful of dates at a time, then he
gave us one date at a time, and
when he ran out we felt its loss."
[5000] 19 - ( ... ) 'Amr heard
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Jâbir say concerning the Army of
the Leaves: "A man slaughtered
three camels, then another three,
then another three, then Abü
'Ubaidah forbade him to do
that."
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[5001] 20 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said: "The
Prophet sent us, three hundred
men, and we carried our provision
slung around our necks."
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[5002] 21 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh narrated: "The
Messenger of Allah
sent an
expedition, three hundred strong,
and appointed Abü 'Ubaidah bin
A1-Jarrâh in charge of them.
Their provisions ran short, so
Abü 'Ubaidah collected their
provisions in a bag and fed us
from it each day, until the ration
was reduced to one date each
every day."
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[5003] ( ... ) Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "The Messenger of Allah
sent an expedition, of whom I
was one, to the coast..." and they
(the narrators) all quoted a
HadIth like that of 'Amr bin
DInãr and Abü Az-Zubair except
that in the HadIth of Wahb bin
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Kaisân (no. 5002) it says: "The
army ate from it for eighteen
days."

[50041 ( ... ) It was narrated that
Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said: "The
Messenger of Allah
sent an
expedition to the land of Juhainah,
and appointed a man in charge of
them..." and he quoted a similar
HadIth (as no. 5003).

Chapter 5. The Prohibition Of
Eating The Meat Of
Domesticated Donkeys
[5005] 22 - (1407) It was
narrated from 'Ali bin AbI Tâlib
that the Messenger of Allah
forbade Mut'ah marriage with
women on the Day of Khaibar,
and he forbade the meat of
domesticated donkeys.

[5006] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Az-ZuhrI, with this chain of
narrators. In the HadIth of Yünus
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it says: "And eating the meat of
domesticated donkeys."

[5007] 23 - (1936) It was
narrated from Ibn Shihâb that
Abü IdrIs told him that Abü
Tha'labah said: "The Messenger
of Allah
prohibited the meat
of domesticated donkeys."

[5008] 24 - (561) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah
forbade
eating the meat of domesticated
donkeys.

[5009] 25 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Messenger of Allah
forbade
eating domesticated donkeys on
the Day of Khaibar, although the
people needed it."
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[5010] 26 - (1937) It was
narrated that Ash-ShaibânI said:
"I asked 'Abdullâh bin Abi Awfâ
about the meat of domesticated
donkeys. He said: 'We were
stricken with hunger on the Day
of Khaibar, when we were with
and
the Messenger of Allah
the people had captured some
donkeys outside Al-Madinah. So
we slaughtered them, and the
cooking pots were boiling, when
the caller of the Messenger of
Allah
cried out that the
cooking pots should be
overturned and nothing of the
donkey meat should be eaten.' I
said: "What kind of prohibition
was it?" He said: 'We talked
about that amongst ourselves, did
he () prohibit it forever or did
he prohibit it because it had not
been distributed as it should have
been (i.e., with the Khumus being
taken out before the booty was
divided)?"
[5011] 27 - ( ... ) Sulaimân AshShaibânl said: "I heard 'Abdullâh bin
Abl Awfâ say: 'On the Day of Khaibar
we fell upon some domesticated
donkeys and slaughtered them. When
the cooking pots were boiling, the
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caller of the Messenger of Allah
cried out (saying): "Overturn the
cooking pots and do not eat any of
the donkey meat." Some people
said: "The Messenger of Allah
has only forbidden it because it has
not been distributed as it should
have been (i.e., with the Khumus
being taken out before the booty
was divided)," and others said:
"He has forbidden it forever."

[5012] 28 - (1938) It was
narrated that 'Adiyy bin Thâbit
said: "I heard Al-Bard' and
'Abdullâh bin AbI Awfâ say: 'We
got some donkeys and cooked
them, then the caller of the
Messenger of Allah
cried out
saying: "Overturn the cooking
pots."
[5013] 29 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Isliâq said: "A1-Barâ'
said: 'On the Day of Khaibar we
got some donkeys, then the caller
of the Messenger of Allah
cried out saying: "Overturn the
cooking pots."

[5014] 30 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Thâbit bin 'Ubaidullâh said:
"I heard A1-Barâ' saying: 'We
were forbidden the meat of
domesticated donkeys."
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[5015] 31 - (...) It was narrated
that A1-Barâ' bin 'Azib said: "The
Messenger of Allah commanded
us to throw away the meat of
domesticated donkeys, raw and
cooked, then he did not command
us to eat it."
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[5016] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5015) was narrated from
'Asim with this chain narrators.

'?4
[5017] 32 - (1939) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "I do
not know whether the Messenger of
Allah
forbade it because they
(donkeys) were beasts of burden
for the people, and he did not
want their beasts of burden to be
lost, or if he prohibited the meat of
domesticated donkeys on the Day
of Khaibar."

[5018] 33 - (1802) It was
narrated that Salamah bin AlAkwa' said: "We set out with the
Messenger of Allah
for
Khaibar, then Allah granted
them victory over it. When
evening came on the day that
they conquered it, the people lit
many fires, and the Messenger of
Allah jl said: 'What are these
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fires? What are you lighting them
for?' They said: 'For (cooking)
meat.' He said: 'What kind of
meat?' They said: 'For the meat
of domesticated donkeys.' The
Messenger of Allah ji said:
'Throw it away and break them
(the pots).' A man said: '0
Messenger of Allah, or throw it
away and wash them?' He said:
'Or that."

[5019] ( ... ) It was narrated from
YazId bin AbI 'Ubaid, with this
chain narrators.

[5020] 24
(1940) It was
narrated that Anas said: "When
the Messenger of Allah
conquered Khaibar, we captured
some donkeys outside the town,
and we cooked some of them.
Then the caller of the Messenger
of Allah
cried out (saying);
'Allah and His Messenger have
forbidden it to you, for it is an
abomination of the Shaitân's
handiwork.' So the pots and their
contents were overturned, and
they were brimming with their
contents."
[5021] 35 - (...) It was narrated

3 ai
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that Anas bin Mâlik said: "On
the Day of Khaibar, someone
came and said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, the donkeys have been
eaten.' Then another person
came and said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, the donkeys are finished.'
The Messenger of Allah
told
AN Talhah to call out: 'Allah
and His Messenger forbid the
meat of donkeys to you, for it is
an abomination or it is impure.'
So the cooking pots were
overturned with their contents."

Chapter 6. Permissibility Of
Eating Horse Meat
[5022] 36 - (1941) It was
narrated from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
that on the Day of Khaibar, the
Messenger of Allah
forbade
the meat of domesticated donkeys,
but he permitted the meat of
horses.

[5023] 37 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "At the time of
Khaibar, we ate the meat of
horses and onagers)' but the
[1]

A type of wild donkey.
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Prophet
forbade us (to eat)
the meat of domestic donkeys."

[5024] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn Juraij, with this chain narrators
(a HadIth similar to no. 5023).

[5025] 38 - (1942) It was
narrated that Asmâ' said: "We
slaughtered a horse at the time of
the Messenger of Allah
and
ate it."

[5026] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Hishâm with this chain narrators
(a HadIth similar to no. 5025).

Chapter 7. The Permissibility
Of Eating Ad-Dabb
(Mastigure)1"
[5027] 39 - (1943) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin DInâr
that he heard Ibn 'Umar said: The
Prophet
was asked about AdDabb (mastigure, desert lizard).
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" A type of lizard (uromastyx) that grows up to one or two feet in length.
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He said: "I will not eat it but I will
not prohibit it."

[5028] 40 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "A man asked
about
the Messenger of Allah
eating Ad-Dabb (mastigure,
desert lizard), and he said: "I do
not eat it but I do not prohibit it."

[5029] 41 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "A man asked
about
the Messenger of Allah
eating Ad-abb (mastigure,
desert lizard) when he was on the
pulpit. He said: 'I do not eat it but
I do not prohibit it."

[5030] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5029) was narrated from
'Ubaidullâh with this chain
narrators.
[5031] (...) AHadIth like that of
Al-Laith from Nâfi' (no. 5029) was
narrated from Nâfi' from Ibn
'Umar, from the Prophet
,
except that the IjadIth of Ayyiib
(says): "A mastigure was brought
to the Messenger of Allah and
he did not eat it but he did not
prohibit it." In the IjadIth of
Usâmah it says: "A man stood up
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in the Masjid when the Messenger
of Allah was on the pulpit."

[5032] 42 - (1944) Ash-Sha'bi
heard Ibn 'Umar (say) that the
Prophet
had some of his
Companions with him, among
whom was Sa'd. Some mastigure
meat was brought to them and
one of the wives of the Prophet
called out: "It is mastigure
meat." The Messenger of Allah
said: "Eat, for it is Ha/al, but
it is not something that I eat."

[5033] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Tawbah Al-'Anbarl said: "AshSha'bI said to me: 'Have you
heard the HadIth of Al-Hasan
from the Prophet? I sat with Ibn
'Umar for nearly two years or a
year and a half, and I did not
hear him narrate anything from
the Prophet
except this. He
said: "Some of the Companions
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of the Prophet , among whom
was Sa'd..." a HadIth like that of
Mu'âdh (no. 5032).
[5034] 43 - (1945) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin
'Abbâs said: "Khâlid bin AlWalId and I, along with the
Messenger of Allah , entered
the house of Maimünah. A
roasted mastigure was brought
and the Messenger of Allah
stretched out his hand, then one
of the women who were in the
house of Maimünah said: 'Tell
the Messenger of Allah
what
he is about to eat.' Then the
Messenger of Allah
withdrew
his hand. I said: 'Is it Harâm, 0
Messenger of Allah?' He said:
'No, but it is not found in the
land of my people and I have an
aversion to it."
Khâlid said: "I took it and ate it,
and the Messenger of Allah
was looking on."
[5035] 44 - (1946) It was
narrated from Abü Umâmah bin
Sahi bin Hunaif A1-AnsârI that
'Abdullâh bin 'Abbâs told him that
Khâlid bin Al-WalId, who was
called Saifullah (the Sword of
Allah), told him that he entered,
along with the Messenger of Allah
c, upon Maimilnah, the wife of
the Prophet
, who was his
maternal aunt and the maternal
aunt of Ibn 'Abbâs. He found in
her house a roasted mastigure
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which had been brought by her
sister Hufaidah bint Al-Hârith
from Najd. It was rare that food
would be offered to him without
being described or named. The
Messenger of Allah
stretched
out his hand towards it and one of
the women present said: "Tell the
Messenger of Allah
what is
being offered to him." They said:
"It is a mastigure, 0 Messenger of
Allah." The Messenger of Allah
withdrew his hand and Khâlid bin
Al-WalId said: "Is mastigure
Harâm, 0 Messenger of Allah?"
He said: "No, but it is not found in
the land of my people and I have
an aversion to it."
Khâlid said: "I took it and ate it
while the Messenger of Allah
was looking on, and he did not
forbid me."

[5036] 45 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs that Khâlid bin
A1-WalId told him that he entered
with the Messenger of Allah
upon Maimünah bint Al-Hârith,
who was his maternal aunt. Some
mastigure meat was brought to the
Messenger of Allah , which had
been brought by Umm Hufaid hint
Al-Ijârith from Najd, who was
married to a man from Banfi
Ja'far. The Messenger of Allah
would not eat anything until he
knew what it was... then he
mentioned a HadIth like that of

.Lutpl j 4ai1
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Yünus (no. 5035), and at the end
of the HadIth he added: "Ibn AlAsamm narrated it from Maimünah,
and he was under her care."

[5037] (1945) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "Two
grilled mastigures were brought
to the Prophet Q5, when we were
in the house of Maimünah..." a
similar HadIth (as no. 5036), but
he did not mention YazId bin AlAsamm from Maimünah.
[5038] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Ibn 'Abbâs said: "Some mastigure
meat was brought to the Messenger
of Allah li when he was in the
house of Maimünah and Khâlid
bin A]-WalId was with him..." and
he mentioned a HadIth like that of
Az-ZuhrI.

[5039] 46 - (1947) Ibn 'Abbâs
said: "My maternal aunt Umm
Hufaid gave a gift to the Messenger
of Allah
of some ghee, dried
yoghurt and mastigures. He ate
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some of the ghee and dried yoghurt,
but he left the mastigure, having an
aversion to it. It was eaten at the
table of the Messenger of Allah ,
and if it were Harâm, it would not
have been eaten at the table of the
Messenger of Allah

[50401 47 - (1948) It was
narrated that YazId bin AlAamm said: "A newly-married
man in A]-Madinah invited us (to
a meal) and he served us thirteen
mastigures. Some people ate and
some did not. I met Ibn 'Abbâs
the next day and told him about
that. People started narrating
what they heard about this issue,
until one of them said: 'The
said: "I
Messenger of Allah
do not eat it, but I do not forbid
it and I do no prohibit it." Ibn
'Abbâs said: 'What a bad thing
you have said. No Prophet of
Allah was sent except to explain
what is permitted and what is
forbidden. When the Messenger
of Allah
was in the house of
Maimünah, along with Al-Fall
bin 'Abbâs, Khâlid bin Al-Waild
and another woman, a tray of
meat was brought to them. When
the Messenger of Allah
wanted to eat, Maimünah said to
him: "It is mastigure meat." He
withdrew his hand and said:
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"This is meat which I have never
eaten." And he said to them:
"Eat." So Al-Fadi, Khâlid and the
woman ate from it.
Maimflnah said: "I will never eat
something that the Messenger of
did not eat."
Allah
[5041] 48 - (1949) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "A mastigure was
brought to the Messenger of Allah
and he refused to eat it. He said: 'I
do not know, perhaps it is descended
from one of the generations who
were transformed."

[5042] 49 - (1950) It was
narrated that Abfl Az-Zubair
said: "I asked Jâbir about
mastigure. He said: 'Do not eat it,'
and he regarded it as repulsive. He
said: 'Umar bin A1-Khattâb said:
did not prohibit
'The Prophet
it, and Allah has benefited more
than one person by it. It is the food
of most shepherds, and if I had
some with me I would eat it."

[5043] 50 - (1951) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed said:
"A man said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, we live in a land that
abounds in mastigures. What do
you command us to do? Or what
is your ruling to us? 'He said: 'I
have been told that a group of

ti..[] (4t)-A
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the Children of Israel was
transformed,' and he did not
command or forbid."
Abü Sa'eed said: "After that,
'Umar said: 'Allah (Glorified and
Exalted is He) has benefited
more than one person by it, and
it is the food of most shepherds.
If I had some with me, I would
eat it. It was just that the
Messenger of Allah
had an
aversion to it."
[5044] 51 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Sa'eed that a Bedouin
came to the Messenger of Allah
and said: "I live in a low land that
abounds in mastigures, and they
are the main food of my people."
He () did not answer him and
we said: "Ask him again." He
asked him again and he did not
answer him, three times. Then the
Messenger of Allah
called out
to him the third time and said: "0
Bedouin, Allah cursed or became
angry with a tribe of the Children
of Israel, and He transformed
them into animals that move on
the earth, and I do not know,
perhaps these are descended from
them. So I do not eat it but I do
not forbid it."
Chapter 8. The Permissibility
Of Eating Locusts
[5045] 52 - (1952) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin AbI
Awfâ said: "We went on seven
campaigns with the Messenger of
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Allah ç during which we ate
locusts."
[50461 ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Ya'fñr with this chain of
narrators (a similar HadIth as no.
5045).
Abü Bakr said in his report:
"Seven campaigns." Isâq said:
"Six." Ibn Abi 'Umar said: "Six or
seven."

[5047] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Ya'für with this chain of
narrators, and he said: "Seven
campaigns."

Chapter 9. The Permissibility
Of Eating Rabbit
[5048] 53 - (1953) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "We passed by and chased a
rabbit in Marr Az-Zahrân. They
ran after it but got tired, then I
ran and caught it. I brought it to
AN Taltiah, who slaughtered it,
and he sent its haunch and two
hind legs to the Messenger of
Allah
. I brought it to the
Messenger of Allah
and he
accepted it."
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[5049] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Shu'bah with this chain (a similar
HadIth as no. 5048). In the HadIth
of Yaiya it says: "Its haunch or its
hind legs."
L4

:

Chapter 10. The Permissibility
Of Using Things That Help In
Hunting And Pursuing The
Enemy, But Throwing Small
Pebbles Is Disliked
[5050] 54 - (1954) It was
narrated that Ibn Buraidah said:
"Abdullâh bin Al-Mughaffal saw
one of his companions throwing
small pebbles and he said to him:
'Do not throw small pebbles, for
the Messenger of Allah disliked
- or forbade - the throwing of small
pebbles, for no game is caught
thereby and no enemy is defeated;
it just breaks a tooth or puts out an
eye.' Then he saw him throwing
small pebbles again after that and
he said to him: 'I tell you that the
Messenger of Allah 44, used to
dislike - or forbid - the throwing of
small pebbles, then I see you
throwing small pebbles! I will
never speak to you again!"
[5051] ( ... ) 'Uthmân bin 'Umar
narrated: "Kahmas narrated a
similar report (as no. 5050) with
this chain of narrators."
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[5052] 55 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin Al-Mughaffal
said: "The Messenger of Allah
forbade the throwing of small
pebbles." Ibn Ja'far said in his
HadIth: "It does not kill (or hurt)
the enemy or kill the game, rather
it breaks a tooth or puts out an
eye." Ibn MahdI said: "It does not
defeat the enemy." And he did not
say: "It puts out an eye."

[5053] 56 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sa'eed bin Al-Jubair that a
relative of 'Abdullâh bin AlMughaffal threw small pebbles
and he told him not to do that.
He said: "The Messenger of
forbade the throwing of
Allah
small pebbles and said: 'It does
not kill the game or kill (or hurt)
the enemy, rather it breaks a
tooth or puts out an eye." Then
he did it again and he said: "I
told you that the Messenger of
Allah
forbade it, then you
throw small pebbles again. I will
never speak to you."
[5054] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5053) was narrated from
Ayyfib with this chain of narrators.
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Chapter 11. The Command To
Be Proficient In Slaughtering
And Killing, And To Sharpen
The Blade
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[5055] 57 - (1955) It was
narrated that Shaddâd bin Aws
said: "There are two things that I
memorized from the Messenger
of Allah . He () said: 'Allah
has prescribed proficiency in all
things, so if you kill, kill well, and
if you slaughter, slaughter well.
Let one of you sharpen his blade
and spare suffering to the animal
he slaughters."

[5056] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Khâlid Al-Hadhâ', with the chain
of narrators and meaning of the
HadIth of Ibn 'Ulayyah (no. 5055).

Chapter 12. The Prohibition Of
Cornering Animals In Order
To Kill Them (For Sport)
[5057] 58 - (1956) Hishâm bin
Zaid bin Anas bin Mâlik said: "I
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entered, the house of Al-Hakam bin
Ayyüb along with my grandfather
Anas bin Mâlik, and there were
some people who had made a hen a
target and were shooting arrows at
her. Anas said: 'The Messenger of
Allah forbade taking animals as
targets."

[5058] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Shu'bah with this chain of narrators
(a similar HadIth as no. 5057).

[5059] 58m - (1957) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
said: "Do not
the Prophet
take any living being as a target."

[5060] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5059) was narrated from
Shu'bah, with this chain of narrators.

[5061] 59 - (1958) It was
narrated that Sa'eed bin Jubair
said: "Ibn 'Umar passed by a
group of people who had taken a
hen as a target and were shooting
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at her. When they saw Ibn
'Umar, they scattered, and Ibn
'Umar said: 'Who did this? The
Messenger of Allah
cursed the
one who does this."

[5062] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Sa'eed bin Jubair said: "Ibn 'Umar
passed by some young men of
Quraish who had taken a bird as a
target and were shooting at it, and
they had agreed to give every
arrow that missed to the owner of
the bird. When they saw Ibn
'Umar, they scattered. Ibn 'Umar
said: 'Who did this? May Allah
curse the one who did this. The
Messenger of Allah ii cursed the
one who takes any living being as a
target."
[5063] 60 - (1959) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "The Messenger
of Allah
forbade capturing
any animal for the purpose of
killing it (for sport)."
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35. The Book of Sacrifices
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Chapter 1. The Time For
Sacrifice
[5064] 1 - (1960) Jundab bin
Sufyân said: "I was present at
('EId) Al-Aa with the Messenger
of Allah , and no sooner had he
finished his prayer, and said the
Salâm, but he saw the meat of
some sacrifices that had been
slaughtered before he had finished
his prayer. He said: 'Whoever
offered his sacrifice before the
prayer - or before we prayed - let
him offer another one in its stead,
and whoever did not yet offer his
sacrifice, let him offer it in the
Name of Allah."

[5065] 2 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jundab bin Sufyân said: "I
was present at ('EId) Al-A cilia
with the Messenger of Allah ,
and when he had finished leading
the people in prayer, he looked
towards some sheep that had been
slaughtered and said: 'Whoever
slaughtered (his sacrifice) before
the prayer, let him slaughter a
sheep in its stead, and whoever has
not yet slaughtered (his sacrifice),
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let him slaughter it in the Name of
Allah."

[50661 ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-Aswad bin Qais with this
chain of narrators, and he said:
"In the Name of Allah," like the
HadIth of Abul-Ahwas.

[5067] 3 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Al-Aswad (that he) heard
Jundab Al-Bajall say: "I saw the
Messenger of Allah
pray on
the day of ('EId) Al-Adha, then he
delivered the Khutbah and said:
'Whoever offered his sacrifice
before praying, let him offer
another in its stead, and whoever
has not offered the sacrifice, let him
slaughter it in the Name of Allah."
[5068] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated a
similar report (as no. 5067) with
this chain of narrators.
[5069] 4 - (1961) It was narrated
that Al-Barâ' said: "My maternal
uncle Abü Burdah offered his
sacrifice before the prayer, and
the Messenger of Allah
said:
'That is just a sheep for meat.'
He said: '0 Messenger of Allah, I
have a Jadh'ah111 goat.' He said:
Its mention preceded in the Book of Zakât. It is a term that refers to a particular age
among cattle. For goats it refers to what entered its second year, for cows what
completed the third, for camels what entered its fifth year, and in the case of sheep
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'Offer it as a sacrifice, but that
will not suffice for anyone but
you.' Then he said: 'Whoever
offered the sacrifice before the
prayer has only slaughtered it for
himself, but whoever offers the
sacrifice after the prayer has
completed his rituals and done it
according to the Sunnah of the
Muslims."
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[5070] 5 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from A]-Bard' bin 'Azib that his
maternal uncle Abü Burdah bin
Niyâr slaughtered (his sacrifice)
before the Messenger of Allah
did, and he said: "0 Messenger
of Allah, this is a day when meat
is not desirable so I hastened to
offer my sacrifice in order to feed
my family and neighbors and
household." 1' The Messenger of
Allah
said: "Repeat your
sacrifice." He said: "0 Messenger
of Allah, I have a weanling
female goat that is better than
two sheep for meat." He said: "It
is the best of your sacrifice - but
no Jadh 'ah will suffice for anyone
after you."
[5071] (...) It was narrated that
Al-Bard' bin 'Azib said: "The
Messenger of Allah
addressed
us on the Day of Sacrifice and
said: 'No one should offer the
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according to the majority it is what completed a year. And it is also said that it is less
than that. Then they differed, so some said six months, others said eight, others tenetc.
See Minnat Al-Mun 'im.
E'] He means that people see so much of it that day.
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sacrifice until we have prayed.'
My maternal uncle said: '0
Messenger of Allah, this is a day
when meat is not desirable," and
he narrated a HadIth like that of
Hushaim (no. 5070).
[50721 6 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Al-Bard' said: "The Messenger
of Allahiij said: 'Whoever prays as
we do, faces the same Qiblah as we
do and offers the same sacrifice as
we do, let him not slaughter (his
sacrifice) until he has prayed.' My
maternal uncle said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, I have offered a sacrifice
on behalf of a son of mine.' He
said: 'That is something that you
have hastened to do for your
family.' He said: 'I have a sheep
that is better than two other
sheep.' He said: 'Sacrifice it, for it
is the better of the two."

[5073] 7 - (...) It was narrated
that A1-Barâ' bin 'Azib said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'The
first thing with which we begin on
this day (the day of 'EId) of ours is
the prayer; we pray, then we go
back and offer the sacrifice.
Whoever does that has attained
our Sunnah, and whoever has
already slaughtered (the sacrificial
animal), that is just meat that he
has given to his family, and there is
nothing of the sacrifice in it.' Abü
Burdah bin Niyâr had already
slaughtered (his sacrificial animal)
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and he said: 'I have a Jadh'ah that
is better than a Musinnah.'111 He
(ç) said: 'Slaughter it, but it will
not will not suffice for anyone else
after you."

[5074] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5073) was narrated from AlBarâ' bin 'Azib, from the Prophet .

[5075] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Al-Bard' bin 'Azib said: "The
Messenger of Allah , addressed
us on the Day of Sacrifice after
the prayer..." then he mentioned
a similar HadIth (as no. 5073).

[5076] 8 - ( ... ) Al-Barâ' bin
'Azib narrated: "The Messenger
of Allah
addressed us on the
Day of Sacrifice and said: 'No
one should offer the sacrifice
until he has prayed.' A man said:
'I have a weanling female goat
that is better than two sheep for
meat.' He said: "Sacrifice it, but
no Jadh'ah will suffice for anyone
after you."
This has also preceded in the Book of Zakât. It is that whose second set of teeth have
come in, and in the case of sheep it is the second year. See Minnat A1-Mun'im.
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[5077] 9 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Al-Bard' bin 'Azib said:
"Abfl Burdah slaughtered (his
sacrificial animal) before the
prayer, and the Messenger of
Allah
said: 'Offer something
else in its stead.' He said: '0
Messenger of Allah, I do not
have anything but a Jadh'ah" Shu'bah said: "And I think he
said - 'which is better than a
Musinnah." The Messenger of
Allah
said: "Offer it in its
stead, but it will not suffice for
anyone after you."
[0-VA]

[5078] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated it
with this chain of narrators (a
HadIth similar to no. 5077), but
he did not mention the doubt
about whether he said: "It is
better than a Musinnah."

[5079] 10 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said on the Day of
Sacrifice: 'Whoever slaughtered (his
sacrificial animal) before the
prayer, let him repeat it.' A man
stood up and said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, this is a day on which people
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want meat, and he mentioned the
need of his neighbor - as if the
Messenger of Allah agreed with
him - and I have a Jadh'ah that is
dearer to me than two sheep for
meat, can I slaughter it (as a
sacrifice)?' He granted him a
concession (allowing him to do
that)." He (the narrator) said: "I do
not know whether that concession
applied to others or not." He said:
"Then the Messenger of Allah
turned towards two rams and
slaughtered them, and the people
turned towards some sheep and
distributed, or he said; divided
them."
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[5080] 11 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas bin Mâlik that the
prayed
Messenger of Allah
then delivered the Khutbah, and he
ordered those who had slaughtered
(their sacrificial animals) before the
prayer to repeat (the sacrifice)...
then he mentioned a HadIth like
that of Ibn 'Ulayyah (no. 5079).

[5081] 12 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: The
Messenger of Allah
addressed
us on the day of ('Eld) Al-Ata
and he noticed the smell of meat.
He forbade them to slaughter (the
sacrifice) and said: "Whoever has
already offered the sacrifice, let
him repeat it." Then he mentioned
a similar HadIth.
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Chapter 2. The Age Of
Sacrificial Animals
[5082] 13 - (1963) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "The
Messenger of Allah ii said: 'Do
not slaughter anything but
Musinnah, unless it is too difficult
for you, in which case slaughter a
Jadh'ah."
[5083] 14 - (1964) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "The Prophet
led us in prayer on the Day of
Nahr in Al-Madinah, and some
men went and offered their Nahr,
thinking that the Prophet
had
offered his Nahr. The Prophet
ordered those who had offered
their Nahr before him to repeat it
with another Nahr, and not to
offer their Nair until the Prophet
had done so."

[5084] 15 - (1965) It was
narrated from 'Uqbah bin 'Amir
that the Messenger of Allah ii
gave him some sheep to distribute
among his Companions as
sacrifices, and there a young goat
remained. He mentioned it to the
Messenger of Allah 40, and he
said: "Sacrifice it yourself."
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[5085] 16 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Uqbah bin 'Amir A]-JuhanI
said: "The Messenger of Allah
distributed some sacrificial animals
among us, and I got a Jadh'ah. I
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, I have
got a Jadh'ah.' He said: 'Sacrifice
it."

[5086] (...) 'Uqbah bin 'Amir
narrated that the Messenger of
Allah distributed some sacrificial
animals among his Companions... a
similar report (as no. 5085).

Chapter 3. It Is Recommended
To Select A Good Animal For
The Sacrifice And To Slaughter
It Oneself, Not Delegating It
To Anyone Else, And To Say
The Name of Allah, And To
Say The TakbIr
[5087] 17 - (1966) It was
narrated that Anas said: "The
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Prophet
sacrificed two horned
black and white rams; he
slaughtered them with his own
hand and said the Name of
Allah, and said the TakbIr, and
he placed his foot on their sides."
[5088] 18 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas said: "The Messenger
of Allah
sacrificed two horned
black and white rams. I saw him
slaughter them with his own
hand, and I saw him placing his
foot on their sides, and he said
the Name of Allah and he said
the TakbIr."

[5089] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated:
"Qatâdah informed me: 'I heard
Anas say: "The Messenger of
Allah ii sacrificed..." a similar
report (as no. 5088). He said: "I
(the sub narrator) said: 'Did you
hear it from Anas?' He said:
'Yes."
[5090] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5088) was narrated from Anas
from the Prophet , except that he
said: "And he () said: 'Bismillâh,
Allâhu-Akbar (in the Name of
Allah, Allah is most Great)."
[5091] 19 - (1967) It was
narrated from 'Aishah that the
Messenger of Allah ii ordered
that a horned ram, with black
legs, a black belly and black
around its eyes, be brought for
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him to sacrifice it. He said to
'Aishah: "Bring me the knife."
Then he said: "Sharpen it on a
stone." She did that, then he
took it and he took the ram and
made it lie down, then he
slaughtered it and said: "In the
Name of Allah, o Allah, accept
it from Muhammad and the
family of Muhammad and from
the Ummah of Muhammad."
Then he sacrificed it.

Chapter 4. The Permissibility
Of Slaughtering With Anything
That Makes The Blood Flow,
Except Teeth And All Other
Bones
[5092] 20 - (1968) It was
narrated from Râfi' bin KhadIj:
"I said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
we are going to meet the enemy
tomorrow, and we do not have
any knives.' He
said:
'Slaughter quickly (with
whatever) makes the blood flow,
and mention the Name of Allah
and eat, but do not use teeth
and nails. I will explain to you.
As for teeth, they are bones, and
as for nails, they are the knives
of the Abyssinians.' We acquired
some camels and sheep, and one
of the camels went out of
control, and a man shot it with
an arrow and brought it under
control. The Messenger of Allah
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said: 'These camels have the
inclination to behave in a wild
manner. If one of them overwhelms
you, do the same thing."
[5093] 21 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Râfi' bin KhadIj said: "We
were with the Messenger of Allah
at Dhul-Hulaifah in Tihâmah,
and we acquired some sheep and
camels. The people rushed (and
slaughtered these animals) and
started cooking them in pots, but
he () ordered that they be
overturned, then he made ten
sheep equivalent to one camel..."
and he mentioned the rest of the
HadIth like the HadIth of Yaya
bin Sa'eed (no. 5092).

[5094] 22 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abâyah bin Rifâ'ah bin Râfi'
bin Khadij that his grandfather
said: "We said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, we are going to meet the
enemy tomorrow, and we do not
have any knives, so can we use a
piece of reed for slaughtering?"
He mentioned the same narration
(as no. 5092) and he said: "One of
those camels went wild, and we
shot it with arrows until we made it
fall down."
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[5095] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Sa'eed bin Masrôq with this chain
of narrators, the same HadIth (as
no. 5092) until the end. And he
said in it: "We do not have any
knives with us, so can we slaughter
with reeds?"

[5096] 23 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ráfi' bin KhadIj that he said:
"0 Messenger of Alâh, we are
going to meet the enemy
tomorrow, and we do not have any
knives," and he quoted the same
HadIth (as no. 5093), but he did
not mention (the words): "The
people rushed (and slaughtered
these animals) and started cooking
them in pots, but he ordered that
they be overturned," but he
mentioned the rest of the story.

Chapter 5. The Prohibition Of
Eating Sacrificial Meat For
More Than Three Days, Which
Applied At The Beginning Of
Islam But Was Then
Abrogated, And Now It Is
Permissible To Eat It As Long
As One Wants
[5097] 24 - (1969) It was
narrated that Abü 'Ubaid said: "I
attended 'EId with 'Ali bin Abl
Tâlib, and he started with the
prayer before the Khubah. He
said: 'The Messenger of Allah
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forbade us to eat the meat of our
sacrifices after three days."

[50981 25 - ( ... ) Abü 'Ubaid,
the freed slave of Ibn Azhar,
narrated that he attended 'EId
with 'Umar bin Al-Khattâb. He
said: "Then I prayed with 'Ali bin
AbI Tâlib, and he led us in prayer
before the Khutbah, then he
addressed the people. He said:
'The Messenger of Allah
forbade you to eat the meat of
your sacrifices for more than
three days, so do not eat it."

[5099]... - ( ... ) A similar report
(as no. 5098) was narrated from
Az-ZuhrI, with this chain of
narrators.

[5100] 26 - (1970) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Prophet
said: "No one should
eat from the meat of the sacrifice
for more than three days."
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[5101] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of Al-Laith (no. 5100) was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar, from
the Prophet .

[5102] 27 - ( ...) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the
forbade
Messenger of Allah
eating the sacrificial meat after
three days.
Sâlim (a narrator) said: "Ibn
'Umar would not to eat the
sacrificial meat for more than
three days." Ibn AbI 'Umar said:
"after three days."

[5103] 28 - (1971) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin AbI
Bakr that 'Abdullâh bin Wâqid
said: "The Messenger of Allah
forbade eating the sacrificial
meat after three days." 'Abdullâh
bin AbI Bakr said: "I mentioned
that to 'Amrah and she said: 'He
spoke the truth. I heard 'Aishah
say: "The poor among the people
of the desert came to the towns
during 'EId Al-A4a (seeking
help) during the time of the
Messenger of Allah , and the
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Messenger of Allah said: 'Keep
enough for three days, then give
what is left in charity.' After that
they said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
the people are making skins with
(the hides of) their sacrifices, and
they are putting the fat into them.'
The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Why is that?' They said: 'You
forbade eating the meat of the
sacrificial animals after three
days.' He said: 'I only forbade you
because of the poor people who
came (seeking help). (Now) eat
and store and give in charity."
[5104] 29 - (1972) It was
narrated from Jâbir that (in the
beginning) the Prophet ,
forbade eating the sacrificial
meat after three days, then after
that he said: "Eat, store (for the
journey) and save."
[5105] 30 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "We not eat the
sacrificial meat for more than
three days in Mind, then the
Messenger of Allah ii granted us
a concession and said: 'Eat and
store (for the journey)."
I said to 'Atâ': "Did Jâbir say:
'Until we came to Al-Madinah?' He
said: 'Yes."
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[5106] 31 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said: "We
would not keep the sacrificial meat
for more than three days, then the
Messenger of Allah ordered us
to store some of it (for the
journey) and to eat from it - i.e.,
for more than three days."

[5107] 32 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "We used to take
it as provisions (on the journey)
to A]-Madinah at the time of the
Messenger of Allah ."
[5108] 33 - (1973) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed AlKhudrI said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: '0 people of A]Madinah, do not eat the sacrificial
meat for more than three." Ibn
Al-Muthanna said: "Three days."
They complained to the Messenger
of Allah , that they had children
and servants, and he said: "Eat,
give to others and save and store
it."
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[5109] 34 - (1974) It was
narrated from Salamah bin A]Akwa' that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "Whoever among
you offers a sacrifice, nothing of
it should be left in his house after
the third day." The following
year, they said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, shall we do what we did
last year?" He said: "No, that was
a year when people were hardpressed, and I wanted (the meat)
to be distributed among them."

[5110] 35 - (1975) It was
narrated that Thawbân said:
"The Messenger of Allah
slaughtered his sacrifice then he
said: '0 Thawbân, prepare this
meat for us." And he kept giving
it to him to eat until he came to
A]-Madinah.

[5111] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Mu'âwiyah bin Sâlih, with this
chain of narrators (a HadIth
similar to no. 5110).
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[5112] 36 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Thawbân, the freed slave of the
said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said to me
Messenger of Allah
during the Farewell Pilgrimage:
'Prepare this meat." "So I prepared
it and he continued to eat from it
until he reached Al-Madinah."
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[5113] ( ... ) Yaya bin Hamzah
narrated with this chain (a HadIth
similar to no. 5112), but he did
not say: "During the Farewell
Pilgrimage."
[5114] 37 - (977) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
Buraidah that his father said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'I
forbade you to visit the graves, but
now visit them. And I forbade you
to (eat) the sacrificial meat for
more than three days, but now
keep it as long as you see fit. And I
forbade you to drink NabIdh
unless it was in skins, but now
drink it from any kind of vessel,
but do not drink any intoxicant."
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[5115]... - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn Buraidah, narrating his
father, that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "I used to forbid
you..." and he mentioned a
HadIth like that of Abü Sinân
(no. 5114).

Chapter 6. Fara' And 'AtIrah 111

[5116] 38 - (1976) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
The Messenger of Allah kv, said:
"There is no Fara' and no 'AtIrah."
Ibn Râfi' added in his report:
"Fara' refers to the firstborn which
they used to sacrifice."

f l l Two types of sacrifices performed before Islam.
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Chapter 7. When The First Ten
Days Of Dhul-Hijjah Begin, It
Is Forbidden For The One
Who Wants To Offer A
Sacrifice To Remove Anything
From His Hair, Nails
[5117] 39 - (1977) It was
narrated from Umm Salamah
said: "When
that the Prophet
the ten (days of Dhul-IIijjah)
begin, and one of you wants to
offer a sacrifice, let nothing touch
his hair or skin."
It was said to Sufyân (a sub
narrator): "Some of them do not
"
attribute it to the Prophet
He said: "But I attribute it to
him."

[5118] 40 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Umm Salamah, attributing
it to the Prophet : "When the
first ten days begin, if he has a
sacrificial animal that he wants to
offer as a sacrifice, let him not
remove anything from his hair or
trim his nails."

[5119] 41 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sa'eed bin A]-Musaiyyab,
from Umm Salamah, that the
Prophet
said: "When you see
the crescent moon of DhulIijjah, and one of you wants to
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offer a sacrifice, let him leave his
hair and nails alone."

[5120] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5119) was narrated from
'Umar or 'Amr bin Muslim, with
this chain of narrators.

[5121] 42 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Umar bin Muslim bin
'Umârah bin Ukaimah Al-LaithI
said: "I heard Sa'eed bin AlMusaiyyab say: 'I heard Umm
Salamah, the wife of the Prophet
, say: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Whoever has an animal
to sacrifice, when the crescent
moon of Dhul-Hijjah appears, let
him not remove anything from
his hair or nails, until he has
offered his sacrifice."

[5122] ( ... ) 'Amr bin Muslim
bin 'Umârah Al-LaithI said: "We
were in the bath-house just
before ('EId) Al-Ad/ia, and some
people removed their pubic hair
using a depilatory agent. Some of
the people in the bath-house
said: 'Sa'eed bin Al-Musaiyyab
regards this as Makrâh, or he
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forbids it.' I met Sa'eed bin AlMusayyab and told him about
that, and he said: '0 son of my
brother, this is a HadIth which
has been caused to be forgotten
and abandoned, which Umm
Salamah narrated to me from the
Prophet . She said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said..." a
HadIth like that of Mu'âdh from
Muhammad bin 'Amr.
[5123] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Umar bin Muslim Al-Junda'I
that Ibn A]-Musaiyyab told him
that Umm Salamah the wife of
the Prophet
told him... a
HadIth like theirs (no. 5112).

Chapter 8. The Prohibition Of
Slaughtering A Sacrifice For
Anything Other Than Allah,
And The One Who Does That
Is Cursed
[5124] 43 - (1978) AbU AtTufail 'Amir bin Wâthilah said:
"I was with 'All bin AbI Talib
when a man came to him and
said: 'What did the Prophet
tell you in secret?' He got angry
and said: 'The Prophet
did
not tell me anything in secret that
he hid from the people, but he
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told me four things." He said:
"What are they, 0 Amir AlMu'minIn?" He said: "He ()
said: 'May Allah curse the one
who curses his father, may Allah
curse the one who offers a sacrifice
to anything other than Allah, may
Allah curse the one who gives
refuge to a Muhdith, 11 and may
Allah curse the one who changes
the boundary markers."

[5125] 44 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü At-Tufail said: "We
said to 'All bin AbI Tâlib: 'Tell us
of something that the Messenger
of Allah
told you in secret.'
He said: 'He did not tell me
anything in secret that he
concealed from the people, but I
heard him say: "May Allah curse
the one who offers a sacrifice to
something other than Allah, may
Allah curse the one who gives
refuge to a Muhdith, may Allah
curse the one who curses his
parents and may Allah curse the
one who changes the boundary
markers."
[5126] 45 - (...) It was narrated
that Abü At-Tufail said: "All (bin
AbI Tâlib) was asked: 'Did the
Muhdith and it may be read: Muhdath, the first is more popular as it appears in our text,
and it refers to one who aids or harbors the criminal. The meaning of Muhdath is the
innovated thing itself., for which "giving refuge" would mean accepting and abiding by it.
See Minnat Al-Mun 'im.
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Messenger of Allah
tell you
anything that was for you only?'
He said: 'The Messenger of Allah
did not tell us anything that
was for us only, that he did not
tell all the people, except that
which is in this sheath of my
sword.' He took out a document
on which it was written: 'May
Allah curse the one who offers a
sacrifice to anything other than
Allah, may Allah curse the one
who steals the boundary markers,
may Allah curse the one who
curses his parents, and may Allah
curse the one who gives refuge to
a Muhdith."
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36. The Book of Drinks

Chapter 1. The Prohibition Of
Khamr, Which May Be Made
From The Juice Of Grapes,
Dried Dates, Unripe Dates,
Raisins And Other Things That
Intoxicate
[5127] 1 - (1979) It was
narrated from Ibn Jurairj (who
said): "Ibn Shihâb narrated to
me, from 'Ali bin Al-Husain bin
'All, from his father Husain bin
'All, from 'All bin AbI Tâlib who
said: "I got an old she-camel
from the spoils of war on the Day
of Badr, and the Messenger of
Allah
gave me another shecamel. I made them kneel at the
door of a man from among the
Ansâr, intending to carry Idhkhir
on them to sell it - and there was
a goldsmith of Banü Qainuqâ'
with me - so that I could use the
money to give a wedding feast for
my marriage to Fâtimah. Hamzah
bin 'Abdul-Muttalib was drinking
in that house, and there was a
singing-girl with him who said:
'0 Hamzah, get up and slaughter
the fat she-camels.'
So Hamzah attacked them with
his sword, cutting off their humps
and cutting open their flanks,
then he took out their livers."
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I said to Ibn Shihâb: "Did he take
out anything from their humps?"
He said: "He cut off their humps
and took them away." Ibn Shihâb
said: "Ali said: 'I looked at a sight
that shocked me. I went to the
, and Zaid bin
Prophet
Hârithah was with him, and I told
him what had happened. He went
out, accompanied by Zaid, and I
went with him. He entered upon
Hamzah and expressed his anger
to him. IIamzah looked up and
said: "Are you anything more than
the slaves of my forefathers?" The
Messenger of Allah backed off
until he departed from them."
[5128] ( ... ) Ibn Juraij narrated a
similar report (as no. 5127) with
this chain of narrators.

[5129] 2 - ( ... ) Hussain bin 'All
narrated that 'All said: "I had a
she-camel that was my share of
the spoils of war on the Day of
Badr, and the Messenger of
Allah
had also given me a
she-camel from the Khumus on
that day. When I wanted to
consummate my marriage to
Fâtimah, the daughter of the
Messenger of Allah , I made a
deal a man who was a goldsmith
from BanU Qainuqâ' to go with
me so that we could bring some
Idhkhir. I wanted to sell it to the
goidsmiths aid use the money for
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my wedding feast. While I was
gathering the equipment for my
two she-camels, such as saddles,
sacks and ropes, and my two shecamels were sitting by the door of
an apartment belonging to an
AnsârI man until I collected those
things, my two she-camels were
attacked; their humps were cut
off, their flanks cut open and
their livers taken out. I could not
help weeping when I saw what
had happened to them. I said:
'Who did this?' They said:
'Hamzah bin 'Abdul-Muttalib did
it; he is in this house, drinking
with some of the Ansâr, and a
singing girl is singing to him and
his companions. She said in her
song: "0 Hamzah, get up and
attack that fat she-camel." So
Hamzah stood up with his sword
and cut off their humps, cut open
their flanks and took out their
livers." 'Ali said: "I went and
entered upon the Messenger of
Allah , and Zaid bin Hârithah
was with him. The Messenger of
Allah
saw in my face that
something had happened and the
Messenger of Allah
said:
'What is the matter with you?' I
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, by
Allah, I have never seen anything
like today. Hamzah attacked my
two she-camels. He cut off their
humps and cut open their sides.
He is there in a house and he is
drinking.' The Messenger of
Allah ii called for his Ridâ'
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(cloak) and put it on, then he set
out walking, and Zaid bin
Hârithah and I followed him.
When he came to the door (of
the house) in which Hamzah was,
he asked for permission to enter
and they gave him permission,
and they were drinking. The
Messenger of Allah
started to
rebuke Hamzah for what he had
done. Uamzah's eyes were red,
and he looked at the Messenger
of Allah
, then he lifted his
gaze and looked at his knees,
then he lifted his gaze and
looked at his waist, then he lifted
his gaze and looked at his face,
and Hamzah said: 'Are you
anything more than the slaves of
my father?' The Messenger of
Allah $f realized that he was
drunk, so the Messenger of Allah
started backing off and left,
and we left with him."
[5130] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5129) was narrated from AzZuhrI with this chain of narrators.

[5131] 3 - (1980) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "I was pouring drinks for
the people in the house of Abü
Talhah on the day that ]Oamr
was forbidden, and they were not
drinking anything but date wine
made from unripe dates and
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dried dates. Then a caller cried
out and he said: 'Go out and see.'
So I went out and a caller was
crying out: 'Khamr has been
forbidden.' So it was spilled out
in the lanes of A]-Madinah. Abü
Talhah said to me: 'Go out and
spill it.' So I went out and spilled
it. They said — or some of them
said - 'so-and-so was killed and
so-and-so was killed while wine
was in their stomachs." — He
(one of the narrators) said: "I do
not know if this was part of the
HadIth of Anas." - "And Allah
revealed the words: 'Those who
believe and do righteous good
deeds, there is no sin on them for
what they ate (in the past), if
they fear Allah (by keeping away
from His forbidden things), and
believe and do righteous good
deeds..."111
[5132] 4 - (...) 'Abdul-'AzIz bin
Suhaib said: "They asked Anas
bin Mâlik about date wine. He
said: 'We did not have any other
wine except this date wine of
yours that you call Al-FalIkh. I
was pouring it for Abü Talliah,
Abü Ayyüb and some other
Companions of the Messenger of
Allah
in our house, when a
man came and said: "Have you
heard the news?" We said: "No."
He said: "Khamr has been
forbidden." He said: "0 Anas,
spill these large pitchers." And
Al-Mâ'idah 5:93.
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they did not go back to it or ask
about it, after hearing the news
of that man."
[5133] 5 - ( ... ) Anas bin Mâlik
said: "I was looking after the
uncles (elders) of my tribe,
pouring date wine for them, and I
was the youngest of them. Then a
man came and said: 'Khamr has
been forbidden.' They said: 'Spill
it out, 0 Anas,' so I spilled it out."
I (the sub narrator) said to Anas:
"What was it?" He said: "Unripe
dates and fresh dates." And Abü
Bakr bin Anas said: "That was
their Kliamr in those days."

[5134] 6 - ( ... ) Al-Mu'tamir
narrated that his father said:
"Anas said: 'I was looking after
the people, pouring drinks for
them..." a HadIth like that of Ibn
'Ulayyah (no. 5133), except that
he said: "And Abü Bakr bin Anas
said: 'That was their Khamr in
those days.' Anas was present
and Anas did not object to that."
Ibn 'Abdul-A'lâ said: "Al-Mu'tamir
narrated that his father said: 'One of
those who were with me told me that
he heard Anas say: "That was their
Khamr in those days."
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[5135] 7 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "I was
pouring drinks for Abü Talhah,
Abü Dujânah, Mu'âdh bin Jabal
and a group of the Ancâr when
someone came in and said: 'There
is fresh news! It has been revealed
that Khamr is forbidden.' We
spilled it out on that day, and it
was a mixture of unripe dates and
dried dates."
Qatâdah said: "And Anas bin
Mâlik said: 'Khamr was forbidden,
and most of their Khamr in those
days was a mixture of unripe dates
and dried dates."

[5136] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Anas bin Mâlik said: "I was pouring
drinks for Abli Talbah, Abü
Dujânah, and Suhail bin Baidâ'
from a skin which contained a
mixture made from unripe dates
and dried dates..." a HadIth like
that of Sa'eed (no. 5135).

[5137] 8 - (1981) Anas bin
Mâlik said: "The Messenger of
Allah
forbade mixing dried
dates and unripe dates and
drinking the mixture, for that was
what most of their Khamr was on
the day when Khamr was
forbidden."
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[5138] 9 - (1980) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "I was pouring date wine
made from dried dates for Abü
'Ubaidah bin Al-Jarrâh, Abü
Talliah and Ubayy bin Ka'b,
when someone came to them and
said: 'Khamr has been forbidden.'
Abü Talhah said: '0 Anas, go to
this pitcher and break it.' So I
went and got a pointed stone of
ours, and I struck the lower part
of it, until I broke it."
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[5139] 10 - (1982) Anas bin
Mâlik said: "Allah revealed the
Verse in which Allah forbade
Khamr, and there was no drink
that was drunk in Al-Madinah
except drinks made from dates."

(M)-

Chapter 2. The Prohibition Of
Making Vinegar From Wine
[5140] 11 - (1983) It was
narrated from Anas that the
Prophet
was asked about

(A)r) .
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wine, should it be made into
vinegar. He said: "No."
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Chapter 3. The Prohibition Of
Using Khamr As A Remedy; It
Is Not A Remedy

(r zj,j)
[5141] 12 - (1984) It was
narrated from 'Alqamah bin
Wâ'il, from his father Wã'il AlHadramI, that Târiq bin Suwaid
A1-Ju'fI asked the Prophet
about Khamr, and he forbade
him or expressed his disapproval
of his making it. He said: "I only
make it as a remedy." He said:
"It is not a remedy, but it is a
disease."

Chapter 4. Everything That Is
Taken From The Date Palm Or
Grape Vine And Steeped Is
Called Khamr
[5142] 13 - (1985) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah jj said:
'Khamr comes from these two

-
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trees, the date palm and the
grapevine."

[5143] 14 - ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah say:'Khamr comes from
these two trees, the date palm
and the grapevine."

[5144] 15 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
said:
Messenger of Allah
'Khamr comes from these two
trees, the grapevine and the date
palm."

Chapter 5. It Is Disliked To
Make NabIdh By Mixing Dried
Dates And Raisins
[5145] 16 - (1986) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh Al-AnsârI narrated
that the Prophet
forbade
mixing raisins and dried dates,
and unripe dates and dried dates.
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[5146] 17 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh AlAnsãrI that the Messenger of
Allah $iij forbade making NabIdh
with dried dates and raisins
together, and he forbade making
NabIdh with fresh dates and
unripe dates together.
[5147] 18 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said: "Do not mix
fresh dates and unripe dates, or
raisins and dried dates when
making NabIdh."

[5148] 19 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh AlAnârI that the Messenger of
Allah
forbade making NabIdh
with raisins and dried dates
together, and he forbade making
NabIdh with unripe dates and
fresh dates together.
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[5149] 20 - (1987) It was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed that
the Prophet
forbade mixing
dried dates and raisins, and
mixing dried dates and unripe
dates.

[5150] 21 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Sa'eed said: "The
Messenger of Allah
forbade
us to mix raisins and dried dates,
and to mix unripe dates and
dried dates."

[5151] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5150) was narrated from
Maslamah with this chain of
narrators.
[5152] 22 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Sa'eed Al-KhudrI said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whoever among you drinks
NabIdh, let him drink it made
from raisins on their own, or
dried dates on their own, or
unripe dates on their own."

[5153] 23 - ( ... ) Ismâ'Il bin
Muslim A]-'AbdI narrated with this
chain narrators: "The Messenger of
Allah forbade us to mix unripe
dates with dried dates, or raisins
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with dried dates, or raisins with
unripe dates." He () said:
"Whoever among you drinks it"...
and he mentioned a HadIth like
that of WakI' (no. 5152).

[5154] 24 - (1988) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin AbI
Qatâdah that his father said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Do not make NabIdh with AzZahw 11 and fresh dates together,
and do not make NabIdh with
raisins and dried dates together.
Steep each one of them on its
own."

[5155] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5154) was narrated from
Yaliya bin AbI KathIr with this
chain of narrators.

[5156] 25 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Qatâdah that the
Messenger of Allah
said: "Do
not make NabIdh with unripe
dates and ripe dates together,
and do not make NabIdh with
fresh dates and raisins together,
rather steep each one on its
own."
Yahya said that he met 'Abdullâh
bin AbI Qatâdah and he narrated a
L'I

Az-Zahw: A type of date that is not ripe but has taken on a reddish or yellowish color
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similar report to him from his
father, from the Prophet .

[5157] ( ... ) Yaya bin AbI
KathIr narrated it with these two
chain of narrators, except that he
said: "Fresh dates and Az-Zahw,
and dried dates and raisins."

[5158] 26 - ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin
AbI Qatâdah narrated from his
father that the Prophet of Allah
forbade mixing dried dates
and unripe dates, and mixing
raisins and dried dates, and
mixing Az-Zahw and fresh dates,
and he said: "Steep each one on
its own."

[5159] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 5158) was narrated from Abü
Qatâdah, from the Prophet .
[5160] 26m - (1989) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
forbade raisins and dried dates,
and unripe dates and dried dates,
and he said: 'Each of them should
be steeped on its own."
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[5161] ( ... ) Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah said..."
a similar report (as no. 5160).

[5162] 27 - (1990) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"The Prophet
forbade mixing
dried dates and raisins together,
or mixing unripe dates and dried
dates together, and he wrote to
the people of Jurash forbidding
them to mix dried dates and
raisins."

[5163] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ash-ShaibânI with this chain of
narrators concerning dried dates
and raisins (a similar report as
no. 5162), but he did not mention
unripe dates and dried dates.
[5164] 28 - (1991) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that he
used to say: "It was forbidden to
make NabIdh with unripe dates
and fresh dates together, or dried
dates and raisins together."
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[5165] 29 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "It was
forbidden to make NabIdh with
unripe dates and fresh dates
together, or dried dates and
raisins together."

Chapter 6. The Prohibition Of
Making NabIdh In AlMuzaffat, [11 Ad-Dubbâ'
(Gourds), Al-Hantam 21 And
An-Na qIr ;E31 This Has Been
Abrogated And Now It Is
Permitted, So Long As It Does
Not Become Intoxicating
[5166] 30 - (1992) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that the Messenger of Allah gt
forbade making NabIdh in gourds
and Al-Muzaffat.
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[5167] 31 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas bin Mâlik that the
Messenger of Allah
forbade
making NabIdh in gourds and AlMuzaffat.
" Al-Muzaffat is that which is coated with pitch or tar. Similar is Al-Mu qayyar.
Hantam is an earthenware jar.
[31 An-Na qIr is something that was hollowed out, like the stump or a large cut of a date
palm tree.
[2]
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[5168] (1993) Abü Hurairah
said: "The Messenger of Allah jki
said: 'Do not make NabIdh in
gourds or Al-Muzaffat." Then
Abü Hurairah said: "And avoid
Al-Hantam."

[5169] 32 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Wuhaib, from Suhail, from his
father, from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
forbade Al-Muzaffat,
Al--Iantam andAn-NaqIr. He said:
"It was said to Abü Hurairah:
'What is Al-Hantam?' He said:
'The green earthenware jars."

[5170] 33 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said to the delegation
of 'Abdul-Qais: "I forbid you to
use gourds, Al-Hantam, An-NaqIr
and Al-Mu qayyar - Al-Ijantam
are skins cut at the top - but
drink from your waterskins, and
keep them tied up."

[5171] 34 - (1994) It was
narrated that 'All said: "The
Messenger of Allah
forbade
making NabIdh in gourds and AlMuzaffat." This is the HadIth of
Jarir.
According to the IjadIth of 'Abthar
and Shu'bah, the Prophet
forbade gourds andAl-Muzaffat.
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[5172] 35 - (1995) It was
narrated that IbrâhIm said: "I said
to Al-Aswad: 'Did you ask the
Mother of the Believers about
what it is Makn2h (undesirable,
disliked) to make NabIdh in?' He
said: 'Yes. I said: "0 Mother of
the Believers, tell me what the
Messenger of Allah
forbade
making NabIdh in." She said:
"He forbade us, the members of
his household, to make NabIdh in
gourds and Al-Muzaffat."
He said: "I said to him: 'Did she
not mention Al-Hantam and
earthenware jars?' He said: 'I
only tell you what I heard. Do
you want me to tell you what I
did not hear?"

[5173] 36 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that the Prophet
forbade gourds and Al-Muzaffat.

[5174] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5173) was narrated from
'Aishah, from the Prophet .
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[5175] 37 - ( ... ) Thumâmah bin
Hazn Al-QushairI said: "I met
'Aishah and asked her about
NabIdh. She told me that the
delegation of 'Abdul-Qais came
to the Prophet
and they asked
the Prophet about NabIdh. He
forbade them to make NabIdh in
gourds, An-Na qIr, Al-Muzaffat
and Al-Hantam."
[5176] 38 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The Messenger
of Allah
forbade gourds, AlHantam,An-NaqIr andAl-Muzaffat."

[5177] ( ... ) Isliâq bin Suwaid
narrated it with this chain of
narrators, except that instead of AlMuzaffat he said: "Al-Mu qa)yar."

[5178] 39 - (17) It was narrated
that Abü Jamrah said: "I heard
Ibn 'Abbâs say: 'The delegation
of 'Abdul-Qais came to the
Messenger of Allah
and the
Prophet
said: "I forbid you to
use gourds, Al-Hantam, An-Na qIr
and Al-Mu qayyar."
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[5179] 40 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "The
forbade
Messenger of Allah
gourds, Al-Ijantam, Al-Muzaffat
and An-Na qIr."

[5180] 41 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "The
Messenger of Allah
forbade
gourds, Al-Ijantam, Al-Muzaffat
and An-Na qIr, and mixing AlBalkh[1] with Az-Zahw."

[51811 42 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "The
Messenger of Allah
forbade
gourds, An-Na qIr and Al-Muzaffat."

" Al-Balkh: A type of unripe dates that have taken on a slight color, but having less color
than Az-Zahw.
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[5182] 43 - (1996) It was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed that the
Messenger of Allah
forbade
making NabIdh inAl-Jarr. 11

[51831 44 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Sa'eed A1-KhudrI that
the Messenger of Allah
forbade (making NabIdh in)
gourds, Al--Iantam, An-Na qIr and
Al-Muzaffat.

[5184] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Qatâdah with this chain of
narrators that the Prophet of
Allah forbade making NabIdh...
and he mentioned a similar
report (as no. 5183).
[5185] 45 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Sa'eed said: "The
Messenger of Allah
forbade
drinking from Al-ilantam, gourds
and An-Na qIr."

LJ

Al-Jarr also a type of earthenware jar or container.
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[5186] 46 - (1997) It was
narrated that Sa'eed bin Jubair
said: "I bear witness that Ibn 'Umar
and Ibn 'Abbâs bore witness that
the Messenger of Allah forbade
(making NabIdh in) gourds, AlHantam, Al-Muzaffat and AnNaqIr."

[5187] 47 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Sa'eed bin Jubair said: "I asked
Ibn 'Umar about NabIdh made in
earthenware jars. He said: 'The
Messenger of Allah
declared
NabIdh made in earthenware jars
to be Haram.' I went to Ibn 'Abbâs
and said: 'Have you heard what Ibn
'Umar is saying?' He said: 'What is
he saying?' I said: 'He said: "The
Messenger of Allah
declared
NabIdh made in earthenware jars
to be Haram." He said: 'Ibn 'Umar
is telling the truth. The Messenger
of Allah declared NabIdh made
in earthenware jars to be Ijaram.' I
said: 'What is NabIdh made in
earthenware jars?' He said:
'Everything (every vessel) that is
made of earth."
[5188] 48 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Messenger
of Allah
addressed the people
during one of his campaigns. Ibn
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'Umar said: "I turned towards him
and he moved away before I
reached him. I asked: 'What did he
say?' They said: 'He forbade
making NabIdh in gourds and AlMuzaffat."
.c
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[5189] 49 - ( ... ) A HadIth like
that of Mâlik (no. 5188) was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar, but
they did not mention (the words)
'during one of his campaigns,'
apart from Mãlik and Usâmah.
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[5190] 50 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Thâbit said: "I said to Ibn
'Umar: 'Did the Messenger of
Allah
forbid NabIdh made in
earthenware jars?' He said: 'They
say so.' I said: 'Did the Messenger
of Allah
forbid it?' He said:
'They say so."
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[5191] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Tâwcis said: "A man said to Ibn
'Umar: 'Did the Prophet of Allah
forbid NabIdh made in
earthenware jars?' He said: 'Yes.'
Tâwus said: "By Allah, I
heard that from him."
[5192] 51 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that a man came
to him and said: "Did the
Prophet forbid making NabIdh
in earthenware jars and gourds?"
He said: "Yes."

[5193] 52 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Messenger
forbade earthenware
of Allah
jars and gourds.

[5194] 53 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from IbrâhIm bin Maisarah that
he heard Tâwüs say: "I was
sitting with Ibn 'Umar, when a
man came to him and said: 'Did
the Messenger of Allah Q5, forbid
NabIdh made in earthenware jars,
gourds and Al-Muzaffat?' He
said: 'Yes."
[5195] 54 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Muhârib bin Dithâr said: "I
heard Ibn 'Umar say: 'The
Messenger of Allah forbade Al-
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Ilantam, gourds and Al-Muzaffat."
He said: "I heard it more than
once."

[5196] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5195) was narrated from Ibn
'Umar from the Prophet .
He said: "And I think he said:
'And An-Na qIr."

[5197] 55 ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Uqbah bin Huraith said: "I
heard Ibn 'Umar say: 'The
Messenger of Allah
forbade
earthenware jars, gourds and AlMuzaffat, and he said: "Make
NabIdh in skins."

[5198] 56 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jabalah said: "I heard Ibn
'Umar say: 'The Messenger of
Allah
forbade Al-Hantam.' I
said: 'What are Al-Hantam?' He
said: 'Earthenware jars."

[5199] 57 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Amr bin Murrah said: "Zâdhân
said: 'I said to Ibn 'Umar: "Tell me
about the drinks that the Messenger
of Allahiii forbade in your
language, then explain to me in
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our language, for your language is
different than ours." He said:
"The Messenger of Allah
forbade Al-Hantam, which are
earthenware jars; Ad-Dubbâ',
which are squashes; Al-Muzaffat
which are Al-Muqayyar; and AnNaqIr which are date palms from
which vessels are fashioned or
hollowed out, and he told us to
make NabIdh in waterskins."
[5200] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated it
with this chain of narrators.

[5201] 58 - ( ... ) 'Abdul-Khâliq
bin Salamah said: "I heard
Sa'eed bin A]-Musayyab saying: 'I
heard 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar say
beside this Minbar - and he
pointed to the Minbar of the
Messenger of Allah : "When
the delegation of 'Abdul-Qais
came to the Messenger of Allah
and asked him about drinks,
he forbade them to use gourds,
An-Na qIr and Al-Ijantam." I said
to him: '0 Abü Muhammad,
what about Al-Muzaffat?' We
thought that he had forgotten
them, but he said: 'I did not hear
it that day from 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar. But he did dislike it."
[5202] 59 - (1998) It was
narrated from Jâbir and Ibn
'Umar that the Messenger of
Allah
forbade An-NaqIr, AlMuzaffat and gourds.
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[5203] 60 - ( ... ) Jbn 'Umar said:
"I heard the Messenger of Allah
forbid earthenware jars, gourds
andAl-Muzaffat."

[5204] ( ... ) Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "The Messenger of Allah
forbade earthenware jars, AlMuzaffat and An-Na qIr."

(1999) And if the Messenger of
Allah
could not find anything
for NabIdh to be made for him, it
would be prepared in a bowl made
of stone.
[52051 61 - (...) It was narrated
from Jãbir bin 'Abdullâh that the
Prophet
would have NabIdh
prepared for him in a bowl made
of stone.

[5206] 62 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "NabIdh would be
made for the Messenger of Allah
in a waterskin. If they could
not find a waterskin it would be
prepared in a bowl made of
stone."
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[5207] 63 - (977) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
Buraidah that his father said:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
'I used to forbid you to drink
NabIdh except from waterskins,
but now drink it from all kinds of
vessels, but do not drink any
intoxicant."

[5208] 64 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn Buraidah, from his
father, that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "I forbade you to
use vessels because vessels do not
make anything Ijalâl or Ijarâm,
and all intoxicants are Harâm."

[5209] 65 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn Buraidah that his father
said: "The Messenger of Allah
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said: 'I used to forbid you to
drink from leather vessels, but
now drink from all kinds of
vessels, but do not drink any
intoxicant."

[5210] 66 - (2000) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr
said: "When the Messenger of
Allah jç forbade NabIdh in
certain vessels they said: 'Not all
people can afford (the right kind
of vessels),' so he granted a
dispensation with regard to
unvarnished earthenware jars."

Chapter 7. Every Intoxicant Is
Khamr And All Khamr Is
Harâm
(V i)I)
[5211] 67 - (2001) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah was asked
about Al-Bit' (mead). He said:
'Every drink that intoxicates is
Harâm."

[5212] 68 - ( ... ) 'Aishah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
was
asked about mead. The Messenger

The Book of Drinks
of Allah
said: 'Every drink that
intoxicates is Harâm."

[5213] 69 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Az-ZuhrI with this chain (a
HadIth similar to no. 5211). In
the HadIth of Sufyân and AlSâlib it does not say that he was
asked about mead, which is
mentioned in the HadIth of
Ma'mar. In the HadIth of Sâlib it
says: "She heard the Messenger
of Allah 'ç say: 'Every drink that
intoxicates is Harâm."

[5214] 70 - (1733) It was
narrated that Abü Müsâ said:
"The Prophet
sent myself and
Mu'âdh bin Jabal to Yemen. I
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, there
is a drink that is made in our land
that is called Al-Mizr (beer), which
is made of barley, and another
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called Al-Bit' (mead), which is
made of honey.' He said: 'Every
intoxicant is Harâm."

[5215] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Weed bin Abi Burdah, from his
father, from his grandfather, that
the Prophet
sent him and
Mu'âdh to Yemen and he said to
them: "Give glad tidings and make
things easy, teach and do not
repulse people." And I think he
said: "And cooperate." When he
turned to leave, Abü Müsâ came
back and said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, they have a drink made of
honey which is cooked until it
becomes thick, and Al-Mizr, which
is made of barley." The Messenger
said: "Everything that
of Allah
detains (a person) from Ac-alât
(prayer) is Ijarâm."
[5216] 71 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Sa'eed bin AbI Burdah
narrated that his father said:
"The Messenger of Allah
sent
me and Mu'âdh to Yemen, and
he said: 'Call the people (to
Islam), give glad tidings and do
not repulse them, make things
easy and do not make them
difficult.' I said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, advise us about two drinks
that we used to make in Yemen:
mead, which is made from honey
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that is steeped until it becomes
strong, and Al-Mizr, which is
made of corn and barley that are
steeped until they become strong.'
The Messenger of Allah
had
been given the gift of concise
speech and he said: 'I forbid every
intoxicant that detains (a person)
fromAs-alât (prayer)."

[5217] 72 - (2002) It was
narrated from Jâbir that a man
came from Jaishân - and Jaishân
is in Yemen - and asked the
Prophet
about a drink that
they used to drink in their land,
which was made of corn and was
called Al-Mizr. The Prophet
said: "Is it an intoxicant?" He
said: "Yes." The Messenger of
Allah
said: "Every intoxicant
is Harâm. Allah has made a
covenant that whoever drinks
intoxicants, He will give him to
drink of the mud of Al-Khabdl."
They said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, what is the mud of AlKhabâl?" He said: "The sweat of
the people of Hell, or the juice of
the people of Hell."
[5218] 73 - (2003) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Messenger of Allah said: 'Every
intoxicant is Khamr and every
intoxicant is Harâm. Whoever
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drinks Khamr in this world and
dies when he is addicted to it and
has not repented, will not drink it
in the Hereafter."

[5219] 74 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Messenger
of Allah said: "Every intoxicant
is Khamr and every intoxicant is
Harâm."

[5220] ( ... ) A similar report was
narrated from MiIsâ bin 'Uqbah,
with this chain of narrators.

[5221] 75 - ( ... ) It was narrated
by Nâfi' that Ibn 'Umar said, and
I do not know if it was from the
Prophet
, "Every intoxicant is
Khamr and all Khamr is Harâm."

Chapter 8. The Punishment Of
One Who Drinks Khamr If He
Does Not Repent From It: He
Will Be Denied It In The
Hereafter
[5222] 76 - (...) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Messenger
of Allah said: "Whoever drinks
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Khamr in this world will be denied
it in the Hereafter."
:JU
L

[5223] 77 ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "Whoever
drinks ]Uamr in this world and does
not repent from it, will be denied it
in the Hereafter and he will not be
given it to drink." It was said to
Mâlik (a sub narrator): "Did he
(i.e., Ibn 'Umar) attribute it to the
Prophet ?" He said: "Yes."
[5224] 78 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the
said:
Messenger of Allah
"Whoever drinks Khamr in this
world will not drink it in the
Hereafter, unless he repents."
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[5225] (...) A HadIth like that
of 'Ubaidullâh (no. 5224) was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar, from
the Prophet .

Chapter 9. The Permissibility
Of NabIdh So Long As It Has
Not Become Strong And Has
Not Become Intoxicating
[5226] 79 - (2004) Ibn 'Abbâs
said: "NabIdh would be made for
the Messenger of Allah
at the
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beginning of the night, and he
would drink it the next morning,
during that day and the night,
then during the following day and
night, and the next day until 'Ar.
Then if there was anything left of
it, he would give it to his servant
to drink or order that it be
poured away."

[5227] 80 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Yaya A1-BatirânI said:
"They mentioned NabIdh in the
presence of Ibn 'Abbâs and he
said: 'NabIdh would be made for
him in a skin." Shu'bah said:
"On Monday night, and he would
drink it on Monday and Tuesday
until 'Asr, then if anything was
left he would give it to his servant
to drink or pour it away."

[5228] 81 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "Raisins
would be soaked for the Messenger
of Allah
and he would drink it
for one day, then the next, then the
next, until the evening of the third
day. Then he would order that it
be given to others to drink or be
poured away."
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[5229] 82 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "Raisins
would be steeped for the
Messenger of Allah
in a skin
and he would drink it that day,
the next day and the next day,
then when evening came on the
third day, he would drink it and
give it to others to drink, and if
there was anything left over, he
would spill it out."
[5230] 83 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Yaliya bin 'Umar Al-Nakha'I
said: "Some people asked Ibn
'Abbâs about buying and selling
Khamr and dealing in it. He said:
'Are you Muslims?' They said:
'Yes.' He said: 'It is not permissible
to buy it, sell it or deal in it.' They
asked him about NabIdh and he
said: 'The Messenger of Allah
went Out on a journey, then he
came back and some of his
Companions had made NabIdh in
Al-Hantam, An-Na qIr and gourds.
He ordered that it be spilled out,
then he ordered that raisins and
water be put in a skin overnight.
The next day he drank from it, and
the following night, and the next
day until evening came. He drank
from it and gave it to others to
drink, and the following morning
he poured away whatever was left
of it."
[5231] 84 - (2005) Thumâmah
bin Hazan Al-QushairI said: "I
met 'Aishah and asked her about
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NabIdh. 'Aishah called an Abyssinian
slave woman and said: "Ask her, for
she used to make NabIdh for the
Messenger of Allah
.' The
Abyssinian woman said: 'I used to
make it for him in a skin at night,
which I would tie shut and hang
up, and when morning came he
would drink from it."
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[5232] 85 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "We used to
make NabIdh for the Messenger
of Allah
in a skin that was
tied at the top and had a plugged
hole in the bottom. We would
make the NabIdh in the morning,
and he would drink it in the
evening, or we would make it in
the evening and he would drink it
in the morning."
[5233] 86 - (2006) It was
narrated that Sahi bin Sa'd said:
"Abü Usaid As-Sâ'idI invited the
Messenger of Allah
to his
wedding, and his wife was serving
them that day, and she was the
bride." Sahi said: "Do you know
what she gave the Messenger of
Allah
to drink? She steeped
some dates for him the night
before in a bowl made of stone,
and when he had eaten she gave
him that to drink."
[5234] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Hâzim said: "I heard Sahl
say: 'Abü Usaid As-Sâ'idl came
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and
to the Messenger of Allah
invited the Messenger of Allah
a similar report (as no.
5234), but he did not say: "When
he had eaten she gave him that
to drink."
[5235] 87 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sahl bin Sa'd with this chain
(a HadIth similar to no. 5234).
And he said: "In a bowl made of
stone. And when the Messenger
of Allah
had finished eating,
she stirred it up for him and gave
him that to drink, and she gave
that only to him."

[5236] 88 - (2007) It was
narrated that Sahl bin Sa'd said:
"Mention was made to the
Messenger of Allah of an Arab
woman, so he commanded Abü
Usaid to send for her. He sent for
her and she came, and she stayed
in the fortress of Banü Sâ'idah.
The Messenger of Allah
went
out to her and entered upon her,
and he saw a woman with her head
lowered. When the Messenger of
Allah
spoke to her, she said: 'I
seek refuge with Allah from you.'
He said: 'You are protected from
me.' They said to her: 'Do you
know who this is?' She said: 'No.'
They said: 'This is the Messenger
of Allah , who came to propose
marriage to you.' She said: 'Then I
am most unfortunate."
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Sahi said: "Then the Messenger
of Allah came and sat that day
beneath the pavilion of Banü
Sâ'idah, along with his Companions,
and said: 'Give us something to
drink.' So I brought this vessel out
to them and gave them something
to drink in it."
AN Hâzim said: "Sahi brought
that vessel out and we drank
from it. Then after that 'Umar
bin 'Abdul-'AzIz asked him to
give it to him as a gift, and he
gave it to him." According to the
report of Abü Bakr bin Isbâq he
said: "Give us something to
drink, 0 Sahl."

[5237] 89 - (2008) It was
narrated that Anas said: "I gave
the Messenger of Allah
all
kinds of drinks in this vessel of
mine: Honey, NabIdh, water and
milk."
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Chapter 10. The Permissibility
Of Drinking Milk
[5238] 90 - (2009) It was
narrated that Al-Bari' said: "Ahü
Bakr As-iddlq said: 'When we
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set out from Makkah to AlMadinah with the Messenger of
Allah , we passed by a
shepherd. The Messenger of
Allah
was thirsty, so I milked
a small amount of milk for him
and brought it to him, and he
drank until I was happy."

[5239] 91 - ( ... ) Al-Bari' said:
"When the Messenger of Allah
came from Makkah to A]Madinah, he was pursued by
Surâqah bin Mâlik bin Ju'sham.
The Messenger of Allah
prayed against him and his horse
sank into the sand. He said: 'Pray
to Allah for me, and I will not
harm you.' So he prayed to Allah.
Then the Messenger of Allah
became thirsty, and they passed
by a shepherd. Abü Bakr AsSiddIq said: 'I took a vessel and
milked a small amount of milk
into it for the Messenger of Allah
, and I brought it to him and
he drank until I was happy."

[5240] 92 - (168) Abü Hurairah
said: "On the night on which he
(ç) was taken on the Night
Journey, in IlIyâ' (Jerusalem), the
Messenger of Allah
was
brought two vessels, one of wine
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and the other of milk. He looked
at them and chose the milk. Jibrll,
, said to him: 'Praise be to Allah
Who has guided you to the F4rah.
If you had chosen the wine, your
Ummah would have gone astray."

[5241] ( ... ) Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
was
brought..." a similar report (as
no. 5240), but he did not mention
in "IlIyâ".

Chapter 11. Drinking NabIdh
And Covering Vessels
[5242] 93 - (2010) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "Abü Humaid
As-Sâ'idI told me: 'I brought the
Prophet
a vessel of milk from
An-NaqI' that was not covered.
He said: "Why did you not cover
it, if only with a stick?"
Abil Humaid said: 'He had been
commanded that skins should be
tied up at night and doors should
be locked at night."
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[5243] ( ... ) Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "Abü Humaid As-Sâ'idI told
me that he brought the Prophet
a vessel of milk..." a similar
report (as no. 5242). And he (one
of the narrators) said: "Zakariyyâ
did not mention the words of
AN Humaid: 'At night."

[5244] 94 - (2011) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "We were with the Messenger
of Allah 41f, and he asked for
something to drink. A man said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, shall we
not give you some NabIdh?' He
said: 'Yes.' The man rushed out
and brought a vessel in which was
some NabIdh. The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'Why didn't you
cover it, if only with a stick?' Then
he drank it."

[5245] 95 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "A man called
Abü Humaid brought a vessel of
milk from An-NaqI', and the
Messenger of Allah
said to
him: 'Why didn't you cover it, if
only with a stick?"
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Chapter 12. It Is
Recommended To Cover
Vessels, Tie Up Waterskins,
Close Doors And Mention The
Name of Allah Over Them,
Extinguish Lamps And Fires
When Going To Sleep, And
Keep Children And Animals In
After Maghrib
[5246] 96 - (2012) It was
narrated from Jâbir that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Cover vessels, tie up waterskins,
close doors and extinguish lamps,
for the Shaitân (Satan) does not
undo waterskins, nor open doors,
nor uncover vessels. If one of you
cannot find anything but a stick
to place over his vessels, or to
mention the Name of Allah, let
him do so, for the mouse may set
fire to the people's house."
Qutaibah did not mention in his
HadIth "Close doors."

[5247] ( ... ) This HadIth was
narrated from Jâbir from the
Prophet
, except that he said:
"Cover vessels." And he did not
mention putting a stick across
vessels.
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[5248] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Jâbir said: "The Messenger of
said: 'Close doors,' and
Allah
he mentioned a HadIth like that
of Al-Laith (no. 5245), except
that he said: 'Cover vessels.' And
he said: 'The mouse may set fire
to the family's clothes."
[5249] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 5245) was narrated from
Jâbir from the Prophet . And
he said: "The mouse may -set fire
to the house with the occupants
inside."

[5250] 97 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "The Messenger
said: 'When the wings
of Allah
of the night spread - or when evening
comes - keep your children in, for
the devils come out at that time.
Then when part of the night has
passed, let them go. And close the
doors and mention the Name of
Allah, for the Shaitân (Satan) does
not open a closed door. And tie up
your waterskins and mention the
Name of Allah, and cover your
vessels and mention the Name of
Allah, even if you only put
something over them, and extinguish
your lamps."
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[5251] ( ... ) 'Amr bin DInâr
narrated that he heard Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh say something similar
to what 'Atâ' narrated (no. 5250),
but he did not say: "Mention the
Name of Allah, Exalted and
Glorified is He."

[5252] ( ... ) A report like that of
Rawh (no. 5251) was narrated
from 'Atâ' and 'Amr bin Dlnâr.

[5253] 98 - (2013) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "The
Messenger of Allah Q-5, said: 'Do
not let your animals and children
go out when the sun has set, until
the first part of the night is over,
for the devils come out when the
sun sets, until the first part of the
night is over."

[5254] ( ... ) A HadIth like that of
Zuhair (no. 5253) was narrated
from Jâbir, from the Prophet .

[5255] 99 - (2014) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "I heard the Messenger of
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say: 'Cover the vessels
Allah
and tie up the waterskins, for
there is one night in the year
when pestilence descends, and it
does not pass by any vessel that is
not covered or any waterskin that
is not tied up, but some of that
pestilence descends into it."

[5256] ( ... ) Laith bin Sa'd
narrated a similar report with this
chain narrators, except that he said:
"There is one day in the year when
pestilence descends." And at the
end of the HadIth he added: "AlLaith said: 'The non-Arabs among
us protect themselves against that
in Kanün Al-Awwal."111
[5257] 100 - (2015) It was
narrated from Sâlim, from his
said:
father, that the Prophet
"Do not leave fire in your houses
when you go to sleep."

[5258] 101 - (2016) It was
narrated that AN Müsâ said: "A
house burned down with its
occupants one night in Al-Madinah,
[1]

It is a reference to a Roman month, it is said it is the third on their calendar, and that it
begins sometime in December, or, that it is December, which is more popular now.
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and when the Messenger of Allah
was told about them, he said:
'This fire is no more than an
enemy to you, so when you go to
sleep, extinguish it."

Chapter 13. The Etiquette Of
Eating And Drinking, And
Rulings Thereon
[5259] 102 - (2017) It was
narrated that Hudhaifah said:
"When we attended a meal with
the Prophet
, we would not
place our hands on the food until
the Messenger of Allah ll did so
first. On one occasion we
attended a meal with him, and a
girl came (running) as if she was
being pushed. She went to place
her hand on the food and the
Messenger of Allah Q5, took hold
of her hand. Then a Bedouin
came as if he was being pushed,
and he took hold of his hand.
Then the Messenger of Allah
said: 'The Shaitân considers food
permissible so long as the Name
of Allah has not been mentioned
over it. He brought this girl so
that he might make it permissible
(for himself) by means of her,
and I took hold of her hand.
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Then he brought this Bedouin so
that he might make it permissible
(for himself) by means of him,
and I took hold of his hand. By
the One in Whose Hand is my
soul, his hand is in mine, along
with hers."
[5260] (...) It was narrated that
Hudhaifah bin A]-Yamân said:
"When we were invited to a meal
with the Messenger of Allah
and he mentioned a HadIth
like that of Abü Mu'âwiyah (no.
5259), but he said: "As if he was
being chased," and concerning the
girl he said, "as if she was being
chased." And he mentioned the
Bedouin's arrival before that of
the girl, and at the end of the
HadIth he added: "Then he ()
mentioned the Name of Allah and
ate."

[5261] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-A'mash with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
5260), but he mentioned the girl's
arrival before that of the Bedouin.
[5262] 103 - (2018) It was
narrated from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
that he heard the Prophet
say:
"If a man enters his house, and
mentions Allah, Glorified and
Exalted is He, when he enters and
when he eats, the Sha4ân says:
'You have no place to stay and no
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dinner.' But if he enters and does
not mention Allah when he enters,
the Shaitân says: 'You have found
a place to stay.' And if he does not
mention Allah when he eats, he
says: 'You have found a place to
stay and dinner."

[5263] ( ... ) Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said that he heard the Prophet
say... a HadIth like that of Abü
'Asim (no. 5262), except that he
said: "If he does not mention the
Name of Allah when he eats,"
and "if he does not mention the
Name of Allah when he enters."

[5264] 104 - (2019) It was
narrated from Jâbir that the
said: "Do
Messenger of Allah
not eat with the left hand, for the
Shaitân eats with the left hand."

[5265] 105 - (2020) It was
narrated from Abü Bakr bin
'Ubaidullâh bin 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar, from his grandfather Ibn
'Umar, that the Messenger of
Allah 4j said: "When one of you
eats, let him eat with his right
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hand, and when he drinks, let
him drink with hi, right hand, for
the Shaitân eats with his left
hand and drinks with his left
hand."

[5266] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Az-ZuhrI with the chain of Sufyân.

[5267] 106 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Sâlim, from his
father, that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "No one among
you should eat with his left hand
or drink with it, for the Shaitân
eats with his left hand and drinks
with it."
He said: "And Nâfi' used to add:
'And he should not take with it
or give with it." According to the
report of Abü At-Tahir: "No one
of you should eat..."
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[5268] 107 - (2021) Iyâs bin
Salamah bin A]-Akwa' narrated
that his father told him that a
man ate with his left hand in the
presence of the Messenger of
Allah . He said: "Eat with your
right hand." He said: "I cannot."
He said: "May you never be able
to," for nothing was preventing
him from doing so but arrogance.
And he never raised it to his
mouth again.
[5269] 108 - (2022) It was
narrated from Wahb bin Kaisân
that he heard 'Umar bin AbI
Salamah say: "I was under the
care of the Messenger of Allah
, and my hand used to wander
all over the plate. He () said to
me: '0 young boy, say the Name
of Allah and eat with your right
hand, and eat from what is
nearest to you."

[5270] 109 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Umar bin AbI Salamah said:
"One day I ate with the Messenger
of Allah 40,, and I started to take
meat from all around the plate.
The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Eat from that which is nearest to
you."
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[5271] 110 - (2023) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed said:
"The Prophet iJ forbade turning
waterskins upside down and
drinking from their mouths."

[5272] 111 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed AlKhudrI said: "The Messenger of
Allah
forbade drinking from
the mouths of waterskins."

[5273] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5272) was narrated from AzZuhrI with this chain of narrators.

Chapter 14. Drinking While
Standing
[5274] 112 - (2024) It was narrated
from Anas that the Messenger of
Allah t, disapproved of drinking
while standing.
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[5275] 113 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Anas that the
Prophet
forbade drinking
whilst standing. Qatâdah said:
"We said: 'What about eating?'
He said: 'That is worse, or more
abhorrent."

[5276] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5275) was narrated from
Anas, from the Prophet , but
he did not mention the words of
Qatâdah.
[5277] 114 - (2025) It was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed AlKhudrI that the Prophet
disapproved of drinking while
standing.

[5278] 115 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed AlKhudrI that the Messenger of
Allah
forbade drinking while
standing.

[5279] 116 - (2026) Abü
Hurairah said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'No one among
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you should drink while standing.
Whoever forgets, let him make
himself vomit."
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Chapter 15. Drinking Zamzam
Water While Standing
[5280] 117 - (2027) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "I
gave the Messenger of Allah
Zamzam water to drink, and he
drank it while standing."

[5281] 118 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs that the Prophet
drank Zamzam water from a
bucket while standing.
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[5282] 119 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
the Messenger of Allah
drank
Zamzam water while standing.
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[5283] 120 - ( ... ) Ibn 'Abbâs
said: "I gave the Messenger of
Allah
Zamzam water to drink,
and he drank it while standing,
and he asked for water while he
was at the Ka'bah."

[5284] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Shu'bah with this chain of
narrators. In their (Muhammad
and Wahb, sub narrators) IjadIth
it says: "And I brought it to him
in a bucket."

Chapter 16. It Is Makrâh
(Disliked) To Breathe Into The
Vessel, And It Is Mustahabb
To Take Three Breaths,
Outside The Vessel
[52851 121 - (267) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin AbI
Qatâdah, from his father, that
the Prophet
forbade breathing
into the vessel.

[5286] 122 - (2028) It was
narrated from Anas that the
Messenger of Allah
used to
take three breaths in the vesselJ11

"The meaning here is not that he would breathe into the vessel, because that would
contradict the HadIth before it, rather the meaning is that he would breathe while
drinking from the vessel three times." (Minnat Al-Mun 'im)
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[5287] 123 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas said: "The Messenger of
used to breathe three
Allah
times when drinking, and he would
say: 'It is more thirst-quenching,
healthier and more wholesome."
Anas said: "And I breathe three
times during the drink."
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[5288] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5287) was narrated from
Anas, from the Prophet , and
he said: "In the vessel."
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Chapter 17. It Is Musta!wbb
To Pass Water And Milk Etc.,
To The Right Of The One Who
Drinks First
[5289] 124 - (2029) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that some milk that had been
mixed with water was brought to
the Messenger of Allah , and
to his right was a Bedouin, and to
his left was Abü Bakr. He drank
some, then he gave it to the
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Bedouin, and said: "To the
(immediate) right then to the
next on the right."
[5290] 125 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Arias said: "The
Prophet jkjo, came to Al-Madinah
when I was ten years old, and he
died when I was twenty years old.
My mothers (i.e., my mother and
my maternal aunts) used to urge
me to serve him. He () entered
upon us in our house and we
milked a domestic sheep for him,
and mixed it with water from a
well in the house. The Messenger
of Allah iW, drank, then 'Umar
said to him - as Abü Bakr was
sitting to his left - '0 Messenger of
Allah, give it to Abü Bakr.' But he
gave it to a Bedouin who was on
his right, and the Messenger of
Allah said: 'To the (immediate)
right then the next to the right."

[5291] 126 - ( ... ) Anas bin
Mâlik narrated: "The Messenger
of Allah
came to us in our
house, and he asked for something
to drink. We milked a sheep for
him, then I mixed it with water
from this well of mine." He said: "I
gave it to the Messenger of Allah
. The Messenger of Allah
drank, and Abü Bakr was on his
left, 'Umar was in front of him and
a Bedouin was on his right. When
the Messenger of Allah
had
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finished drinking, 'Umar said:
'Here is Abü Bakr, 0 Messenger
of Allah' - pointing him out to him.
But the Messenger of Allah
gave it to the Bedouin, and not to
'Umar.
Abü Bakr
or. The Messenger
of Allah said: 'Those who are on
the right, those who are on the
right, those who are on the right."
Anas said: "So it is Sunnah, so it
is Sunnah, so it is Sunnah."

[5292] 127 - (2030) It was
narrated from Sahl bin Sa'd AsSâ'idI that a drink was brought to
the Messenger of Allah
and
he drank some. On his right
there was a young boy and on his
left were some older men. He
said to the young boy: "Will you
give me permission to give it to
these men?" The boy said: "No,
by Allah, I will not give up my
share of you to anyone."
So the Messenger of Allah
gave it to him in his hand.
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[5293] 128 - ( ... ) A similar
report (as no. 5292) was narrated
from Sa'd from the Prophet .
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Chapter 18. It Is Recommended
To Lick One's Fingers And Wipe
The Bowl, And To Eat A Piece Of
Food That Is Dropped After
Removing Any Dirt On It. It Is
Disliked To Wipe One's Hand
Before Licking It, Because Of The
Possibility That The Blessing Of
The Food May Be In That
Remaining Part. The Sunnak Is
To Eat With Three Fingers
[5294] 129
(2031) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'When one of you eats some
food, let him not wipe his hand
until he has licked it, or had it
licked."
-

[5295] 130
( ... ) Ibn 'Abbâs
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'When one of you eats some
food, let him not wipe his hand
until he has licked it or had it
licked."
-
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[5296] 131 - (2032) It was
narrated from Ibn Ka'b bin
Mâlik, that his father said: "I saw
the Prophet ç licking his three
fingers after eating." Ibn Hâtim
did not mention (the word) three.
Ibn AbI Shaibah said in his
report: "from 'Abdur-Rahmân
bin Ka'b, from his father."

[5297] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn Ka'b bin Mâlik that his father
said: "The Messenger of Allah
used to eat with three fingers,
and lick his hand before wiping
it."

[5298] 132 - ( ... ) 'AbdurRahmân bin Ka'b bin Mâlik - or
'Abdullâh bin Ka'b - narrated
that his father Ka'b told them
that the Messenger of Allah
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used to eat with three fingers,
and when he finished he would
lick them.

[5299] ( ... ) 'Abdur-Rahmân bin
Ka'b bin Mâlik and 'Abdullâh bin
Ka'b - or one of them -narrated a
similar report (as no. 5298) from
his father, Ka'b bin Mâlik, from
the Prophet .

[5300] 133 - (2033) It was
narrated from Jábir that the
Prophet
enjoined licking one's
fingers and (wiping) the plate,
and he said: "You do not know
in which part the blessing is."

[5301] 134 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'If
one of you drops a morsel, let
him pick it up and remove any
dirt on it, then let him eat it, and
not leave it for the Shaitân. And
he should not wipe his hand with
the cloth until he has licked his
fingers, for he does not know in
which part of the food the
blessing is."
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[5302] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5301) was narrated from
Sufyân with this chain of narrators.
In their IjadIth it says: "...He
should not wipe his hand with the
cloth until he has licked it, or has
had it licked...."

[5303] 135 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "I heard
the Prophet
say: 'The Shaiân
is present with any one of you in
all his affairs, and he is even
present with him when he eats. If
one of you drops a morsel, let
him remove any dirt on it, then
eat it, and not leave it for the
Shaitân. And when he has
finished let him lick his fingers,
for he does not know in which
part of his food the blessing is."

[5304] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-A'mash with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
5303): "If one of you drops a
morsel" up to the end of the
HadIth, but he did not mention
the first part of the HadIth: "The
Shai;ân is present with one of
you.,,
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[5305] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Jâbir from the Prophet
concerning licking. It was narrated
from Abü Sufyân, from Jâbir, from
the Prophet , and he mentioned
the (dropped) morsel, a similar
HadIth (as no. 5303).

[5306] 136 - (2034) It was
narrated from Anas that when
the Messenger of Allah
ate
food, he would lick his three
fingers, and he said: "If one of
you drops a morsel, let him
remove the dirt from it and eat it,
and not leave it for the Shaitân."
And he commanded us to wipe
the platter, and he said: "You do
not know in which part of your
food the blessing is."

[5307] 137 - (2035) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "When one
of you has eaten, let him lick his
fingers, for he does not know in
which part of it the blessing is."

[5308] ( ... ) Hammâd narrated it
with this chain of narrators (a
similar HadIth as no. 5307), except
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that he said: "Let one of you wipe
the plate." And he said: "In which
part of your food the blessing is, or
it is blessed for you."

Chapter 19. What The Guest
Should Do If He Is Accompanied
By Someone Who Was Not Invited
By The Host; It Is Recommended
For The Host To Give Permission
To The One Who Has
Accompanied The Guest
[5309] 138 - (2036) It was
narrated that Abü Mas'üd AlAnsârI said: "There was a man
among the Anâr who was called
Abü Shu'aib and he had a slave
who was a butcher. He saw the
Messenger of Allah
and
recognized the signs of hunger in
his face. He said to his slave:
'Woe to you, make us food
enough for five people, for I want
to invite the Prophet
as the
fifth of five.' So he made (the
food), then he came to the
Prophet
and invited him as
the fifth of five. Another man
followed them, and when he
reached the door, the Prophet
said: 'This man has followed us.
If you wish, you may give him
permission and if you wish he
may go back.' He said: 'No,
rather I will give him permission,
0 Messenger of Allah."
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[5310] ( ... ) A HadIth like that of
Jâbir (no. 5309) was narrated from
Abü Mas'üd, from the Prophet .

[5311] ( ... ) This HadIth was
narrated from Abü Mas'üd, from
the Prophet
, and from AlA'mash from Abü Sufyân, from
Jâbir (a HadIth similar to no.
5309).
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[53121 139 - (2037) It was
narrated from Anas that a Persian
neighbor of the Messenger of
Allah was good at making soup.
He made (some soup) for the
Messenger of Allah , then he
came to invite him. He said: "And
this one too?" - meaning 'Aishah but he said: "No." The Messenger
of Allah
said: "No (I will not
come)." He invited him again, and
said:
the Messenger of Allah
"And this one too?" He said:
"No." The Messenger of Allah
said: "No (I will not come)." Then
he invited him again, and the
Messenger of Allah said: "And
this one too?" He said yes the
third time, so they got up and went
to his house.

Chapter 20. It Is Permissible To
Take Someone Else To The
House Of One Who You Are
Certain Will Approve Of That
And Will Not Mind. It Is
Recommended To Gather To Eat
[5313] 140 - (2038) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
went out oe day or night, and
he met Abü Bakr and 'Umar. He
said: 'What brings you out of
your houses at this hour?' They
said: 'Hunger, 0 Messenger of
Allah.' He said: 'Me too, by the
One in Whose Hand is my soul, I
have come out for the same
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reason as you have come out.
Get up.' So they got up and went
with him, and he came to an
Ansârl man, but he was not at
home. When his wife saw him
(the Prophet
), she said:
'Welcome!' The Messenger of
Allah Ji said to her: 'Where is
so-and-so?' She said: 'He has
gone to bring us some fresh
water.' When the AnsârI came, he
saw the Messenger of Allah
and his two Companions, then he
said: 'Praise be to Allah, no one
has more honorable guests today
than I.' He went and brought
them a bunch of unripe dates,
dried dates and fresh dates, and
said: 'Eat some of this.' Then he
picked up a long knife, and the
Messenger of Allah
said to
him: 'Beware (of slaughtering) a
miTch animal.' He slaughtered a
sheep for them and they ate from
it, and from that bunch of dates,
and they drank. When they had
eaten and drunk their fill, the
Messenger of Allah j said to
Abü Bakr and 'Umar: 'By the One
in Whose Hand is my soul, you will
be asked about this blessing on the
Day of Resurrection; hunger
brought you out of your houses
and you did not go back until this
blessing came to you."
[5314] ( ... ) Abü Hurairah said:
"While Abfi Bakr was sitting, and
'Umar was with him, the
Messenger of Allah ilJ came to
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them and said: 'Why are you
sitting here?' They said: 'Hunger
brought us out of our houses, by
the One Who sent you with the
truth." Then he mentioned a
HadIth like that of Khalaf bin
KhalIfah (no. 5313).

[5315] 141 - (2039) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "When the ditch
was dug (for the Battle of Trench),
I saw that the Messenger of Allah
was very hungry. I went to my
wife and said to her: 'Do you have
anything? For I have seen that the
is very
Messenger of Allah
hungry.' She brought out a bag in
which there was a Sâ' of barley. We
had a lamb, which I slaughtered,
and she ground (the barley), and
she finished when I finished. I cut
up (the lamb) and put it in the pot,
then I went back to the Messenger
of Allah
. She said: 'Do not
embarrass me before the Messenger
of Allah and those who are with
him.' I came to him and whispered
to him, (saying) '0 Messenger of
Allah, we have slaughtered an
animal of ours, and we have
ground a â' of barley that we had,
so come with a small group.' The
Messenger of Allah
called out:
'0 People of the Ditch! Jâbir had
made food for you, come along!'
And the Messenger of Allah
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said (to me): 'Do not move your
pot from the hearth or bake your
bread until I come." I came and
the Messenger of Allah
came
ahead of the people. I came to my
wife and she said: 'Woe to you,
woe to you!' I said: 'I did what you
told me.' She brought out our
dough for him and he spat in it and
blessed it. Then he went to our pot
and spat in it and blessed it. Then
he said: 'Call a woman to bake
with you, and serve food from your
pot but do not remove it from the
hearth.' There were one thousand
men, and I swear by Allah that
they ate until they left and went
away, and our pot was still
brimming as before, and our
dough was still being baked as
before."

[5316] 142 - (2040) Arias bin
Mâlik said: "Abü Taltiah said to
Umm Sulaim: 'I have heard the
voice of the Messenger of Allah
sounding weak, and I know
that he is hungry. Do you have
anything?' She said: 'Yes,' and
she brought out some loaves of
barley, then she took a headcover of hers and wrapped the
bread in part of it, then she put
that beneath my garment and
covered me with part of it, then
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she sent me to the Messenger of
Allah
. I took it and I found
the Messenger of Allah
sitting
in the Masjid, and the people
were with him. I stood near them
and the Messenger of Allah
said: 'Has Abü Talbah sent you?'
I said: 'Yes.' He said: 'Is it
concerning food?' I said: 'Yes.'
The Messenger of Allah
said
to those who were with him: 'Get
up.' He set out, and I set out
ahead of them, until I came to
Abü Talbah, and I told him. Abu
Talhah said: '0 Umm Sulaim, the
Messenger of Allah
has come
with the people, and we do not
have enough to feed them.' She
said: 'Allah and His Messenger
know best.' Abü Talbah went out
and met the Messenger of Allah
, and the Messenger of Allah
came with him until they both
entered. The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Bring me what you have,
0 Umm Sulaim.' She brought
that bread and the Messenger of
Allah
ordered that it be
broken into small pieces. Then
Umm Sulaim squeezed ghee over
it from a small skin and seasoned
it, then the Messenger of Allah
said over it what Allah willed
he should say. Then he said:
'Give permission for ten to
enter.' He gave them permission
and they ate until they were full,
then they left. Then he said:
'Give permission for ten to
enter.' He gave them permission
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and they ate until they were full,
then they left. He said: 'Give
permission for ten to enter,' until
all the people had eaten their fill,
and there were seventy or eighty
men."
[53171 143 - (...) Anas bin
Mâlik narrated: "Abfl Talhah
sent me to the Messenger of
Allah
to invite him, as he had
made some food. I came and
found the Messenger of Allah
with the people. He looked at me
and I felt shy, so I said: Accept
the invitation of Abfl Talhah.' He
said to the people: 'Get up.' Abü
Talhah said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, I only made something for
you." He said: "The Messenger of
Allah
touched it and prayed
that it might be blessed, then he
said: 'Admit a group of my
Companions, ten men.' And he
said: 'Eat.' He brought out
something for them from between
his fingers, and they ate until they
were full, then they left. Then he
said: 'Admit (another) ten,' and
they ate and left. They kept
coming and going, ten by ten, until
there was no one left who had not
come in and eaten his fill. Then he
collected it and it was as it had
been when they ate from it."

[5318] ( ... ) Anas bin Mâlik said:
"Abü Talhah sent me to the
Messenger of Allah
and he
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narrated a HadIth like that of Ibn
Numair (no. 5317), except that
he said at the end: "Then Abü
Talhah took what was left and
gathered it together, then he
prayed that it might be blessed,
and it became as it had been at
first, and he said: 'Take this."

[5319] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Anas bin Mâlik said: "Abü
Talhah told Umm Sulaim to
make some food for the Prophet
, just for him, then he sent me
to him... and he quoted the same
HadIth (no. 5317), and he said:
"The Messenger of Allah
put
his hand on it and said the Name
of Allah over it, then he said:
'Give permission for ten to
enter.' He gave them permission
and they came in, and he said:
'Eat and mention the Name of
Allah,' and they ate, until eighty
men had done that. Then the
Prophet
and the members of
the household ate after that, and
there was still some food left
over."

[5320] ( ... ) This story about the
food of Abü Talhah was narrated
from Anas bin Mâlik, from the
Prophet
, and he said: "Abü
Talhah stood at the door until
the Messenger of Allah
came,
and he said to him: '0 Messenger
of Allah, it is only a small
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amount.' He said: 'Bring it, for
Allah will bless it."

[5321] ( ... ) This HadIth was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik,
from the Prophet jLi,, and he said:
"Then the Messenger of Allah
ate and the members of the
household ate, and what was left
over they sent to their neighbors."

[5322] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Anas bin Mâlik said: "Abü
Talhah saw the Messenger of
Allah
lying in the Masjid,
turning from his back to his
stomach (because of hunger). He
went to Umm Sulaim and said: 'I
have seen the Messenger of Allah
lying in the Masjid, turning
from his back to his stomach, and
I think that he is hungry..." and
he quoted the IjadIth (similar to
no. 5317), and said: "Then the
Messenger of Allah
AN
Talhah, Umm Sulaim and Anas
bin Mâlik ate, and there was
some left over, so we gave it to
our neighbors."
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[5323] ( ... ) Anas bin Mâlik said:
"I came to the Messenger of
Allah
and I found him sitting
with his Companions and talking
to them, and he had bound his
stomach with a cloth." - Usâmah
(a narrator) said: "And I am not
sure whether he had tied a stone
to it." - "I (Anas) said to some of
his () Companions: 'Why has
the Messenger of Allah
bound
his stomach?' They said: 'Because
of hunger.' I went to Abü Talbah,
who was the husband of Umm
Sulaim bint Milhân, and I said:
'0 my father, I have seen the
Messenger of Allah
with his
stomach bound with a cloth, and
I asked some of his Companions,
and they said it is because of
hunger.' Abü Talbah entered
upon my mother and said: 'Is
there anything?' She said: 'Yes, I
have some pieces of bread and
some dates. If the Messenger of
Allah
comes to us on his own,
we can give him enough for him
to eat his fill, but if someone else
comes with him it will not be
enough for them." Then he
mentioned the rest of the story
(as in HadIth no. 5317).
[5324] (...) A similar HadIth (as
no. 5317) was narrated from Anas
bin Mâlik from the Prophet
about the food of Abü Talbah (with
a different chain of narrators).
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Chapter 21. It Is Permissible
To Eat Soup, And It Is
Recommended To Eat Squash,
And For The People Eating
Together To Show Preference
To One Another Even If They
Are Guests, So Long As The
Host Does Not Object To That
[5325] 144 - (2041) Anas bin
Mâlik said: "A tailor invited the
Messenger of Allah
to a meal
that he had made." Anas bin
Mâlik said: "I went with the
Messenger of Allah
to that
meal, and he offered to the
Messenger of Allah
some
barley bread and some soup
containing squash and strips of
meat." Anas said: "I saw the
Messenger of Allah
looking
for the squash on all sides of the
dish." He said: "I have not
stopped liking squash since that
day."

[5326] 145 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Thâbit that Anas said: "A
man invited the Messenger of
Allah , and I went with him. He
brought some soup containing
squash, and the Messenger of
Allah
started to eat that squash
and he liked it. When I saw that, I
started to pass it to him and not
eat it myself." And Anas said:
"Since that time I have not
stopped liking squash."
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[5327] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Anas bin Mâlik that a man who
was a tailor invited the Messenger
of Allah . And he (the narrator)
added: "Thâbit said: 'I heard Anas
say: "No food was made for me
after that in which squash could be
added, but it was added."

Chapter 22. It Is Recommended
To Take The Stones Out Of
Dates, And It Is Recommended
For The Guest To Pray For The
Host And To Ask A Righteous
Guest To Du'â' (Supplication),
And He Should Respond To
That Request
[5328] 146 - (2042) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin Busr
said: "The Messenger of Allah jL
came to my father and we offered
him some food and some
Watbah.111 Then some dates were
brought and he started eating
them, putting the stones between
his fingers and holding his
forefinger and middle finger
together" - Shu'bah said: "I think
we learn from this that one may
hold the date stones between two
fingers, In shâ Allah" - "Then
some drink was brought and he
A mixture of dates, dried cottage cheese, and cooking fat.
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drank it, then he passed it to the
one who was on his right. My
father said, taking hold of the reins
of his riding-animal: 'Pray to
Allah for us.' He said: 'Allâhumma
Bank lahum /1 ma razaqtuhum,
faghfirlahumfarzamhum (0 Allah,
bless them in that which You have
provided for them, and forgive
them and have mercy on them.)"
[5329] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Shu'bah with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
5328), but he did not express any
doubt about holding the date
stones between his fingers.
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Chapter 23. Eating Cucumbers
With Fresh Dates
[5330] 147 - (2043) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin Ja'far
said: "I saw the Messenger of
Allah
eating cucumbers with
fresh dates."

Chapter 24. It Is
Recommended To Be Humble
When Eating, And How To Sit
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[5331] 148 - (2044) Anas bin
Mâlik said: "I saw the Messenger
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Muqi5an) sitting
of Allah
and eating dates." 11

[5332] 149 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas said: "Some dates were
brought to the Messenger of AJlâh
started to
, and the Prophet
distributing them while sitting,
eating some of them quickly."

Chapter 25. The Prohibition Of
Eating Two Dates Etc., At A
Time When Eating With A
Group, Except With The
Permission Of One's
Companions
[5333] 150 - (2045) Jabalah bin
Suhaim said: "Ibn Az-Zubair used
to provide us with dates, as the
people had been stricken with
famine at that time. We were
eating and Ibn 'Umar passed by us
while we were eating, and he said:
'Do not eat two together, for the
forbade
Messenger of Allah
eating two together, unless a man
asks his brother for permission."
[1]

It is "sitting on his hind quarters on his calves." (An-NawawI).
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Shu'bah (a narrator) said: "I think
that these are the words of Ibn
'Umar," i.e. about asking permission.
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[5334] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Shu'bah with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
5333). Their HadIth does not
mention the words of Shu'bah or
the comment that the people had
been stricken with famine at that
time.
[5335] 151 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Jabalah bin Suhaim
said: "I heard Ibn 'Umar say:
'The Messenger of Allah
forbade a man to eat two dates at
once unless he asked permission
from his companions."
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Chapter 26. Storing Dates And
Other Provisions For One's
Children
[5336] 152 - (2046) It was
narrated from 'Aishah that the
Prophet uT, said: "No household
will go hungry if they have
dates."
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[5337] 153 - (.4 It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The Messenger
said: '0 'Aishah, a
of Allah
house in which there are no dates,
its people will go hungry. 0
'Aishah, a house in which there
are no dates, its people will go
hungry." He said it two or three
times.

Chapter 27. The Virtue Of The
Dates Of A]-Madinah
[5338] 154 - (2047) It was
narrated from 'Amir bin Sa'd bin
Abi Waqqâ, from his father, that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Whoever eats seven dates from
the area between the two lava
fields in the morning, no poison
will harm him until evening
comes."

[5339] 155 - ( ... ) 'Amir bin Sa'd
bin AbI Waqqâ said: "I heard
Sa'd say: 'I heard the Messenger
of Allah
say: "Whoever eats
seven 'Ajwah dates in the
morning, he will not be harmed
by any poison or witchcraft that
day."
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[5340] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5339) was narrated from
Hâshim bin Hâshim with this
chain from the Prophet .

[5341] 156 - (2048) It was
narrated from 'Aishah that the
Messenger of Allah
said: "In
the 'Ajwah dates of Al-'Aliyah
(villages to the east of AlMadinah) there is healing," or
"they are an antidote first thing
in the morning."

Chapter 28. The Virtue Of
Truffles, And Treating The
Eyes With Them
[5342] 157 - (2049) It was
narrated that Sa'eed bin Zaid bin
'Amr bin Nufail said: "I heard
the Prophet , say: 'Truffles are
a kind of manna, and their juice
is a healing for the eyes."
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[5343] 158 - ( ... ) Sa'eed bin
Zaid said: 'I heard the Messenger
of Allah
say: 'Truffles are a
kind of manna, and their juice is a
healing for the eyes."

[5344] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Sa'eed bin Zaid, from the
Prophet .
Shu'bah (a narrator) said:
"When Al-Hakam narrated it to
me, I did not find it strange
because of the (the previous
versions of the) HadIth of 'AbdulMalik (no. 5342)."

[5345] 159 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Sa'eed bin Zaid bin
'Amr bin Nufail said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Truffles are a kind of manna,
which Allah sent down to the
Children of Israel, and their juice
is a healing for the eyes."
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[5346] 160 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from 'Amr bin Huraith,
from Sa'eed bin Zaid, that the
Prophet
said: "Truffles are a
kind of manna that Allah sent
down to Müsâ,
, and their
juice is a healing for the eyes."

[5347] 161 - ( ... ) Sa'eed bin
Zaid said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'Truffles are a kind
of manna that Allah sent down to
the Children of Israel, and their
juice is a healing for the eyes."

[5348] 162 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Sa'eed bin Zaid said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Truffles are a kind of manna, and
their juice is a healing for the
eyes."
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Chapter 29. The Virtue Of The
Black Fruit From The Arak
Tree
[5349] 163 - (2050) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "We were with the Prophet
in Marr Az-Zahrân and we
were picking the fruit of the arak
said: 'You
tree. The Prophet
should choose the black ones.' We
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, it is
as if you once tended sheep.' He
said: 'Yes. Was there any Prophet
who did not tend sheep?' or words
to that effect."

Chapter 30. The Virtue Of
Vinegar And Using It As A
Condiment
[5350] 164 - (2051) It was
narrated from 'Aishah that the
Prophet
said: "What an
excellent condiment is vinegar."

[5351] 165 - ( ... ) Sulaimân bin
Bilâl narrated it with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
5350).
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[5352] 166 - (2052) It was
narrated from Jâbir bin 'Abdullãh
that the Prophet
asked his
family for condiments and they
said: "We do not have anything
but vinegar." He called for it and
he started eating it, saying: "What
an excellent condiment vinegar is,
what an excellent condiment
vinegar is."
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[5353] 167 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "The Messenger
of Allah
took me by the hand
one day and (led me) to his
house, and some pieces of bread
were brought to him. He said: 'Is
there any condiment?' They said:
'No, except a little vinegar.' He
said: 'Vinegar is an excellent
condiment."
Jâbir said: "I have not stopped
liking vinegar since I heard that
from the Prophet of Allah
."
Talbah said: "I have not stopped
liking vinegar since I heard that
from Jâbir."
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[5354] 168 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh narrated that the
Messenger of Allah
took him
by the hand and (led him) to his
house... a HadIth like that of Ibn
'Ulayyah (no. 5353), up to the
words; "What an excellent
condiment vinegar is" and he did
not mention what came after that.
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[5355] 169 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "I was sitting in a
house and the Messenger of
Allah
passed by me. He
gestured to me so I stood up, and
he took hold of my hand and we
set off until we came to the
apartment of one of his wives. He
went in, then he gave me
permission to enter, and I
entered beyond the curtain. He
said: 'Is there anything for
breakfast?' They said: 'Yes.'
Three loaves of bread were
brought to him, which they put
on a tray of palm leaves. The
Messenger of Allah
took one
loaf and put it in front of him,
and he took another loaf and put
it in front of me, then he took
the third loaf and broke it in two,
putting one half in front of him
and one in front of me. Then he
said: 'Is there any condiment?'
They said: 'No, except a little
vinegar.' He said: 'Bring it, what
an excellent condiment it is."
Chapter 31. It Is Permissible
To Eat Garlic, But The One
Who Is Going To Address
Prominent People Should
Refrain From Eating It, And
The Same Applies To Other,
Similar Foods
[5356] 170 - (2053) It was
narrated that Abü Ayyüb Al-
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AnsârI said: "When food was
brought to the Messenger of
Allah g, he would eat some of it
and send the leftovers to me.
One day he sent food of which he
had not eaten anything, because
there was garlic in it. I asked
him: 'Is it Harâm?' He said: 'No,
but I dislike it because of its
smell."
He said: "And I dislike that
which he disliked."

[5357] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Shu'bah with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
5357).

( ... )

It was
narrated from Abü Ayyüb that
the Prophet
came and stayed
in his house. The Prophet
stayed on the lower floor and
Abü Ayyüb was on the top floor.
Abfl AyyUb got up one night and
said: "We are walking above the
head of the Messenger of Allah
a." So they moved aside and
spend the night in a corner. Then
he spoke to the Prophet
(about that) and the Prophet
said: "The lower floor is more
comfortable." He said: "I will not
live on a roof beneath which you
are." So the Prophet ut, moved
to the upper floor and Abü
[5358]

171 -
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Ayyüb moved to the lower floor.
He used to make food for the
, and when it was
Prophet
brought back to him, he would
ask where his fingers had touched
it, and he would follow the place
where his fingers had been. He
made him some food that
contained garlic, and when it was
brought back to him he asked
where his fingers had touched it,
and it was said to him: "He did
not eat any of it." He got worried
and went up to him, and said: "Is
said:
it Ijarâm?" The Prophet
"No, but I do not like it." He
said: "I dislike what you dislike.'
said: "And the Revelation
used to come to the Prophet

Chapter 32. Honoring Guests
And The Virtue Of Showing
Preference To One's Guest
[5359] 172 - (2054) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"A man came to the Messenger
of Allah
and said: 'I am
starving.' He sent word to one of
his wives and she said: 'By the
One Who has sent you with the
truth, I do not have anything but
water.' Then he sent word to
another of his wives, and she said
something similar, until all of
them had said that: 'No, by the
One Who has sent you with the
truth, I do not have anything but
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water.' He said: 'Who will host
this man tonight, and Allah will
have mercy on him?' An AnsârI
man stood up and said: 'I will, 0
Messenger of Allah.' He took
him to his house and said to his
wife: 'Do you have anything?'
She said: 'No, only the food for
my children.' He said: 'Distract
them with something, then when
our guest comes in, extinguish
the lamp and make him think
that we are eating. Then when he
wants to eat, go to the lamp and
extinguish it.' They sat and the
guest ate, and the following
morning he went to the Prophet
, who said: 'Allah is pleased
with what you two did for your
guest last night."
[5360] 173 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that an AnsârI
man had a guest one night, and he
did not have anything but food for
himself and his children. He said to
his wife: "Put the children to sleep
and extinguish the lamp, then serve
what you have to the guest." He
said: "And this Verse was revealed:
'...And give them (emigrants)
preference over themselves even
though they were in need of
that."

[53611 ( ... ) It was narrated that
Al-Hashr 59:9.
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Abü Hurairah said: "A man came
to
to the Messenger of Allah
be hosted as a guest, but he did
not have anything to offer him.
He said: 'Won't some man host
him, and Allah will have mercy
on him?' An AnsârI man who was
called Abü Talhah stood up and
took him to his house..." and he
quoted a IjadIth like that of JarIr
(no. 5359), and he mentioned the
revelation of the Verse as Waki'
mentioned it (no. 5360).
[5362] 174 - (2055) It was
narrated that Al-Miqdâd said: "I
came with two companions of
mine, and our hearing and sight
had been affected by hunger. We
presented ourselves to the
Companions of the Messenger of
Allah , but none of them could
host us. We came to the Prophet
and he took us to his family.
There were three goats there and
the Prophet
said: 'Milk them
and we will share the milk.' We
used to milk them and each one
of us would drink his share, and
we would set aside the Prophet's
share for him. He would come at
night and would say Salâm in
such a manner that would not
wake one who was sleeping, but
one who was awake would hear
it. Then he would go to the
Masjid and pray, then he would
come to his drink and drink it.
One night the Shai[ân came to
me when I had drunk my share
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and said: 'Muhammad has gone
to the Ansâr and they are
offering him hospitality, and he
will have with them something
that will leave him in no need of
this draught (of milk).' So I went
and drank it, and when it had
penetrated deeply into my
stomach and I realized that it was
too late, the Shaitân made me
regret it and he said: 'Woe to
you, what have you done? Have
you drunk the drink of
Muhammad ? He will come
and will not find it, then he will
pray against you and you will be
doomed, and you will be a loser in
this world and in the Hereafter.' I
had a sheet over me; if I covered
my feet with it my head was
exposed, and if I covered my head
with it my feet were exposed. I
could not sleep, but my two
companions had gone to sleep
and they had not done what I had
done. The Prophet
came and
said Salâm as he usually did, then
he went to the Masjid and prayed.
Then he came to his drink and
uncovered it, and he did not find
anything in it. He looked up at the
sky and I said: 'Now he is praying
against me and I am doomed.'
But he said: '0 Allah, feed those
who have fed me and give drink
to those who have given me to
drink.' I wrapped the blanket
tightly around me and I took a
knife and went to the goats, to see
which of them was the fattest so
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that I could slaughter it for the
Messenger of Allah g, but its
udder was full of milk, and they
all had udders full of milk. I went
to a vessel that belonged to the
, that
family of Muhammad
they used for milking, and I
milked (the goat) into it until it
filled with foam, and I brought it
to the Messenger of Allah . He
said: 'Did you have your drinks
tonight?' I said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, drink.' He drank and
handed it back to me. I said: '0
Messenger of Allah, drink.' He
drank then handed it back to me.
When I realized that the Prophet
had drunk his fill and I had
earned the blessing (of his
supplication), I laughed so much
that I fell to the ground. The
Prophet
said: 'Have you been
up to no good, 0 Miqdâd?' I said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, what
happened is such-and-such and I
did such-and-such.' The Prophet
said: 'This is nothing but a mercy
from Allah, Glorified and Exalted
is He. Why didn't you tell me so
that we could have woken our two
companions and they could have
had some?' I said: 'By the One
Who has sent you with the truth, if
you get your share, and I get some
with you, I would not care whoever
else gets some."
[5363] ( ... ) Sulaimân bin AlMughIrah narrated it with this
chain of narrators (a similar
HadIth as no. 5362).
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[5364] 175 - (2056) It was
narrated that 'Abdur-Rahmn bin
Abi Bakr said: "We were one
hundred and thirty men with the
Prophet , and the Prophet
said: 'Does any one among you
have any food?' One man had a
Sâ' of foodstuff or the like, so he
made some dough. Then a man,
a tall Mushrik (idolater) with
dishevelled hair, came along with
some sheep that he was driving.
The Prophet
said: 'Will you
sell one or give it as a gift?' He
said: 'No, I will sell it.' So he
bought a sheep from him, and it
was slaughtered and prepared.
The Messenger of Allah
ordered that its liver be grilled.
By Allah, there was no one
among those one hundred and
thirty who was not given his share
of that liver by the Messenger of
Allah
If he was present, he
gave it to him, and if he was
absent he set it aside for him.
And he set out two large bowls
from which we all ate our fill, and
there was some left over, which I
loaded onto a camel."

.
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[5365] 176 - (2057) 'AbdurRahmân bin AbI Bakr narrated
that the people of As-uffah were
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poor people, and on one occasion
the Messenger of Allah , said:
"Whoever has enough food for
two people, let him take three with
him, and whoever has enough
food for four people, let him take
a fifth or a sixth with him," or
words to that effect. Abü Bakr
took three people with him and
the Prophet of Allah ili took ten.
Abü Bakr took three" and he (the
narrator) said: "That was me and
my father and my mother" - and I
do not know if he said: "and my
wife and a servant whom we
shared with the household of Abü
Bakr." "Abü Bakr ate dinner with
the Prophet
, then he stayed
until 'Ishâ' prayer was offered,
then he went back and stayed until
the Messenger of Allah became
drowsy, and he came after as much
of the night had passed as Allah
willed. His wife said to him: "What
kept you away from your guests?"
Or she said: "Your guest." He said:
"Have you not given them dinner?"
She said: "They refused (to eat)
until you came." They brought the
food to them, but they insisted on
not eating. I went and hid myself,
and he said: "0 ignorant fellow!'
he reprimanded me and
berated me. He said: "Eat, but you
may not enjoy it " And he said: "By
Allah, I will never eat it. By Allah,
we did not take any morsel but
there appeared beneath it more of
it, until we had eaten our fill and
there was more of it than before."
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Abü Bakr looked at it and saw that
it was as it had been before or more
than that. He said to his wife: "0
sister of Banü Firâs, what is this?"
She said: "No, 0 apple of my eye,
now it is three times more than it
was before." Abü Bakr ate some of
it and said: "That was from the
Sha4ân" - meaning his oath. Then
he ate a morsel of it and took it to
the Messenger of Allah , and the
Messenger of Allah ii found it in
the morning." He said: "There was
a treaty between us and some
people which came to an end, and
we were divided into twelve
groups, each of which was headed
by a man, and Allah knows best
how many were with each man.
But the Prophet
sent a leader
with each group, and all of them
ate from it."

[5366] 177 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that 'Abdur-Rahmân bin
AbI Bakr said: "Some guests
came to stay with us and my
father used to go and talk to the
Messenger of Allah iht at night.
He set out and said: '0 'AbdurRahmân, serve food to the
guests.' When evening came, we
brought food to them but they
refused to eat and said: 'Not until
the head of the household comes
and eats with us.' I said to them:
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'He is a strict man and if you do
not do it, I am afraid that I will
be in trouble with him.' But they
refused. When he came, the first
thing he did was to ask: 'Did you
serve your guests?' They said:
'No, by Allah, we did not.' He
said: 'Did I not tell 'AbdurRahmân (to do that)?' I hid from
him, and he said: '0 'AbdurRahmân!' I hid from him, but he
said: '0 ignorant lad, I adjure
you, if you can hear my voice, to
come here.' So I came and I said:
'By Allah, it is no fault of mine.
They are your guests, ask them. I
brought them some food but they
refused to eat until you come.'
He said: 'What is the matter with
you? Will you not accept our
hospitality?' Abü Bakr said: 'By
Allah, I will not eat tonight.'
They said: 'By Allah, we will not
eat until you eat.' He said: 'I
have never seen a worse night
than tonight. Woe to you, what is
the matter with you? Why do you
not accept our hospitality?' Then
he said: 'What I did at first was
from the Shaifân. Bring the food.'
So the food was brought, and he
said the Name of Allah and ate,
and they ate. When morning
came he went to the Prophet
and said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
they fulfilled their oath but I
broke mine.' He said: 'Rather
you are the most sincere of them
and you are the best of them."
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He said: "And I did not hear of
any expiation."
Chapter 33. The Virtue Of
Sharing A Small Amount Of
Food, And The Food Of Two Is
Sufficient Or Three, And So On
[5367] 178 - (2058) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
he said: "The Messenger of Allah
I4 said: 'The food of two is
sufficient for three, and the food
of three is sufficient for four."

[5368] 179 - (2059) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: 'The
food of one is sufficient for two,
and the food of two is sufficient
for four, and the food of four is
sufficient for eight."

[53691 (...) A HadIth like that of
Ibn Juraij (no. 5368) was narrated
from the Prophet .
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[5370] 180 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "The
said: 'The
Messenger of Allah
food of one is sufficient for two,
and the food of two is sufficient
for four."

[5371] 181 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Jâbir that the
Prophet
said: "The food of
one man is sufficient for two
men, and the food of two men is
sufficient for four, and the food
of four is sufficient for eight."

Chapter 34. The Believer Eats
In One Intestine And The Kâfir
(Disbeliever) Eats In Seven
Intestines
[5372] 182 - (2060) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Prophet
said: "The Kâfir
(disbeliever) eats in seven
intestines and the believer eats in
one intestine."
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[5373] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5372) was narrated from Ibn
'Umar, from the Prophet .

[5374] 183 • ( ... ) Nâfi' said:
"Ibn 'Umar saw a poor man, and
he put some food in front of him,
and put more, and he started to
eat a great deal. He said: 'Do not
let this man enter upon me, for I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: "The disbeliever eats in
seven intestines."

[5375] 184 - (2061) It was
narrated from Jãbir and Ibn
'Umar that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "The believer eats
in one intestine and the disbeliever
eats in seven intestines."
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[5376] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5375) was narrated from
Jâbir, but he did not mention Ibn
'Umar.

[5377] 185 - (2062) It was
narrated from Abfl Müsâ that the
Prophet said: "The believer eats
in one intestine and the disbeliever
eats in seven intestines."

[5378] ( ... ) A similar HadIth
was narrated from Abü Hurairah,
from the Prophet .

[5379] 186 - (2063) It was
narrated from AbU Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
hosted a guest who was a
disbeliever. The Messenger of
Allah
ordered that a sheep be
milked for him and he drank it,
then another, and he drank it,
then another, and he drank it,
until he had drunk the milk of
seven sheep. Then the next
morning he became Muslim, and
the Messenger of Allah
ordered that a sheep be milked
for him and he drank it, then he
ordered that another be milked
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but he did not finish it. The
Messenger of Allah
said: "The
believer eats in one intestine and
the disbeliever eats in seven
intestines."
Chapter 35. Do Not Criticize
Food
[5380] 187 - (2064) It was
narrated that Abfl Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
never criticized any food. If he
liked something he would eat, it
and if he disliked it he would
leave it."

[5381] ( ... ) Sulaimân Al-A'mash
narrated a similar report (as no.
5380) with this chain of narrators.

[5382] ( ... ) A similar report was
narrated from Sufyân, from AlA'mash, with this chain of narrators.

[5383] 188 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"I never saw the Messenger of
Allah
criticize any food. If he
liked it he ate it and if he did not
like it he remained silent."
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[5384] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5383) was narrated from Abü
Hurairah, from the Prophet .
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37. The Book Of Clothing
And Adornment
Chapter 1. The Prohibition Of
Using Vessels Of Gold And
Silver For Drinking Etc., For
Men And Women

3
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[5385] 1 - (2065) It was
narrated from Umm Salamah,
the wife of the Prophet ., that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"The one who drinks from a
vessel of silver is gulping the fire
of Hell into his belly."

[5386] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of Mâlik bin Anas (no. 5385) was
narrated from Nâfi', with this
chain of narrators, and in the
HadIth of 'Ali bin Mus-hir from
'Ubaidullâh it adds: "The one
who eats or drinks from a vessel
of silver or gold." It does not
mention eating and gold in the
IjadIth of any of them, except the
HadIth of Ibn Mus-hir.
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[5387] 2 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Umm Salamah said: "The
said:
Messenger of Allah
'Whoever drinks from a vessel of
gold or silver is only gulping fire
from Hell into his belly."

Chapter 2. The Prohibition Of
Using Vessels Of Gold And
Silver For Men And Women,
And Gold Rings And Silk For
Men, But They Are Permissible
For Women. Permissibility Of
Silken Borders On Garments
For Men, But It Should Not Be
More Than Four Fingers Wide
[5388] 3 - (2066) Mu'âwiyah
bin Suwaid bin Muqarrin said: "I
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entered upon A]-Bard' bin 'Azib
and I heard him say: 'The
Messenger of Allah
enjoined
seven things upon us and he
forbade seven things for us. He
commanded us to visit the sick,
to attend funerals, to reply (to
say: Yari'zamuk Allah; (may Allah
have mercy on you) to one who
sneezes, to fulfill oaths or help
fulfil an oath made by another, to
help the one who has been
wronged, to accept invitations
and to spread the greeting of
Salâm. And he forbade us from
wearing rings of gold, to drink
from silver vessels, to use
Mayâthir,111 to wear QasI,F2] to
wear silk, Istabraq and DIbâj." 31

[5389] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5388) was narrated from
Ash'ath bin Sulaim with this chain
of narrators, except the phrase to
fulfill oaths or help fulfill an oath
made by another, instead of which
he said: "To give a description of
a lost item."
[5390] ( ... ) A HadIth like that of
Zuhair (no. 5388) was narrated
from Ash'ath bin AbI Ash-Sha'thâ'
with this chain of narrators, but he
' A type of camel saddle cloth or cushion made of silk.
[2]

QasI: Garments made of fabric with stripes of silk woven into it, or a type of garment
from an area in Egypt with a similar name.

[31

Two types of silk one of which is often called brocade and is thicker than the other.
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said to help fulfill the oath of
another, and he was not uncertain.
And he added in this HadIth:
"Drinking from vessels of silver,
for whoever drinks from them in
this world will not drink from them
in the Hereafter."

[5391] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ash'ath bin AbI Ash-Sha'thâ'
with this chain of narrators, but
he did not mention the additional
material mentioned by Jarlr and
Ibn Mus-hir (no. 5391).

[5392] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ash'ath bin Sulaim with their
chain of narrators, except the
words spreading the greeting of
Salâm, instead of which he said:
"Returning the greeting of Salâm."
And he said: "He (iiJ) forbade us
to wear gold rings."

[5393] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ash'ath bin AbI Ash-Sha'thâ'
with their chain narrators, and he
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said: "Spreading the greeting of
Salâm" and "gold rings."
Li

.i
[5394] 4 - (2067) 'Abdullâh bin
'Ukaim said: "We were with
Hudhaifah in A1-Ma6'in when
Hudhaifah asked for water, and a
chieftain brought him a drink in a
vessel of silver. He threw it aside
and said: 'I am telling you that I
already told him not to bring me
a drink in this vessel, for the
Messenger of Allah
said: "Do
not drink from vessels of gold and
silver, and do not wear DIbâj and
silk. They are for them in this
world and for you in the Hereafter,
on the Day of Resurrection."

[5395] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Farwah Al-JuhanI said: "I
heard 'Abdullâh bin 'Ukaim say:
'We were with Hudhaifah in AlMadâ'in..." and he mentioned
something similar (to no. 5394) but
he did not mention in his HadIth
"...the Day of Resurrection."
[5396] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Hudhaifah, that Abü Farwah
said: "I heard Ibn 'Ukaim say, and I thought that Ibn AbI Laila
heard it from Ibn 'Ukaim: 'We
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were with Hudhaifah in AlMadâ'in," and he mentioned
something similar (to no. 5394),
but he did not say "the Day of
Resurrection."

[53971 ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-Hakam that he heard 'AbdurRahmân, meaning Ibn AbI Laila,
say: "I saw Hudhaifah ask for a
drink in Al-Madâ'in, and someone
brought it to him in a vessel of
silver." And he mentioned a
HadIth like that of Ibn 'Ukaim
from Hudhaifah.
[5398] ( ... ) A HadIth like that of
Mu'âdh was narrated from Shu'bah,
with the same chain narrators, but
none of them mentioned the words:
"I saw Hudhaifah," except Mu'âdh
only. Rather they said: "Hudhaifah
asked for a drink."

[5399] ( ... ) A HadIth like that of
those whom we have mentioned
(Mu'âdh, AbI Laila, Ibn Ukaim)
was narrated from Hudhaifah,
from the Prophet
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[54001 5 - ( ... ) 'Abdur-Rahmân
bin AN Laila said: "Hudhaifah
asked for a drink and a Magian
gave it to him in a vessel of silver.
He said: 'I heard the Messenger
of Allah
say: "Do not wear
silk or DIbâj, and do not drink
from vessels of gold and silver, or
eat from plates of the same. They
are for them in this world."

Chapter... The Prohibition Of
Wearing Silk Etc., For Men
() :LUI [5401] 6 - (2068) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that
'Umar bin Al-Khattâb saw a
striped silk Ijullai T1 being sold at
the door of the Masjid, and he
said: "0 Messenger of Allah, why
don't you buy this and wear it for
the people on Fridays, and for the
'J
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Hullah: An upper cloth (Ridâ') and lower cloth (Izâr) made of the same fabric.
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delegations when they come to
you?" The Messenger of Allah
said: "This is only worn by one who
has no share in the Hereafter."
Then some Hullahs like it were
brought to the Messenger of Allah
and he gave one of them to
'Umar. 'Umar said: "0 Messenger
of Allah, are you giving me this to
wear when you said what you said
about the Hullah of 'Utârid?" The
Messenger of Allah said: "I did
not give it to you to wear it." So
'Umar gave it to an idolater
brother of his in Makkah.

[5402] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of Mâlik (no. 5401) was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar, from the
Messenger of Allah ULz.

[5403] 7 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "Umar saw
'Utârid At-TamImI standing in
the market selling a IIu1lah of
striped silk. He was a man who
used to meet with kings and get
gifts from them. 'Umar said: '0
Messenger of Allah, I have seen
'Utârid standing in the market
selling a Ijullah of striped silk.
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Why don't you buy it and wear it
when the delegations of the
Arabs come to you?" I think he
said: "And wear it on Fridays.'
The Messenger of Allah jL said
to him: 'Silk is only worn in this
world by one who will have no
share in the Hereafter.' Some
time after that, some Hullahs of
striped silk were brought to the
Messenger of Allah 4Lt and he
sent one Hullah to 'Umar and
one to Usâmah bin Zaid, and he
gave a Ijullah to 'All bin AbI
Tâlib. He said: 'Tear it and make
head covers for your womenfolk.'
Then 'Umar came, carrying his
Hullah, and said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, have you sent this to
me, when you said what you said
previously about the 1-Iullah of
'Utârid?' He said: 'I did not send
it to you for you to wear it; rather
I sent it to you so that you could
benefit from it.' As for Usâmah,
he put on his Ijullah and the
Messenger of Allah ç gave him
a look whereby he realized that
the Messenger of Allah
disapproved of what he had
done, and he said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, why are you looking at
me when you are the one who
sent it to me?' He said: 'I did not
send it to you for you to wear it,
rather I sent it to you so that you
could cut it up and make head
covers for your womenfolk."
[5404] 8 - ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar said: "Umar bin Al-
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Khattâb found a Hullah of
Istabraq being offered for sale in
the market, so he took it and
brought it to the Messenger of
Allah jij and said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, buy this and adorn
yourself with it for 'EId and for
the delegations.' The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'This is only a
garment for the one who has no
share in the Hereafter.' As much
time passed as Allah willed, then
the Messenger of Allah
sent
to 'Umar a garment made of
DIbâj. 'Umar brought it to the
Messenger of Allah
and said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, you said:
"This is only a garment for the
one who has no share in the
Hereafter," then you sent this to
me?' The Messenger of Allah
said to him: 'Sell it and meet
your needs with it."

[5405] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5404) was narrated from Ibn
Shihâb, with this chain of narrators.

[5406] 9 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that 'Umar saw a
man from the family of 'Utârid
wearing a cloak of DIbâj or silk,
and he said to the Messenger of

jij r LW
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Allah : 'Why don't you buy it?'
He said: 'This is only worn by
one who has no share in the
Hereafter.' Then the Messenger
of Allah was given a Ijullah of
striped silk, and he sent it to me.
I said: 'Have you sent it to me
when I heard you say what you
said about it?' He said: 'I only
sent it to you so that you profit
from it."

[5407] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Sâlim bin 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar,
from his father, that 'Umar bin
Al-Khattâb saw a man from the
family of 'Utârid wearing.., a
HadIth like that of Yahya bin
Sa'eed (no. 5406), except that he
said: "I only sent it to you so that
you could benefit from it, I did
not send it to you so that you
could wear it."

[5408] (...) Yahya bin AbI Ishâq
said: "Sâlim bin 'Abdullãh asked
me about Istabraq. I said: 'It is
the coarse type of Dlbâj.' He
said: 'But I heard 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar say: "Umar saw a man
wearing a Ijullah of Istabraq, and
he brought it to the Messenger of
Allah
and he mentioned a
similar HadIth (as no. 5407),
except that he said: "I only sent it
to you so that you could get
money by selling it."
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[5409] 10 - (2069) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh, the freed
slave of Asmâ' bint AbI Bakr, who
was the maternal uncle of the son
of 'Atâ', said: "Asmâ' sent me to
'Abdullâh bin 'Umar, and saying:
'I have heard that you regard three
things as Jjarâm: Borders on
garments, MItha rat Al-Aijuwdn,111
and fasting the whole (month) of
Rajab.' 'Abdullâh said to me: 'As
for what you have mentioned
about Rajab, what about one who
fasts continually? As for what you
said about borders on garments, I
heard 'Umar bin Al-Khattâb say:
"I heard the Messenger of Allah
ii say: 'Silk is only worn by one
who has no share in the Hereafter,"
and I was afraid that borders were
included in that. As for MItharatAlArjuwân, this is the MItharah of
'Abdullâh, and it isArjuwân.'
I went back to Asmâ' and told
her, and she said: 'This is the
Jubbah (a type of cloak) of the
Messenger of Allah ,' and she
brought out to me a Tayâlisah
cloak which had pockets lined
with DIbâj and its sleeves were
edged with DIbâj. She said: 'This
was in 'Aishah's possession until
she died, and when she died, I
took it. The Prophet
used to
Saddle cloths made of bright red cloth
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wear it, and now we wash it for
the sick and seek healing
thereby."

[5410] 11 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that KhalIfah bin Ka'b, Abü
Dhubyân, said: "Do not dress
your women in silk, for I heard
'Umar bin A1-Khattâb say: 'The
Messenger of Allah
said: "Do
not wear silk, for whoever wears
it in this world will not wear it in
the Hereafter."

[5411] 12 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü 'Uthmân said: "Umar
wrote to us when we were in
Azerbaijân, (saying): '0 'Utbah
bin Farqad, it is not by your
efforts or by the efforts of your
father or the efforts of your
mother. Feed the Muslims in
their places from that which you
feed yourself in your place.
Beware of luxury and the
garments of the people of Shirk
and garments of silk, for the
Messenger of Allah
forbade
garments of silk and said except
this much, and the Messenger of
Allah
held up his forefinger
and middle finger, holding them
together." Zuhair said: "Aim
said: 'It is in the book," and
Zuhair held up his two fingers.
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[5412] 13 - ( ... ) A similar
report (as no. 5412) was narrated
from 'Asim with this chain of
narrators, from the Prophet
,
concerning silk.

[5413] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü 'Uthmân said: "We were
with 'Utbah bin Farqad when the
letter of 'Umar came to us,
saying that the Messenger of
Allah
said: 'No one wears silk
but one who will have no share of
it in the Hereafter, except this
much." Abü 'Uthmân gestured
with the two fingers that are next
to the thumb. I thought it meant
the patterns on the Tayfilisah
until I was shown the Tayâlisah.

[5414] ( ... ) Abü 'Uthmân said:
"We were with 'Utbah bin
Farqad" - a IjadIth like that of
JarIr (no. 5413).

[5415] 14 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Qatâdah said: "I heard Abü
'Uthmân An-NahdI say: 'The
letter of 'Umar came to us when
we were in Azerbaijân with
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'Utbah bin Farqad, or in AshSham, (saying): 'The Messenger
of Allah
forbade silk except so
much" - two fingers.
Abü 'Uthmán said: "We had no
doubt that he meant silk borders."

[5416] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5415) was narrated from
Qatâdah with this chain of
narrators, but he did not mention
the words of Abü 'Uthmân.

[5417] 15 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Suwaid bin Ghafalah that
'Umar bin Al-Khattâb gave a
speech in A]-Jâbiyah and said:
"The Prophet of Allah 5951
forbade wearing silk, except a
space the width of two fingers, or
three, or four."

[5418] ( ... ) A similar report (as
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no. 5417) was narrated from
Sa'eed, from Qatâdah, with this
chain of narrators.

[5419] 16 - (2070) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "One day the
Prophet
wore a Qabâ' (a type
of cloak) of DIbâj silk that had
been given to him, but soon he
took it off and sent it to 'Umar
bin Al-Khattâb. It was said to
him: 'How quickly you took it off,
O Messenger of Allah.' He said:
'JibrIl told me not to wear it.'
'Umar came weeping and said: 0
Messenger of Allah, you disliked
something but you gave it to me.
What is the matter with me?' He
said: 'I did not give it to you for
you to wear it, rather I gave it to
you for you to sell it.' So he sold
it for two thousand Dirham."

[5420] 17 - (2071) It was
narrated that 'All said: "The
Messenger of Allah
was given
a Ijullah of striped silk, and he
sent it to me and I put it on.
Then I could see anger on his
face, and he said: "I did not send
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it to you for you to wear it, rather
I sent it to you so that you could
cut it up and make head covers
for your womenfolk."
:J

[5421] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü 'Awn with this chain of
narrators. In the HadIth of Mu'âdh
it says: "He told me to divide it
among my womenfolk." In the
HadIth of Muhammad bin Ja'far it
says: "So I divided it among my
womenfolk," but he did not
mention: "He told me to."
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[5422] 18 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'All that Ukaidir of Dümah
gave the Prophet i4 a silken
garment, and he gave it to 'Ali
and said: "Cut it up to make
head covers for the Fâtimahs
(i.e., for your family)."
Abü Bakr and Abü Kuraib said:
"Among the womenfolk.'
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[5423] 19 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'All bin AbI Talib said: "The
Messenger of Allah gave me a
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Ijullah of striped silk, and I went
out in it, but I saw anger on his
face, so I cut it up and distributed
it among my womenfolk."

[5424] 20 - (2072) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "The Messenger of Allah
sent 'Umar a Hullah of Sundus
silk, and 'Umar said: 'Have you
sent it to me when you said what
you said about it?' He said: 'I did
not send it to you for you to wear
it; rather I sent it to you for you
to benefit from its price."

[5425] 21 - (2073) It was
narrated that Anas said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whoever wears silk in this world
will not wear it in the Hereafter."

[5426] 22 - (2074) AN Umâmah
narrated that the Messenger of
Allah said: "Whoever wears silk
in this world will not wear it in the
Hereafter."
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[5427] 23 - (2075) It was
narrated from 'Uqbah bin 'Amir
that he said: "A silk FarrE2kh (a
type of cloak) was given to the
and he
Messenger of Allah
put it on and prayed in it, then
he tore it off as if he disliked it.
Then he said: 'This is not
befitting for the pious."

[5428] ( ... ) YazId bin Abl
Habib narrated it with this chain
of narrators.

Chapter 3. The Permissibility
Of Wearing Silk For Men, If A
Man Has A Skin Disease Or
Similar Problem
[5429] 24 - (2076) Anas bin
Mâlik narrated that the Messenger
of Allah granted a concession to
'Abdur-Rahmân bin 'AWf and AzZubair bin A1-'Awwâm, allowing
them to wear silk shirts during a
journey, because of a skin disease
that they had, or a pain that they
had.
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[5430] ( ... ) Sa'eed narrated it
with this chain of narrators (a
similar IladIth as no. 5429), but
he did not mention (the words)
"during a journey."
[5431] 25 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas said: "The Messenger of
Allah granted a concession, or a
concession was granted, to AzZubair bin Al-'Awwâm and 'AbdurRahmân bin 'Awf, allowing them to
wear silk, because of a skin
condition that they had."

[5432] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated a
similar report (as no. 5431) with
this chain of narrators.
[5433] 26 - ( ... ) Anas narrated
that 'Abdur-Rahmân bin 'Awf
and Az-Zubair bin A1-'Awwâm
complained to the Prophet
about lice, and he granted them a
concession allowing them to wear
silk shirts, during a campaign that
they went on.

Chapter 4. The Prohibition Of
A Man Wearing A Garment
Dyed With Safflower
[5434] 27 - (2077) 'Abdullâh
bin 'Amr bin Al-'As narrated that
the Messenger of Allah
saw
'Ali wearing two garments that
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had been dyed with safflower and
he said: "These are garments of
the disbelievers; do not wear
them."

[5435] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Yaliya bin AN KathIr with this
chain of narrators, and they said:
From Khâlid bin Ma'dân.

[5436] 28 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullãh bin 'Amr said:
"The Prophet saw me wearing
two garments that had been dyed
with safflower and he said: 'Did
your mother tell you to do this?'
I said: 'Should I wash them?' He
said: 'No, burn them."

[5437] 29
(2078) It was
narrated from 'Ali bin AbI Talib that
the Messenger of Allah
forbade
wearing QasI and garments dyed
with safflower, and wearing gold
rings, and reciting Qur'ân while
bowing.
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[5438] 30 - ( ... ) 'Ali bin AbI Tâlib
said: "The Prophet
forbade
reciting (the Qur'ân) whilst bowing,
wearing gold and wearing garments
dyed with safflower."

[5439] 31 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'All bin AbI Tâlib said: "The
Messenger of Allah forbade me
to wear gold rings, to wear QasI, to
recite Qur'ân while bowing and
prostrating, and to wear garments
dyed with safflower."

Chapter 5. The Virtue Of
Wearing The iIibarah 11
[5440] 32 - (2079) Qatâdah
said: We said to Anas bin Mâlik:
"Which garments were most liked
by the Messenger of Allah , or
which did the Messenger of Allah
[11
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The Hibarah was a garment of linen or cotton that was adorned with a pattern or stripes.
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like best?" He said: "The
Hibarah."

[54411 33 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas said: "The garment
most liked by the Messenger of
Allah; was the Hibarah."

Chapter 6. Humility In Dress
And Sticking To Coarse And
Simple Clothes, Furnishings
Etc., Permissibility Of Wearing
Clothes Made From Camel
Hair And Those On Which
There Are Markings
[5442] 34 - (2080) It was
narrated that Abü A]-Burdah said:
"I entered upon 'Aishah and she
brought out to us a coarse Izâr of
the type that is made in Yemen,
and a cloak of the type that is
called Mulabbadah and she swore
by Allah that the Messenger of
Allah l0, had died wearing these
two garments."

[5443] 35 - (...) It was narrated
that Abü Burdah said: "Aishah
brought out to us an Izâr and a
Mulabbad cloak, and said: In these
the Messenger of Allah jlo,died."
Ibn Hâtim said in his HadIth: "A
coarse Izâr."
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[5444] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5443) was narrated from
Ayyüb with this chain of narrators,
and he said: "A coarse Izâr."

[5445] 36 - (2081) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Prophet went out one morning,
wearing a striped garment made of
black hair."

[5446] 37 - (2082) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
pillow of the Messenger of Allah
, on which he reclined, was
made of leather and stuffed with
palm fibres."
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[5447] 38 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The mattress
of the Messenger of Allah , on
which he slept, was of leather
stuffed with palm fibres."

[5448] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Hishâm bin 'Urwah with this
chain of narrators (a HadIth
similar to no. 5447).

Chapter 7. The Permissibility
Of Using Blankets
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[5449] 39 - (2083) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "The
Messenger of Allah said to me,
when I got married: 'Have you
acquired any blankets?' I said:
'Where would we get blankets
from?' He said: 'It will come."
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[5450] 40 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said:
"When I got married, the
Messenger of Allah said to me:
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'Have you acquired any blankets?'
I said: 'Where would we get
blankets from?' He said: 'It will
come."
Jâbir said: "My wife had a
blanket, and I said: 'Keep it away
from me.' But she said: 'The
Messenger of Allah
said: "It
will come."
[5451] ( ... ) Sufyân narrated it
with this chain of narrators (a
similar HadIth as no. 5450) and
added: "And I let her (keep it)."
(A

Chapter 8. It Is Disliked To
Have More Furniture And
Bedding Than One Needs

).
(V ii)

[5452] 41 - (2084) It was
narrated from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
that the Messenger of Allah
said to him: "A bed for the man, a
bed for his wife, a third for the
guest, and the fourth is for the
Shaitân."
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Chapter 9. The Prohibition Of
Letting One's Garment Drag Out
Of Pride, And The Extent To
Which It Is Permissible To Let It
Hang Down And The Extent To
Which It Is Recommended
[5453] 42 - (2085) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
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"Allah, Exalted is He, will not
look as the one who lets his
garment drag out of pride."

[5454] ( ... ) A HadIth like that of
Mâlik (no. 5453) was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar from the Prophet
, and he added: "On the Day of
Resurrection."

[5455] 43 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"The one who lets his garment
drag out of pride, Allah will not
look at him on the Day of
Resurrection."
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[5456] (...) A HadIth like theirs
(no. 5455) was narrated from Ibn
'Umar from the Prophet j Lkz,.

[5457] 44 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: The Messenger
of Allah said: "Whoever lets his
garment drag out of pride, Allah
will not look at him on the Day of
Resurrection."

[5458] ( ... ) Ibn 'Umar said: "I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say..." a similar report (as no.
5457).

[5459] 45 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that he saw a
man letting his Izâr drag, and he
said: "Where are you from?" He
told him which tribe he belonged
to and he was from Banü Laith,
and Ibn 'Umar recognized him.
He said: "I heard with my own
two ears the Messenger of Allah
say: 'Whoever lets his garment
drag with no intention but pride,
Allah will not look at him on the
Day of Resurrection."
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[5460] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5459) was narrated from Ibn
'Umar from the Prophet , but in
the HadIth of Abü Yünus it says:
"From Muslim Abu]-Hasan," and
in both their reports it says:
'Whoever lets his Izâr drag,' and
they did not say: 'His garment."

[5461] 46 - ( ... ) Muhammad bin
'Abbâd bin Ja'far said: "I told
Muslim bin Yasâr, the freed slave
of Nâfi' bin 'Abdul-Hârith, to ask
Ibn 'Umar, while I was sitting
between them, did you hear
anything from the Messenger of
Allah
about the one who lets
his Izâr drag out of pride? He
said: I heard him say: 'Allah will
not look at him on the Day of
Resurrection."
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[5462] 47 - (2086) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Umar said: "I
passed by the Messenger of Allah
and my Izâr was trailing. He
said: '0 'Abdullâh, lift up your
Izâr.' So I lifted it up, then he said:
'More.' So I lifted it some more,
and then more and more. One of
the people said: 'Up to where?' He
() said: 'Halfway up the calf."

[5463] 48 - (2087) Ibn Ziyâd
said, I saw Abü Hurairah - when
he was the governor of Bahrain when he saw a man letting his Izâr
drag and saying: "The AmIr has
come, the AmIr has come," he
started striking the ground with his
feet and say: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'Allah will not look
at the one who lets his Izâr drag
out of pride."

[5464] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Shu'bah with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
5463). In the HadIth of Ibn Ja'far
it says: "Marwân used to appoint
Abü Hurairah to govern in his
absence." And in the HadIth of
Ibn Al-Muthanna it says: "Abü
Hurairah used to be appointed in
charge of Al-Madinah."
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Chapter 10. The Prohibition
Against Strutting With Pride,
And Being Amazed With One's
Clothes
[5465] 49 - (2088) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet said: "While a man
was walking, admiring his long
hair and his fine Ridâ', the earth
swallowed him up, and he will
continue to sink down into the
earth until the Day of Resurrection."

[5466] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5465) was narrated from Abü
Hurairah, from the Prophet .

[5467] 50 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abfl Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah said: "While
a man was strutting proudly in his
two Ridâ's, admiring himself,
Allah caused the earth to swallow
him up, and he will continue
sinking into it until the Day of
Resurrection."
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[54681 ( ... ) Ma'mar narrated
that Hammâm bin Munabbih said:
"This is what Abü Hurairah
narrated to us from the Messenger
of Allah a," - and he mentioned a
number of AhadIth, including the
following: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'While a man was
strutting proudly in two Ridâ,"
then he mentioned something
similar (to HadIth no. 5467).
[5469] (...) It was narrated that
Abü Hurairah said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: 'A
man from among those who
came before you was strutting
proudly in a Hullah," then he
(the sub narrator) mentioned a
HadIth similar to theirs.
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Chapter 11. The Prohibition Of
Gold Rings For Men, And
Abrogation Of Their Allowance
After The Beginning Of Islam
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(2089) It was
[5470] 51
narrated from Abü Hurairah,
from the Prophet
, that he
forbade gold rings.

[5471] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated it
with this chain narrators.
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[54721 52 - (2090) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
'Abbâs that the Messenger of
Allah
saw a gold ring on a
man's hand. He took it off and
threw it aside, and said: "Would
one of you go and pick up a live
ember of fire and hold it in his
hand?" After the Messenger of
Allah
had left, it was said to
the man: "Take your ring and
benefit from it (by selling it)." He
said: "No, by Allah, I will never
pick it up when the Messenger of
Allah
has thrown it aside."

44. J13
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[5473] 53 - (2091) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh that the
Messenger of Allah
had a ring
made of gold, and he used to put
its Fass (stone or engraving)
against his palm when he wore it,
and the people did likewise. Then
he sat on the Minbar and took it
off, and said: "I used to wear this
ring and put its Fass next to my
palm." Then he threw it away
and said: "By Allah, I will never
wear it again." And the people
threw away their rings too.
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[5474] ( ... ) This HadIth was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar, from
the Prophet , concerning gold
rings (a narration similar to no.
5473), and in the HadIth of 'Uqbah
bin Khâlid it adds: "He wore it on
his right hand."

[5475] (...) A HadIth like that
of Al-Laith (no. 5473) was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar from
the Prophet , concerning gold
rings.

Chapter 12. The Prophet
Wore A Ring Of Silver On
Which Was Inscribe The
Words 'Muhammad Pasül Allah'
(Mi!iimmad the Messenger of
Allh), Arid The Caliphs Wore
It After He Died
[5476] 54 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
acquired
Messenger of Allah

( ... )—°t [oy]
ft
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a ring of silver which was on his
hand, then it was on the hand of
Abü Bakr, then it was on the
hand of 'Umar, then it was on
the hand of 'Uthmân until it fell
from (his hand) into the well of
ArIs, and its inscription said
Muhammad Raslil Allah."
Ibn Numair said: "Until it fell
into a well," and he did not say,
"from (his hand)."

[5477] 55 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Prophet
acquired a ring of
gold, then he threw it away and
acquired a ring of silver, on
which was engraved 'Muhammad
Rasi2l Allah.' And he said: 'No
one should have an engraving
like this engraving of mine.'
When he wore it, he put the
stone towards his palm, and this
is the ring that fell from the hand
of Mu'aiqIb into the well of
ArIs."

[5478] (2092) It was narrated
from Anas bin Mâlik that the
Prophet ii acquired a ring of
silver, on which was engraved
'Muhammad Rasuil Allah', and he
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said to the people: "I have
acquired a ring of silver and
engraved on it 'Muhammad Rasâl
Allah,' and no one should have
an engraving like this."

[5479] ( ... ) This was narrated
from Anas, from the Prophet ,
but he did not mention in the
HadIth: 'Muhammad Rasâl Allah.'
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Chapter 13. The Prophet
Acquired An (inscribed) Ring
When He Wanted To Send
Letters To The Non-Arabs
[5480] 56 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "When
the Messenger of Allah wanted
to send a letter to the Byzantines,
they (the people) said: 'They do
not read any letter unless it is
sealed.' So the Messenger of Allah
acquired a ring of silver. It is as
if I can see its brightness on the
hand of the Messenger of Allah
, and its inscription said:
'Muhammad RastflAlláh.'
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[5481] 57 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas that the Prophet of
Allah
wanted to send a letter
to the non-Arabs, and it was said
to him: "The non-Arabs do not
read any letter unless it has a seal
on it." So he had a ring of silver
made.
He said: "It is as if I can see its
brightness on his hand."
[5482] 58 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas that the Prophet
wanted to send a letter to
Chosroes, Caesar and the Negus,
and it was said: "They do not
accept any letter without a seal."
So the Messenger of Allah
had a ring made of silver, on
which was engraved: 'Muhammad
Rasâl Allah'.

Chapter 14. Discarding Rings

[5483] 59 - (2093) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that one day he saw a ring of
silver on the hand of the
Messenger of Allah , and the
people made rings of silver and
wore them, then the Prophet
discarded his ring and the people
discarded their rings.
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[5484] 60 - ( ... ) Anas bin Mâlik
narrated that one day he saw a
ring of silver on the hand of the
Messenger of Allah , then the
people had rings of silver made,
and they wore them. Then the
discarded his ring,
Prophet
and the people discarded their
rings.
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[5485] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5484) was narrated from Ibn
Juraij, with this chain of narrators.
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Chapter 15. Silver Ring With
An Abyssinian Stone
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[5486] 61 - (2094) Anas bin
Mâlik said: "The ring of the
Messenger of Allah was made
of silver, and its stone was
Abyssinian."
LS

[5487] 62 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas bin Mâlik that the
Messenger of Allah
wore a
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silver ring on his right hand, in
which was an Abyssinian stone,
and he wore the stone against his
palm.

[5488] ( ... ) A HadIth like that of
Talhah bin Yaya (no. 5487) was
narrated from Yünus bin YazId
with this chain of narrators.

Chapter 16. Wearing Rings On
The Little Finger
[5489] 63 - (2095) It was
narrated that Anas said: The ring
of the Prophet
was on this and he pointed to the little finger
on his left hand.

Chapter 17. The Prohibition Of
Wearing Rings On The Middle
Finger And The One That Is
Next To It
[5490] 64 - (2078) It was
narrated that 'All said: "He" meaning the Prophet - "forbade
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me to wear my ring on this or the
one that is next to it" - 'Asim (one
of the narrators) did not know
which of the two it was - "and he
forbade me to wear QasI, and to sit
on Miyâthir.
Hel l] said: "As for QasI, it is a
striped garment that is brought
from Egypt and Ash-Sham. As
for Miyâthir, that is something
that women used to make for
their husbands' mounts, like AlArjân121 velvet (cushions)."

[5491] ( ... ) It was narrated that
a son of AN Müsâ said: "I heard
'All say..." and he narrated a
similar HadIth (as no. 5490) from
the Prophet

[5492] ( ... ) Abü Burdah said: "I
heard 'Ali bin AbI Tâlib say: 'He'
- meaning the Prophet 4N 'forbade' - or 'he forbade me..."
and he mentioned something
similar (to HadIth no. 5490).
According to a version Al-BukhârI mentioned without a chain (before no. 5838) this is
'Ali giving the definition.
[2]

They say it is "dyed red."
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[5493] 65 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn AbI Burdah said: "Ali
said: 'The Messenger of Allah
forbade me to wear a ring on this
finger" or this one - and he
pointed to the middle finger "and
the one that is next to it."
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Chapter 18. It Is Recommended
To Wear Sandals Etc.
[5494] 66 - (2096) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "I heard
the Prophet
say, during a
campaign that we fought: 'Wear
shoes a great deal, for a man is
still riding, as it were, when he
wears shoes."

Chapter 19. It Is
Recommended To Put Shoes
On The Right Foot First, And
To Take Them Off From The
Left Foot First, And It Is
Disliked To Walk In One Shoe
[5495] 67 - (2097) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"When one of you puts his shoes
on, let him start on the right, and
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when he takes them off, let him
start on the left, and let him wear
them both or take them both
off."

[5496] 68 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah 4Li said: "No
one of you should walk in one
shoe. Let him wear them both, or
take them both off."

[5497] 69 - (2098) It was
narrated that Abü Razin said:
"Abü Hurairah came out to us
and put his hand on his forehead
and said: 'Do you not say to one
another that I am telling lies
about the Messenger of Allah
so that you will be guided while I
go astray? I bear witness that I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: "If the sandal strap of one of
you breaks, let him not walk in
the other until he has fixed it."

[5498] ( ... ) Something similar
(to HadIth no. 5497) was narrated
from Abü Hurairah, from the
Prophet .
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Chapter 20. The Prohibition Of
Ishtimâl As-Sammâ' (Wrapping
Oneself Up Entirely In One's
Garment With No Room For
The Arms To Emerge), 11 And
A1-llztibâ' (Wrapping Oneself
Up) In A Single Garment With
The Legs Drawn Up To The
Belly Exposing Part Of The
Awrah, And The Ruling On
Lying On One's Back With
One Leg On Top Of The Other
(2099) It was
[5499] 70
narrated from Jâbir that the
Messenger of Allah Jç forbade
eating with the left hand, walking
in one shoe, Ishtimâl As-Sammâ',
and Al-Iitibâ' in a single garment,
exposing one's private parts.
-

[5500] 71 ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said" or "I heard
the Messenger of Allah
say -:
'If the sandal strap of one of you
breaks, let him not walk in one
sandal until he has fixed his other
sandal; let him not walk in one
Khuff; let him not eat with his
left hand; let him not do Ihtibâ'
in a single garment, and let him
not do iltihaf As-Sammâ
-

-

'."

[1]

Some of the linguist define it differently.
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[5501] 72 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Jâbir that the Messenger of
Allah
forbade Ishtimâl Asammâ' and Al-Ihtibâ'in a single
garment, with the legs drawn up
to the belly, and (he forbade)
putting one leg on top of the
other when lying on one's back.

[5502] 73 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh narrated that the
said: "Do not walk in
Prophet
one shoe, do not do Ihtibâ' in a
single Izâr, do not eat with your
left hand, do not do Ishtimâl As$ammâ' and do not put one leg
on top of the other when you are
lying on your back."

j55031 74 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh that LL
Prophet
said: "No one of you
should lie on his back then place
one leg on top of the other."
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Chapter 22. The Permissibility
Of Lying Down And Placing
One Leg On Top Of The Other
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[5504] 75 - ( 2100) It was
narrated from 'Abbâd bin
TamIm, from his paternal uncle,
that he saw the Messenger of
Allah
lying on his back in the
Masjid, putting one leg on top of
the other.
[5505] 76 - ( ... ) A similar
report (as no. 5504) was narrated
from Az-ZuhrI, with this chain of
narrators.

Chapter 23. The Prohibition Of
A Man Dyeing From With
Saffron
[5506] 77 - (2101) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that the Prophet
forbade
(dyeing with) saffron. Hammâd
said: "Meaning, for men."
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[5507] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Anas said: "The Messenger of Allah
forbade men (from dyeing
with) saffron."

Chapter 24. It Is
Recommended To Dye White
Hair With Yellow Or Red Dye,
But Black Dye Is Harâm
[5508] 78 - (2102) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "Abü
Quhâfah was brought during the
year of the Conquest or on the
Day of the Conquest, and his hair
and beard were white like hyssop.
He () ordered him, or his
womenfolk were ordered, saying:
'Change this with something."

[5509] 79 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said:
"Abü Qubãfah was brought on
the day of the Conquest of
Makkah, and his hair and beard
were white like hyssop. The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Change this with something, but
avoid black."
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Chapter 25. Differing From
The Jews With Regard To
Dyeing
[5510] 80 - (2103) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "The Jews
and the Christians do not dye
(their hair), so be different from
them."

Chapter 26. The Prohibition Of
Making Images Of Living
Beings, And The Prohibition Of
Using Images That Are Not
Subjected To Disrespect In
Furnishings And The Like; The
Angels (Peace Be Upon Them)
Do Not Enter A House In Which
There Is An Image Or A Dog
[5511] 81 - (2104) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "JibrIl,
, promised to come to the
Messenger of Allah at a certain
hour, and that time came but he
did not arrive. He (the Messenger
) had a stick in his hand which
he threw down and said: 'Allah
does not break His promise, and
neither do His Messengers.' Then
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he turned and saw a puppy beneath
a bed. He said: '0 'Aishah, when
did this dog get in here?' She said:
'By Allah, I do not know.' He
ordered that it be taken out, and
came. The Messenger of
JibrIl
said: 'You made an
Allah
appointment with me and I waited
for you but you did not come.' He
said: 'I was prevented by the dog
that was in your house. We do not
enter a house in which there is a
dog or an image."
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[5512] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abfl Hâzim with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
promised to
5511) that Jibril,
come to the Messenger of Allah
and he (the sub narrator)
mentioned the HadIth, but it was
not as long as the IjadIth of Ibn
AN Hâzim.
,

[5513] 82 - (2105) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin
'Abbãs said: "Maimünah told me
that the Messenger of Allah
got up one morning looking
subdued and Maimünah said: '0
Messenger of Allah, I see a
change in your mood today.' The
said:
Messenger of Allah
'Jibrll promised me that he would
meet me last night, but he did
not meet me. But, by Allah, he
would not break his promise to
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me.' The Messenger of Allah
spent that day like that, then it
occurred to him that there was a
puppy beneath a bed of ours. He
ordered that it be taken out, then
he took some water in his hand
and sprinkled it in the place
where it had been. When evening
came, JibrIl
, met him, and he
said to him: 'You promised that
you would meet me yesterday.'
He said: 'Yes, but we do not
enter any house in which there is
a dog or an image.' The next
morning, the Messenger of Allah
ordered that all dogs be
killed, and he even ordered that
dogs kept for (guarding) small
gardens be killed, but he left the
dogs kept for (guarding) large
gardens."
[5514] 83 - (2106) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs, from
Abü Talbah, that the Prophet
said: "The angels do not enter a
house in which there is a dog or
an image."

[5515] 84 - ( ... ) Ibn 'Abbâs
said: "I heard Abü Talhah say: 'I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: "The angels do not enter a
house in which there is a dog or
an image."
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[5516] (...) A HadIth like that of
Yünus (no. 5515) was narrated
from Az-ZuhrI with this chain of
narrators.

[5517] 85 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Talhah, the Companion
of the Messenger of Allah
,
said: "The Messenger of Allah bt
said: 'The angels do not enter a
house in which there is an
image."
Busr said: "Then Zaid fell sick
after that, and we visited him, and
at his door there was a curtain with
an image on it. I said to 'Ubaidullâh
A1-Khawlâni, who was raised by
Maimünah, the wife of the Prophet
: 'Did Zaid not tell us about
images yesterday?' 'Ubaidullâh
said: 'Did you not hear him when
he said: "Except patterns on
cloth?"
[5518] 86 - ( ... ) Abü Talbah
narrated that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "The angels do not
enter a house in which there is an
image."
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Busr said: "Zaid bin Khâlid fell
sick and we visited him, and in his
house we saw a curtain on which
there were images. I said to
'Ubaidullâh A1-Khawlânl: 'Did he
not narrate to us about images?"
He said: (Yes, but) "He (i.e.,
Zaid) said: 'Except patterns on
cloth; did you not hear him?' I
said: 'No.' He said: 'But he did
mention that."

[5519] 87 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Zaid bin Khâlid A1-JuhnI,
from Abü Talhah Al-AnsârI who
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah
say: 'The angels do not
enter a house in which there is a
dog or images."

[5520] (2107) I (Zaid) came to
'Aishah and said: "This man told
me that the Prophet
said:
'The angels do not enter a house
in which there is a dog or
images.' Did you hear the
Messenger of Allah
say that?"
She said: "No, but I will tell you
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what I saw him do. I saw him go
out on his campaign, and I took a
blanket and hung it over the
door. When he came back and
saw the blanket, I saw displeasure
in his face. He pulled it down
and tore it or cut it, and said:
'Allah has not commanded us to
clothe stones and clay." She said:
"We cut it up and made two
pillows with it, and I stuffed them
with palm fibres, and he did not
criticize me for that."
[5521] 88 - (...) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "We had a
curtain on which there were
images of birds, and when anyone
came in, it would be facing him.
The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Change this, for every time I
come in I see it, and it reminds
me of worldly adornments.' We
had a blanket which we used to
say had a border of silk, and we
used to cover ourselves with it."

[5522] 89 - ( ... ) Ibn Abl 'Adiyy
and 'Abdul-NIA narrated it with this
chain of narrators (a HadIth similar
to no. 5221). Ibn Al-Muthanna said:
"And he" - meaning 'Abdul-A'lâ "added: 'The Messenger of Allah
did not tell us to cut it."
[5523] 90 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The Messenger
of Allah
came from a journey,
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and I had hung over my door a
curtain on which there were
images of winged horses, and he
told me to take it down."

[5524] ( ... ) WakI' narrated it
with this chain of narrators (a
IjadIth similar to no. 5523), and
in the HadIth of 'Abdah it does
not say: He came from a journey.
[5525] 91 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The Messenger
of Allah entered upon me and I
had hung up a thin curtain on
which there was an image. His
face changed color, then he tore
down the curtain and said:
'Among the people who will be
most severely punished on the
Day of Resurrection will be
those who imitate the creation of
Allah."
[5526] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-Qâsim bin Muhammad that
'Aishah told him that the
Messenger of Allah
entered
upon her... a 1-IadIth like that of
IbrâhIm bin Sa'd (no. 5525),
except that he said: "Then he
went to the curtain and tore it
down with his own hand."
[5527] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Az-ZuhrI with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
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5525). In their IladIth it says:
"The people who will be most
severely punished." It does not
say: "Among the people".

[5528] 92 - ( ... ) 'Aishah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
entered upon me and I had
covered a niche of mine with a
thin curtain on which there were
images. When he saw it, he tore
it down, and his face changed
color and he said: '0 'Aishah, the
people who will be most severely
punished by Allah on the Day of
Resurrection will be those who
imitate the creation of Allah."
'Aishah said: "We cut it up and
made one or two pillows from
it."

[5529] 93 - (...) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that she had a cloth
on which there were images,
which she had placed over a
niche. The Prophet
used to
offer prayers facing it, and he
said: "Take it away from me."
She said: "So I tore it up and
made it into cushions."
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[5530] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Shu'bah with this chain of narrators
(aHadIth similar to no. 5529).

[5531] 94 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The Prophet
entered upon me and I had
hung up a blanket on which there
were images. He removed it, and
I took it and made two pillows
out of it."

[5532] 95 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Bukair, that 'AbdurRahmân bin Al-Qâsirn narrated
from his father, from 'Aishah, the
wife of the Prophet , that she
put up a curtain on which there
were images, and the Messenger
of Allah
came in and took it
down. She said: "I cut it up and
made two pillows." A man in the
gathering that day who was called
RabI'ah bin 'Atâ', the freed slave
of Banü Zuhrah, said: "Did you
hear Abü Muhammad say that
'Aishah said: 'The Messenger of
Allah
used to recline on
them?' Ibn Al-Qâsim said: 'No,
but I heard him,' meaning AlQâsim bin Muhammad."
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[5533] 96 - (...) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that she bought a
cushion on which there were
images. When the Messenger of
Allah
saw it, he stood at the
door and did not enter. I recognized
(or she recognized) displeasure in
his face. She said: "0 Messenger
of Allah, I ask Allah and His
Messenger for forgiveness, what
have I done wrong?" The
Messenger of Allah said: "What
is this pillow?" She said: "I bought
it for you to sit on and recline on."
said:
The Messenger of Allah
"The makers of these images will
be punished and it will be said to
them: 'Bring to life that which you
have created." Then he said: "The
house in which there are images is
not entered by the Angels."

[5534] ( ... ) This HadIth was
narrated from 'Aishah. Some of
them (sub narrators) narrated a
more complete IadIth than
others. In the HadIth of Ibn Akhil
-Mâjishün it adds: "She said: 'I
took it and made it into two
cushions, and he used to recline
on them in the house."
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[5535] 97 - (2108) It was
narrated from NO' that Ibn 'Umar
told him that the Messenger of
Allah jg5, said: "Those who make
images will be punished on the
Day of Resurrection, and it will be
said to them: 'Bring to life that
which you have created."

[5536] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn 'Umar from the Prophet ...
a HadIth like that of 'Ubaidullâh,
from Nâfi', from Ibn 'Umar (no.
5535), from the Prophet .

[5537] 98 - (2109) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said: "The
Messenger of Allah Qy, said: 'The
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people who will be most severely
punished on the Day of Resurrection
will be Al-Muawwirân (the imagemakers)."

[55381 ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Mu'âwiyah: "Among the
people of Hell who will be most
severely punished on the Day of
Resurrection will be the imagemakers."
The HadIth of Sufyân is like the
HadIth of WakI' (no. 5537).

[5539] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Muslim bin Subaih said: "I was
with Masrñq in a house in which
there were images of Mariam, and
Masrüq said: 'Are these images of
Chosroes?' I said: 'No, these are
images of Mariam.' Masrüq said: 'I
heard 'Abdullâh bin Mas'üd say:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'The people who will be most
severely punished on the Day of
Resurrection will be the imagemakers."
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[5540] 99 - (2110) It was
narrated that Sa'eed bin AbulHasan said: "A man came to Ibn
'Abbâs and said: 'I am a man who
makes these images; advise me
about that.' He said to him: 'Come
close to me.' So he came closer to
him. He said: 'Come closer to me.'
So he came closer to him, until he
put his hand on his head and said:
'I will tell you what I heard from
the Messenger of Allah . I heard
the Messenger of Allah
say:
"Every image maker will be in
Hell, and for every image that he
made, a soul will be created which
will punish him in Hell."
He said: 'If you must do that,
then make (images of) trees and
inanimate things." Nar bin 'All
approved of itJ11
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[5541] 100 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that An-Nadr bin Anas
bin Mâlik said: "I was sitting with
Ibn 'Abbâs and he was giving
advice but he did not say: 'The
Messenger of Allah
said,' until
a man asked him: 'I am a man
who makes these images.' Ibn
'Abbâs said: 'Come closer,' so the
man came closer. Ibn 'Abbâs
said: 'I heard the Messenger of
" That is because at the beginning of the chain of narration, Imâm Muslim said: "I read
the following before Nasr bin 'AblI AI-JahdamI." And his approval of it, means that he
approved of it, and that it be narrated upon his authority.
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Allah say: "Whoever makes an
image in this world will be
commanded to breathe the soul
into it on the Day of Resurrection,
and he will not be able to do that."

[5542] ( ... ) It was narrated from
An-Nadr bin Anas that a man came
to Ibn 'Abbâs, and he narrated a
similar report (as no. 5541) from
the Prophet .

[5543] 101 - (2111) It was
narrated that Abü Zur'ah said: "I
entered the house of Marwân
along with Abü Hurairah and saw
images therein. He said: 'I heard
the Messenger of Allah iiJj say:
"Allah, Exalted and Glorified is
He, said: 'Who does more wrong
than the one who tries to imitate
My creation? Let them create an
ant, or let them create a grain of
wheat, or let them create a grain
of barley."

[5544] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Zur'ah said: "Abü Hurairah
and I entered a house that was
being built in Al-Madinah for
Sa'eed or for Marwân, and he
saw an image maker making
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images in the house. He said:
'The Messenger of Allah
said..." a similar report (as no.
5543), but he did not say: "or let
them create a grain of barley."
[5545] 102 - (2112) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'The angels do not enter a house
in which there are statues or
images."

(v

Chapter 27. It Is Disliked To
Take Dogs And Bells On A
Journey
[5546] 103 - (2113) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"The angels do not accompany
any group with whom there is a
dog or a bell."

[5547] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Suhail with this chain (a HadIth
similar to no. 5546).

[5548] 104 - (2114) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Bells are the musical instruments
of the Shaitân."
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Chapter 28. It Is Disliked To
Hang Garlands On The Necks
Of Camels
[5549] 105 - (2115) It was
narrated from 'Abbâd bin TamIm
that Abü BashIr Al-AnsârI told
him that he was with the
Messenger of Allah
on one of
his journeys, and the Messenger of
Allah sent an envoy - 'Abdullâh
bin AbI Bakr said: "I think he said:
'When the people were at their
places of rest - (saying): "No camel
is to be left among any group of
people with a garland of sinew" or
"a garland, but it is to be cut off."
Mâlik said: "I think that this
prohibition was for those who do
it for protection against the evil
eye."
Chapter 29. The Prohibition Of
Striking Or Branding Animals
On The Face
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[5550] 106 - (2116) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "The
Messenger of Allah
forbade
striking on the face or branding
on the face."

[5551] ( ... ) Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "The Messenger of Allah
forbade..." a similar report (as
no. 5550).
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[5552] 107 - (2117) It was
narrated from Jâbir that a
donkey that had been branded on
the face passed by the Prophet
and he said: "May Allah curse
the one who branded him."

[5553] 108 - (2118) Ibn 'Abbâs
said: "The Messenger of Allah
saw a donkey that had been
branded on the face and he
denounced that and said: "By
Allah, I will not brand it except
on the part that is farthest from
the face." So he branded it on
the rump, and he was the first
one to brand on the rump.

Chapter 30. The Permissibility Of
Branding Animals Anywhere But
On The Face, And This Is
Recommended In The Case Of
Animals Given As Zakât OrJizyah
[5554] 109 - (2119) It was
narrated that Anas said: "When
Umm Sulaim gave birth, she said
to me: '0 Anas, look at this boy;
he should not be given anything
until you take him to the Prophet
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in the morning so that he may
perform TarnIk for him.' So I
took him in the morning and
found (the Prophet
) in a
garden, wearing a JawnI cloak
and branding the camels that had
been brought to him from the
spoils of war."
[5555] 110 - ( ... ) Anas bin
Mâlik narrated that when his
mother gave birth, they took the
child to the Prophet
so that he
could perform Tai'znIk for him.
They found the Prophet
in a
camel-pen, branding sheep.
Shu'bah said: "As far as I know,
he said: 'On their ears."

[5556] 111 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Shu'bah: "Hishâm
bin Zaid said: 'I heard Anas say:
"We entered upon the Messenger
of Allah
in a camel-pen and
he was branding sheep." He said:
"I think he said: 'On their ears."

[5557] ( ... ) A similar report (as no.
5556) was narrated from Shu'bah
with this chain of narrators.

[5558] 112 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "I saw
a branding iron in the hand of
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the Messenger of Allah , when
he was branding the Sadaqah
(Zakât) camels."
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Chapter 31. It Is Disliked To
Shave Part Of The Head And
Leave Part
[5559] 113 - (2120) It was
narrated from 'Umar bin Nâfi'
narrated from his father, from Ibn
'Umar, that the Messenger of
Allah
forbade Qaza'. He
('Umar) said: "I said to Nâfi';
'What is Qaza'?' He said: 'Shaving
part of a boy's head and leaving
part."

[5560] ( ... ) 'Ubaidullâh narrated
it with this chain of narrators (a
IIadIth similar to no. 5559), and
the explanation in the IjadIth of
Abü Usâmah was attributed to
'Ubaidullâh.

[5561] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5559) was narrated from
'Umar bin Nâfi' with the chain of
narrators of 'Ubaidullâh, and
they gave the explanation in the
HadIth.
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[5562] ( ... ) This was narrated
from Nâfi', from Ibn 'Umar, from
the Prophet .
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Chapter 32. The Prohibition Of
Sitting In The Street; And
Giving The Street Its Rights
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[5563] 114 - (2121) It was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed Alsaid:
KhudrI that the Prophet
"Beware of sitting in the streets."
They said: "0 Messenger of Allah,
we have no other choice but to sit
there and engage in conversation
there." The Messenger of Allah
jL'ii, said: "If you must sit there,
then give the street its rights." They
said: "What are its rights?" He
said; "Lowering the gaze, refraining
from causing annoyance, returning
greetings, enjoining what is good
and forbidding what is evil."
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[5564] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5565) was narrated from Zaid
bin Aslam with this chain.
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(2122) It was
[5565] 115
narrated that Asmâ' bint AbI
Bakr said: "A woman came to
the Prophet
and said: '0
Messenger of Allah, I have a
daughter who is about to get
married, and she caught the
measles and her hair has fallen
out. Can I give her hair
extensions?' He said: 'Allah has
cursed the one who adds hair
extensions and the one who has
them added."
-
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Chapter 33. The Prohibition Of
Adding Hair Extensions, Having
Them Added, Tattooing, Being
Tattooed, An-Nâmisah, AlMutanfimisah,111 Separating
Teeth, And Changing The
Creation Of Allah
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[5566] ( ... ) A HadIth like that of
Abü Mu'âwiyah (no. 5565) was
narrated from Hishâm bin 'Urwah
with this chain of narrators.
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An-Nâmisah is the woman Nâmis, that is the person who removes hair, and some say it
is the hair of the face only, and other say the hair of the eye-brows only. AlMutanâmisah is the woman who has it done by another.
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[5567] 116 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Asmâ' bint AbI
Bakr that a woman came to the
Prophet jLhr and said: "I married
my daughter, but her hair has
fallen out, and her husband loves
her and wants her to look good.
Can I add hair extensions to her
hair, 0 Messenger of Allah?"
But he forbade her to do so.

[5568] 117 - (2123) It was
narrated from 'Aishah that an
AncârI girl got married, and she
got sick and her hair fell out.
They wanted to give her hair
extensions and they asked the
Messenger of Allah
about
that, and he cursed the one who
adds hair extensions and the one
who has that done.

[5569] 118 - (...) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that an AnsârI
woman married her daughter off,
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then she got sick and her hair fell
out. She came to the Prophet
and said: "Her husband wants her
to add hair extensions, can I do
that for her?" The Messenger of
Allah
said: "Those who add
hair extensions are cursed."

[5570] ( ... ) It was narrated from
IbrâhIm bin Nâfi' with this chain
of narrators, and he said: "Those
who add hair extensions are
cursed."
[5571] 119 - (2124) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah
cursed the
one who adds hair extensions and
the one who has them added, and
the one who does tattoos and the
one who has them done.

[5572] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5571) was narrated from
'Abdullâh from the Prophet .

[5573] 120 - (2125) It was
narrated that 'Abdullãh said:
"May Allah curse the one who
does tattoos and the one who has
a tattoo done, the Nâmisah and
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the Mutanâmisah, and those have
their teeth separated for the
purpose of beautification,
changing the creation of Allah."
News of that reached a woman of
Banü Asad who was called Umm
Ya'qüb, who used to read the
Qur'ân. She came to him and
said: "What is this that I have
heard about you cursing the one
who does tattoos and the one
who has a tattoo done, the
Nâmisah and the M'tanâmisah,
and those have their teeth
separated for the purpose of
beautification, changing the
creation of Allah?" 'Abdullâh
said: "Why should I not curse
those whom the Messenger of
Allah
cursed, when it is in the
Book of Allah?" The woman
said: "I have read the Mushaf
(the Noble Qur'ân) from cover to
cover and I did not find it." He
said: "If you had read it you
would have found it." Allah says:
'And whatsoever the Messenger
gives you, take it; and whatsoever
he forbids you, abstain (from
it)J hl The woman said: "I think
that I would see something of
that on your wife now." He said:
"Go and look." So she entered
upu., the wife of 'Abdullâh and
did not see anything. She came to
him and said: "I did not see
anything." He said: "If that were
the case, we would not live with
her."
[1]

A1-Hashr 59:7.
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[5574] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of Jarir (no. 5573) was narrated
from Mansür with this chain of
narrators.

[5575] ( ... ) This HadIth was
narrated from Mansür with this
chain of narrators (a narration
similar to no. 5573) from the
Prophet , without the story of
Umm Ya'qüb.

[5576] ( ... ) A HadIth similar to
theirs (no. 5573) was narrated from
'Abdullâh, from the Prophet .

[5577] 121 - (2126) Abü AzZubair narrated that he head
Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh say: "The
Prophet
forbade women to
attach anything to their head."
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[5578] 122 - (2127) It was
narrated from Humaid bin
'Abdur-Rahmân bin 'Awf that he
heard Mu'âwiyah bin AbI Sufyân,
during the season of Ijajj, say
when he was on the Minbar, and
he held up a hair piece that he
took from his guard's hand: "0
people of Al-Madinah, where are
your scholars? I heard the
Messenger of Allah
forbid
such as this, and he said: 'The
Children of Israel were doomed
when their women adopted such
things."
[5579] (...) A HadIth like that of
Mâlik (no. 5578) was narrated
from Az-Zuhri, except that in the
IjadIth of Ma'mar it says: "The
Children of Israel were punished."

[5580] 123 - ( ... ) Sa'eed bin A]Musayyab said: Mu'âwiyah came
to Al-Madinah and addressed us.
He brought out a bunch of hair
and said: "I did not think that
anyone did this but the Jews. The
Messenger of Allah
heard of
this and he called it falsehood."
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[5581] 124 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Sa'eed bin AlMusayyab that Mu'âwiyah said
one day: "You have introduced
an evil adornment, and the
Messenger of Allah
forbade
falsehood." A man brought a
stick on the end of which was a
cloth, and Mu'âwiyah said: Verily
this is falsehood. Qatâdah said:
"He was referring to women
using the cloth to increase the
volume of their hair."

Chapter 34. Women Who Are
Clothed Yet Naked, Turning
Away From Righteousness And
Leading Others Astray
[5582] 125 - (2128) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'There are two types of the
people of Hell whom I have not
seen, men with whips like the
tails of cattle with which they
strike the people, and women
who are clothed yet naked,
MumIlât Ma 'ilât, (walking with an
enticing gait or turning away
from righteousness and leading
others astray) with their heads
like the humps of camels leaning
to one side. They will not enter
Paradise nor smell its fragrance,
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and its fragrance may be detected
from such and such a distance."
Chapter 35. The Prohibition Of
Wearing A Garment Of
Falsehood Etc., And Pretending
To Have That Which Has Not
Been Given To One
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[5583] 126 - (2129) It was
narrated from 'Aishah that a
woman said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, what if I say that my
husband has given me something
that he did not give me?" The
said: "The
Messenger of Allah
one who pretends to have been
given something that he was not
given is like the one who wears
two garments of falsehood."
[5584] 127 - (2130) It was
narrated from Asmâ' that a
woman came to the Prophet
and said: "I have a co-wife; is
there any sin on me if I pretend
that my husband has given me
something that he did not give to
me?" The Messenger of Allah
said: "The one who pretends to
have been given something that
he was not given is like the one
who wears two garments of
falsehood."
[5585] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Hishâm with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
5584).
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38. The Book Of A1-Adâb

- (rA _.tofl) - V

(Manners And Etiquette)

Chapter 1. The Prohibition Of
Taking The Kunyah AbulQuisim, And The Names Which
Are Recommended
[5586] 1 - (2131) It was
narrated that Anas said: "A man
called out to another man in A]BaqI': '0 Abul-Qâsim!' The
Messenger of Allah
turned to
him. (But) he said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, I did not mean you; I
was calling so-and-so.' The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'You
may call yourselves by my name
but do not call yourselves by my
Kunyah."

[5587] 2 - (2132) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Messenger of Allah jil5,said: 'The
most beloved of your names to
Allah are 'Abdullâh and 'AbdurRahmân."

[5588] 3 - (2133)

It was

'r- 3
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narrated from Sâlim bin Abü Ja'd
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said: "A
boy was born to a man among us,
and he called him Muhammad. His
people said to him: 'We will not let
you call him by the name of the
Messenger of Allah .' He took
his son, carrying him on his back,
and brought him to the Prophet
, and he said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, a boy had been born to me
and I named him Muhammad,
but my people said to me: "We
will not let you call him by the
name of the Messenger of Allah
The Messenger of Allah
said: 'You may call yourselves by
my name but do not call
yourselves by my Kunyah, for I am
Qâsim (distributor), I distribute
(Allah's blessings) among you."
[5589] 4 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said: "A
boy was born to a man among us
and he called him Muhammad. We
said: 'We will not allow you to call
him by the name of the Messenger
of Allfiht, until you consult him.'
So he went to him and said: 'A boy
has been born to me and I called
him after the Messenger of Allah,
but my people refused to call me
after him (i.e., Abü Muhammad)
until I ask permission from the
Prophet
.' He () said: 'You
may call yourselves by my name
but not myKunyah, for I have only
been sent as a Qâsim (distributor),
I distribute (Allah's blessings)
among you."
[5590] ( ... ) It was narrated from
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Husain with this chain (a HadIth
similar to no. 5589), but he did not
mention (the phrase): "For I have
been sent as a Qâsim (distributor), I
distribute (Allah's blessings) among
you.,,
[5591] 5 - (...) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'You
may call yourselves by my name
but do not call yourselves by my
Kunyah, for I am Abul-Qâsim, I
distribute (Allah's blessings) among
you."

[5592] - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Al-A'mash with this chain
of narrators, and he said: "I have
only been appointed as a Qâsim
(distributor), I distribute among
you."
[5593] 6 - (...) It was narrated
from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh that a
boy was born to anAnârI man and
he wanted to call him Muhammad,
so he came to the Prophet and
asked him, and he () said: "The
Ancâr have done well; you may call
yourselves by my name and you do
not call yourselves by myKunyah."

[5594] 7 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh from
the Prophet
... a IladIth like
that of Zakariyyâ. In the IjadIth
of An-Nadr it is narrated that
Shu'bah said: "And Husain and
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Sulaimân added - Husain said:
'The Messenger of Allah
said:
"I have only been sent as a
Qâsim (dis ibutor), I distribute
(Allah's blessings) among you."
And Sulaimân said: "I am only a
Qâsim (distributor), I distribute
(Allah's blessings) among you."

[5595] ( ... ) Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "A boy was born to a man
among us, and he called him AlQâsim. We said: 'We will not call
you Abul-Qâsim, and we will not
give you that pleasure.' He went
to the Prophet if and told him
about that, and he said: (' u
your son 'Abdur-Rabmân."

[5596] (...) A HadIth like that
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of Ibn 'Uyaynah was narrated
from Jâbir, except that he did not
mention (the phrase) 'we will not
give you that pleasure.'

[5597] 8 - (2134) Abü Hurairah
said: "You
said: Abul-Qâsim
may call yourselves by my name
but do not call yourselves by my
Kunyah."

[55981 9 - (2135) It was
narrated that A1-MughIrah bin
Shu'bah said: "When I came to
Najrân, they asked me: 'You
recite (the Verse) '0 sister of
Hârün, 11 but Müsâ came suchand-such a number of years
before 'Eisa.' So when I returned
I asked Allah's Messenger about
that, and he said: 'They used to
name their children after the
Prophets and the righteous who
came before them."

[1]

Mariam 19:28.
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Chapter 2. It Is Disliked To
Use Objectionable Names And
Names Such As Nãfi'
(Beneficial) Etc.
[5599] 10 - (2136) It was
narrated that Samurah bin Jundab
said: "The Messenger of Allah
forbade us from giving our slaves
four names: Aflah (successful),
Rabâb (profit), Yasâr (wealth)
and Nâfi' (beneficial)."
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[5600] 11 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Samurah bin Jundab said:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
'Do not call your boys Rabâb,
Yasâr, Aflah or Nâfi'."
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[5601] 12 - (2137) It was
narrated that Samurah bin Jundab
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'The most beloved of words
to Allah are four: Subhân-Allâh
(Glory be to Allah), Al-1famduLillâh (praise be to Allah), La
ilâha u/allah (none has the right to
be worshipped but Allah) and
Allâhu-Akbar (Allah is most
Great), and it does not matter with
which of them you start. And do
not call your boys Yasâr, Rabâh,
Najih or Aflah, for you will say: 'Is
he there,' and if he is not you will
say: 'No."
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"They are only four, and do not
ask me any more."
[5602] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Mansflr with the chain of Zuhair.
As for the HadIth of JarIr and
Rawh, it is like the HadIth of
Zuhair. As for the HadIth of
Shu'bah, it only mentions the
naming of boys, it does not
mention the four words.

[5603] 13 - (2138) Abü AzZubair narrated that Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "The Prophet
wanted to forbid using the names
Ya'lâ (elevated), Barakah (blessing),
Aflah (successful), Yasâr (wealth),
Nâfi' (beneficial) etc., then I saw that
he remained quiet about them after
that and did not say anything. Then
the Messenger of Allah
passed
away without having forbidden
that. Then 'Umar wanted to forbid
that but then he did not."

Chapter 3. It Is Recommended
To Change Bad Names To
Good Names, And To Change
The Name Barrah To Zainab,
Juwairiyah And The Like
[5604] 14 - (2139) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah
changed
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the name of 'Aiyah (meaning
disobedient) and said: "You are
Jamilah (meaning beautiful)."

[56051 15 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that a daughter
of 'Umar was called 'Aiyah, and
the Messenger of Allah
renamed her Jamilah.

[56061 16 - (2140) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"Juwairiyah's name was Barrah
(meaning pious) and the Messenger
of Allah iJ changed her name to
Juwairiyah. He did not like it to be
said that he had left the company
of a pious woman."

[5607] 17 - (2141) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
Zainab's name was Barrah, and it
was said: "She is praising herself."
So the Messenger of Allah
named her Zainab.
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[56081 18 - (2142) Zainab bint
Umm Salamah said: "My name
was Barrah, but the Messenger of
Allah j$5, named me Zainab."
She said: "Zainab bint Jahsh
joined his () household and her
name was Barrah, but he renamed
her Zainab."

[56091 19 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Muhammad bin 'Amr bin 'Atâ'
said: "I called my daughter Barrah,
but Zainab bint Abi Salamah told
me that the Messenger of Allah
had forbidden this name. (She
said) 'I was given this name, but
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Do not praise yourselves, for
Allah knows best who among you
is pious." They said: "What should
we call her?" He said: "Call her
Zainab."
Chapter 4. The Prohibition Of
The Names Malik Al-Amlâk Or
Malik Al-Mulâk (King Of Kings)
[5610] 20 - (2134) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "The vilest
of names before Allah is that of a
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man who is called Malik AlAmlâk." Ibn Abl Shaibah added
in his report: "There is no King
but Allah, Glorified and Exalted
is He."
Al-Aja'l said: Sufyân said: "It
is like Shahin-shah (a Persian
title signifying "king of kings")."
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[5611] 21 - ( ... ) Ma'mar
narrated that Hammâm bin
Munabbih said: "This is what
Abü Hurairah narrated to us
from the Messenger of Allah "
- and he narrated a number of
AzadIth, including the following:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'The most hated of men before
Allah on the Day of Resurrection,
and the most wretched, and the
most hated to Him, will be a man
who was called Malik Al-A mlâk,
for there is no King but Allah."
Chapter 5. It Is Recommended To
Perform TahnIk For The Newborn
When He Is Born And To Take Him
To A Pius Man To Perform TahnIk
For Him; It Is Permissible To
Name Him On The Day He Is Born,
And It Is Recommended To Use
The Names 'Abdullàh, IbràhIm,
And The Names Of All Other
Prophets, Peace Be Upon Them
[5612] 22 - (2144) It was
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narrated that Anas bin Mâlik said:
"I took 'Abdullâh bin AbI Talhah
Al-AnârI to the Messenger of
Allah
when he was born, and
the Messenger of Allah
was
wearing a cloak and daubing pitch
on a camel of his. He said: 'Do you
have any dates with you?' I said:
'Yes.' I gave him some dates and
he put them in his mouth and
softened them, then he opened the
baby's mouth and put some in his
mouth, and the baby started to
smack his lips. The Messenger of
Allah said: 'How the Ansâr love
dates,' and he named him
'Abdullâh."
[5613] 23 - (...) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "A son
of Abü Talhah fell sick; Abü
Talhah went out and the boy died.
When Abü Talhah returned he
said: 'What happened to my son?'
Umm Sulaim said: 'He is quieter
than he was.' She brought him his
dinner and he ate, then he had
intercourse with her, and when it
was over she said: 'Bury the boy.'
The next morning Abü Talhah
went to the Messenger of Allah
and told him what had happened.
He said: 'Did you spend the night
together?' He said: 'Yes.' He said:
'0 Allah, bless them.' She gave
birth to a boy and Abil Talhah said
to me: 'Take him to the Prophet
[So he took him to the Prophet
ç.] And she sent some dates with
him. The Prophet ii took him and
said: 'Is there anything with him?'
They said: 'Yes, some dates.' The
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Prophet took them and chewed
them, then he took it from his mouth
and put it in the child's mouth and
rubbed it on his palate (TahnIk) and
named him 'Abdullâh."
[56141 ( ... ) This story was
narrated from Anas, like the
HadIth of YazId (no. 5613).

[5615] 24 - (2145) It was
narrated that Abü Müsâ said: "A
son was born to me and I took him
to the Prophet . He named him
IbrâhIm and rubbed his palate
with some dates (TahnIk)."

[5616] 25 - (2146) 'Urwah bin
Az-Zubair and Fâtimah bint AlMundhir said: "Asmâ' bint AbI Bakr
set out when she migrated, and she
was pregnant with 'Abdullâh bin AzZubair. She came to Qubâ' and gave
birth to 'Abdullâh bin Az-Zubair.
When she had given birth, she went
to the Messenger of Allah so that
he could perform TainIk for him.
The Messenger of Allah
took
him from her and put him in his lap,
then he called for a date." 'Aishah
said: "We looked for a while before
we found one. He chewed it, then
he spat it into his mouth, so the first
thing that entered his stomach was
the saliva of the Messenger of Allah
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." Then Asmâ' said: "Then he
patted him and prayed for him and
named him 'Abdullâh. Then when
he was seven or eight years old, he
came and swore allegiance to the
Messenger of Allah Qt,, as AzZubair told him to do that. The
Messenger of Allah
smiled
when he saw him coming to him
and accepted his oath of allegiance
from him."
[56171 26 - (...) It was narrated
from Asmâ' that she became
pregnant with 'Abdullâh bin AzZubair in Makkah. She said: "I set
out when I was in the late stages of
pregnancy, and headed for AlMadinah. I stopped in Qubâ' and
gave birth to him in Qubâ'. Then I
came to the Messenger of Allah
, who put him in his lap and
called for a date. He chewed it
then he spat into his mouth, so the
first thing that entered his stomach
was the saliva of the Messenger of
Allah
. Then he rubbed his
palate with a date then he
supplicated for him and blessed
him. He was the first child to be
born in Islam."
[5618] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Asmâ' bint AbI Bakr A-Siddiq
that she migrated to join the
Messenger of Allah
when she
was pregnant with 'Abdullâh bin
Az-Zubair - and he mentioned a
HadIth like that of Abü Usâmah
(no. 5615).
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[5619] 27 - (2147) It was
narrated from 'Aishah that
infants would be brought to the
Messenger of Allah , and he
would bless them and perform
TahnIk for them.

[56201 28 - (2148) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "We
brought 'Abdullâh bin Az-Zubair
to the Messenger of Allah
so
that he could perform TaznIk for
him. He asked us for a date and
we had a hard time finding one."
[56211 29 - (2149) It was
narrated that Sahl bin Sa'd said:
"Al-Mundhir bin AbI Usaid was
brought to the Messenger of
Allah ; when he was born. The
Prophet
put him on his thigh
and Abü Usaid was sitting there.
The Prophet
was occupied
with some matter so Abü Usaid
ordered that his son be lifted
from the Prophet's thigh and they
took him away. When the
Messenger of Allah. finished
what he was doing, he said:
'Where is the child?' Abü Usaid
said: 'They took him away, 0
Messenger of Allah.' He said:
'What is his name?' He said: 'Soand-so, 0 Messenger of Allah.'
He said: 'No; rather his name is
A1-Mundhir.' So he named him
A1-Mundhir that day."
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Chapter... It Is Permissible To
Give A Kunyah To One Who
Has No Child, Or To A Minor
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[5622] 30 - (2150) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik said:
"The Messenger of Allah
was
the best of people in attitude. I had
a brother who was called Abü
'Umair." - He (the narrator) said:
"I think he said: 'He was a
weanling." - "When the Messenger
of Allah came and saw him, he
said: 'Abü 'Umair, what happened
to the Nughair (nightingale)?' He
used to play with it."

Chapter 6. It Is Permissible To
Say: '0 My Son' To Someone
Other Than One's Son, And It
Is Recommended To Speak
Kindly
[5623] 31 - (2151) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said to me: '0 my son."

[5624] 32 - (2152) It was
narrated that Al-MughIrah bin
Shu'bah said: "No one asked the
Messenger of Allah
about the
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Dajjâl more than I did. He said
to me: '0 my son, why are you so
worried about him? He will never
harm you.' I said: 'They say that
he has with him rivers of water
and mountains of bread.' He
said: 'He is more insignificant
before Allah than that."

[56251 ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ismâ'Il with this chain of narrators
(a IIadIth similar to no. 5624), but
it does not mention in the HadIth
of any of them the words of the
Prophet
to A1-MughIrah: "0
my son," except the HadIth of
YazId (no. 5624).

Chapter 7. Seeking Permission
To Enter A House

- (2153) Abü Sa'eed
A]-KhudrI said: "I was sitting in AlMadinah, in a gathering of the
Ansâr, when Abü Müsâ came to us,
in a panic, or trembling with fear.
We said: 'What is the matter with
you?' He said: "Umar sent for me
to come to him, and I came to his
door and said Salâm three times,

[5626] 33
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but he did not answer me, so I went
back.' He said: 'What kept you from
coming to us?' I said: 'I did come,
and I said Salâm three times at your
door, but you did not answer me, so
I went back, because the Messenger
of Allah
said: "If one of you
asks permission to enter three
times and permission is not given
to him, let him go back." 'Umar
said: 'Bring proof (of the Prophet
saying that), otherwise I will
take you to task.'
Ubayy bin Ka'b said: 'No one
should go with him but the youngest
of the people." Abü Sa'eed said: "I
said: 'I am the youngest of the
people.' He said: 'Go with him."
[5627] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Yazld bin Khusaifah with this
chain of narrators (a HadIth
similar to no. 5626). Ibn AbI
'Umar added in his Hadlth: "Abü
Sa'eed said: 'So I went with him
to 'Umar and I bore witness."
[5628] 34 - ( ... ) Abü Sa'eed AlKhudri said: "We were in a
gathering with Ubayy bin Ka'b,
when Abü Müsâ A1-Ash'ari came,
looking angry. He stood there and
said: 'I adjure you by Allah, did
anyone among you hear the
Messenger of Allah
say:
"Permission is to be sought three
times, then if permission is given
to you, (enter) otherwise go back"?'
Ubayy said: 'Why is that?' He said:
'I asked permission to enter upon
'Umar bin Al-Khattâb three times
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yesterday, but permission was not
given to me, so I went back.' Then I
came to him today and entered
upon him, and I told him that I had
come to him yesterday and said
Salâm three times, then I went
away. He said: "We heard you but
we were busy with something at that
time. Why didn't you keep asking
for permission until permission was
given to you?" He said: "I asked
permission as I heard the Messenger
of Allah & (say we should ask
permission)." He said: "By Allah,
I will beat you on your back and
your stomach if you do not bring
someone to bear witness to that."
"Ubayy bin Ka'b said: 'By Allah,
no one will go with you but the
youngest of us. Get up, 0 AN
Sa'eed!' So I got up and went to
'Umar, and I said: 'I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say that."
[5629] 35 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from AN Sa'eed that AN Müsâ
went to 'Umar's door and asked for
permission to enter. 'Umar said:
"One." He asked permission a
second time and 'Umar said:
"Two." He asked permission a third
time, and 'Umar said: "Three."
Then he went away. 'Umar sent
someone after him to bring him
back. He ('Umar) said: "If this is
something that you learned from
the Messenger of Allah , all well
and good, otherwise I will make an
example of you." AN Sa'eed said:
"He came to us and said: 'Do you
not know that the Messenger of
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Allah il said: "Permission is to be
sought three times?" They started
laughing and I said: 'Your Muslim
brother comes to you upset and
you laugh? Let's go, and I will be
your partner in this trouble.' He
said: 'This is Abü Sa'eed."
[5630] ( ... ) A HadIth like that of
Bishr bin Mufaddal (no. 5629) was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed AlKhudrI, from Abü Maslamah.

[5631] 36 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Ubaid bin 'Umair that Abü
Müsâ asked permission to enter
upon 'Umar three times, and it
was as if he found him busy, so he
went back. 'Umar said: "Didn't we
hear the voice of 'Abdullâh bin
Qais? Let him in." He was called
and he said: "What made you do
what you did?" He said: "That was
enjoined upon us." He said:
"Either you bring us proof for that
or I will do such-and-such." He
went to a gathering of the Anâr
and they said: "No one will bear
witness to that except the youngest
of us." Abü Sa'eed stood up and
said: "This was enjoined upon us."
'Umar said: "I missed out on this
command of the Messenger of
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Allah bt because of my business in
the marketplace"
[5632] ( ... ) Ibn Juraij narrated a
similar report (as no. 5631) with
this chain of narrators, but in the
Hadith of An-Nadr it does not
mention (the phrase): "I missed
out on this command of the
Messenger of Allah because of
my business in the marketplace"
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[56331 37 - (2154) It was
narrated iat Abü Müsâ A]-Ash'arI
said: "Ahf Müsâ came to 'Umar
bin Al-Khattâb and said: 'AsSalâmu alaikum, this is 'Abdullãh
bin Qais,' but permission was not
given to him to enter. He said: 'AsSalâmu 'alaikum, this is Abü Müsâ;
As-Salâmu 'alaikum, this is AlAsh'arI.' Then he left. He ('Umar)
said: 'Bring him back,' so they
brought him back. He said: '0 Abü
Müsâ, why did you go back? We
were busy with something.' He said:
'I heard the Messenger of Allah ,
say: "Permission is to be sought
three times, then if permission is
given to you (go in), otherwise go
back." He said: 'Bring proof of
this, or I will do such-and-such. So
Abü Müsâ went away.'
"Umar said: 'If there is any proof,
you will find it by the Minbar this
evening. If there is no proof, you
will not find it.' When evening came,
he found it. He said: '0 Abü Müsâ,
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what do you say? Did you find it?'
He said: 'Yes, Ubayy bin Ka'b.' He
said: 'He is of good character.' He
said: '0 AN At-Tufail, what does
this one say?' He said: 'I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say that, 0
son of Al-Khattâb, so do not
punish the Companions of the
Messenger of Allah .' He said:
'Sub1fz6n Allah, I heard something
and I wanted to be sure of it."
[5634] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Talbah bin Yabya with this chain of
narrators, except that he said: "He
said: '0 Abul-Mundhir, did you
hear this from the Messenger of
Allah ?' He said: 'Yes, so do not
be a torment to the Companions
of the Messenger of Allah iLgr,, 0
son of A1-Khat0b." And he did
not mention the word of 'Umar;
"Subzân Allah," etc.

Chapter 8. It Is Disliked For
The Person Who Is Seeking
Permission To Say 'Me' When
Asked 'Who Is It?'
[5635] 38 - (2155) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "I came to the Prophet
and called out, and the Prophet
said: 'Who is this?' I said:
'Me." He () came out saying:
'Me? Me?"

[5636] 39 - ( ... ) It was narrated
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that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said: "I
asked permission to enter upon
the Prophet jL and he said:
'Who is this?' I said: 'Me.' The
Prophet ii said: 'Me? Me?"

[5637] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Shu'bah with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
5636). In their HadIth it says: "As
if he disliked that."

Chapter 9. The Prohibition Of
Looking Into A House
[5638] 40 - (2156) Sahi bin
Sa'd As-Sâ'idI narrated that a
man looked through a crack in
the door of the Messenger of
Allah
, and the Messenger of
Allah
had a comb with which
he was scratching his head. When
the Messenger of Allah Q5, saw
him he said: "If I had known that
you were looking at me I would
have poked you in the eye with
it." And the Messenger of Allah
said: "Seeking permission is
enjoined because of looking."
[5639] 41 - ( ... ) Sahi bin Sa'd

—(S4Jt)
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As-Sâ'idI Al-AnsârI narrated that
a man looked through a crack in
the door of the Messenger of
Allah , and the Messenger of
Allah
had a comb with which
he was combing his hair. The
Messenger of Allah
said to
him: "If I had known that you
were looking at me I would have
poked you in the eye with it.
Allah has only enjoined seeking
permission because of looking."
[5640] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of Al-Laith and Yünus (no. 5638)
was narrated from Sahi bin Sa'd,
from the Prophet .

[5641] 42 - (2157) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that a man looked into one of the
apartments of the Prophet
,
and he () got up, with one or
more arrowheads in his hand. It
is as if I can see the Messenger of
Allah
trying to stab him.

[5642] 43 - (2158) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "Whoever looks
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into a house without the people's
permission, it is permissible for
them to put out his eyes."

[5643] 44 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said: "If a
man were to look in at you
without your permission, and you
threw a pebble at him and put
out his eye, there would be no
blame on you."

Chapter 10. An Accidental
Glance
[5644] 45 - (2159) It was
narrated that JarIr bin 'Abdullâh
said: "I asked the Messenger of
Allah
about an accidental
glance and he ordered me to
avert my gaze."

[5645] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5644) was narrated from
Yünus with this chain of narrators.
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In the Name of Allah, the Most
Beneficent, the Most Merciful

39. The Book of The Salâm
(Greeting)

Chapter 1. The One Who Is
Riding Should Greet The One
Who Is Walking, And The
Smaller Group Should Greet
The Larger Group
[5646] 1 - (2160) Abü Hurairah

said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'The one who is riding should
greet the one who is walking, the
one who is walking should greet
the one who is sitting, and the
smaller group should greet the
larger group."

Chapter 2. One Of The Duties
Of Sitting In The Street Is To
Return Salâm
[5647] 2 - (2161) It was narrated
from Isâq bin 'Abdullâh bin AbI
Talhah that his father said: "Abü
Talhah said: 'We were sitting in
the courtyard, talking, when the
Messenger of Allah
came and
stood with us, and said: "Why are
you sitting in the street? Avoid

- (

.Z.t4fl) -
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sitting in the streets." We said: "We
do not mean any harm; we are
sitting and talking." He said: "If you
insist, then fulfill its rights: lowering
the gaze, returning Salâm, and
speaking well."

[5648] 3 - (2121) It was narrated
from Abü Sa'eed Al-KhudrI that
the Prophet
said: "Beware of
sitting in the streets." They said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, we have
no other choice but to sit there and
engage in conversation there.'
Messenger of Allah
said:
"If you must sit there, then give
the street its rights." They said:
"What are its rights?" He said;
"Lowering the gaze, refraining
from causing annoyance, returning
greeting, enjoining what is good
and forbidding what is evil."

[5649] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Zaid bin Aslam with this chain of
narrators (a similar HadIth as no.
5648).
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Chapter 3. One Of The Rights
Of One Muslim Over Another
Is (The Greeting Of) Salâm
[5650] 4 - (2162) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'There are five rights that the
Muslim has over his brother:
Returning the Salâm, replying by
saying Yari!wmuk Allah (may Allah
have mercy on you) to one who
sneezes, accepting an invitation,
visiting the sick and attending
funerals."

[5651] 5 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said: "The
rights of one Muslim over another
are six." It was said: "What are
they, 0 Messenger of Allah?" He
said: "If you meet him, greet him
with Salâm; if he invites you,
accept the invitation; if he asks for
advice, give him sincere advice; if
he sneezes and praises Allah, then

17
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reply to him [say Yartzamuk Allah
(may Allah have mercy on you); if
he falls sick, visit him; and if he
dies, attend his funeral."

18
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Chapter 4. The Prohibition Of
Initiating The Greeting With
The People Of The Book, And
How To Respond To Them
[5652] 6 - (2163) It was narrated
from Anas bin Mâlik that the
Messenger of Allah
said: "If
the people of the Book greet you
with Salâm, say: 'Wa 'alaikum
(and also unto you)."

[5653] 7 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas that the companions
of the Prophet
said to the
Prophet : "The people of the
Book greet us with Salâm. How
should we respond to them?"He
said: "Say: 'Wa 'alaikum (and
also unto you)."

3
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[5654] 8 - (2164) Ibn 'Umar said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'When the Jews greet you, one of
them says; 'As-sâmu 'alaikum
(death be upon you).' So say: 'Wa
'alaik (and also upon you)."

19
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[5655] 9 - ( ... ) A similar report
(as no. 5654) was narrated from
Ibn 'Umar from the Prophet iki,
except that he said: "Say: 'Wa
'alaikum (and also upon you)."

4$
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[5656110- (2165) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "A group of
Jews asked permission to enter
upon the Messenger of Allah
and they said: 'As-Sâmu 'alaikum
(death be upon you).' 'Aishah
said: 'Rather may death be upon
you, and curses.' The Messenger
of Allah
said: '0 'Aishah,
Allah has enjoined kindness in all
things.' She said: 'Did you not
hear what they said?' He said: 'I
said: "And also upon you."

[oo]
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The Book of The Salâm
[5657] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Az-ZuhrI with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
5657). In their HadIth it says:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
'I said: "Upon you." And he did
not mention (the word) 'And.'

[5658] 11 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "Some Jews
came to the Messenger of Allah
and said: 'As-Sâmu 'alaika (death
be upon you), 0 Abul-Qâsim.' He
said: 'Wa 'alaikum (and also upon
you)." 'Aishah said: "I said:
'Rather may death and shame be
upon you.' The Messenger of
said: '0 'Aishah, do not
Allah
be harsh.' She said: 'Did you not
hear what they said?' He said: 'Did
I not respond to what they said? I
said: Wa 'alaikum (and also upon
you)."
[5659] ( ... ) Al-A'mash narrated
it with this chain of narrators (a
HadIth similar to no. 5658), but
he said: "Aishah understood
them and cursed them, but the
said:
Messenger of Allah
'Enough, 0 'Aishah! Allah does
not like harshness and harsh
words." And he added: "And
Allah revealed the words: 'And

20
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when they come to you, they greet
you with a greeting wherewith
Allah greets you not' to the end of
the Verse." 11
[56601 12 - (2166) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "Some Jews greeted
the Messenger of Allah
and
said: 'As-Sâmu 'alaika (death be
upon you) 0 Abul-Qâsim.' He
said: 'Wa 'alaikum (and also upon
you).' 'Aishah got angry and said:
'Did you not hear what they said?'
He said: 'Yes, I heard it and I
responded to them. Our Du'â'
(supplication) against them will be
answered but their Du'a' against
us will not be answered."
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[5661] 13 - (2167) It was
narrated from Abil Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Do not initiate the greeting with
the Jews or Christians, and if you
meet one of them on the street,
drive him to the narrowest part
of it."
[5662] ( ... ) In the narration of
WakI' it was: "When you meet
the Jews." In the narration of Ibn
Ja'far from Shu'bah: "He said
concerning the people of the
Book." And in the narration of
JarIr it says: "If you meet them,"
and he did not mention any of
the people of Shirk.
[11

A1-Mujâdilah 58:8.
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Chapter 5. It Is Recommended
To Greet Children With Salâm
[5663] 14 - (2168) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that the Messenger of Allah
passed by some children and
greeted them (with Salâm).

[56641 ( ... ) Sayyâr narrated it
with this chain of narrators (a
HadIth similar to no. 5663).
[56651 15 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Sayyâr said: "I was walking
with Thâbit A1-BunânI and he
passed by some children and
greeted them with Salâm. Thâbit
narrated that he was walking with
Anas and he passed by some
children and greeted them with
Salâm. Anas narrated that he was
walking with the Messenger of
Allah
and he passed by some
children and greeted them with
Salâm."
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Chapter 6. It Is Permissible To
Give Permission To Enter By
Raising The Curtain Or
Indicating with Some Other Sign
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[5666] 16 - (2169) Ibn Mas'üd
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said to me: 'Your permission to
enter upon me is when the curtain
is raised, or when you hear me
speaking quietly, unless I forbid
you."
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[5667] ( ... ) A similar report (as
was narrated from AlIlasan bin 'Ubaidullâh with this
c iain of narrators.
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Chapter 7. The Permissibility
Of Women Going Out To
Relieve Themselves
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[5668] 17 - (2170) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "Sawdah went
out, after ffij6b had been enjoined
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upon us, to relieve herself. She
was a large woman who stood out
among other women, and she was
recognizable to anyone who knew
her. 'Umar bin Al-Khattâb saw
her and said: '0 Sawdah, by Allah
you cannot hide from us. Be
careful when you go out.' So she
turned back. The Messenger of
Allah
was in my house, eating
dinner, and he had a bone with
meat on it in his hand. She came
in and said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, I went out and 'Umar said
such-and-such to me.' Then the
Revelation of Allah came upon
him, then it ceased, and the bone
was still in his hand; he had not
put it down. He said: Permission
is given to you to go out for your
needs."

[5669] ( ... ) Hishâm narrated it
with this chain of narrators (a
HadIth similar to no. 5668) and he
said: "She was a woman who stood
out among people." And he said:
"He () was eating dinner."
[5670] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Hishâm with this chain of narrators.
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[5671] 18 - (...) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that the wives of
the Prophet
used to go out at
night, if they want to relieve
themselves, to the open fields.
'Umar bin Al-Khattâb used to say
to the Messenger of Allah : "Tell
your wives to conceal themselves."
But the Messenger of Allah did
not do that. Then Sawdah bint
Zam'ah, the wife of the Prophet
, went out one night, and she
was a tall woman. 'Umar called out:
"We recognize you, 0 Sawdah!"
Hoping that the command of -Iijâb
would be revealed.
'Aishah said: "Then Allah revealed
the command of Hzjâb."
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[5672] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5671) was narrated from Ibn
Shihâb with this chain of narrators.

Chapter 8. The Prohibition Of
Being Alone With A Non-Mahram
Woman Or Entering Upon Her
[5673] 19 - (2171) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'No
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man should spend the night in
the house of a non-virgin woman
unless he is her husband or
Mahram."

[5674] 20
(2172) It was
narrated from 'Uqbah bin 'Amir
that the Messenger of Allah
said: "Beware of entering upon
women." An AnsârI man said: "0
Messenger of Allah, what about
the in-law?" He said: "The in-law
is death."

[5675] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Amr bin Al-Hârith, Al-Laith bin
Sa'd, Haiwah bin Shuraih and
others that Yazid bin AbI Habib
told them a similar report (as no.
5674), with this chain of narrators.

[5676] 21 - ( ... ) AkLaith bin Sa'd
said: "The in-law is the brother of
the husband and similar relatives
of the husband such as his cousin
and the like."
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[5677] 22 - (2173) 'Abdullâh
bin 'Amr bin Al-'As narrated that
a group from Banü Hâshim
entered upon Asmâ' bint 'Umais,
then Abü Bakr As-SiddIq came
in. She was married to him at
that time, and he saw them there
and disliked that. He mentioned
that to the Messenger of Allah
and said: "I know nothing but
good (about my wife)." The
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Allah protected her from that."
Then the Messenger of Allah
stood on the Minbar and said:
"After this day, no man should
enter upon a woman whose
husband is absent, unless there
are one or two other men with
him."

_LA

Chapter 9. It Is Recommended
For The One Who Is Seen
Alone With A Woman Who Is
His Wife Or Mahram, To Say:
"This Is So-And-So," To Ward
off Suspicion
[5678] 23 - (2174) It was
narrated from Anas that the
Prophet
was with one of his
wives, and a man passed by him.
He called him and he came, and
he said: "0 so-and-so, this is my
wife, so-and-so." He said: "0
Messenger of Allah, if I were to
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be suspicious about anyone, I
would not be suspicious about
you." The Messenger of Allah
said: "The Sha4ân flows through
man like blood."

[5679] 24 - (2175) It was
narrated from 'All bin Husain
that Safiyyah hint Huyayy said:
"The Prophet
was observing
I'tikâf and I came to visit him one
night. I spoke to him, then I got
up to go back, and he got up with
me to send me back." Her home
was in the house of Usâmah bin
Zaid. Two men of the Ansâr
passed by, and when they saw the
Prophet , they hurried up. The
Prophet
said: "Wait; this is
Safiyyah bint Uuyayy." They said:
"Subhân-Allâh, 0 Messenger of
Allah!" He said: "The Shaitân
flows through man like blood,
and I was afraid that he might
instil some evil (or something) in
your hearts."

[5680] 25 - ( ... ) 'All bin Husain
narrated that Safiyyah, the wife
of the Prophet , told him that
she came to the Prophet
to
visit him when he was observing
I'tikâf in the Masjid, during the
last ten days of Ramalân. She
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spoke with him for a while, then
she got up to go back, and the
Prophet
got up to send her
back. Then he mentioned a
HadIth like that of Ma'mar (no.
5679), except that he said: "The
Prophet
said: 'The Shaifân is
as close to man as his blood.'
And he did not say: 'flows."

Chapter 10. If A Man Comes To
A Gathering And Finds A Space,
Let Him Sit There, Otherwise
Let Him Sit Behind Them
[56811 26 - (2176) It was narrated
from Abü Wâqid Al-LaithI that
while the Messenger of Allah
was sitting in the Masjid, and the
people were with him, three
people came in. Two of them
went to the Messenger of Allah
and one went away. They
stood beside the Messenger of
Allah . One of them saw a
space in the circle and sat down,
and the other sat behind them,
but the third turned and left.
When the Messenger of Allah
had finished, he said: "Shall I not
tell you about these three people?
One of them sought refuge with
Allah and Allah granted him
refuge, the other felt shy so Allah
was merciful to him, and the third
turned away, so Allah turned away
from him."
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[5682] ( ... ) Islâq bin 'Abdullâh
bin AbI Talbah narrated a similar
report with this chain of narrators
(a HadIth similar to no. 5681).

Chapter 11. The Prohibition Of
Making A Man Get Up From A
Place That He Reached First

Z4U4t)—(\
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(2177) It was
[56831 27
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
said: "No one of you
Prophet
should make a man get up from
his place and then sit there."
-

[56841 28 ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet
said: "No man should make
another man get up from his
place and then sit there; rather
accommodate one another and
make room."
-
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[5685] ( ... ) A HadIth like that of
Al-Laith (no. 5683) was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar, from the Prophet
, but they did not mention in
the HadIth (the words): "Rather
accommodate one another and
make room". In the HadIth of Ibn
Juraij it adds: "I said: 'On Friday?'
He said: 'On Friday and at other
times."

[5686] 29 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet
said: "No one of you should
make his brother get up and then
sit in his place."
(The sub narrator said:) If a man
stood up to give his place to Ibn
'Umar, he would not sit there.
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[5687] ( ... ) Ma'mar narrated a
similar report (as no. 5686) with
this chain of narrators.
[5688130 - (2178) It was narrated
from Jâbir that the Prophet
said: "No one of you should make
his brother get up on Friday, then
go and sit in his place. Rather he
should say: 'Make room for me."

:JZ
Chapter 12. If A Man Gets Up
From His Spot Then Comes
Back To It, He Has More Right
To It
[5689] 31 - (2179) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said: "If
one of you gets up" - and in the
HadIth of Abü 'Awânah: "Whoever
gets up" - "from his spot and then
comes back to it, he has more right
to it."

The Book of The Salâm
Chapter 13. Forbidding A
Hermaphrodite From Entering
Upon Non-Mahram Women

33
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[5690] 32 - (2180) It was
narrated from Umm Salamah
that a hermaphrodite was with
her when the Messenger of Allah
was in the house. He said to
the brother of Umm Salamah:
"0 'Abdullâh bin AbI Umayyah,
if Allah enables you to conquer
At-Tâ'if, I will show you the
daughter of Ghailân, for she
shows four folds when facing you
and eight when she turns her
back." The Messenger of Allah
heard him and said: "These
people should never enter upon
YOU."

[5691] 33 - (2181) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "A
hermaphrodite used to enter
upon the wives of the Prophet
, and they regarded him as one
of those who are without desire.
The Prophet
came in one day
when he was with one of his
wives, and he was describing a
woman. He said: "She shows four
folds when facing you and eight
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when she turns her back." The
Prophet
said: "I see that he
knows about these things. He
should not enter upon you." She
said: "(After this) they observed
Hijâb before him."
Chapter 14. It Is Permissible To
Seat A Non-Mahram Woman
Behind One (On A Mount) If
She Is Exhausted On The Road
[5692] 34 - (2182) It was
narrated from Hishâm from his
father, that Asmâ' hint AbI Bakr
said: "Az-Zubair married me and
he did not have anything but his
horse. I used to feed his horse,
look after it for him, and groom
it, and I used to grind date stones
for his camel and feed it, and I
would bring water and repair his
bucket. I used to knead dough
but I was not good at baking it,
so some AnârI neighbors used to
bake it for me, and they were
sincere women. I used to bring
the date stones from Az-Zubair's
land which the Messenger of
Allah
had allocated to him,
carrying them on my head, and it
was two thirds of a parasang
away. I came one day with the
date stones on my head, and I
met the Messenger of Allah
and a group of his Companions.
He called me, then he said: 'Ij,
11th' (to make his camel kneel
down) so that he could make me
ride behind him, but I felt shy
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because I knew of your jealousy."
He (Az-Zubair) said: "By Allah,
for you to carry the date stones
on your head is worse for me to
bear than your riding behind
him." She said: "Then after that
Abü Bakr sent me a servant who
took care of the horse for me,
and it was as if he freed me from
slavery."
[5693] 35 - (...) Asmâ' said: "I
used to serve Az-Zubair in the
house and he had a horse, which I
used to groom, and there was no
part of the service that was harder
for me than looking after the
horse. I used to bring it grass and
look after it, and groom it." He
(the sub narrator) said: "Then she
got a servant. The Prophet .
brought some prisoners of war and
gave her a servant." She said: "She
looked after the horse for me, and
she relieved me of that burden."
A man came to me and said: "0
Umm 'Abdullâh, I am a poor man,
and I want to set up business in the
shade of your house." She said: "If
I allow you, Az-Zubair may refuse.
Come and ask me when Az-Zubair
is present." He came and said: "0
Umm 'Abdullâh, I am a poor man
and I want to set up business in the
shade of your house." She said: "Is
there no place in Al-Madinah
other than my house?" Az-Zubair
said to him: "Why would you
prevent a poor man from doing
business?" He sold things until he
acquired some wealth, then I sold
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our slave woman to him, and AzZubair entered upon me when her
price was in my lap. He said: "Give
it to me," but she said: "I have
already decided to give it in
charity."

Chapter 15. The Prohibition Of
Two People Conversing
Privately To The Exclusion Of
A Third Without His Consent
[5694] 36 - (2183) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah
said: "If
there are three people, two should
not converse privately to the
exclusion of the third."
[5695] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of Mâlik (no. 5694) was narrated
from Nâfi', from Ibn 'Umar, from
the Prophet .
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[56961 37 - (2184) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said: "The
Messenger of Allah said: 'If you
are three, two should not converse
privately to the exclusion of the
third, until some other people join
you, because that will make him
sad."

[5697] 38 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'If
you are three, then two should
not converse privately to the
exclusion of their companion, for
that will make him sad."

[5698] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-A'mash with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
5697).
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Chapter 16. Medicine, Sickness
And Ruqyah
[56991 39 - (2185) It was
narrated from 'Aishah, the wife
of the Prophet , that she said:
"When the Messenger of Allah
fell sick, JibrIl,
, would
recite Ruqyah for him, saying: 'In
the Name of Allah, may He cure
you, from every disease may He
heal you, from the evil of the
envier when he envies and from
the evil of every evil eye."

[5700] 40 - (2186) It was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed that
JibrIl
, came to the Prophet
and said: "0 Muhammad, are
you sick?" He said: "Yes." He
said: "In the Name of Allah I
perform Ruqyah for you, from
everything that is harming you,
from the evil of every soul or
envious eye, may Allah heal you,
in the Name of Allah I perform
Ruqyah for you."

[5701] 41 - (2187) Ma'mar
narrated that Hammâm bin
Munabbih said: "This is what Abü
Hurairah narrated to us from the
Messenger of Allah
He
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mentioned a number of AhadIth,
including this following: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'The
evil eye is real."
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[5702] 42 - (2188) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs that the Prophet
said: "The evil eye is real, and
if anything were to overtake the
Divine Decree, it would be the
evil eye, so when you are asked
to bathe, then do so."11'
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Chapter 17. Witchcraft, Magic
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[5703] 43 - (2189) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "A
spell was cast on the Prophet
until he imagined that he had
done a thing when he had not
done it. One day - or one night the Messenger of Allah
said a
Du'â, then he said a Du'â, then
hL said a Du'â, then he said: '0
'Aishah, do you know that Allah
has responded concerning that
which I asked Him about? Two
men came to me and one of
[1]

Washing the body was a treatment used for the one thought to have given the evil eye.
He would be washed with water, and some of that water would be caught and washed
over the one afflicted. It is reported in authentic narrations in the Sunnah.
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them sat at my head and the
other at my feet. The one who
was at my head said to the one
who was at my feet, or the one
who was at my feet said to the
one who was at my head: "What
is ailing the man?" He said: "He
has been bewitched." He said:
"Who has bewitched him?" He
said: "LabId bin A1-A'sam." He
said: "With what?" He said: "With
a comb, the hair that is stuck to it,
and the pollen of a male date
palm." He said: "Where is it?" He
said: "In the well of Dhü Arwân."
She said: "The Messenger of
Allah jog went to it, with some of
his Companions, then he said: '0
'Aishah, by Allah, its water is like
an infusion of henna and its date
palms are like the heads of
devils."
"I said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
why don't you burn it?' He said:
'No. Allah has healed me, and I
feared that it might bring evil
upon the people. But I ordered
that it be filled in."

[5704] 44 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The Messenger
of Allah was bewitched." Abü
Kuraib quoted the same story, a
HadIth like that of Ibn Numair
(no. 5703), and he said: "The
Messenger of Allah went to the
well and looked into it, and there
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were date palms around it. She
said: 'I said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, bring it out." And he did
not say: "Why don't you burn it?"
And he (the narrator) did not
mention (the words): "I ordered
that it be filled in."
Chapter 18. Poison
[5705] 45 - (2190) It was
narrated from Anas that a Jewish
woman presented some poisoned
lamb to the Messenger of Allah
and he ate some of it. She was
brought to the Messenger of
Allah
and he asked her about
that. She said: "I wanted to kill
you." He said: "Allah will never
give you the power to do that."
Or he said: "to me." They said:
"Shall we kill her?" He said:
"No." He said: "And I continued
to see its effects on the uvula of
the Messenger of Allah ."

[5706] ( ... ) Anas bin Mâlik
narrated that a Jewish woman
put some poison in some meat,
then she presented it to the
Messenger of Allah ... a IladIth
like that of Khâlid (no. 5705).
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Chapter 19. It Is
Recommended To Recite
Ruqyah For One Who Is Sick
[57071 46 - (2191) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "If
one of us fell sick, the Messenger
of Allah would wipe him with
his hand then he would say:
'Take away the pain, 0 Lord of
mankind, and grant healing, for
You are the Healer, and there is
no healing but Your healing, a
healing that leaves no trace of
sickness.'
"When the Messenger of Allah
fell sick and took a turn for
the worse, I took his hand to do
the same as he used to do, but he
pulled his hand away and said: '0
Allah, forgive me and join me to
the Higher Company."
She said: "I looked, and he had
passed away."

[5708] ( ... ) It was narrated from
A]-A'mash with the chain of JarIr
(a HadIth similar to no. 5707).
In the HadIth of Hushaim and
Shu'bah it says: "He wiped him
with his hand." In the HadIth of
Ath-ThawrI it says: "He wiped him
with his right hand." Following the
kladIth of Yaliya from Sufyân from
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Al-A'mash it says: "I narrated it to
Mansür and he told me a similar
report from IbrâhIm from Masrüq
from 'Aishah."

[5709] 47 - ( ... ) It was narrated

from 'Aishah that when the
Messenger of Allah ii visited a
sick person, he would say: "Take
away the pain, 0 Lord of mankind,
and grant healing, for You are the
Healer, and there is no healing but
Your healing, a healing that leaves
no trace of sickness."

[5710] 48 - (...) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "When the
Messenger of Allah
visited a
sick person he would pray for him
and say: 'Take away the pain, 0
Lord of mankind, and grant
healing, for You are the Healer,
and there is no healing but Your
healing, a healing that leaves no
trace of sickness."
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[5711] (...) A HadIth like that of
AN 'Awânah and JarIr (no. 5709)
was narrated from 'Aishah who
said: "The Messenger of Allah
used to..."

[57121 49 - (...) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that the Messenger
used to recite this
of Allah
Ruqyah: "Take away the pain, 0
Lord of mankind, for healing is
in Your hand and none can
relieve it except You."

[5713] ( ... ) A similar report (as no.
5713) was narrated from Hishâm
with this chain of narrators.

Chapter 20. Reciting AlMu'awwidhát As Ruqyah For The
Sick, And Blowing Over Them
[5714150 - (2192) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "If one of his
family fell sick, the Messenger of
Allah
would blow over him
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and recite Al-Mu 'awwidhât. When
he fell sick with his final illness, I
started to blow over him and
wipe him with his own hand,
because it was more blessed than
my hand."

[5715] 51 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aishah: "When he was sick,
the Prophet
would recite AlMu 'awwidhât and blow over himself.
When his pain got worse, I would
recite over him and wipe his hand
over him, seeking its blessing."

[5716] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 5715) was narrated from Ibn
Shihâb with the chain of Mâlik,
but it does not say in the IjadIth of
any of them: 'Seeking its blessing,'
except in the HadIth of Mâlik. In
the IjadIth of Yünus and Ziyâd it
fell
says: "When the Prophet
sick he would blow over himself
and recite Al-Mu 'awwidhât, and he
would wipe his hand over himself."
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[5717] 52 - (2193) It was narrated
from 'Abdur-Rahmân bin AlAswad that his father said: "I asked
'Aishah about Ruqyah, and she
said: 'The Messenger of Allah J
f
granted a concession allowing a
family among the Ancâr to recite
Ruqyah for every type of poison.

[5718] 53 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The Messenger
of Allah
granted a concession
to a family among the Anâr to
recite Ruqyah for every type of
poison."
[5719] 54 - (2194) It was
narrated from 'Aishah that if
someone fell sick or suffered an
ailment or injury, the Messenger
of Allah
would do this with
his finger - Sufyân (a narrator)
put his forefinger on the ground
then raised it - and the Prophet
said: "In the Name of Allah,
with the dust of our land and the
spittle of one of us, our sick one
will be healed, by the leave of our
Lord."
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Chapter 21. It Is Recommended
To Recite Ruqyah For The Evil
Eye, Pustules, And Stings

[5720155 - (2195) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that the Messenger of
Allah j; used to tell her to recite
Ruqyah for protection against the
evil eye.
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[5721] ( ... ) Mis'ar narrated a
similar HadIth (as no. 5720) with
this chain of narrators.

[oy]

[5722] 56 ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The Messenger
of Allah ç used to tell me to
recite Ruqyah for protection against
the evil eye."
-
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[5723] 57 - (2196) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik said
concerning Ruqyah: "It is allowed
in the case of stings, pustules and
the evil eye."

[5724] 58 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas said: "The Messenger
of Allah
granted permission
allowing Ruqyah in the case of
the evil eye, stings and pustules."

[5725] 59 - (2197) It was
narrated from Umm Salamah, the
wife of the Prophet , that the
Messenger of Allah
said to a
young girl in her house on whose
face he saw yellow marks: "She is
affected by the evil eye; recite
Ruqyah for her."
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[5726] 60 - (2198) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "The Prophet ij
granted permission to the family
of Hazm to recite Ruqyah for
snake bite. He () said to Asmâ'
bint 'Umais: 'Why do I see my
brother's children looking so thin?
Are they in need?' She said: 'No,
but the evil eye has affected them.'
He said: 'Recite Ruqyah for them.'
She said: 'So I recited it for him,
and he said: 'Recite it as Ruqyah
for them."
[5727] 61 - (2199) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "The Prophet
granted permission to Banü 'Amr
allowing Ruqyah for snake bites."
Abü Az-Zubair said: "And I
heard Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh say: 'A
man was stung by a scorpion when
we were sitting with the Messenger
of Allah , and a man said: "0
Messenger of Allah, shall I recite
Ruqyah?" He said: 'Whoever
among you can benefit his brother,
let him do so."

[5728] ( ... ) Ibn Juraij narrated a
similar report (as no. 5227) with
this chain of narrators except that
he said: "A man among the people
said: 'Shall I Recite Ruqyah for
him, 0 Messenger of Allah?"
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[5729] 62 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "I had a maternal
uncle who used to recite Ruqyah
for scorpion stings, then the
forbade
Messenger of Allah
Ruqyah. He came to him and
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, you
have forbidden Ruqyah but I
recite Ruqyah for scorpion stings.'
He said: 'Whoever among you
can benefit his brother, let him
do so."
[5730] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5729) was narrated from AlA'mash with this chain of narrators.
[5731] 63 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "The Messenger
forbade Ruqyah, then
of Allah
the family of 'Amr bin Hazm
came to the Messenger of Allah
and said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, we had a Ruqyah that we
used to recite for scorpion stings,
but you have forbidden Ruqyah.'
They recited it to him and he
said: 'I do not see anything wrong
with it. Whoever among you can
benefit his brother, let him do
so."
Chapter 22. There Is Nothing
Wrong With Ruqyah That Does
Not Involve Shirk
[5732] 64 - (2200) It was
narrated that 'Awf bin Mâlik AlAsjja'I said: "We used to recite
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Ruqyah during the Jâhiliyyah, and
we said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
what do you think about that?'
He said: 'Present your Ruqyah to
me. There is nothing wrong with
a Ruqyah that does not involve
Shirk."

Chapter 23. The Permissibility
Of Accepting A Reward For
Reciting Ruqyah With Qur'àn
And Du'â' (Supplications)
[5733] 65 - (2201) It was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed A]KhudrI that a group of the
Companions of the Prophet
set out on a journey and traveled
until they stopped near one of
the Arab tribes. They asked them
for hospitality but they refused to
host them. Then they asked
them: "Is there anyone among
you who knows how to do
Ruqyah?" Because the leader of
that tribe had been stung or had
fallen ill. A man among them
said: "Yes." So he went to him
and performed Ruqyah for him
by reciting the Opening of the
Book (i.e., Sârat Al-Fâtihah). The
man recovered and he was given
a flock of sheep, but he refused
to accept them and said: "Not
until I tell the Prophet
about
that." So he came to the Prophet
and told him about that. He
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said: "0 Messenger of Allah, by
Allah, I did not recite anything
but the Opening of the Book as
Ruqyah for him." He smiled and
said: "How did you know that it
is a Ruqyah?" Then he said:
"Accept (the sheep) from them
and give me a share with you."
[5734] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Bishr with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
5733), and he said in the HadIth:
"He started to recite the Essence
of the Qur'ân (Al-Fâtihah) and
he collected his spittle and blew
it, and the man recovered."
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[5735] 66 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Sa'eed Al-Khudrl said:
"We made a stop and a woman
came and said: 'The chief of our
tribe is ill, he has been stung. Is
there anyone among you who can
perform Ruqyah?' A man among
us got up and went with her, and
we did not think that he was good
at performing Ruqyah. He recited
the Opening of the Book as a
Ruqyah for him, and he recovered.
They gave us some sheep and gave
us milk to drink. We said: 'Are you
good at performing Ruqyah?' He
said: 'I did not recite anything for
Ruqyah but the Opening of the
Book.' I said: 'Do not move them
(the sheep) until we come to the
Prophet
' We came to the
and told him about
Prophet
that, and he said: 'How did he
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know that it is a Ruqyah? Distribute
them and give me a share with
you.,,,

[5736] ( ... ) Hishâm narrated a
similar report (as no. 5735) with
this chain of narrators, but he said:
"A man got up and went with her,
and we did not think that he was
one who could perform Ruqyah."

Chapter 24. It Is
Recommended To Put One's
Hand On The Site Of The Pain
When Supplicating
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[5737] 67 - (2202) It was narrated
from 'Uthmân bin Abul-'As AthThaqafi that he complained to the
Messenger of Allah about some
pain that he had felt in his body
since he became Muslim. The
Messenger of Allah said to him:
"Put your hand on the part of your
body that hurts and say: 'Bismillâh
(in the Name of Allah)' three
times, then say seven times: 'I seek
refuge in Allah and His Power
from the evil of what I find and I
fear."
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Chapter 25. Seeking Refuge
With Allah From The Devil
Who Whispers During Prayer
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[57381 68 - (2203) It was
narrated that 'Uthmân bin Abuland
',ks came to the Prophet
said: "0 Messenger of Allah, the
Shaitân interferes between me
and my prayer and my recitation,
and he makes me confused. The
said:
Messenger of Allah
'That is a devil called Khinzab. If
you feel that, then seek refuge
with Allah from him and blow
spittle to your left three times.'
He said: 'I did that and Allah
took him away from me."

[5739] (...) It was narrated from
'Uthmân bin Abul-'As that he
came to the Prophet ... and he
mentioned a similar report (as
no. 5738), but in the HadIth of
Sâlim bin NO it does not say:
"Three times."

[5740] (...) It was narrated that
'Uthmân bin Abu]-'As Ath-Thaqafl
said: "I said: '0 Messenger of
Allah..." then he mentioned a
similar HadIth.
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Chapter 26. For Every Disease
There Is A Remedy, And It Is
Recommended To Treat Disease
[5741] 69 - (2204) It was narrated
from Jâbir that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "For every disease
there is a remedy, and when the
remedy is applied to the disease, it
is healed by Allah's Leave."

157421 70 - (2205) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh visited Al-Muqanna'
(when he was sick) then he said:
"I will not depart until you are
treated with cupping, for I heard
the Messenger of Allah
say:
'In it there is healing."

[5743] 71 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Asim bin 'Umar bin Qatãdah
said: "Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh came to
us in our home along with another
man who was suffering from an
abscess or a wound. He said:
'What ails you?' He said: 'An
abscess that is causing me pain.'
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He said: '0 young boy, bring me a
cupper.' He said to him: 'What
will you do with the cupper, 0
'Abdullâh?' He said: 'I want him
to treat him with cupping tools.'
He said: 'By Allah, if flies land on
me or if a piece of cloth touches
me, it hurts me a great deal.'
When he saw that he was feeling
anxious about that he said: 'I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: "If there is any good in your
remedies it is in the incision of
the cupper, or a drink of honey,
or cauterization with fire." The
said: "But
Messenger of Allah
I would not like to be cauterized."
He brought a cupper and he made
an incision, and the pain he had
went away."
[57441 72 - (2206) It was narrated
from Jâbir that Umm Salamah
asked the Messenger of Allah
for permission for cupping, and
told Abil Taibah
the Prophet
to treat her with cupping.
He said: "I think he said: 'He was
her brother through breastfeeding,
or a young boy who had not
reached puberty."

[57451 73 - (2207) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "The Messenger of
sent a doctor to Ubayy
Allah
bin Ka'b, and he cut a vein then
he cauterized it."
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[5746] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-A'mash with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
5745), but he did not mention:
"He cut a vein."

[5747] 74 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "Ubayy was
wounded in his medial arm vein
on the day of (the battle of) AlAhzâb, and the Messenger of
Allah
cauterized it."

[5748] 75 - (2208) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "Sa'd bin
Mu'âdh was wounded in his
medial arm vein, and the Prophet
cauterized it with his own
hand, using an iron rod. Then it
swelled up and he cauterized it
again."

[5749] 76 - (1202) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
the Prophet
was treated with
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cupping, and he gave the cupper
his fee, and he took some
medicine through his nose.

[5750] 77 - (1577) It was
narrated that 'Amr bin 'Amir AlAnsârI said: "I heard Anas bin
Mâlik say: 'The Messenger of Allah
was treated with cupping and
he did not withhold payment from
anyone."

[5751] 78 - (2209) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet
said: "Fever is from the heat
of Hell, so cool it down with
water."

[5752] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet
said: "High fever is from the heat
of Hell, so cool it down with
water."
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[5753] 79 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Messenger
of Allah said: "Fever is from the
heat of Hell, so extinguish it with
water."

[5754] 80 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Messenger
of Allah said: "Fever is from the
heat of Hell, so extinguish it with
water."

[5755] 81 - (2210) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that the Messenger
of Allah
said: "Fever is from
the heat of Hell, so cool it down
with water."

[5756] ( ... ) A similar report (as no.
5755) was narrated from Hishâm
with this chain of narrators.
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[5757] 82 - (2211) It was narrated
from Asmâ' that a woman who was
running a high fever was brought to
her. She called for some water and
sprinkled it in the neckline of her
garment and said: "The Messenger
of Allah said: 'Cool it down with
water.' And he said: 'It is from the
heat of Hell."

[5758] (...) In the HadIth of Ibn
Numair (no. 5757) it says: "She
sprinkled water in the neckline of
her garment." It does not say in
the HadIth of Abü Usâmah: "It is
from the heat of Hell."

[5759] 83 - (2212) It was narrated
that Râfi' bin Khadlj said: "I heard
the Messenger of Allah
say:
'Fever is from the intense heat of
Hell, so cool it down with water."

[5760] 84 - ( ... ) Râfi' bin KhadIj
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah
say: 'Fever is from the
intense heat of Hell, so cool it
down with water."
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Chapter 27. It Is Disliked To
Administer Medicine In The
Side Of The Mouth Forcibly
[5761] 85 - (2213) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "We
administered medicine to the
Messenger of Allah
in the side
of his mouth when he was sick,
and he indicated to us that we
should not do that. But we said it
is just the objection of the sick
person to the medicine. When he
recovered he said: 'There is no
one among you who should not
have medicine administered in
the side of his mouth, except A]'Abbâs, as he was not present
with you."
Chapter 28. Treatment With
Indian Aloeswood, Which Is
Costmary
[5762] 86 - (287) It was
narrated that Umm Qais bint
Mihsan, the sister of 'Ukâshah
(bin Mihsan), said: "I brought a
son of mine to the Messenger of
Allah
who was not yet eating
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food, and he urinated on him,
and he called for some water and
sprinkled it over it.

[5763] (2214) She (Umm Qais
bint Mihsan) said: "I brought a son
of mine to him and I had squeezed
his uvula to relieve the swelling. He
said: 'Why do you squeeze your
children's uvulas like this? You
should use this Indian aloeswood,
for in it there are seven cures,
including pleurisy. It should be
administered through the nose for
swelling in the uvula and in the side
of the mouth for pleurisy."
[5764] 87 - ( ... ) 'Ubaidullâh bin
'Abdullâh bin 'Utbah bin Mas'üd
narrated that Umm Qais hint
Mihsan, who was one of the earliest
Muhâfir women who had sworn
allegiance to the Messenger of
Allah , and who was the sister of
'Ukâshah bin Mihsan, one of Banü
Asad bin Khuzaimah, told him that
she brought a son of hers, who had
not reached the age of eating food,
to the Messenger of Allah
She
had squeezed his uvula to relieve
swelling - Yflnus (a narrator) said:
"She had squeezed his uvula
because she was afraid it might
have swollen" - she said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'Why
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do you squeeze your children's
uvulas like this? You should use
this Indian aloeswood - meaning
costmary - for in it there are seven
cures, including pleurisy."
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[5765] (287) 'Ubaidullâh said:
And she (Umm Qais bint Mihsan)
narrated that that son of hers
urinated in the lap of the Messenger
of Allah . The Messenger of
Allah called for some water and
he sprinkled it on the urine, and he
did not wash it thoroughly.
Chapter 29. Treating Sickness
With The Black Seed
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[5766] 88 - (2215) AN Hurairah
narrated that he heard the
Messenger of Allah ii say: "In the
black seed there is healing for
every disease, except death."

[5767] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of 'Uqail (no. 5766) was narrated
from Abü Hurairah, from the
Prophet
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[5768] 89 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"There is no disease but there is
a cure for it in the black seed,
except death."

Chapter 30. Ta1bInah'1 Gives
Comfort To The Sick Person
[5769] 90 - (2216) 'Urwah
narrated from 'Aishah that if
anyone died among her family,
and the women gathered, when
everyone had left but her own
family and close friends, 'Aishah
' TalbInah: A soup made from flour or bran.
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the wife of the Prophet
would
order that a pot of TalbInah be
cooked, then that some TharId be
made and the TalbInah poured
over it, then she would say: "Eat
it, for I heard the Messenger of
Allah
say: 'TalbInah brings
comfort to the sick person and it
lessens grief."
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Chapter 31. Treating Sickness
With A Drink Of Honey
[5770] 91 - (2217) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed AlKhudrI said: "A man came to the
Prophet iA and said: 'My brother's
bowels are loose.' The Messenger
of Allahii said: 'Give him honey
to drink.' He gave him honey, then
he came and said: 'I gave him
honey to drink but it only made
the problem worse.' He said it to
him three times, then he came the
fourth time and he (j) said: 'Give
him honey to drink.' He said: 'I did
that before and it only made it
worse.' The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Allah speaks the Truth and
your brother's bowels are lying.'
Then he gave him honey to drink
and he recovered."
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[5771] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Sa'eed A1-KhudrI that a
man came to the Prophet and
said: "My brother has an upset
stomach." He said to him: "Give
him honey to drink," a -IadIth
like that of Shu'bah (no. 5770).

Chapter 32. About The Plague,
Ill Omens, Soothsaying And
The Like
[5772] 92 - (2218) It was narrated
from 'Amir bin Sa'd bin AbI
WaqqAs that he heard his father
asking Usâmah bin Zaid: "What did
you hear from the Messenger of
Allah
about the plague?"
Usâmah said: "The Messenger of
Allah ç said: 'The plague is a
calamity (or a punishment) that
was sent upon the Children of
Israel, or upon those who came
before you. If you hear of it in
some land, do not go there, and if
it breaks Out in a land where you
are, do not leave, fleeing from it."
Abü An-Nadr said: "Do not
leave, except to flee from it."
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[5773] 93 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Usâmah bin Zaid said: "The
Messenger of Allah 4 said: 'The
plague is a sign of punishment
with which Allah tests some of
His slaves. If you hear of it, do
not enter (the land where it is),
and if it breaks out in a land
where you are, do not flee from
ii-

[5774] 94 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Usâmah said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'This plague is a
punishment that was sent upon
those who came before you, or
upon the Children of Israel. If it is
present in a land (where you are),
do not depart from it, fleeing from
it, and if it is in a land, do not go
there."

[5775] 95 - ( ... ) 'Amir bin Sa'd
narrated that a man asked Sa'd
bin Abi WaqqAs about the plague.
Usâmah bin Zaid said: "I will tell
you about it. The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'It is a torment or
a punishment that Allah sent
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upon some of the Children of
Israel, or some people who came
before you. If you hear of it in
some land, do not go there, and
if it comes upon you, do not
leave, fleeing from it."

[5776] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 5775) was narrated from
'Amr bin DInâr with the chain of
Ibn Juraij.

[5777] 96 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Usâmah bin Zaid that the
Messenger of Allah
said: "This
pain or this sickness (meaning
plague) is a punishment with
which some of the nations who
came before you were punished,
then it remained on earth after
that, coming and going from time
to time. Whoever hears of it in
some land should not go there,
and whoever is in a land where it
breaks out should not leave,
fleeing from it."
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[5778] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 5777) was narrated from AzZuhrI with the chain of Yünus.

[5779] 97 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Habib said: "We were in A]Madinah and we heard that the
plague had broken out in AlKiIfah. 'Atâ' bin Yasâr and others
told me that the Messenger of
Allah
said: 'If you are in a land
where the plague breaks out, do
not leave, and if you hear that it is
in some land, do not go there.' I
said: 'From whom (did you hear
this)?' He said: 'From 'Amir bin
Sa'd who narrated it.' I went to
him and they said: 'He is away.'
But I met his brother IbrâhIm bin
Sa'd and I asked him. He said: 'I
was present when Usâmah narrated
it to Sa'd. He (Usâmah) said: "I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: 'This disease is a calamity and
a punishment, or the remainder of
a punishment, with which some of
those who came before you were
punished. If it breaks out in a land
where you are, do not leave it, and
if you hear that it is in a land, do
not go there."
Habib said: "I said to IbrâhIm:
'Did you hear Usâmah narrate it
to Sa'd, and he did not deny it?'
He said: 'Yes."
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[5780] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated it
with this chain of narrators (a
HadIth similar to no. 5779), except
that he did not mention the story
of 'A;â' bin Yasâr at the beginning
of the HadIth.
[5781] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Sa'd bin Mâlik, Khuzaimah bin
Thâbit and Usâmah bin Zaid said:
The Messenger of Allah
said...
HadIth
like
that
of
Shu'bah
(no.
a
5779).
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[5782] ( ... ) It was narrated that
IbrâhIm bin Sa'd bin AN Waqqâ
said: "Usâmah bin Zaid and Sa'd
were sitting and talking, and they
said: 'The Messenger of Allah
said..." a similar HadIth (as no.
5779).
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[5783] (...) A HadIth like theirs
(i.e., Usâmah bin Zaid and Sa'd,
no. 5779) was narrated from
IbrâhIm bin Sa'd bin Málik, from
his father, from the Prophet .

[5784] 98 - (2219) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
'Abbâs that 'Umar bin A]-Khattâb
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set out for Ash-Sham, and when
he was in Sargh he was met by the
commanders of the troops, Abü
'Ubaidah bin A1-Jarrâh and his
companions, who told him that
pestilence had broken out in AshSham.
Ibn 'Abbâs said: "Umar said: 'Call
the first MuhâjirIn for me.' So I
called them, and he consulted them
and told them that pestilence had
broken out in Ash-Sham. They had
a difference of opinion. Some of
them said: 'You have come out for
a purpose and we do not think that
you should go back.' Some said:
'You have the remainder of the
people and the Companions of the
Messenger of Allah
with you;
we do not think that you should
continue with them to where this
pestilence is.' He said: 'You may
go.' Then he said: 'Call the Ancâr
for me,' so I called them for him,
and he consulted them, and they
did the same as the MujâhirIn had
done, and had the same difference
of opinion. He said: 'You may go.'
Then he said: 'Call for me those
'ho are here of the elders of the
Quraish who migrated after the
co quest of Makkah. I called them
and no two men among them
differed. They said: 'We think that
you should go back with the
people and not take them to where
this pestilence is.' 'Umar called
out to the people: 'In the morning
I will be mounted, so get on your
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mounts in the morning.' Abü
'Ubaidah bin Al-Jarrâh said: 'Are
you fleeing from the Decree of
Allah?' 'Umar said: 'Would that
someone other than you had said
that, 0 Abü 'Ubaidah' - because
'Umar did not like to disagree with
him -'Yes, we are fleeing from the
Decree of Allah to the Decree of
Allah. Do you think that if you had
camels and they came down into a
valley that had two sides, one that
was green and verdant and one
that was barren, and you took
them to graze in the verdant side,
would that not be by the Decree of
Allah? And if you took them to
graze on the barren side, would
that not also be by the Decree of
Allah?' Then 'Abdur-Rahmân bin
'Awf came, who had been absent
on some errand, and said: 'I have
some knowledge about that. I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: "If you hear that it (the
plague) is in a land, do not go
there, and if it breaks out in a land
where you are, do not leave,
fleeing from it."
'Umar bin Al-Khattâb praised
Allah, then he went back.
[5785] 99 - ( ... ) Ma'mar narrated
with this chain of narrators a
HadIth like that of Mâlik (no.
5784), and in the IadIth of
Ma'mar it adds: "And he (i.e.,
'Umar bin Al-Khattâb) said to
him: 'Do you think that if he took
them to graze in the barren part
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and not the verdant part, that this
would be a shortcoming?' He said:
'Yes.' He said: 'Then move on.' So
he traveled until he came to A]Madinah, and he said: 'This is the
right place,' or he said: 'This is the
destination, if Allah, the Exalted,
wills."'

[57861 ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn Shihâb with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
5784).

[5787] 100 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
'Amir bin RabI'ah that 'Umar set
out for Ash-Sham, but when he
came to Sargh he heard that
pestilence had broken out in
Ash-Sham. 'Abdur-Rahmãn bin
'Awl told him that the Messenger
of Allah
said: "If you hear of
it breaking out in some land, do
not go there, and if it breaks out
in a land where you are, do not
leave, fleeing from it." So 'Umar
bin Al-Khattâb returned from
Sargh.
It was narrated from Ibn Shihâb
from Sâlim bin 'Abdullâh that
'Umar went back with the
people.
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Chapter 33. There Is No
'Adwâ, 11 No Tiyarah (Evil
Omens),121 No Htimah, E 31 No
Safar, 4' No Nawa', 51 And No
Ghoul, 61 And No Sick Camel
Should Be Brought To A
Healthy Camel
[5788] 101 - (2220) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
when the Messenger of Allah
said: "There is no 'Adwâ, no $afar
and no Hâmah," a Bedouin said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, what
about camels that are running
about in the sand like deer, then a
mangy camel comes to them and
they all get infected?" He said:
"Who infected the first one?"
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Meaning one will not automatically be infected by another's ailment, rather only if Allah
has decreed it.
[2] Evil omens derived mostly from the flight of birds.
[3] Scholars mention different meanings for this pre-Islamic belief: It is a worm that comes
out of the murdered person's head seeking vengeance; it refers to the owl which was
considered a bad omen if seen in certain circumstances; or it was a bird that came from
the bones of a dead person which would fly away. See Fat/i Al-BârI and An-Nihâyah.
[4[
Safar it refers to the tape worm or a similar parasite. The Arabs used to say that it was
more contagious than leprosy. So the negation was not of its existence, but of the
superstitions surrounding it. There are also other sayings defining it, see no. 5797 and
for more see Fat/i A1-BârI, Chapter 25 in the Book of Medicine.
151 The belief that a star's position brings rain.
[6]
Most of the scholars explain that it refers to a certain type of Jinn that murders travelers
during the night after leading them astray on their journey.
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[5789] 102 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn Shihâb: "Abü Salamah
bin 'Abdur-Rahmân and others
told me that Abü Hurairah said:
'The Messenger of Allah kt said:
"There is no 'Adwâ, no Tiyarah, no
Safar and no Hâmah." A Bedouin
said: "0 Messenger of Allah..." a
HadIth like that of Yünus (no.
5788).

[5790] 103 - ( ... ) Abfl Hurairah
said: "The Prophet said: 'There
is no 'Adwâ.' A Bedouin stood
up..." and he (the sub narrator)
mentioned a HadIth like that of
Yünus and Sâlib. And it was
narrated from Shu'aib that AzZuhrI said: "As-Sâ'ib bin YazId
bin Ukht Namir told me that the
Prophet
said: 'There is no
Adwâ, no Safar and no Hâmah."

[5791] 104 - (2221) It was
narrated from Ibn Shihâb that
Abü Salamah bin 'Abdur-Rahmân
bin 'Awf told him that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"There is no 'Adwâ." And he
narrated that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "No sick camel
should be put with a healthy one."
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Abü Salamah said: Abü Hurairah
narrated them both the AhâdIth
from the M' ;senger of Allah ,
then after that Abü Hurairah did
not mention "There is no 'Adwâ,"
but he continued to narrate the
words: "No sick camel should be
put with a healthy one." Al-Ilârith
bin Abl Dhubâb - who was the
cousin of Abü Hurairah - said: "0
Abü Hurairah, I used to hear you
narrate along with this HadIth
another 1-IadIth, concerning which
you are now silent. You used to
say: 'The Messenger of Allah
said: "There is no 'Adwâ." But Abü
Hurairah refused to acknowledge
that and he said: "No sick camel
should be put with a healthy one.'
disagreed about that
until Abü Hurairah grew angry and
said something in Abyssinian, then
he said to Al-Hârith: "Do you know
what I said?" He said: "No." Abü
Hurairah said: "I denied it."
Abü Salamah said: "By Allah,
Abü Hurairah used to narrate to
us that the Messenger of Allah
jç said: 'There is no 'Adwá.' I do
not know whether Abü Hurairah
forgot or whether one of them
abrogated the other."

[5792] 105 - ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
narrated that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "There is no
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Adwâ." And he narrated as well:
"No sick camel should be put
with a healthy one," like the
HadIth of Yünus (no. 5791).

[5793] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5791) was narrated from AzZuhrI with this chain of narrators.

[5794] 106 - (2220) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"There is no 'Adwâ, no Hâmah,
no no Nawa' and no Safar."

[5795] 107 - (2222) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "The
Messenger of Allah QT, said:
'There is no 'Adwâ, no Tiyarah and
no Ghoul."
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[57961 108 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "The Messenger
said: 'There is no
of Allah
Ghoul
and no Safar."
Adwâ, no

[5797] 109 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "I heard the
say: 'There is no
Prophet
Adwâ, no Safar and no Ghoul."
And I (the narrator) heard Abü
Az-Zubair say that Jâbir explained
the words "There is no Safar" to
them. Abü Az-Zubair said: "Safar
means the belly." It was said to
Jâbir: "How is that?" He said: "It
was said that it is worms in the
belly." He said: "But he did not
explain Ghoul to them." Abü AzZubair said: "This is the Ghoul
that assumes different shapes."

Chapter 34. Ai-Tiyarah And AlFa I, And That Which May Be
Regarded As Inauspicious
[5798] 110 - (2223) Abü Hurairah
say:
said: "I heard the Prophet
'There is no Tiyarah; the best of it
isAl-Fa '1.' It was said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, what is Al-FO?' He said:
'A good word which one of you
hears."11 '
Meaning that the best kind of signor indication isAl-Fa'l which is explained in the narration.
Whereas Tiyarah causes a person to not do something based upon mere superstition.
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[5799] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5798) was narrated from AzZuhrI with this chain of narrators.
In the IjadIth of 'Uqail it is
narrated from the Messenger of
Allah , and he did not say: "I
heard." In the HadIth of Shu'aib
it says: "I heard the Prophet
as Ma'mar said.

[5800] 111 - (2224) It was
narrated from Anas that the
Prophet of Allah
said: "There
is no 'Adwâ and no Tiyarah, but I
like Fa'l: A kind word or a good
word."

[5801] 112 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas bin Mâlik that the
Prophet
said: "There is no
Adwâ and no Tiyarah, but I like
Fa'l." It was said: "What is Fa'l?"
He (j;) said: "A good word."
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[5802] 113 - (2223) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'There is no 'Adwâ and no Tiyarah,
but I like Fa'l."

[5803] 114 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'There is no 'Adwâ, no Hâmah
and no Tiyarah, but I like Fa'l."

[58041 115 - (2225) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar
that the Messenger of Allah
said: "Ash-S zu'm111 is only to be
found in a house, a woman and a
horse."

[1]

Ash-Shu'm: Ill fortune, bad omen and the like. Al-KhattâbI said: "It is as if he said: 'If
one of you has a house he dislikes to live in, or a woman whose companionship he
dislikes, or a horse he dislikes to ride."
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[5805] 116 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar that
said:
the Messenger of Allah
"There is no 'Adwâ and no
Tiyarah, rather Ash-Shu 'm is only
to be found in three things: A
woman, a horse and a house."

[5806] (...) A HadIth like that of
Mâlik (no. 5804) was narrated
from Sâlim, from his father, from
the Messenger of Allah
concerning Ash-Shu'm. None of
them mentioned 'Adwâ and
Tiyarah in the HadIth of Ibn
'Umar, except Yünus bin YazId.
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[58071 117 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet
said: "If Ash-Shu'm is in anything,
then it is in a horse, a woman or a
house."

[5808] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated a
similar report (as no. 5807) with
this chain of narrators

[5809] 118 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Hamzah bin 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar, from his father, that the
Messenger of Allah ii said: "If
Ash-Shu 'm is in anything, it is in a
horse, a house or a woman."

I
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[5810] 119 - (2226) It was
narrated that SahI bin Sa'd said:
"The Messenger of Allah said: 'If
it exists, it is in a woman, a horse
or a house,' meaningAsh-Shu'm."
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[5811] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 5810) was narrated
from Sahl bin Sa'd from the
Prophet .

[5812] 120 - (2227) Jâbir
narrated that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "If it (i.e., AshShu 'm) exists in anything, it is in
a house, a servant or a horse."
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Chapter 35. The Prohibition Of
Soothsaying And Going To
Soothsayers
[5813] 121 - (537) It was
narrated that Mu'âwiyah bin AlHakam As-SulamI said: "I said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, there are
some things that we used to do
during the Jâhiliyyah. We used to
go to soothsayers.' He said: 'Do
not go to soothsayers.' I said:
'We used to follow Tiyarah.' He
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said: 'That is something that one
of you feels in his heart. He
should not let it prevent him
from doing something."

[58141 ( ... ) A HadIth like that of
Yünus (no. 5813) was narrated
from Az-ZuhrI with this chain of
narrators, except that Mâlik
mentioned Tiyarah in his HadIth,
but he did not mention soothsayers.

[5815] (...) A HadIth like that
of Az-ZuhrI from Abü Salamah
from Mu'âwiyah was narrated
from Mu'âwiyah bin Al-Hakam
As-SulamI from the Prophet
In the IjadIth of Yahya bin Abl
KathIr it adds: "He said: 'I said:
"Among us there are some men
who perform Kha(f."111 He said:
"One of the Prophets used to
Khatt: The drawing of lines or the like in sand for the purpose of making decisions. It is also
called Tarq or 'Jim Ar-Ram!. It is referred to as "geomancy" in the English language.
Regarding the meaning of "If a person's Khatt is the same as his..." An-Nawawi said: "If
anyone's Kha4 is found to be in accord with that form of Klzatt; and the form of it is not
known, so it is dependant upon what is not possible. It is as ifit is a clear prohibition."
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draw lines; if a person's Khatt is
in accord with his, that is fine."
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[5816] 122 - (2228) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "I said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, the
soothsayers used to tell us things
that we would find to be true.' He
said: 'That is a true word that the
Jinn snatches and throws into the
ear of his friend (the soothsayers),
but he adds a hundred lies to it."

[5817] 123 - ( ... ) 'Aishah said:
"Some people asked the Messenger
of Allah about soothsayers. The
Messenger of Allah
said to
them: 'They are nothing.' They
said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
sometimes they tell us something
that turns out to be true.' The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'That
is a word from the Jinn that the
Jinn snatches, and he cackles it
into the ear of his friend (the
soothsayers) as a hen cackles, but
they mix more than a hundred lies
with it."
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[5818] ( ... ) A report like that of
Ma'qil from Az-ZuhrI (no. 5817)
was narrated from Ibn Shihâb
with this chain of narrators.

[5819] 124 - (2229) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin
'Abbâs said: "One of the
Companions of the Messenger of
Allah , an AnsârI man, told me
that while they were sitting one
night with the Messenger of
, a shooting star shone
Allah
brightly. The Messenger of Allah
said to them: 'What did you
used to say during the Jâhiliyyah
if you saw a shooting star?' They
said: 'Allah and His Messenger
know best. We used to say that a
great man has been born this
night, or that a great man has
died.' The Messenger of Allah
said: 'It does not appear for the
death or life of anyone, but when
our Lord, Exalted and Blessed is
His Name, decrees some matter,
the bearers of the Throne glorify
Him, then the inhabitants of
heaven who are closest to them
glorify Him, until the TasbIz
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(statements of glorification) reach
the people of the lowest heaven.
Then those who are nearest to the
bearers of the Throne say: "What
did your Lord say?" And they tell
them what He said. And the
inhabitants of heaven ask one
another for the news, until the
news reaches the lowest heaven.
Then the eavesdropping Jinn
snatch what they can and they
convey it to their friend (the
soothsayers). What they narrated
as they heard it is true, but they
add lies to it."

[5820] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Az-ZuhrI with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
5819). In the HadIth of Yünus it
adds: "Allah says: 'So much so that
when fear is banished from their
(angels') hearts, they (angels) say:
"What is it that your Lord has
said?" They say: "The truth"."'
In the IjadIth of Ma'qil it says the
same as Al-Awzâ'l said: "But they
add lies to it."
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[58211 125 - (2230) It was
narrated from Safiyyah, from one
of the wives of the Prophet , that
the Prophet 4Lt, said: "Whoever
goes to a fortune-teller and asks
him about something, his prayer
will not be accepted for forty
nights."
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Chapter 36. Avoiding Lepers
Etc.

[5822] 126 - (2231) It was
narrated from 'Amr bin Ash-SharId
that his father said: "Among the
delegation of Thaqlf there was a
leper. The Prophet sent word to
him saying: 'We have accepted
your oath of allegiance; now go
back."
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Chapter 37. Killing Snakes Etc.

[5823] 127 - (2232) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
enjoined
killing Dhuf-Tufyatain (the snake
with two stripes), for it causes
blindness and miscarriage."

[5824] ( ... ) Hishâm narrated it
with this chain of narrators (a
HadIth similar to no. 5823) but
he said: "The short-tailed snake
and the snake with two stripes."
[5825] 128 - (2233) It was narrated
from Sâlim, from his father, from
the Prophet (that he said): "Kill
snakes and the one with two
stripes and the short-tailed one,
for they cause miscarriage and
blindness."
Ibn 'Umar used to kill every
snake he found. Abü Lubâbah bin
'Abdul-Mundhir or Zaid bin AlKhattâb saw him chasing a snake
and said: "It is forbidden to kill
those snakes that live in houses."
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[5826] 129 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "I heard the
enjoin the
Messenger of Allah
killing of dogs. He said: 'Kill
snakes and dogs, and kill the one
that has two stripes and the shorttailed one, for they cause blindness
and miscarriage."
Az-Zuhrl said: "We thought that
was because of their poison, and
Allah knows best."
Sâlim said: "Abdullâh bin 'Umar
said: 'For a while I did not leave
any snake that I saw but I killed
it. One day, while I was chasing
the kind of snake that lives in
houses, Zaid bin Al-Khattâb or
Abü Lubãbah passed by me when
I was chasing it. He said: 'Take it
easy, 0 'Abdullâh.' I said: 'The
enjoined
Messenger of Allah
killing them.' He said: 'The
forbade
Messenger of Allah
killing those that live in houses."
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[5827] 130 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Az-ZuhrI with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
5826), except that Sâlih said:
"Until Abü Lubâbah bin 'AbdulMundhir and Zaid bin Al-Khattâb
saw me and said: He () forbade
killing those that live in houses.
In the Hadith of Yünus (it says):
"Kill snakes," but he did not say:
"The one with two stripes and
the short-tailed one."
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[5828] 131 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Nâfi' that Abü
Lubâbah spoke to Ibn 'Umar
telling him to create a door in his
house, so that they would have
easier access to the Masjid. The
laborers found the skin of a small
snake, and 'Abdullâh said: "Find
it and kill it." Abü Lubâbah said:
"Do not kill it, for the Messenger
of Allah
forbade killing the
small snakes that live in houses."

[5829] 132 - ( ... ) Nâfi' said: Ibn
'Umar used to kill all kinds of
snakes, until Abü Lubâbah bin
'Abdul-Mundhir Al-BadrI told us
that the Messenger of Allah
forbade killing the small snakes
that live in houses, then he
refrained.

[5830] 133 - ( ... ) Nâfi' narrated
that he heard Abü Lubâbah tell
Ibn 'Umar that the Messenger of
Allah
forbade killing small
snakes.
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[5831] 134- ( ... ) It was narrated
from Nâfi', from 'Abdullâh, that
Abü Lubâbah told him that the
forbade
Messenger of Allah
killing the small snakes that live in
houses.

[5832] 135 - ( ... ) Nâfi' narrated
from Abü Lubâbah bin 'AbdulMundhir Al-Ansârl - who lived in
Qubâ' then moved to A]-Madinah
- that while 'Abdullãh bin 'Umar
was with him, making a door in the
wall, they saw a snake of the type
that lives in houses, and they
wanted to kill it. Abü Lubâbah
said that it was forbidden to kill
them - meaning the snakes that
live in houses - but it was enjoined
to kill the short-tailed snake and
the one with two stripes. And it was
said: "They are the ones that target
the eyes and cause miscarriages."

[5833] 136 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from 'Umar bin Nâfi',
that his father said: "One day
'Abdullâh bin 'Umar was at a
demolished site of his, when he
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saw the flash of a small snake.
He said: 'Find this snake and kill
it.' Abü Lubâbah Al-AnsârI said:
'I heard the Messenger of Allah
forbid killing the small snakes
that live in houses, except the
short-tailed snake and the one
with two stripes, for they are the
ones that cause blindness and
miscarriages."

[5834] ( ... ) Nâfi' narrated that
Abü Lubâbah passed by Ibn
'Umar when he was at the
fortified place that was near the
house of 'Umar bin Al-Khattâb,
watching a snake... a IjadIth like
that of Al-Laith bin Sa'd (no.
5828).
[5835] 137 - (2234) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said: "We
were with the Prophet in a cave,
and: 'By the winds (or angels or
the Messengers of Allah) sent
forth one after another 1' was
revealed to him. We heard it
directly from his lips. Then a snake
came out and he said: 'Kill it.' So
we hastened to kill it but it got
away from us. The Prophet
said: 'Allah protected it from your
harm as He protected you from its
harm."

Al-Mursalât 77.
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[5836] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5835) was narrated from AlA' mash with this chain of narrators.
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[5837] 138 - (2235) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh that the
told a
Messenger of Allah
Muzrim (pilgrim in Ihrâm) to kill
a snake in Minâ.

[5838] (2234) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said: "While we
were with the Messenger of Allah
in a cave..." a HadIth like that
of JarIr and Abü Mu'âwiyah (no.
5835, 5836).
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[5839] 139 - (2236) Abü AsSâ'ib, the freed slave of Hishâm
bin Zuhrah, narrated that he
entered upon Abü Sa'eed AlKhudrI in his house. He said: "I
found him praying, so I sat down
to wait until he finished his
prayer. I heard a sound in the
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ceiling, and I turned and saw a
snake, so I jumped up to kill it,
but he gestured to me to sit
down, so I sat down. When he
had finished he pointed to a
room in the house and said: 'Do
you see this room?' I said: 'Yes.'
He said: 'In it there was a young
man of our family who was newly
married. We went out with the
Messenger of Allah
to (the
battle of) Al-Khandaq (the
Ditch) and that young man used
to ask the Messenger of Allah
for permission to go back to his
wife at mid-day. He asked him
for permission one day, and the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Take your weapon with you, for
I fear that Quraizah may harm
you." So the man took his
weapon and went back, and he
found his wife standing in the
courtyard. He ran towards her
with the spear to stab her,
because he was overtaken by
protective jealousy (GhIrah), but
she said to him: "Put your spear
down, and go inside the house so
you can see what made me come
out." He went inside and saw a
huge snake coiled on the bed. He
ran towards it with his spear and
pierced it, then he came out and
thrust the spear, with the snake
on it, into the ground in the yard.
It attacked him, and it is not
known which of them died first,
the snake or the young man. We
said to him (the Prophet
):
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"Pray to Allah that he might be
brought back to life for us." He
said: "Pray for forgiveness for
your companion." Then he said:
"In Al-Madinah there are some
Jinn who became Muslim, so if
you see any of them, ask them to
leave for three days. If it appears
to you after that then kill it, for it
is a devil."
[5840] 140 - (...) Asmâ' bint
'Ubaid narrated that a man who
was called As-Sâ'ib - and he is
known to us as Abü As-Sâ'ib— said:
"We entered upon Abü Sa'eed AlKhudrl, and while we were sitting
there, we heard a movement
beneath the bed. We looked and
saw a snake..." and he quoted the
story as in the IjadIth of Mâlik
from Saifi (no. 5839). And he said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'These houses have inhabitants. If
you see any of them, ask them to
leave for three days. If it goes (all
well and good), otherwise kill it,
for it is a disbeliever.' And he said
to them: 'Go and bury your
companion."

[5841] 141 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed AlKhudri said: "The Messenger of
Allah ii said: 'In Al-Madinah
there are some of the Jinn who
have become Muslim. Whoever
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sees any sign of these inhabitants,
let him warn him for three days,
then if he appears after that let
him kill him, for he is a devil."
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Chapter 38. It Is
Recommended To Kill Geckos
[5842] 142 - (2237) It was
narrated from Sa'eed bin AlMusaiyyab, from Umm SharIk,
that the Prophet
told her to
kill geckos.
In the HadIth of Ibn AbI Shaibah
it says: "He () enjoined (the
killing of geckos)."

[5843] 143 - ( ... ) Sa'eed bin AlMusaiyyaI itrrated that Umm
Shank told him that she asked
the Prophet iij about killing
geckos and he told her to kill
them.
Umm SharIk was one of the
women of Banü 'Amir bin Lu'ayy.
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[58441 144 - (2238) It was
narrated from 'Amir bin Sa'd, from
his father, that the Prophet i
enjoined the killing of geckos and
he called them Fuqaisiq (vermin).

[5845] 145 - (2239) It was
narrated from 'Aishah that the
called
Messenger of Allah
geckos Fuqaisiq (vermin).
Uarmalah added: "She (meaning
'Aishah) said: 'I did not hear him
enjoining that they be killed."

[5846] 146 - (2240) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whoever kills a gecko with the
first blow will have such and such
of Hasanah (good merit). Whoever
kills it with the second blow will
have such and such of Hasanah,
less than the first. Whoever kills it
with the third blow will have suchand-such of Hasanah, less than the
second."
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[5847] 147 - ( ... ) A HadIth like
that of Khâlid from Sahi (no.
5846) was narrated from Abü
Hurairah from the Prophet
,
except JarIr only, in whose I-IadIth
it says: "Whoever kills a gecko
with the first blow, one hundred
Hasanah will be recorded for him,
and for the second blow, less than
f bat. and for the third blow, less
Ehan that."

[5848] ( ... ) It was narrated from
AN Hurairah that the Prophet
said: "For the first blow
seventy Ijasanah."

Chapter 39. The Prohibition Of
Killing Ants
[5849] 148 - (2241) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah from
the Messenger of Allah
: "An
ant bit one of the Prophets and he
ordered that the colony of the ants
be burned. Allah revealed to him:
Because one ant bit you, you have
destroyed one of the nations that
glorifies Allah?"
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[5850] 149 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "One of the
Prophets halted beneath a tree
and an ant bit him. He ordered
that his belongings be removed
from beneath (the tree), then he
ordered that it be burned. Allah
revealed to him: 'Why not punish
just one ant?"

[58511 150 - ( ... ) Itwas narrated
that Hammâm bin Munabbih said:
"This is what Abü Hurairah
narrated to us from the Messenger
of Allah k," - and he narrated a
number of AhadIth including the
following: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'One of the
Prophets halted beneath a tree
and an ant bit him. He ordered
that his belongings be removed
from beneath (the tree), then he
ordered that it be burned. Allah
revealed to him: 'Why not punish
just one ant?"
Chapter 40. The Prohibition Of
Killing Cats
[5852] 151 - (2242) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh that the
Messenger of Allah j said: "A
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woman was punished because of
a cat which she imprisoned until
it died, and she entered Hell
because of that. She did not feed
it or give it water when she
imprisoned it, and she did not let
it eat from the vermin of the
earth."

[5853] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5852) was narrated from Ibn
'Umar and Sa'eed al-MaqburI,
from Abü Hurairah, from the
Prophet .

[5854] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Nâfi' from Ibn 'Umar, from the
Prophet J, (a similar IjadIth).

[5855] 152 - (2243) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"A woman was punished because
of a cat that she did not feed or
give water, and she did not let it
eat from the vermin of the earth."

[5856] ( ... ) Hishâm narrated it
with this chain of narrators. In their
HadIth it says, "She tied it up". In
the HadIth of Abü Mu'âwiyah it
says: "The insects of the earth."
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[5857] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of T-Iishâm bin 'Urwah (no. 5855)
was narrated from Abü Hurairah,
from the Messenger of Allah .

[5858] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 5855) was narrated from Abü
Hurairah from the Prophet .

Chapter 41. The Virtue Of Giving
Food And Water To Animals
Which Are Unlawful To Eat
[5859] 153 - (2244) It was
narrated from AN Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"While a man was walking on the
road, he became very thirsty. He
found a well so he went down
into it and drank, then he came
out. There he saw a dog that was
panting and biting the ground out
of thirst. The man said: 'This dog
is feeling the same thirst that I
felt.' So he went back down into
the well and filled his shoe with
water, then he held it in his
mouth until he climbed back up,
and he gave the water to the dog.
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Allah appreciated (his action)
and forgave him." They said: "0
Messenger of Allah, will we have
reward with regard to these
animals? He said: 'In every living
thing there is reward."
[5860] 154 - (2245) It was
narrated from AN Hurairah from
the Prophet : "A prostitute saw
a dog on a hot day that was
circling a well and its tongue was
hanging out because of thirst.
She drew some water for it in her
shoe, and she was forgiven (by
Allah)."

[5861] 155 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
The Messenger of Allah
said:
"While a dog was circling a well,
almost dying of thirst, one of the
prostitutes of the Children of
Israel saw it. She took off her
shoe and used it to give water to
it, and made it drink, and she was
forgiven (by Allah) because of
that."
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40. Statements Relating
To Manners And Other
Than That
Chapter 1. The Prohibition Of
Cursing the "Time"
[58621 1 - (2246) Abü Hurairah
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah j say: 'Allah says: "The
son of Adam inveighs against
time, but I am time, in My Hand
is the night and day."

[5863] 2 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
said:
Messenger of Allah
"Allah, Glorified and Exalted is
He, says: 'The son of Adam
offends Me. He inveighs against
time, but I am time, I alternate
the night and day."

[5864] 3 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
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'Allah, Blessed and Exalted is
He, said: 'The son of Adam
offends me. He says: 'May time
be doomed.' But none of you
should say 'may time be doomed,'
for I am time, I alternate night
and day, and if I wished I could
end them."

[5865] 4 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah said: "None
of you should say: 'May time be
doomed,' for Allah is time."

:
I
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[58661 5 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "Do not curse
time, for Allah is time."
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Chapter 2. It Is Disliked To
Call Grapes Karm
[5867] 6 - (2247) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'None
of you should inveigh against
time, for Allah is time, and none
of you should call grapes Karm,
for Karm is the Muslim man." 11
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Karin is from Karuma; to be noble, generous. They used to call grapes Karm because
when a man became intoxicated from wine his inhibitions would weaken, and he would
be more generous.
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[58681 7 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
said: 'Do
Messenger of Allah
not say Karm, for Karm is the
heart of the believer."

[5869] 8 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet $ said: "Do not call
grapes Karm, for Karm is the
Muslim man."

[5870] 9 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'None of you should say Karin,
for Kárm is only the heart of the
believer."

[58711 10 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hammâm bin Munabbih said:
This is what Abü Hurairah narrated
to us from the Messenger of Allah
, and he mentioned a number of
AhadIth, including the following:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'None of you should call grapes
Karm, for Karm is only the Muslim
man."
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[58721 11 (2248) It was narrated
from 'Alqamah bin Wâ'il, from his
father, that the Prophet
said:
"Do not say Kann, rather say:
'Hablah,"111 referring to grapes.
-

[58731 12
( ... ) 'Alqamah bin
Wâ'il (narrated) from his father
that the Prophet
said: "Do not
say Kann, rather say 'Inab and
Hablah."
-

Chapter 3. Ruling On Using
The Words 'Abd And Amah
(For Slaves) And Mawla And
Sayyid (For Masters)
(2249) It was
[5874] 13
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"None of you should say my 'Abd
(my slave) or my Amah (my
female slave), for all of you are
slaves ('AbId) of Allah and your
women folk are His female slaves
(Imâ'). Rather let him say my
Ghulâm or my Jâriyah, or Fatâya
or Fatâtl."
-

[11

Meaning, 'Vine'.
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[5875] 14 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abil Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'None of you should say my 'Abd
(slave), for all of you are slaves
of Allah. Rather let him say: my
Fatâya (young man). And no
slave should say Rabbi (my lord),
rather let him say SayyidI (my
master)."
[5876] ( ... ) It was narrated
from A1-A'mash with this chain
of narrators (a HadIth similar
to no. 5875). In their HadIth it
says: "No slave should say to
his master: Mawlâya."
In the IladIth of Abü Mu'âwiyah it
adds: "For your Mawla is Allah."

[5877] 15 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hammâm bin Munabbih said:
This is what Abü Hurairah
narrated to us from the Messenger
of Allah , - and he mentioned a
number of Ahadith, including the
following: "The Messenger of
Allah said: 'None of you should
say (to his slave): "Give water to
your Rabb (lord), give food to your
Rabb, help your Rabb with
W40'." And he said: 'None of
you should say Rabbi (my lord),
rather he should say Sayyidi or
Mawlâya (my master). And none
of you should say my 'Abd or my
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Amah; let him say my Fatâya or
Fatâti or GhulâmI."
Chapter 4. It Is Disliked For A
Man To Say: "Khabuthat NafsI"
(I Feel Bad)
[5878] 16 - (2250) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'No one among
you should say: "Khabuthat NafsI
(I feel bad)." Rather let him say:
"Laqisat NafsI (I feel tired)."111

[5879] ( ... ) Abü Mu'âwiyah
narrated it with this chain of
narrators.
[5880] 17 - (2251) It was
narrated from Abü Umâmah bin
Sahl bin Hunaif, from his father,
that the Messenger of Allah
said: "None of you should say:
'Khabuthat NafsI (I feel bad).'
Rather let him say: 'Laqisat NafsI
(I feel tired)."

Khabuthat NafsI and Laqisat Nafsi both mean more or less the same thing (I feel bad or
I feel tired), but the word Khabuthat carries connotations of evil (cf. KhabIth), so its use is
discouraged.

I
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Chapter 5. Using Musk, Which
Is The Best Of Perfume. It Is
Disliked To Refuse A Gift Of
Scent Or Perfume
[5881] 18 - 6 It was narrated
from Abü Sa'eed Al-KhudrI that
said: "A woman
the Prophet
of the Children of Israel, who
was short, was walking with two
tall women. She got two shoes
made of wood and a ring of gold
with a compartment, then she
filled it with musk, which is the
best of perfumes, and she passed
between those two women, but
they did not recognize her, and
she moved her hand like this."
And Shu'bah (a sub narrator)
shook his hand.
[5882] 19 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Sa'eed A]-KhudrI that the
Messenger of Allah mentioned a
woman of the Children of Israel
who filled her ring with musk, and
musk is the best of perfumes.
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[5883] 20 - (2253) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whoever is offered perfume, let
him not refuse it, for it is light to
carry, and smells good."
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[58841 21 - (2254) It was
narrated that Nâfi' said: "When
Ibn 'Umar perfumed himself with
incense, he used aloeswood that
was not mixed with anything, or
he used camphor that he put with
the aloeswood, then he said:
'This is how the Messenger of
Allah used to perfume himself
with incense." 11

Aloeswood is what is most commonly called 'OId.
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Chapter... - Reciting Poetry,
The Most Poetic Of Words,
And Criticism Of Poetry
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[5885] 1 - (2255) It was narrated
from 'Amr bin Ash-SharId that
his father said: "I rode behind
the Messenger of Allah
one
day, and he said: 'Do you know
anything of the poetry of Umayyah
bin AbI As-Salt?' I said: 'Yes.' He
said: 'Go on (recite it).' So I
recited a line, then he said: 'Go
on,' and I recited a line, until I
had recited one hundred lines."

[5886] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Ash-Sharid said: "The Messenger
of Allah
seated me behind
him on his mount..." and he
narrated a similar report (as no.
5865).

[5887] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Amr bin Ash-SharId that his
father said: "The Messenger of
Allah
asked me to recite
poetry..." a IjadIth like that of
IbrâhIm bin Maisarah (no. 5885),
and he added: "He said: 'He was
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almost a Muslim." In the HadIth
of Ibn MahdI it says: "He was
almost a Muslim in his poetry."
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[5888] 2 - (2256) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "The truest
word uttered by the Arabs in
verse is the words of Labid:
'Surely! Everything apart from
Allah is in vain."

[5889] 3 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'The
truest word ever uttered by a
poet is the words of LabId:
'Surely Everything apart from
Allah is in vain.'
And Umayah bin AbI As-Salt
was almost a Muslim."
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[5890] 4 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said: "The
truest line that a poet ever
uttered is the words:
'Surely! Everything apart from
Allah is in vain.'
And Umayah bin Abl A-5alt
was almost a Muslim."
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[58911 5 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "The truest line
uttered by the poets is:
'Surely! Everything apart from
Allah is in vain."

[5892] 6 - ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Salamah bin 'Abdur-Rahmân
said: I heard Abü Hurairah say: I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: "The truest word that a poet
ever said was the words of Labid:
'Surely! Everything apart from
Allah is in vain."
And he did not say any more
than that.

[5893] 7 - (2257) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'If the belly of a man were to be
filled with pus that corrodes it,
that would be better than being
filled with poetry."
Abü Bakr (Ibn AbI Shaibah) said:
"But Hafs did not say: 'corrodes
it."
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[5894] 8 - (2258) It was narrated
from Sa'd that the Prophet
said: "If the belly of one of you
were to be filled with pus that
corrodes it, that would be better
than him being filled with poetry."

.
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[5895] 9 - (2259) It was narrated
that Abü Sa'eed A1-KhudrI said:
"While we were traveling with
the Messenger of Allah Q5, in Al'Aij, we were met by a poet who
was reciting poetry. The Messenger
of Allah Q'5, said: 'Catch the devil'
- or: 'restrain the devil' - 'If the
belly of a man were to be filled
with pus, that would be better for
him than being filled with
poetry."
Chapter 1. The Prohibition Of
Playing NardashIr 1

L t) - (\

[5896] 10 - (2260) It was narrated
from Sulaimân bin Buraidah, from
his father, that the Prophet
said: "Whoever plays NardashIr, it
is as if he were dipping his hand in
the flesh and blood of a pig."

[1)

A Persian word for a game similar to what is called backgammon today.
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42. The Book Of Dreams

Chapter...—Good Dreams Come
From Allah And They Are A
Part Of Prophethood

[5897] 1 - (2261) It was narrated
that Abü Salamah said: "I used to
see dreams that made me tremble,
but I did not cover myself with a
blanket, until I met AN Qatâdah
and told him about that. He said:
'I heard the Messenger of Allah j j
say: "Good dreams come from
Allah and bad dreams come from
the Shaitân. If one of you sees a
dream that he dislikes, let him spit
lightly to his left three times, and
seek refuge with Allah from its
evil, then it will never harm him."

[5898] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5897) was narrated from Abü
Qatâdah, from the Prophet
,
but they did not mention in their
HadIth the words of Abü Salamah:
"I used to see dreams that made me
tremble, but I did not cover myself
with a blanket."

The Book Of Dreams

[5899] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Az-ZuhrI with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
5897), but it does not say in their
HadIth: Which made me tremble.
And in the HadIth of Yünus it
adds: "Let him spit lightly to his
left three times when he gets up."

[5900] 2 - ( ... ) Abü Qatâdah said:
"I heard the Messenger of Allah
say: 'Good dreams come from
Allah and bad dreams come from
the Sha4ân. If one of you sees
something that he dislikes, let
him spit lightly to his left three
times, and seek refuge with Allah
from its evil, then it will never
harm him." He said: "I used to
see dreams that weighed more
heavily on me than a mountain,
but since I heard this HadIth, I do
not care about them."

[5901] ( ... ) Abü Salamah said: "I
used to see dreams... (a HadIth
similar to no. 5897)." In the HadIth
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of Al-Laith and Ibn Numair, there
is no mention of the words of Abü
Salamah up to the end of the
HadIth. Ibn Rumh added: "And let
him turn over from the side on
which he was sleeping."

[59021 3 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Qatâdah, that the
said:
Messenger of Allah
"Good dreams come from Allah
and bad dreams come from the
Shaitân. Whoever sees a dream
that he dislikes, let him spit
lightly to his left and seek refuge
with Allah from the Shaitân, and
it will not harm him; and he
should not tell anyone about it. If
he sees a good dream, let him
rejoice but he should not tell
anyone except one whom he
loves."

[5903] 4 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Salamah said: "I used
to see dreams that made me ill.
Then I met Abü Qatâdah and he
said: 'I used to see dreams that
made me ill, until I heard the
say:
Messenger of Allah
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"Good dreams come from Allah,
so if one of you sees something
that he likes, let him not tell
anyone of it but one whom he
loves. If he sees something that
he dislikes, let him spit lightly to
his left three times, and seek
refuge with Allah from the evil of
the Shaitân and its evil, but let
him not tell anyone about it, for
it will not harm him."

F59041 5 - (2262) It was narrated
from Jâbir that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "If one of you sees
a dream that he dislikes, let him
spit to his left three times and
seek refuge with Allah from the
Shaitân three times, and let him
turn over from the side on which
lie was sleeping."

[5905] 6 - (2263) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "Towards the
end of time, hardly any dream of
a Muslim will be false. The ones
who have the truest dreams will
be those who are truest in
speech. The dream of a Muslim
is one of the forty-five parts of
Prophethood. Dreams are of
three types: A good dream which
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is glad tidings from Allah, a dream
from the Shaitân which causes
distress, and a dream that comes
from what a man is thinking of to
himself. If one of you sees
something that he dislikes, let
him get up and offer Salat, and
not tell people about it." He said:
"And I like fetters and I dislike
yokes (in dreams); fetters represent
steadfastness in religion." (One of
the narrators said) I do not know if
this is part of the JjadIth or the
words of Ibn Slrin.
[5906] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ayyüb with this chain of narrators,
and he said in the HadIth: "Abü
Hurairah said: 'I like fetters, and I
dislike yokes (in dreams); fetters
represent steadfastness in religion.
And the Prophet
said: "The
dream of a believer is one of the
forty-six parts of Prophethood."

[5907] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Hurairah said: "Towards the
end of time..." and he quoted the
HadIth (as no. 5906), but he did
not mention the Prophet .

[5908] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Hurairah from the Prophet ,
and he mentioned in the HadIth
the words: "And I dislike yokes,"
until the end of the HadIth, but he
did not mention (the words):
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"Dreams are one of the forty-six
parts of Prophethood."

[5909] 7 - (2264) It was narrated
from Anas bin Mâlik that 'Ubâdah
bin As-Samit said: "The Messenger
of Allah said: 'The dream of the
believer is one of the forty-six
parts of Prophethood."

[5910] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5909) was narrated from Anas
bin Mâlik, from the Prophet .

[5911] 8 - (2263) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah t, said: 'The
dream of a believer is one of the
forty-six parts of Prophethood."

[5912] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Hurairah said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'The dream of a
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believer that he sees or that is
shown to him." In the HadIth of
Ibn Mushir it says: "A good dream
is one of the forty-six parts of
Prophethood."

[5913] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Hurairah that the Messenger
of Allah said: "The dream of a
righteous man is one of the fortysix parts of Prophethood."

[5914] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Yaya bin AbI KathIr with this
chain of narrators.

[5915] (...) A HadIth like that
of 'Abdullâh bin Yaya bin AbI
KathIr (no. 5913) from his father
was narrated from Abü Hurairah,
from the Prophet .

[5916] 9 - (2265) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The Messenger
of Allah 40, said: 'Good dreams are
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one of the seventy parts of
Prophethood."

[5917] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Ubaidullâh with this chain of
narrators.

[5918] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Nâfi' with this chain of narrators
(a HadIth similar to no. 5916). In
the IjadIth of Al-Laith it says:
Nâfi' said: "I think that Ibn
'Umar said: 'One of the seventy
parts of Prophethood."

Chapter 1. The Words Of The
Prophet
"Whoever Sees Me
In A Dream Has Indeed Seen
Me."
[5919] 10 - (2266) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whoever sees me in a dream has
indeed seen me, for the Shaitân
cannot resemble me."
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[5920] 11 - ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah 2 say: 'Whoever sees me in
a dream will see me when he is
awake, or it is as if he saw me when
he was awake, for the Shaitân
cannot resemble me."

[5921] (2267) AN Qatâdah
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Whoever sees me has seen
the truth."
[5922] ( ... ) The nephew of AzZuhrI narrated: "My paternal uncle
told me..." and he mentioned the
two AhadIth with their chain of
narrators, like the HadIth of Yünus
(no. 5920).

[5923] 12 - (2268) It was
narrated from Jâbir that the
Messenger of Allah Q said:
"Whoever sees me in a dream
has indeed seen me, for the
Shaifân cannot appear in my
form." And he said: "If one of
you has a bad dream, let him not
tell anyone of how the Shaitân
toyed with him in his sleep."
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[5924113 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
narrated that the Messenger of
Allah said: "Whoever sees me in a
dream has indeed seen me, for the
Shaitân cannot resemble me."

Chapter 2. No One Should
Speak Of How The Shaitân
Toyed With Him In His Sleep
[5925] 14 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Jâbir that a Bedouin came
to the Messenger of Allah
and
said: "I dreamt that my head was
cut off and I was chasing it. The
Prophet
rebuked him and
said: 'Do not speak of how the
Sha4ân toyed with you in your
sleep."

[5926] 15 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "A Bedouin came
to the Prophet jLsr, and said: '0
Messenger of Allah, I saw in a
dream as if my head was cut off
and it rolled away and I was
chasing it.' The Messenger of
Allah
said to the Bedouin:
'Do not tell people of how the
Shaiân toyed with you in your
sleep."
He said: "I heard the Prophet
after that, delivering a Khubah
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and saying: 'None of you should
speak of how the Shaitân toyed
withhiminhissleep."
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[5927] 16 - (...) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "A Bedouin came
to the Prophet
and said: '0
Messenger. of 'Allah, I saw in a
dream as if niv head was cut off.'
-smiled and said:
The Proph
'If the Shaitâi. oyswifh one of you
in his sleep, he should not tell ti
people about it." According to
the report of Abfl Bakr (Ibn Abi
Shaibah) "If one of you is toyed
with," and he did not mention the
Shaitân.
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[5928] 17 - (2269) Ibn 'Abbâs
used to narrate that a man came
and
to the Messenger of Allah
said: "0 Messenger of Allah, last
night I saw in a dream a canopy
dripping with ghee and honey,
and I saw people collecting it in
the palms of their hands, some
getting more and some getting
less. And I saw a rope connecting
heaven and earth. I saw you take
hold of it and ascend, then
another man took hold of it after
you and ascended, then another
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man took hold of it and ascended,
then another man took hold of it
but it broke, then it was reconnected
and he ascended."
AN Bakr said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, may my father be sacrificed
for you, by Allah. Let me interpret
it." The Messenger of Allah
said: "Interpret it." Abü Bakr said:
"As for the canopy, it is the canopy
of Islam. As for the ghee and
honey dripping from it, that is the
Qur'ân, its sweetness and softness.
As for that which the people
collected of it, it is the one who
learns a great deal of Qur'ân and
the one who learns a little. As for
the rope connecting heaven and
earth, it is the Truth that you
brought, you adhere to it and
Allah raises you thereby. Then
another man takes hold of it after
you and is raised thereby, then
another man takes hold of it and is
raised thereby, then another man
takes hold of it, then it breaks and
is reconnected, and he is raised
thereby. Tell me, 0 Messenger of
Allah, may my father and mother
be sacrificed for you, am I right or
wrong?" The Messenger of Allah
said: "You got some of it right
and some of it wrong." He said:
"By Allah, 0 Messenger of Allah,
I adjure you to tell me what I got
wrong." He said: "Do not swear."
S
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[5929] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Ibn 'Abbâs said: "A man came to the
Prophet when he returned from
Uhud and said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, last night I saw in a dream a
canopy dripping with ghee and
honey..." a 1-IadIth like that of
Yünus (no 5928).

[59301 ( ... ) It was narrated that
Ibn 'Abbâs or Abü Hurairah said Ma'mar (the sub narrator)
sometimes said it was narrated
from Ibn 'Abbâs and sometimes
said it was narrated from Abü
Hurairah - that a man came to the
and said:
Messenger of Allah
C&Ipy..."
'.dNt uight I mw a
a
similar HadIth (as no. 5928).

[5931] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn 'Abbâs that among the things
that the Messenger of Allah
used to say to his Companions
was: "Whoever among you has
seen a dream, let him narrate it
and I will interpret it for him." A
man came and said: "0 Messenger
of Allah, I saw a canopy..." a
similar HadIth (as no. 5928).
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Chapter 4. The Dreams Of The
Prophet
[5932] 18 - (2270) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâ!ik said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'One night in a dream I saw myself
in the house of 'Uqbah bin Râfi'.
We were brought some fresh Ibn
Tab dates.11' I interpreted it as
high status in this world and a
good ending in the Hereafter, and
that our religion is perfected."

[5933] 19 - (2271) 'Abdullâh
bin 'Umar narrated that the
Messenger of Allah
said: "I
saw myself in a dream using a
Siwâk, and two men competed to
take it from me, one of whom
was older than the other. The
younger one got it from me, and
it was said to me: 'Give it to the
older one.' So I gave it to the
older one."

[5934] 20 - (2272) It was
narrated from Abü Müsa that the
Prophet
said: "In a dream I
saw myself migrating from
E ll A well known type of dates that were attributed to Ibn Tab a man from Al-Madinah.
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Makkah to a land in which there
were date palms. I thought that it
would be A1-Yamâmah or Hajar,
but it turned out to be AlMadinah, Yathrib. And in this
dream of mine I saw myself
brandishing a sword, the upper
part of which was broken. That
turned out to be what happened
to the believers on the Day of
Ubud. Then I brandished it again
and it became better than it had
been before. That turned out to
be what Allah has brought about
of the Conquest (of Makkah) and
the unity of the believers. And I
also saw some cows, and
something that was good from
Allah. The cows are the group of
believers on the Day of Uhud,
and the good is the good that
Allah brought about after that,
and the reward for sincerity that
Allah gave us after that on the
Day of Badr."
[5935] 21 - (2273) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"The liar Musailimah came to
Al-Madinah at the time of the
Prophet
and started saying: 'If
Muhammad appoints me as his
successor I will follow him.' He
came with a large number of his
people, and was met by the
Prophet
who had Thâbit bin
Qais bin Shammâs with him, and
in the Prophet's hand was a piece
of palm branch. He came and
stood in front of Musailimah and
his companions, and said: 'If you
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were to ask me for this piece of
palm branch I would not give it
to you. I will never transgress the
Command of Allah with regard
to you. If you turn away, Allah
will destroy you. I think you are
the one concerning whom I was
shown something in a dream.
This is Thâbit; he will answer you
on my behalf.' Then he left."

(2274) Ibn 'Abbâs said: "I asked
about the words of the Prophet :
'I think you are the one concerning
whom I was shown something in a
dream.' Abü Hurairah told me
that the Prophet
said: 'While I
was sleeping I saw two bangles of
gold on my arms, and tiley
troubled me. It was revealed to me
in my dream that I should blow on
them, so I did that, and they flew
away. I interpreted them as
referring to two liars who will
emerge after I am gone. One of
them is Al-'Ansî, the man of San'â',
and the other is Musailimah, the
man of Al-Yamâmah."
[5936] 22 - ( ... ) Ma'mar
narrated that Hammâm bin
Munabbih said: "This is what Abü
Hurairah narrated to us from the
Messenger of Allah
." He
narrated a number of AhadIth,
including the following: "While I
was sleeping, the treasures of the
earth were brought to me, and two
bangles of gold were placed on my
arms. They troubled me greatly,
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then it was revealed to me that I
should blow on them, so I blew on
them and they were gone. I
interpreted them as being the two
liars between whom I am: the man
of San'â' and the man of AlYamâmah."
[5937] 23 - (2275) It was
narrated that Samurah bin Jundab
said: "When the Prophet
had
prayed 5ubz, he would turn
towards them (i.e., the people
praying with him) and say: 'Did
any one of you see a dream last
night?"
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43. The Book Of Virtues
(And Merits Of The Prophet

JUW"l

6.0a

- (ir eavw;) - 0
(YT Aittfl)

And Other Prophets)
Chapter 1. The Superiority Of
Lineage, And
The Prophet's
The Stone That Greeted Him
Before His Prophethood
[5938] 1 - (2276) Wâthilah bin
Al-Asqa' said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say:
'Allah, Glorified and Exalted is
He, chose Kinânah from among
the children of Ismâ'Il, V4, and
He chose the Quraish from
among Kinânah, and He chose
Banñ Hâshim from among the
Quraish, and He chose me from
among Band Hâshim."

[5939] 2 - (2277) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin Samurah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'I know a stone in Makkah that
used to greet me before I was
sent (made a Prophet). I would
recognize it even now."
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Chapter 2. The Superiority Of
Our Prophet Over All Of
Creation
[5940] 3 - (2278) Abü Hurairah
said: "The Messenger of Allahjç
said: 'I will be the leader of the
sons of Adam on the Day of
Resurrection, the first one for
whom the grave is opened, the
first one to intercede and the first
one whose intercession will be
accepted."

Chapter 3. The Miracles Of
The Prophet
[5941] 4 - (2279) It was narrated
from Anas that the Prophet
called for water and it was
brought in a shallow vessel. The
people started performing Wu1ü',
and I estimated that they were
between sixty and eighty. And I
looked at the water that was
springing from between his ()
fingers.

[5942] 5 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "I saw
the Messenger of Allah
when
the time for 'Asr came. The
people looked for water and
could not find any. Some water
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for Wuçiâ' was brought to the
Messenger of Allah ii and he
put his hand in that vessel and
told the people to perform Wuh2'
from it. I saw the water springing
from beneath his fingers, and the
people performed Wudâ' from it,
down to the last of them.

[5943] 6 - ( ... ) Anas bin Mâlik
narrated that the Prophet of Allah
and his Companions were in
Az-Zawrâ' - he said: Az-Zawrâ' is
a place in Al-Madinah by the
marketplace, near the Masjid. He
called for a vessel of water and
placed his hand in it, and it started
to spring forth from between his
fingers, and all of his Companions
performed Wuçtâ'. I said: "How
many were they, 0 Abü Hamzah?"
He said: "They were around three
hundred."
[5944] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Aas that the Prophet jLit, was in
Az Zawrã', and he was brought a
vessel of water in which he could
not immerse his fingers fully.
Then he mentioned a HadIth like
that of Hishâm (no. 5943).
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[5945] 8 - (2280) It was
narrated from Jâbir that Umm
Mâlik used to give ghee to the
Prophet
in a butter-skin of
hers. Her sons used to go to her
and asked for condiments, when
they did not have anything. She
would go to that skin in which
she used to give (ghee) to the
Prophet
and would find some
ghee in it. It kept providing
condiment for her family until
one day she squeezed it. She
went to the Prophet jLhi, and he
said: "Did you squeeze it?" She
said: "Yes." He said: "If you had
left it alone the ghee would still
be there."
[5946] 9 - (2281) It was
narrated from Jâbir that a man
came to the Prophet ij and
asked him for food. He gave him
half a Wasq of barley and the
man, his wife and their guest
continued to eat from it until he
weighed it. He came to the
Prophet
who said: "If you had
not weighed it, you would still be
eating from it, it would still be
there."
[5947] 10 - (706) Mu'âdh bin
Jabal narrated: "We set out with the
Messenger of Allah
during the
campaign of Tabük, and he was
joining the prayers. He would pray
Zuhr and 'Asr together, and
Maghrib and 'Ishâ' together, until
one day he delayed the prayer,
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then he came out and prayed Zuhr
and 'Ayr together. Then he went
in, and he came out after that and
prayed Maghrib and 'Ishâ' together.
Then he said: 'Tomorrow, if Allah
wills, you will reach the spring of
Tabük. You should not approach it
until the forenoon, and whoever
among you comes to it should not
touch its water until I come.' We
came to it, and two men had
reached it before us. The spring was
a trickle of water, like a shoelace.
asked
The Messenger of Allah
them: 'Did you touch the water at
all?' They said: 'Yes.' The Prophet
rebuked them, and said to them
whatever Allah willed he should
say. Then the people scooped
water from the spring little by
little, until they had gathered a
little in a vessel. The Messenger of
Allah
washed his hands and
face in it, then he poured it back
into the spring, and it began to
flow abundantly. The people
drank their fill, then he said:
'Soon, 0 Mu'âdh, if you live a long
life, you will see this area filled
with gardens."
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[5948] 11 - (1392) It was
narrated that Abü Humaid said:
"We went out with the Messenger
of Allah
on the campaign of
Tabük, and we came to the valley
of Al-Qurâ, where there was a
garden belonging to a woman. The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Estimate the amount of its
produce.' So we estimated it, and
the Messenger of Allah
estimated it at ten Wasq. He said:
'Remember this number until we
come back, if Allah wills.' So we
set off, until we came to Tabük.
The Messenger of Allah
said:
'There will be a strong wind
tonight, so none of you should
stand up in it, and whoever has a
camel, let him hobble it tightly.'
"The strong wind came, and one
man stood up; the wind carried
him and threw him down in the
mountains of Tayy'. The envoy of
Ibn Al-'Almâ', the ruler of Aylah,
brought a letter to the Messenger
of Allah
and gave him a gift
of a white mule. The Messenger
of Allah Q5, wrote back to him
and sent him a gift of a cloak.
Then we came back to the valley
of Al-Qurâ, and the Messenger
of Allah
asked that woman
about her garden: 'How much is
its produce?' She said: 'Ten
Wasq.' The Messenger of Allah
said: 'I am hastening back;
whoever among you wishes may
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leave with me, and whoever
wishes may stay.' We set out and
when we were approaching A]Madinah he said: 'This is Tâbah
and this is Uhud - it is a mountain
that loves us and we love it.' Then
he said: 'The best houses of the
Ansâr are the house of Banfl AnNajjâr, then the house of Banü
'Abdul-Ash-hal, then the house of
Banü 'Abdul-Hârith bin AlKhazraj, then the house of Banü
Sâ'idah, and there is goodness in
all the houses of the Ansâr.' Sa'd
bin 'Ubâdah came to us and Abü
Usaid said: 'Did you not see how
the Messenger of Allah
mentioned the best of the houses
of the Ansâr, and mentioned us
last?' Sa'd went to the Messenger
of Allah and said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, you mentioned the best of
the houses of the Ansâr and
mentioned us last.' He said: "Is it
not sufficient for you that you are
among the best?"
[5949] 12 - ( ... ) ' Amr bin
Yaya narrated it with this chain
of narrators (a HadIth similar to
no. 5948), up to the words: "And
there is goodness in all the
houses of the Ansâr". He did not
mention what comes after that of
the story of Sa'd bin 'Ubâdah. In
the HadIth of Wuhaib it adds:
"The Messenger of Allah
wrote to them in their land."
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Chapter 4. He () Put His
Trust In Allah And Allah
Protected Him From The
People
[5950] 13 - (843) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "We went out with the
on a
Messenger of Allah
campaign towards Najd. The
caught up
Messenger of Allah
with us in a valley that abounded
in thorny trees. The Messenger of
stopped beneath a tree
Allah
and hung his sword on one of its
branches. The people scattered
throughout the valley, seeking
shade beneath the trees. The
said: 'A
Messenger of Allah
man came to me while I was
sleeping and took the sword, then
I woke up to find him standing
over my head, and I did not
realize (that he was there) until
the sword was unsheathed in his
hand. He said to me: "Who will
protect you against me?" I said:
"Allah." He said a second time:
"Who will protect you against
me?" I said: "Allah." Then he
sheathed the sword, and he is
sitting over there.' Then the
left him
Messenger of Allah
alone."

JaJi
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[5951] 14 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh Al-AnsârI, who was
one of the Companions of the
Prophet
, narrated that he
went out on a campaign with the
Prophet
in the direction of
Najd. When the Prophet came
back, he came back with him, and
they sat to rest one day. Then he
mentioned a HadIth like that of
IbrâhIm bin Sa'd and Ma'mar
(no. 5950).

[5952] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Jâbir said: "We came back with
the Messenger of Allah , and
when we were in Dhât Ar-Riqâ'..."
a HadIth like that of Az-ZuhrI (no.
5950), but he did not mention (the
words): "Then the Messenger of
Allah left him alone."

Chapter 5. The Likeness Of The
Guidance And Knowledge With
Which The Prophet Was Sent
[5953] 15 - (2282) It was
narrated from Abü Müsa that the
Prophet
said: "The likeness of
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the guidance and knowledge with
which Allah has sent me is that of
rain falling upon the earth. Some
of it is good ground which
receives the water and brings
forth a great deal of herbage and
grass. Some of it is hard but it
retains the water, and Allah
benefits people by it, and they
drink it and give it to their
animals to drink, and they use it
for irrigation and grazing. And
another part of it is barren, it does
not retain the water or produce
herbage. That is the likeness of
one who gains an understanding
of the religion of Allah, and Allah
benefits him by that with which
Allah has sent me, and he learns
and teaches others; and the
likeness of a man who pays no
attention to that, and does not
accept the guidance of Allah with
which I have been sent."
Chapter 6. His ()Compassion
Towards His Ummah, And His
Intense Concern To Warn Them
Against That Which May Harm
Them
[5954] 16 - (2283) It was
narrated from Abü Müsa that the
Prophet
said: "The likeness of
me and that with which Allah has
sent me, is that of a man who
came to his people and said: '0
people, I have seen the army with
my own eyes, and I am a plain[l]
Eli Plain (lit. "naked"): This refers to the custom whereby one giving a warning would take
off his cloak and wave it.
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warner; save yourselves!' Some of
his people obeyed him and fled
early of a place of safety. Others
belied him, and in the morning
the army found them in their
houses and killed them and
destroyed them. That is the
likeness of those who obey me
and follow that which I have
brought, and the likeness of those
who disobey me and belie that
which I have brought of the
truth."

[5955] 17 - (2284) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'My likeness and that of my
Ummah is that of a man who
lights a fire and insects and
moths start falling into it. I am
trying to hold you back but you
are rushing headlong into it."

[5956] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5955) was narrated from Abü
Az-Zinnâd with this chain.
[5957] 18 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hammâm bin Munabbih said:
This is what Abü Hurairah
narrated to us from the Messenger
of Allah
. - He narrated a
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number of A tadith, including the
following: "The Messenger of
said: 'My likeness is that
Allah
of a man who lights a fire, and
when it is glowing, moths and
insects start falling into it. He tries
to stop them but they overwhelm
him and fall in. That is the likeness
of you and I. I am trying to hold
you back from the fire (and
saying), come away from the fire,
come away from the fire, but you
overwhelm me and rush headlong
into it."
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[5958] 19 - (2285) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "The
said: 'The
Messenger of Allah
likeness of me and you is that of
a man who lights a fire, and
locusts and moths start falling
into it, and he is trying to keep
them out of it. I am holding you
back from the fire, but you are
slipping through my hands."
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Chapter 7. He Was The
Seal Of The Prophets
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[5959120 - (2286) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "The likeness of
myself and the Prophets (who
came before me) is that of a man
who built a structure and built it
well and he made it beautiful,
and the people started walking
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around it and saying: 'We have
never seen any structure more
beautiful than this, except for this
brick.' I am that brick."
[5960] 21 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hammâm bin Munabbih said:
"This is what Abil Hurairah
narrated to us from the Messenger
of Allah a." He narrated a
number of AhadIth, including the
following: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'The likeness of
myself and the Prophets who came
before me is that of a man who
built some houses and built them
well, making them beautiful and
perfect, apart from the space of
one brick in one of their corners.
The people started walking around
them, admiring the structure,
saying: "Why don't you put a brick
here? Then your building will be
complete." Muhammad said: 'I
am that brick."
[59611 22 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said: "The
likeness of myself and the
Prophets who came before me is
that of a man who built a structure
and built it well and made it
beautiful, except for the space of a
brick in one of its corners. The
people started walking around it,
admiring it and saying: 'Why is this
brick missing?' I am that brick, I
am the Seal of the Prophets."
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[5962] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Sa'eed said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'The likeness of
me and the Prophets..." and he
mentioned something similar (to
HadIth no. 5961).

[5963] 23 - (2287) It was narrated
from Jâbir that the Prophet
said: "The likeness of myself and
the (previous) Prophets is that of
a man who built a house and
made it perfect and complete,
except the space of a brick. The
people started to enter it and
admire it, and they said: 'Were it
not for the space of a brick."
The Messenger of Allah
said:
"I am the space of that brick, I
have come and sealed the
(succession of) Prophets a."

[5964] ( ... ) Salim narrated a
similar report with this chain of
narrators, and instead of saying
'made it complete' he said 'made
it beautiful.'
Chapter 8. When Allah Wants To
Show Mercy To A Nation, He
Takes Their Prophet Before Them
[5965] 24 - (2288) It was
narrated from Abü Müsa that the
Prophet
said: "When Allah
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wants to show mercy to a nation
among His slaves, He takes their
Prophet before them, and makes
him a forerunner for them. When
He wants to destroy a nation, He
punishes them when their Prophet
is still alive, then He destroys them
while he is looking on, and He
relieves him by means of their
destruction because they belied him
and disobeyed his commands."
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[5966] 25 - (2289) Jundab said:
"I heard the Prophet
say: 'I
will reach Al-Haud (the Cistern)
ahead of you."

[5967] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 5966) was narrated from
'Abdul-Malik bin 'Umair, from
Jundab, from the Prophet .
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Chapter 9. The Hand (Cistern)
Of Our Prophet And Its
Attributes
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[59681 26 - (2290) It was
narrated that Abü Hâzim said: "I
heard Sahl say: 'I heard the
Prophet
say: "I will reach the
Cistern ahead of you. He who
comes will drink, and whoever
drinks will never be thirsty again.
There will come to me some
people whom I will recognize and
they will recognize me, then they
will be prevented from reaching
me."
Abü Hâzim said: "And I heard
An-Nu'mân bin AbI 'Ayyâsh say,
when I was narrating this IjadIth
to them: 'Is this what you heard
Sahl say?' I said: 'Yes."

[5969] (2291) And I bear
witness that I heard Abü Weed
Al-Khudrl add something and say
(The Messenger of Allah said):
"They belong to me." But it will be
said: "You do not know what they
did after you were gone." And I
will say: "Away, away with the one
who changed (the religion) after I
was gone."
[5970] (...) A HadIth like that of
Ya'qüb (no. 5968) was narrated
from Sahl from the Prophet ,
and from An-Nu'mân bin AbI
'Ayyâsh, from Abü Sa'eed AlKhudrI, from the Prophet .
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[5971] 27 - (2292) 'Abdullâh bin
'Amr bin A1-'As said: "The
Messenger of Allah jo,F said: 'My
Cistern is the size of a month's
journey, its sides are equal, its
water is whiter than silver, its
fragrance is better than musk,
and its jugs are like the (number
of) stars of the sky. Whoever
drinks from it will never be
thirsty again."

[5972] (2293) Asmâ' hint Abi
Bakr said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'I will reach the
Cistern and I will see those of
you who come to me. Some
people will be detained before
they reach me and I will say: "0
Lord, they belong to me and to
my Ummah." It will be said: "Do
you not know what they did after
you were gone? By Allah, they
continued turning on their heels
after you were gone."
Ibn AbI Mulaikah used to say:
"0 Allah, we seek refuge with
You from turning on our heels or
being put to trial with regard to
our religion."
[5973] 28 - (2294) 'Aishah said:
"I heard the Messenger of Allah
say when he was among his
Companions: 'I will be at the
Cistern and I will see those of you
who come towards me. By Allah,
some men will be prevented from
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reaching me, and I will say: "0
Lord, they belong to me and my
Umnuih." He will say: "You do not
know what they did after you were
gone. They kept turning back on
their heels.'"

[5974] 29 - (2295) It was
narrated that Umm Salamah, the
wife of the Prophet
, said: "I
used to hear the people talking
about the Cistern, but I did not
hear anything about it from the
Messenger of Allah , until one
day, when the slave woman was
combing my hair, I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: '0
people!' I said to the slave
woman: 'Move away from me.'
She said: 'He only called the
men; he did not call the women.'
I said: 'I am one of the people.'
said:
The Messenger of Allah
'I will reach the Cistern ahead of
you, so beware lest one of you
come and be driven away like a
stray camel. I will say: "What is
the matter with this one?" And it
will be said: "You do not know
what they introduced after you
were gone." I will say: "Away
with them."
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[5975] ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin Râfi'
said: "Umm Salamah used to
narrate that she heard the Prophet
say on the Minbar, while she
was having her hair combed: '0
people!' She said to the one who
was combing her hair: 'Gather my
hair and put it together..." A
HadIth like that of Bukair from AlQâsim bin 'Abbâs (no. 5974).

[5976] 30 - (2296) It was
narrated from 'Uqbah bin 'Amir
that the Messenger of Allah
came out one day and prayed for
the people of Ubud as he used to
pray for the dead. Then he went
to the Minbar and said: "I will be
there ahead of you, and I will be
your witness. By Allah, I can see
my Cistern now. I am given the
keys to the treasures of the earth,
or the keys to the earth. By
Allah, I do not fear that you will
associate others with Allah after I
am gone, but I fear that you will
compete with one another for
them (the treasures of the earth)."

[5977] 31 - (. 4 It was narrated
that 'Uqbah bin 'Amir said: "The
Messenger of Allah prayed for
those who had been slain at
Uhud, then he ascended the
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Minbar like one who was bidding
farewell to the living and the
dead. He said: 'I will reach the
Cistern ahead of you, and its
width is like the distance between
Aylah and Al-JuIfah. I do not
fear that you will associate others
with Allah after I am gone, but I
fear that you will compete with
one another for worldly gains and
you will fight one another and be
destroyed as those who came
before you were destroyed."
'Uqbah said: "That was the last
thing I heard the Messenger of
Allah
say on the Minbar."

[5978] 32 - (2297) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said: "The
said: 'I will
Messenger of Allah
reach the Cistern ahead of you,
and I will plead concerning some
people then I will have to give
them up. I will say: "0 Lord, my
companions, my companions!" It
will be said: "You do not know
what they introduced after you
were gone.'"

[5979] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-A'mash with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
5978), but he did not mention
(the words) "My companions, my
companions."
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[5980] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of A1-A'mash (no. 5978) was
narrated from 'Abdullâh from the
Prophet .

[5981] ( ... ) A HadIth like that of
Al-A'mash and MughIrah was
narrated from Hudhaifah (no. 5978,
5980), from the Prophet .

[5982] 33 - (2298) It was
narrated from Hârithah that he
heard the Prophet
say: "His
Cistern is (as large as the distance)
between San'â' and Al-Madinah."
Al-Mustawrid said to him: "Did you
not hear him say, 'The vessels'?" He
said: "No." Al-Mustawrid said:
"There will be seen in it vessels like
the stars."

[5983] ( ... ) Hârithah bin Wahb
AI-Khuzâ'I said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say..." and
he mentioned a similar report (as
no. 2298) about the Cistern, but
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he did not mention the words of
Al-Mustawrid.

[5984] 34 - (2299) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Umar said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Ahead of you lies the Cistern. The
distance between its two corners is
like the distance between Jarbâ'
and Adhrah."

[5985] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet
said: "Ahead of you lies a Cistern
like the distance between Jarbâ'
and Adhrab." In the report of
Ibn Al-Muthanna it says: "My
Cistern."

[5986] ( ... ) 'Ubaidullâh narrated
a similar report (as no. 5985) with
this chain of narrators, and he
added: "Ubaidullâh said: 'I asked
him and he said: "They are two
towns in Ash-Sham, between
which there is the distance of three
nights' travel." In the kladIth of
Ibn Bishr it says: "Three days."
ki
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[59871 ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of 'Ubaidullâh (no. 5986) was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar from
the Prophet .

[5988] 35 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh that the Messenger
of Allah
said: "Ahead of you
lies a Cistern like (the distance)
between Jarbâ and Adhrah, in
which there are jugs like the stars
of the sky. Whoever comes to it
and drinks from it will never be
thirsty again."

[5989] 36 - (2300) It was
narrated that Abü Dharr said: "I
said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
what are the vessels of the
Cistern?' He said: 'By the One is
Whose Hand is the soul of
Muhammad, its vessels are more
numerous than the stars and
planets in the sky, nay! on a dark
and cloudless night. The vessels
of Paradise, whoever drinks from
them will never be thirsty again.
There flow into it two spouts
from Paradise, and whoever
drinks from it will never he
thirsty again. It is as wide as it is
long, like the distance between
'Amman and Aylah. Its water is
whiter than milk and sweeter
than honey."
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[5990] 37 - (2301) It was
narrated from Thawbân that the
said: "I will
Prophet of Allah
be at my Cistern pushing crowds
of people away, so as to allow the
people of Yemen to reach it, and
I will strike with my stick until it
flows for them." He was asked
how wide it is, and he said:
"From where I am standing to
'Amman." He was asked about
its drink and he said: "It is whiter
than milk and sweeter than
honey. Two spouts that originate
from Paradise lead into it, one of
gold and one of silver."

[5991] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 5990) was narrated from
Qatâdah with the chain of Hishâm,
except that he said: "On the Day of
Resurrection Twill be at the edge of
the Cistern."

[5992] ( ... ) The HadIth of the
Cistern was narrated from Thawbân,
from the Messenger of Allah . I
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said 11 to Yaya bin Hammâd (a
narrator): "Did you hear this
HadIth from Abü 'Awânah?" He
said: "I also heard it from Shu'bah."
I said: "Look at it for me." So he
looked for me, then he narrated it
to me.
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[5993] 28 - (2302) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "I will drive
some people away from my
Cistern as a stray camel is driven
away."

[5994] ( ... ) Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said..." a similar report (as no.
5993).
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[5995] 39 - (2303) Anas bin
Mâlik narrated that the Messenger
of Allah Ji said: "The size of my
Cistern is like the distance between
Aylah and San'â' in Yemen. In it
there are jugs as numerous as the
stars in the sky."
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That is Muhammad bin Bash-shâr, Bundâr, who narrated it from him.
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[5996] 40 - (2304) Anas bin
Mâlik narrated that the Prophet
said: "Some of those who
accompanied me will come to me
at the Cistern, and when I see
them and they come close to me,
they will be taken away before they
reach me. I will say: '0 Lord, my
companions, my companions!' but
it will be said to me: 'You do not
know what they introduced after
you were gone."

[59971 ( ... ) This was narrated
from Anas from the Prophet ,
and he added: "Its vessels are as
numerous as the stars."

[5998] 41 - (2303) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that the Prophet * said: "The
distance between two corners of
my Cistern is like the distance
between San'd' and Al-Madlnah."
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[5999] 42 - ( ... ) A similar report
(as no. 5998) was narrated from
Anas from the Prophet
,
except that they were not sure
and they said: "Or like the
distance between Al-Madinah
and 'Amman." In the HadIth of
Abü 'Awânah it says: "The
distance between the two sides of
my Cistern."

[6000] 43 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Qatâdah that Anas said:
"The Prophet of Allah iI said: 'In
it (the Cistern) can be seen jugs of
gold and silver, as numerous as the
stars in the sky."

[6001] ( ... ) Anas bin Mâlik
narrated that the Prophet of
Allah
said... a similar report
(as no. 6000), and he added: "Or
more than the number of stars in
the sky."

[6002] 44 - (2305) It was
narrated from Jâbir bin Samurah
that the Messenger of Allah
said: "I will reach the Cistern
ahead of you, and the distance
between its edges is like the
distance between San'a' and
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Aylah, and its jugs are like the
stars."

[60031 45 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Amir bin Sa'd bin AbI
Waqqâ said: "I wrote to Jâbir
bin Samurah (and sent it) with
my slave Nâfi' (saying): 'Tell me
of something that you heard from
the Messenger of Allah
He
wrote to me (saying): 'I heard
him say: "I will be the first one to
reach the Cistern."

Chapter 10. The Angels Fought
Alongside Him
[6004] 46 - (2306) It was
narrated that Sa'd said: "On the
Day of Uhud I was on the right
side of the Messenger of Allah
and on his left were two men
wearing white garments, and I
never saw them before or since,
meaning Jibril and MIkâ'Il, AA. "
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[6005] 47 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Sa'd bin AbI Waqqâs said:
"On the Day of Uhud I, was on
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the right of the Messenger of
Allah
and on his left were two
men wearing white garments,
fighting fiercely for him. And I
never saw them before or since."
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Chapter 11. His () Courage
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[6006] 48 - (2307) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "The Messenger of Allah ii
was the best of people, and he
was the most generous of people
and the most courageous of
people. One night the people of
Al-Madinah were in a state of
panic, and some people went out
towards the noise. They were met
by the Messenger of Allah
,
who was coming back, as he had
gone towards the noise before
them. He was riding the horse of
Abü Talhah bareback, with his
sword around his neck, and he
said: 'Do not be afraid, do not be
afraid.' And he said: 'We found it
(the horse) to be swift-footed' or,
'It is swift-footed."
He said: "And it was a horse
that was known to be slow."
:jU
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[6007] 49 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas said: "There was a
disturbance in Al-Madinah, and
the Prophet Q5, borrowed a horse
belonging to Abü Talhah that
was called Mandüb, and rode it.
He said: 'We have not seen any
cause for panic, and we have
found it (the horse) to be swiftfooted."
[6008] (...) Shu'bah narrated
with this chain of narrators (a
HadIth similar to no. 6007). In
the HadIth of Ibn Ja'far it says:
"A horse of ours," it does not say
a horse belonging to Abü Talbah.

Chapter 12. His ()Generosity
(Y'
[6009] 50 - (2308) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"The Messenger of Allah
was
the most generous of people in
doing good, and he was at his
most generous in the month of
Ramadân. JibrIl , used to meet
him every year in Ramadân until
it ended, and the Messenger of
Allah ij would recite the Qur'ân
to him. When JibrIl met him, the
Messenger of Allah was more
generous in doing good than the
(rain) blowing wind."
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[6010] ( ... ) A similar report (as
..). 6009) was narrated from AzZuhrI with this chain of narrators.
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Chapter 13. His () Good
Manners
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[6011] 51 - (2309) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "I served the Messenger of
Allah
for ten years, and by
Allah he never spoke any word of
contempt to me, and he never
said to me for any reason, why
did you do such and such? Or
why did you not do such and
such?"
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[6012] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 6011) was narrated from
Anas.
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[6013] 52 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas said: "When the
Messenger of Allah , came to
Al-Madinah, Abü Talbah took
me by the hand and brought me
,
to the Messenger of Allah
and said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
Anas is a good boy, let him serve
you.' I served him while traveling
and at home, and by Allah he
never said to me about something
that I had done: 'Why did you do
this like this?' Or for something
that I had not done: 'Why did
you not do this like this?"

[6014] 53 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas said: "I served the
for nine
Messenger of Allah
years, and I never knew him to
say: 'Why did you do such and
such?' And he never criticized
me for anything."

[6015] 54 - (2310) Anas said:
was
"The Messenger of Allah
one of the best people in
manners. One day he sent me to
do an errand for him, and I said:
'By Allah, I will not go.' But in
my heart I intended to go and do
what the Prophet of Allah had
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told me to do. Then I went out
and passed by some boys who
were playing in the marketplace.
Then the Messenger of Allah
caught me on the back of my
neck from behind. I looked at
him and he was smiling. He said:
'0 Unais, did you go where I told
you to go?' I said: 'Yes, I am
going, 0 Messenger of Allah."

[i. w
[6016] (2309) Anas said: "By
Allah, I served him () for nine
years, and I never knew him to
say for something I had done:
'Why did you do such and such?'
Or for something I had failed to
do: 'Why did you not do such
and such?"
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[6017] 55 - (2310) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "The Messenger of Allah
had the best manners among the
people."

Chapter 14. His ()Generosity

[6018] 56 - (2311) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "If the Messenger
of Allah
was asked for
anything, he never said no."
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[60191 ( ... ) It was narrated that
Muhammad bin Al-Munkadir
said: "I heard Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
say:..." A similar report (as no.
6018).

[6020] 57 - (2312) It was
narrated from Müsâ bin Anas that
his father said: "The Messenger of
Allah
was never asked for
anything for the sake of Islam but
he would give it. A man came and
he gave him a large number of
sheep. He went back to his people
and said: '0 people, become
gives
Muslim, for Muhammad
as if he has no fear of want."

[6021] 58 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas that a man asked the
Prophet
for a large number of
sheep and he gave them to him.
He went to his people and said:
"0 people, become Muslim, for
by Allah, Muhammad gives as
if he does not fear want."
Anas said: "If a man became
Muslim seeking nothing but worldly
gain, as soon as he became Muslim,
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Islam would become dearer to him
than this world and everything in
it."

[6022] 59 - (2313) It was
narrated that Ibn Shihâb said:
set
"The Messenger of Allah
out on the campaign to conquer
Makkah, then the Messenger of
Allah
set out with those of the
Muslims who were with him.
They fought at Hunain and Allah
supported His religion and granted
victory to the Muslims. On that day
the Messenger of Allah jo-5, gave
Safwân bin Umaiyyah a hundred
sheep, then another hundred, then
another hundred."
Ibn Shihâb said: "Weed bin AlMusayyab told me that Safwan
said: 'By Allah, the Messenger of
Allah ç gave me what he gave
me, and he was the most hated of
people to me, but he kept giving
to me until he became the most
beloved of people to me."
[6023] 60 - (2314) Jâbir bin
Abdullâh said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'When the
wk
of Bahrain comes to us, I
will give you such and such, and
such and such,' and he gestured
with both of his hands. But the
Prophet
died before the
wealth of Bahrain came. It came
to AN Bakr after he was gone,
and he ordered a caller to call
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out: 'Whoever had any promise
from the Prophet . or was owed
anything by him, let him come. I
got up and said: 'The Prophet
said: "When the wealth of Bahrain
comes to us, I will give you such
and such, and such and such."
Abü Bakr took a handful and said
to me: 'Count it.' So I counted it,
and it was five hundred. He said:
'Take twice as much again."

[6024] 61 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin Abdullâh said:
"When the Prophet
died,
some wealth came to AN Bakr
from Al-'Alâ bin Al-Hadraml.
Abü Bakr said: 'Whoever was
owed anything by the Prophet ç,
or had a promise from him, let
him come to us." A HadIth like
that of Ibn 'Uyainah (no. 6023).
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Chapter 15. His ()Compassion
Towards Children And His
Humbleness, And The Virtue Of
That
[6025] 62 - (2315) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Last night a boy was born
to me, and I have named him
after my father IbrãhIm
Then he gave him to Umm Saif,
the wife of a blacksmith who was
called Abü Saif. He set out to go
to him and I followed him. We
came to Abü Saif and he was
pumping the bellows, and the
house was filled with smoke. I
quickened my pace and went
ahead of the Messenger of Allah
and I said: '0 Abü Saif! Stop,
for the Messenger of Allah
has come.' So he stopped, and
the Messenger of Allah
called
for the boy. He embraced him
and said whatever Allah willed he
should say."
Anas said: "I saw him (the boy,
IbrâhIm) as he breathed his last in
the arms of the Messenger of Allah
. The eyes of the Messenger of
Allah
filled with tears, and he
said: 'The eyes weep and the heart
grieves, but we do not say anything
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but that which pleases our Lord.
By Allah, 0 IbrâhIm, we are
grieved for you."
[6026] 63 - (2316) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik said:
"I have never seen anyone who
was more compassionate towards
children than the Messenger of
Allah . IbrâhIm (the son of the
Prophet ) was sent to be nursed
in the suburbs of Al-Madinah. He
used to go, and we would go with
him, and he would enter the house
which was filled with smoke, as his
foster father was a blacksmith, and
he would hold him and kiss him,
then he would come back."
'Amr said: "When IbrâhIm died,
the Messenger of Allah
said:
'IbrâhIm is my son and he has
died in infancy. He has two
foster-mothers who will complete
his suckling in Paradise."

[6027164 - (2317) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "Some Bedouin
people came to the Messenger of
Allah jç and said: 'Do you kiss
your children?' They said: 'Yes.'
They said: 'By Allah, we do not kiss
them.' The Messenger of Allah
said: 'What can I do if Allah has
deprived you of mercy?"
Ibn Numair said: "Deprived your
hearts of mercy."
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[6028] 65 - (2318) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
A1-Aqra' bin Ijâbis saw the
Prophet
kissing A]-Uasan and
he said: "I have ten children and
I have never kissed any of them."
The Messenger of Allah
said:
"The one who does not show
mercy will not be shown mercy."

in

[6029] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 6028) was narrated from Abü
Hurairah, from the Prophet jgt.

[6030] 66 - (2319) It was
narrated that Jarlr bin 'Abdullâh
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Whoever does not show
mercy to people, Allah will not
show mercy to him."

JaJi
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[6031] ( ... ) A HadIth like that of
A]-A'mash (no. 6030) was narrated
from JarIr, from the Prophet .

Chapter 16. His () Great
Modesty
[60321 67 - (2320) It was
narrated that Qatâdah said: I heard
'Abdullâh bin AbI 'Utbah say: I
heard Abü Sa'eed A]-KhudrI say:
was
"The Messenger of Allah
more shy than a virgin behind her
veil; if he disliked something we
could see it in his face."

[6033] 68 - (2321) It was
narrated that Masrüq said: "We

(r
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entered upon 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr
when Mu'âwiyah came to AlKüfah, and he mentioned the
Messenger of Allah , and said:
'He was not rude and he never
spoke intentionally in an offensive
manner.' And he said: 'The
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Among the best of you are those
who are best in manners."
'Uthmân said: "When he came
with Mu'âwiyah to A1-Küfah."
[6034] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6033) was narrated
from Al-A'mash with this chain
of narrators.

Chapter 17. His () Smile
And Easy Going Attitude
[6035] 69 - (2322) It was
narrated that Simâk bin Harb said:
"I said to Jâbir bin Samurah: 'Did
you sit with the Messenger of Allah
ç?' He said: 'Yes, frequently. He
would not get up from the place
where he had prayed Subh until
the sun had risen, and when it
rose, he got up. And they used to
converse and talk about the
Jâhiliyyah and laugh, and he
would smile."
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Chapter 18. His () Compassion
Towards Women And His
Command To Treat Them Kindly
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[6036] 70 - (2323) It was narrated
that Anas said: "The Messenger of
Allah
was on one of his
journeys, and a black slave called
Anjashah was singing camel-driving
songs. The Messenger of Allah
said to him: '0 Anjashah, go slowly
when you are driving mounts that
are carrying glass vessels."
L
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[6037] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 6036) was narrated from Anas.
'Lr

[6038] 71 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas that the Prophet
came to his wives when a cameldriver called Anjashah was driving
the camels on which they were
riding. He said: "Woe to you 0
Anjashah! Go slowly when you are
driving mounts that are carrying
glass vessels."
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[6039] 72 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "Umm
Sulaim was with the wives of the
ProphetJç when a camel-driver
was driving the camels on which
they were riding. The Messenger
of Allah
said: '0 Anjashah, go
slowly when you are driving
mounts that are carrying glass
vessels."

[6040] 73 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas said: "The Messenger of
Allah ji had a camel-driver with a
fine voice. The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Go slowly, 0 Anjashah;
do not break the glass vessels,'
meaning the weak women."

[6041] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Anas from the Prophet
(a
IjadIth similar to no. 6040), but he
did not mention a camel driver
with a fine voice.

Chapter 19. His () Closeness
To The People, Their Seeking
Blessing From Him And His
Humility Towards Them
[6042] 74 - (2324) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "When the Messenger of
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Allah
prayed Al-Ghadâh (Fajr),
the servants of A]-Madinah would
bring their vessels filled with
water, and no vessel was brought
but he would dip his hand in it.
Even if a vessel was brought on a
cold morning he would dip his
hand in it."

[6043] 75 - (2325) It was
narrated that Anas said: "I saw
the Messenger of Allah
when
the barber was cutting his hair,
and his Companions were
walking around him, not wanting
any hair to fall except into a
man's hand."

[6044] 76 - (2326) It was
narrated from Anas that there
was a woman who was intellect
was slightly diminished. She said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, I want
something from you." He said:
"0 Umm Fulân (mother of soand-so), see which side of the
road you want, until I see to what
you want." He stood with her on
one side of the road, until she got
what she needed.

JAJt
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Chapter 20. His () Avoidance
Of Sin, His Choosing The
Easier Of Permissible Things,
And His Vengeance For The
Sake Of Allah If His Sacred
Limits Were Transgressed
[6045177 - (2327) It was narrated
that 'Aishah, the wife of the
Prophet , said: "The Messenger
was never given the
of Allah
choice between two things but he
would choose the easier of the
two, so long as it was not a sin; if
it was a sin he would be the
furthest of the people from it.
And the Messenger of Allah
never took revenge for his own
sake, unless the sacred limits of
Allah were transgressed."

[6046] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Urwah, from 'Aishah (a HadIth
similar to no. 6045).
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[6047] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of Mâlik (no. 6045) was narrated
from Ibn Shihâb with this chain
of narrators.
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[6048] 78 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The Messenger
was never given the
of Allah
choice between two things, one of
which was easier than the other,
but he would choose the easier of
the two, so long as it was not a sin.
If it was a sin he would be the
furthest of the people from it."

[6049] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Hishâm with this chain of narrators
(a IladIth similar to no. 6048), as far
as the words, "...The easier of the
two...", but he did not mention
what comes after that.
[6050] 79 - (2328) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
never hit
Messenger of Allah
anyone with his hand, nor any
woman or servant, except when
fighting in Jihâd in the cause of
Allah. And if he was offended in
some way he never took revenge
for his own sake, unless one of
the sacred limits of Allah had
been transgressed, then he would
take revenge for the sake of
Allah."
[6051] (...) It was narrated from
Hishâm with this chain of narrators
(a HadIth similar to no. 6050).
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Chapter 21. His () Good,
Fragrance And Soft Touch, And
Seeking Blessing From His
Touch
[60521 80 - (2329) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin Samurah
said: "I prayed the first prayer
(i.e., Al-Fajr) with the Messenger
of Allah , then he went out to
his family, and I went with him.
Some children met him and he
started patting their cheeks, one
after another. And he also patted
my cheeks, and I found his hand
to be cool and fragrant, as if he
had brought it out of the bag of a
perfume seller."

[6053] 81 - (2330) It was
narrated that Anas said: "I have
never smelt any amber or musk or
anything better than the fragrance
of the Messenger of Allah , and
I have never touched any DIbâj
or silk softer to the touch than
the Messenger of Allah 4Li."

[6054] 82 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas said: "The Messenger of
Allah was of a fair complexion,
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and his sweat was like pearls.
When he walked he leaned
forward. I have not touched any
DIbâj or silk softer to the touch
than the Messenger of Allah ,
and I have not smelled any musk
or amber more fragrant than the
scent of the Messenger of Allah
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Chapter 22. The Fragrance Of
His ()Sweat, And Seeking
Blessing Therefrom
[6055] 83 - (2331) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
entered
said: "The Prophet
upon us and took a nap in our
house, and he began to sweat.
Our mother came with a glass
bottle and started to collect the
woke
sweat in it. The Prophet
up and said: '0 Umm Sulaim,
what is this that you are doing?'
She said: 'This is your sweat; we
put it in our perfume, and it is
among the best of fragrances."

[6056] 84 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "The
used to enter the
Prophet
house of Umm Sulaim and sleep
on her bed when she was not
there. He came one day and slept
on her bed, then she came and it
was said to her: 'The Prophet is
sleeping in your house, on your
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bed.' She came, and he had begun
to sweat, and the sweat had fallen
onto the leather cloth that was on
the bed. She opened her jewellery
box and started to wipe up that
sweat and squeeze it into her
woke up
bottles. The Prophet
and said: 'What are you doing, 0
Umm Sulaim?' She said: '0
Messenger of Allah, we hope for
blessing for our children.' He said:
'You have done right."
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[6057] 85 - (2332) It was
narrated from Umm Sulaim that
the Prophet
used to come to
her and take a nap in her house.
She would spread a piece of cloth
for him and he would sleep on it.
He used to sweat a great deal, and
she would collect his sweat and put
it in her perfume bottles. The
Prophet said: "0 Umm Sulaim,
what is this?" She said: "Your
sweat; I put it in my perfume."
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Chapter 23. The Prophet
Sweated When It Was Cold,
And When The Revelation
Came To Him
[6058] 86 - (2333) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "If the
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Revelation came to the Messenger
of Allah
on a cold day, his
forehead would be covered with
sweat."

[60591 87 - (...) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that Al-Hârith bin
Hishâm asked the Prophet
:
"How does the Revelation come
to you?" He said: "Sometimes it
comes like the ringing of a bell,
and that is the hardest for me, but
when it is over I have understood
it. Sometimes an angel comes in the
form of a man, and I understand
what he says."

[6060] 88 - (2334) It was
narrated that 'Ubâdah bin AsSâmit said: "When the Revelation
came upon the Prophet of Allah
, he would feel anxious because
of that, and his face would change
color."
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[6061] 89 - (2335) It was
narrated that 'Ubâdah bin AsSâmit said: "When the Revelation
came upon the Prophet , he
would lower his head, and his
Companions would lower their
heads, and when it was over, he
would raise his head."
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Chapter 24. Description Of His
() Hair, Attributes And
Appearance
160621 90 - (2336) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"The People of the Book used to
let their hair fall over their
foreheads and the idolaters used
to part their hair. The Messenger
of Allah
liked to do the same
as the People of the Book in
matters concerning which he had
received no command. So the
Messenger of Allah
let his
hair fall over his forehead, then
later on he parted it."

[6063] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 6062) was narrated from Ibn
Shihâb with this chain of narrators.
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Chapter 25. Description Of The
Prophet ; He Was The Most
Handsome Of People

[6064] 91 - (2337) Al-Barâ'
said: "The Messenger of Allah 1
was a man of medium height,
broad shouldered with thick hair
hanging down to his earlobes. He
wore a red Hullah and I have never
seen anything more handsome
than him ."
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[6065] 92 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that A]-Bari' said: "I have never
seen any man with long hair more
handsome in a red I-Iullah than the
Messenger of Allah , with his
hair reaching his shoulders. He
was broad shouldered and was
neither tall nor short."

1
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[6066] 93 - ( ... ) Al-Bard' said:
"The Messenger of Allah
was
the most handsome of people in
face and body; he was neither
very tall nor short."
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Chapter 26. Description Of His
(j) Hair
[6067] 94 - (2338) Qatâdah said:
"I said to Anas bin Mâlik: 'What
was the hair of the Prophet
like?' He said: 'His hair was
wavy, neither curly nor straight,
and it hung between his ears and
his shoulders."
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[6068] 95 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas that the hair of
Messenger of Allah
came
down to his shoulders.
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[6069] 96 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas said: "The hair of the
Messenger of Allah
came
halfway down his ears."
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Chapter 27. The Mouth, Eyes
And Heels Of The Prophet
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[6070] 97 - (2339) Jâbir bin
Samurah said: "The Messenger
of Allah
had a wide mouth,
wide eyes and lean heels."
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Chapter 28. The Prophet
Was White With An Elegant
Face
[6071] 98 - (2340) It was
narrated from Al-JurairI from
Abü At-Tufail: "I said to him:
'Did you see the Messenger of
Allah it T He said: 'Yes, he was
white with an elegant face."
Muslim bin A1-Hajjâj said: Abü
At-Tufail died in 100 AH, and he
was the last of the Companions
of the Messenger of Allah jiig, to
die.

[6072] 99 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abô At-Tufail said: "I saw the
Messenger of Allah and there is
no one else (left) on the face of the
earth who saw him apart from me."
He (the narrator) said: "I said to
him: 'How did you see him?' He
said: 'He was white and elegant, of
average height and build."
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Chapter 29. His () Grey
Hairs
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[6073] 100 - (2341) It was
narrated that Ibn SIrIn said:
"Anas bin Mâlik was asked: 'Did
the Messenger of Allah
dye
his hair?' He said: 'I did not see
any white hairs' - Ibn IdrIs said:
'as if he saw only a few' - 'but
Abü Bakr and 'Umar dyed their
hair with henna and Katam."
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[60741 101 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Ibn SIrIn said: "I
asked Anas bin Mâlik: 'Did the
Messenger of Allah bt dye his
hair?' He said: 'He did not reach
the stage where he needed to dye
his hair.' And he said: 'There
were a few white hairs in his
beard.' I said to him: 'Did Abü
Bakr dye his hair?' He said: 'Yes,
with henna and Katam."
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[6075] 102 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Muhammad bin
SIrIn said: "I asked Anas bin
Mâlik: 'Did the Messenger of
Allah
dye his hair?' He said:
'He only saw a few white hairs."
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[60761 103 - ( ... ) Thâbit said:
Anas bin Mãlik was asked about
dyeing his hair.
the Prophet
He said: "If I had wanted to
count the number of white hairs
on his head I could have done
so." And he said: "He did not
dye his hair, but Abil Bakr dyed
his hair with henna and Katam,
and 'Umar dyed his hair with
pure henna."

[6077] 104 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "It is disliked for a man to
pluck out white hairs from his
hair and beard." He said: "And
the Messenger of Allah ç did
not dye his hair; the white hairs
were only in the tuft of hair
between his lower lip and his
chin, and at his temples, and a
few on his head."

[6078] ( ... ) Al-Muthanna narrated
it with this chain of narrators (a
HadIth similar to no. 6078).
[6079] 105 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas was asked about the
white hair of the Prophet . He
said: "Allah did not blemish him
with white hair."
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[6080] 106 - (2342) It was
narrated that Abü Juhaifah said:
"I saw the Messenger of Allah 42
with this much white hair" - and
Zuhair (a sub narrator) put one of
his fingers on the tuft of hair
between his lower lip and his chin.
It was said to him: "How old were
you on that day?" He said: "I was
making arrows and putting feathers
on them (i.e., had passed the age of
childhood)."
[6081] 107 - (2343) It was
narrated that Abü Juhaifah said:
"I saw the Messenger of Allah
with a white complexion and
some white hairs. Al-Hasan bin
'Ali resembled him."

[6082] ( ... ) This was narrated
from Abü Juhaifah (a HadIth
similar to no. 6081), but they did
not say: "With a white complexion
and white hair."
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[6083] 108 - (2344) It was
narrated that Simâk bin Harb
said: "I heard Jâbir bin Samurah
being asked about the white hair
. He said:
of the Prophet
'When he () put oil on his hair
none of them could be seen, and
if he did not put oil on his hair,
they could be seen."
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Chapter 30. The Seal Of
Prophethood, Its Attributes
And Its Location On The Body
Of The Prophet
[60841 109 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
Samurah said: "Some whiteness
had appeared in the hair of the
, at the
Messenger of Allah
front of his head and in his
beard. If he put oil on his hair
they could not be seen, but if his
hair was uncombed, they could
be seen, and the hair of his beard
was thick." A man asked: "Was
his face bright like a sword?" He
said: "No, rather it was like the
sun and the moon, and it was
round. And I saw the Seal (of
Prophethood) on his shoulder,
like a pigeon's egg, the same
color as his body."
[6085] 110 - ( ... ) Jâbir bin
Samurah said: "I saw a seal on
the back of the Messenger of
Allah , like a pigeon's egg."
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[6086] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6085) was narrated
from Simâk with this chain of
narrators.
[6087] 111 - (2345) As-Sâ'ib
bin YazId said: "My maternal aunt
brought me to the Messenger of
and said: '0 Messenger
Allah
of Allah, my sister's son is ailing.'
He () wiped my head and
prayed for blessing for me, then he
performed Wuiâ' and I drank
some of his Wudâ' water. Then I
stood behind him and saw the Seal
between his shoulders, like a bird's
egg."

[6088] 112 - (2346) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin Saijis
and I
said: "I saw the Prophet
ate bread and meat with him" or he said: "TharId." He (the
narrator) said: "I said to him:
pray for
'Did the Prophet
forgiveness for you?' He said:
'Yes, and for you.' Then he
recited this Verse: 'And ask
forgiveness for your sin, and also
for (the sin of) believing men and
believing women."111
Ell Muhammad 47:19.
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He said: "Then I went behind him
and looked at the Seal of Prophethood between his shoulders, near
his left shoulder blade, the shape
of a palm with the fingers held
together, and on it were spots like
moles."
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Chapter 31. How Long He
Lived, And How Long He Stayed
In Makkah And AI-Madinah
[6089] 113 - (2347) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik said:
was
"The Messenger of Allah
neither very tall nor short, and he
was neither glaringly white nor
brown, and his hair was neither
very curly nor straight. Allah
appointed him (as His Messenger)
when he reached the age of forty,
and he stayed in Makkah for ten
years, and in Al-Madinah for ten
years. Allah caused him to die
when he was sixty years old, and
there were no more than twenty
white hairs in his hair and beard."

[6090] (...) A HadIth like that
of Mâlik bin Anas (no. 6089) was
narrated from (from two routes,
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from) Anas bin Mâlik, and in
both of their AhadIth it adds: "He
was bright-faced."
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Chapter 32. The Age Of The
Prophet When He Died
[6091] 114 - (2348) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik said:
"The Messenger of Allah
died
when he was sixty-three years old,
and Abü Bakr As-SiddIq died
when he was sixty-three years old,
and 'Umar died when he was
sixty-three years old."

[6092] 115 - (2349) It was
narrated from 'Aishah that the
Messenger of Allah jio,died when
he was sixty-three years old.
Ibn Shihâb said: "Sa'eed bin AlMusaiyyab told me something
similar."
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[6093] ( ... ) A HadIth like that of
'Uqail (no. 6092) was narrated from
Ibn Shihâb with both chain of
narrators.

Chapter 33. How Long Did The
Prophet Stay In Makkah
And Al-Madinah?
[6094] 116 - (2350) It was
narrated that 'Amr said: "I said
to 'Urwah: 'How long was the
Prophet Q5, in Makkah?' He said:
'Ten years.' I said: 'Ibn 'Abbâs
says it was thirteen."

[6095] ( ... ) It was narrated that
'Amr said: "I said to 'Urwah:
'How long did the Prophet
stay in Makkah?' He said: 'Ten
years.' I said: 'Ibn 'Abbâs says it
was ten-plus.' He prayed for
forgiveness for him and said: 'He
took that from the words of the
poet."
[6096] 117 - (2351) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
the Messenger of Allah j stayed
in Makkah for thirteen years and
he died when he was sixty-three
years old.
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[60971 118 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "The
Messenger of Allah
stayed in
Makkah for thirteen years,
receiving Revelation, and in A]Madinah for ten years, and he died
when he was sixty-three years old."

[6098] 119 - ( 2352) It was
narrated that AN Isâq said: "I
was sitting with 'Abdullâh bin
'Utbah, and they mentioned the
age of the Messenger of Allah
. Some of the people said that
Abü Bakr was older than the
Messenger of Allah . 'Abduilâh
said: 'The Messenger of Allah
passed away when he was sixtythree years old, and Abii Bakr
died when he was sixty-three
years old, and 'Umar was killed
when he was sixty-three years
old.'
A man who was called 'Amir bin
Sa'd said: 'Jarir told us: "We were
sitting with Mu'âwiyah and they
mentioned the age of the Messenger
of Allah . Mu'âwiyah said: 'The
Messenger of Allah
died when
he was sixty-three years old, and
Abü Bakr died when he was sixtythree years old, and 'Umar was
killed when he was sixty-three
years old."
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[60991 120 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from JarIr that he heard
Mu'âwiyah giving a speech, and
he said: "The Messenger of Allah
died when he was sixty-three
years old, and Abü Bakr and
'Umar died at the same age, and
I am sixty-three years old."

[6100] 121 - (2353) It was
narrated that 'Ammâr, the freed
slave of Banü Hâshim, said: "I
asked Ibn 'Abbâs: 'How old was
the Messenger of Allah on the
day he died?' He said: 'I did not
think that a man of such standing
among his people as you would
be unaware of that." He said: "I
said: 'I asked the people and they
gave me different answers. I want
to know what you say.' He said:
'Do you know how to count?' I
said: 'Yes.' He said: 'Bear in
mind that he was sent as a
Prophet when he was forty.
Fifteen years in Makkah, in it
were times of safety and times of
fear, and ten years after he
migrated to Al-Madinah."'
[6101] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of YazId bin Zurai' (no. 6100)
was narrated from Yünus with
this chain of narrators.

J1
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[61021 122 - ( ... ) Ibn 'Abbâs
narrated that the Messenger of
Allah
died when he was sixtyfive years old.

[6103] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Khâlid with this chain of narrators
(a HadIth similar to no. 6102).
[6104] 123 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"The Messenger of Allah
stayed in Makkah for fifteen
years, hearing the voice and
seeing the light, seven years when
he did not see any visible form
and eight years when he received
Revelation, and he stayed in AlMadinah for ten years."

Chapter 34. His () Names

[6105] 124 - (2354) Muhammad
bin Jubair bin Mut'im narrated
from his father that the Prophet
said: "I am Muhammad, and I am
Ahmad, and I am Al-MâhI (the
eraser) by means of whom disbelief
is erased, and I am Al-Hâshir (the
gatherer) after whom all the people
will be gathered (in the Hereafter),

:3ijU U2I
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and I am Al-'Aqib (the last)." Al'Aqib is the one after whom there is
no other Prophet.

[6106] 125 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Muhammad bin Jubair bin
Mut'im, from his father, that
said:
the Messenger of Allah
"I have several names. I am
Muhammad, and I am Ahmad,
and I am A]-MâhI (the eraser) by
means of whom Allah erases
disbelief, and I am Al-Hâshir (the
gatherer) at whose feet the people
will be gathered, and I am Al'Aqib (the last) after whom there
will be no other." And Allah
called him Ra 'üfan RahIma (kind
and compassionate).
[6107] (...) It was narrated from
Az-ZuhrI with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
6106). In the HadIth of Shu'aib
and Ma'mar it says: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah a." In the
IjadIth of Ma'mar it says: "I said
to Az-Zuhrl: 'What does Al'Aqib mean?' He said: 'The one
after whom there is no other
Prophet."
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[6108] 126 - (2355) It was
narrated that Abü Müsa A]-Ash'ari
said: "The Messenger of Allah
mentioned several of his names to
us. He said: 'I am Muhammad,
and Ahmad, and Al-Muqaffi (the
last in succession) and Al-Hâshir
(the gatherer) and the Prophet of
Repentance and the Prophet of
Mercy."

Chapter 35. His ()Knowledge
Of Allah And His Great Fear Of
Him
[6109] 127 - (2356) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
did
something that he regarded as
permissible. News of that reached
some of his Companions, and it
was as if they disliked it and
refrained from it. News of that
reached him, and he stood up to
deliver a speech and said: 'What
is the matter with some men who
hear of something that I did
because I regarded it as permissible,
but they dislike it and refrain from
it? By Allah, I am the most
knowledgeable of them about Allah,
and I am the one who fears Him the
most."
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[6110] (...) A similar HadIth (as
no. 6109) was narrated from AlA'mash with the chain of JarIr.

[6111] 128
(...) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
granted a
Messenger of Allah
concession allowing something,
but some of the people refrained
from it. News of that reached the
Prophet $-T, and he became so
angry that his anger could be
seen on his face, then he said:
'What is the matter with people
who refrain from that concerning
which I have been granted a
concession? By Allah, I am the
most knowledgeable of them
about Allah, and I am the one
who fears Him the most."
Chapter 36. The Obligation To
Follow Him 411
[6112] 129 - (2357) 'Abdullâh
bin Az-Zubair narrated that an
AnârI man disputed with AzZubair in the presence of the
Messenger of Allah
about the
streams of the Harrah with which
the date-palms were watered. The
AnsârI said: "Let the water flow,"
but he refused. They referred the
dispute to the Messenger of Allah
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, and the Messenger of Allah
said to Az-Zubair: "Water (your
trees), 0 Az-Zubair, then let the
water flow to your neighbor." The
Ansâri got angry and said: "0
Messenger of Allah, it is because
he is your cousin!" The face of the
Prophet of Allah
changed
color, then he said: "0 Zubair,
water (your trees) then block the
water until it backs up to the
bottom of the wall." Az-Zubair
said: "By Allah, I think that this
Verse was revealed concerning
that: 'But no, by your Lord, they
can have no Faith, until they make
you judge in all disputes between
them, and find in themselves no
resistance against your decisions,
and accept (them) with full
submission. —III
Chapter 37. Respecting Him
() And Not Asking Him
Unnecessary Questions

'
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[6113] 130 - (1337) Abü
Hurairah narrated that he heard
the Messenger of Allah
say:
"Whatever I forbid to you,
refrain from it, and whatever I
order you, do as much of it as
you can. Those who came before
you were only destroyed because
of their excessive questions and
differences with their Prophets."
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[61141 ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 6113) was narrated from Ibn
Shihâb with this chain of narrators.

[6115] 131
( ... ) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
said: 'Do not
"The Prophet
ask me about things that I have
not mentioned to you." In the
HadIth of Hammâm it says: "...
What has not been mentioned to
you; those who came before you
were only destroyed because..."
and they mentioned a IjadIth like
that of Az-ZuhrI from Sa'eed and
Abü Salamah, from Abü Hurairah.

J. Waili 6a ts
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[6116] 132 - (2358) It was
narrated from 'Amir bin Sa'd that
his father said: "The Messenger of
Allah said: 'The greatest sinner
of the Muslims among the
Muslims is the one who asks about
something that was not forbidden
to the Muslims, but it became
forbidden to them because of his
asking."
[6117] 133 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Amir bin Sa'd that his father
said: "The Messenger of Allah ii
said: 'The greatest sinner of the
Muslims among the Muslims is the
one who asks about something
that was not forbidden, but it
became forbidden to the people
because of his asking."

[6118] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Az-ZuhrI with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
6117). In the HadIth of Ma'mar it
adds: "A man who asked about
something and indulged in hairsplitting."
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[61191 134 - (2359) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "The Messenger of Allah
heard something about his
Companions, and he delivered a
Khutbah and said: 'Paradise and
Hell were shown to me, and I
have never seen good and evil as
(I did) today. If you knew what I
know, you would laugh little and
weep much." He said: "There
was never a day harder for the
Companions of the Messenger of
Allah
than that day. They
covered their heads and wept.
Then 'Umar stood up and said:
'We are pleased with Allah as
our Lord, Islam as our religion,
and Muhammad as our Prophet.'
That man stood up and said:
'Who is my father?' He () said:
'Your father is so-and-so.' Then
the Verse: '0 you who believe!
Ask not about things which, if
made plain to you, may cause you
trouble.11' was revealed."

[1]

Al-Mâ'idah 5:101.
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[6120] 135 - ( ... ) Anas bin Mâlik
said: "A man said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, who is my father?' He said:
'Your father is so-and-so.' Then the
Verse: '0 you who believe! Ask not
about things which, if made plain to
you, may cause you trouble. But if
you ask about them while the
Qur'ân is being revealed, they will
be made plain to you. Allah has
forgiven that, and Allah is OftForgiving, Most Forbearing.111 was
revealed."
[6121] 136 - ( ... ) Anas bin Malik
narrated that the Messenger of
Allah
came out when the sun
had passed its zenith, and led them
in Zuhr prayer. When he had said
the Salâm he stood on the Minbar
and mentioned the Hour, and said
that there would be momentous
events before it, then he said:
"Whoever would like to ask me
about anything, let him ask me, for
by Allah, you will not ask me about
anything but I will tell you about it,
so long as I am standing here."
Anas bin Mâlik said: "By Allah,
the people wept a great deal when
they heard that from the Messenger
of Allah . The Messenger of
Allah
often used to say 'Ask
me.' 'Abdullâh bin Hudhâfah
stood up and said: 'Who is my
father, 0 Messenger of Allah?' He
said: 'Your father is Hudhâfah.'
When the Messenger of Allah it
A1-Mâ'idah 5:101.
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had said 'Ask me' repeatedly,
'Umar knelt down and said: 'We
are pleased with Allah as our
Lord, Islam as our religion, and
Muhammad as our Messenger.'
The Messenger of Allah
fell
silent when 'Umar said that. Then
the Messenger of Allah
said:
'Hard times are at hand, by the
One in Whose Hand is the soul of
Muhammad. Paradise and Hell
were shown to me just now, on this
wall, and I have never seen good
and evil as (I did) today."
Ibn Shihâb said: "Ubaidullâh bin
'Abdullâh bin 'Utbah told me:
'Umm 'Abdullâh bin Hudhâfah
said to 'Abdullâh bin Hudhâfah:
"I have never heard of a son
more disrespectful than you. How
can you be sure that your mother
did not commit some of the sins
committed by the women of the
Jâhiliyyah, thus you would have
exposed her before the people?"
'Abdullâh bin Hudhâfah said:
"By Allah, if he had said that a
black slave was my father I would
have attributed myself to him."

[6122] ( ... ) This HadIth was
narrated from Anas (similar to
no. 6121) from the Prophet, along
with the HadIth of 'Ubaidullâh.
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[6123] 137 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas bin Mâlik that the
people asked the Prophet of Allah
until he was hard pressed by
their questioning. He came out
one day and ascended the
Minbar, and said: "Ask me, for
you will not ask me anything but
I will explain it to you." When
the people heard that, they were
too over-awed to ask anything, as
if something bad were about to
happen.
Anas said: "I started to look to
my right and my left, and every
man had wrapped his head in his
garment and was weeping. A man
who used to be slandered and
attributed to someone other than
his father stood up in the Masjid
and said: '0 Prophet of Allah,
who is my father?' He said: 'Your
father is Hudhâfah.' Then 'Umar
bin Al-Khattâb started saying: 'We
are pleased with Allah as our
Lord, Islam as our religion, and
Muhammad as our Messenger, we
seek refuge with Allah from the
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evil of Fitnah.' The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'I have never seen
good and evil as (I did) today.
Paradise and Hell were shown to
me; I saw them near this wall."

[6124] ( ... ) This story was
narrated from Anas (a HadIth
similar to no. 6123).

[6125] 138 - (2360) It was
narrated that Abü Müsâ said:
"The Prophet was asked about
some things that he disliked.
When he was asked too much he
became angry and said to the
people: 'Ask me whatever you
want.' A man said: 'Who is my
father?' He said: 'Your father is
Uudhâfah.' Another man stood up
and said: 'Who is my father, 0
Messenger of Allah?' He said:
'Your father is Sâlim, the freed
slave of Shaibah.' When 'Umar
saw the anger on the face of the
Messenger of Allah , he said: '0
Messenger of Allah, we repent to
Allah." In the report of Abü
Kuraib (it says): "He said: 'Who is
my father, 0 Messenger of Allah?'
He said: 'Your father is Sâlim, the
freed slave of Shaibah."
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Chapter 38. The Obligation To
Obey What He () Says With
Regard To Matters Of
Religion, But Not What He
Says With Regard To Worldly
Matters
[6126] 139 - (2361) It was
narrated from Müsâ bin Talhah
that his father said: "The
Messenger of Allah
and I
passed by some people who were
at the top of their date palms. He
said: 'What are these people
doing?' They said: 'They are
pollinating them, putting the male
with the female so that it will be
pollinated.' The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'I do not think that
it is of any use.' They were told
about that, so they stopped doing
it. The Messenger of Allah was
told about that and he said: 'If it
benefits them, let them do it. I
only expressed what I thought. Do
not blame me for what I say based
on my own thoughts, but if I
narrate something to you from
Allah, then follow it, for I will
never tell lies about Allah, may He
Glorified and Exalted is He."

[6127] 140 - (2362) Râfi' bin
KhadIj said: "The Messenger of
Allah
came to Al-Madinah,
and they (the farmers) were
pollinating the date palms. They
said, they are pollinating the date
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palms. He said: 'What are you
doing?' They said: 'We used to do
that.' He said: "Perhaps if you do
not do it, it may be better." So
they stopped doing it, and the crop
(that year) failed or the yield was
reduced. They mentioned that to
him and he said: 'I am only human.
If I tell you to do some in religious
matter, then follow it, but if I tell
you to do something based on my
opinion, then I am only human."
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[6128] 141 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Anas that the
passed by some
Prophet
people who were pollinating
(palm trees) and said: "If you do
not do it, it may be better." The
trees produced bad dates, then
he passed by them and said:
"What is the matter with your
palm trees?" They said: "You
said such-and-such." He said:
"You know better about your
worldly affairs."
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Chapter 39. The Virtue Of
Looking At Him () And
Longing To See Him
[61291 142 - (2364) It was
narrated that Hammâm bin
Munabbih said: "This is what Abü
Hurairah narrated to us from the
Messenger of Allah" - and he
narrated a number of AhadIth,
including the following: "The
Messenger of Allah il said: 'By
the One in Whose Hand is the
soul of Muhammad, there will
come to one of you a day when he
cannot see me, then seeing me will
become dearer to him than his
family and his wealth together."
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Chapter 40. The Virtues Of
'Elsa,
Him
[6130] 143 - (2365) Abü Hurairah
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah
say: 'I am the closest of
the people to the son of Mariam.
The Prophets are brothers from
different mothers, and there is no
Prophet between him and I."
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[6131] 144 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'I am the closest of the people to
'Elsa. The Prophets are brothers
from different mothers, and there
is no Prophet between 'Elsa and
I.,,,

[6132] 145 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hammâm bin Munabbih said:
"This is what Abü Hurairah
narrated to us from the Messenger
of Allah a." He narrated a
number of AhadIth, including the
following: "The Messenger of
Allah ij said: 'I am the closest of
the people to 'Elsa bin Mariam, in
this world and in the Hereafter.'
They said: 'How is that, 0
Messenger of Allah?' He said:
'The Prophets are brothers; their
mothers are different but their
religion is one, and there is no
Prophet between us."
[6133] 146 - (2366) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah iiJ said:
"There is no child who is born but
the Shaiân pricks him, and he
begins to cry because of the
Sha4ân pricking him, except the
son of Mariam and his mother."
Then Abü Hurairah said: "Recite,
if you wish: '...And I seek refuge
with You (Allah) for her and for
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her offspring from Sha4ân (Satan),
the outcast." 11
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[6134] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Az-ZuhrI with his chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar no.
6133), and they said: "He (the
Shaitân) touches him when he is
born, and he cries because of the
Shaiân touching him." In the
IjadIt/v of Shu'aib it says: "Because
of the Shaitân s touch."
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[6135] 147 ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Every son of Adam is touched
by the Sha4ân on the day his
mother gives birth to him, except
Mariam and her son."
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[6136] 148 - (2367) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'The infant's cry when he is born
is because of the prick of the
Shaitân."

[6137] 149 - (2368) It was
11]

Al 'Imrân 3:36.
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narrated that Hammâm bin
Munabbih said: "This is what Abü
Hurairah narrated to us from the
Messenger of Allah
." He
narrated a number of AhadIth,
including the following: "The
said: "Elsa
Messenger of Allah
bin Mariam
, saw a man
stealing and 'Elsa, , said to him:
"Did you steal?" He said: "No, by
the One besides Whom there is
none worthy of worship." 'Elsa ,
said: "I believe in Allah and I
disbelieve my own self."
Chapter 41. The Virtues Of
IbrâhIm vA[61381 150 - (2369) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik said:
"A man came to the Messenger of
Allah
and said: '0 best of
creation!' The Messenger of Allah
said: 'That is Ibrâhlm,

:
[6139] ( ... ) Mukhtâr bin Fulful,
the freed slave of 'Amr bin Huraith,
said: "I heard Anas say: 'A man
said: "0 Messenger of Allah..." a
similar report (a IjadIth no. 6138).
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[6140] ( ... ) A]-Mukhtâr said: "I
heard Anas (narrate) from the
Prophet " - a similar report (as
no. 6138).

[6141] 151 - (2370) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
(The Prophet) 'IbrâhIm
wa
circumcised himself when he was
eighty years old, with an adze."

[6142] 152 - (151) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"We are more likely to doubt than
Ibrâhim when he said: 'My Lord!
Show me how You give life to the
dead.' He (Allah) said: 'Do you
not believe?' He (IbrâhIm) said:
'Yes (I believe), but to be stronger
in faith.'['] And may Allah have
mercy on LÜt for he wanted a
powerful support.[2] And if I had
stayed in prison as long as YiIsuf
stayed, I would have responded to
the messenger (of the king)."

See A1-Baqarah 2:260.
(2]

See Had 11:80.
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[61431 ( ... ) A HadIth like that of
Az-ZuhrI (no. 6142) was narrated
from Abü Hurairah from the
Messenger of Allah

[6144] 153 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
said: "May Allah
Prophet
, for he wanted a
forgive Lilt
powerful support."

[6145] 154 - (2371) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
, never told any lies
"Ibrâhim
except three, two of which were
for the sake of Allah, when he
said: 'I am sick' and when he
said: 'Nay, this one, the biggest of
them (idols) did it.'['] And one
was for the sake of Sarah, when
he came to the land of a tyrant,
and Sarah was with him, and she
was the most good-looking of
people. He said to her: 'If this
tyrant realizes that you are my
wife, he will take you away from
me. If he asks you, tell him that
[1]

See A1-Anbiyâ' 21:63.
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you are my sister, for you are my
sister in Islam, and I do not know
of any other Muslim on earth
apart from you and me.'
"When he entered his land and
some of the tyrant's people saw
him, they went to him (the
tyrant) and said to him: 'There
has come to your land a woman
who should not belong to anyone
but you.' He sent for her and she
was brought to him, and IbrâhIm
, stood in prayer. When she
entered upon him, he could not
help but reach out towards her,
but his hand was seized
forcefully. He said to her: 'Pray
to Allah to let my hand go, and I
will not harm you.' She did that,
but he did the same thing again,
and his hand was seized more
forcefully than before. He said
the same thing to her, and she
did that, but he did the same
thing again, and his hand was
seized more forcefully than the
first two times. He said: 'Pray to
Allah to let my hand go, and by
Allah I will not harm you.' She
did that and his hand was let go.
Then he called the one who had
brought her and said to him:
'You brought me a devil, not a
human being. Expel her from my
land, and give her Hâjar.'
"She came back walking, and
when IbrâhIm
, saw her he
turned away and said to her: 'What
happened?' She said: 'Nothing but
good. Allah withheld the hand of
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the evildoer and he gave me a
servant."
Abü Hurairah said: "That was
your mother, 0 sons of the rain
of the sky."
Chapter 42. The Virtues Of
Müsâ 3
[6146] 155 - (339) It was
narrated that Hammâm bin
Munabbih said: "This is what Abü
Hurairah narrated to us from the
Messenger of Allah
" He
narrated a number of AhadIth,
including the following: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'The
Children of Israel used to bathe
naked, looking at one another's
Awrah, but Müsâ
, used to
bathe alone. They said: "By Allah,
nothing is keeping Müsâ from
bathing with us but a scrotal
hernia." On one occasion he went
to bathe and he put his garment on
a rock, and the rock fled with his
garment. Müsâ raced after it
saying: "My garment, 0 rock! My
garment, 0 rock!" until the
Children of Israel had seen Müsâ's
Awrah and said: "By Allah, there
is nothing wrong with him."
"Then the rock stood still, until
everyone could see it, then he
took his garment and started
striking the rock hard."
Abü Hurairah said: "By Allah,
there were six or seven marks on
the rock, where Müsâ
, struck
the rock."

(
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[6147] 156 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin ShaqIq said:
Abü Hurairah told us: "Müsâ ,
was a shy man, and he was never
seen naked. The Children of Israel
said: 'He has a scrotal hernia.' He
bathed in a pond and put his
garment on a rock. The rock sped
off, and he chased it with his stick,
striking it and saying: 'My
garment, 0 rock! My garment, 0
rock!' until it stopped near a group
of the Children of Israel. Then the
Verse: '0 you who believe! Be not
like those who annoyed Müsâ, but
Allah cleared him of that which
they alleged, and he was honourable
before Allâh'1 was revealed."

[6148] 157 - (2372) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Angel of Death was sent to
Müsâ , and when he came to
him he slapped him and put out
his eye. He went back to his Lord
and said: 'You sent me to a slave
of Yours who does not want to
die.' Allah restored his eye and
said: 'Go back to him and tell him
to put his hand on the back of an
ox, and however many hairs his
hand covers, he will have one year
for each hair.' He said: '0 Lord,
A1-Ahzâb 33:69.
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then what?' He said: 'Death.' He
said: 'Let it be now.' And he asked
Allah to bring him near to the holy
land, a stone's throw from it. And
the Messenger of Allah kRi, said: 'If
I were there, I would show you his
grave beside the road, beneath the
red mound."
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[6149] 158 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hammâm bin Munabbih
said: "This is what AN Hurairah
narrated to us from the Messenger
of Allah a." He narrated a
number of AhadIth, including the
following: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'The Angel of
Death came to Müsâ
, and
said: "Answer the call of your
Lord." Müsâ , slapped the eye
of the Angel of Death and put it
out. The Angel went back to
Allah, Exalted is He, and said:
"You have sent me to a slave of
Yours who does not want to die,
and he has put out my eye."
Allah restored his eye and said:
"Go back to My slave and say:
'Do you want to live? If you want
to live, put your hand on the
back of an ox and however many
hairs your hand covers, you will
have one year for every hair."
He said: "Then what?" He said:
"Then you will die." He (Müsâ
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V,I) said: "Rather let it be now.
0 Lord, cause me to die a stone's
throw from the holy land." The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'By
Allah, if I were there I would
show you his grave, beside the
road, beneath the red mound."

[6150] ( ... ) Ma'mar narrated a
similar HadIth (as no. 6149).

[6151] 159 - (2373) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"While a Jew was selling some
goods, he was offered something
for them that he did not like, or
that did not please him" 'Abdul-'AzIz (a narrator) was not
sure. - "He said: 'No, by the One
Who chose Müsâ
, above
mankind!' An AnsârI man heard
him and slapped him on the face,
and said: 'You say, by the One
Who chose Müsâ
above
mankind, when the Messenger of
Allah
is among us?' The Jew
went to the Messenger of Allah
and said: '0 Abul-Qâsim, I
am under protection and have a
covenant.' And he said: 'So-andso slapped my face.' The
Messenger of Allah said: 'Why
did you slap his face?' He said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, he said:
"By the One Who chose Müsâ
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over mankind," when you are
among us.' The Messenger of
became so angry that
Allah
his anger could be seen in his face,
and said: 'Do not differentiate
between the Prophets of Allah, for
the Trumpet will be blown and
those who are in heaven and on
earth will swoon, except those
whom Allah wills. Then it will be
blown again and I will be the first
one to be raised, or among the first
, will be
to be raised, and Müsâ
there, holding on to the Throne,
and I will not know whether he was
compensated for his swooning on
the Day of At-Tür or whether he
was raised before me. And I do not
say that anyone is better than
Yünus bin Matta "

[6152] ( ... ) 'Abdul-'AzIz bin Abl
Salamah narrated a similar (as
no. 6151) report with this chain
of narrators.

[6153] 160 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "Two
men traded insults, a Jewish man
and a Muslim man. The Muslim
said: 'By the One Who chose
above all of
Muhammad
creation.' The Jew said: 'By the
One Who chose Müsâ , above
all of creation.' The Muslim raised
his hand at that point and slapped
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the Jew's face. The Jew went to the
Messenger of Allah
and told
what had happened between him
and the Muslim. The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'Do not regard
me as superior to Müsâ, for (when
the Trumpet is blown) the people
will swoon and I will be the first
one to wake up, and I will see
Müsâ , holding on to the side of
the Throne, and I will not know
whether he was one of those who
swooned and he woke up before
me, or if he will be one of those
who are exempted (from swooning
when the Trumpet is blown) by
Allah."

[6154] 161 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "A
Muslim man and a Jewish man
traded insults..." a HadIth like
that of IbrâhIm bin Sa'd from Ibn
Shihâb (no.6153).

[6155] 162 - (2374) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed AlKhudrI said: "A Jew who had been
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slapped on the face came to the
Prophet a..." a IjadIth like that of
Az-ZuhrI (no. 6154), except that
he said: "I will not know whether
he was one of those who swooned
and he woke up before me, or if his
swooning at At-Tür was sufficient
for him."

[6156] 163 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Sa'eed A]-KhudrI said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Do not differentiate between the
Prophets."

[6157] 164 - (2375) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik that
the Messenger of Allah said: "I
came to" - in the report of
Haddâb: "I passed by - Müsâ on
the night on which I was taken on
the Night Journey, at the red
mound, and he was standing and
praying in his grave."

[6158] 165 - ( ... ) Anas said:
The Messenger of Allah ç said:
"I passed by Müsâ and he was
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praying in his grave." In the
kladIth of 'Elsa it adds: "I passed
by on the night on which I was
taken on the Night Journey."
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Chapter 43. Yünus V4,, And
The Words Of The Prophet :
"No One Should Say: 'I Am
Better Than Yuinus Bin
Matta."
[6159] 166 - (2376) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah
from the Prophet
that He
(Allah, Blessed and Exalted is
He) said: No slave of Mine
should say" - Ibn Al-Muthanna
said: "My slave should not say" 'I am better than Yünus bin
Matta
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[6160] 167 - (2377) It was
narrated that Qatâdah said: "I
heard Abul-'Aliyah say: 'The
cousin of your Prophet
, i.e.,
Ibn 'Abbâs told me that the
Prophet j said: "No one should
say: 'I am better than Yünus bin
Matta."
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Chapter 44. The Virtues Of
YiIsuf
(U
[6161] 168 - (2378) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"It was said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, who is the most honored of
people?' He said: 'The one with
the most Taqwa.' They said: 'This
is not what we are asking about.'
He said: 'Yüsuf, the Prophet of
Allah, the son of the Prophet of
Allah, the son of the Prophet of
Allah, the son of the KhalIl (Close
Friend) of Allah.' They said: 'This
is not what we are asking about.'
He said: 'Are you asking about the
lineages of the Arabs then? The
best of them during the Jâhiliyyah
are the best of them in Islam, when
they gain understanding (of the
religion)."
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Chapter 45. The Virtues Of
Zakariyyã
[6162] 169 - (2379) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Zakariyyâ was a carpenter."
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Chapter 46. The Virtues Of AlKhadr
[6163] 170 - (2380) It was
narrated that Sa'eed bin Jubair
said: "I said to Ibn 'Abbâs: 'Nawf
A1-Bikâli is saying that Müsâ >,
the (Prophet) of the Children of
Israelis not the same Müsâ , who
accompanied A1-Khaçlr.' He said:
'The enemy of Allah is lying. I
heard Ubayy bin Ka'b say: "I heard
the Messenger of Allah
say:
'Müsâ , stood up and delivered
a speech to the Children of Israel.
He was asked: "Which of the
people is most knowledgeable?"
He said: "I am the most
knowledgeable." Allah was angry
with him because he did not
attribute knowledge to Him, and
Allah revealed to him: "One of My
slaves, at the place where the two
seas meet, is more knowledgeable
than you." Müsâ said: "0 Lord,
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how can I meet him?" It was said
to him: "Carry a fish in a basket,
and where you lose the fish, he will
be there."
"He set off, accompanied by his
servant, who was Yüsha' bin Nun.
Müsâ
, carried a fish in a
basket. He and his slave set out
walking until they came to the
rock. Müsâ
, and his slave
went to sleep, and the fish began
to move in the basket until it
came out of the basket and fell
into the sea. Allah halted the
flow of water until it became like
an arch, and it was like a tunnel
for the fish, and Müsâ and his
servant were astonished. They set
Out for the rest of that day and
the following night, and the
servant of Müsá forgot to tell him.
The next morning Müsâ,
,
said to his slave: "Bring us our
morning meal; truly, we have
suffered much fatigue in this, our
journey." He had not felt tired
until he passed the place where
he had been enjoined to stop. He
said: "Do you remember when
we betook ourselves to the rock?
I indeed forgot the fish; none but
Shai(ân made me forget to
remember it. It took its course
into the sea in a strange (way)!"
Mflsâ said: "That is what we were
seeking."
"So they retraced their steps until
they came to the rock, where they
saw a man covered with a garment.
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Müsâ greeted him with Salâm and
Al-Khadr said to him: "How could
you have peace (Salâm) in your
land?" He said: "I am Müsâ." He
said: "The Müsâ of the Children of
Israel?" He said: "Yes." He said:
"You have knowledge from Allah
that Allah has taught you, and I do
not know it, and I have knowledge
from Allah that Allah has taught
me, and you do not know it." Müsâ
, said to him: "May I follow you
so that you may teach me some of
that knowledge which you have
been taught by Allah?" He said:
"Verily, you will not be able to
have patience with me! And how
can you have patience about a
thing which you know not?" Müsâ
said: "If Allah wills, you will find
me patient, and I will not disobey
you at all."
Al-Khadr said to him: "Then, if
you follow me, ask me not about
anything till I myself mention of
it to you." MiIsâ said: "Yes." So
Al-Khadr and Müsâ set out
walking along the shore of the
sea, and a boat passed by them.
They spoke to them, asking them
to carry them. They recognized
A1-Khalr so they carried them
for free. Al-Khadr went to one of
the planks of the boat and pulled
it out, and Müsâ said to him:
"These people carried us for free,
and you have scuttled their boat
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so as to drown its people. Verily,
you have committed a dreadful
thing." Al-Khaçlr said: "Did I not
tell you, that you would not be
able to have patience with me?"
Müsâ said: "Call me not to
account for what I forgot, and be
not hard upon me for my affair
(with you)." Then they
disembarked from the ship and
while they were walking along the
shore, they saw a boy playing
with other boys. Al-Khaçlr took
hold of his head and pulled it off
and killed him. Müsâ said to him:
"Have you killed an innocent
person who had killed none?
Verily, you have committed an
evil thing!" Al-Khadr said: "Did I
not tell you that you can have no
patience with me?" He said:
"This was more grievous than the
first." Müsâ said: "If I ask you
anything after this, keep me not
in your company, you have
received an excuse from me."
"Then they set off until they
came to the people of a village,
where they asked the people for
food but they refused to entertain
them. They found therein a wall
that was about to collapse, and
Al-Khalr gestured with his hand
and set it straight. Müsâ said to
him: "People to whom we came,
and they showed us no hospitality
and offered us no food; if you
had wished you could have taken
wages for it." Al-Khalr said:
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"This is the parting between me
and you, I will tell you the
interpretation of (those) things
over which you were unable to
hold patience."
"The Messenger of Allah il
said: 'May Allah have mercy on
Müsâ. Would that he had had
patience so that we might have
heard more of their story.' The
Messenger of Allah il said: 'The
first time was due to forgetfulness
on Müsâ's part. A bird came and
perched on the edge of the boat
and pecked in the water, and AlKhadr said to him: "Your
knowledge and my knowledge
compared to the knowledge of
Allah are no more than that
which this bird takes from the
sea."
Sa'eed bin Jubair said: "And he
used to read: '...There was a king
ahead of them who seized every
ship by force.' And he used to
read: 'As for the boy, he was a
disbeliever."
[6164] 171 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Sa'eed bin Jubair
said: "It was said to Ibn 'Abbâs:
'Nawf says that the Müsâ who
went to seek knowledge was not
the same as the Müsâ of the
Children of Israel.' He said: 'Did
you hear that, 0 Sa'eed?' He
said: 'Yes.' He said: 'Nawf is
lying."
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[6165] 172 - ( ... ) Ubayy bin
Ka'b narrated: "I heard the
say:
Messenger of Allah
was among his
'While Müsâ
people, reminding them of the
days of Allah - and the days of
Allah are His blessings and trials
- he said: "I do not know of any
man on earth who is better and
more knowledgeable than me."
"Allah revealed to him: I know
best about goodness or with whom
it is. In the land there is a man who
is more knowledgeable than you."
He said: "0 Lord, guide me to
him." It was said to him: "Take a
salted fish with you as provision,
and he will be where you lose the
fish." He and his servant set out
until they came to the rock, but he
did not find any clue. Müsâ set out
and left his servant behind, and
the fish began to stir in the water,
which became like a tunnel. His
servant said: "Should I not catch
up with the Prophet of Allah and
tell him?" But he was caused to
forget. When they went beyond
(that point) he said to his servant:
"Bring us our morning meal; truly,
we have suffered much fatigue in
this, our journey." And they did
not become tired until they passed
that point."
"Then he remembered and said:
"Do you remember when we
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betook ourselves to the rock? I
indeed forgot the fish; none but
Shai.tân made me forget to
remember it. It took its course into
the sea in a strange (way)!" Müsâ
said: "That is what we have been
seeking." So they went back
retracing their footsteps. He
showed him where the fish had
jumped out, and he said: "This is
the place that was described to
me." Then he went looking for him,
and he found A1-Khadr covered
with a garment, lying on his back.
Müsâ said: "As-salâmu 'alaikum."
He uncovered his face and said:
"Wa 'alaikum as-salâm. Who are
you?" He said: "I am Müsâ." He
said: "Who is Müsâ?" He said:
"The Müsâ of the Children of
Israel." He said: "What brings you
here?" He said: "I have come that
you teach me something of that
knowledge (guidance and true
path) which you have been taught
(by Allah)." He said: "Verily, you
will not be able to have patience
with me! And how can you have
patience about a thing which you
know not? - something I have been
enjoined to do but if you see it you
will not be able to bear it." Müsâ
said: "If Allah wills, you will find
me patient, and I will not disobey
you at all." Al-Khadr said: "Then,
if you follow me, ask me not about
anything till I myself mention of it
to you." So they both proceeded,
till, when they embarked the ship,
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he scuttled it. Müsâ said: "Have
you scuttled it in order to drown its
people? Verily, you have committed
a dreadful thing." He said: "Did I
not tell you, that you would not be
able to have patience with me?" He
said: "Call me not to account for
what I forgot, and be not hard upon
me for my affair (with you)." Then
they proceeded until they came to
some boys who were playing, and
Al-Khaçlr went straight to one of
them, and killed him. Müsâ V4, was
greatly distressed by that and said:
"Have you killed an innocent person
who had killed none? Verily, you
have committed an evil thing!"
At this point the Messenger of
Allah said, May Mâh's Mercy
be upon us and on Müsâ
'Were it not that he was too
hasty he would have seen
wondrous things, but he was
seized with fear of blame for his
companion. Müsâ said: "If I ask
you anything after this, keep me
not in your company, you have
received an excuse from me." If
he had been patient he would
have seen wondrous things."
He (Ubayy bin Ka'b) said:
"When he () mentioned any of
the Prophets he would start with
himself saying: 'May Allah have
mercy upon us and upon my
brother so-and-so, may the mercy
of Allah be upon us.' "Then they
proceeded until they came to the
people of a town who were very
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stingy. They went around to
various gatherings asking the
people for food, but they refused
to entertain them. They found
there a wall that was about to
collapse, but A1-Khadr made it
straight. Müsâ said: "If you had
wished, surely, you could have
taken wages for it!" A1-Khaçlr
said: "This is the parting between
me and you." He took hold of his
garment and said: "I will tell you
the interpretation of (those)
things over which you were
unable to hold patience. As for
the ship, it belonged to poor
people working in the sea. So I
wished to make a defect in it, as
there was a king behind them
who seized every ship by force.
When they came to the one who
wanted to seize it, he found it
was damaged so he let it go, and
they repaired it with wood. As for
the boy, he was created a
disbeliever by nature, but his
parents loved him; had he lived,
we feared lest he should oppress
them by rebellion and disbelief.
So we intended that their Lord
should exchange him for them
with one better in righteousness
and nearer to mercy. As for the
wall, it belonged to two orphan
boys in the town. Under the wall
there was a treasure belonging to
them; and their father was a
righteous man, and your Lord
intended that they should attain
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their age of full strength and take
out their treasure as a mercy
from your Lord."
[6166] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 6165) was narrated from Abü
Islâq with the chain of At-TaimI
from Abü Isbâq.

[6167] 173 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ubayy bin Ka'b that the
recited: "You could
Prophet
have taken wages for it."

[6168] 174 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Abbâs that he
and Al-Hurr bin Qais bin Hisn AlFazârI disputed concerning the
companion of Müsâ . Ibn 'Abbâs
said: "He is Al-Khadr ." Ubayy
bin Ka'b Al-AnârI passed by them
and Ibn 'Abbâs called him and said:
"0 Abü At-Tufail, come here. This
companion of mine and I are
disputing about the companion of
Müsâ whom he wanted to meet.
Did you hear the Messenger of
Allah speak about him?" Ubayy
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah jW say:

c
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'While Müsâ was among a group
of the Children of Israel, a man
came to him and said: "Do you
know of anyone who is more
knowledgeable than you?" Müsâ
, said: "No." Allah revealed to
Müsâ : "No, there is Our slave
Al-Khadr." Müsâ asked how he
could meet him, and the fish was
made a sign. It was said to him:
"When you lose the fish, go back
and you will meet him."
"Müsâ traveled as far as Allah
willed he should travel, then he
said to his servant: "Bring us our
morning meal." When Müsâ
asked him for the morning meal,
the servant of Müsâ ji said: "Do
you remember when we betook
ourselves to the rock? I indeed
forgot the fish; none but Sha4ân
made me forget to remember it."
Müsâ said to his servant: "That is
what we have been seeking." So
they went back, retracing their
footsteps. Then they found AlKhadr, and his story is told by
Allah in His Book."
But Yünus (a narrator, in his
HadI) said: "He (Müsâ) followed
the traces of the fish in the sea."
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44. The Book Of The Virtues
Of The Companions (*)
Chapter 1. The Virtues Of AbÜ
Bakr As-SiddIq, May Allah Be
Pleased With Him
[6169] 1 - (2381) Anas bin
Mâlik narrated that Abü Bakr
A-SiddIq told him: "'I looked at
the feet of the idolaters above
our heads when we were in the
cave, and I said: '0 Messenger of
Allah , if one of them were to
look down at his feet he would
see us beneath his feet.' He said:
'0 Abü Bakr, what do you think
of two, of whom Allah is the
third of them?"

[6170] 2 - (2382) It was
narrated from AN Weed that
the Messenger of Allah
sat on
the Minbar and said: "Allah has
given a slave the choice between
being given the delights of this
world or that which is with Him,
and he has chosen that which is
with Him." Abñ Bakr wept and
wept, and said: "May our fathers
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and mothers be ransomed for
you." The Messenger of Allah
was the one who had been given
the choice, and AN Bakr was the
one among us who knew it best.
The Messenger of Allah
said:
"The most generous of the
people to me with his wealth and
his companionship is AN Bakr.
If I were to have taken a KhalIl
(close friend) I would have taken
AN Bakr as a KhalIl, but there is
the brotherhood of Islam. And
no door to the Masjid (from any
house) should be left open except
the door of AN Bakr."
[6171] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Weed Al-Khudri said: "The
Messenger of Allah 40, addressed
the people one day..." a IjadIth
like that of Mâlik (no. 6170).

[6172] 3 - (2383) 'Abdullãh bin
Mas'üd narrated that the Prophet
jj~'; said: "If I were to have taken
a K/ia/Il I would have taken Abü
Bakr as a close friend, but he is my
brother and my companion. Allah,
Exalted and Glorified is He, has
taken your companion as a
KhalIl."
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[6173] 4 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh that the Prophet
ç said: "If I were to have taken
anyone from among my Ummah
as a KhalIl, I would have taken
AN Bakr as a KhalIl."

[6174] 5 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said: "The Messenger
of Allah said: 'If I were to have
taken a Khalil I would have taken
the son of Abü Quhâfah as a
Khalil."

[6175] 6 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh that the Prophet
said: "If I were to have taken
any of the people of earth as a
KhalIl, I would have taken the
son of AN Quhâfah as a Kha Ill,
but your companion is Allah's
KhalIl."
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[6176] 7 - ( ... ) It was narrated that
'Abdullâh said: "The Messenger of
Allah gj said: 'I am innocent of
every (claim) of Khilla; if I were to
have taken a KhalIl I would have
taken Abü Bakr as a KhalIl, but
your companion is Allah's KhalIl."
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[6177] 8 - (2384) 'Amr bin A1-'As
narrated that the Messenger of
Allah
sent him at the head of
the army of Dhât As-Salâsil; "I
came to him and said: 'Which of
the people is dearest to you?' He
said: "Aishah.' I said: 'Who among
men?' He said: 'Her father.' I said:
'Then who?' He said: "Umar,' and
he mentioned some other men."
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[617819 - (2385) It was narrated
from Ibn AbI Mulaikah: "I heard
'Aishah being asked who the
would
Messenger of Allah
have appointed if he had appointed
a successor. She said: 'Abü Bakr.'
It was said to her: 'Then who, after
Abü Bakr?' She said: "Umar.'
Then it was said to her: 'Then who,
after 'Umar?' She said: 'Abü
'Ubaidah bin A1-Jarrâh,' then she
kept quiet after that."

[6179] 10 - (2386) It was
narrated from Muhammad bin
Jubair bin Müt'im, from his father,
that a woman asked the Messenger
of Allah something, and he told
her to come back to him. She said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, what if I
come and do not find you?" - my
father said: "It was as if she was
referring to death" - he said: "If
you do not find me, then go to Abü
Bakr."
[6180] ( ... ) Muhammad bin
Jubair bin Mut'im narrated that his
father Jubair bin Mut'im told him
that a woman came to the Messenger
of Allah and spoke to him about
something, and he told her to do
something... a 1IadIth like that of
'Abbâd bin Müsâ (no. 6179).
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It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah said to me
when he was sick: 'Call your father
Abil Bakr and your brother for
me, so that I may write a
document, for I fear that someone
might wish (for succession) and
say: "I am more entitled to it,"
when Allah and the believers insist
on Abü Bakr."

[6181] 11

(2387)

It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Who among you is fasting today?'
Abü Bakr said: 'I am.' He said:
'Who among you has followed a
funeral today?' Abü Bakr said: 'I
have.' He said: 'Who among you
has fed a poor person today?' Abü
Bakr said: 'I have.' He said: 'Who
among you has visited a sick
person today?' Abü Bakr said: 'I
have.' The Messenger of Allah
said: 'These qualities are not
combined in a person but he will
enter Paradise."

[6182] 12 - (1028)
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[6183] 13 - (2388) Abü
Hurairah said: "The Messenger of
said: 'While a man was
Allah
driving a cow of his, on which he
was carrying a load, the cow
turned to him and said: I was not
created for this; rather I was
created for ploughing.' The people
said: 'Subiân Allah!' And they
were amazed and alarmed at the
idea of a cow talking. The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'I
believe it and so do Abü Bakr and
'Umar."
Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'While a shepherd was tending his
flock, the wolf attacked and caught
a sheep. The shepherd chased him
until he rescued the sheep from
him, and the wolf turned to him
and said to him: Who will protect
it on the day of the wild beast,
when there is no shepherd but me?
The people said: 'Sub1zân Allah!'
The Messenger of Allah said: 'I
believe it, and so do Abü Bakr and
'Umar."

[6184] ( ... ) The story of the sheep
and the wolf was narrated from Ibn
Shihâb (a HadIth similar to no. 6183)
with this chain, but he did not
mention the story of the cow.
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[6185] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of Yünus from Az-ZuhrI was
narrated from Abü Hurairah (no.
6183) from the Prophet g. In
both the AhadIth the cow and the
sheep are both mentioned, and
they said in their HadIth: (The
said:) "I
Messenger of Allah
believe in it and so do Abil Bakr
and 'Umar."

[6186] ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah from the
Prophet
(a similar IjadIth as
no. 6183).

Chapter 2. The Virtues Of
'Umar
[6187] 14 - (2389) It was
narrated that Ibn AbI Mulaikah
said: "I heard Ibn 'Abbâs say:
"Umar bin A]-Khattâb was placed
on his bed,111 and the people
gathered around him, praying for
t'J Meaning when he died.
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him and praising him, before he
was lifted up, and I was among
them. Nothing surprised me
except a man who seized my
shoulder from behind. I turned to
him and saw that it was 'Ali. He
prayed for mercy for 'Umar and
said: You have not left behind any
one with the like of whose deeds I
would like to meet Allah more
than you. By Allah, I think that
Allah will unite you with your two
companions, because I often
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: 'Abü Bakr, 'Umar and I came;
Abü Bakr, 'Umar and I went in;
Abü Bakr, 'Umar and I went out.'
So I hope - or I think - that Allah
will unite you with them."

[6188] ( ... ) A similar report (as
Hadlth no. 6187) was narrated
from 'Umar bin Sa'eed with this
chain of narrators.
[6189] 15 - (2390) Abü Sa'eed
A]-KhudrI said: "The Messenger
of Allah ii said: 'While I was
sleeping, I saw the people being
shown to me and they were
wearing garments, some of which
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came down to the chest and
some came lower than that.
'Umar bin Al-Khattâb passed by
and he was wearing a garment
that was dragging.' They said:
'How did you interpret that, 0
Messenger of Allah?' He said:
'The religion."

[6190] 16 - (2391) It was narrated
from Hamzah bin 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar bin A1-Khattâb from his
father that the Messenger of Allah
said: 'While I was sleeping, I
saw a vessel that was brought to
me, in which was milk. I drank
from it until its moisture flowed
from beneath my nails, then I gave
my leftovers to 'Umar bin AlKhattâb.' They said: 'How did you
interpret that, 0 Messenger of
Allah?' He said: 'Knowledge."

[6191] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 6190) was narrated from
Sâlib with the chain of Yünus.

'
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[61921 17 - (2392) Abü
Hurairah said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah say: 'While
I was sleeping, I saw myself at a
well by which there was a bucket. I
drew as much (water) as Allah
willed from it, then the son of Abü
Quhâfah (i.e., Abü Bakr As$iddIq) took it and drew a bucket
or two with some weakness, may
Allah forgive him. Then it changed
into a large bucket, and the son of
Al-Khattâb took it, and I have
never seen any leader among the
people draw water as vigorously as
'Umar bin Al-Khattâb; (he drew
so much water) that the people
drank their fill and then they
stayed there for a while."
[6193] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 6192) was narrated from
Sâlib with the chain of narrators
of Yünus.

[6194] ( ... ) Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'I saw the son of Abü Quhâfah
drawing water." A IjadIth like
that of Az-ZuhrI.
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[61951 18 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"While I was sleeping I was
shown myself drawing water from
my Cistern and giving it to the
people. Abü Bakr came to me
and took the bucket from my
hand to let me rest, and he drew
two buckets, but there was some
weakness in his drawing, may
Allah forgive him. Then the son
of A1-Kha0b came and took it
from him, and I have never seen
a man drawing water more
vigorously than him, until the
people left (having drunk their
fill), and the Cistern was still
overflowing with water."
[6196] 19 - (2393) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah
said: "I
saw as if I was drawing water in a
leather bucket from a well, then
Abü Bakr came and drew a
bucket or two, but he drew it in a
manner that had some weakness
in it, may Allah forgive him.
Then 'Umar came and asked for
water, and it turned into a large
bucket, and I have never seen
any leader among the people
draw water as vigorously. He
went on drawing water until the
people had drunk their fill, then
they stayed there for a while."
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[6197] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 6196) was narrated from
Sâlim bin 'Abdullâh, from his
father, about the Messenger of
Allah
seeing AN Bakr and
'Umar bin Al-Khattâb ().

[6198] 20 - (2394) It was narrated
from Jâbir that the Prophet
said: "I entered Paradise where I
saw a house or a palace." I said:
"To whom does this belong?" They
said: "To 'Umar bin A1-Khattâb." I
wanted to enter it, but then I
remembered your protective
jealousy (GhIrah)." 'Umar wept
and said: "0 Messenger of Allah,
would I feel jealous towards
you?"

[6199] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn Al-Munkadir: "I heard Jâbir
(narrate) from the Prophet ..."
a HadIth like that of Ibn Numair
and Zuhair (no. 6198).
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[6200] 21 - (2395) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"While I was sleeping, I saw myself
in Paradise, and there was a woman
performing Wu/â' beside a palace.
I said: 'To whom does this belong?'
They said: 'To 'Umar bin AlKhattâb.' Then I remembered the
protective jealousy of 'Umar, so I
turned away."
Abü I-Iurairah said: "'Umar wept,
and we were all in that gathering
with the Messenger of Allah
Then 'Umar said: 'May my father
and mother be sacrificed for you,
O Messenger of Allah; would I
feel jealous towards you?"

[6201] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 6200) was narrated from Ibn
Shihâb with this chain of narrators.

[6202] 22 - (2396) Muhammad
bin Sa'd bin AbI Waqqâs narrated
that his father Sa'd said: "'Umar
asked for permission to enter
upon the Messenger of Allah
and there were some women of
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the Quraish with him who were
asking too much of him, and
raising their voices. When 'Umar
asked permission to enter, they
got up and hastened to conceal
themselves. The Messenger of
Allah
gave him permission to
enter, and the Messenger of
Allah
was smiling. 'Umar said:
'May Allah make you happy all
your life, 0 Messenger of Allah.'
The Messenger of Allah
said:
'I wonder at these women who
were with me. When they heard
your voice they hastened to
conceal themselves.' 'Umar said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, you are
more deserving of being feared.'
Then 'Umar said: '0 enemies of
your souls, do you fear me and
you do not fear the Messenger of
Allah
?' They said: 'Yes, for
you are harsher and more strict
than the Messenger of Allah .'
The Messenger of Allah 40, said:
'By the One in Whose Hand is
my soul, the Shaitân never meets
you on a road but he takes a
different road."

[6203]... (2397) It was narrated
from AN Hurairah that 'Umar
bin A1-Khattâb came to the
Messenger of Allah , and there
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were some women with him who
had raised their voices at the
Messenger of Allah
. When
'Umar asked permission to enter
they concealed themselves.., a
HadIth like that of Az-ZuhrI (no.
6203).
[6204] 23 - (2398) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that the Prophet
used to say: "Among the nations
that came before you there were
men who were inspired. If there
are any among my Ummah who
are inspired, then 'Umar bin AlKhattâb is among them."

[6205] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6204) was narrated
from Sa'd bin IbrâhIm with this
chain of narrators.

[6206] 24 - (2399) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Umar said:
"'Umar said: 'My Lord agreed
with me concerning three things:
Maqâm IbrâhIm, Hijâb and the
prisoners of (the battle of) Badr."
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[6207] 25 - (2400) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Umar said:
"When 'Abdullâh bin Ubayy bin
Salül died, his son 'Abdullâh bin
'Abdullâh came to the Messenger
of Allah
and asked him to give
him his garment, so that he might
shroud his father in it, and he gave
it to him. Then he asked him (,)
to offer the funeral prayer for him,
and the Messenger of Allah kt
stood up to offer prayers for him.
'Umar stood up and caught hold
of the garment of the Messenger
of Allah and said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, will you offer the funeral
prayer for him when Allah has
forbidden you to pray for him?'
The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Rather Allah has given me the
choice.' He said: "Whether you ask
forgiveness for them (hypocrites) or
ask not forgiveness for them — (and
even) if you ask seventy times for
their forgiveness...'['] And I will
ask more than seventy times.' He
said: 'But he is a hypocrite.'
"The Messenger of Allah
offered the funeral prayer for him,
then Allah, Glorified and Exalted
is He, revealed (the Verse): "And
never pray (funeral prayer) for any
of them (hypocrites) who dies, nor
stand at his grave..

[1]

At-Tawbah 9:80.

21

At-Tawbah 9:84.
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[6208] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of Abü Usâmah (no. 6207) was
narrated from 'Ubaidullâh with
this chain of narrators, and he
added: "He said: 'So he stopped
praying for them."
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Chapter 3. The Virtues Of
'Uthmân Bin 'Affân, May Allah
Be Pleased With Him
[6209] 26 - (2401) 'Aishah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
was
lying down in my house with his
thigh or shin uncovered. Abü Bakr
asked for permission to enter and
he let him in while he was in that
state, and he spoke to him. Then
'Umar asked for permission to
enter and he let him in while he
was in that state, and he spoke to
him. Then 'Uthmân asked for
permission to enter and the
Messenger of Allah sat up and
straightened his garment" Muhammad (one of the narrators)
said: "I do not say that this all
happened on one day" - "and he
came in and he spoke to him.
When he left, 'Aishah said: 'Abü
Bakr came in and you did not stir
for him, and 'Umar came in and
you did not stir for him, then
'Uthmân came in and you sat up
and straightened your garment.'
He (J) said: 'Should I not feel shy
before a man before whom the
angels feel shy?"
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[6210] 27 - (2402) `Aishah, the
wife of the Prophet
, and
`Uthman narrated that Abu Bakr
asked for permission to enter
upon the Messenger of Allah
when he was lying down on his
bed, wearing the cover of `Aishah.
He gave permission to Abu Bakr
(to enter) when he was like that,
and he fulfilled his need then he
went away. Then `Umar asked for
permission to enter, and he gave
him permission (to enter) when he
was like that, and he fulfilled his
need, then he went away. `Uthman
said: "Then I asked permission to
enter and he sat up, and said to
`Aishah: `Cover yourself properly.' I
fulfilled my need then I went away."
`Aishah said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, why did I not see you stirring
for Abu Bakr and 'Umar as you did
for `Uthman?" The Messenger of
Allah
said: "Uthman is a shy
man, and I was afraid that if I gave
him permission to enter when I
was in that state, he would not tell
me of his need."
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[62111 (...) `Uthman and `Aishah
narrated that Abu Bakr As-Siddiq
asked for permission to enter
upon the Messenger of Allah...
and he narrated a Hadith like
that of 'Uqayl from Az-Zuhri
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[6212] 28 - (2403) It was
narrated that Abu Musa AlAsh`ari said: While the Messenger
of Allah Ai was in one of the
gardens of Al-Madinah, driving a
stick into the ground, a man asked
for the gate to be opened. He said:
"Open up, and give him the glad
tidings of Paradise." It was Abu
Bakr, so I opened (the gate) and
gave him the glad tidings of
Paradise. Then another man asked
for the gate to be opened, and he
said: "Open up, and give him the
glad tidings of Paradise." I went
and saw that it was 'Umar, so I
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opened (the gate) and gave him

the glad tidings of Paradise. Then
another man asked for the gate to
be opened. The Prophet sat up
and said: "Open up, and give him
the glad tidings of Paradise
because of some turmoil that he
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will have to face." I went and saw
that it was 'Uthmân bin 'Affân. I
opened (the gate) and gave him
the glad tidings of Paradise. I said
what he had said and he said: 0
Allah, grant patience, and Allah is
the One Whose help we seek.
[6213] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Müsâ Al-Ash'arI that the
entered a
Messenger of Allah
garden and told me to watch the
gate... a kladIth like that of
'Uthmân bin Ghiyâth (no. 6212).

[6214] 29 - ( ... ) Abü Müsâ A]Ash'ari narrated that he performed
Wudü' in his house, then he went
out and said: "I shall certainly keep
close to the Messenger of Allah
and stay with him for the whole
day."
He came to the Masjid and asked
about the Prophet , and they
said: "He has gone out in this
direction." He said: "So I went
out, following him and asking
about him, until he entered the
well of Arts. I sat at the gate,
which was made of palm branches,
until the Messenger of Allah
had relieved himself and
performed Wudi'. Then I got up
and went to him, and he was
sitting on the edge of the well of
ArIs, with his shins uncovered
and his legs dangling in the well.
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I greeted him with Salâm, then I
went and sat at the gate, and I
said: 'I will be the gatekeeper of
the Messenger of Allah
today.'
"Then Abü Bakr came and
pushed at the gate. I said: 'Who is
this?' He said: 'Abil Bakr.' I said:
'One moment.' Then I went and
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, AN
Bakr is here, asking for permission
to enter.' He said: 'Let him in, and
give him the glad tidings of
Paradise.' So I went and said to
Abü Bakr: 'Come in, and the
Messenger of Allah
is giving
you the glad tidings of Paradise.'
Abü Bakr came in and sat on the
right of the Messenger of Allah ,
on the well, dangling his legs in the
well as the Messenger of Allah .
was doing, and he uncovered his
shins. Then I went back and sat
down. I had left my brother
performing Wudü', and he was to
catch up with me. I said: 'If Allah
wills good for so-and-so" - meaning
his brother -'He will bring him.'
"Someone was shaking the gate
and I said: 'Who is this?' He said:
"Umar bin A1-Khat0b.' I said:
'One moment.' Then I came to the
Messenger of Allah L and
greeted him with Salâm, and I
said: "Umar is asking for
permission to enter.' He said: 'Let
him in, and give him the glad
tidings of Paradise.' So I went to
'Umar and said: 'Come in, and the
Messenger of Allah
is giving
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you the glad tidings of Paradise.'
He came in and sat with the
Messenger of Allah on the edge
of the well, on his left and he
dangled his legs in the well. Then I
went back and sat down. I said: 'If
Allah wills good for so-and-so" meaning his brother — "He will
bring him.' Then someone shook
the gate, and I said: 'Who is this?'
He said: "Uthmân bin 'Affân.' I
said: 'One moment.' I went to the
and told him, and he
Prophet
said: 'Let him in, and give him the
glad tidings of Paradise, with some
turmoil that he will have to face.'
So I went and said: 'Come in, and
the Messenger of Allah j is
giving you the glad tidings of
Paradise, with some turmoil that
you will have to face.' He came in
and found that the edge of the well
was full, so he sat facing them, on
the other side."
SharIk said: "Sa'eed bin AlMüsâyyab said: 'I interpreted that as
being the position of their graves."
[6215] ( ... ) Sa'eed bin AlMüsâyyab said: "Abü Müsâ A]Ash'arI told me here" - and
Sulaimân pointed to where Sa'eed
had sat, beside the hut — "AN
Müsâ said: 'I went out looking for
the Messenger of Allah , and I
found that he had gone to the
gardens. I followed him and found
that he had entered a garden, and
sat on the edge of a well. He had
uncovered his legs and allowed
them to dangle in the well..." and

'
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he quoted a JjadIth like that of
Yal:iyâ bin Ilassân (no. 6214), but
he did not mention the words of
Sa'eed: "I interpreted that as
being the position of their graves."

[6216] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Müsâ A1-Ash'arI said: "The
Messenger of Allah
went out
one day to a garden in AlMadinah to relieve himself, and I
set out following him...." He
quoted a JjadIth like that of
Sulaimân bin Bilâl (no. 6215),
and he mentioned in the HadIth
that Ibn Al-Müsâyyab said: "I
interpreted that as being the
position of their graves, which
are gathered together here, but
'Uthmân's grave is separate."

Chapter 4. The Virtues Of 'All
bin AbI Tãlib, May Allah Be
Pleased With Him

)

(
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[6217] 30 - (2404) It was
narrated from 'Amir bin Sa'd bin
AbI Waqqis that his father said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said
to 'All: 'You are to me like
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Hârñn to Mflsâ, except that there
is no Prophet after me."
Sa'eed said: "I wanted to hear it
directly from Sa'd, so Imet Sa'd
and told him what 'Amir had
narrated to me, and he said: 'I
heard it.' I said: 'Did you hear
it?' He put his fingers on his ears
and said: 'Yes, otherwise let them
become deaf."

[6218] 31 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Sa'd bin AbI Waqqâs said:
"The Messenger of Allah
appointed 'All (in charge of A]Madinah in his absence) during
the campaign of Tabük. He ('All)
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, are
you leaving me behind with the
women and children?' He ()
said: 'Does it not please you to be
to me as Hârün was to Müsâ?
Except that there will be no
Prophet after me."
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[6219] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated it
with this chain of narrators.

[6220] 32 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Amir bin Sa'd bin AbI
Waqqds that his father said:
"Mu'âwiyah bin AbI Sufyân
ordered Sa'd11' saying: 'What
kept you from cursing Abü AtTurâb?' He said: 'It is because of
three things that I remembered
that the Messenger of Allah
said that I will never curse him,
because if even one of them were
for me that would be dearer to
me than red camels. I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say to
him, when he appointed him in
charge during his absence when
he went on one of his campaigns,
and 'All said to him: "0
Messenger of Allah, are you
leaving me behind with the
women and children?" The
Messenger of Allah
said to
him: "Does it not please you to
be to me as Hârün was to Müsã?
Except that there will be no
Prophethood after me." And I
heard him say on the Day of
Khaibar: "I shall give the flag to
a man who loves Allah and His
[1]

See no. 6229.
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Messenger, and Allah and His
Messenger love him." We were
all hoping for it, but he said:
"Call 'All for me." He was
brought, and he was suffering
from an inflammation in the eyes.
He put some spittle in his eyes
and gave the flag to him, and
Allah granted him victory. When
this verse was revealed - "...Let
us call our sons and your sons..
- the Messenger of Allah
called 'All, Fâtimah, Hasan and
Husain and said: "0 Allah, these
are my family."
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[6221] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Sa'd that the Prophet
said to
'All: "Does it not please you to be
to me as Hârfin was to Müsâ?"

[6222] 33 - (2405) It was
narrated from Abfl Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said
on the Day of Khaibar: "I shall
give this flag to a man who loves
Allah and His Messenger, and
Allah will grant victory at his
hands." 'Umar bin Al-Khattâb
said: "I never desired leadership
except on that day." He said: "I
[1]

Ai Imrân 3:16.
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came before him in the hope that
I might be called to it, but the
Messenger of Allah
called 'Ali
bin AbI Tâlib. He gave it to him
and said: 'March, and do not turn
around until Allah grants you
victory." 'Ali walked a little way,
then he stopped, but he did not
turn around, and he shouted: "0
Messenger of Allah, on what basis
should I fight the people?" He
said: "Fight them until they bear
witness that none has the right to
we worshiped but Allah and that
Muhammad is the Messenger of
Allah. If they do that, then they
have protected from you their
blood and their wealth, except for
a right that is due, and their
reckoning will be with Allah."
[6223] 34 - (2406) SahI bin
Sa'd narrated that the Messenger
of Allah
said on the Day of
Khaibar: "I shall give this flag to
a man at whose hands Allah will
grant victory; he loves Allah and
His Messenger and Allah and His
Messenger love him." The people
spent the night wondering which
of them would be given it. When
morning came the people went to
the Messenger of Allah , all of
them hoping to be given it. He
said: "Where is 'All bin Abl
Tâlib?" They said: "0 Messenger
of Allah, he has a problem in his
eyes." They sent for him and he
was brought, and the Messenger
of Allah 40, put some spittle in
his eyes and prayed for him, and
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he was healed, such that it was as
if there had been no pain in him.
He gave him the flag and 'All
said: "0 Messenger of Allah,
shall I fight them until they
become like us?" He said:
"Advance cautiously, until you
reach their open space, then
invite them to Islam, and tell
them of their duties before Allah.
By Allah, if Allah were to guide
one man through you, that would
be better for you than having red
camels."

[6224] 35 - (2407) It was
narrated that Salamah bin AlAkwa' said: "Ali stayed behind
and did not go with the Prophet
during the campaign of
Khaibar, and he had an
inflammation in his eyes. He said:
'How could I stay behind and not
go with the Messenger of Allah
?' So 'All set out and caught
up with the Prophet . On the
evening before Allah granted
victory, the Messenger of Allah
4i said: 'Tomorrow I shall give
the flag' - or 'the flag will be
carried by' - 'a man whom Allah
and His Messenger love' - or he
said: 'who loves Allah and His
Messenger' - and Allah will grant
him victory.' Then we saw 'All,
and we were not expecting to see
him. They said: 'Here is 'All.'

Virtues Of The Companions
And the Messenger of Allah
gave the flag to him, and Allah
granted victory to him."
[62251 36 - (2408) YazId bin
Hayyân said: "Husain bin Sabrah,
'Umar bin Muslim and I set out
and came to Zaid bin Arqam.
When we sat with him, Husain
said to him: '0 Zaid, you have
attained a great deal of good.
You saw the Messenger of Allah
. and heard his HadIth, you
fought alongside him and prayed
behind him. 0 Zaid, you have
attained a great deal of good.
Tell us, 0 Zaid, what you heard
from the Messenger of Allah i4.'
He said: '0 son of my brother, by
Allah I have grown old and it has
been a long time, and I have
forgotten some of that which I
learned from the Messenger of
Allah . Whatever I narrate to
you, accept it, otherwise do not
push me.' Then he said: 'One day
the Messenger of Allah il stood
and addressed us at a watering
place called Khumm, between
Makkah and Al-Madinah. He
praised and glorified Allah, and
he exhorted and reminded us,
then he said: "0 people, I am
only human, and soon the
messenger of my Lord will come
to me and I will respond. I am
leaving among you two weighty
things, the first of which is the
Book of Allah in which is
guidance and light. Follow the
Book of Allah and hold fast to
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it." And he encouraged us to
adhere to the Book of Allah,
then he said: "And the people of
my household, I remind you of
Allah with regard to the people
of my household, I remind you of
Allah with regard to the people
of my household, I remind you of
Allah with regard to the people
of my household." Husain said
to him: 'Who are the people of
his household, 0 Zaid? Aren't
his wives among the people of his
household?' He said: 'His wives
are among the people of his
household, but the people of his
household are those to whom
Zakât is forbidden after he is
gone.' He said: 'Who are they?'
He said: 'They are the family of
'All, the family of 'Aqil, the
family of Ja'far, and the family of
'Abbâs.' He said: 'Was Zakât
forbidden to all of these?' He
said: 'Yes."
[6226] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Zaid bin Arqam from the Prophet
- and he quoted a IjadIth like
that of Zuhair (no. 6225).

[6227] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of Ismâ'il (no. 6225) was narrated
from Abü Hayyân with this chain
of narrators, and in the HadIth of
Jarlr it adds: "The Book of Allah
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in which is guidance and light;
whoever holds fast to it and
adheres to it, will be following
true guidance, and whoever
deviates from it will go astray."
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[6228] 37 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that YazId bin Hayyân said: "We
entered upon Zaid bin Arqam and
said to him: 'You have seen good
things; you accompanied the
Messenger of Allah and prayed
behind him..." and he quoted a
HadIth like that of Abil Hayyân
(no. 6225), except that he said:
(The Messenger of Allah said:)
"Behold, I am leaving among you
the two weighty things, one of
which is the Book of Allah,
Glorified and Exalted is He, which
is the rope of Allah. Whoever
follows it will be following true
guidance, and whoever forsakes it
will be misguided." And in it, it
says: "And we said: 'Who are the
people of his household? His
wives?' He said: 'No, by Allah. A
woman may be with a man only for
a part of his lifetime, then he
divorces her and she goes back to
her father and her people. The
people of his household are his
origin and his male relatives to
whom Zakát was forbidden after
he was gone."
[6229] 38 - (2409) It was narrated
that Sahi bin Sa'd said: "A man
from the family of Marwân was
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appointed as governor of AlMadinah, and he called Sahi bin
Sa'd and ordered him to insult
'All, but Sa'd refused. He said: 'If
you refuse to do it, then at least
say: "May Allah curse Abü AtTurâb." Sahl said: 'No name is
dearer to 'All than Abü At-Turâb,
and he used to feel happy when he
was called by it.' He said: 'Tell us
his story; why was he called Abü
At-Turâb?' He said: 'The
Messenger of Allah came to the
house of Fâtimah and he did not
find 'All in the house. He said:
"Where is the son of your uncle?"
She said: "There was something
between him and I, and he got
angry with me and went out; he
did not take a nap in my house."
The Messenger of Allah
said
to someone: "Go and look where
he is." He came and said: "0
Messenger of Allah, by Allah, he
is in the Masjid, sleeping." The
Messenger of Allah
came to
him and he was lying down. His
cloak had fallen from his back and
he had gotten dusty. The Messenger
of Allah
started wiping it from
him, saying: "Get up, Abü AtTurâb, get up Abü At-Turâb."
Chapter 5. The Virtues Of Sa'd
Bin AbI Waqqâs, May Allah Be
Pleased With Him

(4;.
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[6230] 39 - (2410) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
could not

Virtues Of The Companions sleep one night and said: 'Would
that a righteous man from among
my Companions would guard me
tonight.' We heard the sound of a
weapon, and the Messenger of
Allah
said: 'Who is this?' Sa'd
bin Abl Waqqâ said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, I have come to guard
you."
'Aishah said: "The Messenger of
Allah Ji slept until I could hear
him breathing deeply."

[6231] 40 - (...) 'Aishah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
stayed up late one night when he
first came to Al-Madinah, and he
said: 'Would that a righteous man
from among my Companions
would guard me tonight.' While
we were like that, we heard the
clatter of a weapon. He said: 'Who
is this?' He said: 'Sa'd bin AbI
Waqqâ.' The Messenger of Allah
said: 'What brings you here?'
He said: 'I felt some fear for the
Messenger of Allah
so I came
to guard him.' The Messenger of
Allah
prayed for him, then he
went to sleep."
According to the report of Ibn
Rumh: "We said: 'Who is this?"
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[6232] ( ... ) 'Aishah said: "The
could not
Messenger of Allah
sleep one night..." a IjadIth like
that of Sulaimân bin Bilâl (no.
6230).

[6233141 - (2411) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin Shaddâd said:
"I heard 'Ali say: 'The Messenger
of Allah never mentioned both
his parents together for anyone
except Sa'd bin Mâlik. He started
to say to him on the Day of
Uhud: "Shoot, may my father
and mother be ransomed for
Y001
[6234] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 6233) was narrated from 'All,
(with this
from the Prophet
chain of narrator).

[6235] 42 - (2412) It was narrated
that Sa'd bin Abi Waqqâ said:
"The Messenger of Allah
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mentioned both his parents
together for me on the Day of
Uhud."

[6236] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Yahyâ bin Sa'eed with this chain
of narrators (a HadIth similar to
no. 6235).

[6237] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Amir bin Sa'd that his father
said that the Prophet
mentioned both his parents
together for him on the Day of
Uhud. An idolater man was
attacking the Muslims fiercely
and the Messenger of Allah
said to him: "Shoot, may my
father and mother be ransomed
for you!" So I shot him with an
arrow that had no head, and I hit
him in his side and he fell down,
and his 'Awrah was uncovered.
The Messenger of Allah
smiled so broadly that I could see
his molars.
[6238] 43 - (1748) Mus'ab bin
Sa'd narrated from his father that
some Verses of Qur'ân were
revealed concerning him. He
said: "The mother of Sa'd swore
that she would not speak to him
unless he renounced his faith,
and she would not eat or drink.
She said: 'You say that Allah has
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enjoined you to treat your
parents well, and I am your
mother, and I am telling you to
do this.'
"She stayed (like that) for three
days, then she fainted from
hunger. A son of hers who was
called 'Umârah got up and gave
her some water, and she started
praying against Sa'd. Then Allah
revealed this Verse in the Qur'ân:
'And We have enjoined on man to
be good and dutiful to his parents;
but if they strive to make you join
with Me (in worship) anything (as
a partner) of which you have no
knowledge, then obey them not111
(and)[21 '...But behave with them
in the world kindly..." 31
He said: "And the Messenger of
Allah
acquired a great deal of
booty, among which was a sword.
I picked it up and brought it to
the Messenger of Allah
and
said: 'Allocate this sword to me,
for I am one whose situation you
know.' He said: 'Put it back
where you took it from.' I went,
['I Al-'Ankabât 29:8.
121 The word (and) is added to the translation, since as the text appears it runs together
here. In the Qur'ân, these are two separate Ayah from two separate Sarah whose
references we added in the notes. In his commentary on SahIh A1-BukhârI (no. 5970),
Al-Hhfiz Ibn Hajar mentioned this narration and others who recorded it only mentioning
the first Ayah, and in a version of Ahmad it does not say: "The Ayah," and in another
version of Ahmad (1:181, no. 1567) it says: "and he recited until he reached." So these
are apparently the two separate Ayah. Finally, he says the following: "And what is
apparent to me is that the two Ayah were confirmed in the original, but that some of
them dropped that (mistakenly) from one of the narrators. And Allah knows best."
Implying that both of these Ayah were revealed on that occasion. Versions of this
narration are mentioned in the Tafsir of Ibn KathIr at both locations.
[3]

Luqmân 31:15
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then when I wanted to put it in
the place where the spoils of war
were gathered, I decided to try
again, so I went back and said:
'Give it to me.' He said in a loud
voice: 'Put it back where you took
it from.' Then Allah revealed the
words: 'They ask you about the
spoils of war...' 11
"Then I fell sick, and I sent
word to the Prophet , and he
came to me. I said: 'Let me
divide my wealth as I wish,' but
he refused. I said: 'Then half.'
But he refused. I said: 'Then one
third.' He remained silent, then
after that one third was
permitted.
"I came to a group of the Anvâr
and MuhâjirIn and they said:
'Come, we will give you food and
wine.' That was before wine was
forbidden. I came to them in a
garden, and they had a roasted
camel head and a small skin of
wine. I ate and drank with them,
then I mentioned the Ansâr and
MuhâjirIn to them. I said: 'The
MuhâjirIn are better than the
Ansâr.' A man took one of the
jawbones of the camel head and
struck me with it, and injured my
nose. I came to the Messenger of
Allah
and told him, then
Allah revealed this Verse about
me and about wine:
'...Khamr (all kinds of alcoholic
Al-A nra! 8:1.
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drinks), and gambling, and AlAnsâb [stone altars for sacrifices to
idols etc], and Al-Azlâm (arrows for
seeking luck or decision) are an
abomination of Shaitâns' (Satan's)
handiwork. ,,[1]
[6239] 44 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Mus'ab bin Sa'd that his
father said: "Four Verses were
revealed concerning me..." and
he quoted a IjadIth like that of
Zuhair from Simâk (no. 6238). In
the HadIth of Shu'bah it adds:
"When they wanted to feed her
(Sa'd's mother) they opened her
mouth with a stick and put food
in her mouth." In his HadIth it
also says: "He struck Sa'd's nose
with it and split it, and the nose
of Sa'd remained split."

[6240] 45 - (2413) It was
narrated that Sa'd said, concerning
the Verse: "And turn not away
those who invoke their Lord,
morning and afternoon...' ,,[2] —
"This was revealed concerning six
people, including myself and Ibn
Mas'üd. The idolaters had said:
'Do not keep these people near
you."

[1]

Al-Mâ'idah 5:90.

[2)

A1-Anâm 6:52.
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[6241] 46 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Sa'd said: "We were six
people with the Prophet , and
the idolaters said to the Prophet
ç: 'Send these people away so
that they will not become too bold
with us.' They were myself, Ibn
Mas'üd, a man from Hudhail,
Bilâl," and two men whose names
I do not know. There occurred to
the Messenger of Allah
what
Allah willed should occur and he
thought to himself. Then Allah
revealed the words: 'And turn not
away those who invoke their Lord,
morning and afternoon seeking
His Face.' ,[1]

-.- -

[6242] 47 - (2414) It was
narrated that Abü 'Uthmân said:
"No one stayed with the Messenger
of Allah on one of those nights
when the Messenger of Allah
was fighting, except Talhah and
Sa'd."
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Al-An'âm 6:52.
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Chapter 6. The Virtues Of
Talhah And Az-Zubair, May
Allah Be Pleased With Them

[6243] 48 - (2415) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "The Messenger of Allah
exhorted the people on the Day
of A]-Khandaq, and Az-Zubair
said: 'I am ready.' Then he
exhorted them again and AzZubair said: 'I am ready.' Then
he exhorted them again and AzZubair said: 'I am ready.' The
said: 'Every Prophet
Prophet
has a helper, and my helper is
Az-Zubair."
[6244] (...) A HadIth like that of
Ibn 'Uyayanah (no. 6243) was
narrated from Jâbir, from the
Prophet

[6245149 - (2416) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin Az-Zubair said:
"On the Day of Al-Khandaq,
'Umar bin Abl Salamah and I
were with the women in the fort of
Hassan. Sometimes he would
squat down for me to (climb on
his shoulders and) look, and
sometimes I would squat down for
him to (climb on my shoulders
and) look. And I recognized my
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father when he passed by on his
horse with his weapons, heading
towards Ban) Quraizah."
"Hell] said: ''Abdullâh bin 'Urwah
informed me that 'Abdullâh bin AzZubair said: 'I mentioned that to my
father and he said: "Did you see me,
0 my son?" I said: "Yes." He said:
"By Allah, on that day the
Messenger of Allah
mentioned
both his parents for me, and he
said: 'May my father and mother
be ransomed for you."

[6246] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abdullâh bin Az-Zubair said:
"On the Day of Al-Khandaq,
'Umar bin AbI Salamah and I were
in the fort where the women
were," meaning the wives of the
Prophet .
And he quoted a IjadIth like
that of Ibn Mus-hir (no. 6245)
with this chain of narrators. But
he did not mention 'Abdullâh bin
'Urwah in the HadIth. But that
event was added to the HadIth of
Hishâm from his father, from Ibn
Az-Zubair.
[6247] 50 - (2417) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
was
on (Mount) Hirâ' with Abü Bakr,
" That is Hishâm bin 'Urwah, who narrated this Had lth from his father from 'Abdullâh bin
Az-Zubair, and 'Abdullâh bin 'Urwah is Hishâm's brother.
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'Umar, 'All, 'Uthmân, Talbah and
Az-Zubair. The rock shook and
said:
the Messenger of Allah
"Be still, for there is no one on you
but a Prophet, a iddIq111 or a
martyr."
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[6248] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Hurairah that the Messenger
was on Mount Hirâ'
of Allah
and it shook. The Messenger of
said: "Be still Hirâ', for
Allah
there is no one on you but a Prophet,
a Siddiq or a martyr." On it were
the Prophet , Abü Bakr, 'Umar,
'Uthmân, 'All, Talbah, Az-Zubair
and Sa'd bin Abi Waqqâ (.
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[6249] 51- (2418) Hishâm narrated
that his father said: "'Ai-shah said to
me: 'Your parents, by Allah, are
among those who answered (the Call
of) Allah and the Messenger after
being wounded. ,,121

['1 A true believer.
[21 See

Al 'Imrân 3:172.
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[6250] ( ... ) Hishâm narrated it
with this chain of narrators (a
HadIth similar to no. 6249) and
added: "...meaning Abil Bakr and
Az-Zubair."
[6251] 52 - (...) It was narrated
that 'Urwah said: "Aishah said
to me: 'Your parents were among
those who answered (the Call of)
Allah and the Messenger after
being wounded."'1

Chapter 7. The Virtues Of AN
'Ubaidah Bin AI-Jarrâh, May
Allah Be Pleased With Him
[6252] 53 - (2419) It was
narrated that Abü Qilâbah said:
"The Messenger of Allah said:
'Every Ummah has a trustee
(Amin), and our trustee for this
Ummah Abü 'Ubaidah bin AlJarrâh."

[6253] 54 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas that the people of
Yemen came to the Messenger of
Allah
and said: "Send with us
a man who can teach us the
Sunnah and Islam." He () took
the hand of Abü 'Ubaidah bin
[1]

See Al 'Imrân 3:172.
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A1-Jarrâh and said: "This is the
trustee of this Ummah."
[6254] 55 - (2420) It was
narrated that Hudhaifah said:
"The people of Najrân came to
and
the Messenger of Allah
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, send
to us a man of trust. He said: 'I
shall send to you a man of trust
in the true sense of the word.'
The people looked up hoping to
be chosen, and he sent Abil
'Ubaidah bin A]-Jarrâh."

[6255] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6254) was narrated
from Abü Isliâq with this chain of
narrators.
Chapter 8. The Virtues Of AlHasan And Al-Husain, May
Allah Be Pleased With Them
[6256] 56 - (2421) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said to Hasan: "0
Allah, I love him, so love him,
and love those who love him."
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[6257] 57 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "I went
out with the Messenger of Allah
at some time of the day, and
he did not speak to me or Ito him,
until he came to the market of
Banü Qainuqa'. Then he left and
went to the house of Fâtimah and
said: 'Is the little one there? Is the
little one there?' meaning klasan.
We thought that his mother had
kept him in to bathe him and dress
him in a garland, but soon he came
running, until they embraced one
another. The Messenger of Allah
said: '0 Allah, I love him, so
love him and love those who love
him."
[6258] 58 - (2422) A]-Bath' bin
'Azib said: "I saw Al-Hasan bin
'All on the shoulder of the
Prophet , and he was saying:' 0
Allah, I love him so love him."

[6259] 59 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Al-Bard' said: "I saw the
Messenger of Allah
putting
Al-Hasan bin 'All on his shoulder
and saying: '0 Allah, I love him
so love him."
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[62601 60 - (2423) Iyâs narrated
that his father said: "I led the
Prophet of Allah JilJ and A]Hasan and Al-Husain on the
white mule, until I brought them
to the apartment of the Prophet
, with one of them in front of
him and one of them behind."

Chapter 9. The Virtues Of The
Household Of The Prophet
[6261161 - (2424) It was narrated
that Safiyyah hint Shaibah said:
"Aishah said: 'The Prophet
went out one morning wearing a
striped cloak of black camel hair.
Al-Hasan bin 'Ali came and he
enfolded him in the cloak, then
Al-Husain came and he enfolded
him in it, then Fâtimah came and
he enfolded her in it, then 'All
came and he enfolded him in it,
then he said: "Allah wishes only
to remove Ar-Rijs (evil deeds and
sins) from you, 0 members of the
family, and to purify you with a
thorough purification. "M

" Al-A hzâb 33:33. Following this narration, copies of the text include an additional chain
narrated by Abü Ahmad Muhammad bin 'Elsa who is A]-JulctdI, one of those who
reported SahIh Muslim.
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Chapter 10. The Virtues Of
Zaid Bin Hârithah And His
Son Usâmah, May Allah Be
Pleased With Them Both
[6262] 62 - (2425) It was
narrated from Sâlim bin 'Abdullâh
that his father said: "We used to
call Zaid bin Hârithah 'Zaid bin
Muhammad,' until it was revealed
in the Qur'ân: 'Call them (adopted
sons) by (the names of) their
fathers, that is more just with
MIA ......111
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[6263] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 6262) was narrated from
'Abdullâh.

[6264] 63 - (2426) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin DInâr that he
heard Ibn 'Umar say: "The
Messenger of Allah 4 sent an
expedition and he appointed
Usâmah bin Zaid in charge of
them. The people objected to his
command and the Messenger of
Al-A hzâb 33:5.
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Allah . stood up and said: 'You
object to his command and you
objected to the command of his
father before him. By Allah, he
(his father) was fit to command,
and he was one of the dearest of
people to me, and he (Usâmah)
is one of the dearest of people to
me after him."

[6265] 64 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sâlim that his father said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said
when he was on the Minbar: 'You
object to his command' - meaning
Usâmah bin Zaid - 'and you
objected to the command of his
father before him. But by Allah, he
was fit to command and by Allah
he was one of the dearest of
people to me. By Allah this one' meaning Usâmah bin Zaid - 'is fit
to command, and by Allah, he is
one of the dearest of them to me
after him. So treat him well, for he
is one of your righteous."

Chapter 11. The Virtues Of
'Abdullâh Bin Ja'far, May
Allah Be Pleased With Him
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[6266] 65 - (2427) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin AbI
Mulaikah said: "Abdullâh bin
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Ja'far said to Ibn Az-Zubair: 'Do
you remember when we met the
Messenger of Allah
, myself,
you and Ibn 'Abbâs?' He said:
'Yes, and he carried us on his
mount but he left you."

[6267] ( ... ) A HadIth like that of
Ibn 'Ulayyah (no. 6266) was
narrated from Habib bin AshShahid, with this chain of narrators.
[6268] 66 - (2428) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin Ja'far
said: "When the Messenger of
Allah came from a journey he
would be met by the children of
his household. He came from a
journey and I was taken to meet
him first, and he seated me on
his mount in front of him. Then
one of the two sons of Fâtimah
came, and he seated him behind
him. And we entered A]-Madinah,
three of us on one mount."

[6269] 67 - ( ... ) 'Abdullãh bin
Ja'far said: "When the Prophet
came from a journey we
would be taken to meet him. AlHasan or Al-Husain and I were
taken to meet him, and he seated
one of us on his mount in front
of him and the other behind him,
until we entered Al-Madinah."
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[6270] 68
(2429) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin Ja'far
said: "The Messenger of Allah jh
seated me behind him on his
mount one day and said something
to me in secret that I will never tell
to any of the people."
-

Chapter 12. The Virtues Of
KhadIjah, The Mother Of The
Believers, May Allah Be
Pleased With Her
[6271] 69
(2430) It was
narrated from Hishâm that his
father said: I heard 'Abdullâh bin
Ja'far say: I heard 'Ali say in AlKiifah: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah say: 'The best woman in it
was Mariam bint 'Imrân, and the
best woman in it is KhadIjah bint
Khuwailid."
AN Kuraib said: "And WakI'
pointed to the sky and the
ground."[']
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113 Indicating that "it" refers to the world, and the meaning is understood to be during each

of their times.
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[6272] 70 - (2431) It was narrated
that Abü Müsâ said: "The
Messenger of Allah said: 'Many
men have attained perfection but
no women have attained perfection
except Mariam bint 'Imrân and
Asiyah the wife of Pharaoh. And
the superiority of 'Aishah to other
women is like the superiority of
TharId to other foods."

[6273] 71 - (2432) It was
narrated that Abü Zur'ah said:
"JibrIl came to the Prophet and
said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
KhadIjah is coming to you with a
vessel in which there is condiment,
food, or drink. When she comes to
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you, convey to her greetings of
Salâm from her Lord, Glorified
and Exalted is He, and from me,
and give her the glad tidings of a
house of pearls in Paradise in
which there is no clamor or toil."

[6274] 72 - (2433) It was
narrated that Ismâ'Il said: "I said
to 'Abdullâh bin AbI Awfâ: 'Did
give
the Messenger of Allah
KhadIjah the glad tidings of a
house in Paradise?' He said:
'Yes, he gave her the glad tidings
of a house of pearls in Paradise
in which there is no clamor or
toil."
[6275] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 6274) was narrated from
Ismâ'ul bin AbI Khâlid, from Ibn
AN Awfâ, from the Prophet .

Virtues Of The Companions 4
[6276] 73 - (2434) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
gave
Messenger of Allah
Khadijah hint Khuwailid the glad
tidings of a house in Paradise."

[6277] 74 - (2435) It was
arrated that 'Aishah said: "I
never felt jealous of any woman as
I did of KhadIjah, although she
died three years before he (.)
married me. I used to hear him
mention her, and his Lord told
him to give her the glad tidings of a
house of pearls in Paradise, and he
used to slaughter a sheep and gift
it to her friends."

[6278] 75 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "I never felt
jealous of any of the wives of the
Prophet
except KhadIjah,
even though I never met her."
She said: "When the Messenger
of Allah #,i4 slaughtered a sheep,
he said: 'Send this to the friends of
Khadijah.' I annoyed him one day
and by saying: 'KhadIjah?' The
Messenger of AJlâh
said: 'Her
love is instilled in my heart."
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[6279] ( ... ) Hishâm narrated a
HadIth like that of Abü Usâmah
(no. 6277) with this chain of
narrators, up to the story of the
sheep, but he did not mention
the extra material that comes
after that.
[6280] 76 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "I did not feel
jealous of any of the wives of the
as I did of KhadIjah,
Prophet
because he () often mentioned
her, although I never saw her."

[6281] 77 - (2436) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Prophet
did not take another
wife in addition to KhadIjah until
she died."

[6282] 78 - (2437), It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "Hâlah hint
Khuwailid, the sister of KhadIjah,
asked permission to enter upon
the Messenger of Allah
, and
he remembered how Khadljah
used to ask permission, and he
felt happy when he heard that.
He said: '0 Allah, Hâlah hint
Khuwailid.' I felt jealous and
said: 'Why do you remember one
of the old women of the Quraish
with red gums? She is long dead
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and Allah has given you a better
one in her stead!"
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Chapter 13. The Virtues Of
'Aishah, The Mother Of The
Believers, May Allah Be
Pleased With Her
[62831 79
(2438) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah ii said: 'I
was shown in my dreams for
three nights that the angel
brought you to me wrapped in a
cloth of silk, saying: "This is your
wife." I uncovered your face and
saw that it was you, and I said: If
this is from Allah then He will
bring it to pass."
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[6284] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6283) was narrated
from Hishâm with this chain of
narrators.

[YA]

o

[6285] 80 - (2439) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said to
me: 'I know when you are
pleased with me and when you
are angry with me.' I said: 'How
do you know that?' He said:
'When you are pleased with me,
you say: "No, by the Lord of
Muhammad," and when you are
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angry with me you say, "No, by
the Lord of Ibrahim."' I said:
'Yes, by Allah! 0 Messenger of
Allah, I forsake everything but
your name."

[6286] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Hishâm bin 'Urwah (a HadIth
similar to no. 6285) with this chain
of narrators, up to the words,:
"No, by the Lord of IbrâhIm," and
he did not mention what came
after that.
[6287] 81 - (2440) It was
narrated from 'Aishah that she
used to play with dolls in the
house of the Messenger of Allah
She said: "My friends used to
come to me but they would feel
shy of the Messenger of Allah MJ
and leave, but the Messenger of
Allah
would send them to
me."

[6288] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Hishâm (a HadIth similar to no.
6287) with this chain of narrators.
In the IjadIth of JarIr it says: "I
used to play with dolls in his
house."

'
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[6289] 82 - (2441) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that the people used
to send their gifts when it was
'Aishah's day (i.e., the day when
Allah's Messenger was in her
apartment), seeking thereby to
please the Messenger of Allah .
[6290] 83 - (2442) 'Aishah, the
wife of the Prophet , said: "The
wives of the Prophet
sent
Fâtimah the daughter of the
Messenger of Allah
to the
Messenger of Allah jLhi. She asked
permission to enter when he was
lying down with me under my
cover, and he gave her permission.
She said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
your wives have sent me to you to
ask you to be just with regard to
the daughter of Abü Quhâfah.' I
('Aishah) kept quiet. The
Messenger of Allah said to her:
'0 my daughter, do you not love
that which I love?' She said: 'Yes.'
He said: 'Then love this one.'
Fâtimah got up when she heard
that from the Messenger of Allah
ç, and she went back to the wives
of the Messenger of Allah
and
told them what she had said, and
what the Messenger of Allah
had said to her. They said to her:
'You have been of no avail for us.
Go back to the Messenger of Allah
and say to him: "Your wives
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urge you to be just with regard to
the daughter of Abü Quhâfah."
Fâtimah said: 'By Allah, I will
never speak to him about her."
'Aishah said: "The wives of the
sent Zainab bint
Prophet
Jahsh, the wife of the Prophet
, who was the one who was the
closest of them to me in status
before the Messenger of Allah
I have never seen any woman
who was better in religious
commitment than Zainab, more
fearing of Allah, more truthful in
speech, more keen to uphold
family ties, more generous in
giving charity, or more keen to
draw close to Allah. But she was
quick to lose her temper,
although she would calm down as
quickly. She asked permission to
enter upon the Messenger of
when the Messen$er of
Allah
was with 'Aishah
Allah
beneath her cover, as he was
when Fâtimah had come in. The
gave her
Messenger of Allah
permission and she said: '0
Messenger of Allah, your wives
have sent me to you to ask you to
be just with regard to the
daughter of Abü Quhâfah.' Then
she showed harshness towards me
and insulted me, and I was
watching the Messenger of Allah
to see if he would allow me to
respond. This went on, until I
realized that the Messenger of
Allah A would not object if I
responded. When I started
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responding, I answered back to
everything that she had said. And
the Messenger of Allah 40, said,
smiling: 'She is the daughter of
Abü Bakr."

[6291] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6290) was narrated
from Az-ZuhrI with this chain of
narrators, except that he said:
('Aishah said...) "When I started
responding, I defeated her (in
argument)."

[6292] 84 - (2443) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
(during his
fatal illness) used to check and ask:
'Where will I be today? Where will
I be tomorrow?' hoping that the
turn of 'Aishah was close. When it
was my day, Allah took his soul
when he was between my neck and
my chest."
[6293] 85 - (2444) It was
narrated from 'Aishah that she
heard the Messenger of Allah
saying, before he died, when he
was leaning on her chest: "0
Allah, forgive me and have mercy
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on me, and join me to (the
higher) companionship."

[62941 ( ... ) A similar report (a
HadIth no. 6293) was narrated
from Hishâm with this chain of
narrators.

[6295] 86 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "I used to hear
that no Prophet ever died until he
had been given the choice between
this world and the Hereafter. I
heard the Prophet , during the
sickness of which he died, saying
with some gruffness in his voice:
'In the company of those on whom
Allah has bestowed His Grace, of
the Prophets, the Siddiqin, the
martyrs, and the righteous. And
how excellent these companions
are!'''Hl
She said: "And I thought that he
had been given the choice at that
point."

[1]

An-Nisâ' 4:69.
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[6296] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6295) was narrated
from Sa'd with this chain of
narrators.

[6297] 87 - ( ... ) 'Aishah, the
wife of the Prophet
said: "The
Messenger of Allah used to say
when he was healthy: 'No Prophet
ever dies until he has been shown
his place in Paradise, then he is
given the choice.' 'Aishah said:
"When the Messenger of Allah
was about to die, and his head was
on my thigh, he lost consciousness
for a while then he woke up, and his
eyes were staring fixedly at the
ceiling, then he said: '0 Allah, the
higher companionship."
'Aishah said: "I said: 'Then he is
not going to choose us."
'Aishah said: "I remembered the
IjadIth that he used to say when
he was healthy: 'No Prophet ever
dies until he has been shown his
place in Paradise, then he is
given the choice."
'Aishah said: "That was the last
word that the Messenger of Allah
$ said: '0 Allah, the higher
companionship."
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(2445) It was
[6298] 88
narrated that 'Aishah said: "When
went
the Messenger of Allah
out (on a journey), he would draw
lots between his wives. The lot fell
to 'Aishah and Hafsah, and they
both went out with him. When
night came, the Messenger of Allah
would travel with 'Aishah,
talking with her. Hafsah said to
'Aishah: 'Why don't you ride my
camel tonight and I will ride your
camel, and you will see and I will
see?"" She said: "Yes." So
'Aishah rode Hafsah's camel, and
Hafsah rode 'Aishah's camel. The
Messenger of Allah came to the
camel of 'Aishah, which Hafsah
was riding, and he greeted her with
Salâm and travelled with her, until
they halted. 'Aishah missed him
and felt jealous, so when they
halted she started putting her foot
in the grass and saying: "0 Lord,
let a scorpion or snake come and
sting or bite me; he is Your
Messenger and I cannot say
anything to him."
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E' Ibn Hajar (no. 5211) explained that 'Aishah, 4, conceded due to IIafah's longing to be
able to see what she had not be able to see. And that this may be because they were not
riding next to each other, but each of them were in a certain location as is customary in
a camel-train, and that the meaning of what would be seen could be the tracks of his
camel.
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[6299] 89 - (2446) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah $ say: 'The superiority of
'Aishah to other women is like
the superiority of TharId to other
kinds of food."

[6300] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6299) was narrated
from Anas from the Prophet .

[6301190 - (2447) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that the Prophet
said to her: "JibrIl conveys
greetings of Salâm to you." She
said: "I said: 'And upon him be
peace and the mercy of Allah."
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[6302] ( ... ) 'Aishah narrated
that the Messenger of Allah
said to her:... a similar HadIth (as
no. 6301).

[63031 ( ... ) A similar report (as no.
6301) was narrated from Zakariyyâ
with this chain of narrators.

[63041 91 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah, the wife of the
Prophet , said: "The Messenger
of Allah said: '0 'Aishah, this is
JibrIl conveying greetings of Salâm
to you." She said: "I said: 'And
upon him be peace and the mercy
of Allah."
She said: "He could see what I
could not."

Chapter 14. The Hadîth Of
Umm Zar'
[6305] 92 - (2448) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "Eleven
women sat together and promised
one another that they would not
conceal anything about their
husbands.

Virtues Of The Companions
The first one said: 'My husband
is like the meat of a lean camel
placed at the top of a hill that it
is difficult to climb, and (the
meat) is not so good that one
feels the urge to take it away
(from that hilltop).'
The second one said: 'I will not
talk about my husband because I
fear that if I start I will never
stop (because his faults are so
many). But if I start, I will list all
his faults.'
The third one said: 'My husband
is tall (and nothing else). If I
speak (mention his faults) he will
divorce me, but if I keep quiet I
will be suspended (between wifely
treatment and abandonment).'
The fourth one said: 'My husband
is like the night of Tihâmah (i.e.,
very pleasant), neither too hot not
too cold, and I have no fear for
him and we never get bored of
each other.'
The fifth one said: 'My husband
is like a leopard when he enters
the house and like a lion when he
leaves, and he does not ask about
that which he leaves in the
house.'
The sixth one said: 'As for my
husband, he eats so much that
nothing is left, and when he
drinks he does not leave a drop.
When he lies down he wraps
himself and he does not touch me
so that he might know my sorrow.'
The seventh one said: 'My
husband is impotent and foolish,
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suffering from all kinds of
diseases, with such rough manners
that he may break my head or
injure my body, or both.'
The eighth one said: 'My husband
is as sweet as Zarnab (an aromatic
plant) and as soft as a rabbit.'
The ninth one said: 'My husband
is from a prominent family, and
is tall, with heaps of ashes (at his
door - i.e., he is very hospitable)
and his house is near the meeting
place.'
The tenth one said: 'My husband
is Mâlik, and how fine is Mâlik?
Mâlik is better than that. He has
many camels, more than the
pastures he has for them. When
they hear the sound of the
Mizhar 11 they become sure that
they are going to be slaughtered.'
The eleventh one said: 'My
husband is Abfl Zar' and how
fine Abü Zar' is. He has put
heavy jewellery on my ears and
covered my sinews and bones
with fat (by supplying plentiful
food), and he showed me great
respect which made me feel
honored. He found me among
the shepherds living on the side
of the mountain, and he made
me one of those who have horses,
camels, lands and heaps of grain,
and he has a great deal of wealth.
If I say something, he never
criticizes me. I sleep and get up
in the morning, and drink to my
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heart's content. And the mother
of Abü Zar', how fine is the
mother of Abü Zar'! Her vessels
are filled to the brim and her
house is quite spacious. As for
the son of Abü Zar', he is as slim
as a green branch of palm peeled
from its bark, or like a sword
drawn from its sheath, and the
foreleg of a lamb is enough to fill
him. As for the daughter of Abü
Zar', how fine is the daughter of
Abü Zar'. She is obedient to her
father and obedient to her
mother, filling out her cloak and
a source of jealousy for her cowife. As for the slave-girl of Abü
Zar', how good she is. She does
not disclose our affairs to others,
and she does not take our
squander wheat or provision, and
she does not leave garbage
scattered in the house like a
bird's nest. One day Abü Zar'
went out when the milk churned
in the vessels, and he met a
woman who had two sons like
leopards, playing with her
pomegranates (breasts) under her
shirt. He divorced me and
married that woman. Later on, I
married another man, a generous
man who was an expert rider and
a fine archer. He gave me many
gifts and a pair of every kind of
animal, and he said: "Eat, Umm
Zar', and send (food) to your
family." But if I were to combine
everything, it would not fill the
smallest vessel of Abü Zar'."
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'Aishah said: "The Messenger of
said to me: 'I am to you
Allah
like Abü Zar' to Umm Zar'."
[6306] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Hishâm bin 'Urwah with this chain
of narrators (a HadIth similar to
no. 6305).

Chapter 15. The Virtues Of
Fãtimah, May Allah Be Pleased
With Her, The Daughter Of
The Prophet
[6307] 93 - (2449) Al-Miswar
bin Makhramah narrated that he
heard the Messenger of Allah iI
say on the Minbar: "Banü Hishâm
bin Al-MughIrah asked me for
permission to give their daughter
in marriage to 'All bin AbI Tâlib,
but I will not give them permission,
and I will not give them permission,
and I will not give them permission,
unless the son of Abil Talib would
like to divorce my daughter and
many their daughter. My daughter
is a part of me; what disturbs her
disturbs me and what offends her
offends me."
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[63081 94 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that A1-Miswar bin Makhramah
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Fâtimah is a part of me;
what offends her offends me."

[6309] 95 - ( ... ) 'Ali bin A]Husain narrated that when they
came to A]-Madinah from Yazid
bin Mu'âwiyah, after the killing of
Al-Husain bin 'Ali ,&-, he was met
by Al-Miswar bin Makhramah who
said to him: "Do you have anything
you want me to do?" He said: "I
said to him: 'No." He said to him:
"Will you give me the sword of the
Messenger of Allah J? For I fear
that the people may wrest it from
you. ByAllâh! If you give it to me
will never give it up so long as
there is still life in me. 'All bin AbI
Tâlib proposed marriage to the
daughter of Abü Jahl (to be a cowife) to Fâtimah, and I heard the
Messenger of Allah
addressing
the people concerning that, on this
Minbar of his, and I was an
adolescent at that time. He said:
'Fâtimah is part of me, and I fear lest
she be put to trial with regard to her
religious commitment.'
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"Then he mentioned a son-inlaw of his from Banü 'Abd
Shams, and praised his behavior
as a son-in-law. He said: 'When
he spoke to me he told the truth,
when he made me a promise he
kept it, and I do not say that any
permissible thing is forbidden, or
that any forbidden thing is
permitted, but by Allah, the
daughter of the Messenger of
Allah
and the daughter of the
enemy of Allah will never be
joined together in one place."

[6310] 96 - ( ... ) Al-Miswar bin
Makhramah narrated that 'Ali bin
Abl Tâlib proposed to the daughter
of Abü Jahi, and he was already
married to Fâtimah the daughter of
the Prophet . When Fâtimah
heard of that she came to the
Prophet it and said to him: "Your
people are saying that you do not
get angry for the sake of your
daughters, and 'Ali is going to
marry the daughter of AN Jahl."
Al-Miswar said: "The Prophet
ç stood up and I heard him
when he bore witness (i.e.,
proclaimed the Shaháda; I bear
withess that none has the right to
be worshiped but Allah), then he
said: 'I gave a daughter of mine
in marriage to Abul-'As bin ArRabI', and when he spoke he told
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me the truth. Fâtimah hint
Muhammad is a part of me, and
I do not like for her to be put to
trial. By Allah, the daughter of
the Messenger of Allah and the
daughter of the enemy of Allah
will not be joined together as
wives of one man.' So 'All
abandoned that proposal."
[6311] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 6310) was narrated by AzZuhrl with this chain of narrators.

[6312197 - (2450) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that the Messenger
of Allah
called Fâtimah, his
daughter, and whispered to her,
and she wept. Then he whispered
to her again and she smiled.
'Aishah said: "I said to Fâtimah:
'What is it that the Messenger of
Allah ii whispered to you and
you wept, then he whispered to
you and you smiled?' She said:
'He whispered to me and told me
of his death, so I wept, then he
whispered to me and told me
that I would be the first one of
his family to follow him, so I
smiled."
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[63131 98 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The wives of
the Prophet were with him, and
not one of them was absent.
Fâtimah came walking, and her
manner of walking was exactly like
that of the Messenger of Allah .
When he saw her, he welcomed
her and said: 'Welcome to my
daughter.' Then he seated her on
his right or his left. He whispered
to her and she wept bitterly, and
when he saw that she was so upset,
he whispered to her again and she
smiled. I said to her: 'The
Messenger of Allah singled you
out from among his womenfolk to
whisper to, then you wept?' When
the Messenger of Allah
left, I
asked her: 'What did the Messenger
of Allah say to you?' She said: 'I
will not disclose the secret of the
Messenger of Allah .' When the
Messenger of Allah died, I said:
'I adjure you by the right I have
over you, tell me what the
said to
Messenger of Allah
you.' She said: 'Now, yes (I will tell
you). When he () whispered to
me the first time, he told me that:
"JibrIl used to review the Qur'ân
once or twice every year, but now
he reviewed it twice; and I think
that my death is near, so fear Allah
and be patient, and I will be a
fitting forerunner for you." She
said: 'So I wept, as you saw. When
he saw my grief, he whispered to
me a second time, and said: "0
Fâtimah, does it not please you to
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be the leader of the believing
women, or the leader of the
women of this Ummah?" She
said: 'So I smiled as you saw me."

[6314] 99 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The wives of
the Prophet
gathered and not
one of them was absent. Then
Fâtimah came, and her manner
of walking was like that of the
Messenger of Allah . He said:
'Welcome to my daughter,' and
seated her to his right or his left.
Then he whispered something to
her and Fâtimah - may Allah be
pleased with her - wept, then he
whispered to her and she smiled.
I said to her: 'What made you
weep?' She said: 'I will not
disclose the secret of the
Messenger of Allah
' I said: 'I
have never seen grief and joy so
close as today.' I said to her when
she wept: 'The Messenger of
Allah
singled you out to say
something to, and you wept.' And
I asked her what he had said. She
said: 'I will not disclose the secret
of the Messenger of Allah
.'
Then when he died, I asked her
and she said: 'He () told me:
"JibrIl used to review the Qur'ân
once every year, but this year he
reviewed it with me twice, and I
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realized that my death has drawn
near, and you will be the first of
my family to follow me, and I will
be a fitting forerunner for you."
So I wept at that, then he
whispered to me and said: "Does
it not please you to be the leader
of the believing women, or the
leader of the women of this
Ummah?" so I smiled at that."

Chapter 16. The Virtues Of
Umm Salamah, The Mother Of
The Believers, May Allah Be
Pleased With Her
[6315] 100 - (2451) It was
narrated that Salman said: "Do not
be, if you can, the first one to enter
the marketplace and the last one to
leave it, for it is the battleground of
the Shailân where he sets up his
banner."
He said: "And I was told that
Jibril (a), came to the Prophet
of Allah when Umm Salamah
was with him, and he spoke with
him then he left. The Prophet of
Allah
said to Umm Salamah:
'Who was this?' She said: 'This
was Diliyah Al-Kalbi."
He said: "And Umm Salamah
said: 'By Allah, I did not think it
was anyone other than he, until I
heard the Khutbah of the Prophet
of Allah jlJ in which he conveyed
some information, or words to
that effect." He said: "I said to
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Abü 'Uthmân: 'From whom did
you hear this?' He said: 'From
Usâmah bin Zaid."

Chapter 17. The Virtues Of
Zainab, The Mother Of The
Believers, May Allah Be
Pleased With Her
[6316] 101 - (2452) It was
narrated that 'Aishah, the Mother
of the Believers, said: "The
Messenger of Allah ii said: 'The
quickest of you to join me (after
I die) will be the one with the
longest hands."
She said: "They started to measure
one another, to see who had the
longest hands."
She said: "But the one who had
the longest hands was Zainab,
because she used to work with
her hands and give charity."

Chapter 18. The Virtues Of
Umm Ayman, May Allah Be
Pleased With Her
[6317] 102 - (2453) It was
narrated that Anas said: "The
Messenger of Allah ii went to
Umm Ayman, and we went with
him. She gave him a vessel in
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which was some drink, and I do
not know whether he refused it
because he was fasting or because
he did not want it, and she raised
her voice to him and started
grumbling."

[6318] 103 - (2454) It was
narrated that Anas said: "Abü
Bakr (may Allah be pleased with
him) said to 'Umar, after the
died: 'Let
Messenger of Allah
us go to Umm Ayman and visit
her, as the Messenger of Allah
used to visit her.' When they
came to her she wept, and they
said to her: 'Why are you
weeping? What is with Allah is
better for His Messenger
She
said: 'I am not weeping because I
do not know that what is with
Allah is better for His Messenger
; rather I am weeping because
the revelation from heaven has
ceased.' She moved them to
tears, and they started to weep
with her."
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Chapter 19. The Virtues Of
Umm Sulaim —The Mother Of
Anas Bin Mâlik— And Bilâl,
May Allah Be Pleased With
Them Both
[6319] 104 - (2455) It was
narrated that Anas said: "The
Prophet would not enter upon
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any women other than his wives
except Umm Sulaim. He used to
enter upon her and he was asked
about that. He said: 'I feel
compassion for her because her
brother was killed when he was
with me."
[6320] 105 - (2456) It was narrated
from Anas that the Prophet said:
"I entered Paradise and heard
footsteps. I said: 'Who is this?'
They said: 'This is A]-Ghumaiâ'
hint Milhân, the mother of Anas
bin Malik."'

[63211 106 - (2457) It was
narrated from Jãbir bin 'Abdullâh
that the Messenger of Allah
said: "I was shown Paradise, and I
saw the wife of Abü Talbah, then I
heard footsteps ahead of me, and
there was Bilâl."

Chapter 20. The Virtues Of
Abü Talhah Al-AnsârI, May
Allah Be Pleased With Him

[6322] 107 - (2144) It was
narrated that Anas said: "A son
of Abü Talbah from Umm
Sulaim died, and she said to her
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family: 'Do not tell Abü Talbah
about his son until I tell him.' He
came and she brought him his
dinner, and he ate and drank.
Then she adorned herself for him
more beautifully than she had
ever done before that, and he
had intercourse with her. When
she saw that he was satisfied, she
said: '0 Abü Tafliah, do you
think that if some people lent
something to a household and
they asked for it back, do they
have the right to refuse?' He
said: 'No.' She said: 'Seek reward
for the loss of your son.' He got
angry and said: 'You left me until
I indulged myself and then you
told me about my son?'
"He went to the Messenger of
Allah QT, and told him what had
happened. The Messenger of
said: 'May Allah bless
Allah
you both in the night you spent.'
She became pregnant. The
Messenger of Allah
was on a
journey, and she was with him.
Whenever the Messenger of Allah
il returned from a journey, he did
not enter (the city) at night. They
drew close to A]-Madinah and she
felt the pangs of childbirth. Abü
Talkiah stayed with her and the
Messenger of Allah
went on
ahead. Abü Talhah said: 'You
know, 0 Lord, that that I love to
go out with Your Messenger when
he goes out, and come in with him
when he comes in, but I have been
detained as You see.'
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Umm Sulaim said: '0 Abü
Taltiah, I do not feel what I was
feeling; let's go.' So they set off,
then she felt the labor pains again
when they arrived, and she gave
birth to a boy. My mother said to
me: '0 Anas, no one should
breastfeed him until you take him
in the morning to the Messenger
of Allah .' The next morning, I
carried him and brought him to
the Messenger of Allah , and I
came to him when he was holding
a branding-iron. When he saw me
he said: 'Perhaps Umm Sulaim has
given birth?' He said: 'Yes.' He
put down the branding-iron, and I
brought the baby, and put him in
his lap. The Messenger of Allah
called for some 'Ajwah dates of AlMadinah and softened them in his
mouth, then placed some in the
mouth of the child, and the child
started to smack his lips. The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'See
how the Ansâr love dates.' And he
wiped his face and named him
'Abdullâh."

[6323] ( ... ) Anas bin Mâlik said:
"A son of Abü Talhah died..." and
he narrated a similar HadIth (as
no. 6322).
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Chapter 21. The Virtues Of
Bilâl, May Allah Be Pleased
With Him
[6324] 108 - (2458) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said
to Bilâl, at the time of the Ghadâh
(Fajr) prayer: '0 Bilâl, tell me of
an action that you did in Islam, for
which you most hope to earn
reward, for last night I heard the
sound of your sandals in front of
me in Paradise.' Bilâl said: 'I have
not done any action in Islam for
which I hope to earn reward more
than the fact that I do not purify
myself fully (i.e., perform Wuqâ')
at some time of the night or day,
except that I pray as much as Allah
wills I should pray with that
purification."

Chapter 22. The Virtues Of
'Abdullâh Bin Mas'iId And His
Mother, May Allah Be Pleased
With Them Both
[6325] 109 - (2459) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said: "When this
Verse was revealed - 'Those who
believe and do righteous good
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deeds, there is no sin on them for
what they ate (in the past), if they
fear Allah (by keeping away from
His forbidden things), and believe
and do righteous good deeds, and
again fear Allah and believe, and
once again fear Allah and do good
deeds with Ihsân (perfection). And
Allah loves the good-doersJ11 - the
Messenger of Allah
said to me:
'It was said to me that you are one
of them."

[6326] - 110 - (2460) It was
narrated that Abü Müsâ said:
"My brother and I came from
Yemen, and for a while we
thought that Ibn Mas'üd and his
mother were among the members
of the household of the Messenger
of Allah
, because they often
entered upon him and stayed
with him for a long time."

[6327] ( ... ) Abü Müsã said: "My
brother and I came from Yemen..."
a similar report (a IjadIth no. 6326).

A1-Mâ'idah 5:93.
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[6328] 111 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Abü Müsâ said: "I
came to the Messenger of Allah
and I thought that 'Abdullâh
was a member of his household,
or words to that effect."

[6329] 112 - (2461) AbulAhwas said: "I saw Abü Müsâ
and AbU Mas'üd when Ibn
Mas'üd died. One of them said to
the other: 'Do you think he has
left behind anyone like him?' He
said: 'You said it rightly. How
often was he admitted when we
were not, and how often was he
present when we were absent?"

[6330] 113 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Abul-Ahwas said:
"We were in the house of Abü
Müsâ with a number of the
companions of 'Abdullâh, and
they were looking at a Mushaf.
'Abdullâh stood up and Abü
Mas'üd said: 'I do not think that
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the Messenger of Allahiii has
left behind anyone who is more
knowledgeable of that which
Allah has revealed than this one
who is standing up.' AN Müsâ
said: 'Exactly. He was present
when we were absent, and he was
admitted when we were not."
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[6331] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Zaid bin Wahb said: "I was
sitting with Hudhaifah and Abü
Müsâ..." and he quoted the
Hadit/i, but the HadIth of Qutbah
(as no. 6330) is more complete
and longer.

[6332] 114 - (2462) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said: '...Whosoever
deceives his companions as regards
the spoils of war, he shall bring
forth on the Day of Resurrection
that which he took (illegally) .i11
According to whose recitation do
you want me to recite? I recited
seventy-odd Sarah to the Messenger
[1]

Al 'Imrân 3:161.
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of Allah , and the Companions
of the Messenger of Allah
know that I am the most
knowledgeable of them of the
Book of Allah. If I knew that
someone was more knowledgeable
than myself, I would travel and go
to him."
ShaqIq said: "I sat in the circles of
the Companions of Muhammad
, and I never heard anyone
refute him or criticize him."
[6333] 115 - (2463) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said: "By
the One besides Whom there is
none worthy of worship, there is
no Sarah in the Book of Allah but
I know best where it was revealed,
and there is no Verse but I know
best concerning what it was
revealed. If I knew that someone
was more knowledgeable of the
Book of Allah than myself, and I
could reach him by camel, I would
ride to where he is."
[6334] 116 - (2464) It was
narrated that MasriIq said: "We
used to come to 'Abdullâh bin
'Amr and talk to him" - Ibn
Numair said: "with him" - and
one day we mentioned 'Abdullâh
bin Mas'üd. He said: 'You have
mentioned a man whom I still
love after something that I heard
from the Messenger of Allah .
I heard the Messenger of Allah
say: "Learn the Qur'ân from
four: from Ibn Umm 'Abd - and
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he started with him, Mu'âdh bin
Jabal, Ubayy bin Ka'b and Sâlim
the freed slave of Abü Hudhaifah."

[6335] 117 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Masrüq said: "We
were with 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr
and we mentioned a HadIth from
'Abdullâh bin Mas'üd. He said:
'That is a man whom I still love
after something that I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say. I
heard him say: "Learn the Qur'ân
from four people: from Ibn Umm
'Abd - and he started with him from Ubayy bin Ka'b, from Sãlim
the freed slave of Abü Hudhafah
and from Mu'âdh bin Jabal."

[6336] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Mu'âwiyah (a IjadIth similar
to no. 6335), but he mentioned
Mu'âdh before Ubayy. In the
report of Abü Kuraib, Ubayy is
mentioned before Mu'âdh.

Virtues W1 lie Companions 4
[6337] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-A'mash (a HadIth similar to
no. 6335) with this chain of
narrators, but he mentioned the
four names in a different order.

[6338] 118 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Masi üq said: "They mentioned
Ibn Mas'üd in the presence of
'Abdullâh bin 'Amr and he said:
'That is a man whom I still love,
after what I heard the Messenger of
Allah
say: Learn Qur'an from
four people: from Ibn Mas'üd,
Sâlim the freed slave of Abü
Hudhaifah, Ubayy bin Ka'b and
Mu'âdh bin Jabal."

[6339] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated
with this chain of narrators (a
HadIth similar to no. 6338) and
added: He started with these two,
but I do not know with which of
them he started.
Chapter 23. The Virtues Of
Ubayy bin Kalb And A Group
Of Al-Ansár, May Allah Be
Pleased With Them
[6340] 119 - (2465) Anas said:
"Four people collected the Qur'ân
at the time of the Messenger of
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Allah j;, all of whom were from
among the Ansâr: Mu'ãdh bin
Jabal, Ubayy bin Ka'b, Zaid bin
Thâbit and Abü Zaid."
Qatâdah said: "I said to Anas:
'Who is Abü Zaid?' He said:
'One of my paternal uncles."

[6341] 120 - ( ... ) Qatâdah said:
"I said to Anas bin Mâlik: 'Who
collected the Qur'ân at the time
of the Messenger of Allah
?'
He said: 'Four (people), all of
them from among the Ancâr:
Ubayy bin Ka'b, Mu'âdh bin
Jabal, Zaid bin Thâbit and a man
from among the Anâr who was
known as AN Zaid.';,
[6342] 121 - (799) It was narrated
from Anas bin Mâlik that the
Messenger of Allah
said to
Ubayy: "Allah, Glorified and
Exalted is He, has commanded me
to recite to you." He said: "Did
Allah mention me by name to
you?" He () said: "Allah
mentioned you by name to me."
(upon hearing this) Ubayy started
to weep.

[6343] 122 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said to
Ubayy bin Ka'b: 'Allah has
commanded me to recite to you:
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'Those who disbelieve from among
the people of the Scripture (Jews
and Christians) and idolaters, were
not going to leave (their disbelief)
until there came to them clear
evidence." 11 He said: 'Did He
mention me by name?' He ()
said: 'Yes.' And he (Ubayy) wept."
[6344] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Qatâdah said: "I heard Anas say:
'The Messenger of Allah
said
to Ubayy..." a similar report (as
HadIth no. 6343).
Chapter 24. The Virtues Of
Sa'd bin Mu'ádh, May Allah Be
Pleased With Him
[6345] 123 - (2466) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said, when the Janâzah
of Sa'd bin Mu'âdh was in front
of them: 'The Throne of the
Most Merciful shook at (his
death)."

[6346] 124 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'The
Throne of the Most Merciful
shook at the death of Sa'd bin
Mu'âdh."

A1-Bayyinah 98:1.
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[6347] 125 - (2467) Anas bin
Mâlik narrated that the Prophet
of Allah
said, when Sa'd's
Janâzah was put down: "The
Throne of the Most Merciful
shook at (his death)."

[6348] 126 - (2468) Al—Bard' said:
"A Ijullah made of silk was given
to the Messenger of Allah , and
his Companions started touching it
and admiring its softness. He said:
'Do you admire the softness of
this? The handkerchiefs of Sa'd bin
Mu'âdh in Paradise are better than
this and softer."

[6349] ( ... ) A similar report (a
HadIth no. 6348) was narrated
from Anas, from the Prophet .

[6350] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated this
IjadIth with both chain of narrators,
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a report like that of Abü Dâwuid
(no. 6349).

[6351] 127 - (2469) Anas bin
Mâlik narrated that a Jubbah of
Sundus was given to the Messenger
of Allah
after silk had been
forbidden. The people started
admiring it and he () said: "By
the One in Whose Hand is the soul
of Muhammad, the handkerchiefs
of Sa'd bin Mu'âdh in Paradise are
better than this."
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[6352] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Anas that Ukaidir Dümat A]Jandal presented the Prophet
a Hullah... and he mentioned a
similar report (as HadIth no.
6351) but he did not say:
"After silk had been forbidden."
Chapter 25. The Virtues Of
Abü Dujânah Simâk Bin
Kharashah, May Allah Be
Pleased With Him
[6353] 128 - (2470) It was
narrated from Anas that the
Messenger of Allah
picked up
a sword on the Day of Uhud and
said: "Who will take this from
me?" They stretched out their
hands, each man among them
saying: "I will!" He said: "Who
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will take it and give it its due?"
The people withdrew their hands,
but Simâk bin Kharashah Abü
Dujânah said: "I will take it and
give it its due."
He said: And he took it and split
open the heads of the idolaters
with it.
Chapter 26. The Virtues Of
'Abdullâh Bin 'Amr Bin
Harãm, The Father Of Jâbir,
May Allah Be Pleased With
Them Both
[6354] 129 (2471) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "On the Day of
Uhud, my father was brought,
covered with a cloth, and he had
been mutilated. I wanted to lift
the cloth but my people told me
not to. [Then (again) I wanted to
lift the cloth but my people told
me not to.] Then the Messenger
of Allah
lifted it, or ordered
that it be lifted, and I heard the
voice of a woman weeping or
screaming. He said: 'Who is this?'
They said: 'The daughter of
'Amr,' or; 'the sister of 'Amr.' He
said: 'Why is she weeping? The
angels continued to shade him
with their wings until he was
lifted up."
-

[6355] 130 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Jábir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "My father was killed on the
Day of Uhud and I started to lift
the cloth from his face, and I was
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weeping, and they started telling
me not to do that, but the
did not
Messenger of Allah
tell me not to do it. Fâtimah bint
'Amr began to weep and the
said:
Messenger of Allah
'Weep for him or do not weep
for him. The angels continued to
shade him with their wings until
you lifted him up."
[6356] ( ... ) This HadIth was
narrated from Jâbir (a HadIth
similar to no. 6355) except that
Ibn Juraij (a narrator), did not
mention in his 1-IadIth the angels
and the weeping of the woman.

[6357] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Jâbir said: "My father was brought
on the Day of Ubud with his ears
and nose cut off, and he was
placed in front of the Prophet
- and he mentioned a
similar HadIth (as no. 6355).

Chapter 27. The Virtues Of
JulaibIb, May Allah Be Pleased
With Him
[63581 131 - (2472) It was
narrated from Abü Barzah that the
Prophet
was on one of his
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campaigns, and Allah granted him
Fai'. He said to his Companions:
"Is anyone missing?" They said:
"Yes, so-and-so, and so-and-so,
and so-and-so." Then he said: "Is
anyone missing?" They said: "Yes,
so-and-so, and so-and-so, and soand-so." Then he said: "Is anyone
missing?" They said: "No." He
said: "But I am missing JulaibIb;
go and look for him." They looked
for him among the slain, and they
found him beside seven men
whom he had killed and they had
killed him. The Prophet iii came
and stood over him, and said:
"He killed seven, then they killed
him. He belongs to me and I
belong to him. He belongs to me
and I belong to him." He carried
him in his arms, and he had
nothing but the arms of the
Prophet . A grave was dug for
him and he was placed in his
grave." And no mention was
made of Ghusl.
Chapter 28. The Virtues Of
Abü Dharr, May Allah Be
Pleased With Him
[6359] 132 - (2473) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin AsSâmit that Abü Dharr said: "We
set out from our people Ghifâr,
who used to regard the sacred
months as permissibleJ1' I set
out with my brother Unais and
our mother, and we stayed with a
[1]

For fighting.
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maternal uncle of ours. Our
uncle honoured us and treated us
kindly, but his people felt jealous
of us, and they said: 'When you
are away from your wife, Unais
comes into your house (i.e., an
accusation of adultery).' Our
uncle came and told us of what
had been said to him. I said: 'As
for your past kindness, you have
undone it, and we cannot stay
with you after this.' We went to
our camels and loaded them up,
and our uncle covered himself
with his garment and started
weeping. We set out and halted
at Makkah. Unais made a wager
that our herd of camels was
better than another similar herd,
and they went to a soothsayer
who confirmed that the herd of
Unais was better, and Unais
came to us with our camels and
the other herd."
He (Abü Dharr) said: "I started
to perform prayers, 0 son of my
brother, three years before I met
the Messenger of Allah k." I
said: "To whom?" He said: "To
Allah." I said: "What direction
did you face?' He said: "I faced
where my Lord directed me to. I
used to pray at night until the
end of the night, then I fell down
(in exhaustion) like a piece of
cloth until the sun rose over me.
"So Unais said: 'I have an
errand in Makkah; stay here.' He
went to Makkah, and he came
back late. I said: 'What did you
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do?' He said: 'I met a man in
Makkah who follows your
religion. He says that Allah has
sent him.' I said: 'What do the
people say?' He said: 'They say
that he is a poet, or a soothsayer,
or a magician.' And Unais was
one of the poets.
"Unais said: 'I have heard the
words of the soothsayers, and he
is not a soothsayer. I compared
his words to the words of poetry,
and no one after me can say that
he is a poet. By Allah, he is
telling the truth and they are
lying.'
"I said: 'Stay here while I go and
look."
He said: "I came to Makkah and
looked for an insignificant man
among them. I said: 'Where is
this man whom you call Aâbi'?' 11 He pointed at me and
said: 'The StibiT The people of
the valley attacked me with clods
of earth and bones, until I fell
unconscious. I got up whenever I
recovered, and it was as if I was a
red idol. I went to Zamzam and
washed the blood from myself,
and I drank some of its water. 0
son of my brother, I stayed there
for thirty, between nights and
days, and I had no food but the
water of Zamzam, but I grew so
fat that I got folds on my
stomach and I did not feel any
hunger in my stomach.
[1]

As-Sâbi': the one who changed his religion.
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"While the people of Makkah were
sleeping deeply one moonlit night,
no one was circumambulating the
Ka'bah except two of their women,
who were calling upon Isâf and
Nâ'ilah (two of their idols). They
came to me during their
circumambulation and I said:
'Many one of them to the other.'
But they did not stop what they
were saying. They came to me again
and I said: 'They are just pieces of
wood like private parts'; and I could
not use a metaphor. They turned
away from me saying: 'If any of our
people were here they would teach
you a lesson.' They were met by the
and Abü
Messenger of Allah
Bakr as they were coming down
the hill, and he said: 'What is the
matter with you?' They (the two
women) said: 'The Sabi' between
the Ka'bah and its cover.' He said:
'What did he say to you?' They
said: 'He said to us a word that we
cannot repeat.' The Messenger of
Allah
came and touched the
(Black) Stone, then he
circumambulated the Ka'bah, he
and his Companion, then he
prayed. When he had finished his
prayer" - Abü Dharr said - "I was
the first one to greet him with the
greeting of Islam. I said: 'AsSalâmu 'alaika yâ Rasâlullâh
(Peace be upon you, 0 Messenger
of Allah).' He said: Wa 'alaika wa
ratftmatullâh (and upon you, and
the mercy of Allah).' Then he said:
'Who are you?' I said: 'I am from
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Ghifâr.' He lifted his hand and
placed his fingers on his forehead,
and I said to myself: 'He does not
like the fact that I am from
Ghifâr.' I wanted to take his hand
but his Companion stopped me,
and he knew him better than I did.
Then he raised his head and said:
'How long have you been here?' I
said: 'I have been here for thirty,
between night and day.' He said:
'Who has been feeding you?' I
said: 'I had no food except the
water of Zamzam, and I have
grown so fat that I have folds on
my stomach, and I did not feel any
hunger.' He said: 'It is blessed, it
serves as food."
"Abü Bakr said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, give me permission to
offer him food tonight.' The
Messenger of Allah
and Abü
Bakr set off, and I went with
them. Abü Bakr opened a door
and brought us raisins of AtTâ'if, and that was the first food I
ate. I stayed for a while, then I
came to the Messenger of Allah
ç and he said: 'I have been
shown a land that has palm trees,
and I do not think that it is any
other than Yathrib. Will you
convey a message from me to
your people? Perhaps Allah will
benefit them through you and
grant you reward through them.'
I came to Unais and he said:
'What did you do?' I said: 'What
I did is become Muslim and
attest to the truth.' He said: 'I
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have no aversion to your religion;
I have also become Muslim and
attested to the truth.' We went to
our mother and she said: 'I have
no aversion to your religion; I
have also become Muslim and
attested to the truth.' We went to
our people Ghifâr, and half of
them became Muslim, and they
were led in prayer by Aymâ' bin
Rahadah Al-GhifârI, who was
their chief.
"The other half of them said:
'When the Messenger of AJlâh
comes to Al-Madinah, we will
become Muslim.' The Messenger
of Allah
came to Al-Madinah
and the other half became
Muslim. (The tribe of) Aslam
came and said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, our brothers, we become
Muslim on the same basis that
they became Muslim.' The
Messenger of Allah ç said: 'May
Allah forgive (Ghafara) Ghifâr
and may Allah keep Aslam safe
and sound (Sâlama)."
[6360] ik ...) Flumaid bin Hilâl
narrated it with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
6359), and after the words "Stay here while I go and look" he added: "He said: 'Yes, but be
on your guard against the people
of Makkah, for they are his
enemies and are hostile towards
him."
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[6361] ( ... ) It was narrated that
'Abdullâh bin As-Sâmit said: Abü
Dharr said: "0 son of my brother,
I prayed for two years before the
Prophet
was sent." I said:
"Which direction did you face?"
He said: "I faced where my Lord
directed me to." And he narrated
a HadIth like that of Sulaimân bin
A1-MughIrah (no. 6360), and he
said in the IjadIth: "They went to a
man who was a soothsayer to judge
between them (about the wager)"
- he said - "and my brother Unais
kept praising him until he declared
him the winner." He said: "And
we took his camels and added
them to our camels." He also said
in his IjadIth: "The Prophet Jç
came and circumambulated the
House and prayed two Rak'ah
behind the Maqâm." He said: "I
came to him, and I was the first
one to greet him with the greeting
of Islam. I said: As-Salâmu 'alaika
yâ Rasi2lullâh (peace be upon you,
O Messenger of Allah).' He said:
'Wa 'alaikas-salâm (and peace be
upon you, too), who are you?" In
his JjadIth it also says: "Then he
said: 'How long have you been
here?' I said: 'For fifteen days."
And it says: "Abü Bakr said: 'Let
him be my guest tonight."

[6362] 133 - (2474) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"When Abü Dharr heard that the
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Prophet jo, had been sent (as the
Messenger of Allah) in Makkah,
he said to his brother: 'Ride to this
valley and find out for me about
this man who claims to bring news
from heaven, and listen to what he
says, then come to me.'
"So the other man set out and
came to Makkah, where he
listened to what he said, then he
came back to Abü Dharr and said:
'I have seen him enjoining good
morals and saying words that are
not poetry.' He said: 'You have
not told me enough.' So he took
provisions and a skin full of water
and went to Makkah. He came to
the Masjid and looked for the
Prophet , but he did not know
what he looked like, and he did
not want to ask about him. Then
when night came he lay down to
sleep. 'Ali saw him and realized
that he was a stranger. When he
saw him he followed him, and
neither of them asked the other
about anything, until morning
came. Then he took his waterskin
and provisions to the Masjid and
stayed there all day, but he did not
until evening
see the Prophet
came.
"Then he went back to the place
where he slept, and 'All passed
by him and said: 'This man has
not been able to find a place to
stay.' He made him get up and
took him with him, and neither
of them asked the other about
anything. On the third day the
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same thing happened. 'All made
him get up and go with him, and
he said: 'Will you not tell me
what has brought you to this
land'? He said: 'If you give me a
solemn promise that you will
guide me aright, I will do that.'
He did so, and he told him. He
said: 'It is true; he is the
Messenger of Allah 40,. In the
morning, follow me, and if I see
anything that makes me fear for
you, I will stand as if I am
passing water, but if I move on,
then follow me until I enter some
house. He did that, and he
followed in his footsteps until he
entered upon the Prophet
,
and he entered with him and
listened to his words, and he
embraced Islam on the spot.
"The Prophet
said to him:
'Go back to your people and
inform them, until my command
comes to you.' He said: 'By
Allah, I will shout it aloud among
them.' He went out to the Masjid,
and called out at the top of his
voice: 'I bear witness that none
has the right to be worshiped but
Allah, and I bear witness that
Muhammad is the Messenger of
Allah.' The people attacked him
and beat him until they made
him fall down. Al-'Abbãs came
and leaned over him, and said:
'Woe to you! Do you not know
that he is from Ghifâr and your
trade routes to Ash-Sham pass
through their land?' And he

Virtues Of The Companions
rescued him from them. The next
day he did the same thing, and they
attacked him and beat him, and Al'Abbâs leaned over him and
rescued him."
Chapter 29. The Virtues Of
JarIr Bin 'Abdullâh, May Allah
Be Pleased With Him
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[63631 134 - (2475) It was
narrated that Bayân said: "I heard
Qais bin AbI Hâzim say: 'JarIr bin
'Abdullâh said: "The Messenger
never refused me
of Allah
permission to enter since I became
Muslim, and he never looked at
me without a smile."

[6364] 135 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that JarIr said: "The
Messenger of Allah , never
refused me permission to enter
since I became Muslim, and he
never looked at me without a smile
on his face." Ibn Numair added in
his HadIth from Ibn IdrIs: "I
complained to him that I could not
sit firmly on a horse, and he struck
me on the chest with his hand and
said: '0 Allah, make him sit firmly,
and make him steadfast and
rightly-guided."
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[6365] 136 - (2476) It was
narrated that JarIr said: "During
the Jâhiliyyah there was a house
(temple) called Dhul-Khalasah,
which was known as the YemenI
ka'bah and the ShâmI ka'bah.
The Messenger of Allahii said:
'Will you rid me of DhulKhalasah and the Yemeni ka'bah
and the ShâmI?' I went to it with
one hundred and fifty men of
Ahmas, and we broke it and
killed those whom we found
there. I came to him and told
him, and he prayed for us and for
Ahmas."
[6366] 137 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Qais bin AbI
Hâzim, that JarIr bin 'Abdullâh
A]-BajalI said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said to me: '0 JarIr,
will you not rid me of DhulKhalaah?' - a house belonging
to Khath'am that was called the
Yemeni ka'bah. I went to it with
one hundred and fifty horsemen
of Ahmas. It used to be that I
could not sit firmly on a horse,
and I mentioned that to the
Messenger of Allah. He struck
me on the chest with his hand
and said: '0 Allah, make him sit
firmly, and make him steadfast
and rightly-guided."
He said:11' "He went out and
burned it with fire, then JarIr
[1]

That is Qais, he emigrated to the Prophet
reached AI-Madinah.

, but the Prophet jj died before he
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sent a man who was known as Abü
Artâh, who was one of us, to the
to tell him
Messenger of Allah
the good news. He said: 'I did not
come to you until we left it like a
scabby camel.' The Messenger of
Allah 4i invoked blessings upon
the horses and men of Ahmas five
times."
[6367] (...) It was narrated from
Ismâ'Il with this chain of narrators
(a HadIth similar to no. 6366). In
the HadIth of Marwân it said: "The
messenger of Jarlr, Abü Artâh
Husain bin RabI'ah, came and gave
the good news to the Prophet ."
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Chapter 30. The Virtues Of
'Abdullâh Bin 'Abbâs May
Allah Be Pleased With Them
[6368] 138 - (2477) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that
the Prophet
went to relieve
himself, and I put out water for
him to perform W461'. When he
came back he said: "Who put this
here?" - according to the report
of Zuhair: "they said," and
according to the report of AN
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Bakr: "I said - Ibn 'Abbâs." He
said: "0 Allah, grant him deep
understanding of the faith."

Chapter 31. The Virtues Of
'Abdullâh Bin 'Umar, May
Allah Be Pleased With Them
[6369] 139 - (2478) It was
narrated from Nâfi' that Ibn
'Umar said: "I saw in a dream as
if I had a piece of Istabraq in my
hand, and there was no place I
wanted to go to in Paradise but it
flew with me to it. I told Hafsah
about it, and Hafsah told the
Prophet
and the Prophet
said: 'I think that 'Abdullâh is a
righteous man."
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[6370] 140 - (2479) It was
narrated from Sâlim that Ibn
'Umar said: "During the lifetime
of the Messenger of Allah , if a
man saw a dream he would tell it
to the Messenger of Allah . I
wished that I could see a dream
and tell it to the Prophet
.I
was young and unmarried, and I
used to sleep in the Masjid at the
time of the Messenger of Allah
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. I saw myself in a dream, as if
two angels took hold of me and
brought me to the fire, and it was
built like a well, and it had two
poles like the poles of a well. In
it were some people whom I
recognized, and I started saying,
'I seek refuge with Allah from
the Fire, I seek refuge with Allah
from the Fire, I seek refuge with
Allah from the Fire.' They were
joined by another angel who said
to me: 'Do not fear.' I told this to
Hafsah, and Hafsah told it to the
Messenger of Allah , and the
Prophet
said: 'What a good
man 'Abdullâh is, if only he
prayed at night."
Sâlim said: "After that, 'Abdullâh
only slept a little at night."

[6371] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Nâfi' that Ibn 'Umar said: "I used
to stay in the Masjid at night, and
I did not have any family. I saw
in a dream as if I was taken to a
well..." and he narrated from the
Prophet
a IjadIth like that of
Az-ZuhrI, from Sâlim (no. 6370),
from his father.
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Chapter 32. The Virtues Of
Anas bin Mâlik, May Allah Be
Pleased With Him
[6372] 141 - (2480) It was
narrated from Anas, from Umm
Sulaim, that she said: "0
Messenger of Allah, here is your
servant Anas, pray to Allah for
him. He said: '0 Allah, increase
his wealth and his offspring, and
bless him in what You give to
him."

[6373] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Qatâdah: "I heard Anas say:
'Umm Sulaim said: 0 Messenger
of Allah, here is your servant
Anas... a similar report (as IjadIth
no. 6372).

[6374] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Hishâm bin Zaid said: "I heard
Anas bin Mâlik say..." a similar
report (as HadIth no. 6372).

[6375] 142 - (2481) It was
narrated that Anas said: "The
Prophet
entered upon us, and
there was no one there but myself,
my mother and Umm Ijarâm,
who was my maternal aunt. My
mother said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, here is your little servant,
pray to Allah for him.' He prayed
for all goodness for me, and at
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the end of his supplication he
said: '0 Allah, increase his
wealth and his offspring, and
bless them for him."
[6376] 143 - ( ... ) Anas said:
"My mother, Umm Anas, brought
me to the Messenger of Allahij
and she had made me an Izár out
of half of her head cover and had
made the other half into a Ridâ'.
She said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
this is Unais, my son. I have
brought him to you to serve you, so
pray to Allah for him.' He said: '0
Allah, increase his wealth and
offspring."
Anas said: "By Allah, my wealth
is great and today my children
and my children's children are
now more than one hundred in
number."
[6377] 144 - ( ... ) Anas bin Mâlik
said: "The Messenger of Allah
passed by and my mother Umm
Sulaim heard his voice. She said:
'May my father and mother be
sacrificed for you, 0 Messenger of
Allah, (this is) Unais.' The
Messenger of Allah prayed for
three things for me. I have seen
two of them in this world and I hope
for the third in the Hereafter."

[6378] 145 - (2482) It was
narrated that Anas said: "The
Messenger of Allah 4i came to
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me when I was playing with some
other boys. He greeted us with
Salim and sent me on an errand,
and I was late in coming back to
my mother. When I came she
said: 'What kept you?' I said:
'The Messenger of Allah
sent
me on an errand.' She said:
'What errand?' I said: 'It is a
secret.' She said: 'Do not tell the
secret of the Messenger of Allah
to anyone."
Anas said: "By Allah, if I were
to have told it to anyone, I would
have told it to you, 0 Thâbit."
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[6379] 146 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "The Prophet of Allah
told me a secret, and I have not
told it to anyone since. Umm
Sulaim asked me about it, but I
did not tell her."
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Chapter 33. The Virtues Of
'Abdulláh Bin Salâm, May
Allah Be Pleased With Him
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[6380] 147 - (2483) It was
narrated that 'Amir bin Sa'd said:
"I heard my father say: 'I did not
hear the Messenger of Allah
say, to any living person, that he
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would be in Paradise, apart from
'Abdullâh bin Salâm."

[6381] 148 - (2484) It was
narrated that Qais bin 'Ubâd
said: "I was in Al-Madinah with
some people, among whom were
some Companions of the Prophet
, when a man came whose face
showed signs of the fear of Allah.
Some of the people said: 'This
man is one of the people of
Paradise, this man is one of the
people of Paradise.' He prayed
two Rak'ah, making them short,
then he went out. I followed him,
and he entered his house, and I
entered, and we spoke together.
When he was at ease, I said to
him: 'When you came in before,
a man said such-and-such.' He
said: 'Subhân Allah! No one
should say what he does not
know.' He said: 'Shall I tell you
why that is? I saw a dream at the
time of the Messenger of Allah
, and I told him about it. I saw
myself in a garden' - and he
mentioned its vastness and
richness and lushness -'and in the
middle of the garden there was a
pillar of iron. Its base was in the
earth and its top was in the sky,
and at the top of it, there was a
handhold. It was said to me:
"Climb it." I said: "I cannot."
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Then a helper came to me and he
pushed me up from behind. So I
climbed until I was at the top of
the pillar, and I took hold of the
handhold. It was said to me: "Hold
it tightly."
"I woke up and it was in my
hand. I told the Prophet
about
it, and he said: 'That garden is
Islam, and that pillar is the pillar
of Islam, and that handhold is
the most trustworthy handhold.
You will remain a Muslim until
you die."'
He said: "And the man was
'Abdullâh bin Salim."
[6382] 149 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Muhammad bin
SIrIn said: "Qais bin 'Ubâd said:
'I was in a circle in which Sa'd
bin Mâlik and Ibn 'Umar were
present. 'Abdullâh bin Salim
passed by and they said: "This
man is one of the people of
Paradise." I got up and said to
him: "They said such-and-such."
He said: "Subhân Allah! They
should not say what they do not
know. I saw a pillar placed in the
middle of a green garden, set up
there. At the top of it there was a
handhold, and at the bottom of it
there was a helper. It was said to
me: 'Climb up.' So I climbed up
until I took hold of the handhold.
I told the Messenger of Allah
about it and the Messenger of
Allah
said: "Abdullâh will die
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when he is still holding on to the
most trustworthy handhold."

[6383] 150 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Kharashah bin A]-Hurr said:
"I was sitting in a circle in the
Masjid of Al-Madinah, and in it
there was a Shaikh who was of a
handsome appearance. And he
was 'Abdullâh bin Salâm. He
started telling them good things
and when he left, the people said:
'Whoever would like to look at a
man from among the people of
Paradise, let him look at this
man.' I said: 'By Allah, I shall
follow him and find out where his
house is.' So I followed him, and
he set out until he almost left AlMadinah, then he entered his
house. I asked permission to
enter, and he gave me permission.
He said: 'What do you want, 0
son of my brother?' I said: 'I
heard the people saying of you
when you left: "Whoever would
like to look at a man from among
the people of Paradise, let him
look at this man," and I wanted to
be with you."
"He said: 'Allah knows best who
the people of Paradise are, but I
will tell you why they said that.
While I was sleeping, a man
came to me and said: "Get up."
He took me by the hand and I
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went with him. I saw paths to my
left, and I was about to follow
them, but he said to me: "Do not
follow them, for they are the
paths of those of the Left
Hand."111 Then I saw clear and
straight paths on my right, and he
said to me: "Follow these." He
brought me to a mountain, and
he said to me: "Climb up." But
when I wanted to climb, I fell on
my buttocks, and this happened
several times. Then he brought
me to a pillar, the head of which
was in the sky and its base was on
the ground, at the top of it there
was a ring." He said to me:
"Climb to the top of this." I said:
"How can I climb this when its
top is in the sky?" He took hold
of my hand and pushed me up.
Then I was hanging on to that
ring. Then he struck the pillar
and it fell down, but I carried on
holding on to the ring, until
morning came. I went to the
Prophet ii and told him about
that, and he said: "As for the
paths on your left, they are the
paths of those on the Left Hand.
As for the paths which you saw
on your right, they are the paths
of those on the Right Hand. As
for the mountain, it is the status
of the martyrs, which you will
never attain. As for the pillar, it
is the pillar of Islam, and as for
[1}

See A1-Wâqi'ah 56:7-10.
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the handhold, it is the handhold
of Islam, and you will continue to
adhere to it until you die."

Chapter 34. The Virtues Of
Hassân Bin Thâbit, May Allah
Be Pleased With Him
[6384] 151 - (2485) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
'Umar passed by Hassan when he
was reciting poetry in the Masjid
and he glared at him. He said: "I
used to recite poetry here when
there was one here who was
better than you." Then he turned
to Abü Hurairah and said: "I
adjure you by Allah, did you hear
the Messenger of Allah jj say:
'Reply on my behalf. 0 Allah,
support him with the Holy
Spirit'?" He said: "By Allah, yes."

[6385] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn A].-Musâyyab that Hassan said,
in a circle among whom was Abü
Hurairah: "I adjure you by Allah, 0
Abfi Hurairah, did you hear the
Messenger of Allah a...?" And he
narrated something similar (to
HadIth no. 6384).
[6386] 152 - ( ... ) Abü Salamah
bin 'Abdur-Rahmân narrated that
he heard Hassân bin Thâbit Al-
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AnãrI asking Abü Hurairah to
bear witness (saying): "I adjure
you by Allah, did you hear the
Prophet say: '0 Hassân, answer
on behalf of the Messenger of
Allah . 0 Allah, support him
with the Holy Spirit'?" Abü
Hurairah said: "Yes."

[6387] 153 - (2486) Al-Bard' bin
'Azib said: "I heard the Messenger
of Allah 4 say to IIassân bin
Thâbit: 'Lampoon them, and
JibrIl is with you."

[6388] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6387) was narrated
from Shu'bah with this chain of
narrators.

[6389] 154 - (2487) It was
narrated from Hishâm, from his
father, that Hassân bin Thâbit was
one of those who spoke too much
to 'Aishah. I scolded him but she
said: "0 son of my brother, let
him be, for he used to defend the
Messenger of Allah ."
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[6390] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Hishâm with this chain of narrators.
[6391] 155 - (2488) It was
narrated that Masrüq said: "I
entered upon 'Aishah and Hassan
bin Thâbit was with her, reciting
poetry to her. He said:
'She is chaste and prudent, she
is beyond any suspicion;
She rises hungry in the morning
but she does not consume the
flesh of the chaste and innocent.'
'Aishah said to him: 'But you are
not like that." Masrfiq said: "I
said to her: 'Why do you give him
permission to enter upon you,
when Allah says: '...And as for him
among them who had the greater
share therein, his will be a great
torment.?' 11 She said: 'What
torment is greater than blindness?'
She said: 'He used to defend' - or
'compose satirical verse on behalf
of— the Messenger of Allah "
[6392] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Shu'bah with this chain of narrators
(a HadIth similar as no. 6391), and
he said: She said: "He used to
compose satire as a rebuttal on
behalf of the Messenger of Allah .
But he did not mention the words:
'She is chaste and prudent."
[6393] 156 - (2489) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "Hassân
[1]
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said: '0 Messenger of Allah: "Do
you give me permission (to
lampoon) Abü Sufyân?" He said:
"How can I, when I am related to
him?" He said: "By the One Who
has honored you, I shall draw you
out from among them as a hair is
drawn out from dough." Then
Hassân said:
"The pinnacle of glory belongs to
the tribe of Hâsbim, the children
of Bint Makhzflm, whereas your
father was a slave."
This was his QasIdah.
[6394] (...) Hishâm bin 'Urwah
narrated it with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
6393). She said: "Hassán bin
Thâbit asked the Prophet
for
permission to lampoon the
idolaters," but he did not mention
Abü Sufyân.

[6395] 157 - (2490) It was
narrated from 'Aishah that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Lampoon the Quraish, for it will
hurt them more than arrows." He
sent word to Ibn Rawãhah, saying:
"Lampoon them." So he lampooned
them but it was not good enough.
Then he sent word to Ka'b bin
Mâlik, then he sent word to Hassân
bin Thâbit. When he entered upon
him, Uassân said: "Now you have
sent for this lion who wreaks
vengeance then waves his tail
about," then he stuck out his tongue
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and moved it. He said: "By the One
Who sent you with the Truth, I shall
tear them with my tongue as leather
is torn." The Messenger of Allah 1
said: "Do not be hasty. AN Bakr
is most knowledgeable about their
lineage, and I share a lineage with
them. (Wait) until he summarizes
my lineage for you." Hassan went
to him, then he came back and
said: "0 Messenger of Allah, he
has summarized your lineage for
me. By the One Who sent you with
the Truth, I shall draw you out
from among them as a hair is
drawn out of the dough."
'Aishah said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say to
Hassan: 'The Holy Spirit will
continue to support you, so long
as you are defending Allah and
His Messenger."
She said: "I heard the Messenger
of Allah
say: 'Hassan has
lampooned them and has satisfied
himself and others.'
Hassan said:
'You satirized Muhammad, but
I replied on his behalf,
And there is reward with Allah
for this.
You satirized Muhammad,
virtuous, righteous,
The Messenger of Allah, whose
nature is sincerity.
So verily my father and my
mother and my honor
Are a protection to the honor
of Muhammad.
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May I lose my dear daughter, if
you don't see them (horses),
Stirring up the dust on the two
sides of Kadâ' (a hill near
Makkah)..
They (horses) pull at the reins,
going upwards,
On their shoulders are spears
thirsting (for the blood of the
enemy).
Our steeds are galloping, our
women wipe them with their
mantles.
If you leave us alone, we will
perform 'Umrah
And this will be a victory.
Otherwise wait for the fighting
on the day on which Allah will
honor whom He pleases.
And Allah said: "I have sent a
servant who speak the truth in
which there is no ambiguity."
And Allah said: "I have prepared
an army" - they are the Ansâr
whose object is fighting (the enemy)
There reaches every day from
Ma'dd abuse, or fighting, or satire.
Whoever satirizes the Messenger
from among you, or praises him
and helps, it is all the same,
And JibrIl, the Messenger of
Allah is among us, and the Holy
Spirit who has no match."
Chapter 35. The Virtues Of Abii
Hurairah (Ad-DawsI), May
Allah Be Pleased With Him
[6396] 158 - (2491) Abü
Hurairah said: "I used to call my
mother to Islam when she was a
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idolator. I called her one day,
and she said to me something
about the Messenger of Allah
that I disliked. I came to the
Messenger of Allah j4 weeping,
and said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
I have been calling my mother to
Islam but she refuses. I called her
today and she said to me something
about you that I disliked. Pray to
Allah to guide the mother of Abü
Hurairah.' The Messenger of Allah
. said: '0 Allah, guide the
mother of Abü Hurairah.' I went
out, feeling optimistic because of
the supplication of the Prophet of
Allâh.
"When I came near the door, I
found it closed. My mother heard
my footsteps and said: 'Stay where
you are, 0 Abü Hurairah!' I heard
the sound of falling water. She
performed Ghusl then she put on
her chemise and quickly put on
her head cover, then she opened
the door and said: '0 Abü
Hurairah, I bear witness that none
has the right to be worshiped but
Allah and I bear witness that
Muhammad is His slave and
Messenger."
He said: "I went back to the
Messenger of Allah and I came
to him, weeping with joy. I said: '0
Messenger of Allah, be of good
cheer, for Allah has answered your
prayer and has guided the mother
of AN Hurairah.' He praised and
glorified Allah and said good
things.
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"I said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
pray to Allah to make my mother
and I beloved to His believing
slaves, and to make them beloved
to us.' The Messenger of Allah
said: '0 Allah, make this slave
of Yours' - meaning Abü Hurairah
- 'and his mother beloved to Your
believing slaves, and make the
believers beloved to them.' There
is no believer created who hears of
me or sees me, but he loves me."
[6397] 159 - (2492) Abü
Hurairah said: "You say that Abfl
Hurairah narrates too many
AzadIth from the Messenger of
Allah , and our reckoning will
be with Allah. I was a poor man
and I served the Messenger of
Allah
in return for havir'a
enough to eat. The MuhâjirIn
were busy with their trading in
the market, and the Ansâr were
busy with tending to their
property. The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'Who will spread
out his garment so that he will
never forget anything that he
hears from me?' So I spread out
my garment until he had finished
speaking, then I gathered it to
me, and I have not forgotten
anything that I heard from him."
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[6398] (...) This HadIth was
narrated from Abü Hurairah (a
similar narration as no. 6397),
except that Mâlik (a sub narrator)
ended his HadIth where the words
of Abü Hurairah end, and he did
not mention in his HadIth the
words of the Prophet jç: "Who
will spread out his garment..."

[6399] 160 - (2493) It was
narrated from 'Urwah bin AzZubair that 'Aishah said: "Are you
surprised that Abü Hurairah came
and sat beside my apartment and
narrated from the Prophet QT, so
that I could hear it. But I was
offering a voluntary prayer, and he
left before I finished my prayer. If
I had caught up with him I would
have told him: 'The Messenger of
AllahiJi did not speak as quickly
as you do."

[6399]. (2492) Ibn Shihâb said:
"Ibn Al-Müsayyab said: 'Abü
Hurairah said: "They say that Abü
Hurairah narrates too much
(AszadIth from the Messenger of
Allah
), and the reckoning is
with Allah. They say: 'Why don't
the MuhâjirIn and Ansâr narrate as

Virtues Of The Companions A.
much as he does?' I will tell you
about that.
"My brothers among the Ancâr
were busy working the land, and my
brothers among the MuhâjirIn were
busy trading in the marketplace. But
I used to stay close to the Messenger
of Allah ii in return for enough to
eat. Hence I was present when they
were absent, and I remembered
when they forgot. The Messenger
of Allah
said one day: 'Who
among you will spread out his
cloak and listen to what I say, then
gather it to his chest, then he will
not forget anything that he hears.'
So I spread out a garment that I
was wearing, until he finished
speaking, then I gathered it to my
chest, and after that day I did not
forget anything that he told me.
Were it not for two verses that
Allah revealed in His Book, I would
never have narrated anything: 'Verily,
those who conceal Al-Bayyinât (the
clear proofs, evidences) and the
guidance, which We have sent down"
to the end of the two Verses.[ 11
[6400] ( ... )
It was narrated
from Az-ZuhrI: Sa'eed bin AlMüsâ'ab and Abü Salamah bin
'Abdur-Rahmân narrated that Abü
Hurairah said: "You say that Abü
Hurairah narrates too many AhadIth
from the Messenger of Allah ..." a
similar HadIth (as no. 2492).

[1]

Al-Baqarah 2:159,160.
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Chapter 36. The Virtues Of
Hâtib Bin AbI Balta'ah And
The People Of Badr, May Allah
Be Pleased With Them
[64011 161 - (2494) 'Ubaidullâh
bin AbI Râfi', who was the scribe
of 'Ali, said: "I heard 'Ali, [may
Allah be pleased with him] say:
sent
'The Messenger of Allah
us; myself, Az-Zubair and AlMiqdâd, and he said: "Go to the
garden of Khâkh, in which you
will find a woman riding a camel
with whom there is a letter, and
take it from her."
"We set out, with our horses
galloping, and we found the
woman. We said: 'Give us the
letter.' She said: 'I do not have a
letter.' We said: 'Either you give
us the letter, or we will remove
your clothes (to search for the
letter).' So she brought it out
from her braided hair, and we
brought it to the Messenger of
Allah i&. And in it (was written):
'From Hâtib bin Abl Balt'ah' to
some of the idolaters of Makkah,
telling them something about the
. The
Messenger of Allah
Messenger of Allah
said: '0
Hâtib, what is this?' He said: 'Do
not be hasty in judging me, 0
Messenger of Allah. I am a man
who was attached to the Quraish'
- Sufyân (a sub narrator) said:
'He was an ally of theirs, but he
was not one of them' - 'and the
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MuhâjirIn with you have relatives
who will protect their families. As
I have no blood ties among them,
I wanted to do them a favor so
that they would protect my
family. I did not do it out of
disbelief or because I apostatized
from my religion, nor because I
approved of disbelief after
becoming Muslim."
"The Messenger of Allah
said: 'He has spoken the truth.'
'Umar said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
let me strike the neck of this
hypocrite.' He () said: "He was
present at (the battle of) Badr, and
you do not know, perhaps Allah
looked upon the people of Badr
and said: 'Do what you wish, for I
have forgiven you.' Then Allah
revealed the words: '0 you who
believe! Take not My enemies and
your enemies (i.e. disbelievers and
polytheists) as friends.' [11

[6402] ( ... ) It was narrated that
'All said: "The Messenger of
Allah li sent myself and Abü
Marthad Al-GhanawI and AzZubair bin AI-'Awwâm, and we
were all horsemen. He said: 'Go
until you come to the garden of
Khâkh, in which there is a
woman from among the idolaters
who has a letter with her from
Hâtib, written to the idolaters."
[1]

A1-Mumtahanah 60:1.
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And he mentioned a HadIth like
that of 'Ubaidullâh bin AbI Râfi'
from 'All (no. 6402)."

[64031 162 - (2495) It was
narrated from Jâbir that a slave of
Hâtib came to the Messenger of
Mâh complaining about Hâtib.
He said: "0 Messenger of Allah,
Uâtib is going to go to Hell." The
Messenger of Allah said: "You
are lying, he is not going to go to
Hell, for he was present at (the
battle of) Badr and Al-Hudaibiyah."

Chapter 37. The Virtues Of
The Companions Of The Tree,
Those Who Gave Their Oath
Of Allegiance Bay 'at Ar-Ridwân,
May Allah Be Pleased With
Them
[6404] 163 - (2496) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "Umm Mubashshir told me that, in the presence
of Hafsah, she heard the Prophet
i say: 'None of the companions
of the tree, those who swore their
oath of allegiance beneath it, will
enter the Fire, if Allah wills.' She
said: 'Yes they will, 0 Messenger
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of Allah.' And he scolded her.
Hafsah said: 'There is not one of
you but will pass over it (Hell)P]
The Prophet
said: 'But Allah
says: 'Then We shall save those
who use to fear Allah and were
dutiful to Him. And We shall
leave the wrongdoers therein
(humbled) to their knees (in
Hell)." 21

Chapter 38. The Virtues Of
The Two Ash'arIs; AbÜ Mflsâ
And Abñ 'Amir, May Allah Be
Pleased With Them
[6405] 164 - (2497) It was
narrated that AN Müsâ said: "I was
with the Prophet
when he was
camping in Al-Ji'rânah, between
Makkah and Al-Madinah, and
Bilâl was with him. A Bedouin
man came to the Messenger of
Allah
and said: 'Will you fulfill
your promise to me, 0 Muhammad?'
The Messenger of Allah
said to
him: 'Accept the glad tidings.' The
Bedouin said to him: How often
you say to me; 'Accept the good
news.' The Messenger of Allah
turned to Abfl Müsâ and Bilâl,
looking angry, and said: 'This one
has rejected glad tidings; you two
accept it.' They said: 'We accept it,
O Messenger of Allah.' Then the
Messenger of Allah called for a

[2]

Mariam 19:71.
Mariam 19:72.
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vessel of water, and he washed his
hands and face in it, and rinsed his
mouth, then he said: 'Drink from
it, and pour some on your faces
and chests, and accept the glad
tidings.' Umm Salamah called out
to them from behind the curtain:
'Leave some of that which is in
your vessel for your mother.' So
they left some of it for her."

[64061 165 - (2498) It was
narrated from Abü Burdah that
his father said: "When the Prophet
had finished with (the battle of)
Hunain, he sent Abü 'Amir at the
head of an army to Awâs, where
he met Duraid bin As-Simmah,
who was killed, and Allah caused
his companions to be defeated.
Abü Müsâ said: 'And he sent me
with Abü 'Amir.' He said: 'Abü
'Amir was struck in the knee with
an arrow by a man of Banü
Jusham, and it was stuck in his
knee. I came to him and said: "0
uncle, who struck you?"
Abü 'Amir pointed him out to
Abü Müsâ and said: "That one
killed me, do you see the one
who struck me?" Abü Müsâ said:
"I went to him and caught up
with him, and when he saw me,
he ran away from me. I followed
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him and I started saying: 'Don't
you feel ashamed? Aren't you an
Arab? Won't you stand firm?' So
he stopped, and we met and
traded blows, then I struck him
with the sword and killed him.
Then I went back to AN 'Amir
and said: 'Allah has killed your
opponent.' He said: 'Pull this
arrow out.' So I pulled it out and
water came out of it (the wound).
He said: '0 son of my brother, go
to the Messenger of Allah
and
convey greetings of Salâm to him
from, me, and say to him: "Abü
'Amir says to you: 'Pray for
forgiveness for me.'"
"Abü 'Amir appointed me in
charge of the people, then it was
not long before he died. When I
came back to the Prophet , I
entered upon him when he was in
a house on a bed made of rope
without a mattress, and the ropes
had left marks on the back and
sides of the Messenger of Allah
. I told him what had happened
to us and to Abü 'Amir, and I said
to him: 'He said: "Tell him to pray
for forgiveness for me." The
Messenger of Allah ii called for
some water and he performed
Wudâ', then he raised his hands
and said: '0 Allah, forgive 'Ubaid
Abü 'Amir,' until I could see the
whiteness of his armpits. Then he
said: '0 Allah, on the Day of
Resurrection make him above
many of Your creation,' or; 'many
of the people.' I said: 'And me, 0
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Messenger of Allah! Pray for
forgiveness for me!' The Prophet
yi said: '0 Allah, forgive
'Abdullâh bin Qais for his sins, and
admit him to a gate of great honor
on the Day of Resurrection. `[I]
AN Burdah said: "One of them
was for Abü 'Amir and the other
was for Abü Müsâ."
Chapter 39. The Virtues Of
The Ash'arIs, May Allah Be
Pleased With Them

- (r
't
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[6407] 166 - (2499) It was
narrated that Abü Müsâ said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'I recognize the voices of a group
of the Ash'arIs when they recite
Qur'ân, when they enter at night,
and I can tell where they are
from their voices when they
recite Qur'ân at night, even
though I did not see where they
stopped during the day. Among
them is a HakIm 2' who, when he

t

:

[1] See An-Nisâ' 4:31.
[2]Hakim; scholars differ over whether this is a description or a name. If it were a
description, then it means a wise man. In Al-Isâbah Al-Hâfiz Ibn Hajar said: "Hakim AlAsh'arI: I do not know of any information about him, except what occurs in the Two
SahIh, in the HadIth of Abü Müsâ Al-Ash'arI, who said: 'The Messenger of Allah
said: "I recognize the voices of a group of the Ash'arIs when they recite Qur'ân, when
they enter at night," - meaning in the Masjid - "Among them is a Hakim, who, when he
meets the horsemen' - so he mentioned the HadIth." And Al-Hâfiz also said there: "Ibn
At-Tin, and others among those who explained Al-BukhârI, said that his saying: 'Among
them is a Hakim' is a description of a man among them, not a name. And this was
reported by 'Iyâd from his Shaikh, Abü 'All As-Sadaft" An-Nawawi said similar to this.
See also Fath Al-Ban (no. 4232) where he said that: "when they enter at night" means
when they enter their homes after going out to the Masjid or for some work and then
return, and he cited that from an-Nawawi, while what is with us in the commentary of
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meets the horsemen" - or "the
enemy - he says to them: "My
companions are telling you to
wait for them."
[6408] 167 - (2500) It was
narrated that Abil MiIsâ said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'If the Ash'arIs run short of
provisions during a campaign, or
they run short of food for their
families in Al-Madinah, they
gather whatever they have in a
single cloth and divide it equally
among themselves. They belong
to me and I belong to them."

Chapter 40. The Virtues Of
AbÜ Sufyân Sakhr bin Harb,
May Allah Be Pleased With
Him
[6409] 168 - (2501) Ibn 'Abbâs
said: "The Muslims would not
look at Abü Sufyân nor sit with
him. He said to the Prophet : '0
Prophet of Allah, give me three
things.' He said: 'Yes.' He said: 'I
have with me the most beautiful
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An-Nawawl today is: "When they go out for work then return." Without mentioning the
Masjid. Also, it is important to understand the different explanations, that some of them
recited this HadIth with the meaning: "When they ride (yarhulin) during the night"
instead of yadkhu/ñn "enter." And An-Nawawl considered the recitation cited in our text
(yadkhulân "enter") to be the more correct.
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and best (woman) of the Arabs,
Umm HabIbah bint AbI Sufyân,
and I will give her to you in
marriage.' He said: 'Yes.' He said:
'Make Mu'âwiyah your scribe.' He
said: 'Yes.' He said: 'And appoint
me as a commander so that I can
fight the disbelievers as I used to
fight the Muslims.' He said:
'Yes."
Abü Zumail said: "If he had not
asked the Prophet
for that, he
would not have given him that,
because whenever he was asked
for something he would say:
'Yes."

Chapter 41. The Virtues Of
Ja'far Bin AbI Tâlib And Asmâ'
Bint 'Umais, And The People
Of Their Ship, May Allah Be
Pleased With Them

J.La
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[6410] 169 - (2502) It was
narrated that Abü Müsâ said: "We
heard about the migration of the
Messenger of Allah
when we
were in Yemen, so we set out to
migrate to him, my two brothers
and I. I was the youngest of them;
one of them was Abü Burdah and
the other was Abü Ruhm, and
fifty-odd or fifty-three of my
people. We embarked on a ship
and our ship took us to the Negus
in Abyssinia. We met Ja'far bin

?i
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AbI Talib and his companions
there, and Ja'far said: 'The
Messenger of Allah
sent us
here, and told us to stay here, so
stay with us.' We stayed with him,
until we came all together. And we
met the Messenger of Allah
when he conquered Khaibar, and
he gave us a share (of the spoils of
war) or he gave us some of it. He
did not give anything to anyone
who had not been present at the
conquest of Khaibar, except those
who were present with him, and
those who had been on our ship
along with Ja'far and his
companions. He gave them a share
too. Some of the people said to us
- meaning the people of the ship 'We migrated before you."

[6411] (2503) He said:11 '
"Asmâ' bint 'Umais, who was one
of those who had come with us,
entered upon Hafsah, the wife of
the Prophet
, to visit her. She
was one of those who had
migrated to Abyssinia. 'Umar
entered upon Uafah when Asmâ'
was with her, and when he saw
Asmâ', 'Umar said: 'Who is this?'
She said: 'Asmâ' bint 'Umais.'
'Umar said: 'Is this the Abyssinian
woman? Is this the seafaring
' This is a continuation of the previous narration.
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woman?' Asmâ' said: 'Yes.' 'Umar
said: 'We migrated before you, so
we have more right to the
Messenger of Allah
than you.'
She got angry and spoke up: 'You
are lying, 0 'Umar! No, by Allah,
you were with the Messenger of
Allah , and he was feeding your
hungry ones, and exhorting your
ignorant, while we were in a
hostile land far away in Abyssinia,
and that was for the sake of Allah
and His Messenger ,.By Allah, I
will not eat or drink anything until
I tell the Messenger of Allah ii
about what you said. We were in a
state of constant trouble and fear,
and I will say that to the
Messenger of Allah ç and I will
ask him. By Allah, I am not lying
or adding anything to that.' When
came, she said: '0
the Prophet
Prophet of Allah, 'Umar said
such-and-such.' The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'No one has more
right to me than you. He and his
companions migrated once, but
you, the people of the ship,
migrated twice.'
"She said: 'I saw Abü Müsâ and
the people of the ship coming to
me in groups, asking me about
that IjadIth, and there is nothing
in this world more pleasing to
them or more significant than
what the Messenger of Allah
said to them."
Abü Burdah said: "Asmâ' said:
'I saw Abü Müsâ asking me to
repeat this HadIth."
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Chapter 42. The Virtues Of
Salman, Bilãl And Suhaib, May
Allah Be Pleased With Them
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[6412] 170 - (2504) It was
narrated from 'A'idh bin 'Amr
that Abü Suf'ân came to Salman,
Suhaib and Bilâl among a group
of people, and they said: "By
Allah, the swords of Allah did
not reach the neck of an enemy
of Allah they were supposed to
reach." Abü Bakr said: "Do you
say this to an elder and chief of
Quraish?" He went to the
Prophet
and told him, and he
said: "0 Abü Bakr, perhaps you
annoyed them, and if you have
annoyed them you have annoyed
your Lord."
Abü Bakr went to them and said:
"0 my brothers, have I annoyed
you?" They said: "No, may Allah
forgive you, 0 my brother."
[6413] 171 - (2505) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "The Verse 'When two parties
from among you were about to lose
heart, but Allah was their Wall
(Supporter and Protector),['] was
revealed concerning us; Banü
Salamah and Banü I-Iârithah - and
we would not like for it not to have
been revealed, because Allah,
Glorified and Exalted is He, said:
Ill

Al 'Imrân 3:122.
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'But Allah was their Wall (Supporter
and Protector)."

Chapter 43. The Virtues Of
The Ansâr, May Allah Be
Pleased With Them
[6414] 172 - (2506) It was
narrated that Zaid bin Arqam
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: '0 Allah, forgive the Ancâr
and the children of the Ansár,
and the children of the children
of the Ansâr."

[6415] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated it
with this chain of narrators.

[6416] 173
(2507) Anas
narrated that the Messenger of
Allah 44 prayed for forgiveness
for the Ansâr - he said, "And I
think he said: 'And the children
of the Ansâr, and the freed slaves
of the Ansâr."

[6417] 174 - (2508) It was
narrated from Anas that the
Prophet
saw some children
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and women coming back from a
wedding, and the Prophet of
Allah
stood up and said: "By
Allah, you are among the dearest
of people to me, by Allah, you
are among the dearest of people
to me" - meaning the Anyár.
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[6418] 175 - (2509) Anas bin
Mâlik said: "A woman of the
Ancâr came to the Messenger of
Allah , and the Messenger of
Allah
stood aside with her, and
said: 'By the One in Whose Hand
is my soul, you (the Anvâr) are the
dearest of people to me' (and He
said this) three times."
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164191 ( ... ) It was narrated from
Sirhah (a similar HadIth as no.
6418) with this chain of narrators.

[6420] 176 - (2510) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that the Messenger of Allah
said: "The Anâr are my inner
circle and trusted friends. The

:
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people will increase in number
but the Ansâr will decrease, so
appreciate their good deeds and
overlook their bad deeds."

Chapter 44. The Best Clans Of
The Ansâr
[6421] 177 - (2511) It was
narrated that Abü Usaid said:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
'The best clans of the Ansâr are
Banü An-Najjâr, then Banü
'Abdul-Ashhal, then Banü Al1Iârith bin AI-Khazraj, then Banü
Sâ'idah. And in all the clans of
the Anâr there is goodness.' Sa'd
said: 'I think that the Messenger
placed others above
of Allah
us.' It was said: 'He placed you
above many others."

[6422] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6421) was narrated
from AN Usaid Al-AnsârI from
the Prophet 411.

'
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[6423] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6422) was narrated
from Anas from the Prophet ,
except that he did not mention
the words of Sa'd.

[6424] 178 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that IbrâhIm bin Muhammad bin
Talhah said: "I heard Abü Usaid
delivering a Khuçbah in the
presence of Ibn 'Utbah and he
said: 'The Messenger of Allah
said: "The best clans of the Ansâr
are the clan of Banil An-Najjâr,
the clan of Banü 'Abdul-Ashhal,
the clan of Banü Al-Hârith bin
A]-Khazraj and the clan of Banü
Sâ'idah.' By Allah, if I were to
give preference to anyone I
would give preference to my
clan."

[6425] 179 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Abü Az-Zinnâd
said: "Abü Salamah bore witness,
that he heard Abü Usaid AlAnârI bear witness, that the
said: 'The
Messenger of Allah
best clans of the Ansâr are Banü
An-Najjâr, then Banfl 'Abdul-
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Ashhal, then Banü Al-Hârith bin
Al-Khazraj, then Banü Sâ'idah,
and in every clan of the Ansâr
there is goodness."
Abü Salamah said: "Abü Usaid
said: 'Would I tell a lie about the
Messenger of Allah j? If I were
lying I would have started with
my own people, Banü Sâ'idah.'
News of that reached Sa'd bin
'Ubâdah and he was a little
upset, and he said: 'We have
been left behind, we are the last
of the four. Saddle my donkey for
me so that I might go to the
Messenger of Allah
' But his
nephew Sahi spoke to him and
said: 'Are you going to reject
what the Messenger of Allah
said when the Messenger of
knows best? Is it not
Allah
sufficient for you that you are the
fourth of four?' So he changed
his mind and said: 'Allah and His
Messenger know best,' and he
ordered that his donkey be
unsaddled."
[6426] ( ... ) Abü Usaid AlAnsârI narrated that he heard the
say: "The
Messenger of Allah
best of the Ansâr," or; "the best
clans of the Ansâr," a similar
HadIth about the clan (as no.
6425), but he did not mention the
story of Sa'd bin 'Ubâdah (may
Allah be pleased with him).
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[6427] 180 - (2512) Abü
Hurairah said: "While he was in a
large gathering of Muslims, the
Messenger of Allah
said: 'Shall
I tell you about the best clans of
the Ancâr?' They said: 'Yes, 0
Messenger of Allah.' The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'Banü 'AbdulAshhal.' They said: 'Then who, 0
Messenger of Allah?' He said:
'Then Banü An-Najjâr.' They said:
'Then who, 0 Messenger of
Allah'?' He said: 'Then Banü A]Uârith bin Al-Khazraj.' They said:
'Then who, 0 Messenger of
Allah?' He said: 'Then Banü
Sâ'idah.' They said: 'Then who, 0
Messenger of Allah?' He said:
'Then in every clan of the Ansâr
there is goodness.'
"Sa'd bin 'Ubâdah stood up
angrily and said: 'Are we the last
of the four?' And he wanted to
speak to the Messenger of Allah
, but a man among his people
said: 'Sit down. Are you not
pleased that the Messenger of
Allah 1 mentioned your clan
among the four clans whom he
mentioned by name? Those
whom he left and did not
mention by name are more than
those whom he did mention by
name.' So Sa'd bin 'Uhâdah
dropped the idea of speaking to
the Messenger of Allah ."
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Chapter 45. Keeping Good
Company With The Anâr, May
AlIiih Be Pleased With Them
(2513) It was
[64281 181
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik said:
"I went out with JarIr bin 'Abdullâh
A1-BajalI on a journey, and he was
serving me. I said to him: 'Do not
do that.' He said: 'I saw the Ansâr
doing something for the Messenger
of Allah
and I decided that if I
accompanied any of them I would
serve him."
Ibn Al-Muthanna and Ibn Bashshâr added in their HadIth: "JarIr
was older than Anas."

Chapter 46. The Supplication
Of The Prophet For Ghifãr
And Aslam
[6429] 182
(2514) It was
narrated by 'Abdullâh bin ASâmit from Abü Dharr that the
Messenger of Allah jJ, said: "May
Allah pardon (Ghafara) Ghifâr
and may Allah keep Aslam safe
and sound (sâlama)."
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[6430] 183 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Dharr said: The Messenger
of Allah said to me: "Go to your
people and say: 'The Messenger of
Allah
said: May Allah keep
Aslam safe and sound (Sâlama)
and may Allah pardon (Ghafara)
Ghifâr."

[6431] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated it
with this chain of narrators.

[6432] 184 - (2515) It was
narrated from Jâbir that the
Prophet said: "May Allah keep
Aslam safe and sound (Sâlama)
and may Allah pardon (Ghafara)
Ghifâr."
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[6433] 185 - (2516) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"May Allah keep Aslam safe and
sound (Sâlama) and may Allah
pardon (Ghafara) Ghifâr. As for
me, I did not say it, rather Allah
[the Mighty and Sublime] said
it."

[6434] 186 - (2517) It was
narrated that Khufâf bin Imâ' A]GhifârI said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said during the prayer:
'0 Allah, curse Banü Liyân, Ri'l
and Dhakwân, and 'Usayyah, for
they have disobeyed Allah and
His Messenger, and may Allah
pardon (Ghafara) Ghifâr and
may Allah keep Aslam safe and
sound (Sâlama)."

[6435] 187 - (2518) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin DInâr
that he heard Ibn 'Umar say: "The
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Messenger of Allah
said: 'May
Allah pardon (Ghafara) Ghifâr
and may Allah keep Aslam safe
and sound (Sâlama), but 'Usayyah
have disobeyed Allah and His
Messenger."

[6436] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6435) was narrated
from Nâfi', from Ibn 'Umar, from
the Prophet . In the IjadIth of
Sâlib and Usâmah it says that the
Messenger of Allah
said that
on the Minbar.

[6437] ( ... ) Ibn 'Umar said: "I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: ..." A similar IjadIth (as no.
6436).
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Chapter 47. The Virtues Of
Ghifâr, Aslam, Juhainah,
Aja', Muzainah, TamIm,
Daws and Tay'
[6438] 188 - (2519) It was
narrated that Abü Ayyüb said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'The Ansâr, Muzainah, Juhainah,
Ghifâr and Aja', and whoever
was from Banü 'Abdullâh, are my
supporters among the people,
and Allah and His Messenger are
their protectors."

[6439] 189 - (2520) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'The Quraish, the Ansár, Muzainah,
Juhainah, Aslam, Ghifâr and Ashja'
are my supporters and they have no
protector other than Allah and His
Messenger."

[6440] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6439) was narrated
from Sa'd bin IbrâhIm with this
chain of narrators, except that in
the IjadIth (it says): "Sa'd said
concerning some of this: 'As far as
I know."
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[6441] 190 - (2521) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "Aslam,
Ghifâr, Muzainah and whoever was
from Juhainah" - or Juhainah "are better than Banü TamIm and
Banü 'Amir and the two allies,
Asad and Ghatafân."

[6442] 191 - ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
said: "The Messenger of Allah i4
said: 'By the One in Whose Hand
is the soul of Muhammad, Ghifâr,
Aslam, Muzainah, whoever was
from Juhainah - or he said,
Juhainah and whoever was from
Muzainah - will be better before
Allah on the Day of Resurrection
than iad, Tayy' and Ghatafân."
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[64431 192 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Aslam, Ghifâr, some of Muzainah
and Juhainah - or whoever was
from Juhainah and Muzainah - will
be better before Allah - I think he
said, on the Day of Resurrection than Asad, Ghatafân, Hawâzin and
Tamim."

[6444] 193 - (2522) 'AbdurRahmân bin AbI Bakrah narrated
from his father that Al-Aqra' bin
Uâbis came to the Messenger of
and said: "The thieves of
Allah
Aslam, Ghifâr and Muzainah, and I
think Juhainah" - Muhammad
(one of the narrators) is the one
who was not sure - "who plundered
the pilgrims, have sworn allegiance
to you." The Messenger of Allah jil,
said: "What do you think if Aslam,
Ghifâr and Muzainah," and I
think Juhainah, "are better than
Banü Tamim, Banü 'Amir, Asad
and Ghatafân - would the latter be
doomed and lost?" He said:
"Yes." He said: "By the One in
Whose Hand is my soul, they are
better than them." In the HddIth
of Ibn Abi Shaibah it does not say:
"Muhammad is the one who was
not sure."
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[6445] ( ... ) The chief of Banü
TamIm, Muhammad bin 'Abdullâh
bin AbI Ya'qüb Ad-abbI narrated
a similar report (as HadIth no.
6444) with this chain of narrators,
and he said: "and Juhainah" and he
did not say: "I think."
[6446] 194 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from 'Abdur-Rahmân
bin AbI Bakrah, from his father,
that the Messenger of Allah
said: "Aslam, Ghifâr, Muzainah
and Juhainah are better than
BanI TamIm and Banü 'Amir,
and the two allies, BanI Asad and
Ghatafân."

( ... )

It was narrated from
Abü Bishr with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
6446).
[6447]

[6448] 195 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from 'Abdur-Rahmân
bin AbI Bakrah that his father
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'What do you think, if
Juhainah, Aslam and Ghifâr are
better than Banü TamIm and
Banü 'Abdullâh bin Ghatafân
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and 'Amir bin Sa'a'ah?" He said
it in a loud voice and they said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, they
would be doomed and lost." He
said: "Then they are better."
According to the report of Abfl
Kuraib: "What do you think if
Juhainah, Muzainah, Aslam and
Ghifâr ... ?"

[6449] 196 - (2523) It was
narrated that 'Adiyy bin Hâtim
said: "I came to 'Umar bin A]Khattâb and he said to me: 'The
first charity that brightened the
face of the Messenger of Allah
and the faces of his
Companions was that charity of
Tayy' which you brought to the
Messenger of Allah a."

[6450] 197 - (2524) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"At-Tufail and his companions
came and said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, Daws have disbelieved and
persisted in disbelief; pray to
Allah against them.' It was said:
'Daws are doomed.' He said: '0
Allah, guide Daws and bring
them here."
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[6451] 198 - (2525) It was
narrated from Abü Zur'ah that
Abü Hurairah said: "I still love
Banü TamIm for three things that
I heard from the Messenger of
Allah . I heard the Messenger
of Allah , say: 'They will put up
the strongest resistance of my
Ummah against the Dajjâl.' Their
charity (Zakât) came and the
Prophet
said: 'This is the
charity of our people.' And he
said: 'Aishah had a slave girl
from among them,' and the
Messenger of Allah
said: 'Set
her free, for she is from the
children of Ismâ'Il.'"
[6452] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Hurairah said: "I still love
Banü TamIm for three things that
I heard the Messenger of Allah
ji say about them." And he
mentioned a similar report (as
HadIth no. 6451).
[6453] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Hurairah said: "There are
three things that I heard from the
Messenger of Allah
about
Banü Tamlm, and I still love them
after that." He quoted a similar
HadIth (as no. 6451), except that
he said: "They are the bravest of
people in the battlefield." But he
did not mention the Dajjâl.
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Chapter 48. The Best Of
People

J
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[6454] 199 - (2526) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"You will find that people are of
different qualities. The best of them
in the Jâhili)yah will be the best of
them in Islam, when they attain
Fiqh (the true understanding of
Islam). And you will find that
among the best of people in
positions of authority are those who
dislike it most, before it is thrust
upon them. And you will find that
among the worst of people is the
one who is two-faced, showing one
face to these people and another
face to those."
[6455] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Hurairah said: "The Messenger
of Allah said: 'You will find that
people are of different qualities"
- a HadIth like that of Az-ZuhrI,
(no. 6454) except that in the
HadIth of Abü Zur'ah and AlA'raj it says: "You will find the
best of people in this matter are
those who hate it the most until it
is thrust upon them."
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Chapter 49. The Virtues Of
The Women Of The Quraish
[6456] 200 - (2527) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'The best women who ride
camels are' - one of them (the
sub narrator) said: 'the righteous
women of the Quraish,' and the
other said: 'the women of the
Quraish, - 'they are the kindest
to the orphans when they are
small, and they are the best at
looking after the wealth of their
husbands."
[6457] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6456) was narrated from
Abü Hurairah, and attributed to the
Prophet , and from Ibn Tâwüs
from his father, who attributed it
to the Prophet , except that he
said: "They are the kindest to
children when they are small" and
he did not say: "orphans."
[6458] 201 - ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah
say: 'The women of the
Quraish are the best of women
who ride camels; they are the
kindest to children and they are
the best at looking after their
husbands' wealth."
Abü Hurairah said following
that: "Mariam bint 'Imrân never
rode a camel."
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[6459] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Hurairah that the Prophet
proposed marriage to Umm Hâni'
bint AN Tâlib, and she said: "0
Messenger of Allah, I have grown
old and I have children." The
Messenger of Allah
said: "The
best of women who ride..." Then
he mentioned a HadIth like that of
Yünus (no. 6458), except that he
said: "They are the kindest to
children when they are small."

[6460] 202 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah t5, said:
"The best of women who ride
camels are the righteous women
of the Quraish. They are the
kindest to children when they are
small and they are the best at
looking after their husband's
wealth."

J
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[6461] ( ... ) A HadIth like that of
Ma'mar (no. 6460) was narrated
from Abü Hurairah from the
Prophet .

Chapter 50. The Prophet
Established Bonds Of
Brotherhood Among His
Companions, May Allah Be
Pleased With Them
[6462] 203 - (2528) It was
narrated from Anas that the
Messenger of Allah established
brotherhood between Abü 'Ubaidah
bin A1-Jarrâh and Abü Talhah.

[6463] 204 - (2529) 'Asim A]
Ahwal narrated that it was said
to Anas bin Mâlik: "Have you
heard that the Messenger of
Allah said: 'There is no Hi/f
(alliance) in Islam?' So Anas said
that the Messenger of Allah ii
established an alliance (Hilf)
between the Quraish and the
Ansâr, in his house."
[64641 205 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas said: "The Messenger
of Allah
established an
alliance between the Quraish and
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the Anâr in my house in AlMadinah."
L

[6465] 206 - (2530) It was
narrated that Jubair bin Mut'im
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: "There is no alliance (Hilf) in
Islam. Alliances existed during the
Jâhili)yah; Islam only strenthened
them."
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Chapter 51. The Presence Of
The Prophet Is A Source Of
Security For His Companions
And The Presence Of His
Companions Is A Source Of
Security For The Ummah
[6466] 207 - (2531) It was
narrated from Abü Burdah that
his father said: "We prayed
Maghrib with the Messenger of
Allah , then we said: 'Why don't
we sit and wait until we pray 'Ishâ'
with him?' So we sat, and he came
out to us and said: 'Are you still
here?' We said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, we prayed Maghrib with
you, then we said we will sit until
we pray 'Ishâ' with you.' He said:
'You have done well,' or 'you have
done the right thing.' He raised his
head to look at the sky, and he
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often raised his head to look at the
sky, and said: 'The stars are a
source of security for the sky, and
when the stars disappear, there will
come to the sky what is promised. I
am a source of security for my
Companions, and when I am gone
there will come to my Companions
what they are promised. And my
Companions are a source of
security for my Ummah, and when
my Companions are gone, there
will come to my Ummah what they
are promised."
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Chapter 52. The Virtues Of the
Sahâbah, Then Those Who
Come After Them, Then Those
Who Come After Them
[6467] 208 - (2532) It was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed AlKhudrI that the Prophet
said:
"There will come to the people a
time when groups of people will
go out to fight, and it will be said
to them: 'Is there anyone among
you who saw the Messenger of
Allah l?' And they will say:
'Yes,' and victory will be granted
to them. Then groups of people
will go out to fight and it will be
said to them: 'Is there anyone
among you who saw anyone who
accompanied the Messenger of
Allah ?'They will say: 'Yes,' and
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victory will be granted to them.
Then groups of people will go out
to fight and it will be said to them:
'Is there anyone among you who
saw anyone who accompanied
anyone who accompanied the
Messenger of Allah ?'They will
say: 'Yes,' and victory will be
granted to them."
( ... ) It was
[6468] 209
narrated from Jâbir that Abü
Sa'eed Al-KhudrI said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'There will come to the people a
time when a detachment will be
sent out, and they will say: "Look
and see if you can find among
you anyone of the Companions
of the Prophet ." A man will
be found, and victory will be
granted to them because of him.
Then a second detachment will
be sent out, and they will say: "Is
there anyone among them who
saw the Companions of the
Prophet j?" And victory will be
granted to them because of him.
Then a third detachment will be
sent out and they will say: "Look
and see if you can find among
them anyone who saw someone
who saw the Companions of the
Prophet." Then there will be a
fourth detachment, and it will be
said: "Look and see if you can
find among them anyone who
saw someone, who saw someone,
who saw the Companions of the
Prophet k." A man will be
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found, and victory will be granted
because of him."
(2533) It was
[6469] 210
narrated that 'Abdullâh said:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
'The best of my Ummah are the
generation who come after me,
then those who come after them,
then those who come after them.
Then there will come people
whose testimony will come before
their oath, and their oath before
their testimony."

[6470] 211 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said:
was
"The Messenger of Allah
asked: 'Which of the people are
best?' He said: 'My generation,
then those who come after them,
then those who come after them.
Then there will come people
whose testimony will come before
their oath, and their oath before
their testimony."
Ibrâhlm said: "They used to forbid
us, when we were children, to swear
oaths and give testimony."

[6471] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 6470) was narrated from
Mansür with the chain of Abü AlAhwas and Jarlr, but in their HadIth
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it does not say: "The Messenger of
Allah was asked."

[6472] 212 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh that the
Prophet
said: "The best of
people are my generation, then
those who come after them, then
those who come after them." I do
not know if he said after the third
or fourth time: "Then they will
be followed by people whose
testimony will come before their
oath, and their oath before their
testimony."

[6473] 213 - (2534) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah ii said:
'The best of my Ummah are the
generation among whom I was
sent, then those who come after
them.' Allah knows best whether
he said it a third time or not,
then he said: 'Then there will
come a people who love to be
fat, and they will give testimony
before being asked to do so."
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[6474] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6473) was narrated
from Abü Bishr with this chain of
narrators, except that in the
HadIth of Shu'bah it says: "Abü
Hurairah said: 'I do not know if
he said it two times or three."
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[6475] 214 - (2535) 'Imrãn bin
Husain narrated that the
Messenger of Allah said: "The
best of you are my generation,
then those who come after them,
then those who come after them,
then those who come after them."
'Imrân said: "I do not know if the
Messenger of Allah jk.0, said after
his generation two or three times:
"Then there will come after them
people who will give testimony
and will not be asked to do so.
They will be dishonest and not
trustworthy, they will make vows
and not fulfill them, and fatness
will become widespread among
them."
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[6476] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Shu'bah with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
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6475). In their HadIth it says: "I do
not know whether he mentioned
two or three after his generation."
In the HadIth of Shabâbah it says:
"I heard Zahdam bin Mudarrib,
who came to me for some reason
riding a horse, and he told me that
he heard 'Imrân bin Husain. In the
IjadIth of Yayâ and Shabâbah (it
says): "They will make vows but
will not fulfill them."

[6477] 215 - ( ... ) This HadIth was
narrated from 'Imrân bin Husain
from the Prophet : "The best
of this Ummah are the generation
to whom I was sent, then those
who come after them." In the
HadIth of Abü 'Awânah it adds:
"He said: 'And Allah knows best
whether he mentioned the third
time or not" - like the HadIth of
Zahdam from 'Jmrân. In the
HadIth of Hishâm from Qatâdah it
adds: "They will swear oaths but
they will not be asked to swear
oaths."
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[64781 216 - (2536) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "A
man asked the Prophet :'Which
people are best?' He said: 'The
generation to whom I was sent,
then the second, then the third."

Chapter 53. The Meaning Of
The Words Of The Prophet :
"After One Hundred Years
There Will Be No Soul Left
Alive That Is Living Now"

4t) - (or
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[6479] 217 - (2537) 'Abdullâh
bin 'Umar said: "The Messenger
of Allah
led us in 'Ishâ' prayer
one night at the end of his life,
then when he had said the Salâm,
he stood up and said: 'Have you
seen this night of yours? One
hundred years from now, there
will be no one left who is on the
face of the earth."
Ibn 'Umar said: "The people did
not understand these words of the
Messenger of Allah
about one
hundred years, and they interpreted
the IjadIth incorrectly; all that the
Messenger of Allah
said was
'One hundred years from now,
there will be no one left who is on
the face of the earth' meaning that
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that generation would come to an
end."

[6480] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 6479) was narrated from AzZuhrl with the chain of Ma'mar.

[6481] 218 - (2538) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "I heard the
say, one month
Prophet
before he died: 'You ask me
about the Hour? The knowledge
thereof is with Allah, and I swear
by Allah, there is no soul that is
living now that will survive after
one hundred years."

[6482] ( ... ) Ibn Juraij narrated
it with this chain of narrators (a
Ijadlth similar to no. 6481), but
he did not say, "...one month
before he died."
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[6483] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh that one month
before he died, or thereabouts, the
Prophet J said: "There is no soul
living today that will still be alive
after one hundred years."

[6484] ( ... ) Sulaimân At-TaimI
narrated a similar report (as
HadIth no. 6483) with both chain
of narrators.
[6485] 219 - (2539) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed said:
"When the Prophet
came
back from Tabük, they asked him
about the Hour. The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'After one
hundred years there will be no
soul living on earth that is alive
today."
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[6486] 220 - (2538) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "The Prophet of Allah
said: 'There is no soul alive that
will remain for one hundred
years."
Sâlim said: "We made mention
of that to him (i.e., to Jâbir, and
he explained:), It meant every
soul that was alive on that day."
Chapter 54. The Prohibition Of
Reviling The Companions, May
Allah Be Pleased With Them
[6487] 221 - (2540) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Do not revile my Companions, do
not revile my Companions. By the
One in Whose Hand is my soul, if
one of you were to spend the
equivalent of Uhud (mountain) in
gold (in charity), it would not
amount to a Mudd of one of them,
or even half of that."

64881 222 - (2541) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed said:
"There was some (disagreement)
between Khâlid bin A1-WalId and
'Abdur-Rahmân bin 'Awf, and
Khâlid reviled him. The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'Do not revile
one of my Companions, for even
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if one of you were to spend the
equivalent of Uhud in gold (in
charity), it would not amount to a
Mudd of one of them, or even
half of that."
[6489] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 6488) was narrated from AlA'mash with the chain of narrators
of JarIr and AN Mu'âwiyah, but in
the HadIth of Shu'bah and Waki'
there is no mention of 'AbdurRahmân bin 'Awl and Khâlid bin
Al-WalId.

Chapter 55. The Virtues Of
Uwais Al-QaranI, May Allah Be
Pleased With Him

[6490] 223 - (2542) It was
narrated from Usair bin Jâbir
that the people of Al-Kflfah
came to 'Umar, and among them
was a man who mocked Uwais.
'Umar said: "Is there anyone
here from among the QaranIs?"
That man came and 'Umar said:
"The Messenger of Allah Q5, said:
'A man called Uwais will come to
you from Yemen, and he will not
leave anyone behind in Yemen
except his mother. He had
leprosy but he prayed to Allah
and He took it away, except for a
spot the size of a Dlnâr or
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Dirham. Whoever among you
meets him, let him pray for
forgiveness for you."

[6491] 224 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Umar bin A]-Khattâb said: "I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: 'The best of the Tahi 'In will be
a man who is called Uwais, and he
will have a mother, and he will
have had leprosy. Tell him to pray
for forgiveness for you."

[6492] 225 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Usair bin Jâbir said:
"Whenever reinforcements came
from Yemen, 'Umar bin AlKhattâb would ask them: 'Is Uwais
bin 'Amir among you?' When he
found Uwais he said: 'Are you
Uwais bin 'Amir?' He said: 'Yes.'
He said: 'Are you from Murâd
then from Qaran?' He said: 'Yes.'
He said: 'Did you have leprosy,
then you recovered from it except
for a spot the size of a Dirham?'
He said: 'Yes.' He said: 'Do you
have a mother?' He said: 'Yes.' He
said: 'I heard the Messenger of
Allahsay: "There will come to
you Uwais bin 'Amir alongwith the
reinforcements from Yemen, from
Murâd then from Qaran. He had
leprosy but he recovered from it,
except for a spot the size of a
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Dirham. He has a mother and he
honors her. If he were to swear in
the Name of Allah that something
should happen, Allah would cause
it to happen. If you can ask him to
pray for forgiveness for you then
do so." Pray for forgiveness for me.'
And he prayed for forgiveness for
him.
"Umar said to him: 'Where are you
headed?' He said: 'Al-Küfah.' He
said: 'Shall I write to the governor
for you?' He said: 'Being among the
common folk is dearer to me.'
"The following year, a man from
among their nobles performed
j-Iajj, and he met 'Umar, who
asked him about Uwais. He said: 'I
left him in a shabby house with
meagre provisions.' He said: 'I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: "There will come to you
Uwais bin 'Amir alongwith the
reinforcements from Yemen, from
Murad, then from Qaran. He had
leprosy but he recovered from it,
except for a spot the size of a
Dirham. He has a mother and he
hmors her. If he were to swear in
the Name of Allah that something
should happen, Allah would cause
it to happn. If you can ask him to
pray for forgiveness for you, then
do so." So he went to Uwais and
said: 'Pray for forgiveness for me.'
He said: 'You have just come from
a sacred journey, so pray for
forgiveness for me.' He said: 'Pray
for forgiveness for me.' He said:
'You have just come from a sacred
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journey, so pray for forgiveness for
me.' He said: 'Did you meet 'Umar?'
He said: 'Yes.' So he prayed for
forgiveness for him, and the people
came to know of his piety, so he
left."
Usair (a narrator) said: "His
garment was a Burdah, and every
time anyone saw him he would
say: 'From where did Uwais get
this Burdah?"
Chapter 56. The Advice Of The
Prophet 4 Concerning The
People Of Egypt
[6493] 226 - (2543) AN Dharr
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'You will conquer a land in
which the currency is the QIrât.
Treat its people kindly, for they
have protection (Dhimmah) and
kinship. But if you see two men
fighting over a space the size of a
brick, then leave."
He (the narrator) said: "He passed
by RabI'ah and 'Abdur-Rahmân,
the two sons of ShurahbIl bin
Uasanah, and they were fighting
over a space the size of a brick, so
he left."

[6494] 227 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Abü Dharr said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
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'You will conquer Egypt, and it is
a land in which the currency is the
QIrâ;. When you conquer it, treat its
people kindly, for they have
protection ((Dhimmah) and kinship.
But if you see two men fighting over
a space the size of a brick, then
leave." He said: "I saw 'AbdurRahmân bin ShurahbIl bin Hasanah
and his brother Rabl'ah, fighting
over a space the size of a brick, so I
left."

Chapter 57. The Virtues Of
The People Of Oman
[6495] 228 - (2544) Abü Barzah
said: "The Messenger of Allah
sent a man to one of the tribes of
the Arabs, and they reviled him
and beat him. He came to the
and told
Messenger of Allah
him. The Messenger of Allah
said: 'If you had gone to the
people of Oman, they would not
have reviled you or beaten you."
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Chapter 58. The Liar And
Great Slaughterer Of ThaqIf
[6496] 229 - (2545) It was
narrated from Abü Nawfal: "I saw
'Abdullâh bin Az-Zubair (hanging)
on the road to Al-Madinah, and the
Quraish and the people were
passing by him. 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar came by, and he stopped and
said: 'Peace be upon you, Abü
Khubaib; peace be upon you, Abü
Khubaib; peace be upon you, Abü
Khubaib. By Allah, I told you not to
do this; by Allah, I told you not to
do this; by Allah, I told you not to
do this. By Allah, as far as I know,
you were devoted to fasting and
prayer at night, and you upheld the
ties of kinship. By Allah, a nation of
which you are the worst is a good
nation.'
"Then 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar went
away, and news of the position of
'Abdullâh and what he had said
reached A1-Hajjâj. He sent for him,
and the body was taken down and
thrown into the graveyard of the
Jews. Then he sent for his mother
Asmâ' bint AbI Bakr, but she
refused to come to him. The
messenger said to her again: 'Either
you will come or I shall send to you
one who will drag you by your hair.'
But she refused and said: 'By Allah,
I will not come until you send to me
one who will drag me by my hair.'
He (Al-Ijajjâj) said: 'Bring me my
shoes.' He put on his shoes and set
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out, swollen with pride, until he
entered upon her. He said: 'What
do you think about what I did to the
enemy of Allah?' She said: 'I think
that you ruined his life in this world,
but he has ruined your life in the
Hereafter. I heard that you said to
him: 0 son of Dhât An-N4âqain
(the woman with two girdles). By
Allah, the woman with two girdles,
one of them, she used to hang the
food of the Messenger of Allah
and the food of Abü Bakr out of
the reach of wild animals, and the
other was the girdle that no
woman can do without. As for the
Messenger of Allah ç, he told us:
"Among Thaqif there will be a liar,
and a great slaughterer." As for
the liar, we have seen him, and as
for the great slaughterer, I do not
think that it is anyone but you.' He
(the narrator) said: 'He (Al-ajjâj)
got up and left her, and he did not
reply her."
Chapter 59. The Virtues Of
The Persians
[6497] 230 - (2546) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'If the (knowledge of) religion was
at the Pleiades, a man from among
the Persians - or from among the
sons of the Persians - would go
and get it."
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[6498] 231- ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "We were
sitting with the Prophet
and
Sârat Al-Jumu 'ah was revealed to
him. When he recited the words:
'And [He has sent him also to]
others among them (Muslims)
who have not yet joined them (but
they will come), 11 a man said:
'Who are they, 0 Messenger of
Allah?' The Prophet
did not
answer him until he had asked
two or three times, and among us
was Salman Al-FârisI. Then the
Prophet
put his hand on
Salman and said: 'If faith were at
the Pleiades, some men from
among these people would get
it."
Chapter 60. The Words Of The
Prophet : "People Are Like
A Hundred Camels Among
Whom You Cannot Find One
That Is Fit For Riding"
[6499] 232 - (2547) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Umar said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'You will find that people are
like a hundred camels, among
whom a man cannot find one
that is fit for riding."

Al-Jumuah 62:3.
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45. The Book Of Al-Birr,11'
Nurturing Ties And Manners

Chapter 1. Being Dutiful To
One's Parents, And Which Of
Them Is More Entitled To It
[6500] 1 - (2548) It was
narrated that AN Hurairah said:
"A man came to the Messenger
of Allah
and said: 'Which of
the people is most deserving of
my best companionship?' He
said: 'Your mother.' He said:
'Then who?' He said: 'Then your
mother.' He said: 'Then who?'
He said: 'Then your mother.' He
said: 'Then who?' He said: 'Then
your father."
In the IladIth of Qutaibah it says:
"Who is most deserving of my best
companionship?" And he did not
say: "Which of the people?"

[6501] 2 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abii Hurairah said: "A man
said: O Messenger of Allah, which
of the people is most deserving of
my best companionship?' He said:
'Your mother, then your mother,
then your mother, then your
father, then the next closest and
the next closest."
[1]

Being dutiful and reverential to one's parents.
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[6502] 3 - ( ... )

It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "A man
came to the Prophet
and
he mentioned a HadIth like that
of JarIr (no. 6500), and he added:
"He said: 'Yes, by your father, I
shall tell you."

[6503] 4 - ( ... )

It was narrated
from Abü Shubrumah with this
chain of narrators.
In the IjadIth of Wuhaib it says:
"Whom should I treat with the most
Birr?" In the HadIth of Muhammad
bin Tallah it says: "Which of the
people is most deserving of my
best companionship?" Then he
mentioned a HadIth like that of
JarIr (no. 6500).

[6504] 5 - (2549) It was narrated

that 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr said: "A
man came to the Prophet
and
asked him for permission to go
for Jihâd. He said: 'Are your
parents alive?' He said: 'Yes.' He
said: "Then your Jihâd is with
them."
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[65051 (... ) It was narrated from

Abul-'Abbâs: "I heard 'Abdullâh
bin 'Amr bin A]-'As saying: 'A man
came to the Prophet ç..." and he
mentioned a similar report (as
HadIth no. 6504).
Muslim said: Abul-'Abbâs' name
is As-Sâ'ib bin Farrcikh A1-MakkI.

[65061 6 - ( ... ) A similar report
(as HadIth no. 6505) was narrated
from Habib with this chain of
narrators.

[6507] ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr
bin A1-'As said: "A man came to
the Prophet of Allah
and said:
'I swear my allegiance to you, that
I will migrate and engage in Jihâd,
seeking reward from Allah.' He
() said: 'Are either of your
parents alive?' He said: 'Yes, both
of them.' He said: 'Are you
seeking reward from Allah?' He
said: 'Yes.' He said: 'Then go
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back to your parents and be a
good companion to them."
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Chapter 2. Being Dutiful To
One's Parents Takes
Precedence Over Voluntary
Prayer, Etc.
[6508] 7 - (2550) It was
narrated from Abü Râfi' that
Abü Hurairah said: "Juraij used
to worship in his hermitage, and
his mother came to him."
Humaid said: "Abü Râfi' described
to us how the Messenger of Allah
described his mother when she
called him, how she put her hand
on her forehead then raised her
head to call him.
"She said: '0 Juraij! I am your
mother, speak to me.' She found
him praying and he said: '0
Allah, my mother or my prayer?'
And he chose his prayer. She
went away, then she came back a
second time, and said: '0 Juraij!
I am your mother, speak to me.'
He said: '0 Allah, my mother or
my prayer?' And he chose his
prayer. She said: '0 Allah, this is
Juraij and he is my son, and I
spoke to him but he refused to
speak to me. 0 Allah, do not let
him die until he has seen
prostitutes."

t5
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He said: "If she had prayed that
he be tempted, he would have
fallen prey to temptation.
There was a shepherd who lived
near his hermitage, and a woman
came out of the village and he
had intercourse with her. She
became pregnant and gave birth
to a boy. It was said to her:
'What is this?' She said: 'From
the one who lives in this
hermitage.' They came with their
axes and shovels and called him,
and they found him praying, and
he did not speak to them. They
started to destroy his hermitage,
and when he saw that, he came
down to them, and they said to
him: 'Ask this woman.' He smiled
and patted the child on the head
and said: 'Who is your father?'
He said: 'My father is the
shepherd.' When they heard that
from him they said: 'We will
rebuild what we have destroyed
of your hermitage with gold and
silver.' He said: 'No; just put it
back as it was, with clay.' Then
he went up to it."
[6509] 8 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "No one spoke
in the cradle except three: 'Elsa
bin Mariam, and the companion
of Juraij. Juraij was a man
devoted to worship, and he made
a hermitage for himself where he
used to stay. His mother came to
him when he was praying and
said: '0 Juraij!' He said: '0 Lord,
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my mother or my prayer?' And
he continued praying and she
left. The next day, she came
when he was praying and said: '0
Juraij!' He said: '0 Lord, my
mother or my prayer?' And he
continued praying and she left.
The next day she came to him
and said: '0 Juraij!' He said: '0
Lord, my mother or my prayer?'
And he continued praying. She
said: '0 Allah, do not cause him
to die until he looks at the faces
of prostitutes.'
"The Children of Israel began to
speak of Juraij and his worship.
There was a prostitute who was
very beautiful, and she said: 'If
you wish, I will tempt him for
you.' So she presented herself to
him but he did not pay any
attention to her. She went to a
shepherd who lived near his
hermitage and let him have his
way with her, and she became
pregnant. When she gave birth,
she said: 'He is from Juraij.' They
went to him and asked him to
come down, and they destroyed
his hermitage and started beating
him. He said: 'What is the matter
with you?' They said: 'You
committed Zinâ with this
prostitute and she bore you a
child.' He said: 'Where is the
boy?' They brought him, and he
said: 'Let me pray.' So he prayed,
and when he had finished, he
came to the child and poked him
in the stomach, and said: '0 boy,
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who is your father?' He said: 'Soand-so, the shepherd.' They came
to Juraij and kissed him and
touched him (seeking blessing).
They said: 'We will rebuild your
hermitage in gold.' He said: 'No,
just put it back as it was, of clay.'
So they did that.
"While a child was nursing from
his mother, a man passed by
riding a fine horse and dressed in
a fine garment. His mother said:
'0 Allah, make my son like this
man.' The child left the breast
and turned to look at him, then
he said: '0 Allah, do not make
me like him.' Then he turned
back to the breast and resumed
nursing."
He said: "It is as if I can see the
Messenger of Allah
describing
his suckling by placing his
forefinger in his mouth and
sucking on it."
He () said: "They (the mother
and the child) passed by a girl whom
they were beating and saying: 'You
committed Zinâ and stole,' and she
was saying: 'Sufficient for me is
Allah and He is the best disposer of
affairs.' His mother said: '0 Allah,
do not make my son like her.' (The
child) stopped nursing and looked
at her, and said: '0 Allah, make me
like her.' Then she started to talk to
him (the child). She said: '0 you
shaven-headed one! A goodlooking man passed by and I said:
"0 Allah, make my son like him,"
and you said: "0 Allah, do not make
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me like him." Then they passed by
with this slave woman whom they
were beating and saying: "You
committed Zinâ and you stole," and
I said: "0 Allah, do not make him
like her," and you said: "0 Allah,
make me like her."
"He said: 'That man was a tyrant,
so I said: "0 Allah, do not make
me like him." And this woman of
whom they said: "You committed
Zinâ and stole," - she did not
commit Zinâ or steal, so I said: "0
Allah, make me like her."
Chapter 3. The Disgrace Of
One Whose Parents, One Or
Both Of Them, Reach Old Age
During His Lifetime, And He
Does Not Enter Paradise
[6510] 9 - (2551) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "May his
nose be rubbed in the dust, may
his nose be rubbed in the dust,
may his nose be rubbed in the
dust." It was said: "Who, 0
Messenger of Allah?" He said:
"The one whose parents, one or
both of them, reach old age
during his lifetime and he does
not enter Paradise."
[6511] 10 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'May
his nose be rubbed in the dust,
may his nose be rubbed in the
dust, may his nose be rubbed in
the dust.' It was said: Who, 0
Messenger of Allah?' He said:
'The one whose parents, one or
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both of them, reach old age
during his lifetime and he does
not enter Paradise."
[6512] ( ... ) It was narrated that
AN Hurairah said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'May his nose be
rubbed in the dust..." three times,
then he mentioned something
similar (to HadIth no. 6511).

Chapter 4. The Virtue Of
Maintaining Ties With The
Friends Of One's Father And
Mother, Etc.
[6513] 11 - (2552) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin DInãr that a
Bedouin man met 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar on the road to Makkah, and
'Abdullâh greeted him, mounted
him on a donkey that he had been
riding, and gave him a turban that
was on his head. Ibn Dinâr said:
"We said to him: 'May Allah guide
you. They are Bedouin and they are
content with little.' 'Abdullâh (Ibn
'Umar) said: 'The father of this
man was a friend of 'Umar bin AlKhattâb, and I heard the Messenger
of Allah say: The best act of Birr
is for a child to uphold ties with
the friends of his father.'"
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[65141 12 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar that
said: "The best
the Prophet
act of Birr is for a man to uphold
ties with the friends of his
father."

[6515] 13 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin DInâr that
when Ibn 'Umar set out for
Makkah, he had a donkey with
him that he would ride for a
change when he was tired of
riding his camel, and he had a
turban that he tied on his head.
One day while he was riding that
donkey, a Bedouin passed by him
and he said: 'Aren't you so-andso the son of so-and-so?' He said:
'Yes.' He gave him the donkey
and said: 'Ride this,' and he gave
him the turban and said: 'Tie this
around your head.' Some of his
companions said to him: 'May
Allah forgive you, you have given
this Bedouin a donkey that you
were riding for a change and a
turban that you had tied around
your head.' He said: 'I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: "One
Birr
of the best acts of
is for a
man to uphold ties with the
friends of his father after he (the
father) dies." And his father was
a friend of 'Umar's.
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Chapter 5. Meaning Of Al-Birr
(Righteousness) And Sin
[6516] 14 - (2553) It was
narrated that An-Nawwâs bin
Sam'ân Al-AnsârI said: "I asked
the Messenger of Allah
about
righteousness and sin, and he
said: 'Al-Birr (righteousness) is a
good character, and sin is that
which wavers in your heart and
you do not want the people to
find out about it."

[6517] 15 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that An-Nawwâs bin Sam'ân said:
"I stayed with the Messenger of
Allah
in A.1-Madinah for one
year, and nothing kept me from
parting from him except asking
questions. If one of us left him he
would not ask the Messenger of
Allah
about anything.11] But I
asked him about righteousness and
sin, and the Messenger of Allah
said: 'Al-Birr (righteousness) is
good conduct, and sin is that
which wavers in your heart and
you do not want the people to
find out about it."
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Because those who lived there had been prohibited from asking Allah's Messenger
about anything until he had explained it to them. See no. 102.
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Chapter 6. Upholding Ties Of
Kinship, And The Prohibition
Of Severing Them
[6518] 16 - (2554) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah iJ said:
'Allah created the creation, and
when He had finished, Ar-Razm
(the womb; kinship) stood up and
said: "I seek refuge from those
who serve the ties of kith and kin."
Allah said: "Yes, would it please
you ill were to take care of those
who take care of you and cut off
those who cut you off?" It said:
"Of course." Allah said: "Then
your prayer is granted."
"Then the Messenger of Allah
said: 'Recite, if you wish:
Would you then, if you were
given the authority, do mischief
in the land, and sever your ties of
kinship? Such are they whom
Allah has cursed, so that He has
made them deaf and blinded
their sight. Do they not then
think deeply in the Qur'ân, or are
their hearts locked up (from
understanding it)9 ." 11
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[6519] 17 - (2555) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'ArRahm is suspended from the
Muhammad 47:22-24
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Throne and it says: "Whoever
takes care of me, Allah takes
care of him, and whoever cuts me
off, Allah cuts him off."

[6520] 18 - (2556) It was
narrated from Muhammad bin
Jubair bin Mut'im, from his
said:
father, that the Prophet
"No one who severs will enter
Paradise."
Ibn Abi 'Umar said: Sufyân said:
"It means the one who severs ties
of the womb."

[6521] 19 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Az-ZuhrI that Muhammad
bin Jubair bin Mut'im told him
that his father told him that the
Messenger of Allah j said: "No
one who severs ties of the womb
will enter Paradise."

[6522] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6521) was narrated
from Az-ZuhrI with this chain of
narrators, but he said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah
[6523] 20 - (2557) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mãlik
said: "I heard the Messenger of
say: 'Whoever would
Allah
like his Rizq (provision) to be
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increased and his life to be
extended, should uphold the ties
of the womb."

[6524] 21 - (. 4 Anas bin Mâlik
narrated that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "Whoever would
like his Rizq (provision) to be
increased and his life to be
extended, should uphold the ties
of the womb."

[6525] 22 - (2558) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
a man said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, I have relatives with whom
I try to keep in touch, but they
cut me off. I treat them well, but
they abuse me. I am patient and
kind towards them, but they
insult me." He said: "If you are
as you say, then it is as if you are
putting hot ashes in their mouths.
Allah will continue to support
you as long as you continue to do
that."
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Chapter 7. The Prohibition Of
Mutual Jealousy And Hatred,
And Turning Away From One
Another
[6526] 23 - (2559) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that the Messenger of Allah jLiii
said: "Do not hate one another,
do not envy one another, do not
turn away from one another. Be,
0 slaves of Allah, brothers. It is
not permissible for a Muslim to
forsake his brother for more than
three (days)."
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[6527] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of Mâlik (no. 6526) was narrated
from Anas from the Prophet .

[6528] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Az-ZuhrI with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
6527), and Jbn 'Uyaynah added:
"Do not cut off ties with one
another."
[6529] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Az-ZuhrI with this chain of
narrators.
The report of Yazid is like the
report of Sufyân from Az-ZuhrI,
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mentioning all four things. As for
the IjadIth of 'Abdur-Razzâq, it
says: "Do not envy one another,
do not cut off ties with one
another, do not turn away from
one another."

[6530] 24 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas that the Prophet ;
said: "Do not envy one another,
do not hate one another, do not
cut off ties with one another and
be, 0 slaves of Allah, brothers."

[6531] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated a
similar report (as IjadIth no.
6530) with this chain of narrators
and he added: "...As Allah has
commanded you."

Chapter 8. The Prohibition Of
Forsaking Someone For More
Than Three Days Without A
Legitimate Reason
[6532] 25 - (2560) It was narrated
from Abü Ayyüb A1-AnârI that
the Messenger of Allah il said:
"It is not permissible for a
Muslim to forsake his brother for
more than three nights, each of
them turning away from the
other when they meet. The better
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of them is the first to greet the
other with Salâm."

[6533] ( ... ) A similar Hadith (as
no. 6532) was narrated from AzZuhrI with the chain of narrators
of Mâlik, except the words: "Each
of them turning away from the
other." They all said in their
IjadIth: "Each of them avoiding
the other."

[6534] 26 - (2561) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar
that the Messenger of Allah
said: "It is not permissible for a
believer to forsake his brother for
more than three days."

[6535] 27 - (2562) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
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"There is no forsaking after three
days."

Chapter 9. The Prohibition Of
Suspicion, Spying, Competition,
Artificial Inflation Of Prices,
And So On
[6536] 28 - (2563) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
said:
the Messenger of Allah
"Beware of suspicion, for suspicion
is the falsest of speech. Do not seek
out one another's faults; do not spy
on one another; do not compete
with one another; do not envy one
another; do not hate one another;
do not turn away from one another
and be, 0 slaves of Allah, brothers."

[6537] 29 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abñ Hurairah that the
said: "Do
Messenger of Allah
not use foul speech (with one
another), do not turn away from
one another, do not seek out one
another's faults, do not undercut
one another. Be, 0 slaves of
Allah, brothers."

[6538] 30 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah Q5, said: 'Do
not envy on one another, do not
hate one another, do not seek
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out one another's faults, do not
spy on one another, and do not
artificially increase prices. Be, 0
slaves of Allah, brothers."

[6539] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-A'mash with this chain of
narrators: (The Messenger of
Allah () said:) "Do not cut off
ties with one another, do not turn
away from one another, do not
hate one another, do not envy one
another. Be, 0 slaves of Allah,
brothers, as Allah has commanded
you.,,
[6540] 31 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abfl Hurairah that the
Prophet il said: "Do not hate one
another, do not turn away from
one another, do not compete with
one another. Be, 0 slaves of Allah,
brothers."
Chapter 10. The Prohibition Of
Wronging, Forsaking, Or
Despising A Muslim And The
Inviolability Of His Blood,
Honor And Wealth
[6541] 32 - (2564) It was
narrated that Abfl Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Do not envy one another, do not
artificially inflate prices, do not
hate one another, do not turn
away from one another, do not
undercut one another. Be, 0
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slaves of Allah, brothers. The
Muslim is the brother of his
fellow-Muslim. He does not
wrong him, forsake or despise
him. Piety (Taqwa) is here" - and
he pointed to his chest three
times. "It is sufficient sin for a
man to despise his Muslim
brother. A Muslim is unlawuful
to another Muslim, his blood, his
wealth and his honor."

[6542] 33 - ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said..." and he mentioned aHadIth
like that of Dâwüd (no. 6541),
adding some things and subtracting
others. Among the things that he
added was: "Allah does not look at
your bodies or your (outward)
forms, rather He looks at your
hearts" and he pointed with his
fingers to his chest.

[6543] 34 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Allah does not look at your
(outward) forms and your wealth,
rather He looks at your hearts
and your deeds."
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Chapter 11. The Prohibition Of
Holding Grudges
[6544] 35 - (2565) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"The gates of Paradise are opened
on Mondays and Thursdays, and
every slave (of Allah) who does not
associate anything with Allah is
forgiven, except a man between
whom and his brother there is some
grudge. It is said: 'Wait for these
two until they reconcile, wait for
these two until they reconcile, wait
for these two until they reconcile."

[6545] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 6544) was narrated from
Suhail, from his father, with the
chain of narrators of Mâlik,
except that in the Hadlth of AdDarâwardi it says: "Except two
who forsake one another," from
the report of Ibn 'Abdah. And
Qutaibah said: "Except two who
forsake one another."

[6546] 36 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Salih heard Abü
Hurairah say, attributing it on
one occasion to the Messenger of
Allah i: "Deeds are presented
(before Allah) every Thursday
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and Monday, and on that day
Allah forgives every person who
does not associate anything with
Allah, except a man between
whom and his brother there is
some grudge. It is said: 'Delay
these two until they reconcile,
delay these two until they
reconcile."
[6547] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abil Hurairah that the Messenger
of Allah
said: "The people's
deeds are presented (before Allah)
twice every week; on Mondays and
Thursdays, and every believing
slave (of Allah) is forgiven, except a
slave between whom and his
brother there is some grudge. It is
said: 'Leave these two' - or: 'delay
these two - until they reconcile."

Chapter 12. The Virtue Of
Love For The Sake Of Allah,
Exalted Is He
[6548] 37 - (2566) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah iJ said:
'Allah will say on the Day of
Resurrection: 'Where are the two
who loved one another for My
sake? Today I will shade them
with My shade, on a day when
there will be no shade but My
shade."
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[6549] 38 - (2567) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah from
the Prophet : "A man visited a
brother of his in another town, and
Allah sent an angel to wait for him
on the road. When he came to
him, he said: 'Where are you
headed?' He said: 'I am headed to
a brother of mine in this town.' He
said: 'Have you done him any
favor for which you hope to be
recompensed?' He said: 'No, but I
love him for the sake of Allah (the
Mighty and Sublime).' He said: 'I
am a messenger from Allah to you,
to tell you that Allah loves you as
you love him for His sake."
[6550] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6549) was narrated
from Hammâd bin Salamah with
this chain of narrators.

Chapter 13. The Virtue Of
Visiting The Sick
[6551] 39 - (2568) It was narrated
from Abü Asmâ', from Thawbân who is called Abü Ar-Rabi' said:
"He attributed it to the Prophet
"- but in the HadIth of Sa'eed
it says: "The Messenger of Allah
aj said - 'The one who visits the
sick is in a Makhrafah (an orchard)
of Paradise until he returns."
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[6552] 40 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Thawbân, the freed slave of
the Messenger of Allah ç, said:
"The Messenger of Allah ç said:
'Whoever visits a sick person will
remain in a Khu,fah (an orchard) of
Paradise until he returns."
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[65531 41 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Thawbân that the Prophet
said: "When the Muslim visits his
sick Muslim brother, he remains in
a Khuifah (an orchard) of Paradise
until he returns."
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[6554] 42 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Thawbân, the freed slave of
the Messenger of Allah jj$r,, that
said:
the Messenger of Allah
"Whoever visits a sick person, he
will remain in a Khurfah (an
orchard) of Paradise." It was said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, what is a
Khurfah of Paradise?" He said:
"Its fruits."
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[6555] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Asim Al-Ahwal with this chain
of narrators.
[6556] 43 - (2569) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Allah, Glorified and Exalted is
He, will say on the Day of
Resurrection: "0 son of Adam, I
fell sick and you did not visit Me."
He will say: "0 Lord, how could I
visit You when You are the Lord
of the Worlds?" He will say: "Did
you not know that My slave soand-so was sick, but you did not
visit him? Do you not know that if
you had visited him you would
have found Me with him? 0 son of
Adam, I asked you for food and
you did not feed Me." He will say:
"0 Lord, how could I feed You
when You are the Lord of the
Worlds?" He said: "Did you not
know that My slave so-and-so
asked you for food, but you did not
feed him? Do you not know that if
you had fed him, you would have
found that with Me? 0 son of
Adam, I asked you for ater and
you did not give Me to ink." He
will say: "0 Lord, how c Ad I give
you to drink when Yo a are the
Lord of the Worlds?" He will say:
"My slave so-and-so asked you for
water, and you did not give him to
drink. If you had given him to
drink you would have found that
with Me."'
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Chapter 14. The Reward Of
The Believer For Whatever
Befalls Him Of Sickness, Grief
And The Like, Even A Thorn
That Pricks Him
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[65571 44 - (2570) It was
narrated from Masi ctq that 'Aishah
said: "I have never seen any man
afflicted with more severe pain than
the Messenger of Allah ."

[6558] (...) A similar HadIth (as
no. 6557) was narrated from A]A'mash with the chain of narrators
of JarIr.

[6559] 45 - (2571) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said: "I
entered upon the Messenger of
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Allah
and he was running a
fever. I touched him with my
hand and said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, you are running a high
fever.' The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Yes, I am running a
fever like two of you.' I said:
'Then you will have two rewards.'
The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Yes.' Then the Messenger of
Allah
said: 'There is no
Muslim who is afflicted with
sickness or anything else, but
Allah will make fall thereby his
bad deeds just as trees shed their
leaves."

[6560] (...) A similar HadIth (as
no. 6559) was narrated from A]A'mash with the chain of narrators
of Jarir. In the HadIth of Abü
Mu'âwiyaii it adds: "He said: 'Yes,
by the One in Whose Hand is my
soul, there is no Muslim on earth
(who is)..."
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[65611 46 - (2572) It was
narrated that Al-Aswad said:
"Some young men of the Quraish
entered upon 'Aishah while she
was in Mini, and they were
laughing. She said: 'Why are you
laughing?' They said: 'so-and-so
stumbled on the tent rope and
almost broke his neck' or 'lost an
eye.' She said: 'Do not laugh, for
I heard the Messenger of Allah
say: There is no Muslim who
is pricked by a thorn or more, but
it will be decreed that he will rise
one degree in status because of
it, and one sin will be erased.'"

[6562] 47 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from A1-Aswad that 'Aishah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'No believer is pricked by a thorn
or more, but Allah will raise him
one degree in status thereby, or
will erase a sin thereby."
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[6563] 48 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'No believer is
pricked by a thorn or more, but
Allah will cut (erase) some of his
sins thereby."
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[6564] ( ... ) Hishâm narrated it
with this chain of narrators.
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[65651 49 - (...) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that the Messenger
of Allah
said: "There is no
calamity that befalls a Muslim
but he is expiated thereby, even a
thorn that pricks him."
H

[6566] 50 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aishah, the wife of the
Prophet , that the Messenger of
Allah 4 said: "No calamity befalls
a believer, not even a thorn (that
pricks him), but some of his sins
are cut (erased) thereby" or:
"some of his sins are expiated."
Yazid did not know which of
them 'Urwah (a sub narrator)
said.
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[6567] 51 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "I heard the
say:
Messenger of Allah
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'There is nothing that befalls a
believer, not even a thorn that
pricks him, but Allah will record
a good deed for him thereby, or
make fall (erase) a bad deed."

[6568] 52 - (2573) It was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed and
Abü Hurairah that they heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: "No
pain, hardship, sickness or grief
befalls a believer, not even worry
that befalls him, but some of his
bad deeds will be expiated."

[6569] (2574) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "When the
Verse 'Whosoever works evil, will
have the recompense thereof;11'
was revealed, the Muslims were
greatly troubled. The Messenger of
said: 'Do the best that
Allah
you reasonably can, and try to do
what is right, for in everything
that befalls the Muslim there is
expiation, even if he stumbles or
is pricked by a thorn."
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[6570] 53 - (2575) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh narrated that the
entered
Messenger of Allah
upon Umm As-Sâ'ib or Umm AlMusayyab, and said: "What is the
matter with you, 0 Umm AsSâ'ib (or Umm A1-Musayyab)9
Why are you shivering?" She
said: "I have a fever, may Allah
not bless it!" He said: "Do not
revile fever, for it takes away the
sins of the sons of Adam as the
bellows takes away the dross of
iron."

[6571] 54 - (2576) 'Atâ' bin
Abl Rabâh said: Ibn 'Abbâs said
to me: Shall I show you a woman
of the people of Paradise? I said:
Yes. He said: This black woman
came to the Prophet
and said:
"I have epilepsy and I become
uncovered. Pray to Allah for
me." He () said: "If you wish,
you may be patient, and Paradise
will be yours, or if you wish, I will
pray to Allah to heal you." She
said: "I will be patient." She said:
"But I become uncovered; pray
to Allah that I will not become
uncovered." So he prayed for
her."
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Chapter 15. The Prohibition Of
Oppression
[6572] 55 - (2577) It was
narrated from Abü Dharr that
the Prophet
said, narrating
from Allah, Glorified and
Exalted is He: "0 My slaves, I
have forbidden oppression to
Myself, and I have made it
unlawful among you, so do not
wrong one another. 0 My slaves,
all of you are astray except those
whom I guide, so ask Me for
guidance, and I will guide you. 0
My slaves, all of you are hungry
except those whom I feed, so ask
Me for food and I will feed you.
0 My slaves, all of you are naked
except those whom I clothe, so
ask Me for clothing and I will
clothe you. 0 My slaves, you err
night and day, but I forgive all
sins, so ask Me for forgiveness
and I will forgive you. 0 My
slaves, you can never do Me any
harm or bring Me any benefit. 0
My slaves, if the first of you and
the last of you, your humans and
your jinn, were equal in piety like
the heart of the most pious man
among you, that would not add
anything to My dominion. 0 My
slaves, if the first of you and the
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last of you, your humans and
your jinn, were equal in evil like
the heart of the most evil man
among you, that would not
detract anything from My
dominion. 0 My slaves, if the
first of you and the last of you,
your humans and your jinn, were
to stand on a single plain and ask
of Me and I were to give each
one what he asked for, that
would not cause any loss to Me
greater than what is lost when a
needle is dipped into the sea. 0
My slaves, it is only your actions
that I am recording for you, then
I will requite you for them.
Whoever finds it to be good, let
him praise Allah, and whoever
finds it to be otherwise, let him
blame no one but himself."
Sa'eed said: "When Abü Idrls AlKhawlânl narrated this HadIth, he
would kneel down."

[6573] ( ... ) Sa'eed bin 'Abdul'AzIz narrated it with this chain
of narrators, but the HadIth of
Marwân is more complete.

[6574] ( ... ) Abü Mus-hir narrated
it and they quoted the IjadIth in full.
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[6575] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Dharr said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said, narrating from
Allah, Glorified and Exalted is
He: 'I have forbidden injustice to
Myself and for My slaves, so do
not wrong one another" and he
quoted a similar IjadIth (as no.
6572), but the HadIth of Abü IdrIs
that we have quoted is more
complete.

[6576] 56 - (2578) It was
narrated from Jábir bin 'Abdullâh
that the Messenger of Allah ç
said: "Beware of oppression, for
oppression will be darkness on the
Day of Resurrection. Beware of
stinginess for stinginess destroyed
those who came before you and
caused them to shed their blood
and regard as permissible that
which had been forbidden to
them."
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[6577] 57 - (2579) It was
narrated that Abü 'Umar said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Oppression (u1m) will be
darkness (ulumât) on the Day
of Resurrection."

[65781 58 - (2580) It was
narrated from Sâlim, from his
father, that the Messenger of
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said: "The Muslim is
Allah
the brother of his fellow Muslim;
he does not wrong him or let him
down. The one who meets the
needs of his brother, Allah will
meet his needs. Whoever relieves
a Muslim of distress, Allah will
relieve his of distress on the Day of
Resurrection. Whoever conceals
(the faults of) a Muslim, Allah will
conceal him on the Day of
Resurrection."
[6579] 59 - (2581) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Do you know what bankrupt
means?" They said: "Among us, the
one who has no Dirham nor goods is
the one who is bankrupt." He said:
"The one who is bankrupt among
my Ummah is the one who will
come on the Day of Resurrection
with prayer (Salát), fasting (aum)
and Chairty (Zakât), but he will
come having insulted this one,
slandered that one, consumed the
wealth of this one, shed the blood of
that one and beaten this one. They
will each be given from his good
deeds, and if his good deeds run out
before the scores have been settled,
some of their bad deeds will be
taken and cast upon him, then he
will be thrown into the Fire."
[6580] 60 - (2582) It was
narrated from AN Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Rights will certainly be restored
to all creatures on the Day of
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Resurrection, until even the
hornless sheep will settle its score
with the horned one."
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[6581] 61 - (2583) It was
narrated that Abü Müsâ that the
Messenger of Allah said: "Allah,
Glorified and Exalted is He, grants
respite to the wrongdoer, but when
He seizes him He will not leave him
be." Then he recited: 'Such is the
punishment of your Lord when He
seizes the (population of) towns
while they are doing wrong. Verily,
His punishment is painful (and)
severe.111
Chapter 16. Supporting One's
Brother Whether He Is Doing
Wrong Or Being Wronged
[6582162 - (2584) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "Two young men
got into a fight, one from among
the MuhâjirIn and one from
among the Ansâr. The Muhâjir or
the MuhâjirIn called out: '0
MuhâjirIn!' And the AnsârI called
out: '0 Anâr!' The Messenger of
Allah
came out and said:
'What is this call of the people of
Jâhiliyyah?' They said: No, 0
Messenger of Allah. It is just two
young men who got into a fight,
when one of them hit the other
Had 11:102.
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from behind.' He said: 'It does
not matter. Let a man support his
brother whether he is doing
wrong or being wronged. If he is
doing wrong, let him stop him,
then he will be supporting him.
And if he is being wronged, let
him help him."
[6583] 63 - ( ... ) Sufyân bin
'Uyaynah said: "Amr heard Jâbir
bin 'Abdullâh say: 'We were with
on a
the Messenger of Allah
campaign, when a man of the
MuhâjirIn hit a man of the Ansâr
from behind. The AnsârI said: '0
Ancâr!' And the Muhâjir said: '0
MuhâjirIn!' The Messenger of
said: 'What is this call
Allah
of Jâhiliyyah?' They said: '0
Messenger of Allah, a man of the
Muhâjirmn hit a man of the Ansâr
from behind.' He said: 'Stay away
from it, it is disgusting."
"Abdullâh bin Ubayy heard it and
said: 'They have done it, by Allah. If
we return to Al-Madinah, indeed
the more honorable (referring to
himself) will expel therefrom the
meaner.'11 'Umar said: 'Let me
strike the neck of this hypocrite.'
He () said: 'Let him be, lest the
people say that Muhammad kills
his Companions."

Ill See A1-Munâfiqisn 63:8.
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[6584] 64 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said: "A
man of the MuhâjirIn hit a man of
the Ansâr from behind. He came
to the Messenger of Allah
and
asked him to settle the score and
the Prophet
said: 'Keep away
from it, it is disgusting."

Chapter 17. The Mutual
Mercy, Compassion And
Support Of The Believers
[6585] 65 - (2585) It was
narrated that Abü Müsâ said:
"The Messenger of Allah ii said:
'The believers are like a structure,
parts of which support other
parts."

[65861 66 - (2586) It was
narrated that An-Nu'mân bin
BashIr said: "The Messenger of

:5Hii
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Allah Q5, said: 'The likeness of
the believers in their mutual love,
mercy and compassion is that of
the body; when one part of it is
in pain, the rest of the body joins
it in restlessness and fever."
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[65871 ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6586) was narrated
from An-Nu'mân bin Bashir,
from the Prophet .

[oAV]

[6588] 67 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that An-Nu'mân bin Bashlr said:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
'The believers are like a single
person; if his head hurts, the rest
of his body joins him in fever and
restlessness."

[0M]

[6589] ( ... ) It was narrated that
An-Nu'mân bin BashIr said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'The
Muslims are like a single person.
If his eye is in pain, his whole
body is in pain, and if his head is
in pain, his whole body is in
pain."
[6590] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6589) was narrated
from An-Nu'mân bin BashIr,
from the Prophet .
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Chapter 18. The Prohibition Of
Reviling
[6591] 68 - (2587) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"When two people revile one
another, the one who starts it is the
sinner, so long as the one who is
wronged does not transgress."
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Chapter 20. The Prohibition Of
Backbiting
[6593] 70 - (2589) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah j4 said:
"Do you know what backbiting
is?" They said: "Allah and His
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Chapter 19. It Is Recommend
To Forgive And Be Humble
[6592] 69 - (2588) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah jLhr, said:
"Charity does not decrease wealth.
No one forgives, but Allah increases him in honor, and no one
humbles himself before Allah but
Allah raises him in status."
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Messenger know best." He said:
"When you say about your brother
something that he dislikes." They
said: "What if what I say about my
brother is true?" He said: "If it is
true then you have backbitten him,
and if it is not true then you have
slandered him."
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Chapter 21. Glad Tidings That
Whomever Allah Conceals In
This World, He Will Conceal
Him In The Hereafter
[6594] 71 - (2590) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
said: "Allah does
the Prophet
not conceal a person in this
world but Allah will conceal him
on the Day of Resurrection."

[6595] 72 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "No one
conceals another person in this
world, but Allah will conceal him
on the Day of Resurrection."

Chapter 22. Being Kind To
Protect Oneself From
Another's Vile Behavior
[6596] 73 - (2591) 'Aishah
narrated that a man asked permission to enter upon the Prophet
il and he said: "Let him in, what a
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bad (man of his tribe, on what a
bad member of the tribe he is!"
When he came in, he spoke kindly
to him. 'Aishah said: I said: '0
Messenger of Allah, you said what
you said about him, then you
spoke kindly to him?' He said: '0
'Aishah, the worst of people in
status before Allah on the Day of
Resurrection will be those whom
the people leave alone or abandon
in order to protect themselves
from their vile behavior."

[6597] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 6596) was narrated from Ibn
Al-Munkadir with this chain of
narrators. But he did not say:
What a bad man of his tribe, or
what a bad member of the tribe he
is!

Chapter 23. The Virtue Of
Gentleness

()I J..i LL) - (r
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[6598] 74 - (2592) It was narrated
from JarIr that the Prophet
said: "Whoever is deprived of
gentleness, he is deprived of
goodness."
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[6599] 75 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdur-Rahmân bin Hilâl
A1-'AbsI said: I heard JarIr say: I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: "Whoever is deprived of
gentleness, he is deprived of
goodness."

[6600] 76 - ( ... ) JarIr bin
'Abdullâh said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'Whoever is
deprived of gentleness, he is
deprived of goodness."
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[6601] 77 - (2593) It was narrated
from 'Aishah, the wife of the
Prophet , that the Messenger of
Allah said: "0 'Aishah, Allah is
Gentle and loves gentleness, and
He rewards for gentleness what He
does not reward for harshness or
for anything else."

[6602] 78 - (2594) It was
narrated from 'Aishah, the wife
of the Prophet Q5,, that the
Prophet ii said: "There is no
gentleness in a thing but it adorns
it, and it is not removed from
something but it mars it."

[6603] 79 - ( ... ) A]-Miqdâm bin
Shuraih bin HânI' narrated it
with this chain of narrators (a
HadIth similar to no. 6602), and
he added in the HadIth: "Aishah
rode a camel, and it was being
difficult and she started to yell at
it. The Messenger of Allah
said to her: 'You should be
gentle." Then he mentioned a
similar report.
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Chapter 24. The Prohibition Of
Cursing Animals Etc.
[6604] 80 - (2595) It was
narrated that 'Imrân bin Husain
said: "While the Messenger of Allah
was on one of his journeys, a
woman from among the Anâr was
on a camel and it shied, so she
cursed it. The Messenger of Allah
heard that and said: 'Unload
(the camel) and let it go, for it is
cursed."
'Imrân said: "It is as if I can see it
now, walking among the people,
with no one paying any attention
to it."

[6605] 81 - (...) A similar HadIth
(as no. 6604) was narrated from
Ayyüb, with the chain of narrators
of Ismâ'Il, except that in the
1IadIth of Uammâd it says: "Imrân
said: 'It is as if I can see it, an ashcolored camel." In the HadIth of
Ath-ThaqafI it says: "Unload it
and make its back bare, for it is
cursed."
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[6606] 82 - (2596) It was
narrated that Abü Barzah AlAslamI said: "While a slave girl
was riding a she-camel which was
carrying some of the people's
luggage, she saw the Prophet ,
but the mountain path started to
get narrower. She said: 'Move on,
0 Allah curse her.' The Prophet
said: 'Do not let the shecamel on which there is a curse
accompany us."

[6607] 83 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sulaimân At-TaimI with this
chain of narrators (a HadIth similar
to no. 6606). In the HadIth of AlMu'tamir it adds: (The Messenger
of Allah
said:) "No, by Allah,
no camel on which there is a curse
from Allah will accompany us."

[6' 81 84 - (2597) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allahsaid:
"It is not appropriate for a SiddIq
(sincere aid true believer) to be
an invoker of curses."
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[66091 ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6608) was narrated from
Al-'Alâ' bin 'Abdur-Rahmân with
this chain of narrators.

[6610] 85 - (2598) It was
narrated from Zaid bin Aslam
that 'Abdul-Malik bin Marwân
sent some domestic goods for
adornment to Umm Ad-Dardâ'.
One night, 'Abdul-Malik got up
in the night and called his
servant, and it is as if he was slow
in responding, so he cursed him.
Umm Ad-Dardâ' said to him the
following morning: I heard you
last night cursing your servant
when you called him. She said: I
heard Abü Ad-Dardâ' say: The
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Those who curse will not be
intercessors or witnesses on the
Day of Resurrection."
[6611] ( ... ) A HadIth like that of
I-Iafs bin Maisarah (no. 6610) was
narrated from Zaid bin Aslam
with this chain of narrators.

[6612] 86 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Ad-Dardâ' said: "I
heard the Messenger of Allah ç
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say: "Those who curse will not be
witnesses or intercessors on the
Day of Resurrection."

?

[6614] 88
(2600) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "Two
men entered upon the Messenger
of Allah
and spoke to him
about something; I do not know
what it was. They made him
angry and he cursed them and
reviled them, then when they
went out, I said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, some good will reach
everyone but it will not reach
these two.' He
said: 'Why is
that?' I said: 'Because you cursed
-
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Chapter 25. Whomever Is
Cursed, Reviled Or Prayed
Against By The Prophet
When He Does Not Deserve
That, It Will Be Purification,
Reward And Mercy For Him
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[6613] 87
(2599) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"It was said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, pray against the idolaters.'
He said: 'I was not sent as an
invoker of curses, rather I was sent
as a mercy."
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them and reviled them.' He said:
'Do you not know what condition
I made with my Lord? I said: 0
Allah, I am only human, so any
Muslim whom I curse or revile,
make it purification and reward
for him."
[6615] (...) A HadIth like that of
JarIr (no. 6614) was narrated from
Al-A'mash with this chain of
narrators, and it says in the HadIth
of 'Elsa: "They met privately with
him, and he reviled them, cursed
them and told them to leave."

[6616] 89 - (2601) It was
narrated that AN Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'0 Allah, I am only human, so
any man among the Muslims
whom I revile or curse or flog,
make it purification and mercy
for him."

[6617] (2602) A similar report
(as HadIth no. 6616) was narrated
from Jâbir from the Prophet ,
except that in it (it says):
"Purification and reward."
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[6618] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 6616) was narrated from AlA'mash with the chain of narrators
of 'Abdullâh bin Numair, except
that in the narration of 'Elsa it says
"make" and "reward", in the
HadIth of Abü Hurairah, and it says
"make" and "mercy" in the IjadIth
of Jábir.

[6619] 90 - (2601) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "0 Allah, I
am making a covenant with You
that You will never break. I am only
human, so any believer whom I
harm, scold, curse or flog, make it a
prayer, purification and a means by
which he will draw close to You on
the Day of Resurrection."

[6620] ( ... ) Abü Az-Zinnâd
narrated a similar report (as
HadIth no. 6619) with this chain
of narrators.

[6621] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6619) was narrated from
Abü Hurairah from the Prophet .
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[6622] 91 - ( ... ) AN Hurairah
said: I heard the Messenger of Allah
say: "0 Allah, Muhammad is
only human, and he gets angry as
iny human being gets angry. I am
making a covenant with You that
You will never break. I am only
human, so any believer whom I
harm, revile or flog, make it an
expiation, and a means by which
he will draw close to You on the
Day of Resurrection."
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[6623] 92 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abfl Hurairah that he heard
the Messenger of Allah Jç say: "0
Allah, any believing slave (of You)
whom I revile, make that a means
for him to draw close to You on
the Day of Resurrection."
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'Z-[6624] 93 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that he said:
"I heard the Messenger of Allah
say: '0 Allah, I am making a
covenant with You that You will
never break. Any believer whom
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I harm, revile or flog, make that
an expiation for him on the Day
of Resurrection."

[6625] 94 - (2602) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: 'I am
only human, and I have made a
condition with my Lord, Glorified
and Exalted is He, that any
Muslim whom I revile or scold,
that will be purification and
reward for him."

[6626] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 6625) was narrated from Ibn
Juraij with this chain of narrators.

[6627] 95 - (2603) Anas bin
Mâlik said: "Umm Sulaim," who was the mother of Anas "had an orphan girl in her care.
The Messenger of Allah
saw
the orphan girl and said: 'Is it
you? You have grown, may you
never grow old.' The girl went
back to Umm Sulaim weeping,
and Umm Sulaim said: 'What is
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the matter with you, 0 my
daughter? 'The girl said: 'The
Prophet of Allah 4Li, prayed
against me, he prayed that I
would never grow old; now I will
never grow any older.' Umm
Sulaim went out, hastily wrapping
her Khimâr around her head,
until she met the Messenger of
A1lâh.
"The Messenger of Allah
said to her: 'What is the matter
with you, 0 Umm Sulaim?' She
said: '0 Prophet of Allah, did you
pray against my orphan girl?' He
said: 'What is that, 0 Umm
Sulaim?' She said: 'She says that
you prayed that she might never
grow in age and never grow old.'
The Messenger of Allah smiled
and said: '0 Umm Sulaim, do you
not know that I made a condition
with my Lord? I said: "I am only
human; sometimes I am pleased as
other human beings are pleased
and sometimes I become angry as
other human beings become angry.
Anyone among my Ummah whom I
pray against and they do not
deserve it, make that a purification
for him, and a cleansing (from sin),
and a means by which he may draw
close (to Allah) on the Day of
Resurrection.'"
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[66281 96 - (2604) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "I
was playing with some other boys
when the Messenger of Allah
came, and I hid behind a door. He
came and patted me on the back,
and said: 'Go and call Mu'âwiyah
for me.' I came and said: 'He is
eating.' Then he said to me: 'Go
and call Mu'âwiyah for me.' I
came and said: 'He is eating.' Then
he said to me: 'Go and call
Mu'âwiyah for me.' I came and
said: 'He is eating.' He said: 'May
Allah never fill his belly."

[6629] 97 - ( ... ) Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"I was playing with some other
boys, and the Messenger of Allah
came, and I hid from him..."
then he mentioned a similar
report (as IjadIth no. 6628).

Chapter 26. Criticism Of The
One Who Is Two-Faced, And
The Prohibition Of Doing That
[6630] 98 - (2526) It was
narrated from Abil Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Among the worst of people is the
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one who is two-faced, showing one
face to these people, and another
face to those."

[6631] 99 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from AN Hurairah that he heard
the Messenger of Allah
say:
"The worst of people is the one
who is two-faced, who shows one
face to these people, and another
face to those."

[6632] 100 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'You will find that among the
worst of people is the one who is
two-faced, who shows one face to
these people and another face to
those."
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Chapter 27. The Prohibition Of
Lying, And What Is Permitted
Thereof
[6633] 101 - (2605) Humaid
bin 'Abdur-Rahmân bin 'Awf
narrated that his mother, Umm
Kulthüm bint 'Uqbah bin AbI
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Mu'ait - who was one of the first
Muhâjir women who swore
allegiance to the Prophet - told
him that she heard the Messenger
of Allah
say: "He is not a liar
who reconciles between people,
saying good things and conveying
good things."
Ibn Shihâb said (in his HadIth
that she said): "I did not hear of
any concession being granted
concerning anything that people
call lies except in three cases: War,
reconciling among people, and
what a man says to his wife or a
woman says to her husband."

[6634] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6633) was narrated
by Muhammad bin Muslim bin
'Ubaidullâh bin 'Abdullâh bin
Shihâb with this chain of narrators,
except that in the HadIth of Sâlib it
says: "She said: 'I did not hear him
grant any concession concerning
anything that people call lies except
in three cases" - like the report
narrated by Yünus from Ibn
Shihâb.

[6635] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Az-ZuhrI with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
6633), up to the words: "... and
conveying good things" and he did
not mention what comes after that.
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Chapter 28. The Prohibition Of
Malicious Gossip (NamImah)

(A iJ)

[6636] 102 - (2606) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin Mas'üd
said: "Muhammad
said: 'Shall I
not tell you what calumny is? It is
malicious gossip that is spread
among people.' And Muhammad
said: 'A man may tell the truth
until he is recorded as a speaker of
truth, and he may lie until he is
recorded as a liar."

Chapter 29. The Abhorrence Of
Lying, And The Goodness And
Virtue Of Honesty
[6637] 103 - (2607) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Truthfulness leads to righteousness, and righteousness leads to
Paradise. A man may speak the
truth until he is recorded with Allah
as truthful. Lying leads to wickedness and wickedness leads to the
Fire. A man may tell lies until he is
recorded with Allah as a liar."
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[6638] 104 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin
Mas'üd said: "The Messenger of
Allah itt said: 'Truthfulness is
righteousness and righteousness
leads to Paradise. A person may
endeavour to tell the truth until
he is recorded (with Allah) as
truthful. Lying is wickedness and
wickedness leads to the Fire. A
man may endeavour to tell lies
until he is recorded as a liar."

[6639] 105 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said: "The
Messenger of Allah jW said: 'I
enjoin you to be truthful, for
truthfulness leads to righteousness
and righteousness leads to
Paradise. A man may continue to
tell the truth and endeavour to be
truthful until he is recorded with
Allah as truthful. And beware of
lying, for lying leads to wickedness,
and wickedness leads to the Fire.
A man may continue to tell lies
and endeavour to tell lies, until he
is recorded with Allah as a liar."
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[66401 ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-A'mash with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
6639), but in the HadIth of 'Elsa it
does not say: "...and endeavor to be
truthful, and endeavour to tell lies."
In the IjadIth of Ibn Mus-hir it says:
"...until Allah records him."

Chapter 30. The Virtue Of One
Who Controls Himself At
Times Of Anger, And What
Takes Away Anger
[66411 106 - (2608) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin Mas'fld
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Who do you regard as the
Raqz2b'1 among you?' We said:
'The one who has no children.' He
said: 'That is not the Raqâb; rather
it is a man who does not send any
of his children on ahead.' He said:
'Who do you regard as the wrestler
among you?' We said: 'The one
who cannot be wrestled to the
ground by other men.' He said:
'That is not the one; rather it is the
01 A

person with no surviving children.
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one who controls himself at times
of anger."

[6642] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6641) was narrated
from A1-A'mash with this chain
of narrators.

[6643] 107 - (2609) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"The strong man is not the one
who wrestles others; rather the
strong man is the one who controls
himself at times of anger."

[6644] 108 - ( ... ) Abil Hurairah
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah ç say: 'The strong man is
not the one who wrestles others.'
They said: 'Then who is the strong
man, 0 Messenger of Allah?' He
said: 'The one who controls
himself in times of anger."
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[6645] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6644) was narrated
from Abü Hurairah, from the
Prophet .

[6646] 109 - (2610) It was
narrated that Sulaiman bin Surad
said: "Two men traded insults in
the presence of the Messenger of
Allah
. The eyes of one of
them turned red and the veins on
his neck stood out. The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'I know a word
which, if he said it, what he is
feeling would go away: A 'âdhu
Billâhi min ash-shaithnfr-rajIm (I
seek refuge with Allah from the
accursed Sii,ithn).' The man said:
'Do you think I am possessed?"

[6647] 110 - ( ... ) Sulaimân bin
Surad said: "Two men traded
insults in the presence of the
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Prophet
, and one of them
started to get angry and his face
turned red. The Prophet
looked at him and said: 'I know a
word which, if he said it, it would
take that away from him: A 'âdhu
Billâhi min ash-shaitânir-rajIm (I
seek refuge with Allah from the
accursed Shaitân).' A man went
and told him what the Prophet
said. He said: 'Do you know
what the Prophet
said just
now? He said: "I know a word
which, if he said it, it would take
that away from him: A'i2dhu
Billâhi min ash-shaitânir-rajIm."
The man said to him: 'Do you
think I am possessed?"

[6648] ( ... ) It was narrated from
A1-A'mash with this chain of
narrators (a similar HadIth).

Chapter 31. Man Is Created In
Such A Way That He Is Not
Steadfast

(r
[6649] 111 - (2611) It was
narrated from Anas that the
said:
Messenger of Allah
"When Allah formed Adam in
Paradise, He left him for as long as
Allah willed He should leave him.
IblIs started walking around him,
looking at him, to see what he was.
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When he saw that he was hollow,
he knew that he had been created
in such a way that he would not be
able to keep control."[']
[66501 ( ... ) Hammâd narrated a
similar report (as 1-IadIth no.
6649) with this chain of narrators.

Chapter 32. The Prohibition Of
Striking The Face
[6651] 112 - (2612) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'If one of you fights his brother,
let him avoid the face."

[6652] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Az-Zinnâd with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
6651), but he said: "If one of you
strikes..."
[6653] 113 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "If one of
you fights (his brother), let him
avoid the face."

' Meaning, over his desires, and to ward off the whispering of Shaithn, because a hollow
thing does not prevent anything from entering it.
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[6654] 114 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allahsaid:
'If one of you fights his brother,
let him not slap his face."
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[6655] 115 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said..." (a HadIth similar to no.
6654) - and in the HadIth of Ibn
Hâtim it says: "It was narrated
that the Prophet ; said: 'If one
of you fights his brother, let him
avoid the face, for Allah created
Adam in His image."111
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[66561 116 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"If one of you fights his brother,
let him avoid the face."

:
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There is a great deal of debate among the scholars about the word "His," and does it
refer to Adam or to Allah. See the comments of An-Nawawl on this narration, and
Shaikh Al-Albani in Sahih Al-Adab Al-Mufrad no. 749/987; Ad-Da'Ifah nos. 1175 and
1176; Kitâb As-Sunnah (no. 517 and what follows it), and Shaikh 'Abdullãh AdDuwaish's Dtfâ' Ahi As-Sunnah wal-Imân.
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Chapter 33. Stern Warning To
One Who Torments People
Unlawfully

3
.
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[6657] 117 - (2613) It was
narrated that Hishâm bin Hakim
bin Uizâm said that he passed by
some people in Ash-Sham who had
been made to stand in the sun, and
oil had been poured over their
heads. He said: "What is this?" It
was said: "They are being punished
for not paying the Kharâj." He said:
"But I heard the Messenger of
Allah 4g, say: 'Allah will torment
those who torment the people in
this world."

[6658] 118 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Hishâm that his father said:
"Hishâm bin Hakim bin Hizâm
passed by some of the Anbât1' in
Ash-Sham who had been made to
stand in the sun. He said: "What is
the matter with them?" They said:
"They have been detained for (not
paying) the Jizyah." Hishâm said:
"I bear witness that I heard the
say: 'Allah
Messenger of Allah
Farmers; or peasant farmers.
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will torment those who torment
people in this world."
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[6659] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Hishâm with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
6658). In the HadIth of JarIr it
adds: "He said: 'Their governor
in Palestine at that time was
'Umair bin Sa'd. He entered
upon him and told him, and he
ordered that they be let go."

[6660] 119 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from 'Urwah bin AzZubair that Hishâm bin Hakim
found a man, when he was
governor of Him, making some
of the Anbât stand in the sun for
not paying the Jizyah. He said:
"What is this? I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: 'Allah
will torment those who torment
the people in this world."
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Chapter 34. Telling The One
Who Carries A Weapon In The
Masjid, Marketplace Or Other
Place Where People Gather, To
Hold It By Its Point
[6661] 120 - (2614) Jâbir said:
"A man passed through the
Masjid with an arrow, and the
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Messenger of Allah
'Hold it by its point."
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said:
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[6662] 121 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh that a
man passed through the Masjid
carrying an arrow with its point
outwards. He was ordered to
hold it by its point, so that it
would not scratch any Muslim.

[6663] 122 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Jâbir that the
Messenger of Allah
told a
man who used to give arrows in
charity in the Masjid, not to pass
through it unless he was holding
them by their points.

[6664] 123 - (2615) It was
narrated from Abü Müsâ that the
Messenger of Allah
said: "If
one of you passes through a place
of gathering or market with an
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arrow in his hand, let him hold it
by its point, then let him hold it
by its point, then let him hold it
by its point."
Abü Müsâ said: "By Allah, we
were not doomed until we started
to point arrows at one another's
faces."

[6665] 124
( ... ) It was
narrated from Abü Müsâ that the
Prophet j said: "If one of you
passes through our Masjid or our
marketplace, with an arrow, let
him hold it in his hand by its
point, lest he harm one of the
Muslims with it in some way."

Chapter 35. The Prohibition Of
Pointing At A Muslim With A
Weapon

- (r
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[6666] 125 - (2616) Abü
Hurairah said: Abul-Qâsim
said: "Whoever points at his
brother with a piece of iron, the
angels will curse him until he
stops it, even if it is his brother
through his father and mother."
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[6667] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6666) was narrated
from Abü Hurairah, from the
Prophet .

[6668] 126 - (2617) It was
narrated that Hammâm bin
Munabbih said: "This is what
Abü Hurairah narrated to us
from the Messenger of Allah a,"
- and he mentioned a number of
AhadIth, including the following:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
'None of you should point at his
brother with a weapon, for you
do not know, perhaps the Shaifân
will cause his hand to slip
(thereby killing someone), and he
will fall into a ditch in the Fire."
Chapter 36. The Virtue Of
Removing A Harmful Thing
From The Road
[6669] 127 - (1914) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
said:
the Messenger of Allah
"While a man was walking on a
road, he found a thorny branch on
the road, and he moved it. Allah
appreciated that and forgave
him."
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[6670] 128 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"A man passed by a branch of a
tree on the road, and he said: 'By
Allah, I shall remove this for the
Muslims so that it will not harm
them.' And he was admitted to
Paradise."

[6671] 129 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "I saw a
man enjoying himself in Paradise
because of a tree that he cut
down in the road, that used to
cause annoyance to the people."

[6672] 130 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Abfl Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"There was a tree that caused
annoyance to the Muslims, so a
man went and cut it down, and
he entered Paradise."

[6673] 131 - (2618) Abü
Barzah said: "I said: '0 Prophet
of Allah, teach me something
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from which I may benefit.' He
said: 'Remove harmful things
from the road of the Muslims."

[6674] 132 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Barzah A1-AslamI said:
"I said to the Messenger of Allah
: '0 Messenger of Allah, I do
not know, perhaps I will survive
after you are gone, so add (to my
knowledge) something by means
of which Allah may benefit me.'
said:
The Messenger of Allah
'Do such-and-such, and do suchand-such' - Abü Bakr (one of the
narrators) forgot it - 'and remove
harmful things from the road."

Chapter 37. The Prohibition Of
Tormenting Cats And Other
Animals That Are Not Harmful

[6675] 133 - (2242) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh that the
said: "A
Messenger of Allah
woman was punished because of
a cat that she detained until it
died, and she entered the Fire
because of it. She did not feed it
or give it water when she
detained it, and she did not let it
eat of the vermin of the earth."
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[6676] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of Juwairiyah (no. 6675) was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar, from
the Prophet .

[6677] 134 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'A
woman was punished because of a
cat that she tied up and did not
feed it or give it water, and she did
not let it eat of the vermin of the
earth."

[6678] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6677) was narrated
from Abü Hurairah from the
Prophet jkLt.

[6679] 135 - (2619) It was
narrated that Hammâm bin
Munabbih said: "This is what
Abü Hurairah narrated to us
from the Messenger of Allah
- and he mentioned a number of
AzadIth including the following:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
'A woman entered the Fire
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because of a cat which she had
and which she tied up and did
not feed it or let it loose to eat of
the vermin of the earth, until it
died of starvation."

(A

Chapter 38. The Prohibition Of
Arrogance

(rA ii)

[66801 136 - (2620) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed AlKhudrI and Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said
(that Allah said): 'Might is His
Izâr and majesty is His Ridâ', and
whoever contends with Me I shall
punish him."

;;4) - (r4

Chapter 39. The Prohibition Of
Making Others Despair Of The
Mercy Of Allah
[6681] 137 - (2621) It was
narrated from Jundab that the
Messenger of Allah j1 said: "A
man said: 'By Allah, Allah will
not forgive so-and-so.' Allah said:
'Who is the one who swore by
Me that I will not forgive so-andso? I have forgiven so-and-so and
I have cancelled out your good
deeds."
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Chapter 40. The Virtue Of The
Weak And Downtrodden
[6682] 138 - (2622) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"One who is dishevelled and
dusty may be turned away from
people's doors, but if he were to
swear an oath urging Allah to do
something, Allah would fulfill it."
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Chapter 41. The Prohibition Of
Saying "The People Are
Doomed"
[66831 139 - (2623) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah said: "If
a man says 'the people are doomed,'
he is the one who caused their
doom."
AN Isâq (one of the narrators)
said: "I do not know if it is 'caused
their doom' or most doomed
among them."
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[6684] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6683) was narrated
from Suhail with this chain of
narrators.
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Chapter 42. Advice To Treat
One's Neighbor Well

(

[6685] 140 - (2624) 'Aishah
said: "I heard the Messenger of
say: 'JibrIl kept urging
Allah
me that neighbors should be
treated well until I thought he
would make them heirs."
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[6686] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6685) was narrated from
'Aishah, from the Prophet .
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[6687] 141 - (2625) Ibn 'Umar
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'JibrIl kept urging me that
neighbors should be treated well
until I thought he would make
them heirs"

[6688] 142 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Abü Dharr said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'0 Abü Dharr, if you cook some
soup, add extra water and send
some to your neighbor."

[6689] 143 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Abü Dharr said:
"My beloved friend () advised
me: 'If you cook some soup, add
extra water and choose a family
among your neighbors, and give
them some of it."
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Chapter 43. It Is Recommend To
Show A Cheerful Countenance
When Meeting Others
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[6690] 144- (2626) It was narrated
that Abü Dharr said: "The Prophet
said to me: 'Do not regard any
act of kindness as insignificant,
even meeting your brother with a
cheerful countenance."

Chapter 44. It Is Recommend
To Intercede With Regard To
That Which Is Not Unlawful
(2627) It was
[6691] 145
narrated that Abü Müsâ said: "If
someone who was in need came to
him, the Messenger of Allah
would turn to those who were
sitting with him and say: 'Intercede
and you will be rewarded, and
Allah will decree what He likes on
the lips of His Prophet
-

"

Chapter 45. It Is Recommend
To Keep Company With
Righteous People And Avoid
Bad Company
[6692] 146
(2628) It was
narrated from Abü Müsâ that the
ProphetiiJ said: "The likeness of
-
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a good companion and a bad
companion is that of one who
carries musk and one who works
the bellows. With the carrier of
musk, either he will give you
some or you will buy some from
him, or you will notice a good
smell from him; as for the one
who works the bellows, either he
will burn your clothes or you will
notice a bad smell from him."

Chapter 46. The Virtue Of
Treating Daughters Well
[6693] 147 - (2629) It was
narrated that 'Aishah, the wife of
the Prophet , said: "A woman
came to me, and she had two
daughters of hers with her. She
asked me (for food) and I could
not find anything except one
date. I gave it to her and she
took it and shared it between her
daughters, and she did not eat
any of it. Then she got up and
left with her daughters. The
Prophet entered upon me and
I told him about her, and the
Prophet
said: 'Anyone who is
tested with daughters and treats
them kindly, they will be a shield
for him against the Fire."
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[6694] 148 - (2630) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "A
poor woman came to me, carrying
two of her daughters, and I gave
her three dates to eat. She gave
each of them a date and lifted the
other one (to her mouth) to eat it,
but her daughters asked her to
give it to them, so she divided the
date that she wanted to eat
between them. I was impressed by
what she did, and I told the
Messenger of Allah about what
she had done. He said: 'Allah has
decreed Paradise for her because
of that,' or; 'He has ransomed her
from the Fire because of that."

[6695] 149 - (2631) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "The Messenger of Allah

The Book Of Al-Birr..
said: 'Whoever takes care of two
girls until they reach puberty, he
and I will come like this on the
Day of Resurrection' - and he
held his two fingers together."
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Chapter 47. The Virtue Of One
Whose Child Dies And He
Seeks Reward
[6696] 150 - (2632) It was
narrated from Abfl Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "No
Muslim, three of whose children
die, will be touched by the Fire,
except for the fulfillment of the
oath."
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[6697] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Az-ZuhrI with the chain of Mâlik
(a HadIth similar to no. 6696),
except that in the HadIth of
Sufyân it says: "... will enter the
Fire, except for the fulfillment of
the oath."
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[6698] 151 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said
to some of the AnsârI women:
"None of you has three children
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who die, and she seeks reward with
Allah, but she will enter Paradise."
One of them said: "And two, 0
Messenger of Allah?" He said:
"And two."

[6699] 152 - (2633) It was

narrated that Abü Sa'eed AlKhudrI said: "A woman came to
the Messenger of Allah
and
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, the
men are taking up all your time.
Set aside a day for us when we
can come to you and you can
teach us some of that which
Allah has taught you.' He said:
'Gather on such-and-such a day.'
So they gathered, and the
Messenger of Allah
came to
them, and taught them some of
that which Allah had taught him,
then he said: 'There is no woman
among you who sends on three of
her children ahead of her (i.e.,
they die during her lifetime), but
they will be a screen for her
against the Fire.' A woman said:
'And two, and two, and two?'
The Messenger of Allah
said:
'And two, and two, and vo."

[67001 153 - (2634) A similar
report (as IjadIth no. 6699) was
narrated from 'Abdur-Rahmân
bin Al-AsbahânI with this chain of
narrators, and they all added from
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Shu'bah, that 'Abdur-Rahmân AlAsbahânI said: "I heard Abü
Hâzim narrate that Abü Hurairah
said: 'Three, who have not reached
puberty."

[6701] 154 - (2635) It was
narrated that Abü Hassân said:
"I said to Abü Hurairah: 'Two of
my sons have died. Can you
narrate to me any IjadIth from
the Messenger of Allah
which
will console us for our loss?' He
said: 'Yes: (the Messenger of
Allah
said:) "Their little ones
are the little ones of Paradise.
When one of them meets his
father - or his parents - he takes
hold of his garment - or his hand
- as I am taking told of the hem
of your garment, and he does not
let go until Allah admits him and
his father to Paradise."

[6702] It was narrated from AtTaimI with this chain of narrators
(a HadIth similar to no. 6701), and
he said: "Did you hear anything
from the Messenger of Allah
which will console us for our
loss?" He said: "Yes."
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[6703] 155 - (2636) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"A woman brought a son of hers to
the Prophet
and said: '0
Prophet of Allah, pray to Allah for
him, for I have buried three.' He
said: 'You have buried three?' She
said: 'Yes.' He said: 'You have
safeguarded yourself with a strong
safeguard against the Fire."

[6704] 156 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"A woman brought a son of hers
to the Prophet
and said: '0
Messenger of Allah, he is ailing,
and I am afraid for him. I have
already buried three.' He said:
'You have safeguarded yourself
with a strong safeguard against
the Fire."'
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The Book Of Al-BinChapter 48. When Allah Loves
A Person, He Commands
Jibra'Il To Love Him, And He
Loves Him, And The People Of
Heaven Love Him, Then He
Finds Acceptance On Earth
[6705] 157 - (2637) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah iLhi, said:
'When Allah loves a person, He
calls Jibra'Il
, and says: "I love
so-and-so, so love him." so
Jibra'Il loves him, then he calls
out to the people of heaven:
"Allah loves so-and-so, so love
him." So the people of heaven
love him and he finds acceptance
on earth. If Allah hates someone,
He calls Jibra'Il and says: "I hate
so-and-so, so hate him." So
Jibra'Il hates him, then he calls
out to the people of heaven:
"Allah hates so-and-so, so hate
him." So they hate him and he is
hated on earth."

[6706] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Suhail with this chain of narrators,
(a HadIth similar to no. 6706)
except that in the HadIth of 'Ala'
bin Al-Musayyab there is no
mention of hatred.
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[6707] 158 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Sahl:i said: "We were at
'Arafah, and 'Umar bin 'Abdul'Azîz passed by when he was in
charge of the Ijajj, and the people
stood up to look at him. I said to
my father: '0 my father, I think
that Allah, the Exalted loves
'Umar bin 'Abdul-'AzIz.' He said:
'Why is that?' I said: 'Because he is
loved in the hearts of the people.'
He said: 'Tell me, did you hear
Abü Hurairah narrate from the
Messenger of Allah
Then
he narrated a IladIth like that of
JarIr from Suhail (no. 6705).

Chapter 49. Souls Are Like
Conscripted Soldiers
[6708] 159 - (2638) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Souls are like conscripted soldiers;
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those whom they recognize, they
come together, and those whom
they do not recognize, they stay
away."

[6709] 160 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah in a HadIth
which he attributed to the Prophet
: "People are of different
qualities like silver and gold; the
best of them in the Jâhiliyyah will
be the best of them in Islam, if they
attain the true understanding of
religion (Fiqh). And souls are like
conscripted soldiers; those whom
they recognize they come together,
and those whom they do not
recognize, they stay away."

Chapter 50. A Man Will Be
With Those Whom He Loves
[6710] 161 - (2639) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik that
a Bedouin said to the Messenger
of Allah : "When will the Hour
be?" The Messenger of Allah
said to him: "What have you
prepared for it?" He said: "Love
for Allah and His Messenger." He
said: "You will be with those
whom you love."
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[67111 162 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas said: "A man said: '0
Messenger of Allah, when will the
Hour be?' He said: 'And what
have you prepared for it?' He did
not mention much, and said: 'But I
love Allah and His Messenger.' He
said: 'You will be with those whom
you love."
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[6713] 163 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "A man came to the
and said:
Messenger of Allah
'0 Messenger of Allah, when will
the Hour be?' He said: 'And
what have you prepared for it?'
He said: 'Love for Allah and His
Messenger.' He said: 'You will be
with those whom you love."
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[6712] ( ... ) Anas bin Mâlik
narrated that a man from among the
Bedouin came to the Messenger of
Allah %... a similar report (as
HadIth no. 6711), except that he
said: "I have not made any great
preparation for it for which I
would praise myself."
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Anas said: "We did not rejoice
over anything more, after Islam,
than these words of the Prophet
: 'You will be with those whom
you love."
Anas said: "I love Allah and His
Messenger, and Abü Bakr and
'Umar, and I hope that I will be
with them, even if I do not do
what they did."

[6714] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Anas bin Mâlik, from the Prophet
(a HadIth similar to no. 6713),
but he (the sub narrator) did not
mention the words of Anas: "I
love..." and what comes after that.

[6715] 164 - (...) Anas bin
Mâlik said: "While the Messenger
of Allah and I were coming out
of the Masjid , we met a man at the
portico of the Masjid. He said: '0
Messenger of Allah, when will the
Hour be?' The Messenger of Allah
said: 'And what have you
prepared for it?' The man paused,
then he said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, I have not prepared much
for it in the way of $alât (prayer),
or Siydm (fasting), or $adaqa
(charity), but I love Allah and His
Messenger.' He () said: 'You
will be with those whom you
love."
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[6716] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6715) was narrated
from Anas, from the Prophet .

•
[6717] ( ... ) This HadIth (similar
to no. 6715) was narrated from
Anas, from the Prophet .
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[6718] 165 - (2640) It was
narrated that 'Abdulláh said: "A
man came to the Messenger of
Allah
and said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, what do you think about
a man who loves some people,
even though his deeds are not
like theirs?' The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'A man will be
with those whom he loves."
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[6719] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6718) was narrated
from 'Abdullâh from the Prophet

:
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[6720] (2641) It was narrated
that Abil Müsâ said: "A man came
to the Prophet
..." and he
mentioned a HadIth like that of
Jarlr from Al-A'mash (no.6718).
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Chapter 51. If A Righteous
Man Is Praised, It Is Glad
Tidings For Him And Will Not
Harm Him
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[6721] 166 - (2642) It was
narrated that Abü Dharr said: "It
was said to the Messenger of
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Allah : 'What do you think of
a man who does a good deed and
the people praise him for it?' He
said: 'That is glad tidings for the
believer in this world."

[6722] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 6721) was narrated from Ibn
'Imrân Al-Jawnl with the chain of
narrators of Hammâd bin Zaid,
except that in their HadIth from
Shu'bah, barring 'Abdu-Samad,
it says: "The people love him for
it," and in the HadIth of 'AbduSamad it says: "And the people
praise him for it," as Hammâd
said.
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In the Name of Allah, the Most
Beneficent, the Most Merciful
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46. The Book Of Al-Qadr
(The Divine Decree)

(ro 4Lmm)

Chapter 1. How The Human
Being Is Created, In His
Mother's Womb, And His
Provision, Lifespan And Deeds
Are Written Down, And His
Misery and Happiness
[6723] 1 - (2643) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said:
"The Messenger of Alãh
and he is the truthful, the one
who is believed - told us: 'The
creation of any one of you is put
together in his mother's womb
for forty days, then, he is during
that (period) an 'Alaqah111 for a
similar period. Then he becomes
a Mu4ghah 21 for a similar
period. Then Allah sends to him
an angel who breathes the soul
into him, and is enjoined to write
down four things: His provision,
his lifespan, his deeds and his
misery or happiness. By the One
besides Whom none has the right
to be worshiped! One of you may
do the deeds of the people of
Paradise until there is nothing
L'J

A piece that hangs, clings or is suspended.

[2]

Like a chewed lump of flesh.
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between him and it but a cubit,
then the Decree overtakes him
and he does the deeds of the
people of the Fire and enters it.
And one of you may do the
deeds of the people of the Fire
until there is nothing between
him and it but a cubit, then the
Decree overtakes him and he
does the deeds of the people of
Paradise, and enters it."

[6724] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-A'mash with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
6723). In the HadIth of WakI' it
says: "The creation of any one of
you is put together in his
mother's womb for forty nights."
In the HadIth of Mu'âdh from
Shu'bah it says: "Forty nights or
forty days." In the IjadIth of JarIr
and 'Elsa it says: "Forty days."

[6725] 2 - (2644) It was narrated
from Hudhaifah bin AsId that the
Prophetsaid: "The angel
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enters upon the Nuffah (sperm
drop) after it has settled in the
womb for forty or forty-five
nights, and he says: '0 Lord,
miserable or happy?' And they
are written down. Then he says:
'0 Lord, male or female?' And
they are written down. And he
writes down his deeds, what he
will leave behind, lifespan and
provisions, then the scroll is
rolled up, and nothing is added
or taken away therefrom."

[6726] 3 - (2645) 'Amir bin
Wâthilah narrated that he
heard 'Abdullâh bin Mas'üd say
(explaining the IjadIth no. 6725)
"The miserable one is the one who
is miserable in his mother's womb,
and the happy one is the one who
learns lessons from (the end of)
others."
He ('Amir bin Wâthilah) went to a
man among the Companions of the
Messenger of Allah
who was
called Hudhaifah bin AsId AlGhifârI, and told him what Ibn
Mas'üd had said and asked: "How
can a man (Hudhaifah) be in a
state of misery without having
done anything?" The man said to
him: "Are you surprised by that? I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: 'When forty-two nights have
passed for the Nuffah (sperm
drop), Allah sends an angel to it,
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and he gives it its shape and
creates its hearing, sight, skin,
flesh and bones. Then he says: '0
Lord, male or female?' Your Lord
decrees whatever He wills, and the
angel writes it down. Then he says:
'0 Lord, his lifespan?' Your Lord
says whatever He wills, and the
angel writes it down. Then he says:
'0 Lord, his provision?' Your
Lord decrees whatever He wills,
and the angel writes it down. Then
the angel departs with the page in
his hand, and he does not add or
take away anything. therefrom"
[67271 ( ... ) Abü At-Tufail
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin Mas'üd
said..., and he quoted a IjadIth like
that of 'Amr bin Al-Hârith (no.
6726).

[6728] 4 - ( ... ) AN At-Tufail
said: I entered upon Abü SarIlah
Hudhaifah bin AsId Al-GhifârI, and
he said: I heard the Messenger of
Adlâh
with these two ears of
mine, saying: "The Nutfah (sperm
drop) stays in the womb for forty
nights, then the angel comes
down to it." - Zuhair (one of the
narrators) said: "I think he said:
'The one who shapes it." - "He
says: '0 Lord, male or female?'
And Allah makes it male or
female. Then he says: '0 Lord,
physically sound or unsound?'
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And Allah makes him physically
sound or unsound. Then he says:
'0 Lord, what is his provision?'
What is his lifespan? 'Then Allah
makes him doomed or blessed."

[6729] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Hudhaifah bin Asid Al-GhifârI,
the Companion of the Prophet
, who attributed the HadIth to
the Messenger of Allah : "An
angel is appointed over the
womb, and when Allah wants to
create anything by His leave,
after forty-odd nights..." then he
mentioned a similar HadIth (as
no. 6728).

[6730] 5 - (2646) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that the Prophet
said: "Allah,
Glorified and Exalted is He, has
appointed an angel over the
womb, and he says: '0 Lord, a
Nut
(sperm drop); 0 Lord, an
Alaqah; 0 Lord, a Mudghah.'
Then when Allah wants to decree
the (final stage of) his creation,
the angel says: '0 Lord, male or
female? Miserable or happy?
What is his provision? What is

19
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his lifespan?' And that is written
in the womb of his mother."

[6731] 6 - (2647) It was
narrated that 'Ali said: "We were
at a funeral in BaqI' A1-Gharqad,
and the Messenger of Allah
came to us. He sat down and we
sat down around him. He had a
stick, and he looked down at the
ground, and started to scratch the
ground with the stick, then he
said: 'There is no one among you,
no living soul, but Allah has
decreed his place in Paradise or
the Fire, and it has been decreed
whether he is miserable or happy.'
A man said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, shouldn't we rely on our
destiny and stop striving?' He said:
'Whoever is one of the happy, he
will find himself doing the deeds
of the happy, and whoever is one
of the miserable, he will find
himself doing the deeds of them
miserable.' He
said: 'Do good
deeds, for everyone is helped (to
do their deeds). The happy are
helped to do the deeds of the
happy, and the miserable are
helped to do the deeds of the
miserable.' Then he recited: 'As
for him who gives (in charity)
and keeps his duty to Allah and
fears Him, and believes in Al
Husnâ; We will make smooth for
him the path of ease (goodness).
But he who is greedy miser and
thinks himself self sufficient and
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belies Al-Husnâ, We will make
smooth for him the path for
evil."'[']
[6732] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6731) was narrated
from Mansür with this chain of
narrators.
i-U :J

:

[6733] 7 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'All said: "One day the
Messenger of Allah
was sitting
with a stick in his hand, with
which he was scratching the
ground. He raised his head and
said: 'There is no soul among you
but his place in Paradise or the
Fire is known.' They said: '0
Messenger of Allah, (if it is so,
then) why should we strive?
Should we not rely on that?' He
said: 'No, keep striving, for
everyone will be helped to do
that for which he was created.'
Then he () recited: As for him
who gives (in charity) and keeps
his duty to Allah and fears Him,
and believes in Al-Husnâ', up to
His saying: We will make smooth
for him the path for evil.' [2j
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[6734] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6733) was narrated
from 'Ali, from the Prophet
with this chain of narrators.

[6735] 8 - (2648) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "Surâqah bin Mâlik
bin Ju'sham said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, explain our religion to us as
if we had been created just now.
What about the deeds that we do
day-to-day? Are they because the
pens have dried and they are
happening as they have already
been decreed, or what we are to
do?' He () said: 'No, it is
because the pens have dried and
they are happening as they have
already been decreed.' He said:
'Then why should we strive?"
Zuhair (a sub narrator) said:
"Then AbU Az-Zubair (a narrator)
said something that I did not
understand, and I asked: 'What
did he say?' He said: 'Strive, for
everyone is helped."
[6736] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6735) was narrated
from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh from the
Prophet
and in it he said:
"Everyone who strives will be
helped to do his deeds (that were
decreed for him)."
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[6737] 9 - (2649) It was narrated
that 'Imrân bin Husain said: "It was
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, is it
known who are the people of
Paradise and who are the people of
the Fire?' He said: 'Yes.' It was said:
'Then why should people strive?'
He said: 'Everyone is helped to do
that for which he was created."

[6738] ( ... ) A HadIth like that of
Hammâd (no. 6737) was narrated
from YazId Ar-Rishk with this
chain of narrators. In the HadIth of
'Abdul-Wârith it says: "I said: '0
Messenger of Allah."

[6739] 10 - (2650) It was narrated
that Abul-Aswad Ad-DailI said:
"Imrân bin Al-Husain said to me:
'What do you think about what
people are working and striving for
today - is it something that has
been previously decreed and
decided for them, or, is it connected
to that which their Prophet
brought to them so that proof may
be established against them?'
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"I said: 'It is something that has
been previously decreed and decided
for them.' He said: 'Wouldn't that be
an injustice?' I was greatly disturbed
by that, and I said: 'Everything is
created by Allah and belongs to
Him; He is not to be questioned
about what He does, but they will be
questioned.'
"He said to me: 'May Allah have
mercy on you. I only asked you that
in order to test your intelligence.
Two men from Muzainah came to
and
the Messenger of Allah
said: "0 Messenger of Allah, what
do you think about what people
are working and striving for today
- is it something that has been
previously decreed and decided
for them or is it connected to that
which their Prophet brought to
them so that proof may be
established against them?"
"He () said: 'No, it is something that has been previously
decreed and decided for them, and
the confirmation of that is in the
Book of Allah (the Mighty and
Sublime): "By Nafs (Adam or a
person or a soul), and Him Who
perfected him in proportion; then
He showed him what is wrong for
him and what is right for him.' ,,[hI
[6740] 11 - (2651) It was
narrated from Abli Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah j said:
"A man may do the deeds of the
people of Paradise for a long
[1]

Ash-Shams 91:7,8.
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time, then his deeds end with one
of the deeds of the people of the
Fire, and a man may do the
deeds of the people of the Fire
for a long time, then his deeds
end with one of the deeds of the
people of Paradise."

[6741] 12 - (112) It was
narrated from Sahl bin Sa'd AsSâ'idI that the Messenger of Allah
said: "A man may do the deeds
of the people of Paradise, or so it
may seem to the people, although
he is one of the people of the Fire.
And a man may do the deeds of
(the people of) the Fire, or so it
seems to the people, although he
is one of the people of Paradise."
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Chapter 2. The Debate
Between Adam And Müsâ,
Peace And Blessings Of Allah
Be Upon Them Both
[6742] 13 - (2652) It was narrated
by Tâwüs that he heard Abü
Hurairah say: The Messenger of
Allah
said: "Adam and Müsâ
debated. Müsâ said: '0 Adam,
you are our father, but you
caused our doom and caused us
to be expelled from Paradise.'
Adam said to him: 'You are
Müsâ, Allah chose you to speak
to and wrote (the Tawrah) for
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you with His Own Hand. Are you
blaming me for something that
Allah decreed for me forty years
before He created me?' The
Prophet
said: 'Adam got the
better of Müsâ, Adam got the
better of Müsâ."

[6743] 14 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abfl Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Adam and Müsâ debated, and
Adam got the better of Müsâ.
Müsâ said to him: 'You are Adam
who caused the people to be
misguided and caused them to be
expelled from Paradise?' Adam
said: 'You are the one to whom
Allah gave knowledge of all things
and chose him above all the
people to convey His Message.?'
He said: 'Yes.' He (i.e., Adam)
said: 'Are you blaming me for
something that Allah decreed for
me before I was created?"
[6744] 15 - ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Adam and Müsâ ()
debated in the presence of their
Lord, and Adam got the better of
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Müsâ. Müsâ said: "You are Adam
whom Allah created with His Own
Hand and breathed into you of His
spirit, and commanded the angels
to prostrate to you, and caused
you to dwell in Paradise. Then
because of your lapse you caused
the people to be sent down to the
earth." Adam,
said: "You are
Müsâ whom Allah chose by means
of His Message, and by means of
speaking to you, and He gave you
the Tablets on which was the
explanation of all things, and
brought you close to speak with
you. How long before I was
created did Allah write the
Tawrah?" Müsâ said: "Forty
years." Adam said: "And did you
find in it (the words): Thus did
Adam disobey his Lord, so he went
astray.? 11 He said: "Yes." He
said: "Are you blaming me for
doing a deed which Allah decreed
I would do, forty years before He
created me?" The Messenger of
Allah Q5, said: 'Thus Adam got the
better of Masi."'
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[6745] ( ... ) It was narrated that
AN Hurairah said: "The Messenger
of Allah said: 'Adam and Müsâ
debated. Müsâ said to him: 'You
are Adam, whose lapse caused you
to be expelled from Paradise.'

Ta -Ha 20:121.
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Adam said to him: 'You are Müsâ,
whom Allah chose by means of His
Message and by means of speaking
to you, but you are blaming me for
something that was decreed for
me before I was created.' So Adam
got the better of Müsâ."

[6746] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 6745) was narrated from Abü
Hurairah, from the Prophet .

[6747] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Hurairah from the Messenger
of Allah
a similar HadIth (as

no. 6745).

[6748] 16 - (2653) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr
bin A1-'As said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: 'Allah
decided the decrees of creation
fifty thousand years before He
created the heavens and the
earth.' He said: 'And His Throne
is above the water."
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[6749] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6748) was narrated
from Abü Hâni' with this chain
of narrators, except that they did
not mention: "And His Throne is
above the water."

Chapter 3. Allah Directs
Hearts As He Wills
[6750] 17 - (2654) 'Abdullâh
bin 'Amr bin A]-'As said that he
heard the Messenger of Allah jkr
say: "The hearts of the sons of
Adam are all between two Fingers
of the Most Merciful, like one
heart, and He directs them as He
wills." Then the Messenger of
Allah said: "0 Allah, controller
of the hearts, direct our hearts to
obey You."
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Chapter 4. Everything Is
Decided And Decreed
[6751] 18 - (2655) It was
narrated from Tâwiis that he said:
"I met one of the Companions of
who
the Messenger of Allah
said: 'Everything is decided and
decreed." He said: "And I heard
'Abdullâh bin 'Umar say: 'The
said:
Messenger of Allah
Everything is decided and decreed,
even incapability and ability, or
ability and incapability."

[6752] 19 - (2656) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The idolaters of the Quraish came
to argue with the Messenger of
Allah about the Divine Decree,
and thus was revealed: 'The Day
they will be dragged on their faces
into the Fire (it will be said to
them): Taste you the touch of
Hell!' Verily, We have created all
things with Qadar." 11

[1]

Al-Qamar 54:48,49.
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Chapter 5. The Son Of Adam's
Share Of Zinâ Etc. Is Decreed
For Him
[6753] 20 - (2657) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said: I
have never seen anything more
relative to Lamam 11 than what
Abü Hurairah said: That the
Prophet
said: "Allah has
decreed for the son of Adam his
share of Zinâ, which he will
inevitably get. The Zinâ of the
eyes is looking, and the Zinâ of
the tongue is speaking. The heart
wishes and hopes, and the private
part confirms that or denies it."

[6754] 21 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "The son of
Adam's share of Zinâ has been
decreed for him, which he will
inevitably get. The Zinâ of the eyes
is looking, the Zinâ of the ears is
listening, the Zinâ of the tongue is
speaking, the Zinâ of the hands is
touching, and the Zinâ of the foot
is walking. The heart longs and
wishes, and the private part
confirms that or denies it."
Ill See An-Najm 53:32.
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Chapter 6. The Meaning Of
"Every Child Is Born In A
State Of Fitrah" And The
Ruling On The Dead Children
Of The Disbelievers And Of
The Muslims
[6755] 22 - (2658) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
he used to say the Messenger of
Allah ç said: "There is no child
who is not born in a state of Ftitrah,
then his parents make him a Jew
or a Christian or a Magian, just as
animals bring forth animals with
their limbs intact, do you see any
deformed one among them?"
Then AbI Hurairah said: "Recite,
if you wish: Allah's Ffrah with
which He has created mankind.
No change let there be in Khalqillah." 11
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[6756] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Az-ZuhrI with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
6755), and he said: "As animals
bring forth other animals" and he
did not say: "With their limbs
intact."
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[6757] ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
narrated that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "There is no child
who is not born in a state of
Fitrah." Then he said: Recite:
"Allah's Fitrah with which He has
created mankind. No change let
there be in Khalq-illâh, that is the
straight religion.""

[6758] 23 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah said: 'There
is no child who is not born in a state
of F4rah, then his parents make him
a Jew or a Christian or a idolater.' A
man said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
what do you think if he dies before
that?' He said: 'Allah knows best
what they would have done."

[6759] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-A'mash with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
6758).

Ar-Rim 30:30.
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In the HadIth of Ibn Numair it
says: "There is no child who is
born but upon this Millah."
In the report of Abü Bakr from
Abü Mu'âwiyah: "...upon this
Millah, until he starts to speak."
In the report of Abü Kuraib from
Abü Mu'âwiyah: "There is no
child who is not born in a state of
Fifrah, until he begins to speak."

[6760] 24 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hammâm bin Munabbih said:
"This is what Abü Hurairah
narrated to us from the Messenger
of Allah ," and he mentioned a
number of AhadIth, including the
following: "The Messenger of
Allah T, said: 'Everyone who is
born, is born in this state of Fitrah,
then his parents make him a Jew
or a Christian. Just as camels are
bred - do you see any deformed
one among them? Until you are the
one who cuts (their ears, noses, tails
etc).' They said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, what do you think of one
who dies in childhood?' He said:
'Allah knows best what they would
have done."
[6761] 25 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
said:
Messenger of Allah
"Every person is borne by his
mother in a state of Fitrah, after
which his parents make him a Jew
or a Christian or a Magian, or if
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they are Muslims, (they make him)
a Muslim. Every person who is
borne by his mother is struck on
his side by the Shaitân, except for
Mariam and her son."

IL

[6762] 26 - (2659) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah ; was
asked about the children of the
idolaters. He said: "Allah knows
best what they would have done."

[w]
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[6763] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 6762) was narrated from AzZuhrI with the chain of narrators
of Yünus and Ibn Abl Dhi'b,
except that in the HadIth of
Shu'aib and Ma'qil it says: "He
was asked about the offspring of
the idolaters."
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[6764] 27 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
was asked
about the children of the idolaters
who die in infancy. He said: 'Allah
knows best what they would have
done."
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[6765] 28 - (2660) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"The Messenger of Allah
was
asked about the children of the
idolaters. He said: 'Allah knows
best what they would have done,
as He created them."

[6766] 29 - (2661) It was narrated
that Ubayy bin Ka'b said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'The
boy who was killed by A]-Khidr
was decreed to be a disbeliever;
had he lived he would have
oppressed his parents by rebellion
and disbelief."'[']

[6767130 - (2662) It was narrated
that 'Aishah, the Mother of the
Believers, said: "A boy died and I
said: 'Glad tidings for him, one of
the little birds of Paradise.' The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'Do
you not know that Allah created
Paradise and the Fire, and He
created people for one and
people for the other?"

" See Al-Kahf 18:80, and HadIth no. 6163.
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[6768] 31 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah, the Mother of the
Believers, said: "The Messenger
of Allah
was called to the
funeral of an AnsârI boy and I
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, glad
tidings for this (boy), one of the
little birds of Paradise. He did
not do any evil or reach the age
of doing evil.' He said: 'It may be
otherwise, 0 'Aishah, for Allah
created people for Paradise, He
created them for it when they
were in their fathers' loins. And
He created people for the Fire,
He created them for it when they
were in their fathers' loins."

J.W1
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[6769] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 6768) was narrated from
Talhah bin Yal)yâ with the chain
of WakI'.
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[6770] 32 - (2663) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said:
"Umm HabIbah, the wife of the
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Chapter 7. Lifespans,
Provisions, Etc. Do Not Increase
Or Decrease From What Has
Already Been Decreed
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Prophet , said: '0 Allah, let me
have the joy of the company of my
husband the Messenger of Allah
, and my father AN Sufyân, and
my brother Mu'âwiyah (all my
said: 'You
life).' The Prophet
have asked Allah about lifespans
that have already been determined,
days that have already been counted
and provisions that have already
been allotted. Allah will never do
anything before its due time or
delay it beyond its due time. If you
had asked Allah to grant you refuge
from punishment in the Fire or
punishment in the grave, that would
have been better or preferable."
Mention of monkeys was made in
his presence. Mis'ar said: "I think
he also mentioned pigs, which were
transformed." He said: "Allah
never gives those who have been
transformed offspring. Monkeys
and pigs existed before that."

[67711 ( ... ) It was narrated from
both Ibn Bishr and Waki' (a
HadIth similar to no. 6770):
"...From punishment in the Fire
and from punishment in the
grave."

[6772] 33 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin Mas'üd said:
"Umm Habibah said: '0 Allah, let
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me have the joy of the company of
my husband the Messenger of Allah
, and my father Abü Sufyân, and
my brother Mu'âwiyah (all my
life).' The Messenger of Allah
said to her: 'You have asked Allah
about lifespans that have already
been determined, steps (every
move) it is decreed you will take,
and provisions that have already
been allotted. Nothing will happen
before its due time, and nothing will
be delayed beyond its due time. If
you had asked Allah to protect you
from punishment in the Fire and
punishment in the grave, that would
have been better for you.'
"A man said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
monkeys and pigs, are they among
those who were transformed?' The
Prophet
said: 'Allah does not
destroy a people or punish a
people and grant them offspring.
Monkeys and pigs existed before
that."

[6773] ( ... ) Sufyân narrated it
with this chain of narrators (a
HadIth similar to no. 6272) but
he did not said: ... Monkeys and
pigs existed before that.
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Chapter 8. Belief In The Divine
Decree And Submission To It
[67741 34 - (2664) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'The strong believer is better and
more beloved to Allah than the
weak believer, although both are
good. Strive to do that which will
benefit you and seek the help of
Allah, and do not feel helpless. If
anything befalls you, do not say:
"If only I had done (such and
such), then such and such would
have happened," rather say:
"Allah has decreed and what He
wills He does." For; "if only"
opens the door to the work of the
Shaitân."
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Chapter 1. The Prohibition Of,
And Warning Against Seeking
Out Verses Of The Qur'ãn
Whose Meanings Are Not
Decisive; The Prohibition Of
Arguing About The Qur'ân
[6775] 1 - (2665) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
recited: 'It
is He Who has sent down to you
the Book (this Qur'ân). In it are
Verses that are entirely clear,
they are the foundations of the
Book; and others not entirely clear.
So as for those in whose hearts
there is a deviation (from the truth)
they follow that which is not
entirely clear thereof, seeking AlFitnah, and seeking for its hidden
meanings, but none knows its
hidden meanings save Allah. And
those who are firmly grounded in
knowledge say: We believe in it; the
whole of it (clear and unclear
Verses) are from our Lord. And
none receive admonition except
men of understanding."['] The
Messenger of Allah said: 'If you
see those who follow that which is
not entirely clear in it, those are
1' Ai 'Imrân 3:7
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the ones whom Allah mentioned,
so beware of them."
[6776] 2 - (2666) Abü 'Imrân
Al-JawnI said: 'Abdullâh bin
Rabâh A1-AnsârI wrote to me
(saying) that 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr
said: "I went to the Messenger of
one day, and he heard
Allah
the voices of two men arguing
about a Verse (of the Qur'ân).
The Messenger of Allah came
out to them, and signs of anger
could be seen on his face. He said:
'Those who came before you were
only doomed because they argued
about the Book."

[6777] 3 - (2667) It was
narrated that Jundab bin 'Abdullâh
A1-BajalI said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'Read Qur'ân
(together) so long as your hearts
are united, then when you begin to
argue (about the meaning), then
stop and disperse."

[6778] 4 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Jundab, meaning, bin
'Abdullâh, that the Messenger of
Allah 40, said: "Read Qur'ân
(together) so long as your hearts
are united, then when you begin
to argue (about the meaning),
then stop and disperse."
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[6779] ( ... ) Abü 'Imrân said:
J .db said to us - while we
were young men in A1-Küfah "The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Read Qur'ân..." a similar HadIth
(as no. 6778).

Chapter 2. The One Who Is
Harsh In Arguing
[6780] 5 - (2668) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'The
most hated of men to Allah is the
one who is argumentative and is
harsh in arguing."

Chapter 3. Following The Ways
Of The Jews And Christians

[6781] 6 - (2669) It was narrated
that Abü Sa'eed Al-KhudrI said:
"The Messenger ofAllah
said:
'You will certainly follow the
ways (and halaits) of those who
came before you, handspan by
handspan, cubit by cubit, until
even if they entered a lizard's
hole, you would follow them.' We
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, the
Jews and the Christians?' He
said: 'Who else?"
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[6782] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6781) was narrated
from Zaid bin Aslam with this
chain of narrators.

[6783] ( ... ) Zaid bin Aslam
narrated from 'Atâ' bin YasIr, and
he mentioned a similar HadIth (as
no. 6781).

Chapter 4. The Destruction Of
Those Who Go To Extremes
[6784] 7 - (2670) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Those who go to extremes are
doomed." He said it three times.
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Chapter 5. The Taking Away
Of Knowledge And The Spread
Of Ignorance At The End Of
Time
[6785] 8 - (2671) Anas bin
Mâlik said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'Among the
portents of the Hour is that
knowledge will be taken away,
ignorance will prevail, wine will
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be drunk, and Zinâ will become
widespread."

[67861 9 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "Shall I
not tell you a IIadIth that I heard
from the Messenger of Allah
which no one who heard it will
narrate to you after me? '(He li
said:) Among the portents of the
Hour is that knowledge will be
taken away and ignorance will
prevail, Zinâ will become
widespread and wine will be
drunk. Men will leave (will be less
in numbers) and women will be
left, until there will be one man to
look after fifty women."
[6787] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Anas bin Mâlik from the Prophet
(a HadIth similar to no. 6786).
In the HadIth of Abü Bishr and
'Abdah it says: No one will
narrate to you after me; "I heard
the Messenger of Allah
say..."
and he mentioned a similar
report.

[6788] 10 - (2672) It was
narrated that Abü Wâ'il said: I
was sitting with 'Abdullâh and
Abü Müsâ, and they said: The
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Before the Hour comes there
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will be days during which
knowledge will be taken away, and
ignorance will appear, and there
will be a lot of Had, and Had
means killing."

[6789] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Shaqlq said: "I was sitting with
'Abdullâh and Abfl Müsâ, and
they were talking to one another.
They said: 'The Messenger of
Allah
said:" A HadIth like
that of Waki' and Ibn Numair
(no. 6788).

[6790] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6788) was narrated from
Abü Müsâ, from the Prophet

[6791] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Wâ'il said: "I was sitting
with 'Abdullâh and Abü Müsâ,
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and they were talking to one
another, and Abü Müsâ said:
'The Messenger of Allah
said:" a similar report (as IjadIth
no. 6789).
[6792] 11 - (157) Abü
Hurairah said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'Time will pass
quickly, and knowledge will be
taken away, and tribulations will
appear, and miserliness will be put
(in people's hearts), and there will
be a lot of Harj.' They said: 'What
isHa,j?' He said: 'Killing."
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[6794] 12 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abfl Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "Time will pass
quickly and knowledge will be
taken away." Then he mentioned
a similar HadIth (as no. 6792).
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[6793] ( ... ) Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Time will pass quickly and
knowledge will be taken away."
Then he mentioned a similar
HadIth (as no. 6792).
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[6795] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of Az-ZuhrI from Humaid from
Abli Hurairah was narrated from
the Prophet , but they (the sub
narrators) did not mention (the
words) "miserliness will be put
(in people's hearts)".

[6796] 113 - (2673) 'Abdullâh
bin 'Amr bin Al-'As said: "I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: 'Allah will not take away
knowledge by snatching it away
from the people. Rather, He will
take away knowledge by taking
away the scholars until, when
there is no scholar left, people
will turn to ignorant leaders who
will be asked questions and will
issue Fatâwá (rulings) without
knowledge. They will go astray
and lead others astray."
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[6797] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of JarIr (no. 6796) was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr from
the Prophet . In the HadIth of
'Umar bin 'Ali it adds: "Then I
met 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr at the
beginning of the year, and I
asked him, and he repeated the
HadIth as he had narrated it. He
said: 'I heard the Messenger of
Allah say..."

[6798] (...) A HadIth like that
of Hishâm bin 'Urwah (no. 6797)
was narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
'Amr from the Prophet .
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[6799] 14 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Urwah bin Az-Zubair said:
"Aishah said to me: '0 son of my
sister, I have heard that 'Abdullâh
bin 'Amr will pass by us en route to
IJajj. Go to him and ask him, for he
acquired a great deal of knowledge
from the Prophet ." He said: "I
met him, and asked him about
things that he remembered about
the Messenger of Allah ."
'Urwah said: "Among the things
that he mentioned was that the
Prophet
said: 'Allah will not
snatch knowledge away from the
people. Rather He will take away
the scholars, and knowledge will be
taken away with them, and there will
be left among the people ignorant
leaders who will issue Fatâwâ to
them without knowledge; they will
go astray and lead others astray."
'Urwah said: "When I narrated
that to 'Aishah, she could not
believe it and found it strange.
She said: 'Did he tell you that he
say that?"
heard the Prophet
'Urwah said: "The following year,
she said to me: 'Ibn 'Amr has come;
go and meet him and talk to him
until you ask him about the IjadIth
that he told you concerning
knowledge.'" He said: "So I met
him and asked him, and he told it to
me as he had told me the first time."
'Urwah said: "When I told her
that, she said: 'I do not think but
he has told the truth. I think that
he has neither added anything
nor taken anything away."
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Chapter 6. The One Who Starts
Something Good Or Something
Bad; The One Who Calls Others
To Guidance Or Misguidance
[68001 15 - (1017) It was
narrated that JarIr bin 'Abdullâh
said: "Some Bedouins came to the
Messenger of Allah
wearing
woollen gannents,111 and he saw
their bad condition and that they
were in need, so he urged the
people to give in charity, but they
were so slow that (his disapproval)
could be seen in his face.
"Then an AncârI man brought a
purse of silver, then another
came, then they came one after
another, until signs of happiness
could be seen in his face. The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whoever starts a good practice
in Islam that is followed after he
is gone, there will be written for
him a reward like that of those
who do it, without that detracting
from their reward in the slightest.
Whoever starts a bad practice in
Islam that is followed after he is
gone, there will be written for
him a burden of sin like that of
those who do it, without that
detracting from their burden in
the slightest."

During the time of the Messenger of Allah ijz woolen garments were considered course
clothing and were used by the poor.

The Book Of Knowledge

[6801] ( ... ) It was narrated that
JarIr said: "The Messenger of
Allah delivered a Khutbah and
urged people to give charity" - a
HadIth like that of JarIr (no.
6800).

[6802] ( ... ) JarIr bin 'Abdullâh
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'No one starts a good practice
that is followed after he is gone..."
then he mentioned the HadIth in
full (as no. 6800).

[6803] (...) This HadIth was
narrated from A]-Mundhir bin
JarIr, from his father, from the
Prophet
(a narration similar
to no. 6800).
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[6804] 16 - (2674) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Whoever calls others to guidance
will have a reward like that of
those who follow it, without that
detracting from their reward in the
slightest. And whoever calls others
to misguidance will have a burden
of sin like that of those who follow
it, without it detracting from their
burden in the slightest."
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48. The Book Of
Remembrance, Supplication,
Repentance And Praying For

(rv A.x5)

Forgiveness
Chapter 1. Encouragement To
Remember Allah, Exalted Is He
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[6805] 2 - (2675) It was
narrated that AN Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Allah, Glorified and Exalted is
He, says: I am as My slave thinks
I am, and I am with him when he
remembers Me. If he remembers
Me to himself, I remember him
to Myself; if he remembers Me in
a gathering, I remember him in a
gathering better than it; if he
draws near to Me a handspan, I
draw near to him an arm's
length; if he draws near to Me an
arm's length, I draw near to him
a fathom's length; if he comes to
Me walking, I go to him at
speed."
[IRoYj 1A 0

[6806] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-A'mash with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
6805), but he did not mention
(the words): "If he draws near to
Me an arm's length, I draw near
to him a fathom's length."
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[6807] 3 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hammâm bin Munabbih said:
"This is what Abü Hurairah
narrated to us from the Messenger
of Allah " and he mentioned a
number of AhadIth, including the
following: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Allah said: If a person
draws near to Me a handspan, I
draw near to him an arm's length,
and if he draws near to Me an
arm's length, I draw near to him a
fathom's length, and if he draws
near to Me a fathom's length, I
come to him more quickly."
[6808] 4 - (2676) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
was
traveling on the road to Makkah,
and he passed by a mountain
called Jumdân. He said: 'Proceed,
this is Jumdân; the Mufarridt2n
have gone on ahead.' They said:
'Who are the Mufarridân, 0
Messenger of Allah?' He said:
'The men and women who
remember Allah a great deal."

Chapter 2. The Names Of
Allah, Exalted Is He, And The
Virtue Of The One Who
Learns Them By Heart
[6809] 5 - (2677) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet il said: "Allah has ninetynine names. Whoever memorizes
them will enter Paradise. Allah is
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Witr (One) and He loves that
which is odd-numbered."
In the HadIth of Ibn Abl 'Umar he
(nj) said: "...whoever enumerates
them...."

[6810] 6 - It was narrated from
Abü Hurairah that the Prophet
said: "Allah has ninety-nine
names, one hundred less one.
Whoever enumerates them will
enter Paradise."
Hammâm added from Abü
Hurairah from the Prophet
:
War
(One)
and
loves
that
"He is
which is odd-numbered."

Chapter 3. Being Firm In
Supplication And Not Saying:
"If You Will"
[6811] 7 - (2678) It was narrated
from Anas that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "When one of you
calls upon Allah, let him be firm
in his supplication, and not say,
'0 Allah, if You will then give
me,' for no one can compel
Allah."
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[68121 8 - (2679) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"When one of you calls upon
Allah, let him not say: '0 Allah,
forgive me if You will,' rather let
him be firm in his asking, and let
him express his need in full, for
nothing is too great for Allah to
give."

[6813] 9 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"None of you should say: '0
Allah, forgive me if You will, 0
Allah have mercy on me if You
will.' Let him be firm in his
supplication, for Allah does
whatever He wills and no one can
compel Him."

Chapter 4. It Is Disliked To Wish
For Death Because Of Some
Harm That Has Befallen One
[6814] 10 - (2680) It was
narrated from Anas that the
Messenger of Allah g, said:
"None of you should wish for
death because of some harm that
has befallen him. If he must wish
for it, then let him say: '0 Allah,
keep me alive so long as living is
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good for me, and cause me to die
when death is good for me."

[6815] (..) A similar report (as
no. 6814) was narrated
from Anas from the Prophet .
HadIth

[6816] 11 - ( ... ) Anas said:
"Were it not that the Messenger
said: 'None of you
of Allah
should wish for death,' I would
have wished for it."

[6817] 12 - (2681) It was
narrated that Qais bin AbI Hâzim
said: "We entered upon Khabbâb
who had been cauterized seven
times on his stomach. He said:
'Were it not that the Messenger
of Allah
forbade us to pray
for death, I would have prayed
for it."

[6818] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ismâ'Il with this chain of narrators
(aHadIth similar to no. 6817).
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[6819] 13 - (2682) It was
narrated that Hammâm bin
Munabbih said: "This is what Abü
Hurairah narrated to us from the
Messenger of Allah " and he
mentioned a number of AhadIth,
including the following: "The
Messenger of Allah said: 'None
of you should wish for death or
pray for it before it comes to him.
When one of you dies, his good
deeds come to an end. Surely, a
longer life of a believer is nothing
but good for him."
Chapter 5. Whoever Loves To
Meet Allah, Allah Loves To
Meet Him, And Whoever Hates
To Meet Allah, Allah Hates To
Meet Him
[6820] 14 - (2683) It was
narrated from 'Ubâdah bin AsSâmit that the Prophet of Allah
said: "Whoever loves to meet
Allah, Allah loves to meet him,
and whoever hates to meet Allah,
Allah hates to meet him."

[6821] ( ... ) Anas bin Mâlik
narrated a similar report (as Hadith
no. 6820) from 'Ubâdah bin AsSâmit, from the Prophet .
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[6822] 15 - (2684) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
said:
Messenger of Allah
'Whoever loves to meet Allah,
Allah loves to meet him, and
whoever hates to meet Allah,
Allah hates to meet him.' I said:
'0 Prophet of Allah, (do you
mean) hating death? For we all
hate death.' He said: 'It is not
like that. But when the believer is
given glad tidings of the mercy of
Allah and His good pleasure and
Paradise, he loves to meet Allah
and Allah loves to meet him. But
when the disbeliever is given the
news of the punishment and
wrath of Allah, he hates to meet
Allah and Allah hates to meet
him."
[6823] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Qatâdah with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
6822).

[6824] 16 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that the Messenger
of Allah
said: "Whoever loves
to meet Allah, Allah loves to
meet him, and whoever hates to
meet Allah, Allah hates to meet
him, and death comes before
meeting Allah."
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[6825] ( ... ) 'Aishah narrated
that the Messenger of Allah
said:..., a similar IjadIth (as no.
6824).

[AYo]
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[6826] 17 - (2685) It was
narrated from Shuraih bin Hâni',
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whoever loves to meet Allah,
Allah loves to meet him, and
whoever hates to meet Allah,
Allah hates to meet him." He
(thesub narrator) said: "I went
to 'Aishah and said: '0 Mother
of the Believers, I heard Abü
Hurairah narrate a HadIth from
the Messenger of Allah , and if
that is the case then we are
doomed.' She said: 'The one who
is doomed is the one who is
doomed according to the words
of the Messenger of Allah
.
Why do you say that?' He said:
'The Messenger of Allah
said:
"Whoever loves to meet Allah,
Allah loves to meet him, and
whoever hates to meet Allah,
Allah hates to meet him," but
there is no one among us who
does not hate death.' She said:
The Messenger of Allah
did
say that, but it is not what you
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think. Rather, when the eyes
grow dim, the chest rattles, the
skin shrinks and the fingers
convulse, it is at that point
whoever loves to meet Allah,
Allah loves to meet him, and
whoever hates to meet Allah,
Allah hates to meet him."
[6827] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of 'Abthar (no. 6826) was
narrated from Mutarrif with this
chain of narrators.
[6828] 18 - (2686) It was
narrated from Abü Müsâ that the
Prophet
said: "Whoever loves
to meet Allah, Allah loves to
meet him, and whoever hates to
meet Allah, Allah hates to meet
him."

5
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Chapter 6. The Virtue Of
Remembrance, Supplication,
Drawing Close To Allah And
Thinking Positively Of Him
[6829] 19 - (2675) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah QT, said:
'Allah says: I am as My slave
thinks I am, and I am with him
when he calls upon Me."
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[6830] 20 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "Allah says: 'If
My slave draws near to Me a
handspan, I draw near to him an
arm's length, and if he draws near
to Me an arm's length, I draw near
to him a fathom's length, and if he
comes to Me walking, I go to him
at speed."

[6831] ( ... ) Mu'tamir narrated it
from his father with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
6830), but he did not mention
(the words): "If he comes to Me
walking, I go to him at speed."
[6832] 21 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allahi.iJsaid:
"Allah says: 'I am as My slave
thinks I am, and I am with him
when he remembers Me. If he
remembers Me to himself, I
remember him to Myself; if he
remembers Me in a gathering, I
remember him in a gathering
better than it; if he draws near to
Me a handspan, I draw near to
him an arm's length; if he draws
near to me an arm's length, I
draw near to him a fathom's
length; if he comes to Me
walking, I go to him at speed."
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[6833] 22 - (2687) It was
narrated from AN Dharr that the
Messenger of Allah ij said:
"Allah, Glorified and Exalted is
He, said: 'Whoever does a good
deed will have a ten fold reward
and more, and whoever does a bad
deed its recompense is one like it,
or I will forgive him. Whoever
draws near to Me a handspan, I
draw near to him an arm's length;
and whoever draws near to Me an
arm's length, I draw near to him a
fathom's length; and whoever
comes to Me walking, I go to him
at speed. Whoever meets me with
an earthful of sins (but) not
associating anything with Me, I
will meet him with a similar
amount of forgiveness."

[6834] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6833) was narrated
from Al-A'mash with this chain
of narrators, except that he did
not said: "He will have a ten fold
reward or more."
Chapter 7. It Is Disliked To
Pray For Punishment To Be
Brought Forward In This World
[6835] 23 - (2688) It was
narrated from Anas that the
Messenger of Allah 0, visited a
Muslim man who was sick and
had grown feeble like a chicken.
The Messenger of Allah i1 said
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to him: "Did you pray (Allah) for
anything or ask for it?" He said:
"Yes, I used to say: '0 Allah,
whatever punishment You would
give me in the Hereafter, bring it
forward in this world." The
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Subhân-Allâh! You cannot bear
it. Why didn't you say, 0 Allah,
give us good in this world and
good in the Hereafter and save
us from the torment of the Fire."
Then he prayed to Allah for him,
and He healed him.

[6836] ( ... ) Humaid narrated it
with this chain of narrators (a
HadIth similar to no. 6835), up to
the words, "...and save us from
the torment of the Fire," and he
did not mention the words that
came after that.
[6837] 24 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas that the Messenger of
Allah
entered upon one of his
Companions to visit him as he was
sick, and he had become like a
chicken - a HadIth like that of
Humaid (no. 6836) , except that he
() said: "You cannot bear the
punishment of Allah." And he (the
narrator) did not mention (the
words), "Then he prayed to Allah
for him, and He healed him."
[6838] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Anas from the Prophet
with
this chain of narrators (a HadIth
similar to no. 6835).
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Chapter 8. The Virtues Of
Gathering To Remember Allah
(Adh-Dhikr)
[6839] 25 - (2689) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
said: "Allah, Blessed
Prophet
and Exalted is He, has angels who
travel about, with no other task
but to seek out gatherings of AdhDhikr (remembrance of Allah).
When they find a gathering in
which Allah is remembered, they
sit with them, and encircle them
with their wings, until they fill the
space between earth and the first
heaven. When they part, they (the
angels) ascend to the heaven, and
Allah, Glorified and Exalted is He,
asks them, although He knows
best: 'From where have you
come?' They say: 'We have come
from some of Your slaves on
earth, who were Glorifying You,
proclaiming Your Greatness,
proclaiming Your Oneness,
Praising You and asking of You.'
He says: 'What are they asking of
Me?' They say: 'They are asking
You for Your Paradise.' He says:
'Have they seen My Paradise?'
They say: No, 0 Our Lord. He
says: 'And what if they saw My
Paradise?' They say: 'And they are
seeking Your protection.' He says:
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'From what are they seeking My
protection?' They say: 'From Your
Fire, 0 Lord.' He says: 'And what
if they saw My Fire?' They say:
'And they are asking You for
forgiveness.' He says: 'I have
forgiven them, and given them
what they asked for, and granted
them protection from that which
they sought My protection.' They
say: 'Lord, among them is so-andso, a sinner who was merely passing
by, then he sat with them.' He says:
'Him too I have forgiven. They are
people whose companion will not
be miserable."
Chapter 9. The Virtue Of The
Supplication: "0 Allah, Give
Us Good In This World And
Good In The Hereafter, And
Save Us From The Torment Of
The Fire"
[6840] 26 - (2690) It was narrated
that 'Abdul-'AzIz bin Suhaib said:
Qatâdah asked Anas: Which
supplication did the Prophet
say the most?' He said: The
supplication that he said the most
was: "Allâhumma âtinâ fId-dunyâ'
hasanah wa fil-akhirati hasanah,
wa qinâ 'adhâban-nár. (0 Allah,
give us good in this world and
good in the Hereafter and save
us from the torment of the
Fire.)"
When Anas wanted to say a
supplication, he would say these
words, and when he had a
specific need he would include
these words in his supplication.
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[6841] 27 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas said: "The Messenger of
Allah
used to say: 'Rabbanâ
âtiná fid-dunyâ' hasanah wa ff1âkhirati kasanah, wa qinâ 'adhâbannâr. (0 Allah, give us good in this
world and good in the Hereafter
and save us from the torment of the
Fire.)"
Chapter 10. The Virtue Of TahlIl
(SayingLâ IM ha Illallâh), TasbIh
(Saying Subhân Allah) And Du'a'
(Supplication)

(2691) It was
[6842] 28
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Whoever says: 'La ilâha illâllâhu
wahdahu lâ sharIka lahu, lahulmu/ku wa lahul-hamdu, wa huwa
'ala ku/li shay'in qadIr (None has
the right to be worshipped but
Allah alone with no partner or
associate, His is the dominion, to
Him is praise and He has power
over all things)' one hundred
times in a day, it will be the
equivalent of his freeing one
hundred slaves, and one hundred
good deeds will be recorded for
him, and one hundred bad deeds
will be erased for him, and it will
be a protection for him against
the Shaitân all day until evening
comes, and no one will do
anything better than what he has
done except one who does more
than that. And whoever says:
'Subhân Allahi wa bihamdihi
(Glory and praise is to Allah)'
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one hundred times in a day, his
sins will be erased, even if they
are like the foam of the sea."
[6843] 29 - (2692) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Whoever says in the morning and
in the evening: 'Subiiân Allahi wa
bihamdihi (Glory and praise his to
Allah)' one hundred times, no one
will come on the Day of
Resurrection with anything better
than what he has done, except one
who said something like what he
said, or more than that."
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[6844] 30 - (2693) It was
narrated that 'Amr bin Maimün
said: "Whoever says: 'La ilâha
illâllâhu wahdahu la sharIka lahu,
lahul-mulku wa lahul-hamdu, wa
huwa 'ala ku/li shay'in qadIr (None
has the right to be worshipped but
Allah alone with no partner or
associate, His is the dominion, to
Him be praise and He has power
over all things)' tens times, he will
be like one who freed four slaves
among the sons of Ismâ'Il.
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[6845] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6844) was narrated
from Ash-Sha'bI from RabI' bin
Khuthaim. (Ash-Sha'bi) said: "I
said to RabI': 'From whom did
you hear it?' He said: 'From
'Amr bin Maimün."
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He said: "I went to 'Amr bin
Maimün and said: 'From whom
did you hear it?' He said: 'From
Ibn AbI Laila." He said: "I went
to Ibn AbI Laila and said: 'From
whom did you hear it?' He said:
'From Abü Ayyfib A1-AnsârI, who
narrated it from the Messenger
of Allah ."
[6846] 31 - (2694) It was
narrated that AN Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Two words that are light on the
tongue and heavy in the Scale, and
beloved to the Most Merciful:
Subhân Allâhi wa bihamdihi,
Subhân Allâhil- 'azIm (Glory and
praise be to Allah, and Glory to be
Allah the Almighty)."
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[6847] 32 - (2695) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
The Messenger of Allah
said:
Saying 'Subhân Allâhi wal-hamdulillâhi, wa lâ ilâha illallâhu wallâhu
Akbar (Saying 'Glory is to Allah,
praise is to Allah, none has the
right to be worshipped but Allah
and Allah is most great)' is dearer
to me than everything upon which
the sun rises."
[6848] 33 - (2696) It was
narrated from Mus'ab bin Sa'd
that his father said: "A Bedouin
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came to the Messenger of Allah
and said: 'Teach me a word
that I may say.' He said: 'Say:
"La ilâha illâllâhu wahdahu lâ
sharIka lahu, Allâhu akbar kabIra,
wal-hamdulillâhi khâthIra, wa
subhân Allâhi rabbil- 'âlamIn, lâ
fzawla wa la quwwata illâ billâhilAzIzll-IakIm (None has the right
to be worshipped but Allah alone,
with no partner or associate, Allah
is most great, much praise be to
Allah, glory is to Allah the Lord of
the worlds, and there is no power
and no strength except with Allah,
the Almighty, the Most Wise)."
"He said: 'These are for my Lord;
what is there for me?' He said: 'Say:
'Allâhum-maghfirli, wariamnI
wahdinI, warzuqnI (0 Allah, forgive
me, have mercy on me, guide me
and grant me provision)."
Müsâ (a narrator) said: "As for
(the words) 'keep me safe and
sound,' I think he said it, but I do
not know." Ibn AbI Shaibah did
not mention the words of Müsâ
in his HadIth.
[68491 34 - (2697) Abü Mâlik
Al-Aja'I narrated that his father
said: "The Messenger of Allah
used to teach those who became
Muslim to say: 'Allâhum-maghfirli
warhamnI wahdinI, warzuqnI (0
Allah, forgive me, have mercy on me,
guide me and grant me provision)."
[6850] 35 - (...) Abu Mâlik A]Ash
narrated that his father
said: "If a man became Muslim,
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the Prophet
would teach him
the prayer, then he would tell him to
say these words: 'Allahum-maghfirlI,
wariwmnI wahdin wa 'afinI warzuqnI
(0 Allah, forgive me, have mercy on
me, guide me, keep me safe and
sound, and grant me provision)."
[6851] 36 - ( ... ) Abü Mâlik
narrated that his father heard the
Prophet say, when a man came
to him and said: "0 Messenger of
Allah , what should I say when I
ask of my Lord?" He said: "Say:
'AllâhummaghfirlI, wartiamnI
wahdinl wa 'âfinI, warzuqnI (0
Allah, forgive me, have mercy on
me, keep me safe and sound, and
grant me provision)," and he
held his fingers together except
the thumb and said: "These
words sum up (good) for you in
this world and in the Hereafter."
[6852] 37 - (2698) It was
narrated from Mus'ab bin Sa'd:
My father told me: "We were with
the Messenger of Allah and he
said: 'Is it too difficult for any one
of you to earn one thousand
Hasanah (good deeds) every day?'
One of those who were sitting with
him asked him: 'How can one of us
earn one thousand Hasanah?' He
said: 'If he says one hundred
TasbIh, (saying 'Subzân Allah)
then one thousand Hasanah will
be recorded for him, and one
thousand bad deeds will be erased
for him."
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Chapter 11. The Virtue Of
Gathering To Read Qur'án
And To Remember Allah
[6853] 38 - (2699) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whoever removes a worldly
hardship from a believer, Allah
will remove one of the hardships
of the Day of Resurrection from
him. Whoever grants respite to (a
debtor) who is in difficulty, Allah
will grant him relief in this world
and in the Hereafter. Whoever
conceals (the fault of) a Muslim
in this world, Allah will conceal
him (his faults) in this world and
in the Hereafter. Allah will help
a person so long as he is helping
his brother. Whoever follows a
path seeking knowledge, Allah
will make a path to Paradise easy
for him. No people gather in one
of the houses of Allah, reciting
the Book of Allah and studying it
together, but tranquility will
descend upon them, mercy will
overshadow them, the angels will
surround them and Allah will
mention them to those who are
with Him. Whoever is slowed
down by his deeds, his lineage
will not help him to get ahead."
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[6854] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Hurairah said: "The Messenger
of Allah 44,f, said..." a HadIth like
that of Abü Mu'âwiyah (no. 6853),
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except that in the IjadIth of Abü
Usâmah there is no mention of
granting respite to (a debtor) who
is in difficulty.

[6855] 39 - (2700) It was narrated
that A]-Agharr Abü Muslim said:
"I bear witness that Abü Hurairah
and Abü Sa'eed A1-KhudrI bore
witness, that the Prophet
said:
'No people sit and remember
Allah, Glorified and Exalted is
He, but the angels surround
them, mercy overshadows them,
tranquility descends upon them
and Allah mentions them to
those who are with Him."
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[6856] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated a
similar report (as IjadIth no.
6855) with this chain of narrators.

[6857] 40 - (2701) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed A]KhudrI said: Mu'âwiyah came out
to a circle (gathering) in the
Masjid and said: Why are you
sitting here? They said: We are
sitting to remember Allah. He
said: By Allah, are you only
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sitting for that purpose? They
said: By Allah, we are only sitting
fi uiat purpose. He said: I did
not ask you to swear because I
am accusing you. There is no one
of my status in relation to the
Messenger of Allah
who has
narrated fewer AhadIth from him
than me. The Messenger of Allah
came out to a circle of his
Companions and said: "Why are
you sitting here?" They said:
"We are sitting to remember
Allah, and praise Him for having
guided us to Islam and blessed us
with it." He said: "By Allah, are
you only sitting for that purpose?"
They said: "By Allah, we are only
sitting for that purpose." He said:
"I did not ask you to swear
because I am accusing you, but
JibrIl came to me and told me that
Allah was boasting of you to the
angels."
Chapter 12. It Is Recommend
To Pray For Forgiveness A
Great Deal
[6858] 41 - (2702) It was
narrated from Al-Agharr AlMuzanI, who was a Companion of
the Prophet , that the Messenger
of Allah
said: "There is some
kind of shadow upon my heart, so I
ask Allah for forgiveness one
hundred times a day."
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[6859] 42 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Burdah said: "I heard
A1-Agharr, who was one of the
,
Companions of the Prophet
telling Ibn 'Umar: 'The Messenger
of Allah said: 0 people, repent
to Allah, for I repent to Allah one
hundred times a day.'"

[6860] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Shu'bah with this chain of narrators
(a HadIth similar to no. 6859).

[6861] 43 - (2703) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whoever repents before the sun
rises from its place of setting,
Allah will accept his repentance."
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Chapter 13. It Is Recommend To
Lower One's Voice When Saying
Remembrance, Except In The
Cases Where It Is Commanded
To Raise The Voice Such As The
Talbiyah Etc. It Is Recommend
To Say A Great Deal, "There Is
No Power And No Strength
Except With Allah"
[6862] 44 - (2704) It was narrated
that Abü Müsâ said: "We were with
the Prophet
on a journey, and
the people started to recite TakbIr
(saying: Allâhu-Akbar) in loud
voices. The Prophet
said: '0
people, be kind to yourselves, for
you are not calling upon one who
is deaf or absent; you are calling
upon One Who is All-Hearing,
Ever Near, and He is with you.' I
was behind him, and I was saying:
'La fiawla wa lâ quwwata illâ billâh
(There is no power and no strength
except with Allah).' He said: '0
'Abdullâh bin Qais, shall I tell you
of one of the treasures of Paradise?'
I said: 'Yes, 0 Messenger of Allah.'
He said: 'Say: "La iaw1a wa Ia
quwwata illâ billâh (There is no
power and no strength except with
Allah)."
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[6863] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6862) was narrated
from 'Asim with this chain of
narrators.
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[6864] 45 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Müsâ that they were
with the Messenger of Allah ,
climbing up a hill, and one man,
every time he climbed a hill, called
out: "La ilâha illâllâhu, wallâhu
akbar (None has the right to be
worshiped but Allah, and Allah is
most great)." The Prophet of
Allah said: "You are not calling
upon one who is deaf or absent."
And he said: "0 Abü Müsâ," or
"0 'Abdullâh bin Qais, shall I not
tell you of a word that is one of the
treasures of Paradise?" I said:
"What is it, 0 Messenger of
Allah?" He said: "La hawla wa lâ
quwwata illâ billâh (There is no
power and no strength except with
Allah)."
[6865] (...) It was narrated that
Abü Müsâ said: "While the
Messenger of Allah " and he
narrated a similar report (as
HadIth no. 6864).
[68661 ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Müsâ said: "While we were
with the Prophet
on a
journey..." and he mentioned a
HadIth like that of 'Asim (no.
6862).

[6867] 46 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü MiIsâ said: "We were
with the Messenger of Allah on
a campaign..." and he mentioned
the HadIth and said in it: "...The
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One Whom you are calling is
closer to one of you than the neck
of his mount." And there is no
mention in his (the sub narrator's)
IjadIth of (the phrase): "La hawla
wa lâ quwwata illâ billâh (There is
no power and no strength except
with Allah)."
[68681 47 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Müsâ A]-Ash'arl said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said
to me: 'Shall I not tell you of a
word that is one of the treasures
of Paradise' - or 'of one of the
treasures of Paradise?' I said:
'Yes.' He said: "La hawla wa lâ
quwwata i/la billâh (There is no
power and no strength except
with Allah)."

Chapter 14. Supplications And
Seeking Refuge With Allah
[6869] 48 - (2705) It was
narrated from Abü Bakr that he
said to the Messenger of Allah :
"Teach me a supplication that I
may say during my prayer." He
said: "Say: 'Allâhumma, innI
zalamtu nafsI zulman kabIra, wa lâ
yaghfirudh-dhunitha illâ anta,
faghfirlI maghfiratan mm 'indika
wârzamni innaka antal-ghafârurrahIm (0 Allah, I have wronged
myself greatly and no one forgives
sins but You, so grant me
forgiveness from You and have
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mercy on me, for You are the OftForgiving, Most Merciful)."
ft

[6870] ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr
bin A]-'As said: "Abü Bakr As$iddIq said to the Messenger of
Allah : '0 Messenger of Allah,
teach me a supplication which I
may say in my prayer and in my
house..." then he mentioned a
HadIth like that of Al-Laith (no.
6869).
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[6871] 49 - (589) (sic) It was
narrated from 'Aishah that the
Messenger of Allah used to say
these supplications: "Allâhumma
innI a'2dhu bika min fitnatin-nâri
wa 'adhábin-nâr, wa fitnatil-qabri
wa 'adhâbil-qabr, wa min sham
fitnatil-ghinâ wa min sharri fitnatilfaqr, wa a 'âdhu bika min sham'
fitnatil-masIzid-dajjâl. Allâhumma
aghsil kha;âyâya bima 'ith-thaiji walbard, wa naqqi qalbI mmnal-khatâya
kamâ naqqaita ath-thawb al-a byada
minad-danas. Wa bâ 'Id bainI wa
baina khatâyâya kamâ bâ'adta
bainal-mashriqi wal-maghrib.
Allâhumma mnnI a 'uidhu bika min alkasali wal-harami wal-ma'thami
wal-maghram (0 Allah, I seek
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refuge with You from the trial of
the Fire, and the torment of the
Fire, and the trial of the grave, and
the torment of the grave, from the
evils of the trial of wealth and from
the evils of the trial of poverty, and
I seek refuge with You from the evil
of the trial of the Dajjâl. 0 Allah,
wash away my sins with the water of
snow and hail, and cleanse my heart
of sin as a white garment is cleansed
of dirt. Put a great distance between
me and my sins, as great as the
distance You have made between
the East and the West. 0 Allah, I
seek refuge with You from laziness,
old age, sin and heavy debt)."
[6872] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Hishâm with this chain of narrators
a similar HadIth as no. 6871.

Chapter 15. Seeking Refuge
With Allah From Helplessness,
Laziness Etc.
[6873] 50 - (2706) Anas bin
Mâlik said: "The Messenger of Allah
used to say: 'Allâhumma, innI
a 'i2dhu bika minal- 'ajzi wal-kasali,
al-jubni wal-harhm4 wal-bukhli, wa
a 'âdhu bika mm 'adhâbil-qabri, wa
min fitnatil-mazyâ wal-mamât (0
Allah, I seek refuge with You from
helplessness, laziness, cowardice,
old age and miserliness. I seek
refuge with You from the torment
of the grave and from the trials of
life and death)."
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[6874] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6873) was narrated
from Anas from the Prophet ,
except that in the HadIth of
Yazld it does not say: "...and
from the trials of life and death."

[68751 51- ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas bin Mâlik that the Prophet
sought refuge with Allah from
things that he mentioned, and
from miserliness (a HadIth smilar
to no. 6873).

[6876] 52 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas said: "The Prophet
used to say this supplication:
'Allâhumma, innI a'i2dhu bika
minal-bukhli, wal-kasli wa ardhalil'umuri, wa 'adhâbil-qabri, wa
fitnatil-mahya wal-mamât (0
Allah, I seek refuge with You from
miserliness, laziness, utter senility,
the torment of the grave and the
trials of life and death)."

Chapter 16. Seeking Refuge
From A Bad End, And Misery
Etc.
(i iJ)
[6877] 53 - (2707) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
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the Prophet
used to seek
refuge with Allah from a bad
end, from misery, from the
malicious joy of enemies and
from severe calamity.
'Amr said in his HadIth: "Sufyân
said: 'I think that I added one of
them."

[6878] 54 - (2708) Sa'd bin AbI
Waqqâ said: I heard Khawlah
bint Hakim As-Sulamiyyah say: I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: "Whoever stops at a place
and says: 'A 'z2dhu bikalimâtillâhittâmmâti min sharri ma khalaq (I
seek refuge in the Perfect Words
of Allah from the evil of that
which He has created),' nothing
will harm him until he moves on
from that place."

[6879] 55 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sa'd bin AbI Waqqâ, from
Khawlah hint Hakim As-Sulamiyyah,
that she heard the Messenger of
Allah
say: "When one of you
stops at a place, let him say:
'A 'âdhu bikalimâtillâhit-tâmmâti
min sharri ma khalaq (I seek
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refuge in the Perfect Words of
Allah from the evil of that which
He has created).' Then nothing
will harm him until he moves on
from there."

[6880] (2709) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "A man
came to the Prophet
and said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, I was stung
by a scorpion last night.' He said:
'If you had said, when evening
came, "A 'uidhu bikalimuitilluihittâmmâti min sharri ma khalaq (I
seek refuge in the Perfect Words
of Allah from the evil of that which
He has created)" it would not have
harmed you."
[6881] ( ... ) Abü Hurairah said:
"A man said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, A scorpion stung me last
night..." A IjadIth like that of
Ibn Wahb (no. 6880).
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Chapter 17. Supplication When
Going To Sleep
[6882] 56 - (2710) Al-Bard' bin
'Azib narrated that the Messenger
of Allah said: "When you go to
bed, perform Wuç1i' as for prayer,
then lie down on your right side,
then say: 'Alláhumma, aslamtu
wajhI ilaika, wa fawwadtu amrI
ilaika, wa alja'tu zahrI ilaika,
raghbatan wa rahbatan ilaika, lâ
maija' wa lâ manjâ minka illâ ilaika,
âmantu bikitâbikalladhI anzalta wa
binabiyykalladhI arsalt (0 Allah, I
have turned my face towards You
and entrusted my affairs to You
and relied completely upon You,
out of hope and fear of You. There
is no refuge or safe haven from You
except with You. I believe in Your
Book which You have revealed,
and in Your Prophet whom You
have sent).' Make these your last
words. Then if you die that night,
you will have died in a state of
Fitrah."
He said: "I repeated them in
order to memorize them, and I
said: 'I believe in Your Messenger
whom You have sent,' and he said:
'Say: "I believe in Your Prophet
whom You have sent."
[6883] (...) This HadIth was
narrated from Al-Bard' bin 'Azib
from the Prophet
, but the
HadIth of Mansür (no. 6882) is
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more complete. In the HadIth of
Husain it adds (in the end): "...And
when morning comes he will attain
good."
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[6884] 57 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Al-Bard' bin 'Azib that the
Prophet
told a man, when he
went to bed at night, to say:
"Allâhumma aslamtu nafsI ilaika,
wa wajjahtu wajhI ilailc, wa aija 'tu
zahrI ilaika, wa fawwadtu amrI
ilaika, raghbatan wa rahbatan
ilaika, la maija' wa lâ manjâ minka
illâ ilaika, âmantu bikitâbikalladhI
anzalta wa birasâlikalladhI arsalt
(0 Allah, I have submitted myself
to You, and turned my face to
You, and relied completely upon
You, and delegated my affairs to
You, out of hope and fear of You.
There is no refuge or safe haven
from You except with You. I
believe in Your Book which You
have revealed, and in Your
Messenger whom You have sent).
Then if he dies, he will have died
in a state of Fitrah."

[6885] 58 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Al-Bari' bin 'Azib said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said to a
man: '0 so-and-so, when you go
to your bed..." - a IjadIth like
that of 'Amr bin Murrah (no.
6889), except that he said: "...and
Your Prophet whom You have
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sent. Then if you die that night,
you will have died in a state of
Fitrah, and if you live till morning
you will attain good."
[6886] ( ... ) Al-Bard' bin 'Azib
said: "The Messenger of Allah
told a man..." a similar report (as
HadIth no. 6885), but he did not
mention: "...and if you live till
morning you will attain good."

[68871 59 - (2711) It was
narrated from A]-Bari' that when
the Prophet
went to bed, he
said: "Allâhumma, biskmika azyâ
wa bismika amât (0 Allah, in
Your Name I live and in Your
Name I die)." And when he woke
up he said: "Al-zamdulillâhilladhI
ahyânâ ba 'da ma amâtanâ, wa
ilaihin-nushi2r (Praise be to Allah
Who has given us life after He
caused us to die, and to Him is
the Resurrection)."
[6888] 60 - (2712) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar, that he
ordered a man when he went to
lie down, to say:
"Allâhumma khalaqta nafsI, wa
anta tawaffâhâ, laka mamâtuhâ
wa mahyâhâ, in ahyaitahâ
fâhfazhâ, wa in amattahâ faghfir
laha. Allâhumma, (innI) asalukal-'âfiyah (0 Allah, You have
created my soul and it is for You
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to take it in death. Its death and
its life are in Your Hand. If You
cause it to live then protect it and
if You cause it to die then forgive
it. 0 Allah, I ask You to keep me
safe and sound)."
A man said to him: "Did you hear
that from 'Umar?" He said: "From
one who is better than 'Umar, from
the Messenger of Allah ."
Ibn Nâfi' said in his report: "It
was narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
Al-Hârith," and he did not say:
"I heard."
[6889] 61 - (2713) It was narrated
that Suhail said: "Abü Sâlib used to
tell us, if one of us wanted to sleep,
to lie down on his right side and say:
'Allâhumma, rabbas-samâwâti wa
rabbal-ardi, wa rabbal- 'arshil- zIm,
rabbanâ wa rabba kulli shay'in
fâliqal-iiabbi wan-nawâ, wa
munzilat-tawrâti wal-injIli walfurqân, a 'i2dhu bika min shani kulli
shay'in anta âkhidJzun hi nâiyatihi,
Allâhumma, antal-awwalu fa laisa
qablaka shay'un, wa antal-âkhiru fa
laisa ba'daka shai'un, wa antazzâhiru fa laisa fawqaka shay'un, wa
antal-bâtinu fa laisa ditnaka
shay'un, iqdi 'annâd-daina wa
aghninâ min al-faqr (0 Allah, Lord
of the heavens and the earth, and
Lord of the Mighty Throne, our
Lord and Lord of all things, Splitter
of the seed and the date stone,
Revealer of the Tawrâh, the InjIl
and the Furqân (Qur'ân), I seek
refuge in You from the evil of all
things that You seize by the
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forelock [i.e., have full control over
them]. 0 Allah, You are the First
and there is nothing before You;
You are the Last and there is
nothing after You. You are the
Manifest (Az-Zâhir) and there is
nothing above You; You are the
Hidden (Al-Bâtin) and there is
nothing beyond You. Settle our
debt and spare us from poverty).'"
"He narrated that from Abü
Hurairah, from the Prophet
[6890] 62 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
used to
tell us, if one of us went to his
bed, to say..." a IladIth like that
of JarIr (no. 6889), and he said:
"And from the evil of every beast
that You seize by the forelock."
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[6891] 63 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: Fâtimah
came to the Prophet
to ask
him for a servant, and he said to
her: "Say: 0 Allah, Lord of the
seven heavens..." a HadIth like
that of Suhail from his father
(no. 6889).
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[68921 64 - (2714) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
said:
Messenger of Allah
"When one of you goes to his bed,
let him take the edge of his Izâr
(lower garment) and dust off his
bed with it, and let him say the
Name of Allah, for he does not
know what came onto it after he
left it. Then when he wants to lie
down, let him lie down on his right
side and say: 'Subizanaka rabbi,
bika wada'tu janbI, wa bika
arfa 'uhu, in amskta nafsI faghfirlI
wa in arsaltahâ fahfazhâ bimâ
tahfazu bihi 'ibâdakas-sâlihIn
(Glory is to You my Lord, by Your
Grace I lay myself down and by
Your Grace I get up again. If You
keep my soul, then forgive it and if
You send it back, then protect it
with that with which You protect
Your believing slaves)."
[6893] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ubaid bin 'Umar with this chain
of narrators (a HadIth similar to
no. 6892), and he () said: "Then
let him say: 'In Your Name my
Lord I lay myself down, and if
you bring my soul back to life
then have mercy on it."
[6894] 64 - (2715) It was
narrated from Anas that when
the Messenger of Allah
went
to his bed he would say: "AlHamdulillâhilladhi at'amnâ wa
saqânâ wa kafânâ wa âwânâ,
fakam mimman lâ kâfiya lahu wa
lâmu'wiya (Praise is to Allah
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Who has fed us and given us to
drink, and has sufficed us and
provided us with shelter; how
many are there for whom there is
no one to suffice and no one to
provide shelter)."
Chapter 18. Supplications (Of
The Prophet )
[68951 65 - (2716) It was
narrated that Farwah bin Nawfal
Al-Ash ja'I said: "I asked 'ishah
about how the Messenger of
Allah
used to call upon Allah
in supplication, and she said: 'He
used to say: Allâhumma, innI
a 'I4dhu bika min shani ma 'amiltu
wa min shani ma lam a'mal (0
Allah, I seek refuge with You
from the evil of that which I have
done, and from the evil of that
which I have not done)."
[68961 ( ... ) It was narrated that
Farwah bin Nawfal said: "I asked
'Aishah about the supplication
with which the Messenger of
Allah
used to call upon Allah,
and she said: 'He used to say:
Allâhumma, innj a 'âdhu bika mm
sharri ma 'amiltu wa sharri ma
lam a 'mat (0 Allah, I seek refuge
with You from the evil of that
which I have done, and the evil
of that which I have not done).'"
[6897] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 6896) was narrated from
Husain with this chain of narrators,
but in the HadIth of Muhammad
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bin Ja'far it says: "...wa min sharri
ma lam a'mal (and from the evil of
that which I have not done)."

[6898] 66 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that the Prophet
used to say in his supplication:
"Allâhumma, innî a 'âdhu bika
min shar,i ma 'amiltu wa shar,i
ma lam a 'mal (0 Allah, I seek
refuge with You from the evil of
that which I have done, and the
evil of that which I have not
done)."
[6899] 67 - (2717) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that the
Messenger of Allah used to say:
"Allâhumma laka aslamtu wa bika
âmantu wa 'alaika tawakkaltu, wa
ilaika anabtu, wa bika khâsamtu.
Allâhumma innî a 'idhu bi'izzatika
- lâ ilâha illa anta - an tudillanI,
antal-hayyulladhI lâ yamz2tu, waljinnu wal-insu yamütân (0 Allah,
to You have I submitted, in You
have I believed, upon You I have
relied, to You have I turned in
repentance, with Your help have I
fought my adversaries. 0 Allah, I
seek refuge in Your glory - none
has the right to be worshipped but
You - from Your sending me
astray, for You are the EverLiving Who does not die, but jinn
and men die)."
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[6900] 68 - (2718) It was
narrated from AbU Hurairah that
when the Prophet
was on a
journey and the time just before
dawn came he would say: "Samma'
sâmi'un bi-hamdillâhi wa husni
balâ 'ihi 'alainâ, rabbanâ sâhibnâ wa
affil 'alainâ, 'â'idhabillâhi min annâr (Let one who hears us convey
our praise of Allah for His blessing
upon us. Our Lord, accompany us
and bestow Your Grace upon us. I
seek refuge with Allah from the
Fire)."
[6901] 70 - (2719) It was
narrated from Abü Burdah bin Abi
Müsâ Al-Ash'arI from his father that
the Prophet
used to say this
supplication: "AllâhummaghfirlI
khatIy'atI wa jahil, wa isrâfifl amri,
wa ma anta a'lamu bihi minnI,
AllahummaghfirlIjiddI wa hazlI, wa
khata '1 wa 'amdI, wa Ulu dhâlika
'mdl AllâhummaghfirlI ma qaddamtu
wa ma akh-khartu, wa ma asrartu, wa
ma a 'lantu, wa ma anta a 'lamu bihi
minni antal-muqaddimu wa antalmu'akh-khiru, wa anta 'ala kulli
shay'in qadIr (0 Allah, forgive me for
my sins and ignorance, for my
extravagance in my affairs and for
what You know better than me. 0
Allah, forgive me (for what I have
done) seriously and in jest,
inadvertently and deliberately; all of
that is from me. 0 Allah, forgive me
my past and future sins, what I have
done hidden and what I have done
openly, and what You know better
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than me. You are the One Who
brings forward and puts back and
You have power over all things)."
[6902] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated it
with this chain (a HadIth similar
to no. 6901).
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[69031 71 - (2720) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah used
to say: 'Allâhumma aslih 11 dInIlladhI
huwa 'ismatu amrI, wa aslih 11
dunyâyallatIfiha ma 'âShi, wa aslih 11
âkhiratIllatI fiha ma 'âdI, waj'alil'zayâta ziyâdatallI fl kulli khairin,
waj'alil-mawta râhatallI min kulli
sharr (0 Allah, set right for me my
religious commitment, which is the
safeguard of my affairs. Set right for
me my worldly affairs in which is my
living. Set right for me my Hereafter
in which will be my final abode.
Make this life a means of increase in
all that is good, and make death a
relief for me from all evil)."

(v)—V

[6904] 72 - (2721) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh that the Prophet
used to say: "Allâhumma innI
as'alukal-hudâ wat-tuqâ, wal- 'afâfa
wal-ghinâ (0 Allah I ask You for
guidance, piety, abstinence and
independence of means)."
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[6905] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6904) was narrated
from Abü Isbâq with this chain of
narrators.

[6906] 73
(2722) It was
narrated that Zaid bin Arqam
said: "I do not tell you anything
but that which the Messenger of
Allah
said. He used to say:
'Allâhumma, innI a'âdhu bika
minal- 'ajzi wal-kasali, wal-jubni
wal-bukhli, wal-harami wa 'adhâbilqabr. Allâhumma, âti nafsI taqwâhâ,
wa zakkihâ anta khairu man
zakkâhâ, anta waliyyuhâ wa
mawlâhâ. Allâhumma innI a 'âdhu
bika min 'ilmi lâ yanfa 'u wa mm
qalbillâ yakhsha 'u, wa min nafsilla
yashba'u, wa min da'watillâ
yustajâbu lahâ (0 Allah, I seek
refuge with You from helplessness,
laziness, cowardice, miserliness,
old age and the torment of the
grave. 0 Allah, grant my soul piety
and purify it, for You are the best
to purify it, You are its Guardian
and its Lord. 0 Allah, I seek
refuge with You from knowledge
that is not beneficial, a heart that
is not humble (before You), a soul
that is not satisfied and a prayer
that is not answered)."
[6907] 74 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdulláh bin Mas'üd said:
"When evening came the Messenger
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of Allah t, would say: 'Amsainâ wa
amsal-mulkulillâhi, wal-hamdulillâhi
lâ ilâha illâllâhu wahdahu lâ sharIka
lah (We have reached the evening
and the dominion belongs to Allah,
and praise be to Allah, none has
the right to be worshipped but
Allah alone with no partner or
associate)."
Al-Hasan (one of the narrators)
said: "Az-Zubaid told me that he
memorized it from IbrâhIm as
follows: 'Lahul-mulku wa lahulhamdu wa huwa 'ala kulli shay'in
qadIr. Allâhumma as 'aluka khaira
hâdhihil-lailati, wa a 'ádhu bika
min sharri hâdhihil-lailati, wa
sharri ma ba 'dahâ. Allâhumma
innî a 't2dhu bika minal-kasali wa
sâ'il-kibar. Allâhumma innI
a 'i2dhu bika mm 'adhâbin fin-nan
wa 'adhâ bin fIl-qabr (His is the
dominion, to Him is praise and
He has power over all things. 0
Allah, I ask You for the good of
this night and the good of what
follows it, and I seek refuge in
You from the evil of this night
and the evil of what follows it. 0
Allah, I seek refuge in You from
laziness and the evil of arrogance.
0 Allah, I seek refuge in You
from torment in the Fire and
torment in the Grave)."
[6908] 75 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said: "When evening
came, the Messenger of Allah
would say: 'Amsainâ wa amsalmulkulillâhi, wal-hamdulillâhi, là ilâha
illallâhu wahdahu là sharIka lah (We
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have reached the evening and the
Dominion belongs to Allah, and
praise be to Allah, none has the right
to be worshipped but Allah alone
with no partner or associate)."
He said:111 "I think he also said:
'Lahul-mulku wa lahul-hamdu wa
huwa 'ala ku/li shay'in qadIr.
Rabbi as'aluka khaira ma ji
hâdhihil-lailati wa khaira ma
ba'dahâ, wa a'âdhu bika mm
sharri ma ft hâdhihil-lailati wa
sham ma ba 'dahâ. Rabbi a 'z2dhu
bika mm 'adhâbin fin-niiii wa
'adhâbin Jil-qabr (His is the
dominion, to Him is praise and
He has power over all things. 0
Allah, I ask You for the good of
this night and the good of what
follows it, and I seek refuge in
You from the evil of this night
and the evil of what follows it. 0
Lord, I seek refuge with You
from laziness and the evil of
arrogance. 0 Lord, I seek refuge
with You from torment in the
Fire and torment in the grave)."
And when morning came he
would say that too: 'Abaafznâ wa
asbahal-mulkulil/âh (We have
reached the morning and the
Dominion belongs to Allah..)."'
[6909] 76 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said: "When evening
came the Messenger of Allah ii
would say: 'Amsainâ wa amsalmulkulillâhi, wal-hamdulilláhi lâ
ilâha illallâhu wahdahu lâ sharIka
(1]
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lah. Allâhumma innî as 'aluka mm
khaira hâdhihil-lailati, wa khairi
ma fl/ia, wa a 't2dhu bika mm
sharrihâ wa sharri ma fl/ia.
Allâhumma innI a'âdhu bika
minal-kasali wal-harmi wa sul'ilkibar, wa fitnatid-dunya wa
'adhâbil-qabr (We have reached
the evening and the dominion
belongs to Allah, and praise is to
Allah, none has the right to be
worshipped but Allah alone with
no partner or associate. 0 Allah,
I ask You for the good of this
night and the good of what is in
it, and I seek refuge with You
from the evil of this night and the
evil of what is in it. 0 Allah, I
seek refuge with You from
laziness, old age and the evil of
arrogance, and the trials of this
world and the torment of the
grave)."
Al-Hasan bin 'Ubaidullâh said:
"Zubaid bin IbrâhIm bin Suwaid
added, from 'Abdur-Rahmân bin
YazId, from 'Abdullâh who
attributed it to the Prophet
:
'La ilâha illallâh, wahdahu lâ
sharIka lahu lahul-mulku wa
lahul-hamdu wa huwa 'ala kulli
shay'in qadIr (None has the right
to be worshipped but Allah alone
with no partner or associate. His
is the dominion, to Him is praise
and He has power over all things)."
[6910] 77 - (2724) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
used
to say: "La ilâha illallâhu wazdahu,
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a'azza jundahu wa nasara 'abdahu,
wa ghalabal-atizâba wafidahu fa hI
shay'a ba'dah (None has the right
to be worshipped but Allah alone,
He granted victory to His troops,
supported His slave and defeated
the confederates alone, and there
is nothing after Him)."
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[69111 78 - (2725) It was narrated
that 'All said: The Messenger of
Allah
said: Say: "Allâhumma
ihdinI wa saddidnI (0 Allah,
guide me and make me steadfast),'
and when you mention guidance
remember those who guide people
along the road, and when you
mention steadfastness remember
those who shoot arrows."

,. tii. (rvo)—VA [y]

[6912] ( ... ) 'Asim bin Kulaib
narrated it with this chain of
narrators. He said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said to me: 'Say:
Allâhumma innI as'alukal-hudâ
was-sadâd (0 Allah I ask You for
guidance and steadfastness)."
Then he mentioned something
similar (to HadIth no. 6911).

[WY]

Chapter 19. The TasbIh At The
Beginning Of The Day And
When Going To Sleep
[6913] 79 - (2726) It was
narrated from Juwayriyah that
the Prophet
left her one
morning when he prayed Subh,
(i.e., Fajr prayer) and she was in
her prayer-place, then he came
back after the forenoon had
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come, and she was still sitting
there. He said: "Are you still as
you were when I left you?" She
said:
said: "Yes." The Prophet
"After I left you I said four words
three times, which if they were
weighed against what you have
said today, they would outweigh
it: Subhân—Allâhi wa bi-hamdihi
'adada khalqihi, wa ridâ nafsihi,
wa zinata 'arshihi, wa midâda
kalimâtih (Glory and praise is to
Allah, as much as the number of
His creation, as much as pleases
Him, as much as the weight of
His Throne and as much as the
ink of His words)."
[6914] ( ... ) It was narrated by
Juwairiyyah that the Messenger of
Allah
passed by her when she
was praying Al-Ghadâh (FaIr), or
after he had prayed Al- Ghadâh..."
- and he (the sub narrator)
mentioned a similar report (as no.
6913), except that he said:
"Subhân-Allâhi 'adada khalqihi,
Subhân-Allâhi ridâ nafsih4 Subhân
-Allâhi zinata 'arshihi, SubhânAllâhi midâda kalimâtih (Glory is
to Allah as much as the number of
His creation, glory is to Allah as
much as pleases Him, glory is to
Allah as much as the weight of His
Throne and glory is to Allah as
much as the ink of His Words)."
[6915] 80 - (2727) 'Ali narrated
that Fâtimah complained about
the pain caused to her hand by
the mill, and some prisoners (of
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war) had been brought to the
Prophet , so she went but did
not find him, but she met 'Aishah
and told her. When the Prophet
came, 'Aishah told him about
Fãtimah coming to her. The
Prophet
came to us, and we
had gone to bed. We started to
said:
get up, but the Prophet
"Stay where you are." Then he
sat between us, until I could feel
the coolness of his foot on my
chest. Then he said: "Shall I not
teach you something better than
what you asked for? When you
go to your bed, proclaim the
greatness of Allah thirty-four
times, glorify Him thirty-three
times and praise Him thirty-three
times. That is better for you than
a servant.""

[6916] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Shu'bah with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
6915). In the HadIth of Mu'âdh it
says: "When you go to your bed
at night."

[6917] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of A]-Hakam from Ibn AbI Laila
(no. 6915) was narrated from 'Ali
" Meaning, by saying: Allâhu Akbar, Sub/ian Allah and Al-Ilamdulillah.
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from the Prophet
. In the
HadIth he added: "Ali said: 'I
have not abandoned it since I
heard it from the Prophet .' It
was said to him: 'Not even on the
night of Siffin?' He said: 'Not
even on the night of Siffin."
In the HadIth of 'Atâ' from
Mujâhid it is narrated that Ibn
Abi Laila said: "He said: 'I said
to him: "Not even on the night of
Siffin?"

[6918] 81 - (2728) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
Fâtimah came to the Prophet
to ask him for a servant, and she
complained about her work. He
said: "We do not have anything
to give you." He said: "Shall I
not tell you about something that
is better for you than a servant?
Say: 'Subiân Allah' thirty-three
times, 'Al-/zamdu Lillâh' thirtythree times, and 'Allâhu Akbar'
thirty-four times, when you go to
bed."
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[6919] ( ... ) Suhail narrated it
with this chain of narrators.

Chapter 20. It Is Recommend
To Say Supplication When A
Rooster Crows
[6920] 82 - (2729) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "When you
hear the crowing of a rooster, ask
Allah of His Bounty, for it has
seen an angel. But when you hear
the braying of a donkey, then
seek refuge with Allah from the
Shaitân, for it has seen a devil."

Chapter 21. Supplication At
Times Of Distress
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[6921] 83 - (2730) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Abbâs that the
Prophet of Allah
used to say at
times of distress: "La ilâha illallâhul- 'azImul-halIm, lâ ilâha illallâhu
rabbul- 'arshil- 'azIm, lâ ilâha illallâhu
rabbus-samâwâti wa rabbul-ardi
rabbul- 'arshil-ka rim (None has the
right to be worshipped but Allah,
the Almighty, the Forebearing;
none has the right to be worshipped
but Allah, Lord of the Mighty
Throne; none has the right to be
worshipped but Allah, Lord of the
heavens and Lord of the earth, Lord
of the Mighty Throne."
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[6922] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Hishâm with this chain of narrators,
but the HadIth of Mu'âdh bin
Hishâm (no. 6921) is more complete.
[6923] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn 'Abbâs that the Messenger of
Allah
used to recite these words
and say them in supplication at
times of distress - and he mentioned
a HadIth like that of Mu'âdh bin
Hishâm from his father from
Qatâdah (no. 6921), except that he
said: "Rabbus-samâwâti wal-ard
(Lord of the heavens and the
earth)."

[6924] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn 'Abbâs that when the Prophet
was concerned about some
matter he said - and he narrated a
HadIth like that of Mu'âdh from
his father (no. 6921), and he
added: "La ilâha illallâhu rabbul'arshil-karIm (None has the right
to be worshipped but Allah, Lord
of the Mighty Throne)."

Chapter 22. The Virtue Of
(Saying): "Glory To Allah And
With His Praise"
[6925] 84 - (2731) It was
narrated from Abü Dharr that
the Messenger of Allah 40, was
asked which words are best? He
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said: "That which Allah has
chosen for His angels, or, for His
slaves: 'Subhân Allâhi wa hihamdih (Glory to Allah and with
His praise)."
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[6926] 85 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Dharr said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'Shall
I not tell you of the dearest of
words to Allah?' I said: 'Yes, 0
Messenger of Allah, tell me which
words are dearest to Allah.' He
said: 'The dearest of words to
Allah are: Subhân Allâhi wa hiwmdih (Glory to Allah and with
His praise)."

Chapter 23. The Virtue Of
Praying For The Muslims In
Their Absence
[6927] 86 - (2732) It was
narrated that Abü Ad-Dardâ' said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'There is no Muslim who prays for
his brother in his absence, but the
angel says: And you will have
something similar."
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[6928] 87 - ( ... ) Umm AdDardâ' said: "My husband told
me that he heard the Messenger
of Allah * say: 'Whoever prays
for his brother in his absence, the
angel who is appointed over him
says: Amin, and you will have
something similar."
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[6929] 88 - (2733) It was
narrated that Safwân - who was
the son of 'Abdullâh bin Safwan,
and Umm Ad-Dardâ' was
married to him111 - said: I came
to Ash-Sham, and I went to the
house of Abfl Ad-Dardâ' but I
did not find him there, but I
found Umm Ad-Dardâ' there.
She said: Do you intend to go for
Ijajj this year? I said: Yes. She
said: Pray to Allah for good for
us, for the Prophet
used to
say: "A Muslim's prayer for his
brother in his absence will be
answered. At his head there is an
angel who is appointed, and
when he prays for good for his
brother, the angel who is
appointed says: 'Amin, and you
will have something similar."
[6930] (2732)
(Safwân said:)
"Then I went out to the market
and I met Abü Ad-Dardâ', and he
said something similar to me,
narrating it from the Prophet"
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Shaikh Husain bin Muhsin A]-Anâri states that the correct manuscript of Muslim says
that Safwân was married to the daughter of Umm Ad-Dardâ', not to Umm Ad-Dardâ'.
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[6931] ( ... ) A similar report (as
Had no. 6929) was narrated from
'A jdul-Mâlik bin AbI Sulaimân
with this chain of narrators, and he
said: "From Safwan bin 'Abdullâh
bin Safwan."
Chapter 24. It Is Recommend
To Praise Allah After Eating
And Drinking
(,c

[6932] 89 - (2734) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Allah is pleased with a
person who eats some food and
then praises Him for it, or who
drinks some drink and then
praises Him for it."

[6933] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Anas bin Mâlik said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said..." a
similar report (a HadIth no. 6932).

Chapter 25. It Is Recommend
For The One Who Supplicated
Not To Be Impatient, And Not
To Say: "I Supplicated And
Received No Response"
[6934] 90 - (2735) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
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Messenger of Allah
said: "One
of you will receive a response so
long as he does not become
impatient and say: 'I supplicated
and received no response."

[69351 91 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
said:
Messenger of Allah
"One of you will receive a
response so long as he does not
become impatient and say: 'I
called upon my Lord and received
no response."

[6936] 92- ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "A person will
still be answered so long as his
supplication does not involve sin
or severing ties of kinship, and
so long as he does not become
impatient." It was said: "0
Messenger of Allah, what does
being impatient mean?" He said:
"Saying: 'I supplicated, and I
supplicated, and I did not
receive any response,' then he
becomes disappointed and stops
supplicating."
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THe Book Of Ar-Raqâq
(The Softening Of Hearts)

Chapter 26 - (The Saying Of
The Messenger Of Allah )
"Most Of The People Of
Paradise Are Poor, And Most
Of The Inhabitants Of The
Fire Are Women, And About
Al-Fitnah Of Women"
[6937] 93 - (2736) It was
narrated that Usâmah bin Zaid
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'I stood at the gate of
Paradise, and I saw that most of
those who entered it were poor,
and the wealthy were detained,
except the people of the Fire who
were ordered to be taken there,
and I stood by the gate of the
Fire, and I saw that most of those
who entered it were women."

[6938] 94 - (2737) Ibn 'Abbâs
said: Muhammad $o, said: "I
looked into Paradise and saw that
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most of its people are the poor,
and I looked into the Fire and
saw that most of its people are
women."

[6939] ( ... ) Ayyüb narrated it
with this chain of narrators (a
HadIth similar to no. 6938).
[6940] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn 'Abbâs that the Prophet
looked into the Fire... and he
mentioned a HadIth like that of
Ayyftb (no. 6938).
[6941] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Ibn 'Abbâs said: "The Messenger of
Allah said..." and he narrated a
similar report (as IIadIth no.
6938).
[6942] 95 - (2738) It was
narrated that Abü At-Tayyâh
said: "Mutarrif bin 'Abdullâh had
two wives, and he came from the
house of one of them, and the
other one said: 'Have you come
from the house of so-and-so?' He
said: 'I have come from the
house of 'Imrân bin Husain, and
he told us that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "The fewest of the
people of Paradise are women."
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[6943] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü At-Tayyâh said: "I heard
Mutarrif narrating that he had
two wives..." a HadIth like that of
Mu'âdhJ11

[6944] 96 - (2739) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar
said: "Among the supplication of
the Messenger of Allah
was:
'Allâhumma innî a 'z2dhu bika mm
zawâli ni'matika, wa tahawwuli
'âfiyatika, wa fujâ'ati niqmatika, wa
jamI'i sakhatik (0 Allah, I seek refuge
with You from the withdrawing of
Your blessing, and the loss of health,
and the sudden onset of Your wrath,
and anything that may lead to Your
displeasure)."

[6945] 97 - (2740) It was
narrated that Usâmah bin Zaid
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'I have not left behind me
any Fitnah (trial) that is more
harmful to men than women."

[1]

Meaning HadItli no. 6942.
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[6946] 98 - (2741) It was
narrated from Usâmah bin Zaid bin
Hârithah and Sa'eed bin Zaid bin
'Amr bin Nufail, the Messenger of
Allah
said: "I have not left
behind among the people any
Fitnah (trial) that is more harmful
to men than women."

[6947] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6945) was narrated
from Sulaimân At-TaimI with this
chain of narrators.

[69481 99 - (2742) It was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed AlKhudrI that the Prophet
said:
"This world is sweet and green,
and Allah has given you authority
over it, so look at what you do.
Beware of this world and beware
of women, for the first Fitnah
(trial) among the Children of
Israel had to do with women."
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Chapter 27. The Story Of
Three Men In The Cave And
Their Tawassul (Seeking To
Draw Close To Allah) By
Means Of Righteous Deeds
[6949] 100 - (2743) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "While three men
were walking, it began to rain,
and they found shelter in a cave
in a mountain. Then a rock from
the mountain fell over the mouth
of the cave, and they were
trapped. They said to one
another: 'See if you have done
any righteous deeds for the sake
of Allah, and pray to Allah by
virtue thereof, so that He might
remove the rock for you.' One of
them said: '0 Allah, I had my
parents who were old, and my
wife, and I had young children. I
used to graze the sheep for the
and when I come back, I used to
milk (the sheep) and I would
start with my parents, and give
them to drink before my children.
One day I was delayed and I did
not come back until evening, and
I found that they had gone to
sleep. I milked (the sheep) as
usual, then I brought the milk
and stood by their heads, but I
did not like to wake them from
their sleep, and I did not like to
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give milk to the children before
them. The children were crying at
feet, and I remained like that,
iiiJ they remained like that until
dawn came. If You know that I
did that seeking thereby Your
Face, then open it a little for us,
so that we may see the sky.' So
Allah opened it a little for them,
and they could see the sky.
"The next one said: '0 Allah, I
had a female cousin whom I
loved as deeply as any man loves
a woman, and I wanted to have
my way with her, but she refused
unless I brought her one hundred
Dlnâr. I worked hard and
collected one hundred Dlnâr, and
brought that to her. But when I
was between her legs, she said:
"0 slave of Allah, fear Allah and
do not breakthe seal except in a
lawful manner." So I got up and
left her. If You know that I did
that seeking thereby Your Face,
then open it some more for us.'
And He opened it some more for
them.
"The last one said: '0 Allah, I
hired a man in return for a
measure (Faraq) of rice, and
when he had finished his work he
said: "Give me my wages." I
offered the measure of rice to
him but he refused it. So I sowed
the rice many times until I had
acquired cows and a herdsman
thereby. Then he came to me and
said: "Fear Allah and do not
wrong me with regard to my
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wages." I said: "Go to these cows
and their herdsman and take
them." He said: "Fear Allah and
do not make fun of me." I said:
"I am not making fun of you.
Take the cows and herdsman."
So he took them and went away.
If You know that I did that
seeking thereby Your Face, then
open the rest of it for us.' So
Allah opened the rest of it."
[6950] (...) A HadIth like that of
Abü Damrah from Müsâ bin
'Uqbah (no. 6949) was narrated
from Nâfi' from Ibn 'Umar from
the Prophet , and they added in
their IjadIth: "They went out
walking," except 'Ubaidullãh, in
whose IIadIth it says: "And they
went out" and he did not mention
anything after that.
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[6951] ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah
say: 'Three people of
those who came before you went
out, and they spent the night in a
cave ...... and he quoted a IjadIth
like that of Nâfi' from Ibn 'Umar
(no. 6950), except that he said:
"One of them said: '0 Allah, I had
elderly parents and I did not offer
milk to anyone else in the evening
before them." And he said: "She
refused to let me have my way with
her until she was hard pressed
because of famine, then she came
to me and I gave her one hundred
and twenty Dlnâr." And he said:
"He invested his wages until they
generated a great deal of wealth."
And he said: "And they came
walking out of the cave."
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Chapter 1. Exhortation To
Repent And Rejoicing Therein
[6952] 1 - (2675) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Allah, Glorified and Exalted is
He, said: 'I am as My slave thinks
I am, and I am with Him when
he remembers Me.' By Allah,
Allah rejoices more over the
repentance of His slave than one
of you when he finds his stray
camel in the wilderness. 'If he
draws near to Me a handspan, I
draw near to him an forearm's
length, and if he draws near to
Me an forearm's length, I draw
near to him a an arm's length,
and if he comes to Me walking, I
go to him at speed."
[6953] 2 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah said: 'Allah
rejoices more over the repentance
of one of you, than one of you
(rejoices) over his stray camel
when he finds it."
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[6954] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 6953) was narrated
from Abü Hurairah, from the
Prophet .

[6955] 3 - (2744) It was
narrated that Al-Hârith bin
Suwaid said: "I entered upon
'Abdullâh to visit him when he
was sick, and he told us two
AhadIth: A HadIth from himself
and a IjadIth from the Messenger
of Allah . "He said: "I heard
the Messenger of Allah
say:
'Verily, Allah rejoices more over
the repentance of His believing
slave than a man in a desolate
land who has his mount with him,
on which is his food and drink,
and he goes to sleep and awakens
to find that it has disappeared.
He looks for it until thirst
overtakes him, then he says: 'I
will go back to the place where I
was, and sleep until I die.' He
lays his head on his forearm,
waiting for death, then he wakes
up and there is his mount, with
his provisions, and food and
drink on it. Allah rejoices more
over the repentance of His
believing slave than this man
rejoices over his mount and his
provisions."
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[6956] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-A'mash with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
6955). And he said: "...than a
man in a desolate land."

[6957] 4 - ( ... ) Al-Hârith bin
Suwaid said: "Abdullâh told me two
AhâdIth: One from the Messenger
of Allah
and the other from
himself." He said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'Allah rejoices
more over the repentance of His
believing slave...'" a IjadIth like
that of JarIr (no. 6955).

[6958] 5 - (2745) It was
narrated that Simãk said: "AnNu'mân bin BashIr delivered a
Khutbah and said: 'Verily, Allah
rejoices more over the repentance
of His slave than a man who loads
his provisions on his camel then
travels until he is in the wilderness,
then the time for a nap comes, so he
dismounts and takes a nap beneath
a tree, but sleep overwhelms him,
and his camel runs away. Then he
wakes up and climbs a hill but he
does not see anything. Then he
climbs a second hill but he does not
see anything. Then he climbs a third
hill but he does not see anything, so
he goes back to the place where he
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took his nap, and while he is sitting
there, his camel comes walking and
places its reins in his hand. Allah
rejoices more over the repentance
of His slave than this man when he
finds his camel as it had left him."
Simâk said: "Ash-Sha'bI said
that An-Nu'mân attributed this
IjadIth to the Prophet i, but I
did not hear that."

[6959] 6 - (2746) It was
narrated that A]-Barâ' bin 'Azib
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'What do you say about the
joy of a man whose mount has
run away from him, dragging its
reins in the waterless desert in
which there is no food or drink,
and his food and drink are on it
(the camel). He looks for it until
he becomes exhausted, then it
passes by the trunk of a tree and
its reins get caught on it, and he
finds it caught there?' We said:
'(His joy would be) great, 0
Messenger of Allah.' The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'By
Allah, Allah rejoices more over
the repentance of His slave than
this man over his mount."
Ja'far said: "Ubaidullâh bin Iyâd
narrated from his father."

[6960] 7- (2747) Anas bin Mâlik
narrated that the Messenger of
said: "Allah rejoices
Allah
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more over the repentance of His
slave when he repents to Him than
one of you who was on his mount
in the wilderness, then he lost it,
and his food and drink are on it,
and he despairs of finding it. He
goes to a tree and lies down in its
shade, having lost hope of finding
his mount, and while he is like
that, there it is standing in front of
him, so he takes hold of its reins
and says - because of his intense
joy: '0 Allah, You are my slave
and I am your lord,' making this
mistake because of his intense
joy.,,,

[6961] 8 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas bin Mâlik that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Allah rejoices more over the
repentance of His slave than one
of you if he wakes up and finds
his camel which he had lost in
the wilderness."
[69621 ( ... ) Anas narrated a
similar report (as IjadIth no. 6961)
from the Prophet
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Chapter 2. Sins Are Erased By
Praying For Forgiveness And
Repenting
[6963] 9 - (2748) It was
narrated that Abü Ayyüb said,
when he was dying: "I have
concealed from you something
that I heard from the Messenger
I heard the Messenger
of Allah
say: 'If you did not
of Allah
commit sin, Allah would create
people who would commit sin, and
He would forgive them."
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[6964] 10 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Ayyôb A1-AnârI that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"If you did not commit any sins
for which Allah would forgive
you, Allah would create a people
who will have sins and he would
forgive them for them."
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[6965] 11 - (2749) It was
narrated that AN Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'By the One in Whose Hand is
my soul, if you did not commit
sin, Allah would dispense with
you and create people who would
commit sins, then ask (Allah) for
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forgiveness, then he would forgive
them."

Chapter 3. The Virtue Of
Constant Dhikr, Thinking Of The
Hereafter, And Remembering
That Allah Is Always Watching;
Permissibility Of Stopping That
Sometimes, And Attending To
Worldly Matters
[6966] 12 - (2750) It was
narrated that Hanzalah A]-Usaidi who was one of the scribes of the
Messenger of Allah -said: "Abfl
Bakr met me and said: 'How are
you, 0 Hanzalah?' I said: 'Hanzalah
has become a hypocrite.' He said:
'Subhân Allah! What are you
saying?' I said: 'When we are with
he
the Messenger of Allah
reminds us of the Fire and
Paradise, until it is as if we are
seeing them with our own eyes, but
when we depart from the
Messenger of Allah , we attend
to our wives and children and
businesses, and we forget a great
deal.' Abü Bakr said: 'By Allah, we
experience something similar.'
"Abü Bakr and I went and
entered upon the Messenger of
Allah
and I said: 'Hanzalah has
become a hypocrite, 0 Messenger
of Allah.' The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Why is that?' I said: '0
Messenger of Allah, when we are
with you, you remind us of
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Paradise and the Fire (until) it is
as if we are seeing them with our
own eyes, but when we depart
from you, we attend to our wives
and children and businesses, and
we forget a great deal.' The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'By
the One in Whose Hand is my
soul, if you continued as you are
when you are with me, and
continued to remember (Paradise
and Hell), the angels would shake
hands with you in your homes and
on the streets. But, 0 Hanzalah,
there is a time for this and a time
for that" (he said it) three times.

[6967] 13 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hanzalah said: "We were with
the Messenger of Allah
and he
exhorted us, and reminded us of
the Fire. Then I came home and
laughed with my children and
played with my wife. Then I went
out and met Abü Bakr, and I
mentioned that to him. He said: 'I
have done the same as you
mentioned.' We met the Messenger
of Allah
and I said: '0
Messenger of Allah, Hanzalah has
become a hypocrite.' He said:
'Don't speak like that.' So I told
him what we had said, and Abü
Bakr said: 'I have done the same
as he has.' He () said: '0
Hanzalah, there is a time for this
and a time for that. If your hearts
were always as they are when you
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are remembering, the angels
would shake hands with you and
greet you in the streets."

It was narrated that
the scribe (of the Messenger of
Allah ) Hanzalah At-TamIml
Al-Usaidi said: "We were with
the Prophet
and we spoke of
Paradise and the Fire..." and he
mentioned a similar HadIth (as
no. 6967).

[6968] ( ... )

Chapter 4. The Vastness Of
Allah's Mercy, Which Prevails
Over His Wrath
[6969] 14 - (2751) It was narrated

from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "When Allah
created the creation, He wrote in
His Book, which is with Him
above the Throne: 'My mercy
prevails over My wrath."

It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "Allah, Glorified
and Exalted is He, said: "My
mercy precedes My wrath."

[6970] 15 - ( ... )
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[6971] 16 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: The
Messenger of Allah said: "When
Allah had finished creation, He
ordained for Himself in His Book
which is with Him: 'My mercy
prevails over My wrath."

[6972] 17- (2752) Abfl
Hurairah said: "I heard the
say: 'Allah
Messenger of Allah
made mercy in one hundred
parts, and he kept ninety-nine
parts with Him, and He sent one
part down to earth, from which
all creatures show compassion to
one another, and animals even
lift their hooves lest they harm
their young."

[6973] 18 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
said:
Messenger of Allah
"Allah created one hundred
(parts) of mercy, and he placed
one part among His creation, and
kept one hundred less one with
Him."
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[6974] 19 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "Allah has one
hundred (parts of) mercy, of
which He sent one part down
among jinn, humans, animals and
insects, because of which they
show compassion and kindness to
one another, and a wild animal
shows compassion to its young.
And Allah has kept back ninetynine parts of mercy by which He
will show mercy to His slaves on
the Day of Resurrection."

[6975] 20 - (2753) It was
narrated that Salman A1-FârisI
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Allah has one hundred
(parts) of mercy, because of (one
part of) which creatures show
mercy to one another, and ninetynine parts are for the Day of
Resurrection."

[6976] ( ... ) A1-Mu'tamir
narrated it from his father with
this chain of narrators.

[6977] 21 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Salman said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'On the day that
Allah created the heavens and
the earth, He created one
hundred (parts of) mercy, each of
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which is as great as the distance
between the heavens and the
earth, and He put one part of
that mercy on earth, because of
which a mother shows compassion
to her child and animals and birds
show compassion to one another.
When the Day of Resurrection
comes, that mercy will complete
the number (again)."

[6978] 22 - (2754) It was
narrated that 'Umar bin AlKhattâb said: "Some prisoners
were brought to the Messenger of
Allah itg, and there was a woman
among the prisoners who was
searching for someone. When she
found a small boy among the
prisoners, she clasped him to her
and started to breastfeed him.
The Messenger of Allah
said
to us: 'Do you think that this
woman would throw her child into
the fire?' We said: 'No, by Allah,
she would never do that if she is
able not to.' The Messenger of
Allah it said: 'Allah is more
merciful towards His slaves than
this woman is towards her
child."

[6979] 23 - (2755) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"If the believer knew what there
is with Allah of torment, no one
would hope for Paradise, and if
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the disbeliever knew what there
is with Allah of mercy, no one
would despair of Paradise."

[6980] 24 - (2756) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"A man who had never done any
good deed told to his family that
when he dies, to burn him then
scatter half (of the ashes) on the
land and half in the sea, for by
Allah, if Allah gets him, He will
punish him in a way that He has
never punished anyone else.
When the man died, they did
what he had told them. Then
Allah commanded the land to
gather together what was in it,
and He commanded the sea to
gather together what was in it,
then He said (to that man): 'Why
did you do that?' He said: 'Out
of fear of You, 0 Lord, and You
know best.' And Allah forgave
him."
[6981] 25 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Az-ZuhrI, who said:
Humaid bin 'Abdur-Rahmân
informed me from Abü Hurairah
that the Prophet
said: "A man
transgressed against his soul.
When he was dying he told his
sons: 'When I die, burn me then
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crush (my bones), then scatter
them in the wind and in the sea,
for by Allah, if Allah gets me, He
will punish me as He has never
punished anyone.' They did that
as they were told. Then Allah
said to the land: 'Return what
you have taken,' and he was
standing there. Then He said to
him: 'What made you do what
you did?' He said: 'Fear of You,
0 Lord.' And Allah forgave him
because of that."

[6982] (2619) Az-ZuhrI said:
"Humaid narrated to me from
Abü Hurairah that the Messenger
of Allah
said: 'A woman
entered Hell because of a cat
which she had; she had tied it up
and did not feed it nor let it loose
to eat of the vermin of the earth,
until it died of starvation."

[6983] 26 - (2756) It was
narrated that AN Hurairah said: "I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: 'A man transgressed against
his soul..." a HadIth like that of
Ma'mar (no. 6981), up to the
words: "And Allah forgave him."
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He did not mention the HadIth
about the woman and the cat.
In the HadIth of Az-ZubaidI it
says: "Allah, Glorified and Exalted
is He, said to everything that had
taken any part of him: 'Give back
that which you have taken of him."

[6984] 27 - (2757) Abü Sa'eed
Al-KhudrI narrated from the
Prophet
: "Allah bestowed
wealth and children upon a man
among those who ..ame before
you. He said to his children: 'Do
what I command you, or I will
make others my heirs. When I
die, burn me" - and as far as I
know, he said "and crush (my
bones), then scatter me in the
wind, for I have never done any
good that would please Allah,
and if Allah gets me, He will
punish me.' He took a pledge
from them, and they did that for
him. By my Lord, Allah said:
'What made you do that?' He
said: 'Fear of You.' And that is
all that befell him."
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[6985] 28- ( ... ) A similar HadIth
(as no. 6984) was narrated from
Qatâdah with the chain of Shu'bah.

Chapter 5. Acceptance Of
Repentance From Sin, Even If
The Sin And Repentance
Happen Repeatedly
[6986] 29 - (2758) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
in a IjadIth QudsI the Prophet
said, quoting the Lord, the
Sublime and Majestic: "A man
committed a sin and said: '0
Lord, forgive me.' Allah, Blessed
and Exalted is He, said: 'My slave

(1
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has committed a sin, but he knew
that he has a Lord Who forgives
sin, and calls people to account
for sin.' Then he sinned again
and said: '0 Lord, forgive me.'
Allah, Blessed and Exalted is He,
said: 'My slave has committed a
sin, but he knew that he has a
Lord Who forgives sin, and calls
people to account for sin.' Then
he sinned again and said: '0
Lord, forgive me.' Allah, Blessed
and Exalted is He, said: 'My slave
has committed a sin, but he knew
that he has a Lord Who forgives
sin, and calls people to account
for sin. Do what you wish, for I
have forgiven you."
'Abdul-A'lâ said: "I do not know
whether he said after the third or
the fourth time: 'Do what you
wish."
[69871 ( ... ) ' Abdul-A'la bin
Hammâd An-NarsI narrated with
this chain of narrators (a HadIth
similar to no. 6986).

[6988] 30 - ( ... ) Isâq bin
'Abdullâh bin AbI Talhah said:
"In Al-Madinah there was a
storyteller called 'Abdur-Rabmân
bin AbI 'Amrah. I heard him say:
'I heard Abü Hurairah say: "A
man committed a sin..." a HadIth
like that of Hammâd bin Salamah
(no. 6986), and he mentioned
three times that he committed a
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sin, and after the third time (he
said): "I have forgiven My slave;
let him do what he likes."
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[6989] 31 - (2759) It was
narrated from Abü Mflsâ that the
Prophet
said: "Allah holds out
His Hand at night to accept the
repentance of those who have
sinned during the day, and He
holdc out His Hand by day to
aLcpt the repentance of those
whi have sinned at night - until
the sun rises from its place of
setting."

(Vo0)
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[6990] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated a
similar report with this chain of
narrators.

Chapter 6. The Protective
Jealousy (GhIrah) Of A11ah The
Most High, And The Prohibition
Of Immoral Behavior
[6991] 32 - (2760) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'There is no one to whom praise is
more dear than Allah, Glorified
and Exalted is lie, and because of
that He praised Himself. And
there is no one whose GhIrah
(protective jealousy) is greater
than Allah's and because of that
He forbade immoral actions, both
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those that are committed openly
and those that are committed in
secret."
[69921 33 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'There is no one whose protective
jealousy is greater than Allah's,
and because of that He forbade
immoral actions, both those that
are committed openly and those
that are committed in secret. And
there is no one to whom praise is
more dear than Allah, Glorified
and Exalted is He."

[6993] 34 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Amr bin Murrah who said:
"I heard Abü Wâ'il say: 'I heard
'Abdullâh bin Mas'üd say:" - He
said: "I said: 'Did you hear it from
'Abdullâh?' He said: 'Yes, and he
attributed it to the Prophet
'There is no one whose protective
jealousy is greater than Allah's,
and because of that He forbade
immoral actions, both those that
are committed openly and those
that are committed in secret. And
there is no one to whom praise is
more dear than Allah, Glorified
and Exalted is He, and because of
that He praised Himself."
[6994] 35 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin Mas'üd said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'There is no one to whom praise is
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more dear than Allah, Glorified
and Exalted is He, and because of
that He praised Himself. And
there is no one whose protective
jealousy is greater than Allah's,
and because of that He forbade
immoral actions. And there is no
one to whom apologies (repentance)
are dearer than Allah, and because
of that He sent down the Book and
He sent the Messengers."

[6995] 36 - (2761) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Allah has a sense of protective
jealousy and the believer has a
sense of protective jealousy, too,
and the protective jealousy of
Allah is provoked when the
believer does something that is
forbidden to him."
[6996] (2762) Asmâ' bint AbI
Bakr narrated that she heard the
Messenger of Allah
say:
"Nothing has a greater sense of
protective jealousy than Allah,
Glorified and Exalted is He."

[6997] (2761) A report like that of
ajjâj (no. 6995) was narrated from
Abü Hurairah from the Prophet .
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[6998] 37 - (2762) It was narrated
from Asmâ' that the Prophet
said: "Nothing has a greater
sense of protective jealousy than
Allah, Glorified and Exalted is
He."

[6999] 38 - (2761) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"The believer feels protective
jealousy towards another believer,
and Allah has a greater sense of
protective jealousy."
[7000] ( ... ) Shu'bah said: "I heard
A1-'Alâ'..." (a HadIth similar to no.
6999) with this chain of narrators.
Chapter 7. The Words Of Allah
The Most High: "Verily, The Good
Deeds Remove The Evil Deeds"
[7001] 39 - (2763) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
Mas'üd that a man kissed a woman,
then he came to the Prophet and
told him about that. Then it was
revealed: "And perform As-Salât, at
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the two ends of the day and in some
hours of the night. Verily, the good
deeds remove the evil deeds (i.e.
small sins). That is a reminder (an
advice) for the mindful (those who
accept advice)."111 The man said:
"Is that just for me, 0 Messenger of
Allah?" He said: "It is for anyone
who does that among my Ummah."

[70021 40 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn Mas'üd that a man
came to the Prophet
and said
that he had done something with
a woman, either kissing or
touching her hand or something,
as if he was asking about the
expiation for that. Then Allah
revealed (the words)... and he
(the sub narrator) mentioned a
HadIth like that of YazId (no.
7001).
[7003] 41 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sulaimân At-TaimI with this
chain of narrators. He said: "A
man did something with a woman
that was less than intercourse. He
went to 'Umar bin Al-Kb attâb,
who rebuked him strongly, then he
went to Abü Bakr, who rebuked
[1]

Had 11:114.
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him strongly, then he went to the
and he mentioned a
Pro,` --t
IidIth like that of YazId and AlMu'tamir. (no. 7001, 7002)
[7004] 42 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said: "A man
came to the Prophet
and said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, I was
intimate with a woman on the
outskirts of Al-Madinah, and I
did something with her that was
less than intercourse. Here I am,
judge me as you wish.' 'Umar
said to him: 'Allah had concealed
you, why didn't you conceal
yourself?' But the Prophet
did
not answer. The man got up and
left, then the Prophet
sent a
man to call him back, and he
recited this Verse to him: "And
perform As-Salât, at the two ends
of the day and in some hours of the
night. Verily, the good deeds
remove the evil deeds (i.e. small
sins). That is a reminder (an
advice) for the mindful (those who
accept advice)".111 A man among
the people said: '0 Prophet of
Allah, is it only for him?' He said:
'No, it is for all the people."

[7005] 43 - ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of Abil A1-Ahwas was narrated
from 'Abdullâh (no. 7004) from
Had 11:114.
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the Prophet, and he said in his
HadIth: "Mu'âdh said: '0
Messenger of Allah, is it only for
him or for all of us?' He said: 'No,
it is for all of you."

[7006] 44 - (2764) It was
narrated that Anas said: "A man
came to the Prophet
and said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, I have
committed a sin that may dictate a
punishment, so carry it out on me."
He said: "The time for prayer came,
so he prayed with the Messenger of
Allah . When the prayer was
over he said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, I have committed a sin that
may dictate a punishment, so
punish me according to the Book
of Allah.' He () said: 'Did you
attend the prayer with us?' He
said: 'Yes.' He said: 'You have
been forgiven."

[7007] 45 - (2765) Abü
Umâmah said: "While the
Messenger of Allah
was in the
Masjid and we were sitting with
him, a man came and said: '0
Messenger of Allah, I have
committed a sin that may dictate
a punishment, so carry it out on
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me.' The Messenger of Allah
remained silent and he said
again: '0 Messenger of Allah, I
have committed a sin that may
dictate a punishment, so carry it
out on me.' (The Messenger of
Allah ) remained silent and he
said it a third time, and the
Iqâmah was called for prayer.
When the Prophet of Allah
left, the man followed him, and I
(Abü Umâmah) also followed the
Messenger of Allah
to see
how he would answer the man.
"The man caught up with the
Messenger of Allah
and said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, I have
committed a sin that may dictate a
punishment, so carry it out on
me." Abü Umâmah said: "The
Messenger of Allah said to him:
'When you came out of your house,
did you perform Wutâ' and do it
well?' He said: 'Yes, 0 Messenger
of Allah.' He said: 'Then did you
attend the prayer with us?' He said:
'Yes, 0 Messenger of Allah.' The
Messenger of Allah said to him:
'Then Allah has forgiven your
transgression' - or 'your sin."

Chapter 8. The Acceptance Of
The Repentance Of The One
Who Kills, Even If He Has
Killed A Great Deal
[7008] 46 - (2766) It was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed AlKhudri that the Prophet of Allah
said: "Among those who came
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before you there was a man who
killed ninety-nine people, then he
asked who the most knowledgeable
man on earth was, and he was
directed to a monk. He went to him
and told him that he had killed
ninety-nine people; could he
repent? The monk said no, so he
killed him, thus completing one
hundred. Then he asked who the
most knowledgeable man on earth
was, and he was directed to a man
of knowledge, and said that he had
killed one hundred people; could
he repent? He said: 'Yes, who
could stand between him and
repentance? Go to such and such a
land, for therein there are people
who worship Allah, so go and
worship Allah with them, and do
not go back to your own land for it
is a bad land.' So he set out, then
when he was halfway there, death
came upon him. The Angels of
mercy and the Angels of torment
disputed over him. The Angels of
mercy said: 'He came repenting and
turning whole-heartedly towards
Allah.' The Angels of torment said:
'He never did anything good.' Then
an angel in the form of a man came
to them and they appointed him (to
decide) between them. He said:
'Measure the distance between the
two lands, and whichever is closer,
that is where he belongs.' So they
measured it and they found that he
was closer to the land that he was
heading for, so the Angels of mercy
took him."
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Qatâdah said: "Al-Hasan said:
'We were told that when death
came to him, he leaned forward
(towards the land he was heading
for)."
[7009] 47 - (...) It was narrated
from Abü Sa'eed Al-KhudrI from
the Prophet
: "A man killed
ninety-nine people, then he
started asking whether he could
repent. He came to a monk and
asked him, and he said: 'You
cannot repent,' so he killed the
monk. Then he started asking,
then he left that town for another
town where there were righteous
people. When he was part-way
there, death overtook him, and
he died when he was leaning
forward. The Angels of mercy
and the Angels of torment
disputed over him, but he was
closer to the righteous town by a
handspan, so he was counted as
one of its people."

( ... )

A HadIth like
that of Mu'âdh bin Mu'âdh (no.
7009) was narrated from Qatâdah
with this chain of narrators, and
he added: "Allah ordered to (one
land) to move away, and to (the
other land) to come closer."
[7010] 48 -
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Chapter... The Vastness Of
Allah's Mercy Towards The
Believers, And Every Muslim
Will Be Ransomed By A
Disbeliever From The Fire
[7011] 49 - (2767) It was
narrated that Abü Müsâ said: "The
Messenger of Allah said: 'When
the Day of Resurrection comes,
Allah, Glorified and Exalted is He,
will give every Muslim a Jew or a
Christian, and He will say: "This is
your ransom from the Fire."
[7012] 50 - ( ... ) 'Awn and
Sa'eed bin AbI Burdah narrated
that they witnessed Abü Burdah
narrating to 'Umar bin 'Abdul'Azîz from his father that the
Prophet
said: "No Muslim
man dies but Allah causes a Jew
or a Christian to enter the Fire in
his stead." 'Umar bin 'Abdul'Azîz asked him to swear by
Allah, besides Whom none has
the right to be worshipped, three
times, that his father narrated
that to him from the Prophet
and he swore to him. Sa'eed did
not tell me that he asked him to
swear, but he did not object to
what 'Awn said.
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[7013] ( ... ) Qatâdah narrated a
HadIth like that of 'Affân (no.
7012), with this chain of narrators,
and he said: "Awn bin 'Utbah."
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[7014] 51 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from AN Burdah from his father
that the Prophet
said: "On the
Day of Resurrection some Muslim
people will come with sins like
mountains, but Allah will forgive
them and will place them (the sins)
on the Jews and the Christians" as
far as I reckon.
Abü Rawh said: "I do not know
who is the one who was uncertain."
Abü Burdah said: "I narrated
that to 'Umar bin 'Abdul-'AzIz
and he said: 'Did your father
narrate that to you from the
Messenger of Allah r'?' I said:
'Yes."

[7015] 52 - (2768) It was
narrated that Safwan bin Muhriz
said: "A man said to Ibn 'Umar:
'What did you hear the Messenger
of Allah
say about Najwa
(private conversation)?' He said: 'I
heard him say: "On the Day of
Resurrection the believer will be
brought close to his Lord (the
Mighty and Sublime), until He
places His concealment over him,
then He will make him confess his
sins, and He will say: 'Do you admit
it?' He will say: 'Yes, 0 Lord, I
admit it.' He will say: 'I concealed
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them for you in the world and I
forgive you for them today.' Then
he will be given the record of his
good deeds. As for the disbelievers
and the hypocrites, it will be called
out before all of creation: These are
the ones who disbelieved in Allah."
Chapter 9. The Repentance Of
Ka'b Ibn Mâlik And His Two
Companions
[7016] 53 - (2769) It was
narrated that Ibn Shihâb said: "Then
the Messenger of Allah went out
on the campaign of Tabük,
heading towards the Byzantines
and the Arab-Christians of AshSham."
Ibn Shihâb said: "And 'AbdurRahmân bin 'Abdullâh bin Ka'b
bin Mâlik narrated, that 'Abdullâh
bin Ka'b - who was the one
among his children who became
Ka'b's guide when he became
blind - said: 'I heard Ka'b bin
Mâlik narrate the story of him
staying behind when the
Messenger of Allah jj went out
on the campaign to Tabük. Ka'b
bin Mâlik said: "I did not stay
behind from any campaign that
the Messenger of Allah
went
out on, except the campaign of
Tablik. I also stayed behind from
the campaign of Badr, but the
Messenger of Allah did not
admonish anyone who stayed
behind from it. Rather the
Messenger of Allah
and the
Muslims went out seeking the
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caravan of the Quraish, but Allah
brought them and their enemy
face-to-face without there being
any intention of fighting. I was
present with the Messenger of
Allah
on the night of Al'Aqabah, when we swore our
allegiance to Islam. That was not
dearer to me than being present
at Badr, although (the battle of)
Badr was more famous among
the people. When I stayed behind
from going on the campaign to
Tabük with the Messenger of
Allah , I was never stronger or
better off than when I stayed
behind from that campaign. By
Allah, I had never had two
mounts at the same time I had
two mounts at the time of that
campaign. The Messenger of
Allah
waged this campaign at
a time of intense heat, and was
undertaking a long journey in a
waterless land, and aiming to
confront an enemy greater in
numbers. He made the situation
clear to the Muslims so that they
could fully prepare themselves
for their campaign. He told them
the direction in which he wanted
to go. The Muslims who were
with the Messenger of Allah
were many, and there was no
proper written record of them."
Ka'b said: "Few men wanted to stay
behind, and they thought that they
could easily conceal themselves, so
long as no Revelation came down
from Allah, Glorified and Exalted is
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He, concerning them. The
Messenger of Allah went out on
that campaign when the fruits
were ripe and the shade was very
attractive, and I had a fondness for
those fruits. The Messenger of
Allah
made preparations, as
did the Muslims with him. I would
set out in the morning to make my
preparations along with them,
then I would come back and did
not do anything. I said to myself: 'I
can do that when I want to.' I kept
on delaying that until the people
were about to depart. The
Messenger of Allah set out one
morning and the Muslims set out
with him, but I had not made any
preparations. Then I went out and
came back, and I did not do
anything. I continued to do that
until they had covered some
distance, and I thought of riding
and catching up with them. Would
that I had done that, but that was
not decreed for me.
"When I went out among the
people, after the departure of the
Messenger of Allah , I would
feel shocked and upset to see that
there was no one else of my calibre,
except a man who was accused of
being a hypocrite or a man who had
been excused because of physical
weakness. The Messenger of Allah
did not remember me until he
reached Tablik, then he said, while
he was sitting among the people in
Tabük: 'What happened to Ka'b
bin Mâlik?' A man from Banü
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Salamah said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, his cloak and self admiration
have detained him.' Mu'âdh bin
Jabal said to him: 'What a bad thing
you have said! By Allah, 0
Messenger of Allah, we know
nothing but good about him.' The
Messenger of Allah
remained
silent and while he was like that,
he saw a man dressed in white,
shimmering like a mirage. The
Messenger of Allah ç said: 'Be
Abü Khaithamah' and it was Abil
Khaithamah A1-AnsârI, who was
the one who gave a Sâ' in charity
and was mocked by the hypocrites."
Ka'b bin Mâlik said: "When I
heard that the Messenger of
Allah
was on his way back
from Tabük, I became very
worried and I began to think of
telling a lie, but then I said: 'How
will I save myself from His wrath
tomorrow?' I sought the advice
of every wise man among my
people. When I was told that the
arrival of the Messenger of Allah
was imminent, all false ideas
left me, and I knew that nothing
could save me from his wrath, so
I decided to tell him the truth.
The Messenger of Allah
arrived in the morning, and
whenever he returned from a
journey, he would start by going
to the Masjid and praying two
Rak'ah there, then he would sit
to talk to the people. When he
had done that, those who had
stayed behind came to him and
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started offering their excuses and
swearing oaths to him.
"There were eighty-odd men, and
the Messenger of Allah
accepted their excuses as they
appeared to be, and he accepted
their oaths of allegiance and
prayed for forgiveness for them,
and he left their inward intentions
to Allah. Then I came, and when I
greeted him with Salâm, he smiled
in the manner of one who is angry.
Then he said: 'Come here.' So I
came and sat before him, and he
said to me: 'What kept you
behind? Did you not buy a
mount?' I said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, by Allah, if I sat before
anyone in this world other than
you, I would have saved myself
from his anger with an excuse, for I
have been given the ability to
argue, but by Allah, I know that if I
were to tell you a lie today that you
accepted, soon Allah would make
you angry with me, but if I tell you
the truth today, you will be
annoyed with me, yet I hope that
Allah will cause it to end well. By
Allah, I had no excuse. By Allah, I
was never stronger or more welloff than when I stayed behind and
did not accompany you.' The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'As
for this one, he has spoken the
truth. Get up and leave until Allah
decides concerning you.'
"So I left, and some men of
Banli Salamah came rushing after
me and said to me: 'By Allah, we
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never knew you to commit any sin
before this, but you were unable to
offer any excuse to the Messenger
of Allah
as the others who
stayed behind did. It would have
been sufficient for your sin if the
Messenger of Allah
had
prayed for forgiveness for you.'
"By Allah, they kept rebuking me
until I wanted to go back to the
Messenger of Allah
and
contradict myself. Then I said to
them: 'Is there anyone else in the
same position as me?' They said:
'Yes, there are two men in the same
position as you; they said something
like what you said, and they were
told something like what you were
told.' I said: 'Who are they?' They
said: 'Murârah bin RabI'ah Al'Amirl and Hilâl bin Umayyah AlWâqifi.' They mentioned to me two
righteous men who had been
present at (the battle of) Badr, and
there was an example for me in
them. So I went away when they
mentioned them to me.
"The Messenger of Allah 44
forbade the Muslims to speak to
the three of us among those who
had stayed behind. So the people
shunned us, or their attitude
towards us changed, until it
seemed to me that the land itself
had turned hostile towards me,
and it was no longer the land that
I knew. We stayed like that for
fifty nights. As for my two
companions, they stayed in their
houses weeping, but I was the
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youngest and strongest of them. I
would go out and attend the
prayer, and go around in the
marketplaces, and no one would
speak to me. I would go to the
Messenger of Allah
and greet
him with Salâm, when he was
sitting with the people after
prayer, and I would say to myself:
'Did his lips move in response or
not?' Then I would pray standing
close to him, stealing glances at
him. When I focused on my
prayer, he would look at me, then
when I looked at him he would
turn away. Then when this harsh
treatment of the Muslims had
gone on for too long, I went and
climbed the wall of the garden of
Abü Qatâdah, who was my
paternal cousin and the dearest
of people to me, and I greeted
him with Salâm but by Allah, he
did not return the greeting. I said
to him: '0 Abü Qatâdah, I adjure
you by Allah, do you know that I
love Allah and His Messenger?'
He remained silent, so I adjured
him again, and he remained silent.
Then I adjured him again and he
said: 'Allah and His Messenger
know best.' My eyes filled with
tears, and I turned away and
climbed back over the wall.
"While I was walking in the
marketplace of Al-Madinah, I
saw a farmer from Ash-Sham,
one of those who had brought
foodstuff to sell in Al-Madinah.
He was saying: 'Who will show
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me where Ka'b bin Mâlik is?'
The people started to point me
out to him, and he came to me
and gave me a letter from the
king of Ghassân. I was literate, so
I read it and it said:
"We have heard that your
companion is treating you cruelly,
and you do not have to stay in a
place where you are humiliated
and have no rights. Come to us
and we will support you.' When I
read it, I said: 'This is also part of
the test,' and went to the oven
and threw it in. Then when forty
of the fifty days had passed, and
no Revelation had come, the
envoy of the Messenger of Allah
came to me and said: 'The
Messenger of Allahii has
ordered you to keep away from
your wife.' I said: 'Should I
divorce her, or what should I
do?' He said: 'No, just keep away
from her, and do not come near
her.' And he sent word to my two
companions with similar orders. I
said to my wife: 'Go to your
family and stay with them until
Allah decides concerning this
matter.' The wife of Hilâl bin
Umayyah came to the Messenger
of Allah
and said to him: '0
Messenger of Allah, Hilâl bin
Umayyah is an old man who has
no servant and no one to take
care of him. Do you object if I
serve him?' He said: 'No, but he
should not come near you.' She
said: 'By Allah, he has no such
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desire; he has not stopped weeping
from the moment this happened
until today.'
"Some of my family said to me:
'Why don't you ask the Messenger of
Allah for permission concerning
your wife, for he has given the wife
of Hilâl bin Umayyah permission
to serve him.' I said: 'I will not ask
for
the Messenger of Allah
permission concerning her, for
how can I know what the
Messenger of Allah ç will say if I
ask him for permission concerning
her, when I am a young man?' I
stayed like that for ten days, which
completed fifty days from the time
when it had become forbidden to
speak to us. Then I prayed Fajr on
the morning of the fiftieth day, on
the roof of one of our houses.
While I was sitting in the manner
that Allah, Glorified and Exalted
is He, described us, my own self
was straitened for me and the
earth, vast as it is, was straitened
for me,11' I heard the voice of
someone shouting from the top of
Mount Sal', saying at the top of his
voice: '0 Ka'b bin Mâlik, be of
good cheer!' I fell down in
prostration, for I knew that a way
out had come.
"The Messenger of Allah Ai had
announced to the people that Allah
had accepted our repentance when
he prayed Fajr, and the people
started to give us the glad tidings.
See At -Tawbah 9:118.
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They went to my two companions to
tell them the glad tidings, and one
man came to me galloping on his
horse, and a man from Aslam came
rushing to me, and he stood on top
of the mountain and shouted. The
man's voice was swifter than the
horse. When the one whose voice I
had heard giving me the glad tidings
came to me, I took off my cloak and
gave it to him in return for his good
news. By Allah, I did not have any
other garment at that time, and I
had to borrow two garments and
put them on. I set out to go to
the Messenger of Allah , and I
was met by the people, group
after group, congratulating me
for my repentance and saying:
'Congratulations for Allah's
acceptance of your repentance.'
Then I entered the Masjid and saw
the Messenger of Allah
sitting
there with the people around him
Talbah bin 'Ubaidullâh got up and
ran towards me to shake my hand
and congratulate me, but by Allah,
no man among the MuhâjirIn got
up except him."
(The sub narrator said:) Ka'b
never forgot that (gesture) of
Tallah's.
Kab said: "When I greeted the
Messenger of Allah
with
Sulâm, he said, with his face
shining with joy: 'Be of good
cheer, for this is the best day you
have ever had since the day your
mother gave birth to you.' I said:
'Is it from you, 0 Messenger of
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Allah, or from Allah?' He said:
'No, it is from Allah.' When the
was
Messenger of Allah
happy, his face would shine, as if
it were a piece of the moon, and
we would recognize that.
"When I sat before him, I said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, as part of
my repentance, I will give up my
wealth as charity to Allah and
.' The
His Messenger
Messenger of Allah , said:
'Keep some of (the booty of)
your wealth; that is better for
you.' I said: 'I will keep my share
of Khaibar.' Then I said: '0
Messenger of Allah, Allah saved
me because I spoke the truth. As
part of my repentance I shall
speak nothing but the truth so
long as I live.' By Allah, I do not
know of anyone among the
Muslims whom Allah put to a
more severe test because of
telling the truth, from the time I
said that to the Messenger of
Allah jl until today. By Allah, I
have not told a lie from the time
I said that to the Messenger of
Allah
until today, and I hope
that Allah will protect me for the
rest of my life."
"And Allah revealed the words:
'Allah has forgiven the Prophet,
the Muhâjiri2n and the Ansâr who
followed him (Muhammad ) in
the time of distress (Tabük
expedition)'... Until he reached:
'Certainly, He is unto them full of
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kindness, Most Merciful. And (He
did forgive also) the three who did
not join (the Tabük expedition)
till, for them the earth, vast as it is,
was straitened and their ownselves
were straitened to them, and they
perceived that there is no fleeing
from Allah, and no refuge but with
Him. Then, He forgave them
(accepted their repentance), that
they might beg for His Pardon
(repent to Him). Verily, Allah is
the One Who forgives and accepts
repentance, Most Merciful."
[until he reached]:
"0 you who believe! Be afraid
of Allah, and be with those who
are true (in words and deeds)"111
Ka'b said; "By Allah, Allah did
not bestow any blessing upon me,
after He guided me to Islam, that
was greater in my view than the
fact that I told the truth to the
Messenger of Allah , and I did
not lie and end up doomed as
happened to those who lied, when
there came Revelation in which
Allah addressed those who had
lied, and spoke the harshest words
ever spoken to anyone. Allah said:
"They will swear by Allah to you
(Muslims) when you return to
them, that you may turn away from
them. So turn away from them.
Surely, they are Rijsun [i.e.
Najasun (impure) because of their
evil deeds], and Hell is their
At-Tawbah 9:117-119.
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dwelling place - a recompense for
that which they used to earn. They
(the hypocrites) swear to you
(Muslims) that you may be pleased
with them, but if you are pleased
with them, certainly Allah is not
pleased with the people who are
A1-Fâsiq6n "['1
Ka'b said: "Our case was deferred,
the theree of us, unlike the case of
those whose apology the Messenger
of Allah
accepted when they
swore to him, and he accepted their
oath of allegiance and prayed for
forgiveness for them. The Messenger
of Allah
deferred our case until
Allah decided concerning it. Hence
Allah said: "And (He did forgive
also) the three who..." What Allah
says here does not refer to our
staying behind from the campaign,
rather it refers to His delaying the
decision concerning us, unlike those
who swore an oath (to the Prophet
) and apologized to him, from
whom he accepted that."
[7017] (...) A similar report was
narrated from Az-ZuhrI.

--

ri

[7018] 54 - ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin
Ka'b bin Mâlik, who acted as
Ka'b's guide when he became
blind, said: "I heard Ka'b bin
Mâlik telling his story about
when he stayed behind from
E' At-Tawbah 9:95, 96.
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going on the campaign to Tabük
with the Messenger of Allah ...
and he quoted the IjadIth (as no.
7016) and added: "When the
Messenger of Allah wanted to
go out on a campaign, he would
hint at a destination other than his
real goal, except in the case of this
campaign."
In the HadIth of Az-Zuhri's
nephew, it does not mention Abü
Khaithamah and his catching up
with the Prophet .

[7019] 55 - ( ... ) 'Abdur-Rahmân
bin 'Abdullâh bin Ka'b bin Mâlik
narrated that his paternal uncle,
'Ubaidullâh bin Ka'b, who was
Ka'b's guide when he lost his
sight, and who was the most
knowledgeable of his people
about the AhâdIth of the
Companions of the Messenger of
Allah , said: "I heard my father
Ka'b bin Mâlik, who was one of
the three whose repentance was
accepted, say that he did not stay
behind from accompanying the
Messenger of Allah
on any
campaign that he went on, except
for two campaigns..." and he
quoted the IjadIth and said: "The
Messenger of Allah
set out on
the campaign with many people,
more than ten thousand, and
there was no record of their
names."
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Chapter 10. Al-Jfk (The
Slander) And The Acceptance
Of The Slanderer's Repentance
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[7020] 56 - (2770) It was
narrated from Az-Zuhri: "Sa'eed bin
A]-Musayyab, 'Urwah bin Az-Zubair,
'Alqamah bin Waqqâ and
'Ubaidullâh bin 'Abdullâh bin 'Utbah
bin Mas'üd narrated the HadIth of
'Aishah, the wife of the Prophet ,
when the people of the slander
said what they said about her, then
Allah declared her innocent of
what they said. Each of them told
me part of her story, and some of
them had better memories than
others and reported more details.
I tried to memorize what each of
them told me of the story, and
their reports confirmed one
another. They said that 'Aishah,
said:
the wife of the Prophet
'When the Messenger of Allah
wanted to go out on a journey, he
would cast lots between his wives
and the one whose name was
drawn, the Messenger of Allah
would take her with him.'
"'Aishah said: 'He () cast lots
between us for a campaign he was
going on, and my name was drawn,
so I went out with the Messenger
This was after the
of Allah
command of Hijâb had been
revealed, so I would be lifted up in
my Howdah, and I would be set
down in it. That was the case
throughout the journey, until the
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had
Messenger of Allah
finished his campaign, then we
headed back.
"'When we were close to AlMadinah, he gave the command to
move on one night. When he gave
the command to move on, I got up
and walked until I had passed
beyond the army, and when I had
relieved myself I came back to the
camp. I put my hand to my chest
and found that my necklace of Zafâr
beads (a kind of Yemeni beads) had
broken and fell off. I went back,
looking for my necklace, and that
distracted me. The men who used to
prepare the camel for me and lift up
my Howdah came and lifted it onto
my camel that I used to ride, and
they thought that I was in it.
"The women at that time were
lean and did not carry much flesh,
as they did not eat much food. The
people did not notice the weight of
the Howdah when they lifted it up,
as I was a young girl. They drove
the camel and set out. I found my
necklace after the army had
moved on, and I came back to
their camp and there was no one to
call and no one to answer. I waited
in the place where I had stayed,
thinking that the people would
notice I was missing and would
come back for me. While I was
sitting in that place, tiredness
overwhelmed me and I fell asleep.
Safwân bin Al-Mu'attal As-SulamI
Adh-Dhakwânl had stopped to rest
towards the end of the night, and he
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was behind the army, and had set
out at the end of night. In the
morning he reached the place
where I was, and he saw the shape
of a person sleeping. He came to
me, and he recognized me when he
saw me, as he used to see me before
the Ijzjâb was enjoined upon me. I
woke up when I heard his
Istirjâ 'ah 11 when he recognized
me, and I covered my face with my
Jilbâb. By Allah, he did not say a
word to me and I did not hear any
word from him apart from his
Istirjâ 'ah.
"He made his camel kneel down
and put his foot on its foreleg (to
keep it steady), then I mounted it,
and he set off, leading me on the
mount, until we came to the army,
which had stopped to rest in the
noonday heat. Then some were
doomed because of my situation,
foremost among whom was
'Abdullâh bin Ubayy bin Salül. We
arrived in Al-Madinah, and I fell
sick for a month after we arrived in
Al-Madinah. The people were
spreading what the people of the
slander were saying, and I was not
aware of any of that. What gave
me cause for alarm was that I did
not see the kindness that I usually
saw from the Messenger of Allah
when I was sick; rather the
Messenger of Allah would just
come and greet me with Salâm,
and say: "How are you?" So that
made me worried, but I was
" Saying: "Verily to Allah we belong and verily unto Him is our return."
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unaware of the evil, until I went
out after I had begun to recover,
and Umm Mistah went out with
me, to A1-Manâsi', which is where
we used to relieve ourselves. We
only used to go out at night, and
that was before we had latrines
close to our houses. We were like
the early Arabs in our efforts to
keep clean; we did not like to have
latrines close to our houses.
"Umm Mistah and I set out. She
was the daughter of Abü Ruhm
bin Al-Muttalib bin 'Abd Manâf,
and her mother was the daughter
of Sa!r bin 'Amir, the maternal
aunt of Abü Bakr A-SiddIq. Her
son was Mistah bin Uthâthah bin
'Abbâd bin Al-Muttalib. The
daughter of Abü Ruhm and I set
out for my house when we had
finished our business, and Umm
Mistah stumbled on her apron and
said: "Woe to Mistah!" I said to
her: "What a bad thing you have
said; are you berating a man who
was present at (the battle of)
Badr?" She said: "0 you! Have
you not heard what he said?" I
said: "What did he say?" She told
me what the people of the slander
were saying, and my sickness
became worse. When I came back
to my house, the Messenger of
Allah
entered upon me and
greeted me with Salâm, then he
said: "How are you?" I said: "Will
you give me permission to go to
my parents?" "'At that time I
wanted to get confirmation of the
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news from them. The Messenger
of Allah gave me permission, so
I went to my parents and said to
my mother: '0 my mother, what
are the people talking about?' She
said: '0 my daughter, do not
worry, for by Allah there was never
a good looking woman who was
loved by her husband and she had
co-wives, but they tried to find
fault with her.' I said: 'Subhân
Allah, are the people talking about
that?' I wept that night until
morning came, and my tears never
stopped, and I did not get a wink
of sleep. When morning came I
was still weeping. The Messenger
of Allah
called 'Ali bin AbI
Tâlib and Usâmah bin Zaid, when
the Revelation was delayed, and
asked their advice about leaving
his wife.
"As for Usâmah bin Zaid, he
told the Messenger of Allah
what he knew about his wife's
innocence, and what he knew of
his (the Prophet's) love for her. He
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, she is
your wife, and we know nothing
but good about her.' As for 'Ali bin
Abi Tâlib, he said: 'Allah has not
imposed any restrictions on you,
and there are many other women
besides her. If you ask the slave
woman she will tell you the truth.'
The Messenger of Allah called
BarIrah and said: '0 Barirah, have
you seen anything to make you
doubt about 'Aishah?' BarIrah
said to him: 'By the One Who sent
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you with the truth, I have never
seen anything objectionable from
her, except that she is a young girl
who falls asleep when making
dough for her family, then the
domestic sheep comes and eats it.'
"The Messenger of Allah
stood on the Minbar and sought
support against 'Abdullâh bin
Ubayy bin Salül. The Messenger
of Allah
said when he was on
the Minbar: '0 Muslims, who will
support me against a man who has
offended me with regard to my
family? By Allah, I know nothing
but good about my family, and
they have mentioned a man
(Safwan) about whom I know
nothing but good, and he has
never entered upon my family
except with me.' Sa'd bin Mu'âdh
Al-AnârI stood up and said: 'I will
support you against him, 0
Messenger of Allah. If he is from
Aws, Twill strike his neck, and if he
is from our brothers of Al-Khazraj,
tell us what to do and we will do as
you command.' Sa'd bin 'Ubâdah,
who was the chief of Al-Khazraj,
stood up. He was a righteous man
but tribalism overtook him, and he
said to Sa'd bin Mu'âdh: 'You are
lying, by Allah. You will not kill him
and you will not be able to kill him.'
Usaid bin Hudair, who was the
cousin of Sa'd bin Mu'âdh, stood up
and said to Sa'd bin 'Ubâdah: 'You
are lying, by Allah. We will certainly
kill him, and you are a hypocrite,
defending the hypocrites.'
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"They began to argue while the
was
Messenger of Allah
standing on the Minbar, and the
kept trying
Messenger of Allah
to calm them down, until they
finally calmed down and fell silent.
I wept that day, and my tears never
stopped and I did not get a wink of
sleep. Then I wept the following
night, and my tears never stopped
and I did not get a wink of sleep,
and my parents thought that my
weeping would be the end of me.
While they were sitting with me
and I was weeping, an AnsârI
woman asked permission to come
in and I gave her permission. She
sat down and wept. While we were
like that, the Messenger of Allah
came in and greeted us with
Salâm, then he sat down. He had
not sat with me since the rumour
began, and for a month, no
Revelation had come to him
concerning me. The Messenger of
recited the Tashah-hud
Allah
when he sat down, then he said '0
'Aishah, I have heard such and
such about you. If you are
innocent then Allah will declare
your innocence, and if you have
committed a sin, then ask Allah to
forgive you, and repent to Him, for
when a person admits his sin and
repents, Allah will accept his
repentance.' When the Messenger
finished what he was
of Allah
saying, my tears dried up and not
another drop fell. I said to my
father: 'Answer the Messenger of
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Allah
on my behalf.' He said:
'By Allah, I do not know what I
should say to the Messenger of
Allah
.' I said to my mother:
'Answer the Messenger of Allah
Jç on my behalf.' She said: 'By
Allah, I do not know what I should
say to the Messenger of Allah ,.'
I was a young girl who did not
know much of the Qur'ân, but I
said: 'By Allah, I know that you
(all) have been listening to this
(rumour) until it settled in your
minds and you believed it. If I say
to you that I am innocent, and
Allah knows that I am innocent,
you will not believe me, but if I
admit something to you, and Allah
knows that I am innocent, you will
believe me. By Allah, I can find no
likeness for me and you except
that which the father of Yüsuf
said: 'So (for me) patience is most
fitting. And it is Allah (Alone)
Whose Help can be sought against
that (lie) which you describe.' 11
"'Then I turned away and lay
down on my bed. By Allah, at that
time I knew I was innocent, and
that Allah would prove my
innocence, but by Allah, I did not
think that He would reveal
Revelation concerning me that
would be recited. I did not think
that I was so important that Allah,
Glorified and Exalted is He, would
speak of me in words that would
be recited. Rather I hoped that the
[1]

Yjisuf 12:18.
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would be
Messenger of Allah
shown something in a dream
through which Allah would prove
that I was innocent. By Allah, the
Messenger of Allah
did not
move from where he was sitting,
and no one in the house left before
Allah sent Revelation to His
Prophet , and he was overcome
by the burden that overcame him
when he received Revelation,
when he perspired with drops of
sweat like pearls on a winter day
because of the weight of the words
that were being revealed to him.
"'When it was over, the Messenger
of Allah
smiled and the first
thins he said was: 'Be of good cheer,
o 'Aishah, for Allah has declared
you innocent.' My mother said to
me: 'Get up and go to him.' I said:
'By Allah, I will not get up and go to
him, and Twill not praise anyone but
Allah, for He is the One Who has
revealed that I am innocent.' Allah
revealed the words; 'Verily, those
who brought forth the slander are a
group among you. Consider it not a
bad thing for you. Nay, it is good for
you..."111 ten Verses. Allah
revealed these Verses declaring that
I was innocent.
"Abü Bakr, who used to spend
on Mistah, because he was a
relative of his and was poor, said:
'By Allah, I will never spend
anything on him aain after what
he said about 'Aishah.' Then
Ill

An-Nñr 24:11.
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Allah revealed the words: 'And
let not those among you who are
blessed with graces and wealth
swear not to give (any sort of
help) to their kinsmen, Al-MasâkIn
(the needy), and those who left
their homes for Allah's Cause. Let
them pardon and forgive. Do you
not love that Allah should forgive
you?..."']
Hibbân bin Müsâ said: "Abdullâh
bin Al-Mubârak said: 'This is the
Verse in the Book of Allah which
gives the most hope."
'Abü Bakr said: "By Allah, I
love that Allah should forgive
me," so he continued to spend on
Mistal as he used to, and said: "I
will never stop it."
'Aishah said: "The Messenger of
asked Zainab bint Jahsh
Allah
about me: "What do you know?"
Or: "What do you think?" She said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, by Allah I
have never heard or seen, and by
Allah, I do not know, anything but
good."
'Aishah said: "She was the one
among the wives of the Messenger
of Allah who used to compete
with me, but Allah protected her
by means of her piety, but her
sister Uamnah bint Jabsh opposed
her, and was one of those who
were doomed."
Az-ZuhrI said: "This is what we
have heard about this group."
An-Mr 24:22.
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[7021] 57 - ( ... ) A HadIth like
that of Yünus and Ma'mar (no.
7020) was narrated from Az-ZuhrI
with their chain of narrators.
In the HadIth of Sâlih it adds:
"Urwah said: "Aishah did not
like Hassân to be reviled in her
presence, and she said: "He said:
'My father, my mother and my
honor are all to defend the honour
of Muhammad against you."
He also added: "'Urwah said:
"Aishah said: "By Allah, the man
against whom the allegation was
made said: 'Subhân-Allâh, by the
One in Whose Hand is my soul, I
never unveiled any woman.' Then
after that he was killed as a
martyr in the cause of Allah."
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[70221 58 - (...) It was narrated
Aishah said: "When the
th
rumours spread about me, I did
not know about it. The Messenger
of Allah
stood up to deliver a
Khutbah. He recited the Tashahhud and he praised Allah as He
deserves to be praised, then he
said: 'Advise me with regard to
some people who have made false
charges against my wife, for by
Allah I do not know anything bad
about my wife at all. And they have
made false charges concerning a
man about whom, by Allah, I do not
know anything bad at all, and who
never entered my house except
when I was present, and I was never
absent on a journey but he was
absent with me..." And he quoted
the HadIth, in which it says: "The
Messenger of Allah entered my
house and asked my slave woman,
and she said: 'By Allah, I do not
know of any fault in her except
that she falls asleep and the sheep
comes in and eats her dough - or
her yeast" - Hishâm was not sure.
"Some of his Companions scolded
her and said: 'Tell the Messenger
of Allah
the truth,' and they
referred bluntly to this matter. She
said: 'Subithn-Allâh, by Allah I do
not know anything about her but
what the goldsmith knows about a
piece of pure gold."
"News of that reached the man
concerning whom these things
were being said, and he said:
'Subtiân-Allâh, by Allah I have
never unveiled any woman."
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'Aishah said: "He was killed as a
martyr in the cause of Allah,
Glorified and Exalted is He."
It is also narrated that those who
spoke of it were Mistah, Hamnah
and Hassân. As for the hypocrite
'Abdullâh bin Ubayy, he is the one
who collected false rumours and
spread them further. And he is the
one who took the lead in that,
along with Hamnah.
Chapter 11. Exoneration Of
The Prophet's Concubine
[7023] 59 - (2771) It was
narrated from Anas that a man
was accused of misbehaving with
the concubine of the Messenger
of Allah who had borne him a
child. The Messenger of Allah $
said to 'All: "Go and strike his
neck." 'Ali came to him and found
him in a well, cooling himself off.
'All said to him: "Come out," and
he took him by the hand and
brought him out. Then he saw that
he was mutilated and did not have
a penis, so he refrained from killing
him. Then he came to the Prophet
and said: "0 Messenger of Allah,
he is mutilated, he does not have a
penis."
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50. The Book Of The Attributes
Of The Hypocrites And The
Rulings Concerning Them
Chapter...The Attributes Of
The Hypocrites And The
Rulings Concerning Them
[7024] 1 - (2772) Zaid bin
Arqam said: "We set out on a
journey with the Messenger of
Allah , and the people
encountered hardship. 'Abdullâh
bin Ubayy said to his companions:
'Spend not on those who are with
Allah's Messenger, until they
desert him.' And he ('Abdullâh
bin Ubayy) said: 'If we return to
Al-Madinah, indeed the more
honourable will expel therefrom
the meaner.'
"I went to the Messenger of
Allah
and told him about that,
and he sent for 'Abdullâh bin
Ubayy and asked him about that.
'Abdullâh swore a vehement oath
saying that he had not said that,
and he said: 'Zaid is lying to the
Messenger of Allah
I was very
upset about what they said, until
Allah revealed confirming what I
had said: 'When the hypocrites
come to you...'111
"Then the Messenger of Allah
summoned them so that he
could pray for forgiveness for
[1]

A1-Munâfiq6n 63:1.
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them, but they turned their heads
away. And His Words: '...They
are as blocks of wood propped
up...' 1' And they were rather
good-looking men."

[7025] 2 - (2773) It was
narrated from 'Amr that he
heard Jâbir say: "The Prophet
came to the grave of 'Abdullâh
bin Ubayy and brought him out
of his grave and placed him on
his knees and blew on him, and
dressed him in his own shirt. And
Allah knows best."
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[7026] ( ... ) Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "The Prophet j j. came to
'Abdullâh bin 'Ubayy after he
had been placed in his grave..."
and he narrated a HadIth like
that of Sufyân (no. 7025).
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[7027] 3 - (2774) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Umar said:
"When 'Abdullâh bin Ubayy (bin
Salül) died, his son 'Abdullâh bin
'Abdullâh came to the Messenger
[1]

A1-Mun4fiq6n 63:4.
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and asked him to
of Allah
give him his shirt so that he could
shroud his father in it, and he
gave it to him. Then he asked
him to offer the funeral prayer
for him, and the Messenger of
Allah
stood up to pray for
him. 'Umar stood up and took
hold of the garment of the
and said:
Messenger of Allah
'0 Messenger of Allah, will you
offer the funeral prayer for him
when Allah has forbidden you to
pray for him?' The Messenger of
said: 'Rather Allah has
Allah
given me the choice, as He said:
"Whether you ask for forgiveness
for them or do not ask for
forgiveness for them, if you ask
for forgiveness for them seventy
times..." 11 - and I will do more
than that.' He said: 'But he is a
hypocrite.' Then Allah, Glorified
and Exalted is He, revealed:
"And never pray (funeral prayer)
for any of them (hypocrites) who
dies, nor stand at his grave..."121
[7028] 4 - ( ... ) A similar report
(as HadIth no. 7027) was narrated
from 'Ubaidullâh with this chain
of narrators and he added: "So
he () stopped praying for
them."
[7029] 5 - (2775) It was
narrated that Ibn Mas'üd said:
"Three people gathered at the
[1]
[21

At-Tawbah 9:80.
At-Tawbah 9:84.
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Ka'bah - two Qurashis and a
Thaqafi, or two Thaqafis and a
QurashI. They were lacking in
understanding and had large
bellies. One of them said: 'Do you
think that Allah can hear what we
are saying?' Another said: 'He can
hear if we speak loudly, but He
cannot hear if we whisper.' The
last one said: 'If He can hear us
when we speak loudly, then He
can hear us when we whisper.'
Then Allah, Glorified and Exalted
is He revealed: "And you have not
been hiding yourselves (in the
world), lest your ears and your
eyes and your skins should testify
against you; but you thought that
Allah knew not much of what you
were doing."'1
[7030] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 7029) was narrated
from 'Abdullâh.

[7031] 6 - (2776) It was
narrated from Zaid bin Thâbit
that the Prophet
went out to
Uhud, and some of those who
were with him came back. Among
the Companions of the Prophet
Fussilat 41:22.
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there were two groups, one of
whom said: 'We will kill them,' and
the other group said 'No.' Then it
was revealed: Then what is the
matter with you that you are
divided into two parties about the
hypocrites ... ? ... '1
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[7032] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 7031) was narrated
from Shu'bah with this chain of
narrators.

[7033] 7 - (2777) It was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed AlKhudri that at the time of the
Messenger of Allah , when the
Messenger of Allah
went out
on a campaign, the hypocrites
would stay behind, and they
would be happy that they were
staying behind, against (the order
of) the Messenger of Allah
.
When the Messenger of Allah
came back, they would make
excuses and swear oaths, and
they would like to be praised for
what they had not done. Then it
was revealed: "Think not that
those who rejoice in what they
have done (or brought about),
and love to be praised for what
they have not done, - think not
you that they are rescued from
[1] An-Nisâ' 4:88.
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the torment, and for them is a
painful torment.""

[7034] 8 - (2778) Humaid bin
'Abdur-Rahmân bin 'AWf narrated
that Marwân said to his gatekeeper:
"Go - 0 Râfi' - to Ibn 'Abbâs, and
say: 'If every man among us who
rejoices in what he has done, and
loves to be praised for what he has
not done is to be punished, then we
will all be punished."
Ibn 'Abbâs said: "What does this
Verse have to do with you? This
Verse was revealed concerning the
People of the Book." Then Ibn
'Abbâs recited: '(And remember)
when Allah took a covenant from
those who were given the Scripture
(Jews and Christians) to make it
known and clear to mankind, and
not to hide it...' 2' And Ibn 'Abbâs
recited: 'Think not that those who
rejoice in what they have done (or
brought about), and love to be
praised for what they have not
Then Ibn 'Abbâs said: "The
asked them about
Prophet
something, and they concealed it,
and told him something else, and
they went out thinking that he
thought they had told him what
he had asked them about. So
they praised themselves, and
rejoiced over what they had
[2]
[31

Al-'imrân 3:188.
Al- 'Imrân 3:187.
Al-'Imrân 3:188.
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done, by concealing from him
what he had asked them about."
L

;

;
[7035] 9 - (2779) It was
narrated that Qais said: "I said to
'Ammâr: 'What do you think about
what you did with regard to 'All;
was it your own opinion, or was it
something that the Messenger of
enjoined upon you?' He
Allah
said: 'The Messenger of Allah
did not enjoin upon us something
that he did not enjoin upon all the
people. But Uudhaifah told me
that the Messenger of Allah jLki
said: "Among my Companions
(followers) there are twelve
hypocrites,111 among whom are
eight who will not enter Paradise
until a camel passes through the
eye of a needle. A flame of fire will
be enough for them, and (the
other) four." I do not remember
what Shu'bah (a narrator) said
about them.
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[7036] 10 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Qais bin 'Ubâd said: "We said
to 'Ammâr: 'Was your fighting
based on your opinion? For one's
opinion may be right or wrong, or
was it something that the Messenger
of Allah
enjoined upon you?'
He said: 'The Messenger of Allah
did not enjoin upon us anything
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The meaning is: those who may be considered in my company, as seen in the following
version of it which says: "My nation" in place of companions.
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that he did not enjoin upon all the
people.' And he said: 'The Messenger
of Allah
said: "Among my
nation..."
Shu'bah (one of the narrators)
said: "I think he said: 'Hudhaifah
told me."
Ghundar (one of the narrators)
said: "I think he said: 'Among
my nation there will be twelve
hypocrites who will not enter
Paradise, or even smell its
fragrance, until a camel passes
through the eye of a needle. A
flame of fire will be sufficient for
eight of them, a flame of fire
that will appear at their backs
and protrude through their
chests."
I--

[7037] 11 (...) Abfl At-Tufail
said: "There was some dispute
between a man among the people
of Al-'Aqabaht1] and Hudhaifah.
He said: 'I adjure you by Allah,
how many were the people ofAl'Aqabah?' The people said to
him: 'Tell him, because he is
asking you.'
you.' He said: 'We were
told that there were fourteen,
and if you were one of them then
there were fifteen. I bear witness
-
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Al-'Aqabah - what is mentioned here is not A1-'Aqabah located in Minâ, where the
Muslims from Al-Madinah swore allegiance (Bay'ah) to the Prophet prior to the Hijrah;
rather refers to A1-'Aqabah which was on the road to Tabük, and was a place where the
hypocrites gathered to plot their betrayal against the Prophet 49 at Tabñk.
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by Allah that twelve of them
were enemies of Allah and His
Messenger in this life, and on the
Day when the witnesses will stand
forth, and three were excused.
They will say: "We did not hear
the caller of the Messenger of
Allah
and we did not know
what the people intended." He
() was in a lava field (Harrah)
and he walked and said: "There
is little water; no one should go
to it before me." But he found
that some people had gone to it
before him, and he cursed them
on that day."
[7038] 12 - (2780) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Whoever climbs the
mountain pass, the pass of AlMurâr, his sins will be erased as
they were erased from the
Children of Israel.'
"The first ones to climb it were
our horsemen, the horsemen of
Banü Al-Khazraj, then the rest of
the people came. The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'All of you are
forgiven, except the owner of the
red camel.' We came to him and
said: 'Come, the Messenger of
Allah
will pray for forgiveness
for you.' He said: 'By Allah,
finding my lost camel is dearer to
me than your companion praying
for forgiveness for me."
He said: "He was a man who
was looking for his lost camel."
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[7039] 13 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said: (the
said:)
Messenger of Allah
"Whoever climbs the pass of AlMurâr - or A1-Marâr..." a HadIth
like that of Mu'âdh (no. 7039),
except that he said: "He was a
Bedouin who had come looking
for his lost camel."

[70401 14 - (2781) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "Among us there was a man
from Banü Al-Najjâr who had
read Al-Baqarah and Al 'Imrân,
and he used to write for the
Messenger of Allah . He ran
away and joined the people of the
Book, and they held him in high
regard, and they said: 'This man
used to write for Muhammad, and
they liked him.' Before long, Allah
caused him to die among them,
and they dug a grave for him and
buried him. The next morning the
earth had thrown him out, so they
dug a grave and buried him again.
The next day the earth had thrown
him out, so they dug a grave and
buried him again. The next day the
earth had thrown him out. So they
left him unburied."

[70411 15 - (2782) It was
narrated from Jâbir that the
came
Messenger of Allah
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from a journey, and when he was
close to Al-Madinah there came
a wind that was so strong that a
rider could almost be buried in
the sand. He said that the
. said:
Messenger of Allah
"This wind has been sent because
of the death of a hypocrite."
When he came to Al-Madinah,
they found out that one of the
greatest of hypocrites had died.

[7042] 16 - (2783) Iyâs said:
"My father said: 'We went with
the Messenger of Allah
to
visit a man who had a fever. I put
my hand on him and said: 'By
Allah, I have never seen a man
who is hotter than this.' The
said: 'Shall I
Prophet of Allah
not tell you of one who will be
hotter than him on the Day of
Resurrection?' These two men
who were riding with their backs
(heading
towards the Prophet
away from him)" - referring to
two men who were among his
companions at that timeJ11

[7043] 17 - (2784) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
said: "The likeness of
Prophet
the hypocrite is that of a sheep
that is confused and roams
[1]

They were described as his companions because they made an outward show of being
Muslim and being among his Companions, but they were not among those who attained
the virtue of being his Companions.
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between two flocks, going to one
and then to the other."

[7044] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 7043) was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar, from the Prophet
, except that he said: "It joins
one, and then the other."

Chapter... The Description Of
The Resurrection, And
Paradise And Hell
[7045] 18 - (2785) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
said:
the Messenger of Allah
"A huge fat man will come on the
Day of Resurrection, but he will
weigh no more than a gnat's wing
before Allah. Recite: '...And on
the Day of Resurrection, We shall
assign no weight for them." 11

Al-Kahf 18:105.
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[7046119 - (2786) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin Mas'üd said:
"A Jewish scholar came to the
Messenger of Allah
and said:
'0 Muhammad, or 0 Abul-Qâsim
- on the Day of Resurrection
Allah will carry the heavens on
one finger, the earths on one
finger, the mountains and trees on
one finger, the water and soil on
one finger, and the rest of creation
on one finger, then He will shake
them and will say: "I am the
Sovereign, I am the Sovereign."
The Messenger of Allah
smiled, liking what the Jewish
scholar said and confirming it.
Then he recited: 'They made not
a just estimate of Allah such as is
due to Him. And n the Day of
Resurrection the whole of the
earth will be grasped by His
Hand and the heavens will be
rolled up in His Right Hand.
Glorified is He, and Exalted is
He above all that they associate
as partners with Him!`[']

6.k, (vM)—\
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[7047] 20 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Mansür with this chain of
narrators. He said: "A Jewish
scholar came to the Messenger of
Allah ... " a HadIth like that of
Fudail (no. 7046), but he did not
mention (the words) "Then He
will shake them."
He said: "And I saw the Messenger

ti1. ( ... )—'
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Ill 4z-Zumar 39:67.
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of Allah smiling so broadly that
his molars could be seen, liking
what he said and confirming it.
Then the Messenger of Allah
said "They made not a just
estimate of Allah such as is due to
Him" and recited the Verse.
[7048] 21 - ( ... ) 'Abdullâh said:
A man from among the people of
the Book came to the Messenger
of Allah
and said: "0 AbulQâsim, Allah will take hold of
the heavens on one finger, and
the earths on one finger, and the
trees and soil on one finger, and
the creation on one finger, then
He will say: "I am the Sovereign,
I am the Sovereign." He said:
"And I saw the Prophet
smiling so broadly that his molars
could be seen, then he () said:
'They made not a just estimate of
Allah such as is due to Him."

[7049] 22 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Al-A'mash with this chain of
narrators in (a narration similar to
no. 7048), except that their HadIth
it says: "The trees on one finger,
the soil on one finger." In the
IjadIth of JarIr it does not say:
"And the creation on one finger,"
but in his IjadIth it says: "The
mountains on one finger." In the
IjadIth of JarIr it adds: "Confirming
it and liking what he said."
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[7050] 23 - (2787) Abü Hurairah

used to say: "The Messenger of
Allah , said: 'On the Day of
Resurrection, Allah, Blessed and
Exalted is He, will roll up the
heavens in His Right Hand, then
He will say: 'I am the Sovereign,
where are the kings of the
earth?"

[7051] 24 - (2788) 'Abdullâh

bin 'Umar said: "The Messenger
of Allah QT, said: 'On the Day of
Resurrection, Allah, Glorified and
Exalted is He, will roll up the
heavens and hold them in His Right
Hand, then He will say: 'I am the
Sovereign, where are the tyrants?
Where are the arrogant?' Then He
will roll up the earth in His Left
Hand and he will say: 'I am the
Sovereign, where are the tyrants?
Where are the arrogant?"
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[7052] 25 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Ubaidullâh bin Miqsam
that he watched 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar to see how he narrated
that the Messenger of Allah
said: "Allah, Glorified and
Exalted is He, will take His
heavens and His earths in His
Hands and will say: 'I am Allah'
- clenching and unclenching his
fist - 'I am the Sovereign," and I
looked at the Minbar and saw it
shaking at the bottom, and I
thought that it would fall with the
Messenger of Allah .
[7053] 26 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar said: "I
saw the Messenger of Allah on
the Minbar, saying: 'Al-Jabbâr,
Glorified and Exalted is He, will
take His heavens and His earths in
His Hands," then he mentioned a
HadIth like that of Ya'qüb (no.
7052).

Chapter 1. The Beginning Of
Creation And The Creation Of
Adam, (Peace Be Upon Him)
[7054] 27 - (2789) It was
narrated that AN Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah took
my hand and said: 'Allah,
(Glorified and Exalted is He,)
created the earth on Saturday, and
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over it He created the mountains
on Sunday. He created the trees
on Monday, He created things
entailing labor on Tuesday, He
created light on Wednesday, He
scattered the animals in it on
Thursday, and He created Adam,
peace be upon him, after 'Asr on
Friday, the last of creation in the
last hour of Friday, between 'Asr
and nightfall."

Chapter 2. The Resurrection
And Description Of The Earth
On The Day Of Resurrection

[7055] 28 - (2790) It was
narrated that Sahi bin Sa'd said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'On the Day of Resurrection, the
people will be gathered on an
earth that is white with a reddish

(v)-YA {y.00]
:ZI
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tinge, like a loaf of pure-wheat
flatbread, on which there is no
landmark for anyone."

(2791) It was
[70561 29
narrated that 'Aishah said: "I
asked the Messenger of Allah
about the Verse: 'On the Day
when the earth will be changed to
another earth and so will be the
heavens. •[1] where will the people
be on that Day, 0 Messenger of
Allah?" He said: "On the Sirât."
-

-

Chapter 3. The Welcoming
Feast Of The People Of
Paradise
(2792) It was
[7057] 30
narrated from Abü Sa'eed AlKhudri that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "On the Day of
Resurrection the earth will be like
a single loaf of flatbread, which
Al-Jabbâr will turn in His Hand as
one of you turns his bread when he
is traveling, a welcoming feast for
the people of Paradise." A Jewish
man came and said: "May the Most
Merciful bless you, Abul-Qâsim.
Shall I not tell you of the welcoming
feast for the people of Paradise on
the Day of Resurrection?" He said:
"Yes." He said: "The earth will be
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like a single loaf of flatbread" - as
the Messenger of Allah
said.
The Messenger of Allah looked
at us and smiled so broadly that his
molars could be seen. (The Jewish
man) said: "Shall I not tell you of
their seasoning?" He said: "Yes."
He said: "Their seasoning will be
Bâlâm and fish." They said: "What
is this?" He said: "An ox and fish;
seventy thousand will eat from the
caudate lobe of their livers."
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[70581 31 - (2793) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Prophet
said: "If ten of
the Jews follow me, there will be
no Jew left but he will become
Muslim."

Chapter 4. The Jews' Asking
The Prophet About The Soul,
And The Words Of Allah: "And
They Ask You Concerning The
Râh (The Spirit)"11'
[7059] 32 - (2794) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said:
"While I was walking with the
Prophet in a field, and he was
A1-Isrâ'

17:85.
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leaning on a palm branch, he
passed by a group of Jews. They
said to one another: 'Ask him
about the soul.' They said: 'Why
do you want to ask him about it?
He may give an answer that you
dislike.' They said: 'Ask him.' So
one of them stood up and asked
him about the soul. The Prophet
$ remained silent and did not
give any answer, and I knew that
Revelation was coming to him. I
stayed where I was, and when the
Revelation ended, he () said:
"And they ask you concerning
the Râh (the spirit). Say: 'The
Râtf is one of the things, the
knowledge of which is only with
my Lord. And of knowledge, you
(mankind) have been given only a
little."'[']
[7060] 33 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said: "I was
walking with the Prophet
in a
field in Al-Madinah..." a HadIth
like that of Hafs (no. 7059).

[1]

Al-Isrô' 17:85.
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[7061] 34 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said: "The Prophet
was among the date palms,
leaning on a palm branch..." then
he mentioned a HadIth like the
HadIth narrated from Al-A'mash

(no. 7059).

[7062] 35 - (2795) It was
narrated that Khabbâb said: "I was
owed a debt by A1-'As bin Wâ'il, so
I went to him and asked for it. He
said to me: 'I will never repay you
until you disbelieve in Muhammad.'
I said to him: 'I will never disbelieve
in Muhammad until you die and are
resurrected.' He said: 'Will I be
resurrected after I die? I will repay
you after I am resurrected, if I get
wealth and children."
Waki' said: "This is how AlA'mash said it. And these Verses
were revealed: 'Have you seen
him who disbelieved in Our Ayât
and said: I shall certainly be
given wealth and children [if I
will be alive (again)]' up to His
saying: '...and he shall come to
Us alone."'
[1]

Mariam 19:77-80.
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[7063] 36 - ( ... ) A HadIth like
that of WakI' (no. 7062) was
narrated from Al-A'mash with
this chain of narrators, and in the
HadIth of Jarir it says: "I was a
blacksmith during the Jâhiliyyah,
and I did some work for Al-'As
bin Wâ'iI, and I came to him to
ask him to pay me."

Chapter 5. The Words Of Allah
The Most High: "And Allah
Would Not Punish Them While
You Are Amongst Them""'
[7064] 37 - (2796) Anas bin
Mâlik said: Abü Jahi said: "0
Allah, if this is Truth from You,
rain down stones upon us from
heaven, or inflict upon us a painful
torment." Then this was revealed:
"And Allah would not punish
them while you are amongst them,
nor will He punish them while they
seek (Allah's) forgiveness. And
why should not Allah punish them
[1]

A1-Anfâl 8:33.
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while they hinder (men) from AlMasjidAl-Harâm." 1
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Chapter 6. The Words Of Allah:
"Verily, Man Does Transgress
Because He Considers Himself
Self-Sufficient"[2]
[7065] 38 - (2797) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"Abü Jahi said: 'Does Muhammad
put his face on the ground (i.e.,
prostrate) among you?' It was
said: 'Yes.' He said: 'By A1-Lât
and A1-'Uzza, if I see him doing
that, I will stomp on his neck or
smear his face with dust.' He came
to the Messenger of Allah when
he was praying, and he wanted to
stomp on his neck, but suddenly
they saw him turning upon his
heels, trying to shield himself with
his hands. It was said to him:
'What is the matter with you?' He
said: 'Between him and I there is a
ditch filled with fire, tenor and
wings.'
"The Messenger of Allah
said: 'If he had come near me,
the angels would have torn him
limb from limb."
[1)

A1-Anfâl 8:33-34.

[2]

Al-'Alaq 96:6,7.
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Then Allah, Glorified and Exalted
is He, revealed— and we do not
know if this is the HadIth of Abü
Hurairah or something that he
conveyed:
"'Nay! Verily, man does transgress.
Because he considers himself selfsufficient. Surely, to your Lord is the
return. Have you seen him who
prevents. A slave when he prays?
Have you seen if he (Muhammad
) is on the guidance (of Allah).
Or enjoins piety? Have you seen if
he denies and turns away?" meaning Abü Jahl - "Knows he
not, that Allah does see (what .he
does)? Nay! If he ceases not, We
will catch him by. the forelock - A
lying, sinful forelock! Then let him
call upon his council kof helpers).
We will call out the. guards- of Hell
(to deal with him)! Nay! (0
Muhammad) Do not obey him." 11
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Chapter 7. The Smoke (AdDukhân)
[7066] 39 - (2798) It was
narrated that Masrüq said: "We
were sitting with 'Abdullâh and
he was lying down among us,
when a man came to him and
said: '0 Abfl 'Abdur-Rahmân,
A1-'Alaq 96:6-19.
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there is a storyteller by the gates
of Kindah who is telling stories.
He claims that the sign of AdDukhân (the smoke) is about to
appear, and it will take the souls
of the disbelievers, and it will afflict
the believers with something like a
cold.'
"'Abdullâh sat up angrily and
said: '0 people, fear Allah!
Whoever among you knows
something, let him say what he
knows, and whoever does not
know, let him say: "Allah knows
best," for it is more knowledgeable
for one of you to say, when he does
not know, "Allah knows best."
Allah, Glorified and Exalted is He,
said to His Prophet :
"Say: No wage do I ask of you
for this (the Qur'ân), nor am I
one of the Mutakallijin (those
who pretend and fabricate things
which do not exist)."11
When the Messenger of Allah ,
saw the people ignoring him, he
said: "0 Allah, seven like the
seven (years of famine) of Yüsuf."
Then they were afflicted with a
famine which forced them to eat
anything, even animal skins and
dead meat, because of hunger.
One of them would look at the sky
and see something like smoke.
Then Abü Sufyân came to him and
said: "0 Muhammad, you have
come enjoining us to obey Allah
and uphold ties of kinship. Your
people are dying; pray o Allah for
Sad 38:86.
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them." Allah, Glorified and Exalted
is He, said: "Then wait you for the
Day when the sky will bring forth a
visible smoke. Covering thepeople,
this is a painful torment."" up to
His saying: "Verily, you will revert
(to disbelief)"
"He said: 'Can the punishment of
the Hereafter be averted? "On the
Day when We shall seize you with
the greatest seizure (punishment).
Verily, We will exact retribution."[21
The "greatest seizure" was the Day
of Badr, so the sign of the smoke has
come to pass, as have the greatest
seizure, A1-Lizâm (the inevitable
punishment) and the Verses of ArR6m."13'
[7067] 40 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Masrüq said: "A man came to
'Abdullâh and said: 'I have left a
man in the Masjid who was
interpreting the Qur'ân according
to his own opinion. He interpreted
this Verse: "The Day when the sky
will bring forth a visible smoke" by
saying: "On the Day of Resurrection
a smoke will come to the people
which they will inhale and they will
get something like a cold." 'Abdullâh
said: 'Whoever knows something, let
him speak of it, and whoever does not
know, let him say: "Allah knows best."
It is a part of a man's understanding of
religion when he has no knowledge of
it, to say: "Allah knows best."
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[1]Ad-Dukhân 44:10-11.
[2]Ad-Dukhân 44:16.
[3] This refers to the Verses at the beginning of Sürat Ar-Ram which said that Persians had
defeated the Byzantines, and the Byzantines would shortly defeat the Persians.
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"This (Verse) was revealed
because when the Quraish
disobeyed the Prophet
, he
prayed against them, and prayed
for a famine like the famine of
Yüsuf, and they were so afflicted
by severe drought and famine that
a man would look at the sky and
see something like smoke between
him and it, because of hunger.
They even ate bones. Then a man
came to the Messenger of Allah
and said: "0 Messenger of Allah,
pray to Allah for forgiveness for
Mudar, for they are dying." He
said: "For Mudar? You are indeed
audacious." So he prayed to Allah
for them, and Allah, Glorified and
Exalted is He, revealed: "Verily, We
shall remove the torment for a
while. Verily, you will revert (to
disbelief)."[']
Then it rained, and when relief
reached them, they reverted to
their former ways. Then Allah,
Glorified and Exalted is He,
revealed:
"Then wait you for the Day when
the sky will bring forth a visible
smoke. Covering the people, this is
a painful torment. "[2] "On the
Day when We shall seize you with
the greatest seizure (punishment).
Verily, We will exact retribution."[31
He said: 'This refers to the Day of
Badr."
[1J

Ad-Dukhân 44:15.

[2]

Ad-Dukhân 44:10-11.

131 Ad-Dukhân 44:16.
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[7068] 41 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said: "There are five
signs that have come to pass: The
smoke, Al-Lizâm (the inevitable
punishment), the Verses of ArRam, the greatest seizure, and the
moon."
[7069] ( ... ) A1-'Amash narrated
a similar report (as no. 7068)
with this chain of narrators.

[7070] 42 - (2799) It was
narrated that 'Ubayy bin Ka'b
said, concerning the saying of
Allah, the Mighty and Sublime:
"And verily, We will make them
taste of the near torment prior to
the supreme torment (in the
Hereafter)..." 1
"(The near torment are) the
calamities of this world, the
Byzantines, the great seizure, or
the smoke" — Shu'bah was not sure
about the great seizure or the
smoke.

[1]

As-Sajdah 32:21.
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Chapter 8. The Splitting Of
The Moon
[7071] 43 - (2800) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said:
"The moon was split in half
during the time of the Messenger
of Allah , and the Messenger
of Allah
said: 'Bear witness."

[7072] 44 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh bin Mas'üd said:
"While we were with the Messenger
of Allah in Minâ, the moon split
in two; one half was behind the
mountain, and the other in front
of it, and the Messenger of Allah
said: 'Bear witness."

[7073] 45 - ( ... ) It was narrated

(Jl jt.ai L) - (A
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that 'Abdullâh bin Mas'üd said:
"The moon split in half during
the time of the Messenger of
Allah
; the mountain covered
one half, and one half was above
the mountain, and the Messenger
of Allah $ said: '0 Allah, bear
witness."

[7074] (2801) A similar report
(as HadIth no. 7073) was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar, from the
Prophet .

[7075] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 7073) was narrated from
Shu'bah, but in the IjadIth of Ibn
'Adiyy it says: "And he said:
'Bear witness, bear witness."

[7076] 46 - (2802) It was
narrated from Anas that the
people of Makkah asked the
Messenger of Allah
to show
them a sign, and he showed them
the splitting of the moon, twice.

[7077] ( ... ) A HadIth like that of
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Shaibân (no. 7076) was narrated
from Anas.

[7078] 47 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas said: "The Moon was
split twice."
According to the IjadIth of Abü
Dâwüd: "The moon was split
during the time of the Messenger
of Allah a."
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[7079] 48 - (2803) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "The
moon was split during the time of
the Messenger of Allah ."
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Chapter 9. The Disbelievers

[7080] 49 - (2804) It was
narrated that Abü Müsâ said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'No one is more patient in bearing
offensive things that he hears than
Allah, Glorified and Exalted is

1i1. (A)—t ° [V-A.]
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He; others are associated with
Him, a son is attributed to Him,
but He still grants them health and
provision."

[7081] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 7080) was narrated
from AN Müsâ from the Prophet
, except the words, "...a son is
attributed to Him," which he did
not mention.

[7082] 50 - ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin
Qais said: "The Messenger of
Allah . said: 'There is no one
who is more patient in bearing
offensive things that he hears
than Allah, Exalted is He. They
ascribe equals to Him and
attribute a son to Him, yet
despite that, He grants them
provision and health and gives to
them."

Chapter 10. The Disbeliever
Seeking Ransom With An
Earthful Of Gold
[7083] 51 - (2805) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that the Prophet
said: "Allah,
Glorified and Exalted is He, will
say to the least severely punished

[vAr
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person in Hell: 'If you had the
world and everything in it, would
you ransom yourself with it?' He
will say: 'Yes.' He will say: 'I asked
you for something less than that
when you were in the loins of
Adam: (I asked you) not to
associate anything with Me" - I
think he said - "and I would not
cause you to enter the Fire, but
you insisted on Shirk (associating
others with Allah)."
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[7084] ( ... ) Anas bin Mâlik
narrated a similar report (as
1-IadIth no. 7083) from the Prophet
, except the words: "And I
would not cause you to enter the
Fire," which he did not say.

[7085] 52 - ( ... ) Anas bin Mâlik
narrated that the Prophet
said:
"It will be said to the disbeliever
on the Day of Resurrection: 'Do
you think that if you had an
earthful of gold, you would
ransom yourself with it?' He will
say: 'Yes.' It will be said to him:
'You were asked for something
easier than that."
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report (as IjadIth no. 7086) was
narrated from Anas, from the
Prophet , except that he said:
"It will be said to him: 'You are
lying; you were asked for
something that was easier than
that."
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Chapter 11. The Disbeliever
Will Be Driven Upon His Face
[7087] 54 - (2806) Anas bin
Mâlik narrated that a man said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, how will
the disbeliever be driven upon his
face on the Day of Resurrection?"
He said: "Is not the One Who
caused him to walk on his legs in
this world able to cause him to
walk on his face on the Day of
Resurrection?"
Qatâdah said: "Yes, by the
Might of our Lord."
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Chapter 12. The Most Affluent
Of People In This World Will
Be Dipped In The Fire, And
The Most Destitute Will Be
Dipped In Paradise
[7088] 55 - (2807) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'The most affluent of the
people in this world, of the
inhabitants of the Fire, (who will
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be) will be brought on the Day of
Resurrection and dipped once in
the Fire. Then it will be said: '0 son
of Adam, did you ever see anything
good? Did you ever have any
pleasure?' He will say: 'No, by
Allah, 0 Lord.' Then the most
destitute of the people in this
world, (who will be) of the
inhabitants of Paradise, will be
brought and dipped once in
Paradise, and it will be said to him:
'0 son of Adam, did you ever see
anything bad? Did you ever
experience any hardship?' He will
say: 'No, by Allah, 0 Lord. I never
saw anything bad and I never
experienced any hardship."
Chapter 13. The Believer Is
Rewarded For His Good Deeds
In This World, And In The
Hereafter; And The Disbeliever
Is Rewarded For His Good
Deeds In This World
[7089] 56 - (2808) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Allah does not treat the believer
unjustly with regard to his good
deeds. He blesses him because of
them in this world and He will
reward him for them in the
Hereafter. As for the disbeliever,
he is fed because of the good
deeds that he does for the sake of
Allah in this world, then when he
passes on into the Hereafter, he
will have no good deeds left for
which to be rewarded."
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[7090] 57 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas bin Mâlik from the
Messenger of Allah
: "If the
disbeliever does a good deed, he
is fed because of it in this world.
As for the believer. Allah stores up
his good deeds for him in the
Hereafter, and grants him provision
in accordance with his obedience in
this world."
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[7091] (...) A similar HadIth (as
no. 7090) was narrated from
Anas, from the Prophet .

•Hs
Chapter 14. The Believer Is Like
A Plant Lnd The Hypocrite And
The Disbeliever Are Like Cedars
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[7092] 58 - (2809) It was
narrated that Abñ Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'The likeness of the believer is
that of a plant which the wind
continually causes to sway, and
the believer continues to be
stricken with calamity. The
likeness of the hypocrite is that
of a cedar tree, which does not
move until it is cut down."
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[7093] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Az-ZuhrI with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
7092).

[7094] 59 - (2810) Ka'b bin
Mâlik said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'The likeness of
the believer is that of a fresh,
tender plant, which is bent by the
wind; the wind bends it flat
sometimes and pushes it upright
sometimes, until his appointed
time comes. And the likeness of
the disbeliever is that of a stiff
cedar, not shaken by anything,
until it is uprooted in one go."

[7095] 60 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdur-Rahinân bin Ka'b
bin Mâlik that his father said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'The likeness of the believer is
that of a fresh, tender plant
which is bent by the wind; the
wind bends it flat sometimes and
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pushes it upright sometimes, until
his appointed time comes. And
the likeness of the hypocrite is
that of a stiff cedar which is not
affected by anything, until it is
uprooted in one go."

[70961 61 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin Ka'b bin
Mâlik from his father from the
(a IjadIth similar to
Prophet
no. 7095), except that Mahmüd
said in his report from Bishr:
"The likeness of the disbeliever is
that of a cedar," and Ibn Hâtim said:
"The likeness of the hypocrite," as
Zuhair said.

[7097] 62 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin Ka'b bin
Mâlik, and Ibn Bash-shâr: "It was
narrated from the son of Ka'b
bin Mâlik, from his father, from
" - a similar
the Prophet
1-IadIth (as no. 7095). They both
said in their IjadIth from Yaya:
"The likeness of the disbeliever is
that of a cedar."
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Chapter 15. The Likeness Of
The Believer Is That Of A Date
Palm
[70981 63
(2811) 'Abdullâh
bin 'Umar said: "The Messenger
of Allah said: 'Among the trees
is one whose leaves do not fall, and
it is like the Muslim. Tell me what
it is.' The people started to name
trees of the desert."
'Abdullâh said: "It occurred to
me that it was the date palm, but
I felt too shy (to speak). Then
they said: 'Tell us what it is, 0
Messenger of Allah.' He said: 'It
is the date palm.'
"I mentioned that to 'Umar and
he said: 'If you had said, "it is the
date palm," that would have been
dearer to me than such and
such."
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[7099] 64 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said to his
Companions one day: 'Tell me
about a tree that is like the
believer.' The people started to
mention various desert trees."
Ibn 'Umar said: "It occurred to
me that it was the date palm, and I
wanted to say it, but because the
people were so much older than
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me, I felt shy to speak. When they
fell silent, the Messenger of Allah
said: 'It is the date palm."

[7100] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Mujâhid said: "I went to AlMadinah with Ibn 'Umar, and I
did not hear him narrate any
IIadIth from the Messenger of
Allah except one. He said: 'We
were with the Prophet
and
some heart of palm was brought to
him..." and he mentioned a
similar report (as HadIth no.
7099).

[7101] ( ... ) Mujâhid said: "I
heard Ibn 'Umar say: 'Some
heart of palm was brought to the
Messenger of Allah ... " and he
mentioned a similar HadIth (as
no. 7099).
[7102] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Ibn 'Umar said: "We were with the
Messenger of AllahI and he said:
'Tell me of a tree which is like a
Muslim: Its leaves do not wither."
Ibrâhim111 said: "Perhaps (Imam)
Muslim said: 'It constantly bears
fruit.' But I also found that someone else said: 'It does not constantly
bear fruit."
IbrâhIm bin Muhammad bin Sufyãn, who reported the text from Imâm Muslim.
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Ibn 'Umar said: "It occurred to
me that it was the date palm, but
I saw Abü Bakr and 'Umar not
saying anything so I did not want
to say anything. Then 'Umar said:
'If you had said it, that would be
dearer to me than such and
such."

Chapter 16. The Mischief Of
The Shaitân And How He
Sends His Troops To Tempt
People, And With Every Person
There Is A QarIn (Companion
From Among The Jinn)
[7103] 65
(2812) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "I heard
the Prophet
say: 'The Sha4ân
has despaired of being worshipped
in the Arabian Peninsula, but he
will sow seeds of discord among
them."
-

[7104] ( ... ) It was narrated from
A1-A'mash with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
7103).
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[7105] 66 - (2813) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: I heard
say: "The throne
the Prophet
of IblIs is upon the sea, and he
sends out his troops to tempt the
people, and the greatest of them
in his view is the one who causes
the greatest amount of Fitnah
(tribulation or temptation)."

[7106] 67 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir said: "The Messenger
said: 'Iblis places his
of Allah
throne over the water, then he
sends out his troops, and the one
who is closest in status to him is
the one who causes the greatest
amount of Fitnah (tribulation or
temptation). One of them comes
and says: 'I have done such and
such,' and he says: 'You have not
done anything.' Then one of
them comes and says: 'I did not
leave him until I separated him
and his wife.' Then he draws him
close to him and says: 'How good
you are."
A1-A'mash said: "I think he ()
said: 'And he embraces him."
[7107] 68 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Jâbir that he heard the
Prophet
say: "The Sha4ân
sends out his troops and they
tempt the people, and the greatest
of them in status with him is the
one who causes the greatest
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amount of Fitnah (tribulation or
temptation)."
[7108] 69 - (2814) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin Mas'üd
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'There is no one among you
but Allah has appointed a
companion for him from among
the jinn.' They said: 'Even you, 0
Messenger of Allah?' He said:
'Even me, but Allah helped me
with him, and he became Muslim,
so he only tells me to do good."

[7109] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 7108) was narrated from
Mansür with the chain of JarIr, but
in the IjadIth of Sufyân it says:
"There is appointed over him his
companion from among the jinn
and his companion from among
the angels."

[7110] 70 - (2815) It was
narrated from 'Urwah that
'Aishah, the wife of the Prophet
, told him that the Messenger
of Allah
left her house one
night. She said: "I felt jealous
about him, then he came and saw
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what I was doing." He said: "What
is the matter with you, 0 'Aishah?
Are you jealous?" I said: "Why
wouldn't one such as me feel
jealous about one such as you?"
said:
The Messenger of Allah
"Has your devil come to you?" I
said: "0 Messenger of Allah, is
there a devil with me?" He said:
"Yes." I said: "Is there a devil with
every person?" He said: "Yes." I
said: "Even with you, 0 Messenger
of Allah?" He said: "Yes, but my
Lord helped me with him until he
became Muslim."

Chapter 17. No One Will Enter
Paradise By Virtue Of His
Deeds, Rather By The Mercy
Of Allah, Exalted is He
[7111] 71 - (2816) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah said: "None
of you will ever enter Paradise by
virtue of his deeds." A man said:
"Not even you, 0 Messenger of
Allah?" He said: "Not even me,
unless Allah encompasses me with
His mercy. But aim to do good."

[7112] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Bukair bin A]-Ashajj with this
chain (a HadIth similar to no.
7111), except that he said: "...
with His mercy and grace." And
he did not mention (the words):
"But aim to do good."
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[7113] 72 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "There is no one
whose deeds will gain him
admittance to Paradise." It was
said: "Not even you, 0 Messenger
of Allah?" He said: "Not even me,
unless my Lord encompasses me
with His mercy."
[7114] 73 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abil Hurairah said: "The
Prophet
said: 'There is no one
among you whose deeds will save
him.' They said: 'Not even you, 0
Messenger of Allah?' He said: 'Not
even me, unless Allah encompasses
me with His forgiveness and
mercy."
Ibn 'Awn (a sub narrator)
gestured with his hand like this,
and pointed to his head: "Not even
me, unless Allah encompasses me
with His forgiveness and mercy."

[7115] 74 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah ii said: 'No
one will be saved by virtue of his
deeds.' They said: 'Not even you,
o Messenger of Allah?' He said:
'Not even me, unless Allah saves
me with mercy."
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[7116] 75 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
said:
Messenger of Allah
'There is no one among you whose
deeds will earn him admittance to
Paradise.' They said: 'Not even
you, 0 Messenger of Allah?' He
said: 'Not even me, unless Allah
encompasses me with grace and
mercy from Him."

[7117] 76 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'Be
moderate and aim to do good,
and understand that none of you
will be saved by virtue of his
deeds." They said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, not even you?' He said:
'Not even me, unless Allah
encompasses me with His mercy
and grace."

[7118] (2817) A similar report
(as HadIth no. 7177) was narrated
from Jâbir, from the Prophet .

[7119] ( ... ) A report like that of
Ibn Numair was narrated from
Al-A'mash with both chain of
narrators (no. 7117,7118).
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[7120] (2816) A similar report
(as Had Ith no. 7117) was narrated
from Abü Hurairah, from the
Prophet QT,. And he added: "And
be of good cheer."

[7121] 77 - (2817) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "I heard
the Prophet
say: 'None of you
will be admitted to Paradise or
saved from the Fire by virtue of
his deeds, not even me, except by
mercy (from) Allah."

[7122] 78 - (2818) It was
narrated that 'Aishah, the wife of
the Prophet , said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'Aim
to do good and be moderate, and
be of good cheer, for none of you
will be admitted to Paradise by
virtue of his deeds.' They said:
'Not even you, 0 Messenger of
Allah?' He said: 'Not even me,
unless Allah encompasses me
with His mercy. And remember
that the most beloved of deeds to
Allah is that which is done with
regularity, even if it is small."
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[7123] ( ... ) It was narrated from
(a HadIth similar to no. 7112)
Müsâ bin 'Uqbah with this chain
of narrators, but he did not
mention (the phrase) "And be of
good cheer."
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Chapter 18. Doing A Lot Of
Good Deeds And Striving Hard
In Worship
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[7124] 79 - (2819) It was
narrated from A1-MughIrah bin
Shu'bah that the Prophet .
prayed until his feet became
swollen, and it was said to him:
"Why do you burden yourself
when Allah has forgiven your past
and future sins?" He said: "Should
I not be a thankful slave?"
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[7125] 80 - ( ... ) A1-MughIrah
bin Shu'bah said: "The Prophet
stood in prayer until his feet
became swollen and they said:
'Allah has forgiven your past and
future sins.' He said: 'Should I
not be a thankful slave?"
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[7126] 81 - (2820) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "When
the Messenger of Allah , prayed,
he would stand for so lon that
his feet became swollen." 'Aishah
said: "0 Messenger of Allah, are
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you doing this when Allah has
forgiven your past and future
sins?" He said: "0 'Aishah, should
I not be a thankful slave?"
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Chapter 19. Moderation In
Preaching
[7127] 82 - (2821) It was
narrated that ShaqIq said: "We
were sitting at 'Abdullâh's door,
waiting for him, when YazId bin
Mu'âwiyah An-Nakha'I passed by
us. We said: 'Tell him that we are
here.' He entered upon him, and
soon 'Abdullãh came out to us,
and he said: 'I was told that you
are here, but nothing prevented
me from coming out to you
except the fact that I did not
want to burden you. The
Messenger of Allah
used to
choose the right to time address
us, for fear of burdening us."

[7128] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 7127) was narrated
from Al-A'mash with this chain
of narrators.
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[7129] 83 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that ShaqIq bin AbI Wâ'il said:
"Abdulláh used to give us a talk
every Thursday, and a man said
to him: '0 Abü 'Abdur-Rahmân,
we love your talks, and we wish
that you would give us a talk
every day.' He said: 'Nothing
prevents me from doing so except
the fact that I do not want to
burden you. The Messenger of
used to choose the right
Allah
time to address us, for fear of
burdening us."
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51. The Book Of Paradise
And Description Of Its
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Delights And Its People
Chapter... The Description Of
Paradise
[7130] 1 - (2822) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Paradise is surrounded with
hardships and Hell is surrounded
with desires."

[7131] (2823) A similar report
(as HadIth no. 7130) was narrated
from Abü Hurairah, from the
Prophet .

[7132] 2 - (2824) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "Allah,
Glorified and Exalted is He, said:
'I have prepared for My righteous
slaves that which no eye has seen,
no ear has heard, nor has it ever
crossed the mind of man."
This is confirmed in the Book of
Allah: "No person knows what is
kept hidden for them of joy as a
reward for what they used to
do." 11
E'] As-Sajdah 32:17.
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[7133] 3 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "Allah, Glorified
and Exalted is He, said: 'I have
prepared for My righteous slaves
that which no eye has seen, no ear
has heard, nor has it ever crossed
the mind of man,' apart from that
of which Allah has informed you."
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[7134] 4 ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah jgt said:
'Allah, Glorified and Exalted is
He, says: "I have prepared for
My righteous slaves that which no
eye has seen, no ear has heard,
nor has it ever entered the heart
of man," apart from that of
which Allah has informed you."
Then he recited: "No person
knows what is kept hidden for
them of joy..." 11
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[7135] 5 - (2825) Sahi bin Sa'd
As-Sâ'idI said: "I was present
with the Messenger of Allah
in a gathering where he described
Paradise, and at the end of his
talk he said: 'There is in it that
which no eye has seen, no ear has
heard, nor has it ever crossed the
heart of man.' Then he recited
these Verses:
"Their sides forsake their beds,
to invoke their Lord in fear and
hope, and they spend (in charity
in Allah's Cause) out of what We
have bestowed on them. No
person knows what is kept hidden
for them of joy as a reward for
what they used to do." 11

Chapter 1. In Paradise There
Is A Tree In Whose Shade A
Rider Could Travel For One
Hundred Years And Still Not
Cross It
[7136] 6 - (2826) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
said:
the Messenger of Allah
"In Paradise there is a tree in
whose shade a rider could travel
for one hundred years."

[1]

As-Sajdah 32:16-17.
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[7137] 7 - ( ... ) A similar report
(as HadIth no. 7136) was narrated
from Abfl Hurairah from the
Prophet , and he added:
"...and still not cross it."

[7138] 8 - (2827) It was
narrated from Sahl bin Sa'd that
the Messenger of Allahsaid:
"In Paradise there is a tree in
whose shade a rider could travel
for one hundred years, and still
not cross it."
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[7139] (2828) Abü Sa'eed AlKhudri narrated that the Prophet
said: "In Paradise there is a
tree in whose shade a rider could
travel on a fine, swift-footed
horse for one hundred years, and
still not cross it."
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Chapter 2. Bestowal Of Divine
Pleasure On The People Of
Paradise, And Allah Will Never
Be Angry With Them
[7140] 9 - (2829) It was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed AlKhudrl that the Prophet
said:
"Allah, Glorified and Exalted is
He, will say to the people of
Paradise: '0 people of Paradise!'
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They will say: 'Here we are at
Your service, our Lord, all
goodness is in Your Hand.' He
will say: 'Are you pleased?' They
will say: 'How could we not be
pleased, 0 Lord, when You have
given us that which You have not
given to anyone else among Your
creation?' He will say: 'Shall I
not give you something even
better than that?' They will say:
'0 Lord, what can be better than
that?' He will say: 'I bestow My
pleasure upon you, and I will
never be angry with you."

Chapter 3. The Inhabitants Of
Paradise Will See The People
In The Highest Place In
Paradise As Planets Are Seen
In The Sky
[7141] 10 - (2830) It was
narrated from Sahi bin Sa'd that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"The inhabitants of Paradise will
see the highest place in Paradise
as you see the planets in the sky."

[7142] (2831) Abü Sa'eed (in
his IjadItli) said: "As you see a
brilliant star in the eastern or
western horizon."
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[7143] ( ... ) A HadIth like that of
Ya'qüb (no. 7141) was narrated
from Abü Hâzim with both chain
of narrators.

[7144] 11 - (2831) It was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed AlKhudri that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "The inhabitants
of Paradise will see the people of
the highest place in Paradise
above them, as you see the
brilliant star far away on the
horizon in the east, or the west,
because of the difference in
status between them." They said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, is that
the status of the Prophets that no
one else will attain?" He said:
"No, by the One in Whose Hand
is my soul. They are men who
believed in Allah and believed in
the Messengers."
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Chapter 4. One Who Would
Love To Have Seen The
Prophet Even If That Was
At The Expense Of His Family
And His Wealth
[7145] 12 - (2832) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Among the most beloved of my
Ummah to me are people who
will come after me, one of whom
would wish to have seen me, even
if that was at the expense of his
family and his wealth."
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Chapter 5. The Market Of
Paradise, And What They Will
Get There Of Delight And
Beauty
[7146] 13 - (2833) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"In Paradise there is a market to
which they will come every Friday.
Then the north wind will blow and
will blow on their faces and
garments, and increase them in
beauty and elegance. Then they will
return to their families having
increased in beauty and elegance
and their families will say to them:
'By Allah, you have increased in
beauty and elegance,' and they will
say: 'By Allah, you too have
increased in beauty and elegance."
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Chapter 6. The First Group To
Enter Paradise Will Look Like
The Moon When It Is Full;
Their Attributes And Their
Spouses
[7147] 14 - (2834) It was
narrated that Muhammad said:
"They either boasted or discussed
whether there would be more
men or women in Paradise. Abü
Hurairah said: 'Did not Abulsay: The first group to
Qâsim
enter Paradise will look like the
moon when it is full, then those
who follow them will look like
the most brilliant planet in the
sky. Each man among them will
have two wives whose marrow
can be seen beneath their flesh,
and there will be no one in
Paradise who is unmarried."

[7148] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Ibn Sirin said: "Men and women
disputed as to which of them would
form the majority in Paradise. They
asked Abü Hurairah and he said:
'Abul-Qâsim
said:..." a HadIth
like that of Ibn 'Ulayyah (no.
7147).
[7149] 15 - (...) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'The
first group to enter Paradise will

4iA3 44..w £i.3
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look like the moon when it is full,
and those who come after them
will look like the most brilliant
planet in the sky. They will not
urinate, or defecate, or spit, or
blow their noses. Their combs
will be of gold and their sweat
will be musk, and their incense
burners will be of aloeswood.
Their wives will be Al-HiirAl-'Iyn
and their form will be as one
man, the image of their father
Adam, sixty cubits tall."

[7150] 16 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abfl Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'The
first group of my Ummah to
enter Paradise will look like the
moon when it is full, then those
who come after them will be like
the brightest stars in the sky, then
there will come others of
different status. They will not
defecate, or urinate, or blow their
noses, or spit. Their combs will
be of gold, their incense burners
will be of aloeswood and their
sweat will be musk. Their form
will be that of one man, the
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height of their father Adam, sixty
cubits."
Ibn AbI Shaibah said: "In the
form (Khuluqi) of one man." Abü
Kuraib said: "In the creation
(Khulqi) of one man." Ibn AbI
Shaibah said: "In the image of
their father."
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Chapter 7. The Attributes Of
Paradise And Its People, And
Their Glorifying Allah Every
Morning And Evening
[7151] 17 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hammâm bin Munabbih said:
This is what Abü Hurairah
narrated to us from the Messenger
of Allah . And he mentioned a
number of AhadIth, including the
following: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'The first group to
enter Paradise will look like the
moon when it is full. They will not
spit, or blow their noses, or
defecate therein. Their vessels and
combs will be of gold and silver,
their incense burners will be of
aloeswood, and their sweat will be
musk. Each of them will have two
wives, the marrow of whose calves
will be visible from beneath the
flesh because of their beauty.
There will be no dissent or enmity
among them, and their hearts will
be as one, and they will glorify
Allah morning and evening."
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[7152] 18 - (2835) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "I heard
the Prophet
say: 'The people
of Paradise will eat and drink
there, but they will not spit, or
urinate, or defecate, or blow their
noses.' They said: 'What about
their digestion?' He said: 'It will
be by means of burping and
sweating like musk. And they will
glorify and praise Allah as easily
as breathing."
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[7153] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-A'mash with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
7152), as far as the words "...like
musk."
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[7154] 19 -( ... ) Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh said: "The Messenger
said: 'The people of
of Allah
Paradise will eat and drink there,
but they will not defecate, or
blow their noses, or urinate.
Rather their digestion will be by
belching like musk, they will
glorify and praise Allah as easily
as breathing."
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[71551 20 - ( ... ) A similar report
(as HadIth no. 7154) was narrated
from Jâbir from the Prophet
except that he said: "...And they
will glorify and praise Allah as
easily as breathing."

Chapter 8. The Eternal Delight
Of The People Of Paradise, And
The Verse In Which Allah Says:
"And It Will Be Announced To
Them: This Is The Paradise
Which You Have Inherited For
What You Used To Do" 11
[7156] 21 - (2836) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
said: "Whoever
the Prophet
enters Paradise will enjoy bliss
and will not be miserable, his
clothes will not wear out, and his
youth will not fade."
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[7157] 22 - (2837) It was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed AlKhudrI and Abü Hurairah that
[1]

Al-A 'râf 7:43.
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the Prophet
said: "A caller
will call out: 'You are promised
that you will be healthy and will
never get sick, you will live and
never die, you will remain young
and never grow old, you will
enjoy bliss and will never be
miserable." This is what Allah,
Glorified and Exalted is He, says:
"And it will be announced to
them: This is the Paradise which
you have inherited for what you
used to do."111

Chapter 9. The Tents Of
Paradise, And The Wives That
The Believers Will Have In
Them
[7158] 23 - (2838) It was
narrated from Abü Bakr bin
'Abdullâh bin Qais, from his
father, that the Prophet
said:
"In Paradise the believer will
have a tent made from a single
hollowed-out pearl, sixty miles
high (or wide), in which the
believer will have wives and he
will go around among them, and
they will not see one another."

[7159] 24 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Bakr bin 'Abdullâh bin
Qais from his father that the
Li]
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said: "In
Messenger of Allah
Paradise there is a tent made
from a hollowed-out pearl,, sixty
miles wide. In each corner of it
there is a wife who cannot see
the others, and the believer will
go around to them."

[7160] 25 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Bakr bin Abi Müsâ bin
Qais from his father that the
said: (In paradise
Prophet
there is a tent.) "The tent is a
pearl, sixty miles high. In each
corner of it there is a wife for the
believer, whom the others will
not see."

Chapter 10. Rivers Of Paradise
In This World
[71611 26 - (2839) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah ii said:
'Sayân, Jayhân, A1-Furât (the
Euphrates) and An-NIl (the Nile)
are all rivers of Paradise."
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Chapter 11. People Will Enter
Paradise Whose Hearts Are
Like The Hearts Of Birds
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[7162] 27
(2840) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "People will
enter Paradise whose hearts are
like the hearts of birds."

[7163] 28 - (2841) It was
narrated that Hammâm bin
Munabbih said: "This is what Abil
Hurairah narrated to us from the
Messenger of Allah ." And he
mentioned a number of AhâdIth,
including the following: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Allah, Glorified and Exalted is
He, created Adam in his image,
(his height) sixty cubits tall. When
He had created him he said: "Go
and greet that group" - a group of
the angels who were sitting - "and
listen to the response they give, for
it will be your greeting and the
greeting of your descendants." So
he went and said: "As-Salâmu
'alaikum (peace be upon you)"
and they said: As-salâmu 'alaika
wa Rafzmatullâh (peace be upon
you and the mercy of Allah)." So
they added (the words) wa
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Rahmatullâh. Everyone who
enters Paradise will be in the
image of Adam, sixty cubits tall.
Mankind continued to diminish in
size after him until now."
Chapter 12. About Hell - May
Allah Protect Us From It
[7164] 29 - (2842) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said:
"The Messenger of Allah jj said:
'Hell will be brought on that Day
(the Day of Resurrection) with
seventy thousand reins, each rein
being held by seventy thousand
angels pulling it."

[7165] 30 - (2843) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
said: "This fire of
the Prophet
yours - that which is lit by the son
of Adam - is one-seventieth part
of the fire of Hell." They said: "By
Allah, if it was like this it would be
sufficient, 0 Messenger of Allah."
He said: "But it is sixty-nine
degrees more, each one of which is
like it in heat."

[7166] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of Abü Az-Zinnâd (no. 7165) was
narrated from Abü Hurairah,
from the Prophet QT,.
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[7167] 31 - (2844) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"We were with the Messenger of
Allah
when he heard a loud
noise. The Prophet
said: 'Do
you know what that was?' We
said: 'Allah and His Messenger
know best.' He said: 'It was a
stone that was thrown into the
Fire seventy years ago, and it has
been falling through the Fire
until now, when it reached the
bottom of it."
[7168] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Hurairah with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
7167), and he said: "...It has
landed in the bottom of it, and
you heard its sound."

[7169] 32 - (2845) It was
narrated from Samurah that he
heard the Prophet of Allah
say: "There are some whom the
Fire will seize up to the ankles,
and some whom it will seize up
to the waist, and some whom it
will seize up to the neck."
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[7170] 33 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Samurah bin Jundab that
said:
the Prophet of Allah
"Some of them will be seized by
the Fire up to the ankles, some
will be seized by the Fire up to
the knees, some will be seized by
the Fire up to the waist, and
some will be seized by the Fire
up to the collarbone."

[7171] ( ... ) Sa'eed narrated it
with this chain of narrators (a
HadIth similar to no. 7170), but
instead of "waist" he said "groin".

Chapter 13. The Arrogant Will
Enter The Fire, And The
Humble Will Enter Paradise
[7172] 34 - (2846) It was narrated
that Abfl Hurairah said: "The
said: 'The
Messenger of Allah
Fire and Paradise argued. One
said: "I will be entered by the
arrogant and proud." The other
said: "I will be entered by the weak
and poor." Allah, Glorified and
Exalted is He, said to the one:
"You are My punishment, with
which I will punish whomsoever I
will." - and perhaps He said: "which
I will inflict upon whomsoever I
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will." - and He said to the other:
"You are My mercy, by which I will
show mercy to whomsoever I will,
and each of you will be full."
[7173] 35 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet
said: "The Fire and
Paradise disputed. The Fire said:
'I have been favored with the
arrogant and proud.' Paradise
said: 'What is the matter with
me, that no one will enter me
except the weak, humble and
downtrodden?' Allah, Glorified
and Exalted is He, said to
Paradise: 'You are My mercy, by
which I will show mercy to
whomsoever I will of My slaves.'
And He said to the Fire: 'You
are My punishment, with which I
will punish whomsoever I will of
My slaves. And each of you will
be full.' As for the Fire, it will
not be full until He puts His Foot
on it and it says: 'Enough,
enough.' Then it will be full, and
all its parts will be integrated
together."
[7174] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Abü Hurairah that the Prophet
said: "Paradise and Hell
disputed..." and he narrated a
HadIth like that of Abü AzZinnâd (no. 7173).
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[7175] 36 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hammâm bin Munabbih said:
"This is what Abü Hurairah
narrated to us from the Messenger
And he mentioned a
of Allah
number of AhadIth, including the
following: "The Messenger of
said: 'The Fire and
Allah
Paradise disputed, and Hell said:
"I have been favored with the
arrogant and proud.' Paradise
said: 'What is the matter with me,
that no one will enter me except the
weak, humble and downtrodden?'
Allah, Glorified and Exalted is He,
said to Paradise: 'You are My
mercy, by which I will show mercy
to whomsoever I will of My slaves.'
And He said to the Fire: 'You are
My punishment, with which I will
punish whomsoever I will of My
slaves. And each of you will be full.'
As for the Fire, it will not be full
until Allah, Blessed and Exalted is
He, puts His Foot on it and it says:
'Enough, enough.' Then it will be
full, and all its parts will be
integrated together, and Allah will
not treat any of His creation
unjustly. As for Paradise, Allah will
create a cieation just for it."
[7176] (2847) It was narrated
that Abü Sa'eed Al-KhudrI said:
"The Messenger of Allah ç said:
'Paradise and the Fire disputed..."
and he mentioned a HadIth like
that of Abü Hurairah, up to the
words: "And it is upon me to fill
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both of you." But he did not
mention that additional material
that came after that.

[7177] 37 - (2848) Anas bin Mâlik
narrated that the Prophet of Allah
said: "Hell will keep saying:
'Are there any more (to come)?'
Until the Lord of Glory, Blessed
and Exalted is He, puts His Foot in
it, then it will say: 'Enough,
enough, by Your glory!' And all its
parts will be integrated together."

[7178] ( ... ) A HadIth like that of
Shaibân (no. 7177) was narrated
from Anas, from the Prophet .

[7179] 38 - ( ... ) 'Abdul-Wahhâb
bin 'Atâ' narrated concerning the
saying of Allah, the Mighty and
Sublime: 'On the Day when We
will say to Hell: 'Are you filled?'
It will say: 'Are there any more
(to come)?",111 - from Sa'eed,
from Qatâdah, from Anas bin
Mâlik that the Prophet
said:
"(Inhabitants) will continue to be
thrown into Hell, and it will say:
1' Qâf 50:30.
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'Are there any more to come?'
Until the Lord of Glory places
His Foot in it, then its parts will
be integrated with one another
and it will say: 'Enough, enough,
by Your glory and Your honor.'
And there will be extra space in
Paradise, until Allah creates
another creation to live in the
extra space of Paradise."
[7180] 39 - ( ... ) Anas narrated
that the Prophet
said: "There
will be left in Paradise as much
(space) as Allah wills should be
left, then Allah will create another
creation for it as He wills."

[7181] 40 - (2849) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Death will be brought on the
Day of Resurrection like a black
and white ram" - Abü Kuraib
added: "and it will be made to
stand between Paradise and the
Fire." The (narrators) agreed on
the rest of the HadIth. - ' and it
will he said: "0 people of
Paradise, do you recognize this?"
They will crane their necks and
look, and will say: "Yes; this is
death." Then it will be said: "0
people of the Fire, do you
recognize this?" They will crane
their necks and look, and will say:
"Yes; this is death." Then the
command will be given for it to
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be slaughtered. Then it will be
said: "0 people of Paradise, it is
eternal, and there will be no
death. 0 people of the Fire, it is
eternal and there will be no
death." Then the Messenger of
Allah
recited: "And warn
them of the Day of grief and
regrets, when the case has been
decided, while (now) they are in
a state of carelessness, and they
believe not"111 and gestured with
his hand indicating this world."
[7182] 41 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Sa'eed said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'When the people of Paradise are
admitted to Paradise, and the
people of the Fire are admitted
to the Fire, it will be said: 0
people of Paradise..." then he
narrated a HadIth like that of
Abü Mu'âwiyah (no. 7181),
except that he said: "That is the
words of the Glorified and the
Exalted (Allah);" and he did not
say: "Then the Messenger of
Allah
recited." And he did
not say: "...and he gestured with
his hand indicating this world."
[7183] 42 - (2850) 'Abdullâh
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Allah will admit the people
of Paradise to Paradise and the
people of the Fire to the Fire,
then an announcer will stand
between them and will say: 0
people of Paradise, there is no
' Mariam 19:39.
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death. 0 people of the Fire,
there is no death. Everyone will
abide for eternity where he is."
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[7184] 43 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"When the people of Paradise go
to Paradise, and the people of
the Fire go to the Fire, death will
be brought and placed between
Paradise and the Fire. Then it
will be slaughtered, and a caller
will call out: '0 people of Paradise,
there is no death; 0 people of the
Fire, there is no death.' Then the
joy of the people of Paradise will
increase, and the sorrow of the
people of the Fire will increase."
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[7185] 44 - (2851) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah iJ said:
'The molar of the disbeliever' or 'the eyetooth of the disbeliever
- will be like Uhud (mountain),
and the thickness of his skin will
be the distance of three nights
travel."
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[7186] 45 - (2852) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah,
who attributed it to the Prophet
: "The distance between the
shoulders of the disbeliever in
Hell will be the distance of three
nights travel for a swift rider."
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[7187] 46 - (2853) Hãrithah bin
Wahb said that he heard the
Prophet
say: "Shall I not tell
you about the people of Paradise?"
They said: "Yes." He said: "Every
weak person who is regarded as
insignificant, but if he were to
beseech Allah, He would respond
to him." Then he said: "Shall I not
tell you about the people of the
Fire?" They said: "Yes." He said:
"Every violent, haughty and
arrogant person."
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[7188] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated a
similar report (as IjadIth no.
7187) with this chain of narrators.

[7189] 47 - ( ... ) Hârithah bin
Wahb Al-Khuzâ'I said: "The
said: 'Shall
Messenger of Allah
I not tell you about the people of
Paradise? Every weak person who
is regarded as insignificant, but if
he were to beseech Allah, He
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would respond to him. Shall I not
tell you about the people of the
Fire? Every haughty, low-born and
arrogant person."

It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
said:
the Messenger of Allah
"There may be a dishevelled
person who is driven away from
the door, but if he were to urge
Allah, He would respond to him."

[7190] 48 - (2854)

It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin
Zam'ah said: "The Messenger of
Allah
delivered a Khutbah,
and he mentioned the she-camel,
and the one who slaughtered it.
He said: 'When the most wicked
man among them went forth (to
kill the she-camel)"['] An evil
and powerful man, who was of a
high status among his people like
Abü Zam'ah. Then he mentioned
women and exhorted (the men)
with regard to them and said:
'Why would one of you flog his
wife' - according to the report of
Abfl Bakr: 'flog the slave
woman.' According to the report
of Abü Kuraib: 'flog the slave' 'and then sleep with her at the
end of the day?' Then he spoke
to them regarding their laughing
upon breaking wind, and said:

[7191] 49 - (2855)

Ash-Shams 91:12.
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'Why would one of you laugh at
something he himself does?"
[7192] 50 - (2856) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'I saw 'Amr bin Luhayy bin
Qam'ah bin Khindif, the father of
those of Banü Ka'b, dragging his
intestines in the Fire."

[7193] 51 - ( ... ) Sa'eed bin AlMusayyab said: "The BaiiIrah was
a camel which it was forbidden to
milk for the sake of their false
gods, so no one among the
people would milk it. The Sâ 'ibah
was a camel which they let loose
for the sake of their gods, so
nothing was loaded onto it.
Ibn Al-Musayyab said: "Abñ
Hurairah said: 'The Messenger of
Allah
said: "I saw 'Amr bin
'Amir A1-Khuzâ'l dragging his
intestines in the Fire. He was the
first one to introduce the institution of the Sâ'ibah." 11

[7194] 52 - (2128) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'There are two types of the
people of the Fire whom I have
It is an explanation of SiratAl-Mâ'idah 5:103.
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not seen, men with whips like the
tails of cattle with which they
strike the people; and women
who are clothed yet naked,
MumIlâtun-mâ 'ilât (walking with
an enticing gait) with their heads
like the humps of camels leaning
to one side. They will not enter
Paradise nor smell its fragrance,
and its fragrance may be detected
from such and such a distance."
[7195] 53 - (2857) Abü
Hurairah said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'Soon, if you
live for a while, you will see
people with something like the
tails of cattle in their hands. They
will go out in the morning under
the wrath of Allah and they will
come back in the evening under
the wrath of Allah."

[7196] 54 - ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah
say: 'If you live for a
while, soon you will see people
who will go out in the morning
under the wrath of Allah and
they will come back in the
evening under His curse, with
something like the tails of cattle
in their hands."
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Chapter 14. The Destruction (End)
Of This World, And The Gathering
On The Day Of Resurrection
[7197] 55 - (2858) Mustawrid,
the brother of Banü Fihr, said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'By Allah, this world in comparison
to the Hereafter, is like one of you
dipping this' - and he pointed with
his forefinger -'into the sea; let him
see how much he brings back."

[7198] 56 - (2859)
It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: 'The people will be gathered on
the Day of Resurrection barefoot,
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naked and uncircumcised.' I said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, men and
women together, looking at one
another?' He said: '0 'Aishah, the
matter will be too serious for them
to look at one another."

[7199] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Uâtim bin Abi SaghIrah (a
HadIth similar to no. 798) with
this chain of narrators, but he did
not mention "uncircumcised" in
his HadIth.

[7200] 57 - (2860) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs heard
delivering a
the Prophet
speech and saying: "You will
meet Allah walking barefoot,
naked and uncircumcised."

[7201] 58 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Abbâs said: "The
Messenger of Allah
stood
before us and delivered a Khutbah,
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and said: '0 people, you will be
gathered to Allah (on the Day of
Resurrection) barefoot, naked
and uncircumcised: "As We began
the first creation, We shall repeat
it. (It is) a promise binding upon
Us. Truly, We shall do it."['] The
first of creation to be clothed will
be IbrâhIm . Behold! Then some
men of my Ummah will be brought
and taken to the left, and I will say:
"0 Lord, my Companions!" It will
be said: "You do not know what
they innovated after you were
gone." And I will say as the
righteous slave ('Elsa
) said:
"...And I was a witness over them
while I dwelt amongst them, but
when You took me up, You were
the Watcher over them; and You
are a Witness to all things. If You
punish them, they are Your slaves,
and if You forgive them, verily,
You, only You are the All-Mighty,
the All-Wise."121 Then it will be
said to me: "They kept turning on
their heels since you left them."
In the HadIth of WakI' and
Mu'âdh it says: "And it will be
said: 'You do not know what they
did after you were gone."

[1]A1-Anbiy6' 21:104.
[2]A1-Mâ'idah 5:117-118.
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[7202] 59 - (2861) It was

narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "The people
will be gathered in three groups,
hoping (for Paradise) and fearing
(Hell), two on a camel, three on
a camel, four on a camel, ten on
a camel. The rest of them will be
gathered by a fire which will stay
with them when they stop for the
night, and it will rest with them
when they take a rest, and will be
with them morning and evening."

Chapter 15. Description Of The
Day Of Resurrection, May Allah
Save Us From Its Terrors
()1

It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
said: "The Day when
Prophet
(all) mankind will stand before
the Lord of the 'AlamIn (all that
exists)."" Until one of them will
be submerged in his own sweat
halfway up his ears."

[7203] 60

t...

(2862)

L

Al-Mutaffifin 83:6.
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[7204] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of 'Ubaidullâh from Nâfi' (no.
7203) was narrated from Ibn
'Umar from the Prophet ij.
But in the HadIth of MiIsâ bin
'Uqbah and Sâlib (it says): "Until
one of them will disappear
(submerged) in his sweat halfway
up his ears."

[7205] 61 - (2863) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"On the Day of Resurrection,
sweat will seep into the earth
seventy fathoms, and it will reach
up to the people's mouths" or
"ears." Thawr (a narrator) was
uncertain as to which of them he
said.
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[7206] 62 - (2864) Al-Miqdâd
bin Al-Aswad said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: 'The
sun will be brought near to the
people on the Day of Resurrection,
until it is one Mi! away from them."
Sulaim bin 'Amir said: "By
Allah, I do not know what he
meant by the word MU - was it a
measure of distance (mile) or the
stick which is used to apply kohl
to the eyes."
"And he () said: 'The people
will be submerged in the sweat in
accordance with their deeds; for
some it will come up to their
ankles, for some it will come up
to their knees, for some it will
come up to their waists and for
some it will come up to their
mouths.'
And the Messenger of Allah
pointed with his hand to his
mouth.

t.

Chapter 16. Attributes By Which
The People Of Paradise And The
People Of The Fire May Be
Recognized In This World
[7207] 63 - (2865) It was
narrated from 'Iyâcl bin Himâr
Al-Mujâshi'I that one day in his
Khutbah, the Messenger of Allah
ilij said: "Behold! My Lord has
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commanded me to teach you that
which you do not know of what
He has taught me: 'On this day,
all the wealth that I have
bestowed upon a slave (of Allah)
is permissible. I have created all
My slaves I-Iunafâ' (with the
inclination to worship Allah
alone), but the devils come to
them and turn them away from
their religion (true path). They
forbid to them that which I have
permitted to them, and they tell
them to associate others with Me
for which I have not sent down
any authority.' Allah looked at
the people of earth and hated
them, Arabs and non-Arabs alike,
except a remnant of the People
of the Book. He said: 'I have only
sent you to put you to trial, and
to put others to trial through you,
and I have revealed to you a
Book that cannot be washed
away with water, which you will
recite when sleeping and when
awake.' Allah commanded me to
severely strike the Quraish and I
said: 'Lord, they will break my
head like bread.' He said: 'Expel
them as they expelled you; fight
them and We will help you;
spend, and you will be spent
upon; send out an army, and We
will send five like it; fight with
the help of those who obey you
against those who disobey you."
He said: "And the people of
Paradise are of three types: A man
of authority who is fair and just,
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who gives charity and does good; a
man who is compassionate and
kind to every relative, and Muslim;
and a man who refrains from
asking for help even though he has
dependents.
"And the people of the Fire are
of five types: A weak man who
lacks the wisdom (to avoid evil);
those who are your followers that
do not have any care for family
and wealth; one who is dishonest
and is a miser even for a little; a
man who will betray you morning
and evening with regard to your
family and your wealth" - and he
mentioned miserliness or lying "and the one whose language is
obscene." Abü Ghassân (a sub
narrator) did not mention in his
IJadIth the words "spend and you
will be spent upon."
[72081 ( ... ) It was narrated from
Qatâdah with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
7207), but he did not mention in
his HadIth (the words) "all the
wealth that I have bestowed upon
a slave (of Allah) is permissible".
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[7209] (.4 It was narrated from
'Iyad bin Ilimâr that the Messenger
of Allahdelivered a Khutbah
one day... and he quoted the
HadIth (as no. 7207).
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[7210] 64 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Iyâcl bin Himâr, the brother
of Banü MujâshI' said: "The
Messenger of Allah
stood up
among us one day and delivered a
speech, and said: 'Allah has
commanded me..." and he quoted
a HadIth like that of Hishâm from
Qatãdah (no. 7207), and added:
"Allah revealed to me that you
should be humble (towards one
another) so that no one should
boast to another, and no one
should wrong another." And he
said in his IjadIth: "...they are
those who follow you among you,
who do not have any care for
family and wealth."
I said: "Does that really happen,
o Abü 'Abdullâh?" He said: "Yes,
by Allah. I saw them during the
Jâhiliyyah, when a man would
graze the sheep of a tribe in order
to have his way with their slave
girl."

Chapter 17. The Deceased Is
Shown His Place In Paradise Or
The Fire; And Confirmation Of
The Torment In The Grave -We
Seek Refuge With Allah From That
[7211] 65 - (2866) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah ci said:

4Wj L+oju

"When one of you dies, he is
shown his place morning and
evening. If he is one of the
people of Paradise, then (he is
shown his place) among the
people of Paradise. If he is one
of the people of the Fire, then
(he is shown his place) among
the people of the Fire. And it is
said: 'This is your place, until
Allah resurrects you to it on the
Day of Resurrection."
[7212] 66 ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The Prophet
said: 'When a man dies, he is
shown his place morning and
evening. If he is one of the people
of Paradise, then (he is shown his
place) in Paradise, and if he is one
of the people of the Fire, then (he
is shown his place) in the Fire.
Then it is said: This is your place
to which you will be resurrected on
the Day of Resurrection."
[7213] 67 - (2867) Abü Sa'eed

said: I did not hear it from the
Messenger of Allah
but Zaid
bin Thâbit narrated it to me. He
said: While the Prophet
was in
a garden belonging to Banü AnNajjâr, on a mule of his, and we
were with him, the mule was startled
and nearly threw him off. There
were six, or five, or four graves there
- He said:11 ' This is how A]-Jurairl
said it - and he ()said:
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That is Ibn 'Ulayyah, from whom multiple routes have been narrated by the author for
it. And A]-Jurairi is Sa'eed bin Iyâs.
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"Who knows the occupants of
these graves?" A man said: "I
do." He said: "When did these
people die?" He said: "They died
as idolaters." He said: "This
Ummah will be tested in their
graves. Were it not that you
would not bury one another, I
would pray to Allah to make you
hear the torment of the grave
that I can hear." Then he turned
to face us and said: "Seek refuge
with Allah from the torment of
the Fire." We said: "We seek
refuge with Allah from the
torment of the Fire." He said:
"Seek refuge with Allah from the
torment of the grave." We said:
"We seek refuge with Allah from
the torment of the grave." He
said: "Seek refuge with Allah
from the Fitan (tribulations),
both visible and invisible." We
said: "We seek refuge with Allah
from Fitan (tribulations), both
visible and invisible." He said:
"Seek refuge with Allah from the
Fitnah of Ad-Dajjâl." We said:
"We seek refuge with Allah from
the Fitnah of Ad-Dajjâl."
[7214] 68 - (2868) It was
narrated from Anas that the
Prophet
said: "Were it not
that you would not bury one
another, I would have prayed to
Allah to let you hear the torment
of the grave."
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[7215] 69 - (2869) It was
narrated that Abü Ayyiib said:
"The Messenger of Allah
set
out after the sun had set, and he
heard a sound. He said: 'Jews
who are being tormented in their
graves."

[7216] 70 - (2870) Anas bin
Mâlik said: "The Prophet of Allah
said: 'When a person is placed
in his grave and his companions
turn to leave, he hears the sound
of their footsteps. Then two angels
come to him and sit him up, and
say to him: 'What did you used to
say about this man?' As for the
believer, he says: 'I bear witness
that he is the slave of Allah, and
His Messenger.' Then it is said to
him: 'Look at your place in the
Fire; Allah has substituted it with a
place in Paradise." The Prophet
of Allah
said: "He is shown
them both."
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Qatâdah said: "It was said to us
that his grave is expanded seventy
cubits for him, and it is filled with
greenery until the Day they will
be resurrected."

[72171 71 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'When the deceased is placed in
his grave, he can hear the sound
of their footsteps when they leave
(after burying him)."

[7218] 72 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Anas bin Mâlik that the
Prophet of Allah
said: "When
a person is placed in his grave,
and his companions leave," and
he mentioned a HadIth like that
of Shaibân from Qatâdah (no.
7216).

[7219] 73 - (2871) It was
narrated from Al-Bard' bin 'Azib
that the Prophet ii said: "Allah
will keep firm those who believe,
with the word that stands firm in
this world."['] This was revealed
concerning the torment of the
grave. It will be said to him (in the
11]

IbrâhIm 14:27.
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grave): 'Who is your Lord?' And
he will say: 'My Lord is Allah, and
'
my Prophet is Muhammad
That is what Allah, Glorified and
Exalted is He says: "Allah will
keep firm those who believe, with
the word that stands firm in this
world, and in the Hereafter."

[7220] 74 - (...) It was narrated
from A1-Barâ' bin 'Azib: "Allah will
keep firm those who believe, with
the word that stands firm in this
world, and in the Hereafter."11
"This was revealed concerning the
torment of the grave."

[7221] 75 - (2872) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"When the soul of the believer
departs, it is received by two
angels who take it up."
Hammâd said: "And he mentioned
its good fragrance and he mentioned
musk."
He said: "The people of heaven
say: 'A good soul that has come
from the earth. May Allah bless
you and the body in which you
used to reside.' Then it is taken
to its Lord, Glorified and Exalted
is He, then He says: 'Take it to
the Utmost Boundary."
[1]

IbrâhIm 14:27.
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He said: "When the soul of the
disbeliever departs" - Hammâd
said: "and he mentioned its foul
stench, and he mentioned curses"
- "the people of heaven say: 'An
evil soul that has come from the
earth.' It is said: 'Take it to the
Utmost Boundary."
Abü Hurairah said: "The
held a
Messenger of Allah
thin cloth that he had with him
over his nose, like this."
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[7222] 76 - (2873) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik said:
"We were with 'Umar between
Makkah and A]-Madinah, and we
looked for the crescent of the new
moon. I was a man with keen
eyesight, and I saw it, but no one
else said that he had seen it. I said
to 'Umar: 'Don't you see it?' But
he did not see it. 'Umar said: 'I will
see it when I am lying on my bed.'
"Then he started to tell us about
the people of Badr. And he said:
'The Messenger of Allah
showed us, one day before, where
the people of Badr (the
Mushrikân) would fall. He said:
"This is the place where so-andso will fall tomorrow, if Allah
wills." 'Umar said: 'By the One
in Whose Hand is my soul, they
did not miss the places that the
had
Messenger of Allah
pointed out. They were put in a
well on top of one another, then
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the Messenger of Allah
went
to them and said: "0 so-and-so
son of so-and-so, and 0 so-andso son of so-and-so, have you
found what Allah and His
Messenger promised to be true?
For I have found what my Lord
promised me to be true."
"Umar said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, how can you speak to
bodies in which there are no
souls?' He said: 'You do not hear
what I am saying more clearly
than they do, but they cannot
give me any reply."

[7223] 77 - (2874) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that the Messenger of Allah $
left the slain of Badr (the
Mushrikân) for three days, then
he came to them and stood over
them and called out to them: "0
Abü Jahl bin Hishâm! 0
Umayyah bin Khalaf! 0 'Utbah
bin RabI'ah! 0 Shaibah bin
Rabi'ah! Have you not found
what your Lord promised you to
be true? For I have found what
my Lord promised me to be
true." 'Umar heard what the
Prophet
said, and he said: "0
Messenger of Allah, how can
they hear and respond when they
have started to decay?" He ()
said: "By the One in Whose
Hand is my soul, you cannot hear
what I am saying any better than
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they can, but they are not able to
respond." Then he ordered that
they be dragged and thrown into
the well of Badr.
[7224] 78 - (2875) It was
narrated that Abü Talhah said:
"On the Day of Badr, when the
prevailed
Prophet of Allah
against them (the Mushrikân), he
ordered that twenty-odd men" - in
the HadIth of Rawh it says:
"Twenty-four men" - "of the
bravest of the disbelievers be
thrown into one of the wells of
Badr..." and he quoted a IjadIth
like that of Thâbit from Anas (no.
7223).

Chapter 18. The Surety Of
Reckoning
[7225] 79 - (2876) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
said:
Messenger of Allah
'Whoever is brought to account on
the Day of Resurrection will be
punished.' I said: 'Didn't Allah say:
"He surely, will receive an easy
reckoning"?' He said: 'That is not
the actual reckoning; rather that is
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the presentation of deeds. Whoever
is examined thoroughly at the
Reckoning will be punished"

[72261 ( ... ) Ayyüb narrated a
similar report with this chain of
narrators.
[7227] 80 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aishah that the Prophet
said: "No one is brought to account
but he will be doomed." I said: "0
Messenger of Allah, didn't Allah
say "...an easy reckoning."?[ 11 He
said: "That is the presentation of
deeds. Whoever is examined
thoroughly at the Reckoning will be
doomed."

[7228] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Aishah that the Prophet
said:
"Whoever is examined thoroughly
at the Reckoning will be doomed."
Then he (the sub narrator)
mentioned a HadIth like that of
Abü Yünus (no. 7227).

[1]

Al-Inshiqâq 84:8.
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Chapter 19. The Command To
Think Positively Of Allah At
The Time Of Death

[7229] 81 - (2877) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "I heard
the Messenger of Allah
say,
three days before he died: 'None
of you should die except thinking
positively of Allah."
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[7230] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 7229) was narrated
from Al-A'mash with this chain
of narrators.
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[7231] 82 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh A]-AnsârI
said: "I heard the Messenger of
say, three days before he
Allah
died: 'None of you should die
except thinking positively of Allah,
(Glorified and Exalted is He)."
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[7232] 83 -(2878) It was
narrated that Jâbir said: "I heard
say: 'Every slave
the Prophet
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(of Allah) will be raised in the
state in which he died."
W-

3
[7233] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 7232) was narrated
from Al-A'mash with this chain
of narrators, and he said: The
Prophet ji4said, but he did not
say: "I heard."

[7234] 84 - (2879) 'Abdullâh
bin 'Umar said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah i4 say:
'When Allah wants to punish a
people, the punishment befalls
everyone who is among them,
then they will be raised according
to their deeds."
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52. The Book Of
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Portents Of The Hour
Chapter 1. The Approach Of
Tribulations And The Opening
Of The Barrier Of Ya'jüj And
Ma'jüj
[7235] 1 - (2880) It was
narrated from Zainab bint Jahsh
awoke from
that the Prophet
sleep, saying: "None has the right
to be worshipped but Allah, woe
to the Arabs from an evil that has
approached. Today (a hole) like
this has been opened in the
barrier of Ya'jüj and Ma'jüj."
And Sufyân gestured to indicate
the size of the hole.
I said: "0 Messenger of Allah, will
we be destroyed even though there
are righteous people among us?"
He said: "Yes, if evil prevails."
[7236] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Az-Zuhrl with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
7235).
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[7237] 2 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Zainab bint Jahsh, the wife
of the Prophet ç, said: "The
Messenger of Allah Q-5, went out
one day in a panic, red in the
face, saying: 'None has the right
to be worshipped but Allah, woe
to the Arabs from an evil that has
approached. Today (a hole) like
this has been opened in the
barrier of Ya'jüj and Ma'jüj,' and
he made a circle with his thumb
and forefinger."
She said; "I said: '0 Messenger
of Allah! Will we be destroyed
even though there are righteous
people among us?' He said: 'Yes,
if evil prevails."

[72381 ( ... ) A HadIth like that of
Yünus from Az-ZuhrI (no. 7237)
was narrated from Ibn Shihâb with
this chair of narrators.

[7239] 3 - (2881) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet i4 said: "Today (a
hole) like this has been opened in
the barrier of Ya'jüj and Ma'jüj."
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Chapter 2. The Earth Swallowing
Up The Army That Aims To
Attack Al-Bait (The Ka'bah)
[7240] 4 - (2882) It was
narrated that 'Ubaidullâh bin AlQibtiyyah said: A]-Hârith bin AbI
RabI'ah, 'Abdullâh bin Safwan
and I entered upon Umm
Salamah, the Mother of the
Believers, and they asked her
about the army which will be
swallowed up by the earth. That
was during the days of Ibn AzZubair. She said: The Messenger
of Allah
said: "Someone will
seek refuge in the House (Ka'bah)
and an army will be sent after him,
then when they are on a plain they
will be swallowed up by the earth."
I said: "0 Messenger of AJlâh,
what about one who was forced (to
join that army)?" He said: "He will
be swallowed up with them, but on
the Day of Resurrection he will be
raised according to his intention."
Abü Ja'far said: "It is the plain
of Al-Madinah."
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[7241] 5 - ( ... ) 'Abdul-'AzIz bin
Rufai' narrated it with this chain
of narrators (a HadIth similar to
no. 7240), and in his IjadIth he
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said: "I met Abü Ja'far and said:
'Did she say: 'A plain in some land?'
Abü Ja'far said: 'No, by Allah, it is
the plain of Al-Madinah."
[7242] 6 - (2883) It was
narrated that Umayyah bin
Safwân heard his grandfather
'Abdullâh bin Safwân say: Hafsah
told me that she heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: "An
army will seek to attack this
House, then when they are in a
plain, the middle of them will be
swallowed up by the earth, and
the front (of the army) will call
out to the back, then they will be
swallowed up, and there will be
no one left but one fugitive who
will tell their story."
A man said: "I bear witness that
you are not telling a lie about
Hafsah, and I bear witness that
Hafsah did not tell a lie about
the Prophet ."
[7243] 7 - (...) 'Abdullâh bin
Safwan narrated from the Mother
of the Believers that the Messenger
said: "Some people
of Allah
will seek refuge in this House,
i.e., the Ka'bah, who do not have
the strength, numbers or weapons
(to protect themselves), and an
army will be sent after them, then
when they are in a plain, they will
be swallowed up by the earth."
Yñsuf said: "At that time the
people of Ash-Sham were marching
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towards Makkah. 'Abdullâh bin
Safwân said: "By Allah, it is not this
army."

[7244] 8 - (2884) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin AzZubair that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
was
startled in his sleep, and we said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, you did
something in your sleep that you
did not do before.' He said:
'Strange it is, that some people of
my Ummah will attack the House
to kill a man of the Quraish who
has sought refuge in the House.
Then when they are in the plain,
they will be swallowed up by the
earth.' We said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, there may be all sorts of
people on the road.' He said:
'Yes, among them will be those
who are there by choice, those
who were forced to join and
travelers. They will all be
destroyed as one, but they will be
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raised in different states; Allah
will raise them according to their
intentions."
Chapter 3. Onset Of
Tribulations Like Rainfall
[7245] 9 - (2885) It was
narrated from Usâmah that the
looked out over one
Prophet
of the battlements of Al-Madinah
and said: "Do you see what I see? I
see the places of tribulation
among your houses like the places
where rain falls."

[7246] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 7245) was narrated

from Az-ZuhrI with this chain of
narrators.
[7247] 10 - (2886) Abü
Hurairah said: "The Messenger
of Allah
said: 'There will be
tribulations during that one who
is sitting is better than one who is
standing, and one who is standing
is better than one who is walking,
and one who is walking is better
than one who is running. He who
sees them will be drawn to them,
and whoever find a refuge from
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them, let him seek protection
therein."
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[7248] 11 - ( ... ) A HadIth like
that of Abü Hurairah (no. 7247)
was narrated from Nawfal bin
Mu'âwiyah, but Abü Bakr (one of
the narrators) added (the words):
"Among the Salât (prayers) there
is one Salât (prayer), whoever
misses it, it is as if he was deprived
of his family and his wealth."

[7249] 12 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Prophet
said: 'There will be
tribulation during that the one
who sleeps will be better than the
one who is awake, and the one
who is awake will be better than
the one who is standing, and the
one who is standing will be better
than the one who is running.
Whoever finds a place of refuge,
let him seek refuge therein."
[7250] 13 - (2887) 'Uthmân
Ash-Shah-bâm said: Farqad AsSabakhI and I went to Muslim bin
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AbI Bakrah when he was in his
land, and entered upon him. We
said: 'Did you hear your father
narrate any -IadIth about
tribulations?' He said: Yes, I
heard Abü Bakrah narrate that the
Messenger of Allah iA said:
"Verily there will be tribulations,
then there will be tribulations
during that one who is sitting will
be better than one who is walking,
and one who is walking is better
than one who is running. During
those tribulations, whoever has
camels, let him stay with his
camels, whoever has sheep, let him
stay with his sheep, and whoever
has land, let him stay on his land."
A man said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, what do you think if he does
not have camels, or sheep, or
land?" He said: "Let him go to his
sword and make it blunt with a
stone, then let him try to find a way
of escape if he can. 0 Allah, have I
conveyed (the message)? 0 Allah,
have I conveyed (the message)? 0
Allah, have I conveyed (the
message)?" A man said: "0
Messenger of Allah, what if I am
forced to join one of the two ranks,
or one of the two groups, and a
man strikes me with his sword, or
an arrow comes and kills me?" He
said: "He will bear the burden of
his sin and your sin, and he will be
one of the people of the Fire."
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[7251] ( ... ) The HadIth of Ibn
AbI 'Adiyy, which is like the
HadIth of Hammâd up to the
end, was narrated from 'Uthmân
Ash-Shah-ham (no. 7250) with
this chain of narrators. The
HadIth of Waki' ends with the
words: "Then let him try to find a
way of escape if he can," and he
did not mention what comes after
that.
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Chapter 4. If Two Muslims
Confront One Another With
Their Swords
[7252] 14 - (2888) It was narrated
that A]-Ahnaf bin Qais said: "I
went out looking for this man, and I
was met by Abü Bakrah who said:
'Where are you going, 0 Ahnaf?' I
said: 'I want to support the cousin
of the Messenger of Allah
meaning 'Ali. He said to me: '0
Ahnaf, go back, for I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say:
"When two Muslims confront one
another with their swords, the
slayer and the slain will both be in
the Fire." I said: - or it was said: "0 Messenger of Allah, (we
understand about) the slayer, but
what about the slain?" He said:
"He wanted to kill his companion."
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[7253] 15 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Bakrah said: "The
said:
Messenger of Allah
'When two Muslims face one
another with their swords, the
slayer and the slain will both be
in the Fire."
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[7254] (...) A HadIth like that of
Abü Kâmil from Hammâd (no.
7252) was narrated from Ayyüb
with this chain of narrators.
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[7255] 16 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Bakrah that the Prophet
said: "When two Muslims, one
of them bears arms against his
brother, they are both on the brink
of Hell, and if one of them kills the
other, they will both enter it."
'c
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[7256] 17 - (157) It was
narrated that Hammâm bin
Munabbih said: This is what Abü
Hurairah narrated to us from the
Messenger of Allah
. And he
mentioned a number of AhadIth,
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including the following: The
Messenger of Allah
said: "The
Hour will not begin until two large
groups (of Muslims) confront one
another, and engage in a great and
bloody battle, although the claim
of both is the same."
[7257] 18 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah ç said: "The
Hour will not begin until there is
a great deal of Han." They said:
"What is Had, 0 Messenger of
Allah?" He said: "Killing, killing."

Chapter 5. (Parts of) This Ummah
Will Destroy One Another
[7258] 19 - (2889) It was
narrated that Thawbân said: The
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Allah drew the ends of the earth
together for me to see, and I saw
its eastern and western lands, and
I saw that the dominion of my
Ummah will reach as far as that
which was drawn together for me
to see. And I have been given two
treasures, the red and the white. I
asked my Lord not to let my
Ummah be destroyed by a
widespread famine, and not to let
them be dominated by an enemy,
that is not of them, that would
destroy them utterly. My Lord said:
'0 Muhammad, when I decree
something it cannot be altered. I
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have granted you that your Ummah
will not be destroyed by a
widespread famine, and it will not
be dominated by an enemy, that is
not of them, that would destroy
them utterly, even if all people
from all regions were to come
together (to destroy them). But
some of them will destroy others
and some will take others captive."

[7259] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Thawbân that the Prophet of
said: "Allah, Exalted is
Allah
He, drew the ends of the earth
together for me to see, and I saw
its eastern and western lands.
And I have been given two
treasures, the red and the white"
- then he mentioned a HadIth
like that of Ayyüb from Abü
Qilâbah (no. 7258).

[7260] 20 - (2890) It was
narrated from Thawbân that the
came from
Prophet of Allah
Al-'Aliyah one day, and when he
came to the Masjid of Banü
Mu'âwiyah, he entered and prayed
two Rak'ah, and we prayed with
him. He supplicated to his Lord
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for a long time, then he turned to
us and said: "I asked my Lord for
three things, and He has given me
two and withheld one. I asked my
Lord not to let my Ummah be
destroyed by famine, and He
granted me that. I asked Him not
to let my Ummah be destroyed by
drowning, and He granted me
that. And I asked him not to let
their enmity among themselves be
very great, and He withheld that
from me."

[7261] 21 - ( ... ) 'Amir bin Sa'd
narrated from his father that he
came with the Messenger of
Allah , among a group of his
Companions, and he came to the
Masjid of Banü Mu'âwiyah... a
HadIth like that of Ibn Numair
(no. 7260).

Chapter 6. The Prophet's
Foretelling Of What Will
Happen Until The Hour Begins
[7262] 22 - (2891) Hudhaifah
bin A]-Yamân said: "By Allah, I
am the most knowledgeable of
people about every tribulation
that will happen between now
and the Hour. That is not
because the Messenger of Allah
told me something in secret
that he did not tell to anyone
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else, rather the Messenger of Allah
spoke about the tribulations,
when he addressed a gathering in
which I was present. The Messenger
of Allah
said, when he was
listing the tribulations: 'Among
them are three which will hardly
spare anything, and among them
are tribulations like the summer
winds, and among them are minor
and major tribulations."
Hudhaifah said: "All of those
people have gone (passed away)
except me."
[72631 23 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hudhaifah said: "The
Messenger of Allah , stood
before us, and he did not omit
anything that will happen before
the Hour begins, but he spoke of
it. Those who memorized it, memorized it, and those who forgot it,
forgot it. These companions of
mine know it, and if they have
forgotten anything, they will
recognize it if they see it, just as a
man recognizes the face of a man
who has been away, then when he
sees him he recognizes him."

[7264] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Al-A'mash with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
7263), up to the words: "...and those
who forgot it, forgot it," and he did
not mention what came after that.
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[7265] 24 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin YazId, that
Hudhaifah said: "The Messenger
of Allah
told me about what
will happen until the Hour begins,
and there is nothing of that which I
did not ask him about, except that
I did not ask him what would drive
the people of Al-Madinah out of
A]-Madinah."

[7266] ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated a
similar report (as HadIth no.
7266) with this chain of narrators.
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[7267] 25 -(2892) Abü Zaid,
(meaning, 'Amr bin Akhtab) said:
"The Messenger of Allahij led us
in Fajr prayers, then he ascended
the Minbar and addressed us until
the time for Zuhr came. Then he
came down and offered prayers.
Then he ascended the Minbar,
and addressed us until the time
for 'Asr came. Then he came
down and offered the ('Asr)
prayers. Then he ascended the
Minbar and addressed us until
the sun set. He told us about
what had happened, and what
would happen, and the ones who
have the best knowledge of that
are the ones who memorized the
most of it."
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Chapter 7. The Tribulation
That Will Come Like Waves Of
The Ocean
[7268] 26- (144) It was narrated
from ShaqIq that Uudhaifah said:
'We were with 'Umar and he said:
Who amongst you remembers the
HadIth of the Messenger of Allah
about tribulation as he said it?
I said: I do. He said: You are bold.
What did he say? I said: I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: "A
man's Fitnaht1] (trial) because of
his family, his wealth, his own self,
his child and his neighbor, (these
Fitan) may be expiated byAc-Siyâm
(fasting), As-Salât (prayer), AsSadaqah (charity) and enjoining
what is good and forbidding what is
evil." 'Umar said: This is not what I
meant. Rather I meant that which
will come like waves of the ocean. I
said: What have you to do with that,
0 Commander of the Believers?
For between you and that there is a
door and that is closed. He said:
Will the door be broken or opened?
I said: No, it will be broken. He
said: Then it will never be closed
again.
We said to Hudhaifah: "Did
'Umar know who the door was?"
He said: "Yes, just as he knew that
before the morrow comes the
night. I told him a 1-IadIth in which
there was nothing fabricated."
[1]

A man may be distracted from and fall short in his duties towards Allah because of his
family, wealth, etc.
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We did not dare to ask Hudhaifah
who the door was. We said to
Masrüq: "Ask him." So he asked
him, and he said: "(It was) 'Umar."

[7269] 27 - ( ... ) A HadIth like
that of Abü Mu'âwiyah (no. 7268)
was narrated from A1-A'mash with
this chain of narrators. In the
IjadIth of 'Elsa from A1-A'mash,
from ShaqIq, it says: "He said: 'I
heard Hudhaifah say..."

[7270] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Hudhaifah said: "Umar said: 'Who
Will tell us about tribulation?" And
he narrated a similar HadIth (as no.
7268).

[7271] 28 - (2893) It was
narrated that Muhammad said:
"Jundab said: 'On the Day of A]Ja'rah I came and saw a man sitting
there. I said: "There will certainly

L.J1 .61 j.ij zjwl tS
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be bloodshed here today." That
man said: "No, by Allah." I said:
"Yes, by Allah." He said: "No, by
Allah." I said: "Yes, by Allah." He
said: "No, by Allah. There is a
IjadIth of the Messenger of Allah
that he told to me." I said:
"What a bad companion you have
been to me today. You heard me
disagreeing with you when it was a
IjadIth that you heard from the
Messenger of Allah , but you
did not stop me." Then I said:
"What is this anger?" And I
turned to him to ask him, and the
man was Hudhaifah."

Chapter 8. The Hour Will Not
Begin Until The Euphrates
Uncovers A Mountain Of Gold

ZLJl
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[7272] 29 - (2894) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
said:
the Messenger of Allah
"The Hour will not begin until the
Euphrates uncovers a mountain of
gold, and the people fight for it.
Out of every hundred, ninety-nine
will be killed, and each man
among them will say: 'Perhaps I
will be the one who will be saved."

[7273] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 7272) was narrated
from Suhail with this chain of

J)
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narrators, and he added: "My
father said: 'If you see it, do not
go near it."
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[72741 30 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Soon the Euphrates will uncover
a treasure of gold, but whoever is
there should not take any of it."

:4IJJU :J)i
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[7275] 31 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Soon the Euphrates will uncover
a mountain of gold, but whoever
is there should not take any of
it."
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[7276] 32 - (2895) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin A]Hârith bin Nawfal said: I was
standing with Ubayy bin Ka'b and
he said: The leaders will continue
to differ with regard to seeking
worldly gain. I said: Yes. He said:
'I heard the Messenger of Allah
say: "Soon the Euphrates will
uncover a mountain of gold, and
when the people hear of it, they
will hasten towards it, and those
who are near it will say: 'If we let
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the people, they will take it all
away.' So they will fight for it, and
out of every hundred, ninety-nine
will be killed."
Abü Kâmil said in his HadIth:
"Ubayy bin Ka'b and I stood ii
the shade of the battlement of
Hassân."

[7277] 33 - (2896) It was
narrated that AN Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allahii said:
'Al-'Irâq will withhold its Dirham
and its Qafiz," Ash-Sham will
withhold its Muday and Dlnâr, and
Egypt will withhold its Irdabb 21
and Dinâr, and you will return to
where you started, you will return
to where you started, you will
return to where you started.' The
flesh and blood of AbÜ Hurairah
bear witness to that."

ill

A measurement of grain.

[2]

Each of these are measurements for grain and the like.
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Chapter 9. The Conquest Of
Constantinople, The Emergence
Of Ad-Dajjâl And The Descent
Of 'EIsa bin Mariam
[7278] 34 - (2897) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"The Hour will not begin until the
Byzantines camp at A]-A'mãq or
Dâbiq,111 and an army composed
of the best people on earth at that
time will go out from A]-Madinah
to meet them. When they arrange
themselves in ranks, the Byzantines
will say: 'Do not stand between us
and those who took prisoners from
us; let us fight them.' The Muslims
will say: 'No by Allah, we will never
let you reach our brothers.' Then
they will fight them, and one-third
will flee, whose repentance will
never be accepted by Allah; onethird will be killed, and they are the
best of martyrs before Allah; and
one-third will prevail and will never
succumb to any Fitnah, and they
will conquer Constantinople. While
they are dividing the spoils, having
hung their swords on the olive
trees, the Shaitan will shout out
among them: Al-MasIb has taken
your place among your families. So
they will march, but that will be
false news. When they reach AshSham, he will emerge, and while
they are still preparing for battle,
NJ

Al-A'mãq and Dâbiq - two places in modern Syria near Aleppo.
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drawing up their ranks, the Iqamah
for prayer will be called, and 'Elsa
bin Mariam il will descend, and
will lead them. When the enemy of
Allah sees him, he will melt as salt
melts in water. If he left him alone,
he would still melt until he was
destroyed, but Allah will kill him by
his hand, and he will show them his
blood on his lance."
Chapter 10. The Hour Will
Begin When The Byzantines Are
The Most Prevalent Of People
[7279] 35 -(2898) Müsâ bin
'Ulayy narrated that his father
said: In the presence of 'Amr bin
A]-'As, A1-Mustawrid Al-QurashI
said: I heard the Messenger of
Allah 6t, say: "The Hour will begin
when the Byzantines are the most
prevalent of people." 'Amr said to
him: Watch what you are saying.
He said: I say that which I heard
from the Messenger of Allah .
He said: As you say that, indeed
they have four qualities: They are
the most patient of people at times
of tribulation; they are the quickest
to recover after a calamity; they are
the quickest to regroup and attack
after a defeat; and they are the best
of them to the poor, orphans and
weak. And a fifth good quality is
that they are most resistant of the
oppression of kings.
[7280] 36 - ( ... ) A]-MustawridAlQurashI said: "I heard the Messenger
of Allah
say: 'The Hour will
begin when the Byzantines are the
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most prevalent of people.' News of
that reached 'Amr bin Al-'As, and
he said: 'What are these AhadIth
that it is said you narrate from the
Messenger of Allah
?" AlMustawrid said to him: "I say that
which I heard from the Messenger
of Allah ." 'Amr said: "As you
say that, indeed they are the most
patient of people at times of
tribulation, and the quickest of
people to recover from calamity,
and the best of people to their
poor and weak."

Chapter 11. Fighting The
Byzantines, And A Great Deal
Of Killing When Ad-Dajjál
Emerges
[7281] 37 - (2899) It was
narrated that Yusair bin Jâbir
said: "A red wind blew in A]Küfah, and there came a man who
had no concern except to say: '0
'Abdullâh bin Mas'üd, the Hour
has come.' He sat up, as he had
been reclining, and said: 'The
Hour will not begin until shares of
inheritance are not distributed,
and there is no rejoicing over
spoils of war.' Then he gestured
with his hand like this, in the
direction of Ash-Sham, and said:
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'An enemy will gather against the
people of Islam, and the people of
Islam will gather against them.' I
said: 'Do you mean the Byzantines?'
He said: 'Yes.' He said: 'Then there
will be a retreat. The Muslims will
send out a detachment to fight to
the death and not return unless they
are victorious. They will fight until
night intervenes, then both sides will
go back, neither having prevailed,
and that detachment will have been
wiped out. Then the Muslims will
send out a detachment to fight to
the death and not return unless they
are victorious. They will fight until
night intervenes, then both sides will
go back, neither having prevailed,
and that detachment will have been
wiped out. Then the Muslims will
send out a detachment to fight to
the death and not return unless they
are victorious. They will fight until
evening comes, then both sides will
go back, neither having prevailed,
and that detachment will have been
wiped out.
"Then on the fourth day, the
rest of the Muslims will set out to
join them, and Allah will decree
that the enemy be routed, and
they will fight a battle the like of
which has never been seen. If a
bird were to fly over their flanks,
it would not reach the end of
them before falling down dead.
Out of every group of one
hundred relatives, you will find
only one man left alive, so what
joy can there be in spoils of war,

4
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and what inheritance can be
distributed? While they are like
that, they will hear of an even
greater calamity. The cry will
reach them that Ad-Dajjâl has
taken their place among their
offspring. So they will throw
aside whatever is in their hands
and will go there, sending ten
horsemen ahead of them as
scouts." The Messenger of Allah
said: "I know their names, and
the names of their fathers, and
the colors of their horses. They
will be the best horsemen on the
face of the earth at that time, or,
among the best horsemen on the
face of the earth at that time."
[7282] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Yusair bin Jâbir said: "I was in the
house of Ibn Mas'üd when a red
wind blew..." and he quoted a
similar IladIth, but the HadIth of
Ibn 'Ulayyah (as no. 7281) is more
complete.

[7283] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Yusair bin Jâbir said: "We were
in the house of 'Abdullâh bin
Mas'üd, and the house was full.
A red wind blew in Al-Küfah..."
and he mentioned a HadIth like
that of Ibn 'Ulayyah (no. 7281).
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Chapter 12. Conquests Of The
Muslims Before The Appearance
Of Ad-Dajjâl
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[7284] 37 - (2900) It was narrated
from Jâbir bin Samurah, from Nâfi'
bin 'Utbah, who said: "We were
with the Messenger of Allah on
a campaign, and some people
came to the Messenger of Allah
from the west, wearing clothes of
wool, and they met him by a
hillock. They were standing, and
was
the Messenger of Allah
sitting. I said to myself: 'I shall go
and stand between them and him,
lest they assassinate him.' Then I
said: 'Perhaps it is a private
conversation between them.' So I
went and stood between them
and him, and I memorized four
words from him, which I can
count on my fingers. He ()
said: 'You will fight in the
Arabian Peninsula, and Allah will
enable you to prevail over it, then
(you will fight in) Persia, and
Allah will enable you to prevail
over it, then you will fight in
Byzantium and Allah will enable
you to prevail over it, then you
will fight Ad-Dajjâl, and Allah
will enable you to prevail over
him."
Nâfi' said: "0 Jâbir, we did not think
that the Ad-Dajjâl would appear
until Byzantium was conquered."

t) - (
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Chapter 13. The Signs Which
Will Appear Before The Hour
[7285] 39 - (2901) It was
narrated that Hudhaifah bin AsId
Al-GhifârI said: The Prophet
looked out over us when we were
talking and said: "What are you
talking about?" They said: "We
are talking about the Hour." He
said: "It will never come until you
see ten signs." He mentioned the
Smoke, the Ad-Dajjâl, the Beast,
the rising of the sun from its
place of setting, the descent of
'Elsa bin Mariam, Ya'jüj and
Ma'jüj, and three landslides: one
in the east, one in the west and
one in the Arabian Peninsula.
And the last of that will be a fire
which will emerge from Yemen
and drive the people to their
place of gathering.
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[7286] 40 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Sarihah Hudhaifah bin
AsId said: "The Prophet was in
a room, and we were below him.
He looked out over us and said:
'What are you talking about?' We
said: 'The Hour.' He said: 'The
Hour will not come until there
have been ten signs: A collapse of
the earth in the east, a collapse of
the earth in the west, a collapse of
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the earth in the Arabian Peninsula,
the Smoke, Ad-Dajjâl, the Beast of
the earth, Ya'jüj and Ma'jüj, the
rising of the sun from its place of
setting, and a fire which will emerge
from the furthest part of 'Aden and
drive the people."
Shu'bah said: "Abdul-'AzIz bin
Rufay' narrated a similar report
to me from Abü At-Tufail, from
Abü SarIhah, but he did not
mention the Prophet ,. One of
them said that the tenth sign
would be the descent of 'Elsa bin
Mariam, and the other said it
would be a wind that would
throw the people into the sea."
[7287] 41 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Sarihah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
was in a
room, and we were below it,
talking..." and he quoted a similar
HadIth (as no. 7286).
Shu'bah said: "I think he said: 'It
will halt with them when they
halt, and it will stop with them
when they rest."
Shu'bah said: "A man narrated
this HadIth to me from Abü AtTufail, from Abü SarIhah, but he
did not attribute it to the
Messenger of Allah ig5 . One of
these two men said: 'The descent
of 'Elsa bin Mariam,' and the
other said: 'A wind which will
throw them into the sea."
[7288] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü SarIhah said: "We were
talking, and the Messenger of
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Allah
looked out over us..." a
HadIth like that of Mu'âdh and
Ibn Ja'far (no. 7286, 7287).
Ibn Al-Muthanna said: "Abü AnNu'mân Al-Hakam bin 'Abdullâh
narrated to us: 'Shu'bah narrated
to us from 'Abdul-'AzIz bin Rufai,'
from Abü At-Tufail, from Abü
SarIhah," a similar report. He
said: "And the tenth (sign) is the
descent of 'Elsa bin Mariam."
Shu'bah said: "Abdul-'AzIz did
not attribute it to the Prophet ."
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Chapter 14. The Hour Will Not
Begin Until A Fire Emerges
From The Land Of Al-Hijâz
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[7289] 42 - (2902) It was
narrated that Ibn Shihâb said:
"Abü Hurairah told me that the
Messenger of Allah
said: 'The
Hour will not begin until a fire
emerges from the land of the
Hijâz which will illuminate the
necks of the camels in Busra."

L.Jt .bI j.3
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Chapter 15. The Inhabitants
Of Al-MadInah And How Far
It Will Be Developed Before
The Hour
[7290] 43 - (2903) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
'The dwelling (of A]-Madinah)
will reach Ihâb or Yahâb."
Zuhair said: "I said to Suhail:
'How far is that from AI-Madinah?'
He said: 'so-and-so many miles."

[7291] 44 - (2904) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah ; said:
"Famine is not when it does not
rain, rather famine is when it
rains and rains but the earth does
not produce anything."

Chapter 16. Tribulation From
The East, From Where The
Horns Of The Sha4ân Appear
[7292] 45 - (2905) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that he
heard the Messenger of Allah
say, while facing towards the east:
"Indeed, tribulation is there, indeed,
tribulation is there, from where the
horns of the Shaitân appear."
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[7293] 46 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn 'Umar that the Messenger
of Allah stood at Hafsah's door
and gestured with his hand
towards the east: "Tribulation is
there, from where the horns of the
Shaitân appear." He said it two or
three times.
'Ubaidullâh bin Sa'eed said in
his report: "The Messenger of
Allah
stood at 'Aishah's
door."
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[7294] 47 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sâlim bin 'Abdullãh from
his father that the Messenger of
Allah ut, said, while facing
towards the east: "Oh, tribulation
is there, oh, tribulation is there,
oh, tribulation is there, from
where the horns of the Shaitân
appear."
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[7295] 48 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Messenger of Allah
came out
of 'Aishah's house and said: 'The
head of disbelief is there, where
the horns of the Sha4ân appear,"
meaning the east.
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[7296] 49 - ( ... ) Ibn 'Umar said:
"I heard the Messenger of Allah
say, pointing towards the east
with his hand: 'Oh, tribulation is
there, oh, tribulation is there,'
three times, 'where the horns of
the Shaitân appear,' meaning the
east."

[2797] 50 - ( ... ) Sâlim bin
'Abdullâh bin 'Umar said: "0
people of Al-'Iraq, how often you
ask about minor issues when you
are committing major sins? I heard
my father, 'Abdullâh bin 'Umar,
say: I heard the Messenger of Allah
r say: 'Tribulation will come from
there,' and he pointed with his
hand towards the east, 'where the
horns of the Sha4ân appear.' You
are striking one another's necks,
but Müsâ killed the one whom he
killed of Pharaoh's people by
mistake, and Allah, Glorified and
Exalted is He, said to him: '...Then
you did kill a man, but We saved
you from great distress and tried
you with a heavy trial ... "111
Ahmad bin 'Umar said in his
report: "from Sâlim," he did not
say: "I heard Sâlim."
[1]

Ta-Ha 20:40.
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Chapter 17. The Hour Will Not
Begin Until (The Tribe Of)
Daws Worship Dhul-Khalasah
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[7298] 51 - (2906) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah , said: 'The
Hour will not begin until the
backsides of the women of (the
tribe of) Daws wobble (as they
go) around Dhul-Khalaah."
That was an idol that Daws used
to worship in Tabâlah during the
Jâhiliyyah.

[7299] 52 -(2907) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: 'Night and day will not cease
until Al-Lât and Al-'Uzza are
worshipped.' I said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, when Allah revealed the
words: It is He Who has sent His
Messenger with guidance and the
religion of truth to make it
victorious over all (other) religions
even though idolaters hate (it).,111
I thought that this had been
fulfilled, and would never be
" At-Tauba 933, As-Saff 61:33.
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undone.' He said: 'As much of that
as Allah wills will happen, then
Allah will send a pleasant wind
which will cause everyone in
whose heart is faith the size of a
grain of mustard seed to die, then
there will be left those in whom
there is no good, and they will
revert to the religion of their
forefathers."

[7300] ( ... ) 'Abdul-Hamid bin
Ja'far narrated a similar report
(as HadIth no. 7299) with this
chain of narrators.

Chapter 18. The Hour Will Not
Begin Until A Man Passes By
Another Man's Grave And
Wishes That He Was In The
Place Of The Deceased,
Because Of Calamity
[7301] 53 - (157) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
said:
the Messenger of Allah
"The Hour will not begin until a
man passes by the grave of
another man and says: 'Would
that I were in his place."

[7302] 54 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
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Messenger of Allah
said: 'By
the One in Whose Hand is my
soul, this world will not cease to
be until a man passes by a grave
and throws himself on top of it
and says: "Would that I were in
the place of the occupant of this
grave," not because of religion,
but because of calamity."

[7303] 55 - (2908) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'By the One in Whose Hand is
my soul, there will come a time
when the killer will not know for
what he killed, and the slain will
not know for what he was slain."

[7304] 56 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'By
the One in Whose Hand is my
soul, this world will not cease to
be until there comes a day when
the killer will not know for what
he killed, and the slain will not
know for what he was slain.' It
was said: 'How will that be?' He
said: (Because of) 'Al-Harj
(widespread killing). And the
slayer and the slain will both be
in the Fire."
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[7305] 57 - (2909) Abü
Hurairah said, (narrating) from the
Prophet
: "Dhus-Suwaiqatain
(the one with small calves) from
Ethiopia will destroy the Ka'bah."

[7306] 58 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Dhus-Suwaiqatain (the one with
small calves) from Ethiopia will
destroy the Ka'bah."

[7307] 59 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Dhus-Suwaiqatain (the one with
small calves) from Ethiopia will
destroy the House of Allah,
Glorified and Exalted is He."

[7308] 60 - (2910) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
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"The Hour will not begin until a
man emerges from Qahtân,
driving the people with his stick."

[7309] 61 - (2911) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "Day and
night will not cease until a man
called A1-Jahjâh becomes king."
Muslim said: They are four
brothers: SharIk, 'Ubaidullâh,
'Umair, and 'Abdul-KabIr, Sons
of 'Abdul-MajIdJ'

[7310] 62 - (2912) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet u& said: "The Hour
will not begin until you fight a
people with faces like hammered
shields, and the Hour will not
begin until you fight a people
whose shoes are made of hair."[2]

[1]

'Abdul-KabIr is one of the narrators.
121 They used to refer certain kinds of animal skins as "hair."
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[7311] 63 - ( ... ) Abü Hurairah
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'The Hour will not begin
until you fight a nation whose
shoes are made of hair, and
whose faces are like hammered
shields."

[7312] 64 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
said: "The
Messenger of Allah
Hour will not begin until you
fight a people whose shoes are
made of hair, and the Hour will
not begin until you fight a people
with small eyes and flat, short
noses."

[7313] 65 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah 4$5, said: "The
Hour will not begin until the
Muslims fight the Turks, a people
with faces like hammered shields,
wearing clothes made from hair
and shoes made from hair."

[7314] 66 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that AN Hurairah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'Before the Hour begins you will
fight a people whose shoes are

L.Jl
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made of hair and whose faces are
like hammered shields, with red
faces and small eyes."

Jy JU
:
LLc,
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[73151 67 - (2913) It was
narrated from A]-JurairI, that
Abü Nadrah said: "We were with
Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh and he said:
'Soon the people of Al-'Irãq will
not send them any Qaflz or
Dirham.' We said: 'Why is that?'
He said: 'Because of the nonArabs.' Then he said: 'Soon the
people of Ash-Sham will not send
them any DInâr or MudI.' We
said: 'Why is that?' He said:
'Because of the Byzantines.' Then
he fell silent for a while, then he
said: 'The Messenger of Allah
said: At the end of my Ummah
there will be a KhalIfah who will
give out handfuls of wealth
without counting it."
He said: "I said to Abü Nadrah
and Abul-'Ala': "Do you think
that that was 'Umar bin 'Abdul'AzIz?" They said: "No."
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[7316] ( ... ) Sa'eed, meaning AlJurairI, narrated a similar report
(as HadIth no. 7315) with this
chain of narrators.
[7317] 68 - (2914) It was narrated
that Abü Sa'eed said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
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'Among your KhalIfah will be a
KhalIfah who will give out
handfuls of wealth without
counting it."

[7318] 69 - (2913/2914) It was
narrated that AN Sa'eed, and
Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'At
the end of time there will be a
KhalIfah who will distribute
wealth without counting it."

[7319] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 7318) was narrated
from Abü Sa'eed, from the
Prophet

[7320] 70 - (2915) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed Al-Khudrl
said: "One who is better than me
told me that the Messenger of Allah
said to 'Ammâr, when he was
digging the ditch (before the battle
of Al-Khandaq) he wiped his head
and said: "You poor man, son of
Sumayyah, a group of wrongdoers
will kill you."
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[7321] 71 - ( ... ) A similar
report (as IjadIth no. 7320) was
narrated from Abü Maslamah
with this chain of narrators,
except that in the IjadIth of AnNair it says: "One who is better
than me, Abü Qatâdah" - and in
the HadIth of Khâlid bin AlHârith it says: "I think he meant
Abü Qatâdah."

[7322] 72- (2916) It was
narrated from Umm Salamah
that the Messenger of Allah
said to 'Ammâr: "You will be
killed by the group who are in
the wrong."

i,g
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[7323] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 7322) was narrated
from Umm Salamah, from the
Prophet .

[7324] 73 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Umm Salamah said: "The
said:
Messenger of Allah
"Ammâr will be killed by the
group who are in the wrong."

[7325] 74 - (2917) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "This
Ummah of mine will be destroyed
by this tribe of Quraish." They
said: "What do you command us
to do?" He said: "Would that the
people will keep away from
them."

[7326] Shu'bah narrated a
similar report (as IjadIth no.
7325) with this chain of narrators.

[7327] 75 - (2918) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:

j.ij AS
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'Chosroes has died and there will
be no Chosroes after him. When
Caesar dies there will be no
Caesar after him. By the One in
Whose Hand is my soul, you will
spend their treasures in the cause
of Allah."

[7328] (...) A similar HadIth
(as no. 7327) was narrated from
Az-ZuhrI with the chain of
Sufyân.

[73291 76 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hammâm bin Munabbih said:
This is what Abü Hurairah
narrated to us from the Messenger
of Allah ," and he mentioned a
number of AhadIth, including the
following: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'Chosroes has died
and there will be no Chosroes
after him. Caesar will certainly die,
and there will be no Caesar after
him. And you will distribute their
treasures in the cause of Allah."
[7330] 77 - (2919) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin Samurah
said: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'When Chosroes dies, there
will be no Chosroes after him"
and he mentioned a HadIth like
that of Abü Hurairah (no. 7329).
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[7331] 78 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâbir bin Samurah said: "I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: 'A group of Muslims, or, of
believers, will lay open the
treasure of Chosroes which is in
the white palace."
Qutaibah said: "...of Muslims,"
and he was not uncertain.

[7332] ( ... ) Jâbir bin Samurah
said: I heard the Messenger of
Allah .... a HadIth like that of
Abü 'Awânah (no. 7331).

[7333] (2920) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Prophet said: "Have you heard
of a city, one side of which is on
land and the other is in the sea?"
They said: "Yes, 0 Messenger of
Allah." He said: "The Hour will
not begin until seventy thousand
of Banü Isâq attack it. When they
come to it, they will halt and they
will not fight with weapons nor will
they shoot arrows. They will say:
'None has the right to be
worshipped but Allah, and Allah is
most great,' and one of its two
sides will fall."
Thawr said: "I do not know
except he said: 'The side that is
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in the sea." - "Then they will say
a second time: 'None has the
right to be worshipped but Allah,
and Allah is most great,' and the
other side will fall. Then they will
say a third time: 'None has the
right to be worshipped but Allah,
and Allah is most great,' and it
will be opened for them, and they
will enter it and take the spoils of
war. Then when they are
distributing the spoils, a cry will
come to them, saying Ad-Dajjâl
has appeared, and they will leave
everything and go back."
[7334] ( ... ) Thawr bin Zaid AdDaill narrated a similar report (as
Jjadlth no. 7333), with this chain
of narrators.
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[7335] 79 - (2921) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
Prophet 1 said: "Most certainly
you will fight the Jews, and you
will fight them until a rock says:
'0 Muslim, here is a Jew, come
and kill him."

[7336] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Ubaidullâh with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
7335), and he said in his Hadth:
"Here is a Jew behind me."
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[7337] 80 - ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar narrated that the Messenger
said: "You and the
of Allah
Jews will fight one another, until a
rock says: '0 Muslim, here is a Jew
behind me, come and kill him."

[7338] 81 - ( ... ) 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar narrated that the Messenger
of Allah
said: "The Jews will
fight you, and you will prevail over
them, until a rock will say: '0
Muslim, here is a Jew behind me,
kill him."

[7339] 82 - (2922) It was
narrated that AN Hurairah said:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
'The Hour will not begin until the
Muslims fight the Jews, and the
Muslims will kill them, until a Jew
hides behind a rock or a tree, and
the rock or tree will say: "0
Muslim, 0 slave of Allah, there is
a Jew behind me, come and kill
him." Except the Gharqad (a
thorny tree), for it is one of the
trees of the Jews."
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[7340] 83 - (2923) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin Samurah
said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah
say: 'Before the Hour
comes, there will be many liars."
In the HadIt/z of Abul-Ahwas it
says: "He said: 'I said to him (the
sub narrator): "Did you hear that
from the Messenger of Allah
?" He said: "Yes."

:J4i
[7341] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 7340) was narrated
from Simâk with this chain of
narrators.
Simâk said: "I heard my brother
say: 'Jâbir said: "Be on your
guard against them (the liars)."
[7342] 84 - (157) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet J; said: "The Hour
will not begin until Dajiâlz2n and
liars have been appeared, nearly
thirty, each of them claiming that
he is a messenger of Allah."
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[7343] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 7342) was narrated
from Abü Hurairah, from the
Prophet .

Chapter 19. About Ibn Sayad

[7344] 85 - (2924) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh said: "We
were with the Messenger of Allah
i4 and we passed by some boys
among whom was Ibn Sayyâd. The
boys went away and Ibn Sayyâd sat
down. It was as if the Messenger
of Allah
did not like that. The
Prophet
said to him: 'May
your hands be rubbed with dust.
Do you bear witness that I am
the Messenger of Allah?' He
said: 'No; rather you should bear
witness that I am the messenger
of Allah.' 'Umar bin A1-Khattâb
said: '0 Messenger of Allah, let
me kill him.' The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'If he is who you
think he is, you will never be able
to kill him"

[7345] 86 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Abdullâh said: "We were
walking with the Prophet
and
we passed by Ibn Sayyad. The
said to
Messenger of Allah
him: 'I have hidden something
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for you in my mind.' He said:
'Dukh.' The Messenger of Allah
said: 'Away with you. You
cannot go beyond your rank.'
'Umar said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, let me strike his neck.' The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'Let
him be, for if he is the one you
fear, you will never be able to kill
him."

[7346] 87 - (2925) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed said:
"The Messenger of Allah
Abü
Bakr and 'Umar met him
(meaning Ibn Sayyâd) on one of
the streets of A]-Madinah, and the
Messenger of Allah said to him:
'Do you bear witness that I am the
Messenger of Allah '?' He said:
'Do you bear witness that I am the
messenger of Allah?' The Messenger
of Allah said: 'I believe in Allah
and His Angels, and His Books.
What do you see?' He said: 'I see a
throne over the water.' The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'You
are seeing the throne of Ibils over
the sea. What else do you see?' He
said: 'I see two truth-tellers and
one liar, or two liars and one truthteller.' The Messenger of Allah
said: 'He has been confounded.
Leave him alone."
[7347] 88 - (2926) It was
narrated that Jâbir bin 'Abdullah
said: "The Prophet of Allah
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met Ibn Sa'id, and Abü Bakr and
'Umar were with him, and Ibn
Sa'id was with the boys." And he
mentioned a HadIth like that of
Al-JurairI (no. 7346).

[7348] 89 - (2927) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed AlKhudrI said: "I accompanied Ibn
Sayyad to Makkah, and he said to
me: 'I have met some people who
say that I am the Dajjâl, but didn't
you hear the Messenger of Allah
say: "He will have no children"?' I
said: 'Yes.' He said: 'But I have
children. Didn't you hear the
Messenger of Allahç say: "He
will not enter Al-Madinah or
Makkah"?' I said: 'Yes.' He said:
'I was born in A]-Madinah and
now I am heading for Makkah.'
Then the last thing he said was: 'By
Allah, I know where he was born
and I know where he is now." He
(Abu Sa'eed) said: "He left me
confused."

[7349] 90 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Sa'eed A]-KhudrI said:
"Ibn Sa'id said to me something
that made me feel sorry for him:
'I can excuse other people but
what is the matter with you, 0

âi
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Companions of Muhammad?
Didn't the Messenger of Allah
say: "He (meaning Ad-Dajjâl) will
be a Jew"? But I am a Muslim.
Didn't he say, "He will have no
children"? But I have children.
And he said: "Allah has forbidden
Makkah to him," but I have
performed 1Iajj.'
"And he carried on until I was
nearly convinced by his words,
then he said: 'By Allah, I know
where he is now, and I know his
father and mother.' It was said to
him: 'Wouldn't it please you to be
that man?' He said: 'If it was
offered to me I would not object."
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[7350] 91 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Sa'eed A]-KhudrI said:
"We set out for Ijajj or 'Umrah
and Ibn Sâ'id was with us. We
halted and the people scattered,
and he and I were left (alone). I
felt very uncomfortable with him
because of what was being said
about him. He brought his luggage
and put it with my luggage. I said:
'It is very hot, why don't you put it
beneath that tree?' So he did that.
Then there appeared before us a
flock of sheep. He went and
brought a cup of milk, and said:
'Drink, Abü Sa'eed.' I said: 'It is
very hot and the milk is hot.' But
the only reason was that I did not
want to drink from his hand - or to
take anything from his hand.' He
said: '0 Abü Sa'eed, I was thinking
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of taking a rope and hanging it
from a tree, then strangling myself
because of what the people are
saying about me. 0 AN Sa'eed,
some may be ignorant of the
HadIth of the Messenger of Allah
but you the Anâr people are
not. Who among the people has
more knowledge of the IjadIth of
the Messenger of Allah s& than
you? Aren't you among the most
knowledgeable of the IjadIth of
the Messenger of Allah ? Didn't
the Messenger of Allah . say:
"He is a disbeliever" (meaning the
Dajjâl)? But I am a Muslim. Didn't
the Messenger of Allah jL say:
"He is sterile and will have no
children"? But I have left my
children behinu in A.1-Madinah.
Didn't the Messenger of Allah
say, "He will not enter Al-Madinah
or Makkah?" But I have come from
A]-Madinah and am heading for
Makkah."
Abü Sa'eed Al-Khudri said: "I was
about to accept his excuse, then he
said: 'But, by Allah, I know him,
and I know where he was born, and
I know where he is now."
He said: "I said to him: 'May the
rest of your day be ruined."
[7351] 92 - (2928) It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said
to Ibn Sa'id: "What is the earth
of Paradise?" He said: "A fine
white flour, musk, 0 AbulQâsim." He said: "You have
spoken the truth."
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[7352] 93 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Sa'eed A]-KhudrI that
Ibn Sayyad asked the Prophet
about the earth of Paradise. He
said: "A fine white flour, pure
musk."

[7353] 94 - (2929) It was
narrated that Muhammad bin AlMunkadir said: "I saw Jâbir bin
'Abdullâh swearing by Allah that
Ibn Sâ'id was the Dajjâl. I said:
'Are you swearing by Allah?' He
said: 'I heard 'Umar swearing to
that effect in the presence of the
Prophet it, and the Prophet
did not object to that."

[7354] 95 - (2930) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar that 'Umar bin AkKhattâb
accompanied the Messenger of
Allah
and a group of men to
Ibn Sayyâd. He found him playing
with some boys by the battlement of
Banü Maghalah. At that time Ibn
Sayyâd was approaching puberty.
He did not notice anything until the
Messenger of Allah tapped him
on the back with his hand. Then
the Messenger of Allah
said to
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Ibn Sayyad: "Do you bear witness
that I am the Messenger of Allah?"
Ibn Sayyâd looked at him and said:
"I bear witness that you are the
Messenger of the unlettered." Then
Ibn Sayyád said to the Messenger of
Allah : "Do you bear witness
that I am the messenger of Allah?"
The Messenger of Allah gave up
on him and said: "I believe in
Allah and in His Messengers."
Then the Messenger of Allah
said to him: "What do you see?"
Ibn Sayyâd said: "A truth-teller
and a liar come to me." The
Messenger of Allah said: "You
have been confounded." Then the
Messenger of Allah ii said to him:
"I am hiding something in my
mind for you." Ibn $ayyâd said: "It
is Ad-Dukh." The Messenger of
said: "May you be
Allah
disgraced and dishonored, you will
never go beyond your rank."
'Umar bin Al-Khattâb said: "0
Messenger of Allah, let me strike
his neck." The Messenger of Allah
said: "If he is him (meaning the
Dajjâl), you will never be able to
overpower him, and if he is not
him, there is no good for you in
killing him."
[7355] (2931) 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar (in continuation of the
previous HadIth) said: "After that
the Messenger of Allah
and
Ubayy bin Ka'b Al-AnârI went to
the palm trees where Ibn Sayyad
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was. When the Messenger of Allah
entered the palm trees, he hid
himself behind the trunks of the
trees, hoping to hear something
from Ibn Sayyad before Ibn
Sayyâd saw him. The Messenger of
Allah jj saw him lying on a bed
under a blanket, murmuring
something. But the mother of Ibn
Sayyâd saw the Messenger of
Allah
hiding among the trunks
of the palm trees, and said to Ibn
Sayyâd: '0 Sãf' - which was the
name of Ibn Sayyâd - 'here is
Muhammad!' Ibn Sayyád jumped
up and the Messenger of Allah
said: 'If she had left him the matter
would have become clear."
[73561 (169) 'Abdulláh bin
'Umar said: "The Messenger of
Allah
stood up among the
people and praised Allah as He
deserves to be praised, then he
mentioned the Dajjâl and said: 'I
am warning you against him.
There is no Prophet who did not
warn his people against him. Nub
warned his people against him.
But I will tell you something
about him that no Prophet said
to his people: Know that he is
one-eyed and that Allah, Blessed
and Exalted is He, is not oneeyed."
Ibn Shihâb said: "Umar bin Thãbit
A]-AnsârI told me that one of the
Companions of the Messenger of
Allah
told him, that the
Messenger of Allah , said - on
the day when he warned the
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people about the Dajjâl: 'Between
his eyes is written (the word)
disbeliever, which everyone who
resents his deeds, or every
believer, will read.' And he said:
'Know that none of you will ever
see his Lord, Glorified and
Exalted is He, until he dies."
[7357] 96 - (2930) 'Abdullâh
bin 'Umar said: "The Messenger
set out with a group
of Allah
of his Companions, among whom
was 'Umar bin Al-Khattâb, to
find Ibn Sayyâd who was a young
boy on the brink of adolescence,
playing with the boys on the
battlement of Banü Mu'âwiyah."
And he quoted a IjadIth like that
of Yünus (no. 7354), to the end
of the HadIth of 'Umar bin
Thâbit (no. 7356). In the HadIth
from Ya'qüb it says: "Ubayy
said:" - concerning the words:
"...if she had left him the matter
would have become clear" "...if
his mother had left him, his case
would have become clear."

[7358] 97 - ( ... ) It was narrated

from Ibn 'Umar that the
Messenger of Allah
passed by
Ibn Sayyâd with a group of his
Companions, and he was playing
with some boys by the battlement
of Banü Maghâlah, and he was a
young boy. - A IIadIth like that
of Yünus (no. 7354) and Sâlih
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(no. 7355) , but 'Abd bin Humaid
did not mention the HadIth of
Ibn 'Umar about the Prophet
going to the palm trees with
Uhayy bin Ka'b.

[7359] 98 - (2932) It was
narrated that Nâfi' said: "Ibn
'Umar met Ibn Sayyâd on one of
the roads of Al-Madinah, and he
said something to him that made
him angry. He was so swollen
with anger that the way was
blocked. Ibn 'Umar entered upon
Hafsah, who had already heard
about it, and she said to him:
'May Allah have mercy on you!
What do you want from Ibn
Sayyâd? Do you not know that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
He will emerge because of a
single instance of anger"?
[7360] 99 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Nâfi' said: "Ibn 'Umar said:
'I met Ibn Sayyad twice. I met
him and I said to one of them:
"Are you saying that he is the
one (the Dajjâl)?" He said: "No,
by Allah." I said: "You are lying,
by Allah. One of you told me
that he would not die until he
had the most wealth and children
of any of you, and that is what
the people are saying today." We
talked, then I left him. He said:
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'And I met him again, when his eye
had become swollen, and I said:
"When did that happen to your
eye?" He said: "I do not know." I
said: "You do not know and it is in
your head?" He said: "If Allah
willed, He could create (an eye) in
this staff of yours." Then he
brayed like the worst braying of a
donkey I have ever heard. And
one of my companions claimed
that I struck him with a stick that I
had with me, until it broke, but by
Allah, I am not aware of that."
"Then he came and entered
upon the Mother of the Believers
and told her about that, and she
said: 'What do you want with
him? Do you not know that he
() said: The first thing that will
send him to the people will be
anger"?

Chapter 20. Ad-Dajjâl

[7361] 100 - (169) It was
narrated from Ibn 'Umar that the
mentioned
Messenger of Allah
the Dajjâl among the people and
said: "Allah, Blessed and Exalted
is He, is not one-eyed, but the
Dajjâl is blind in his right eye, as
if his eye was a floating grape."
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[7362] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 7361) was narrated
from Nâfi', from Ibn 'Umar, from
the Prophet .

[7363] 101 - (2933) Anas bin
Mâlik said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'There is no
Prophet who did not warn his
people against the one-eyed liar.
He is one-eyed, and your Lord,
Glorified and Exalted is He, is not
one-eyed, and written between his
eyes is Kâ, Fâ, Rd."'

[7364] 102 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Qatâdah that Anas bin Mâlik
narrated that the Prophet of Allah
said: "Between the Dajjâl's eyes
is written Kâf, Fâ, Rd - meaning,
disbeliever."
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[7365] 103 - (. 4 It was narrated
that Anas bin Mâlik said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'The
Dajjâl is blind in one eye, and
between his eyes is written,
disbeliever.' Then he spelled it
out, Kâf, Fâ, Râ, 'and every
Muslim will read it."

[7366] 104 -(2934) It was
narrated that Hudhaifah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'The Dajjâl is blind in his left eye
and has thick hair. He has garden
and fire with him, but his fire is a
garden and his garden is fire."

[7367] 105 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Hudhaifah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'I know what the Dajjâl will have
with him. He will have two
flowing rivers, one that appears
to the eye to be clear water, and
one that appears to the eye to be
flaming fire. If anyone sees that,
let him go to the river which he
thinks is fire and close his eyes,
then lower his head and drink
from it, for it is cool water. The
Dajjâl has one blind eye, with a
layer of thick skin over it, and
between his eyes is written
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disbeliever, which every believer
will read, whether he is literate or
illiterate."
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[7368] 106 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Hudhaifah that the
Prophet
said concerning the
Dajjâl: "He will have water and
fire with him, but his fire is cool
water and his water is fire, so do
not destroy yourselves."
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[7369] (2935) Abü Mas'üd said:
"I heard it from the Messenger
of Allah a."
[7370] 107 - (2934/2935) It was
narrated that Rib'l bin Hirãsh
said: "I went with 'Uqbah bin
'Amr Abü Mas'üd Al-Ansãri to
Uudhaifah bin Al-Yamân. 'Uqbah
said to him: 'Tell me what you
heard from the Messenger of
Allah
about the Dajjâl.' He
said: (The Prophet
said:) 'The
Dajjâl will emerge, and he will
have with him water and fire. As
for that which the people will think
is water, it will be burning fire, and
as for that which the people will
think is fire, it will be sweet, cool
water. Whoever among you sees
that, let him plunge into that
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which he thinks is fire, for it is
sweet, cool water."
'Uqbah said: "I also heard it" confirming what Hudhaifah said.

[7371] 108 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Rib'l bin Hirâsh
said: "Hudhaifah and Abü
Mas'üd met, and Hudhaifah said:
'I am more knowledgeable about
what the Dajjâl will have with
him. He will have a river of water
and a river of fire, but that which
you think is fire is water, and that
which you think is water is fire.
Whoever among you sees that
and wants the water, let him
drink from that which he thinks is
fire, for he will find it to be
water."
AN Mas'üd said: "This is what I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say."

[7372] 109 - (2936) It was
narrated that Abü Salamah said:
I heard Abil Hurairah say: The
Messenger of Allah
said:
"Shall I not tell you about the
Dajjâl, something which no
Prophet told his people? He is
one eyed, and he will bring with
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him something like Paradise and
the Fire, but the one which he
says is Paradise will be the Fire. I
warn you of him as (Prophet)
NUb warned his people of him."

[7373] 110 - (2937) It was
narrated that An-Nawwâs bin
Sam'ân said: "The Messenger of
Allah mentioned the Dajjâl one
morning, sometimes describing him
as insignificant and sometimes
describing him as significant, until
we thought that he was in the
cluster of date palms. When we
went to him in the evening, he
could see that in our faces and he
said: 'What is the matter with you?'
We said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
you mentioned the Dajjâl this
morning, sometimes describing him
as insignificant, and sometimes
describing him as significant, until
we thought that he was in the
cluster of date palms.' He said: 'It is
something other than the Dajjâl
that I fear most for you. If he
emerges while I am among you, I
will deal with him on your behalf,
and if he emerges when I am not
among you, then each man must
deal with him on his own behalf.
Allah will take care of every Muslim
on my behalf.
"He is a young man with curly
hair, and his eye is blind. He
most resembles 'Abdul-'Uzza bin
Qatari. Whoever among you sees
him, let him recite the opening
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Verses of Si2rat A1-Kahf over him.
He will emerge in a place between
Ash-Sham and Al-'Irâq, and will
spread mischief right and left. 0
slaves of Allah, be steadfast.'
"We said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, how long will he stay on
earth?' He said: 'Forty days; a day
like a year, a day like a month, a
day like a week, and the rest of
the days like your days.' We said:
'0 Messenger of Allah, on that
day which is like a year, will the
alât (prayers) of one day be
sufficient for us?' He said: 'No.
Calculate the time (for prayer).'
We said: '0 Messenger of Allah,
how quickly will he travel through
the land?' He said: 'Like a cloud
driven by the wind. He will come
to a people and call them, and
they will believe in him, and
respond to his call. Then he will
command the sky, and it will rain,
and he will command the earth,
and it will bring forth produce.
Their herds will come back to
them in the evening with their
humps as high as they ever were,
and their udders full, and their
flanks stretched.
"'Then he will come to another
people and call them, and they
will reject what he says, so he will
leave them, and they will be
afflicted with drought, with none
of their wealth in their hands. He
will pass by ruins and say: "Bring
forth your treasure," and its
treasure will follow him like a
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swarm of bees. Then he will call
a man brimming with youth and
strike him with a sword, cutting
him in two. He will place the
pieces as far apart as a target is
from an archer, then he will call
him, and he will come with his
face gleaming and laughing.
"'Then while he is like that, Allah
will send Al-MasIh the son of
Mariam, peace be upon him' who
will descend to the white minaret in
the east of Damascus, wearing two
Mahrudh garments,111 placing his
hands on the wings of two angels.
When he lowers his head it (water)
will drip, and when he raises it, it
will scatter drops like pearls. Every
disbeliever whom his breath
reaches will die, and his breath will
reach as far as he can see.
"'He will pursue him (the Dajjâl)
until he catches him at the gate of
Ludd (J.od), and kills him. Then
somc people whom Allah has
protected will come to 'Elsa bin
Mariam, and he will wipe their
faces and inform them of their
ranks in Paradise. While they are
like that, Allah will reveal to 'Elsa,
peace be upon him: "I have brought
forth some slaves of Mine against
whom no one will be able to fight;
take My slaves to safety in At-Tür."
"And Allah will send Ya'jüj and
Ma'jüj, who will swarm down
from every slope. The first of
them will pass by the Lake of
111 Garments dyed with Wars and then with Saffron after that.
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Tiberias and will drink what is in
it, and the last of them will pass
it and say: "There was once water
here." Then 'Elsa the Prophet of
Allah and his companions will be
besieged, until the head of the bull
of one of them will seem better
than one hundred DInâr to one of
you today. The Prophet of Allah,
'Elsa and his companions will
beseech [Allah], and Allah will
send worms in their necks, and in
the morning, they will all perish as
one. Then the Prophet of Allah
'Elsa
and his companions will
come down to the earth, and they
will not find a spot the size of a
handspan on earth that is not filled
with their putrefaction and stench.
The Prophet of Allah, 'Elsa
,
and his companions will beseech
Allah, and Allah will send birds
like the necks of Bactrian camels,
which will carry them and throw
them wherever Allah wills. Then
Allah will send rain which will not
be kept out by any house of clay or
hair; it will wash the earth and
leave it like a mirror. Then it will
be said to the earth: "Bring forth
your fruits and restore your
blessing." On that day a group of
people will eat from a
pomegranate and shelter beneath
its skin. Milk will be blessed until a
milch camel will be sufficient for a
crowd of people, and a much cow
will be sufficient for a tribe of
people, and a milch sheep will be
sufficient for a family of people.
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Then while they are like that, Allah
will send a pleasant wind which will
seize them beneath their armpits,
taking the soul of every believer and
every Muslim. The most evil of
people will be left, and they will
fornicate like donkeys, and upon
them the Hour will come."
[7374] 111 - ( ... ) It was narrated
by 'Ali bin Hujr As-Sa'dI, a HadIth
similar to the narration of 'AbdurRahmân bin YazId bin Jâbir (no.
7373), with this chain of narrators.
And after saying: "There was once
water here" he added: "Then they
will march until they come to the
mountain of Khamar, which is the
mountain of Bait A1-Maqdis, and
they will say: 'We have killed those
who are on earth; now let us kill
those who are in heaven.' They
will shoot their arrows into the sky,
and Allah will send their arrows
back to them smeared with
blood."
In the report of Ibn Hujr it says:
"I have sent down some slaves of
Mine, against whom no one will
dare to fight."

Chapter 21. Description Of AdDajjâl ; AI-Madinah Is Forbidden
To Him; He Will Kill A Believer
And Bring Him Back To Life
[7375] 112 - (2938) Abü Sa'eed
A]-KhudrI said: "One day the
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Messenger of Allah 4Lt, spoke to
us at length about the Dajjâl.
Among what he told us he said:
'He will come, but it will be
forbidden to him to enter the
mountain passes of Al-Madinah.
So he will go to the barren tracts
near Al-Madinah, and on that
day, a man will go out to him
who is the best of mankind, or
one of the best of mankind, and
he will say to him: "I bear witness
that you are the Dajjâl of whom
the Messenger of Allah
spoke." The Dajjâl will say: "If I
kill this man and bring him back
to life, do you think that you will
have any doubts about the
matter?" They will say: "No." So
he will kill him then bring him
back to life, and when he is
brought back to life, he will say:
"By Allah, I was never more
certain of you than I am now."
He said: 'The Dajjâl will want to
kill him but he will not be able to
do so."

[7376] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 7375) was narrated
from Az-Zuhrl with this chain of
narrators.
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[7377] 113 - ( ... )

It was
narrated that Abü Sa'eed AlKhudrI said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'The Dajjâl will
emerge, and a man from among
the believers will go towards him,
and he will be met by armed men
- the armed men of the Dajjâl.
They will say to him: "Where are
you going?" He will say: "I am
going to this one who has
emerged." They will say to him:
"Don't you believe in our lord?"
He will say: "There is nothing
hidden about our Lord." They
will say: "Kill him." They will say
to one another: "Didn't your lord
forbid you to kill anyone without
his consent?" So they will take
him to the Dajjâl, and when the
believer sees him, he will say: "0
people, this is the Dajjâl whom
the Messenger of Allah *jç
mentioned." The Dajjâl will
order that he be made to lie on
his stomach, on the ground. He
will say: "Take him and strike
him on the head," and he will be
beaten severely on his back and
stomach. Then he will say:
"Don't you believe in me?" He
will say: "You are the false
Messiah." Then it will be ordered
that he be cut in two with a saw,
from the middle of his head to
between his legs. Then the Dajjâl
will walk between the two pieces
and will say to him: "Get up,"
and he will stand up straight.
Then he will say to him: "Do you
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believe in me?" He will say: "It
has only made me more certain
about you." Then he will say: "0
people, he will not do it to
anyone after me." Then the
Dajjâl will take hold of him to
slaughter him, but the area
between his neck and collar bone
will be turned into copper, and
he will not be able to harm him.
Then he will take hold of his
hands and feet, and throw him,
and the people will think that he
threw him into the Fire, but he
will be thrown into Paradise."
The Messenger of Allah
said:
"This will be the greatest of
martyrs before the Lord of the
Worlds."
Chapter 22. Ad-Dajjâl Is Very
Insignificant Before A11ah
[7378] 114 - (2939) It was
narrated that Al-MughIrah bin
Shu'bah said: "No one asked the
Prophet 40, about the Dajjâl more
than I did. He () said: 'Why are
you worried about him? He will
not harm you.' I said: '0 Messenger
of Allah, they say that he will have
food and rivers with him.' He said:
'He is too insignificant before Allah
for that."
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[7379] 115 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Al-MughIrah bin
Shu'bah said: "No one asked the
Prophet 1 about the Dajjâl more
than I did. He () said: 'Why do
you keep asking?" I said: 'They
say that he will have mountains
of bread and meat, and a river of
water.' He said: 'He is too
insignificant before Allah for
that."
[7380] ( ... ) A HadIth like that of
Ibrâhim bin Humaid (no. 7378)
was narrated from Ismâ'Il with this
chain of narrators.

Chapter 23. The Emergence Of
Ad-Dajjâl And His Stay On
Earth, And The Descent Of'Eisii
Who Will Kill Him. The Death
Of The People Of Goodness And
Faith, And The Survival Of The
Worst Of People, And Their
Idol-Worship. The Trumpet
Blast, And The Resurrection Of
Those Who Are In Their Graves
[7381] 116 - (2940) Ya'qflb bin
'Asim bin 'Urwah bin Mas'üd
Ath-ThaqafI said: "I heard
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'Abdullâh bin 'Amr, when a man
came to him and said: 'What is this
IjadIth that you are narrating?
You say that the Hour will begin
when such and such happens.' He
said: 'Subhân Allah - or La ilâha
il/allah!' - or similar words. 'I have
almost decided that I will never
narrate anything to anyone. I only
said that after a short time you will
see a major event, the Ka'bah will
be burned. And such and such will
happen, and such and such will
happen.' Then he said: 'The
said: "The
Messenger of Allah
Dajjâl will appear among my
Ummah, and he will stay for
forty." I do not know if it is forty
days, or forty months, or forty
years. "Then Allah will send 'Elsa
bin Mariam, who looks like
'Urwah bin Mas'üd, and he will
pursue him and kill him. Then the
people will remain for seven years,
with no enmity between any two
people. Then Allah will send a
cool wind from the direction of
Ash- Sham, and there will be no
one left on the face of the earth in
whose heart there is a speck
goodness or faith, but it will grab
him. Even if one of you were to
enter the heart of a mountain, it
would enter upon him unit it grabs
him."
"He said: 'I heard it from the
Messenger of Allah , who said:
"There will be left the most evil of
people, who will be as careless as
birds, and be as cruel as wild
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animals. They will not acknowledge
any good or denounce any evil.
Then the Shaifân will appear to
them and will say; 'Will you not
listen to me?' They will say: 'What
do you command us to do?' He will
command them to worship idols,
but despite that, they will have
ample provision and a good life.
"Then the Trumpet will be
blown, and no one will hear it but
he will tilt his head to one side.
The first one to hear it will be a
man who is fixing the trough for
his camels. He will swoon, and all
the people will swoon. Then
Allah will send" - or send down
- "rain like moisture or a
shadow" - Nu'mân (a sub
narrator) is the one who was not
sure - "and the bodies of the
people will grow from it.
"'Then it (the Trumpet) will be
blown a second time, and they will
be standing, and looking around.
Then it will be said: '0 people, go
to your Lord; stop them, for they
must be asked.' Then it will be
said: 'Send forth those who are
destined for the Fire.' It will be
said: 'How many?' It will be said:
'Out of every thousand, nine
hundred and ninety nine.' That is
the Day that will make the
children grey-headed, 11 and that
is the Day when the Shin shall be
laid bare." 2'
" See Al-Muzzammil
[2]

73:17.

See Al-Qalam 68:42.
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[7382] 117 - ( ... ) Ya'qüb bin
'Asim bin 'Urwah bin Mas'üd said:
I heard a man say to 'Abdullâh bin
'Amr: You say that the Hour will
begin at such and such a time. He
said: I almost decided never to
narrate anything to you. All I said
was that after a short while you
will see a major event, which
turned out to be the burning of the
Ka'bah. Shu'bah (a sub narrator)
said: "This, or something similar."
'Abdullâh bin 'Amr said: The
said: "The
Messenger of Allah
Dajjâl will emerge among my
Ummah..." and he quoted a
HadIth like that of Mu'âdh (no.
7381), and he said in his HadIth:
"There will be no one left on the
face of the earth in whose heart
there is faith the weight of a speck,
but it will cause him to die."
Muhammad bin Ja'far said:
"Shu'bah narrated it to me with
this chain of narrators several
times, and I read it out to him."
[7383] 118 - (2941) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr
said: "I memorized a HadIth from
the Messenger of Allah
that I
have not forgotten yet. I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: 'The
first signs of the appearance (of the
Dajjál) will be the rising of the sun
from its place of setting, and the
emergence of the Beast to the
people in the forenoon. Whichever
of them appears first, the other will
follow soon after."
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[7384] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Zur'ah said: "Three Muslim
individuals sat before Marwân bin
Al-Hakam in Al-Madinah, and
they heard him say - concerning
the signs - that the first of them
would be the emergence of the
Dajjâl. 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr said:
'Marwân did not say anything (of
merit). I memorized a HadIth from
the Messenger of Allah
that I
have not forgotten yet. I heard the
Messenger of Allah jg say..." and
he mentioned a similar report (as
HadIthno. 7383).
[7385] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abü Zur'ah said: "They discussed
the Hour in the presence of
Marwân, and 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr
said: 'I heard the Messenger of
Allah
say..." a similar J-IadIth,
(as no. 7383) but he did not
mention forenoon.

Chapter 24. The Story Of AlJassãsah
[7386] 119 - (2942) 'Amir bin
SharâhIl Ash-Sha'bI, a man from
Hamdân narrated that he asked
Fâtimah bint Qais, the sister of AdDah-hâk bin Qais, who was one of
the earliest Muhâjir women: "Tell
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me a HadIth that you heard directly
from the Messenger of Allah
"
She said: "If you wish, I will do
that." He said to her: "Yes, tell
me." She said: "I married Ibn AlMughlrah, who was one of the best
young men of the Quraish at that
time, but he fell as a martyr at the
beginning of Jihâd with the
Messenger of Allah . When I
became a widow, 'Abdur-Rahmân
bin 'Awf proposed marriage to me,
so did a group of the Companions
of Muhammad , and the
Messenger of Allah
proposed
to me on behalf of his freed slave
Usâmah bin Zaid.
"I had been told that the
Messenger of Allah j4 had said:
'Whoever loves me, let him love
Usâmah.' So when the Messenger
of Allah j spoke to me, I said:
'My affairs are in your hand.
Many me to whomever you wish.'
He said: 'Go to Umm SharIk.'
Umm Sharlk was a rich lady of the
Anâr who spent a great deal in the
cause of Allah and entertained
many guests. I said: 'I will do that.'
He said: "Do not do that, for
Umm Sharlk is a woman who has
many guests, and I would not like
your head cover to fall down or
your calf to become uncovered by
your garment, and the people to
see something that you do not like
them to see. Go instead to your
cousin, 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr bin
Umm Maktüm.' He was a man
from Banü Fihr, Fihr of Quraish,
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and he was from the same clan as
mine. So I went to him.
"When my 'Iddah ended, I heard
the voice of the caller, the caller
of the Messenger of Allah (),
saying: 'As-salâtu jâmi'ah (prayer
is being gathered for),' so I went
out to the Masjid and I prayed
with the Messenger of Allah . I
was in the women's row that was
closest to the people. When the
Messenger of Allah
had
finished his prayer, he sat on the
Minbar and he was smiling. He
said: 'Let each person stay in the
place where he just prayed.' Then
he said: 'Do you know why I
called you together?' They said:
'Allah and His Messenger know
best.'
"He said: 'By Allah, I did not call
you together for something good,
or for some alarming news. I have
called you together because
TamIm Ad-DârI who was a
Christian, and he came and swore
allegiance, and he became a
Muslim. He told me something
which agrees with what I was
telling you about Al-MasIh AdDajjâl.
"He told me that he sailed in a
ship with thirty men of (the tribe
of) Lakhm and Judhâm and they
were tossed by the waves of the
sea for a month. Then they came
to an island at sunset. They sat in
a small rowing boat and landed
on that island. They were met by
a beast with a great deal of hair,
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and they could not distinguish his
face from his back because he
was so hairy. They said: "Woe to
you, what are you?" It said: "I
am Al-Jassâsah." They said:
"What is AI-Jassâsah?" It said:
"0 people, go to this man in the
monastery for he is keen to know
about you." He said: When it
named a man for us, we were
afraid of it lest it be a devil. Then
we set off, rushing, until we came
to that monastery, where we
found the largest man we had
ever seen, bound strongly in
chains with his hands tied to his
neck, and his legs bound from
the knees to the ankles with iron
shackles. We said: "Woe to you,
who are you?" He said: "You will
soon find out about me; tell me
who you are." They said: "We
are people from Arabia who
embarked on a ship, but the sea
became wild, and the waves
tossed us about for one month,
then they brought us to this
island of yours. We took to the
rowing boats and landed on this
island. We were met by a beast
with a great deal of hair, and we
could not tell his front from his
back, because he was so hairy.
We said: 'Woe to you, what are
you?' It said: 'I am Al-Jassâsah.'
We said: 'What is Al-Jassãsah?'
It said: 'Go to this man in the
monastery for he is keen to know
about you.' So we came rushing
to you and we fled from it
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because we could not be sure
that it was not a devil."
"'He (that chained person) said:
Tell me about the date-palm
trees of Baisán. We said: What
do you want to know about
them? He said: I am asking you
whether these trees bear fruit.
We said: Yes. He said: Soon they
will not bear fruit. He said: Tell
me about the lake of Tabariyyah
(Tiberias). We said: What do you
want to know about it? He said:
Is there water in it? They said:
There is a great deal of water in
it. He said: Soon it will dry up.
Then he said: Tell me about the
spring of Zughar. They said:
What do you want to know about
it? He said: Is there water in the
spring, and do the people grow
crops with the water of the
spring? We said to him: Yes,
there is plenty of water in it, and
the people grow crops with its
water. He said: Tell me about the
Prophet of the unlettered; what
has he done? We said: He has
left Makkah and has settled in
Yathrib (A]-Madinah). He said:
Do the Arabs fight against him?
We said: Yes. He said: How did
he deal with them? We told him
that he had prevailed over the
'Arabs in his vicinity, and they
had shown obedience to him. He
said to us: Has it really happened?
We said: Yes.
'"He said: If it is so, that is
better for them, that they show
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obedience to him. Now I will tell
you about myself. I am A1-MasIz
Ad-Dajjâl, and soon I will be
given permission to emerge. So I
will come out and travel in the
land, and will not spare any town
but I will stay for forty nights,
except Makkah and Taibah (A]Madinah). They are both
forbidden to me; every time I try
to enter one of them, I will be
met by an angel with a sword in
his hand, who will bar my way,
and on every route there will be
angels guarding it."
She said: "Then the Messenger of
Allah
struck the Minbar with
his staff and said: 'This is Taibah,
this is Taibah, this is Taibah,'
meaning Al-Madinah. 'Did I not
tell you this before?' The people
said: 'Yes.' (The Prophet
said:)
'I liked the story of Tamim
because it agrees with what I used
to tell you about him, and about
Makkah and A]-Madinah. But he
is in the sea of Ash-Sham or the
Yemeni sea. No, rather he is in the
east, he in the east, he is in the east,'
and he pointed towards the east
with his hand." She said: "I
memorized this from the Messenger
of Allah
[7387] 120
( ... ) Ash-Sha'bI
said: "We entered upon Fâtimah
hint Qais, and she offered us the
kind of fresh dates that are called
Ibn Tab, and she gave us SawIq
Suit to drink. I asked her about
-
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the woman who has been thrice
divorced - where should she
observe her 'Iddah? She said: 'My
husband divorced me three times,
and the Messenger of Allah ii
gave me permission to observe
my 'Iddah among my family.
Then the call was given to the
people: "Prayer is being gathered
for," so I went out with the
people.' She said: 'I was in the
front row of the women, the row
that was nearest the back row of
the men. I heard the Prophet
speaking from the Minbar. He
said: "The cousins of Tamim AdDiri traveled by sea..." and he
quoted the IjadIth (similar to no.
7387) and added: "It is as if I can
see the Prophet
, pointing at
the ground with his stick and
saying: 'This is Taibah,' meaning
Al-Madinah."

[73881 121 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Fâtimah bint Qais
said: "TamIm Ad-DârI came to
the Messenger of Allah
, and
he told the Messenger of Allah
that he had traveled by sea,
and the ship had lost its way, and
landed at an island. He went out
to it seeking water, and he met a
person who was dragging his
hair..." and he (the sub narrator)
narrated the HadIth (similar to
no. 7387), and he said in it: "If
permission is given to me to

zcLJ
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emerge, I will cover the whole
land, except Taibah.' The
Messenger of Allah $'5, brought
him out to the people and told
them, and he said: 'This is
Taibah, and that is the Dajjâl."

[7389] 122 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Fâtimah bint Qais
that the Messenger of Allah
sat on the Minbar and said: "0
people, TamIm Ad-Diri told me
that some of his people were on
the sea, in a ship of theirs, and it
capsized. Some of them rode on
one of the planks of the ship and
came to an island in the sea..."
and he quoted the IjadIth
(similar to no. 7387).

[7390] 123 - (2943) Anas bin
Mâlik said: "The Messenger of
Allah jjO, said: 'There is no part of
the land that the Dajjâl will not
enter, except Makkah and AlMadinah; there is no route into
them but there are angels in ranks,
guarding them. He will halt in a
wasteland, and Al-Madinah will be
shaken with three earthquakes, and
every disbeliever and hypocrite will
go out to him from it."
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[7391] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Anas that the Messenger of Allah
i4 said... and he mentioned a
similar report (as HadIth no.
7390) except that he said: "He
will come to the wasteland of AlJuruf and pitch his tent." And he
said: "Every hypocrite, male and
female, will go out to him."

Chapter 25. The Rest Of The
AhadIth About The Dajjâl
[7392] 124 - (2944) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that the Messenger of Allah
said: "Seventy thousand of the
Jews of Isbahân will follow the
Dajjâl, wearing Tayâlisahs (Persian
shawls)."

[7393] 125 - (2945) Umm
SharIk narrated that she heard
the Prophet
say: "The people
will flee from the Dajjâl in the
mountains." Umm Shank said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, where
will the Arabs be on that day?"
He said: "They will be few in
number."

ãI
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[7394] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Ibn Juraij with this chain of
narrators.

[7395] 126 - (2946) It was
narrated that a number of people,
including Abü Ad-Dahmâ' and
Abü Qatadâh, said: We used to
pass by Hishâm bin 'Amir on our
way to 'Imrân bin Husain. He said
one day: You pass by me to go to
some men who did not spend more
time in the presence of the
Messenger of Allah than I, and
they do not have more knowledge
of his HadIth than I. I heard the
say:
Messenger of Allah
"Between the creation of Adam
and the onset of the Hour there is
no creation that has more impact
than the Dajjâl."
[7396] 127 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Humaid bin Hilâl,
that three of his people, including
Abü Qatâdah, said: "We used to
pass by Hishâm bin 'Amir on our
way to 'Imrân bin Husain..." a
HadIth like that of 'Abdul-'Aziz
bin Mukhtâr (no. 7395), except
that he said: "a matter of greater
impact than the Dajjâl."
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[7397] 128 - (2947) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"Hasten to do good deeds before
six things happen: The rising of
the sun from its place of setting,
the smoke, the Dajjâl, the Beast,
the personal affair of one of you
(i.e., death) and the general affair
(i.e., the Day of Resurrection)."
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[7398] 129 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from AN Hurairah that
the Prophet iiI said: "Hasten to
do good deeds before six things
happen: The Dajjâl, the smoke,
the Beast of the earth, the rising
of the sun from its place of
setting, the general affair (i.e.,
the Day of Resurrection) or the
personal affair of one of you (i.e.,
death)."
[7399] ( ... ) A similar report (as
no. 7398) was narrated from
Qatâdah with this chain of
narrators.

Chapter 26. The Virtue Of
Worship At Times Of Turmoil
[7400] 130 - (2948) Ma'qil bin
Yasâr narrated that the Prophet
said: "Worship during Al-Han
(killing) is like emigrating (Hijrah)
to me."
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[7401] ( ... ) Hammâd narrated a
similar report (as IjadIth no.
7400) with this chain of narrators.
Chapter 27. The Approach Of
The Hour
[7402] 131 - (2949) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh that the
Prophet
said: "The Hour will
not come except upon the most
evil of people."
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[7403] 132 - (2950) Sahl said:
"I heard the Prophet
pointing
with his finger that is next to the
thumb and his middle finger,
saying: 'The Hour and I have
been sent like this."
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[7404] 133 - (2951) Anas bin
Mâlik said: "The Messenger of
Allah
said: 'The Hour and I
have been sent like these two."

[7405] 134 - ( ... ) Shu'bah said:
"I heard Qatâdah and Abü AtTayyâh narrate that they heard
Anas narrate, that the Messenger
of Allah
said: 'The Hour and I
have been sent like this," and
Shu'bah held his forefinger and
middle finger up together.

[74061 ( ... ) This was narrated
from Anas from the Prophet
(a similar HadIth as no. 7405).

[7407] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 7405) was narrated from
Anas, from the Prophet .
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[7408] 135 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Anas said: "The
Messenger of Allah , said: 'The
Hour and I have been sent like
these two,' and he held his
forefinger and middle finger
together."
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[7409] 136 - (2952) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said:
"When the Bedouin came to the
, they
Messenger of Allah
would ask him about the Hour:
'When will the Hour be?' He
looked at the youngest of them
and said: 'If this one lives, he will
not grow very old before your
Hour comes to you."
[74101 137 - (2953) It was
narrated from Anas that a man
asked the Messenger of Allah :
"When will the Hour begin?" And
there was anAnsârI boy there, who
was called Muhammad. The
Messenger of Allah
said: "If
this boy lives, perhaps he will not
grow old before the Hour comes."

[7411] 138 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Anas bin Mâlik
that a man asked the Prophet :
"When will the Hour come?"
The Messenger of Allah
remained silent for a while, then
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he looked at a boy who was in
front of him, from (the tribe of)
Azd Shanü'ah, and said: "If he
lives, he will not grow old before
the Hour comes."
Anas said: "That boy was of my
age at that time."

[7412] 139 - ( ... ) It was
narrated that Anas said: "A
young boy of Al-MughIrah bin
Shu'bah passed by, who was of
my age. The Prophet
said: "If
he lives long, he will not grow old
before the Hour comes."

[7413] 140 - (2954) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "The Hour
will come when a man is milking
his she-camel, and the vessel will
not reach his mouth before it
comes, and two men will be
bargaining over a garment, and
their transaction will not be
completed before the Hour comes,
and a man will be fixing his water
tank, and he will hardly have set it
right before the Hour comes."
Chapter 28. Between The Two
Blasts (Of The Trumpet)
[7414] 141 - (2955) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
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'Between the two Trumpet blasts
there will be forty." They said:
"0 Abü Hurairah, forty days?"
He said: "I cannot say." They
said: "Forty months?" He said: "I
cannot say." They said: "Forty
years?" He said: "I cannot say.
'Then Allah will send down water
from the sky, and they will grow
as herbs grow."
He said: "There is no part of
man that will not decay, except a
single bone which is the tailbone.
From it he will be recreated on
the Day of Resurrection."
[7415] 142 - ( ... ) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
said:
the Messenger of Allah
"All of the son of Adam will be
consumed by the earth, except
the taill' ir . From it he was
created and from it he will be
recreated."
[7416] 143 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Hammâm bin Munabbih said:
"This is what Abill Hurairah
narrated to us from the Messenger
of Allah a," and he mentioned a
number of AiadIth including the
following: "The Messenger of Allah
said: 'In man there is a bone
which the earth will not consume,
and from it he will be recreated
on the Day of Resurrection.'
They said: 'Which bone is it, 0
Messenger of Allah?' He said:
'The tail bone."
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53. The Book Of Asceticism
(Az-Zuhd) And Heart-
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Softening Reports
Chapter... This World Is A
Prison For The Believer And A
Paradise For The Disbeliever
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[7417] 1
(2956)
It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'This world is a prison for the
believer and a paradise for the
disbeliever."
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[7418] 2
(2957) It was
narrated from Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh
that the Messenger of Allah
passed through the marketplace,
coming in from part of A]-'Aliyah,
and the people were around him.
He passed by a dead lamb with
very small ears, and he took hold
of its ear and said: "Who among
you would like to have this for a
Dirham?" They said: "We would
not like to have it for anything;
what would we do with it?" He
said: "Would you like to own it?"
They said: "By Allah, even if it
were alive, it has a defect because
its ears are too small, so how about
if it is dead?" He said: "By Allah,
this world is more insignificant to
Allah than this is to you."
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[7419] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 7418) was narrated
from Jâbir, from the Prophet ,
except that in the IjadIth of AthThaqafI (it says): "Even if it were
alive, the smallness of its ears is a
defect."

[7420] 3 - (2958) It was
narrated from Muttarrif that his
father said: "I came to the
Prophet
when he was reciting:
"The mutual rivalry (for piling u
of worldly things) diverts you", [if
and he said: "The son of Adam
says: 'My wealth, my wealth.' He
said: '0 son of Adam, do you
have anything of your wealth but
that which you consume and use
up, or you wear and it wears out,
or you give it in charity and send
it forward?"
[7421] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Mutarrif that his father said: "I
came to the Prophet a..." and
he narrated a HadIth like that of
Hammâm (no. 7420).
:
L

[1]
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[7422] 4 - (2959) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"A man says: 'My wealth, my
wealth,' but all he has of his
wealth is three things: what he
consumes and it is used up, what
he wears and it wears out, and
what he gives and it is stored up.
As for everything else, he will
depart and leave it for other
people."
[7423] ( ... ) Al-'Ali' bin 'AbdurRahmân narrated it with this
chain of narrators (a HadIth
similar to no. 7422).

[7424] 5 - (2960) It was
narrated that 'Abdullâh bin AbI
Bakr said: "I heard Anas bin
Mâlik say: 'Three things follow
the deceased; two of them return
and one remains. He is followed
by his family, his wealth and his
deeds. Then his family and his
wealth return and his deeds
remain (with him)."

[7425] 6 - (2961) It was
narrated that 'Amr bin 'Awf - who
was the ally of Banü 'Amir bin
Lu'ayy, and was present at (the
battle of) Badr with the Messenger
of Allah
- said that the
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Messenger of Allah kk, sent AN
'Ubaidah bin Al-Jarrâh to Bahrain
to bring the Jizyah, as the
Messenger of Allah had made a
peace treaty with the people of
Bahrain, and he appointed Al'A1â'
bin Al-UadramI as their governor.
AN 'Ubaidah brought wealth from
Bahrain, and the Ansâr heard that
Abfl 'Ubaidah had arrived. They
prayed Fajr with the Messenger of
Allah , and when the Messenger
of Allah
finished his prayer,
they came to him. The Messenger
of Allah
smiled when he saw
them, then he said: "I think you
have heard that AN 'Ubaidah has
brought something from
Bahrain." They said: "Yes, 0
Messenger of Allah." He said: "Be
of good cheer, and be hopeful of
that which will make you happy.
By Allah, it is not poverty that I
fear for you, rather what I fear for
you is that worldly riches may be
given to you as they were given to
those who came before you, and
you will compete for them with
one another as they competed
with one another, and you will be
destroyed as they were destroyed."

[74261 (...) A similar HadIth (as
no. 7425) was narrated from AzZuhrI with the chain of Yünus,
except that in the IladIth of Salib
it says: "...and it will destroy you
as it destroyed them."
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[7427] 7 - (2962) It was
narrated from 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr
bin Al-',ks that the Messenger of
Allah jLkE said: "When you prevail
over the Persians and Byzantines,
how will you be, 0 people?"
'Abdur-Rahmân bin 'Awf said:
"We will say what Allah has
commanded us." The Messenger
of Allah $ said: "Or will you say
something other than that. You
will compete with one another,
then feel jealous of one another,
then forsake one another, then
bear enmity against one another,
and the like, then you will go to the
poor among the MuhâjirIn and
appoint some of them as leaders of
others."

[7428] 8 - (2963) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah
said:
"If one of you looks at someone
who has been given more wealth
and physical beauty than he has,
let him then look at one who has
been given less."

[jfl]
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[7429] (...) A HadIth like that
of Abü Az-Zinnâd (no. 7428) was
narrated from Abü Hurairah
from the Prophet

[7430] 9 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
said:
Messenger of Allah
'Look at the one who is at a
lower level than you, and do not
look at the one who is above you,
for that may keep you from
scorning the blessing of Allah."

[7431] 10 - (2964) Abü
Hurairah narrated that he heard
the Prophet
say: "There were
three men of the Children of
Israel, a leper, a bald man and a
blind man. Allah wanted to test
them so He sent an angel to
them. He came to the leper and

366
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said: 'What thing is dearest to
you?' He said: 'A beautiful color
and beautiful skin, and to be rid
of that which makes me
detestable in people's eyes.' He
touched him, and that which
repelled people was cured, and
he was given a beautiful color
and beautiful skin. Then he said:
'What kind of wealth is dearest
to you?' He said: 'Camels' - or
'cows." - Isâq (a sub narrator)
was not sure, but either the leper
or the bald man said camels, and
the other said cows - "He was
given a bulging pregnant shecamel, and he said: 'May Allah
bless it for you.' Then he went to
the bald man and said: 'What
thing is dearest to you?' He said:
'Beautiful hair, and to be rid of
that which makes me detestable
in people's eyes.' He touched him
and it was cured, and he was
given beautiful hair. He said:
'What kind of wealth is dearest
to you?' He said: 'Cattle.' So he
was given a pregnant cow. He
said: 'May Allah bless it for you.'
Then he came to the blind man
and said: 'What thing is dearest
to you?' He said: 'For Allah to
restore my sight so that I may see
the people.' He touched him, and
Allah restored his sight. He said:
'What kind of wealth is dearest
to you?' He said: 'Sheep.' So he
was given a pregnant sheep.
(Time passed and) the animals
produced plenty of offspring, and
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one had a valley full of camels,
one had a valley full of cattle and
one had a valley full of sheep.
"Then he (the angel) came to the
leper in his previous form and
said: 'I am a poor man and I have
lost my provisions and lost my way,
and there is no one to help me
reach my destination today except
Allah, and then you. I am asking
you, by the One Who gave you this
beautiful color, beautiful skin, and
wealth - for a camel to carry me on
my journey.' He said: 'I have many
duties.' He said: 'It is as if I know
you. Were you not the leper whom
people regarded as detestable, a
poor man to whom Allah gave
wealth?' He said: 'No; I inherited
this wealth from my great
forefathers.' He said: 'If you are
lying, then may Allah put you back
as you were.'
"Then he came to the bald man
in his previous form, and said to
him what he had said to the
leper, a.id he replied as the leper
had replied. He said: 'If you are
lying, then may Allah put you
back as you were.'
"Then he came to the blind man
in his previous form, and said: 'I
am a poor man, and a wayfarer. I
have lost my provisions and lost
my way, and there is no one to
help me reach my destination
today except Allah, and then you.
I am asking you, by the One Who
restored to you your sight, for a
sheep that will help me on my
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journey.' He said: 'I was blind,
then Allah restored to me my
sight. Take whatever you want,
and leave whatever you want, for
by Allah, I will not expect you to
pay back anything that you take
in the Name of Allah.' He said:
'Keep your wealth, for you were
being tested, and Allah is pleased
with you, and angry with your
two companions."
[7432] 11 - (2965) 'Amir bin
Sa'd said: "Sa'd bin AbI Waqqâs
was with his camels, when his son
'Umar came to him. When Sa'd
saw him, he said: 'I seek refuge
with Allah from the evil of this
rider.' Then he dismounted, and
said to him: 'You are busy with
your camels and sheep, and you
have left the people contending
with one another for kingship?'
Sa'd struck him on the chest, and
said: 'Be quiet! I heard the
Messenger of Allah , say: Allah
loves the slave who is pious,
independent of means and
hidden from the people."

[7433] 12 - (2966) Sa'd bin AbI
Waqqâ said: "By Allah, I was
the first man among the Arabs to
shoot an arrow in the cause of
Allah. We were on a campaign
with the Messenger of Allah ,
and we had no food to eat but
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the leaves of Al-Hublah and this
As-Samur (desert trees), and one
of us would excrete stool like a
sheep. And now Banü Asad are
teaching me about my religion, in
which case I must have been
doomed and misguided.

[7434] 13 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ismâ'll bin AbI Khâlid with
this chain (a HadIth similar to no.
7433). He said: "...Until one of us
would excrete stool like a goat,
with nothing mixed in it..."
[7435] 14 - (2967) It was
narrated that Khâlid bin 'Umair
Al-'AdawI said: "Utbah bin
Ghazwân addressed us. He
praised and glorified Allah, then
he said: 'Soon this world will
come to an end, and there is
nothing left of it but a little, like
leftover water in a vessel. You
will move from it to a realm that
has no end, so you should move
with the best that you have. We
were told that if a stone is thrown
from the edge of Hell, it will fly
through it for seventy years
without reaching the bottom of it,
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but by Allah, it will be filled. Do
you find it strange? And we were
told that between two of the
gateposts of Paradise is a
distance of forty years, and there
will come a time when that gate
will be crowded with people. I
remember when I was the
seventh of seven with the
Messenger of Allah . And we
had no food but the leaves of
trees, and the corners of our
mouths were covered with ulcers.
I found a Burdah and tore it in
two between myself and Sa'd bin
Mâlik. I wrapped half of it
around my waist, and Sa'd
wrapped the other half around
his waist. And today there is no
one among us who has not
become the governor of a city. I
seek refuge with Allah lest I
consider myself to be great but
insignificant before Allah.
Prophethood does not remain
forever; rather its impact fades,
and eventually changes into
kingship. You will soon come to
know and experience those rulers
who come after us."
[7436] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Khâlid bin 'Umair who had lived
during the time of Jâhiliyyah. He
said: "Utbah bin Ghazwân, who
was the governor of Al-Basrah,
addressed us," and he mentioned
a HadIth like that of Shaibân (no.
7435).
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[7437] 15 ( ... ) It was narrated
that Khâlid bin 'Umair said: "I
heard 'Utbah bin Ghazwân say: 'I
remember when I was the seventh
of seven with the Messenger of
Allah jtg , and we had no food but
the leaves of Al-Hublah, until the
corners of our mouths became
covered with ulcers."
-

[7438] 16 - (2968) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"They said: '0 Messenger of
Allah, will we see our Lord on
the Day of Resurrection?' He
said: 'Do you have any problem
in seeing the sun at noon when
there are no clouds?' They said:
'No.' He said: 'Do you have any
problem in seeing the moon on
the night when it is full, when
there are no clouds?' They said:
'No.' He said: 'By the One in
Whose Hand is my soul, you will
not have any greater problem in
seeing your Lord than you do in
seeing either of them.
"Allah will meet His slave and
will say: "0 so-and-so, did I not
honor you, make you a chief, give
you a spouse, and subjugate
horses and camels to you, and
give you the opportunity to be a
leader?" He will say: "Yes." He
will say: "Did you think that you
would meet Me?" He will say:
"No." He will say: "Then I will
forget you, as you forgot Me."
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"'Then He will meet a second
person and will say: "0 so-and-so,
did I not honor you, make you a
chief, give you a spouse, and
subjugate horses and camels to
you, and give you the opportunity
to be a leader?" He will say: "Yes,
0 Lord." He will say: "Did you
think that you would meet Me?"
He will say: "No." He will say:
"Then I will forget you, as you
forgot Me."
"'Then He will meet a third
person and will say something
similar to him, and he will say: "0
Lord, I believed in You and in Your
Book, and Your Messengers, and I
prayed, and fasted, and gave
charity," and he will mention as
many good things as he can. He will
say: "Stop here." Then it will be
said to him: "Now We will send Our
witnesses against you," and he will
think to himself: "Who can bear
witness against me?" Then a seal
will be placed on his mouth, and it
will be said to his thigh, his flesh
and his bones: "Speak." His thigh,
and his flesh, and his bones, will
speak of his deeds, so as to establish
proof from himself.
"'That is the hypocrite, that is
the one with whom Allah will be
angry."'
[74391 17 - (2969) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "We were with the
Messenger of Allah
and he
smiled. He said: 'Do you know
why I am smiling?' We said:

[th)]
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'Allah and His Messenger know
best.' He said: 'Because of the
conversation that a slave will
have with his Lord. He will say:
"0 Lord, did You not guarantee
me protection from injustice?"
He will say: "Yes." He will say: "I
do not deem valid any witness
against me but my own self." He
will say: "Your own self will be
sufficient as a witness against you
this Day, and the witness of the
two recording angels." Then a
seal will be placed on his mouth,
and it will be said to his limbs:
"Speak." And they will speak of
his deeds. Then he will be
allowed to speak, and he will say
(to his limbs): "Away with you
and may the curse of Allah be
upon you! It was on your behalf
that I contended."
[7440] 18 - (1055) It was
narrated that AbU Hurairah said:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
'0 Allah, make the provision of
the family of Muhammad that
which is just sufficient."
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[7441] 19 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "The
said: '0
Messenger of Allah
Allah, make the provision of the
family of Muhammad that which
is just sufficient."
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[7442] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Umârah bin Al-Qa'qâ' with this
chain of narrators (a HadIth
similar to no. 7441), and he said:
"...that which is just adequate."
[7443] 20 - (2970) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "From
the day he came to Al-Madinah,
the family of Muhammad never
ate their fill of wheat for three
days in a row, until he died."

[7444] 21 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The Messenger
of Allah
never ate his fill of
wheat bread for three days in a
row, until he passed away."

[7445] 22 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The family of
Muhammad
never ate their
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fill of barley bread two days in a
row, until the Messenger of Allah
died."

[7446] 23 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The family of
Muhammad
never ate their
fill of wheat bread for more than
three days."

[7447] 24 - ( ... ) 'Aishah said:
"The family of Muhammad
never ate their fill of wheat bread
for three (days) until he passed
away."

[7448] 25 - (2971) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
family of Muhammad
never
ate their fill of wheat bread for
two days, but on one of them
they only had dates."

[7449] 26
(2972) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "We, the
family of Muhammad , would stay
for a month with no fire being lit; it
(our food) was only dates and water."
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[7450] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Hishâm bin 'Urwah with this
chain of narrators (a HadIth
similar to no. 7449): "We would
stay..." and he did not mention
the family of Muhammad.
Abü Kuraib added in his HadIth
from Ibn Numair: "...but some
meat was brought to us."

[7451] 27 - (2973) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah died when
there was nothing on my shelf
that a living being could eat
except a handful of barley on a
shelf of mine. I ate from it for a
long time, then I measured it and
it ran out."

[7452] 28 - 2)) It was
narrated from 'Urwah that
'Aishah used to say: "By Allah, 0
son of my sister, we used to look at
the crescent moon, then the
crescent moon, then the crescent
moon, three crescent moons in
two months. And no fire would be
lit in the houses of the Messenger
of Allâh"I said: "0 aunt, what
did you live on?" She said: "The
two black ones, dates and water,
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but the Messenger of Allah had
some neighbors from among the
Ansâr, and they had much-animals,
and they would send some of their
milk to the Messenger of Allah kit,,
and he would give it to us to
drink."
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[7453] 29 - (2974) It was
narrated from 'Urwah bin AzZubair that 'Aishah, the wife of
the Prophet 4Li said: "When the
Messenger of Allah
died, he
had not eaten his fill of bread
and oil twice in one day."

[7454] 30 - (2975) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
died, the
people were starting to have their
fill of the two black ones, dates
and water."
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[7455] 31 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that 'Aishah said: "The Messenger
of Allah : died when we started
to have our fill of the two black
ones: water and dates."

[7456] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Sufyân with this chain of narrators
(a HadIth similar to no. 7455, and
the sub narrators AN Kuraib and
others narrated:) "We did not
have our fill of the two black
ones."
[7457] 32 - (2976) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"By the One in Whose Hand is
my soul" - Ibn 'Abbâd said: "By
the One in Whose Hand is the
soul of Abfl Hurairah" - "the
Messenger of Allah
did not
give his family their fill of wheat
bread for three days in a row,
until he departed from this
world."

[7458] 33 - ( ... ) Abü Hâzim
said: "I saw Abü Hurairah
pointing with his finger several
times and saying: 'By the One in
Whose Hand is the soul of Abü
Hurairah, the Prophet of Allah
and his family did not eat
their fill of wheat bread three
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days in a row, until he departed
from this world."
[7459] 34 - (2977) It was
narrated that Simâk said:" I heard
An-Nu'mân bin BashIr say: 'Do you
not eat and drink whatever you
want? I saw your Prophet when
he could not even find enough
Daqa1 11 to fill his stomach."

[7460] 35 - ( ... ) A similar
report (as IjadIth no. 7459) was
narrated from Simâk with this
chain of narrators, and in the
HadIth of Zuhair it adds: "And
you are not satisfied unless you
have a variety of dates and
butter."
[74611 36 - (2978) It was
narrated that Simâk bin Harb
said: "I heard An-Nu'mân
delivering a Khubah and he said:
"Umar mentioned what people
had got of worldly gains and he
said: I saw the Messenger of
Allah
spending the whole day
suffering because of hunger, and
he could not even find inferior
quality dates with which to fill his
stomach."

[1]

Inferior-quality dates.
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[7462] 37 - (2979) Abti 'AbdurRahmãn Al-HubulI said: "I heard
'Abdullâh bin 'Amr bin A]-'As,
when a man asked him: 'Are we
not among the poor of the
MuhâjirIn?' 'Abdullâh said to him:
'Do you not have a wife with
whom you find comfort?' He said:
'Yes.' He said: 'Do you not have a
house in which you live?' He said:
'Yes.' He said: 'Then you are
among the rich (independent of
means).' He said: 'I have a
servant.' He said: 'Then you are
among the kings."
[7463] ( ... ) Abü 'AbdurRahmân said: "Three people
came to 'Abdullâh bin 'Amr bin
A].-'As when I was with him, and
they said: '0 Abü Muhammad,
by Allah we do not have
anything, no provisions, no riding
beasts and no wealth.' He said to
them: 'Whatever you wish. If you
wish, you can come back to us
and we will give you whatever
Allah makes available for you, or
if you wish we can refer your
matter to the ruler, or if you wish
you can be patient, for I heard
the Messenger of Allah
say:
"On the Day of Resurrection, the
poor of the MuhâjirIn will
precede the rich into Paradise by
forty years." They said: 'We will
be patient and will not ask for
anything."
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Chapter 1. The Prohibition Of
Enterinp Upon The People Of
(The Rocky Tract)
A1-Hijr
Unless One Enters Weeping
[7464] 38 - (2980) 'Abdullâh
bin DInâr narrated that he heard
'Abdullâh bin 'Umar say: "The
said
Messenger of Allah
concerning the people of Al-ijr
(the rocky tract): 'Do not enter
upon these people who are being
punished, unless you are weeping.
If you are not weeping then do not
enter upon them, lest there befall
you the like of what befell them."
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[7465] 39 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Ibn Shihâb, when he was
speaking of Al-Hijr, the habitation
of the Thamüd: "Sâlim bin
'Abdullâh said that 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar said: 'We passed by A]-ijr
with the Messenger of Allah , and
the Messenger of Allah said to
us: "Do not enter the dwellings of
those who wronged themselves
unless you are weeping, lest there
befall you something like that
which befell them." Then he urged
his mount to move on quickly until
he left the place behind."

A1-IIijr: An area north of Al-Madinah, the dwelling of the people of Thamüd.
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[74661 40 - (2981) It was narrated
from Nâfi' that 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar told him that the people
stopped at Al-}lijr, the land of
Thamüd, with the Messenger of
Allah
, and they drew water
from its wells and made dough
with it. The Messenger of Allah
told them to throw away the
water they had drawn, and to
feed the dough to the camels,
and he told them to draw water
from the well to which the shecamel used to come.

[7467] ( ... ) 'Ubaidullâh narrated
it with this chain of narrators (a
IIadIth similar to no. 7466),
except that he said: "Draw water
from its well and make dough
with it."
Chapter 2. The Virtue Of
Treating Widows, The Poor
And Orphans Kindly

[7468] 41 - (2982) It was
narrated from Abil Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "The one
who strives to help widows and
the poor is like the one who
strives in Jihâd in the cause of
Allah" - and I think he said "like the one who prays at night
without ceasing and the one who
fasts without breaking his fast."
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[7469] 42 - (2983) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
said:
"The Messenger of Allah
'The one who sponsors an
orphan, whether it is a relative of
his or not, he and I will be like
these two in Paradise," and
Mâlik (a sub narrator) pointed
with his forefinger and middle
finger.

Chapter 3. The Virtue Of
Building Masâjid
[7470] 43 - (533) 'Ubaidullâh
Al-KhawlânI said that he heard
'Uthmân bin 'Affân say - when
the people spoke about him when
he rebuilt the Masjid of the
Messenger jç: "You speak about
it a great deal, but I heard the
Messenger of Allah ç say:
'Whoever builds a Masjid" Bukair said: "I think he said:
'seeking thereby the Face of Allah"
- "Allah will build something
similar for him in Paradise."
According to the report of Hârün:
"Allah will build for him a house in
Paradise."
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[7471] 44 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Mahmüd bin LabId that
'Uthmân bin 'Affân wanted to
rebuild the Masjid but the people
disliked that, and they wanted to
leave it as it was. He said: "I
heard the Messenger of Allah llf
say: 'Whoever builds a Masjid for
the sake of Allah, Allah will build
something similar for him in
Paradise."

[7472] ( ... ) It was narrated from
'Abdul-HamId bin Ja'far with this
chain of narrators (a HadIth
similar to no. 7471), except that
in their IjadIth it says: "Allah will
build for him a house in
Paradise."

Chapter 4. The Virtue Of
Spending On The Poor And
Wayfarers
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[7473] 45
(2984) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet ç said: "While a
man was in the wilderness, he
heard a voice in a cloud (saying):
'Irrigate the garden of so-and-so.'
The cloud moved and sent its
water onto stony ground, where
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there was one of these channels
that absorbed all of that water.
He followed the water, and found
a man standing in his garden, and
diverting that water with his
shovel. He said to him: '0 slave
of Allah, what is your name?' He
said: 'So-and-so' - the same name
that he had heard from the
cloud. He said to him: '0 slave of
Allah, why did you ask me about
my name?' He said: 'I heard a
voice in the cloud from which
this water came, saying: "Irrigate
the garden of so-and-so," and it
was your name. What will you do
with it?' He said: 'As you have
said this, I look at what it
produces, and I give one-third in
charity, my family and I eat onethird, and I use one-third as
seeds for the next crop."

[7474] ( ... ) Wahb bin Kaisân
narrated it with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
7473), except that he said:
"...And I give one-third of it to
the poor, beggars and wayfarers."
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Chapter 5. The Prohibition On
Showing Off
[7475] 46 - (2985) It was
narrated that Abü Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Allah, Blessed and Exalted is
He, said: "I am the least in need
of a partner. Whoever does any
deed in which he associates
someone else with Me, I will
reject him and his deed."

Jj—j JG
5

J
[7476] 47 - (2986) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs said:
"The Messenger of Allah
said:
'Whoever wants to be heard of,
Allah will make him heard of,
and whoever wants to be seen,
Allah will display him."

[7477] 48 - (2987) Jundab Al'AlaqI said: "The Messenger of
Allah J said: 'Whoever wants to
be heard of, Allah will make him
heard of, and whoever wants to
be seen, Allah will display him."
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[7478] ( ... ) Sufyân narrated it
with this chain of narrators (a
HadIth similar to no. 7477) and
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added: "I did not hear anyone
else say: 'The Messenger of Allah
said."
[7479] ( ... ) Sa'eed said (regarding
the IjadIth of Sufyân, no. 7478): "I
think he said: 'Ibn Al-Hârith bin
AbI Müsâ said: "I heard Salamah
bin Kuhail say: 'I heard Jundab,'
and I did not hear anyone say: 'I
heard the Messenger of Allah ,
say." Someone else said: "I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say" - a IjadIth like that of AththawrI.

[7480] ( ... ) Sufyân narrated:
"The truthful and trustworthy
one, A]-WalId bin Harb, narrated
it with this chain (a HadIth
similar to no. 7478)."
Chapter 6. Guarding The
Tongue
[7481] 49 - (2988) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
he heard the Messenger of Allah
say: "A person may say a word
for which he will be sent down
into the Fire, further than the
distance between the east and the
west."

[7482] 50 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Abü Hurairah that the
Messenger of Allah
said: "A
person may say a word, not
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realizing its repercussions, for
which he will be thrown down
into the Fire, further than the
distance between the east and the
west."

Chapter 7. About The One Who
Enjoins Good But Does Not Do
It, And Forbids Evil But Does It

[7483] 51 - (2989) It was
narrated that it was said to
Usâmah bin Zaid: "Why don't
you enter upon 'Uthmãn and
speak to him?" He said: "Do you
think that I do not speak to him
unless you are there? By Allah, I
spoke to him privately, and I will
not divulge something that I
would not like to be the first one
to divulge, and I will not say of
one who may be in a position of
command over me that he is the
best of people, after I heard the
Messenger of Allah
say: 'A
man will be brought on' the Day
of Resurrection and thrown into
the Fire; his intestines will spill
forth, and he will go around them
as a donkey goes around the
millstone. The people of the Fire
will gather around him and will
say: "0 so-and-so, what is the
matter with you? Did you not
enjoin what is good and forbid
what is evil?" He will say: "Yes,
but I used to enjoin good and not
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do it, and I used to forbid evil
and do it myself."

[7484] ( ... ) It was narrated that
AN Wâ'il said: "We were with
Usâmah bin Zaid and a man
said: 'What is preventing you
from entering upon 'Uthmân and
speaking to him about what he is
doing?..." and he quoted a
similar HadIth (as no. 7483).
Chapter 8. The Prohibition
Against Disclosing One's Own
Sins
[7485] 52 - (2990) The nephew
of Ibn Shihâb narrated that his
paternal uncle said: Sâlim said: I
heard AN Hurairah say: "I heard
the Messenger of Allah say: 'All
of my Ummah will be fine except
those who commit sin openly, and it
is part of committing sin openly for
a man to do something at night,
then in the morning when his Lord
has concealed him he says: "0 soand-so, I did such and such last
night," when his Lord had
concealed him all night, but in the
morning he discloses that which
Allah had concealed for him."
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Chapter 9. Saying: "May Allah
Have Mercy On You" To One
Who Sneezes, And Yawning Is
Disliked
[7486] 53 - (2991) It was
narrated that Anas bin Mâlik
said: "Two men sneezed in the
presence of the Prophet , and
he said: 'Yarhamuk Allah' to one
of them, and not to the other.
The one to whom he did not say
it, said: 'So-and-so sneezed and
you said: "Yarhamuk Allah" to
him, but you did not say it to
me.' He said: 'He praised Allah
(said Al-Ijamdu Lillâh) but you
did not praise Allah."

[7487] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 7486) was narrated
from Anas, from the Prophet .

[7488] 54 - (2992) It was
narrated that Abü Burdah said: "I
entered upon Abü Müsâ when he
was in the house of the daughter of
A]-Fadi bin 'Abbâs, and I sneezed
but he did not say YarzamukAllâh
(may Allah have mercy on you) to
me, but she sneezed and he said it
to her. I went back to my mother
and told her. When he came to her
she said: 'My son sneezed in your
presence and you did not say
Yarhamuk Allah, but she sneezed
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and you said it to her.' He said:
'Your son sneezed but he did not
praise Allah, so I did not say
Yarhamuk Allah to him. She
sneezed and she did praise Allah,
so I said Yarhamuk Allah to her. I
heard the Messenger of Allah
say: "When one of you sneezes
and praises Allah, then say
Yarhamuk Allah (may Allah have
mercy on you) to him, but if he
does not praise Allah, then do not
say it to him."
[7489] 55 - (2993) Iyâs bin
Salamah bin Al-Akwa' narrated
that his father told him that he
heard the Prophet
say, when a
man sneezed in his presence:
"Yarhamuk Allah (may Allah
have mercy on you)." Then he
sneezed again and the Messenger
of Allah
said: "The man has a
cold."
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[7490] 56 -(2994) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Messenger of Allah ç said:
"Yawning comes from the
Shai(ân, so if one of you feels the
urge to yawn, let him suppress it
as much as he can."
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[7491] 57 - (2995) Suhail bin
AbI Sâlih said: I heard a son of
Abü Sa'eed A]-KhudrI telling my
father, that his father said: The
Messenger of Allah
said:
"When one of you yawns, let him
put his hand on his mouth, lest
the Shaitân enters it."

[7492] 58 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdur-Rahmân bin AbI
Sa'eed, from his father, that the
Messenger of Allah ggt, said:
"When one of you yawns, let him
put his hand (over his mouth)
lest the Shaitân enter it."

[7493] 59 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from the son of Abü Sa'eed AlKhudrl that his father said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'If
one of you yawns while he is in Asalát (prayers), let him suppress it
as much as possible, lest the
Shaitân enters."
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[7494] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Abfl Sa'eed said: "The Messenger
of Allah . said:", - a HadIth like
that of Bishr and 'Abdul-'AzIz
(no. 7491, 7492).

Chapter 10. Miscellaneous
AhadIth
[7495] 60 - (2996) It was
narrated that 'Aishah said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said: 'The
angels were created from light,
the jinn were created from
smokeless flame, and Adam was
created from that which has been
described to you."

Chapter 11. Mice Are A
Transformed Race
[7496] 61 - (2997) It was
narrated that Abfl Hurairah said:
"The Messenger of Allah; said:
'A tribe of the Children of Israel
disappeared and it was not
known what happened to them,
but I think that they became
mice. Have you not seen that if
camel milk is put down for them
they do not drink it, but if sheep
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milk is put down for them they
drink it?"
Abü Hurairah said: "I narrated
this HadIth to Ka'b and he said:
'Did you hear that from the
Messenger of Allah
?' I said:
'Yes.' He said that several times.
I said: 'Shall I read the Torah?"
Isbâq said in his report: "We do
not know what happened to
them."

[7497] 62 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Abü Hurairah said: "Mice
are a transformed race, and the
sign of that is that when sheep's
milk is put down for them they
drink it, and when camel's milk is
put down for them they do not
even taste it." Ka'b said to him:
"Did you hear this from the
Messenger of Allah
He
said: "Was the Torah revealed to
me?"
Chapter 12. A Believer Should
Not Be Stung Twice From The
Same Hole

44) - (\
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[7498] 63 - (2998) It was
narrated from Abü Hurairah that
the Prophet
said: "A believer
should not be stung twice from
the same hole."
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[7499] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 7498) was narrated
from Ibn A1-Musayyab, from Abü
Hurairah, from the Prophet .

Chapter 13. The Believer's
Affair Is All Good
[7500] 64 - (2999) It was
narrated that Suhaib said: "The
Messenger of Allah
said:
'How wonderful is the case of the
believer, for all his affairs are
good. If something good happens
to him, he is thankful for it and
that is good for him; if something
bad happens to him, he bears it
with patience, and that is good
for him. This does not apply to
anyone but the believer."

Chapter 14. The Prohibition Of
Praising If It Involves
Exaggeration And There Is The
Fear That It May Be A Source
Of Temptation (Fitnah) For
The One Who Is Praised
[7501] 65 - (3000) It was
narrated from 'Abdur-Rahmân
bin Abi Bakrah that his father
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said: "A man praised another man
in the presence of the Prophet .
He said: 'Woe to you, you have cut
your companion's neck, woe to you,
you have cut your companion's
neck,' (and he,
said it) several
times. (Then continued) 'If one of
you must praise his companion, let
him say: "I think that so-and-so is
such and such, but Allah knows
best and I do not confirm anyone's
good conduct before Allah."
[7502] 66 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdur-Rahmân bin AbI
Bakrah from his father that
mention of a man was made in
the presence of the Prophet ,
and a man said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, there is no man after the
Messenger of Allah
who is
better than him with regard to
such and such." The Messenger
of Allah
said: "Woe to you,
you have cut your companion's
neck," and he said that several
times. Then the Messenger of
Allah
said: "If one of you
must praise his brother, let him
say: "I think that so-and-so seems
to be such and such, and I do not
confirm anyone's good conduct
before Allah."

[7503] ( ... ) A HadIth like that
of YazId bin Zurai' (no. 7501)
was narrated from Shu'bah with
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this chain of narrators, but it
does not say in their IjadIth:
"There is no man after the
Messenger of Allah . who is
better than the Messenger of
Allâh...."

-

It was
narrated that Abü Müsâ said:
heard a man
"The Prophet
praising another man, and going
too far in praising him." He said:
"You have ruined, or you have
broken, the man's back."
[75041 67

( 3001)

[75051 68 - ( 3002) It was
narrated that AN Ma'mar said:
"A man started to praise a
governer among the governors,
and A1-Miqdâd started to throw
dust on him, and he said: 'The
Messenger of Allah .
commanded us to throw dust in
the faces of those who praise
others."

[7506] 69 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Hammâm bin Al-Hârith
that a man started to praise
'Uthmân and Al-Miqdâd went
and knelt down, and he was a
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large man, and he started to
throw pebbles in his face.
'Uthmân said to him: "What is
the matter with you?" He said:
"The Messenger of Allah , said:
'If you see those who praise
others, throw dust in their
faces."
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[7507] ( ... ) A similar report (as
HadIth no. 7506) was narrated
from Al-Miqdâd, from the
Prophet .

Chapter 15. Showing Preference
To The One Who Is Older
[7508] 70 - (3003) It was narrated
from Nâfi' that 'Abdullâh bin
'Umar told him, that the Messenger
of Allah
said: "I saw myself in
a dream, using a Siwâk, and two
men were competing to take it,
one of whom was older than the
other. I gave the Siwâk to the
younger one, and it was said to
me: 'Give it to the older one.' So
I gave it to the older one."
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Chapter 16. Verification Of
HadIth And The Ruling On
Writing Down Knowledge
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[7509] 71 - (2493) It was
narrated from Hishâm that his
father said: "Abü Hurairah used
to narrate HadIth and say: 'Listen
0 lady of the apartment, listen 0
lady of the apartment,' when
'Al shah was praying. When she
had finished her prayer, she said
to 'Urwah: 'Did you not hear this
man, and what he said just now?
The Prophet would speak, and
if someone wanted to count the
words, he could."
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[7510] 72 - (3004) It was
narrated from Abü Sa'eed AlKhudrI that the Messenger of
Allah said: "Do not write down
what I say, and whoever has
written down anything from me
other than the Qur'ân, let him
erase it. Narrate from me, and
there is nothing wrong with that,
but whoever tells a lie about me" Hammâm (a sub narrator) said: "I
think he said: 'deliberately" - "let
him take his place in the Fire."
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Chapter 17. The Story Of The
People Of The Ditch And The
Magician, The Monk And The
Boy
[7511] 73 - (3005) It was narrated
from Suhaib that the Messenger of
Allah
said: "There was a king
among those who came before
you, and he had a magician. When
he (the magician) grew old, he said
to the king: 'I have grown old; send
me a boy to whom I can teach
magic.' He sent him a boy to teach,
and when he (the boy) was on his
way to the magician he met a
monk, and he sat down and
listened to what he said, and he
liked it. Whenever he would go to
the magician he passed by the
monk, and he would sit with him,
then when he came to the
magician, he would beat him (for
the delay). He complained about
that to the monk, who said: 'If you
are afraid of the magician, say:
"My family kept me," and if you
are afraid of your family, say: "The
magician kept me."
"While this went on, he came to
a huge beast that was blocking
the way of the people, and he
said: 'Today I will find out if the
magician is better or if the monk
is better.' He picked up a stone
and said: '0 Allah, if the monk's
affair is dearer to You than that
of the magician, then kill this
beast, so that the people may
move freely.' He threw it and
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killed it, and the people were
able to move freely. He came to
the monk and told him, and the
monk said to him: '0 my son,
today you are better than me,
and you have reached a stage
where I think you will be tested.
If you are tested, then do not tell
anyone about me.'
"The boy started to heal the
blind and lepers, and to cure the
people of all kinds of sickness. A
companion of the king who had
gone blind heard of that, and he
brought him many gifts and said:
'All of this is for you, if you will
heal me.' He said: 'I do not heal
anyone; rather it is Allah Who
heals.' If you believe in Allah, I
will pray to Allah to heal you.' So
he believed in Allah, and Allah
healed him. He came to the king
and sat with him as he used to
do, and the king said to him:
'Who gave you back your sight?'
He said: 'My Lord.' He said: 'Do
you have a lord other than me?'
He said: 'My Lord and your Lord
is Allah.' The king detained him
and kept torturing him until he
told him about the boy.
"The boy was brought and the
king said to him: '0 my son, you
have become so proficient in
magic that you heal the blind and
lepers, and you do such and
such.' He said: 'I do not heal
anyone; rather it is Allah Who
heals. The king detained him,
and kept torturing him until he
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told him about the monk.' The
monk was brought and it was said
to him: 'Recant your faith,' but he
refused. The king called for a saw
and placed the saw in the middle
of his head, and cut him in two.
Then the companion of the king
was brought and it was said to him:
'Recant your faith,' but he refused.
The saw was placed in the middle
of his head, and he was cut in two.
Then the boy was brought and it
was said to him: 'Recant your
faith,' but he refused.
"The king handed him over to a
group of his companions and said:
'Take him to such and such a
mountain. Then take him up the
mountain, and when you reach the
top, if he recants his faith (let him
go), otherwise throw him down.'
They took him there, and took him
up the mountain, and he said: '0
Allah, save me from them however
You will.' The mountain shook
and they fell down, and the boy
came walking back to the king.
The king said to him: 'What
happened to your companions?'
He said: 'Allah saved me from
them.' He handed him over to
another group of his companions
and said: 'Take him out in a boat
to the middle of the sea. Then if he
recants his faith (let him go),
otherwise throw him overboard.'
They took him, and the boy said:
'0 Allah, save me from them
however You will.' The boat
capsized and they drowned, and
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the boy came walking back to the
king. The king said to him: 'What
happened to your companions?'
He said: 'Allah saved me from
them.' He said to the king: 'You
will not be able to kill me unless
you do what I tell you to.' He said:
'What is it?' He said: 'Gather the
people in one plain, and crucify
me on the trunk of a tree, then
take an arrow from my quiver and
place the arrow in the bow, and
say: "In the Name of Allah, the
Lord of the boy," then shoot me. If
you do that, you will kill me.'
"So he gathered the people in
one plain and crucified him on
the trunk of a tree. Then he took
an arrow from his quiver, placed
it in the bow and said: 'In the
Name of Allah, the Lord of the
boy,' and he shot him. The arrow
struck his temple and he put his
hand to his temple, where the
arrow had landed, and died. The
people said: 'We believe in the
Lord of the boy, we believe in the
Lord of the boy, we believe in the
Lord of the boy.' People went to
the king and said to him: 'Have
you seen what you wanted to
avert? By Allah, that which you
feared has happened to you: the
people have believed (in Allah).'
He ordered that ditches be dug
at the beginning of each road,
and fires be lit, and he said:
'Whoever does not recant his
faith, throw him into it,' or it was
said, 'make him jump into it.'
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"They did that until there came a
woman with her infant son. She
hesitated from jumping into it, but
the child said to her: '0 my mother,
be patient (and jump into the fire),
for you are following the truth."
Chapter 18. The Lengthy
HadIth Of Jabir And The Story
Of Abui Al-Yasar
[7512] 74 - (3006) It was
narrated that 'Ubâdah bin AlWaild bin 'Ubâdah bin As-Sâmit
said: "My father and I went out
seeking knowledge among this
group of the Ancâr before they
died. The first one whom we met
was Abfl Al-Yasar, the Companion
of the Messenger of Allah . A
slave of his was with him, and he
had a binding of (paper) sheets
with him. Abü Al-Yasar was
wearing a Burdah and a Ma'âfiri
garment, and his slave was wearing
a Burdah and a Ma'âfiri garment.
My father said to him: '0 uncle, I
see signs of anger on your face.'
He said: 'Yes; I was owed money
by so-and-so the son of so-and-so
Al-HarâmI (from the tribe of Banü
Harâm). I went to his family and
greeted them with Salâm and said:
"Is he there?" They said: "No."
Then a young son of his came out
to me, and I said to him: "Where is
your father?" He said: "He heard
your voice and he hid behind my
mother's bed." I said: "Come out
to me, for I know where you are."
He came out, and I said: "What
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made you hide from me?" He said:
"By Allah, I will tell you, and I will
not lie to you. By Allah, I was afraid
that ill spoke to you I would lie to
you, and if I made a promise to you
I would break it. You were a
Companion of the Messenger of
Allah , and by Allah I was in
(financial) difficulty." I said: "Do
you swear by Allah?" He said: "I
swear by Allah." I said: "Do you
swear by Allah?" He said: "I swear
by Allah." I said: "Do you swear by
Allah?" He said: "I swear by
Allah." He brought me his
promissory note and erased it with
his own hand.' He said: 'When you
can afford it, pay it off, otherwise
you are let off. I bear witness that
these two eyes of mine saw' - and
he put his fingers on his eyes -'and
these two ears of mine heard, and
my heart understood' - and he
pointed to his heart - 'the
Messenger of Allah 4 when he
said: Whoever waits for one who is
in (financial) difficulty (to pay a
debt) or waives it for him, Allah
will shade him in His shade."
[7513] (3007) He (i.e., 'Ubâdah
bin Al-Walld bin 'Ubâdah bin AsSamit, narrating a HadIth as no. 7512)
said: "I said to him: '0 uncle, why
don't you take the Burdah of your
slave or give him your Ma'âfirI
garment, or take his Ma 'âfiri and give
him your Burdah, then you will have a
Hullah and he will have a Hullah?' He
patted my head and said: '0 Allah,
bless him. 0 son of my brother, these
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two eyes of mine saw, and these two
ears of mine heard, and my heart
understood the Messenger of Allah
ii when he said: "Feed them
(slaves) from that which you eat,
and clothe them from that which
you wear." If I give him some
worldly goods, that is easier for me
than him taking some of my
Ijasanât (good deeds) on the Day
of Resurrection."
[7514] (3008) (He continued)
"Then we went on until we came to
Jâbir bin 'Abdullâh in his Masjid,
where he was praying in a single
garment, wrapped up in it. I made
my way through the people until I
sat between him and the Qiblah,
and I said: 'May Allah have mercy
on you. Are you praying in a single
garment when your Ridâ' (upper
garment) is beside you?' He
gestured towards my chest with his
fingers like this, holding his fingers
apart and bending them (and said):
'I hoped that a fool like you would
enter upon me and see what I am
doing, and do likewise.
(Jâbir bin Abdullãh said:) "'The
Messenger of Allah came to us
in this Masjid of ours, and in his
hand was the branch of a palm
tree. He saw some sputum in the
Qiblah of the Masjid, so he
scratched it with this branch, then
he turned to us and said: "Who
among you would like Allah to
turn away from him?" We were
afraid (to speak). Then he said:
"Who among you would like Allah
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to turn away from him?" We were
afraid (to speak). Then he said:
"Who among you would like Allah
to turn away from him?" We said:
"None of us, 0 Messenger of
Allah." He said: "When one of
you stands to pray, Allah, Blessed
and Exalted is He, is before him,
so he should not spit in front of
him or to his right; rather let him
spit to his left, beneath his left
foot, and if he needs to do that
suddenly, then let him take his
garment like this," and he folded
part of his garment over another
part. Then he said: "Bring some
AbIr (a mixture of perfume)." A
young man from that tribe leapt
up and ran to his family, and he
brought some Khalaq (a kind of
perfume) in his palm. The
Messenger of Allah took it, and
put it at the tip of that branch,
then he used it to touch the traces
of that sputum.'
"Jâbir said: 'This is why you should
put Khaliiq in your Masâjid."
[7515] (3009) (Jabir continued:)
"We traveled with the Messenger
of Allah
on the campaign to
Batn Buwât, and he was pursuing
Al-MajdI bin 'Amr Al-JuhanI.
There were five, or six, or seven of
us riding each she-camel. There
came the turn of 'Uqbah, an
AnsârI man, to ride the she-camel.
He made it kneel and mounted it,
then he tried to make it stand up,
but it would not stand. He rebuked
it and said, "May Allah curse you."
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The Messenger of Allah ii said:
"Who is this who is cursing his
camel?" He said: "It is me, 0
Messenger of Allah." He said:
"Get down from it, for no cursed
thing should accompany us. Do
not pray against yourselves, do not
pray against your children, and do
not pray against your wealth, lest
that coincide with an hour when
Allah is asked and He answers
your prayers."
[7516] (3010) (Jabir bin
'Abdullâh continued:') We traveled
with the Messenger of Allah Q5, and
when evening came we drew near
one of the oasis' of the Arabs. The
Messenger of Allah said: "Who
will go ahead and set up the water
tank for us, and drink and draw
water for us?" Jâbir said: 'I stood
up and said: "Here is your man, 0
Messenger of Allah." The
Messenger of Allah said: "Who
will go with Jâbir?" Jabbãr bin
Saicir stood up, and we went to the
well and poured a bucket or two
into the tank, then we plastered it
with clay, then we poured water
into it until we filled it. The first
one who came to us was the
Messenger of Allah
and he
said: "Will you permit me (to
drink)?" We said: "Yes, 0
Messenger of Allah." He brought
his she-camel and it drank, then he
pulled on its reins and it stretched
its legs and urinated. Then he took
it aside and made it kneel down.
Then the Messenger of Allah
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came to the water tank and
performed Wudt2' from it, then I
got up and performed Wu1i2' from
the left-over Wudui' water of the
Messenger of Allah . Jabbâr bin
Saicr went to relieve himself, and
stood
the Messenger of Allah
up to pray. I was wearing a Burdah
and it was not wide enough to go
around me. It had fringes and I
turned it upside down and held the
ends under my chin. Then I came
and stood to the left of the
Messenger of Allah . He took
me by the hand and brought me
round to stand on his right. Then
Jabbâr bin Sair came and
performed Wuiui', then he came
and stood to the left of the
Messenger of Allah j. The
Messenger of Allah
took us
both by the hand and pushed us
back until we were standing behind
him. The Messenger of Allah
started to cast glances at me but I
did not realize, then I noticed him.
He gestured with his hand like
this, telling me to pull up my
loincloth. When the Messenger of
Allah
had finished [his prayer],
he said: "0 Jâbir!" I said: "Here I
am, 0 Messenger of Allah." He
said: "If it is big enough, tie its
opposite ends, and if it is too
small, tie it around your waist."
[7517] (3011) (Jabir continued:)
We travelled with the Messenger of
Allah jo,t and the food for each
man among us, every day, was one
date, which he would suck and
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then wrap it in his garment. We
would also knock down leaves with
our bows and eat them, until the
corners of our mouths were
covered with ulcers. One day a
man was overlooked when the
dates were distributed, and we set
out carrying him, and we bore
witness that he had not been given
his date, then he was given it, and
he stood up and took it.
[7518] (3012) (Jâbir continued)
"'We traveled with the Messenger
of Allah . until we halted in a
spacious valley. The Messenger of
Allah . went to relieve himself,
and I followed him, bringing a
bucket of water. The Messenger of
Allah looked, but he did not see
anything with which to conceal
himself, then he saw two trees at
the end of the valley. The
Messenger of Allah went to one
of them and took hold of one of its
branches, and said: "Follow me, by
Allah's Leave," and it came with
him like a camel with a nose ring
that follows its driver. Then he
went to the second tree and took
hold of one of its branches and
said: "Follow me, by Allah's
Leave," and it came with him in a
similar manner. Then when he
reached the middle of the space
between them, he joined them
together and said: "Come together
and (conceal) me, by Allah's
Leave," and they joined together.'
"Jâbir said: 'I went away, lest the
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Messenger of Allah realize that
I was nearby, and go even further
away. I sat down, thinking to
myself. Then I saw the Messenger
of Allah
coming, and the two
trees had parted and each one was
standing in its own place. I saw the
Messenger of Allah
stand still
for a moment, then he did this
with his head" - and Abü Ismâ'Il
(a sub narrator) turned his head
right and left - "then he came
forward. When he reached me he
said: "0 Jâbir, did you see where I
was standing?" I said: "Yes, 0
Messenger of Allah." He said:
"Go to the two trees and cut a
branch from each one, and bring
them here, then when you reach
the place where I was standing, put
one branch in your right hand and
one in your left."
"Jâbir said: 'I got up, picked up a
stone and broke it and sharpened
it, then I went to the two trees and
cut a branch from each one. Then
I came, dragging them, until I
reached the place where the
Messenger of Allah
had stood.
Then I held one branch in my right
hand and one in my left. Then I
caught up with him, and said: "I
have done that, 0 Messenger of
Allah; what was it for?" He said: "I
passed by two graves (whose
occupants) were being tormented,
and I wanted to intercede so that
the torment would be lessened for
them so long as these branches
remained fresh."
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[7519] (3013) (Jãbir said:)
"Then we came to the camp, and
the Messenger of Allah said: "Cl
Jâbir, call (the people to perform)
Wuti'." I said: "Come and perform
Wu', come and perform Wu!â',
come and perform Wuiâ'." I said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, I cannot
find a drop of water in the camp."
But a man among the Anâr used to
cool water for the Messenger of
Allah in an old waterskin of his,
that was hanging on a palm tree
branch. He said to me: "Go to soand-so the son of so-and-so, the
AnsârI, and see if there is anything
in his waterskin." I went to him
and looked in it, and I did not find
anything but a drop of water on
the mouth of the waterskin, and if
I had poured it, it would have been
absorbed. I came to the Messenger
of Allah
and said: "0
Messenger of Allah, I did not find
anything but a drop of water on
the mouth of the waterskin, and if
I had poured it, it would have been
absorbed." He said: "Go and bring
it to me." So I brought it, and he
took it in his hand and started to
say something that I did not
understand, and he pressed it with
his hand. Then he gave it to me
and said: "0 Jãbir, call for a tub." I
called for the tub of the camp and
it was brought to me, and I placed
it in front of him. Then the
Messenger of Allah
put his
hand in the tub like this,—
spreading out his fingers, then he
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put it on the bottom of the tub
and said: "0 Jâbir, take (the
waterskin) and pour it on me
(i.e., hands), and say: 'In the
Name of Allah." So I poured it
onto him and said, "In the
Name of Allah," and I saw the
water gushing out between the
fingers of the Messenger of
Allah
Then the tub gushed
water until it filled up. He said:
"0 Jâbir, call those who need
water." The people came and drank
their fill, then I said: "Is there
anyone left who needs it?" Then
the Messenger of Allah lifted his
hand from the tub and it was full.
[75201 (3014) (Jâbir said:)
"The people complained to the
Messenger of Allah
of hunger,
and he said: "May Allah feed
you." We came to the sea shore,
and the waves tossed about and
threw out a large beast. We lit a
fire beside it, and we cooked it
and roasted it, and ate our fill.'
Jâbir said: 'Myself and some
others' - and he listed five people
- 'entered its eye socket and no
one could see us until we came
out. And we took one of its ribs
and made an arch with it, then
we called for the biggest man in
the camp and the biggest camel
in the camp, and he rode beneath
it without having to lower his
head."
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Chapter 19. The HadIth Of The
Hijrah
[7521] 75 - (2009) A1-Barâ' bin
'Azib said: "Abü Bakr A-SiddIq
came to my father in his house,
and bought a saddle from him.
He said to 'Azib: 'Send your son
with me to carry it with me to my
house.' My father said to me:
'Carry it,' so I carried it, and my
father came out with him to get
its price. My father said to him:
'0 Abü Bakr, tell me what
happened on the night when you
set out on the journey (of AlHijrah from Makkah to Yathrib,
Al-Madinah) with the Messenger
of Allah .'
"He said: 'Yes. We traveled all
night, until it was noon. The road
was empty and no one passed by,
until we came to a big rock that
cast a shadow, and the sun had not
come to it yet. We stopped there,
and I came to the rock and
smoothed the sand with my hands
so that the Prophet
could sleep
in its shade. Then I spread out a
blanket and said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, go to sleep and I will keep
watch around you." He went to
sleep and I went out to keep watch
around him, and I saw a shepherd
bringing his flock to the rock,
wanting the same as we did. I met
him and said: "To whom do you
belong, 0 boy?" He said: "To a
man from A]-Madinah." I said: "Is
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The Book Of Asceticism...
there any milk in your sheep?" He
said: "Yes." I said: "Will you milk it
for me?" He said: "Yes." He took a
sheep, and I said to him: "Clean the
udder of hair and dust and dirt." He (the narrator) said: "I saw AlBarâ striking one hand against the
other, to demonstrate." - 'He
milked it for me into a wooden cup,
one squirt of milk. I had a bucket
with which I would bring water to
to drink and
the Prophet
perform Wudil'. I came to the
and I did not like to
Prophet
wake him up from his sleep. But
when I got there, he was already
awake, and I poured some water
onto the milk to cool it, and I said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, drink
some of this milk." He drank until
I was pleased, then he said: "Isn't
it time to move on now?" I said:
"Yes." So we moved on after the
sun had passed its zenith. We were
being followed by Surâqah bin
Mâlik and we were on solid level
ground. I said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, someone is coming to us."
He said: "Do not worry, Allah is
with us." The Messenger of Allah
prayed against him, and his
horse sank up to its belly in the
earth. He said: "I know that you
have prayed against me. Pray for
me, and by Allah I promise that I
will divert those who come after
you." So he () prayed to Allah
and he was saved, and he went
back, and he did not meet anyone
but he said: "I have checked this

[j.k]
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The Book Of Asceticism...
area for you." He did not meet
anyone but he turned him back,
and he fulfilled his promise to us."
[7522] ( ... ) It was narrated that
Al-Bari' said: "Abü Bakr bought a
saddle from my father for thirteen
Dirham" - and he quoted a IjadIth
like that of Zuhair from Abü Isâq
(no. 7521). And he said in his
HadIth, from the report of
'Uthmân bin 'Umar: "...When he
(Suraqah bin Mâlik) drew near,
the Messenger of Allah prayed
against him, and his horse sank up
to its belly in the earth. He leapt
from it and said: '0 Muhammad, I
know that this is your doing. Pray
to Allah to save me from it, and I
promise you that I will keep it
secret from those who are behind
me. Here is my bow, take an arrow
from it, and you will find my
camels and my slaves in such and
such a place; take whatever you
need of them.' He said: 'I have no
need of your camels.' And we
came to Al-Madinah at night, and
they disputed as to which of them
the Messenger of Allah would
stay with. He () said: 'I will go
and stay with Banü An-Najjâr, the
maternal uncles of 'Abdul-Muttalib,
and honor them thereby.' The men
and women climbed on top of the
houses, and the children and
servants scattered in the streets,
calling out: '0 Muhammad, 0
Messenger of Allah, 0 Muhammad,
0 Messenger of Allah!"
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54. The Book Of TafsIr
(Explanation Of Qur'iin)

Chapter... Interpretation Of
Various Verses
[7523] 1 - (3015) It was
narrated that Hammâm bin
Munabbih said: "This is what Abü
Hurairah narrated to us from the
Messenger of Allah ," and he
mentioned a number of AhadIth
including the following: "The
Messenger of Allah , said: 'It
was said to the Children of Israel:
"Enter the gate (prostrating) and
say: 'Hivatun' (Remove from us
the burden of our sin), and We
will forgive you your sins." But
they changed it, and entered the
gate shuffling on their backsides
and said: Habbatun fi sha'rah (a
grain in a hair)."
[7524] 2 - (3016) Anas bin Mâlik
narrated that Allah, Glorified
and Exalted is He, continued
Revelation to the Messenger of
Allah
until he died, and the
most Revelation came on the day
that the Messenger of Allah
died.
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[7525] 3 - (3017) It was
narrated from Târiq bin Shihâb
that the Jews said to 'Umar:
"You recite a Verse which, if it
had been revealed among us, we
would have taken that day as a
(day of) festival." 'Umar said: "I
know where it was revealed, on
what day it was revealed, and
where the Messenger of Allah
was when it was revealed. It was
revealed in 'Arafat, when the
Messenger of Allah
was
standing in 'Arafah."
Sufyân said: "I am not sure
whether it was a Friday or not,
meaning (the Verse): '...This day,
I have perfected your religion for
you, completed My Favor upon
you..."111

[7526] 4 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Târiq bin Shihâb said: "The
Jews said to 'Umar: 'If this Verse
- "...This day, I have perfected
your religion for you, completed
My Favor upon you, and have
chosen for you Islam as your
religion... "[21 had been revealed
to us Jews, we would have taken
[1] 41-Mâ'idah 5:3.
[2]A1-Mâ'idah 5:3.
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that day as a (day of) festival.'
'Umar said: 'I know the day on
which it was revealed, and the
hour, and where the Messenger
of Allah
was when it was
revealed. It was revealed on the
night of Friday, when we were
with the Messenger of Allah
in 'Arafat."

[7527] 5 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Jâriq bin Shihâb said: "A
Jewish man came to 'Umar and
said: '0 Commander of the
believers, there is a Verse in your
Book which you recite; if it had
been revealed to us Jews, we
would have taken that day as a
(day of) festival.' He said: 'Which
Verse?' He said: '...This day, I
have perfected your religion for
you, completed My Favor upon
you, and have chosen for you
Islam as your religion..., t1
'Umar said: 'I know the day on
which it was revealed, and the
place in which it was revealed. It
was revealed to the Messenger of
Allah
in 'Arafat, on a
Friday."

Al-Mâ'idah 5:3.
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[7528] 6 - (3018) 'Urwah bin
Az-Zubair narrated that he asked
'Aishah about the Verse in which
Allah, the Mighty and Sublime
says: "And if you fear that you
shall not be able to deal justly
with the orphan girls then marry
(other) women of your choice,
two or three, or four..."['] She
said: "0 son of my sister, that
refers to an orphan girl who is in
the care of her guardian, sharing
his wealth and he admires her
wealth and her beauty, and her
guardian wants to marry her
without giving her a fair dowry or
giving her what someone else
would give her. So they were
forbidden to marry them (such
orphans) unless they were fair to
them, and gave them the full
amount to which they were
entitled for a dowry, and they
were commanded to marry other
women of their choice."
'Urwah said: "Aishah said: 'Then
after this verse (was revealed), the
people began to ask the Messenger
of Allah
about them (orphan
girls) and Allah, Glorified and
Exalted is He, revealed the words:
"They ask your legal instruction
concerning women, say: Allah
instructs you about them, and
about what is recited to you in the
Book concerning the orphan girls
whom you give not the prescribed
portions (as regards dowry and
An-Nisâ' 4:3.
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inheritance) and yet whom you
desire to marry..." 1 She said:
'What Allah, Glorified and
Exalted is He, said to you, is what
is recited to you in the Book, the
first Verse in which Allah says:
"And if you fear that you shall not
be able to deal justly with the
orphan girls then marry (other)
women of your choice..." 21
'Aishah said: 'And Allah says in
the second Verse: "...yet whom
you desire to marry..."[31 as you
would not think of marrying an
orphan girl in your care when she
is lacking in wealth and beauty, so
they were forbidden to marry
orphan women whose wealth and
beauty they desired, unless they
did so fairly."

[7529] ( ... ) 'Urwah narrated that
he asked 'Aishah about the Verse
in which Allah, Blessed and
Exalted is He, said: "And if you
fear that you shall not be able to
deal justly with the orphan
girls..."141 And he narrated a
HadIth like that of Yünus from AzZuhrI (no. 7528), at the end of
which he added: "Because they

[21
[3]
[4}

An-Nisâ' 4:127.
An-Nisâ' 4:3.
An-Nisâ' 4:127.
An-Nisâ' 4:3.
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would not like to many them if
they had little in the way of wealth
and beauty."

175301 7 - (...) It was narrated
from 'Aishah concerning the
Verse in which Allah, Glorified
and Exalted is He, says: "And if
you fear that you shall not be
able to deal justly with the
orphan girls..."111 - that she said:
"This was revealed concerning
the man who has an orphan girl
(in his care), and he is her
guardian and her heir, and she
has wealth but she does not have
anyone to contend on her behalf.
He does not want to arrange her
marriage (to someone else)
because of her wealth, so he
harms her and mistreats her, so
He said: "And if you fear that
you shall not be able to deal
justly with the orphan girls then
marry (other) women of your
choice.. [21 meaning: Those
whom I have made permissible
for you, and leave alone this one
whom you are harming."
[7531] 8 - (...) It was narrated
from 'Aishah concerning the
Verse, "...And about what is
recited unto you in the Book
concerning the orphan girls
[1J
(2]

An-Nisá'4:3.
An-Nisâ' 4:3.
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whom you give not the prescribed
portions (as regards dowry and
inheritance) and yet whom you
desire to marry ......111 - that she
said: "It was revealed concerning
an orphan girl who is in the care
of a man, and she shares in his
wealth, and he is reluctant to
marry her himself, but he does
not want to give her in marriage
to someone else who will share
his wealth. So he prevents her
from marrying, and he does not
marry her himself nor give her in
marriage to someone else."
[7532] 9 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aishah concerning the
Verse, "They ask your legal
instruction concerning women,
say: Allah instructs you about
them ......121 that she said: "This
refers to an orphan girl who is in
the care of a man, and perhaps she
shares his wealth, even the date
palms, and he does not want to
marry her, and he does not want to
give her in marriage to a man who
may share his wealth, so he
prevents her from marrying."
[7533] 10 - (3019) It was
narrated from 'Aishah concerning
the Verse, "...But if he is poor, let
him have for himself what is just
and reasonable... "131 that she said:
"This was revealed concerning the
[1]An-Nisâ' 4:127.
[2]An-Nisâ' 4:127.
[31 An-Nisâ' 4:6.
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guardian of an orphan's wealth,
who looks after it; if he is in need
he may eat from it."

[7534] 11 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Aishah concerning the
Verse, "...And whoever (amongst
guardians) is rich, he should take
no wages, but if he is poor, let him
have for himself what is just and
reasonable..."11' that she said:
"This was revealed concerning the
guardian of an orphan's wealth; if
he is in need he may take some of
his wealth, on a reasonable basis,
according to the orphan's share of
the inheritance."
[7535] ( ... ) Hishâm narrated it
with this chain (a HadIth similar
to no. 7534).

[7536] 12 - (3020) It was
narrated from 'Aishah concerning
the Verse, "When they came upon
you from above you and from
below you, and when the eyes grew
wild and the hearts reached to the
throats..."12' that she said: "That
was the day of (the battle of) AlKhandaq."

[1]An-Nisâ'4:6.
[2]Al-A hzâb 33:10.
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[7537] 13 - (3021) It was
narrated from 'Aishah, may Allah
be pleased with her, (concerning
the Verse) "And if a woman fears
cruelty or desertion on her
husband's part, there is no sin on
them both if they make terms of
peace between themselves; and
making peace is better. And
human inner-selves are swayed by
greed. But if you do good and keep
away from evil, verily, Allah is
Ever Well-Acquainted with what
you do" 11 that she said: "This was
revealed concerning a woman who
is married to a man, and has been
with him for a long time, then he
wants to divorce her, and she says:
'Do not divorce me; keep me and
you have no obligation towards
me.' Then this Verse was revealed."
[7538] 14 - (...) It was narrated
from 'Aishah (concerning the
Verse) "And if a woman fears
cruelty or desertion on her
husband's part..."t21 that she said:
"This was revealed concerning a
woman who is married to a man,
and he no longer wants to be
intimate her, but she has been with
him for so long and she has
children with him, and she does
not want him to leave her, so she
says to him: 'You have no
obligation towards me."

[2]

An-Nisâ' 4:128.
An-Nisâ' 4:128.
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[7539] 15 - (3022) It was
narrated from Hishâm bin 'Urwah
that his father said: 'Aishah, may
Allah be pleased with her, said to
me: "0 son of my sister, they were
commanded to pray for forgiveness
for the Companions of the Prophet
, but they reviled them."
[7540] ( ... ) Hishâm narrated a
similar report (as HadIth no.
7539) with this chain of narrators.
[7541] 16 - (3023) It was
narrated that Sa'eed bin Jubair,
may Allah be pleased with him,
said: "The people of Al-Küfah
differed concerning this Verse:
"And whoever kills a believer
intentionally, his recompense is
Hell..."['] I traveled to see Ibn
'Abbâs and ask him about it and
he said: 'It was the last of the
Revelation to come, and it was
not abrogated by anything."

[7542] 17 - ( ... ) Shu'bah narrated
it with this chain of narrators (a
HadIth similar to no. 7541).

An-Nisâ' 4:93.
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[7543] 18 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Sa'd bin Jubair, may Allah
be pleased with him, said:
"Abdur-Rahmân bin Abza told me
to ask Ibn 'Abbâs for him about
these two Verses: "And whoever
kills a believer intentionally, his
recompense is Hell to abide
therein..."t11 I asked him, and he
said: 'It has not been abrogated
by anything.' And about this
Verse: "And those who invoke
not any other ilâh (god) along
with Allah, nor kill such person
as Allah has forbidden, except for
just cause..."12' He said: 'It was
revealed concerning the people

of Shirk."

[7544] 19 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Sa'eed bin Jubair that Ibn
'Abbâs said: "This Verse was
revealed in Makkah: "And those
who invoke not any other ilâh
(god) along with Allah, nor kill
such person as Allah has
forbidden, except for just cause,
nor commit illegal sexual
[1]
(21

An-Nisâ' 4:93.
Al-Furqân 25:68.
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intercourse - and whoever does
this, shall receive the punishment.
The torment will be doubled to
him on the Day of Resurrection,
and he will abide therein in
disgrace."111 The idolaters said:
'Islam is of no avail for us, because
we have ascribed peers to Allah,
and we have killed those whom
Allah has forbidden killing, and we
have committed immoral deeds.
Then Allah revealed: "Except
those who repent and believe, and
do righteous deeds; for those,
Allah will change their sins into
good deeds, and Allah is OftForgiving, Most Merciful."121
He (Ibn 'Abbâs) said: "As for
the one who enters Islam and
understands it, then kills someone, there is no repentance for
him."
[7545] 20 - (...) It was narrated
that Sa'eed bin Jubair said: "I
said to Ibn 'Abbâs, may Allah be
pleased with them: 'Can one who
killed a believer deliberately
repent?' He said: 'No.' I recited
to him the Verse from Sârat AlFurqân: "And those who invoke
not any other ilâh (god) along with
Allah, nor kill such person as Allah
has forbidden, except for just
cause...", to the end of the Verse,
and he said: 'That is a Makkan
Verse, which was abrogated by the
Verse revealed in Al-Madinah:

[2]

A1-Furqân 25: 68,69.
Al-Furqân 25:70.
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"And whoever kills a believer
intentionally, his recompense is
Hell, to abide therein..."111
In the narration of Ibn Hâshim:
"So I recited to him these Verses
from Al-Furqân: Except those
who repent..." 21
[75461 21 - (3024) It was
narrated that 'Ubaidullâh bin
'Abdullâh bin 'Utbah said: "Ibn
'Abbâs, may Allah be pleased with
them, said to me: 'Do you know
the last Sarah of the Qur'ân to be
revealed in full?' I said: 'Yes:
"When there comes the Help of
Allah and the Conquest."131 He
said: 'You are right."
According to the report of Ibn
AbI Shaybah: "Do you know which
Sarah," not "the last Sarah."

[7547] ( ... ) Abü 'Umais narrated
a similar report (as HadIth no.
7546) with this chain of narrators,
and said: "The last Sarah..."

An-Nisâ' 4:93.
]2]

Al-Furqân 25:70.

131 An-Nasr 110.
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[7548] 22 - (3025) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs, may
Allah be pleased with them, said:
"Some Muslim people met a man
with his small flock of sheep and
he said: 'As-salâmu 'alaikum
(peace be upon you).' They took
him and killed him, then they
took that small flock of sheep.
Then the Verse: "...And say not
to anyone who greets you (by
embracing Islam): "You are not a
believer..."t11 was revealed."

[S

[7549] 23 - (3026) It was narrated
that Abü Ishâq said: "I heard A]Bari' say: 'When the Ansâr
perforr u Hajj and came back,
they used to enter their houses
only from the back. An AnsárI
man came and entered his house
through the door, and something
was said to him about that. Then
this Verse was revealed: It is not
Al-Birr (piety, righteousness) that
you enter the houses from the
back..."

An-Nisâ'4:94.
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Chapter 1. Allah's Saying:
"Has Not The Time Come For
The Hearts Of Those Who
Believe To Be Affected By
Allah's Reminder
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[7550] 24 - (3027) Ibn Mas'üd,
may Allah be pleased with him,
said: "There was no more than four
years between the time when we
became Muslim, and the time when
Allah rebuked us with this Verse:
Has not the time come for the
hearts of those who believe to be
affected by Allah's Reminder. ••,,[2]

Chapter 2. Allah's Saying: 110
Children Of Adam! Take Your
Adornment While Praying"[31

(
[7551] 25 - (3028) It was
narrated that Ibn 'Abbâs, may
Allah be pleased with them, said:
"Women used to circumambulate
the Ka'bah naked, and they
would say: 'Who will give me a
garment for Tawaf, so that she
may cover her private part?' And
she would say:
A1-HadId 57:16.
[2] Al-HadId 57:16.
[31 Al-A 'râf 7:31.
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'Today part of it or all of it is visible,
But what is exposed of it I do
not make it lawful.'
Then this Verse was revealed: 0
Children of Adam! Take your
adornment while praying..."111

Chapter 3. Allah's Saying:
"...And Force Not Your Maids
To Prostitution..."[21
[7552] 26 - (3029) It was
narrated that Jâbir, may Allah be
pleased with him, said: "Abdullâh
bin Ubayy bin Salül used to say
to a slave woman of his: 'Go and
earn something for us (by means
of prostitution).' Then Allah,
Glorified and Exalted is He,
revealed the words: "...And force
not your maids to prostitution, if
they desire chastity, in order that
you may make a gain in the
(perishable) goods of this worldly
life. But if anyone compels them
(to prostitution), then after such
compulsion, Allah is" — regarding
them— "Oft-Forgiving, Most
Merciful."131
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[7553] 27 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from Jâbir, may Allah be pleased
with him, that there was a slave
woman of 'Abdullâh bin Ubayy
(bin Salül) who was called
Musaikah, and another who was
called Umaimah, and he used to
force them into prostitution. They
complained about that to the
Prophet , and Allah revealed:
"...And force not your maids to
prostitution, if they desire
chastity" up to His saying: "OftForgiving, Most Merciful."[']

Chapter 4. Allah's Saying:
"Those Whom They Call Upon
Desire (For Themselves)
Means Of Access To Their
Lord (Allah)..."
[7554] 28 - (3030) It was
narrated from Abü Ma'mar, from
'Abdullâh concerning the Verse:
"Those whom they call upon
desire (for themselves) means of
access to their Lord, as to which of
them should be the nearest..."12'
he said: "A group of jinn had
become Muslim, and they were
being worshipped, and those who
worshipped them continued to
worship them, although a group of
jinn had become Muslim."

[2]

An-Mir 24:33.
Al-Isrâ' 17:57.
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[7555] 29 - ( ... ) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh (concerning the
Verse): "Those whom they call upon
desire (for themselves) means of
access to their Lord..."111 he said:
"A group of humans used to worship
a group of jinn, and the group of jinn
became Muslims, but the humans
persisted in worshipping them. Then
it was revealed: "Those whom they
call upon desire (for themselves)
means of access to their Lord..."121

[7556] ( ... ) It was narrated from
Sulaimân with this chain of
narrators (a HadIth similar to no.
7555).
[7557] 30 - (...) It was narrated
from 'Abdullâh bin Mas'üd, may
Allah be pleased with him,
(concerning the Verse): "Those
whom they call upon desire (for
themselves) means of access to
their Lord..."131 He said: "This
was revealed concerning a group
of Arabs who used to worship a
group of jinn. The jinn became
Muslims, but the humans who
used to worship them were
unaware of that. Then the words
[2]
[31

A1-Isrâ' 17:57.
Al-Isrâ' 17:57.
A1-Isrâ' 17:57.
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"Those whom they call upon
desire (for themselves) means of
access to their Lord..." 11 were
revealed."

Chapter 5. Sârat Barâ'ah (AtTawbah), Al-Anffil And Al-Hashr

:t) - (o
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[7558] 31 - (3031) It was
narrated that Sa'eed bin Jubair
said: "I said to Ibn 'Abbâs, may
Allah be pleased with them: 'Sârat
At-Tawbah?' He said: 'At-Tawbah?
Rather it isAl-Fâdihah (the exposer
of the disbelievers and hypocrites).
It is constantly revealed in it: "...and
of them are some...", "...and of
them are some..." - until they
thought that there would be no one
among them who would not be
mentioned in it.' I said: 'Sârat AlAnfal?' He said: 'That is the Sarah
of Badr.' I said: 'AndAl-Hashr?' He
said: 'It was revealed concerning
Banü An-Nadir."'
Chapter 6. Revelation Of The
Prohibition On Klzamr
[7559] 32 - (3032) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar, may Allah be
pleased with them, said: "'Umar,
may Allah be pleased with him,
delivered a Khutbah from the
Minbar of the Messenger of Allah
. He praised and glorified Allah,
then he said: 'When the prohibiA1-Isrâ' 17:57.
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tion of Khamr was revealed, it was
made from five things; wheat,
barley, dates, raisins and honey,
but Khamr is that which clouds the
mind. And there are three things,
o people, that I wish the Messenger
of Allah had explained in more
detail: (laws pertaining to the
inheritance of) the grandfather,
Al-Kalâlah (when a person dies
leaving no parents and no children)
and some types of Ribâ."
[7560] 33 - ( ... ) It was narrated
that Ibn 'Umar said: "I heard
'Umar bin Al-Khattâb, may Allah
be pleased with him, on the
Minbar of the Messenger of Allah
, saying: '0 people, when the
prohibition of Khamr was revealed
(in the Qur'ân), it was made from
five things: grapes, dates, honey,
wheat and barley, but Khamr is
that which clouds the mind. And
there are three things, 0 people,
that I wish the Messenger of Allah
had explained in detail: (laws
pertaining to the inheritance of)
the grandfather, Al-Kalâlah (when
a person dies leaving no parents
and no children) and some types
of Ribâ."
[7561] ( ... ) A similar HadIth (as
no. 7560) was narrated from Abfl
}layyân with this chain of
narrators, except that in his
IjadIth Ibn 'Ulayyah says grapes,
as Ibn IdrIs said, and in the
IjadIth of 'Elsa it says raisins, as
Ibn Mushir said.
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Chapter 7. Allah's saying:
"These Two Opponents Dispute
With Each Other About Their
,Lord...""]
[7562] 34 - (3033) It was
narrated that Qais bin 'Ubâd said:
"I heard Abü Dharr, may Allah be
;pleased with him, swearing that the
Verse: "These two opponents
dispute with each other about their
Lord..."121 was revealed concerning
those who came out for single
combat on the Day of Badr:
Hamzah, 'All and 'Ubaidah bin AlHânth (may Allah be pleased with
them), and 'Utbah and Shaibah the
two sons of Rabl'ah, and Al-WalId
bin 'Utbah."
[7563] (.4 It was narrated that
Qais bin 'Ubâd said: "I heard Abü
Dharr, may Allah be pleased with
him, swearing that the Verse:
'These two opponents...'[31 was
revealed..." a Hadith like that of
Hushaim (no. 7572).

[1]

Al-Hail 22:19.
121 Al-Hajj 22:19.
131 Al-Hajj 22:19.
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'Abd:
Literally meaning 'a male slave'. Also used as a prefix in many
Muslim male names in conjunction with a Divine Attribute of Allah,
meaning servant or slave. Examples include Abdullah ('Abd-Allâh----servant of Allah), Abdur-Rahmân ('Abd Ar-Rahmân—servant of the Most
Merciful), and Abdul-Khâliq ('Abd Al-Khâliq—servant of the Creator).
'Abid: ( L.J ) One who preoccupies himself with 'Ibâdah (worship) and
shows relatively less interest towards knowledge.
'Abi): (,-,J ) A mixture of saffron with other perfumes.
'Abtah or Bat/id': (.Ji
J) (See Muhassab) Literally means earth
of small pebbles. These are round usually on the course where water flows
at times. Usually this word is used for the former valley between Safa and
Marwah, and an open land between Makkah and Mina called Muhassab.
Abydr 'AIi (L
Li) The name of a place where Shajarah Mosque is
situated, 7 km outside of Al-Madinah.
'Ad: (1) An ancient tribe or nation that lived after the Prophet Noah
. It was prosperous, but naughty and disobedient to Allah, so Allah
destroyed it with violent destructive westerly wind.
Ad-Dabtir: (,..iis)Westerly wind.
Addh( (L,-Le);) Sacrifices.
Adam: () The first human being created by Allah and the first Prophet
sent on earth to establish monotheism as the original religion for mankind.
'Adhd'n: (31)The call for the daily five obligatory prayers is called
'Adhân. The person who calls the 'Adhân is called a Mu'adhdhin. The
'Adhân consists of specific phrases, recited aloud in Arabic prior to
each of the five daily worship times. These phrases are as follows: Allâhu 'Akbar, Allâhu 'Akbar; Allâhu 'Akbar, Allâhu 'Akbar; 'Ash-hadu 'an
Ia 'ilâha 'illallâh, 'Ash-hadu 'an lâ 'ilâha 'illallâh; 'Ash-hadu 'anna Muhammadan Rasal-Ullah, 'Ash-hadu 'anna Muhammadan Rasi2l-Ullâh;
Hayya 'alas-Salâh, Hayya 'alas-Salâh; Hayya 'alaI-Falâh, Hayya 'alal-Falâh; Allâhu 'Akbar, Allâhu 'Akbar; La 'ilâha' illallâh. Upon hearing the
Adhân, Muslims discontinue all activity and assemble at a local mosque
for congregational prayers.
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'Adi: (Ji) Justice and equity. A fundamental value governing all social
behavior, and forming the basis of all social dealings and legal framework in Islam.
'Afdai: (pi) The best.
Contagion. An influence that spreads rapidly.
'Adwd:
'Aha'bish: (t.-' ) The settlers in the Makkan outskirts.
) (sing. Hadith) Sayings and doings of the Prophet
'AJzddith:
Muhammad $.
'A/id: (J) Literally means Covenanta solemn agreement between two
or more persons or groups.
'A/id 'Alastu: (._J
) (Covenant of 'Mast) Before creating human beings,
Allah asked their souls: "Am I not ('Alastu) your Lord?" And they all answered: "Yes! We testily!" At the Resurrection it will be determined whether each individual remained faithful to his original testimony. In other
words, did his actions reflect his pre-creation acceptance of servanthood
and Allah's Lordship? Or did his actions demonstrate that he lived the life
of a denier—one whose life was a denial of the Covenant of 'Mast? This
Covenant is mentioned in Sürat Ar-Ra'd (13:20) and Sürat Yâ-Sin (36:60).
The Old Testament tells of the covenant the Jews made with Allah.
) (Orders) According to Islamic Law, there are five kinds
'AJzkdm:
of orders: 1. Compulsory or obligatory (Wâjib L-3), 2. Desirable or
recommended, ordered without obligation (Mustahabb
), 3.
Lawful, legal, permissible, or allowed (Halâl 3
), 4. Undesirable but
lawful or legal, disliked but not forbidden (Makrüh
5.
Unlawful, forbidden, prohibited and punishable from the viewpoint of
Islam. (Muharram or Harâm
'Aithifi (sing. Hilf) (ik) Covenants and oaths.
'Ahiul-Bayt: (c.J J) Literally means 'the people of the house', a polite
form of addressing the members of the family, including husband and wife.
The words occur in the Noble Qur'ân when angels came to give glad tidings of a son to Prophet Ibrahim
at an old age. See Sürat Hüd (11:73).
Generally the term 'Ahl-Bayt refers to the household of the Prophet .
'Ahiul-HadIth:
ji) Refers to the group of scholars in Islam who
specialize in the study of 'AtzâdIth and its sciences, like Imâm Bukhâri, Imâm
Muslim, Imâm Tirmidhi, Imâm Abu Dãüd, Imâm Mbâni and others.
'Ahlul-'AnId:
i) and ('Awâliyul-Madinah):
Outskirts of Al-Madinah up to a distance of four or more miles. Southeastern part of Al-Madinah in the valleys of Mahzur.
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'AJzIul-Kitdb: ( $J I j) Literally meaning 'People of the Scripture'. This
term, found in the Qur'ân, describes adherents of divinely revealed religions that preceded Islam. Most commonly, the term refers to Jews and
Christians, and confers upon these two groups a special status within Muslim society, owing to the monotheistic basis of their religions.
'Ahlul-Kitdb was-Sunnah:
L)
Literally means 'the People of the Book (the Noble Qur'ân) and the
Sunnah, i.e., the sayings and deeds of the Prophet Muhammad
'Ahludh-Dhimmah: (U JAI) See Dhimmis.
'Ahiul-Baqar: ()Jl j) Those keeping cows.
JAI) See Jabriyyah.
'Ahlul-Jabr:
'Ahiul-Qadar: (Ji ji) See Qadariyyah.
'AJzluI-Qurá': (LJ
i) The town-dwellers.
'AhIuI-'Uqad: (Aii j) The chiefs.
'Ahlur-Rdy: (i) j) Literally means 'the people of opinion'. It refers
to people highly learned in Islam that are consulted on Islamic matters.
'Ahlus-Suffah: (.i..aJ
People of the Platform. See 'Ashâbus-Suffah.
4izmad: (.-i) Ahmad is another name of Muhammad . See the
Noble Qur'ân, Sflrat As-Saff (61:6). See Muhammad for more details.
Alayhis-Salim: ( LJ Jc-) See (Peace be upon him).
A1-'Ahzdb: (,.-tJ ) (The Confederates) 'Ahzâb means parties. This term
is used to describe the different tribes that united together to fight the
Muslims in the battle of the Ditch at Al-Madinah in 627 CE (5 AH).
'Ayyá'mut-Tashriq: (jfl C L!) 11th, 12th and 13th of Dhul-Hijjah. On
these days the pilgrims throw pebbles on Jamrât.
'Ayyim: ( ) A woman who already has a sexual experience, she may be
a widow or a divorced.
(J ) Raising the voice with Talbiyah during Hajj and 'Umrah.
A1-Ajmd: (L.fl) Grazing livestock such as sheep, goats, cattle, camels
and others.
'Ajnâd stands for five regions of Syria—Palestine, Jordan,
Damascus, Hima and Qansarin. (Nawawi)
'A/wah:
) Pressed soft dates, also a kind of high quality dates.
Al-Akhirah: (,_J ) This term refers to Afterlife, Hereafter, and the Next
World and embraces the following ideas: That man is answerable to Allah
That the present order of existence will some day come to an end that when
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that happens, Allah will bring another order into being in which He will resurrect all human beings, gather them together and examine their conduct,
and reward them with justice and mercy, That those who are reckoned good
will be sent to Paradise whereas the evil-doers will be consigned to Hell. That
the real measure of success or failure of a person is not the extent of his prosperity in the present life, but his success in the Afterlife.
Akhydfi (.iL) Uterine brother or sister. Born of the same mother but
by a different father.
This is a part of the beginning Verse of the
AI-Hamdu LilkIh: (W
first Sürah of the Noble Qur'ân. The meaning of it is 'all praise is due
to Allah'. Other than being recited daily during prayers, a Muslim says
this expression after almost every activity of his daily life to thank AlIâh for His favors. A Muslim is grateful to Allah for all His blessings,
and it is a statement of thanks, appreciation, and gratitude from the
creature to his Creator.
'Aynul-Yaqâi: (iJ
) Assured knowledge, assured sight, that which
one sees with the eye.
'Akiyhis-Saldm: (r5LJI d) Peace be upon him (pbuh).
Am: ( 1J i ) (p1. 'Ulamâ') A Muslim religious scholar who has attained a
considerable amount of Islamic knowledge.
Alldh: (4.lJ ) It is an Arabic word of rich and varied meaning, used as the
proper name for God. Derives from the word 'Ilâh which means 'the
One deserving all worship'. Muslims view Allah as the Creator and
Sustainer of everything in the universe, He is the Merciful, the Beneficent, the Magnificent, the Protector, the Provider, the Loving, the
Wise, the Mighty, the Exalted, the Lord, the All-Knowing, the AllHearing, the All-Seeing, the First, the Last, and the Eternal. Who is
Supreme and Incomparable, has no physical form, and has no associates who share in His Divinity. It is exactly the same word as, in Hebrew, the Jews use for God (Eloh), the word which Jesus Christ used
in Aramaic when he prayed to God. Allah has an identical name in
Judaism, Christianity and Islam; Allah is the same God worshipped by
Muslims, Christians and Jews. In the Qur'ân, Allah is described as having at least ninety-nine Divine Names, which describe His Perfect Attributes. Unlike other Divine Names, Allah is the Name which is
invested with the sum of all the Divine Attributes. The name Allah has
no plural and no feminine form.
Allihu 'Akbar: (si AD) This phrase, known as the TakbIr
(Magnification), means 'Allah is the Most Great' and is said by Mus-
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urns at various times. Most often it is pronounced during the daily calls
for prayers, during prayers, when they are happy, and wish to express
their approval of what they hear, when they slaughter an animal, and
when they want to praise a speaker, they also use it to express surprise
thankfulness or fear, thereby reinforcing their belief that all things
come from Allah. Actually it is the most said expression in the world.
A female slave.
'Amah:
'A'null: (JL) The acts of worship.
'AmdlCq: (JLi) A tribe from the progeny of ImlIq bin Laudh bin 'Tram
bin Sam bin Nüh, between the period of Prophet Hud and IbrâhIm,
having big bodies, strong and of arrogant type.
A1-'Amá'nah: (L) The trust, moral responsibility or honesty, and all the
duties which Allah has ordained.
It has been called ambergris and then amber in later times;
Amber:
named after the whale as it is a product that it regurgitates. It is not
the same as as the sap from trees that hardens and is called 'amber'.
'Amth: () Custodian or guardian. Someone who is loyal or faithful.
Amin: () 0 Allah, accept our invocation.
j) The Zakâh (obligatory charity) collector.
'Amiluz-Zakdh:
'AmCr: (.fl) 'AmIr is used in Islam to mean leader or commander.
2) It means commander of the believers.
'Amfrul-Mu'minth:
This title was given to the caliphs after Prophet Muhammad .
'Amlah: () There is a difference over its description. Some say it is a
black and white ram (male sheep), some say rams having more white
color, some say it is pure white, while some say white and red, and
some say black and red.
L) An expression used for separating an introductory
'Amma Bad. (
from the main topics in a speech; the introductory being usually concerned with Allah's praises and glorification. Literally it means 'whatever comes after' or 'then after'.
A plain thick woolen sheet or garment with no
'Anbijá'niyyah:
markings on it.
'Ansdr: (,LiJ) (sing. 'Ansâri) Literally meaning helpers or supporters,
from the inhabitants of
'Ansâr were the Companions of the Prophet
A]-Madinah, who embraced Islam and supported it, and who received
and entertained the Muhâjirin (sing. Muhâjir) who were the Muslim
emigrants from Makkah and other places.
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'Anazah: (J) A spear-headed stick.
'Aqabah: (zJ) A place just outside of Makkah, in Mina where the first
Muslims from Yathrib (Al-Madinah) pledged allegiance to the Prophet
in the year 621 CE. A similar meeting took place the next year when more
Muslims from Yathrib pledged their allegiance to the Prophet .
'Aqd: (.iJ) A contract.
'Aqd Sahih:
i) A legal contract.
'Aqidah: (iJ) Literally means belief. In Islamic terms, it means the
following six Articles of Faith: 1. Belief in Allah, the One God. 2. Belief in Allah's angels. 3. Belief in His revealed Books. 4. Belief in His
Messengers. 5. Belief in the Day of Judgment. 6. Belief in Fate and the
Divine Decree.
'Aqik,h: (ULJ) The near male relatives on the father's side who are
obliged to pay the Diyah (blood money) on behalf of any of the clan's
members who kills a person. (See also 'Asabah and Ashâbul-Furüd.)
A1-'AqIq: (iJ) A valley about seven kilometers west of Al-Madinah.
'Aqi'qah: (a.iJ)It is the sacrificing of one or two sheep on the occasion
of the birth of a child, as a token of gratitude to Allah.
'Aqrá' Halqd: (,iL.- ç) Is just an exclamatory expression, the literal
meaning of which is not meant always. It expresses disapproval.
'Arafah: (2i) The ninth day of the last Islamic month Dhul-Hijjah.
'Arafdt: (A) 'Arafat is a pilgrimage site, a plain about 25 kilometers
southeast of Makkah A1-Mukaramah. Standing on 'Arafat on the 9th of
Dhul-Hijjah and staying there from mid-day to sunset is the essence of
the Hajj (the Pilgrimage). It is on this plain that humanity will be
raised on the Day of Resurrection for questioning and Judgment.
Arba 'i'n:3icIt: () Collections of the forty AhâdIth.
A1'Arba'ah:
) The four compilers of 'Ahâdith. Abu Dâwud, Nasa'i,
Tirmidhi, Ibn Mâjah.
'Arik: (3)J ) A tree from which Siwâk (tooth stick) is made.
'Ariyyah:
(p1. 'Arâyã) A contract of barter in dates. When the
fruits of a designated tree were given as a gift to another person, then
the giver was troubled by the recipient's coming again and again to his
garden to gather the dates, so he was permitted to buy the fresh dates
in return for dried dates. (See Bay'ul-'Ariyyah)
'Arkin: (3 ) ) (sing. Rukn) The elements or essential ingredients of an
act, without which the act is not legally valid.
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'Arkilnul-Islam: ('
)) A term referring to the Five Pillars of
Islam that demonstrate a Muslim's commitment to Allah in ward and
in deed. They are as follows: 1. To testify that none has the right to be
worshipped but Allah and that Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah.
2. To offer the prayers. 3. To observe fasts during the month of Ramadân.4. To pay the Zakât (obligatory charity). 5. To perform Hajj (pilgrimage to Makkah).
Armageddon: (i) The place where the final battle will be fought
between the forces of good and evil (probably so called in reference to
the battlefield of Megiddo). (Rev. 16:16)
'Arsh: (j) Compensation given in case of someone's injury caused by
another person.
'Arsh: (i) The Throne of Allah the Exalted.
'Asabah:
I) All male relatives of a deceased person or a killer, from
the father's side.
'Asabiyyah:
Tribal loyalty, nationalism.
'Asb:
) A very coarse type of Yemenite cloth of cotton threads,
some of them are dyed by means of knots before spinning with others
that are not.
'As-hdbul-'A'rdfi (il
These will be the people who are
neither righteous enough to enter Paradise nor wicked enough to be
cast into Hell.
'As-hdbul-FuriId:
These are the heirs who are the first
responsibility holders to pay the Diyah or the blood money due towards a person. (These are said to be: Husband, wife, father, mother,
grandfatherlather's father, grandmother.father's mother, son's
daughtetgranddaughter, daughter, real sister, uterine brother, uterine
sister, stepbrother. These are the near male relatives on the father's
side like brother, nephew, father's brother etc. In the absence of them,
the 'Asabah are the inheritors, in their absence the legacy or inheritance goes to Dhul-'Arhâm, meaning the relatives through mother's
side like maternal uncle, mother's sister and mother's father etc.
'As-hdbush-Shajarah:
Those Companions of the Prophet
who took oath to defend the religion against Quraysh at Hudaibiyah.
'As-hdbus-Suffah: (.aJI
i) Some Muslims who had migrated from
Makkah, had no place to live and they were very poor people. The
Prophet of Islam built a large platform Suffah of bricks and clay in the
mosque for these people to rest at night. He also built a canopy to
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protect them from the heat of the sun during the day. The canopy was
covered by date-palm leaves and branches. As the place was called Suffah, therefore the people who stayed there were called as 'As-hâbusSuffah or 'Ahlus-Suffah. They were about eighty men or more who
used to stay and have religious teachings in the Prophet's mosque in
Al-Madinah. Whosoever belonged among them is today recognized as
an eminent personality of Islam. Suffah, a place that was once the refuge of the poor and the shelterless, became the centre of learning and
excellence. It was there the first University of Islam came into being.
'As-hdbusSunan: (J
The compilers of the Prophetic 'Ahâdith
on Islamic jurisprudence.
Al-'Ashhurul-Hurum:
The sacred months. The months of
Dhul-Qa'dah, Dhul-Hijjah, Muharram and Rajab.
Al-'Asharatul-Mubashsharah: (_J
Ji) The ten Companions that
were given the glad tiddings of assurance of entering Paradise. They
were Abu Bakr, 'Umar, 'Uthman, 'Ali, 'Abdur-Rahmân bin 'Awf, Abu
'Ubaidah bin Jarrah, Talhah bin 'Ubaidullah, Zubair bin Awwâm, Sa'd
bin Abu Waqqâs and Sa'eed bin Zaid.
Ash-Shdm: (rLJ) The region comprising Syria, Palestine, Lebanon and
Jordan.
'AshiIrd': (LJi) The 10th of the month of Muharram (the first month
of the Islamic calendar).
Al-'Asmd'ul-Husnd:
L1) The term Al-'Asmá'ul-Husnâ, literally
meaning the 'most excellent names' is used to express Allah's most
Beautiful Names and His most Perfect Attributes. These are atleast 99
in number.
'Asmd'ur-Rtjdl: (J-)i
The science of Biographies of Narrators.
¶Asr:
It is the afternoon prayer, the third obligatory prayer of the
day. It can be offered between mid afternoon and a little before sunset.
It is also the name of Sñrah 103 of the Noble Qur'ân.
As-SakImu 'Alaykum:
J) This is an expression Muslims say
whenever they meet one another. It is a statement of greeting meaning
'peace be upon you'. The appropriate response is Wa'A laykumus-Salam, meaning 'and peace be upon you also'. The extended forms of it
are As-Salâmu 'Alaykum wa Rahmatullâh meaning 'peace be upon you
and mercy of Allah' and As-Salâmu 'Alaykum wa Rahmatullâhi wa
Barakâtuhu meaning 'peace be upon you and mercy of Allah and His
blessings.' The response will also be changed accordingly.
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'AsiaghflrulkIh: (4.th ,ikz) This is an expression used by a Muslim when
he wants to ask Allah's forgiveness. The meaning of it is 'I ask Allah's
forgiveness'.A Muslim says this phrase many times, when he is talking
to another person, when he abstains from doing wrong, or even when
he wants to prove that he is innocent of an incident. After every payer,
a Muslim says this statement three times.
A1-'Aswa7
Name of the area of Al-Madinah that Allah's
Messenger
made sacred. (An-Nihâyah) Bayhaqi said it to be the
wall around A]-Madinah. (Sunan Al-Kubrâ)
Athdr: (eii) Sayings of the Sahâbah, the Companions of the Prophet jW,.
4tfrah: (.Ji) A sacrifice offered during the month of Rajab (in Jâhiliyyah
and it was canceled after Islam). It was also called Rajabiyyah.
4tzId: (.J ) A young sheep that is old enough (of about one year) to
fend for itself and no longer needs its mother.
J
4.U1
'A'iIdhu BilkIhi müwsh-Shaytdnir-Rajim: (,_-)
) This is
an expression and a statement that Muslims have to recite before reading
the Qur'ân, before speaking, before doing any work, before a supplication,
before doing ablution, before entering the washroom, and before doing
many other daily activities. The meaning of this phrase is 'I seek refuge in
Allah from the outcast Satan'. Satan is the source of evil and he always
tries to misguide and mislead people, so Muslims recite this expression to
keep them safe from the whispering of Satan.
Awliyd': (LJ,) (p1. of Wall) Literally means friend. But in Islamic
terminology it refers to the close friends of Allah.
Awrah: (;,..J ) Nakedness. Parts of the body that are not to be exposed
to others. For men this is from the navel to the knee. For women it is
all of her body except the hands, feet and face.
Al-Awdlil
Villages surrounding Al-Madinah.
'Awtuliyul-Madinah:
)) See Ahlul-'AnId.
Al- 'Awá'mir: ( ,J I) Snakes living in houses.
'Awdq: (3 jl) (sing. Uqiyyah also called Waqiyyah) 5 'Awâq = 22 Silver
Riyals of Yemen or 200 Silver Dirhams (i.e., 640 grams approx.; 12
Uqiyyah is equal to 40 tolas). [Uqiyyah is 40 dirhams, and 5 'Awâq is 200
dirhams. It may be less or more according to different countries. (Sindi)]
[An ounce; for silver 119.4 grams, for other substances 127/128 grams,
modem use of ounce 28.349 grams.]
'Awq4/ (JD) Property voluntarily transferred to a charity or trust to
be used for public benefits.
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jL) See Wasq.
'Awsdq or 'Awsuq:
'Awwdbâz: (
) This prayer's time is stated to be when the hooves of the
young ones of camels begin to be scorched with the extremity of the heat.
Obviously it is a little before the decline of the sun from its zenith.
Ayah: ( ) (p1. Ayât) Ayah means a proof, evidence, verse, lesson, sign,
miracle, revelation, etc. The term is used to designate a Verse in the
Qur'ân. There are over 6,600 Verses in the Qur'ân.
i) The bright days or the moonlit days. The 13th,
'Ayyá'm Ba!:
14th and 15th of every lunar month when the moon is at its full.
'Ayya'mul-Jahiliyyah: (Z..L L.J L) A term designating a state of ignorance
and immorality. It is a combination of views, ideas, and practices that
totally defy and reject the guidance sent down by God through His
Prophets. This term is commonly used by Muslims to refer to the preIslamic era in Arabia. 'Ayyâmul-Jâhiliyyah, or 'the days of Ignorance'
in the books of history, indicate the period before the prophethood of
Muhammad when immorality, oppression, and evil were rampant.
'Ayydmut-Tashr(q:
Li) 11th, 12th and 13th of Dhul-Hijjah. On
these days the pilgrims throw pebbles on Jamarât.
Ayatui-Kurs (,5J ) Verse No. 255 in Sürat Al-Baqarah.
4zfcIr: (.i1) A type of incense.
'Az!: (Ji) Coitus Interruptus. Coitus in which the penis is withdrawn
prior to ejaculation.
'AzkIm: (j ) Literally means 'arrows'. Here it means arrows used to
seek good luck or a decision, practiced by the Arabs of pre-Islamic period of Ignorance.
L) The name of one of the gates of Jannah
Bdbur-Rayydn:
(Paradise) through which the people who often observe fasting will enter on the Day of Judgment.
Bdbus-Saldm: (LJ
L) It is one of the famous gates of the Sacred
Mosque in Makkah.
Badanah: (U ) (p1. Budn) A camel driven to be offered as a sacrifice by
the pilgrims at the sanctuary of Makkah.
Bddhaq or Bd'dhiq: (j U ) An alcoholic drink made from the juice of
grapes by slowly boiling it down until two-thirds of it has gone.
Bddiyah: (Ui) (p1. Bawâdi) A desert or semi-arid environment.
Badr: () A place about 150 kilometer to the south of Al-Madinah,
where the first great battle in Islamic history took place between the
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early Muslims and the infidels of Quraysh in the second year of Hijrah
(624 CE). The Muslim army consisted of 313 men and the Quraysh
had a total of about 1,000 soldiers, archers and horsemen. Eventhough
the Muslims were outnumbered, the final result was to their favor. [See
Sürat Al-Anfâl (8:5-19, 42-48) and SiIrat Al-Imrân (3:13).]
Bahânah:
I) (p1. Bahâ'im) signifies every quadruped animal (of which the
beasts of prey are excluded). BahImah thus refers to goats, sheep and cows.
A1-Bahfrah: (;>J ) A milking she-camel, whose milk used to be spared
for idols and other false deities.
Bay':(J ) Literally means sale. It is also taken to mean exchanging a
commodity for another commodity. Commonly used as a prefix in referring to different types of sales.
Bay'ul-'Inah:
) One form of it is that suppose a person asks
someone to lend him a certain amount of money, he refuses the money
in cash, instead offers him an article at a higher price than his demand
of the required money, and later on buys the same article from him at
a less price, i.e., equal to his required money. In this way, he makes
him indebted for the difference.
Bay'ul-'Ariyyah: (J
) (p1. 'Ara Cyâ) It is a kind of sale by which the
owner of an 'AriyyaE is allowed to sell the fresh dates while they are
still over the palms by means of estimation, for dried plucked dates because of the irritation of again and again coming of him whom the gift
was given, so they give him from their stock. 'Ariyyah is lawful for an
amount of five Wasq while one Wasq is of sixty SA'. (See SahIh AlBukhâri, Vol.3, Ahâdith Nos. 389, 394 and 397).
A1-Bay'u1-Bdtt: (U J) Absolute sale.
A1-Bay'ul-Bdtil: (JiU .Ji) Vain sale (that a Muslim sells unlawful things,
e.g., wine, pigs).
Bay 'ul-Gharar: (J I ) Uncertainty, hazard, chance or risk, ambiguity and
uncertainty in transactions. Technically, selling something which has not
yet been obtained, for example, selling eggs which have not yet been hatched, or an event where assurance or non-assurance is subject to chance
and thus not known to parties of a transaction. Can also mean uncertainty or a hazard that is likely to lead to a dispute in a contract. AlGharar is also said to be selling goods that appear sound but contain
some hidden fault or concerning which something is unclear.
The sale of a pregnant animal.
Bay'u Habalil-Habalah: (Z,,Jl
There were two forms of this trade, the example of the first form is
that to buy an offspring of an animal which itself is yet to be born by
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making the payment in advance. Second form is to sell an animal on
condition to have the offspring of the sold animal. Both forms of this
kind of transaction are prohibited.
The sale of pebble. When the seller says to the
Bay'ul-Hasdt: (;LaJ1
buyer, "I sell you the goods that the pebble falls on with a certain sum of
money." It is forbidden in Islam. It was observed in three ways: (i) the seller throws pebbles onto the goods and gives the buyer whatever the pebbles
land on; (ii) the seller sells land then tells the purchaser that he will get the
land as far as a pebble thrown by the seller reaches; (iii) the seller tells the
purchaser that he has the option to change his mind until he (the seller)
throws a pebble, at which point the transaction becomes binding.
Bay'uI-Istisnd':
) This is a kind of sale, where a commodity is
transacted before it comes into existence. It means to order a manufacturer to manufacture a specific commodity for the purchaser. If the
manufacturer undertakes to manufacture th - goods for him with material
from the manufacturer, the transaction of Istisnâ' comes into existence.
But it is necessary for the validity of lstisnâ' that the price is fixed with the
consent of the parties and that necessary specification of the commodity
(intended to be manufactured) is fully settled between them. This kind of
sale, used as a mode of financing, is also called Parallel Istisnâ'.
Bay'ul-Khiydr: (LJ
) Optional sale.
A kind of sale practiced in the pre-Islamic
Bay'ul-MakIqth: (i Li
period of Ignorance. One would pay the price of a she-camel that was
not yet born.
Bay 'ui-Mu 'á'wamah: (
J
) Selling the produce of a tree for many
years ahead.
Bay'ui-Muhdqaiah: (a tJ
) It is the estimate of wheat in the harvest
(corn ears) and selling them for the same amount in weight.
) To lend the land or rent against a part
Bay'ui-Mukhdbarah:
of the produce like half or one third. It is forbidden because may be
there no produce.
Bay'ul-Mukluidarah:
) The sale of grain or vegetables before
it is ripe and that they are free from diseases and blights, and their
benefit is evident.
Bay'ul-MukImasah: ( 5Li
) A sale in which thedeal is completed if
the buyer touches the item, without seeing or checking it properly. It is
usually done in the night and two men trade garments with each other
by feeling or touching the garments by hands.
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Bay'ul-Mundbadhah: (iLJ
) A sale in which the deal is completed
when the seller throws a thing to the buyer, giving him no opportunity
to see, touch or check it. Usually two men trade garments with each
other by throwing garments to another.
Bay'ul-Muqdyadah:
Sale of things for things corresponding
Lz~i
nearly with barter, but the thing' is here opposed to 'obligations', so it
is properly an exchange of specific for specific things.
Bay'uI-Muzdbanah:
) The sale of fresh dates for dried dates by
measure, and the sale of fresh grapes for dried grapes by measure. In both
cases the dried fruits are measured while the fresh ones are only estimated
as they are still on the trees. This term is mostly used for fruits.
Bay'ul-Muzayadah:
) Public sale.
Bay'un-Najsh:
A trick (of offering a very high price) for
something without tEe intention of buying it but just to allure and
cheat somebody else who really wants to buy it although it is not worth
such a high price.
Final sale.
Bay'un-Ndjiz: (~,LJI
Bay'us-Sakifi
) A sale in which the price is paid at once for
goods to be delivered later.
Bay'us-Salam (Bay'us-SalaJ): (iLi
1J1
It is also called Bay'usSalaf. This term refers to the advance payment for goods which are delivered later. Normally, no sale can be effected unless the goods are in existence at the time of the bargain. But this type of sale is the exception to
the general rule provided the goods are defined and the date of delivery is
fixed. The objects of this type of sale are mainly tangible but exclude gold
or silver as these are regarded as having monetary value. Barring these,
Bay'us-Salam covers almost all things which are capable of being definitely
described as to quantity, quality and workmanship. One of the conditions
of this type of contract is advance payment; the parties cannot reserve
their option of rescinding it but the option of revoking it on account of a
defect in the subject matter is allowed. It is also applied to a mode of financing adopted by Islamic banks. It is usually applied in the agricultural sector, where the bank advances money for various inputs to receive a share
in the crop, which the bank sells in the market.
Bay'us-Sarfi
) An exchange of obligations for obligations. The
usual objects of this contract are dirhams and dinars, which being obligations; the definition is generally correct.
Bay'ut-Talji'ah:
) Simulated sale, protective sale.
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) Released at cost price.

Bay'uth-Thunyd or Bay'ul-Istithnd': (Lfl
) Selling a thing
c
leaving a part of it. For example, selling his fruits but except a part of it.
Bay'ul-'Urbun: (3J
) Earnest sale. The buyer pays some of the cost
to the seller. If the buyer takes the goods, the paid money will be part
of the price, but if the buyer rejected the goods, the paid money will be
of the seller.
Bay'ul-Wadi'ah: (Ji ) Resale at a loss.
Bay'ah: (J) A pledge or an oath of allegiance given by the citizens
etc., to their Imâm (Muslim ruler or leader) to be obedient to him according to the Islamic religion.
Baydd': (u.Ji) A place to the south of Al-Madinah on the way to Makkah.
Baytul-Mdl: (JUt
) An Islamic treasury intended for the benefit of the
Muslims and the Islamic state and not for the leaders or the wealthy.
A1-Baytu1-MamiIr: (.Jt Jt) Allah's House over the seventh heaven.
Baytul-Maqdis: (iit
) It is popularly referred to as BaytulMuqaddas. Also known as Aqsâ Mosque, the famous mosque in AlQuds (Jerusalem). It was the first Qiblah (prayer direction) of Islam.
Then Allah ordered Muslims to face the first House of Allah, the Ka'bah, at Makkah (Saudi Arabia). Baytul-Maqdis is the third most sacred
place in the Islamic world, the first being the Sacred Mosque (Masjidul-Harâm) in Makkah, and the second being the Masjid NabawI (the
Mosque of the Prophet
. It is from the surroundings of Baytul
Maqdis that Prophet Muhammad utf, ascended to heaven.
Baytul-Midrds: ( L ,Ut
) A place in A]-Madinah (and it was a Jewish
centre).
Bay'atur-Ridwdn:
) (Pledge of Contentment) The oath and
pledge taken by the Companions at Hudaibiyah in the year 6 H to
fight Quraysh in case they harmed 'Uthmân who had gone to negotiate
with them and reported to have been taken captive.
Bakkah: (_<) Another name for Makkah. (See the Noble Qur'ân, AlImrân 3:96)
BakIm: (L) Means an ox.
BakIt: (Ut) A place in Al-Madinah between the mosque and the
marketplace.
Balah: (CUt) The date once it begins to ripen.
Biligh: ( Ut) The one who has reached the age of maturity and is an adult.
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) A two-year-old male camel.
) One-year-old male camel.

Band Asfar: (i
) The Byzantines (the Romans).
Band Israel: (J-L4 ,) Literally means the Children of Israel. It refers
to the progeny of Prophet Ya'qub .
Al-Baqi: (iJ) Also called Baqi' Al-Gharqad or Jannatul-BaqI'. The
cemetery of the people of A]-Madinah; many of the family members
and Companions of the Prophet
are buried in it.
Barakah: (5i) Literally means blessing or Divine grace.
Barfd: (J) See Burud.
BdrakalkIh: (4fl .iL) This is an expression meaning 'may the blessings of
Allah (be upon you)'.When a Muslim wants to thank another person,
he uses different statements to express his thanks, appreciation, and
gratitude. One of them is to say Bârakallâh.
Barrah: (J) Pious.
Barzakh: (J) Literally means partition or barrier. In Islamic terminology,
it usually means the life in the grave, because the life in the grave is the
interspace between the life on earth and the life in the Hereafter. Life in
the Barzakh is real, but very different from the life we know. Its exact nature is known only to Allah. It is during our life in the Barzakh that we will
be asked about Allah, our faith and the Prophet .. We will also be shown
the Jannah (Paradise) and the Jahannum (Hell) there and which of these
two places we will occupy after we are judged.
Basmalah: (J ) The recitation of Bisrnillâh (Bismillâhir-RahmânirRahIm In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful).
It is said before any act or activity of importance, such as reciting the
Qur'ân, traveling, eating a meal, rising from sleep, etc.
Bathd':
See 'Abtah.
Bá'til: (JiLi) Falsehood, null and void.
Batshah: (i.Ji) Grasp.
Bawddi' (J) See Bâdiyah.
Bid'ah: (LJ) Any heresy or innovated practice introduced in the religion
of Allah which have no basis in the Qur'ân or Sunnah and to regard these
new things as acts of Ibâdah. The Prophet
said that every Bid'ah is a
deviation from the true path and every deviation leads to Hell-fire.
Bikr: (35Ji) A virgin.
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) Two year old she-camel.

Bint Makhdd:
) One year old she-camel.
Bisdt: (.lLJi) Anything that can be spread on the ground, be a mat, a
carpet or a piece of cloth.
BismilkIhir-RahmcInir-Rahuin: (,,)l
AD
In the Name of
Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful. This is the first Verse of
Sürat Al-Fâtihah (Chapter 1) of the Noble Qur'ân. While reciting the
Qur'ân, it is to be read immediately after one reads the phrase: A'udhu
Billâhi minash-Shaytânir-RajIm (I seek refuge in Allah from the outcast Satan). It is also recited before doing any daily activity.
Bi'thah: (J) The beginning of the Prophet's mission, his call to
prophethood in 610 CE.
Bit': (J) Mead. Intoxicating drink made from fermented honey or
honeycombs, barlee sprouts and water.
Black Muslims: A term designating African-Americans who adhere to the
teachings of the organization known as the Nation of Islam. So-called
'Black Muslims' are not to be confused with Muslims (followers of universal Islam) of African-American or African origin. Likewise, the Nation of Islam, a nationalistic organization, is not to be confused with
the mainstream, universal world religion Islam.
Bu'dth:
A place about two miles from Al-Madinah where a battle
took place between the Ansâr tribes of Aus and Khazraj before Islam.
Budn: (iJ) (sing. Badanah) Camels to be offered as sacrifice by the
pilgrims at the sanctuary of Makkah.
Buhtdn: (
J ) A false accusation, calumny, slander.
BuliIgh: (L,Li) Puberty
Burá'q:
A white animal having wings, bigger than a donkey and
smaller than a horse, it carried the Prophet Muhammad
from
Makkah to Jerusalem and from there to heavens during his miraculous
Night Journey and Ascension (Isrâ' and Mi'râj) in 619 CE.
Burd or Burdah:
Ji) A Yemeni cloth. A black squared narrow
dress. Also a sheet with a woven border.
Burnus: (Ji) (p1. Barânis) A type of hooded cloak called burnous.
Burqu': (i) A covering dress worn by women.
Burud: (p1. Bar(d) The distance equal to sixteen Farsakhs.
Busr: (J ) Partially ripe dates that have begun to take on a red or yellow color.
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Busrá':
is a city in Harran in the south of Damascus in Syria.
Buthdn: (3.) A valley in Al-Madinah.
CE: Christian Era or Common Era. It is used instead of AD in Islamic
text referring to the dates before the Hijrah (migration) of the Prophet
Muhammad iL,, from Makkah to Al-Madinah.
Dabb: (Ji) (Mastigure) A lizard that grows to be a foot or longer.
They are not the same as the gecko for which there are orders, or encourangement to kill.
Dab'u: (ii) Hyena (Charkh or Lakkar Bhaggah).
Ad-Dab,Ir: (.AJi) Westerly wind.
Daffi (Li.d ) Tambourine used in Arabia.
DaghlbCs:
Dahn:

(sing. Daghabüs) Snake cucumbers.
) Any thick oil applied to hair.

Dd'f (jL.fl) (p1. Du'ât) Muslim missionary involved in Da'wah (preaching).
Dayya'n: (3L-d i ) Allah; the One Who judges people from their deeds after
calling them to account.
Daydi: (J-idi) (Al-MasIh Ad-Dajjâl JU~-_dl
Antichrist, False
Christ or Pseudo Messiah, also known as the one-eyed Dajjâl. He will
be from among the Jews and will appear before Qiyâmat (Resurrection). He will cause a lot of corruption in the world and will eventually
be killed by Prophet 'Eisa (Jesus)
Damm: (f-01) An expiation for a missed or wrongly practiced obligatory
religious act, usually in the form of sacrificing an animal (term specially
used regarding expiation of missed or wrongly performed acts of Hajj
and 'Umrah).
Ddniq: (jib) A coin equal to one-sixth of a dirham.
Ddrul-'Ahd: (Ji ) b) Country linked in a peace treaty.
Ddrul-Bawdr:
The abode of perdition.
Ddrul-Fand': (Jub) The abode which passes away (earth).
Ddrul-Ghuriir:
The abode of delusion.
DIrul-Harb:
)b) It means Domain of War, and refers to the
territory under the control of disbelievers, which is on terms of active
or potential conflict with the Domain of Islam, and presumably hostile
to the Muslims living in its domain.
Ddrul-IskIm: (L
b) It means Domain of Islam, and refers to the
territory under the control of the believers.
.
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Ddrul-Khildfah: (iJ,L) The seat of Imâm or KhalIfah.
Ddrul-Kufr: (LQ
) It means Domain of Disbelief, and refers to the
territory under the control of the disbelievers.
Ddrul-Qardr: (rd) The blessed abode (paradise).
Ddru1-QadI': ( LiJ L) Justice House (court).
Ddrul-Qardr: ,iiflL) The abode that abides.
Ddrus-Saldm: (LJ ,) The abode of peace.
Ddrush-ShuhadA': (i,b) The Home of Martyrs.
Da 'wah: (;J ) The act of inviting others to Islam. Propagation of Islam
through word and action, calling the people to follow the commandments of Allah and His Messenger Muhammad .
DIwild: (L) Prophet David, a Prophet of Allah mentioned in the
Qur'ân and the Old Testament.
Dayn: (l) Loan or debt.
Deen: (yU) The meaning of the word Deen is obedience. A term
commonly used to mean 'religion', but actually referring to the totality
of Muslim beliefs and practices. Thus, 'Islam is a Deen' means Islam is
the complete way of life.
Dhabh: (Ji ) Slaughtering small animals by cutting their jugular vein
only at the root of the neck, in comparison Nahr is slaughtering the
camels by poking the jugular vein with a spear or sharp item.
Dhan-Nis'ah:
) The one with the rope. (See Azâdith 2690 and
2691, Sunan Ibn Mâjah)
i) MIqât for the pilgrims coming from Iraq.
Dhdt 'Irq: (j
Dhdtun-Nitlqayn: (iUJ
i) It literally means a woman with two belts,
and refers to Asma', the daughter of Abu Bakr (. She was named so by
the Prophet
DhdturRiqI': (t})'
It is name of a Ghazwah and it may be
translated as 'the one having stripes'. Muslims were suffering from an
extreme poverty, they were bare-footed without shoes, when their feet
blistered, they wrapped them with rags and tattered clothes. Thus this
battle came to be known as DhâturRiqâ'.
Dhilih: (ii) An animalmale hyena.
Dhikr: (s.ii ) The Mention or Remembrance of Allah through verbal or
mental repetition of His Divine Attributes or various religious formulas
such as Subhân-Allâh (Glorified is Allah), Al-Hamdu Lillâh (praise is
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due to Allah), Allâhu Akbar (Allah is the Most Great), or the recitation of special invocations.
,i diii) A non-Muslim living
Dhimmi' or Ahludh-Dhimmah: (iil
under the protection of an Islamic government, and has been guaranteed protection of his rights . life, property and practice of their
religion, etc. He is exempt from duties of Islam like military and Zakah
but must instead pay a tax called Jizyah. Historically, Jews and Christians traditionally received this status due to their belief in One God,
but others such as Zoroastrians, Buddhists and Hindus were also included. Dhimmis (protected) had full rights to practice their faith and
implement their own religious laws within their communities.
Dhul-'Arhdm or Dhur-Rahm: (-)i is 91
) Kindred of blood
from mother's side, like mother's father (grandfather), sister's son, son
of the daughter (grandson), maternal uncle, etc.
Dhul-FarI'id:
) Those persons whose share of inheritance is
described in the Qur'ân are called Dhul-Farâ'id, and the rest are 'Asabah (aJ).
Dhul-Hzjjah: (J) The twelfth month of the Islamic calendar. The
month in which the great pilgrimage to Makkah takes place.
Dhul-Hulayfah: (AJ.>J ) The Miqât of the people of Al-Madinah now
called Abyâr 'Ali.
Dhul-Khalasah: (i.4J ) Al-Ka'bah Al-Yamâniyah, a house in Yemen
where idols used to be worshipped. It belonged to the tribes of Khath'am and Bujaylah.
Dhul-Qa'dah:
) The eleventh month of the Islamic calendar.
Dhul-Qarnayn:
I j z) A great ruler in the past who ruled all over the world
and was a true believer. His story is mentioned in the Qur'ân (18:83).
) Relatives, kinsfolk.
Dhul-Qurbá': (
Dhti Mahram:
) A male, whom a woman can never marry because
of close relationship (e.g., a brother, a father, a son, a brother's son, a
sister's son, an uncle from either side etc.). See Mahram.
Dhun-Nimn: (iJ
) Jonah, Jonas. It is the nickname given to Prophet
Yunus because of his story with the whale that swallowed him, and
then threw him ashore.
Dhun-Nilrayn:
) It means 'Possessor of the Two Lights'. It is
used to refer to 'Uthman bin 'Affân (because he married two of the
Prophet's daughters.
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Dlii Tuwl: (L l ) A well-known well in Makkah. In the lifetime of the Prophet
, Makkah was a small city and this well was outside its precincts. Now-adays Makkah is a larger city and the well is within its boundaries.
DIbáj: (cLi) Pure silk cloth, silk brocade.
, one dinâr
Dindr: (,i) Gold coinage; in the days of the Prophet
was having the weight of 4.4 grams of gold.
Dhird': (t..U) Cubit. any of various ancient units of length based on the
length of the forearm from the elbow to the tip of the middle finger
and usually equal to about 18 inches (45.7 centimeters).
Dirdyah: (,i) Cognizance, observation, note, remark.
Dirham:
A silver coin weighing 50 grains of barley with cut ends.
Name of a unit of currency, usually a silver coin used in the past in
several Muslim countries and still used in some of them, such as Morocco and United Arab Emirates.
Diyah: (i) Blood money (for wounds, killing etc.), compensation paid
by the killer to the relatives of the victim (in unintentional cases).
Du'd': (.ii) Supplication, prayer, request, plea; invoking Allah for whatever
one desires. It is distinct from Salât (formal worship or prayer). Personal
Du'âs can be made in any language, whereas Salât (prayer) is performed in
Arabic. Muslims make Du'âs for many reasons and at various times, such as
after Salat, before eating a meal, before retiring to sleep, or to commemorate an auspicious occasion such as the birth of a child.
Dubbd': (L.iJ) Gourd, squash and pumpkin. Also a name of a pot made
from gourd in which NabIdh used to be prepared, and used to hold
alcoholic drinks. Also called Qara' or Tounmba.
Duhi:
Forenoon (prayer). Its time begins a little after the
beginning of Ishrâq, i.e., sunrise, meaning when the sun gains considerable height and lasts until before noon.
Dunyd: (U.th) This world or life, as opposed to the Hereafer that is the
next life.
'Eid:
An Arabic word to mean a festivity, a celebration, and a feast.
Muslims celebrate two major religious celebrations known as 'Eidul-Fitr
(which takes place after Ramadân), and 'Eidul-'Adhâ (which occurs at the
time of the Hajj). A traditional greeting used by Muslims around the time
of 'Eid is 'Eid Mubârak, meaning 'May your celebration be blessed'. A
special congregational 'Eid prayer, giving charity to the needy persons, visiting the family members and friends, wearing new clothing, specially-prepared foods and sweets, and gifts for children characterize these events.
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Eidul-'Adhd:
c) Literally means 'the Feast of the Sacrifice'. A
four-day celebration from tenth to the thirteenth day of Dhul-Hijjah
that completes the rites of pilgrimage. The tenth is the day of Nahr
(sacrifice) and eleventh to thirteenth are the days of TashrIq.This event
commemorates Prophet Ibrahim's obedience to Allah by being prepared to sacrifice his only son Ismâ'il (Ishmael).
Eidul-Fitr: lJ ..i.) Literally means 'the Feast of breaking the Fast'. A
three-day celebration after fasting the month of Ramadân as a matter
of thanks and gratitude to Almighty Allah. It takes place on the first of
Shawwal, the tenth month of the Islamic calendar.
'Eisd or 'Isi:
Jesus, an eminent Prophet in Islam. Muslims believe
that Maryam (Mary), the mother of Jesus, was a chaste and pious woman, and that God miraculously created Jesus in her womb. After his
birth, he began his mission as a sign to humankind and a Prophet of
God, calling people to righteousness and worship of God alone. Muslims do not believe Jesus was crucified, but rather that God spared him
such a fate and ascended him to Heaven.
Fadak: (.b..) (also Fidak) A town near A]-Madinah.
Fdhish: (-uJ) One who talks evil.
Fajr: (i i) The dawn or early morning before sunrise, and denotes the
prime time for prayer, also the name of the first obligatory Salât (prayer)
of the day to be offered at any time between the first light of dawn and just
before sunrise. Sflrah 89 of the Noble Qur'ân has also this name.
Faqth: (4.JI) (p1. Fuqaha') An Islamic scholar who is an expert on
Islamic jurisprudence (Fiqh), and can give an authoritative legal opinion or judgment.
Faqfr: (&J) (p1. Fuqarâ') A poor person.
FaraQ)J) In Jâhiliyyah, the firstborn of a she-camel or sheep was
sacrificed for their deities, or when anyone became the owner of 100
camels' flock, or a meal given on the occasion of the birth of camels.
Fard'id: (ii) See FarIdah.
Faraq: (j)J) A bowl measuring about 16 Ratls or ounces, i.e., about 10
liters or 3 Sâ'.
Fard: (L,.eJ) Obligatory. In Islam it refers to those acts and things which
are compulsory on a Muslim. Abandoning or abstaining from a Fard
act is a major sin. To reject a Fard act amounts to Kufr (disbelief). It
is also used in reference to the obligatory part of Salat (prayers). Also
obligatory share of inheritance.
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a) An action which is obligatory on every Muslim

Collective duty (a duty on the whole
Fard Kifdyah: (ZUS
community). However, if the duty has been fulfilled by a part of that
community then the rest are not obliged to fulfill it, but if no one carries it out all incur a collective guilt.
Farâlah: ()J) (p1. Farâ'id) An enjoined duty.
FarrtIj: (cj3iH) A Qabâ' opened at the back.
Farsakh:
) (Parasang. Persian unit of distance) A distance of three
miles (approx.) or five and a half kilometers or (12000) Twelve thousand yards.
FdrtIq: (j,uJ) It means 'One who distinguishes the truth from
falsehood.' This name was given to 'Umar bin Khattab (.
Fasi:
Separation. After each Sürah separation occurs through
Basmalah, the recitation of Bismillâhir-Rahmânir-RahIm.
Fdsiq: (j ui) Transgressor, evildoer, disobedient. A person of corrupt
moral character who engages in various sins. The one who commits
Fisq.
Fatdt: (l) A female slave or a young lady.
A1-Fdtihah: (uJi) Arabic word meaning 'the Opening', the first Sürah
(chapter) of the Noble Qur'ân.
Fatwd: (,ui) (pl. Fatâwâ) A legal verdict given on a religious basis. The
sources on which a Fatwa is based are the Noble Qur'ân, and the Sunnah of the Prophet .
Fawdhish: (l) All those acts whose abominable character is selfevident. In the Qur'ân all extra-marital sexual relationships, sodomy,
nudity, false accusation of unchastity, are specifically reckoned as shameful deeds.
Fay': (c ç li) War booty gained without fighting.
Fidyah: (.ui) Compensation for a missed or wrongly practiced
obligatory religious act, it is usually in the form of money, foodstuff,
sacrifice of an animal or freeing of a slave (term specially used regarding the missed fasts of Ramadan or ransom for freeing slaves).
Fiqh: (.iAl) Islamic jurisprudence. The meaning of the word Fiqh is
understanding, comprehension, knowledge and jurisprudence. A jurist is
called a Faqih who is an expert in matters of Islamic legal matters, he has
to pass verdicts within the rules of the Islamic Law namely SharI'ah.
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Firdaws: (J ) The middle and the highest part of Paradise.
Fl SabililkIh: (43i J.,_j) In the way of Allah. A frequently used expression
in the Qur'ân which emphasizes that good acts should be done exclusively
to please Allah. Generally the expression has been used in the Qur'ân in
connection with striving or spending for charitable purposes.
Fisq: (.fl) Transgression, immorality, evildoing, and disobedience to
the Commands of Allah.
Fitnah: (z.ii) It means civil strife, war and riots. It also refers, firstly, to
persecution, to a situation in which the believers are harassed and intimidated
because of their religious convictions. Secondly, it refers to the state of affairs
wherein the object of obedience is other than the One True God.
Fitrah: (ki ) Natural disposition, nature. An Arabic term designating the
innate, original spiritual orientation of every human being towards the
Creator Allah. Muslims believe that Allah endowed everything in creation
with a tendency towards goodness, piety and God-consciousness, and that
one's environment, upbringing and circumstances serve to enhance or obscure this tendency. It is also the charity due on every Muslim on the occasion of 'Eidul-Fitr, on the night after Ramadân.
Fuqahi': (iJ) See FaqIh.
Furqdn: (J) The criterion that enables one to distinguish between
truth and falsehood. This term is attributed to Qur'ân.
Ghibah: (ti) Literally means 'forest'. A well-known place near AlMadinah.
GhadtI': ( U.J ) Meal taken in the beginning of the day. Breakfast or lunch.
Ghadfr: (iJ) The name of a place near Makkah.
GhadCr )Mum: (.- ,) (Lake of Khum) A place between Makkah and AlMadinah where the Prophet jLhg stopped to offer the congregational prayer
and prayed about 'All: "Allah, take as friends those who take him as a
friend, and take as enemies those who take him as an enemy."
Ghayb:
Literally means 'the Unseen'. In Islam it refers to all those
things that are unseen by man and at the same time believing in them
is essential. Examples of the Unseen are: Hell, Paradise, angels, etc. A
Muslim has to believe that no one has the knowledge of the Unseen
except Allah.
Ghayr Mahram: (>
) Refers to all those people with whom
marriage is permissible. Based on this, it is also incumbent to observe
veil with all Ghayr Mahrams.
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Ghayy: (}J) Meaning deception. The name of a pit in Hell-fire.
False oath to deceive one.
Ghamus:
A1-Gharqad: (iJ) It is a thorny plant which is well known in the area
of Palestine. Some say it to be boxthorn or matrimony vine.
Ghdzi: (jJS) A Muslim soldier returning alive after participation in Jihâd.
Ghazwah: (;.fl) (p1. Ghazawât) A military expedition in which Prophet
Muhammad , himself took part leading the army.
The name of a battle between the early
Ghazwatul-Khandaq:
Muslims and the infidels in which the Muslims dug a Khandaq (trench)
round Al-MadInah to prevent any advance by the enemies.
Ghlbzh: (LJ) Backbiting or talking evil about someone in his or her
absence.
Ghilah: (iJ.i ) Intercourse with a breast-feeding woman.
Ghfrah: (J) This word covers a wide meaning, jealousy as regards
women, and also it is a feeling of great fury and anger when one's honor and prestige is injured or challenged.
Ghuhuk (J,tJ) Stealing from the war booty before its distribution. It
refers to withholding goods captured among the spoils of war, and the
meaning includes deceitfully taking what one has no right to.
Ghurafi (i}J) Special abodes.
Ghurrah: (aJ) A slave or slave woman.
;) The first three days of the month.
Ghurratush-Shahr:
i) A name that will be given on the
Al-Ghurrul-Muhajjalimn:
Day of Resurrection to the Muslims because the parts of their bodies
which they used to wash in ablution will shine then.
Ghusl: (jJ ) Literally means bath or wash. In Islam it refers to the
washing of the entire body from head to toe without leaving a single
place dry. This is especially necessary for one who is Junub (in an impure state after sexual intercourse, menstruation, seminal discharge,
etc.) and also on other occasions like before Friday and 'Eid prayers.
Habalul-Habalah:
j-) See Bay' Habalil-Habalah.
A1-Habwah or A1-Ihtibd': (- L- 'l i
) A sitting posture, putting the
arms around the legs while sitting on the hips. It is to sit with one's
thighs gathered up against the stomach, while wrapping arms or garment around them, or sitting in the same manner when the private
area becomes exposed.
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Hadath: (.>J ) That which invalidates the state of purification.
Hadath 'Akbar: ( 3s'
) State of major impurity caused by sexual
discharge, it needs Ghusl (bath) for purification.
Hadath 'Asghar:
Js) State of minor impurity caused by passing
wind or urine or answering the call of nature, it needs Wudü' (ablution) for purification.
Hadd: (J) Prescribed punishments, ordained punishments, legal laws
for punishments.
Hady: (L54) A cow, sheep, goat or a camel that is offered as a sacrifice
by a pilgrim during the Hajj.
HadIth: (J1) (Plural: Aiâdith
The word Ha 11th literally
means speech, narration or communication. In Islamic context it refers
to any of the sayings, deeds and approvals accurately narrated from the
Prophet Muhammad Oz, through a chain of known intermediaries.
According to some scholars, the word HadIth also covers reports about
the sayings and deeds, etc., of the Companions of the Prophet
that
were performed in the presence of the Prophet ,. There is also a
subcategory of oral statements made by the Companions of the Prophet jWin addition to the Prophet himself. Khabar (Ji) (report),
'Athar
(track, trace, sign, impression, tradition) and Sunnah
(J) (practice, usage, etc) are the terms also to denote a HadIth.The
word HadIth is generally translated as a Narration or Tradition. The
mair
of a HadIth is called Matn (J) (main text), which is
p ceded by Sanad (Ji) (chain of narrators).
There are two kinds of Ahâdith: Ahâdith NabawIyyah (20 J
L-) and
Ahâdith Qudsiyyah.
-'J) Ahâdith are found in various
collections compiled by Muslim scholars in the early centuries of the Muslim civilization. Six such collections are considered most authentic. Some
famous collectors of Ahâdith are Imâm BukhârI, Imâm Muslim, Imâm Nasa'i, Imâm Abü Dâwud, Imãm Tirmidhi and Imâm Ibn Mâjah.
HO4Ith Nabawl:
(Prophetic Tradition) A saying of the
Prophet
himself transmitted outside the Noble Qur'ân.
HadIth QudsI:
J) (Sacred Tradition) A Statement of Allah,
generally outside the Noble Qur'ân, reported by the Prophet
in his
sayings. The meaning of these Ahâdith were revealed to him and he
put them in his own words, unlike the Qur'ãn that is the Word of Almighty Allah, and the Prophet
conveyed it exactly as it was revealed
to him. The scholars of Ha1Ith say that A1'zâdith Qudsiyyah are from
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Allah only as far as the meaning of the text is concerned and they are
from the Prophet of Allah as to the actual wordings of these messages.
It would be erroneous to attribute any of the Qudsi Has1Ith to Allah
and claim, for example, "Allah said..."
The basic kinds of Ahâdith are:
QawIC (),ii ) (Verbal): It records the utterances of the Prophet .
Fi'l( ()J ) (Practical): It records the deeds of the Prophet .
Taqrfri (i3 ) (Tacit): It records the Prophet's silent approval of some
action, behavior, etc.
ShanuI'il ( Li ) (physical characteristics): It records the physical
characteristics, appearance, habits or behavior of the Prophet .
Below is the list of common classifications used by scholars to identify
the various categories of the compiled narrations:
) (Isolated)
Add.4zi: (;..J ) (Precious)
Bdtil: (j1 i ) (False)
Da'zf: (..i.Ji) (Weak)
Gharib: (.,.i ) (Unfamiliar)
Hasan:
(Good)
Jayyid: (J) (Perfect)
MajhiIl: (J,J ) (Unknown)
Ma 'hi!: (JLJ) (Defective)
MansiIk: (_J ) (Abrogated)
MaqbiIl: (J,-J ) (Acceptable)
MaqtiI': (aJ ) (Intersected)
Mardild: (J) (Rejected)
Marfil' (Traceable) (J )
Mash-hiir:
) ( Well-known)
Matrü'k: (,zJ) (Abandoned)
) (Fabricated)
Mawdil':
MawqiIfi (i) (Discontinued)
Mawsill:
(Complete)
) (Trustworthy)
MawthiIq:
Mu'al-laq: (L.Ji) (Suspended)
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Munqati': (& ) (Interrupted)
Musalsal:
(Uninterrupted)
Musnad: (4J) (Traceable to Prophet)
Mutawá'tir: iJ) (Continuous)
Muda'afi (iJ) (Doubtful)
Mudallas:
(Truncated)
Mudraj: (x.4i I) (Interpolated)
Mudtarib: (,kJ ) (Confounding)
Munfarid: ()J) (Unique)
Munkar: (.Ji) (Denounced)
I) (Disconnected)
Mursal:
Mut-tasil: (j.J) (Connected)
Mut-tafaq 'Alayh (d jJi) (Agreed upon)
Qawi (Lc,iJl) (Strong)
Sahth:
(Sound)
Shddh: ( Li ) (Contradictory)
Thibit: ( i I) (Authentic)
Thiqah: (iJ ) (Trustworthy)
Hdfiz: (ii t'.J ) One who has memorized the entirety of the Qur'ân. Thousands
of Muslim men and women throughout the world dedicate their time and
energy to this tradition, which serves to maintain the Qur'ânic Scripture as it
was revealed to Prophet Muhammad over 1,400 years ago.
Hayd:
) Monthly periods or menstruation experienced by a woman.
) A dish made of butter, dates and cheese.
Hays:
Hajafah: (.J t) A kind of shield.
Hdfar: (-L) (Hagar/Agar/J-Jâjira) One of IbrâhIm's wives who, along
with her infant son Ismâ'il (Ishmael), was settled in Arabia by Prophet
IbrâhIm (Abraham)
. She may be considered the founder of the city
of Makkah, since it was a desolate valley prior to her arrival, and discovery of the sacred well known as Zamzarn.
Hajar: () Places in Bahrain, Jâzan, Najrân.
I) (The Black Stone) A stone which is said to
A1-Hajarul-Aswad:
1
have fallen from heavens, set into one corner of the Ka'bah in Makkah by
Prophet Ibrahim
The pilgrims kiss it following the practice of Prophet
Muhammad .
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Hdjj: (LJ)Aperson who has performed the Hajj, or pilgrimage to Makkah.
Hajj: (.>J) (Major Pilgrimage) The Hajj is performed annually by over
20,000000 people during Dhul-Hijjah, the twelfth month of the Islamic lunar calendar. It is one of the five pillars of Islam, a duty Muslims must perform at least once in their lives, provided their health permits and they are
financially capable. There are rules and regulations and specific dress to be
followed. The Hajj rites symbolically remind the trials and sacrifices of Prophet Ibrâhim, his wife Hajar, and their son Ismâ'il over 4,000 years ago. In
addition to Tawâf and Sa'y, there are a few other requirements but especially
one's standing (i.e., stay) at 'Arafat during the daytime on ninth of DhulHijjah, and the sacrifice of an animal. There are three types of Hajj: Ifrâd
interrupted).
(}' I single), Qirân (,iJ combined), Tamattu'
HajjAl-Akbar: (i J) The day of Nahr (i.e., the 10th of Dhul-Hijjah).
HajjAI-Asghar: (i J) The minor pilgrimage ('Umrah).
HajjuI-Bayt: (.J I

a>.) Making a pilgrimage to the House of Allah.

Hail Ifrdd: (}'I -) (Single Hajj) Performing Hajj without performing
the 'Umrah. It is generally for the inhabitants of Makkah.
Hajj MabrtIr: (,..JI >JI) A Hajj that is free of sin and is accepted by
Allah because of its perfection in both inward intention and outward
observation of the Sunnah of the Prophet Muhammad #jg and with
legally earned money.
Hail Qirin: ( IJ
-) (Combined Hajj) Performing the 'Umrah followed
by the Hajj, without taking off the Ihrâm in between.
Haff Tamailu': (i
) (Interrupted Hajj) 'Umrah is followed by Hajj,
but the Ihrâm is taken off in between these two stages.
Hajjatul-Wadd': (},i; &,.-) The last Hajj of the Prophet ç, the year
before he died.
Hajjdm: (JI) One who performs cupping.
Hajr: (.-) A place in the way to Basrah & Kufah from Yamâmah
where the vessels were made, also the place of Banu Sulaim.
Hakul: (J )W I) That which is lawful or permissible in Islam.
HakIlah: (iAJI) To marry a divorced woman temporarily with the
intention of making her remarriage to her former husband lawful. This
act is unlawful. Marriage based on intended divorce is unlawful, whether its period is prescribed or not.
Ha1ij (L4LJ I) A person who enjoys the protection of a tribe but does
not belong to it by blood.
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HaIq: (J) To shave off the hair from the head (during Hajj).
Halqah: (.J) A group of students involved in the study of Islam.
Him: (t,J) A stallion camel freed from work for the sake of idols, after
it had finished a number of copulations assigned for it.
Hamah: (. J ) There are different meanings of this pre-Islamic belief: It
is a worm that comes out of a murdered person's head seeking vengeance; it refers to the owl that was considered a bad omen if seen in
different circumstances; or it was a bird that came from the bones of a
dead person that would fly away.
Hanaft (-) Islamic school of law founded by Imâm AN HanIfah.
Followers of this school are known as the Hanafi.
Hantdh: (ot.) An expression used when you don't want to call somebody
by her name. (It is used for calling a female).
HanbaI1 (L-) Islamic school of law founded by Imâm Ahmad bin
Hanbal. Followers of this school are known as the Hanbalis.
Hwufi (..Ji) People who during the time of Jahiliyyah (Ignorance)
rejected the idolatry in their society and were in search for the true
religion of Prophet Ibrahim (Abraham) V.. HanIf literally means 'one
who is inclined', it is used in the Qur'ân at ten places. The term as
such connotes sincerity, uprightness and single-mindedness in one's inclination, dedication and commitment to Allah or to His faith, that is,
monotheism (worshipping Allah Alone and nothing else).
Hunafd'. (u.J) The Makkans claimed descent from Abraham through
Ishmael, and tradition stated that their temple, the Ka'bah, had been built by
Abraham for the worship of the One God. It was still called the House of
Allah, but the chief objects of worship there were a number of idols which
were called daughters of Allah and intercessors. The few who felt disgust at
this idolatry, which had prevailed for centuries, longed for the religion of
Abraham and tried to find out what had been its teaching. Such seekers of the
truth were known as Hunafâ' (sing. HanIf), a word originally meaning 'those
who turn away' (from the existing idol-worship), but coming in the end to
have the sense of 'upright' or 'by nature upright,' because such persons held
the way of truth to be right conduct. These Hunafâ' did not form a community. They were the agnostics of their day, each seeking truth by the light of his
own inner consciousness. Muhammad son of 'Abdullâh became one of these.
J) A name of a pot in which
Hantam or Hantamah: (>Ji 9i
alcoholic drinks used to be prepared, it was an earthenware container.
Also called Jarrah.
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A kind of scent used for embalming the dead.
Hanilt:
Haqq: (,3,j 1) The Truth, also used for the legal right or claim to something.
A Harâm is a sanctuary, a sacred territory. Makkah has been
Hardm:
considered a Harâm since the time of Prophet Ibrâhlm (Abraham). All
things within the limit of the Harâm are protected and considered inviolable. A] -Madinah was also declared a Harâm by the Prophet . Although
the boundary of any Masjid (mosque) is also a sanctuary, but usually this
term is used with regard to the Sacred Mosque (Masjid Harâm) in Makkah
and the Prophet's Mosque (Masjid NabawI) in Al-Madinah. This is why
they are referred to as 'A1-Harâmayn Ash-SharIfayn', the two Holy Mosques. (Al-Hill is the area outside the sacred precincts of Makkah.)
Hara'm: ( J ) Unlawful, forbidden and punishable from the viewpoint
of Islam.
Harawra':
A town in Iraq.
Harbah:
) A small spear.
HarbI
Who is in the state of war.
Har(r: (? ) Silk.
Had: (i) Killing.
Harrah: (J ) A well-known rocky volcanic region in and around AlMadinah covered with black stones.
(Aaron) The brother of Prophet Musa (Moses)
and a
Ha'riin:
Prophet of Allah.
A1-HariIriyyah: (,.J ) A special unorthodox religious sect of Khawârij.
Nicknamed as such because they were stationed at the place known as
Harilrâ'.
Al-Hasba': (La..J) A place outside Makkah where pilgrims go after
finishing all the ceremonies of Hajj on twelfth of Dhul-Hijjah.
Hasanah: (Z_-_J1) (p1. Hasanât) It means merit, virtue, reward, good
deed, good point. The merit or reward recorded for one on doing a
good thing or abstaining from something wrong or bad. It is the opposite of Sayyi'ah
(demerit, sin, bad deed).
Al-Hashr: (J) Another name for the Day of Judgment, YawmulHashr (J
(Day of the Gathering). Place or vast ground or Field
of Gathering. It is also the name of Sürah 59 of the Noble Qur'ân.
Hailr:
A mat that is made of leaves of date-palms and is fit for
one man or more to stand up and pray upon. It may be used for other
purposes also.
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Hawd Kawthar: G
-) The watering-place (Cistern/Basin/Tank/
Fountain/River) of Prophet Muhammad
, whose pure drink will
refresh the believers on the Day of Judgment.
Hawá'Jah: (J>J) The transference of a debt from one person to
another. It is an agreement whereby a debtor is released from a debt
by another becoming responsible for it.
HawdrI (Lc,.'J) Sincere supporter or disciple.
Hawdzin: (3JI) A tribe of Quraysh.
Hdwiyah: (J)The lowest pit of Hell.
Hawl: (J.J ) The minimum period of time after which Zakât becomes
due upon property.
Hawwa:
Eve, the wife of Adam. The Qur'ân indicates that Hawwa was
created as an equal mate for Adam, and that both Adam and Hawwa sinned
equally when they disobeyed Allah by eating fruit from the forbidden tree in the
heaven. Upon turning to Allah in repentance, both were likewise equally forgiven.
Hayd': (L.J) This term covers a large number of concepts. It may mean
modesty, self-respect, bashfulness, honor, etc.. Hayâ' is of two kinds: good
and bad; the good Hayâ' is to be ashamed to commit a crime or a thing that
Allah
and His Messenger has forbidden, and bad Haya' is to be
ashamed to do a thing, which Allah and His Messenger ordered to do.
Henna: (L.J) A kind of plant used for dyeing hair etc.
Hibah: (ii) present, gift.
Hibarah: (;.J) A sheet from Yemen with colored stripes of red or
green. Some say it is of green color.
Al-Hiddnah: (La>J) The nursing and caretaking of children.
Hifr: (iii.Ji) It means to memorize. In the religious sense, Muslims try to
memorize the whole Qur'ân. Any person who achieves this task is called
Hâfiz. There are millions of Muslims who memorize the whole Qur'ân.
Hjjdb:
Veil, partition, curtain, covering the body. Screening
between non-Mahram men and women. Any kind of veil, it could be a
curtain or a facial veil, etc. A long dress prescribed for Muslim women
to cover their whole body from head to feet.
The region along the western seaboard of Arabia, in
Hzjdz:
which Makkah, Al-Madinah, Jeddah, and Ta'if are situated.
Hijr: (.-) The place of Thamüd before Tabük between Al-Madinah and
Sham. Also the unroofed portion of the Ka'bah called HatIm, which at
present is in the form of a compound towards the north of it.
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Hijrah: (;J ) It signifies migration from a land where a Muslim is unable to
live according to the precepts of his faith to a land where it is possible to do so.
Hijrah can also mean to leave a bad way of life for a good or more righteous
way. The Hijrah par excellence for Muslims is the Hijrah of the Prophet that
not only provided him and his followers refuge from persecution, but also
an opportunity to build a society and state according to the ideals of Islam.
Name of the Islamic lunar calendar. It refers to the Prophet's
HUrl'
migration from Makkah, because of the mounting hostility, there to Yathrib (200 miles north) whose people had invited him. This journey took
place in the twelfth year of his mission. He arrived on the 20th of September 622 CE, and the city proudly changed its name to Madlnatun-NabI
(the Prophet's city), commonly known as A.1-Madinah. This is the beginning of the Islamic lunar calendar, often called the Hijri calendar, it is dated from this important event, which marks the beginning of an Islamic
state (in AI-Madinah) in which the SharI'ah (Islamic law) was implemented. The months of the Islamic calendar are: Muharram, Safar, RabI'ul-Awwal, RabI'uth-Thâni, Jumâdal-Ulâ, Jumâdath-Thâniyah, Rajab,
Sha'bân, Ramadân, Shawwâl, Dhul-Qa'dah, Dhul-Hijjah.
Hub:
A kind of scent.
Al-Hill: (j..J ) The area outside the sacred precincts of Makkah.
Hi,nd:
) A private pasture.
Hims: (w.-) A city in Sham (Syria, Lebanon, Palestine, Israel and
Jordan) now it is in Syria.
Himydn: (3L-) A kind of belt, part of which serves as a purse to keep
money in it.
Hiqqah: (J ) A three-year-old she-camel.
Hird':
The cave in a mountain named Jabalan-Nür on the outskirts of
Makkah where Muhammad 4, at the age of forty, received the first
revelations of the Qur'ân, beginning with the word Iqra' that means 'read'.
The cave was a favorite place of retreat for Muhammad prior to his call
to prophethood, where he could contemplate alone and seek Allah free
from the distractions of the city below.
Hubal: (j) Hubal, the chief of the minor deities, was an image of a
man, and was said to have been originally brought to Arabia from Syria. It was one of the so many false gods of Arabs housed in the Ka'bah
in the pre-Islamic period of Ignorance.
Hublil (LJ) A kind of desert tree.
Hudd':
Chanting of camel-drivers keeping pace of camel's walk.
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A1-Hudaybiyah: (.J ) A well-known place ten miles from Makkah on
the way to Jeddah.
Hud,Id:
(sing. Hadd) Allah's set boundary limits for Halâl
(lawful) and Harâm (unlawful). Whoever transgresses these limits may
be punished or forgiven by Allah as He wills. Legal punishment for
certain crimes like robbery (to cut the hands), adultery or fornication
(stoning or lashes and exile for one year), apostasy (killing), etc.
Hujjdj: (. J ) Pilgrims. Persons who have been on the pilgrimage to
Makkaff during the Hajj season in the month of Dhul-Hijjah. (Singular:
Hâjj =
a male pilgrim; Hâjjah = -U.J a female pilgrim)
Hujrah:
) Courtyard of a dwelling place, or a room.
Literally meaning verdict, judgment, decision (see Verse
Hukm:
6:57), sometimes gives the meaning of wisdom, discretion, knowledge
and the power to see things in their true perspective (Verse 26:83).
Hukmiyyah: (.s>J) One of the Khawârij sects. So named because they
had rejected the verdict of the arbitrators appointed by 'Ali and Mu'âwiyah under the plea that judgment rests only with Allah.
Hullah: (1J) A Najrâni garment or shroud or coffin consisting of two
parts, two-piece garment, lower wrap and upper wrap. Two pieces of a
garment made of the same material.
Humaz: (J) Madness or evil suggestions.
Hums:
The tribe of Quraysh, their offspring and their allies were called
Hums. Those who were either lived in Harârn or born there or were in the
area of Harâm or were from the tribes of Kinânah and JadIlah. This word
implies enthusiasm and strictness. The Hums used to say: "We are the people of Allah." They thought themselves superior to other people.
A valley between Makkah and Tâ'if where the battle
Hunayn:
took place between the Prophet
and Quraysh pagans.
Huqiiq: (ja>J) (sing. Haq) Rights.
HiIr: ( 7J) (Houris) Very fair females of Paradise wide-eyed with
intense black irises and intense white scleras created by Allah as such
not from the offspring of Adam. (Hür'In-wide-eyed houris)
HtIrin-'Ein: (
,-) Wide-eyed houris.
Ihddah: (LJs) Literally means worship, it refers to all those acts with which
one renders worship and adoration, obedience and submission, service and
subjection to Allah (. Thus in Islam, visiting the sick, giving charity, hugging
one's spouse, or any other good act is considered an act of worship.
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IbIi's: (,,J.4) The word literally means 'thoroughly disappointed, one in utter
despair'. It is the personal name of Shaytân (Satan) or the cursed devil, as
found in the Qur'ân. IblIs is believed to be a prominent member of the jinn, a
class of Allah's creation. When Adam (the first human) was created, Allah
commanded IblIs and all the other angels to prostrate themselves before
Adam. He rebelled against Allah out of vanity and refused the Command of
Allah to prostrate before Adam, and was cast out from heavens. Iblls reasoned
to himself that he was superior to Adam since he was made of fire while Adam
was only made of clay. By this one act of defiance, Iblls introduced the sins of
pride, envy, and disobedience into the world. Hence, Allah told him that he
will dwell in Hell. IblIs asked Allah for a postponement until the Hereafter. He
also asked Allah to allow him to mislead and tempt humankind to error. This
term was granted to him by Allah whereafter he became the chief promoter of
evil and prompted Adam and Eve to disobey Allah's order. Allah told him that
only the misguided ones would follow him and that He would fill Hell with him
and his followers. IblIs swore that he would mislead and misguide all the people except those sincere and devoted worshippers of Allâh.Allâh warns human
beings repeatedly in the Qur'ân that IblIs is an avowed enemy of humankind,
whose temptations must be resisted in order to stay on the Straight Path. He is
possessed of a specific personality and is not just an abstract force.
Ibn: (/ ) (also used as bin) Arabic term meaning 'son of. Many famous
Muslim men in history are known by a shortened version of their names begining with Ibn. Examples include, Ibn Khaldün (a historian), Ibn SIna (a physician), Ibn Rushd (a judge and philosopher), and Ibn Batütah (a world traveler).
Ibn Hajar: (.- ) Allamah Hâfiz Ahmad bin Hajar 'AsqalânI.
Ibn Labimn: (3,J ) Two year old camel.
Ibrdhuin: () Abraham, a Prophet and righteous person revered by
Muslims, Jews, and Christians alike as the patriarch (father-figure) of
monotheism. Muslims commemorate IbrâhIm's devotion, struggles and
sacrifices during the annual Hajj rites.
'Iddah: (i) The waiting period prescribed by Allah that a woman is
required to observe as a consequence of the nullification of her marriage with her husband or because of the husband's death, during
which a woman may not remarry after being widowed or divorced.
Idhkhir: (-i) A kind of grass well-known for its good smell, and is
found in Hijaz, Saudi Arabia.
Idtibd': ( Li2... ) In Ihrâm, putting the upper wrap (Ridâ') under the right armpit
leaving the right shoulder bare, and placing part of it over the left shoulder.
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Ifddah: (,i) See Tawâful-Ifâdah.
Ifti.Ir: (.lii) Breaking of the fast immediately after sunset at Maghrib as
soon as the Call to Prayer (Adhân) is called.
lhddd: (Li..-'l) Mourning for a deceased husband.
Ihkul: (J
) Raising the voice while reciting the Talbiyah during Hajj
or 'Umrah.
Ihrdm: (r -' The state of consecration into which Muslims enter in order
to perform the Hajj or 'Umrah (lesser pilgrimage). In which one is prohibited to practice certain deeds that are lawful at other times. The ceremonies of 'Umrah and Hajj are performed during such state. When one
assumes this state, the first thing one should do is to express mentally and
orally one's intention to assume this state for the purpose of performing Hajj
or 'Umrah. Then Talbiyahpilgrimage recitation (Labbayk Allâhumma
Labbayk... Here I am, 0 Allah, here I am) is recited, and two sheets of white
unstitched seamless cloth are the only clothes men wear; the sheet wrapped
below one's waist is called Izâr, and the other wrapped round the upper part
of the body is Ridâ'. This dress worn by pilgrims serves to reinforce a sense of
humility, purity, and human equality. In the state of Ihrâm the pilgrim is required to observe many prohibitions, for example, he may not hunt, shave or
trim his hair, shed blood, use perfume, or indulge in sexual gratification.
llzsdn: ( L_-' ) Right action, goodness, sincerity. Doing something in a
goodly manner. The highest level of deeds and worship with perfection,
i.e., when you worship Allah or do deeds, consider yourself as if you
see Him; and if you cannot achieve this feeling or attitude, then you
must bear in mind that He sees you. In other words, Ihsân means to be
patient in performing your duties to Allah, totally for Allah's sake and
in accordance with the Sunnah (legal ways) of the Prophet iJ in a
perfect manner.
llztikd'r:
-'i) It means a planned hoarding of something for future
profit. Ihtikâr is prohibited and unlawful as it creates artificial scarcity
of essential foodstuff.
Al-Ihtilxi': (L-') See AI-Habwah.
An Makhád: (L
) One-year-old camel.
Ijdrah:
Literally means to give something on rent.
Ijnd':QL'fl) Consensus of opinion among scholars and leaders. It is
one of the means employed by Muslims for joint decision-making, and
for interpreting the SharI'ah. Ijmâ' comes next to the Qur'ân and the
Sunnah as a source of Islamic doctrines.
)
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Ijtihdd:
' ) Independent interpretive or discretionary reasoning. The
intellectual effort of Muslim scholars to employ reason and analysis of the
authoritative sources Qur'ân and Sunnah for the purpose of finding legal
solutions to new and challenging situations or issues. It is also said to exercise personal judgment based on the Qur'ân and the Sunnah.
liii' or Jyld': (,k) A husband's oath to abstain from sexual relations
with his wife. The maximum permissible limit for abstaining from sexual relations in wedlock under such a vow is four months, after which
it would automatically mean repudiation of the marriage.
Ilhdm: ( Li ) Literally means inspiration. Here it refers to those things
or ideas that Allah puts into the minds of His pious servants.
IliycI': (LL1) Eilat seaport near Israel at head of Gulf 'Aqabah.
'Jim: (J.fl) Arabic term meaning knowledge. The Qur'ân and HadIth
encourage Muslims to constantly strive to increase their knowledge, of
both religious and worldly matters.
'Jim Jafar: (,iJ ç.J) The science of numerical symbolism of letters. It is
said to come down from 'Ali bin Abu Tâlib. Some say it to be Numology, Number manipulation, and some name it to be the art of ciphering or deciphering.
Imim:
Generally, the term Imâm refers to one who leads
congregational worship. More broadly, the term also applies to religious
leaders within the Muslim community, it is also used with reference to
the founders of the different systems of theology and law in Islam, and in
its highest form, refers to the head of the Islamic state.
'Jmdmah: (LJ) The turban or similar head covering.
L ) He will make his appearance when the Muslims will
Imdm Mahd(
be at their weakest position. With his advent, the greater signs of Qiyâmah
(Resurrection) will commence. He will be the leader of the Muslims, and
after his death, Prophet 'Eisa (Jesus) will take over the leadership.
Imdn: (3
) Literally means faith or belief. Here it refers to believing
in Allah (as the One and only God and believing that Muhammad
is His Messenger, and also having belief in other articles of faith.
Jmlds: (3k) An abortion caused by being beaten over one's (a
pregnant wife's) abdomen.
Imsá'k:
Li) To abstain completely from foods, drinks, intimate
intercourses and smoking, before the break of the dawn till sunset.
Inbtjdniyah: (Z..i
) A woolen garment without marks.
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Injil: (j'i) Arabic name for the Holy Scripture revealed to Prophet 'Eisa
(Jesus)
during the last two or three years of his earthly life. The Injul
mentioned by the Qur'ân should, however, not be identified by the four
Gospels of the New Testament that contain a great deal of records of the
life of Jesus written by his closest contemporaries in addition to the inspired statements of Prophet Jesus
It is significant, however, that the
statements explicitly attributed to Jesus
in the Gospels contain
substantively the same teachings as those of the Qur'ân.
Innd Lilknhi wa Innd Ikiyhi Rdji'iIn: (-i,
U U U!) When a Muslim
is struck with a calamity, when he loses one of his loved ones, or when
he has gone bankrupt, he should be patient and say this statement
meaning 'We are from Allah and to Him we return'. Muslims believe
that Allah is the One Who gives and it is He Who takes away. He is
testing us sometimes by giving something and sometimes by taking
away. Hence, a Muslim submits himself to Allah. He is grateful and
thankful to Allah for whatever he gets. On the other hand, he is patient and says this expression in times of turmoil and calamity.
In s/id' AlkIh: (U
j) The meaning of this Arabic phrase is 'If Allah
wills'. When a person wishes to plan for the future, when he promises,
when he makes resolutions, and when he makes a pledge, he says this
phrase. Muslims are to strive hard and to put their trusts with Allah.
They leave the results in the Hands of Allah.
Intiqds: (') Sprinkling water on private parts while performing Wudü'.
'1q61: (Jii) The rope by which the camel's foreleg is fettered.
lqdmah: (u") It refers to the second call for the prayer that follows the
first call (Adhân). Iqâmah means that the obligatory prayer in congregation is just to begin. It is to be recited in Arabic before every obligatory
prayer. It is composed of specific words and phrases very closely related to
the Adhân. The statements of the Adhân are recited reduced so that the
statements that are expressed twice in the Adhân are recited once in Iqâmah except the last utterance of Allâhu-Akbar. The prayer is offered immediately after Iqâmah has been pronounced.
Iqdmatus-Saldt: (LaJ; LU!) The offering of the prayers perfectly. This is not
understood by many Muslims. It means: (A) Each and every Muslim, male or
female, is obliged to offer his prayers regularly five times a day at the specified
times; the male in the mosque in congregation and the female at home. As the
Prophet has said: "Order your children for prayer at the age of seven and
beat them (about it) at the age of ten." The chief (of a family, town, tribe,
etc.) and the Muslim ruler of a country are held responsible before Allah in
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case of non-fulfillment of this obligation by the Muslims under his authority.
(B) To offer the prayers in a way just as the Prophet Muhammad offered
it with all its rules and regulations, as he bt, said: "Offer your prayers the
way you see me offering them." Please see SahIh Al-BukhârI, Vol. 1 for
the Prophet's way of praying, in the book of characteristics of the prayer
and that the prayer (Salât) begins with TakbIr (Allâhu-Akbar) with the recitation of Sürat Al-Fâtihah etc., along with its various postures, standing,
bowing, prostrations, sitting etc., and it ends with TaslIm.
Iqra': (i)) It means 'read' or 'recite,' it was the first word of the Qur'ân
revealed to Muhammad
during one of his retreats to the cave of
Hirâ' above Makkah. Muslims refer to this word to remind themselves
of the importance of acquiring knowledge, 'from the cradle to the
grave' as Prophet Muhammad
said.
Irfrnh:

To comb the hair everyday.
Isbighul-Wudil'
L) To perform ablution properly. It means
either covering all required areas completely or washing them three
times. (Likewise, Ahsanal-Wudü' means performing ablution well, and
Atammal-Wudü' means performing ablution perfectly.)
Isbai: (JL) Making one's lower garment too long below the heels.
'Ishd': (Li) It is the commencement of darkness, and the beginning of
the time of 'Isha' (night) prayer. The time for it starts about one hour
and a half after sunset, till the middle of night.
(0u)

Ish'dr:
Marking the Budn. This was done by grazing the skin of
the camel's hump until some blood appeared, and then wiping that
blood in such a way as to leave a mark. This mark then indicated that
the camel was set aside for sacrifice.
Ishrdq: (j) Sunrise.
Ishtimdlus-Sammá": ( L..4iI J L ¶) The wearing of clothes in the following two
ways: 1. To cover one shoulder with a garment and leave the other bare. 2. To
wrap oneself (with hands enclosed) in a garment while sitting in such a way
that nothing of that garment would cover one's private parts. (See Ihtibâ')
Ishtirá'k:
) Equivocally; participation; partnership. While Istidânah
means the raising or building up credit through credit purchases. It
however does not apply to the raising of cash loans.
Islam: (L) Its meaning encompasses the concepts of peace, greeting,
salutation, surrender, obedience, loyalty, allegiance and commitment. Literally means 'submission to the will of Allah,' and refers commonly to an
individual's surrender and commitment to God the Creator through ad-
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herence to the religion by the same name.The most important and pivotal
concept in Islam is the Oneness of God. See Allah for more on the conept
of God. Islam teaches that all faiths have, in essence, one common message: the existence of a Supreme Self, the one and only God, whose sovereignty is to be acknowledged in worship and in the pledge to obey His
teachings and commandments, conveyed through His Messengers and
Prophets who were sent at various times and in many places throughout
history. Islam demands a commitment to submit and surrender to God so
that one could live in peace; peace (Salim) is achieved through active obedience to the revealed commandments of God, for God is the Source of all
peace. Commitment to Islam entails striving for peace through a struggle
for justice, equality of opportunity, mutual caring and consideration for
others' rights, and continuous research and acquisition of knowledge for
the better protection and utilization of the resources of the universe.
The basic beliefs of Islam are: the Oneness of the only God who is Sovereign of the universe; the Revelation of the teaching and commandments of
God through angels in heaven to Prophets on earth, and written in sacred
writings that all have the same transcendent source; these contain the will
of God marking the way of peace for the whole universe and all mankind;
the Day of Judgment which inaugurates the Afterlife in which God rewards and punishes with respect to human obedience to His will.
Islam is the last and final religion to all mankind and to all generations
irrespective of color, race, nationality, ethnic background, language, or
social position. Islam teaches that human diversity is a sign of the richness of God's mercy, and that God wills human beings to compete with
each other in goodness in order to test who is the finest in action; this
is, according to Islam, the reason for the creation of the universe.
Islam was revealed to the Prophet
(Sürah 3 Al 'Imrân—The Family of
Imrân, Verse 19) "Truly, the religion with Allah is Islam," and again (Sürah 5:
Al-Mâ'idah—The Table Spread, Verse 3) "This day I have perfected your religion for you,and have chosen for you Islam as your religion."A person who
enters the fold of Islam is called a Muslim. The religion of Islam is not to be
confused with Mohammedanism. The latter is misnomer to Islam. Muslims do
not accept this name as it gives wrong information about Islam and Muslims.
Ismd'il: (J..c L!) (Ishmael) The elder son of Abraham, Prophet of Allah and
the father of the Arabs, born to his wife Hajar. When he was about thirteen
years old, Ismâ'il helped Abraham build the Ka'bah as a place for monotheists to worship the One God. He, along with his younger brother Ishâq
(Isaac), are considered by Muslims to have been Prophets in their own right.
Isnid: ( L ) (sing. Sanad _JI). The chain of narrators of a Prophetic Ha1lth.
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Isrá": (' ) Another name for Sürah BanI Israel (17) of the Noble Qur'ân.
The miraculous 'Night Journey' and
Isrd' wa Mi'rdj:
'Ascension' of Prophet Muhammad , respectively, from Makkah to AlAqsâ Mosque in Jerusalem, which took place in 619/620 CE. This important
event, which took place in the year of Muhammad's wife Khadijah's death,
gave strength to him by reaffirming God's support for him. During this event,
instructions for the formal Muslim prayer were revealed to Muhammad ,
making them a cornerstone of Muslim faith and practice.
Thick DIbâj (pure silk brocade).
Istabraq:
Istibrd':
) The elapse of one menstruation period in the case of a
newly purchased slave-woman.
IstighftIr:
To seek Allah's forgiveness. It is something that must
be done continuously in a Muslims life.
Istihddah: ('fl) Bleeding from the womb of a woman in between
her ordinary periods. (See Sahlh Al-Bukhârl, Vol. 1, HadIth No. 303)
Istihsà'n: (L.'H) To give a verdict with a proof from one's heart with
satisfaction, and one cannot express it [only Abü Hanifah and his pupils say so but the rest of the Muslim religious scholars of Sunnah (and
they are the majority) do not agree to it].
Purification by stone.
Istijmá'r:
Istikhdrah: () A prayer consisting of two Rak'ât in which the
praying person appeals to Allah to guide one to the right decision, regarding a certain deed, or a particular problem, or a situation with
which one is confronted. (See HadIth No. 263, Vol. 2; HadIth No.391,
Vol. 8; HadIth No. 487, Vol. 9; SahIh Al-BukhârI)
Istinjd': (
) Cleansing of one's private parts after having relieved
oneself. A person can cleanse himself with water or clods of earth.
A1-Istinshdq: (j L
) Rinsing the nose.
A prayer consisting of two Rak'ât, invoking Allah for
Istisqd":
rain in seasons of drought. (See SahIh Al-BukhârI, HadIth 119, Vol. 2)
Ithm: (,.f') Ithm denotes negligence, dereliction of duty and sin.
Ithmid: (' ) Antimony that clears the vision and makes the eyelashes grow.
I'tikifi (i i- ) Seclusion in a mosque for the purpose of worshipping
Allah only. It refers to the religious practice of spending the last ten days
of Ramadân (either wholly or partly) in a mosque so as to devote oneself
exclusively to worship. The one in such a state should not have sexual relations with his wife, and one is not allowed to leave the mosque except for a
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very short period, and that is only for very urgent necessity, e.g., answering
the call of nature or joining a funeral procession etc.
Iza'r: (
) A sheet worn below the waist to cover the lower half of the body.
Jabriyyah: (,Ji) The Jabriyyah sect has the belief that a person is free
to do according to his will and he is responsible solely what deeds he
performs, good or bad.as against the Qadariyyah sect whose belief is
just the opposite.
An animal with the cut nose, ear or lip. But it is more
Jad'd':
specific for the nose being most common cases.
A four-year-old she-camel, or a sheep more
Jadha'ah orJadha': (ithan one year and less than two years, or cow of three years age, or a horse
five years age. The criterion in goat, cow, ox and camel is having two teeth
and in sheep who has reached the age of one year.
Jahdlah: (J1J) Uncertainty in a contract that may lead to a later
dispute; see Gharar.
Most commonly understood to mean Hell described as a
Jahannam:
place of torment, sorrow, and remorse. Islam teaches that God does not
wish to send anyone to Hell, yet justice demands that righteous people be
rewarded and those who insist on evil living without repentance and on
denial of God be punished.. In fact, it is one of the levels of Hell. There are
seven levels of Hell-fire: 1. JahInithe shallowest level of Hell. It is reserved
for those who believed in Allah and His Messenger , but who ignored
His commands. 2. Jahannam.a deeper level where the idol-worshippers are
to be sent on the Day of Judgment. 3. Sa'Iris reserved for the worshippers
of fire. 4. Saqar.this is where those who did not believe in Allah will be sent
on the Day of Judgment. 5. Ladhawill be the home of the Jews. 6.
Hâwiyahwill be the abode of the Christians. 7. Hutamalithe deepest level
of Hell-fire. This is where the religious hypocrites will spend eternity. The
worst of Allah's creation are the MunâfiqIn (hypocrites), whether they be
of mankind or jinn, for they outwardly appear to accept, but inwardly reject Allah and His Messenger
A dweller of Hell is called a JahannamI.
Jdhil: (j J I) Literally means 'an ignorant person.' Here it refers to one who
is ignorant of the knowledge of Islam irrespective of whether it is general
knowledge of Islam, or knowledge of the rules and regulations of Islam.
Jdhiliyyah:
Literally 'ignorance' is a concise expression for the
pagan practice of the days before the advent of the Prophet Muhammad . Jâhiliyyah denotes all those world-views and ways of life
that are based on rejection or disregard of heavenly guidance commu-
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nicated to mankind through the Prophets and Messengers of God; the
attitude of treating human life, either wholly or partly. as independent
of the directives of God.
See Jahannam.
Jahirn:
Jahmiyyah:
) Taken its name from its progenitor Jahm bin Safwân.
This sect denies seeing Allah in the Hereafter.
JahrI' SakIt:
5Lai ) Prayer of audible recitation.
Jayshul-'Usrah: (i
Army of Hardship, meaning the campaign to Tabük.
Jalui: (ji.J) A kind of good smelling grass grown in Makkah.
A young girl.
Jdriyah:
see Halâl.
Ja"iz:
Jalab & Janab: (-, J-) Jalab (bringing) and Janab (avoidance)
meaning the tax collector should not stop in one place and demand
that people bring their goods and livestock to him for assessment of
tax; and also the people should not go to remote areas away from
where they are expected to be so that the tax collector has to travel far
and face hardship in doing his job.
.Jalluulah: (i J ) The animal that eats dung or the dropping of other animals.
Jalsah: (z.J.-) Sitting between the two prostrations.
Jam':(J ) Muzdalifah, a well-known place near Makkah.
Jdmi': (t.J) Collection of Ahâdith on a list of topics like belief, laws,
Sunan, purification, piety, manners, interpretation, history, etc.
Jami'at: (z L,J ) It is a group or a congregation for communal worship.
Jamrah:
(pl. Jimâr) White hot coal. A small stone-built pillar in a
walled place. There are three Jimâr situated at Mina. One of the ceremonies of Hajj is to throw pebbles at these Jimâr on the four days of
'Eidul-Adhâ at Mina.
Jamratul-'Aqabah: (,.iJ ;-) One of the three stone pillars at Mina.
The last and the greatest one. It is situated at the entrance of Mina
from the direction of Makkah.One of the rites of Hajj is to throw pebbles at these stone pillars, which represent Satan.
Jamratul-171d. (L i ;-) The first one.
-) The middle one.
Jamratul-Wusta: ()a....j
LJ
)
The
state
of
a person after having sexual intercourse with
Jandbah: (Z
his wife or after having a sexual discharge in a wet dream, whether intentional or otherwise. A person in such a state should perform Ghusl (i.e.,
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have a bath) or do Tayammum, if a bath is not possible; otherwise the person may not perform Salâh (prayer) or recite or touch the Qur'ân.
Jandzah: (J) The Muslim funeral prayer, performed as a sign of
respect and goodwill for a deceased Muslim, immediately prior to burial. The prayer reminds all Muslims of their ultimate mortality, thereby
reinforcing an ethic of righteous and God-conscious living.
Jamb: (>J ) A good kind of date.
Jannah: (J) Paradise, described as a place of happiness, contentment,
and vitality. A reward for the righteous and God-conscious, who believe in the Oneness of Allah and in all His Prophets and Messengers,
and who follow the way of life of the Prophets. A created abode in the
Hereafter as a blissful garden, where people live in eternal comfort and
joy. Jannah has eight gates around it and each of these eight gates has
eleven doors. The names of the eight gates are:
1. Bâbul-Imãn (Ll L). 2. Bâbul-Jihâd (.f>J I L). 3. Bâbul-KazmInalGhayz (iiJ
L). 4. Bâbur-Rayyân ()I L). 5. Bâbur-Râdin (
6. Bâbus-Sadaqah(i.Ji L). 7. Bâbut-Tawbah (fl L). 8.
Bâbus-Salât (;&...ai L). A dweller of Paradise is called aJannati.
Al-Jarhu wat-Ta'dil: (jii,
The Science of Validation of Ahâdith,
validation or invalidation.
Jlriyah: (z,L.JI) Bondmaid, a female bond servant.
i-) This is a statement of thanks and
JazikalkIhu khayran: (appreciation to be said to the person who does a favor. Instead of saying thanks (Shukran), the Islamic statement of thanks is to say this
phrase. Its meaning is: May Allah reward you for the good. It is understood that human beings can't repay one another enough. Hence, it is
better to request Almighty Allah to reward the person who did a favor
and to give him the best.
Ji'ah: (J) Beer. A drink made from barley and wheat.
Jibril or Jibra 'ii: (j/
-) (Gabriel) Muslims believe that angels are
among God's many creations. He is believed to be one of the most important angels, as he was reponsible for transmitting God's Divine revelations to all of the human Prophets, ending with Muhammad .
Due to his special role in bridging the divine and human realms, he is
referred to in the Qur'ân as a Spirit (Rüh) from God.
Jibt: (.J) It signifies a thing devoid of any true basis and bereft of
usefulness. In Islamic terminology the various forms of sorcery, divination and soothsaying, in short, all superstitions are called Jibt.
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Jihdd: (.J) The word literally means 'to strive' or 'to exert to the
utmost.' It is an Arabic word the root of which is Jahada, which means
to strive for a better way of life. The nouns are Juhd, Mujâhid, Jihâd,
and Ijtihâd. The other meanings are: struggle, endeavor, strain, exertion, effort, diligence, fighting to defend one's life, land, and religion.
Usually understood in terms of personal betterment, Jihâd remained a
highly nuanced concept, it should not be confused with Holy War, a
common misrepresentation, the latter does not exist in Islam nor will
Islam allow its followers to be involved in a Holy War. The latter refers only to the Holy War of the Crusaders. Jihâd is not a war to force
the faith on others, as many people think of it. It should never be interpreted as a way of compulsion of the belief on others, since there is
an explicit Verse in the Qur'ân that says: "There is no compulsion in
religion." (Qur'an: Al-Baqarah 2:256). Jihâd is not a defensive war only,
but a war against any unjust regime, or any evil that is rampant in the
society. If such a regime or a group exists that is spreading disinformation, and by that creating the chaos, a war is to be waged against the
leaders, but not against the people to stop it. People should be freed
from the unjust regimes and influences so that they can freely choose
to believe in Ailâh and worshipping Him. Not only in peace but also in
war, Islam prohibits terrorism, kidnapping, and hijacking, when carried
against civilians. Whoever commits such violations is considered a murderer in Islam, and is to be punished by the Islamic state. During defensive wars, Islam prohibits Muslim soldiers from harming civilians,
women, children, elderly, and the religious men like priests and rabbis.
It also prohibits cutting down trees and destroying civilian constructions. In short, any cruelty or unjust practice with the enemies is also
prohibited in Islam, in fact introducing the highest human rights first
time before the world.
JilixIb: ( 4,.J ) (p1. JalâbIb) It is a long loose fitting garment worn by the
Arabs as an overgarment or outer garment or outer covering.
See Jamrah.
Jimir:
Jinn: (J ) A creation, created by Allah from fire, like human beings
from mud, and angels from light. Like man, a Divine Message has also
been addressed to them and they too have been endowed with the capacity, again like man, to choose between good and evil, between obedience and disobedience to God. See Sflrah 72 of the Noble Qur'ân.
These are spiritual beings that inhabit the world and are required to
follow the orders of Allah and are accountable for their deeds. They
can be good or bad, just like people. The word Jinn in Arabic means
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hidden, which indicates that they are invisible creatures. It is said that
they take on different shapes and forms. Occasionally they involve
themselves in the lives of human beings, causing confusion and fright,
though not all jinns are believed to be malevolent.
A place, few miles from Makkah. The Prophet
Ji'rlJnah:
distributed the war booty of the battle of Hunayn there, and from
there he assumed the state of Ihrâm to perform 'Umrah.
Jirdr:
J) (Also called Qullah - UJ) A large drinking water container
like a barrel whose size the scholars differ over, from five to fifty water
skins (Qirbahs Head tax or poll tax. A uniform tax or surcharge imposed
Jizyah:
upon every person or every adult in a specific group, as on those entering
or leaving a country or using a particular service or conveyance. Tax imposed by Islam on all non-Muslims living in an Islamic government in lieu
of the guarantee of security and protection provided to them as the Dhimmis (Protected People) of an Islamic state, and their exemption from military service and payment of Zakâh or other taxes imposed on Muslims,
they should pay this tax to compensate. If the State cannot protect those
who paid Jizyah, then the amount they paid is returned to them.Jizyah
symbolizes the submission of the non-Muslims to the suzerainty of Islam.
(See SahIh A1-BukhârI, Vol. 4,Ahâdith No. 384, 385 and 386)
Jubbah: (J) A cloak, outer garment.
Al-Jubá'r: (LJ) Bloodshed with impunity, (exemption), i.e., without
liability.
Juhfah: (J) The MIqât of the people of Sham.
Jumu'ah: (zJ) Friday, the Muslims' day of gathering, when all Muslim
males must go to the mosque to hear the Friday Khutbah (sermon)
and to offer the Jumu'ah congregational prayer, instead of Zuhr prayer. On this special day, Muslims make an extra effort to go to the main
mosque of the vicinity with their fellow Muslim brothers. Also Sflrah
62 of the Noble Qur'ân.
Jumu'ah Masjid:
Refers to the mosque in which Jumu'ah
prayer is offered.. It is generally the main mosque in a town or city.
Junub: (J ) A person who is in a state of Janâbah means to be in a
state of ceremonial impurity or defilement. A male becomes Junub on
having sexual intercourse or simply on the emission of semen in sleep
or otherwise. A female also becomes Junub as a result of sexual intercourse as well as when she is menstruating or having postnatal bleed-
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ing. These are the general causes of Janâbah, which is also referred to
in the books of jurisprudence as Hadath Akbar. A full bath is required
for a Junub to receive purification or Tahârah, without which a man or
woman is not allowed to touch or read the Qur'ân, enter the mosque
or offer the prayers. In the absence of water, however, one is allowed
to resort to Tayammum (dry ablution). It substitutes for both, a full
bath (Ghusl) and ablution (Wudü').
JuytIb: (J) Bosom or breast.
Juz': (.J) Collection of Ai!iâdith handed over by a single individual, a
Companion, a Successor or a succeeder
Ka'bah: (.sJ) The first house of worship built for mankind as the first
building dedicated to the worship of the One God. The Ka'bah is an empty
cube-shaped stone building whose foundations were built by the angels
and originally built by Adam and later on reconstructed by Prophet Abraham and his son, Prophet Ishmael
about 4,000 years ago. It was rebuilt
with the help of Prophet Muhammad , and is covered by a black and
gold cloth embroidered with Verses from the Qur'ân. It is located within
the court of the Sacred Mosque (A1-Masjidul-Harâm) at Makkah, it is the
most sacred place in Islam and commonly referred to as the 'House of Allâh.' It is the focal point towards which Muslims all over the world face in
their five daily prayers. Pilgrims at Makkah are supposed to circumambulate the Ka'bah. The Ka'bah contains the sacred Black Stone.
A1-Kabd'ir: (L5i) The biggest sins, such as polytheism, murder, illegal
sex, usury, theft, etc.
Kabsh: (Ji) Ram, a male sheep.
Kafan:
The shroud for the dead.
Kafdlnh: (J5ii) The pledge given by somebody to a creditor to
guarantee that the debtor will be present at a certain specific place to
pay his debt or fine, or to undergo a punishment etc.
Kaffa'rah:
Expiation for any loss, injury, lack of services, etc., also
an expiation or atonement for a missed or wrongly practiced obligatory
religious act, it is usually in the form of money or foodstuff or a sacrifice of an animal to free oneself from the consequences of sin (term
specially used regarding the non-fulfillment of a pledge).
Kaf 1: (_Q ) A person providing surety, or a guarantor.
Kdfir: (i) It signifies one who denies or rejects the truth. A person
who disbelieves in Allah, His Messengers, all the angels, all the holy
Books, Day of Resurrection and in the Qadar (Divine Preordain-
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ments). It also refers to one who does not believe in Muhammad
the final Messenger of Allah.

as

,iJ) Literally means camphor. It is a special heavenly perfume
that will be mixed with non-intoxicating, pure wine and be given to the
righteous in the Hereafter. See the Holy Qur'ãn, Al-Insan (76:5).

IdfzIr

Kala'lah: (iJi) One who leaves behind no heir. According to some

scholars, it refers to those who die leaving neither any issue nor father
nor grandfather. According to others, it refers to those who die without
any issue (regardless of whether they are succeeded by father or grandfather).
Kakim: (Kl) Talk or speech; has also been used through the ages to

mean logic or philosophy.
Kaknm Maj(d: (u
S) Refers to the Noble Qur'ân, the Message of God.
Kalimah: (LL<i) Refers to the basic tenet of Islam, i.e., bearing witness

that none has the right to be worshipped but Allah and that Muhammad is th Messenger of Allah.
Kalla: (j~i) Po-, )r d:pendents and a debt.
Kan,-: (sJ) IT;adecl up gold, silver and money, the Zakât of which has
not been paid. (See the Qur'ãn 9:34).
Kardmdt:
sing. Karãmah) Literally means a miracle. But in
Islam it refers o miracles performed by saints and other pious slaves
of Allah. These m" acles are performed only by the will of Allah. Saints
cannot perform any miracles of their own accord.
Kasafat: (...i.: An Arabic verb meaning 'eclipsed', used for a solar
eclipse: Ash-Shansu Kasafat (the sun eclipsed).
Liti ally means 'manifestation'.
Kashf.
Katam: (i) A plant used for dyeing hair (Wasrnah).
Al-Kawthar:
A sacred fountain in Jannah Paradise). It is the
source of all the four rivers of Jannah, and cds the Hawd of Prophet
Muhammad
which is at the end of the Sruiui-Mustaqim. It is a gift
from Allah to the Prophet
to quench flio thirst of true believers.
(See Hawd Kawthar). Also the name of SUrah No. lOs.
Khabdl: (JL.J) The (mire of) pus or sweat of the people of Hell.
Khabat: (kJ) The leaves of a thorny desct
Khadhfi (.iJJi) The act of throwing small pebbles (ike in Rainy).
Khadirah: (-)A kind of vegetation.
'

,
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Khaybar: (>-) A well-known town in the north of Al-Madinah on the

road to Syria.
Khayfi (..-) A valley.
Khalds: (&.J) A condition stipulating that the seller will deliver the
product when it comes into his possession.
Khilfah: (iJ) Pregnant she-camels those are halfway through their
pregnancy.
Kiialijah: (iL4.J) (Caliph) The Imâm or the Muslim ruler.
An Arabic term meaning 'successor,' it refers to the rightful
successor of Prophet Muhammad as leader of the Ummah (worldwide
Muslim community). The Khallfah is not a Prophet; rather, he is charged
with upholding the rights of all citizens within an Islamic state and ensuring application of the Shari'ah (Islamic law). Another title for the KhalIfah
(caliph) is AmIrul-Mu'minIn meaning 'the Leader of the Believers'. In the
political history of Islam, KhalIfah became the title of the successors of the
Prophet Muhammad , notably the first four Rightly-Guided Caliphs
known as Al-Khulafâ'ur-Rãshidün. The immediate successors of Prophet
Muhammad , were Ahñ Bakr Siddiq, 'Umar bin Khattâb, 'Uthman bin
'Affân, and 'Ali bin Abu Tâlib (11-35 AH, 632-655 CE). With the establishment of the Umayyad hereditary rule immediately after this, the institution
of the Caliphate changed into monarchy. Yet the rulers called themselves
Caliphs. Formally the institution of the Caliphate came to an end in 1924 CE
when Kamal Ataturk of Turkey arbitrarily declared its abolition.
KJ,alijah: (iiJ..J) KhalIfah or vicegerent is one who exercises the authority
delegated to him by his principal, and does so in the capacity of his deputy
and agent. Another use for this word is for humanity in general. The human being is considered the KhalIfah (representative) of Allah on earth
according to Allâh.This term has been used in the Qur'ân with reference
to man: "Just think when your Lord said to the angels: 'Lo! I am about to
place a vicegerent on earth..." (2:30). At certain places in the Qur'ân,
Khulafâ' (p1.) also means (a) people with power to mobilize all that is on
earth (27:62); (b) successors or inheritors who will inherit the earth and
succeed one after another (24:55; 38:26).
Khalil: (-J) A close friend. The one whose love is mixed with one's
heart and it is superior to a friend or beloved. The Prophet
had
only one Khalil, i.e., Allah, but he had many friends.
Khaliiq: (j,LJ ) A kind of perfume and dye made from saffron.
Khamr:
It literally means 'wine', and has been prohibited by
Khalifah:
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Islam. This prohibition covers everything that acts as an agent of intoxication, and includes all kinds of alcoholic drinks. See Noble Qur'ân,
Al-Baqarah (2:219), Al-Mâ'idah (5:93).
AlKlzamsah: (zJ;) The five compilers of Ahâdith Abu Dâwud, Nasâ'i,
Tirmidhi, Ibn Mâjah, Ahmad.
Kham,sah: (Ji) A black woolen square blanket with marks on it.
Khandaq: (( jJ) It means a ditch. Generally referred to the battle of
Khandaq.
Khardj:
Tax imposed on the revenue from land taken from nonMuslims to ensure their equal rights under Islamic law.
Khardj: (,.Ji) Zakât imposed on the yield of the land (1/10th or 1/20th).
Klzarqd': (.J) An animal with pierced ears.
Khasafa: (i-) A word meaning 'eclipsed' used for lunar eclipse: AlQamaru Khasafa (the moon eclipsed).
KhatIb: (J.J) Orator, speaker.
Khawa'rij: ((,;.J) (Khârijites or the Seceders) The people who
dissented ifom the religion and disagreed with the rest of the Muslims.
According to their belief a sinner is out of the folds of Islam.
Khaz(r or KhazIrah:
) A special dish prepared from ground
meat, white flour, fat etc.
Khibr: (.J) The agreement to Mukhâbarah, i.e., selling fruit before it
ripens.
Khilâbah: (Ji) Deception. See Musarrah:
Khilâfah: (i%.J) The Muslim state or the office of the caliph.
K/jiM!: This term is generally used in the act of Wudü' (ablution). It refers to the passing of fingers either through one's beard or passing of
fingers of one hand through the fingers of the other hand, or even passing of the little finger through the toes.
Khimâr: (,L.J)Headcloth, head and face veil, head cover, veil covering
the face but leaving the eyes exposed. Any scarf like piece of cloth
used to cover the whole head and neck and may also be used to cover
the bosom of a woman.
Kizuff:
(p1. Khifâf) Leather socks or slippers.
K/zul': (L.J) It signifies a woman's securing the annulment of her
marriage through the payment of some compensation like returning
back the Mahr to her husband which he gave her. See Verse 2:229.
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A small mat just sufficient for the face and the hands
Klzumrah:
(on prostrating during prayers).
It literally one fifth. One fifth of the spoils of war is
Khums:
earmarked for the struggle to exalt the Word of Allah and to help the
orphans, the needy, the wayfarer and the Prophet's kinsmen. Since the
Prophet 1 devoted all his time to the cause of Islam, he was not in a
position to earn his own living. Hence a part of Khums was allocated
as well as for his family and the
for the maintenance of the Prophet
relatives dependent upon him for financial support. See Qur'ân, Al-AnMl (8:41).
KhushiI':
) Submissiveness and attentiveness during the prayer
with homage, humbleness and fear of Allah.
Khutbah: (..Js) Sermon or religious talk. The weekly community
address given by an Imâm immediately prior to the Friday congregational prayer. The address serves as a venue for leaders to share with
members of the congregation religious insights, to discuss Islamic viewpoints on important contemporary issues, and to reinforce teachings of
Islam. The greatest sermon in the history of mankind is called Khutbatul-Wadâ' (the Farewell address), given by the Prophet Muhammad ,
during his last Hajj in 10 AH. There are various types of sermons:
1. Khutbatul-Jumu'ah (the Friday sermon). This is given immediately before the Jumu'ah (Friday) prayer. 2. Khutbatul-'Eid (the 'Eid sermon).
This is given immediately after the prayer of the two 'Eids. 3. KhutbatunNikâh (the marriage sermon). This is given during the marriage ceremony.
Khutbatun-NikIh: (ii Z i-) A speech delivered at the time of
concluding the marriage contract.
Kifdyah: (US) An obligatory Islamic rule. If one person performs the
act, then it is not required for others to perform. For example, the burial of a deceased Muslim is obligatory on any one person to perform.
Kifi: (J.$.fl) Share or portion, a like part.
Ki'db: (L.5i) Ki'âb is plural of Ka'b and refers to bones taken from the knees
of sheep which were used in gambling similar to dice. Dice (for playing).
Kohl: (JSi ) Antimony eye powder.
KtIfah: (ii) A city of Iraq.
Kuffdr: (, u_Q ) Plural of Kâfir (see Kâfir).
Ktufi ()S) An Arabic script. Angular writing style often used for early
hand-written copies of the Qur'ân.
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(,ZQi) The state of disbelief. Its original meaning is 'to conceal'. This
word has been variously used in the Qur'ân to denote: (1) state of absolute
lack of faith; (2) rejection or denial of any of the essentials of Islam that
constitute to believe in Allah, His angels, His Messengers, His revealed
Books, the Day of Resurrection, and Al-Qadar (i.e., Divine Preordainments whatever Allah has ordained must come to pass); (3) attitude of
ingratitude and thanklessness to Allah; and (4) non-fulfillment of certain
basic requirements of faith. In the accepted technical sense, Kufr consists
of rejection of the Divine guidance communicated through the Prophets
and Messengers of God. More specifically, ever since the advent of the last
of the Prophets and Messengers, Muhammad j,6t rejection of his teaching
constitutes Kufr. Killing a believer also constitutes disbelief.

Kufr:

,

(ji) It means to be similar or resembling or peer. Similarity or
equality in four things religion, lineage, profession and freedom is regarded reliable. Among these four, religion is agreed upon. Lineage is
not proved from any true and authentic HadIth, rest of the two, profession and freedom are admitted by all. To marry other than Kufu' is not
prohibited, but it is better to marry in Kufu' for many reasons.
Kunyah:
Surname. Calling a man, 0 'father of so-and-so!' Or calling
a woman, O'mother of so-and- so!' This is a custom of the Arabs.
Kursi (.SJ ) Literally a footstool or chair, and sometimes wrongly translated
as Throne. The KursI mentioned in this Verse should be distinguished from
the 'Arsh (Throne) mentioned in V.7:54, 10:3, 85:15 and elsewhere. Prophet
Muhammad said: "The KursI compared to the 'Arsh is nothing but like a
ring thrown out upon open space of the desert." If the KursI extends over
the entire universe, then how much greater is the 'Arsh. Indeed Allah, the
Creator of both the KursI and the 'Arsh, is the Most Great.
Ibn Taymiyyah said in the chapters: a) To believe in the KursI, b) To
believe in the 'Arsh (Throne):

Kufu'.

-

.

It is narrated from Muhammad bin 'Abdullâh and from other religious
scholars that the KursI is in front of the 'Arsh (Throne) and it is at the
level of the Feet. (Fatawa Ibn Taymiyyah, Vol. 5, Pages 54, 55)
Kusilfi (i,~i) Solar eclipse. See Kasafat.
Labbayk: (iJ) Literally means a response to the call.
Labbayka wa Sa'dayka:
1J) I respond to Your call; I am
obedient to Your orders.
Laghw: (Ifl) That which is not suitable-vain talks, useless discussion and
playfulness.
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LI hawla wa hI quwwata ilhil bilkIh: (4iL '
J- J) The meaning of
this expression is: 'There is no power and no strength except with Allah the
Almighty.' This expression is read by a Muslim when he is struck by a calamity, or is taken over by a situation beyond his control. A Muslim puts his
trust in the Hands of Allah, and submits himself to Allah.
Lahd: (.W) Niche type of grave.
Ldhut:
Divine.
4i) This expression is the most important one
LI Iliha 'ilhalkIh:
in Islam. It is the creed that every person has to say to be considered a
Muslim. It is part of the first pillar of Islam. The meaning of which is:
'None has the right to be worshipped but Allah.' The second part of
this first pillar is to say: 'Muhammadun Rasülullâh,' which means:Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah.

Lá't: (ki) A chief goddess of the Thaqif tribe in Tâ'if, and among the
most famous idols in the religion of the pre-Islamic Arabia. See the
Noble Qur'ân, An-Najm (53:19)..
Laylatul-Qadr: (Js .U) 'The Night of Power,' concealed in one of the odd
last ten nights of the month of fasting (i.e., Ramadân). The night on which
the Qur'ân was first revealed by Jibra'il to the Prophet Muhammad in 610
CE, during his retreat in the cave of Hirâ' above Makkah. Allah L)-'
describes it as better than one thousand months, and the one who worships
Allah during it by performing optional prayers and reciting the Noble
Qur'ân, etc., will get a reward better than worshipping Him for one thousand months (i.e., 83 years and four months). Muslims commemorate this
night, believed to be the 27th of Ramadân (though unknown for certain),
by offering additional prayers and supplications late into the night. [See
the Qur'ân Sürat 97 (V.97: 1-5)] (See SahIh Al-BukhârI, Vol. 3, HadIth
No. 231 and Chapter No. 2)
Al-Latzf (L.i.kW) The Subtle One Who is All-Pervading. One of the
ninety-nine Attributes of God. The exact meaning of this word is very
difficult to fully understand. It includes all of the following meanings:
1. So fine that He is imperceptible to the human sight. 2. So pure that
He is unimaginable to the human mind. 3. So kind that He is beyond
human comprehension. 4. So gracious that He is beyond human grasp.
5. So near that He is closer to us than our jugular veins. See the Noble
Qur'ân, Al-Hajj (22:63), Ash-Shürâ (42:19).
Al-Lawh Al-Mahfiuz: (J
A guarded Tablet in the Seventh
Heaven. The Noble Qur'ân was first written on the Lawh Mahfüz in its
entirety before it was sent down to the Baytul-'Izzah in the First Heaven.
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Li'tIn: (3 Lvii) Mutual cursing. Both the wife and the husband take an oath
when he accuses her of committing illegal sexual intercourse and after it
invoking the curse of Allah upon the liar. (Sürat An-Nflr, 24:6, 7, 8, 9)
Liwl': (,.UI) A standard, it is smaller than Râyah (Zl) l flag).
Al-Lizdm: ( .0 )The settlement of affairs, in the HadIth, it refers to the
battle of Badr, which was the means of settling affairs between the
Muslims and the pagans.
Luqatah: (vi11)Any article or a thing (any document or a purse) found
by somebody other than the owner who has lost it.
Ma'€'IflrI (iLv.) A Yemeni Burd (sheet).
Madhhab: (.Li) A term used in reference to a particular 'school of
thought' in Islam. As Islam spread to new regions outside the Arabian peninsula and new social, economic and religious issues arose, many scholars
studied the sources of Islam to find permissible and practical solutions that
believers could employ to address these issues. Over time, the teachings and
thoughts of five respected scholars gained prominence, and Muslims tend to
adhere to any one or the other school of thought of these scholars. Each
school's opinions, while differing to some degree with the others, are considered equally valid as a source of practical guidance for the 'lay' Muslim.
MadhI (Lli) Pre-coital fluid. A thin fluid generally released by the
private parts of both men and women at the time of passion.
Ma'dhzZr: ()j..LvJI) Literally means 'one who is excused.' In Islamic
jurisprudence it refers to that person who has certain sickness due to
which he is excused or exempted from certain acts.
A1-Madinah: (4l ) The well-known sacred city of Saudi Arabia, where the
Prophet's Mosque is situated, it was the first city-state that came under the
banner of Islam. Madinah means city, and MadInatun-NabI (the city of the
Prophet) was the name taken by the citizens of the city formerly named
Yathrib, often called Madinah Munawarrah - the Illuminated, or the Enlightened City. Tâbah and Taibah were also the former names for Al-Madinah. It became the center of the first Islamic community and political
state after Prophet Muhammad
migrated there from Makkah in 622
CE. The people of Al-Madinah welcomed the persecuted Muslims of
Makkah with open arms, establishing a sense of brotherhood and sisterhood viewed as a tangible ideal for Muslims today. Prophet Muhammad
died in A]-Madinah in 632 CE and was buried in his room adjacent to
the city's central mosque, which he established.
A1-Madmadah: (Jl) Rinsing the mouth.
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Maghdfi'r: (LJ) A bad smelling gum.
MaghdzI (J) Plural of Maghza or Ghazwah (i.e., holy battle). The
himself participated.
military campaigns inwhich the Prophet
Maghrib: (J) Sunset, evening obligatory prayer, that is performed right
after the sun sets over the horizon. It consists of three Rak'ahs and can be
offered between just after sunset and before the stars appear in the sky.
Mahr: (i) (Sadâq jLLai) Bridal-money given by the husband to the wife.
It is part of the Muslim marriage contract. It can never be demanded back
under any circumstances. Mahr signifies the amount of payment that is settled between the two spouses at the time of marriage, and which the husband is required to make to his bride. Mahr seems to symbolize the
financial responsbility that a husband assumes towards his wife by virtue of
entering into the contract of marriage. (Mahr Muwajjal: Deferred dower
or dowry; Ma hr Mu 'ajjal: Immediate dower or dowry)
Mahram: (.i) The person with whom marriage is not permissible and
with whom strict Hijiib is not obligatory. A Mahram refers to the group of
people who are forbidden for a woman to marry due to marital or blood
relationships. These people include: Her permanant Mahrams due to
blood relationship, and those seven are: her father, her son (who passed
puberty), her brother, her uncle from her father's side, her brother's son,
her sister's son, and her uncle from her mother's side. Her RadiI' Mahrams
due to sharing the nursing milk when she was an infant, and their status is
similar to the permanent seven Mahrams (i.e., nothing can change their
status). Her in-law Mahrams because of marriage and they are: her husband's father (father-in-law), her husband's son (stepson), her mother's
husband (stepfather), and her daughter's husband. These categories of
people, along with the woman's husband, form the group of allowable escorts for a Muslim woman when she travels.
Maytah: (.J) Dead meat (meat of a dead animal).
Maysir: (..J ) Gambling. Literally means getting something too easily.
The Most Glorious. One of the ninety-nine Attributes
Al-Majid:
of Allah.
Majils: (J ) (Magians) Fire worshippers. These people lived mainly
in Persia and the eastern Arabian peninsula in the pre-Islamic period
of Ignorance. See Noble Qur'ân, Al-Hajj (22:17).
Makkah: (-<.) An ancient city in Saudi Arabia where Abraham and
Ishmael built the Ka'bah. Muhammad , a member of the Quraysh
tribe, which traced its lineage back to Abraham, was born in Makkah
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in 570 CE. After migrating to Al-Madinah to further the message of
Islam, Muhammad , returned to Makkah in 629 CE with fellow
Muslims to reinstitute the age-old monotheistic Hajj. In 630 CE, after
the Quraysh violated a peace treaty, Muhammad
marched on
Makkah and gained control of the city peacefully, thereafter clearing
the Ka'bah of idols and reintegrating the city into the fold of Islam.
MakkiIk: (.i,KJ) Weight equal to 6 Mudd or 3 kilo and 258 gram.
Makr: (,<.J ) It signifies a secret strategy of which the victim has no inkling
until the decisive blow is struck. Until then, the victim is under the illusion that everything is in good order. See Noble Qur'ân,Al-Imrân (3:54).
MakrtIh:
Lawful or legal but Undesirable or disliked but not
prohibited such as growing fingernails or sleeping on the stomach. Not
doing the Makrâh counts as a good deed and doing it does not count
as a bad deed. MakrIth is of two types: Makri2h TahrImI and MakriTh
TanzIhI. Makrñh TahrImI is that which has been established by a proof
which is not absolute. The one who rejects it is regarded as a Fâsiq
(open sinner). A person who does something that falls under this category without any valid reason will be committing a sin and will deserve
punishment. Makrt2h TanzIhI is that which if left out, will be worthy of
reward and if carried out, will not entail any punishment.
MakI'ikah:
(sing. Malak) Angels, a class of God's creations.
Angels inhabit the unseen world, and constitute a group of beings who
do God's commands and who perpetually engage in His glorification.
Muslims believe each human being is assigned two special angels as recorders - one records a person's good deeds while the other records a
person's evil deeds. These records will be summoned on the Day of
Judgment and each individual will be called to account for his or her
deeds. A few angels are named in the Qur'ân, such as Jibra'il (angel of
revelation), Mikâ'il (angel of rain and plant), and Isrâfil (angel who
sounds the horn on Judgment Day, calling all souls to account).
Al-Mald'ikah: (LJ) Another name for Sirat Fâtir, Sñrah 35 of the
Noble Qur'ãn.
Malhamah: (.J.Js) (p1. Malâhim) The Fierce Battles that will take place
near the End Times before the coming of Dajjâl. (Antichrist or False Masih).
Mdliki: () Islamic school of law founded by Imâm Mãlik. Followers
of this school are known as the Mâliki.
Mamirik: (LJ) A male slave.
Mandt: (L) It was the chief idol worshipped by the Khuzâah and
Hudhail tribes.
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Mandrah: (,LJ) A tower-like structure, more commonly called a
minaret, from which the Mu 'adhdhin (caller to prayer) calls out the Adhan (call to prayer). The minaret is usually located adjacent to the
mosque, though for architectural reasons they may be placed at various
places on the mosque grounds for practical as well as decorative effect.
Maná'sik: (L.LJ) The acts of Hajj like Ihrâm, Tawâf of the Ka'bah and
Say of Safâ and Marwah, stay at 'Arafat, Muzdalifah and Mina, Ramy
of Jamarât, slaughtering of Hady (animal) etc. For details, see The
Book of Hajj and 'Umrah, SahIh Al-BukhârI, Vol.2-3.
Mandsi':(Lfl) A vast plateau on the outskirts of Al-Madinah.
Mandiib:
(Recommended) This category is recommended for the
Muslim to do such as extra prayers after Zuhr and Maghrib prayers.
Doing the Mandâb counts as a good deed and not doing it does not
count as a bad deed or a sin.
ManI (.4J) Semen or sperm.
Manthah: (.Ji) (p1. Manâ'ih) A sort of gift in the form of a she-camel
or a sheep that is given to somebody temporarily so that its milk may
be used and then the animal is returned to its owner.
Mann: (.fl) The Divine food sent to Israelites from heaven. It was in
the form of sweet grains. A small round thing, as small as the hoar
frost on the ground. It usually rotted if left over till next day; it melted
in the hot sun; they used to eat it according to their necessity. It is also
said that the actual manna found to this day in the Senai region is a
gummy saccharine secretion found on a species of Tamarisk. Some say
it was truffles while some say mushrooms.
Manndn: (.Ji) The one who reminds others of what he has given to
them.
Manzil: (JJ) (p1. Manâzil) Portion. There are seven Manâzil in Qurân
to be recited over seven days. The last Manzil nicknamed as Mufassal.
or Hizbul-Mufassal.
Maqdm Ibrdhimn: (
The Station of Ibrâhim or the standing
place of Ibrâhlm, a place near the Ka'bah, where there is a stone bearing the footprint of Prophet IbrâhIm
on which Abraham
stood
while he and Ishmael
were building the Ka'bah.
Maqá'm Mahmiid:
I U.J ) The highest place in Paradise, which will
be granted to Prophet Muhammad and none else.
Mdriqah: (iLfl) (Passers through) One of the Khawârij sect. so named
because they had strayed away from the true faith.
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Ma'rtIfi (J) It refers to the conduct that is reckoned fair and
equitable by the generality of disinterested people.
Marwah: (;Ji) Granite, a sharp-edged stone. Ibn Hajar says in HadyusSfiri that Marwah is a sharp stone after which the mountain across from
Safâ was named.A mound near the Ka'bah that is referred to in the
Qur'ân as one of the symbols of Allah. It is in conjuction with Safâ.
Now it is a remnant of a mountain in Makkah.
Maryam: () Mary, the mother of Jesus. Maryam is considered by
Muslims to be the most favored of women to God, for her chastity, piety
and dedication. Muslims believe she miraculously bore Prophet Jesus
in her womb and gave birth to him, while remaining a chaste virgin. The
fact that an entire chapter of the Qur'ân is titled Maryam indicates that
the lessons of her life are extremely important for Muslims.
Mas'akih: (_J) Literally means an issue, problem or question. In
Islamic jurisprudence, it refers to a rule, or regulation. The plural of
Mas 'alah is Masâ 'ii.
Mash: (.J ) The act of passing of wet hands over a particular part of
the body.
MI shd' Alldh: (Ui
L) An Arabic sentence meaning literally, 'What
Allah wishes,' and it indicates a good omen.
Mash'ar:
Shrine. A place appointed for sacred rites.
A1-Mash'arul-Hardm:
The boundary of Al-Masjid Al-Harâm
in akkah. It is prohibited to kill any game, to damage any plant or
tree, or to act in any manner that will violate the sanctity of the Sacred
Mosque.
Mashrubah: (.Ji) Attic room, something of a room or space just
below the roof to be used for storage.
Al-Masth Ad-Dajjdl: (J-Ql —Ji) The lying christ. The anti-christ which
Prophet Muhammad said would appear before the Day of Resurrection.
Masjid: (J) (p1. Masâjid) Mosque. A term meaning 'place of
prostration,' Masjid designates a building where Muslims congregate
for communal worship. The term comes from the same Arabic root as
the word Sujad (prostrations), designating the important worship position in which Muslims touch their forehead to the ground. Often, the
French word mosque is used interchangeably with Masjid, though the
latter term is preferred by Muslims. The Masjid also serves various social, educational, and religious purposes. There are three sacred Masâjid in the world, which Muslims hope to visit and pray within
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) The 'Furthest Mosque' built by the early
Masjid Aqsd: (a
Muslims in Al-Quds in Jerusalem, on or near where the Temple of Solomon once stood. It is the third sacred mosque of the Muslims. See
Baytul-Maqdis.
i) (The Inviolable Mosque). The Grand
Al-Masjidul-Hardm: (,>J
Masjid in Makkah. The Ka'bah (the Qiblah of the Muslims) is situated
within it. It is the first sacred mosque of the Muslims.
i) Another name for the Masjidur-Rasül in
Masjid Nabawi
Al-Madinah. The body of the Prophet
is buried there. It is the
second sacred mosque of the Muslims.
Masjid Shajarah: (i
A mosque outside Al-Madinah, where
most of the Hâjis go for wearing Ihrâm; a MIqât.
Matá7 (iUJ) Area of Tawaf.
MatJuInI (i) The oft-repeated Verses of the Qur'ân, and that is
Si2 rat Al-Pâtihah, recited repeatedly in the prayer.
Ma'thurah: ()LJ) Custom.
Mawlil: (ii) Literally means protector, and a person of slave origin who
does not have tribal protection. Allah describes Himself as the Mawlâ or
the Lord (Allah) of the believers. Mawlâ is a word with dual meaning, and
can mean either master or slave. It may also be considered as friend, relative, cousin, son of paternal uncle, ally, supporter, etc. It is also the term
used to describe a freed slave who remains as part of the family.
Mawldya: () My lord, my master (an expression used when a slave
addresses his master (also used for freed slave). Also a form of address
to a ruler implying protector.
MawqiIahah:
An animal beaten to death with a stick, a stone or
the like without proper slaughtering.
Mawd1I (i.J) Non-Arabs and originally former slaves.
Mawdqit: (J.J) See MIqât.
Maydthir:
Li) (p1. of MItharah) Red silk cushions stuffed with cotton
that were placed under the rider on the saddle.
Mayyit:
A corpse, dead body of a human being
Mazhar: (ii4J) A symbol, apparently a finite thing that points toward
something unbounded and indescribable. The knowledge conveyed by
the symbol cannot be apprehended in any other way, nor can the symbol ever be explained once and for all. Its true meaning becomes
known via visible manifestation of anything associated.
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Mihjan:

A walking stick with a bent handle.
Mihrdb: (>i) A niche in the wall of a mosque that indicates the
place of standing of the Imâm, and the Qiblah, the direction of Ka'bah,
towards which all Muslims turn during the formal worship. Architecturally, the Mihrâb serves to amplify the voice of the Imâm as he leads
the worshippers in prayer.
Myannah: (LJ ) A place at Makkah.
MiMd: (LJ) Literally means 'birth, birthday.' In this context it refers to
the birthday celebrations held in respect for the Prophet
. In most
cases these celebrations are innovations which are accompanied by
many other evils.
MilIah: (LJ) See Ummah.
Mind: () A plain five miles from Makkah and approximately ten miles
from 'Arafat within the bounds of the Harâm (sanctuary) of Makkah.
During the Hajj the pilgrims pass the night between the eighth and
ninth day, before proceeding to 'Arafat on the ninth day. An essential
place to visit during the Hajj.
Minbar: (J ) Steps with a pulpit on which the Imâm stands to deliver
the Khutbah (sermon or address).
Mi'qdt: (t._Ji) (p1. MawâqIt) The appointed places specified by the
Prophet
for entering the state of Ihrâm (consecration) before
entering Makkah when intending to perform 'Umrah or Hajj.
Mi'rdd: (
J ) A hunting instrument, part of which has a sharp-edged
piece of wood, or a piece of wood with a sharp piece of iron attached
to it. It is sometimes referred to as a hunting adze.
Mi'ràj:
Literally means 'ascension'. In Islam it refers to the
Night Journey of the Prophet
from Makkah to Jerusalem and then
the Ascention through the realms of the seven heavens wherein he
communicated with Allah. (See HadIth No. 345, Vol. 1, HadIth No.
429, vol. 4 and Ahâdith No. 345, Vol. 1, 227, Vol. 5, SahIh Al-BukhârI)
[Also see (V. 53:12, 17:1) the Qur'an] See also Isrâ' and Mi'râj.
Mirbad:
A place where dates are dried, also said for a small
enclosure for animals.
Mirt: (iJ) (pl. Mun2t) A sheet of wool or silk to wrap around.
Miskin:
(p1. MasâkIn) The word denotes helplessness,
destitution. Thus Masâ kin are those who are in greater distress than
.
the ordinary poor people. Explaining this word the Prophet
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declared that Masâ kin are those who cannot make both ends meet,
who face acute hardship and yet whose sense of self-respect prevents
them from asking for aid from others and whose outward demeanor
fails to create the impression that they are deserving of help.
Misr: (7.a) Egypt.
Miswlk: (i;._J) A thin stick or twig made of Arak-tree roots that is
used to clean the teeth.
Mftharah: (;J ) See Mayâthir.
Mithqdl: (JuJ) A special kind of weight (equals 4 2/7 grams approx.,
used for weighing gold). It may be less or more. (20 Mithqâl = 94
grams approx.)
Beer.
Mizr:
Mu'adhdhin: (Jj.Ji) A call-maker who pronounces the Adhân (call to
prayer) loudly from a minaret or other suitable location near a mosque
prior to the five daily worship times calling people to come and perform the prayer. The Mu 'adhdhin may also perform other duties, such
as reciting the Qur'ân while worshippers assemble at the mosque and
perform the Wuda' (ritual washing, ablution) a few minutes prior to
commencement of congregational worship.
Mu'á'had: (J) Protected. A non-Muslim who has a treaty with the
Muslims, or is living under Muslim protection. Technically, it refers to
the People of the Scripture who have been promised protection by the
Muslim state. It is similar to DhimmI.
Mu'allafatul-QultIb: (Ui Jj) New Muslims who were given Sadaqah
by the Prophet L to keep them firm in the fold of Islam.
Warms: (J) A place nearer to Mina than Ash-Shajarah.
Mu'thnakzh: (LJ) (p1. Mu'dmalât) A term used for a transaction,
dealing or an agreement wherein some money or other type of wealth
is involved.
Mu'an'an: (i) Those Aiiâdith in which narrator relates the text using
the preposition 'an.
Mu'aqqadah: (;ii) It is an oath that a person swears to express his
determination and definite intention to do something in future. The expiation becomes obligatory for breaking this oath. The expiation for this oath
is to feed ten poor persons, or to clothe them or to set a slave free.
Mu'asfar: (..Ji) Garments lightly died with safflower-almost orange
color.
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Mu'isharah: (.J) Literally means society. In Islamic terminology, it
refers to one's social relationships and social dealings.
Mu'attikjh: (UJ) This sect does not believe in the primacy of Allah's
Attributes.
Mu'awwidhá't: (,i) The last three Sarahs of the Qur'ân.
Mu'awwidhatá'n or Mu'awwidhatayn:
Falaq (113) and SüratAn-Nas (114)..

3J) i.e., Strat Al-

Mubdh: (&.J) Things or acts Permissible or allowed in Islamic law. This
category is left undecided for the person, such as eating apples or oranges. Doing or not doing the Mubâh does not count as a good or bad
deed.
Mubashshirdt:
Heralds. Glad tidings. True dreams that are a
part of prophethood. [See the F.N. of (V. 10:64), SahIh Al-BukhârI,
Vol. 9, Had ith No. 119].
MiIbiqtIt: (u.J) Great destructive sins.
Muddbarah: (J) An animal with the sides of its ears cut off.
Mudabbar: (J) A slave who is promised by his master to be
manumitted after the latter's death.
Muddrabah: ( ) Li) (Sleeping partnership or limited partnership) An
agreement between two or more persons whereby one or more of them
provide finance, while the other(s) provide enterpreneurship and management to carry on any business venture whether trade, industry or
service with the objective of earning profits. The profit is shared in an
agreed proportion. The loss is borne by the financiers only in proportion to their share in the total capital.
Muddrib:
The partner who provides entrepreneurship and
management in a Mudârabah agreement, i.e., the one who contributed
his labor to the partnership.
Mudd: (.J) A dry measure of two thirds of a kilogram (approx.). It may
be less or more. Sâ' equals 4 Mudds (3 kilograms approx.).
Mufaddamah: (.i.fl) Garments deeply dyed with safflower-almost red
color.
Mufassal or Mufassaldt: ( 5La.iJ
JiJ ) The shorter SIArahs starting
from Qâf to the end of the Noble Qur'ân (i.e., from No. 50 to the end
of the Qur'ân 114).
Muflttaqah: (iJi) A mixture of sugarcane, molasses, sesame and
fenugreek.
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Mufdwadah: (,U.J) A basic contract of partnership based on Wakâlah
and Kafâlah. It requires full commitment from the partners. In order to
achieve this purpose, the partners must try to maintain equality in the
capital, labor, liability and the legal capacity and also declare each
partner to be a surety for the other.
Mufti' (iJ) One who issues verdicts.
Muhaddith: (.>Jt) (p1. MuhaddithIn) An Islamic scholar of HadIth
(sayings and traditions of the Prophet Muhammad .).
Muhaffakih: (U>J) Animals that have not been milked. See Musarrât.
Muhdjir: (J) A person who does Hijrah (emigration). Anyone of the
early Muslims who had migrated from any place to Al-Madinah in the lifetime of the Prophet before the conquest of Makkah and also the one
who emigrates for the sake of Allah and Islam and also the one who quits
all those things which Allah has forbidden. According to a HadIth, Muhâjir
is the one who forsakes mistakes and sins. (Ibn Mâjah. 3934)
The first husband for whom another man
Muhallal kihil: (i
marries his divorced wife in order to divorce her so that the first husband can marry her again.
Muhallil: (ji) The man who marries a woman in order to divorce her
so that she can go back to her first husband.
Muhammad: (') The one who is much praised, the last Messenger
Muhammad ,. The Prophet and righteous person believed by Muslims to
be the final Messenger of God, whose predecessors are believed to include
the Prophets Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses, David, Jesus and others.
Born in 570 CE, Muhammad
grew up to become a well-respected
member of Makkan society. In 610 C.E., he received the first of many revelations that would eventually form the content of the Qur'ân. Soon after
this initial event, he was conferred prophethood and began calling people
to righteousness and belief in One God. Muhammad
died in 632 CE,
after successfully (re)establishing the religion known as Islam and providing Muslims with a model for ideal human behavior.
Muhdqakih: (i.J) Renting land in return for one third or one quarter
of the produce. This term is mostly used concerning cultivation.
Muharram: (>J) An act that is strictly forbidden in Islam.
Muharram:
The first month of the Islamic calendar. Also called
the month of Allah.
Muhassab: (i) (See Abtah) A valley outside Makkah on way to
Mina, sometimes called Khayf BanI Kinânah.
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Muhassar: (,L) A place between Mina and Muzdalifah to make hurry
while passing it. At this place the army of Abrahah was destroyed. It is
said to be a place of satans.
Muhdath: (>) Innovation.
Muhdith: (>) An innovator of heresy.
Muhkam:
Qur'ânic Verses the orders of which are not cancelled
(abrogated), non-allegorical and are clear.
Muhrim: (y.Ji) One who enters into the consecration state of Ihrâm.
for the purpose of performing the Hajj or 'Urnrah.
) A female who assumes Ihrâm.
Muhrimah:
Muhsan:
One who is married.
Muhsandt: (L..a.Jl) It means 'protected women'. It has been used in
the Qur'ân in two different meanings. First, it has been used in the
sense of 'married women', that is, those who enjoy the protection of
their husbands. Second, it has been used in the sense of those who enjoy the protection of families as opposed to slave-girls.
Muhsar: (.ii) A Muhrim who intends to perform the Hajj or 'Umrah
but cannot because of some obstacle.
Mujdhid: (J) (p1. MujâhidIn) One who takes an active part in Jihad and
fights for Islam. A Muslim fighter. The opposite of Qâ 'idIn. See Jihâd.
Mujazziz: (Ji) A Qâ'ij a learned man who reads the foot and hand marks.
Mujizah: (i) Literally means a miracle. In Islam it refers to
miracles performed by Prophets. Prophets do not perform miracles out
of their own accord but through the direction and will of Allah.
Mujam:
Collection of Aiâdith alphabetically arranged by the
names of the traditionist irrespective of subject matter
Mujtahid: (Ji) (pl. Mujtahidi2n) Independent religious scholar, a
specialist on the deduction of the Islamic rules who do not follow religious
opinions except from four major sources: the Qur'ân, HadIth, conscience
of the community from all over the Muslim world, and reasoning.
Mukdtab: (J) A slave (male or female) who binds himself (or
herself) under a contract of manumission to pay a certain ransom for
his (or her) freedom.
Mukhdbarah: (LJ) Selling fruit before it ripens. Some say it is leasing
the land for cultivation, while the owner will get whatever is produced
from one area of it, and another area is for the cultivator. Ibn Hajar
says Mukhâbarah refers to sharecropping when the seeds are supplied
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by the cultivator, while Muzâra 'ah refers to sharecropping when the
seeds are supplied by the owner of the land.
Mukha'darah: (.i) The buying of a raw crop before it is ready to be
reaped is Mukhâdarah.
(p1. Mukhadramuin) A person who became a
Mukhadram:
Muslim during the Prophet's lifetime but did not see him.
MuliI'anah: (5LJ) The act of performing Li'ân.
Mulabbadah: (LJ) Cloak made from a thick patched sheet.
MukImasah: (5LJ) Mulâmasah is a buy for prefixed price with closed
eyes or in darkness just by the first touch of hand. For instance, a man
goes to a cloth merchant and proposes him to buy a roll of cloth for a
prefixed price on the condition that he will close his eyes and will go to
touch the rolls, whatever the roll will come under his first touch, he
will have it. This kind of trade is prohibited. It is also called Limâs.
Muihid: (Li ) Atheist, one who denies the existence of God.
Mulhidimn: (3LJ) Heretical, unorthodox, one relating to or
characterized by departure from accepted beliefs or standards.
Multazam: (Lii) The area between the Black Stone and the door of the
Ka'bah where it is recommended to make supplications.
Mu'min: (.J) A person who has deep faith in Allah and is a righteous
and obedient slave of Allah.
Muná'badhah: (i i ) The sale by Munâbadhah is like gambling: Two
persons may agree to barter one thing for another without seeing or
checking either of them. One may say to another, "I barter my garment
for your garment," and the sale is achieved without either of them seeing the garment of the other. Or one may say, "I give you what I have
and you give me what you have," and thus they buy from each other
without knowing how much each has had.
Mundflq: (jiJi) Hypocrite, a person who puts on a false appearance of
virtue or religion. One whose external appearance is of a Muslim, people see him praying, fasting, etc., but whose inner reality conceals his
Kufr (disbelief). (See Al-Ba qarah 2:8-23). A Munâfiq is more dangerous
and worse than a Kâfir.
Munkar wa Nak(r: (3S
The names of the two angels who question
the dead in the graves.
Muqdbalah: (LU.J) The animal whose ears have been severed.
Muqallid: (ti ) A follower of a qualified specialist on religious matters.
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Muqdradah: (Ji) Another name for Mudârabah used by the Mâlikis. It
has two explanations: a) To lend money or something to someone. b) To be a
partner, i.e., one person invests money and the other does practical work and
the profit is shared between the two according to the agreed percentage.
MuqarrabiIn: (3J) Literally means, 'those who have been brought near.'
On the Day of Resurrection, Allah è will sort out the good and the evil into
three groups: 1. Muqarrabi2n - the exalted class, those who will be nearest
to Allah. Also described as the Sâbiqz2n, meaning 'those who outstrip the
rest.' 2. Ashâbul-Maymanah - literally means, 'the Companions of the
Right.' The righteous people destined to enter Paradise. 3. Ashâbul-Mash'amah - literally, 'the Companions of the Left.' These will be the inheritors of Hell-fire. See Al- Wâqi 'ah (56:11-56).
Al-Muqatta'dt: (JuJ) The initial abbreviated letters prefixed to certain
SIrahs of the Qur'ân.
Muqayyar: (aJ) A name of a pot with a coating of tar or pitch in which
alcoholic drinks used to be prepared.
Murdbit: (iJ;) A person who is on the road spreading Islam.
Murji'ah: (-J) (Also called the people of Iijâ'.) The Murji'ah sect has
the belief that Imân (faith) concerns with words only, it has no link as
far as deeds are concerned.
Murtad: (i) Apostate. One who commits apostasy, renunciation of a
religious faith or the abandonment of the previous loyalty.
Milsa: () Moses, an eminent Prophet in Islam mentioned in the Qur'ân
and the Old Testament. The Qur'ân contains accounts similar to those in
the Hebrew Bible regarding Moses' early life and upbringing. Muslims believe Moses was chosen as a Prophet by God, and his mission was to call
Pharoah and the Egyptians to believe in One God and cease oppression of
the Hebrew people. Muslims believe the Torah, a Divine scripture, was
given to Moses as a guidance for those who heeded his leadership.
Mustad'af(n: (_i) Weak and oppressed persons.
Musaddiq: (L.J) The person discharging voluntary charity.
MusalkI: (L,L.a.Ji) A praying place.
Musaii (L.a.fl) One who is offering the prayer.
Musannafi (aJ) More comprehensive collection of Azâdith divided
into books and chapters.
Musa'qdt: ( L..J ) Watering and doing watchman's job in the fields or
gardens and sharing the produce or cultivating the land and sharing the
produce with the owner is called Musâqât. This is also called Muzâra'ah
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The difference between Musâqât and Muzâra'ah is that the
first mentioned is for grains and the last mentioned is for fruit trees.
;ia.J) Such
Musarrat or Muhaffalah or KhiliIbah:
she-camels and sheep whose udders are bind to avoid milking them for
two or three days to sell them for a higher price as buyer thinks that
they deliver great amount of milk.
Mushabbihah:
) (Anthropomorphist) Those who ascribe human
characteristics to Almighty Allah.
Mushafi (a..J) A copy of the Qur'ân.
Mushdwarah: (LJ) It means consultation.
Mushrik: (iJ ) (pl. MushrikIn or Mushrikimn) A polytheist, pagan or
idolater. A person who ascribes partners to Allah. Someone who offers
his adoration to anything besides the one God. Hence, polytheists and
idolators are associators. However, on a more subtle level, anyone who
adores God with an impure love is an associator too.
A female three-year-old cattle, cow or ox (entered its
Musinnah:
third year). (Also Thanly or Thani)yah, those having two teeth.)
A person who accepts Islam as his or her way of life. Literally
Muslim:
(and in the broadest sense), the term means 'one who submits to God.' More
commonly, the term describes any person who accepts the creed and the
teachings of Islam. The word 'Muhammadan' is a pejorative and offensive
misnomer, as it violates Muslims' most basic understanding of their creedMuslims do not worship Muhammad, nor do they view him as the founder of
the religion. The word 'Moslem' is also incorrect, since it is a corruption of
the word 'Muslim.' Muslim is the one who believes in Allah, His Prophets,
His Books, the Day of Resurrection (Qiyâmah), recites the Kalimah, and accepts the commandments of Allah and His Prophet iji, as the Truth.
Musnad: (J) Collection of Ahâdith with complete chains.
Musallil: (,L.a.J ) The place where the 'Eid prayer is performed.
Mustadrak: (i ) Collection of Azâdith a compiler collected according
to the conditions of a former compiler but that were missed by him.
Mustahabb:
) An act in Islam that is Desirable, preferable or
recommended, ordered without obligation. Mustahabb is something
that is recommended and performed in desire for (Divine) love. Refers
to those acts done by the Prophet ij or the Companions very
occasionally. The acts whose neglect is not punished, but whose performance is rewarded, e.g., the call for prayers (Adhân).
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Mustaha'dah: (..e Li ) A woman who has bleeding from the womb in
between her ordinary periods.
Mustakhraj: (,..Ji) Collection of Ai'zâdith in which a later compiler
collects fresh and additional Isnâd (chains) cited by the original compiler.
Mustawsilah: (J) The women who has her hair extensions done.
Mut'ah: (ii) A temporary marriage. A custom that was common in
Arabia. It was allowed in the early period of Islam when one was away
from his home, but later on it was cancelled (abrogated) by the Prophet
at Khaybar, as is related by 'Ali bin Abu Tâlib in SahIh Muslim
and SahIh Al-BukhârI.
Muta 'awwiliIn: (,J, ii ) Those (ones) who form wrong opinions of Kufr
about their Muslim brothers.
Mutafahhish: (>Ji) A person who conveys evil talk.
Mutafallijdt: (UJi) The women who have their teeth separated for
the sake of beauty.
Mu'takzfi ( ~) One who is in a state of 1'tikaf.
Mu 'tamir: (J ) The person performing 'Umrah.
The women who
Mutanammisah or Mutanammisdt: (LJ,i
have their eyebrows plucked, some say it includes the face.
Mutashdbihdt: (.LJI) Allegorical. Qur'ânic Verses that are not clear
and are difficult to understand.
Mu'tazilah: (JJ) A member of a medieval theological sect that
maintained that nothing but eternity could be asserted regarding Allah,
that the eternal nature of the Qur'ân was questionable, and that humans have free will.
Mustawshimdt: (LJ) The women who get themselves marked with
tattoos.
A Persian word meaning 'don't be afraid.'
Mutras:
Meaning 'Agreed upon'. The term is used for
Muttafaq 'Alayh: (&1c
such Ahâdith that are found in both the collections of Ahâdith: Bukhari
and Muslim.
Muttaqi (J) Derived from its noun Taqwâ (piety and fear of Allah),
which signifies God-consciousness, a sense of responsibility and accountability, dedication and awe-the things that prompt one to fulfill
his duty. Taqwâ or heedfulness is the main criterion by which God values the deeds of a Muslim (Al-Hujurât 49:13).
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MuttaqiIn: (i.J I) Pious and righteous persons who fear Allah much (abstain
from all kinds of sins and evil deeds which He has forbidden) and love Allah
much (perform all kinds of good deeds which He has ordained).
MuwailadiIn: (i,J) The children of female slaves from other nations.
Muzdbanah: (.J) The sale of fresh dates for dried dates by measure,
and the sale of fresh grapes for dried grapes by measure. In both cases,
the dried fruits are measured while the fresh ones are only estimated
as they are still on the trees.
Muzaffat: (j.i) A name of a pot in which alcoholic drinks used to be
prepared, it is coated with pitch. Also called Muqayyar.
!'luzdra'ah: ( )SJ) Sharecropping or farming partnership. An
arrangement in which the owner of a land provides the land while another takes care of the farming, and they share the crops. Ibn Hajar
says Muzâra 'ah refers to sharecropping when the seeds are supplied by
the owner of the land, while Mukhâbarah refers to sharecropping when
the seeds are supplied by the cultivator.
Muzdalifah: (J) (Also called Mash'ar) A place between 'Arafat and
Mina, about 20 km from Makkah, where the pilgrims while returning
from 'Arafat, have to stop and stay for the whole night or greater part
of it (the night), between the ninth and tenth of Dhul-Hijjah and to
perform the Maghrib and 'Ishâ' prayers (together) there.
Ndr: ( )U) The fire of Hell.
Nabi' (J) (p1. Anbiyâ') The meaning of the word NabI is a Prophet. To
be a Prophet, he should receive a revelation from Allah that does not
necessarily mean a revealed book. When a Prophet is instructed to deliver his message to a certain group of people, he is a Messenger. It is
stated in the Qur'ân that there are no more Prophets and Messengers
after Muhammad
the last of the Prophets and Messengers.
Nabtdh: (i...J) Water in which dates or grapes etc., are soaked and left
overnight and is not yet fermented. It is lawful. But it begins to ferment as the time passes, effervescence and bubbling appear and it
turns out to be intoxicating and becomes unlawful.
Nadhr: ()JJ ) is one of the three types of vows to Almighty Allah.
Nddihah:
U) A camel used for agricultural purposes.
Nadiy: (Ji) A part of an arrow.
Nafath: (J ) Witchcraft.
NaJkh: (J ) Puffing of Satan.
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Ndfilah: (iU) The recommended prayers after or before the daily
obligatory prayer.
Nafi: (jJ) Literally means 'optional'. A voluntary act of supererogatory
devotion such as Nafi prayer or Nafi fast. According to the jurists it has
a similar ruling to that of Mustahabb.
In Arabo-Persian usage, Nafs (soul or self) is used both for
Nafs:
the immortal soul of a human, which survives death, and also for the
carnal, or lower, soul. Muslims believe that humans are ultimately spiritual beings, housed temporarily in a physical body. The Nafs represents
that core of each individual which exhibits an innate orientation towards God, called Fitrah, and which passes into a different unknown
realm upon a person's physical death in the present world.
Nahd: (J) Sharing the expenses of a journey or putting the journey food
of the travelers together to be distributed among them in equal shares. cNahyun 'anil-Munkar:
) Forbidding evil.
Nahr: (J) (Literal: slaughtering of the camels only and is done by
cutting carotid artery or by poking the jugular vein with a spear or
sharp item at the root of the neck); the day of Nahr is the tenth of
Dhul-Hijjah on which pilgrims slaughter their sacrifices.
Najá'sah: (zi) Refers to impurity. It is of two types: Najâsah GhalIzah
(heavy impurity) and Najâsah Khafifah (light impurity).
Najash:
) A trick (of offering a very high price) for something without
the intention of buying it but just to allure and cheat somebody else who
really wants to buy it although it is not worth such a high price.
An-Nafrnshi (t.J) (Title for the) king of Ethiopia (Abyssinia) - Negus.
Najd:
Lexically means 'the elevated land'. The expanse of land
between Tihamah and Iraq.
Something that is impure.
Najis:
An-Najwd: (.Js) The private talk between Allah and each of His slaves
on the Day of Resurrection. It also means, a secret counsel or conference or consultation. [See the Qur'ân (V.58:7-13), and also see the
footnote of (V.11:18)] (See SahIh Al-Bukhâri, Vol.3, HadIth No. 621)
Na'!: (jfl) Slipper or sandal.
(Calumnies) conveyance of disagreeable false information
NamI'mah:
from one person to another to create hostility between them.
Namirah: (;J) (p1. Nimâr) A thick sheet of woolen material with stripes
like the skin of tiger or leopard. It is used to wrap around the waist.
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Ndmisah: (AJi) The women who plucks the eyebrows of other women.
Naqdul-Hadilh: (>J
) The Methodology of Critical Evaluation of
Ahâdith.
Naqth: (J) A person heading a group of six persons in an expedition
(tribal chiefs).
Naqfr: (i) A name of a pot in which alcoholic drinks used to be
prepared. It is the trunk of a date palm that is hollowed out or curved.
Nasab: (_J) Lineage or geneology.
Nasá'rd: (La.fl) The name given to the followers of the Christian faith
both in the Qur'ân and HadIth.
Nash: (Jt) Half portion of anything. It is also said to be twenty
Dirhams. Also a measure of weight equal to ½ Uqiyyah (60 grams approximately).
Nasi': (,J) A practice in vogue among the pre-Islamic Arabs. They
used to alter the duration of the four sacred months. Whenever they
wished to start fighting or to loot and plunder - and they could not do
so during the sacred months - they carried out their expedition in one
of the sacred months and then later on compensated for this violation
by treating one of the non-sacred months as a sacred month.
Nasthah: (i) Sincere good advice.
Naskh: (J ) A style of curved writing often used for early hand-written
copies of the Qur'ân.
Nash (4J) A part of an arrow.
Ndsut: (LJi) Human, as opposed to Divine.
Nawdfil: (ji,J) (p1. of Nâfilah) Optional practice of worship in contrast
to obligatory (FarIdah). See Na/i and Nâfilah.
Nawdt: (,J) Equal to the weight of 5 Dirhams. Some differ and say
between three Dirhams to five.
Nfdq: (uJ) Hypocrisy.
Nifds: (uJ) Refers to the flowing of postnatal blood after childbirth.
Ni/ia!: (j.J) Present. (Hibah: Gift; 'Umrâ: Lifelong gift; Ruqbâ: Gift of
house given for lifelong use).
NiktIh: (.-Jt) Pronouncement of marriage or wedlock according to
SharI'a11 (Islamic law).
Niqdb: (uJ) Face veil with the exception of the eyes. Veil covering full
face including the eyes.
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Nisdb: (L.J) A threshold of wealth of which any excess is subject to
Zakâh (obligatory charity). So Nisâb is the minimum amount of wealth
or property which makes one liable to pay Zakât. Minimum amount of
property liable to payment of the Zakât, e.g., Nisâb of gold is twenty
(20) Mithqâl, i.e., approx. 94 grams; Nisâb of silver is two hundred
(200) Dirhams, i.e., approx. 640 grams; Nisâb of food grains and fruit is
5 Awsuq, i.e., 673.5 kgms; Nisâb of camels is 5 camels; Nisâb of cows is
5 cows; and Nisâb of sheep is 40 sheep; etc.
Niyyah: (J) It is an intention to perform an activity.
NulnIwwah: (J) Prophethood.
NzIh: (a,.;) A Prophet of Allah mentioned in the Qur'ân and the Old

Testament.
Numn: (3,.;) Fish.
NuIr:
Light
An-NuIr: (,,.i) 'The Light.' One of the ninety-nine Attributes of Allah,
and the name of a Sarah. See An-Nu2r (24:35-36).
Nusk: (L.J) Religious act of worship.
Nusub:
(p1. Ansâb) Nusub were stone alters at fixed places or graves,
etc., whereon sacrifices were slaughtered during fixed periods of occasions
and seasons in the name of idols, jinns, angels, pious men, saints, etc., in order to honor them, or to expect some benefit from them. These signify all
places consecrated for offerings to others than the One True God.
Nusuk: (.Li ) A ritual sacrifice as well as other forms of devotion and worship.
Qabd': (LiH) (p1. 'Aqbiyah) An outer garment with full-length sleeves.
Qabr: (iJ ) Grave.
Qadd': (L.afl) A prayer said after due time. Literally means 'carrying
out' or 'fulfilling'. In Islamic jurisprudence it refers to fulfilling or completing those duties such as prayers or fasting, that one may have missed due to some reason or other.
Qadariyyah: (J) (Also called the people of Qadar/Ahiul-Qadar.) The
Qadari)yah sect has the belief that a person is bound to do what has
been written for him, he is not free to do anything he wants-as against
the Jabriyyah sect whose belief is just the opposite.
Qadar: (fl) Divine Preordainment or the Divine Decree.
Qadi'd: (.afl) Jerked meat, cured meat. Meat cut into strips and dried.
A1-Qadr: (iiI) 'The Power.' The name of Sarah 97 of the Qur'ân also.
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QIdi': (Lai) Judge.
Qd"id(n:
ii ) People who remain inactive and do not actively fight.
The opposite of Mujâhid.
QayltIlah: (i.Li) Siesta, midday nap. Rest in the middle of the day even
if one does not sleep.
Qaith: (Ja) A well.
QamCs: (.a) meaning 'shirt'. However, due to constant usage, it refers
to the long flowing robe worn by Muslim men and which has come to
be regarded as an Islamic dress.
Qdr: (iJ) Tar or pitch.
Qaraz: (.i) The leaves of Mimosa Flava used for tanning.
Qard: (J) A loan given for a good cause in the Name of Allah, in
the hope of repayment or reward in the Hereafter.
Qard Hasanah: (- i)) A loan extended fixed for a definite period of
time without interest or profit-sharing.
Qdri: (,ii) (p1. Qurrâ') A reciter. Early Muslim religious scholars were
called Qurrâ'. These were teachers of the early Muslims. This word is
now used mainly for a person who knows the Qur'ân by heart, and due
to vocal beauty and skill, publicly recite Verses from the Qur'ân. Such
recitations serve to inspire and comfort believers, and are often performed early in the morning or prior to the daily worship services, and
also to solemnize important occasions and events.
Qdrin: (\ii) One who performs Hajj Qirân.
Qar(n:
) The Devil companion that is with everyone.
) The MIqât of the people of Najd, in Arabia
Qarnul-Maná'zil: (JLJ
(from the east). It is situated on the way to Makkah.
Qasab:
Pipes made of gold, pearls and other precious stones.
Reference to Khadijah's home in Paradise.
QasImah: (Lafl) The oath taken to clear him by 50 men of the tribe of
a person who is being accused of killing somebody.
Qasr: (i.fl) Literally means 'to shorten,' it is technically used to signify
the Islamic rule that during one's journey it is permissible, and indeed
preferable, to pray only two Rak'âhs in those obligatory prayers in
which a person is required to pray four Rak'âhs.
Qaswd': (,aiJ) The name of the Prophet's she-camel.
Qatiftih: (J2ii) Thick soft cloth like velvet or plush material.
Qattit: (i) A person who conveys information from someone to
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another with the intention of causing harm and enmity between them.
(SahIh Al-BukhârI Vol. 8, HadIth No. 82)
Qawmah: (,iJ) Raising one's head in prayer from bowing and standing
up straight.
Qawwdm or Qayyim: (.J
i) A person responsible for administering
or supervising the affairs of either an individual or an organization, for
protecting and safeguarding them and taking care of their needs.
Qaza':(tJi) Shaving part of the head and leaving part.
Qiblah: (iUii) The term used in reference to the direction Muslims face
during prayers. The focal point of the Qiblah is the Ka'bah, the house
of worship located in the city of Makkah. Depending upon where one
is at any given time upon the earth, the Qiblah direction may vary.
From North America, the direction is roughly northeast, and worship
halls in local mosques are oriented accordingly.
Qul wa Qdl: (Ji j.) Sinful, useless talk (e.g., backbiting, lies, etc.).
Qintir: ()U.iJi) A weight-measure for food grains, etc., e.g., wheat, maize,
oat, barley, etc., that is equal to 256.4 kilograms. It is also said that in
matters of reward, a Qintâr is equal to twelve thousand Uqiyyah, each
Uqiyah of which is better than heaven and earth.
Qird'ah: (
i ) The audible recitation during prayers.
QinId: (ii) Sleeping partnership (see Mudârabah).
Qirdm: (ii) A thin marked woolen curtain.
Qirdt: (.ilJI) A special weight; sometimes a very great weight like Uhud
mountain. Otherwise usually a small weight that is equal to a gram or
less than it. 1 Qirat = 1/2 Dâniq & 1 Dâniq = 1/6 Dirham. In currency
it is twentieth or twenty-fourth of a Dinar.
Qirbah: ()J) A water skin.
Qirsh: ()i ) A unit of money.
Qisds: ( Laii ) Retaliatory punishment, retaliation in kind (eye for an eye).
In Islam though, retaliation should be forgone as an act of charity. See AlMâ'idah (5: 48). Laws of equality when punishing a person for injuries intentionally inflicted on someone else. SeeAl-Baqarah (2:178-179).
Qassiy or Qassiyyah: (_J I ,i _J) A linen cloth containing silken lines
prepared at Qass in Egypt. ) A plant disease that causes fruit to fall before ripening.
QithiIm: (
Qiydm: (r LJ ) The standing during the prayer for recitation of Sârat AlFâtihah or Sârat Al-Hamd and the second Sirah that follows after it,
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while the standing after the Ruku' is Qawmah. And the voluntary prayers at night are also called Qiyâm for night prayers.
Qiydmah: (ui) The Day of Resurrection, or the Day of Judgment.
Qiyds: (La) In simple terms, the verdict given by a Mujtahid or FaqIh
who considered the case similar in comparison with a case judged by
the Prophet . In complex issues, using analogies for the purpose of
applying laws derived from the Qur'ân and Sunnah to situations not
explicitly covered by these two sources. Qiyâs is one of the most important tools for interpreting and implementing the SharI'ah (Islamic
law). Verdicts and judgments are given by the Islamic religious scholars, after due considerations on the following proofs respectively: (a)
From the Qur'ân; (b) From the Prophet's Sunnah. (c) Conscience of
the community from all over the Muslim world; (d) and Qiyâs, i.e., reasoning. It is not to be practiced except if the judgment of the case is
not found in the first three above mentioned proofs, (a), (b) and (c).
According (the Muslim scholar Imâm Shâfi'I), Qiyâs is a method for
reaching a legal decision on the basis of evidence (a precedent) in
which a common reason, or an effective cause, is applicable.
Qadd': (Li) Paying in a debt.
Qubd' (uJ) A place on the outskirts of Al-Madinah. The Prophet
established a mosque there, which bears the same name. A visit to that mosque on Saturday forenoon and offering a two Rak'ah prayer is regarded as a
performance of 'Umrah in reward according to the Prophet's saying.
Qubbah: (ii) A small and round one-room tent.
Qubbatus-Sakharah:
(Dome of the Rock) The rock within the
dome built around 691 CE by the Umayyad Caliph Abdul-Malik in the
area of the famous mosque, Aqsâ Mosque or Baytul-Maqdis, in Jerusalem. It is believed to be the point from where Prophet Muhammad
was miraculously ascended to heavens.
Qudilt: (LJi) Plural form of Qâdi.
Qudhadh: (i0) A part of an arrow.
Al-Quds:
) Literally, 'The Holy,' this is the name used by Muslims
for Jerusalem. It is the third holiest city in Islam, following Makkah
and Al-Madinah, because of its significance to Islamic history in the
broadest sense
Qullah: (Jii ) (Also called Jirâr - )J ) A large drinking water container
like a barrel whose size the scholars differ over, from five to fifty water
skins (Qirbahs). Even some say them to be the size of two-and-a-half water
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skins. Scholars have described the quantity of two Qullahs as equivalent to
500 Ratis One Rat] weighs half a seer, i.e., forty tolas. Thus the total quantity of five water skins of water measures approximately 240 kilograms or,
according to some scholars, about 227 kilograms.
Qumqum: (,.iJ) A narrow-headed vessel.
Quniut:
) Invocation in the prayer. The act of raising both palms in
fornt of the face while praying in the second Rak'ah of prayer.
Supplication in the event of a calamity.
QunvIt Ndziiah: (JU
Quraysh: (p)) One of the greatest and prominent tribes in all of Arabia
in the Prophet's era. The Quraysh were the keepers of the Ka'bah and
therefore the wealthiest and most powerful tribe. The Prophet Muhammad ç belonged to this tribe, which had great powers spiritually
and financially both before and after Islam came. When Prophet Muhammad #t started to preach the true religion of Allah and persisted
in calling people to worship Allah alone, most of the Quraysh disavowed him and attempted to thwart his efforts, the Quraysh violently
persecuted him and his followers, the Quraysh continued to plot Muhammad's downfall, even going so far as to attempt killing him. They
were badly defeated at the battle of Badr by the Muslims and their
days of Jâhiliyyah were finally ended when the Muslims liberated Makkah and destroyed all the idols in the Ka'bah in the year 630 CE, after
that they yielded and entered the fold of Islam.
.,i
QurayshI or QurashI:
}) A person belonging to the Quraysh,
the well-known tribe of Arabia. The Prophet Muhammad 0, belonged
to this tribe, all his descendants are also called QurayshI.
Qur'ân: (i,ifl) Meaning 'the recitation,' or 'the reading.' Qur'ân is the
Noble Book, the Living Miracle, the last revelation from Allah to mankind
and the jinn before the end of the world, revealed to Prophet Muhammad
, through the angel Jibra'il, over a period of 23 years, the first thirteen of
which were spent in Makkah and the last ten of which were spent in AlMadinah. There is only one Qur'ân in the whole world and it is in the Arabic language. The Qur'ân has one text, one language, and one dialect. It
has been memorized by millions of Muslims in different parts of the world.
The Qur'ân continues to be recited by Muslims throughout the world in
the language of its revelation, Arabic, exactly as it was recited by Prophet
nearly fourteen hundred years ago. It consists of 114
Muhammad
Sârahs (chapters). It is to be read and recited with rules and regulations.
When to be touched and to be recited, a Muslim is to be in a state of cleanliness and purity. The authenticity and the totality of the Qur'ân have been
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documented and recognized. The Qur'ân cannot be translated at all as the
Qur'ân represents the exact Words of Allah. Any translation is considered
to be the explanation to the meaning of the Qur'ân. The Qur'ân is so rich
and comprehensive in matter that it can easily guide men and women in all
walks of their life. It is the ultimate source of guidance for people in all
aspects of their spiritual and material lives. The Qur'ân is viewed as the
authoritative guide for human beings, along with the Sunnah of Muhammad iW,. The Qur'ân amends, encompasses, expands, surpasses and
abrogates all the earlier revelations revealed to the earlier Prophets. The
names and attributes that are given to the Qur'an in the Qur'ân speak for
themselves. The Qur'ân is also described to be bounteous, glorious, mighty, honored, exalted, purified, wonderful, blessed, and confirming the
truth of previous revelations. The Qur'ân has practically proved the truth
and effectiveness of all of its names and epithets in the life of all true believers, who practiced its teachings sincerely 'nr devoutly. The Qur'ân has
a universal appeal, regardless of peoples' color, creed, nationality, and
geographical divisions of the world.
Qurbân: (i) Literally means 'sacrifice'. In Islam it refers to the
sacrificing of animals solely for the pleasure of Allah è on the day of
'Eidul-Adhâ ai1d the two days following it.
Qust: (i.Ji) A type of incense.
Qu'âd:
) Sitting posture in prayer while Tahiyvah and Tashahhud
are recited.
RabI'i: ( ) ) A male camel whose quadricuspid teeth have appeared,
usually about in the seventh year.
Rabâ'iyah: (L)) A female camel whose quadricuspid teeth have
appeared, usually about the seventh year.
Rabb: () s) (Lord) There is no proper equivalent for Rabb in English
language. It means the One and the Only Lord for the entire universe, its
Creator, Owner, Organizer, Provider, Master, Planner, Sustainer, Cherisher,
and Giver of security, etc. Rabb is also one of the Names of Allah. We have
used the word 'Lord' as nearest to Rabb. All occurances of 'Lord' actually
mean Rabb and should be understood as such. For example see Qur'ân 2:21.
Rabbuka: (L,,) Your Lord, Your Master.
Owner of the land in Musáqât and Muzâra'ah
Rabbul-Ard:11
contracts.
Rabbul-MâI: (J W1
) A person who invests in Mudârabah or
See
Sâhibul-Mâl.
Musharakah.
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RabI'ul-Awwal: (Jj'J
The third month of the Islamic calendar.
Radiyallâh 'Anhu (
May Allah be pleased with him (RAA) is
said whenever the name of a Companion of the Prophet
is read or
heard or written.
Radâ'ah: (L.,iI) The suckling of one's own or someone's child.
Rá'hikzh: (-) I) A she-camel used for riding. (Literally means: a mount
to ride).
Rahmân and RahIm: (_,-)
These words are from the root
rahm which denotes mercy. In the Qur'ãn this attribute of Allah has
been mentioned side by side with the attribute Rahmân (literally 'merciful'). As such RahIm signifies Allah's mercy and beneficence towards
His creatures. Moreover, according to several scholars, the word RahIm
signifies the dimension of permanence in Allah's mercy, that the One
Who is exceedingly merciful; the One Who is overflowing with mercy
for all. See SIrah 55 of the Qur'ân.
Rahn: ()) Pledge or mortgage.
Rayhân:
A sweet-smelling plant sweet basil and perfume made
from it.
Rayyân: (i) The name of one of the gates of Paradise through which
the people who often observe fasting will enter.
Rajab:
It is the seventh month of the Islamic calendar.
Rajabiyyah: (-)I) See 'AtIrah.
Rajaz: (-)) Name of poetic meter.
Raj'ah: (-,i;) The bringing back of a wife by the husband after the first
or second divorce.
Rajm: (-,fl) Means to stone to death those married persons who
commit the crime of illegal sexual intercourse. In Islamic law the Hadd
(prescribed) punishment of illegal sex is Rajm.
Rak'ah: (ii) (pl. Raka'ât) Literally, 'a bowing,' This term represents a
unit of the prayer and consists of one standing, one bowing and two
prostrations. Verses from the Qur'ân, special prayers and phrases are
stated in these different positions. Each of the five formal worship
times is comprised of varying numbers of such cycles.
Ramadân: (L,) The month of fasting. It is the ninth month of the
Islamic calendar. In it the Noble Qur'ân started to be revealed to our
Prophet ii and in it occurs the night of Qadr and in it also occurred
the great decisive battle of Badr. Thus, it is considered a blessed and
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holy month. Furthermore, Ramadân is the month in which Muslims
fast daily from dawn to sunset to develop piety and self-restraint.
Ramal: (i) Fast walking accompanied by the movements of the arms
and legs to show one's physical strength. This is to be observed in the
first three rounds of the Tawâf around the Ka'baI and is to be done
by the men only and not by the women.
Ramy: ()) The throwing of pebbles at the pillars (Jimâr) at Mina.
Capital invested in Mudârabah or Musharakah.
Ra 'sul-MâI: (J L I
Rasâl: (J)) The meaning of the word Rasâl is a Messenger. Allah
sent many Prophets and Messengers to mankind. Amongst them, the
names of twenty-five are mentioned in the Qur'ân. From within the
list, the Qur'ân states the names of five Messengers who are the Mighty ones. These are: Nüh (Noah), IbrãhIm (Abraham), Müsa (Moses),
'Eisa (Jesus), and Muhammad QT, See NabI.
Rat!: (l)) Measurement equal to half a seer or a liter. See Qullah.
Kiwi: ( i)) A narrator. In HadIth literature, it means the narrator of Ahâdith.
Râyah: ()) A flag, it is bigger than Liwâ' (standard).
Ribâ: (L) ) It literally means 'to grow; to increase, to expand.' Technically,
Rjbâ denotes the amount that a lender receives from a borrower at a fixed
rate in excess of the principal. It is of two kinds: 1. Ribâ NasI'ah (...JI t.) taking interest on loaned money. 2. Ribâ Fadi
) - taking
something of superior quality in exchange for giving less of the same kind
of thing of poorer quality. SeeAl-Baqarah (2:275-280), Al Imrân (3:130).
Ribât: (iL)) Guarding Muslim frontier. Guarding the boundaries of
Muslim lands against possible attacks from the enemies. It is considered one of the highly praiseworthy forms of worship.
Ridâ': ()) A piece of cloth (sheet etc.) worn around the upper part of
the body.
Rjz: (p-) ) Whispering, evil suggestions.
Rikâz:
Buried wealth or treasure (from the pre-Islamic period) discovered
in any land, whose ownership and burial period is not known. One-fifth of it
goes to the public treasury and the rest to the founder or owner of the land.
Risâlah: (i L) ) Regarding HadIth compilations: collection of A'zâdith
dealing with a particular topic.
Riwâyah: (i,fl) Narration.
Riyâ: ( L) ) A minor Shirk (polytheism). Carrying out a religious act for
worldly gains and not for the pleasure of Allah.
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Riyâdul-Jannah: (Ji
L) A part of the Masjid Nabawi that is said to
be a part of Paradise.
Râhullilh: (4i
According to the early religious scholars from among
the Companions of the Prophet
and their students and the
Mujtahidân, there is a rule to distinguish between the two nouns in the
genitive construction. (A) When one of the two nouns is Allah, and the
other is a person of a thing, e.g., (i) Allah's House (Baytullâh), (ii) Allâh's Messenger; (iii) Allah's slave ('Abdullâh); (iv) Allah's spirit (Rihullâh) etc. The rule of the above words is that the second noun, e.g.,
House, Messenger, slave, spirit, etc. is created by Allah and is honorable with Him, similarly Allah's spirit may be understood as the spirit
of Allah, in fact, it is a soul created by Allah, i.e., Jesus, and it was His
Word: "Be!" - and he was created (like the creation of Adam). (B) But
when one of the two is Allah and the second is neither a person nor a
thing, then it is not a created thing but is a quality of Allah, e.g., (i) Allâh's Knowledge (Ilmullâh); (ii) Allah's Life (Hayâtullah); (iii) Allah's
Statement (Kalâmullâh); (iv) Allah's Self (Dhâtullâh) etc.
Râhul-Qudus:
'The Holy Spirit.' Another name for the Angel
Gabriel (Jibra'il)
.
Rukn: (,sfl) (pl. Arkân) Pillar, basic article.
Ruka':(L)i) It means to bend the body to bow. This bowing is one of
the acts required in Islamic prayer. Additionally, the same word denotes a certain unit in the Qur'ân. The whole Book, for the sake of the
convenience of the reader is divided into thirty parts (Ajzâ', sing. Juz'),
and each Juz' consists usually of sixteen Rukil'.
Ruqbâ: (L)) A kind of gift in the form of a house given to somebody to
live in as long as he is alive.
Ruqyah: (i)) Incantation, amulet. Divine Speech recited as a means of
curing disease. (It is a kind of treatment, i.e., to recite S(rat Al-Fâtihah
or any other Sarah of the Qur'ân and then blow one's breath with saliva over a sick person's body-part).
Rushd: ()) It means the right way (see 2:256). It also implies integrity
and maturity in thought and action (see 21:51).
Rutab: (J,fl) Ripe dates, opposite of Busr.
Sâ':QLaiI) A volume measure that equals four Mudds (3 kg. approx)
(also 2.172 kg.), one Sâ' of Al-Madinah was equal to about two and a
half kilograms
Sabâ: (Lai) Easterly wind.
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As-Sab'ah: (J) The seven compilers of Ahâdith - BukhârI, Muslim,
Abü Dâwud, Nasâ'i, Tirmidhi, Ibn Mâjah, Ahmad.
Saba' or Sheba: (Lw) The queen who visited Solomon to test his
wisdom..Biblical name of Saba. (See Sâbi'ân or Sabean)
As-Sab'ul-MathânI:
J) The seven repeatedly recited Verses,
i.e., Si2 rat Al-Fâtihah.
Sabáhâh: (L -L') An exclamation indicating an appeal for help.
As-Sabat: (J) It means Saturday, which was declared for the
Israelites as the holy day of the week. God declared the Sabbath as a
sign of the perpetual covenant between God and Israel. (Exodus 31:1216.) The Israelites were required to strictly keep the Sabbath, which
meant that they may not engage in any worldly activity; they may not
cook, nor make their slaves or cattle serve them. Those who violated
these rules were to be put to death. The Israelites, however, publicly
violated these rules. For further details, see Sarah 7, Al-A 'râf.
Sâbi': (Lai) (p1. Sâbians) Those who change their religion.
Sâbiqân: (3,iLJ) See Muqarra ban.
As-Sâbiqâital-Awwalân: The first forerunners in the faith.
Sâbirün: (3LaJ) People who are patient and steadfast.
Of or pertaining to Saba, an inhabitant of Saba
Sâbi'ãn or Sabean:
or Sheba, Biblical name, Sheba. an ancient kingdom in southwestern Arabia
noted for its extensive trade, esp. in spices and gems.The Sabaeans played an
important role in the history of early Arabia. They had a flourishing kingdom
in the Yemen tract of South Arabia about 800-700 BC, though their origin
may have in North Arabia. Probably the Queen of Sheba is connected with
them. They succumbed to Abyssinia about 350 AD and to Persia about 579
AD. Their capital was near San'â'. They had beautiful stone buildings in
which the pointed arch was noticeable. It is said that this passed nation used
to say La llâha ill allah (none has the right to be worshipped but Allah) and
used to read Zabàr (The Psalms of the Sabi'ans) and they were neither Jews
nor Christians. (See note of Yusuf Ali, 76)
Sabr:
Sabr is a comprehensive term having various shades of
meaning. It implies (a) patience in the sense of being thorough, dedicated
and devoted, (b) constancy, perseverance, steadfastness and firmness of
purpose, (c) disciplined and planned effort with confidence and belief in
the mission itself and (d) a cheerful attitude of acceptance and understanding under suffering and hardship and in times of strife and violance,
and thankfulness to God in happiness, success and chievement.
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Sa 'dan: (3 LJ ) A thorny plant suitable for grazing animals. Some say it
to be Neurada peocumbens.
Sadâq: (jLLaJ) This word has the same meaning as Mahr.
Sadaqah: (iai) Literally, 'righteousness.' This terms refers to the
voluntary giving of alms (charity). Sadaqah is distinct from Zakah,
which is a mandatory contribution paid yearly and calculated based on
one's wealth or assets. Sadaqah can consist of any item of value, and
can be provided to any needy person. The Qur'ân states that Allah
loves those who are charitable and promises great reward and forgiveness for those who give regularly to others in need.
Sadaqatul-Fitr: (kit iL) Refers to the charity that is given on or prior
to the day of 'Eidul-Fitr.
Sadâq: (j,al) Truthful.
As-Sara wal-Marwah:
Uai) Two mountains at Makkah
neighboring Al-Masjidul-Harâm (the Great Sacred Mosque) to the east.
One who performs 'Umrah and Hajj should walk seven times between
these two mountains and that is called Sa 'y. These are referred to in
the Qur'ân as one of the symbols of Allah. See Al-Ba qarah (2).
Safar: (,i.ii) It is a disease that afflicts the abdomen, and it is not a
contagious one.
SaghIrah: (i) A child or minor girl underage.
Sahâbah: (.QJ) (sing. SahâbI) A term meaning 'companions,' commonly
used in reference to those followers of Prophet Muhammad who were
closest to him in his lifetime, kept frequent company with him, and strove
to emulate his sayings and doings. The Sahâbah's piety, knowledge and
love for the Prophet
were important factors in the perpetuation of his
teachings and the painstakingly careful recording of his Ahádith in the
years following his death.
Sahbâ': (L) A place near Khaybar.
Sâhibul-MâI: (J Li . - Lo) (p1. Ashâbul-Mâl) (also, Rabbul-Mâl) The
financier in the Mudârabah form of partnership agreement. provides
the finance while the Mudârib provides the entrepreneurship and management. There can be many Ashâbul-Mâl and Mudâribs in a given Mudâdrabah agreement.
Sahfah: (i..>.Li ) A page or manuscript. Collection of A hâdith by a Companion.
SahIhayn: (J ) The Twins. The two most authentic books of
Ahâdith—SahIh Al-B ukhârl and SahIh Muslim.
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SahIh A1-BukhârI: A book of Ahâdith compiled by Imâm BukhârI.
SahIh Muslim: A book of Azâdith compiled by Imâm Muslim.
Sahâr: (y.....Ji) A light meal taken by Muslims before dawn prior to
beginning the daily fast of Ramadân. Arising for this meal is an emulation of Prophet Muhammad , since it was his practice to do so, and
thus is part of his Sunnah.
Sahw: (,4J ) Forgetting (here it means forgetting how many Rak'âf a
person has prayed in which case he should perform two prostrations of
Sahw).
Sâ'imah: (LJ) A flock of about one hundred grazing animals.
Sâ'ibah: (1..LJ) A she-camel used to be let loose for free pastures in the
name of idols, gods, and false deities, and nothing was allowed to be
carried on it. (See the Noble Qur'ân 5:103)
Sayhah: (ai) Torment-awful cry.
Sayhân (Oxus or Amu Darya) and
Sayhán wa Jayhân:
Jayhân (Jaxartes or Syr Darya) are two rivers in the country of Syria.
These are different from Sayhn and Jayhuin that are in the territory of
Khurasan. (Mu'jam Al-Buldân of BaladharI, 2/227, 3/333). Some maintain that Sayhân is in India and Jayhân in Khurasân. Furât (Euphrates)
flows from Turkey through Syria and Iraq and joins Tigris to form S/iati'ul-Arab, and Nil (Nile) is the well-known river in Egypt.
Sayyi'ah: (2.L.J) (p1. Sai"ât) Sins or demerits or bad deeds (opposite of
Hasanah), often means what one earns by doing something wrong
(committing a sin). According to a HadIth, if one does one thing
wrong, he will receive one demerit, but if he intends to do it and restrains himself, he will get a reward.
Sajdah: (_J) (p1. Sujâd) The act of prostration in the prayer, when
seven portions of the body touch the earth: the forehead on pure
ground, two palms, two knees, and the two big toes. The two prostrations together are called Sajdatayn.
As-Sajdah: (.Ji) Sarah 32 of the Qur'ân.
Sajdatus-Sahw: (J
_) Prostrations for forgetfulness. Remedial
Prostrations to recompense forgetting a required act of prayer.
SakInah: (~i) Tranquility, calmness, peace and reassurance etc.
Salab: (_LJ) Belongings (arms, horse, etc.) of a deceased warrior killed
in a battle.
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Salaf: (...aJi) A sale in which the price is paid at once for goods to be
delivered later.
Salaf: (iLJ ) Predecessers, ancesters, forefathers, ascendants.
Salam: (rLJI) Synonym of Salaf.
Salâm: (r)LJI) Literally means 'peace'. It is a salutation or a way of
greeting among Muslims. With the greetings of peace or with safety. In
prayer it refers to the saying of 'As-Salâmu 'Alaykum wa Rahmatullâh'
which denotes the end of the prayer.
Salât: (;LJ) Prayers. Salât is a spiritual relationship and
communication between the creature and his Creator. Salât refers to
the prescribed form of worship in Islam, and is one of the 'five pillars'
of Islam. Muslims perform the prayers five times throughout each day
as a means of maintaining God-consciousness, to thank Him for His
blessings and bounty, and to seek His help and support in one's daily
life. These prayers and their time zones are: 1. Fajr (dawn or morning
prayer), after dawn but before sunrise; 2. Zuhr (noon prayer), early
afternoon till late afternoon; 3. Asr (afternoon prayer) late afternoon
prayer till sunset; 4. Mairib (sunset prayer); just after sunset; 5. 'Ishâ'
(night prayer); late evening till late at night. Consult a prayer manual
for full details. Each prayer consists of a fixed set of standings, bowings, prostrations and sittings in worship to Allah. Prayers are to be
performed with mental concentration, verbal communication, vocal recitation, and physical movements to attain the spiritual uplift, peace,
harmony, and concord. To perform Salât, a Muslim has to have ablution (Wudi'). He/she should make sure that cleanliness of body, clothing, and place are attained before performing Salât.
Salât: (-J) (p1. Salawât) We are told to send the blessings of Allah
whenever the name of the Prophet Muhammad is mentioned. There
are great merits of sending the blessings through our supplication and
invocation (Dud). So Salât (the act of sending the blessings) is not to
be confused with Salât (prayer). The supplication of sending the blessings upon the Prophet
is: "0 Allah, send Your grace, honor and
mercy upon Muhammad and upon the family of Muhammad, as You
sent Your grace honor and mercy upon IbrâhIm, You are indeed Praiseworthy, Most Glorious. 0 Allah, send Your blessings upon Muhammad and upon the family of Muhammad, as You sent Your
blessings upon IbrâhIm, You are indeed Praiseworthy, Most Glorious."
Muslims are informed that if they proclaim such a statement once, Allâh will reward them ten times.
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Salâtul-AwwâbIn:
I ;5La) It is another name for Salâtud-Duhâ, that
is prayer after sunrise.
Salâtud-Duhâ:

La) That is optional prayer after sunrise.
aLa) Prayer at times of need.

SaltItul-Hdjah:
Sakntul-Istik/uIrah: (_.fl
La) Prayer for (seeking) guidance. See
Istikhârah.
SaIâtuI-Istisqâ': (Ui Lo) Prayer for rain.
Funeral prayer in absentia. The prayer is done in
Salbiul-Janâzah: (LJ I
standing position only and consist of four TakbIrs: 1. After the first TakbIr, recite A1-Fâtihah. 2. After the second TakbIr, recite Tashahhud and As-SalâtulIbráhImi)yah. 3. After the third TakbIr, pray for the deceased person, his or her
relatives, and all Muslims in general. 4. After the fourth TakbIr, finish the prayer by utteringAs-Salâmu 'Alaykum while turning to the right.
SaI4tu1-Jam':(J La) Combined prayer.
Salbtul-Jamâ 'ah: (;s L.-~J1
Congregational prayer.
Li) Prayer is about to begin.
As-Sakntul-Jdmi'ah:
Salâtul-Jumu'ah:
L) Friday prayer. See Jumu'ah.
Salâtul-Khawf:
;L') Prayer in the state of insecurity. For its
procedure see Sârat An-Nisâ' 4:102.
Salâtul-Kusâf wal-Khusulf:
3L') The prayer for the
Eclipse of the moon and the Eclipse of the sun.
As-Salâtul-Maktâbah: (5J 5LaJ ) Prescribed prayers/obligatory prayers.
SaIâtul-Qasr: (iJ
) Shortened prayer.
Salâtut-Tatawwu':
*..a) A voluntary prayer.
Salâtut-TasbIh: (fl ;La) The prayer of glorification.
Sâlih: (LaJi) The word means to reconcile, to put things in order,
signifies behavior that is righteous, just and dignified. 'Ama! Sâlih, honorable or righteous action, is often combined in the Qur'ân with Imân
and made a condition for success in this world, as well as in the Hereafter. Also a Prophet of Islam, peace be on him.
Salwâ: (,.LJ) Quails. It is told that along with manna, quails were also
sent to Israelites as a food. Quails in large flights are driven through
winds in the Eastern Mediterranean in certain seasons of the year.
As-Samad:
) One of the ninety-nine Attributes of Allah. It means
Absolute, Eternal, and Everlasting. It refers to the One to Whom all
created beings turn to for all their needs, and Who is not dependent
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on anything or anyone for any need. The Most Perfect in His Attributes.
Allah heard him who
Sami'allâhu Liman Hamidah:
J
sent his praises to Him. The phrase that is uttered in the prayer while
one stands upright from the bowing position.
Samur: (.J) A kind of tree.
Sanâh: (.L-) Means 'good' in the Ethiopian language.
Sannât: (,Li) Fennel or aniseed.
Saqfah: (.J) A shelter with a roof. The Companions of the Prophet
ç met in a SaqIfah in AI-Madinah to pledge their loyalty to Abu Bakr
after the death of the Prophet k,.
Exchange. (Neither Sarf nor 'Adl means neither exchange
Sari':
nor substitute, or no repentance nor ransom, or no obligatory or voluntary deed.)
Sari': (.i) A place six miles away from Makkah.
Sariyyah: (..Jt) A small army sent by Prophet Muhammad, for Jihâd,
in which he did not personally take part.
SaIr: () Means 'cover, shield'. And it refers to that area of the body
that has to be covered. It is also referred to as the 'Awrah.
Sawm: (ç.,.i ) (p1. Siyâm) Fasting. The daily fasts Muslims undertake
during the month of Ramadãn, and is one of the 'five pillars' of Islam.
For Muslims, fasting means total abstinence from all food, drink, and
marital sexual relations from dawn to sunset. Muslims fast for many
reasons, including to build a sense of willpower against temptation, to
feel compassion for less fortunate persons, and to re-evaluate their
lives in spiritual terms. Fasting is also a training process to attain selfrestraint, self-control, self-discipline, self-obedience, and self-education.
Few people are excused from fasting during Ramadân. Some are required to make up later for the days they did not fast such as the travelers (over 50 miles by any means), sick, pregnant women, women
nursing babies, and women during their periods. Other excused people
are required to feed a poor person one meal for each day they do not
fast if they can afford it, such as the elderly people and the ones who
have permanent diseases like ulcers.
The great majority.
SawâdA'zam: (ii
SawIq: (.J) A kind of mash made of powdered roasted wheat or
barley grain (also with sugar and dates).
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Say: (J) The going for seven times between the mountains of Safâ
and Marwah in Makkah during the performance of Hajj and 'Umrah. It
is done to symbolize Hajar's search for water for her son Ismâ'il.
Sâ'I: (cLJ) The person responsible for collecting the Zakât is
sometimes called Sâ 1.
See QurayshI.
Sayyid: (J ) A descendant of the Noble Prophet
.

Sayyid: (.__fl) Leader or chief.
SayyidI:
My master.
Sayyidul-IstighJâr: (,Li 'J
) The Master Supplication for forgiveness.
Sha'â'irullâh: (,.Ul
These refer to all those rites which, in
opposition to polytheism and outright disbelief and atheism, are the
characteristic symbols of exclusive devotion to Allah.
Sha'bân: (3L) The eighth month of the Islamic calendar.
Shâfi'I: (iL) Islamic school of law founded by Imâm Shâfi'i. Followers
of this school are known as the Shâfi'I.
Shahâdah: (it) An Arabic word meaning 'witnessing'. The
declaration of faith: La ilaha illaIlâh Muhammadur-Rasâlullâh (I testify
that none has the right to be worshipped but Allah and I testify that
Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah). A person must recite the Shahâdah to convert to Islam. The Shahádah constitutes the first of the
'five pillars' of Islam.
Shahid: (~_J ) (p1. Shuhadâ') A martyr. Someone who dies in the way
of Allah.
Shâhid: (LJ) A witness.
Shaykh: (J ) A title or a nickname for an elderly person or a religious
leader in a community. This title is also given to a wise person. The
meaning of the word Shaykh has been distorted, misused, and abused
by some mass media to reflect the wrong meanings. In the Sufi tradition, the term has a more specific application, referring to leaders within various TarIqahs (spiritual orders or groups).
Shaythn: (3 UJ ) (p1. ShayâtIn) Satan, the enemy of mankind and the
source of evil in the world. See IblIs.
Ash-Shajarah:
) A well-known place on the way from A]-Madinah
to Makkah.
Sham: (rLi) The region comprising Syria, Palestine, Lebanon and
Jordan.
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Shamlah: (Ji) Turban, head wrap, cloak, mantle.
Shaqq: (J) Ditch type of grave.
SharI'ah:
These are the rules and regulations of Islam, the
Divine law. SharI'ah is the totality of of Allah's Commandments relating to man's activities. It signifies the entire Islamic way of life, especially the Law of Islam. The SharI'ah is based upon the Qur'ân and the
Sunnah of the Prophet Muhammad , and is interpreted by scholars
in deliberating and deciding upon questions and issues of a legal nature.
Sharikah: (Zci I) The term is used for joint-stock companies and
corporations as well, but is qualified with an adjective to indicate its
nature. Thus, Sharikah Musâhamah
for a public limited
company or a corporation whose capital has been subscribed to by the
general public.
Sharqá': (iJ ) An animal with split ears.
Shawwâl: (3 i,.) The tenth month of the Islamic calendar.
ShI'ah:
Literally, 'party' or 'partisans.' This term designates those
Muslims who believe that the rightful successor to Prophet Muhammad
should have been 'Ali bin Abu Tâlib, rather than the first caliph Abu
Bakr Siddiq. Moreover, ShI'ahs believe that 'Ali was granted a unique
spiritual authority, which was passed on to certain of his descendants
given the title of Imâm (leader). The largest group in Shi'ism believes
that 'Ali was the first of twelve Imâms, and that the last one continues
to exist, albeit miraculously and in a state of occultation (concealment
from human view). The teachings of these spiritual leaders are an additional source of SharI'ah (Islamic law), used by ShI'i religious scholars
to derive legislation and issue religious opinions. So, a ShI'ah is a follower of the twelve Imâms. Shi'ah Muslims may be found in Iran, Iraq,
Afghanistan, Lebanon, Syria, Pakistan, India, and some Gulf States. A
branch of Islam comprising about 10% of the total Muslim population.
A narrow pass.
Shi'b:
Shighâr:
) A type of marriage in which persons exchange their
daughters or sisters in marriage without Mahr.
Shiqâq: (jUJi) Difference between husband and wife.
Shirâk: (,Lfl) A leather strap.
Polytheism and it is to worship others along with Allah.
Shirk:
This term commonly used to mean association of something other than
God with God. For Muslims, Allah is Absolute, Complete, and Self-
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Sufficient. To set anything alongside or in place of God as reality is to
commit the sin of association, which is the only sin that Allah does not
forgive, according to the Qur'ân. Thus, paganism, or even atheism, is
viewed as expression of Shirk.
Partnership between two or more persons, whereby
Shirkah:
unlike Mudârabah, all of them have a share in finance as well as entrepreneurship and management, though not necessarily equally.
A partnership in which each partner is a
Shirkah ¶4,nmah: (UJl
general attorney for the other partner; a partnership that permits trading in all types of goods.
A partnership in which participation is
Shirkatul-Amwâl:
based on the contribution of wealth by all partners, but the partnership
has to be of the type 'man or Mufâwadah.
Shirkoful-'Aqd:
s) A partnership created through contract as
opposed to co-ownership that may be the result of a joint purchase or
agreement or it may result from inheritance or from some other legal
Situation.
Shirkatul-'Inân: (iLJ1
A basic contract of partnership based on
agency in which participation may either be on the basis of wealth or
labor or credit-worthiness, and in which, equality of contribution or legal capacity is not necessary.
Mandatory, co-ownership created by an act of
Shirkatul-Jabr:
law, like inheritance.
Si) Partnership for a single venture or for
Shirkah Kizâssah:
trading in a particular item; partnership in which each partner is a special attorney of the other partner.
A partnership between persons, whose
Shirkat Maralis: (JiJI
assets have been reduced to copper coins and who have to buy on the
basis of credit-worthiness; see Shirkatul- Wujah.
Shirkah Mufawadah: (,U.JI
An unlimited partnership.
Shirkatul-Wujüh:
Partnership based on credit-worthiness of
the partners in which the ratio of profit and loss is based on the liability borne, but the partnership has to be of the type 'man or Mufâwadah.
It is a term used by the Mâlikis to indicate
Shirkafuz-Zi,nâm: (ris
a situation, where two or more persons are buying goods on credit. It is
different from the Hanafi Shirkatul-Wujith insofar as it requires the
physical presence of all the partners at the time of purchase.
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Pre-emption.
(sing. Shakk) Check, certificate of debt, certificates of

Shulthk:
investment.
Shârâ:
I) Consultation.
Shurât: ( iJ I) (Purchasers) One of the Khawârij sect. So called because
they thought that they had sold their lives for the pleasure of Allah.
Shur-fit: (.,J ) Terms and conditions in Islamic law.
Sthtiyyah:
(pair Sibti)yatayn) A hairless sandal dyed with the
leaves or pods of Qaraz which is a species of Mimosa tree, making a
brown color.
SiddIq wa SiddIqtn: (..aJs
aJ) The steadfast affirmers of truth.
Those followers of the Prophets who were first and foremost to believe
in them. (See the Qur'ân 4:69)
SiddIq: (ja.fl) Abü Bakr, one of the closest Companions of Prophet
Muhammad
, was given the appelation as-Sadiq, 'the Truthful.'
Upon the death of the Prophet in 632 CE, Abü Bakr became the first
caliph (successor) and served as leader of the Muslim community until
his death in 634 CE.
Sidr:
Lote tree (or Nabk tree).
Sidralul-Muntahâ:
'The lote-tree of the furthest limit.' A
Nabk tree over the seventh heaven near Paradise, the place where
form As and beyond which no created being may pass. See An-Najm
( .14-18).
Siffin:
A battle that took place between 'Ali's followers and
Mu'awiyah's followers at the river of the Euphrates in Iraq.
zi ) The term As-Sihâh us-Sittah (The Sound Six
Sihâh Sittah: (J
authentic collections of Ahâdith), is used for the compilations done by Tmâms and Scholars named, Bukhârl, Muslim, Tirmidhi, Nasa'i, Abu Dâwud
and Ibn Mâjah. Today, Muslim scholars have found the collections by the
latter scholar (Ibn Mâjah) to have defective narrations. The majority of the
Shi'ah reports are of even later date than the early compilations. For the
most part, they are from the Buyid period of around 454 Hijri.
Sihâq:
Lesbian sex act. Sexual act between females. This is
strongly condemned in Islam, and is considered a major sin.
SjjjIn:
It is a 'prison' where the records of the evil doers are
kept. See Al-Mutaffifin (83:7-9).
Sinnul-Bulâgh: (U I
This is the age of maturity and puberty. It is the
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age at which the Muslims are considered an adult and becomes accountable
for his/her duties in Islam. There is no fixed age for that in terms of years,
and it is decided by three signs: having a menstruation, period or pregnancy
for girls, and being physically mature or having a wet dream for boys, growing
pubic hair, or reaching the age of fifteen, whichever comes first.
Sinnut-TamIz: (ii
) This is the age of distinguishing. This age is
used in Fiqh to decide the age before which the mother has the right
to keep the child after divorce. It varies from one person to another.
The age is reached when the child can take care of himself or herself
and no longer needs an adult to help him eat, get dressed, and clean
himself or herself. In the school of thought of Abu HanIfah, it is seven
years for the boy and nine years for the girl. 'Be girl is given longer
time so that she can learn more of the habits of women.
Siyarâ': (c iJ i) A sheet of pure or mixed silk having yellow stripes.
SIrah: (;.J) The writings of the Companions of the Prophet 0, about
him, his personality, his life story, and his ways of handling different
situations is called SIrah. The famous collections of the SIiuh are AtTabari, Ibn Ishaq, and Ibn Hisham. These days Ar-RahIq Al-Makhtüm
in many languages is very famous. The SIrah is a source of reference
that Muslims rely on in their daily life situations and problems.
The bridge that will be laid across Hell-fire for the people
Sitht:
to pass over on the Day of Judgment. It is described as sharper than a
sword and thinner than a hair. It will have hooks over it to snatch the
people.
'The straight path,' the path that
As-Sirâtzd-MustaqIm:
the Pophet Muhammad lj demonstrated to mankind by way of the
Noble Qur'ân. The path that leads to Paradise.
Sirri Salât: (Ji ;5Laii) Prayer of inaudible recitation. The
congregational prayers of Zuhr and 'Asr.
Sirwâl: (J J I) (p1. SarâwIl) Long under garment (pyjama) worn by the
Arabs, and Muslims of Turkey, Bangladesh, India, and many countries
of Africa and Near East.
Siwâk: (!i.J) A piece of a root of a tree called Arâlç used as a tooth
stick. Also called a Miswâk.
Subh Sâdiq: (jL4J
i) Literally means 'true dawn.' it refers to the
time when whiteness (brightness) can be noticed on the breadth of the
horizon. It is at this time that the Fajr prayer commences.
Subhânallâh: (U
To esteem Allah by saying 'Glorified is Alâh'
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and holding that He is free from all that (unsuitable evil things) that
are ascribed to Him by the polytheists.
Subhânahu wa Ta'âlâ:
'He is Glorified and Exalted.' This is an
expression that Muslims use whenever the Name of Allah is pronounced or
written. The meaning of this expression is:Allâh is pure of having partners
and He is exalted from having a son. Muslims believe that Allah is the only
God, the Creator of the universe. He does not have partners or children.
Sometimes Muslims use other expressions when the Name of Allah is written
or pronounced. Some of which are:'Azza wa Jalla: 'He is the Mighty and the
Majestic'; Jalla Jalâlu4zu: 'He is the Exalted Majestic.'
Suffah: (i.ai) A shaded verandah with raised platform attached to the
Prophet's Mosque in Al-Madinah where poor Muslims, including some
of the most exalted Companions, used to take shelter, seek knowledge
and sleep during Prophet Muhammad's time. It was also used by the
Prophet as a welcoming point for newcomers or poor people. It was
part of his mosque.
Süfi:
One who endeavors to achieve direct inward knowledge of
God through adherence to various spiritual doctrines and methods.
These include repeatedly invoking the Divine Names and reciting other
religious expressions, living an austere lifestyle, and participating in various spiritual gatherings usually formed around a spiritual master with
the title Shaykh. Historically, sufis have been grouped into organizations known as Taifqahs.
Sufism: (i,..4J) A particular spiritual approach and lifestyle adopted by
some Muslims (known as Sufis), rather than a distinct branch of Islam.
Sufism holds that direct and intimate knowledge of God can be
achieved through spiritual discipline, exertion, and austerity. Essentially, Sufism is seen as an 'inward' path of communion with God, complementing the SharI'ah, or 'outward' religious law.
Sufrah: (,iJ i) Dining sheets, eating cloth, when the meal is ready, food
is served. A piece of cloth, sheet or skin spread out on the ground, and
food is put over it, either in the form of heap or in a dish type utensil
to eat it combinedly.
Suhuf: (>i) pages or manuscripts.
Suhâliyyah: (.JJi) A cotton cloth, its name is derived from the name
of a village in Yemen called Suhul.
I) Predawn meal. A meal taken before Fajr in the month of
Suhâr:
Ramadân to begin fasting.
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See Sajdah.
Sujâd:
Sunan: (J) Collection of Ai!'zâdith only containing legal traditions
(Ahâdithul-Ahkâm).
Sundus: (x.J ) A kind of silk cloth.
Sunnah: (.J ) Literally means legal ways, orders, acts of worship and
statements etc., of the Prophet
. The Athdith are reports on the
Sunnah. The two major legal sources of jurisprudence in Islam are the
Qur'ân and the Sunnah. The Sunnah may confirm what is mentioned
in Qur'ân, interpret and explain it, specify what is meant by some general Verses, limit and restrict the meaning of any Verse in it, or may
explain something that has been revealed in Qur'ân.
As-Sunnat ut-TaqrIriyyah: (i .Ji) The Prophet's remaining silent
on any Companion's explanation of his action amounts to his approval,
as we know, the Prophet's abstaining from disapproving anything said
or done before him means his approval.
-J ) means recommendable,
Sunnah or Mustahabb: (J
desirable. The acts whose neglect is not punished, but whose performance is rewarded, e.g., the call for prayers (adhân). See Mustahabb.
did or sanctioned.
Sunnah: (.J) That action which the Prophet
Sunnat prayers are of two types: Sunnat Mu 'akkadah and Sunnat Ghayr
Mu 'akkadah.
Sunnah Mu'akk,dah:
Compulsory prayers. Those prayers
the Prophet
continuously carried out. To leave out such a type of
Sunnat is a sin and one is punished for this. However, there is no harm
if one leaves it out because of some valid excuse.
Sunnah Ghayr Mu'akkadah: (sJ
i) Unascertained prayers.
These prayers the Prophet carried out, but also left out at times without
any reason. To follow such a type of Sunnat entails reward and to leave it
out does not necessitate any punishment. These types of optional prayers
were much, but not always, practiced by the Prophet .
Sunni: (.J ) A term designating those Muslims who recognize the first
four successors of Prophet Muhammad iJ as the 'Rightly-Guided
Caliphs,' and who attribute no special religious or political function to the
descendants of the Prophet's son-in-law 'Ali bin Abu Tâlib. Sunnis hold
that any pious, just, and qualified Muslim may be elected a caliph. Sunnis
comprise the majority of Muslims, numbering about 90% of the total.
Sarah: (;J ) A distinct chapter of the Qur'ân, designated by a title such as
Abraham, The Pilgrimage, or The Table-Spread. An individual Verse
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within a Sz2rah is called anAyah. The Qur'ân is comprised of 114 Sârahs of
varying lengths. Each S(rah in the Qur'ân is named from some subject or
word that is particularly striking in that chapter..
Sutrah: (.J) Screen. An object like a pillar, wall or stick, a spear etc.,
the height of which should not be less than a foot and must be in front
of a praying person to act as a symbolical barrier or screen between
him and the others.
Tâbah : (AkJi) Madinatun-Nabl (City of the Prophet), Madinah
Munawarrah (the Illuminated or the Enlightened City), Tâbah, Taybah,
Yathrib are the other names for Al-Madinah. See Al-Madinah.
TabI' :() A male two-year-old cattle, cow or ox (entered its second
year).
TabI'ah: (z.) A female two-year-old cattle, cow or ox (entered its
second year).
Tâbi'in: (3,U) (sing. Tâbi'I) Successors, are those who benefited and
derived their knowledge from the Companions of the Prophet i.
Tabâk: (.3) A well-known town about 700 kilometers north of AlMadInah.
TadbIr: (xi) About freeing a slave.
Tadils: (Jxi ) (Truncation) For some reasons, like explicit affirmation of
a Mudallis (Truncated - immediate narrator not known) having directly
heard from whom he is reporting, references from outside the Sound Six
have also been given. See, for example, HadIth no. 35, Ibn Mâjah, collected
by Ahmad from HaçlIth of Muhammad bin Ishâq about whom it was affirmed that he had heard directly from him. See also Introduction.
TafsIr: (iJ i) Any kind of explanation, but especially a commentary on
the Qur'ân. Translations of the Qur'ân from Arabic into other languages such as Spanish, Urdu, or English are considered interpretations of the Qur'ân, since only the original Arabic text actually
constitutes the content of the Qur'ân.
Tâghât:
Literally it denotes the one who exceeds his legitimate
limits. In Qur'ânic terminology it refers to the creature who exceeds
the limits of his creatureliness and abrogates to himself godhead and
lordship. In the negative scale of values, the first stage of man's error is
Fisq (i.e., disobeying Allah without necessarily denying that one should
obey Him). The second stage is that of Kufr (i.e., rejection of the very
idea that one has to to obey Allah). The last stage is that man not only
rebels against Allah but also imposes his rebellious will on others. All
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those who reach this stage are said to be Tâghuts. So, the word Tâghüt
covers a wide range of meanings: It means anything worshipped other
than the Real God (Allah), i.e., all the false deities. It may be Satan,
devils, idols, stones, sun, stars, angels, human beings, e.g., Jesus, Messengers of Allah, who were falsely worshipped and taken as Tâghâts.
Likewise saints, graves, rulers, leaders, etc., are falsely worshipped, and
wrongly followed.
Tahqjjud: (J) The TaJzajju4 prayer is an optional or voluntary prayer
that is supposed to be performed in the middle of the night. It is required that a person sleep a little before he gets up for the Tahajjud
prayer. It may be performed anytime between 'Isha' and Fajr.
Tahârah: (a)tiJ) It is the state of being clean and not impure.
(Blessed compliments) All compliments, prayers and
Tahiyyah:
good words are due to Allah; peace be upon you, 0 Prophet, and the
mercy of Allah and His blessings; peace be upon us and upon the
righteous slaves of Allah.
Tahiyymul-Masjid: (&J L) Two Rak'at Sunnat offered as greetings
of the mosque on entering the mosque for prayer.
) Two Rak'at Sunnat offered as greetings of
Tahiyyatul-WwIâ': (e,i
the Wudi'.
Tahlil: (j.iJ) Assertion of the Oneness by saying La ilâha illallâh (None
has the right to be worshipped but Allah).
Ta hilt : (ji.) Saying As-Salâmu 'Alaykum at the end of the prayer,
after which all the actions prohibited because of prayer are legalized,
loosened or permissible again.
Praising Allah by saying Al-Hamdulillâh (the praise is
Tahmld:
for Allah).
Tahiak: (.J) It is the Islamic customary process of chewing a piece
of date etc., and putting a part of its juice in the child's mouth as his
first food, and then pronouncing Adhân in chiids ears. (See SahIh AlBukhâri the Book of 'AqIqah, Vol. 7, Page No. 272)
Tâ'if: (U2J) A well-known town near Makkah.
Taylasân: (3 L.U) (Green sheet) is the dress of the Shaykhs of the nonArab nations.
Recitation with precise articulation and exact
Tajw(d:
intonation. It is a saying or an act of reciting Qur'ân in accordance
with the established rules of Nutq, pronunciation and intonations,
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such as TafkhIm, velarization, Ghunnah, chanting, and Iqlâb, transposition.
Takâful: (jiSJt) Islamic Insurance. A scheme of mutual support that

provides insurance to individuals against hazards of falling into unexpected and dire need.
TakbIr: (_~,J ) (Magnification) Saying Allâhu Akbar (Allah is the Most
Great). See Allâhu Akbar.
TakbIrah: (.SJ ) A single utterance of Allâhu Akbar.
TakbIratul-Ihrám: (
s) Saying Allâhu- 'Akbar (Allah is the Most
Great) at the start of the prayer, after which all other acts are prohibited except the acts of prayer. Hence it is called TakbIr Tahrimah
(formula of prohibition).
Talâq:
The repudiation of marriage. Divorce.
Ta&iq Raj'I: ,~
Revocable divorce.
Talâq Bâ'in: (LJ I jkiJ) Irrevocable divorce or final divorce.

( -)l

TathInah: (U ) A kind of porridge prepared from white flour, milk and

honey.
TaThiyyah: (.Jfl) Pilgrimage Recitation. A special prayer or call that

Muslim pilgrims make during Hajj or 'U,nrah attributed to Prophet
Abraham
and uttered by Muslims in emulation of him during the
Hajj. This is the central, ritual recitation of the pilgrimage, recited
from the moment pilgrims don the Ihrâm, the pilgrim's plain white attire. It is saying of: Labbayka, Alláhumma labbayk. Labbayka lâ sharIka
laka labbayk. Innal-hamda wan-ni'mata, Laka wal-mulk. La sharIka
laka. (Here I am at Your service, 0 Allah, here I am. Here I am. No
partner do You have. Truly, the praise and the favor are Yours, and
the dominion. No partner do You have.)
Tamâ'im: (HLi) Amulets.
Tâ'mIn:
Insurance, assurance, Security.
Tamr: (ii) Dates.
Tan'Im:
A place towards the north of Makkah outside the sanctuary
from where Makkans may assume the state of Ihrâm to perform 'Umrah.
To declare Allah to be free of imperfection and
TanzIh:
everything falsely attributed to Him, such as having a son, partner of
the trinity.
TaqdIr: (ii) Predestination. That is, whatever befalls a person,
whether good or bad, has been predestined by Allah.
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Taqild: (..Uizfl) Putting colored garlands around the necks of Budn
(animals for sacrifice).
TaqlIs: (J) Play or merriment. Swordplay and playing Daff
(tumbourin). To indulge in celebrations on a festive occasion through
playing national sports or the singing of nationalistic songs by the girls
inside their houses. This sort of celebration has been permitted by the
Prophet
Muqallis are those who make a show.
Taqwâ: (ç,) Condition of piety and God-consciousness that all
Muslims aspire to achieve or maintain. It can be said that one's Taqwâ
is a measure of one's faith and commitment to God. It means fearing
Allah as He should be feared, and loving Allah as He should be loved.
A person with Taqwâ desires to be in the good pleasures of Allah and
to stay away from those things that would displease Allah. He remains
careful not to go beyond the bounds and limits set by Allâh.See
Qur'ân, Al 'Imrân (3:102-103), Al-Hashr (59:18-19).
At-TaqwImul-HijrI:
The Hijrah (migration) of Prophet
Muhammad ', from Makkah to Al-Madinah (in 622 CE), marks the
starting point of the Muslim calendar, comprised of twelve lunar
months [a lunar year is roughly eleven days shorter than a solar year
(365 days), since each lunar month begins when the new moon's crescent becomes visible every 29 or 30 days]. In their religious duties,
Muslims depend on both the solar and lunar calendars. Fasting the
month of Ramadân, celebrating the two major feasts ('Eidul-Fitr and
Eidul-Adhâ), performing the pilgrimage to Makkah, and other religious activities depend upon the lunar months. The names of the lunar months are: Muharrarn, Safar, Rabi'ul-Awwal, Rabi'uth-Thâni,
Jumâda Al-Ula, Jumâda Al-Akhirah, Rajab, Sha'bân, Ramadân, Shawwâl, Dhul-Qa'dah, and Dhul-Hijjah. Many contemporary sources on Islam include both the Gregorian (CE-common era or AD-anno domini)
and Hijn (AR-after Hijrah) dates for historical events.
TarâwIh:
Optional prayers offered after the 'Is/ia' prayers on
the nights of Ramadân. These may be performed individually or in
congregation.
Taribat YamInuka:
(May your right hand be in dust). It is an
expression of exhortation, meaning, if you do not do what I tell you,
you will lose great advantage and win nothing but dust.
TarjI' :(-i ) Repetition of recitation (especially in Adhân)
Tarill: (J3) Measured recitation of the Qur'ân taking extreme care
with regard to the rules of slow reading, pausing and stopping at every
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indicated point. The Prophet
has recommended it saying: "Whoever
does not chant the Qur'ân is not among us." (Ab(t Dâwâd).
TasbIh: (i) Glorification, saying Subhânallâh, Praise, saying AlHamdu Lillâh, and magnification, saying Allâhu Akbar. A rosary that is
used to glorify Allah è is also called a TasbIh.
Tashahhud: (.Ji) Testimony. It is the declaration of the Muslim faith
towards the end of the prayers, immediately after the recitation of Tahi)yah, while sitting with the first finger of the right hand extended as a
witness to the oneness of God. It is to say: "I bear witness that none
has the right to be worshipped but Allah, and I bear witness that Muhammad is his slave and Messenger."
TashbIh:
) Ascription of human characteristics to Allah.
TashmIt: (J ) To say Yarhamukallâh (may Allah have mercy on you) when
someone sneezes and saysAl-Hamdu Lillâh (all praise is due to Allah).
TaslIm: (Lfl) Salutations or greetings, saying of Salâm-As-Salâmu
Alaykum. On finishing the prayer, one turns one's face to the right and
then to the left saying, As-Salâmu 'Alaykum wa Rahmatulláh (Peace
and mercy of Allah be upon you), and this action is called TaslIm.
Tasmiyyah: (Zfl) Giving a name, Nomination. A title given to the
Basmalah.
Ta 'til: (j...k.l i) Denying all attributes of Allah.
TathwIb: (,zii) Saying of As-Salâtu klzaInsm-minan-Nawm (The prayer
is better than sleep) in the Adhân.
TawhId: (-i) It has three aspects; A, B and C: (A) Oneness of the
Lordship of Allah; TawhIdur-Rubâbi)yah:
-) To believe that
there is only one Lord for all the universe, its Creator, Organizer, Planner, Sustainer, and the Giver of Security, etc., and that is Allah. (B)
Oneness of the worship of Allah; TawhIdul-04hiyyah: (J
-)
To believe that none has the right to be worshipped [e.g. praying, invoking, asking for help (from the unseen), swearing, slaughtering sacrifices, giving charity, fasting, pilgrimage, etc.], but Allah. (C) Oneness of
the Names and the Qualities of Allah; TawhIdul-Asmâ' was-Sifât:
To believe that: (i) we must not name or qualify Allah
except with what He or His Messenger
has named or qualified Him;
(ii) none can be named or qualified with the Names or Qualifications
of Allah; e.g. Al-Karim; (iii) we must confirm Allah's all qualifications
which Allah has stated in His Book (the Qur'ân) or mentioned through
His Messenger (Muhammad J) without changing them or ignoring
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them completely or twisting the meanings or giving resemblance to any
of the created things; e.g., Allah is present over His Throne as mentioned in the Qur'ân. (V. 20:5): "The Most Beneficent (i.e., Allah) Istawâ (rose over) the (Mighty) Throne" over the seventh heaven; and He
only comes down over the first (nearest) heaven (to us) during the day
of 'Arafat (Hajj, i.e., 9th Dhul-Hijjah) and also during the last third
part of the night, as mentioned by the Prophet iW, but He is with us by
His Knowledge only, not by His Personal Self (Bi-Dhâtihi), "There is
nothing like Him, and He is the All-Hearer, the All-Seer." (The
Qur'ân, V. 42:11). This noble Verse confirms the quality of hearing
and the quality of sight for Allah without resemblance to others; and
likewise He also said: "To one whom I have created with Both My
Hands," (V. 38:75); and He also said: "The Hand of Allah is over their
hands.": (V. 48:10). This confirms two Hands for Allah, but there is no
similarity for them. This is the Faith of all true believers, and was the
Faith of all the Prophets of Allah from Noah, Abraham, Moses and
. It is not like as
Christ till the last of the Prophets, Muhammad
some people think that Allah is present everywhere, here, there and
even inside the breasts of men. These three aspects of TawhId are included in the meanings of La ilâha illallâh (none has the right to be
worshipped but Allah). It is also essential to follow Allah's Messenger
Muhammad ii: Wujâbul-Ittibâ' and it is a part of TawhIdul-UlâhIyyah.
This is included in the meaning: "I testify that Muhammad
is the
Messenger of Allah" and this means, "None has the right to be followed after Allah's Book (the Qur'ân), but Allah's Messenger j". [See
the Qur'ân (V. 59:7) and (V. 3:31)].
Tawarruk: (çi ) Sitting in the prayer with the left foot brought forward
so that the buttocks are in direct contact with the ground.
Tawbah: (i) Repentence, turning to Allah to seek forgiveness of sins
or other wrong actions. Often it should be a component of the personal prayers.
Tawâf: (..i
) The circling or circumambulation of the Holy Ka'bah. It
is a part of the worship of Hajj and 'Umrah. It is done in sets of seven
circuits, after each of which it is necessary to pray two Rak'at, preferably at or near Maqâm IbrâhIm. It refers to the act of walking
around the Ka'bah. It is not permissible to make Tawâf of any other
place irrespective of how sacred it may be.
Li
Tawâful-Iradah: (
) The circumambulation of the Ka 'bah by
the pilgrims after they come from Mina to Makkah on the tenth day of
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Dhul-Hijjah. This Tawâf is one of the essential ceremonies (Rukn) of
the Hajj. It is also called Tawâfuz-Ziyârah.
Tawáful-Qudâm:
The 'Arrival Tawâf, the Tawâf of the
Ka'bah that the pilgrim must do on first entering the Sacred Mosque
in Makkah. It is one of the essential rites of both the Hajj and 'Urnrah.
Tawâfid-Wadâ' :(tl3,l iI,1) The 'Farewell Tawâf The Tawâf made before
leaving Makkah, as the last activity there. It should be connected directly to the trip of departure, and whoever is delayed and stays on
afterwards should do it again.
Tawáfuz-Ziyôrah: (L3
See Tawâful-Ifadah.
Tawrâh: (,ft) (Torah) Arabic name for the holy book revealed to
Prophet Moses
thousands of years ago. It is the Jewish Holy Book.
For Muslims, the Torah was a scriptural precursor to the Qur'ân, just
as Moses was a predecessor of Muhammad
in the history of
Divinely revealed monotheism.
Tâ'wIl: (,fl) A vision of reality in which everything seen takes on
symbolic meanings.
Ta'w(dh: (1J1) An amulet that is generally suspended around the neck.
Tayâlisah: (ZJW) (sing. Taylasân) A famous decorated cloth usually
kept on shoulders, and they say it is black.
Tayammum: (J) It literally means 'to intend to do a thing.' Dry
ablution, sand ablution, dust ablution. The act of purifying oneself with
pure sand in the absence of water. It means spiritual cleansing that is
sometimes a substitute for WudE2' and Ghusl. As an Islamic legal term,
it refers to wiping one's hands and face with clean earth as a substitution for ablution when water cannot be obtained. To put or strike lightly the hands over clean earth and then pass the palm of each on the
back of the other, blow off the dust and then pass them on the face.
This is performed instead of ablution (Wudâ)' and Ghusl (in case of
Janâbah etc.) See SahIh A1-Bukhâri Vol. 1, HadIth No. 334 and 340.
Tayyibât: (LJi) Literary good things and good deeds, also the
monetary acts of worship, like Zakát, alms, etc. (See Salawât also)
Ta 'zIr:
Penalization, to inflict a penalty. Discretionary
)
punishment.
Thaglthmah: (Z i ) A type of grass having white color; or a white fruit
from a type of plant.
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Ath-Thalâthah: (¼i) The three compilers of Ahâdith - Abü Dâwud,
Nasâ'i, Tirmidhi.
Those having two teeth. See
Thani' or Thaniyyah: (J
Musinnah.
Thaniyyah: (li) Mountain or valley pass or path.
Thaniyyoiui-Wadâ': (j,J; z) A place near Al-Madinah.
Thaj,: (J) Performing the sacrifice on camels.
Tharid: (ii) A kind of meal, prepared from meat and bread.
Thawb:
Garment.
Thawr: (i) It is the cave wherein Prophet Muhammad 41R., stayed
before finally migrating to Al-Madinah.
Thawâb: ( S,i ) Reward of a good deed is a Divine blessing.
Thayyib Gowment: (i) A non-virgin married or previously married woman.
Thiqah: (;!-J ) Trustworthy.
Thunyâ: (Li) is a kind of trade in which a person sells the fruit of his
garden still on trees for a certain price but on condition that he will
keep some of its fruit. This is unlawful because 'some' is not a fixed
measure, and it is fraudulent.
Tjárah: ()
) Trade. Act of buying and selling.
TiM': (UJ) A kind of alcohalic drink prepared from grapes by
thickening it through boiling, two third has gone and one third left.
Tiwalah: (ifl) Charms.
Tiyarah: (;,-W ) Drawing an evil omen from birds etc..
Tubbân: (3L *z) Shorts that cover the knees (used by wrestlers).
Tulaqâ': (Ui) Those persons who had embraced Islam on the day of
the conquest of Makkah.
Tar: (,,1) A mountain.
Turbah:
Earth, especially from the shrines of the Imâms, on
which Shi'ahs place their heads during Sajdah.
Turs: (J1) A kind of shield.
t) Sacrifice (on 'Eidul-Adhâ).
Udhiyah:
Uhud: (.L-1) A well-known mountain in Al-Madinah. One of the great
battles in the Islamic history took place at its foot. This battle is called
Ghazwah Uhud.
'UIamâ': (L1.JS) See 'Aiim.
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(Jlul-'Amr:
,) The term includes all those entrusted with
directing Muslims in matters of common concern.
Uluwwah:
) They say it is a Persian word for 'Ud (aloeswood).
Ummah: (I ) Community or nation. It is a special name given to
Muslim brotherhood and unity (worldwide Muslim community whose
population exceeds 1.2 billion). The Qur'ân refers to Muslims as the
best Ummah or Millat raised for the benefit of all mankind (3:110). At
another place (2:143), it calls them 'the middle nation' (Ummah Wasat)
a unique characteristic of the Islamic community that has been asked
to maintain equitable balance between extremes, pursue the path of
moderation and establish the middle way. Such a community of Muslims will be a model for the whole world to emulate.
UmmI: (fl) It signifies the 'unlettered.' It is also used to refer to
those who do not possess Divine revelation.
Ummul-Mu'minIn: (jJ ri) It means 'Mother of the Believers.' This
was the title of the Prophet's wives; Siirah 33 Ayah 6 stipulated that
they could not marry after the Prophet's death because all of the believers were their spiritual children.
Ummul-Walad:
) (p1. Ummahâtul-Awlâd) A slave woman who
begets a child for her master.
'Umrâ:
See Nihal.
'Umrah: (J) (Minor Pilgrimage) It is an Islamic rite performed in
ritual purity wearing the Ihrâm, the seamless ceremonial garments consisting of a white sheet from the navel to the knees and a white sheet
covering the left shoulder, back and breast, knotted on the right. Like
Hajj, it consists of pilgrimage to the Ka'bah, with the essentialities of
Ihrâm, Tawâf (circumambulation) around the Ka'bah (seven times),
and Sa'y (walking and running) between Safa and Marwah (seven
times). It is called minor Hajj since it need not be performed at a particular time of the year and its performance requires fewer ceremonies
than the Hajj proper. (See SahIh Al-BukhârI, Vol. 3, Page 1)
Umratul-Qadâ': (Li ;) Making up for the missed 'Umrah. The
fulfilled 'Umrah-the 'Umrah that the Prophet i performed in the
seventh year after Hijrah, which he intended to do in the sixth year but
the Quraysh disbelievers had not allowed him to complete.
(Jqiyyah: () (p1. Awâq) An ounce; for silver 119.4 grams, for other
substances 127/128 grams, modern use of ounce 28.349 grams. One
Uqiyah is equal to 40 dirhams or 147 grams of silver. It may be less or
more according to different countries. (See Awâq)
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'Urban: (Li) Urban means earnest money. If somebody settles the
price of an animal and pays a certain amount as earnest money that if
he did not buy this animal, the seller will keep the earnest money and
in case the deal is accomplished, the buyer will deduct the earnest
money from the price paid. It is prohibited.
'Urfut: (ii,J) The tree which produces Maghâfir.
'Usfur: (iaJ) Safflower.
'Uslir: (3.J) Ten percent (in some cases five percent) of the agricultural
produce payable by a Muslim as part of his religious obligation, like
Zakâh, mainly for the benefit of the poor and the needy. (See SahIh
Al-Bukhâri, Vol. 2, HadIth No. 560)
A1-'Usrah: (;J) The battle of Tabük, called so because of the poverty
the Muslim were facing at that time.
Usâlud-Din: (i J,...ai) The principles of Islam.
'Uzzâ: (?) A chief goddess identified with Venus, but it was
worshipped under the form of an acacia tree, and was the deity of the
Ghatafân tribe.in the religion of the pre-Islamic Arabs during the days
of Jâhiliyah.
'And on you be peace.' The reply
Wa 'Alaykumus-Salâm: (5'J
to the Muslim greeting of 'As-Salâmu 'Alaykum' (peace be on you).
This refers to deposits in trust, in which a person may
WadI'ah:
hold property in trust for another, sometimes by implication of a contract.
Warat: (u) The death of a person.
Wahy: (.-i) It refers to Revelation that consists of communicating
God's Messages to a Prophet or Messenger of God. The highest form
of revelation is the Qur'ân of which even the words are from God.
-i) Revelation unrecited.
Wahy Ghayr Matlâ: (,Li
Wahy Matlil: (JJi -J) Revelation recited.
May Allah be merciful to you.
Wayhaka:
Waylaka: ('.11L,) 'Woe upon you!'
Wâjib:
(pl. Wâjibât) Compulsory or obligatory. An act that must
be performed. In Islamic jurisprudence, it refers to that act which has
not been established by an absolute proof. Leaving out a Wâjib without
any valid reason makes one a Fâsiq and entails punishment. Imâm Abü
HanIfah makes Wâjib a separate category between the Fard and the
Mubâh.
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Al-Wakâlatul Mutlaqah: (ZiUi Js,fl) Resale of goods with a discount

on the original stated cost.
WakIl: (.~,i i) A person who is an authorized repesentative or proxy.
Also can mean lawyer in Urdu.
Walâ': (it) A kind of relationship, i.e., loyalty (between the master
who freed a slave and the freed slave) about the right of inheritance.
Wall: (,.fl) (p1. Awliyâ') legal guardian. A friend, protector, ruler,
officer: supporter, caretaker, helper etc. Someone who is supposed to
look out for your interest.
Wallmah: (ZJ,iI) A marriage banquet, wedding feast, or the reception
after the wedding. A traditional dinner feast provided to wedding
guests by the groom's family after a marriage is consummated. Providing a WalImah was highly recommended by the Prophet it whether it
be a grand or humble affair. Friends, relatives, and neighbors are invited in it.
WaqJ: (i,i) Endowment.Term designating the giving of material
property by will or by gift for pious works or for the public good. A
charitable trust in the Name of Allah, usually in perpetuity, and usually
for the purposes of establishing the religion of Islam, teaching useful
knowledge, feeding the poor or treating the sick. Properties with Waqf
status, such as schools or hospitals, remain so perpetually, providing
endless benefit to the community and endless heavenly blessings to the
donor.
Wars:
A kind of perfume. It is said to be Memecyclon
Tinctorium, a plant of Yemen used as a liniment and yellow dye.
Warsiyyah: (...,,fl) A cloth dyed with Wars.
Wasâyâ: (LL,iI) Wills or testaments.
Wâshimât: ( L. i ) The women who do the job of tattoo marking.
9J ) One who keeps good relations with his kith and kin.
Al-Wan!: (
Wâsilah:
i ) The women who affixes hair extensions.
Wasllah: (ifl) A she-camel set free for idols because it had given birth
to a she-camel at its first delivery and then again gave birth to a shecamel at its second delivery.
Wasmah: (LJ) A plant used for dyeing hair (Katam).
(plural Awsâq or Awsuq) A volume measure equal to 60
Wasq:
Sâ'S = 135 kg. approx. It may be less or more. [One Wasq of Hijâz is
equal to 180 kilos (Ibn Bâz) and 629.856 kilograms (Shaykh Fâruq As,
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ghar Sâram Pakistani) and according to modern measures, one Iraqi
Wasq is equal to 189 kilograms.]
Wisâl: (JL0,i) Fasting for more than one day continuously.
Witr: (i) Odd number. Witr Rak'ahs are odd number of Rak'ahs such
as 1, 3, 5, etc. - usually 1 or 3 - that are offered after the last prayer at
night.
Wudui':
Literally means 'purity or cleanliness.' It refers to the
ablution made before performing the prescribed prayers. It requires
washing (1) the face from the top of the forehead to the chin and as
far as each ear; (2) the hands and arms up to the elbow; (3) wiping
with wet hands a part of the head; and (4) washing the feet to the ankle. Wudui' serves as an act of physical cleansing as a well as a precursor to the mental and spiritual cleansing necessary when in the
worship of God. If clean water is unavailable, a ritual purification
known as Tayyamum, which involves symbolically touching clean earth,
may be substituted.
Yâuij wa Mâuij:
-L) (Gog and Magog) Two evil empires.
They are mentioned in the Qur'ân and Azâdith when mentioning some
of the scenes just before the Final Hour. According to Bible, Gog was
a chief prince of Meshech and Tubal who came from Magog. While
Magog a people descended from Japheth (son of Noah). Gog and Magog will be two nations led by Satan in a climactic battle at Armageddon against the kingdom of God. [See Qur'ân, Al-Anbiyâ' (21:96),
SahIh Muslim, Kitâbul-Fitan wa Ashrât us-Sâ 'ah]
Eclipse.
Yakhszfân: (
Yalamkim: (LL) The MIqât of the people of Yemen.
Yamámah: (LJ) A place in Saudi Arabia towards Najd.
YaqIn: (,.iJ) Perfect absolute Faith.
Ya'quib:
A Prophet of Allah, mentioned in the Qur'ân and the
Old Testament.
Yarmuik: (iJ ) A place in Sham.
Yathrib:
See Al-Madinah.
Yawmud-Dâr: () Ui
) The Day of the House, this refers to the day
when the rebels besieged 'Uthmân in his house and murdered him.
Yawmud-Din: (l
) Literally 'Day of Faith,' one of several Arabic
terms for Judgment Day. See Day of Judgment.
Yawmul-Qiyâmah: (til
) (Day of Judgment) Belief in the Day of
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Judgment is a basic article of faith in Islam. After God ends the present world and order of creation, a day will follow on which He will
judge every person according to his or her intentions, deeds, and circumstances. Judgment by God is followed by punishment in Hell or
eternal reward in Paradise.
Yawmun-Nafr: (J p) The day of Nafr. The 12th and 13th of DhulHijjah when the pilgrims leave Mina after performing all the ceremonies of Hajj at 'Arafat, Al-Muzdalifah and Mina. See Nafr.
Yawmun-Nahr: (,JI r-' ) The day of slaughtering the sacrificial animals,
i.e., the 10th of DhuI-Hljjah.
Yawmur-Ru'âs: (,)Ji ) Meaning 'day of heads'. It is the name of the
day following the 'Eid day ('Eidul-Adhâ).
Yawmut-Tarwiyah: (zi p) The eighth day of the month of DhulHijjah, when the pilgrims leave Makkah for Mina.
Y(4suf:
A Prophet of Allah, mentioned in the Qur'ân and the
Old Testament.
Zabâr: (,.)i) Arabic name for the holy scripture revealed to Prophet
David (Dãwud
) thousands of years ago. For Muslims, the Zabur,
analogous to the Christian Psalms (the Old Testament), was a scriptural precursor to the Qur'ân, just as David was a predecessor of Muhammad ii in the history of Divinely revealed monotheism.
Zahw: (,,.J ) Unripe dates that have begun to ripen.
Zakariyya': ( L;,) (Zacharia) A Prophet of God and father of John the
Baptist.
Zakât: (t5J) One of the five pillars of Islam is Zakât, which means
purification and increment of one's wealth. A Muslim who has money
beyond a certain quantity is to pay the Zakit. It is also called the alms
due or poor due. It is to be used in eight categories for welfare of the
society that are mentioned in the Qur'ân, namely: the poor, the needy,
the sympathizers, the captives, the debtors, the wayfarers, in the cause
of Allah, and for those who are to collect it. The Zakât is compulsory
on all Muslims who have saved (at least) the equivalent of 85g of 24
carat gold at the time when the annual Zakât payment is due. The
amount to be collected is 2.5%, 5%, or 10%, depending on the assets
and the method used to produce it. For example, it is 2.5% of the assets that have been owned over a year, 5% of the wheat when irrigated
by the farmer, and 10% of the wheat that is irrigated by the rain. [See
SahIh Al-Bukhâri, Vol. 2, Book of Zakât (24)]
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Zak1ad-Fitr: ( la .c,,) An obligatory Sadaqah to be given by Muslims
before the prayer of 'Eidul-Fitr (See SahIh Al-BukhârI Vol. 2, The
Book of ZaMtul-Fitr, Page No. 339).
tSj) Zakât of grain/corn.
Zakâtul-Hithâb:
2akôhd-Ma'din: (..tm.J% ;tS) Zakbt of minerals.
Zakâtur-Rikâz: (tS)I MS,)) Zaltht of treasure or precious stones.
Zâliin: (,JUil) The wrongdoer, he who exceeds the limits of right, the unjust.
The sacred well inside Al-Masjid Al-Harâm near Ka'bah
Zamzam:
in Makkah. The water that comes out from this well is called Zamzam
water.
Zanâdiqah: (iU)I) Atheists.
Zanjabil: (J._)) A special mixture that will be in one of the drinks of
the people of Paradise. See the Qur'án, Al-Insân (76:17).
An extremely bitter and thorny tree that grows at the
Zaqqâm:
bottom of the Hell-fire. See the Qur'ân, Al-Isrâ' (17:60), for example.
Zarnab:
A kind of good smelling grass.
Zihâr: ( )t1;) It is a condition similar to divorce that was common in
pre-Islamic Arabia, but was made unlawful by Islam. It was a way when
the husband wanted to divorce his wife he would selfishly say to her,
"You are like my mother." This way she would have not conjugal
rights, but at the same time, she would still be bound to him like a
slave. See Qur'ân, Al-Ahzâb (33:4), Al-Mujâdilah (58:1-5).
Zina: (U)1) Illegal sexual intercourse and embraces both fornication and
adultery.
ZindIq: (j)) One who goes so far into innovated and deviant beliefs
and philosophizing, etc., without sticking to the truth found in the
Qur'ân and the Sunnah to such an extreme extent that they actually
leave Islam altogether.
Ziyârah: (, )i) To visit or to recite special salutations for the Prophet
Muhammad and his household.
Zuhr:
) The noon or the mid-day prayer, that is performed right
after the sun moves away from it's zenith. The second obligatory prayer
of the day.
Zuim: (.Ui) Zuim literally means placing a thing where it does not
belong. Technically, it refers to exceeding the right and hence committing wrong or injustice.

